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Gambling Commission’s Matatā decision

Preserve your gaming machine entitlement
1 September 2022

Kia ora
We’re pleased to announce the implementation of the Gambling Commission’s Matatā decision
giving you the opportunity to preserve your gaming machine entitlement by allowing
operational and non-operational machines to be listed on a venue licence.
Last year we advised that we needed to complete development work on our IT Licensing System
to implement the decision. That work is now complete and you can find the updated class 4
licence forms on dia.govt.nz/gambling.
To avoid any delays with your application, please ensure you’re using the correct forms.
The deadline for submitting an application to list operational and non-operational machines on
your venue licence is 31 March 2023. This deadline date has been selected to ensure all licence
holders have an equal amount of time to submit their application.
If no changes are made by this deadline, maximum entitlements will be reduced to the number
of machines operating on your current licence.

What the Matatā decision means for you
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You can apply to list both operational and non-operational machines on your venue
licence to preserve your maximum gaming machine entitlement by 31 March 2023.
From today, if you make any changes to your licence, and remove a machine
without replacing it with another operational machine or adding a non-operational
machine in it’s place, your maximum operating entitlement will be reduced to the
new number of machines listed.
Changing machines from operational to non-operational within the same venue
licence will no longer be considered an amendment and won’t incur an application
fee.

For more information on the Gambling Commission's Matatā decision and what this means for
you please visit dia.govt.nz/gambling and download the Implementing the Matatā decision
Information Sheet.
Ngā mihi nui,
Susan Allen
Deputy Director Operations

Forward

Te Tari Taiwhenua
Department of Internal Affairs
Privacy Policy Disclaimer
Preferences | Unsubscribe
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Implementing the
Matatā decision
Listing operational and non-operational machines on a venue
licence to preserve your gaming machine entitlement
How you can preserve your gaming
machine entitlement
EXAMPLE
If you hold a class 4 venue licence that enables
you to operate up to 18 machines at a venue,
you will need to have a minimum of 18
machines on your licence to maintain the
operating entitlement.
If you don't list at least 18 machines on the
licence before 31 March 2023, this will result in
the entitlement being reduced to the number
of machines listed on the new licence.

Machines can either be listed as
operational or non-operational.

Maximum Operating Entitlement = 18

10
8

Operational
Machines

Non-operational
Machines

Important Information and Fees

1.

A machine can only be listed as operational on one venue licence at a time. However,
you may list non-operational machines on any venue licence that you hold. You may
also list a machine that is operational at a venue as non-operational at other venues.

2.

Changing a machine from operational to non-operational within the same venue
licence will not incur an application fee as it will no longer be considered an
amendment to the licence.

3.

The Gambling (Fees) Regulations 2015, requires that annual fees will be applied to each
specified machine on a venue licence. Machines with a status of non-operational will be
charged the annual fee. Te Tari Taiwhenua (DIA) do not have the ability to waive this fee
however only operational machines will incur the EMS daily monitoring fee.

All applications must be submitted by 31 March 2023. This deadline date has been selected to ensure all licence holders
have an equal amount of time to submit their application. If no changes are made by this deadline, maximum
entitlements will be reduced to the number of machines currently operating on the licence.
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Director's Update
News and Views May 2022

Kia ora
We’re almost halfway through the year and now that Covid-19 restrictions have eased
we’ve visibly strengthened our presence in the sector, not only with our regulated parties,
but across the board, including regular site visits at casinos across the country. Getting
back out there and connecting in person is an important focus for us.
An example of our commitment to ‘better together’ is an initiative underway to invite a small
group from the sector to be on our advisory group that helps to shape up guidance that will
provide the regulator and regulated parties with a shared understanding of what harm
minimisation best practice policy is. As this best practice guidance takes shape, we will update
you on the next steps later in the year.
In April, as part of our refreshed compliance approach, we moved to unannounced venue and
casino visits. These visits have been well received and we will continue to ensure our regulators
do their best to minimise business disruption.
Read on to find out more about what we’ve been working on – a glimpse into investigations that
are underway, sanctions against Russia and interesting facts on pokie play hours.
Ngā mihi nui,
Dave Robson
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Gambling Director

Coming to a casino near you...

Covid has put a stop to many in-person activities, including regular on the ground mahi that we
normally do as Gambling Regulator.
Last month, thanks to efforts from DIA staff across the country, we were able to start visits
again. On the 14th of April, DIA regulators visited every casino in the country, not a small effort in
planning and co-ordination!
Unannounced visits give us a true picture of how sites operate day-to-day. Alongside giving us
the time to evaluate staff knowledge of host responsibilities such as monitoring long hours of
play, exclusions and minors on the casino floor, they’re also a great opportunity for us to build
relationships with casinos.
We are grateful for the cooperation of casinos when we visit and enjoy working together to
ensure correct procedures are in place so that New Zealanders can enjoy gambling safely.
It’s fantastic to see the team out and about again, and we look forward to having more face-toface interactions.

Investigations team leave no stone unturned
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In the early hours of the morning, the Gambling Investigations team prepare to execute a search
warrant. Using a ladder, the team scale an electric gate to gain access and surround the
property, all while keeping in constant contact with the Police Communication Centre.
It's clear someone is inside. With no answer, nor response to the loud knocks on the front door,
the team have no choice other than to force entry into the property to mitigate the risk of any
evidence loss.
The occupants were located and given copies of the search warrant. Evidence found at this
property lead to another place of interest. Another warrant was lodged and approved before a
smaller team left to complete the additional search.
More properties were searched the following week, and items seized.
This investigation is still in progress, so no further information can be released at this stage – we
will provide more details as the case progresses.

Tough and swift

The Russia Sanctions Act 2022 (the Act) came into force in March and takes swift action against
Russia’s military actions. The Act aligns with the response of the wider international
community.
We’ve contacted casino operators and the NZ TAB who have a duty to report any suspicions of
anyone involved with assets that could be owned, controlled, or benefit a sanctioned or
associated person.
For more information, please view our factsheet on DIA.govt.nz.

There's a routine for everything, including playing the pokies

Did you know that across New Zealand most gambling at pokie machines takes place on
Thursday and Friday evenings between 4 and 7pm? Not so unusual or surprising. But that’s not
true for all New Zealand.
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How do we know this?
Our data insights team extracted 12 months of hourly pokie play data from a monitoring system
that connects to all pokie machines in New Zealand.
Collecting and monitoring this data gives us valuable insight into people’s gambling habits
which we can use to inform how we approach gambling harm reduction activities in different
areas of Aotearoa.

Views from our sector

Back in March we highlighted the work being done in the Class 3 space, welcomed by the
fundraising sector. Michelle Berriman, Chief Executive at Fundraising Institute of New Zealand
(FINZ) describes the recent decision to allow tickets to be purchased and issued digitally as “a
landmark change to the Gambling Act that allows fundraisers to run a lottery or raffle remotely”.

Soon to be released
We’ve been working with key stakeholders from across our sector to gather feedback on a proof
of concept digitally-enabled tool that will provide valuable insight into pokie grants data. We’re
grateful to our stakeholders who have been an integral voice in helping drive this work forward.
We’ll fill you in with that exciting initiative in our July issue.
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Message from our Gambling Director
Kia ora koutou,
The launch of our strategy last year signalled a renewed
regulatory approach for the Gambling regulator. You will see
below that we are making some changes to the way we do
things and tidying up some areas of our practice. Good
regulatory stewardship and practice is at the core of our new
strategy, and is the theme driving many changes we will be
making. Some of these may be changes to practices that have
been in place for some time.

We understand that any change can have impact ‐ sometimes unintended. We will do our best to
make sure any changes we implement are thoroughly considered to ensure we understand the
nature and scale of the change, and potential impacts.
Ngā mihi,
Dave Robson
Gambling Director

Susan Allen ‐ Deputy Director Operations
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Susan Allen, our Deputy Director Operations has shared some
insight into her role.
"As Deputy Director Operations I am responsible for the front‐
line delivery of our regulatory activities – with a focus on
ensuring our operations are efficient, follow best practice and
performance standards, and are effective in terms of our
regulatory impact.

For me, this means focusing our efforts in the right place and in the right way to deliver our vision:
delivering community wellbeing through reducing gambling‐related harms.
My initial focus is on making sure our people have the tools and systems they need to do this well;
that we are purposeful in the regulatory activities we undertake, and that we set clear
expectations on our regulated entities and individuals so that we can work together to achieve
them."

Three‐year licensing to end
The Department has evaluated the three‐year licencing programme and has made the decision to
stop offering three‐year licences, effective immediately. The intended benefits of the three‐year
licencing were to reward and incentivise good compliance and drive a general uplift across the
sector in these areas. However, for several reasons, uptake of the programme was limited, and
some of the benefits were not realised.
We have begun working to identify alternative approaches for achieving the intended benefits of
the three‐year approach. We will let you know the outcome of that work once it is completed. We
acknowledge that this will be disappointing for those entities that have already committed time
and resource to developing these applications. We apologise for the inconvenience caused by our
decision.
We will be returning applications already submitted. Any current three‐year licences will remain
valid until the expiry date.

What is behind the licensing delays?
We know that our processing times for licensing applications and amendments are taking longer
than we’d like.
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We are making changes to our operations across our teams to focus on getting our workflow up
to date, including recruiting new specialist skills in areas where we need them and spreading the
workload around all of our offices (Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch).
This means that your current liaison contact may not be the person working through your
application, so please direct all your communications to Gambling@dia.govt.nz. That inbox is
actively monitored and your message will be sent on to right person promptly. This will help avoid
delays in processing your application.
You can help us by:


ensuring your applications contain all the necessary information so that we can start
processing the information straight away. All the information requirements are set
out on our website



providing all documentation in electronic form to reduce paper handling times.

Thank you for your patience while we work through this.

Publishing Venue‐level Gaming Machine Profits
(GMP)
As the Gambling Regulator, we are committed to delivering community wellbeing through
reducing gambling‐related harms. This new approach aligns with our focus on harnessing data for
effective decision making across the gambling system.
We are updating our quarterly reporting. The amount of money that goes into gaming machines,
or gaming machine profits (GMP), will be published at venue level. This means the community will
understand the amount of money put into non‐casino pokie machines in their area.
There is a demand from our stakeholders for reliable data to inform our understanding of the
impact of Class 4 gambling in our communities, and as we are committed to open data and the
proactive release of data in alignment with an All of Government approach. We do not have
sufficient grounds to not proactively provide this data.
We've heard there are safety and security concerns about making this data available. We will keep
the sector well informed of how we intend to implement the change before we proactively
release this data publicly. This will ensure Class 4 gambling venues will have the opportunity to
consider any operational changes they may need to implement.
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Collecting Grants Data update
An essential part of being a good regulator is being able to tell
the full story about the sector you regulate. Having a good set
of data helps you to do this. As such, we will be enhancing our
knowledge of the C4 sector by improving the way in which we
collect and publish grants data. It will now be a regular feature
of the Department's publication to provide a full picture of
grants funding.

The first step will be following up on the 2019 Grants report, by reporting on 2020, and to prepare
for a 2021 report. You will be contacted to provide your annual grants distribution data for the
2020 year, and the first half of 2021.
In due course you will be informed about key dates and processes for the ongoing repeatable
process, which at this stage will occur every 6 months.

Te Tari Taiwhenua Finance System changes
Between 1 and 9 July 2021 there will be a seven working day blackout period to our finance
systems (due to a significant upgrade). During this time, we will have no access to our finance
systems, meaning we will not be able to create any invoices, process any direct debits, or process
or invoice receipts.
You will not need to do anything, however you will not receive any invoices or have any direct
debit payments taken from Te Tari Taiwhenua between 1 to 9 July 2021.
Who is affected?
Parts of the gambling sector that are invoiced through Te Tari Taiwhenua, Department of Internal
Affairs.
You can read more here.

Gambits subscription
We regularly review our subscription lists in order to continue providing relevant updates to the
gambling sector.
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If you wish to continue to receive Gambits, which will cover general industry news, updates from
the Gambling Group, and reminders about compliance, please renew your subscription
information.
Renew your Gambits subscription

Te Tari Taiwhenua
Department of Internal Affairs
Preferences | Unsubscribe
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Message from our new Gambling Director
Kia ora koutou,
I would firstly like to thank Chris Thornborough for his hard
work and the strategic direction he has provided as the
Gambling Director. I had the privilege of a two‐week transition
period with Chris, which has helped me get my feet under the
desk. Chris has achieved an enormous amount, and has a
knowledge of the sector second to none. Although I am sad to
see him leave, I wish Chris well with his next endeavours.

It is a honour for me to now lead the Gambling Group at Te Tari Taiwhenua, with a particular
focus on delivering the Strategic Direction that we outlined in the last Gambits newsletter. This is
our top priority, and I look forward to talking with you more about it.
My background is regulatory, having spent the last three and half years overseeing the NZ Building
Code, and prior to that, 11 years in transport regulation. Through this time I have provided
leadership to core aspects of regulation such as policy, technical settings, operations, compliance
and enforcement. Critical as these elements are, I am interested in achieving outcomes through
constructive sector relationships, partnerships, collaboration and good communication.
Delivering DIA’s core regulatory services is vital to the success of your businesses. There has been
a recent change of leadership in this area also, and I am pleased to introduce Susan Allen as the
Deputy Director Gambling for the next 6 months.
"I am really pleased to be stepping into the Gambling Group to support the team to continue to
be successful at what they do. I’ve been in the Department’s Regulatory Services Group for 2.5
1

years and bring my knowledge of regulatory strategy, governance and capability to our work,"
Susan says. Susan’s main focus is delivering our core operational and regulatory services.
Over the next few months I am looking forward to getting out and meeting as many of you as
possible and learning in depth about the gambling sector, and the opportunities that we can work
on together.
In this edition of Gambits, we've taken a look at some of our system players who have an
important role in reducing gambling‐related harms.
Ngā mihi,
Dave Robson
Director Gambling

We're all responsible for reducing gambling‐related harms
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Venue, club, and casino staff ‐ culture of care
Venue staff at a club, pub, or casino can make a positive impact in reducing gambling‐related
harms.
When DIA Regulators visit a venue, they are looking to see staff connecting with their customers.
For example:






checking to see that staff know what's going on in the gambling room
who is in there and how long they've been there
what type of gambling they're doing
recording and monitoring incidents
identifying signs of gambling harm and knowing when to check in to see if they need
to take a break.

We look to venue operators to identify and offer support, help, information and resources, so
people have an opportunity to think about their gambling habits. You'll hold the intimate
knowledge of what's happening in your space. It's important that venue, club, and casino staff are
confident in their harm minimisation practices, and know what to say and do.

Societies and harm minimisation
Those who work for Societies will know that Societies provide training for their venue staff, but
there are additional harm minimisation resources available. Here are some examples:


For members of Hospitality New Zealand, a training program is available for venue
operators.



HPA is another organisation with resource for venue operators: Choice not Chance ‐
Gambling Host Responsibility



Clubs NZ also provides training and resources for their members.

It's good for everyone to be at this level. If you know of any other options, please let us know!

Local government – policy and community voice
Councillors and mayors are elected to represent the views of their communities and how they feel
about pokies. Many councils will provide opportunities to engage with their community to hear
these voices when reviewing their pokie policy.
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Policy is developed at the local government level that governs the location and number of gaming
machines in that local authority. A harm minimisation lens is used as part of the decision making
process.
Our DIA Gambling Regulators often work with Council regulatory staff to gain insight into their
communities and mahi.

The Gambling Group ‐ Te Tari Taiwhenua
Minimising harm is one of our fundamental focusses as the Gambling Regulator. As mentioned
above, DIA Regulators are interested in the culture of care: how venue staff are meeting their
harm minimisation requirements and looking after people who are gambling.
As the Department, we are changing the way we deliver data, so communities can make their own
decisions about community wellbeing and understand the implications. It's about empowering
communities to make their own decisions.

Problem gambling service providers
If you or anyone you know would benefit from help, support is available through problem
gambling service providers. These services aren't only for those who gamble ‐ they are available
for anyone affected by gambling‐related harms, like friends and whānau.
There are dedicated counselling services for Māori, Pacific, and Asian, alongside those services
provided at the national level. People seeking help can find out who in their region is providing.
Problem gambling services | Ministry of Health NZ

Iwi, hapū and whānau
Although problem gambling service providers offer dedicated counselling services for Māori,
Māori may prefer to seek support within their iwi, hapū and whānau. Māori know what's best for
their people to achieve oranga.
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Everyone is responsible for reducing gambling‐related harms.
We'd love to hear from you. We want to know how we can all
work together to achieve our purpose and maximise outcomes
for communities.

Gambits subscription
We regularly review our subscription lists in order to continue providing relevant updates to the
gambling sector.
If you wish to continue to receive Gambits, which will cover general industry news, updates from
the Gambling Group, and reminders about compliance, please renew your subscription
information.
Renew your Gambits subscription

Te Tari Taiwhenua
Department of Internal Affairs
Preferences | Unsubscribe
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Message from our Gambling Director
Kia ora koutou,
I hope that you've all had a well‐earned rest over the holiday period and a wonderful summer.
As I mentioned at the end of 2020, the Gambling Group has been working on our strategic
direction as a regulator. As a regulator, our purpose is to deliver community wellbeing through
reducing gambling related harms. The Strategic Direction prioritises harm minimisation (not just
problem gambling). This includes viewing community benefit and integrity through this lens.
This Strategic Direction will ensure we are well‐positioned to respond to new opportunities and
developments, such as online gambling. The Group will collaborate with the gambling sector and
system stakeholders, focussing on communities most impacted. We will take a system approach
to maximise resources and work collaboratively towards shared outcomes ‐ with a focus on
gambling related harms.
Have a look below to learn more.
Ngā mihi,
Chris Thornborough
Director Regulatory System ‐ Gambling

Announcing our new Strategic Direction
1

Within this Strategic Direction, we have five priorities:


Effective Treaty Partner



Enabled Workforce
Regulatory Excellence





Evidence Based and Informed
System Leadership

Watch the video below, or visit our website to learn more.
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Read more on our website

September ‐ December 2020 Quarterly Gaming
Machine Profits
The latest quarterly statistics show a significant increase in Gaming Machine Profits (GMP) in the
last month of 2020. For more data and statistics check out the updated GMP Dashboard.
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4
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Gambits subscription
We have been reviewing our subscription lists in order to continue providing relevant updates to
the gambling sector.
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If you wish to continue to receive Gambits, which will cover general industry news, updates from
the Gambling Group, and reminders about compliance, please renew your subscription
information.
Renew your Gambits subscription

Te Tari Taiwhenua
Department of Internal Affairs

Preferences | Unsubscribe
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Message from our Gambling Director
Tēna koutou,
2020 has been a year like no other. COVID‐19
has affected every one of us, in more ways
than one. For the Gambling Group, much of
our year was focused on supporting the
gambling system through the crisis.
We have also implemented a new business
system for managing our licensing and
compliance work. We've named it Kōtare
after the Sacred Kingfisher. It’s an apt name
given the Kingfisher’s reputation as a patient
sentry that will act with precision and
swiftness when necessary.

We have also been quietly tidying up content on our website. We’re doing this carefully and
deliberately. So, this is a long‐haul project. But we’ve already made some changes to the
information and data we have online.
The Gambling Group has also been working on our strategic direction as a regulator. I look
forward to talking to key stakeholders about our new approach in the coming months.
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As difficult as 2020 has been, the Gambling Group is positioned well to evolve as a regulator in
2021 and beyond. I look forward to keeping you informed on developments via future issues of
our revamped Gambits newsletter.
Ngā mihi

20 years of Gambits
We are celebrating 20 years of Gambits
online! The snippet to the right is from the
first ever digital edition, December 2000.
Gambits is our longest running DIA
newsletter, and we're proud of that. There
are even some early print copies dating back
to 1998, but digital circulation began in 2000.
You'll notice that this edition has a new look
and feel. We've taken this opportunity of 20
years of Gambits to freshen up the
newsletter, so we can continue to serve you
well into the future. Here's to the next 20
years!

Gambling statistics and the GMP dashboard
We are streamlining the way we provide access to industry
data on our website. The move to update our reporting is one
part of a broader strategy to:


phase out manual processes, especially where the
data has become less reliable over time due to
sector changes (such as the overall reduction in
venue numbers)



transition to a new data collection system that
better supports digital data requirements



provide useful data in more accessible, reusable
formats.
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Gambling data and statistics can be found here:
Gambling Statistics
We welcome your feedback and acknowledge the queries
already received, especially in relation to GMP reporting at the
suburb level. We are investigating options and may be able to
provide this data in upcoming releases.
If you have any ideas or feedback for additional data you'd like
access to, please email us at gambling@dia.govt.nz

GMP Dashboard

Webinar: Monitoring Net Proceeds
Another piece of exciting news is that we have a new channel
for communicating with you. On 24 November 2020, we
hosted a webinar for Societies.
The webinar was an informative session to answer the big
questions and provide direction on the Department’s
expectations and implementation of the Class 4 monitoring
framework.
The feedback we’ve received so far is that the webinar was
useful. Keep an eye out for future webinars as we head into
2021.

DIA Close Down Dates
With the holiday period around the corner, we are providing notice of DIA’s dates of closure.
Specifically:


You won’t be able to receive any new or amended licences or invoices for
applications between 24 December and 7 January.



The gambling@dia.govt.nz email inbox will not be monitored between 24 December
and 7 January.



Banking due dates are below.
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Christmas Banking due dates 2020


Week ending 20th December 2020 is due Tuesday 5th January 2021




Week ending 27th December is due Monday 11th January 2021
Week ending 3rd January 2021 is due Monday 11th January 2021



Week ending 10th January 2021 is due Friday 15th January 2021 (normal)

On behalf of the Gambling Group, we wish you a restful holiday season with friends and whānau.

Gambits subscription
We have been reviewing our subscription lists in order to continue providing relevant updates to
the gambling sector.
If you wish to continue to receive Gambits, which will cover general industry news, updates from
the Gambling Group, and reminders about compliance, please renew your subscription
information.
Renew your Gambits subscription

Te Tari Taiwhenua
Department of Internal Affairs

Preferences | Unsubscribe
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jarrod.true@truelegal.co.nz
Monitoring Net Proceeds Framework Webinar follow up

Class 4 monitoring framework
11 December 2020
Tēnā koutou,
On 27 November, we sent you an email following up about our webinar. We answered
some of your questions, and signalled that we were considering the issues raised carefully
and would provide the Department’s position on outstanding questions as soon as
possible. Below are the answers to those outstanding questions.
Once again, thank you to everyone who was able to attend the webinar. We hope you
found it useful.

Accessing the webinar
Click the link below to access the webinar that we hosted
on 24 November.

Net Proceeds Webinar
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Where to find information
The Monitoring net proceeds page is now available on
The Department's website.
Any previous arrangements regarding retention of net
proceeds for the purposes of financial viability are
superseded. Any retention of net proceeds is governed
solely by the amendments, specifically Regulations 10, 11
and 11A.

Webinar Questions
Does the DIA have an
expectation of what
percentage return
societies should be
achieving during the
suspension of Regs 10
& 11?

There are clear obligations under section 52(1)(d) of the
Act that all societies will continue to maximise the level
and timeliness of their community distributions, and
minimise their operating costs. These are continuing
obligations under section 53A of the Act, and these
obligations continue during the period of the suspension
of Regulations 10(1) and 11(1) of the Net Proceeds
Regulations.
Once results under the monitoring framework start to be
received, the Department will be in a position to monitor
each society’s performance against these obligations.
One of the key metrics we will be monitoring the level of
distributions relative to GMP both for the reporting month
and cumulatively, for the year-to-date for each society.

Would we split current

The grant refunds should be recognised in the year they

year grant refunds vs
previous year grant

occur. For example if a grant of $10k was given in the
year ended 31 March 2020, and say $4k was refunded in

refunds when reporting

July 2020, the refund should be accounted in year 1 April

net refunds?

2020 to 31 March 2021.

Can depreciation
reserve funds be

In calculating the Working Capital Ratio under regulation
11A of the Net Proceeds Regulations, the Department

excluded from current

considers that the ordinary meaning of current assets
applies i.e. assets that are either cash or able to be

assets?

converted to cash in less than a year.
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This means that any cash reserves that are held for the
replacement of gambling assets, should be classified
under current assets. This aligns with our definition of
current assets in our Guidance Notes for Class 4
Licence Renewal Forms for Category B Renewals.

The WCR has to be

In calculating the Working Capital Ratio under regulation

fluid up to 1.5 at any
time, surely, due to

11A of the Net Proceeds Regulations, the Department
considers that the ordinary meaning of current assets

timings. We’d
discussed this at the

applies i.e. assets that are either cash or able to be
converted to cash in less than a year.

time when working on
the relief package and it
was agreed and
understood with DIA
representatives at the
time. The key was once
40% has been
distributed first in any
one year.

Regulation 11 governs the timing of distributions and is
subject to new regulation 11A, which allows societies to
retain net proceeds to establish a working capital ratio
“buffer”. Regulation 11A is not time-limited, so it will
continue to apply, in full, after the end of each society’s
2021 financial year-end. This means the net proceeds
available for distribution under regulation 11 (now and in
future) will be calculated after net proceeds have been set
aside to establish (and maintain) the WCR buffer under
regulation 11A.
Distributions for authorised purposes should only be
impacted during the initial period during which the WCR
buffer is being established. In practice, the Department
expects the WCR buffer, once established, to remain
relatively constant over time. Regulation 11A will enable a
society to “top up” the WCR buffer, if required, after a
society’s 2021 FYE, providing the requirement to
distribute a minimum of 40% of gross proceeds for
authorised purposes has been met (regulation 10(1)).
For completeness please note:


the WCR buffer can be established (and
maintained) for the sole purpose of
establishing a society’s financial viability in
accordance with section 53(1)(c) of the
Gambling Act. The retained net proceeds can
only be applied or distributed for authorised



purposes (section 106 of the Act).
Regulation 11A provides for a maximum
WCR of 1.5:1 (current assets divided by
current liabilities) – each society should
carefully assess the level of WCR it needs
3

within the maximum ratio permitted, and then
minimise the net proceeds it retains, in


accordance with its individual circumstances
the temporary suspension of regulations
10(1) and 11 (until each society’s 2021 FYE)
does not relieve societies of their obligation to
both:
1. minimise costs
2. distribute all available net
proceeds in a timely
manner as
soon as the minimum necessary
WCR buffer has been established.

Future Webinars
We are keen to keep using these webinars and would like
to focus on the topics that interest you. If you have any
thoughts about how we run these sessions and ideas for
future discussions, please let us know at
gambling@dia.govt.nz

December Reporting due 31 January
The December 2020 deadline extends to 31 January
2021 to allow for the Christmas period

If you have any further enquiries, please email us at gambling@dia.govt.nz

Department of Internal Affairs | Te Tari Taiwhenua, PO Box 805,
Wellington
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Jarrod True
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail20.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Friday, 27 November 2020 3:45 PM
jarrod.true@truelegal.co.nz
Monitoring Net Proceeds Framework Webinar follow up

Class 4 monitoring framework
27 November 2020
Tēnā koutou,
Thank you to everyone who was able to attend the webinar earlier in the week. We found
the webinar to be a useful format for reaching out and hope that you found it useful.
For those who were unable to make it, or if you would like to review any of the discussion,
a video of this webinar will be available early next week. We will be in touch when it's
available.

Where to find information
The Monitoring net proceeds page is now available on
The Department's website.
Any previous arrangements regarding retention of net
proceeds for the purposes of financial viability are
superseded. Any retention of net proceeds is governed
solely by the amendments, specifically Regulations 10, 11
and 11A.

1

Reporting due 30 November
This is also a good opportunity to remind you that your
monthly reports for the September and October months
are due 30 November 2020.

Webinar Questions
Does the DIA have an
expectation of what
percentage return
societies should be
achieving during the
suspension of Regs 10
& 11?

There are clear obligations under section 52(1)(d) of the
Act that all societies will continue to maximise the level
and timeliness of their community distributions, and
minimise their operating costs. These are continuing
obligations under section 53A of the Act, and these
obligations continue during the period of the suspension
of Regulations 10(1) and 11(1) of the Net Proceeds
Regulations.
Once results under the monitoring framework start to be
received, the Department will be in a position to monitor
each society’s performance against these obligations.
One of the key metrics we will be monitoring the level of
distributions relative to GMP both for the reporting month
and cumulatively, for the year-to-date for each society.

Would we split current
year grant refunds vs

The grant refunds should be recognised in the year they
occur. For example if a grant of $10k was given in the

previous year grant
refunds when reporting

year ended 31 March 2020, and say $4k was refunded in
July 2020, the refund should be accounted in year 1 April

net refunds?

2020 to 31 March 2021.

Can depreciation

We are considering the issues raised carefully and will

reserve funds be
excluded from current

provide the Department’s position on this question as
soon as possible.

assets?

2

The WCR has to be
fluid up to 1.5 at any

We are considering the issues raised carefully and will
provide the Department’s position on this question as

time, surely, due to
timings. We’d

soon as possible.

discussed this at the
time when working on
the relief package and it
was agreed and
understood with DIA
representatives at the
time. The key was once
40% has been
distributed first in any
one year.

Future Webinars
We are keen to keep using these webinars and would like
to focus on the topics that interest you. If you have any
thoughts about how we run these sessions and ideas for
future discussions, please let us know at
gambling@dia.govt.nz

If you have any further enquiries, please email us at gambling@dia.govt.nz

Department of Internal Affairs | Te Tari Taiwhenua, PO Box 805,
Wellington
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Jarrod True
Subject:

FW: Class 4 monitoring framework

From: Chris Thornborough <Chris.Thornborough@dia.govt.nz>
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 4:33:08 PM
Subject: Class 4 monitoring framework

Class 4 monitoring framework (COVID-19
regulatory amendments)
9 November 2020
Tēnā koutou,
The Department of Internal Affairs has a new monitoring framework (“the framework”)
which has been introduced as a result of the July 2020 Amendment to the Gambling
(Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004 (the Amendment).

COVID-19 and subsequent regulatory amendments
The Amendment came into effect on 1 July 2020. There are three key changes:
 Temporary suspension of Regulation 10(1). The obligation to distribute 40% of gross


proceeds in a society’s 2020 and 2021 financial years has been suspended.
Temporary suspension of Regulation 11. The timing requirements for distributions of



net proceeds in a society’s 2020 and 2021 financial years have been suspended.
Insertion of 11A. A society may withhold from application or distribution an amount of
net proceeds not exceeding a maximum Working Capital Ratio of 1.5 to 1 (calculated
as current assets divided by current liabilities).

Purpose of monitoring

1

It is important that the Department monitors the impact of the regulatory changes. The
purpose of the monitoring framework is for the Department to have sufficient information
to allow it to review and monitor:
 Societies’ compliance against the 1.5:1 Working Capital Ratio
 The level of distributions by societies during the 2020 and 2021 suspension period


Any unintended consequences that may result from the changes

Despite the regulatory changes, the Act contains clear obligations that societies will
continue to maximise the level and timeliness of their community distributions consistent
with maintaining their financial viability.

Monitoring
approach and
process
The Department has
decided to introduce a
monthly reporting period
to ensure it has up-todate information on the
WCR of each society.
This will be managed
through a standardised
data collection template.

Information
Requirements

Total Current Assets


your annual accounts. Cash and other assets that are
expected to be converted to cash within a year. For

The information required
for the template is the
previous month’s data,
up to and including the
last day of the reporting
month.
The information
requested will comprise:

Anything that would be treated as a current asset in



example accounts receivable, proceeds not yet
banked and cash at the bank.
Current assets do not include fixed assets such as
gaming machines

Total Current Liabilities


Anything that would be treated as a current liability in
your annual accounts. Amounts due to be paid to
2



Total current assets



Total current
liabilities




creditors within twelve months. For example accounts
payable, overdraft facilities, tax payable


Any amounts approved as grants but not yet
distributed are to be treated as a current liability.

Distributions for the
month

Distributions for the month

Gaming machine



profits

The amount, net of refunds, that has been distributed
to or for authorised purposes

In order to fill out the data
collection template

Gaming Machine Profits

correctly, please
familiarise yourselves





Profits made from gaming machines.
The turnover of the gambling, less prizes, plus interest
or other investment return on that turnover, plus any
gain above the book value from the sale or disposal of

with the key terms.


gambling assets
Does not include GST.

Working Capital Ratio (WCR)
Regulation 11A states that the Working Capital Ratio is
calculated as current assets divided by current liabilities,
and that this must not exceed a maximum of 1.5 to 1.

Declaration
A declaration must then be made by a key person from the society. This states:
I certify that I am authorised to make this declaration on behalf of <society name>.
All the details entered into and provided with this Data Collection Template are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge.
I understand that if materially false or misleading information is provided, there may be
consequences for any licence issued to the society.
You will find this declaration on the spreadsheet on the page marked “Declaration”.

Labelling the data collection template
It is imperative that your template is correctly labelled. The labelling protocol to be used is
as follows:
“Society Name-MMM YYYY.xlsx”
For example “ABC Society-Sep 2020.xlsx”
NB The month should be the first three letters only
3

Sending the data collection template
Please send the correctly labelled data collection template to the gambling@dia.govt.nz
inbox, checking that the declaration has been filled out.

Timing requirements
This information must be supplied to the Department each month, starting from the
calendar month ending 30 September 2020.
For the September and October 2020 months, the Department expects to receive both
your September and October reports by 30 November 2020. We acknowledge this is a
new obligation and that we require two months data to start with. Please advise urgently if
you do not think you will be able to meet this timeframe.
For December 2020, the information will be required by 31 January 2021.
From January 2021 onwards, societies will need to ensure their data is submitted to the
Department by 21st of the month immediately following the reporting month, eg 21
February 2121 for the January 2121 reporting month.

Reporting
A monthly and quarterly summary report and high-level commentary will be reviewed each
month by the Gambling Outcomes Advisory Board. The Department also intends to report
periodically to the Minister on the impact of, and compliance with, the regulatory
amendments.

Further information
An operational policy containing further information about the monitoring framework will be
posted onto our website over the coming weeks, and you will be alerted to this via
Gambits. We look forward to your ongoing cooperation with this monitoring framework.
If you have any questions about the monitoring framework please
email gambling@dia.govt.nz

Chris Thornborough
Director Regulatory System (Gambling)
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail19.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Friday, 30 October 2020 2:46 PM
Jarrod True
Gambits October 2020

Sent:
To:
Subject:

In this issue:






A message from Director Gambling, Chris Thornborough
How Covid-19 changed the Gambling Regulations
Renew your subscription to Gambits
Gaming machine and community funding research paper



Gambling statistics and the GMP dashboard
New Complaints Policy



Upcoming changes to gambling licensing

A message from Chris Thornborough
Director Gambling
Tēnā koutou,
I appreciate how uncertain and worrying the past few
months have been in Auckland with COVID levels
changing and community cases popping up. Thankfully
we seem to have reached some sort of fresh stability in
Auckland.

The Auckland Gambling team have continued to work throughout the Levels as we are set
up to work effectively from our homes. As we get back into our communities, please be
assured that our frontline staff will take all steps to stick with smart hygiene practices.
We are committed to keeping Aotearoa safe through our mahi.

How COVID-19 changed the Gambling Regulations
COVID-19 has created disruption and uncertainty across Aotearoa and the world. The
Gambling sector was no exception.
1

New rules have been introduced about how and when Class 4 Societies must distribute
community funding from their pokie machine proceeds.
The amended regulations allow Societies to accumulate cash reserves for a limited time to
ensure they can meet the financial viability requirements for operating Class 4
Gambling. Societies are permitted to build up these extra funds until they reach a ratio of
1.5 current assets to 1.0 current liabilities. This is called the Working Capital
Ratio or WCR.
From then the WCR can be maintained but no further funds can be withheld.
Societies must go back to distributing at least 40% of their gross gaming proceeds
at the end of their 2021 financial year.

Renew your Gambits subscription
We have been reviewing our subscription lists in order
to continue providing relevant updates to the gambling
sector.
If you want to continue to receive Gambits, which will
cover general industry updates and reminders about
compliance, please renew your subscription information.

Gaming Machine and Community Funding Research Paper
Philanthropy NZ will be offering a series of seven short workshops around efficient and
effective grant-making.
The programme is focused on growing grant impact and is designed for anyone involved
in grantmaking be they grant advisors, CEOs, funder managers or trustees.

2

The sessions will feature expert speaker Dr Genevieve Timmons, Adjunct Professor at
Swinburne University, Melbourne and author of The Grantmakers’ Toolkit and Savvy
Giving.
You can register here.
Philanthropy NZ have also recently published a discussion paper that provides an
overview of the gaming sector and community funding.
Discussion paper

Gambling statistics and the GMP
dashboard
We are streamlining the way we provide access to
industry data on our website.
When we publish the Q3 statistics in mid-November you
will notice some changes:
 We will not publish data in various custom


formats.
We will separate historical information that



represents a point in time.
The dashboard will remain unchanged, but we
will add access to an accessible dataset
available via data.govt.nz.

If you wish to access old information or cannot find what
you need you can contact us at gambling@dia.govt.nz.

Complaints Policy
Did you know that Gambling has a complaints policy that
provides a formal mechanism for addressing most
complaints about our processes and practices?


An initial triage process will confirm that a



complaint is covered by the Policy
All complaints covered by the policy will



undergo an assessment process.
The outcome of a complaint is decided by the
General Manager of Regulatory Services

3

Appeals and reviews will continue to be covered by the
legislative frameworks under which we operate.

Upcoming changes to gambling
licensing
A friendly reminder that the Department is changing how
we process licenses internally in early November.
From Monday 2 November until Tuesday 10 November
2020 inclusive, we will be unable to


issue new or amended licences or to update
the electronic monitoring system (EMS)



issue new COAs or other approvals
approve new items of gaming technology



We will be in touch with affected parties to advise when
we are able to start these activities again.

Did you know?
New York City banned Pinball as a gambling
device until 1976 when Roger Sharpe testified by
playing pinball in the courtroom. By calling out
precisely what he was going to shoot for, he
demonstrated that it’s a game of skill and not
chance.
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Jarrod True
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail20.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Tuesday, 13 October 2020 3:47 PM
Jarrod.True@truelegal.co.nz
Changes to Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) - Monitoring Regime

Gambling Amendments (Class 4 Net Proceeds )
Regulations 2020

Changes to Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2020 - Monitoring Regime
13 October 2020

In July 2020, we updated the sector on the relief package that the Government agreed as
a result of the Covid pandemic. These were the Gambling (Fees) Amendment Regulations
2020 and Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Amendment Regulations 2020. These
amendments give societies the ability to build up cash reserves, within clearly defined
parameters.
We are pleased that we can now address the issues around liquidity and financial viability.
From 1 July 2020, societies that mainly or wholly distributes net proceeds to the community
are able to retain enough gross proceeds to achieve a ratio of current assets to current
liabilities of up to a maximum of 1.5:1. As previously advised, these measures are time
bound and are tied to your societies financial year ending in 2021.
During this period of building cash reserves, regulations 10 and 11 of the Net Proceeds
Regulations which specify the quantum (minimum 40%) and timing of the distribution of
net proceeds have been suspended.
Recently the Department wrote to the Chair of your society and advised that over the next
few weeks we will start rolling out the requirements for regular financial monitoring and
reporting as you build-up your cash reserves.
Introducing this new monitoring regime was signalled this in our July operational update:
The Department will actively monitor societies’ activities, accounts, and returns to ensure
they are maximising returns to the community.

1

This new level of monitoring and reporting is integral to the arrangements associated with
allowing community funds to be retained as cash reserves. We are working with KPMG to
develop our reporting framework and will be looking to give you more detailed operational
information over the next 2 weeks.
We would like to thank the societies that provided financial information and input during
the early stage of this project to help us gauge what information we need and best ways to
get this.
Should you have any question please feel free to call Belinda Hussey on DD 04 4956001 or email the gambling in box at gambling@dia.govt.nz

Department of Internal Affairs | Te Tari Taiwhenua, PO Box 805,
Wellington

Unsubscribe
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail19.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Wednesday, 7 October 2020 4:28 PM
Jarrod.True@truelegal.co.nz
Venue banking costs – Who should pay for this?

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Venue banking costs - who should pay for
this?
7 October 2020
Tēnā koutou,
The Department is aware that some venue managers are experiencing difficulties in
banking Gaming Machine Profits (GMP) primarily due to the withdrawal of some services
by banks.
Some societies see one solution is to have GMP uplifted by a security firm from venues
and taken to the bank, as does happen now in some rural locations.
The Department has been asked whether societies can pay these costs.
The costs associated with this service are a venue cost payable by the venue operator
and is included in the venue commission payment. The Gambling Act prohibits the
payment of anything to venues other than the commission.
These costs must not be paid directly by societies.

Department of Internal Affairs | Te Tari Taiwhenua, PO Box 805,
Wellington

Unsubscribe
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail20.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Friday, 21 August 2020 2:17 PM
Jarrod True
Gambits - 21 August 2020

Sent:
To:
Subject:

21 August 2020

x
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Chris Thornborough Acting Director
Gambling



Guidance for Territorial Authorities
Improving the Gambling Website





Renew your Gambling Subscription
GMP



Gambling Harm Awareness Week

Chris Thornborough Acting Director Gambling
Over the past few months, Chris Thornborough has been Acting Director Gambling while
Lisa Docherty has been working on a cross-DIA COVID response, including the delivery of
urgent amendments to the gambling regulatory framework.
Lisa has accepted a new role in DIA’s Regulatory Services. From 19 August 2020 she’ll
be the Director Regulatory Strategy & Performance.
Chris, who will be familiar to many in the sector, will continue in the Director Gambling
role.

Guidance for Territorial Authorities
In early August, DIA published renewed and refreshed guidance about the steps and
considerations for reviewing and applying local gambling policy.
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Territorial Authorities
We have developed this collaboratively with the Ministry of Health, who published the last
guidance of this sort in 2009. DIA would like to thank the Society of Local Government
Managers (SOLGM) and Local Government New Zealand for their input and support.

Improving the gambling website
We are looking to improve the way information is ordered on the gambling website, and
we need your help. We know:


different people navigate different ways



your needs and priorities vary



people call things by different names.

So, we want you, real users, to give us feedback on how you think we should arrange our
information. That way the result will make sense to you.
We have made a list of the main topic areas and are using an online card sort tool to
gather feedback. It takes about 15-20 minutes to complete the exercise, and we really
appreciate everyone’s input.
All you have to do is:


drag and drop the cards into groups



label your groups.

There are no wrong answers, and if you are not familiar with all the areas, just go with
your best guess.
Gambling topics – how would you group them?
If you have any other feedback you can contact us at gambling@dia.govt.nz.
Thank you for your time.

Renew your Gambits subscription
We are reviewing our subscription lists in order to ensure
we continue to provide relevant updates to the gambling
sector.
2

x

If you want to continue to receive Gambits, which will
cover general industry updates and reminders about
compliance, please renew your subscription information.

GMP
The most recent GMP figures have been published on DIA’s website.
From March 2020 to June 2020 quarters, GMP for New Zealand decreased by
$90,221,105 or by 44.5 percent, reflecting 7-8 weeks of gambling venue closure due to
COVID-19.
For the month of June, however, national GMP was an average of 6.4 percent higher than
the same time in 2018 and 2019.
Given the move to Alert Level 3 in Auckland and Level 2 nationwide on 12 August, and the
uncertainty ahead, it is difficult to forecast a trend for the September 2020 quarter.

GMP Quarterly Dashboard – as at June 2020

Graph above showing tracking of GMP by quarter over the past 3 years

3

Graph above showing GMP comparisons for the June quarter, month by month, over the
past 3 years.

Gambling harm awareness week
Gambling harm awareness week will be from 1 – 6 September this year.
The Health Promotion Agency (HPA) recognises that it has been a difficult year, and this
may have impact on how people gamble. Free local, confidential, and professional
counselling sessions are available.
More information can be found on the choice not chance event page.
Choice not chance – gambling harm awareness week

COVID-related updates for regulated parties
Over the past month, the Department has sent you information about fees, and applying
relief measures.
If you’ve missed these updates, you can find all the information on our website.
We will continue to update the website as the situation evolves.
COVID-19 information for the gambling sector
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail19.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Wednesday, 12 August 2020 3:00 PM
Jarrod.True@truelegal.co.nz
COVID-19 update for the gambling sector

Sent:
To:
Subject:

COVID-19 update for the gambling sector
12 August 2020

Following on from the Government's announcement last night about New Zealand's
COVID-19 Alert Levels changing at midday today, DIA has updated its Gambling website
with information about operating at the current alert level.
Operating at the current alert level
With Auckland moving to Level 3 from midday Wednesday 12 August 2020 to midnight on
Friday 14 August, all public facilities, bars, restaurants and businesses, including gambling
operators, within the Auckland region, must close.
The Auckland region is everything in the Auckland Council boundary — from Wellsford in
the north to Pukekohe in the south.
EMS
We remind Corporate Societies to ensure venues are aware of their obligations to leave
EMS site controllers and telecommunications on.
Banking
Venues in the Auckland area ONLY, which have not been able to bank GMP before
midday today are asked to:


secure the money separately from other business takings until it can be
banked safely



advise societies that GMP has not been banked and the amount being held.
1

As long as the money is held securely and banked as soon as it is possible to do so, the
Department will not consider a failure to bank GMP as a breach of the banking
regulations.
Venues operating in other parts of New Zealand are expected to bank GMP on time.
Level 2 – rest of New Zealand
Gambling operators in the rest of New Zealand’s must follow the Government’s Health
and Safety guidelines for Alert Level 2.
Updates
We will provide further updates as information becomes availabe and will continue to
update the DIA gambling website regularly.
If you have specific questions, please email us at gambling@dia.govt.nz.

Department of Internal Affairs | Te Tari Taiwhenua, PO Box 805,
Wellington
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail20.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Wednesday, 1 July 2020 11:30 AM
Jarrod.True@truelegal.co.nz
Regulatory relief for class 4 gambling operators and casinos

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Operational Update
1 July 2020

Regulatory relief for class 4 gambling operators and casinos
On 1 July 2020 the Government introduced a number of regulatory amendments to
mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on the gambling sector.
These acknowledge the significant impact of COVID-19 on the gambling sector and the
flow-on effects for community funding.
The regulatory amendments extend and supersede the interim relief measures that DIA
implemented in March and April 2020, which included:



a 12-week extension for expiring licences, with the opportunity to extend
deferring some licence fees, and allowing other fees to be paid by instalment



granting temporary extensions to licence periods to cover actual and
anticipated periods of inactivity



exercising leniency for non-club societies scheduled to make grant payments
during the COVID-19 lockdown.

The Gambling (Fees) Amendment Regulations 2020 and Gambling (Class 4 Net
Proceeds) Amendment Regulations 2020 take effect on 1 July 2020.
In brief, the amendments:


freeze class 4 venue fees at current (2019/20) levels in anticipation of a full
fees review

1



waive certain fees payable by existing class 4 operators for the period 25
March to



30 June 2020
waive certain fees payable by casino operators for the period from 25 March to



13 May 2020
suspend regulations 10(1) and 11 of the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds)



regulations for the financial years ending in 2020 and 2021
make new regulations under s 114 of the Gambling Act 2003 to enable
societies to retain funds to support their financial viability.

Suspending regulation 10(1) will relieve non-club societies of the obligation to return a
minimum of 40 per cent of gross proceeds to the community for 2020 and 2021 financial
years.
Suspending regulation 11 will provide societies with an opportunity to accumulate
adequate working capital reserves to achieve financial viability.
The expectation is that community distributions will continue and return to the required
minimum as soon as the working capital reserves have been achieved.
Read more details: Class 4 Response Measures.

Financial viability
The issues around liquidity and financial viability are longstanding, and we are pleased to
have had the opportunity to work with the Gaming Machine Association of New Zealand
(GMANZ) to resolve these issues.
From 1 July 2020, non-club societies will be able to retain enough gross proceeds to
enable them to maintain a ratio of current assets to current liabilities of up to a maximum
of 1.5:1.
It's important to note that this allows a cash reserve only.
The reserves cannot be used to purchase fixed assets (for example gaming machines or
gaming equipment).
Financial viability assessments will be paused as a new process is developed, taking into
account the new asset to liability ratio. Societies can continue to operate on their existing
licence until their licence is renewed.
The Department will actively monitor societies’ activities, accounts, and returns to ensure
they are maximising returns to the community.
DIA is pleased to have the continued support of GMANZ on the work to implement these
changes, and in particular to develop operational policy for both managing the transition
period and ongoing financial viability assessment.

2

Licence renewal – submit full applications by 31 July 2020
As part of our transition to business as usual, DIA will no longer be automatically
extending licence renewals.
All Class 4 gambling operators who were due to renew their licences between 30 March
2020 and 30 June 2020 will need to ensure full applications are received by DIA by
31 July 2020.

Updates
We will continue to update the DIA gambling website regularly.
If you have specific questions, please email us at gambling@dia.govt.nz.
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Wellington
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail20.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Thursday, 4 June 2020 3:15 PM
Jarrod True
Level 2 reminders

Sent:
To:
Subject:

4 June 2020

x
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Gaming Machine Proceeds
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Renew your Gambits subscription



Contact us - update your databases

Operating at Level 2
Following the Government’s move to Alert Level 2 in May, all gambling venues should
be able to conduct their primary activity and operate gambling lawfully, provided
their other regulatory, public health and workplace safety obligations are met. Public
health remains the top priority and New Zealanders’ continued commitments to the
Level 2 guidelines will ensure continued progress towards business as usual.
Physical spaces and people’s habits are changing as we transition through different
Alert Levels. The limits on gatherings and events are also being adjusted. The current
limit for gatherings is 100 people.
Keep referring to:



Government advice on gatherings and events – keep pace with any
changes to those requirements.
Government advice on doing business at Level 2 – which includes
reference to restaurants with gaming machines
1



DIA’s Operating at Alert Level 2 pages – for gambling compliance
obligations, host responsibility and public health links.

The normal Gambling Act rules continue to apply and DIA acknowledges venues’
commitment to compliance with primary activity rules over the past weeks.
Reminders about some key compliance areas are outlined below.

Harm minimisation
Keep your obligations in relation to vulnerable people top of mind and be proactive in
your efforts to be a good host. There may be a surge in the number of gamblers
coming to class 4 venues to gamble after the lockdown period.
Consider physical spaces for social distancing and private conversations and
remember to log or record any concerns about gamblers’ conduct. Depending on the
measures implemented to ensure appropriate distancing, you may need to make
extra efforts to monitor patrons safely.
More harm minimisation reminders

Community fundraising: selling raffle tickets online is prohibited
Unless otherwise specified in the Gambling Act, remote interactive gambling is
prohibited and illegal. While the COVID‐19 situation has made it difficult to sell raffle
tickets in person, tickets cannot be sold using a communication device (e.g. phone or
internet).

Grants and authorised purpose
There may be unused grant money as a result of the recent Level 3 and 4 restrictions.
Class 4 societies have an obligation to:



re‐distribute any returned money as part of their 40% minimum
distribution requirement
ensure grants are used for authorised purposes.

We expect Societies and grant recipients to discuss, on a case‐by‐case basis, the
handling of any grant money the recipient could not spend, either entirely or in part,
on the purpose for which it was granted.
Societies should consider the:
2





original purpose of the grant
extent to which the recipient can achieve that purpose
integrity and fairness of the grants system.

Gaming machine proceeds (GMP)
Quarterly GMP dashboard results are available on the Department’s website.
Quarterly GMP dashboard
The latest results cover the quarter ending March 2020 and reflect the impact of
venues closing in late March as a result of COVID‐19 Alert Level requirements.
The next GMP dashboard results, for the three‐month period from April‐ June 2020,
are due to be released in early July.
The Department has been monitoring GMP data and comparing with 2018 and 2019
data for the same period. Although not all venues are operating all of their machines,
over the past week GMP has been broadly comparable with 2018 and 2019 figures at
this time of year.

Multi‐venue exclusion (MVE): national database
The Ministry of Health has contracted Torutek Limited to supply an electronic
database, CONCERN, to assist the gambling sector with management of all exclusions
(including multi‐venue exclusion) processes, as defined by the Gambling Act 2003.
CONCERN is a cloud‐based database with a web portal that will enable electronic
management of the exclusion process and will provide a national data set.
The Ministry advises that there will be no cost for societies and venues to use
CONCERN via the web portal.
A comprehensive, national electronic database will offer several benefits:




secure collection and management, nationwide, of information about
exclusions (Includes S309, s310 including MVE)
streamlined exclusion administration for societies and venue staff
integration with other gaming management systems, such as QEC, and
other technologies such as facial recognition systems (which may require
some investment)

3





instant email alert notifications to venues and societies when exclusion
requests are created by the National MVE Administration Service for
acceptance and issuing of exclusion orders by authorised venue staff
real‐time visibility of all relevant exclusion data, including photos and
other identifying data; reporting functionality broken down by venue.

The National MVE Administration Service (NAS), delivered by The Salvation Army, will
work with Torutek to administer the CONCERN database. NAS will lead the
implementation of CONCERN across the sector.
The system will go live on 6 July 2020. NAS will contact every Society/Club to offer
support for their implementation of CONCERN if required.
Contact National Administration Service

x

Staying connected
Renew your Gambits subscription
We are reviewing our subscription lists in order to
ensure we continue to provide relevant updates to the
gambling sector.
If you want to continue to receive Gambits, which will
cover general industry updates and reminders about
compliance, please renew your subscription
information.

x

Contact us – update your databases
The Gambling Group now has a single email address
for external stakeholder enquiries. To ensure we
respond to you as quickly as possible, please email us
at gambling@dia.govt.nz.
Older licencing and compliance mailboxes are still
being monitored, but you should update your
databases, and email lists with our new, single point of
contact. Casino contacts will remain the same.
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All contact details are outlined on the gambling
website.
Contact the gambling group

COVID‐19 updates
We will continue to update DIA’s Gambling website as the COVID-19 situation evolves.

Department of Internal Affairs
You are receiving this email because you are a subscriber to the
Gambits Newsletter

Preferences | Unsubscribe
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail19.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Thursday, 21 May 2020 3:45 PM
Jarrod.True@truelegal.co.nz
COVID-19 Operational Update #6 - Taverns Opening

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Operational Update #6
21 May 2020

Taverns Opening
From today, bars and taverns can open under the Level 2 Government guidelines. This
means gambling venues whose primary activity depends on the sale of liquor should now
be able to conduct their primary activity and therefore operate gambling lawfully
(assuming their other regulatory obligations are also met).
The Level 2 Health Order also includes other measures relating to businesses offering
food and beverage services. These remain in place and must be followed.
Corporate Societies, venues and clubs must ensure they comply with all legal obligations
including the Health Order.
Authoritative information about COVID-19 and keeping people safe is available from:
ꞏ

COVID-19 Public Health Response (Alert Level 2) Order 2020

ꞏ

Ministry of Health

ꞏ

WorkSafe New Zealand

ꞏ

Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment

Industry bodies such as Hospitality New Zealand also provide industry-specific guidance
and information.
Banking

1

Businesses reopening are reminded to bank any outstanding GMP that couldn’t be
banked under the lockdown, immediately. Normal GMP banking requirements will resume
from today.
Host responsibility
Venues are reminded of their host responsibility obligations under the Gambling Act and
to reinforce the actions they expect staff to take if they see signs of problem gambling.
With physical distancing, it would be helpful to consider providing spaces that are suitable
for private conversations with gamblers who may be showing signs of harm.
Updates
We will continue to monitor the situation and update our DIA gambling website regularly.
If you have specific questions, please email us at gambling@dia.govt.nz

Department of Internal Affairs | Te Tari Taiwhenua, PO Box 805,
Wellington

Unsubscribe
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail19.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Tuesday, 12 May 2020 11:00 AM
Jarrod.True@truelegal.co.nz
COVID-19 Operational Update #5 - Preparing for Alert Level 2

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Operational Update #5
12 May 2020

Preparing to operate at Alert Level 2
Following the Prime Minister’s announcement about New Zealand starting to move to Alert
Level 2 from 14 May 2020, Class 4 gambling operators will need to prepare to operate
under the Alert Level 2 guidelines.
DIA has updated its website with information on operating at Alert Level 2.
Operating at Alert Level 2
Health and safety
The Department expects operators and venues to make sensible and reasonable
decisions about public health and health and safety under Alert Level 2.
These decisions must be informed by the advice and guidance provided by agencies
involved in public health:
ꞏ

Ministry of Health

ꞏ

WorkSafe New Zealand

Compliance
Venues and operators must continue to meet their obligations under the Gambling Act
except in cases where the Department has indicated it will exercise discretion.
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The primary activity of the venue must be available and functioning at all times while
gambling is underway.
The COVID-19 Alert Level 3 and 4 lockdown period will not be counted as a period of
gaming inactivity for licensing purposes.
Venues and clubs will have two weeks after the date they enter Level 2 before DIA begins
to apply the 28-day period of inactivity.
Minimising harm
Venues should increase their vigilance in the gaming room during Alert Level 2
restrictions.
With fewer gamblers permitted in the gambling room at any one time, staff will have a
greater level of oversight and awareness of each gambler.
It’s a good time to remind your staff of the signs of problem gambling.
Grants and community funding
Due to the national lockdown in response to COVID-19, corporate societies may
experience difficulties in distributing all or nearly all of the net proceeds from Class 4
gambling within the defined time period.
The Department will exercise discretion in relation to the enforcement of regulations 10
and 11 of the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004, and will seek to ensure
that its decision is the result of a process that is fair to both the corporate society and the
community, and that its response is proportionate, weighing both the costs and benefits of
the relief measures.
Updates
We will continue to monitor the situation and update our DIA gambling website regularly.
If you have specific questions, please email us at gambling@dia.govt.nz

Department of Internal Affairs | Te Tari Taiwhenua, PO Box 805,
Wellington
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Jarrod True
From:

Gambling <gambling=dia.govt.nz@cmail20.com> on behalf of Gambling
<gambling@dia.govt.nz>
Friday, 1 May 2020 8:40 AM
Jarrod.True@truelegal.co.nz
COVID-19 Operational Update #4 from the Department of Internal Affairs

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Operational Update #4 from
the Department of Internal Affairs
1 May 2020
Operation of gambling venues under COVID-19 Alert Level 2
This update relates to the operation of casino and class 4 gambling venues under COVID19 Alert Level 2 conditions. It should be read alongside and is subject to any guidance
provided by the Ministry of Health for public venues for Alert Level 2.
This operational update applies if the Government decides to move New Zealand to Alert
Level 2. It is based on current Level 2 guidance provided on the Government’s COVID-19
website and is subject to change.
We expect the Government will announce whether to move out of Level 3 on 11 May
2020.
At this stage, the COVID-19 related public health guidance that we consider to be most
relevant to gambling venues is as follows:


Physical distancing of 1 metre outside the home.



Gatherings of up to 100 people indoors and 500 outdoors allowed while
maintaining physical distancing and contact tracing requirements.



Public venues can open but must comply with conditions on gatherings and
undertake public health measures.

Advice on ‘public health measures’ can be found on the Ministry of Health’s COVID-19
website.
Gambling and venue operators need to decide how best to comply with these
requirements - each situation and venue is different. For example, complying with physical
1

distancing requirements may require the disabling of some gaming machines at a venue
in order to ensure that players are 1 metre apart. Similarly, complying with the limits on
gatherings will be more challenging for some venues than others.
The government, like the rest of the world, is learning more about COVID-19 everyday. It
is important for operators and venues to stay in touch with developments and to monitor
changing guidance from the relevant agencies.

Usual Gambling Act processes will apply to venue changes
We are anticipating and preparing for an increase in the number of proposals involving the
disabling or movement of gaming machines and casino tables. As per usual process,
these proposals require prior approval from the Department for class 4 gambling, or from
the Gambling Commission for casinos.
It is our intention to review and process these proposals as quickly as possible and we’re
currently looking at changes we can make (including additional resourcing and more
efficient processes) to do so.

How to contact us
The Gambling Group now has a dedicated email address for external stakeholder
enquiries. To ensure we respond to you as quickly as possible – and if you have specific
questions about this update - please email us at gambling@dia.govt.nz
Lisa Docherty
Director Gambling Regulatory System

Department of Internal Affairs | Te Tari Taiwhenua, PO Box 805,
Wellington

Unsubscribe
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Looking ahead to 2020
I marked six months as Director Gambling Regulatory System on December 5, while
attending the National Association of Gambling Studies Conference in Hobart. The theme
of the conference was “Intersections: where new technologies inform traditional practices
and boundaries are blurred between gambling, gaming, risk-taking and behavioural
addictions”. The presentations, panels and informal conversations reinforced my own
observation that gambling is changing at a rapid pace worldwide and across the different
modes, and that it is important for us all to keep our heads up and eyes out as to what the
future might bring.
I am balancing this outlook with a strong internal focus on lifting our regulatory practice,
improving our processes (whether it’s in obtaining a C4 licence, or changing the rules of a
casino game) and, in particular, providing regulated parties with more clarity and certainty
to facilitate compliance.
Below you can read more about our replacement Integrated Gambling Platform which will
provide us with a flexible online platform and deliver efficiencies to both the regulator and
those who engage with us. I’m excited by the opportunity it brings us to continuously
improve on our processes.
Following on from the Government’s decision to discontinue the formal C4 gambling
review, we are continuing to work with our stakeholders to identify operational
http://createsend.com/t/j-07A5CD3C091407042540EF23F30FEDED[27/02/2020 2:36:06 PM]

interventions that might deliver efficiency and effectiveness improvements to the C4
gambling system. This has included establishing a project on the annual financial viability
test for C4 societies.
We also commissioned from BERL the development of a framework for assessing the
broader costs and benefits of gambling that could be applied across modes. New
Zealand’s approach to C4 regulation (focusing on minimising harm and maximising
community benefit) is of great interest to our global colleagues. I am very keen that we
gain a better understanding of the community benefit, and to that end am pleased to add
DIA’s support to GMANZ and Sport NZ continued collection of annual grants data for the
2020 year.
It’s been a pleasure to meeting people across the sector this year (in person or via
technology), and for those I haven’t met yet, I look forward to doing so over the next six
months. Thank you for your patience as I’ve come to understand this important and
complex sector, environment and shifting context.
Wishing you safe and happy holidays.
Lisa Docherty, Director Gambling Regulatory System

Using technology to work more
efficiently
Next year, DIA will be replacing our core gambling
regulatory business system, the Integrated Gambling
Platform (IGP), which is coming to the end of its contract.
We’ll be moving to a new, flexible technology that can be
configured for future needs. This will provide a flexible
platform from which we can continuously improve our
licensing and compliance processes.
The new system will enable us to work more efficiently as
a regulator and make it easier for regulated parties to
interact with us online. This means, in the future, you’ll be
able to submit applications and forms online, for example
for licenses and key persons, as well as maintain your
contacts and amendments securely and more easily.
There will be more information coming in 2020, as our
planning progresses.

Electronic Monitoring System
Work has also started on exploring options for the future
of the electronic monitoring of pokie machines in New

http://createsend.com/t/j-07A5CD3C091407042540EF23F30FEDED[27/02/2020 2:36:06 PM]

Zealand, as our current contract comes up for renewal in
2022. EMS is the system which links all the class 4
gambling machines in each venue to a site controller and
sends the information daily to a centralised system in
Wellington. It’s a critical system for maintaining integrity in
the gambling system, and our current contract
arrangements are in place until 2022.

Gambling Commission decision on
TAB Newtown
Earlier this year, DIA declined an application for a new
Class 4 venue licence for the TAB in Newtown,
Wellington. The application was declined on the basis that
the venue was part of the same place as an existing
Class 4 venue, run by a different business.
In August, this decision was appealed to the Gambling
Commission and overturned.
DIA must refuse a Class 4 venue license application if
there is already a licensed venue in the same place (in
this case, a bar). The Gambling Commission ruled that
although in the same building (and connected by internal
doors), the two venues were not in the same ‘place’.
In this instance, the licence has now been granted.
However, DIA will be closely monitoring for evidence of a
continuing increase in the concentration of class 4 venues
in deprived communities. As the regulator is not
prevented from coming to a different view in the particular
context of other venues, the Secretary reserves the ability
to seek High Court guidance in the future.

Guidelines for directing grants to support victims of
Whakaari White Island
Gaming machine trusts that wish to contribute to victim and community support for those
affected by the Whakaari White Island eruption can do so by following the guidance
below.
The first step is to decide which of the recognised funds you wish to assist, such as Victim
Support or other New Zealand-based organisations working directly with affected people

http://createsend.com/t/j-07A5CD3C091407042540EF23F30FEDED[27/02/2020 2:36:06 PM]

and communities. Please ensure this is consistent with your authorised purpose. It may
be helpful to contact the organisation first to ensure they are comfortable with
receiving grants generated by gambling.
A grant application form will need to be completed, however, the usual quotes or costs
breakdown that accompany such funding requests won’t be required.
If trusts want to make a collective grant, they could collectively decide which appeals to
support and then action the grants individually.
If you have any questions, please email them to gambits@dia.govt.nz.

Reminder to bank GMP on time
Venue managers are reminded to bank gaming machine
profits (GMP) within the regulated timeframe.
GMP must be banked into a society’s bank account
within 5 working days of calculation. Some venue
managers are now banking GMP using Dropboxes or
Smart ATM machines at bank branches on the 5th day.
There is a risk that the bank will not process deposits
made in this way until the next business day, depending
on its cut-off time for processing such deposits the same
day. If the deposit is made after that deadline on the last
working day for banking (normally Friday) and processed
the next business day, then that money will not be in the
society’s account within the 5 working day timeframe.
This is a late banking.
Societies must notify DIA about this late banking via email
through the Late Banking mailbox. We will act on these
notifications as per the Misuse (Late Banking) of Gaming
Machine Profits Policy.
Bank GMP earlier in the week to avoid warnings and
infringement fines.

Banking due dates for the 2019 holiday period
Banking due dates over the holiday period are affected by the definition of working day in
the Interpretation Act.
In order to ensure that GMP is banked on time, please note the following dates:

http://createsend.com/t/j-07A5CD3C091407042540EF23F30FEDED[27/02/2020 2:36:06 PM]

Week ending 15 December banking is due Friday 20 December (normal)
Week ending 22 December banking is due Tuesday 7 January
Week ending 29 December banking is due Thursday 9 January
Week ending 5 January banking is due Friday 10 January (normal)
These are the legal requirements and venues may bank GMP before the deadline,
particularly to avoid large amounts of cash being left on the premises longer than
necessary.

New resource now available –
introduction to Gambling Host
Responsibility
A new ‘Introduction to Gambling Host Responsibility’
module is now available for anyone delivering an
overview of gambling host responsibility training to new
staff, or as a refresher. It provides the basic principles of
Gambling Host Responsibility for staff while they’re
waiting to receive their full training – it isn’t intended to
replace full face-to-face training. The Powerpoint
presentation can be customised to include additional
information, or a Society or venue’s logo as needed and
can be downloaded for free along with all other Gambling
Host Responsibility resources and training material here.

Is your EMS access secure?
Do you log into the EMS Venues Website? If so, please check your browser is current.
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Industry best practice is evolving to improve security. All major web browsers are moving
to end their use of old security protocols (Transport Layer Security TLS 1.0 and 1.1). You’ll
find more information here:
Apple – Safari
Google – Chrome
Microsoft – IE/Edge
Mozilla - Firefox
To prepare for this, DIA and Intralot New Zealand will stop using these legacy security
protocols on the EMS website in early March. This means that old versions of web
browsers won’t be able to access EMS and its reports.
Please check with your IT support person to see if your web browser needs to be updated
so it supports TLS 1.2 and above.
There are some helpful websites that indicate what your web browser security is like. One
of these websites is www.howsmyssl.com. If you visit this website and see “Improvable” or
“Bad” then you probably won’t be able to access EMS from early March. Even if you see
“Probably Okay”, update your web browser anyway and check with your IT support
person.

http://createsend.com/t/j-07A5CD3C091407042540EF23F30FEDED[27/02/2020 2:36:06 PM]

Gaming Machine Proceeds data for Q3
The latest quarterly Gaming Machine Proceeds data is
out:
GMP for the year ended 30 September 2019 has
increased by 1.05% or $9,677,482 compared to the
prior quarter 12-month period. Quarterly GMP has
increased by 4.52% or by
$10,580,865.                                        
From September 2019, New Zealand has decreased
the number of gaming machines by 0.75% or by 113
compared to last quarter. The number of venues has
decreased by 1.28% or by 14.           

Did you know?

You can find information on Class 4 gambling in the
Gambling Machine Proceeds Dashboard for your region
on the DIA website.

New Code for advertising gaming and gambling in effect
A new Code for responsible Gambling Advertising is now fully in effect for all gambling
ads.
The Code, which took effect in November, recognises that gambling advertisements must
not undermine the need for the prevention and minimisation of gambling-related harm,
with particular regard for the need to protect children, young people and other vulnerable
persons. The Code applies to gambling advertisements for “pay to gamble” and “free to
gamble” activities, products and outlets as well as betting on racing or sporting events.
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Jarrod True
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gambling Compliance <gambits=dia.govt.nz@cmail19.com> on behalf of Gambling Compliance
<gambits@dia.govt.nz>
Tuesday, 15 October 2019 10:11 AM
Jarrod True
Gambits Newsletter - 15 October 2019

15 October 2019

Who's who
The new Gambling leadership team at DIA is now in place and we’re working on our
priorities and work plan for the coming year. Our team members are:

Lisa Docherty, Director Regulatory System, Gambling
Lisa.docherty@dia.govt.nz

Charlotte Stanley, Deputy Director Operations
Charlotte.stanley@dia.govt.nz

Gordana Brkljaca, Manager Engagement & Innovation
Gordana.brkljaca@dia.govt.nz
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Belinda Hussey, Manager Service Design
Belinda.hussey@dia.govt.nz

Caroline Holden, Principal Advisor
Caroline.holden@dia.govt.nz

Please continue to use the gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz,
gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz or casino.operations@dia.govt.nz emails to conduct your
regulatory activities, and be assured you will be responded to in a timely manner.

Five sentenced for misuse of grant
funding
In August, five convicted defendants and one
incorporated society were sentenced in the Manukau
District Court.
The offences relate to the misuse of grant funding from
gambling grants derived from Class 4 gambling (pokie
machines) and follows an investigation by the Department
of Internal Affairs’ Gambling Group.
As the Gambling regulator we ensure that money from
gambling that is earmarked for community benefit is
managed and distributed fairly and transparently.
We are pleased that the case is now concluded. The
sentence provides a strong deterrent for those who fail to
comply with the rules around community grants.

Rugby World Cup 2019 Sweepstakes
With the Rugby World Cup competition in full swing, we
have had some enquiries around the rules when running
sweepstakes.
2

Sweepstakes are allowed under the Gambling Act 2003,
but must comply with certain rules, which are summarised
below and can be found can be found in full in on our
website under Classes of Gambling rules.
Some rules to follow when planning your sweepstake:


Prize money can’t exceed $500.




Any money raised must be returned as prizes.
Firearms, liquor, tobacco and vouchers for sexual



services are all prohibited prizes.
The organiser can’t pocket a fee or profit in any way
from holding a sweepstake.

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR SOCIETIES, CLUBS and VENUES:
Scheduled EMS Service Outage: Normal gaming operations
will continue during the outage
Interruption of EMS Service scheduled for Wednesday 6 November 2019 and
Wednesday 20 November 2019
The Department and Intralot will conduct a Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery
(BCP/DR) exercise on the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) on Wednesday 6
November 2019.
This will result in an EMS outage starting at 10am on 6 November. We expect all services
to be fully restored by 10am the following day.
Normal gaming operations at venues will not be affected during the outage and the
Intralot Service Desk and DIA Licensing teams will still be available.
However, the following services will not be available during the outage period:
* EMS reports
* Processing of all EGM servicing (e.g., EGM enablement, EGM game/base changes etc.)
* Site controller diagnostics and Site Controller swaps cannot be actioned
* Issuing of new licences
Depending on when the EMS service is restored, EMS daily reports on 7 November could
be delayed.
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The interruption to services will not affect your ability to comply with your obligations under
the Gambling Act 2003.
There will be a second EMS service interruption on Wednesday 20 November when the
EMS service is returned to normal operation.
If you have any questions, please email us at ems@dia.govt.nz or contact your liaison
officer.

Mystery Shopper and main use piloted
DIA recently piloted two regulatory initiatives focused on
reducing gambling harm – mystery shopping in class 4
gambling venues and casinos and taking a closer look at
the main use of venues to ensure that gambling is not the
primary activity.
Some societies and venues who participated in the
Mystery Shopper exercise will be aware that the results
were disappointing.
Our next steps are to conduct an analysis on the
information gathered over both pilots to inform, and
potentially integrate with, our ongoing compliance
strategy.
It is our expectation that the reports on the mystery shop
will support venues and societies in their continuous
improvement of harm minimisation practices, and look
forward to hearing about any changes you have made.
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UPDATE: Online Gambling Consultation
Submissions closed for the Online Gambling in New
Zealand public discussion document on 30 September.
The discussion document offered some options for how
online gambling could be regulated in the future and for
minimising gambling harm.
Around 1500 submissions were received. Many of these
were in support of the Coastguard and Heart Foundation
being able to sell their raffle tickets online. Submissions
were also received from members of the public,
community groups, gambling providers, gambling harm
services, and a range of other interested parties.
Submissions covered a wide range of issues, including
the possible licensing of overseas operators, the question
of loot boxes in video games, preserving the market share
for New Zealand providers, and managing the potential
harm resulting from online gambling.
The Department's Policy group will now work on
analysing submissions before making policy
recommendations to the Minister in early 2020.

Did you know?
Did you know that if you're a Council or a community
organisation looking for information on Class 4 (pokie)
gambling in your region, you can find it on our website.
Just go to our Gambling Machine Proceeds
Dashboard. Open the data source and use the filters to
select the region and time period you want.
Here's an example of the Dashboard information you can
access.
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Education /Training Opportunity

Returning a community benefit through grants is a key
role of corporate societies.
The Philanthropy New Zealand organisation has some
great grant-making webinars this month. If you’re looking
for ways you can be most effective in your grant-making,
check them out and pass on to your networks.

You are receiving this email because you are a subscriber to the
Gambits Newsletter

Preferences | Unsubscribe
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It's Gambling Harm Awareness Week
Gambling Harm Awareness Week is an annual initiative
designed to raise awareness of gambling harm in New
Zealand and provide positive ways for people to help
those they are concerned about.
It takes place this week from 2 - 8 September.
There are a number of ways you can get involved and
there are resources available that venues, societies and
clubs can access.
Take Time Out from Gambling - Put Time into Whanau –
HPA Online Toolkit
Pause the Pokies – Problem Gambling Foundation

Gambling Harm Awareness Week is an
opportunity to focus on reducing harm
All participants in the New Zealand gambling system have
a role in minimising gambling harm.
Lisa Docherty, Director Gambling Regulatory System
says,“As regulator our role is to ensure that gambling
operators have policies in place to minimise harm to
patrons, and that they apply these policies effectively,”
A significant majority of adult New Zealanders (over three
quarters) gamble at least once a year. Last year, Kiwis
spent more than $2.3 billion dollars on the four primary
forms of gambling – racing and sports betting, Lotto NZ
products, casino and pokie machine gambling.
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Minimising Gambling Harm Campaign South Auckland
In June the Health Promotion Agency [HPA] launched a
pilot campaign targeted at Māori and Pasifika gamblers
who experience the harms of problem gambling in the
South Auckland region.
The campaign came off the back of research that showed
that Māori and Pasifika gamblers identified that they did
not know that free, local and confidential help was
available.This is useful hosting responsibilities information
for venue operators and their staff.
The call-to-action for the campaign was to text "Auck" to
8006.
HPA is currently evaluating the campaign to see how it
tracked. The results from this will determine phase two of
the campaign.
You can contact HPA - Micaela Stewart at
m.stewart@hpa.org.nz for posters or more information
around the pilot.

FREE Gamble Host Resources for
venues
All Gamble Host resources for venues are available on
the HPA Shop. This is a very simple online ordering
system that allows you to view all resources on offer,
select which items you’d like and have them sent out to
you for free.

Did you know?
Online Gambling - Have your say
http://createsend.com/t/j-E4324602FA34F8192540EF23F30FEDED[19/09/2019 11:58:01 AM]

Recently, Hon Minister Tracey Martin released a public
discussion document about Online Gambling in New
Zealand.
The Minister is keen to hear what New Zealanders think
should be done about online gambling, including
overseas online gambling sites.
Since the Gambling Act was passed in 2003, new
technology has influenced and changed our behaviour,
including how we gamble. Some countries have chosen
to licence offshore gambling operators. The discussion
document offers some options for the New Zealand
context. Are there other approaches that might be better?
Submissions close 30 September 2019.

Gambits Survey - what you've said
Thank you to those who participated in our short 2-minute
survey on Gambits. We had 79 respondents with the
majority from clubs, venues and societies.
Generally, respondents were positive and you also
provided some useful feedback, You told us you
want more regulatory information coupled with some
general info and stories about what's happening in the
gambling sector with visuals and data information that is
print-friendly.
We are looking forward to working on striking a good
balance for our readers in coming issues.

Changes and Reminders
Reminder to venues - keep your EMS
Site Controller keys onsite
In accordance with the Gaming Rules, Venues are meant
http://createsend.com/t/j-E4324602FA34F8192540EF23F30FEDED[19/09/2019 11:58:01 AM]

to keep the Site Controller cabinet keys onsite at all times.
This does impact our ability as regulator to restore
communications to Site Controllers in a timely manner
when a reset is required and is causing unnecessary
delays in the restoration of communications.

You are receiving this email because you are a subscriber to the
Gambits Newsletter
Preferences  |  Unsubscribe
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11 July 2019

Thank you to those who have already taken the quick two
minutes or so to complete the Gambits Survey.
We are looking forward to providing an overview of your
feedback in the next issue of Gambits.
There is still an opportunity to provide feedback.

Lisa Docherty, our new Director Gambling Regulatory
System has spent some of her first month in the role
meeting with a range of stakeholders in Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch. She has really appreciated
hearing from the sector about the history of the system,
their current challenges, and where they see the need
for regulatory attention for the future.
Lisa says, "A critical part of taking a system view is
working with others to achieve better outcomes. Our
stakeholders have been very generous with their time,
and I look forward to working with them further on some
challenging issues."
In our next issue Lisa will say more about her priorities for
the next 12 months.

Recently, we announced our first ever three-year Class 4
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Gambling licence. Well done to Grassroots Trust in
Hamilton for demonstrating a culture of care and
minimising harm to their patrons.
We developed the three-year licence to identify and
reward gambling operators, both club and non-club
societies, who go beyond the legal minimum to achieve
effective and efficient ways of minimising the harm
associated with gambling, while also maximising the
benefits to the community.
Grassroots has demonstrated this in their strong
performance and best practice processes required to earn
New Zealand’s first three-year licence.
You can find out more about the three-year licence on our
website.

The Ministry of Health [MoH] recently launched
the Strategy to Prevent and Minimise Gambling Harm
2019-2022 .
Establishing a consumer network with people who've
previously been harmed by gambling will be a key
focus in the strategy.
Every three years the strategy is updated and this year,
the Government has increased funding for the strategy by
5 million dollars.
The Ministry of Health is tasked with the funding and
coordination of problem gambling services under the
Gambling Act 2003, and assumed responsibility for this
role on 1 July 2004.
The Department of Internal Affairs is New Zealand's
primary gambling regulator and is responsible for
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administering the Gambling Act. We work to ensure New
Zealanders can enjoy safe and fair gambling that
efficiently and equitably contributes to community
wellbeing.
“Gambling harm is a serious mental and public health
issue that can have a devastating effect on the wellbeing
of individuals and their whānau. The Gambling Act
requires that we regularly review, consult on and refresh
this strategy, but working with communities affected by
gambling harm is also the best way to ensure that our
strategy makes a difference," says Richard Taylor,
Manager Addictions, Ministry of Health.
Mr Taylor says one thing we know is that Māori, Pacific
and Asian populations are disproportionately impacted by
gambling harm.

The Gambling (Problem Gambling Levy) Regulations
2019 (the regulations) were published by the New
Zealand Gazette on 20 June 2019, and they are now
available on the New Zealand Legislation website. The
regulations came into force on 1 July 2019.
Problem gambling services are funded through a levy on
gambling operators. The levy is collected from the profits
of New Zealand’s four main forms of gambling: gaming
machines in pubs and clubs; casinos; the New Zealand
Racing Board and the New Zealand Lotteries
Commission.

A few weeks ago there was a media story around raffling
a military tank. It was always going to grab the headlines
and while it’s not illegal to run a raffle, many people don't
realise that raffles and sweepstakes are classed as lottery
games under the Gambling Act.
Below are some quick pointers but if in doubt, there is
guidance for raffles on our website.
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1.0  Profits - Any profits made from a certain level of
raffle must go back into the community to approved
purposes.Raffles cannot be held for personal gain.
2.0  Prize - The  value of a prize makes a difference. A
prize value may classify as Class 3 gambling and
therefore, the raffle needs to be licensed and be run by an
authorised society.
3.0  Under the Gambling Act an online raffle is classified
as 'remote interactive gambling' and is also prohibited.

Did you know that we have a number of gambling Fact
Sheets published on our website?
We've just recently published an update on Sales
Promotions.
Sales promotions are governed under the Gambling Act
to ensure that businesses do not make any commercial
gain from the sales promotion, other than through the
normal trading of goods and services.
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New Director appointed
Regulatory System, Gambling
Lisa Docherty has been appointed Director Regulatory
System Gambling. She will take over from Chris
Thornborough in June.
Lisa is currently the Director Regulatory Partners at the
Ministry for Business, Innovation and Employment, where
she works across the Building regulatory system to
ensure it is well connected and working to deliver the best
possible outcomes.
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Lisa has held governance roles and worked in both
government and the private sector.
We look forward to introducing Lisa to stakeholders
throughout the sector over the coming months.

Improving and rewarding performance - C4
three-year licence
Last year, we confirmed that organisations whose
licences were due for review on 30 June could be the first
to apply for the new C4 three-year licences.
We have been assessing the applications and are looking
forward to announcing the first approvals very soon.The
Department has worked hard to develop and design a
robust, fair and thorough process that the system can
engage with. We thank you for the system-wide
collaboration to make things happen.
A three-year licence aims to improve performance across
the Class 4 sector and reward organisations that
demonstrate best practice by going beyond the minimum
legal requirements.
Watch this space!

Investigating cashless gambling
The Department invited a range of stakeholders to meet
and discuss the benefits and risks, and feasibility of
exploring cashless gambling for the Class 4 sector in New
Zealand. More than 20 representatives from gambling
providers, government agencies and organisations
working on minimising gambling harm met in early May
createsend.com/t/j-EABE8974F1F1E9132540EF23F30FEDED
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for an open and wide-ranging discussion on the
opportunities and challenges.
“Our intention was to bring a wide range of views to the
table for an open discussion,” said Chris Thornborough,
Acting Director Regulatory System, Gambling.
“I’d like to thank everyone who came and contributed to a
productive and constructive meeting. There’s much more
work to do to investigate both the benefits and risks in
detail before making any decisions, and we look forward
to doing this collaboratively.”

Storing of C4 gambling machines nancial
documents
We acknowledge there has been a bit of ambiguity
around document storage, and would like to clarify a few
points.
Any information that relates to financial transactions for
class 4 gambling must be stored for at least:
1 month by the venue, and;
7 years by the society.
This information is listed in the class 4 game rules
[Section 14(2)] which is accessible from our website and
includes cancelled credit, short pays and refill reports,
gambling equipment fault/player dispute reports and
unpaid prize reports.
The Department suggests digitising these records and
storing them electronically provided this is done in a safe,
secure and retrievable way. Starting the process of
digitisation will mean any paper records can be discarded
after the 7 year mark. Paper records will gradually
decrease until such time as all records are digitised.

Evaluation of the Gamble Host resources and
training
The Health Promotion Agency is currently doing a formal
evaluation of the Gamble Host resources and training
material to see how well the resources are supporting
venues.
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In addition to interviews with selected Societies, venue
staff, DIA Regulators, Gamblers and minimising gambling
harm services, a 10 minute survey has been emailed to
all Societies and minimising harm services. If you have
received a link to the survey, please complete it to provide
your feedback on the resources and training.

Resources for Māori, Paci c and Asian
audiences
There has been some interest in targeted posters for
venues with higher populations of Māori, Pacific and/or
Asian audiences.
HPA undertook some research with gamblers last year to
help inform this project and is aiming to have some
targeted resources in multiple languages available by
August.

Did you know?
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Q&A: Gaming operators and tax exemption
Q: Our gaming operation is exempt from income tax, are
we exempt from Goods and Services Tax (GST) as well?
A: The gaming operation is considered to be a taxable
activity in GST terms because the activity is carried on
continuously or regularly.
GST registration is voluntary when your annual gaming
machine profits (GMP) are below $60,000. Gaming
operators must apply for GST registration with Inland
Revenue if their GMP is $60,000 or more.

Gambits – Tell us what you think
It’s been a few months since we relaunched Gambits and
we want to continue to improve it. We are keen to hear
what you think and ensure it continues to meet the needs
of our subscribers. Please take a few minutes to share
your views.
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Gambits Survey - last chance
Thank you to those who have already taken the quick two
minutes or so to complete the Gambits Survey.
We are looking forward to providing an overview of your
feedback in the next issue of Gambits.
There is still an opportunity to provide feedback.

Getting to know the sector
Lisa Docherty, our new Director Gambling Regulatory
System has spent some of her first month in the role
meeting with a range of stakeholders in Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch. She has really appreciated
hearing from the sector about the history of the system,
their current challenges, and where they see the need
for regulatory attention for the future.
Lisa says, "A critical part of taking a system view is
working with others to achieve better outcomes. Our
stakeholders have been very generous with their time,
and I look forward to working with them further on some
challenging issues."
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In our next issue Lisa will say more about her priorities for
the next 12 months.

Recognising Best Practice: Grassroots
Trust granted three-year licence
Recently, we announced our first ever three-year Class 4
Gambling licence. Well done to Grassroots Trust in
Hamilton for demonstrating a culture of care and
minimising harm to their patrons.
We developed the three-year licence to identify and
reward gambling operators, both club and non-club
societies, who go beyond the legal minimum to achieve
effective and efficient ways of minimising the harm
associated with gambling, while also maximising the
benefits to the community.
Grassroots has demonstrated this in their strong
performance and best practice processes required to earn
New Zealand’s first three-year licence.
You can find out more about the three-year licence on our
website.

Strategy to Prevent and Minimise
Gambling Harm launched
The Ministry of Health [MoH] recently launched
the Strategy to Prevent and Minimise Gambling Harm
2019-2022 .
Establishing a consumer network with people who've
previously been harmed by gambling will be a key
focus in the strategy.
Every three years the strategy is updated and this year,
the Government has increased funding for the strategy by
5 million dollars.
The Ministry of Health is tasked with the funding and
coordination of problem gambling services under the
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Gambling Act 2003, and assumed responsibility for this
role on 1 July 2004.
The Department of Internal Affairs is New Zealand's
primary gambling regulator and is responsible for
administering the Gambling Act. We work to ensure New
Zealanders can enjoy safe and fair gambling that
efficiently and equitably contributes to community
wellbeing.
“Gambling harm is a serious mental and public health
issue that can have a devastating effect on the wellbeing
of individuals and their whānau. The Gambling Act
requires that we regularly review, consult on and refresh
this strategy, but working with communities affected by
gambling harm is also the best way to ensure that our
strategy makes a difference," says Richard Taylor,
Manager Addictions, Ministry of Health.
Mr Taylor says one thing we know is that Māori, Pacific
and Asian populations are disproportionately impacted by
gambling harm.

Problem Gambling Levy
The Gambling (Problem Gambling Levy) Regulations
2019 (the regulations) were published by the New
Zealand Gazette on 20 June 2019, and they are now
available on the New Zealand Legislation website. The
regulations came into force on 1 July 2019.
Problem gambling services are funded through a levy on
gambling operators. The levy is collected from the profits
of New Zealand’s four main forms of gambling: gaming
machines in pubs and clubs; casinos; the New Zealand
Racing Board and the New Zealand Lotteries
Commission.

What are the raffle rules?
A few weeks ago there was a media story around raffling
a military tank. It was always going to grab the headlines
and while it’s not illegal to run a raffle, many people don't
realise that raffles and sweepstakes are classed as lottery
games under the Gambling Act.
3

Below are some quick pointers but if in doubt, there is
guidance for raffles on our website.
1.0 Profits - Any profits made from a certain level of
raffle must go back into the community to approved
purposes.Raffles cannot be held for personal gain.
2.0 Prize - The value of a prize makes a difference. A
prize value may classify as Class 3 gambling and
therefore, the raffle needs to be licensed and be run by an
authorised society.
3.0 Under the Gambling Act an online raffle is classified
as 'remote interactive gambling' and is also prohibited.

Fact Sheet - Sales Promotions
Did you know that we have a number of gambling Fact
Sheets published on our website?
We've just recently published an update on Sales
Promotions.
Sales promotions are governed under the Gambling Act
to ensure that businesses do not make any commercial
gain from the sales promotion, other than through the
normal trading of goods and services.

You are receiving this email because you are a subscriber to the
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The role of the regulator
Last month, we talked about DIA’s Gambling Group shifting from a focus on regime to
taking a more system-wide view of gambling in New Zealand. But what does that mean for
our role?
Our role as gambling regulator in New Zealand is to ensure that New Zealanders can
enjoy safe and fair gambling that efficiently and equitably contributes to community
wellbeing. This is clearly articulated in the purpose of the Gambling Act.
We do this in a variety of ways – through licensing, providing information, guidance and
support to regulated bodies, data collection and monitoring, working with industry bodies
and the health sector on harm minimisation, providing public information on gambling,
facilitating connections between stakeholders in the gambling system, auditing, and a
variety of other activities.
“Our role as regulator hasn’t changed,” said Acting Director Regulatory System
(Gambling) Chris Thornborough. “What’s changed is that we’re taking a wider view of the
gambling system and working with a wider group of stakeholders to ensure we get the
best outcomes."
"We want to be more proactive, 'step over the fence' and go beyond our legislative
mandate so we can harness the collective strength of the whole gambling system."

Prosecution for failing to identify a problem gambler
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From time to time, it’s our job as regulator
to call out practice that doesn’t align with
the intentions of the Gambling Act. We’ve
done this recently by announcing our first
prosecution for failing to identify a
problem gambler.DIA has had extensive
engagement with stakeholders over a
number of years on the development of
harm minimisation policies and training to
embed harm minimisation practices across the sector.
“Every licenced gambling operator has a harm minimisation policy in place and has had
time to train staff and embed the culture of care Government expects from the gambling
sector,” said Chris Thornborough.
“Venues serving alcohol are expected to look after their patrons and the same expectation
applies to gambling. It’s our job to ensure that operators are taking harm minimisation
seriously.”
Operators who are unclear on what’s expected, should get in touch with their society to
make sure they’re aligned with their harm minimisation policies. The Gamble Host
materials freely available also provide excellent guidance on what venues can do to look
after their patrons.

Improved ordering system for FREE Gamble Host Resources
All Gamble Host resources for venues are
now available on the HPA Shop. This is a
very simple online ordering system that
allows you to view all resources on offer,
select which items you’d like and have
them sent out to you for free.

Gamble Host resources Evaluation
It has been a number of years since the Gamble Host resources were first launched.
Anecdotally we’ve heard that these have helped venues staff fulfil their host
responsibilities. The Health Promotion Agency, Department of Internal Affairs and Ministry
of Health are now doing a formal evaluation of the resources and would like to hear from
2

all Societies and venues staff via a 10-minute survey. Premium Research who are
undertaking the evaluation, will send out the survey over the next couple of weeks, and
will also be undertaking one-hour interviews in four regions with a small selection of
Societies, venue staff, DIA Regulators, gamblers and minimising gambling harm services.

Exploring cashless gambling
With digital technologies ever more
prevalent in our daily lives, DIA is starting
a conversation with a range of
stakeholders about whether it is feasible
to pilot cashless gambling in New
Zealand. We’re bringing together a group
of sector participants and organisations
dealing with problem gambling to explore the benefits and the risks. This is an exploratory
discussion and no decisions have been made. Therefore, it shouldn’t impact on any
Societies considering facial recognition technology. We will share more information in
future issues of Gambits.

Warning international gambling sites not to trade on
New Zealand’s good name
DIA has written to international
companies operating thirteen gambling
sites using the ‘.nz’ domain, warning them
not to mislead New Zealand consumers.
“These gambling sites are trading on New
Zealand’s reputation as a well-regulated
and safe nation. By and large, these
operators are giving a misleading
impression that they are based in New
Zealand, to give a false sense of safety
and security to online gamblers,”
said Acting Director Regulatory System (Gambling) Chris Thornborough.
One operator has already responded and agreed to take down its site.

Society banking audits almost complete
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DIA has almost completed the Gaming
Machine Proceeds late banking audit
started late last year. Thank you to
everyone in Class 4 societies who
assisted with this process.
Overall, we were encouraged by how
societies deal with late banking and are
working towards a system that cuts out
unnecessary handling by both Societies
and Regulators. DIA can become
involved when issues are escalated to us for assistance. We’ve also had good feedback
from a number of societies that working through the audit has helped them examine and
make improvements to their process. That’s a win-win!

New Guidance for Clubs
This week, DIA released new guidance on Class 4 gambling for clubs. The booklet,
available on the DIA website, is for those who govern, manage or work for clubs with a
licence to operate Class 4 gaming machines. The guide covers everything from licencing
to banking and signage and can easily be printed as a handy reference.

New Code for advertising gaming and gambling
The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) released a new code for responsible Gambling
Advertising on 4 April 2019.
The new Code recognises that gambling advertisements must not undermine the need for
the prevention and minimisation of gambling-related harm, with particular regard for the
need to protect children, young people and other vulnerable persons. The Code applies
to gambling advertisements for “pay to gamble” and “free to gamble” activities, products
and outlets as well as betting on racing or sporting events.
The new Code will be effective on 5 August 2019 for new gambling ads and from 4
November, all gambling ads need to comply.

Did you know?
You can view quarterly Gaming Machine
Proceeds data by region via the
dashboard tool on the DIA website. The
data is available by region and Territorial
Authority and you can select the time
period too. The tool helps visualise venue
and machine numbers, deprivation rating
and changes over time. For example,
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Taranaki had the biggest change in Gaming Machine Proceeds in the quarter ending in
December 2018, with a 7.7% increase (to $6,209,193) over the previous quarter.

Changes and reminders
Performance Report needs to be included with licence
applications
Clubs and Societies that are reporting under Tier 3 reporting standards must provide a
“performance report” with their licence application. The performance report should include
both financial and non-financial information. You can find more information in Charities
Services’ guidance.

Remember to notify removal or disposal of Gambling
Machines in storage
Machine owners must notify DIA if any gambling machines are removed or disposed from
storage, within 20 days of disposal. Please use the GC2A form (Class 4 Operator’s
Licence Non-Key Person Amendments/Notification) to ensure DIA’s records are up to
date.

Independent Chartered Accountant Signoff required for
forecast information
DIA requires agreed-upon procedures
engagement to be completed on the
forecast information provided in the
Gaming Machine Account Summary form,
for both the GC6 and GC7 licence
applications. This procedure must be
completed by an Independent Chartered
Accountant with a Certificate of Public
Practice, and must follow the revised
engagement standards, which came into
force from 1 January 2019 (these
superseded the previous engagement standards). For more information, please refer to
New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants Engagement Standard APS-1 (Revised).

Department of Internal Affairs
Gambits@dia.govt.nz
You are receiving this email because you are a subscriber to the
Gambits Newsletter
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Tēnā koutou katoa from the Regulatory Services team.
Our thoughts are with all those affected by the tragic
events in Christchurch last week.
Acting Director Gambling Chris Thornborough has been
in touch with the Gaming Machine Association of New
Zealand (GMANZ), Clubs NZ and the Christchurch
Casino personally to express aroha and support for the
Christchurch community. Our team nationwide stands in
solidarity with our Christchurch colleagues and the
Muslim community and extends love and support.
Part of our response is to offer office space with our
Christchurch Regulatory Services team to assist DIA’s
continued community support.

Guidelines for directing grants to support Christchurch
We have developed guidelines for gaming machine trusts that wish to contribute to victim
and community support in Christchurch.
The first step is to decide which of the recognised funds you wish to assist, such as the
Victim Support Official Fund for support of Christchurch Shooting Victims or other new
Zealand-based organisations working directly with affected people and communities.
Please ensure this is consistent with your authorised purpose. It may be helpful to make
contact with the organisation first to ensure they are comfortable with receiving
grants generated by gambling.
Your trust could provide the chosen organisation with a partially completed grant
application form highlighting any additional information that is required. The usual quotes
or costs breakdown that accompany such funding requests won’t be required.
If trusts want to make a collective grant, they could collectively decide which appeals to
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support and then action the grants individually.
If you have any questions, please email them to gambits@dia.govt.nz.

It's a good time to enhance our Culture of Care
In the aftermath of the Christchurch earthquakes, we saw an increase in gambling-related
harm. Tragic events put people and families under pressure in many ways and everyone
deals with stress and grief differently.
We ask venue and casino operators to be mindful of this and be extra vigilant in the
gaming rooms. It’s a good time to enhance your culture of care and look for signs of
problem gambling to help minimise the harm to individuals and families.

You are receiving this email because you are a subscriber to the
Gambits Newsletter
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It’s been some time since the last Gambits. This issue is the first of 2019 and it’s our
intention to move to a monthly publishing schedule. You will notice a change in the
template, we do want the newsletter to be easy to read and we are working on the look.
We’re keen to hear what you think of Gambits and ensure it continues to meet the needs
of subscribers.
Email us your feedback gambits@dia.govt.nz

Moving from
regime to system

Over the past few months, we’ve been making some
changes in the Gambling Group at DIA which will better
position our regulatory function for the future and enable
us to move our focus from regime to system.
Chris Thornborough, Acting Director of the Gambling
Group says: “The change in approach reflects that we’re
part of a wider system. The traditional regime approach is
focused on compliance with the law. We will continue to
focus on compliance with the Gambling Act, but, in the
system approach, we’re also interested in how the wider
gambling system operates in New Zealand, and how we
can work with others in the system to achieve broader
community outcomes.”
Chris has a regulatory background and has worked in
public policy in New Zealand and Australia. He helped
review DIA’s regulatory services function in 2017 and is
assisting General Manager Maarten Quivooy with
recruitment for a permanent director and managers for
DIA’s Gambling Group.

Mystery shopper
returns

The mystery shopper programme is returning and will
become part of business-as-usual regulatory activity in
the coming months.
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DIA worked with a range of stakeholders, including
casinos, societies, venues, problem gambling service
providers and dedicated Asian,Pacific and Māori services
to co-design scenarios and evaluation criteria. Thank you
to everyone who contributed to this work. The main aim of
mystery shopping in casinos and class 4 venues,
including clubs, is to minimise gambling harm by ensuring
that policies and measures to achieve this are being
applied effectively nationwide.

Online gambling

As a regulator, we’re taking a very active interest in online
gambling which, with the exception of the TAB and Lotto
NZ, is unlawful to operate in New Zealand. This means
we’ve been proactively looking for ways to better inform
gamblers and those providing opportunities to gamble.
Late last year, we took the opportunity to inform Kiwis of
the risks of online gambling, through this media release.
We’ve also written to visiting cruise ships to remind them
of their obligations under the law.
As a regulator, we continue to look for opportunities to
reinforce the integrity of the New Zealand regulatory
system and to protect New Zealanders from the dangers
of under-regulated or unregulated gambling.

Did you know?

Gamblers in New Zealand spent $2.38 billion dollars on
the four main forms of gambling in the 2017/18 financial
year. The take from pokies increased 2.9 per cent to $895
million in the same year. Read the media release.
Detailed quarterly statistics are available on DIA’s
website.

Minimising harm
in Omakau

Venue operators play a crucial role in minimising
gambling harm in our communities. We’re keen to share
some of their success stories and give credit where it’s
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due.
Kudos to the Omakau Commercial Hotel. The venue
operator there recently sat down with a customer over a
cup of tea to complete the exclusion process. While filling
in the forms, the customer shared that the catalyst for
exclusion, and for seeking other problem-gambling
support, had been the operator’s approach – six weeks
earlier!
It just goes to show how important it is to observe patrons
and approach people gently and discreetly to offer
information and support.
Share your stories with us: email Gambits@dia.govt.nz

Five found guilty

In late December, four individuals and one incorporated
society were found guilty of 21 charges of criminal
offences relating to the misuse of funding from gambling
grants derived from Class 4 gambling.
For more information, read our media release on this
issue.

Changes and
Reminders

GAAP requirements
The Gambling Act 2003 requires Class 4 societies to
provide audited financial statements to the Department of
Internal Affairs within three months of the end of a
society's financial year. Section 108 of the Gambling Act
2003 requires financial statements prepared in
accordance with the Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice (GAAP). The relevant standard can be found at
www.xrb.govt.nz.
The new reporting standards came into effect from 1 April
2015. Please ensure your financial statements comply
with GAAP.

Rounding
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We have received Gaming Machine Account Summary
renewal applications with financial information for the
“current year” that had been rounded to the nearest
“thousands” instead of the nearest “dollars”.
The financial information for the current year should be
consistent with the rounding in the financial statements. It
should be rounded to the nearest dollar and reconciled
with the audited financial statements.

Gaming Machine Account Summary GST inclusive or GST exclusive?
For Class 4 societies and clubs that are registered for
GST, the Gaming Machine Account Summary licence
renewal form should be completed on a GST exclusive
basis. The GST portion of the costs should not be
included.

Forensic Accountants - new contacts
Last year, we said farewell to Jo Lipscombe, Investigating
Accountant based in Wellington.
Angela Lam, our Forensic Accountant in the Regulatory
Investigation team has taken over the financial viability
review of Class 4 licence applications. And Diana Kim
joined DIA to work with Angela on the financial viability
review.
Angela has been with the Department for over two years.
She was a specialist investigator at Inland Revenue with
over 12 years’ experience in investigating complex tax
evasion/tax fraud. She also led several successful
prosecutions during her time there. Her background
includes reviewing complex debt arrangements, phoenix
companies; cash-flows forecast for the purpose of debt
settlements and investigating cash economy and property
transactions.
Diana’s accounting background includes working for one
of the big four accounting firms, and 9 years as a
specialist tax investigator in the Significant Enterprise unit
at Inland Revenue.
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Extension of Consultation on the Strategy to Prevent and Minimise
Gambling Harm
Consultation on the Strategy to Prevent and Minimise Gambling Harm 2019/20 to 2021/22 has
been extended. The new closing date for submissions is 5pm, 28 September 2018.
The extension is to allow time for additional information to be considered as part of submissions.
Additional information
Due to a high level of interest the Ministry of Health recently published additional information on its
website to assist submitters and respond to questions raised during and after the 10 recent public
consultation meetings.
In particular, the Ministry received questions regarding the proposal to carry over $5 million of
underspent appropriation into the next Levy period for the purpose of:
Piloting new ways of working for public health and clinical intervention services in geographical
areas or communities that are currently under-serviced ($3 million over 3 years)
Piloting peer support services ($800,000 over 3 years)
Piloting a small amount of residential care for gambling harm ($700,000 over 3 years
Evaluation of the pilots ($500,000 over 3 years).
The indicative cost for these services is $5 million explained in the Consultation Document and
Consultation slides. An indicative breakdown of the costs for these services is provided in the slide
pack (slides 34 and 35) available on the Ministry’s website at the link below:
Strategy to Prevent and Minimise Gambling Harm 2019/20 to 2012/22: Consultation document
This means that in practice the total funding required to fulfil the proposed Strategy is $60.339 million
over three years. However the Ministry is proposing to fund this through:
The Problem Gambling Levy recouping the cost of $55.339 million
The Ministry carrying over $5 million of unspent appropriation.
The Ministry welcomes submissions on the Strategy, including on whether the $5 million underspend
should be carried over into the following Levy period, and whether these proposed pilot services
provide the best use of this funding, or whether the costs should be different.
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Because of the level of interest in this, and in the interests of being fair and transparent, the Ministry
has decided to extend its consultation period by a week. The period will now close at 5pm, 28
September 2018 to allow time for the additional information to be considered as part of submissions.
If you have already made a submission, please feel free to make another or to resubmit a revised
version, if you wish.
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Consultation on problem gambling strategy and levy for 2019/202021/22
The Ministry of Health has released proposals to refresh the integrated “Strategy to Prevent and
Minimise Gambling Harm 2019/20 to 2021/22”, and review the problem gambling levy. A
consultation document is available online for anyone who would like to make a submission.
The Gambling Act (2003) specifies the strategy must include measures to:
Promote public health services
Treat and assist problem gamblers, and their family and whānau
Provide independent scientific research associated with gambling (for example, research on the
social and economic impacts of gambling, particularly the impacts of gambling on different
cultural groups).
The strategy also includes proposals for the problem gambling levy, which is collected from the main
gambling sectors to recover the costs of the strategy.
There are 10 public meetings scheduled to take place in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and
Dunedin. Meeting details are listed on this webpage. The meetings will provide people with an
opportunity to hear about the draft strategy, ask questions and have a say.
Further information about gambling harm, public meetings and making a submission is also available
on the webpage.
The Ministry of Health is not expecting detailed comments at the meetings as detailed submissions
can be made by either completing the Ministry of Health’s online submissions form or completing the
form at the back of the consultation document and emailing it to gamblingharm@moh.govt.nz
The Ministry of Health is leading the consultation with support from the Department of Internal
Affairs. We would encourage you to take the opportunity to make your views known and contribute to
shaping the future direction of the Strategy to Prevent and Minimise Gambling Harm.
The closing date for submissions is Friday 21 September 2018.
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Gambling Harm Awareness Week – Time to Pause?
Gambling Harm Awareness Week is an annual event designed to raise awareness of gambling harm in New
Zealand and provide positive ways for people to help those they are concerned about. This year it will take
place from 3 - 9 September. The Health Promotion Agency is working with the Department of Internal Affairs,
Lotto New Zealand and minimising gambling harm services across the country to organise a variety of
activities. Together, we’ll be encouraging gamblers to take time out to pause their gambling and connect with
whānau.
We encourage venues, societies and clubs to be part of this week and there are a number of ways that you can
get involved, including;
Make a commitment that venue staff hand out a wallet leaflet to every gambling patron across the week or
regularly place the leaflets on the seats/in the coin tray.
Ensure your venue staff are up to-date with their host responsibility training.
Encourage staff to improve their skills in one area of host responsibility; for example, identifying the signs
of gambling harm or practicing checking-in with gamblers they are concerned about.
Put up extra displays of your harm minimisation posters and/or ensure they are located in areas of your bar
where patrons are most likely to read them (e.g. the entrance to the gaming room, at the bar, in the
bathrooms).
Invite your local minimising gambling harm services to come in and meet your staff. The services are there
to help, and knowing them can make it easier to refer patrons to them.
Consider switching off your gaming machines for an hour (see details below).
The Choice Not Chance website contains online training resources to help you with these activities. Hard
copy resources can be ordered free of charge by contacting info@choicenotchance.org.nz  
As part of Gambling Harm Awareness Week the Problem Gambling Foundation (PGF), Mapu Maia, Asian
Family Services, and several community partners are inviting societies and venues to participate in a
nationwide ‘Pause the Pokies’ event. Following the successful ‘pauses’ in the Hutt and Whanganui regions last
year, venues are encouraged to switch their machines off for an hour to mark Gambling Harm Awareness
Week and get people to think about their gambling. This 40 second YouTube video from Fitzroy Tavern
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talks about their experience of taking part in 2017.
PGF have supporting promotional material available for venues who would like to take part. Please contact
Tina McIvor at tmcivor@pgf.nz if you would like more information.
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2017 Gambling Sector Survey report
The 2017 Gambling Sector Survey summary of findings is now available on our website. This
annual survey helps the Department gather feedback from the sector, and measure how our work as
the gambling regulator is perceived.
The 2017 results are similar to the 2016 stakeholder survey in many areas, showing that the
strategic improvements the Department has made continue to be maintained.
This survey was the second to assess how stakeholders view our approach to regulation using the
vision and objectives that drive our work. There were increased levels of agreement from the sector
to survey questions around our vision, with the most positive responses relating to the sector
working constructively with us to achieve compliance.
There was also an increase in positive responses about the Department’s communication –
stakeholders generally find it easy to obtain information from us, and believe that the information
they receive is of good quality and provided in a timely manner.
The results from this survey did show a decrease in satisfaction with DIA sector forums. This may be
due to the fact that sector forums were not held in 2017, while we undertook increased sector
collaboration on other significant projects, such as Mystery Shopper, three year licensing, and the
refreshed approach to venue assessments. Forums were resumed March 2018, alongside a
successful series of regional workshops. The Department is looking forward to continuing to work
with our stakeholders, to better understand how we can improve the value of these types of
engagements and add value in future.
We would like to thank those who took the time to complete the survey.
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National Multi Venue Exclusion (MVE) administration service
The Ministry of Health has recently contracted The Salvation Army Oasis to trial a national MVE
administration service. A National Administrator, Ganesh Vijayanath, was appointed on 16 May.
Salvation Army Oasis is currently developing an interim MVE database and will be working with the
gambling sector to create a national exclusion database for future use.
       
All MVE requests and photos from gambling harm service providers will be directed to the national
MVE administrator to process and send to venues in due course. Regional MVE coordinators will
remain as they are for local liaison.
       
The national MVE administration service will develop a Terms of Reference which will cover its
service and how it will interact with sector stakeholders. This will be sent out for feedback and the
Department will include a link to this document in a future Gambits.
If you have any queries please email Ganesh on NationalMVEAdmin@nzf.salvationarmy.org

Qualified Auditors
We have been advised by the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants that the person who
audited financial statements for two clubs for the 2016 and 2017 financial years is not a qualified
auditor.
The Gambling Act (2003) requires an auditor’s report on the annual report submitted with a licensing
application. An auditor must be a person who is a qualified auditor within the meaning of section 35
of the Financial Reporting Act (2013). Further detail on qualified auditors and how to ensure that
your auditor meets the requirements can be found on the Charities Service website.
Please feel free to contact Jo Lipscombe on jo.lipscombe@dia.govt.nz if you have any queries.

Agreed-upon procedures reports on forecast financial information
Please note that agreed-upon procedures reports must be prepared by an Independent Chartered
Accountant with a certificate of public practice. Chartered accountants must comply with the
independence criteria set out in accounting standards, and the NZICA Code of Ethics.
Independence must be both of fact and appearance. An agreed-upon procedures report should not
be prepared by an accountant that has been involved in preparing the forecast financial information,
or the annual financial statements on which the forecast is based.
If you have any queries please contact Jo Lipscombe on jo.lipscombe@dia.govt.nz
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Regional Workshops: successful pilot and future plans
The Department’s regional workshop pilot has come to an end. Starting in Napier on February 7 and
finishing in Whangarei on March 6, staff from the Department and the Health Promotion Agency
(who worked with the Department to create these workshops) engaged with around 370 people from
clubs, venues, societies, and service providers. Following the feedback we received from the pilot
we intend to continue hosting events in regions outside of New Zealand’s main centres throughout
the year.
The content covered at these sessions included information on the refreshed venue assessments
and advice on how to approach people displaying harm. We heard from attendees that the
information presented was relevant and useful, and in a survey sent out following the sessions 100
per cent of respondents said they would recommend the workshop to others in the gambling system.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank attendees for taking the time to meet and engage with
us, and for providing their feedback after the events. This has helped us to decide how to run similar
workshops in future.
We found that these workshops provided the opportunity for connection between the Department
and others in the gambling system as a whole. Attendees from pubs, clubs, societies, and service
providers were able to discuss their roles and perspectives on the gambling system. This was a
valuable opportunity for people to find ways to support each other in creating a better and safer
gambling environment. The Department, HPA and problem gambling service providers have all had
several requests for further materials and assistance as a result of these workshops.
We will provide updates on future dates and locations in Gambits. If you feel your area would benefit
from a workshop, or if you have any comments about what content we should include, please
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contact us at sector.initiatives@dia.govt.nz

Do registered charities need to provide audited accounts for grant
applications?
The Charities Services group has raised a concern that many gaming machine societies are
requiring registered charities to provide audited accounts when they make grant applications. Under
section 42c of the Charities Act (2005), charities that have an annual expenditure of $500,000 or
less do not have to have their accounts audited (unless their own rules document requires them
to). If societies require them to provide audited accounts, then the societies are imposing an audit
cost that the charity wouldn’t otherwise have to pay. This effectively adds a cost of application and
reduces the value of any grant received.
Registered charities are monitored by Charities Services and are required to lodge annual returns, or
financial statements, depending on their expenditure. Societies must make their own decisions
around due diligence for grant applicants.   We would encourage a risk-based approach by only
requesting registered charities to compile audited financial statements for the sole purpose of
applying for Class 4 grants if absolutely necessary. You can search for registered charities and see
their latest performance reports or financial statements on the charities register here.

Three year licences come to class 4
The Gambling Act was amended in 2015, to allow class 4 licences to be granted for up to three
years. The intention is for longer licences to act as an incentive for best practice and compliance
among societies and venues.
The Department has worked with representatives of the class 4 sector to develop a voluntary three
year licence process that encourages continuous improvement. We particularly want to express our
appreciation to members of the Sector Technical Reference Group, whose time and commitment
was a major contribution to the development of the framework.
The cornerstone of the three year licence application process is self-assessment. Societies and
clubs are asked to take a genuine look at their organisation and rate their performance on a four
point scale, across five categories; Leadership and Direction; Minimising Harm; Maximising Benefit;
Engagement; and Risk and Financial Management.
While the Department currently holds a lot of information about class 4 operations, organisations
themselves are in the best position to demonstrate how they achieve the three year licensing
standards. Applicants are therefore asked to demonstrate that they:
Have effective systems and practices in place, which reflect the size and structure of their
organisation;
Have systems to monitor how well practices are working and to identify areas for improvement;
Conduct regular reviews of policies and systems; and
Make improvements as a result of those reviews.
Applications can only be made when a licence is due for renewal. Those organisations who have
licences due for renewal on 30 June will be the first to be able to apply for a three year licence.
The three year licence process provides an incentive and framework for continued improvement, and
offers potential benefits for societies, such as:
Reputational value from supporting and demonstrating strong practice;
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Increasing the collaborative relationships between societies, clubs, venues, service providers and
the Department;
Easing the administrative burden;
Allowing for longer-term planning; and
Possible cost savings.
Members of the class 4 sector will value each of these benefits differently when deciding whether to
apply. We expect that only class 4 operators whose self-assessment shows they are demonstrating
best practice will apply. Societies and clubs who decide against applying for a three year licence are
still encouraged to embrace the idea of continuous improvement, and use the framework to review
their policies and practices.
Information about the three year licence process, including guidance material, application
templates and copies of the Inspectors’ assessment template, are available on the Department’s
website.

Venue Manager assessment – GC5 forms
Part of the process of employing a new venue manager includes assessing whether the applicant
has the appropriate experience and training in the industry. The Department has recently received a
number of GC5 forms where the sections relating to class 4 experience (Questions C1-C3) have
been left blank.
It is important that these questions are completed, even if the venue manager has no prior
experience or training. In these cases, it is the Department’s expectation that the society includes
information about what training has been provided to the venue manager, as part of a GC4 or G3
application. Any other steps the society has taken to ensure the venue manger is aware of their
responsibilities and is capable of undertaking them should also be included with the application.

Department staff change: Investigating Accountant
Last month, Max Carr retired from his role as Investigating Accountant after 12 years with the
Department. Jo Lipscombe has taken on this role and will be based in Wellington.
Jo’s accounting background includes working for two of the ‘big four’ accounting firms, and 10 years
as a specialist tax investigator in the Crown and Small and Medium Enterprise teams at Inland
Revenue. She enjoyed meeting many people from the sector at the recent Wellington sector forum,
and is happy to talk through any queries you have at any time. You can contact Jo at
jo.lipscombe@dia.govt.nz or on 027 217 62 62.

Introducing Rano Community Trust Limited
On February 20 2018, the Department approved a new society to operate in the class 4 sector. Rano
Community Trust Limited (Rano) hold the venue licence for one venue, Pacific Bar & Restaurant,
Mangere, Auckland.
Rano, a registered company, was incorporated on 20 January 2016. Rano is the first class 4
operator society to be licensed since September 2015. The addition comes as the number of nonclub societies continues on a downward trend, decreasing from 49 in 2011 to 36 at present.
Rano may make grants for any charitable purpose and any non-commercial purpose that is
beneficial to the whole or a section of the community. Priority funding will be given to amateur sport,
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religion, education and not-for-profit organisations which actively support community education and
cohesion.
The licensing of a new society is not something DIA takes lightly. This is demonstrated by the
rigorous 6 month assessment process that led to Rano being licensed. We welcome Rano to the
class 4 gambling system and look forward to working with them.

Gambling license renewal applications
Many clubs and some societies are due to submit their class 4 gambling licence renewal
applications. We would like to remind you to please check that your financial statements comply
with the relevant reporting standards. We have had special purpose accounts submitted by some
clubs, when Tier 3 GAAP accounts should have been used instead.
The Charities Services website is a useful resource for determining the applicable reporting
standards for your entity.
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In this Gambits:
Mystery shopper – recognition of good practice in class 4 venues
Mystery shopper – practice to be avoided in class 4 venues
Summary of key legal obligations for class 4 harm minimisation

Mystery shopper – recognition of good practice in class 4 venues
The mystery shopper exercise highlighted some stand-out practices of responding to signs of
gambling harm within class 4 venues. We would like to share these examples of good practice with
everyone.
We would like to acknowledge and commend venue operators and staff at the following venues for
their high level of gamble host responsibility:
The Corner, Wellington
Rangitikei Tavern, Bulls
Springlands Tavern, Marlborough
Rattle & Hum, Nelson
Oxley's Bar & Kitchen, Picton
Poachers Hoon Hay, Christchurch
These venues showed a high level of care and awareness of gamblers displaying signs of harm by
meeting full expectations for their scenarios during the 2016 mystery shopper exercise.
Staff at The Corner displayed effective monitoring processes by using their venue log books to
capture and monitor a family member’s concerns about a gambler as well as the gambler’s play.
(scenario 4)
The Rangitikei Tavern staff showed a high level of care and awareness of gamblers displaying
signs of harm around multiple cash withdrawals ending in EFTPOS declines. Staff checked in with
the gambler, provided help-seeking material and wrote the incident up in the venue log book.
(scenario 2)
Staff at Springlands Tavern showed a good culture of care regarding interaction with the mystery
shopper about EFTPOS transactions, referring the situation upwards to the manager and making a
written observation. (scenario 2)
Staff at Rattle & Hum showed a good standard of gamble host responsibility towards a gambler who
was playing for a long time. Help-seeking advice was offered and the incident was recorded in venue
log books. (scenario 3)
http://createsend.com/t/j-538CFC2CD3E80B93
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Staff at Oxley’s Bar and Kitchen met the full expectations and showed a high level of care and
awareness of a gambler displaying signs of harm during an extended period. Oxley’s illustrates how
a venue can provide a culture of care for gambling patrons and suggest the venue can be used as a
role model regarding how to interact and intervene with a gambler showing signs of potential harmful
gambling. (scenario 3)
The staff at Poachers Hoon Hay showed a good standard of gamble host responsibility and we
commend their culture of care which is reflected in their result of meeting the expectations. Staff
provided advice to a concerned family member, and then recorded and monitored the gambler's play
when they entered the venue. (scenario 4)
It is this sort of practice that will lead us to achieve our shared objective of minimising gambling harm
through caring for venue customers.

Mystery shopper – practice to be avoided in class 4 venues
Along with the good, the mystery shopper identified some practice that has to be avoided. These
practices fall into three broad categories:
Giving incorrect information
When encountering a request from a family member to help a problem gambler, some venue staff
told the family member that there was nothing they could do unless the person chose to self-exclude.
Some did not accept the photograph of the gambler for future identification and monitoring. In fact, if,
upon observation of the gambler, the staff has ongoing concerns about a gambler, they can issue an
exclusion order.
Lack of monitoring
Some mystery shoppers observed little (three times in four hours) or no staff presence (for up to
three hours) in the gaming rooms. Gaming room sweeps are a key tool for observing and monitoring
gambling harm.
Inappropriate staff behavior
Some staff were seen to play the machines when on duty and bragging about their winnings. Some
staff pretended to rub the machines to give it good vibes. Others told patrons that they “gotta get the
lucky machines”.

Summary of key legal obligations for class 4 harm minimisation
In view of the above, we offer a brief reminder of minimum obligations for harm minimisation under
the Gambling Act. For a complete listing of harm minimisation legal obligations, see the Gambling
Act 2003 and Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations 2004.
Policy is practice
Venues must have a venue-based policy on how they will minimise harm and identify problematic
gambling behaviour [s 308(1)].
The venue manager must take all reasonable steps to ensure that the policy is used to identify actual
or potential harm [s 308(4)].
A trained person is always present
There must always be a trained person at the venue when class 4 gambling is available [regulation
12(1)(a), Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations 2004].
Training builds capable staff
Problem gambling awareness training must be provided to venue staff and must enable staff to:
approach a player when they have reasonable grounds to believe the player may be experiencing
difficulties related to gambling;
http://createsend.com/t/j-538CFC2CD3E80B93
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provide information to a player about the characteristics of problem gambling (including
recognised signs of problem gambling);
provide information to a player about the potential dangers of problem gambling;
provide information to a player about how to access problem gambling services;
remind a player that the venue manager may identify a person that the manager has reasonable
grounds to believe is a problem gambler and ban the player from the gambling area of the venue
concerned for up to two years; and
remind a player that he or she can identify himself or herself as a problem gambler and request
that the venue manager exclude the player from the gambling area of the venue for up to two
years [regulation 12(2) Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations 2004].
All reasonable steps are taken
A venue manager, or a person acting on their behalf, must take all reasonable steps to assist a
patron, including issuing an exclusion order, if:
they have already approached the person and provided information or advice to the person about
problem gambling; and
the patron has not requested that they be issued with an exclusion order; and
the patron’s ongoing gambling or other behaviour at the venue means that the venue staff still
have reasonable grounds to believe that the person is a problem gambler (s 309).
Exclusion orders (self-excluded and venue-issued) are tools to protect patrons from
gambling harm
Staff must issue an exclusion order promptly to a patron who wishes to be excluded(s 310).
There is no legal requirement for the patron to sign the exclusion order.
Staff may issue an exclusion order to someone identified by venue staff as a possible problem
gambler, but who refuses to self-exclude (s 309), and can do so if they have ongoing concerns about
a gambler (s 309A).
Records of excluded persons must be maintained at venues and contain the following information:
the person’s name and date of birth (if provided); and
whether the person was excluded from the venue under section 309 (venue initiated exclusion) or
310 (self-exclusion); and
the date on which the exclusion order was issued and the date of its expiry; and
any conditions imposed on the person’s re-entry to the venue (s 312A).
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Third man sentenced in pokie related fraud case
The third defendant in the gaming machine fraud case known as Operation Chestnut was sentenced
to the maximum period of home detention (12 months) in the Wellington High Court today.
Paul Anthony Max (60), of Nelson, had been found guilty on three charges of obtaining by deception
and had spent six weeks in custody before sentencing.
His co-defendants were sentenced on 13 July – Michael O’Brien (58) of Blenheim, to 4-1/2 years’
prison on five charges and Kevin Coffey (57) of Hastings, to 12 months’ home detention on one
charge.
The long-running inquiry into the manipulation of gambling licences and grants was initiated by the
Department of Internal Affairs and prosecuted by the Serious Fraud Office (SFO). The Police’s
Organised and Financial Crime Agency of New Zealand (OFCANZ) were also involved.
Now that the criminal prosecution for Operation Chestnut has come to an end the Department is
assessing the judgement and focusing on the lessons that can be learned from the investigation.
The Department will continue to address harm caused by wilful and significant non-compliance. It
notes that the substantial sentences illustrate how seriously the courts view the misappropriation of
community funds and the deliberate misleading of a regulator.
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Two men sentenced for pokie related fraud
Internal Affairs has welcomed the sentences handed down in a multi-million dollar gaming machine
fraud case today.
Michael Joseph O’Brien (58), of Blenheim, was sentenced on five charges of ‘Obtaining by
deception’ to 4-1/2 years’ imprisonment. Kevin Coffey (57), of Hastings, was sentenced on one
charge to 12 months’ home detention. A third defendant Paul Anthony Max (60), of Nelson, will be
sentenced on 27 July.
During sentencing Justice Dobson noted the offending “involved persistence and determined
deception of a Government agency that is charged with regulating a business… The regulatory
system depends on the integrity of applicants. It is conduct that needs to be denounced in the
strongest terms, and deterred in the strongest terms the law allows".
Gambling Compliance Director Gareth Bostock said the sentences reflect how seriously the court
views the misappropriation of community money and sends a strong message over corrupt practices
in the gambling sector.
“We want to ensure that the right people with the right motives enter the sector and that their
activities are consistent with the law,” Gareth said. “Operation Chestnut was necessary because
gambling grant funding was being diverted away from the communities it was meant to serve. The
sector needs to create a culture of integrity where this type of behaviour is not tolerated and
everyone involved in the industry ‘does the right thing’ by communities.”
The major investigation named Operation Chestnut and prosecuted by the Serious Fraud Office
(SFO), involved the SFO, the Police’s Organised and Financial Crime Agency of New Zealand
(OFCANZ), and Internal Affairs (DIA).
“This multi-agency approach was necessary to break through the criminal behaviour that had
developed in some parts of the class 4 gambling sector,” Gareth said. “New Zealand communities
should expect the highest integrity from the gambling sector so that community organisations can
access grants from gambling societies without the concern that funding is being directed unlawfully.
http://createsend.com/t/j-038D53BE49F63EA6
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The Department has a specialist team of investigators and continues to investigate fraudulent activity
in the sector. We have developed an enduring model for working together with the SFO and the
Police and will do it again if the need arises.”
Through the Chestnut investigation the Department cancelled the licences of two gambling societies
and took steps to ensure that a number of unsuitable people were unable to continue working for
societies or the pubs which house pokie machines. The Department is applying a high level of
scrutiny to societies before licences are granted or renewed.
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Cancelled credit and manual payments procedure
The Department has recently been made aware of some issues with prize payments. There has
been a report of a player leaving their winning machine and their prize being incorrectly paid out to a
different player in their absence. There has also been a report of a player incorrectly claiming
someone else’s cancelled credit from the bar.
System enhancements have enabled automation of cancelled credits. This means that players can
now remain at the machine and press a button to signal to venue staff the payment is required.
If a player moves to another machine before venue staff enter the gaming room, and venue staff do
not follow correct procedures, there is an increased risk that the correct player will not be identified.
This leads to an increased risk of incorrect payments being made and venues having to pay out the
prize again. Please remind venue staff to ensure they are correctly identifying the legitimate winner
of a prize before paying out any money or cancelled credits.
The cancelled credit and manual payments procedures can be found in the Gambling Act (Class 4)
Game Rules 2016 (see page 15, sections 22 and 23).

Reminder for clubs: use the new electronic forms and address for
invoice payments
Editable PDF licensing application forms have been available on the Department website since
24 April 2017. We are still receiving the old paper forms from some clubs. Please ensure that you
are using the new forms and that they are clear, legible and attached as a single PDF file (not
separate files for each page) when they are emailed to the Department
(Gambling.Licensing@dia.govt.nz).
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Once the Department has received your forms we will generate an invoice. This can be paid by
direct credit (preferred) or by cheque. If paying by cheque please ensure that payment is sent, with
remittance advice, to the address stated on the remittance advice slip:
Accounts Receivable
Department of Internal Affairs
PO Box 130
Wellington 6140
New Zealand
Please note this is not the same address as the Gambling Compliance correspondence address on
the top right of the invoices.

Gambling Compliance Group staff changes
There is more change going on in the Gambling Compliance Group.
On 3 July Sue Ingram began a six month secondment as Project Lead of the Regulatory Services
Review team. Michelle White will be the acting Manager of Sector Initiatives for this period.
The review of the Regulatory Services Group is to ensure we are in the best possible state to meet
our future challenges. Its aim is to position and strengthen our systems, structure and capability. No
decisions about potential changes have been made in advance of the work, with decisions expected
towards the end of the year. At that point we’ll know if any alternative configurations are needed –
but only then.
However, this is having an impact on the length of back-fill appointments that we are making and
explains why some of the roles at present are acting ones, rather than permanent replacements.
Keeping this in mind, Cath Anyan has become Manager of the Gambling Compliance Team, for six
months from 3 July. This is the role previously filled by Stefan Pischief.
Danielle Lancaster will remain as acting Team Leader of the Auckland licensing team until midDecember. This is back-filling for Lance Daly, who has a secondment to the Casino Compliance
team.
The organisational structure of the Gambling Compliance Group is shown in the chart below
which can be found on our website.
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Sales promotion schemes
The Department has recently been asked for advice around the conduct of sales promotions
schemes in New Zealand. The definition of sales promotions schemes can be found in section 4 of
the Gambling Act 2003 (the Act).
Remote interactive gambling is prohibited under Section 9 of the Act. The Department was asked
to consider a case where, following the purchase of goods, the purchaser could go online to have a
chance of winning a prize. In this case the Department’s position is that the “gambling” takes place at
the time the customer purchases a qualifying product in-store (regardless of the process required to
obtain the final prize). As the gambling does not occur through a communication device, this is not
considered to be remote interactive gambling.
The definition of remote interactive gambling also specifically excludes “a sales promotion scheme
that is in the form of a lottery and is conducted in New Zealand”.
A second question was posed about whether conduct (as defined in section 5 of the Act)
associated with a sales promotion scheme that is in the form of a lottery conducted in New Zealand,
such as conducting the draw and promoting the sales promotion scheme from overseas, was caught
by the exclusion and therefore not considered remote interactive gambling. The Department’s
position is that, if the sales promotion scheme is not remote interactive gambling, the associated
conduct will also not be remote interactive gambling.
As to the meaning of “conducted in New Zealand”, the Department takes a pragmatic view: The
reality of global franchise arrangements means that there may be no corporate presence in New
Zealand and sales promotions are run from regional offices, often in Australia. The Department
considers that “conducted in New Zealand” does not mean that a sales promotion scheme in the
form of a lottery online must be conducted exclusively in New Zealand.
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Further information on remote interactive gambling can be found on the Department’s website.
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Mystery shopper gaming machine results
In late 2016, the Department of Internal Affairs (the Department) conducted a mystery shopper
exercise to assess current host responsibility practice in class 4 venues (pubs and clubs) and
casinos in relation to electronic gaming machines, or “pokies”.
The purpose of the exercise was to provide a snapshot of how well venue staff identified and
responded to signs of harmful gambling. It also highlights opportunities where further support can be
provided by industry operators and the Department to better protect gamblers and build stronger
communities.
Scenarios were developed to assess how venue staff responded to a variety of gambling harm
behaviours. They were developed using a range of information that included input from gambling
operators about how they expected their staff to perform. The scenarios varied in duration and
exhibited a range of strong and general signs of gambling harm. Each selected establishment was
visited by a mystery shopper who acted out a specific scenario.
The Department assessed the country’s six casinos and a random selection of 120 of the 1221 class
4 venues. Results can be found on the Department's website.
Since a previous mystery shop exercise in 2014 class 4 venues and casinos have put considerable
effort into harm minimisation practice. The Department has noted a significant change in attitude
towards the issue of gamble host responsibility in this time.
Casinos
The four SKYCITY casinos have made significant improvements. They have made positive changes,
not only to systems and processes but also to culture and staff attitude towards helping those who
display signs of harmful gambling.
Christchurch and Dunedin casinos have also made progress, but the results indicate more can be
done to lift their performance.
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Class 4 sector
For the class 4 sector the scenarios in this exercise were based on our clear expectations and best
practice guidelines outlined in the Gamble Host Pack. These resources were distributed in
December 2015 and presented our expectations in a new way, designed specifically for use by
venues.
The standards we assessed against were high, and to meet the expectations venues had to achieve
all criteria. Given this, the number of venues meeting all the expectations was low (eight per cent).
Many more venues partially met the expectations (33 per cent). This suggests progress can be
made by the sector to further improve harm prevention and minimisation in venues.
In general, class 4 venues were better at identifying and responding to strong signs of gambling
harm than they were at recognising a combination of general signs.
Follow up action
The Department will use the results of this mystery shopper exercise as a key piece of information to
target high risk venues.
Inspections of high risk venues will lead to sanction action if outstanding issues are not rectified
within a certain timeframe.
We expect the sector to use the results to continue to improve gamble host responsibility. The
Department will continue to work with the sector to improve performance and will use the results to
identify where more education and extra regulatory focus is needed.
The results will be used by us as a baseline to assess future improvements.
For further information on the mystery shopper exercise please
contact Sector.Initiatives@dia.govt.nz
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Gambling Compliance Group staff changes
We have recently seen two key managers, Peter Cowsill and Stefan Pishief, leave the Gambling
Compliance Group. Stefan has taken on a new role in Gisborne and Peter has retired following 20
years of service to the casino sector. We thank them both for their service and wish them the best in
their future endeavours.
Lance Daly will be the acting Manager, Casino Compliance team, for six months starting from 9
June. Stacey Hayward will become the interim acting Manager, Gambling Compliance, for one
month starting from 2 June. Danielle Lancaster will become the interim acting Team Leader,
Licensing Auckland, for one month starting from 9 June.
The current organisational structure of the Gambling Compliance Group is shown in the chart below
which can be found on our website.
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Changing from a Friendly Society to an Incorporated Society
A reminder for any club that holds a class 4 operator’s licence and is changing from a Friendly
Society to an Incorporated Society. To comply with the Gambling Act (2003), you must notify the
Department of any subsequent changes made to your governing document.
An application can be made using the GC2A Class 4 Operator’s Licence – Non Key Persons
Amendment and Notifications form and submitted to gambling.licensing@dia.govt.nz.
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Gamble host harm minimisation train-the-trainer workshops
Workshops have been scheduled around the country in conjunction with the release of the new
gamble host harm minimisation training and resources, so those who provide training to Class 4
venue staff can learn about the new training package and how to use it.

Who should attend a workshop?
The workshops are designed to support those who provide harm minimisation training for Class 4 venue
staff.
They will also be of interest to other individuals and organisations working across the gambling sector,
including:

Class 4 society staff
club managers
venue managers
problem gambling service providers.
There are still places available in the workshops, so all who are interested are encouraged to attend.

Why attend a workshop?
The workshops will help organisations and individuals to:
be confident in their delivery of the new training package,
understand how to adapt the training according to the needs and experience of the venue staff
member being trained and other requirements, and
be familiar with the whole package of resources produced for venues (including the Gamble
Host pack and harm minimisation policy template) and how these form a comprehensive
package of support for venues.
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To meet their differing needs, separate workshops will be held for societies and clubs.

Do I need to register to attend a workshop?
To attend one of the workshops listed below, please email Clare Lawrence (c.lawrence@hpa.org.nz) and
indicate which session you would like to attend.
Please RSVP by Friday, 2 June 2017.

All sessions will be three hours long. The workshops are free to attend. However individuals and
organisations are responsible for any costs associated with attending sessions (flights,
accommodation, parking, etc.).

Workshop schedule for clubs:
Date

Time

Location

Thursday, 8 June 2017

1.30pm-4.30pm

Meetings on the Terrace
152 The Terrace
Wellington

Heartland Hotel
Tuesday, 13 June 2017

1.30pm-4.30pm

Friday, 16 June 2017

9.30am-12.30pm

14 Airpark Drive
Mangere, Auckland

National Library
Unit 7, 150 Cavendish Road
Casebrook, Christchurch

Friday, 23 June 2017

1.30pm-4.30pm

Toitu Otago Settlers Museum
31 Queens Gardens
Dunedin

Workshop schedule for societies

Date

Time

Location

Friday, 9 June 2017

1.30pm-4.30pm

National Library
Seminar Room, 8 Stanley Street
Auckland

Tuesday, 13 June 2017

9.30am-12.30pm
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14 Airpark Drive
Mangere, Auckland

National Library
Thursday, 15 June 2017

9.30am-12.30pm

Unit 7, 150 Cavendish Road
Casebrook, Christchurch

National Library
Thursday, 15 June 2017

1.30am-4.30pm

Unit 7, 150 Cavendish Road
Casebrook, Christchurch

Tuesday, 20 June 2017

9.30am-12.30pm

Terrace Conference Centre
114 The Terrace
Wellington

Terrace Conference Centre
Tuesday, 20 June 2017

1.30pm-4.30pm

114 The Terrace
Wellington

Toitu Otago Settlers Museum
Friday, 23 June 2017

9.30am-4.30pm

31 Queens Gardens
Dunedin

Exclusion orders without photographs
The Department has become aware of a misunderstanding that venues and societies have regarding
exclusion orders which do not have a related photograph.
An issued exclusion order is valid whether or not it has a photograph of the person.
However an exclusion order can be more challenging to honour when it doesn’t have a photograph.
Here are two suggestions for minimising the number of orders without a photograph:
1. If a current order doesn’t have a photograph, venue staff can ask the customer to provide one or
consent to have a photo taken.
2. When a venue is approached by a customer to issue an exclusion order, it can refuse to issue
one if:
a. the customer refuses to provide a photograph or consent to have a photo taken, or
b. the quality of the photograph provided is poor and the person cannot be readily identified, or
c. the customer refuses to provide their name and date of birth.
These reasons for refusal were part of the 2015 changes to the legislation.(See section 310 (1A) of
the Gambling Act 2003.)
It is important to remember that an exclusion order is considered issued if the exclusion form has
been completed and signed whether or not a photograph has been received. To ensure that new
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exclusion orders have a photograph, a good practice would be to ask the customer to provide a
photograph or agree to having one taken before completing the form.
Prior to the change in legislation, venues were required to issue an exclusion order when
approached by a person wishing to self-exclude, regardless of whether that person provided a
photograph or not. It should be noted that these exclusion orders are still valid for the duration of the
notice period.
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Fortune Technology Corporation in liquidation
Fortune Technology Corporation, a Class 4 jackpot and venue management system manufacturer
based in Tauranga, was put into liquidation on 3 April 2017. Malcolm Hollis and Wendy Somerville
were appointed as the joint and several liquidators.
In light of this development, the Department would like to provide Class 4 licence holders with the
following advice regarding Fortune equipment:
Fortune jackpot systems that have current approvals under section 326 of the Gambling Act 2003
are not affected by the liquidation, provided the equipment and systems remain the same.
(Approvals are not owned by the manufacturer but are granted for the equipment and
technology.)
Approvals of the equipment remain valid so long as the equipment stays the same and it
continues to meet minimum technical requirements at all times.
It is important to note that all equipment used at Class 4 venues must meet minimum technical
requirements at all times under section 326 of the Gambling Act 2003. (See the Class 4 Game
Rules for guidance on technical standards of the equipment - PDF, 328KB)
Liquidation is a commercial matter and the Department cannot provide comment on the commercial
arrangements between parties.
For general information on liquidation, please visit the Companies Office website.
For direct commercial claims and enquiries, please contact:
Malcolm Grant HOLLIS and Wendy Ann SOMERVILLE
Phone: +64 03 374 3031 or 03 374 3027
Email: restructuring@nz.pwc.com
188 Quay Street, Auckland Central, Auckland, 1010
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For additional information on your obligations under the Gambling Act 2003 and associated
regulations, please contact:
Mike Cassidy RS Operational Support
Direct Dial: +64 (0)4 495 7205 x5205
Mobile: +64 (0)21 870 247
www.dia.govt.nz

Interruption of EMS and IGP service scheduled for Wednesday 14
June 2017 and Wednesday 5 July 2017
As part of good business practice, the Department and Intralot will conduct a scheduled Business
Continuity/Disaster Recovery exercise on the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) and Integrated
Gaming Platform (IGP) services on Wednesday 14 June 2017.
This will result in an outage of the EMS and IGP systems starting at 10am on Wednesday 14 June
2017. We expect all services to be fully restored by 10am the following day.
Normal gaming operations at venues will not be affected during the outage and the Intralot Service
Desk and DIA Licensing team will still be available.
However, the following services will not be available during the outage period:
EMS reports
processing of all EGM servicing (e.g. EGM enables, EGM Game/Base Changes etc.)
a site controller diagnostics and site controller swaps
issuing of new licences.
Depending on when service is restored, EMS daily reports on 15 June could be delayed.
The interruption to services will not affect your ability to comply with your obligations under the
Gambling Act 2003.
There will be a second EMS and IGP service interruption on Wednesday 5 July when EMS and IGP
services are returned to normal operation.
If you have any questions, please email us at ems@dia.govt.nz or contact your liaison officer.
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Minor issue with format of emailed licensing invoices
The Department recently introduced improvements to our licensing application and payments
processes to make it easier to apply for a Class 4 licence.
Read more about the new application forms and payment processes
Part of the new process is that we now email invoices to licence applicants on receipt of a completed
application. Overall feedback about the new system has been very positive. We have, however,
become aware that the sender and subject line were missing from the first batch of emailed invoices,
resulting in some of the emails not being recognised by the recipient or being blocked by email
filters.
The email formatting issue has now been resolved and all the affected clubs and societies have
been notified. We apologise for any inconvenience this may have caused and appreciate your
patience.

Working with Akarana Community Trust
The Department has been working with Akarana Community Trust to address matters identified in
relation to the renewal of their Class 4 operator’s licence. The key issues involved historical matters
regarding potential conflict of interest, improper influence and grant decision making.
As a result of this investigation Akarana will serve an operator’s licence suspension over three
consecutive days in May 2017. Akarana’s operator’s licence will be renewed and Akarana can
continue to support its authorised purposes, including the strong support it gives the local Indian
Community.

http://createsend.com/t/j-998F019B42FC16F5
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Some venue licences held by Akarana will not be renewed until matters related to the suitability of
related venue key persons are resolved.
A fundamental principle in relation to Class 4 gambling is that the process for determining which
community activities will receive funding are as free as possible from conflicts of interest and
improper influence. Operators and key persons of venues in which gaming machines are hosted
must have no influence over the distribution of proceeds by the society to which the venue operator
is aligned.
Akarana has also agreed to make changes in relation to their day-to-day operation and governance
arrangements. These include changes to the structure of their board, including the introduction of an
additional independent director and the appointment of Jeet Suchdev QSM as Board Chair.
Changes have also been made to the net proceeds committee membership.
In addition, Akarana has volunteered to undergo a full audit of its grant processes and procedures to
assure the Department that the changes implemented by Akarana align with good practice
expectations. These moves are part of the work by Internal Affairs with the Class 4 sector to improve
performance and ensure community funding is transparent.
Gareth Bostock, Director Gambling Compliance Group says the way in which the Akarana concerns
were addressed is an example of a successful outcome for all parties, particularly the good
community causes that receive grant funding from gambling.
“Our goal is to maximise the benefits and minimise the harms from gambling,” he says.
“We are encouraged by the changing nature of the relationship between the regulator and the
operators we regulate which means we are more frequently able to reach a desired outcome without
resorting to court action.
“We are all striving to work towards best practice and by working together we stand a better chance
of ensuring the integrity of the sector.”

Assessment of DIA’s status as the gambling regulator
The Department is inviting comments about the assessment of our status as the gambling regulator.
This is part of a wider government programme to improve the quality of regulation in New Zealand.
At the link below you will find more information and a high level summary of our conclusions and
ratings of four performance areas.
Assessment of DIA’s status as the gambling regulator
If you wish to provide comments please send them by email to Lizanne.geyer@dia.govt.nz by
close of business on Monday 22 May 2017.

Consultation on Best Practice (Three Year) Licence closes 19 May
We would like to remind you that the consultation period on the Best Practice (Three Year) Licence
closes on Friday 19 May.
View the Class 4 Gambling Best Practice (Three Year) Licence consultation document
If you wish to make a submission and haven’t done so already, please email your submissions to
bestpracticelicence@dia.govt.nz or mail to:
http://createsend.com/t/j-998F019B42FC16F5
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Sharlene Hogan
Policy Advisor, Operational Policy
Department of Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua
PO Box 805
Wellington 6140
In addition, we also wish to test the performance expectation framework in a compliance audit
situation with small to medium sized societies or clubs. If you are interested in participating, please
signal your interest in your submission or email bestpracticelicence@dia.govt.nz
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Gareth's update on upcoming activities and engagement
This week sees the return of Maarten Quivooy to his substantive role as General Manager
Regulatory Services. I have enjoyed filling in for him over the past five weeks, getting a broader
focus across a variety of regimes. I’m now back in my role of Director Gambling Compliance Group
and I’m looking forward to a busy few months with a range of activities taking place.
Lifting performance lies at the heart of our work, ensuring sustainable community funding while
preventing and minimising harm.
This is why we are working on a number of initiatives which have a clear focus on encouraging better
performance, particularly in the area of harm minimisation. Our approach is to work closely with the
Class 4 sector, including societies, venues, clubs and gambling service providers, to ensure that this
work is developed with an understanding of the sector’s context and realities.
This is seeing us increase the number of engagements with stakeholders as we develop new
resources and new approaches to traditional regulatory activities such as venue inspections. I
recognise the time and effort that goes into working with us, and the value that this input has towards
making sure our work is fit-for-purpose.
The table below gives you an idea of what’s happening and what’s coming up.
Product

Timeframe

Gamble Host Pack resource1

Embedding

Consistent, outcome focused, harm minimisation
policy template

Rolling out May/June 2017

Venue staff training package

Rolling out May/June 2017

Overhaul of venue inspections2

Engagement and Pilot June 2017

Multi Venue Exclusion Implementation Working
Group (cross sector)3
Best Practice Licences4

http://createsend.com/t/j-2EFCDBC91A6FBAE2
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At the same time we are about to begin a series of meetings with those operators who were involved
in our mystery shopper exercise and I’m looking forward to discussing the results. A cross-sector
report is due to be completed in about a month’s time.
There have, of course, also been reference group meetings regarding the Class 4 Gambling Review
and the Best Practice Licences.
With all this going on our next regional sector forums will take place in October/November this
year. This will also be after the upcoming election, so I'm sure there will be plenty of updates to
share. If there are any burning issues you’d like to address with us before then please let me know.
Thank you again to all those who are engaging with us. Productive and positive relationships lead to
smarter activity and performance, across the whole sector, including the way we work as the
regulator.

1 A package of material to support venue staff and gamblers: http://gamblehostpack.choicenotchance.org.nz/
2 Venue inspections by DIA are being refreshed to introduce a more robust, risk-based approach to harm minimisation.
3 A cross sector group working on improvements to the MVE process
4 The intent of this work is to reward best practice operators with a three year licence, where best practice is defined by

the Department as going above and beyond the legislation, focusing on customers and communities, regular reviewing
and learning, and working with the Department to achieve its class 4 vision and objectives.
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Gambling Licences: New Application Forms and Payment
Processes Are Here!
Improvements to our licensing application forms and payment processes have now been completed.
From 24 April 2017 new application forms for gambling licences and fact sheets have been available
on our website.
View the new licensing application forms
View the updated factsheets
Please ensure that you use these new forms from now on. If you have copies of forms stored on
your computers, make sure you download and replace these with the latest versions.
Read the 7 April edition of Gambits to find out more about these changes
Whether you are emailing or posting your application forms, please do not send payments with your
application, just send your completed application forms and supporting documentation to the
address below, and we will send you an invoice.
Licensing Compliance
Department of Internal Affairs
PO Box 10-095
Wellington 6143
Or email Gambling.Licensing@dia.govt.nz

Update to authorised purpose guidelines on lobbying purposes
We have updated the guidelines regarding the use of grants for lobbying purposes.
View the updated Authorised Purpose Lobbying Purposes guidance
The guidelines now clarify that grants cannot be made for lobbying purposes, however, an
organisation which engages in lobbying may be considered for grants relating to for other activities it
conducts that come within the authorised purpose definition.
http://createsend.com/t/j-4B278B2250ECEA83
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In this edition of Gambits we let you know that:
consultation on the Best Practice (Three Year) Licence is now open
updated licensing application forms and payments are coming 24 April.

Consultation Opens on Best Practice (Three Year) Licence
The Department is seeking views on the proposed approach to a three year licence for best practice
societies and clubs. Consultation opens today and closes on Friday 19 May.
View the Best Practice (Three Year) Licence consultation document.
We would like to acknowledge the significant input we received from the Class 4 sector, including
societies, clubs and problem gambling service providers, to get us to this stage. We place great
value on this collaborative way of working together and would like to thank all those involved for their
time and effort.
What is the best practice licence?
A best practice licence would reward a high performing society or club with a three year licence. Its
aim is to improve practice in the sector and may lead to lower compliance costs.
The Select Committee on the Gambling Act No.3 Bill specified that the intention of the longer licence
is to act as an incentive for best practice and improved performance. Best practice is more than
good compliant practice. Instead, the Department expresses best practice as:
societies and clubs putting community and customers at the heart of what they’re doing
working alongside the Department to improve sector performance, and
continually working towards improved performance.
To be considered for a best practice licence a society or club will first need to meet the licensing
criteria in the Gambling Act 2003.
Our expectation of best practice requires societies and clubs to go above and beyond what is
expected in the legislation. The best practice licence framework clearly sets out the Department’s
performance expectations to support societies and clubs to drive improvement and work towards
best practice.
http://createsend.com/t/j-07FF3C01386B2F9E
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Our intention is that the proposed approach will help societies and clubs assess the organisation’s
strengths and weaknesses and identify areas for improvement.
What are the potential benefits of a best practice licence?
We see a number of potential benefits to individual organisations having a best practice licence,
including potential savings and reduced administrative costs by moving to a three year, rather than
annual, licence term. We also see that the longer licence term may allow for longer-term planning for
the licence holder and business partners.
In addition, we see potential reputational value that would come from supporting and demonstrating
best practice. This would include value both for the individual licence holder, but also for the wider
sector, as it may improve the public’s perception of Class 4 gambling.
Share your views
We would like to hear your views on the proposed approach to best practice licensing and the
performance expectations. Please email your submissions to bestpracticelicence@dia.govt.nz. or
mail to:
Sharlene Hogan
Policy Advisor, Operational Policy
Department of Internal Affairs Te Tari Taiwhenua
PO Box 805
Wellington 6140
We would also like to test the performance expectation framework in a compliance audit situation.
We are specifically interested in understanding whether the practice expectations are relevant for
small to medium sized societies or clubs, who may have more limited resources than larger
organisations. If you are a small to medium sized society or a club and your organisation is
interested in participating, please signal your interest in your submission or email
bestpracticelicence@dia.govt.nz..
If you have any questions or require any further information please contact Sharlene Hogan on
sharlene.hogan@dia.govt.nz or (04) 495 7207 or Stephanie Grummitt on
stephanie.grummitt@dia.govt.nz(04) 495 9429.
Any submissions need to be received by 5pm on Friday 19 May 2017.

Updated licensing application forms and payment process coming
24 April
We are pleased to have made some improvements to our licensing application forms and payment
process. These changes will be effective from 24 April 2017.
What’s new?
All of our licensing application forms are now in an editable PDF format. This means you can type
directly into the form.
Applications can be sent by email.
You don't need to send a cheque with your application. We will calculate the fees and send an
invoice.
Invoices can be paid either by direct credit (preferred) or by cheque. New payment instructions
are included on each invoice.
http://createsend.com/t/j-07FF3C01386B2F9E
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Certification replaces Statutory Declarations. No requirement for a JP or lawyer to witness
signatures.
New versions of the forms as well as Fact Sheets providing information about the changes will be
available on our website from 24 April.
To assist us with the transition to the new payment process, we request that all applications posted
on or after Friday 21 April are sent without payment. Just send your application and supporting
documentation to the address below, and we will send you an invoice.
Licensing Compliance
Department of Internal Affairs
PO Box 10-095
Wellington 6143
Or email Gambling.Licensing@dia.govt.nz
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Ongoing Class 4 prosecutions
There are currently two cases before the courts related to allegations of pokie funding fraud.
Last week, in Manukau District Court, eight people and two companies appeared to answer
dishonesty related charges filed by the Department. These charges relate to the misuse of grant
funding, where grants had been received from four different Class 4 societies. There is no
suggestion that the societies were involved in these offences. A six-week trial for this case is due
to start on 30 January 2018 in Manukau District Court.
And at the High Court in Wellington, the trial following from Operation Chestnut continues where
four people have been charged over an alleged multi-million dollar pokie funding fraud. In this
case, the allegations include that the defendants deceived the Department. This case resulted
from an investigation involving the Serious Fraud Office, the Department and the Organised and
Financial Crime Agency of New Zealand.
The Department would like to thank those who assisted in these cases. Where there is highly
culpable wrongdoing, our regulatory response is to take proportionate action. However, to do this
we need actionable evidence and this will often require support from the sector to ensure we have
relevant information.
It is only with this kind of support and collaboration that we can improve the transparency in the
sector and achieve our vision for the Class 4 sector which is to regulate for a safe, transparent
and trusted gambling sector that benefits communities.

1

Updates to licensing application forms and payments
Those who attended our Regional Forums towards the end of 2016 will know that we are working
on some updates to our licensing forms as well as a change to our payments approach.
The aim is to make the application process easier, reduce errors and save time. The main
changes are:
All licensing application forms will allow data to be entered directly onto the form




Updated forms will allow you to type directly into the application, no need for hand written
information (but we will still accept hand written forms).
Statutory Declarations will be replaced by certifications. This means applications will no longer
need to be signed in the presence of a JP or lawyer.
Completed forms can be saved for reuse.

Payment on invoice will replace the current system of payment on application




Payment will no longer need to be sent with the application. An invoice will be sent by email
once the application has been received (there will be no need for applicants to calculate the
amount).
An additional payment option using online banking will be made available. Payment by
cheque will continue to be accepted but cheques should not be included with application
forms.

We will update you with further information as these changes are introduced.
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Gareth's reflection on 2016
It's almost a year since I joined Gambling Compliance Group, firstly in the role of Deputy Director
and then moving into the Director role in April. It's also been a year since the Department introduced
the sector to our vision for the Class 4 sector; where we regulate for a safe, trusted and transparent
gambling sector that benefits communities. In this time a lot has happened!
Over the year, we have made progress in putting our strategy into action. This has included work to
ensure that licensing is a gateway to the sector. For us to achieve our vision, we must ensure that
we have the right people in the sector, who are here for the right reasons. We are also working to
better understand why venues transfer between societies to make sure we identify when this isn't
happening for the right reasons. If there are nefarious reasons then we need your help in providing
actionable evidence for us to progress. We have also undertaken a project that seeks to improve
our venue inspection processes, so that we better identify risk to ensure we're focusing in the right
places, and to better support venues to lift performance and create a culture of care for patrons.
But as well as reflecting on our progress, I've also been thinking about the sector's contributions to
our vision and our shared objective of building stronger communities. There are some brilliant
examples of pokie grants supporting communities this year; $466,000 to a charitable trust to provide
food, shoes, raincoats and health services for children through KidsCan, $350,000 towards child car
seat services through RNZ Plunket Waitemata and $400,000 to the Second Nature Charitable Trust
to deliver valuable education and life experience challenges for young people.
There was also a total of $2.1 million in grants to the Canterbury West Coast Air Rescue Trust to
provide search and rescue helicopter services. Recent events, such as the Kaikoura earthquakes
have provided me with a timely appreciation of how vital it is that funding is available to support
needs in our community, with services such as these.
The recently published online booklet Pokie Proceeds – building strong communities highlights
other stories of pokie grants benefiting communities and gives tips on applying for pokie grants. With
approximately $260 million in grants going to community causes in the 2015/16 financial year (and
approximately a further $50 million to clubs), it's important that we are able to better inform the public
of the link between pokie gambling and the grants made to New Zealand communities. I am
encouraged with how this has been received by the sector and hope that you link to it in your
communications, so we can get this message out.
It's been another year of significant change for the sector. Venue commissionbased payments were
introduced in October, and we have continued to progress work on the Class 4 gambling review and
threeyear licensing. With change can come frustration, and I’ll be the first to acknowledge that we
won’t always get it right the first time.
http://createsend.com/t/jE3BE92F7BEE86E6A
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Because of this, I have a great appreciation for the way we have worked together. I’ve seen a
willingness from the sector to work openly with us. Working through issues and any unidentified
consequences of change requires your understanding and trust. There will continue to be change
for the sector over the coming year, so I encourage you to be patient and keep an eye on our shared
objective of working for communities.
Looking back, the sector's willingness to work with us, from my perspective, has been a positive
experience. This year we undertook a series of targeted audits, firstly in the area of grant
accountability processes and then looking at management service providers. As I mentioned at the
recent sector forums, not only was there a willingness to work with us on this, but we even had some
societies put their hand up to be included in the grants audit!
I've continued to be impressed by the way the sector has partnered together throughout the
development and rollout of the Gamble Host resources. Ensuring the sustainability of community
funding from the sector depends on getting the balance right between delivering community benefit
and having strong and effective protection against harmful gambling. Making sure that gamblers are
looked after and are safe is a goal we all need to work towards, and this is why I am so encouraged
with the way we have embraced this initiative. The Gamble Host Pack resources and upcoming
training package for venue staff and harm minimisation policy template will be very useful resources
to help us achieve this goal.
A personal highlight for me this year has been taking the opportunity to get to know the sector more
by talking with stakeholders and meeting with society boards. We have a much better chance of
getting things right when we have a mutual understanding of our challenges, our goals and our
dynamics.
It's this understanding that will inform our approach for the coming year. I look forward to continuing
to work with you to ensure that communities are at the forefront of what we do.
I wish you all a wonderful Christmas and hope you have a restful break with family and friends.
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In this edition of Gambits we update you on:
an ebooklet, Pokie proceeds  building strong communities, now available on our website
the latest version of the Australian/New Zealand National Gaming Machine Standard (NS16) that
comes into force on Monday 5 December
the new Accounting Standards Framework.

Pokie proceeds  building strong communities
Pokie gambling often gets a bad press, including headlines about people who have stolen from
family or employers to feed a gambling addiction.
The other side of the coin is the huge number of community organisations that benefit from gaming
machine proceeds. In the 2015/16 financial year alone good causes received about $260 million in
grants, an amount these groups would struggle to source elsewhere.
To better inform the public of the link between pokie gambling and financial help to New Zealand's
communities, Internal Affairs has produced an online booklet called “Pokie Proceeds: Building
Strong Communities.” It tells the stories of 10 organisations helped by pokie funding – why they
applied for a grant, challenges they faced, what the money was put to and tips for other applicants.
The booklet aims to:
• improve the visibility and benefits of gaming machine grants
• provide an insight into grant recipient experiences
• provide useful information to organisations seeking grants
• provide examples of sectorwide best practice and transparent processes.
Former Fair Go television journalist, Anna Kenna, wrote the stories selecting recipients from a range
of organisations  big and small, national and local, sporting, health and the arts.
To improve knowledge and build organisations’ confidence in seeking funding, the booklet includes
tips on how best to apply for pokie grants.
In turn, the gaming machine societies, which distribute funding, will benefit when applications come
from a range of good causes and the forms are well filledin.
Providing community funds is a key provision of the gambling legislation and the gambling regulatory
framework seeks to balance the inherent tension between minimising harm and maximising benefit
for the New Zealand public.
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The ebooklet is hosted on the DIA website and the Department encourages gaming machine
societies to link to it from their websites and grant application forms.

New Gaming Machine Standard comes into force
The latest version of the Australian/New Zealand National Gaming Machine Standard (NS16) has
been gazetted and comes into force on Monday 5 December.
The standard was developed by a working group comprising representatives of Australian
regulators, the Department, and the industry. The new standard does not affect gambling equipment
and games that have already been approved for operation in New Zealand.
The standard is accompanied by the New Zealand appendix. The appendix makes technical
changes to the main standard to bring the standard into line with New Zealand legislation. This does
not contain the harm minimisation proposals that were withdrawn from consultation earlier this year.
Resulting changes have also been made to the Class 4 and casino linked jackpot standards.
Read the new and amended standards.

New accounting standards framework
As you may know, the External Reporting Board (XRB), a Crown Entity which sets accounting
standards, has issued a new Accounting Standards Framework. We are currently working with
Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) to ensure our templates are in line with
this new framework, and expect we will change Part D of the Gaming Machine Account Summary
form (GC7) and the forecast accounts signoff for both Societies and Clubs.
The new framework covers both forprofit and public benefit entities (PBE) and is based on a multi
sector and multitier reporting framework. An entity’s eligibility to report under a particular tier will
depend on a range of factors. Further information on the XRB Accounting Standards Framework can
be found on the XRB website.
Class 4 operators continue to be responsible for ensuring their reporting is in line with the XRB’s
Accounting Standards Framework. To assist Class 4 operators, we are working on guidance on the
new framework and expect to be able to share this shortly. If you have any questions please email
gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz.
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Consultation on selfservice ticket redemption terminals
The Department is seeking comments on an application to introduce selfservice ticket redemption terminals
for use with cashinticketout (CITO) technology in Class 4 venues. The consultation is open now and closes
on Friday 2 December 2016.
View the consultation document

If the application is introduced, the requirement that all tickets be presented and validated by venue
staff, irrespective of their value, would be removed. Tickets with a value of up to $200 could be
redeemed by players at the terminals. Tickets with a value of $200 or more would still be need to be
presented to venue staff for payment.
This mirrors the current situation for gaming machines not using CITO technology, where payments
of $200 or more are required to be paid out by venue staff.
We are interested in your comments on the application, particularly whether you think the terminals
would reduce the risks of armed robbery in venues, and whether there should be any restrictions on
where the terminals could be located (e.g. whether they could be located in the gambling area, or
only outside the gambling area, or only where they are visible to staff).
Please email your comments to cath.anyan@dia.govt.nz by Friday 2 December 2016. If you have
any queries about the proposed standards please contact Cath.
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Multi Venue Exclusion: review recommendations
Thank you to those of you who responded to a survey last year about the Multiple Venue Exclusion
(MVE) process.
The responses have been used to help us understand some of the issues and concerns around the
MVE process, and the opportunities that could make it more effective for all users.
A set of recommendations has been developed and is available on our website.
An Implementation Working Group made up of representatives from across the gambling sector is
leading the work to put the recommendations into practice.
The Multi-Venue Exclusion (MVE) programme allows problem gamblers to exclude themselves from
multiple venues without having to visit each one individually and has been in use in New Zealand
since 2004.
Should you have any questions please contact Neove Christoforou on DDI 04 495 6069 or email
neove.christoforou@dia.govt.nz

Gaming machine spending continues to rise
Yesterday we issued a media release on Class 4 gaming machine expenditure for the third quarter of
this year.
Read the media release
Our figures show that gaming machine spending has risen again, despite a continuing decline in the
number of gaming machines.
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New forms for venue payments available
With commission-based venue payments now a little over a week away, new forms have been
published on our website for the new system.
The new forms GC1B (Application for a new Class 4 Operator’s Licence – Category B), GC1B
Guidelines, and GC4A (Class 4 Venue Licence Amendments and Non-Key Person Notifications)
are replacement versions and you can start using these now.
The new form GC 6 (Category B Renewals Gaming Machine Account Summary - Venue Payments
Transition year) is for use when you are reporting on a financial year that includes payments under
both the old venue costs schedules and the new commission payment system, i.e. your financial
year began before 2 October 2016 and ended after 3 October 2016.
The existing form GC6 (Category B Renewals Gaming Machine Account Summary) is for use if you
are reporting on a financial year that only includes payments made under venue costs schedules, i.e.
your financial year ended on or before 2 October 2016. Do not use this form if you are reporting on
commission payments.
More information that will help you implement the new commission-based venue payment
system is available on our website, and if you have any further questions you can email us at
gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz
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Guidelines for new venue payment system now available
As we move to commission-based venue payments on 3 October 2016, we have developed
guidance to help Class 4 societies implement these changes and comply with the regulations. These
have now been published on our website.
View the Sector guidelines for implementation of Gambling (venue payments) Regulations
2016
The guidelines cover implementation matters such as transitional arrangements, suggestions on how
to manage the two caps, reporting on venue payments, and other matters covered in the frequently
asked questions on our website.
We recognise that the transition to a completely new payment system and approach is difficult.
Societies will be working out the best way to implement the new system and, in particular, how best
to manage the two limits to ensure compliance. We will continue to work with societies to assist them
to understand their obligations and comply with the regulations.
Representatives of the Class 4 gambling sector worked with us to develop the guidelines and the
policy framework for commission-based payments. We would like to thank those involved for their
positive engagement through this process, and particularly their willingness to share their knowledge
and experience to ensure we work together to develop better outcomes for the sector and
communities.
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Update on the new venue payment system
The move to commission-based venue payments is a month away.
The Gambling (Venue Payments) Regulations 2016 (the regulations)
were gazetted on 25 August and come into force at 2am on Monday 3
October 2016.
View the regulations on the legislation website
This article updates you on various matters relating to the new
payment system.

• Sector guidance

Turnover and GST
About this newsletter
Gambits is an electronic
newsletter about the
Department's recent work
and significant issues in
the gambling sector.
It is aimed at gaming
machine societies, site
operators, sector
organisations and the
community in general, to
increase understanding of
and compliance with the
law.
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Previous issues

The interpretation section of the regulations provides that turnover
includes GST, unless otherwise specified.
This has no practical effect on the calculation of venue payments (as
GST does not apply to turnover). To calculate the weekly commission
payment, use the turnover figure that is reported from EMS and
calculate the agreed percentage commission. You then add GST to
this calculated payment amount.
The venue payment information on our website has been updated to
remove the references to turnover being GST inclusive.
We will amend the regulations to remove the reference to turnover
being GST inclusive at the earliest opportunity.

Reimbursing costs incurred in September
The transitional provisions of the regulations provide that venues can
be reimbursed after 3 October for costs incurred before 3 October as if
the regulations had not come into force.
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This means that you can pay your venues for the costs incurred in the
period up to and including 2 October under the existing venue cost
schedules even if you are making the payment after 3 October. You do
not have to make the final September payment before 3 October.

Amending venue cost schedules between now
and 3 October
Venue cost schedules are required for payments for the period up to
and including 2 October and you can continue to submit amendments
to venue cost schedules up until that date. However, given the very
short time remaining before commission-based payments come into
force we encourage you to consider whether venue cost schedule
amendments are really necessary, and, if they are, submit them as
soon as possible.
The rules around venue cost schedules have not changed and we will
continue to pay close attention to any requested amendments. Only
actual, reasonable and necessary amendments will be approved.

Venue agreements
The transitional provisions of the Gambling Amendment (No 2) Act
2015 provide that venue agreements that are in force on 3 October will
be deemed to be amended to make them consistent with the
regulations. If you have any venue agreements that haven’t been
signed by both parties, those agreements will not be covered by the
transitional provisions.
We encourage you to make sure all your venue agreements will be
covered by the transitional provisions.

DEM reimbursements
A reminder that any development, enhancement and maintenance
(DEM) costs that have not been fully reimbursed as at 3 October can
continue to be reimbursed after 3 October but only if the costs were
approved and incurred before 3 October.

Updated forms
Societies will be required to include information about venue payments
in the licence renewal form (GMAS GC6) and the venue surrender
form (GC4A). Updated forms that include provision for reporting
commission payments will be available on our website from 3 October.
There will be separate licence renewal forms depending on whether
you are reporting on:
• a financial year that ends on or before 2 October 2016 (i.e. only
reporting on venue cost schedule payments); or
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• a financial year that includes dates up to and including 2 October
2016 and dates on or after 3 October 2016 (i.e. reporting on a mix
of venue costs schedule and commission payments).

Sector guidance
We have developed some sector guidance with help from sector
representatives. The guidance covers implementation matters such as
transitional arrangements, suggestions on how to manage the two
caps, reporting on venue payments, and other matters covered in the
frequently asked questions on our website.
The guidance is in its final stages and will be available on our website
shortly. We will let you know once this has been published.
Our thanks to the sector representatives who helped develop this
guidance.
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Venue licensing project update
At our Regional Sector Forums in May, Gambling Compliance Director, Gareth Bostock,
highlighted a number of our current Class 4 sector projects, including the venue licensing project.
This project supports our Vision and Objectives for the Class 4 sector, and contributes specifically to
establishing licensing as an effective gateway to the gambling sector and regulating for a trusted and
transparent sector.
The project’s key objective is to ensure we identify and manage potential risks during the licensing
process. As part of the venue licence application process, we will be talking more to venue operators
and societies to better understand the factors that influence decisions about society/venue
relationships. This will include applications for new venue licences, venue operator changes to an
existing licence, and when a venue transfers from one society to another.
The Gambling Act is clear that attracting venues with financial inducements (and this may be
indirectly through the provision of services beyond what is allowable), or seeking to influence grantmaking decisions is illegal. We will pay close attention to venue transfer information to ensure we
can identify any patterns that may indicate potential areas of risk.
Given the competition that exists for Class 4 venues, societies need to ensure they have confidence
that their practices around venue transfers are beyond reproach. Venue operators also need to
carefully consider what is being offered to them, and whether accepting new offers is in the best
interests of the wider community.
With this approach we aim to ensure the Department continues to play its role in strengthening the
integrity of the Class 4 sector and that building stronger communities is at the forefront of sector
activity.
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Potential acquisition of Intralot New Zealand by Tatts Group Ltd
On August 3 the Australian Tatts Group announced, via the Australian Stock Exchange, it was in
discussions with Intralot SA in relation to a potential acquisition of Intralot’s Australian and New
Zealand businesses.
Appointed by the Department of Internal Affairs, Intralot NZ provides official monitoring and reporting
services and a licensing system for all Class 4 gaming in New Zealand.
Intralot NZ is keeping the Department informed of developments and has assured the Department
that business continues to operate as usual. Should the acquisition progress the Department will
secure the appropriate level of assurance in relation to continuity of the responsibilities the Intralot
group has to the Department.
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Gambling Commission clarifies the purpose of Gambling Act
provision relating to NZRB venue licence applications
A recent Gambling Commission decision has clarified the purpose of section 33(3) of the Act that
came into force in October 2015. This provision provides that a Class 4 venue licence may not be
issued to the New Zealand Racing Board (NZRB) if another corporate society holds a licence for the
venue, or has held a licence for the venue at any time in the preceding five years.
The NZRB filed two venue licence applications prior to section 33(3) coming into effect on 21
October 2015. After some discussion between the NZRB and the Secretary to resolve issues
regarding the completeness of the applications, the Secretary issued a decision declining to grant
the venue licences. The ground for that decision was that section 33(3) had come into effect and the
Secretary did not have the ability to issue the licences to the NZRB as other societies held venue
licences in respect of each of the venues at that time.
In its decision GC09/16 the Commission held that the Secretary’s decision to refuse to grant the
venue licences to the NZRB on this basis was incorrect. The NZRB was entitled to have the merits
of its application determined under the law prevailing at the time it lodged its completed application.
The Commission referred the applications back to the Secretary with a direction to reconsider the
applications, in accordance with the criteria set out in section 67, on the material available
immediately prior to 21 October 2015.
This decision is narrow in its application as it only applies to NZRB venue licence applications made
before section 33(3) came into effect; however the Department welcomes the clarification provided
by the decision.
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Clarification on new venue payment proposed regulations
Since we opened the consultation on proposed regulations for the new Class 4 venue payment
system, the sector has raised some questions on matters that we can clarify including:
• that the new venue payment regulations do not apply to clubs that operate gaming machines on
their own premises
• the Department’s position on air conditioning units
• DEM costs that are outstanding as at 3 October.

The new venue payment regulations do not apply to clubs that
operate gaming machines on their own premises
Some clubs have expressed concern that the new venue payment regulations apply to clubs and
mean that clubs cannot pay their staff for non-gambling related activities. This is not correct. The
regulations do not apply to clubs that have gaming machines on their own premises.
Although the regulations do not explicitly say that clubs are excluded, R5(1) says:
Corporate societies may make payments to venue operators for any matters only in accordance with
the Act and these regulations.
The term venue operators is defined in the Gambling Act as:
The occupier of a Class 4 venue for which the licence application was required under section 65(3)
to be accompanied by a Class 4 venue agreement where the occupier owns the primary business at
the venue.
Section 65(3) provides that a venue agreement is required unless the Secretary is satisfied that:
The applicant is a club that intends to operate gambling equipment at a non-commercial Class 4
venue that—
• it owns or leases; and
• is mainly for the use of club members.
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All of these sections together make it clear that the venue payment regulations do not apply to clubs
that have gaming machines on their premises as they do not operate under a venue agreement.
However, if a club has gaming machines in a commercial venue and they have a venue agreement
with that venue operator, the regulations do apply in respect of that venue and the club must make
sure that any payments made to the venue operator comply with the regulations.

Air conditioning
We have had many questions about whether our position on who should pay for air conditioning
units has changed.
The Department agrees that air conditioning is a necessary part of the gambling space and the
purchase of air conditioning units for the gambling space is a society administrative cost. Note that
societies can pay only for air conditioning for the venue’s gambling space; air conditioning for the
rest of the venue is the responsibility of the venue operator.

DEM costs outstanding as at 3 October
We have had some queries about development, enhancement and maintenance (DEM) costs that
are outstanding as at 3 October. This concerns situations where a venue is being reimbursed by its
society for DEM costs that have been approved and incurred before 3 October but have not been
fully reimbursed as at 3 October.
The transitional provision of the regulations provides that a society may reimburse costs incurred by
a venue operator before the regulations commence as if the regulations were not in force. This
provision allows for outstanding DEM reimbursements to continue after 3 October, but only in
situations where the outstanding DEM costs have been approved and incurred before 3 October.
Because the existing weekly Gazette notice limits will no longer apply from 3 October, societies will
be able to repay any remaining DEM costs in a lump sum or continue their existing repayment
arrangements as agreed with the venue.
Note that any DEM costs incurred between now and 3 October remain subject to the requirement
that they be actual, reasonable and necessary. We will continue to assess venue cost schedules and
DEM costs to ensure that they meet that test.
From 3 October, DEM costs will be the responsibility of venue operators.
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In this edition
In this edition of Gambits:now we update you on:
• the Sports NZ Insights Tool
• the Class 4 Game Rules Support Guidelines.

Online resource to help in understanding community needs
We wanted to share with you an interactive online resource, recently launched by Sport NZ, that will
specifically help those involved in the sport and recreation sector understand community needs.
The Sport NZ Insights Tool provides useful information and data and can be viewed on Sport NZ’s
website.
At the Regional Sector Forums in May, Dave Adams, Sport NZ, described the development of this
tool and its aim to help communities and the sector to better understand New Zealand’s changing
population and the different ways people are participating in sport and recreation.
In particular the tool, which combines sport, recreation, health, population and schools data, would
be useful for Class 4 societies and potential grant recipients to ensure that gaming machine funding
to communities make an impact.
If you have any questions, or would like more information regarding this tool, please contact Hamish
McEwen, Insights Consultant at insights@sportnz.org.nz

Class 4 Game Rules Support Guidelines
The review of the Class 4 Game Rules in early 2016 streamlined and simplified the requirements
to operate Class 4 gaming machines and resulted in a number of rules around cash management
and routine gaming procedures being removed or amended. Although some requirements were
removed, it is recommended that certain procedures continue so that venue staff and societies can
be assured of the integrity of their gaming machine operations.
This has led to the development of the Class 4 Game Rules Support Guidelines
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Although these Support Guidelines are not mandatory, they will assist venues and societies,
particularly with cash reconciliation and handling patron complaints. Class 4 sector representatives
developed the guidelines providing recommendations for gaming machine operators to assist
venues with their operations.
We would like to thank the sector representatives for their engagement in this process.
Any changes to these Guidelines will be notified through Gambits. Societies are invited to upload
these Guidelines, and any subsequent versions, to their own websites if they wish.
If you have any queries, please contact your Department liaison or the Gambling Compliance Group
on 0800 257 887 (New Zealand) or email us at gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz
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Consultation opens on proposed regulations for Class 4 venue
payments
The Department is seeking feedback on the proposed regulations for a new Class 4 venue payment
system.
This follows the government’s earlier decision to replace the current resource-intensive venue
costs schedule system with a simpler, commission-based payment system.
The regulations apply only to non-casino, commercial Class 4 venues, such as pubs, bars and
hotels. They do not apply to non-commercial clubs, e.g RSAs or Cosmopolitan Clubs.
View the consultation and proposed regulations. We have also provided an overview of the
proposed regulations below.
The consultation is now open and closes on Thursday 28 July 2016.
Please email your comments to gamblingreview@dia.govt.nz with ‘venue payments’ in the subject
line.
Or, you can post your comments to:
Safer Communities team
Policy Group
Department of Internal Affairs
PO Box 805
Wellington 6140
Please note that submissions may be made publicly available. Even if you request confidentiality, we
might have to release your submission if someone makes a request under the Official Information
Act.

Overview of regulations
R1-4 preliminary provisions.
R2 provides that the regulations come into force at 2am on 3 October 2016. The commencement time has
been set to coincide with the weekly banking calculations and EMS requirements.
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R5 provides that societies may only pay venues in accordance with the regulations. No other payments are
permitted. Societies and venues can agree between themselves matters such as whether payments are
made, and the amount (up to the maximum of 1.28% of weekly turnover), time and frequency of payments.
You would normally do this by way of your venue agreements.
R6 provides that a society must not pay a venue more than 1.28% of weekly turnover (GST inclusive) for
any given week. Weekly turnover is as reported by EMS. If EMS is unavailable or is unreliable because of a
fault, a society may calculate turnover using another reliable method. If you do this you must keep a record of
the calculation.
R7 provides that a society must not pay a venue more than 16% of GMP (exclusive of GST) in a financial
year. This cap is in addition to the weekly cap of 1.28% of turnover. Note that the regulations refer to
“turnover (exclusive of prizes and GST)” this is the same as GMP exclusive of GST.
Note that the 16% cap is per venue, it does not apply across all of the society’s venues as it does now. No
venue can receive more than 16% of GMP (ex GST) in any financial year.
R8 applies to situations where a venue leaves a society part way through a financial year (e.g. it transfers to
another society or closes down). In these situations, a society must not pay more than 16% of GMP (ex GST)
for the period of that financial year that the venue was with the society.
R9 provides that venue managers are required to bank all gaming machine profits in accordance with the
Act and regulations. The new payment system does not impact on the current banking practice, i.e. venues
must not deduct the amount of their weekly payment before banking the rest.
The transitional provision makes it clear that any costs incurred under a venue costs schedule before the
commencement of the new system may be reimbursed despite the new regulations. This means that if a
venue has incurred costs under its venue costs schedule in the week before 3 October, but they have not yet
been reimbursed, they can still be paid even though the new system has come into effect.

New venue payments frequently asked questions
How does this work?
Societies will need to agree a payment regime with their venues. The current system of venue costs
schedules will no longer apply.
Societies must ensure that no venue is paid more than 16% of GMP (ex GST) in a financial year.
This effectively operates as an annual cap on venue payments.
Why is the weekly commission rate based on turnover and not GMP?
The decision to use weekly turnover instead of GMP is partly because turnover is less volatile week
by week and partly because turnover is less likely to be manipulated by altering the return to player.
This means that turnover better reflects the level of play at a venue making it fairer, more transparent
and a better reflection of the actual workload at the venue.
How do the two limits work?
The two limits work together to provide a maximum weekly payment coupled with an annual cap.
You cannot pay a venue more than 1.28% of turnover for any given week. In addition, you cannot
pay more than 16% of GMP (ex GST) per venue in any financial year.
Modelling suggests that for many venues 1.28% of turnover will come out very close to 16% of GMP
(ex GST) on an annual basis. However, it is possible that you could pay a venue 1.28% of turnover
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every week and at end of the year be over the annual cap of 16% of GMP (ex GST). This would be a
breach of the regulations.
This sounds complicated – how do I manage both caps?
We will be working with the Class 4 Working Group to develop guidance for societies on how best to
manage the two caps. In the meantime please send in your questions so we can make sure that
guidance covers the right areas.
Ultimately, societies are responsible for managing the venue payments in accordance with the
regulations and ensuring that they do not breach either of the limits.
What if I’ve paid 1.28% turnover every week and at the end of the year I am under 16% GMP?
Can I make a top-up payment to bring it up to the 16%?
You must not exceed either limit. If you have been paying a venue the maximum weekly amount
throughout the year you cannot pay that venue any more at the end of the year even if the total
payments are less than 16% of GMP (ex GST).
However, if you have been paying a venue less than 1.28% throughout the year and your annual
total is less than 16% GMP (ex GST) you can make a final top-up payment so long as it doesn’t
exceed either 1.28% of total turnover or 16% of GMP (ex GST).
What information will I get to calculate the payments?
An EMS report will be provided that will include a calculation of 1.28% of turnover and 16% of GMP
(ex GST) each week. This will give you the maximum allowed payment for the week.
Do I have to pay 1.28% of turnover each week?
No. The figure of 1.28% is a maximum; it is not mandatory. You can agree a lower weekly rate with
your venues if you wish. You can also agree with your venues a different basis of payment (e.g. a
weekly flat rate) provided the payment for any given week does not exceed 1.28% of turnover for
that week.
What does this mean for my payments? Will I get the same amount as before?
Our modelling suggests that many venues will receive roughly the same annual totals as under the
current ARN scheme but some venues will receive more and some will receive less. The amount a
particular venue receives in a year will depend on its annual turnover and GMP. Venue may want to
talk to their societies about the likely impact of the change.
How does GST apply?
To calculate how much you should pay a venue for a given week you need to take the weekly
turnover (including GST) and calculate the agreed percentage commission. You then need to add
GST to the calculated payment amount.
At the end of the financial year the Department will look at the total annual payment (exclusive of
GST) to each venue. This total must not exceed 16% of annual GMP (excluding GST).
How will venue transfers/closures work?
The regulations provide for part-year calculations. If a venue closes or transfers to another society
part-way through a financial year, the society must ensure that any payments that have been made
for the period do not exceed 16% of GMP (exclusive of GST) for the relevant period. If the venue has
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transferred to another society, each society must ensure that they do not exceed 16% of GMP (ex
GST) for the period that the venue is with the society.
For example:
A venue is with Society A from 1 January to 31 May and then transfers to society B from 1 June to
31 December. Both societies have a financial year from 1 January to 31 December.
Society A must calculate GMP for 1 Jan – 31 May and ensure that it has not paid the venue more
than 16% of GMP (ex GST) for that period. Society B must calculate GMP for the period 1 Jun-31
Dec and ensure that it does not pay the venue more than 16% of that figure.
Both societies must also ensure that they do not pay more than 1.28% of turnover for any week.
How does this affect our harm minimisation requirements?
It doesn’t. The change to the new payment system has no effect on venues’ obligations in terms of
harm minimisation. Harm minimisation will continue to be a focus of the Department’s compliance
effort. We expect operators to act in good faith and in the best interests of harm minimisation at all
times.
Will there be more information about how to implement this?
Yes. We will be providing more information between now and 3 October, including more detailed
guidance on how to operate the new venue payment system.
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Gambling review discussion document released
A discussion document has been released today seeking views about the issues and challenges of
gaming machine (pokie) funding and ideas about how things might be improved.
Read the Minister of Internal Affairs media release
The discussion document is part of a review of the framework for managing Class 4 gambling
to determine whether the current framework remains fit-for-purpose. The aim of the review is to look
at the long-term sustainability and effectiveness of community funding and the cost-effectiveness of
regulating the sector; without any growth in gambling and minimising harm from gambling. The
Department has consulted with key sector groups, including societies, clubs and Class 4 venues,
problem gambling service providers and representatives of groups which received grants funding,
about what should be included in this discussion document.
Although Class 4 expenditure has increased since 2014, the amount of money spent on pokies and
the amount of grant funds available for distribution to community organisations has decreased since
the introduction of the Gambling Act in 2003.
Your views are now being sought on how the above aims could best be achieved. Submissions
close on Friday 12 August 2016.
Read the discussion document
Following this date, the Department will consider a wide range of options, informed by submissions
received on the discussion document and further targeted consultation with key stakeholders. The
Minister will report back to Cabinet at the end of 2016 with recommendations on how to progress the
review.
If you have any questions or comments regarding the gambling review discussion document, please
email them to gamblingreview@dia.govt.nz
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community in general, to
increase understanding of
and compliance with the
law.
Do you have feedback on
Gambits? Email the
editor.

Previous issues
You can read previous
issues of Gambits on
our website.

Download a text only version of Gambits.
In this edition of Gambits we:
• remind you about the new grant publication requirements coming
into effect in October 2016 and seek your views on how grant
information should be published when the newspaper publication
requirement lapses
• let you know about a few other policy projects, either underway or
pending, in relation to Class 4 gambling that we will also be seeking
your views on over the coming months; and
• update you on the Integrated Gambling Platform (IGP) and what
you can expect over the next year.

New grant publication requirements
In October this year, new requirements about publishing grant
information come into force.
These changes:
• require more detailed information to be provided about applications
received, approved and declined
• stop the requirement to publish grant details in hard copy versions
of newspapers.
The details are found in section 110 of the Gambling Act and apply to
Class 4 societies that mainly or wholly distribute net proceeds to the
community (i.e. most non-club societies).

Information on grant decision making
From 21 October 2016, a Class 4 society will be required to publish, at
least once a year, a statement that includes the following information:
• details of all applications received during the reporting period
• details disclosing, for each application that has been determined
during the reporting period,
◦ whether it has been accepted in full or declined in full
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◦ whether it has been accepted in part and declined in part
◦ if it has been declined in full or in part, the reasons for that
decision.
• every amount of net proceeds from Class 4 gambling distributed in
the reporting period and the applicant to whom that amount relates.
Societies will also need to provide an electronic version of the grants
statement information to the Secretary of Internal Affairs (s110(4B)).
We are considering whether new regulations should be developed
that specify that publication on the society’s website is the
minimum “publication” that will be needed or whether other
requirements are also needed.
We are seeking your views on this issue and would like to hear
from you about what form future publication of grant information
should take.

Tell us your views
• Do you consider that new regulations are required to clarify the
meaning of “publish”?
• Do you consider that requiring publication on a website is the best
option to replace the current newspaper publication requirement? If
not, what alternative/s would you prefer?
• What is your preferred option for providing a statement
electronically to the Department?
• Are there any further matters on which the Department needs to
provide guidance around grant making?
Please send your comments to the Department of Internal Affairs by
18 July 2016.
Email: gamblingreview@dia.govt.nz with “grant publication” in the
subject line
Post: Safer Communities Team
Policy Group
Department of Internal Affairs
PO Box 805
Wellington 6140
Please note that all submissions may be made publicly available. Even
if you request confidentiality, we may have to release your submission
at a later date if a request is made under the Official Information Act
1982. In your submission please highlight the information you would
prefer was withheld should a request be made. (Please note that while
you may indicate the information you would like withheld, it can only be
withheld if it meets the relevant criteria under the Official Information
Act.)
Broader work on what regulations should require around grant making
is on a longer timeframe than the work on how to publish grant
information. We will update you in due course to explore the potential
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to work with the Class 4 sector on grant information. This may also
include the design of a standardised approach to electronic grants
statements.

Requirement to disclose any interest in the grant
recipient
There is also a new requirement for societies’ grant decision-makers
(net proceeds committee members) to declare in their published
statements any “interest” they have in a recipient of a grant their
committee made.
A member of a net proceeds committee will have an “interest” in a
recipient of a grant if:
• the member may gain a financial benefit from the grant or may have
a financial interest in the recipient; or
• the member is a “part of the immediate family” of the recipient; or
• where the recipient is an organisation, club, society, or association,
the member is
◦ an officer or a member of the recipient; or
◦ part of the immediate family of an officer or a member of the
recipient.
“Part of the immediate family” is defined in a new section 110(6) as
meaning, in relation to an officer or a member of a Class 4 society’s net
proceeds committee, a person who is:
• the member’s spouse, civil union partner, or de facto partner; or
• the member’s parent, child, sister, or brother; or
• the parent, child, sister, or brother of the member’s spouse, civil
union partner, or de facto partner.

Update on upcoming Class 4 consultation
We will continue to seek your views on other key projects relating to
the Class 4 sector. Specifically, we wanted to let you know about some
policy projects that we will be consulting on over the coming months.

Class 4 gambling review
Cabinet has considered the Department’s discussion document on the
Class 4 review. The discussion document was developed in
consultation with the sector and will be published on our website for
public feedback.
We expect this document to be released next week and will update you
in Gambits.

Venue payment regulations
In May 2016, the Government announced a new venue payments
system for venues hosting gaming machines in bars and pubs.
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The new system originated from changes in the Gambling Amendment
Act (No 2) 2015.
Read the Minister’s media release
The Department will report back to Cabinet in August with proposed
regulations, which are expected to come into force in October 2016.
We expect to provide further information, and a draft copy of the
regulations for your feedback, in July.

Future financial reporting requirements
The Gambling Amendment Act (No 2) 2015 also provided for
regulations to amend the requirements for societies:
• as to the manner and form of financial statements in their annual
reports (section 108 of the Gambling Act 2003), and
• on applying and distributing net proceeds (section 114).
These new requirements are additional to the current financial
reporting requirements in sections 108 and 114 of the Gambling Act
respectively.
We are currently considering these matters, and will contact the sector
later in the year about progressing this.

Integrated Gambling Platform (IGP) update
As many of you will be aware the Integrated Gambling Platform (IGP)
is the key system through which the Department manages licencing for
the gambling sector. IGP has been rolled out in stages since mid-2013
with functionality provided for:
• processing licence applications for Class 3 and 4 gambling
• managing compliance activity; and
• approvals of Class 4 gaming machines and games.
The requirements for IGP functionality have evolved since the system
was first considered and we have been working with our provider,
Intralot NZ, to reassess the introduction of additional IGP features
whilst we consider the functionality needed to regulate for a safe and
trusted gambling sector that benefits our communities. As a result,
limited additional functions will be introduced into IGP over the next
year, including an improved interface between the sector and the
Department through the delivery of electronic licence application forms
and online payment of licence application fees.
Intralot NZ will continue to operate IGP until May 2020 and will operate
the Electronic Monitoring System until May 2022 to assist with the
smooth transition between systems should new suppliers be selected
in the future to provide these systems to the Department.
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New Equipment Standard for Ticket-Out Payment Systems
Last month the Department made a new equipment standard and additional amendments to the
game rules to allow Cash-In-Ticket-Out (CITO) payment systems on Class 4 Gaming Machines. The
standard and rules were notified in the New Zealand Gazette on 9 June 2016, and came into effect
on 10 June 2016.
CITO systems are ticket-out only: players are still required to insert cash into the gaming machines
in order to play. Payments (i.e. cashing out credits or prizes) are made through a ticket printed out at
the machine, and redeemed with the venue cashier.
Any CITO system would be completely voluntary. It is entirely up to the gaming machine operator to
decide whether or not to buy and use any system.
Trials are likely to be conducted for the first CITO system from each manufacturer for approval under
the standard. This is to ensure the integrity and simplicity of installation and operation by both the
society and venue under actual normal operating conditions. A trial period is normally about 30
days.
Once a successful trial is completed the equipment can then be marketed for general use. An
approval does not necessarily mean that the equipment is appropriate in all circumstances with
respect to being Actual, Reasonable and Necessary (ARN). Societies must also ensure all expenses
meet the ARN test prior to purchase.
Read the Amendment to the Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules – Rules for Cash-In-TicketOut systems
Read the Minimum Technical Requirements for Class 4 De-Centralised Off-Line Cash-InTicket-Out Systems
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Update on new Problem Gambling Levy Regulations
The Gambling (Problem Gambling Levy) Regulations 2016 have now been made and new problem
gambling levy rates will apply from 1 July 2016.
On 27 May we told you that the Associate Health Minister, Peter Dunne, had released an
updated three-year integrated problem gambling strategy.
Read the Strategy to Prevent and Minimise Gambling Harm 2016/17 to 2018/19
The Crown recovers the cost of developing and implementing this strategy through a problem
gambling levy on the profits of the main gambling operators.
The Regulations require gambling operators in each of the four main gambling sectors to pay a levy
set at a different rate for each of the sectors.
The levy is set as a percentage of player expenditure (after prizes are paid out) in each sector over
the levy period. The new levy rates for the period 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2019 are set out in this
table:
Gambling Sector

2016/17 to 2018/19 levy rates (GST excl)

Non-Casino Gaming Machines

1.30% of player expenditure

Casinos

0.87% of player expenditure

New Zealand Racing Board

0.52% of player expenditure

New Zealand Lotteries Commission 0.40% of player expenditure
View the Gambling (Problem Gambling Levy) Regulations 2016
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Consultation opens on revised New Zealand Appendices to the
Australian/New Zealand Gaming Machine Standard
On 12 May we let you know about the planned two-staged consultation process for the New
Zealand Appendices (Casino and Class 4) to the Australian/New Zealand Gaming Machine
National Standard.
We are now opening consultation on revised appendices that solely reference the technical and legal
appendix requirements necessary to implement the National Standard in New Zealand.
View the consultation documents
We will soon be initiating an open discussion with the wider sector about substantive harmminimisation requirements that could be developed for a future National Standard Appendices.
If you wish to make a submission, or have any questions, please email them to Bruce Manuge at
bruce.manuge@dia.govt.nz by 10 June 2016.

New three-year strategy to address gambling harm released
Today Associate Health Minister Peter Dunne released an updated three-year strategy to prevent
and minimise harm that can result from gambling.
Read the Minister’s press release
Since 1 July 2004, the Ministry of Health has been responsible for developing and implementing the
‘integrated problem gambling strategy focused on public health' that is described in section 317 of
the Gambling Act 2003.
This latest strategy has a focus on innovation, and includes a long-term priority action to develop,
pilot, evaluate and implement one or more initiatives specifically focused on reducing persistent
gambling harm-related health inequities.
The document also sets out the funding for public health services, intervention services, research,
evaluation and workforce development.
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The three-year funding package includes:
• $25.4 million for front-line intervention services to help people who are experiencing harm,
including people harmed by their own gambling and people harmed by someone else’s gambling.
This money funds a range of services at a national, regional and local level, including face-to-face
services, dedicated Māori, Pacific, and Asian services, and helpline services.
• $20.4 million for public health services, particularly activities raising community awareness about
gambling and problem gambling and the actions people can take to prevent and minimise
gambling harm.
• $6.6 million for research and evaluation.
Read the Strategy to Prevent and Minimise Gambling Harm 2016/17 to 2018/19
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New venue payments system for hosting gaming machines
Internal Affairs Minister Peter Dunne today announced that the Government has agreed to a new
payments system for venues hosting pokie machines in bars and pubs.
Read the Minister’s media release
In February, we let you know that a new system for paying venues for hosting gaming machines was
under development.
On 9 May 2016, Cabinet confirmed that under the new system, each venue will be paid up to 1.28
per cent of weekly gaming machine turnover. Total annual payments for each venue must not
exceed 16 per cent of a venue’s gross gaming machine proceeds (GMP) excluding GST.
The new system will come into force on Monday 3 October 2016.
In the lead up to 3 October, we will be working on the implementation of the new system to ensure a
smooth transition process.
Draft regulations will be circulated for sector comment in June, and the Department will report back
to Cabinet with the proposed regulations in August.
The Department and sector working group members will prepare guidance material to ensure the
transition to the new regime is as smooth as possible.

New venue payments FAQs
What do I need to do about this?
Nothing right now. The new payment system will come into force in early October. Between now and
then we will be working with societies to identify any transitional issues and develop some resources
to help you with implementation.
Will we get any help to implement the new system? How will I calculate the payments to
venues?
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We will be working with societies to help them with implementation and work out what information
they need in advance of the new system. In the meantime please send us your questions so we
know what information and help you need.
Do I have to change all the venue agreements?
Not immediately. The Act provides that when the new system comes into force existing venue
agreements (so long as they are current and have not expired) will be deemed to comply with the
new regulations. You can change your venue agreements as licences come up for renewal or you
can do them earlier if you prefer.
Will there be a transition period? When do I have to start paying under the new system? What
happens to any venue expenses that haven’t been paid when the new system starts?
We are currently working through the details of implementation and working to identify any transition
issues. We will provide information on specific issues as these details are developed.
Keep an eye out for Gambits updates and feel free to send us your specific questions.
Where do I get more information?
Information will be issued in Gambits updates as we work through various issues. You can also
contact us with specific questions that you would like answered.
Will venues and/or societies be able to purchase air con units under the new regime?
We are looking at some issues around capital expenditure and development, enhancements and
maintenance (DEM) costs and will provide more information about this later.
In the meantime, nothing has changed. The new system does not come into force until October. Until
then the current rules continue to apply.
Any other questions?
If you have any questions about the new venue payments system, email us at
gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz
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This edition of Gambits:now includes:
• an update on the consultation process for New Zealand Appendices to the Australia/New Zealand
Gaming Machine National Standard
• details about an e-booklet that will highlight the experiences of organisations which have applied
for grants from gaming machine proceeds
• a reminder about the scheduled outage of the EMS and IGP core service on Wednesday 18 May.

Consultation process for New Zealand Appendices to the
Australian/New Zealand Gaming Machine National Standard 2015
We will soon begin a two-staged consultation process for the New Zealand Appendices (Casino and
Class 4) to the Australian/New Zealand Gaming Machine National Standard 2015 (NS2015).
On 24 March we updated you on the NS2015 and withdrew the consultation on the New Zealand
appendices following feedback from stakeholders.
We have looked at our approach to engage with relevant stakeholders and will shortly open
consultation on revised appendices. These will reference solely the technical and legal appendix
requirements necessary to implement NS2015 in New Zealand.
Later we will open discussion with the wider sector about substantive harm-minimisation
requirements that could be developed for a future National Standard Appendices.
We continued with consultation on the NS2015 itself and that consultation closed on 11 April. Thank
you to everybody who provided feedback.

Making a difference – the grant benefit story
The Department of Internal Affairs is producing an e-booklet for our website on the benefits to the
community of grants from gaming machine proceeds. The book will describe the experiences of 10
organisations which have applied for pokie grants and will cover why they applied for funding, any
challenges they faced, the purpose the money was put to and possible tips for other applicants. We
will also include a “how to apply for grants” page.
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The writer is author and former TV journalist Anna Kenna. She has identified a range of big and
small recipients that include national and local, sporting, health and arts. The societies connected
with the organisations identified have already been contacted.
We’re hoping that these stories will promote the benefit of gaming machine funding to communities
and provide useful information to organisations applying for pokie funds.

Interruption of EMS and IGP service scheduled for Wednesday 18
May
We would like to remind you of the scheduled outage of the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS)
and Integrated Gaming Platform (IGP) core system on Wednesday 18 May.
The outage will start at 10am on 18 May and we expect that all systems will be fully restored by
10am the following day.
If you have any questions regarding this outage please email us at ems@dia.govt.nz or contact
your liaison officer.
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Interruption of EMS and IGP service scheduled for Wednesday 18
May
As part of good business practice, the Department and Intralot will conduct a scheduled Business
Continuity/Disaster Recovery exercise on the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) and Integrated
Gaming Platform (IGP) services on Wednesday 18 May 2016.
This will result in an outage of the EMS and IGP core system starting at 10am on 18 May. We expect
all services will be fully restored by 10am the following day.
Normal gaming operations at venues will not be affected during the outage and the Intralot Service
Desk and DIA Licensing team will still be available.
However, the following services will not be available during the outage period:
•
•
•
•

EMS reports
Processing of all EGM servicing (e.g. EGM enables, EGM Game/Base Changes etc.)
Site controller diagnostics and Site Controller swaps cannot be actioned
Issuing new Licences.

Depending on when service is restored, EMS daily reports on 19 May could be delayed.
The interruption to services will not affect your ability to comply with your obligations under the
Gambling Act 2003.
If you have any questions please email us at ems@dia.govt.nz or contact your liaison officer.
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This edition of Gambits:now includes:
• A message from the Director, Gambling Compliance
• Details of a recent voluntary one-day suspension
• A Ministry of Health gambling research update.

Message from the Director, Gambling Compliance
Greetings,
This week marks the period that I take up the reins of the Gambling Compliance Directorship for six
months while Raj (Krishnan) sits in the Regulatory Services' General Manager's chair.
In my role of Deputy Director it's been a pleasure meeting many of you and I'm looking forward to
building my relationship with the sector.
I believe it will be a seamless transition and ideally you won't notice any difference. That's because
our strategic direction and approach to the gambling sector has been set by our new C4 vision and
objectives, and our C4 and casino operating models.
I have been working very closely with Raj over the past few months and know that he and I are on
the same page about our approach to engaging with you and better understanding the context you're
operating in. This goes as much for our industry stakeholders as it does for gambling harm service
providers and all our other stakeholders.
I believe we all share common goals. Those are that we have a trusted and reputable sector,
sustainable community funding and the harm from problem gambling is minimised.
2016 is a year where we're looking to bring new approaches to some of our activities. I'm excited
about these developments and we will be sharing them with the sector before they are rolled out.
One of the next things on our calendar is our Regional C4 Sector Forums at which I will talk more
about the regulator's perspective. I look forward to hearing more of your views and further building
our mutual understanding of the sector and the challenges ahead.
I welcome open and honest conversation and I'm very much looking forward to working with you in
my new role of Director.
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Regards,
Gareth Bostock
Director Gambling Compliance

Society undertakes voluntary suspension
The Pelorus Trust undertook a voluntary one-day suspension of their gaming machines on Monday
18 April as part of a negotiated outcome with the Department.
The suspension was due to seven historical instances of non-notification of late banking of Gaming
Machine Profits (GMP) which breached section 104(3) of the Gambling Act 2003. These breaches
occurred in 2013 and were picked up during an audit of the Trust.
Section 104(3) of the Gambling Act specifies that when late banking of GMP occurs, a Class 4
operator must disconnect all gaming machines and advise the Department immediately. In addition,
gaming machines must not be reconnected at the venue until all GMP has been banked.
The Department’s Gambling Compliance Manager, Stefan Pishief, says that societies must ensure
open and transparent communication with the Department.
“Although, in this instance, we recognise that the Trust rectified the banking breaches at the time
with no loss to GMP and are pleased with the steps the Trust took to strengthen its banking
practices, we rely on societies communicating with us when required. This is a critical step in
ensuring the safeguarding of community money,” Mr Pishief said.
"Integrity is at the heart of ensuring a sustainable sector. Class 4 societies play a key role in ensuring
the sector is perceived as safe, trusted and transparent and provides maximum benefit to
communities."

Ministry of Health Gambling Research - April 2016
The Ministry of Health has provided an update on a number of gambling research project reports that
are available on the Ministry’s website and/or were presented at the 2016 International Gambling
Conference in Auckland.
These research projects include:
• Smart-phone Gambling Harm Feasibility Study (the ‘SPGETTI’ study)
• Financial Literacy and Budgeting
• National Gambling Study Reports, including New Zealander’s Attitudes Towards Gambling
(Report Three) and Incidence of Gambling in New Zealand (Report Four)
• Offshore Gambling Study
• Telephone Clinical Trial Reports: 36 month results and outcomes.
Read the Ministry of Health’s Gambling Research Projects summary update (DOCX, 548KB)
Future research reports that will be available on the Ministry of Health website include:
• National Gambling Study Report 5: This report will present evidence on the 2-year follow-up of
participants in the National Gambling Study.
• Effectiveness of a Sinking Lid Policy for Māori Problem Gambling: This report will present
evidence on the effectiveness of a sinking lid policy for addressing problem gambling amongst
Māori in the Waitakere region.
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• Pre-commitment Study: This study examined the views of New Zealanders on the use of precommitment for preventing and minimising gambling-related harm.
• Impact of Gambling on Māori: This study will provide evidence on the impact of gambling on
Māori using kaupapa Māori methods.
• NZ Health & Lifestyle Surveys: These reports cover rates of gambling participation and
gambling-related harm at a national level.
• Family Violence Study: This research aims to establish the prevalence of problem gambling and
family violence in New Zealand, and associations with mental health and substance
misuse/abuse.
• Gambling Harm Study: For the first time in New Zealand, this study will provide burden of
disease estimates and metrics for gambling-related harm using the WHO burden of disease
methodology.
• Growing up in New Zealand Study: This study involves analysis and reporting of gamblingrelated data from the longitudinal ‘Growing up in New Zealand Study'. The impact of parental
gambling on children will be examined.
The Ministry of Health will also release summary findings from these reports through Gambits.
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Loss of GMP in exceptional circumstances – who bears the loss?
We have recently been asked for guidance about how to manage the loss of Gaming Machine
Proceeds (GMP) following an uncontrolled event at a venue such as an armed robbery, theft or
natural disaster. From January 2013 to January 2015 there were 21 instances of theft at Class 4
venues that resulted in the late banking of GMP.
Most venues insure against GMP losses, an allowable expense in the venue costs’ schedule.
Although the Gambling Act is silent on GMP losses, Rule 11 of the new Class 4 Game Rules 2016,
(which came into effect on 7 March), retains the requirement that all cash removed from gaming
machines is the responsibility of the venue operator until it is banked.
The Department recently introduced a new policy which confirms that while the venue manager is
responsible for ensuring all GMP is banked into the society’s account, there are some exceptional
circumstances where we may agree to waive the requirement for the venue operator to bank:
• The portion of the insurance excess that relates specifically to GMP or
• Some or all of the outstanding GMP (where the GMP has not been insured but legitimate
attempts were made to do so).
Examples of events beyond a venue operator’s control might include armed robbery, burglary or
theft of GMP where all reasonable precautions were taken, or a natural disaster such as earthquake
or fire.
For the request to waive GMP to be considered we would need to be satisfied that there were strong
security and cash-handling processes in place at the venue to mitigate risk of GMP loss, and for the
terms in the venue agreement to have been complied with.
As Rule 11 of the Class 4 Game Rules provides that the venue operator is responsible for GMP until
it is banked, the onus is on the venue operator to convince us that exceptional circumstances exist.
Situations where a venue operator might have to bear the loss might be a theft due to lax security or
cash-handling procedures, legitimate attempts were not made to obtain adequate insurance cover,
failing to comply with venue agreement requirements or unreasonably long GMP banking intervals.
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Read the guide: Treatment of Class 4 gambling profits where exceptional circumstances have
prevented its banking.
Our previous position was that the venue operator is responsible for meeting all GMP losses no
matter the circumstances.
However, we recognised that this could lead to venue operators suffering significant hardship
following events out of their control. There is also a risk that venue staff may jeopardise their safety
by intervening during an armed robbery if they believe the taking of GMP will result in financial
hardship.
Societies can contact their Departmental liaison for more information if they believe there has
been a late banking with exceptional circumstances that may meet these criteria.

Gambling Host Responsibility Guide for Venue Staff – updated
information
We would like to let you know about an update to a short section in one of the Gamble Host Pack
resources – Gambling Host Responsibility Guide for Venue Staff – that relates to breaches of
exclusion order requirements.
‘Any operator, manager or person acting on their behalf that knowingly fails to exclude a selfidentified problem gambling or knowingly fails to remove an excluded person may be convicted and
fined up to $10,000’.
Recent amendments in the Gambling Act has meant that the sentence above, found on page 17 of
the guide under the heading ‘Fines’, is now out of date. The recent amendments have altered the
onus of proof and changed the fine from a $10,000 to a $5,000 maximum. We would encourage you
to ensure venues are aware of these changes.
We apologise that this resource wasn’t updated before the printing of the Gamble Host Packs,
however the online Gamble Host Responsibility Guide for Venue Staff (PDF, 249KB)* has been
changed to reflect this.

Section 312 amendment
The Gambling Amendment Act 2015 revised section 312 of the Gambling Act, and states that a
venue manager or person acting on their behalf commits an offence if they:
• allow a person who is subject to an exclusion order under section 310(1) to enter the gambling
area of a class 4 venue or casino venue; or
• allow a person who is subject to an exclusion order (b) fail to remove a person who has entered
those areas —
◦ in breach of an exclusion order issued under section 310(1); or
◦ in breach of a condition of re-entry imposed under section 310(2).
This new wording changes the onus of proof for a charge relating to an exclusion order. Previously
venue personnel committed an offence if they allowed an excluded gambler to enter the gambling
area of a venue, but only if they knowingly allowed this to happen. The amendments in the Act now
mean that an offence is committed if an excluded person enters the gambling area of a venue. In this
case there is ‘an absence of fault defence’ for situations where the venue manager, or person acting
on their behalf, has reasonable grounds to believe there were effective procedures in place to
prevent excluded gamblers from entering the venue and took all reasonable steps to ensure that the
procedures were complied with.
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The penalty for breaches of this section by venue managers, or person acting on their behalf, has
also changed from a maximum of $10,000 to a maximum of $5,000.
Read more about the new wording for section 312 of the Gambling Act (found in the Harm
Prevention and Minimisation section under the heading New wording for offences).

Submissions called for on proposed changes to the Racing Act
Racing Minister, Nathan Guy, today announced the release of the discussion document, Proposals
to amend the Racing Act 2003, and is calling for submissions over the next six weeks.
Issues on which views are being sought include giving the New Zealand Racing Board more betting
options, and introducing levies for offshore gambling operators taking bets from New Zealand or
offering bets on New Zealand racing and sport.
Read the Minister’s media release: View sought on proposed Racing Act changes.
Read the discussion document: Proposals to amend the Racing Act 2003.
The proposals in the discussion document have been informed by the Report of the Offshore
Racing and Sports Betting Working Group (PDF, 936KB).
If you wish to make a submission, please email it to offshorebetting@dia.govt.nz. Submissions
close on Friday 27 May 2016.
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Minister Dunne announces next steps for gambling review and
decision on minimum rate of return
Internal Affairs Minister Peter Dunne has announced today the Government’s decision to progress
the review of the Class 4 sector and cancel scheduled increases to the minimum rate of return.
Read the Minister’s media release.
The sector review was launched in October 2015. Since then work has found that the
sustainability of the sector and community funding from Class 4 gambling remains uncertain. This is
because of the nature of Class 4 gambling and the complexity and costs associated with the
regulatory framework. The uncertainty exists despite the fact that since 2010/11 a decline in
spending on gaming machines has stabilised.
The Department will develop a discussion document containing options for the future of Class 4
gambling and submit it to Cabinet for approval by the end of May 2016. Prior to this the Department
will talk to key sector groups involved in Class 4 gambling about the terms of reference for the
review, and ideas for what should be included in the discussion document.
Groups consulted will include societies, clubs and Class 4 venues, problem gambling service
providers, and representatives of groups which receive grants funding.
Public consultation will take place later in 2016, and all options will be discussed with the gambling
sector before any final recommendations for change are made.
Questions or comments regarding the sector review may be emailed to
gamblingreview@dia.govt.nz from Monday 11 April 2016.
Read the Cabinet paper for the decision to undertake a review.
The decision to cancel increases and retain the minimum rate of return at 40 per cent recognises the
increased costs faced by societies, including the recent increase in fees.
“While scheduled increases would mean a higher percentage of gaming machine proceeds going to
the community, the combination of cost pressures could actually lead to the total dollar amount going
to communities decreasing, as there are fewer venues generating funds,’ said Minister Dunne.
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Read the Cabinet paper and Regulatory Impact Statement for the decision to cancel further
increases to the rate of return.
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Softball club captain sentenced for grant funding fraud
A media release will be issued shortly regarding the sentencing of a former president and club
captain of Kapiti Softball Club, for manipulating and misusing grant funding from several gaming
machine societies.
Lee Keating pleaded guilty and was convicted on six charges under the Crimes Act involving
dishonestly using a document and theft in a trusted relationship. Today Mr Keating was sentenced to
seven months home detention.
You can read the media release on our website.
The Department’s Deputy Director Gambling Compliance, Gareth Bostock, said that non-casino
gaming machines raise more than $250 million annually for the community.
“It is fundamental to the integrity of the grants process that documents supplied to gaming societies
are true and correct,” Mr Bostock said. “The misappropriation of funds is a serious offence and in
effect is a crime against the community because grant funding is taken away from its intended
community purpose.
“The support of the gaming machine societies involved in this investigation has been significant in
this outcome. We work hard to foster collaboration and partnership with and across the gambling
sector to assist its efforts in detecting, deterring and, where appropriate, prosecuting fraudulent
activity within the sector so that grant funding benefits the communities it is intended for.”
We would like to thank those societies who assisted us with this investigation.
Today’s outcome demonstrates that working together helps us to ensure we maintain the integrity of
the Class 4 sector and achieve the maximum benefit for communities.
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In this edition of Gambits:now we:
• Update you on the consultation on the Australia/New Zealand National Standard for Gaming
Equipment
• Let you know that the 2015 Gambling Sector Survey Report is now available
• Inform you about upcoming changes in the senior management of Gambling Compliance.

Update on the consultation on the Australia/New Zealand National
Standard for Gaming Machine Equipment
The Department has now met with a number of stakeholders on the consultation on the
Australia/New Zealand National Standard for Gaming Machine Equipment. As you will know the
consultation is seeking feedback on:
• The National Standard itself
• The New Zealand Appendix to the standard.
As a result of feedback to date, via meetings, we consider that further work is required on the New
Zealand Appendix. In light of this we are withdrawing the New Zealand Appendix from consultation
and we will be reconsidering our approach to engaging with relevant stakeholders to develop a
revised Appendix. The current New Zealand Appendix remains in force and is available on our
website.
Please note that we are proceeding with consultation on the National Standard itself with
submissions due by 11 April as previously advised. The National Standard is attached. Please send
your submission to bruce.manuge@dia.govt.nz. As indicated in our consultation document, the
main standard has been developed through a collaborative process with Australian and New
Zealand regulators and the industry.
Thank you for your feedback. We apologise for any inconvenience associated with withdrawing the
NZ Appendix from consultation, and we look forward to further engaging with you on this in due
course.

2015 Gambling Sector Survey Report available
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We have conducted annual surveys since 2009 to help us understand our stakeholders’ view of our
performance and their experience of engaging and communicating with us on gambling compliance
issues. The perspectives gained enable us to identify the areas in which we are doing well and
where we can make improvements.
The 2015 Gambling Sector Survey report is available on our website.
The survey, conducted in July 2015 with 223 responses, was broadened to capture the views of a
wider range of sector stakeholders, including Territorial Authorities and additional service providers
such as gaming machine manufacturers. In previous years the survey had included people
associated mainly with Class 4 non-club societies and clubs.
The 2015 survey was also refreshed and for the first time included a question about ethnic diversity
in sector organisations. This information will be used to help us improve our strategies and
programmes. In particular it will help us deliver on the Department’s Te Aka Taiwhenua Framework
(Māori Strategic Framework).
It was pleasing to hear that, overall, respondents rated the quality of the information we provide
highly, with almost three-quarters (73 per cent) of respondents rating it as good or very good.
However, we heard that there are areas where improvements can be made. Although respondents
told us that our website is well used and provides good information, they also told us that the website
can be difficult to navigate and therefore it is not always easy to find the necessary information.
A particular highlight was that most respondents recognise our priorities connected to gambling harm
and agreed that the sector is actively protecting gamblers and communities from harm. We take
minimising harm caused by problem gambling very seriously and these responses confirm that this
priority is widely recognised by stakeholder groups across the sector. We will continue to work with
the sector towards our vision of a safe, transparent and trusted gambling sector that benefits
communities, and one where the sector actively protects gamblers and communities from gambling
harm.
Thank you to those who took the time to participate in the survey and provide us with this valuable
feedback.

Gambling Compliance management changes
Changes in the senior management of Gambling Compliance will take effect on 11 April, following
the six month secondment of Regulatory Services General Manager Maarten Quivooy to lead the
Office of Ethnic Communities (OEC). Maarten’s skills and experience in managing policy and
service delivery will enable the Department and the OEC to maximise the benefits of New Zealand’s
growing ethnic diversity to support strong, resilient communities. Current OEC Director, Berlinda
Chin, is moving to the Beehive to support the Minister for Ethnic Communities, Peseta Sam LotuIiga.
Raj Krishnan, the Director for Gambling Compliance will become the Acting General Manager for
Regulatory Services and Gareth Bostock will move from his role as Deputy Director Gambling
Compliance to be the Acting Director Gambling Compliance. In his role as GM Raj will be
responsible for a range of regulatory services in addition to Gambling including Censorship, AntiMoney Laundering, Anti-Spam and Private Security.
Raj has been the Director Gambling Compliance for the last two years, and brings strong policy and
operational delivery experience to the role of General Manager. Prior to taking up the Deputy
Director role earlier this year, Gareth was the Manager of our Regulatory Investigations Unit, where
he worked in close partnership with Raj as the Director for Gambling Compliance. Gareth also brings
considerable experience from investigative roles prior to joining the Department of Internal Affairs.
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These changes signal a continuation of the current direction for the Department’s work with the
gambling sector. We will continue to regulate for a safe, transparent and trusted gambling sector that
benefits communities.
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In this edition of Gambits:now we:
• inform you about our current consultation on gaming machine standards
• update you on the Gambling Commission’s clarification on appeal rights on new Class 4 licences
• remind you that Class 4 Game Rules 2016 take effect on 7 March.

Consultation opens on gaming machine standards
The Department is seeking comments on proposed new and amended equipment standards for
gaming machines in New Zealand. This consultation is now open and closes on Monday 11 April
2016.
View the consultation documents here
The proposal is to:
• Adopt the 2015 revision of the Australian/New Zealand Gaming Machine National Standard
• Add new harm minimisation requirements to the New Zealand Appendix to the National Standard.
The proposed changes would not affect gambling equipment and games currently approved for
operation in New Zealand.
The aim of the proposed new harm minimisation requirements is to reflect New Zealand’s focus on
minimising gambling harm while striking the right balance with ensuring sustainable funding for
communities and overall sustainability of the sector. The gaming machine requirements are not the
only harm minimisation tools available to the Department. They would operate with other harm
minimisation requirements such as player information displays (PIDs), and requirements that venue
staff monitor patrons for problem gambling indications and intervene when they show such signs.
The proposed requirements are not intended to reduce gambling generally but to focus on gaming
machine characteristics that could exacerbate harmful gambling. The aim is to minimise harmful
gambling without unduly reducing the entertainment for non-problem gamblers.
We are keen to receive comments on the proposals. We are interested in comments on the likely
impact of the proposals on the cost of gaming machines in the New Zealand market and any other
impact for gaming machine manufacturers and the New Zealand market. We are also interested in
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comments on whether the new harm minimisation requirements would be effective and whether they
would have any unintended consequences or impact on non-problem gamblers.
Please email your comments to gamingmachineequipmentstandards@dia.govt.nz by 11 April
2016. If you have any questions about the proposed standards please contact Hilary Montgomery at
hilary.montgomery@dia.govt.nz or Bruce Manuge at bruce.manuge@dia.govt.nz
Please note that submissions may be made publicly available. Even if you request confidentiality, we
might have to release your submission if someone makes a request under the Official Information
Act.

Gambling Commission clarifies appeal rights on new Class 4
licences
A recent Gambling Commission decision has clarified the appeal rights around conditions on new
Class 4 licences. In its decision GC22/15 the Commission held that the Secretary’s decision to
impose non-standard conditions on a licence at the time the licence is granted can be appealed to
the Commission. Previously there has been some uncertainty around whether such a decision has a
right of appeal.
The Commission also held that when it hears an appeal it will consider the substance of all
discussions and correspondence between applicants and the Department, not just conditions that
are explicitly stated on the licence.
The Department welcomes the clarification. We will continue to assist licence applicants to
demonstrate that they meet the requirements for a Class 4 licence and we’re committed to ensuring
that licence conditions are transparent and clearly understood.

Reminder: Class 4 Game Rules 2016 effective from 7 March 2016
Just a reminder that the new Class 4 game rules take effect on Monday, 7 March 2016, replacing the
Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules 2006. The Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules 2016
streamline and simplify the requirements for societies, clubs and venues to operate Class 4 gaming
machines.
View the Class 4 Game Rules 2016
If you have any questions about the new game rules, you can contact your Department liaison or
email us at gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz.
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Gambling expenditure up for the 2014/15 financial year
We issued a media release yesterday which showed gambling expenditure for the 2014/15 financial
year.
Read the media release
Our figures showed that during this period gamblers in New Zealand spent $2091 million dollars on
the four main forms of gambling, up $25.5 million (1.2 per cent) on the previous year. Expenditure
was up for casinos, non-casino gaming machines and racing and sports betting, but down on Lottery
products.
When adjusted for inflation, we are able to see that gambling behaviour has varied only slightly over
the past six years, ranging from a low of $2060 million in 2011 to a high of $2099 in 2012.
During the period an estimated $655 million from gambling proceeds was distributed to a variety of
community purposes, including an estimated $260 million raised from non-casino gaming machine
societies.
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Club undertakes voluntary suspension
A Waikato-based club with 18 gaming machines on site undertook a five day voluntary suspension
during January 2016 as part of a negotiated outcome with the Department of Internal Affairs.
The suspension followed an investigation by the Department into how the Waitomo Club dealt with
problem gambling.
The investigation followed a complaint to Internal Affairs about the club’s approach to problem
gambling. The club was found to have not sufficiently addressed these issues and adhered to its
harm minimisation policy.
The Department’s Gambling Compliance Manager, Stefan Pishief, says minimising harm from
problem gambling is one of the gambling regulator’s key priorities.
“We recognise the challenges operators face in the harm minimisation area and we will work with
those who are motivated to improve their standards,” Mr Pishief said. “However, the Department will
take action where obligations have clearly not been met and there are risks of significant harm
occurring.”
Although the Waitomo Club did not agree with all the Department’s concerns, the Club
acknowledged that it could improve its procedures. Following initial consultation, the club re-trained
their staff and key people in harm minimisation, updated the club’s harm minimisation policy and
gambling material, and undertook self-audits in January and November 2015.
“The recent action undertaken by the Waitomo Club to lift its game in the area of harm minimisation
has provided a safer gambling environment for club members,” Stefan said. “I welcome comments
from the club that it is committed to best practice and committed to working closely with the
Department.
“We encourage all clubs that offer gaming machines to have in place well-trained staff who are
confident about being able to identify and interact with any member who is showing signs of harmful
gambling.
“I urge clubs to put the welfare of their gambling members at the very top of their priorities.”
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The club’s manager, Jim Riddell, said that the club is proud of its improved harm minimisation
measures which he believes make them industry leaders.
“I consider that our members are the owners of our club. Their welfare is paramount to us,” he said.
Clubs New Zealand also supports the call for club operators with gaming machines to be vigilant in
ensuring that all harm minimisation obligations are being met, and that good harm minimisation
practices that go above legal requirements are applied. Chief Executive Larry Graham stated “We
will continue to support clubs in this important area, as it is in the interests of all clubs and club
members that the risks of problem gambling are minimised.”
The Department has worked with the Health Promotion Agency to produce an easily accessible
check list about the signs of problem gambling, and a guide for venue staff about their gambling host
responsibilities. The resources are currently being distributed to clubs. They can also be found on
the Gamble Host Pack website.
Clubs can contact DIA’s Gambling Compliance team on 0800 257 887 for assistance.
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In this edition
In this edition of Gambits:now we update you on:
• the new Class 4 game rules 2016 which take effect on Monday, 7 March 2016
• the focus group recommendations on new venue payments regime.

Class 4 Game Rules 2016 effective from 7 March 2016
New Class 4 game rules take effect on Monday, 7 March 2016, replacing the Gambling Act (Class 4)
Game Rules 2006. The Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules 2016 streamline and simplify the
requirements for societies, clubs and venues to operate Class 4 gaming machines.
View the Class 4 Game Rules 2016.
We would like to thank the sector representatives who worked closely with us in revising the rules.
This is a great example of working in partnership to achieve positive outcomes within the Class 4
sector.
The Department and sector representatives are also working on a set of best practice guidelines for
the Class 4 sector. It is likely that these will reflect several requirements that have been removed
from the 2016 rules. We will aim to confirm timing for these guidelines in the next few weeks.

What has changed?
The most significant change is that rules that are no longer relevant have been removed –
technological changes made them obsolete.
Other changes of particular relevance concern cash handling at venues, and clarity around who is
responsible for ensuring that specific requirements are met. The Department is currently reviewing
its processes to ensure they align with the new game rules.

Structure of the new Rules
The 2016 rules are organised into three parts:
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• Part 1 covers rules relating to players and playing
• Part 2 covers rules relating to venue operation
• Part 3 covers rules relating to corporate societies.
You will notice that some rules have moved from one part to another, while many have been
deleted. The Department will provide more detailed information before the rules take effect. And
remember that where a rule has been removed, there is nothing to stop a society, club or venue from
continuing to follow the rule if they think it is still useful.

Questions?
If you have any questions about the new game rules, you can contact your Department liaison or
email us at gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz.

Focus group recommendations on new venue payments regime
Under the current regulatory regime, societies reimburse bars and pubs that host gaming machines
for their ‘actual, reasonable and necessary costs’ (ARN) of providing Class 4 (C4) gambling. Venue
costs for each society are capped at 16 per cent of total gaming machine proceeds (GMP), excluding
GST.
This regime has been considered overly complex and problematic for societies and venues for some
time. Changes to the Gambling Act in October 2015 opened the way for a new venue payment
system.
The Department convened a focus group last September to work on, and agree to, a new venue
payment regime for C4 gambling.
The focus group included representatives from all stakeholders in the C4 sector, including the C4
Working Group (societies); Hospitality NZ (venue operators); problem gambling service providers
(Salvation Army and Problem Gambling Foundation); a representative of the Māori voice for problem
gamblers (Hapai).
The focus group met four times between September and December 2015.

Findings and recommendations
Industry members of the focus group unanimously agreed that a new payments regime be:
• commission-based, calculated on a flat percentage of 1.28 per cent of weekly turnover per venue
• uncapped
• mandatory.
A commission-based system calculated on turnover was considered to be the most simple and
accurate way of determining how busy each venue is and to fairly compensate the venue operators
for that work.
The flat percentage rate of 1.28 per cent is equivalent to 16 per cent of GMP (excl. GST) which is
what the current system allows overall for venue payments. The focus group agreed to accept the
pool of funding limit of 16 per cent GMP because, all other things being equal, the cost of venue
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payments under any new regime should not directly affect the current rate of return to the community
in order to maximise community benefits.
An uncapped regime was preferred because a capped or tiered system was considered to reintroduce complexity and reduce transparency.
The group prefers a mandatory payment so that societies are required to pay their venues the
amount specified, rather than have the discretion to pay them less.
It was also suggested that venue payment commission rates should be reviewed every three years
and the movement in the CPI should be taken into account.
The problem gambling service providers were opposed to a commission-based payment
scheme without real and effective measures to mitigate the potential impact of such a
scheme because:
• it gives venues opportunities, should they wish, to maximise returns for their economic
advantage, fundamentally changing the focus from raising money for community purposes and
disincentivising good host responsibility, and
• host responsibility could become a tick-box exercise to meet minimum statutory requirements in
an environment where harm minimisation practices are already less than satisfactory (although
practices do vary across the sector).
Problem gambling service providers specifically recommended that if a commission-based
system was introduced:
• a fixed proportion of each commission payment be ring-fenced for harm prevention and
minimisation activities as a minimum and be conducted by appropriately qualified people.
As agreed by all focus group members, other harm minimisation commitments could include:
• transferring the Department’s staffing resource from approving ARN and venue payments (which
would no longer be required under a commission-based payment) to harm prevention work
• developing best practice guidelines on the percentage of funds/staffing that venues should
commit to harm minimisation (if a mandated percentage of funds for this purpose is not
progressed as per the recommendation proposed by the problem gambling service providers, as
above)
• when determining which societies are eligible for a three-year licence, the extent to which harm
minimisation features in their venues could be one of the criteria for being considered a good
candidate for this high trust/low compliance approach
• a ‘three strikes and you are out’ policy be adopted for venue operators that do not fulfil their harm
prevention and minimisation obligations and
• more interaction between societies, venue operators and problem gambling services providers
(perhaps regular quarterly meetings of the same focus group members).
The Department agreed to consider these recommendations and put them to the Minister of Internal
Affairs for him to discuss with his colleagues.
With respect to transition and implementation issues, the focus group members agreed that:
development, enhancement and maintenance (DEM) costs:
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• should remain as a venue cost
• societies would no longer pay for capital expenses in venues under the new system
• all capital expenditure incurred at the venue would be covered by venues (apart from the addition
of air-conditioning units and capital items already accepted by the Department as legitimate
society costs)
• venues could decide whether they treat maintenance as operating expenses (netted against
income through tax requirements) or capital expenditure (with depreciation claimed), and
• current repayments from venues to societies of historical capital costs (which societies had paid
upfront and currently recoup through weekly payments) would cease immediately with the new
system. These historic costs would need to be fully reimbursed before the new regulations take
effect.
smoothing of payments:
• no smoothing of venue payments will be necessary under a turnover-based commission
payments system, and
• payments will be made weekly by societies to venues following banking.
Limit D:
• Limit D could continue to apply for a transition period (via a new Gazette notice applying to
societies) but only until the end of the society’s financial year following the date of transition to the
new system, and
• the aim is to ensure that at all times the total venues costs for a society remain within the current
Limit D throughout the transition.
The Department will take these points into account in the design of the new regime. Furthermore, the
Department agreed to consider a recommendation from societies that their financial years be aligned
to a common date, but advised that this will not be undertaken at this time as part of the design of
the venue payment regime.

Expected benefits of the recommended regime
The industry representatives on the focus group considered that the new system will be simpler,
fairer and less ambiguous.
As the new payment system will no longer be influenced by the number of machines or opening
hours, there will be no impact on the reimbursement amount if a publican chooses not to be open or
has fewer machines in operation.
Societies and operators will therefore have more flexibility and freedom to make decisions that make
sense for their individual businesses and circumstances.
While a commission-based system may mean that some operators receive less money than at
present, savings can be made in other areas, especially with variable costs such as operating hours,
machine numbers and labour hours.
Over time the sector will be more efficient and effective than before.
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The time otherwise spent on venue cost management could now be spent on providing appropriate
and high-quality harm minimisation practices at venues.
Checking and validating societies’ venue costs by the Department should become a much easier
exercise, because all societies would be paying venue operators on the same basis without the need
for detailed cost schedules. Litigation costs are also expected to reduce.

Next steps
The Department will brief the Minister of Internal Affairs on the focus group’s recommendation, plus
any alternatives that have been considered, this month.
The Minister will need to consider this advice before taking proposals to Cabinet (at this stage this is
scheduled for March 2016).
The new regime is expected to be in place between August and October 2016, before the old system
expires on 21 October 2016.
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Gaming machine expenditure up over 2015
Shortly we will be issuing a media release on Class 4 gambling expenditure statistics for the last
quarter of 2015.
Our figures show that between the third and fourth quarters of 2015 spending rose more than
$900,000, from $213.5 million at the end of September to $214.4 million at 31 December 2015.
Despite there being fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines compared with
the previous 12 months, gaming machine expenditure in the year ended December 2015 was up two
per cent on the previous year, from $811.4m to $828m.
Read the media release.
Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority
and changes in the quarter, is available on our Gaming Statistics web page. The figures are based
on territorial authority boundaries, including Auckland city.
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Internal Affairs investigation leads to prosecution
On Thursday 21 January, seven individuals and two organisations appeared in Manukau District
Court facing a combined total of twenty four dishonestly charges under the Crimes Act and two
further charges under the Gambling Act.
The support of the gaming machine societies involved has been instrumental in this investigation
which has been one of the most complex the Department of Internal Affairs has carried out.
The department is committed to ensuring that grant funding benefits the communities it is intended
for and will investigate any fraudulent activity and prosecute accordingly.
Our media release can be read here: Two year investigation leads to prosecution (21/1/2016)

Reminder: New Gambling Fees coming into effect
The new gambling fees schedule comes into effect on 1 February 2016.
Application and renewal forms for use after 1 February 2016 are available on our website.
The 11 December 2015 edition of Gambits:now gives more information about the changes to fees.
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A significant year for the Class 4 sector
Raj Krishnan, Director Gambling Compliance
As we come to the close of 2015, it is a great opportunity for me to take
a moment to reflect on what has been a significant year for the Class 4
sector.
There is much to reflect on! This year we had the passing of the
Gambling Amendment Bills (No2) and (No3). It’s great to have this
legislation in place. We also welcomed the Milestone Foundation to the
sector, the first new Class 4 society licensed since 2013. And of
particular significance, in October Internal Affairs Minister Peter Dunne
announced a number of decisions affecting the Class 4 sector; this
included the Government’s decision on gambling fee changes, the
recently completed consultation on the Minimum Rate of Return, and a
review of the Class 4 sector.
At the Regional Sector Forums in November, I introduced the
Regulator’s Vision and Objectives for the Class 4 sector. One of these
objectives is to ‘foster collaboration and partnership with and across
the gambling sector’ and, on looking back over the year, I feel this is an
area where we can feel positive about the progress we have made.
At the forums we heard that many of you feel there has been a change
in the way we work together. I heard, more than once, that this is a
different relationship than 10, or even five, years ago. We all benefit
from this. This year we have seen reduced litigation across the sector
as we have worked together through issues. There have been great
examples of collaboration in the sector this year; the working party has
achieved some positive results through its work on the Class 4 game
rules and the sector’s contribution to the venue payments work has
been crucial.
The Health Promotion Agency’s Venues Initiative is a great example of
how partnership and collaboration can work for the benefit of us all.
This initiative aims to help venue staff more easily meet their gambling
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host responsibility requirements and phase one of this initiative, the
Gamble Host packs, was rolled out at the November forums. We were
delighted to work alongside the HPA on this initiative and I have been
impressed with the collaborative approach HPA undertook in working
with not only us and the Ministry of Health, but also venue staff and
societies. I am confident these resources will help venue staff be more
confident in knowing when and how to intervene with gamblers they
are concerned about. I’m looking forward to seeing the new material in
venues.
Minimising harm from gambling is an area where we need to be
working together. I look forward to this continuing in phase two of the
initiative in 2016.
At the sector forums I shared an important quote from Minister Dunne’s
HANZ conference speech in October : “The challenge is to ensure that
we have a trusted, sustainable, fit-for-purpose regulatory environment
for gambling that is able to meet the challenges that lie ahead.” This is
quite a challenge, and one that relies on us continuing this way of
working.
It is important for us all to reflect on the benefits the Class 4 sector
provides to New Zealand. Some examples of Class 4 non-club grants
this year include community groups receiving grants for youth
development which will provide increased opportunities for young New
Zealanders; a conservation trust receiving $300,000 which will result in
greater protection for native species; and a Coastal Walkway
Environmental Trust receiving $951,876 for a coastal walkway that will
be an asset for the community.
The grant distribution process is complex, and I recognise the hard
work that goes into this. Looking ahead to 2016, this is an area where I
think we can work together to look at how we maximise the benefits to
communities. We can also look at how we can better tell the story
about the impact these grants have on New Zealand communities.
As I said, 2015 was a significant year for the Class 4 sector, and I
thank you for your efforts. I look forward to continuing to work with you
in 2016, a year which I am sure will be just as significant.
I wish you all a wonderful Christmas and a restful break.

Gambling Regional Sector Forums - Plenty of
Food for Thought
Regional Sector Forums were held during November in Auckland,
Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin. More than 100 people from the
sector attended these forums and some great discussions were
generated.
Raj Krishnan, Director Gambling Compliance, took this opportunity to
introduce the Department’s Vision and Objectives for the Class 4
sector. As part of the session, Raj facilitated a discussion on
partnership and asked attendees for their views on what a partnership
between the regulator and the sector means. We heard that the sector
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is looking for clear and consistent communication, transparency and
trust from the regulator and also a regulator that is open to input from
the sector.
A great example of partnership between agencies, and with the sector,
was in the development of the Health Promotion Agency’s Gamble
Host packs, so it was fitting the forums were combined with the official
roll-out of these resources. Your support and input was crucial in the
development of the resources. It was exciting to hear your plans to
distribute and support your venues to use them. You can read more
about the Gamble Host Pack resources in this issue of Gambits or
view the resources.
Those who have attended the last few forums may have noticed our
desire for increased participation from the sector, and as such, we
have included a new forum slot where we will invite someone from the
sector to share their perspectives. Jarrod True, author of the NZ
Gambling Law Guide and partner in the law firm Harkness Henry,
kindly agreed to be first up.
Jarrod offered his insights on the regulator’s performance; what we’re
doing well and areas for improvement. He also shared his views on the
future of the sector and discussed what he thought were some future
priority areas, including online-gaming, linked jackpots, increased prize
limits and the ability to advertise. At each forum he asked attendees
what area they would choose to focus on and interestingly the
responses differed at each forum. See the presentations made at the
forum.
Thank you to those who took the time to complete the forum feedback
survey. To ensure forums are useful for you, we need to know what
you want to hear about, and who you want to hear from. We have
received some great suggestions for future presenters, including
society CEOs, working party members and Internal Affairs gambling
inspectors. Please keep your feedback and suggestions coming by
emailing us at sector.initiatives@dia.govt.nz.
We look forward to seeing you at our next Regional Sector Forums in
May 2016. Look out for the invitations to these in February.

Gamble Host Packs
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The Gamble Host initiative and packs were launched at the Regional
Sector Forums last month and we’d like to take the opportunity again to
thank all our partners for their support in the development and
distribution of these packs to Class 4 venues.
By now all societies and unaffiliated clubs should have received one
Gamble Host pack for each of their venues and be in the process of
putting up the resources and introducing the various tools to staff. It is
great to see these materials in a number of venues already. At the
forums we heard a lot of enthusiasm for the consistent messaging
these materials will provide across venues, so we look forward to
seeing them in more venues in the coming months.
If you are a society or unaffiliated club, please let us know
urgently if you are yet to receive your packs. Clubs affiliated to
Clubs New Zealand will receive their packs in January 2016.
A reminder that the pack contains the following resources that will help
venues meet their regulatory obligations around harm minimisation
information and signage under the Gambling Act:

1. Harm minimisation posters
These ask: “Are you spending more on the pokies than you wanted?”
and “Will you feel sick to the pit of your stomach when you walk away?”
Putting up at least one of the harm minimisation posters in an area in
the venue where it is clearly visible to all players will help you comply
with regulation 11(b) of the Gambling (Harm Prevention and
Minimisation) Regulations 2004. The regulation concerns the
requirement to provide information about problem gambling and 11b
states that Class 4 venues must display signage that is clearly visible
to all players that—
• encourages players to gamble only at levels they can afford:
• contains advice about how to seek assistance for problem
gambling.

2. Legal sign and poster
These are to make gamblers aware of the law and that staff may
approach them.
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Putting up at least one of the legal signs in the gambling area will help
you comply with section 308(3) of the Act which is about the
requirement to develop policy for identifying problem gamblers.
Section 308 (3) states that the venue manager …must display a notice
in the gambling area of the Class 4 venue advising customers—
• that the venue has a policy for identifying problem gamblers; and
• that a copy of the policy will be made available on request.
We recommend placing beside the bar the legal sign that staff are
required by law to look out for signs of harmful gambling and, in the
gaming area, the poster that staff may approach gamblers.

3. Wallet sized leaflets
These discreet wallet-size leaflets are designed for gamblers that might
be experiencing harm. Having a supply in the venue and making them
available for gamblers will help you comply with regulation 11(a), which
states that Class 4 venues make available to players—
• pamphlets providing information about the odds of winning on
gaming machines:
• information about the characteristics of problem gambling (including
the recognised signs of problem gambling) and how to seek advice
for problem gambling.
Give the leaflets to gamblers you are concerned about to help you
comply with section 309(1) of the Act. This section is about exclusion
orders and states that the venue manager, or a person acting on behalf
of that person, must, after identifying a person …who he, she, or it has
reasonable grounds to believe is a problem gambler, approach the
person and offer information or advice to the person about problem
gambling.
All of the Gamble Host pack resources are available to be downloaded
in a printable format. To download these resources or access the
clinician/staff videos shown at the forum please visit the Gamble Host
Pack website.
Please contact Hannah on h.booth@hpa.org.nz if you require
digital versions of the posters for use with digital display screens.
Finally, we welcome your feedback on the Gamble Host pack. If you’d
like to let us know your experience or have any questions please
contact the Gamble Host team at info@choicenotchance.org.nz

Class 4 Consultation: Ticket-Out Payment
System
Comments are being sought about proposed amendments to the
Minimum Equipment Standards that would allow Cash-In-Ticket-Out
(CITO) technology to be operated on Class 4 gaming machines.
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The proposed system is ticket-out only - players would still be required
to insert cash into the gaming machines in order to play. However,
payments (i.e. cashing out credits or prizes) would be made via a ticket
printed out at the machine. Players would then redeem their funds by
presenting the tickets to the cashier.
More information is contained in the consultation document that can be
found on the Internal Affairs’ gambling consultation page.
The consultation period closes on 15 February 2016.

Electronic grant application systems allowed
We have had an increasing number of queries from the sector on
whether the requirements for grant record-keeping and signature
verification are able to be met using electronic grant application
systems.
Our view is that record-keeping requirements can be met using
electronic systems. This includes the acceptance of digital signatures.
If societies choose to use electronic grant application systems, they
must continue to meet the requirements of the Gambling Act and
Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations, including the retention
of the information for at least seven years.
If you opt to meet these requirements electronically, the system you
use will need to be robust enough to ensure the integrity of the
information provided, in particular when verifying the identity of the
applicant. You will also need to continue to provide the required
documentation, either electronically or as hard copies.
If you have any queries, please contact your Department liaison or the
Gambling Compliance Group on 0800 257 887 (New Zealand) or email
us at gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz.

Class 4 Game Rules update
The review of the Class 4 Game Rules is nearing completion.
We anticipate receiving ministerial approval of the consultation process
before the holiday break.
Barring any unforeseen delays, the rules will be Gazetted at the
earliest opportunity in 2016.
We will let you know the exact date and relevant details via Gambits
when they become known.

Great effort to remove non-downloadable
jackpots
On 2 December 2015 all non-downloadable or “hand-pay” jackpots
ceased to be approved gambling equipment in New Zealand.
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We recognise the effort Class 4 Societies and Clubs made to ensure
non-downloadable jackpots were replaced or decommissioned. In the
six months leading up to the deadline, the number of licenced nondownloadable jackpots dropped from more than 100 to just nine.
We would like to thank you for working with us to meet this
requirement.

Happy holidays
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New Gambling Fees coming into effect on 1 February 2016
In October, Internal Affairs Minister Peter Dunne announced a number of decisions affecting the
sector, including the Government’s decisions on gambling fee changes. The Gambling (Fees)
Regulations 2015 have now been gazetted and these changes will come into effect on 1 February
2016.
While there are a number of changes, not all are changing. See the full list of current and new
gambling fees. Please note that the new fees regulations are GST-exclusive.
In advance of the changes, we will have two versions of any form for any process that has a
changing fee available on our website:
1. For applications received before 1 February 2016 there will be a version with the current GSTinclusive fee.
2. For applications received on or after 1 February 2016 there will be a version with the new GSTinclusive fee.
We are here to assist you and have included some important information below. However, please
feel free to contact us if you have any questions relating to these new gambling fees.

Transition process and key dates
New Class 4 licence applications
For new Class 4 licence applications, the application fee (Class 4 operator or venue licence fee) is to
be paid at the time of application, while the annual fees (operator’s annual fee and annual
compliance fee) are only payable once the decision to grant the licence has been made.
This chart demonstrates how these fees for new Class 4 licence applications will apply.

Class 4 licence renewals
For Class 4 licence renewals both the application fee (Class 4 operator’s or venue licence fee) and
annual fees (operator’s annual fee and annual compliance fee) are paid at the time the application is
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made. This means that any Class 4 licence renewal application received on or after 1 February 2016
will have all fees paid at the new rate.

Casino operator fees
The new quarterly rate for Casino operator fees will change for the 20 April 2016 invoice.

EMS monitoring fees
EMS monitoring fees (daily monitoring fee) for February will be charged at the new rate. These will
be invoiced in early March 2016.

Annual compliance fees (per gaming machine)
Ongoing annual increases
The annual compliance fees (per gaming machine) will increase on 1 July each year. When a society
annually renews its licence they will be charged:
• at the current year’s rate for the months before the next 30 June; and
• at the next year’s rate for the months the licence is valid after 1 July.

Annual compliance fee for small clubs
There has been a change to the structure of the annual compliance fees. Small clubs will now pay a
lower fee than large clubs and non-clubs. A small club is defined as a Category A Class 4 Operator
that operates only out of Category A venues and operates no more than seven gaming machines in
total.
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Update on gambling fees and Submissions on minimum rate of
return closing
In October, Internal Affairs Minister Peter Dunne announced a number of decisions affecting the
Class 4 Sector. This package included the Government’s decisions on gambling fee increases and
the release of a consultation document on the minimum rate of return.
We would like to remind you that the consultation period on the minimum rate of return closes Friday
20 November 2015.
If you wish to make a submission, and haven’t done so already, please email it to
minimumrateofreturn@dia.govt.nz by the end of this week.
View this consultation document.
We can now also update the sector that we expect the new gambling fees will come into effect early
next year. We will notify you of the effective date for the new fees before the end of the year.
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Gaming room theft warning
The Department would like to alert gambling operators about a number of recent thefts from gaming
rooms predominantly in the Wellington region, but we also believe incidents have occurred in
Tauranga and Nelson. We understand that in these cases a substantial amount of money has been
obtained through a method some in the industry refer to as “levering”.
Internal Affairs will not discuss the technique in detail, but it involves forcible interference with a
gaming machine which compromises the operation of the coin hopper and cashbox. It enables a
single coin to be continuously recycled, thus building up credits.
By using this method, it’s alleged that a man and woman have been able to recycle $2.00 coins to
build up a credit balance. This amount is usually over $200 and has required a cancelled credit
transaction.
This method of theft was first noticed approximately ten years ago and as a result changes were
made to the Gaming Machine National Standards.
In the recent incidents, at one of the venues targeted in Wellington, the machine installation was to a
level compliant to the National Standards, which forced the offenders to alter their approach and
forcibly open the cashbox door.
These types of incidents are clearly criminal in nature and should be immediately reported to the
Police. However, we encourage societies to ensure their gaming machines are compliant with the
Gaming Machine National Standards. We also encourage societies to notify their venues of these
incidents and encourage venue staff to regularly keep a check on punters in the gaming room and
keep an eye out for suspicious behaviour.
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Key Person information clarification
From the number of enquiries to the Department about the 6 October 2015 issue of Gambits:now,
there appears to be some confusion about existing key persons and whether they are required to
complete the new GC5 form.
The section on New GC5 Key Person Personal Information Forms has been revised to read as
follows:

New GC5 Key Person Personal Information Forms
Key person changes under the Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3) came into effect on 21 October
2015, the day after the Bill received the Royal assent. We now require additional information about
key persons and a new GC5 form is on our website. This is the same process that was followed
when the No 2 Bill received Royal assent.
All individual key persons who are named in any Class 3 or Class 4 gaming licensing application as
being a new or returning key person or an existing key person whose role/association is changing
must complete a new GC5 personal information form.
All these key persons must complete Part B of the new GC5 form in full as well as all other sections
relevant to their circumstances. This is irrespective of whether they have completed a GC5
previously.
Existing key persons who are not changing or adding a new role/association do not need to
complete a new GC5 form.
We acknowledge the additional work this will require, however, it is necessary as the new GC5 form
will provide additional information for determining the suitability of key persons which is not currently
collected.
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TVNZ ‘Mystery Shopper’ at Sky City Casino
TVNZ aired a news story last night that focused on harm minimisation measures at Sky City Casino
Auckland. TVNZ used an actor to test systems at the casino on the night of Friday 9 – Saturday 10
October.
View the TVNZ news story
Read the story by TVNZ reporter
TVNZ approached the Department for comment and interviewed Maarten Quivooy, Regulatory
Services General Manager, for the news report. He expressed disappointment about two aspects of
the Sky City response: firstly, that the actor had not been spoken to during her long hours of play,
and secondly, that the cashier had not taken the opportunity to provide the actor with information
about problem gambling support options. The Department will be following up with Sky City to
understand why an approach didn’t occur on this occasion.
Mr Quivooy, however, acknowledges efforts Sky City has made to improve its harm minimisation
measures since the Department’s Mystery Shopper exercise in 2014, and in particular notes that Sky
City staff have recorded hundreds of gambler interventions a month.
Following our Mystery Shopper campaign last year, we continue to work with gambling operators
to improve their performance in approaching and supporting people who may have problems with
their gambling. This is ongoing and we are looking for improvements from all gambling operators.
While the TVNZ story is a clear reminder to Sky City to strengthen its harm minimisation practices, it
is possible that TVNZ, other media organisations, or the Department may run a similar exercise in
the future focusing on either Casino or Class 4 gambling at other venues. This incident should serve
as a strong reminder to all gambling operators to be focused on their systems and processes in
order to provide safe gambling environments.
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Royal assent
The Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3), now known as the Gambling Amendment Act 2015 (No 2),
received the Royal assent yesterday with most provisions taking effect from today.
The October 16 edition of Gambits:now summarised the changes that are included in the
Amendment Act.
Two of the changes that may affect you immediately were covered in Gambits:now on 6 October
2015. These were:
• Key person changes meaning that we require additional information about key persons. A new
GC5 Key Person Personal Information Form is now available on our website. Please see the
previous Gambits for the details about the transition process.
• All management services providers (and key persons within them) need to be added as key
persons under the Act within 20 working days of the Royal assent (by 18 November)
This edition of Gambits:now covers some of the other changes in the Amendment Act in more depth.
We will help you get to grips with the new requirements so contact us if you need assistance.

Key persons changes
The Amendment Act simplifies one aspect of the definition of “key person in relation to a Class 4
venue licence” (venue key persons). This is done by removing the current requirement that the
Secretary must have a “reasonable belief” that a person has a significant interest in the
management, ownership or operation of the venue, in order for him or her to be considered a venue
key person. Instead, the clause introduces an objective test of someone “who has” such an interest.
An exception continues to apply for a member of a licensing trust, or trustee of a community trust,
elected under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012.
The definition of venue key person is also extended to include a person who has the direct or indirect
ability to exert a significant degree of influence over the management or operations of the venue or
who may reasonably be perceived to have such ability. This will be a question of fact and examples
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of this may include anyone who lends the venue operator money in respect of the business, and
others who may have the power to affect decisions made in respect of the venue.
If you believe that anyone involved with your venue, who is not currently listed as a key person, now
falls under this definition they should be added as a key person and an amendment to your licence
submitted.

Assessing suitability of applicants
The Amendment Act also allows the Secretary to take into account other matters besides those
specifically mentioned in sections 52(4) and 68(1) when assessing the compliance profile of an
applicant for a Class 4 operator’s licence or venue licence.
Additional factors that may be relevant to suitability are a key person’s non-compliance with other
regulatory regimes (such as alcohol licensing laws), criminal associations, or other criminal conduct
not associated with gambling.
The GC5 Key Person Personal Information Form has been updated to cover this change.

New Zealand Racing Board
The Amendment Act provides greater clarity concerning the New Zealand Racing Board’s ability to
expand its Class 4 activities.
A Class 4 venue licence may not be issued to the Board if another corporate society holds a Class 4
venue licence for the venue or held a Class 4 venue licence for the venue at any time during the fiveyear period immediately before the date on which the application for the licence is made.
The existing requirement for Board venues to be used mainly for race or sports betting remains and
will continue to be determined on a case by case basis.

Three year licences
The Amendment Act provides the Secretary with discretion to issue Class 4 operators’ licences for
up to three years. This will be a way of recognising ‘best practice’.
The Department talked about extended licensing at the regional gambling forums earlier in the year
and has been developing its approach using your feedback. We will be engaging with the sector
further on this.

Appeals
The Amendment Act makes two key changes to the appeals process.

Use of judicial review
Societies have the right to appeal to the Gambling Commission against Department decisions to
suspend, cancel, not issue or not renew, or amend conditions of Class 3 and 4 licences.
The Amendment Act restricts the ability of Class 3 or 4 licensees from applying for judicial review
until after they have exercised their appeal rights to the Gambling Commission. This change ensures
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the efficiency of the appeals process and maintains the status of the Commission as a specialist
appeals body.
This will apply only to decisions made by the Secretary after the Amendment Act’s commencement.

Effective date of Gambling Commission decisions
The Amendment Act also allows the Gambling Commission to delay the effect of its decisions, for
example to allow an appellant to pursue judicial review proceedings, or, where a Class 4 operator
has lost its licence, to enable an orderly wind-down of operations.

Venue payments
The Amendment Act allows for a change from the cost recovery process that we have at present, to
a new venue payments model that is prescribed in regulations. These changes will not come into
effect until regulations have been made.
A series of focus group meetings about the key aspects of a new venue payment system has been
taking place with representatives from across the sector that builds on the earlier public consultation
about venue payments in 2013. We will report back to the sector on progress and next steps at the
planned gambling regional forums in November.

Grant publication requirements
The Amendment Act adds new grant publication requirements to the Gambling Act 2003 that must
be met by societies that distribute funds to the community. These requirements will come into effect,
either when regulations are made or one year after Royal assent, whichever comes earlier, and will
apply only to matters that occur after this date.
These changes include:
• details about what grant information societies must publish
• requirements for grant committee members to disclose an interest in a grant recipient
• allowing for the method of publication to be specified in regulations and be capable of changing
with the times.
We will be in touch again about these requirements and whether or not regulations that fill in some of
the details will be required. In the meantime, the current section governing publication of grants
remains in force, including the requirement that grant information must still be published in a
newspaper.

Annual reports
The Amendment Act adds a new requirement that financial statements included in a Class 4
society’s annual report must comply with regulations.
These requirements will come into effect later when supporting regulations have been made.
Societies’ annual reports that cover a period preceding the commencement of the Act are to comply
with the previous requirements.
As with the other new regulations, we will be consulting the sector on the proposed content.
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New Class 4-focused gambling law about to take effect
The Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3) passed its third reading in Parliament yesterday and will become law
once the Governor General signs it into law. That is likely to happen next week and some of the Bill’s
provisions will take effect the day after the Royal assent.
It is important that Class 4 societies familiarise themselves with the amendments as some of the changes will
directly affect operational processes.
Read more about the immediate impacts relating to the new GC5 Personal Information Form and adding
management services providers as key persons in our 6 October 2015 edition.
Read the Bill as passed by Parliament.
The Bill focuses on Class 4 gambling. Key changes include:

• bringing management companies (defined as a “management services provider” in section 4) contracted
by Class 4 societies into the Act’s regulatory framework;

• modifying the key person definition in relation to Class 4 venue licences by introducing an objective test of
someone who has a significant interest and extending the definition to include a person who has the
direct or indirect ability to exert a significant degree of influence over the management or operations of
the venue;

• providing the Secretary with a discretion to issue Class 4 licences for up to three years;
• clarifying the prohibition of conflicts of interest in section 118 to make it clear that it is only improper
conditions that are targeted by the section;

• simplifying the Act’s appeals framework by reinforcing the requirement to appeal decisions by the
Secretary to the Gambling Commission first rather than seeking a judicial review;

• allowing the Secretary to take into account other matters besides those specifically mentioned in sections
52(4) and 68(1) when assessing an applicant’s compliance profile;
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• new requirements for publicising societies’ grant applications. This includes disclosing any interest that
any member of a net proceeds distribution committee has in a grant recipient that has received a grant
from that committee. These requirements will come into effect later - either when supporting regulations
have been made or a year after Royal assent, whichever comes first;

• allowing for the introduction of a new Class 4 venue payments scheme through regulations;
• clarifying that a Class 4 venue licence may not be issued to the New Zealand Racing Board if another
corporate society holds, or had held, a Class 4 venue licence at any time in the past five years; and

• removing the word “directly” in relation to the banking of gaming machine profits to clarify the application
of this section.
We will help you get to grips with the new requirements so contact us if you need assistance.
Future issues of Gambits:now will update you after the Royal assent and include more in-depth pieces on
some of the changes in the Bill.
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Minister Dunne announces Class 4 gambling package
Internal Affairs Minister Peter Dunne announced a number of decisions affecting the Class 4 sector
at the Hospitality New Zealand Conference in Nelson today. This package includes:
• Government’s decisions on gambling fee increases
• the release of a consultation document on the minimum rate of return; and
• an assessment of the Class 4 sector.
Read the Minister’s speech and media release.
We acknowledge the impact that the gambling fees increase will have on the Class 4 sector.
However, you will be aware this comes as the government carries a deficit which will get worse if it is
not addressed. In recognition of the increased costs faced by societies, the Government has decided
to review the scheduled increases in the minimum rate of return.
View this consultation document.
The further assessment of the Class 4 sector also provides us all with the opportunity to look at how
we can ensure a low cost, fit-for-purpose regulatory system that supports sustainable community
grant funding and a sustainable sector.
This work is at an early stage and we will keep talking to you about the issues over the coming
months.
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In this edition of Gambits we:
• update you on the No 3 Bill and provide you with information about two immediate impacts of the
No 3 Bill that will come into effect the day after the Bill receives Royal assent
• introduce you to a new entrant to the Class 4 sector, the Milestone Foundation. Please note that
this is the correct web address for Milestone: www.milestonefoundation.co.nz. The earlier
Gambits:now contained a link that was incorrect.

No 3 Bill passes committee of the whole House
The Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3) is progressing through Parliament. (Read more in our July
edition New Class 4 gambling law coming).
The Bill passed the committee of the whole House stage on 24 September. We expect the third
reading may take place by the end of November.
We will keep you informed about the Bill’s progress in Gambits, as well as providing you with more
information about some of the other changes in the Bill that may affect you.
However, at this stage we want to let you know in advance about two immediate impacts of the Bill
that will come into effect the day after it receives Royal assent and becomes law. If you are a class 4
society and will be submitting any key person applications in the coming months, or if you use a
management services provider, the information below explains what you will need to do.

New GC5 Key Person Personal Information Forms
Key person changes under the Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3) come into effect the day after the
Bill receives the Royal assent. From that date we will require additional information about key
persons and a new GC5 form will be posted on our website. This is the same process that was
followed when the No 2 Bill received Royal assent.
• New key persons will have to complete the new GC5 personal information form in full.
• Existing/returning key persons will have to complete both Part A and Part B of the new GC5
personal information form. We acknowledge the additional work this will require, however, it is
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necessary as the new form will provide additional information for determining the suitability of key
persons which is not currently collected.

Transition process
Although the new provisions take effect immediately, we are allowing the following transition period
of up to two months.
If, following Royal assent, you receive a completed GC5 Key Person Personal Information form on
the old form, it won’t contain the additional question B11 that we require. In this case you will need
to:
• contact the individual concerned and have them complete the new question B11 on page 10
• have them print their name, then sign and date the page and return it to you before you submit
the application to us.
Key persons do not need to complete the new GC5 form in full unless:
• it is two months or more after the date of Royal assent of the No 3 Bill, or
• the authorisation on page 5 of the GC5 was signed and dated more than two months before the
date of receipt by the department.
If, after Royal assent, you submit an application using the old GC5 (without the new question B11 on
page 10) we will contact you to obtain the additional page.
To help us limit any delays when processing your applications, please ensure you provide us with
the relevant information before submitting your application.

Adding management services providers and others as key persons
Management services providers contracted by class 4 societies will be brought into the Act’s
regulatory regime as key persons the day after Royal assent.
This means that the chief executive of, and anyone who exercises significant influence in, the
management services provider will also be considered as key persons of the relevant society.
Any class 4 society that uses a management services provider, as defined in the Bill, will need to
ensure that the management services provider, its chief executive and anyone else who exercises a
significant influence on the management services provider is listed as a key person in relation to
their class 4 operator’s licence.
If the management services provider and other relevant persons are not already listed as key
persons you must add them by submitting a GC2 Key Person amendment/notification form, along
with the required supporting documentation within 20 working days of the new Act coming into effect.

Introducing the Milestone Foundation
In the interests of a transparent and trusted sector, we would like to introduce a new society to the
class 4 sector. The Milestone Foundation holds the venue licence for one venue, the Mount
Richmond Hotel, Mt Wellington, Auckland, and was licensed on 28 September.
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Milestone’s objectives are to support the Asian population in New Zealand, particularly in Auckland.
The Foundation sees a need to support recent immigrants to New Zealand with the process of
adjusting from a predominantly Asian culture and assisting with their settlement into New Zealand.
The Foundation’s overall purposes will be to provide grants for education, health and matters that
promote and support the Asian culture. This may include providing academic scholarships, public
health services, English language classes, job training and support for not-for-profit events that
celebrate Asian cultures.
Two of Milestone’s three directors are new to the sector. To prepare as directors of a class 4 society
they have undertaken training around the Gambling Act, and their duties and obligations. In addition,
they have utilised experienced contractors and advisors to ensure they satisfy their legislative
requirements.
Milestone is the first new society to be licensed since March 2013. The addition comes as the
number of non-club societies continues a downward trend, decreasing from 82 in 2005 to 39 now.
As we have previously stated, the licensing of a new society is not something we take lightly. This is
demonstrated by the rigorous 10 month assessment process we undertook that led to Milestone
being licensed.
We welcome Milestone to the class 4 sector and look forward to working with them to achieve the
purposes of the Act and improve the lives of Asian people in New Zealand.
More information about Milestone’s purpose and an authorised purpose statement can be found on
their website: www.milestonefoundation.co.nz
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Submissions on Class 4 Game Rules closing
The consultation period on proposed changes to the Class 4 Game Rules ends this Friday, 2
October 2015.
If you wish to make a submission, and haven’t done so already, please email it to
class4.gamerules@dia.govt.nz by the end of the week.
The Game Rules regulate the function and operation of gaming machines at venues, including
player activity.
The proposed revised Game Rules and the consultation document are available on our website.
As many of you know, the proposed changes follow work by the Department with a group of Class 4
sector stakeholders. The aim has been to produce revised “fit for purpose” Game Rules. The
resulting draft is substantially shorter than the 2006 version!
We are keen to receive feedback on these Game Rules from those affected by, or with an interest in
them and we look forward to receiving your submission.
Please note that all submissions may be made publicly available. Even if you request confidentiality,
we might have to release your submission if someone makes a request under the Official Information
Act.
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New Class 4 gambling law coming
The Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3) is currently being debated by Parliament and may pass within
the next couple of months.
The Bill focuses on non-casino Class 4 gambling. Its policy objectives are to:
• Increase transparency of grant-making from the proceeds of Class 4 gambling
• Reduce potential conflict-of-interest situations between Class 4 operators, venues and grant
recipients
• Improve transparency surrounding the use of management companies
• Simplify compliance and reduce costs for societies and venue owners in some areas
• Ensure the efficiency of the Gambling Act appeal processes.
You can read the Bill as reported by the Select Committee here. We will keep you informed of its
progress in future editions of Gambits and include more information about the changes to the
Gambling Act and how these will affect you.

Management Companies
While the final wording of the Bill is still to be confirmed, we anticipate that management companies
will be brought into the Act’s regulatory regime for the first time.
We expect the main impact will be that if you are a Class 4 operator who uses a management
company you will need to supply a profile of the company, its chief executive and anyone else who
exercises a significant influence within the company. We are preparing our licensing processes for
this change and will keep you informed as to what you need to do.

What we need from you
To help us scope this work, and to enable us to help prepare management companies for their new
obligations, Licensing Compliance staff will be contacting Class 4 operators by email to ask for
further detail around the use of management companies. Management companies are those
contracted by Class 4 societies to carry out specific gambling-related functions. The Bill ensures that
these companies are covered by the Act and that they can be audited and monitored just like
societies.
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More specifically, the definition of “key person” in section 4(1) (a) will be extended to include a
“management services provider”. “Management services provider” is defined as meaning “a person
who, under a contract or arrangement, provides to the corporate society ongoing services that –
(a) directly relate to the conduct of Class 4 gambling; and
(b) are not solely confined to servicing gambling equipment at a Class 4 venue; and
(c) would, in the absence of that contract or arrangement, be performed by the corporate society
itself.
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Changes to licensing forms: helping ensure access to gambling
areas is controlled
Having well-controlled access to gambling areas is an important tool in minimising gambling harm.
The Department is making changes to ensure it’s easier, from the outset, for societies and venues to
get access right. We want the processing of your application to be as smooth as possible so have
clarified our requirements about the detail we need.

What changes are taking place?
The Department is updating the following licensing forms (“the forms”):
• GC3 – Application for a New Class 4 Venue Licence;
• GC4 – Class 4 Venue Licence Key Person Notification; and
• GC4A – Class 4 Venue Licence Amendments & Non-Key Person Notifications
The changes help clarify access requirements to gambling areas under s67 of the Gambling Act
2003. The forms have also been updated to outline the Department’s expectations about information
that societies and venues need to provide in support of the application. A key document that needs
to be provided by societies and venues with the application is the A4 floor plan of the gambling area.
See a sample floor plan on our website.

Why have these changes been made?
The Department regularly receives applications that do not have sufficient information to allow us to
determine whether access is sufficient to satisfy legal requirements. This results in unnecessary
delays in the processing of applications until the necessary information is received or venues are
inspected.

What are the changes aiming to achieve?
These delays can be frustrating for the Department, the society, and the venue operator that has had
their application placed on hold. While the changes will require more clarity and more information to
be supplied initially, it is hoped this will result in fewer delays and greater efficiency in the processing
of applications.

When will the changes take effect?
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The updated forms will be available on the Department’s website from 3 July 2015.

Extra information and guidance around venue access and floor
plans (when completing GC3, GC4 and GC4A)
General reminders about access issues and moving machines within a venue. See a sample
floor plan on our website.

Why is controlling access to gambling areas important?
It is recognised that gambling can be a form of entertainment that is used safely by adult New
Zealanders. The Gambling Act 2003 makes the distinction that people under the age of 18 (“minors”)
and individuals with problem gambling behaviour/excluded gamblers, must be restricted from
accessing the gambling area as it is considered that they cannot safely use gaming machines.

Who is responsible for access issues?
The responsibility for preventing and minimising harm in a class 4 gambling venue is shared
between the corporate society that holds the venue licence, the venue operator, the venue manager
and any person acting on behalf of the venue manager. Having well-controlled access to prevent
minors and problem gamblers/excluded gamblers from the gambling area, is crucial to minimising
gambling harm. The Department will work with societies and venues to ensure that access to
gambling areas is compliant with the law.

Can venues without defined gambling areas move gaming machines?
There is no requirement for a class 4 venue without a currently defined gambling area to notify the
Department if it intends to move gaming machines within the venue. However, the Department would
like to remind the sector that gaming machines cannot be moved around within a venue if doing so
means access requirements won’t be met.

Concerns or questions? Get in touch!
Please contact your society liaison if there are concerns about whether a class 4 venue meets the
requirements around access to gambling areas, or if the relocation of gaming machines is under
consideration in a class 4 venue without a currently defined gambling area. The Department is willing
to work with you to ensure that the obligations to control access to gambling areas and minimise the
risk of gambling harm are met.
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Venue Payment Reform – Clarification from Regional Gambling
Sector Forum
During the recent Regional Gambling Sector Forums held in Auckland on 16 June and in Wellington
on 19 June, the Department of Internal Affairs made a brief presentation to update the sector on the
process for venue payment reform. The purpose of this presentation was to signal some upcoming
workshops at which Internal Affairs would like to discuss the different options for venue payment
reform.
We understand that the example of a “tiered” commission-based payments model has led to
concerns that this is the Department’s preferred option. This is not the case. There is no preferred
option at this time.
Our analysis of current venue payments is still underway. The Department intends to discuss a
range of venue payment reform options (including several tiered models) during workshops with
sector representatives in July. This will provide an opportunity for all interested parties to have their
say on the formulation of a venue payments model that is simple, fair and which best meets the
needs of both the class 4 gambling sector and the community. We encourage you to attend the
workshops and provide your feedback.
More information about the workshops will be available shortly.
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Working with Infinity Foundation to improve community benefit
The leadership of the fourth largest corporate society, Infinity Foundation Limited (IFL), is undergoing
significant change with a new chair and a number of key persons retiring this year.
In addition IFL is making a commitment in future years to increase its return to communities beyond
the statutory minimum.
These moves are part of the work by Internal Affairs with the class 4 sector to improve compliance
and increase the return to community from gaming machines.
Operation Chestnut, the investigation in to pokie grant manipulation, has seen the Department more
closely audit and scrutinise societies and their compliance.
Whilst no IFL personnel have been charged as a result of the investigation, the Department did
come to the view that it had not been satisfactorily compliant and needed to perform better. This has
led to work taking place between the two agencies to make changes to correct the situation.
Sean Hannan has taken up the role of IFL’s chair and says the changes build on the society’s
history as a significant fund raiser for communities throughout New Zealand.
He says: “Since the recent changes have been made the Department has renewed IFL’s class 4
operator’s licence, and already issued a new venue licence for an existing venue operator.”
Raj Krishnan, Director Gambling Compliance, says this is an example of a successful outcome for all
parties and particularly the good community causes which receive grant funding from gambling.
He says: “The Department worked with IFL over a series of months to achieve the result that is of
maximum benefit to the community.
“Our actions in this case are in line with our Compliance Strategy which spells out that we use a
range of tools depending on the circumstances. While we are fully prepared to escalate our
response with enforcement action, we are equally prepared to work with regulated parties, who are
willing to take responsibility for behaviours that do not align with the purposes of the Act and are
committed to taking positive and constructive action to ensure ongoing compliance,” says Raj.
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Venue transfers
Many of you will have heard rumours that a couple of new corporate societies are trying to enter the
sector and are approaching venues to establish contracts with them.
We have not received any applications from these societies yet. However we want to encourage any
venue operator considering signing up with a new Class 4 society to conduct their own due
diligence. This should include establishing the compliance history of those listed on the application
and doing the same regarding anyone who may be known to be exercising significant influence
within the new entity.
It is of course illegal for venue operators to influence a society’s grant decisions and the Gambling
Act 2003 envisages a profit-neutral relationship between venues and societies. Where a society
offers to pay a venue more than another society, venue operators should ask how the increase is
legally justified. Venues also need to be aware of any inducements proposed by societies to transfer
to their operation that contradict the purposes of the Act.
The Department is not anti-competition, though we do carefully scrutinise every new society
application we receive. In particular we are interested in the motivations that led to the application
being submitted and who all the key people are involved with the society, whether they are listed on
the application or not. As such, new society applications are an area of focus for the Department as
the introduction of a new society can negatively impact the overall benefit the community receives
from gambling and detract from the purposes of the Act.
These applications do take time to consider and often involve in-depth investigations into all those
associated with the application. Two recent examples resulted in an applicant withdrawing their
application and another, for the Phoenix Charitable Trust, was refused by the Secretary – a decision
later upheld by the Gambling Commission. In this example the Commission was not satisfied that
Phoenix would maximise net proceeds from Class 4 gambling, minimise operating costs associated
with that gambling, and that Phoenix was unable to comply with regulatory requirements. The
Commission also noted concerns with the covert involvement of an unsuitable key person.
There is more information on choosing which society to work with in issue # 56 of Gambits. The
information is at the bottom of the article, “Compliance focus: Increasing integrity in the gambling
sector” – see: Choosing which society to work with: information for venue operators
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Anzac Day – Banking of GMP
For the first time, the ANZAC Day public holiday is being ‘Mondayised’. This means that although the
actual day – 25 April – is a Saturday this year, the public holiday will be observed on Monday 27
April 2015.
This has an impact for the banking of GMP, as Monday 27 April will not count as a ‘working day’
when determining the last day for banking GMP for the preceding week. GMP must be banked
within five working days of being calculated, and are to be calculated for successive seven-day
periods, Monday – Sunday inclusive. The last banking date for the seven-day period from Monday
20 April 2015 to Sunday 26 April 2015 will be Monday 4 May 2015.
EMS weekly reports can still be accessed as usual from 8am on the public holiday.
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Proposed gambling fees consultation – additional information
In response to a number of requests, the deadline for public submissions on the proposed changes
to gambling fees has been extended by two weeks. The new deadline is 24 April 2015.
You may also like to know that we’ve posted some extra information on the Department’s website
that may help inform submissions. This information has been released under the Official Information
Act in response to a number of requests we have received from the sector. These are accessible via
the following link: http://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/wpg_URL/Services-Casino-and-NonCasino-Gaming-News-Press-Releases-&-Consultation#two
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Licence applications – probity check delays
The processing of licensing applications is currently taking longer than 20 days because of delays in
receiving probity check information from external agencies. In some cases these checks are taking
between 30 and 40 working days. The delays are outside the Department’s control, could continue
for some time and impact on the time it takes to process licence applications. However, our
regulatory partners have assured us that steps are underway to rectify the situation. Given the
current backlog of probity checks, improvements will be gradual.

How will this affect societies?
Respectfully we ask societies to consider the impact of these delays on licensing application
turnaround. In particular, please ensure that surrender dates for venue transfers are realistic so that
licences can be issued on time. In the interim the Department will take a more pragmatic, case-bycase approach to processing some applications. For example, if an application is received for a
venue transferring from one society to another and there are no substantive changes in venue
operator/venue key persons and we are satisfied in all other respects with the application, then it
may be finalised in lieu of actual probity results.
We thank you for your patience and understanding while we continue to encounter these delays.

Gambling staff changes
There are some temporary changes to the Gambling Compliance management team over the next
few months. Kevin Finnegan, Gambling Compliance Manager, has accepted a three-month
secondment to the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment. Kevin will be the Labour
Inspectorate Manager for the Recognised Seasonal Employer Programme.
Stefan Pishief, Manager Sector Initiatives, will step into Kevin’s role as Manager Gambling
Compliance for the next three months. Stefan is a member of the Gambling Compliance
management team, and brings good experience and knowledge to the role. Stefan’s role will be filled
by Sue Ingram as Manager Sector Initiatives. Sue is a recent member of the broader gambling
compliance group.
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Fake pokie technician
The Department has been alerted about a person fraudulently posing as a pokie technician in
several Christchurch venues during recent weeks.
We believe this is the first fraudulent activity of this kind, and warn gambling operators to be aware of
this person and this type of activity.
More information is available on Stuff.
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Gambling Fees Consultation Forum for Class 4 licence holders
This article is to advise Class 4 licence holders about a meeting in Wellington next week on the
gambling fees consultation. A number of societies asked the Department to publicise the meeting,
via Gambits:now, to ensure details reach the relevant audience in a timely and cost-effective way.

Invitation to attend
Several members of the Class 4 sector have organised a meeting to discuss the proposed gambling
fee increase and the current consultation process.
The meeting is open to representatives from all Class 4 licensed societies and will be chaired
independently (the meeting is an industry initiative and will not be attended by the Department). The
Department does however look forward to receiving feedback following the meeting.
The meeting will be held at 11am on Wednesday, 25 March 2015 at the Brentwood Hotel, Kemp
Street, Kilbirnie, Wellington. A free shuttle is available from Wellington Airport.
If you are unable to attend in person, you can join the meeting via conference call, (number and pin
details to be confirmed once you register your interest in attending).
If you would like to attend (or alternatively to join the conference call), please RSVP to Lynne
Fletcher by email lynne.fletcher@nzct.org.nz by 9 am Tuesday 24 March.
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Gambling Amendment Bill (no. 2) now law
The Gambling Amendment Bill (no. 2) has received the Royal Assent
and came into force on Tuesday 3 March as the Gambling
Amendment Act 2015. It includes significant amendments to banking
of gaming machine profit and harm prevention and minimisation
provisions. Further information on other aspects of the Act will be
communicated to the sector in due course.

Banking of Class 4 Gaming Machine Profits
GMP to be banked directly into society bank account
Section 104 of the Gambling Amendment Act specifies requirements
for the banking of Class 4 gaming machine profits. The main change is
to clarify that a Class 4 venue manager must bank gaming machine
profits (GMP) directly into the gaming machine society’s bank
account.
The amendment is intended to ensure that GMP is not used for cash
flow for the primary business at Class 4 venues, thereby reducing the
possibility of loss of GMP.
Historically, late or non-banking of GMP has occurred as a result of
cash generated by the gaming machines being used to run the primary
business, and there being insufficient funds available on the final day
for banking of the GMP. A number of these instances have led to a
loss of GMP when the primary business has folded owing substantial
debts.

The Department’s approach to regulating the new
banking requirement
Our primary concern is ensuring that the objective of this provision is
realised – that money from gambling is banked as soon as possible in
order to protect the integrity of gaming machine funds. We will
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therefore work with Class 4 operators to best determine a practical
approach to ensuring that this happens. We are keen to hear society’s
views on this matter, including what the current practices are in
managing cash and banking at their venues. The Department will soon
confirm with societies how consultation will take place.
We recognise that there are now various cash management practices
across Class 4 venues, including EFTPOS becoming the primary
transaction in paying for goods and services. This has led to less cash
being available at venues to operate the primary business. This has
resulted in some practices which possibly contravene the Gambling Act
(Class 4) Game Rules (game rules) around the use of the gaming
machine float.
A revision of the Class 4 game rules is under way. This will include the
rules around cash floats and the use of cash generated from the
gaming machines. In the meantime, we will continue to monitor and
implement our current policy around the late or non-banking of GMP.
In the interim, we suggest that all Class 4 societies prepare for
consultation with the Department by reviewing their processes to
assess whether they comply with the new requirements of section 104.

The Department must be advised if late banking
occurs
The amendments to section 104 also clarify processes for notifying the
Department if late banking occurs.
Essentially, if late banking occurs:
• the gaming machine society must now advise the Secretary of the
late or non-banking of GMP (previously the requirement was to
advise the Secretary of the disconnection of the machines); and
• the gaming machine society has the option of disabling the
machines themselves and notifying that this has been done, or can
request the Secretary to disconnect the machines.
It is normal practice to have machines disabled, via the EMS, through a
request from the society to Intralot. It is recommended that this
approach continues, but if a request is made to the Secretary to
disable via the EMS, this will be done and the associated cost levied by
Intralot will be passed on to the society.
Contact your liaison officer in the Department if you have any
queries.

Harm Prevention and Minimisation
Ongoing duty to provide assistance to problem
gamblers
A new section 309A has been inserted into the Act that places further
obligations on casino and Class 4 venue staff to assist gamblers who
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demonstrate ongoing concerns about their gambling or other behaviour
at the venue.
Essentially, it is not enough to approach a gambler just once about
their gambling, provide information about problem gambling, and then
take no further action if there are ongoing concerns about their
behaviour. Rather, the new provision creates an expectation that
further steps will be taken to provide all possible assistance where
ongoing concerns about an individual’s gambling exists. If appropriate,
these further steps could include providing the gambler with further
information about problem gambling or issuing them with an exclusion
order.
This measure reinforces the duty-of-care responsibilities casino and
gaming machine operators owe to their customers.

Self-excluding problem gambler must provide reidentification information
The Act continues the requirement for exclusion orders to be issued by
casino and Class 4 venues to persons that request them.
However, a person requesting an exclusion order must now provide
sufficient information to enable them to be re-identified by the casino or
Class 4 venue if they attempt to breach the order.
Specifically, a venue manager or holder of a casino operator’s licence,
or a person acting on behalf of either of those persons, may refuse to
issue an exclusion order if the person requesting the order fails or
refuses to comply with a request to:
• provide their name and date of birth; and
• either provide a recent photograph or consent to a photograph of
him or her being taken; or
• the quality of the photograph referred to above is such that the
person cannot be readily identified.
The provision was introduced as a practical measure to provide a
robust exclusion process for venues.

New wording for offences
The Act provides new wording for section 312 of the Gambling Act,
which sets out the offences relating to breaches of the exclusion order
requirements.
The new wording changes the onus of proof for a charge relating to an
exclusion order. Previously, it was an offence to allow a self-excluded
gambler to enter the gambling area of a venue, but only if a person
knowingly allowed this to happen. This high standard of proof is
usually associated with truly criminal offences with high penalties,
rather than public welfare type offences like section 312.
The limited scope of the old wording meant that venue personnel who
made little attempt to put in place procedures to monitor the exclusion
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orders they had issued, may not have been held liable if excluded
gamblers enter the premises undetected as a result. This undermined
the purpose and effectiveness of the exclusion regime.
Accordingly, the nature of the offence has been changed so that an
offence is committed if a person who is subject to an exclusion order
enters the gambling area of a casino or Class 4 venue. However, there
will be “an absence of fault defence” for situations where the defendant
(venue manager or holder of a casino operator’s licence or a person
acting on behalf of either of those persons) has acted reasonably (that
is they had reasonable grounds to believe there were effective
procedures in place to prevent excluded gamblers from entering the
venue and took all reasonable steps to ensure that the procedures
were complied with). This is consistent with the Act’s approach to
under-age gambling offences.

Other changes
Section 310 has been amended to clarify the effect of a problem
gambler exclusion order once one has been issued. It states that when
a self-identified problem gambler requests exclusion, it is from just the
“gambling area” at the venue rather than the whole of the venue. As an
example, this would enable an excluded gambler to visit a restaurant at
a casino complex but not the casino gambling area.
A new section 312(A) has been added to the Act. This is a new
requirement, particularly for Class 4 operators, whereby they will now
be required to hold records of gamblers excluded from any of their
venues. Currently, records only need to be held at the individual
venues. It also requires them to make records available to the
Secretary on request of the Secretary. We encourage you to start
thinking about ways in which you can comply with this requirement and
contact your liaison officer in the Department if you have any
queries.

Safer Gambling Venues
Minimising the harm from gambling is a challenging yet vital task faced
by gambling operators. Gambling operators have an obligation to
provide safe gambling venues.
The Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations 2004
clearly place responsibility on societies to provide problem gambling
awareness training to the venue manager or any other personnel to
ensure there is always a trained person at the venue when Class 4
gambling is available.
Gaps in how venue staff identify and manage potential problem
gamblers were highlighted in the Department’s Mystery Shopper
initiative last year. The exercise saw undercover gamblers sent to
casinos, pubs and hotels to assess how staff reacted to signs a person
may have a gambling problem.
The results showed there is room for improvement in this area, and we
are aware that a number of societies are working with their venues to
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improve harm minimisation practices. We are also encouraged that a
number of societies are willing to talk to each other about the
opportunities that exist – as harm minimisation is a challenge common
to all.

Health Promotion Agency involvement
The Department is also considering other initiatives to support the
promotion of safer gambling at venues. One of the key areas we have
already looked at is the training provided to venue staff. An initial
assessment of the material indicates there aren’t significant gaps with
the harm minimisation content, so we are keen to work with you to
identify other factors that may be affecting how staff interact with
gamblers. Our work with the Health Promotion Agency (HPA) will help
guide our next steps.
The HPA has three streams of work that are being developed to help
venues meet their host responsibility standards. The three streams are:
1. Social Permissions Campaigns – a public facing in-venue campaign
that promotes and supports the host responsibility that staff have in
the gambling venue;
2. Harm Minimisation material – a refresh of signs and pamphlets that
must be available to gamblers in venues;
3. Best practice guidelines and top tips – one document that captures
best practice for Class 4 venues, supported by a user-friendly top
tip’s tool that offers all staff a number of practical actions they can
incorporate into their day-to-day customer care activities.
The HPA has started meeting with a number of societies that
expressed an interest at the regional forums in developing this work
and will shortly be undertaking some interviews with venue staff and
gamblers to ensure that the messages and materials will be useable. If
you would like more information on the work being undertaken by the
HPA, or would like to meet with them, please contact Hannah Booth,
Manager Minimising Harm at H.Booth@hpa.org.nz

Banknote upgrade
In November 2014 the Reserve Bank provided details on the banknote
upgrade planned to begin this year. Key points from the update were:
• The upgrade is to improve security features;
• Targeted date for release of $5 and $10 notes - October 2015;
• Targeted date for release of $20, $50, $100 notes - April 2016;
• A mix of old and new notes will be in circulation;
• Based on the rates of issue, it will take 12-18 months for the
majority of notes in circulation to be replaced by new notes.
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What does this mean for clubs and societies?
• The introduction of the new notes may require gaming machine
note acceptors and banknote dispensing machines to be upgraded
or updated.
• As the notes will be issued in two phases and the old notes will
remain in circulation for some time, we would encourage societies
to consider a strategy to update or upgrade their machines that
minimises costs. This could mean, for example, minimising the
number of technician visits for machine upgrades.
• Clubs and societies may wish to contact manufacturers of any
relevant equipment to discuss this, particularly with regard to
potential cost implications. The Reserve Bank website has a
section with more details on the upgrade including Q&As.
• Options to discuss with equipment providers could include updating
machines only during the second issue* or spreading updates (and
costs) over a two-year period.
*Analysis of the 2013 gaming machines data shows that approx 81 per
cent of the notes used are $20 (with $5 and $10 notes making up
approx 6 per cent and 13 per cent, respectively).

Cost impact
Some clubs and societies have asked the Department to clarify
whether the cost of any updates for note-reading equipment should be
fully expensed in the year of purchase (on revenue account), or instead
treated as a capital asset with a depreciation expense claimed in each
year across the useful life of the asset.
We consider that clubs and societies ought to make their own
determination on how best to account for the purchase of any notereading equipment upgrades, in accordance with their ordinary
accounting obligations.
If a club or society considers that a note-reading equipment upgrade
does not change the overall character of a gaming machine and
enables the gaming machine to achieve its expected operational life,
then the cost of the upgrade to the machine could be expensed in its
entirety in the year of purchase.
Alternatively, if a club or society considers that a note-reading
equipment upgrade adds significant value, changes the nature of a
gaming machine, or provides an additional benefit with a useful life of
more than one year, then the upgrade purchase could be capitalised
with a depreciation expense claimed in each year across its useful life.
If your club or society is still unsure as to whether any note reading
equipment upgrades should be expensed or capitalised, we
recommend that you seek guidance from your accountant.

Armed robbery response training
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We have received an increasing number of queries from societies
asking if providing armed robbery response training for venue
personnel can be claimed as an actual, reasonable and necessary
expense.
The Department is aware that there is an increased risk of armed
robbery, particularly in urban and suburban areas such as South
Auckland. We are concerned about the safety of venue operators and
their staff in these circumstances and therefore consider that the
reasonable cost of providing armed robbery response training for
venue personnel is a necessary cost of conducting gambling in relation
to many venues in New Zealand.
We encourage societies to work with venue operators and venue
managers to minimise the amount of cash held at Class 4 gambling
venues to help keep venue personnel safe.

Change to availability of EMS reports
EMS (Electronic Monitoring System) .pdf reports will now be available
to societies for much longer than previously on the EMS website. This
will reduce societies’ expenses if older reports need to be obtained and
means:
• daily reports are now available online for six months
• weekly and monthly reports are now available online for 12 months.
Reports older than these retention periods will still need to be
requested as per the instructions on the EMS website.

Sector insights - Venue Transfers
This is a new section of Gambits focused on using the administrative
data we have to provide insights into the gambling sector.
Our first detailed insight is into the transfer of venues between
societies. This data can be found on the gambling statistics webpage
titled Venue transfers by society and by territorial authority.
This link provides you with the gains and losses for each society over
the 2014 calendar year as well as the venue transfers within territorial
authorities. The data is then broken down into two 6 month periods
(Jan – June 2014 and July – Dec 2014). The tables highlight where
venues have transferred and the scale of transfers, relative to the
number of venues a society has licensed. Venue transfers go to the
heart of competition within the sector. The level of competition provides
an indication of the health of the sector.
The legislation establishes a regime where societies compete for
venues to raise revenue for their good community causes. Venues may
also transfer to particular societies based upon the society’s
compliance history and the services they provide. Importantly, the
reimbursement by a society to a venue for hosting gaming machines
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ought not to increase through the transition from one society to
another. Reimbursement must be actual, reasonable and necessary.
An area that is problematic from a compliance perspective is the illegal
use of other incentives to secure venues such as promissory grants,
cash payments and entertainment/hospitality.
For the 2014 calendar year, the data shows:
• 76 venues were transferred within 29 TAs;
• 39 TAs had no transfers;
• The 76 venues that transferred represent 7.5 per cent of the 1008
non-club venues in New Zealand;
• Auckland, which has 19 per cent of all non-club venues (189/1008),
had the highest number of transfers in 2014 (30);
• Transfers in Auckland account for 16 per cent within the TA
The graph below illustrates the total number of non-club venues with
the amount of GMP they generate and the pattern of venue transfer of
the 2014 period. The pattern highlights that the rate of venue transfers
was relatively consistent across high and low GMP generating venues.

View a large version of this
graph.
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Gambling fees review update
The gambling fees consultation document was amended on 5 March 2015 to correct an error.
The schedule on page 20 of the document showed incorrect current fees for renewed venue licences
(clubs) and renewed venue licences (non-clubs), meaning that an increase in the fees was shown.
These figures have now been corrected to show that the current (GST-exclusive) fee for renewal of
venue licences for clubs is $112.89 and for renewal of venue licences for non-clubs is $169.78.
Therefore the proposal that these two types of licence fees will remain unchanged, as noted in
paragraph 53 of the document, is now correctly reflected in the schedule.
The Department apologises for any inconvenience.
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Gambling fees review consultation document available
The consultation document inviting submissions on proposed changes to gambling fees and
alternative options is now available on the Department’s website.
Internal Affairs Minister Peter Dunne announced the public consultation today.
“Gaming machines in pubs and clubs produce most of the fees’ revenue but pokie numbers have
fallen further than forecast and this decline has not corresponded with a decline in the need to
regulate the Class 4 gambling sector,” Mr Dunne said. “The Department has contained costs as far
as possible with two structural reviews since 2007, including a reduction in 20 staff. It is now facing a
deficit of $3.8 million this financial year.”
The proposed new fees impact mainly on the Class 4 sector where fees are proposed to increase
overall by 53.62 per cent. Lower annual compliance fees are proposed for small club societies to
reflect their lower compliance costs to the Department. Class 4 fees currently account for
approximately 2.06 per cent of societies’ GST-exclusive gross gaming machine proceeds. With the
proposed fees this is forecast to increase to 3.16 per cent of societies’ GST-exclusive gross
proceeds in 2015/16.
Total revenue from casino fees is not proposed to change, but some casinos will pay more or less
than currently, based on their relative size and the estimated costs of regulating each casino.
Consultation on the proposed changes and alternative options is open until 13 April 2015.
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Consultation on gambling fees review
The Department has been signalling for some time that it is costing more to regulate gambling than
the revenue produced from current fees.
You will soon be able to have your say about proposed fee increases through a consultation
document to be available on our website shortly.
Fees were last reviewed eight years ago. The costs of regulation have increased since then. The
Department has contained costs as far as possible, including staff cuts. Further staff reductions will
compromise our ability to comply with our responsibilities under the Gambling Act.
Non-casino gaming machines produce most of the revenue but numbers have fallen further than
forecast. Fees also fund the Gambling Commission – approximately 60 per cent of its work concerns
casino applications and 40 per cent Class 4 appeals.
The Department’s forecast operating deficit is unsustainable, and represents the taxpayer rather
than the industry funding a portion of the cost of gambling regulation, which is contrary to the intent
of the Gambling Act 2003 – hence the need for the fees review.
Full details of proposed changes will be in the document: Consultation: Proposed changes to
gambling fees. This is being released on the Department’s website tomorrow. We invite you to
consider making submissions when the consultation document is released.
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New gambling law about to take effect
The Gambling Amendment Bill (No2) is about to become law. It was passed by Parliament last night
and takes effect the day after the Governor General signs it, probably next week.
Important clarifications have been included specifying the responsibilities gambling operators have to
the community after they are licensed.
Read the Bill, as passed by Parliament.
Key changes include:
• A stronger differentiation between Class 4 gambling societies that apply funds to their own
purposes and those that distribute
• A new duty for grant recipients to use grants for the specific purpose for which they were granted,
together with an offence provision for non-compliance
• A new duty for Casinos and Class 4 venue staff to assist problem gamblers where ongoing
issues exist
• Clarification that the Secretary for Internal Affairs can suspend or cancel a gambling licence for
past, one-off breaches of the Act
• Confirmation that gambling assets are to be depreciated in accordance with generally accepted
accounting practice
• Clarification that the retail value of non-cash gambling prizes must be specified
• Further grounds introduced for determining the suitability of an applicant for a gambling
operator’s licence to provide further assurance that Class 4 gambling is conducted with integrity.
It is important that societies and venue operators familiarise themselves with the amended Act as
some of the changes will directly affect operational processes.
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We will help operators get to grips with the new requirements so get in touch with us if you need
assistance. The next issue of Gambits will include more in-depth pieces on the Bill’s banking (Class
4) and harm prevention provisions.
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About this newsletter
Gambits is a bi-monthly
electronic newsletter
about the Department's
recent work and
significant issues in the
gambling sector.
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increase understanding of
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between the bi-monthly
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Raj reflects
Raj Krishnan became Director, Gambling Compliance in July when
Debbie Despard moved to the New Zealand Transport Agency. He
reflects on 2014 and looks to 2015.
As another year comes to a close, it’s a good opportunity for me to
reflect upon my time as the Director, Gambling Compliance. I’ve really
enjoyed my time in the role over the last few months and am looking
forward to continuing through 2015.
The Class 4 sector is going through a period of change, and there are
challenges on the horizon. We know machine numbers are declining
for a number of reasons, and whether this decline will continue or start
to stabilise is unknown. Coupled with the need to increase returns to
40 per cent, pressure will be put on the financial sustainability of a
number of venues and societies. Over the past few months I have
enjoyed meeting with societies to discuss their strategic approach and
how they are positioned to meet these challenges. We will be keeping
a close eye on the impact that these changes have on funding from the
Class 4 sector to communities, ensuring we can effectively inform
future regulatory reform.
These challenges will also allow opportunities for innovative thinking
and practices to emerge. This is exciting, and we will continue to
engage with organisations about how this innovation might be applied.
However, we are absolutely committed to preventing unhealthy
competition and illegal practice in the sector. Such acts bring into
question the integrity of the sector, and undermine the good work that
is happening out there for the benefit of our communities. As recent
media coverage has shown, we will not shy away from taking
enforcement action against those who willingly do not comply.
At the recent regional forums I also took the opportunity to discuss how
we see our role as the regulator. We want to make it easy for people to
comply with the law, and help those who are trying to comply. This
means reviewing our own practices to ensure we are making it easy for
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our stakeholders, and that we are effective in our communication. We
won’t always get it right, but we will continually improve as we work
towards being a responsive regulator.
In the casino sector, 2014 was the year to review and redevelop our
operating model. We have adopted internationally-led best practice
and moved to a risk-based model which allows better targeting of high
risk activities and non-compliance that may lead to gambling harm,
opportunities for crime or that may undermine the integrity of casino
gambling. By focusing on these specific work areas, we are better able
to change and adapt our regulatory work in order to manage a
changing environment. Casino compliance staff identified a number of
initiatives within the focus areas (and continue to do so) and are
creating new solutions and activities that target risk in a different and
high impact way. Examples of these initiatives include: a review of the
audit programme to ensure that our audits are relevant and properly
targeted; better analysis of data in order to identify risk and trends; and
enhancement of our relationships with problem gambling services
providers.
In conclusion, we should not overlook the significant benefits that
gambling provides to communities throughout the country. We want to
maximise returns to the community whilst ensuring it comes at the
lowest level of cost and harm. There are a number of organisations
and individuals in the sector who are aligned in this thinking and
working hard to make sure it is a reality. We acknowledge and
appreciate your efforts.

Operating gaming machines when alcohol
sales restricted
Some societies have asked for clarity about the circumstances in which
Class 4 venues may operate gaming machines on days where the sale
of alcohol is restricted. These days include Christmas Day, Good
Friday, Easter Sunday and ANZAC day.
The Gambling Act 2003 does not prescribe any explicit restrictions on
the days or hours of operation of Class 4 venues. But the Gambling Act
2003 requires that:
• Gaming machines may only be operated while the ‘primary activity’
at the venue is offered and available; and
• As long as all other Class 4 gaming obligations including
requirements of the Act, licence conditions and game rules are met.
When a venue’s ‘primary activity’ is not ‘offered and available’ gaming
machines cannot be operated.
The nature of a venue’s ‘primary activity’ will depend on that venue’s
specific business and is heavily fact dependent. A venue’s ‘primary
activity’ may entirely or partially rely on the sale, supply and
consumption of alcohol. However, venue primary activities may also
include the provision of food served on the premises (e.g. restaurants),
or the provision of sports, recreation or entertainment facilities or a
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combination of these activities. A venue cannot be used mainly for
operating gaming machines.
Venues which are primarily or exclusively used for the sale, supply,
and consumption of alcohol (such as taverns) will not be considered to
have their ‘primary activity offered and available’ if the alcohol licence
does not allow the sale and consumption of alcohol by customers on
the premises. As the ‘primary activity’ of the venue is not ‘offered and
available’, the venue is not permitted to operate its gaming machines.
For any venue where the primary activity continues to be ‘offered and
available’ despite restrictions placed on the venue by its alcohol licence
or other legislation, as long as all other Class 4 gambling operation
obligations are met, the venue can operate its gaming machines.
Where a venue continues to offer and make its ‘primary activity’
available to customers (subject to the venue’s alcohol licence
restrictions) usual staffing and operating procedures may change.
When this occurs, venues need to ensure that they continue to operate
in a manner and with sufficient staff to enable them to meet their Class
4 gambling operation obligations (for example, gambling area
supervision requirements).
Societies may wish to check that the description of a venue’s ‘primary
activity’ on the venue licence is accurate. The Department is aware
that a number of venues have had their primary activity incorrectly
stated and that there has been particular confusion with the use of
“Hotel”.
The following information may assist societies to select the most
accurate description:
• Hotel - a venue whose primary activity is the provision of lodging
and ancillary to this alcohol, meals, and refreshments
• Tavern - a venue whose primary activity is the provision of alcohol
and other refreshments to the public
• Restaurant - a venue whose primary activity is the provision of
meals to the public for eating on the premises
Our Licensing team is available to work with societies in the New Year
to correct any inaccurate descriptions.
To sum up, the decision whether a venue can operate its gaming
machines is heavily fact dependent. Generally, a tavern’s primary
activity depends on its ability to sell alcohol to its customers. When
alcohol cannot be sold or consumed gaming machines cannot be
operated. This applies even if alcohol is being served to diners, on
days such as Christmas day, where the sale of alcohol is restricted.
For other venues that can continue to operate their ‘primary activity’
subject to alcohol licence restrictions (e.g. hotels that primarily provide
accommodation, pool halls, bowling alleys or restaurants) gaming
machines may continue to operate provided all other Class 4 gambling
operation obligations are met.
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Figure 1: Flow chart for
determining whether gaming
machines can be operated on
days where the sale of alcohol is
restricted. View a large version
of this flow chart (PDF, 76KB)

Offences uncovered in joint operation

Foreground: L to R - Gambling Inspector Naomi Ellicock,
Sergeant Shane Benge, Regional Public Health Regulatory Officer
Jayne Parris and Senior Sergeant Steve Sargent review their
findings. Team Leader Rick Mead talks to venue staff in the
background.
Two recent inter-agency operations targeting venues from Upper Hutt
to Wellington identified areas of excellent practice, particularly in the
CBD. But there was also a significant level of gambling and private
security law issues.
The Department’s Central Gambling Compliance team joined forces
with the Wellington District Police Alcohol Harm Prevention Office and
Regional Public Health on two recent nights to focus on gambling,
private security and sale of liquor offences.
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Team Leader Rick Mead said the collaborative effort was the first of its
kind in Wellington and gave the agencies the opportunity to get a
complete view of each venue’s level of compliance.
“It also means we now have a greater understanding of each agency’s
priorities so we can continue to work together and share information
and resources,” Rick said.
It is hoped similar operations will become a regular occurrence.

Reminder: Demise of Class 4 nondownloadable jackpots
There are less than 12 months to 1 December 2015 when Class 4 nondownloadable jackpots must cease operation, as detailed in the
December 2010 edition of Gambits (page 13).
A new version of the Minimum Technical Requirements for Class 4
Linked Jackpot Systems was notified in the NZ Gazette and took effect
from 2 December 2010, requiring all new jackpots to be downloadable
and allowing existing, licensed non-downloadable jackpots to operate
until 1 December 2015.
Manufacturers have advised the Department that lead times for
replacement can be up to two months. We suggest that if you intend to
replace your current non-downloadable jackpot with a downloadable
jackpot, you give some thought to planning the changeover, such as
the associated costs and installation times.

New casino game rules
Casino game rules have been amended to incorporate two new
games, “Electronic Baccarat” and “Electronic Tai-Sai” following an
application by SkyCity Management Ltd.
The changes were made by the Secretary for Internal Affairs, under
section 367 of the Gambling Act 2003, after consultation with
interested parties and careful consideration to ensure the rules would
be consistent with the Act's purpose to prevent and minimise the harm
caused by gambling.
The rules are available on the Department’s website.

Christmas break
The Department will be closed
from Thursday, 25 December,
2014, to Monday, 5 January,
2015 when it reopens for
business.
Season’s Greetings to
everyone and we look forward
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to a productive and
constructive relationship in the
year ahead.
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Gambling operators need to improve problem gambling
identification
The Department is working with gambling operators to improve their identification and management
of problem gamblers following new research.
In a first for Internal Affairs as gambling regulator, the Department initiated a mystery shopper
campaign that sent undercover gamblers to casinos, pubs, and hotels to test whether patrons,
showing warning factors that could indicate potential problem gambling, were adequately dealt with
by venue staff.
While overall participation in gambling by New Zealanders has reduced, Ministry of Health figures
show that problem gambling rates have stayed much the same.
“Although we recognise challenges exist in approaching patrons about their gambling, the results are
disappointing," says Raj Krishnan, Director Gambling Compliance. “But this provides a baseline of
information and we will be working hard to ensure gambling operators improve their performance in
this area.
“Regulations state that staff at gambling venues must be trained in identifying problem gamblers. If a
gambler is showing signs of problem gambling, staff should be intervening to ensure that person is
alright, providing help if necessary.
“In pubs and hotels (Class 4 gambling) our undercover gamblers found the amount of intervention by
staff was minimal. We believe the same can be said for casinos."

Pubs and hotels (Class 4 venues):
Of the 102 venues visited by undercover gamblers there was no intervention from staff in 101. The
Department is working with gambling operators to determine whether any of the behaviours
displayed by the mystery shoppers were formally noted anywhere, or went entirely unnoticed.
Recognised best practice for monitoring gambling areas is to conduct ‘sweeps’ of the area every 15
minutes. Fourteen out of the 102 venues achieved the desired result. Ten venues had no sweeps.
A “sweep” of a gambling area refers to a staff member entering the area to develop an awareness of
patrons and their behaviour, and to ensure they are not displaying signs of gambling harm
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Casinos:
A total of 16 visits took place to the six casinos in New Zealand.
Fourteen out of 16 scenarios did not result in any direct intervention from casino staff to indicate they
had noticed the undercover gambler’s behaviour. However, there were a number of conversations
between casino staff and undercover gamblers that may have allowed casino staff to assess for
problem gambling indicators. These conversations were not recorded by the casinos in any daily
logs (a record of all security and harm minimisation incidents and observations) and therefore were
not counted as an intervention in this study.
The Department is working with the casinos to assess the extent to which these conversations can
assist in the prevention of gambling harm.
One visit resulted in information being given about problem gambling.
Mr Krishnan says: “The reason for carrying out the mystery shopper exercise was to find out how
staff at gambling venues are putting into practice their Host Responsibility training in the specific
area of identifying and responding to particular problem gambling indicators.
“We believe this clearly shows more focus on identifying and intervening with people exhibiting
problem gambling signs is needed from both casinos and Class 4 operators. New initiatives may be
needed to make the difference, and upcoming reform in the Gambling Amendment Bill (No 2) will
also help.
“People who enjoy gambling need to know that they can do so in a safe environment, where trained
staff are willing to intervene to minimise harm.”
Full details of the Mystery Shopper exercise are on the Department's website.
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Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3)
The Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3) completed its first reading on 6 November 2014 and is now
being considered by the Government Administration Committee. The Committee has called for
submissions on the bill, which close on 30 January 2015.
The No 3 Bill proposes some important policy changes for Class 4 gambling. These include allowing
for the introduction of a new venue payments system, which would be set up through new
regulations. Final decisions have yet to be made on the venue payments system; however, the
Government has signalled that, in principle, a commission basis is preferred. The bill would enable
commission being paid to venues by removing the current prohibition on such payments in the
Gambling Act 2003.
Other changes would allow the Department to draft new reporting requirements in regulations for
Class 4 operators relating to their grant-making. The bill also introduces rules for net proceeds
committee members to declare direct or indirect interests in those who have successfully applied for
grant funding from their committee.
The conflict of interest provisions in the Gambling Act are extended. In particular, the requirement for
a “condition attached” is removed, where key persons of Class 4 venues receive or seek a benefit
from key persons of Class 4 operators, or where key persons of Class 4 operators offer a benefit to
key persons of Class 4 venues.
Other changes would bring companies that provide management services to Class 4
operators/venues into the Gambling Act regime, so that the Department may apply greater scrutiny
to these companies, including auditing if necessary. There is also an enabling power to allow the
Secretary to issue licences for Class 4 operators and Class 4 venues for a period of up to three
years.
Societies and any other interested parties are strongly encouraged to express their views on the
bill. Submissions can be made through the Parliament’s website.
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Regional Gambling forums: change of dates
In the September issue of Gambits we issued a save-the-date for the Class 4 Regional Gambling
forums. Unfortunately these dates have had to be deferred by two weeks.
The forums will now be held on the following dates:
• Auckland 25 November
• Wellington 26 November
• Dunedin 3 December
Invitations and the draft agenda will be emailed to societies shortly, including venue and time
information. Thank you to those who have suggested items for the agenda. We apologise for any
inconvenience the change of dates may have caused.
There has previously been low attendance at the Dunedin forum; in the event of this being the case
again, the Dunedin forum may be cancelled.
Please ensure you RSVP by 7 November, so we can accurately gauge numbers at each location.
Feel free to email us at Sector.Initiatives@dia.govt.nz if you have any questions.
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Reminder: Reduction of EMS and IGP services on 22 October
There will be a system outage to the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) and Integrated Gambling
Platform (IGP) on Wednesday 22 October from 10am for up to 24 hours, when we switch the EMS
and IGP systems back from the Disaster Recovery site. This follows a scheduled Business
Continuity/Disaster Recovery exercise that was conducted on 8 October.
We expect all services to be fully restored by 10am on Thursday 23 October.
Normal gambling operations at venues will not be affected during the outage and the Intralot Service
Desk and the Department's Licensing team will still be available.
The following services will not be available during the outage:
• EMS reports
• Processing of all electronic gaming machine (EGM) servicing that requires Intralot assistance e.g.
EGM enables, EGM Game/Base Changes etc
• Site controller diagnostics and Site Controller swaps cannot be actioned
• Issuing of new or amended Licences.
The interruption to services will not affect your ability to comply with your obligations under the
Gambling Act 2003.
If you have any questions please email us at: ems@dia.govt.nz
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Compliance focus: Increasing integrity in the
gambling sector
The last couple of months have seen two significant compliance
decisions by the Gambling Commission: the cancellation of gaming
machine society Bluegrass Holdings’ licence, and the cancellation of
the licence to operate gambling machines at the Sideline Bar in
Christchurch.
While Bluegrass initially lodged a judicial review of the decision, this
has since been withdrawn, and its licence ended on 11 September.
The Department is currently working through a cessation package with
Bluegrass’ directors.
The Department considers these are important cases which
underscore its commitment to ensuring the integrity of the gambling
sector.
Both cases involved dishonest behaviour by key people aimed at
deceiving the Department. Such behaviour should be of real concern to
the gambling sector because of the damage it does to the reputation of
all gambling societies and venues.
It remains the Department’s focus to remove untrustworthy individuals
from the sector and use the licensing function as a gateway to ensure
the integrity of those who hold gambling licences.

How can you help?
We know that improving the integrity of the gambling sector is a
collective goal for venues and societies that are focused on maximising
return to our communities and minimising harm. With that in mind, the
Department encourages the sector to let us know about unlawful
behaviour that may warrant investigation.
This information is vital to help bring about and maintain a level playing
field for all gambling operators
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With this in mind, we remind the sector of the Department’s Leniency
and Cooperation Policy, which allows the Secretary to do the
following:
• grant immunity from Department-initiated proceedings to a person,
corporate society or company, involved in activity that contravenes
the Act, who comes forward with relevant information and evidence,
and cooperates fully with the Department in any subsequent
investigation and proceedings
• exercise discretion to take a lower level of enforcement action, or
no action at all against an individual or organisation in exchange for
information and full, continuing and complete cooperation.

Choosing which society to work with: information for
venue operators
We have received a number of enquiries from venue operators about
how they should go about choosing a gambling society to align with.
While the Department cannot recommend particular societies to venue
operators, we encourage venue operators to consider the service
offered by a society and their compliance history, to ensure a level of
certainty for the venue and their continued operation.
Venue operators may also wish to consider the broad community
causes (e.g. authorised purpose) supported by the society through
their grants, and whether or not these align with the venue operator’s
philanthropic interests. However, venue operators must understand
that it is against the law for them to influence a society’s grant
decisions.
Compliance history information can be sought from audit reports,
sanctions as listed in previous Gambits articles, Gambling Commission
decisions, and research about individuals involved.
It is important that venue operators understand that the Gambling Act
(2003) envisages a profit neutral relationship between venues and
societies, so where a society offers to pay a venue more than another
society, venue operators should ask how the increase is legally
justified.

Director Gambling position update
In July we announced that Debbie
Despard had accepted a secondment to
the New Zealand Transport Agency
(NZTA) as Acting Manager Rail Safety.
Although this was originally intended to be
a temporary secondment, Debbie has
been offered the position on a permanent
basis, and has consequently resigned
from her role as Director Gambling
Compliance.
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Debbie has been the face of gambling compliance in the Department
and the wider gambling sector for a considerable length of time, and
she will be greatly missed for her leadership, skills and knowledge, and
her work ethic.
The Department acknowledges the significant contribution Debbie has
made to gambling compliance, and we are pleased to see her skills
and expertise recognised by her appointment at the NZTA. We wish
her all the best for the challenges of managing rail safety for New
Zealand.
Raj Krishnan has been Acting Director Gambling Compliance since
July, and will continue acting in the role for the immediate future. We
will keep you updated with the recruitment process and advise when a
permanent arrangement has been confirmed.

Cooperation acknowledged
Striving to become a more responsive regulator has had impacts on
the way we do things in the Department, and increasingly our work
streams and projects rely on information from the sector.
This has been particularly so in recent months, with Sector Initiatives
seeking information and feedback on training and governance; and
Regulatory Investigations requesting a large amount of accounting
information in relation to an ongoing investigation.
We acknowledge that societies have limited resources, and that at
times these requests can result in added strain. As such, we would like
to express our appreciation for the efforts made by societies to
accommodate these requests.
We consider this to be an example of how our working relationships
within the sector have developed, and an indication that we are moving
in a positive direction to achieve our regulatory goals.

Regional forums November: save the date
The next round of Class 4 regional gambling forums will be held in
November on the following dates:
• Auckland Tuesday 11 November
• Wellington Thursday 13 November
• Dunedin Friday 14 November
Invitations and a draft agenda will be emailed to societies shortly,
including venue and time information. If you have items to suggest for
the agenda please email Sector.Initiatives@dia.govt.nz
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Reminder: annual net proceeds rate of return
requirements
An increase of the minimum rate of return to community to 40 per cent
came into effect this month, following the promulgation of the Gambling
(Class 4 Net Proceeds) Amendment Regulations 2014. For clarity, this
article describes the approach to the calculation of net proceeds.
Regulation 10 of the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations
2004 (‘NPR’) stipulates that a society that mainly distributes net
proceeds to authorised purposes is required to distribute a minimum of
40 per cent of its GST exclusive gross proceeds to authorised
purposes, in each financial year. (Refer to our recent Gambits:now for
details of requirements).
Two Gambling Commission decisions, the Kiwi Community Trust
decision GC19/09 and the Constellation Communities Trust decision
GC35/12 both confirmed that the regulation 10 requirement can only
be satisfied from net proceeds generated in the same financial year. A
society cannot use net proceeds retained from a prior year to satisfy
the regulation 10 requirement in a future year.
Although societies that mainly apply net proceeds to authorised
purposes have their rate of return requirements set by licence condition
rather than under regulation 10, the Department considers that the
same requirements apply – i.e. a society’s licence condition
requirement can only be satisfied from net proceeds generated in the
same financial year, not from a prior year.

Examples
The table below provides some hypothetical examples of net proceeds
and distributions for three Class 4 societies; Society A, Society B and
Society C:
Society A has breached regulation 10 of the NPR as the society has
not generated or distributed net proceeds of at least 40% of the
society’s gross proceeds (being 39%);
Society B has breached regulation 10 of the NPR as although the
society has distributed net proceeds of at least 40% of gross proceeds
(being 42%), the society has not generated net proceeds of at least
40% of gross proceeds (being 39%). Society B has only been able to
distribute more than 40% of gross proceeds by using funds retained
from a prior year;
Society C is compliant with regulation 10 of the NPR as the society
has both generated and distributed net proceeds of at least 40% of
gross proceeds (being 42%).
If you wish to discuss this, contact your liaison in the first instance.
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Banknote upgrade may affect gambling
machines
From the fourth quarter of 2015 the Reserve Bank will begin rolling out
new banknotes. The key aim of the upgrade is to improve security
features.
The impact of the upgrade may mean that note reading equipment
(e.g. in gaming machines and banknote dispensing machines) needs
to be updated. Societies may wish to contact manufacturers of any
relevant equipment to discuss this, particularly with regard to potential
cost implications. The Reserve Bank website has a section with more
details on the upgrade including Q&As.
As the implications of this change become clearer, we will provide
further updates, but societies are encouraged to bring issues to our
attention early, should they arise.

Did you miss something?
Catch up on the Gambits:now articles we’ve released since our last bimonthly edition of Gambits, in case you missed them:
• 10 September: Reduction of EMS and IGP services/Fortune
Technology Jackpot systems
• 28 August: Christchurch bar loses licence to operate pokies
• 6 August: Regulatory reforms update
• 5 August: Bluegrass licence cancellation
Gambits:now articles are updates sent out in between the regular bimonthly editions to ensure we keep you informed of news and what
you need to know “as it happens".

Liaison contacts
Need to get in touch with your liaison? This list is now available on
our website.
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Reduction of EMS and IGP services on the 8 and 22 October
On Wednesday 8 October the Department of Internal Affairs and Intralot will conduct a scheduled
Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery exercise on the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) and
Integrated Gambling Platform (IGP) services as part of good business practice.
In order to complete this exercise an outage of the EMS and IGP core systems will be necessary
while we switch services to our Disaster Recovery site. This outage will start at 10am on the 8th. We
expect all services to be fully restored by 10am the following day.
Normal gambling operations at venues will not be affected during the outage and the Intralot Service
Desk and the Department's Licensing team will still be available.
The following services will not be available during the outage:
• EMS reports.
• Processing of all electronic gaming machine (EGM) servicing that requires Intralot assistance e.g.
EGM enables, EGM Game/Base Changes etc.
• Site controller diagnostics and Site Controller swaps cannot be actioned.
• Issuing of new or amended Licences.
Depending on the exact timing for service restoration, EMS daily reports on 9 October may be
delayed. Please check the EMS website from 10am for updated daily reports.
There will be a similar system outage starting at 10am on the 22nd October for up to 24 hours when
we switch the EMS and IGP systems back from the Disaster Recovery site. Services will be
unavailable as above during the outage.
If for any reason the exercises cannot go ahead as scheduled we will notify you as soon as possible.
The interruption to services will not affect your ability to comply with your obligations under the
Gambling Act 2003.
If you have any questions please email us at ems@dia.govt.nz.
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Update on Fortune Technology Jackpot systems
The Department has recently concluded its investigation into the Fortune Technology Corporation
Class 4 Jackpot systems: Players Club 1, Players Club 2 and Freefall.
These jackpot systems were previously approved on 1 May 2013 by the Secretary for Internal Affairs
as complying with relevant minimum standards prescribed under section 327 of the Gambling Act
2003.
In late 2013 we became concerned as to whether these approvals were correctly made and
investigated the issue. This resulted in any pending applications for Players Club 1, Players Club 2
and Freefall jackpot systems being placed on hold until the matter could be investigated.
Following our investigation and consultation with Fortune Technology, the Department has confirmed
that Players Club 1 and Players Club 2 comply with the minimum standards.
Accordingly, these systems continue to be available to Class 4 gambling operators for use in Class 4
gambling venues.
We have resumed processing pending applications for the Players Club 1 and Players Club 2
jackpot systems.
The Department has confirmed that the regressive prize methodology of Freefall Jackpot System
does not meet minimum requirements and the previously granted approval has been revoked
effective from 18th July 2014.
We will also be making arrangements for a public consultation on potential changes to the relevant
technical standards.
We acknowledge Fortune Technology’s contribution and cooperation in achieving an agreed
outcome in this matter.
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Christchurch bar loses licence to operate pokies
Sideline Bar in Christchurch has had its licence to operate pokies cancelled, following a Gambling
Commission ruling that upholds the decision to cancel by the Department of Internal Affairs.
Owner Sonya McIntyre also cannot supervise pokie machine gambling, due to supplying false and
misleading information to the Department.
This investigation and decision are evidence of the Department’s determination to ensure the
integrity of the gambling sector. The Department recognises that most venues meet their obligations.
Those societies and venues that are compliant can expect this to be recognised by the Department
in the way we work with societies and venues in our licensing role.
Sideline’s pokie machines are owned by the gaming machine society, Bluegrass Trust – itself at the
centre of a recent Gambling Commission decision which resulted in its licence being cancelled on 18
August.
The cancellation of Sideline’s venue licence will take effect on 11 September 2014. For more
information read the full media release on our website.
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Increase to minimum rate of return effective from September
Internal Affairs Minister, Hon Peter Dunne, has announced today that the Gambling (Class 4 Net
Proceeds) Amendment Regulations 2014 will come into effect on 4 September 2014.
The regulations increase the minimum rate of return (ROR) from 37.12 per cent of gross proceeds
up to 42 per cent over a five year period.
For corporate societies the increase in the minimum rate of return will commence in the first full
financial year after the regulations take effect and be staggered over five years, to allow the sector
time to adapt to the new requirements.
Minimum rate of return for the next five years onwards, therefore, is as follows:
• Financial years commencing on or after 4 September 2014 = 40%
• Financial years commencing on or after 4 September 2016 = 41%
• Financial years commencing on or after 4 September 2018 = 42%

Examples
1. Your financial year is 1 November – 31 October; your minimum ROR will be 40% for the 2014-15
and 2015-16 years, 41% for the 2016-17 and 2017-18 years, and 42% from 2018-19 onwards
2. Your financial year is 1 April – 31 March; your minimum ROR will be 40% for the 2015-16 and
2016-17 years, 41% for the 2017-18 and 2018-19 years, and 42% from 2019-20 onwards

Update on other regulatory reforms
As detailed at the regional forums in May 2014 and in the May issue of Gambits there are several
other regulatory reforms in process, including:
• new regulations to enforce localised return of GMP
• changes under the No 2 Bill
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• changes under the No 3 Bill
These reforms will not progress further before the general election in September.
We will keep you updated on progress of the reforms, and work with representatives of the Class 4
gambling sector through a number of avenues (including Regional Forums in November) to prepare
for the changes, in particular, to develop a workable system for commission-based venue-payments,
which we will be in contact about over the coming months.
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Bluegrass licence cancellation upheld by Gambling Commission
The Department of Internal Affairs has issued a media release today, detailing a decision by the
Gambling Commission which has found that a Blenheim based gaming machine society, Bluegrass
Holdings Limited, obtained its licence to operate pokie machines by deception and that a decision to
cancel its Class 4 operator’s licence was warranted.
The Commission’s decision, made public on 5 August 2014 comes after a two year protracted and
complicated process between Bluegrass Holdings and the Department.
This outcome is a significant success for the Department and a real boost to the integrity of the
gambling sector. Bluegrass deliberately and repeatedly sought to deceive the Department, and the
Commission’s decision sends a clear message that this is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.
Class 4 societies exist for the sole purpose of distributing funds to the community, and given the
nearly $1 billion of proceeds generated annually, the sector must demonstrate to the community the
highest integrity.
Bluegrass’s cancellation is effective on 18 August 2014, at which point all gaming machines owned
by Bluegrass will be turned off. The eight venues with Bluegrass machines will either cease to
operate gaming machines, or transfer to another licensed class 4 operator. Applications for these
venues will be assessed on a case by case basis, taking into account both compliance records of the
venues and of the societies' applicants. If a venue has acted in accordance with the law and aligns
with a compliant corporate society, there is no reason why it should not continue to be able to
operate pokie machines.
More questions and answers about the implications of the Bluegrass decision are included following
the media release on the link above.
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In pursuit of good governance
Good governance sets the foundation for good practice in any
organisation, and is recognised by the New Zealand Institute of
Directors (IOD) as essential in helping an organisation achieve its
fundamental purpose. In the Class 4 sector this is particularly relevant,
due to the responsibility for distributing community funds, and the
subsequent level of scrutiny from members of parliament, gamblingrelated organisations and service providers, the media and the general
public.
Better governance in the Class 4 sector will increase transparency and
accountability, which will improve confidence in societies, and allow for
more positive public and political perceptions of the gambling industry.
At the regional gambling forums in May, we mentioned we have been
working with the IOD to consider governance in the Class 4 sector, and
have developed a set of Good Governance Principles. The Principles
describe the ideal situation in a number of specific governance areas,
and will help societies identify areas for development either where
there is a risk of harm or an existing issue, or an opportunity to achieve
additional benefits.
The Principles will shortly be released for consultation with societies,
and we seek your feedback to ensure they are relevant and practical.
We will include information about implementing the Principles in this
consultation.
Please email sector.initiatives@dia.govt.nz if you have questions
about the consultation, or if you would like more information about the
Principles.

Better governance pays off for Grassroots
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Grassroots Trust is an example of how improved governance practice
can improve the overall outcomes of a society.

Do you have feedback on
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Following negotiations with the Department and a genuine willingness
from Grassroots to operate at a higher standard, the cancellation was
downgraded to a suspension, allowing Grassroots to retain its licence,
under the conditions that Grassroots returned a minimum of 40 per
cent GMP to the community and adhered to a Limit D maximum of 14.5
per cent for payment to venues (this condition was removed in mid
2013).

Previous issues
You can read previous
issues of Gambits on
our website.

In 2011, due to financial difficulties and a number of compliance issues
including failure to meet the minimum rate of return to the community,
the Department proposed to cancel their licence.

To achieve these conditions Grassroots has adopted an approach to
governance and management that is more aligned with the
Department’s draft governance principles. This has resulted in more
diverse representation on the Board, which better reflects the
community in which they operate, and broadening their grant funding to
a wider range of sports organisations, as well as community and
education organisations.
Grassroots has reported significant improvements over the last two
years, and in their most recent update for the year ending 31 March
2014 reported a return to community of $5,950,025 representing 42.75
per cent of gaming machine proceeds, venue payment percentage of
14.79 per cent, and administration expenses (management services)
percentage of 3.8 per cent.
The Department commends these results from Grassroots, and it is
great to see the positive impact good governance has made to the
philanthropic outcomes for the community. This demonstrates the
benefits of working collaboratively with the Department to achieve
shared goals.

Investigation prompts warning for Sky City
The Department’s Casino Compliance team recently completed a
review of an incident involving long hours of play at the SkyCity
Auckland Casino. The issue was brought to light following a report by
TV3's Campbell Live in late January, in which an elderly patron (at the
behest of Campbell Live) played gaming machines for approximately
nine and a half hours during a stay of approximately 13 hours at the
casino.
SkyCity’s Problem Gambler Identification Policy states that “very few
breaks from gambling – almost continuous play” is an indicator of
potential problem gambling and that “… [SkyCity] staff should remain
vigilant to the presence of people who spend many hours in the casino
…”
Following the review, the Department has concluded that SkyCity
Auckland failed to meet its obligations under its Host Responsibility
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Programme and associated Problem Gambler Identification Policy, as
the patron was not identified or approached during the course of their
visit. As a consequence we have issued SkyCity with a warning and
require that SkyCity undertake a review of the efficacy of its current
harm minimisation practice. This includes devising, documenting and
implementing a more robust system so that patrons gambling in the
casino for long hours can be more effectively and efficiently monitored.
Whilst it is acknowledged that SkyCity has acted quickly in response to
this incident by implementing a number of measures, we hope that
SkyCity will enhance or improve its staff training and processes around
the identification and management of long hours of play. The
Department expects SkyCity and all other casinos to conduct harm
prevention activities to the highest possible standard.

Philanthropic mind-set to guide grant decisions
Uncertainty has arisen a number of times about whether grants to
certain organisations are permitted, due to confusion about whether
they are considered to be for personal gain, which is not permitted by
the Gambling Act 2003 (the Act). An example recently brought to our
attention is Make-A-Wish New Zealand.
Make-A-Wish is a charity which ‘grants wishes’ to children suffering
from life-threatening medical conditions. The recipients of these wishes
are often detailed in grant applications. Such grants should be
considered as grants to a charitable purpose, which supports
individuals to improve wellbeing, not specifically a grant to an individual
for personal gain. Other such examples include Riding for the
Disabled, Plunket or Red Cross.
A ‘charitable purpose’ meets the requirements of an Authorised
Purpose under the Act. More information about what constitutes a
charitable purpose is included below, but we want to take the
opportunity to mention the philanthropic objectives that should guide
Class 4 grant-making decisions.
Class 4 gambling in New Zealand exists solely for the purpose of
raising funds for the community. Grant recipients can include a range
of organisations that are charitable or otherwise deliver benefits to the
community. Maintaining a philanthropic perspective when making grant
decisions ensures that this is achieved.
Any organisation with a charitable purpose is eligible for Class 4 grants
and should be given equal consideration, within any limitations of
funding strategies, for distribution of gaming proceeds.

What is a ‘charitable purpose’?
Charitable purpose has a special meaning in law. Charitable purpose
generally means: the relief of poverty; the advancement of education;
the advancement of religion; or any other matter beneficial to the
community. It must also be a purpose that provides a public benefit,
and is not aimed at creating private financial profit.
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Charity is helping people in need in the community, such as the poor,
sick, disabled or elderly people. Provision of funds and/or facilities for
people suffering from a disability is an authorised purpose. Society
grants to recognised charitable organisations to further the objectives
of these groups can be an authorised purpose.
Grants to further public health, religion and education may also be
charitable.
Some examples of charitable authorised purposes are:
• welfare assistance for people in need
• hospital visits for the elderly
• donating a computer to a school.
A society may have internal policies that dictate whether grants are
restricted to organisations or activities within the local community. It
should be noted, however, that not all purposes that benefit the
community are recognised as charitable.
Further information on authorised and charitable purposes can be
found on the Department’s website at www.dia.govt.nz
and www.charities.govt.nz. You can also search the charities register
for charitable organisations.

Maarten's view
Maarten Quivooy is General
Manager Regulatory Services.
This is the first of a section
where he will share what’s
going on in his world, to give
you a sense of the
Department’s wider regulatory
focus.
“Recently I attended the
annual Asia Pacific Group
meeting on anti-money
laundering which this year
was held in Macau. The Asia
Pacific Group is a regional
grouping of the Financial
Action Task Force (FATF) on anti-money laundering and countering
the financing of terrorism (AMLCFT) – set up by the G7 group of
nations.
Our work as one of the three AML supervisors in New Zealand is firmly
rooted in this international and regional framework, and it was great to
be part of a large number of Pacific rim countries coming together to
collaborate in the fight against money laundering through sharing
information and expertise. The fact was not lost on me that the Asia
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Pacific Group meeting was held in Macau, the Chinese territory now
leading the world in proceeds generated by casino gambling.
Money-laundering is a significant risk in casinos, and this is where our
role as both an AMLCFT supervisor and gambling regulator clearly
overlap. We are in the process of revamping our approach to
regulating casinos, strengthening our focus on three areas of risk:
gambling integrity, harm and crime. Money laundering in any form is a
crime and we want to provide stronger support to casinos to ensure
that they are not used to launder the proceeds of crime. We will be
setting out our approach to casino regulation more fully in the coming
months.”

Update from the Health Promotion Agency
Host Responsibility in Class 4 Venues: A qualitative
report
Recent research undertaken by the Health Promotion Agency (HPA) to
find out more about the behaviours and challenges of staff who have
responsibility for minimising gambling harm in pubs and clubs has
been published. Download a copy of the report from the HPA
website.
While the findings highlight the importance of host responsibility, it also
shows how difficult it is for staff to intervene with gamblers that are
showing signs of problem gambling. The report provides insights into
how staff could be better supported to address harmful gambling in
their pub or club. These findings will be used to help guide future
campaigns and initiatives.

Harm Minimisation – recent Choice Not Chance
campaign a real success
Results from the latest national gambling harm minimisation campaign
show that it resonated well with New Zealanders. A series of TV and
radio advertisements aired in May/June 2014 and highlighted some
early signs of risk that all gamblers should watch out for.
The ads encouraged those at risk to take steps to realise when things
might be getting out of control and directed them to the 0800 Gambling
Helpline and to the Choice Not Chance website, which underwent a
comprehensive refresh to coincide with the new campaign launch.
During that period calls to the Helpline showed a significant increase
and the new website received an unprecedented number of visits,
where a high proportion of users completed a gambling screen quiz.

Gaming technology update
EMS Reports available earlier each day
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Many Class 4 venues and clubs have asked if the EMS reports could
be made available earlier each morning to help them with the timing of
their start of day procedures.
In response to these requests the Department and Intralot have
changed EMS daily processing schedules and EMS reports are now
available by 8am instead of 8:45am most days.
Please note: Whilst we will do all we can to ensure reports continue to
be posted by 8am, operational constraints may result in a later
availability some days, and we ask that calls are not made to the EMS
ServiceDesk about report availability until after 9am.

EMS software checking feature update
Increased functionality available through the Integrated Gambling
Platform (IGP) system means that the Electronic Monitoring System
(EMS) now automatically checks the integrity of software running on all
QCOM 1.6 compliant gaming machines as well as continuing to check
the integrity of software running on older QCOM 1.5 gaming machines.
When a gaming machine is switched on, EMS sends it a numeric
'seed' to which the gaming machine must respond by calculating and
returning its own 'signature'. If the received signature is correct the
gaming machine is allowed to continue its normal operation. If it isn’t,
EMS flags an alarm and the gaming machine is disabled immediately.
It can only be restarted after the incident is reported to the EMS Help
Desk and investigated by the Department.

Did you miss something?
Catch up on the Gambits:now articles we’ve released since our last bimonthly edition of Gambits, in case you missed them:
• 16 July: Gambling sector survey
• 7 July: Temporary change to Director Gambling Compliance
Gambits:now articles are updates sent out in between the regular bimonthly editions to ensure we keep you informed of news and what
you need to know “as it happens".

Liaison contacts
Need to get in touch with your liaison? This list is now available on
our website.
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Gambling sector survey
The 2014 Gambling Sector Survey report has
been finalised and published on our
website.
The annual survey of our stakeholders is
designed to measure satisfaction levels with
the Department's engagement and
communication as well as the perception
within the gambling sector of the Department
as an effective regulator of the sector. It has
been conducted annually since 2009.
From the 317 organisations we invited to
complete the survey, 151 chose to
participate. The overall perception of
information services provided by the
Department was encouraging with over 70
per cent of respondents expressing positive
views about their experiences.
We are pleased to note that positive perceptions of the Department as regulator of the gambling
sector have increased 25 per cent overall, compared with 2012. The questions in this section
focused on perceptions of our fairness, transparency, and consistency at what we do.
We are heartened by your feedback that the Department continues to improve as an effective
regulator. We realise we still have work to do and your responses are valuable in helping us shape
our communication, systems, and processes to better engage with the sector.
We note that nearly 65 per cent of respondents would like to receive more real time information on
issues, events and decisions that affect the gambling sector, and we hope to achieve this with our
more frequent and online distribution of Gambits, and Gambits:now updates such as this one.
Feedback on Gambits content is welcomed at any time by email to gambits@dia.govt.nz
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Thank you to those who completed the survey; feedback received through comments helps us to
further develop how we engage with the sector over the new financial year.
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Temporary change to Director Gambling Compliance
The face of gambling regulation changes temporarily from today, while Debbie Despard takes up a
secondment to the New Zealand Transport Agency to be the Manager of Rail Safety.
The secondment provides Debbie with the opportunity of managing regulatory services in a
completely different environment, including the challenge of leading a small regulator influencing the
safety behaviour of a large organisation (KiwiRail). This secondment will broaden her experience of
leading and managing a regulatory system beyond the gambling system which she knows so well.
In her absence, we introduce as Acting Director Gambling Compliance, Raj Krishnan, who takes up
his position later this week. Raj joins us from his role as a Director in the Policy Group at the
Department of Internal Affairs, and brings extensive knowledge of gambling regulatory framework
and the Gambling Act. We look forward to his contribution in Gambling Compliance including his
fresh perspective of the gambling sector.
Raj says he is looking forward to the opportunity and the challenge, and to engaging with the sector
and other stakeholders from a perspective other than policy.
We will keep you up-to-date down the track, but we expect that Debbie will return in November, with
renewed energy and learnings that will in turn help us to be a better, more responsive regulator.
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Welcome to the new look Gambits newsletter

• Greater licensing
scrutiny bears fruit

Welcome to the first edition of our new
electronic Gambits. This is the first of our
bi-monthly newsletters, which will be
interspersed with additional notifications
and articles, as things happen. This new
approach to Gambits is a work-in-progress
so we welcome your feedback at any time.

• Support for problem
gamblers
• Shift in gambling
expenditure in 2013

IN OTHER NEWS

About this newsletter
Gambits is a bi-monthly
electronic newsletter
about the Department's
recent work and
significant issues in the
gambling sector.
It is aimed at gaming
machine societies, site
operators, sector
organisations and the
community in general, to
increase understanding of
and compliance with the
law.
Editor: Trevor Henry
Telephone: (04) 495
7211 or 021 245 8642

Last week we held our first regional
forums for the year in Dunedin, Auckland
and Wellington. Thanks to those who
attended for your feedback and questions on various discussion topics.
For those who couldn’t make it, we’ve uploaded the presentation
slides on our website. While we were in Auckland we also held a
Stakeholder Reference Group meeting, which focused on the same
issues as the regional forums.
We have automatically subscribed a long list of addresses to this
newsletter, but if you’re unsure whether your colleagues have received
it, please forward it and encourage everyone to subscribe
individually on our website. The more individual addresses on our
subscription list, the more insight we will have into who reads our
newsletter and what you like to read!
Now onto our stories for this edition.
Debbie Despard
Director, Gambling Compliance

Previous issues
You can read previous
issues of Gambits on
our website.

Class 4 reforms on their way
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As you will have heard, Internal Affairs Minister, Hon Peter Dunne,
recently made an announcement about progress of the gambling
reforms.
The key points for the reforms, and any indicative timeframes are
summarised below. We encourage you all to read the two
amendment bills, and ensure you understand the changes before
they come into effect, so you can prepare for them accordingly. We will
keep you informed as much as we can as further information comes to
light, and as we work through the details of how changes will be
implemented.

New regulations (Changes to Gambling (Class 4 Net
Proceeds) Regulations)
Minimum Rate of Return is to increase to 42 percent. This will be a
staggered rise, increasing to 40 per cent in the first year, 41 per cent in
the third year, and 42 per cent in the fifth year.
Societies will be required to distribute a minimum 80 per cent of
gaming machine net proceeds in the same regional council area in
which the proceeds were generated. We will confirm by August 2014
how “local” net proceeds will be defined. To be considered to benefit a
local area, the grants should demonstrably benefit the residents of that
region.
The changes will commence in the first financial year after the
regulations come into force. It is anticipated that the new regulations
will come into force around September 2014.

Gambling Amendment Bill (No 2)
It is important that societies and venue operators familiarise
themselves with this Bill, as some of the changes will directly affect
your operational processes, and it will take effect on the day after
Royal Assent (when the Governor-General signs the Bill). The Bill is
well-advanced through the parliamentary process, and while we will do
our best to keep you informed of its progress, there may not be much
advance warning to prepare for the changes. Our recommendation is
that you make preparations now, so that you are ready for whenever
the changes come into effect.
Much of the Bill is minor and technical in nature. Some key changes
include:
• A stronger differentiation between Class 4 societies that apply funds
to their own purposes and those that distribute.
• A requirement for Class 4 venue managers to bank gaming
machine profits directly into the society's bank account.
• A new duty for grant recipients to use grants for the specific
purpose it was granted for, together with an offence provision for
non-compliance.
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• A new duty for casinos and Class 4 venue staff to assist problem
gamblers where ongoing issues exist.
Further changes brought by a Supplementary Order Paper include the
following:
• Establishing that societies have ongoing obligations (such as to
minimise costs and maximise returns).
• Clarifying that societies must incur only actual, reasonable and
necessary costs.
• Clarifying that the Secretary can suspend or cancel a licence for
past, one-off breaches of the Act.
• Ensuring that the calculation of net proceeds by societies aligns
with generally accepted accounting practice, including the
depreciation of gambling assets.
We will help operators build capability as they get to grips with new
requirements, and anyone requiring assistance should get in touch with
us.

Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3)
A new Gambling Amendment Bill (No 3) has been introduced to
Parliament.
Conflicts of interest are addressed. For example, under provisions in
the Bill the only benefits that venue operators will be able to receive
from societies are those under the authorised venue payments
scheme. In addition, any benefits that a reasonable person would
believe could influence the grant-making process would be prohibited.
Other changes include:
• Bringing management companies into the Act's framework,
meaning we will be able to audit and investigate their activities.
• An ability to replace the very complex Class 4 venue payments
system that we're currently administering, with another model (for
example, a commission-based approach).
• An ability for the Secretary to issue licences for up to three years
(rather than the current 18 months). Highly compliant societies will
likely receive longer licences.
• Streamlining the Act’s appeals framework so that an affected party,
exercising their right of appeal, must utilise the Gambling
Commission appeals process set out under our Act and have their
appeal finally determined, before seeking a judicial review outside
of the Act.
Once the Bill has had its First Reading in Parliament, it will be referred
to a select committee for consideration. Societies and venue operators
will have the opportunity to make submissions to the select committee
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on the Bill. Given that it is an election year, it is unlikely that the Bill will
progress far through its parliamentary stages in 2014.
Cabinet has agreed to progress with a commission-based venue
payment system, subject to the enactment of the Bill. Later this year
we will work with the sector to design an effective system that can be
implemented once the necessary legislative changes are in place.

Greater licensing scrutiny bears fruit
In its ruling of 11 April 2014 (GC04/14), the Gambling Commission
upheld the decision of the Secretary of Internal Affairs to refuse to
grant a Class 4 operator’s licence to a new society, Phoenix Charitable
Trust Ltd.
We have been promising closer scrutiny of licensing applications for
some time, and this was the first time we had refused to license a new
Class 4 trust. The decision was based on the unsuitability of Phoenix
directors because they lacked relevant experience, together with the
involvement of a key person the Secretary considered unsuitable
based on his profile of past compliance.
This decision is somewhat of a landmark because it confirms the onus
on licence applicants to show that they are suitable to gain entry into
the Class 4 sector. Section 52 of the Gambling Act sets out grounds to
be satisfied if the Secretary is to grant a licence.
The Commission in its decision (para 40) said: “Satisfaction means that
there is nothing that might arise under section 52 which results in
something other than satisfaction. If there are doubts they are to be
resolved by refusing the application.”
It also noted that satisfaction was with regard to the key persons
having sufficient knowledge to not merely lodge an application for a
licence, but to conduct a compliant Class 4 operation.
Our position, which this decision supports, is that obtaining a licence to
operate in the gambling sector is not a right. Those seeking licences
must be able to satisfy us that they are appropriate people to be
involved in our sector.
We expect this will be supported by the large number of people in the
sector who work hard to be compliant, and do a very good job.
Unfortunately the reputation of the entire sector is often damaged by
the non-compliant actions of a minority. Our efforts are intended to
support those who are compliant, so they can remain in the sector and
remain compliant without being undermined.

What does this mean for licence processing?
Our increased scrutiny and analysis of applications will sometimes
result in longer processing times, which can introduce complications so
societies and venues should take this into account.

http://createsend.com/t/j-8A964B142FAAA956
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We have made changes to some forms already to address some of
these complications, but we also recommend that financial
commitments are withheld until a licence has been granted.
In addition, based on what this decision demonstrates, for the
Secretary to be satisfied, societies and venues may be expected to
provide more information in the application process to explain how their
application satisfies the requirements of the Act. If this information is
not provided, there may be further delays if we require elaboration on
any points. We will advise of any changes or developments to the
licensing process in subsequent issues of Gambits.

Support for problem gamblers

Shift in gambling expenditure in 2013
Gamblers in New Zealand spent $2072 million dollars on the four main
forms of gambling in the 2012/13 financial year, $7 million more than
the previous year, but almost 19% less than a decade ago, when the
figures are adjusted for inflation.
The picture of gambling in New Zealand is also changing, with a
combined $35 million increase in spending across TAB racing and
sports betting, NZ Lotteries and casinos, and a $28 million decrease in
spending on pokies compared to the previous year. However, the only
form of gambling that did not see a drop in inflation-adjusted
expenditure over the past decade were Lotto products ($432 million in
2013), which have increased 22 per cent since 2004 ($355 million
when adjusted for inflation).

How might this impact the sector long term?
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Gaming machine proceeds from the pokie sector currently represent
the largest community funding stream from gambling, followed by
lotteries, the NZ Racing Board and finally casinos. Any change to the
overall amount of funds will have implications for the community over a
period of time, and if current trends continue, the Class 4 sector may
face increasing challenges in the funding environment.
The increased rate of return and 80 per cent localised returns as a
result of the reforms may have an effect on funding trends, but
anecdotal reports from some societies currently suggest that demand
for community grants is already exceeding availability in some areas.
Coupled with decreasing funds this may become a more prominent
issue, resulting in more applications being declined. While it is difficult
and too soon to anticipate a solution to this potential issue, it is timely
to start considering how we might play a role in supporting
communities through any challenges in the grant funding environment.
We sometimes get asked by the sector, in light of the decreasing
expenditure on pokies, why pokies largely remain the focus of our
regulatory efforts. This is partly because a decrease in expenditure
doesn’t necessarily equate to a decrease in non-compliant activity, but
also because the harm resulting from pokies is still significant.
The Ministry of Health records statistics of people seeking help for
gambling* (known as presentations) from the four main industry
sectors. These figures show that for the 2012/13 year pokies
accounted for 59 percent of presentations with Casinos at 22 percent,
NZ Racing Board 9 percent and Lotto NZ at 10 percent.
Caution needs to be applied when considering these figures. It is not
appropriate to suggest a simple link between expenditure changes by
gambling sector with help seeking presentations This is partly because
not all Gambling opportunities represent equal risk of causing harm
and partly because these presentation figures do not represent all
gambling harm, as they do not include the many people who seek help
from other health and social sector service providers or modify their
own gambling behaviour.
We will continue to address gambling harm where it is having the most
impact, and we will also seek further insight into trends and changes in
behaviour, as this may help us identify further opportunities to minimise
problem gambling in the future.
* Figures reported reflect “help-seeking presentations” = the number of people who
have received a full intervention or a follow up intervention, from a problem gambling
service provider that the Ministry of Health funds, during the period and excludes
brief only interventions

The numbers
Overall expenditure In 2012/13:
• TAB racing and sports betting increased by 4 per cent from $283
million to $294 million, reflecting the continuing growth of race
betting.
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• Spending on NZ Lotteries products rose 3.1 per cent from $419
million to $432 million.
• Casino gambling expenditure rose 2.1 per cent from $509 million to
$520 million.
• Spending on gaming machines in pubs and clubs dropped by 3.3
per cent from $854 million to $826 million.
Details are available on the Department’s website under Gambling
Expenditure Statistics.
Returns to communities:
• Estimated $637 million or 31 per cent of total gambling expenditure
was distributed to the community.
• Non-casino gaming machine trusts raised an estimated $290 million
for authorised community purposes.
• NZ Lotteries transferred $202 million to the Lottery Grants Board for
community services and projects.
• The New Zealand Racing Board allocated $142 million, mostly to
support racing club activities and infrastructure.
• Casinos paid just over $3 million to their community trusts.

Graph showing inflation adjusted
gambling expenditure 1989-2013.
View a large version of this
graph.

You're receiving this because you subscribed via our website.
Edit your subscription | Unsubscribe

Graph showing nominal (actual,
not adjusted for inflation)
gambling expenditure 1989-2013.
View a large version of this
graph.
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By Hon Peter Dunne, Minister of Internal Affairs
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I was delighted when the Prime Minister
asked me to accept the position of Minister
of Internal Affairs earlier this year. Having
first had responsibility for this portfolio back
in 1996, it is clear that much has changed
in gambling since that time. Today the
Class 4 gambling sector operates under a
statutory framework that emphasises strong
philanthropic aims, and when run cleanly and
efficiently can generate significant benefits
for communities. In 2013, Class 4 gambling
societies distributed or applied an estimated
$290 million to authorised community
purposes.

3

This is great news for good causes in the community. However, I am
interested in making the system work better. I will therefore continue with
the reforms begun by my predecessor and supported by the Government
last year. The objectives of this work are to ensure maximum returns to the
community while also reducing the complexity of the regulatory system
for businesses. I will explore options to reform the current minimum rate of
return to authorised purposes, and to ensure that funds raised from gaming
machines are returned to the same area that they were generated in.
It is generally acknowledged by both regulators and operators that the
current venue payments model is complex, time-consuming and costly.
While no decisions have yet been made on the exact detail of reform, a more
efficient model that reduces red tape as well as appropriately compensating
venues for their costs is the desired outcome. At the same time, I expect
the sector to always have the community benefit at the forefront of what it
does - it must show integrity and transparency and be compliant with the
requirements of the Gambling Act 2003.
In Class 4 gambling there is a balance to be struck between community
benefit and the harm that gambling can cause. I am especially focused on
this because of my role as Associate Minister of Health with responsibility
for problem gambling issues. I hope that the sector’s engagement in the
reform process will underscore its willingness to give the public greater
confidence in Class 4 gambling activities. It falls upon the sector to show that
the balance between community benefit and gambling harm is firmly on the
right side.
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Suspensions in context: our compliance approach
The Court of Appeal released a significant decision in December supporting the Department’s
ability to impose licence suspensions for past one-off breaches. We discuss this in the context
of our wider compliance approach, to ensure a common understanding of how we intend to use
suspensions.
Our suspension powers are a tool for encouraging
compliance, rather than an opportunity to increase
our enforcement activities. Suspensions should be
viewed as a possible consequence for significant or
recurrent non-compliance. A lack of consequence
equates to a lack of incentive for others to maintain
compliance.
This is particularly so if compliance is breached
for the purpose of gaining commercial advantage.
Consider a compliant society which loses a venue to
another, because the other society offered benefits
that are in breach of the Act. The compliant society
loses out despite their exemplary behaviour, and a
lack of punishment for the non-compliant society
behaviour adds insult to injury. This is not a situation
we want any compliant society to be in.

Also, past evidence has shown us that imposing
suspensions is more likely to bring about a higher
level of compliance by that society in the long term,
which is the Department’s desired result.
Ultimately, we are aiming for a high level of
voluntary compliance across the sector – suspensions
provide an important opportunity for that to
happen.

FUNDING FOR
COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
www.dia.govt.nz/gambling
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New Zealand Racing Board (NZRB) purchase of Turf Bar,
Gisborne
We have been considering an unusual case involving the New Zealand Racing Board (NZRB)
which has been of interest to the sector - and because of its complexities we provide an
overview.

The situation
In October last year the NZRB purchased the Turf
Bar in Gisborne. It planned to convert it into a TAB
venue and operate the gaming machines there, in
line with its Class 4 gaming strategy.
Unlike other Class 4 gaming operators, the NZRB
must own or lease the premises where the machines
are operating1. Other gaming machine societies
in the Class 4 sector own the machines at a venue
and reimburse the venues for having them on their
premises.

Our role and the investigation
The NZRB applied for a venue licence for the Turf
Bar. On an analysis of the application it became clear
that there was an issue with the manner in which
the venue was acquired. The NZRB, on learning of
this issue, co-operated fully with us as we worked
through the circumstances of the case.
In purchasing the premises we consider that the
NZRB has breached section 118 (3) of the Gambling
Act, which prohibits key people from seeking,
receiving or offering benefits with conditions
attached.
In this case, the NZRB, a ‘key person’, breached
section 118 (3) when it made an offer to the venue
operator, based on commercial terms and an
independent valuation, to purchase the Turf Bar.
Normal conditions of sale and purchase meant
that the provisions in section 118 (3) were met,
unintentionally completing the breach.

The Department issued a warning for the breach and
went on to consider whether the licence application
for the Turf Bar should be granted.
The Department took into account that the NZRB
was fully co-operative, that the breach was not
motivated by dishonest intentions but rather the
set of circumstances that pertain only to the NZRB
in having to own or lease the venue, and that the
NZRB had made a commitment to not proceed with
any further venue acquisitions of this nature in the
interim. In other words it demonstrated that it was a
responsible operator that was willing to comply.
We want to emphasise our role was not to form an
opinion about the Board’s strategy. Racing is an
authorised purpose – the law allows money from
gambling to be distributed to racing purposes. We
acknowledge there is debate in the community about
this.

Our decision
In the absence of grounds to decline the Turf Bar
licence in these circumstances, the licence has now
been issued. We would make the point that this
breach of section 118 of the Act is unique in that it
does not have the usual hallmarks of underhand
venue acquisition or seeking of benefits, and as such
it is very different from where there is a deliberate
and harmful breach of the legislation.
The NZRB has committed to work with the
Department to understand its obligations fully and
to ensure that it doesn’t fall foul of the law in future.
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/
public/2003/0051/latest/DLM208619.html
1
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Depreciation of gaming machines: our expectations
A High Court judgement released in December 2013 concerned Pub Charity v
Department of Internal Affairs CIV-2012-485-705.
In dispute was how the purchase price of gaming machines is to be recognised when calculating the
net proceeds of a Class 4 operator’s gambling operation. Pub Charity submitted that the Gambling Act
2003 requires the whole purchase price of new gaming machines to be claimed as a cost in the year
of purchase. The Department submitted that a gaming machine is an asset that requires the cost of
purchase to be depreciated over the life expectancy of the asset, in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles.
In his judgment, Justice Simon France confirmed the Department’s position – that the purchase
price of gaming machines “should be expensed by a depreciation method according to recognised
accounting principles”. The judgment was clear that it “would not be a reasonable expense to treat the
full purchase price as an expense in the one year if the machine has a longer estimated useful life”.
Justice France’s decision also confirmed the Department’s position that the cost of gaming machines
(by way of depreciation expense) must be an actual, reasonable and necessary expense deducted
from gross proceeds, that is, “once the proceeds are realised, there are only two things that can
happen to them – they are expended by way of authorised costs … or they are distributed back to the
community”.
Pub Charity has appealed the judgment to the Court of Appeal.

What does this decision mean for Class 4 operators?
The Department considers that for most Class 4 operators, the High Court decision will confirm their
current practice in using a depreciation expense to account for the purchase of gaming machine assets.
Until a decision on the appeal has been made in the Court of Appeal, the Department requires Class 4
societies to depreciate the purchase of gaming machines over their estimated useful life (by way of a
depreciation expense) in accordance with the High Court judgment.

Support for problem gamblers

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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Prosecutions aided by sector cooperation
The first quarter of 2014 has already seen a number of prosecutions in the courts
involving the misuse of gaming machine money.
Such prosecutions come about either because of
scrutiny by the Department of Internal Affairs or
in some cases because of scrutiny by those within
the sector.
One of the recent court cases was brought
because information was passed to the
Department by the New Zealand Community
Trust (NZCT).
A former sports organisation treasurer, Henry
Joseph Mackie, 52, of Whangarei used false and
altered documents to obtain gaming machine
grants from the NZCT, Pub Charity Inc and the
Oxford Trust.
This case highlights the importance of thorough
and sound grant auditing processes, and the
benefits to the sector as a whole in taking a
collaborative approach to compliance. The
Department encourages societies to be vigilant in
auditing of grants and not to hesitate in raising
suspected breaches of the Gambling Act.
Director of Gambling Compliance, Debbie
Despard says: “The community is the ultimate
beneficiary of the gaming machine proceeds. The
illegal use of pokie money is effectively stealing
from the community and community groups miss
out.”

Other recent prosecutions
•

Daniel Joseph Clifford, 58, convicted of
dishonestly using a document; sentenced to
nine months home detention and 200 hours
community work in the Manukau District
Court.

•

Michael Anthony McGurk, 54, of Takapuna;
convicted of theft of $35,000; sentencing will
take place in July 2014.

•

Patrick Francis Williams, 67, convicted of
five charges of theft by a person in a special
relationship totalling $93,127.12; sentencing
will take place in April 2014.

•

John Mark Bradfield, 45, of Auckland;
convicted of theft by a person in a special
relationship of nearly $10,000; sentencing will
take place in April.

•

Jane Bridget Hamilton, 38, convicted of
two charges of theft by a person in a special
relationship of more than $90,000 and two of
false accounting; sentencing will take place in
May.

Mackie pleaded guilty and was convicted of
14 charges of using a document for pecuniary
advantage and one charge of false accounting.
He was sentenced to three months community
detention, 200 hours community service and
ordered to pay reparation of $8000 at $100 per
week.
Further information can be found in the
corresponding media releases on our website
(www.dia.govt.nz/gambling).
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Learning lessons from audits
We publish audit reports of Class 4 societies, and several have recently been uploaded
to our website. We consider the issues in these audits, and the recommendations
made should serve as a precedent to others in the sector. Whilst in most cases we have
extended the opportunity to rectify these issues and avoid sanction, issues of a similar
nature in future may result in licence suspensions.
Of particular interest to the Department is the
recurring issue of unnecessary or exorbitant
expenses, and excessive salaries of society officers
or employees. It is timely to remind societies that
all expenses must meet the “actual, reasonable,
necessary” test. The Department expects to
see line-by-line analysis where spending is
contemplated. Our expectation for salaries of
senior staff is to see them benchmarked to the
“charity, not for profit” sector, rather than the
corporate sector.
Also to note are the challenges in auditing grants
for sporting purposes. North and South Trust

received some media attention in September
about this issue. We recognise that this is not a
unique challenge for North and South, and refer
you to the guidelines published in the September
issue of Gambits on who is eligible for grants
and what the grants can be for. These guidelines
should be adhered to, as further incidents of this
issue may result in sanctions. It should be noted
that the Department is satisfied with the actions
taken by North and South to rectify the issue.
It should also be pointed out that, by the time we
publish these reports, the issues they raise will
have, in the main, been rectified.

Gambits getting a makeover
It will come as no surprise that at the Department we are always looking to improve how we do
things. Something we have been pondering for a while is how to communicate more efficiently
and effectively with our readers, in a user-friendly way.
We have decided it is time we updated Gambits
making use of the technology that a vast majority
of you are already using. We are moving to an
online newsletter, dubbed E-Gambits, which will be
delivered to your email inboxes across the country.
E-Gambits will not be Gambits as we know it. One of
the many advantages of an email-based newsletter is
that the cost is far less, so we can send information
more often. It will take the form of as-they-happen
news updates, so you get the information when you
need it; every two months we will send a lengthier
version addressing big issues and our strategic
direction, and updates on statistics and reports.
Everything we send you will be uploaded to our
website and be much easier to refer back to.
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We recognise that some people are fond of the
printed publication, but we have assessed the
information we provide, and much of it is most
relevant and valuable if it is delivered in a timely
fashion, so we want to make that happen. We have
not ruled out some form of printed publication at a
lower frequency and distribution, so if you think we
need one we would love to hear your ideas.
We will keep you posted on any of the technical
details about how to subscribe to the new E-Gambits,
but you can expect it to start popping up in your
inbox around mid-year. Watch this space!
Feedback on our new approach to Gambits can be
emailed to: Sector.Initiatives@dia.govt.nz;
Trevor.Henry@dia.govt.nz

Reinforcing the value of
MVE
Neove Christoforou of Gambling
Compliance’s Sector Initiatives team
continues to lead roll-outs of the
Multi Venue Exclusion programme
(MVE). Recently we were reminded of
its importance and impact by a man
unlucky to live in an area that has not yet
implemented the programme. Following
advice from a venue, he contacted the
Department for assistance.
We referred him to a problem gambling
provider who could guide him through the
exclusion process so we hope this resolved
and improved his situation. But it reinforces
the importance of MVE as one of a range of
interventions to help problem gamblers.
Due to the complexity of gambling addiction,
not all prevention options are effective for
every problem gambler. This person, who
displayed a genuine desire to resolve his
gambling problem, felt that exclusion was
the only thing that worked for him. In his
correspondence with us, he stated: “I’m well
aware of the Helpline and help available but
I can’t stress enough the urgency in rolling
out the multi venue process. If it had been
in place five years ago things might be a lot
different now for me.”
We take this feedback on board. As reported
in the last issue of Gambits, New Plymouth
recently implemented MVEs, with wider
Taranaki to follow in the coming weeks.
The MVE Coordinator for New Plymouth is
Sandi Cummings.
Next on the schedule are Whangarei and
Wairoa.

Exploring ways to make
gambling venues safer
Ensuring patrons’ safety in gambling venues
is a critical element for harm prevention and
minimisation, and for maintaining integrity
in the sector. It is about doing everything we
can to allow patrons to gamble responsibly,
without putting them at unnecessary risk of
developing gambling problems.
At the Stakeholder Reference Group last November
we announced the Safer Gambling Venues project,
which is committed to exploring further ways to
increase safety in venues and promote best practice.
Sector Initiatives is leading the project, which focuses
on access to gaming areas, host responsibility and
venue staff training. We will be looking at what the
current practice and standards are in these areas, and
assessing their effectiveness and appropriateness
to the current operating environment. If we find
opportunities for improvement, we will work with
venues and societies to make that happen. The initial
focus for this project is on Class 4 venues. However
any opportunities will also be considered for their
relevance in the casino sector, and we will include
casinos accordingly.
Alongside this project, the Department is working on
a review of the Harm Prevention and Minimisation
Regulations, and a best practice host responsibility
policy.
To initiate some of this work, we will request
information from various sector groups that will
help us understand current practice, challenges, and
any existing opportunities. Specifically, societies
and clubs can expect shortly to receive requests for
information about venue staff training programmes
and host responsibility policies. Further requests,
discussions or surveys may follow.
We will keep you up-to-date on progress in this area,
and welcome any suggestions of areas on which to
focus that would have a significant impact on the
safety of gambling patrons.
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Lion Foundation’s GMP helps newborns at Middlemore
In the constant struggle to prevent problem gambling and minimise harm, it is useful to be
reminded of the benefit gaming machine proceeds bring to the community.
A recent example that will strike a chord with many
is the Lion Foundation’s grant to the Middlemore
Foundation for new equipment essential to the
neonatal intensive care unit at Middlemore Hospital.
The grant is one of the largest lump-sum donations
ever given to the hospital, and one of the largest
grants Lion distributed in 2013.
The newborn unit needed an urgent replacement
for a machine used for scanning for holes in babies’
hearts, brain bleeds and blocked kidneys, after the
previous one broke down.

The replacement machine and a range of other
equipment that the funds will be put towards is
lifesaving for the most vulnerable members of our
community.
It should not be suggested that such community
benefit outweighs the harm to problem gamblers,
but it is a positive reminder that the industry we
work in is about striking a balance, in which the
pursuit of one value should not be at the expense of
another.

Service providers’ collective approach to problem gambling
The Department hosted at the end of February the central region’s Gamble JAM (joint-agency
meeting), a bi-monthly meeting for problem gambling providers.

Attendees at the recent
central region Gamble
JAM, hosted by DIA in
Wellington

Gamble JAM takes place across the regions and is attended by the Department and the Health Promotion
Agency. Providers meet to share knowledge and the latest initiatives, trends and issues, which also provides
a valuable opportunity to network and strengthen relationships.
There are many areas within both clinical and public health work that benefit from a consistent approach.
The forum is also used to ensure a consistent approach by gambling service providers for policy reviews and
peer support for clinical initiatives and public health campaigns like Gamble Free Day.
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From the Health Promotion Agency (HPA)
Choice Not Chance - New Campaign
Launch May 2014
A new national gambling harm campaign is
currently in development and is due to air across the
country from May.
A series of TV and radio advertisements will seek to
highlight three early signs of risk that all gamblers
should watch out for – chasing losses, lying about
or concealing the extent of their gambling, and the
hidden stress it can cause. This campaign, targeted
primarily at those aged 18-34, will outline these key
signs in an engaging and destigmatising way and
ask people to take positive action. For those seeking
advice or support the campaign will still direct them
to the 0800 Gambling Helpline and to the Choice Not
Chance website, which is undergoing a complete
overhaul. It will be rereleased in May to coincide
with the campaign launch.
Like previous campaigns (Coin Toss and Kiwi
Lives) there will be a number of TV and radio
advertisements. These will be coupled with an
increased online advertising presence and a number
of interactive tools on the Choice Not Chance website.

Class 4 Venue Research
The HPA is interested in working closely with
the Department of Internal Affairs, the gambling
industry as well as venues and problem gambling
services across the country with a view to extending
its Choice Not Chance campaign to include displaying
messages in and around venues.
In December 2013, members of the HPA research
team held a number of one-on-one interviews with
bar staff in three regions as well as regular pokie
players to find out more about what was working
well and what barriers still exist around identifying
and acting on risky player behaviours. We would
like to take this opportunity to again thank those
that gave their time to participate in this project,
especially at such a busy time of year for the
hospitality sector.
A report summarising the research findings is being
prepared and will be available on the HPA website
(www.hpa.org.nz) shortly.

Gambling-related harm is an important health issue
in New Zealand and has significant negative health,
social and economic implications. Evidence suggests
that taking action when the early signs of harmful
gambling appear will prevent the problem getting
worse and will reduce the level of gambling-related
harm experienced by the gambler and those around
them. The HPA’s work in this area aims to motivate
people to seek help and take positive action early,
both for themselves and for others they care about.

GAMBITS’ EDITOR
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have
comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact Trevor Henry:
Telephone: 04 495 7211 or 021 245 8642 | Email: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Keeping it simple: Class 4 licensing reminders
Here are a few updates on best practice, and suggested approaches to make life easier and
avoid unnecessary delays during the licensing process.

Licensing application forms
We remind societies that all licence applications
must now be completed on the new forms available
from our website (www.dia.govt.nz/gambling).
Please check periodically to ensure the latest forms
are being used.
Application forms are still undergoing minor
changes and amendments to meet the requirements
of the Integrated Gambling Platform (IGP) and the
Department has taken the opportunity to continue
refining forms to more clearly define information
requirements.
Please ensure all applicable information is entered
on the forms as IGP enforces strict validation
rules. Incomplete applications will be returned
unprocessed.
IGP will enable the Department to better manage
the whole compliance regime for gambling. Work
is under way on more modules of IGP. The next
modules will be for Class 3 licence application
processing and for a range of compliance activities
done by the Department.
The most recently updated forms are listed below,
along with the date they were updated. If you are
unsure whether something has changed since you
last used it, you can refer to this date on the web
page.
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•

GC1B Operator’s Licence Cert B; updated
2/12/2013

•

GC3 Application for New Venue Licence;
updated 2/12/2013

•

GC6 GMAS Renewal CertB; updated 11/07/2013

•

GC2 Operator’s Licence Key Person
Amendment; updated 29/10/2013

•

GC4A Venue Licence Amendment and Non Key
Person; updated 31/01/2014

•

GC4 Venue Licence Key Person Notification;
updated 22/10/2013.
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Key Person suitability and
employment agreements
The Class 4 gambling sector is under constant public
scrutiny and the integrity of the sector depends on
the individuals working within it. Therefore one of
the Department’s key goals is to ensure the integrity
of key persons. The Secretary for Internal Affairs (the
Secretary) investigates the suitability of key persons
during the licensing process, and must refuse to
grant or amend a Class 4 venue or operator’s licence
if he is not satisfied a key person is suitable.
If the Secretary is not satisfied with the suitability of
a key person, they cannot work in Class 4 gambling.
This has the potential to put employers (venues
or societies) in a difficult position if they have
established employment prior to key person status
being confirmed.
We suggest employers consider including clauses
enabling the termination of a key person’s
employment agreement in the event that the
Secretary is not satisfied about the key person’s
suitability.
GC2 (Class 4 Operator’s Licence Key Person
Amendments/Notifications), and GC5 (Key Person
Applicant’s Personal Information) forms must be
submitted to the Department as soon as is practicable
(by the society) for all new key people.

Obligation on disposal of gaming
machines
Section 83 of the Gambling Act requires a holder of
a Class 4 operator’s licence to provide information
to the Department when disposing of gaming
machines.
This information is particularly important for
licensing when gaming machines move between
societies. Due to increased validation capabilities
introduced by IGP we are finding a number of
occurrences where notifications have not been
made. In the case of venue transfers, there have
been difficulties in issuing a licence because some
gaming machines fail validation as they are not in
the notified state to allow transfer.
The Department reminds societies of the importance
of being notified of gaming machine disposals. It is
an offence not to provide the information within 20
working days of disposing of a gaming machine.
All disposal notifications must be completed on a
GC4A form. No fee is required where the notification
is purely for the purpose of gaming machine
disposals.

Section 83 Wording
(1) The holder of a Class 4 operator’s licence must
provide the following information to the Secretary
within 20 working days of disposing of a gaming
machine:
(a) the means of disposal; and
(b) the name of the acquirer of the gaming
machine and the details necessary to contact the
acquirer with ease.

Reminder: Demise
of Class 4 nondownloadable jackpots
There are just over 18 months to 1
December 2015 when Class 4 nondownloadable jackpots must cease
operation, as detailed in the December
2010 edition of Gambits.
A new version of the Minimum Technical
Requirements for Class 4 Linked Jackpot
Systems was notified in the NZ Gazette and
took effect from 2 December 2010, requiring
all new jackpots to be downloadable
and allowing existing, licensed nondownloadable jackpots to operate until 1
December 2015.
The Department suggests that, if you intend
to replace your current non-downloadable
jackpot with a downloadable jackpot,
you give some thought to planning the
changeover, such as the associated costs and
installation times. You may wish to approach
your intended supplier to discuss this.

(2) The holder of a Class 4 operator’s licence who
contravenes this section commits an offence and is
liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding $5,000.
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Pokie expenditure drops in calendar year 2013
Gaming machine expenditure in the year ended December 2013 dropped 3.4 per cent from $839.7 m to $811.5 m.
There were also fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines compared with 12 months earlier.
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Between the third and fourth quarters of 2013 spending rose $684,455, from $206 million at the end of September
to $206.7 million at 31 December 2013.
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Gaming machine societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for
liaising with gaming machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact
these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.
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APPLICANT

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Brent Addison ext 5345

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Dave Batenburg ext 7922

Beth Datuin ext 7952

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Craig Holmes ext 5486

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INCORPORATED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

FIRST LIGHT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Theresa Sarten ext 5258

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LIMITED

Andy Cruickshank ext 7267

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Dave Batenburg ext 7922

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Clark McMichael ext 7268

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

ILT FOUNDATION

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

INFINITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Theresa Sarten ext 5258

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Erin Moyle ext 5711

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES COMMUNITY TRUST

Dave Batenburg ext 7922

Beth Datuin ext 7952

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LIMITED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Beth Datuin ext 7952

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Craig Holmes ext 5486

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Brad Avery ext 5498

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

PELORUS TRUST

Brad Avery ext 5498

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

PODIUM SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Beth Datuin ext 7952

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Brad Avery ext 5498

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

PUB CHARITY

Erin Moyle ext 5711

Janet Wong ext 5505

PUB CHARITY LIMITED

Erin Moyle ext 5711

Janet Wong ext 5505

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Craig Holmes ext 5486

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITIBLE TRUST INCORPORATED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE AKARANA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Beth Datuin ext 7952

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FOUNDATION

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LIMITED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

THE PEGASUS SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Beth Datuin ext 7952

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Brent Addison ext 5345

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

MASSE FOUNDATION INC

Andy Cruickshank ext 7267

Kevin Tung ext 7920

POCKETS 8 BALL CLUB

Clark McMichael ext 7268

Kevin Tung ext 7920
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Regulatory Services
Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Services which sits within the
Department’s Policy, Regulatory and Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive,
Paul James.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy. In addition to
gambling, this includes community safety (censorship and anti-spam compliance), fire service policy, identity services policy,
local government, community and voluntary sector policy, crown entity monitoring functions, and Office of Ethnic Affairs.
For the sake of simplicity, functions outside of the gambling sector are not included on this page.

Maarten Quivooy
General Manager,
Regulatory Services

Alison Barrett

Director,
Operations Support

Gareth Bostock

Manager,
Regulatory Investigations

Michael Cassidy

Kate Reid

Manager,
Financial Integrity

Ian Milnes

Debbie Despard

Director,
Gambling Compliance

Natasha Firth

Manager,
Gaming Technology

Manager,
Casino Compliance

Manager,
Licensing Compliance

Heather McShane

Kevin Finnegan

Stefan Pishief

Manager,
Operational Policy

Regulatory Services: Responsible for all regulation and
compliance operations (and operational policy) including
anti-spam, censorship, gambling, racing, anti-money
laundering and countering financing of terrorism.
Operations Support: Provides support and assistance to
operational compliance functions across the group and
wider Department.
Regulatory Investigations: Undertakes significant (complex,
cross group, lengthy and sensitive) investigation projects
involving criminal, legal and financial issues related to
the governance and operation of gaming sector people
and organisations. Provides expertise and support to
investigations and audits across the group.
Financial Integrity: Under the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009, monitors
casinos, non-deposit-taking lenders, money changers and
reporting entities not covered by the other supervisors, The
Reserve Bank and the Securities Commission.
Gambling Compliance: Responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring about

Manager,
Gambling Compliance

Manager,
Sector Initiatives

compliance with the law. Works closely with Policy so that
there is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.
Gaming Technology: This position oversees the technical
integrity of gaming issues across casino and all other classes
of gambling.
Operational Policy: Provides support and advice to the
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. Develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In
broad terms, develops Department policies for how the law
will be turned into the work done in the field.
Casino Compliance: Responsible for working with the casino
sector to bring about compliance with the law.
Licensing Compliance: Responsible for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
(EMS) contract with Intralot.
Sector Initiatives: Responsible for developing new and
innovative approaches to promoting and securing increased
compliance across the gambling sector.
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW

3

INTRODUCING IAN MILNES

As 2013 closes, it is timely to reflect on a very busy and progressive year for
Regulatory Services, following structural changes in late 2012.

3

FIRST LICENCE RELOCATION UNDER

The restructure was part of a change in philosophy, strengthening our focus
on minimising harm and maximising benefit in all the areas we regulate.
This has allowed us to change the way we work in some areas, adopt new
strategies in others, and become a more responsive regulator across the
board.
In this issue of Gambits there are a number of updates about our work across
the gambling sector. We are starting with a high level look at our work this
year in the context of change and refreshed objectives, and a look ahead to
what 2014 will bring.
A significant number of people joined Regulatory Services in new roles and
new teams were created from the restructure, including two Gambling
Inspectors in Wellington. Casino Compliance teams established in Auckland
and Christchurch (including the recent appointment of Ian Milnes as
Manager of Casino Compliance), team leaders appointed in Auckland
and Wellington in Licensing Compliance, and Natasha Firth as Manager
Licensing Compliance, and Sector Initiatives appointing their third and final
team member in September.
The Financial Integrity team, newly developed to regulate under the AntiMoney Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act (AML/CFT)
has reached full strength, and while they are regulating under different
legislation, their presence increases our resource in the gambling sector, with
casinos a key focus for their potential to be vehicles for money laundering.
With a number of new faces on board, and a renewed vision for how we
operate, many of our teams have been working hard on establishing better
communication channels and developing closer and more productive
relationships with the sector and other stakeholders. Sector Initiatives
particularly relies on these key relationships in their work, and the Gambling
Compliance team is already seeing benefits of increased communication,
with many of the minor day to day administrative issues societies face being
sorted quickly. For Licensing Compliance, this has improved their position
to educate and work with clubs to help keep gambling operations on track,
while ensuring compliance and the integrity of gambling.
Through closer communication we aim to prevent small infringements from
escalating into big problems. Nevertheless there have been some significant
convictions this year arising from gambling activity, including: Lindsay Raki
for theft of pokie grant money totalling over $300,000; Bo Du, Xiao Dong Lu
and Zhuo Zhao for theft of casino money by cheating.
(continued over page)
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The year in review (continued)
With help from the Regulatory Investigations
team we are turning our attention to serious and
complex issues, based on factors including the size
and magnitude of offending, severity of potential
or actual harm to the community, risk of noncompliance spreading in the sector, and evidence of
deliberate or organised non-compliance. A resulting
investigation is Operation Chestnut, the largest
investigation in the history of the gambling sector,
and a joint operation by the Department, the Serious
Fraud Office and the Organised Financial Crime
Agency. The investigation is progressing and we
recently announced that key individuals have been
interviewed, and more interviews may follow.
This approach is a significant example of moving
away from business-as-usual processes, to focusing
resources in areas where we can have the most
influence and impact. Similarly, the Sector Initiatives
team is exploring new and innovative ways to
minimise harm and maximise benefit, and will
continue to work with the sector and communities to
implement initiatives that arise from this work.
While we apply our resources to significant projects
and issues, it is also important to maintain an ability
to respond to our changing environment. The everadvancing technological environment has been a key
driver for the development of the Integrated Gaming
Platform, which Licensing Compliance has been
working hard on throughout the year. Admittedly,

as with any new system, we have hit some road
bumps and we are grateful to those affected for their
cooperation and patience while we work through
them, but we are progressing nonetheless. The
second phase presents an exciting new challenge that
will, among other things, deliver services online.
Another notable change to our environment
has been brought about by the New Zealand
International Convention Centre Act, which results
in a number of regulatory concessions for SkyCity
Auckland Casino. The casino and gambling sector
has been under increased scrutiny over the course
of this year, which has brought both challenges
and opportunities for everyone involved. While
the passing of the New Zealand International
Convention Centre Act does not change how we
regulate, it does have significant impact on what
we regulate, and we recognise that this will have
an impact on our regulatory responsibilities. We
will focus on understanding these impacts and
respond accordingly in anticipation of the regulatory
concessions coming into effect.
2014 looks to be a very busy year for us, with the
bedding in of new approaches and some significant
milestones on the work programme with a number
of projects. We will continue to reflect on our
performance, adapt as challenges arise, and focus
our efforts on having an impact on what we see as
a common goal across the sector: minimising harm
and maximising benefit.

FUNDING FOR
COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
www.dia.govt.nz/gambling
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Introducing Ian Milnes
Ian Milnes has been appointed Manger Casino Compliance, based in Auckland. He is an
experienced Environment and Public Health Consultant, and was most recently employed
at Auckland Council, as Manager, Southern Licensing and Compliance.
Ian has been in New Zealand for over 30 years. Originally from Liverpool, Ian
says he has not forgiven his father for not being one of the Beatles!
Parental resentment aside, Ian brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to
the Gambling Compliance team following a 28 year career in compliance and
enforcement with local government. He is looking forward to the challenges
that his new role brings.
“It’s an exciting time to be part of Gambling Compliance,” he says. “We have a
fantastic opportunity via minimising harm and maximising benefit to influence
thinking and behaviours beyond the traditional inspection/audit regimes.”

First licence relocation under new law
The first Class 4 venue licence using the relocation provisions of the Gambling (Gambling Harm
Reduction) Amendment Act 2013, commonly referred to as the Flavell Bill, has been issued by
the Department.
The licence concerned the Te Rapa Tavern in
Hamilton. The landowner at the tavern’s original
location had not renewed the lease and the Te Rapa
Tavern venue operator rebuilt the tavern at a new
location 850 metres away.
Hamilton City Council’s Class 4 gambling venue
policy already contained clauses allowing relocation
of venues in specified parts of the city and the
council issued consent for 18 gaming machines to
operate at the Te Rapa Tavern’s new location. Had
the council not had such a policy, the licence issue
may have been more complex.

If territorial authorities (TAs) do not already have
clauses in their Class 4 gambling policy allowing
relocation, they must review this at their next policy
update. TAs can refuse licence relocations at their
discretion, but if they want to introduce a clause to
their policy allowing relocations, they must consult
on the change. Whenever a TA is considering
whether to include a relocation policy, it must
consider the social impact of gambling in highdeprivation communities within its district.
The Ministry of Health will soon be publishing an
updated Gambling Resource for Local Government
which will also include information on the new
requirements.
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Class 4 regulatory proposals: What’s the latest?
There has been widespread public interest in proposals to improve four areas in the
non-casino Class 4 gambling sector and the Department commends the effort put into
submissions. The detailed information that many provided gives an overall view of the
state of the Class 4 sector and the potential impacts of the various proposals.
The proposals, which were released for public
consultation in September, attracted 114
submissions from Class 4 societies, venues,
community groups, problem gambling help
providers, local councils and others.
The proposals aim to:
• increase the minimum rate of return of gaming
machine proceeds (GMP) to the community
from 37.12 per cent to between 40 and 43 per
cent
• regulate local distribution of GMP to the areas
that generated them
• increase transparency of grant information
• change the current venue payments system.
The Department is analysing the submissions
and will advise the Minister of Internal Affairs

Financial viability review
continues
The Department’s review of the financial
viability guidelines for Class 4 societies is
continuing pending the outcome of a High
Court case dealing with related matters. The
court decision is expected in the New Year.
In the meantime, the Department is assessing
financial viability on a case-by-case basis.

on potential changes and the next steps in the
process. If changes proceed, amending the
minimum rate of return and introducing local
distribution regulations will likely happen first
as these can be made under existing regulationmaking provisions in the Gambling Act 2003.
The proposals to increase the transparency
of grant information and improve the venue
payments system, will take longer to progress
as they require legislative amendments. The
Department proposes to work with the sector on
the venue payments proposal to ensure that any
changes are well designed.
More information about all the potential changes
will be available after decisions are made.
Further questions about the process can be
addressed to the Department via the submissions
email address: class4submissions@dia.govt.nz

IGP update
Work on the Integrated Gambling Platform
(IGP) Phase Two has started and is
progressing well.
Phase Two will see all licensing processes for
gambling activities brought online, as well as some
other technical aspects to future proof the system for
enhanced information sharing.
For this next phase of the project, the Department
is keen on engaging the sector to get their feedback
and requirements on how they will use the system to
lodge applications, create notifications and manage
their information efficiently.
Please contact us if you are interested in joining a
forum discussion and get a first hand look on how
it works now and help shape how it will work in
the future. Email igp@dia.govt.nz to register your
interest.
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Grant funding environment update: Understanding
societies’ perspectives
Stefan Pishief, Manager Sector Initiatives
Sector Initiatives has made progress with the study
of the Class 4 funding environment in the Manukau
Ward and Manurewa Local Board throughout
October and November.

The workshops were followed up with some written
questions to societies, and requests for grant data,
which we have been receiving over the last few
weeks.

Following a survey and attending workshops with
community and charity groups in the area, the team
has been analysing information they received and
writing a report on the findings. This is in the final
stages and we hope to circulate it to the community
and the sector in the coming weeks.

From the information provided so far, and what we
heard at the workshops, we are learning things we
were not necessarily aware of, and we are seeing
some great examples of work being undertaken
by societies to return funds to local areas. We will
compare the findings from the community with
those from societies, and identify any correlations
which may suggest particular problem areas
in returning funds to those communities in the
Manukau Ward and Manurewa Local Board.

To better understand the environment from societies’
perspectives, we held two workshops in October.
These were held in Wellington and Auckland,
and focused on the challenges societies face in
distributing Gaming Machine Proceeds back to
the communities it is generated in, and how they
manage these challenges currently. It was hugely
beneficial to get a number of societies discussing
the issues in an open forum, and brought a range of
perspectives together on what is a shared outcome
for many.

We have also been pleased with attendance at the
workshops and response to the data requests from
the sector. One society representative commented
that this was the first time they had been invited to
such a workshop, and thought it was beneficial. We
agree and are looking forward to progressing with
this work.

Community service for
pokie money theft
The former venue operator of the
Counties Inn, Pukekohe, Martin Clyve
Lamplough, 64, was sentenced to 200
hours community service and fined
$7,500 after pleading guilty to stealing
gaming machine money.
He failed to bank a week’s gaming machine
take of $27,015.60 in May, using the money to
pay his business’s bills and accounts.

Support for problem gamblers

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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Shining the spotlight on performance: Class 4 audit
reports
Publishing of Class 4 audit reports is an important step in enhancing transparency and
integrity in the Class 4 environment. For any venues considering changing societies, audit
reports are a useful decision making tool, and venue operators should do their homework
before they go ahead with any changes.

Why do we audit societies?
•

To determine a society’s level of compliance
with the Gambling Act 2003, game rules and
regulations and the implementation of its
policies and procedures

•

To identify areas of compliance and noncompliance with the Act

•

To recommend areas for improvement and
best practice to support a society’s compliance
with the Act.

What do audits focus on?
Areas of focus for these audits are determined
each year through the Department’s business
planning process, which allows us to ensure that
gambling is conducted in a way that minimises
gambling harm, maximises returns to authorised

purposes, minimises costs and improves
capability and compliance within the sector.

What’s in an audit report?
Audit reports summarise the audit findings
and represent the Department’s assessment of a
society’s performance against the focus areas and
compliance with its obligations. The Department
has the duty of assessing the society’s adherence
to the Gambling Act 2003 and uses the audit
report to set expectations as well as provide
direction to the sector.

How can you access audit reports?
Finalised audit reports are published regularly
on the Department’s website under Gambling >
Compliance, Investigations & Audits > Gambling
Compliance Audits

New training requirements for door staff
The PSPPI (Minimum Training) Regulations 2013 came into force on 1 October and there are
new training requirements for security guards and door staff.

Who has to be trained?
Anyone who fits the definition of “crowd
controllers” under the Private Security Personnel
and Private Investigators (PSPPI) Act 2010, this
includes door staff, bouncers and security guards.

What is the training?
There are three NZQA unit standards that focus
on managing conflict and help ensure that crowd
controllers act in the public interest.

When is the training deadline?
Those already licensed, or who applied for a licence,
as at 30 September 2013, have one year to complete
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the required training. Those who applied for a
licence after that date need to do the training before
they can get a licence, but can apply for a temporary
certificate of approval to allow them to work while
they train.

What happens if door staff aren’t
trained?
A licence holder could be fined up to $20,000 for
employing or contracting a person without a current
certificate of approval. Working without a licence
is an offence risking a fine of up to $40,000 for an
individual or up to $60,000 for a company.
More information is available at www.pspla.govt.nz

Banking GMP over
Christmas/New Year
The Christmas and New Year period
is a hectic time for everyone as it is,
but throw in a few public holidays and
you’d be forgiven for being confused
about when to bank gaming machine
profits (GMP).
GMP must be banked within five working
days of being calculated, and are to
be calculated for successive seven-day
periods, Monday-Sunday inclusive. To
save everyone from meticulously scouring
the rules and the calendar to work out
when to bank, we’ve listed the dates
below.

Banking dates
For this Christmas and New Year the
banking due dates are:
For GMP generated 9 -15 December 2013,
the banking is due 20 December 2013
For GMP generated 16 - 22 December
2013, the banking is due 7 January 2014
For GMP generated 23 - 29 December
2013, the banking is due 9 January 2014
For GMP generated 30 December - 5
January 2014, the banking is due 10
January

Keeping the focus on
harm minimisation: regs
under review
The Department has started a review
of gambling harm prevention and
minimisation (HPM) regulations, focusing
primarily on harm associated with pokies
in pubs and clubs – Class 4 non-casino
gambling.
The Gambling (Gambling Harm Reduction)
Amendment Act, passed in September, created
a new regulation-making power that could
require the use of pre-commitment, playertracking, or other harm minimisation devices,
technology, or systems associated with Class 4
gaming machines.
The review will examine the feasibility, cost
and benefits of introducing pre-commitment
systems and associated technology, along with
other types of harm minimisation systems such
as facial recognition technology and playertracking systems.
The Gambling Act 2003 also includes
regulation-making powers for HPM in Class 4
gambling. Some of these powers have already
been exercised through the Gambling (Harm
Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations
2004. The review will analyse the effectiveness
of current regulations and the potential for
amendments, while also considering a need for
new regulations under the original regulationmaking powers.
The review was discussed at the recent
Stakeholder Reference Group meeting held on
22 November, and a wide range of ideas and
considerations were raised by attendees
The review involves only preliminary
information gathering and analysis, and is
expected to be completed by mid 2014. If
amendments are proposed following this
process, formal consultation will occur with all
relevant stakeholders.
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MVE update
The Multi-Venue Exclusion
(MVE) programme for problem
gamblers is now operating in
45 New Zealand communities,
with Masterton being the
most recent to implement the
programme, and Taranaki in the
initial phases of introduction.

Areas and localities operating Multiple Venue
Exclusion Programmes as at November 2013

Neove Christoforou and Davina
Cochrane of the Sector Initiatives
team worked with Care NZ in
Masterton throughout November
and December, implementing
the MVE national framework
and clinical use of multi-venue
exclusions. This involved liaising
with all service providers, and
societies and venue operators
in the area to ensure a common
understanding and consistent
approach to multi-venue exclusions.
They are currently working with the
Problem Gambling Foundation in
Taranaki, with implementation to be
completed by the end of January.
The Masterton programme operates
in Masterton, Carterton and South
Wairarapa, and the Taranaki
programme will operate throughout
New Plymouth, Stratford and South
Taranaki.
The corresponding map shows
those communities now operating
the MVE programme, excluding
Taranaki. Four more communities
are on track to implement the
programme in the coming months.
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White dot denotes a township or city where MVE is operating
Light grey sections indicate whole territorial authorities where MVE is operating

Gambling harm research available from MoH
The Ministry of Health’s strategy for Preventing and Minimising Gambling Harm includes
funding research and contributing to the gambling harm minimisation evidence. The following
completed research reports are available from the Ministry’s website:

Effectiveness of Brief Telephone
Interventions

Impact of Gambling on Pacific and
Asian Peoples

Internationally, there is a dearth of evidence on the
effectiveness of interventions for treating problem
gambling, and how sustained the benefits of these
interventions are. The Ministry of Health and the
AUT addressed this gap in the evidence base by
conducting a high quality clinical trial. The clinical
trial compared the effectiveness of three different
types of telephone-based brief interventions with
the standard care provided by the Gambling
Helpline (Lifeline Aotearoa). The researchers found
participants showed major improvements in their
gambling problems, and this was maintained at
the 12-month follow-up, irrespective of the type
of intervention they received. Of note was the
finding that those receiving standard care from the
Gambling Helpline did as well as those receiving the
other interventions. There was also some evidence
that Maori benefitted more from the boosted
treatment. To read the full report go to:
http://www.health.govt.nz/ and enter the key words
‘gambling intervention effectiveness’.

Pacific peoples have one of the highest rates of
problem gambling in New Zealand, however there is
very limited research to inform efforts to prevent and
minimise gambling-related harm in this population.
To address this, the Ministry of Health contracted the
AUT to conduct a study on the impact of gambling
and problem gambling on the Pacific community in
New Zealand. An important feature of this study is
that it provides ethnic-specific findings for the major
Pacific groups in New Zealand – Cook Islander,
Niuean, Samoan, and Tongan. Some of the key
findings were: the church has a significant influence
on Pacific peoples’ gambling, many Pacific people
have a limited awareness of problem gambling
services, and the impact of gambling was generally
more negative than positive. To read the full report
go to: http://www.health.govt.nz/ and enter the key
words ‘gambling pacific’.

Client Outcomes
There is limited evidence on the outcomes for
clients who receive gambling treatment services
in New Zealand and worldwide. In the first of its
kind, the AUT with funding from the Ministry of
Health, conducted an ‘outcome study’ involving
150 New Zealanders with gambling problems. The
study compared the outcomes for clients who only
received the standard telephone-based care provided
by the Gambling Helpline (Lifeline Aotearoa) to
those who in addition to the standard care provided
by the Gambling Helpline, also received face-toface counselling for their gambling problems. The
researchers found that people achieved significant
improvements when they received the standard
Gambling Helpline telephone-based care, and that
having additional face-to-face counselling generally
did not lead to further gains. To read the full report
go to: http://www.health.govt.nz/ and enter the key
words ‘gambling intervention effectiveness’.

The Asian population of New Zealand has increased
rapidly in the past two decades. Anecdotal and
media reports have suggested Asian people may
experience significant levels of gambling-related
harm. However there is a dearth of good quality
evidence to inform decision-making in this area.
To build an evidence base, the Ministry of Health
provided funding to Auckland University to
conduct a study on the impact of gambling and
problem gambling on the Asian community in New
Zealand. Some of the key findings were: New Asian
immigrants may be at greater risk for problem
gambling, Asian peoples generally have a preference
to gamble in casinos rather than pubs or clubs, and
strategies to address gambling-related harm in the
Asian community should utilise cultural strengths,
build trust, normalise help-seeking, and provide
education about the potential harms of gambling. To
read the full report go to: http://www.health.govt.nz/
and enter the key words ‘gambling asian’.
(continued over page)
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Gambling harm research available from MoH (continued)
Effects of Advertising on Gambling
The issue of the effects of gambling advertising on
people’s behaviour has been the subject of some
media commentary. However there is very limited
research evidence to guide decision-making on
this matter. To address this the Ministry of Health
contracted an independent research company
(Schottler Pty Ltd) to conduct an exploratory study
of the effects of gambling advertising, marketing,
and sponsorship on New Zealanders’ perception
and behaviour towards gambling. The main finding
was that gambling advertising in New Zealand has
a relatively conservative effect on influencing people
to spend more money on gambling than they want
to. However, the study concluded that the negative
effects of gambling advertising are generally greater
for at-risk gamblers. To read the full report go to:
http://www.health.govt.nz/ and enter the key words
‘gambling advertising’.

Influence of Venue Characteristics on
Gambling
Electronic gaming machines (EGMs) are the main
reason for New Zealanders presenting to problem
gambling services for treatment, whether they
are based in casinos, clubs, or pubs. As part of
its commitment to preventing and minimising
gambling harm, the Ministry of Health funded a
study by Opus Ltd to examine what characteristics
of gambling venues are associated with problem
gambling. The study involved 813 gamblers from
eight venues in New Zealand. Some of the main
findings were: noise or sounds from EGMs has a

strong association with problem gambling; people
who report higher gambling problems tend to switch
more often between EGMs; and gamblers that have
positive social interactions with staff are less likely to
be problem gamblers. To read the full report go to:
http://www.health.govt.nz/ and enter the key words
‘gambling venue opus’.

Outcomes Framework for Preventing
and Minimising Gambling Harm
The current Preventing and Minimising Gambling
Harm Strategic Plan (2010/11-2015/16) identifies 11
objectives for improving gambling-related outcomes
for New Zealanders. In 2012, the Ministry of Health
contracted KPMG to work with sector stakeholders
to develop a framework for measuring progress
towards achievement of these objectives, and to
report on the current status. Some of the main
findings from the inaugural baseline report are:
there has been a reduction in inequalities related to
problem gambling, but inequalities remain for Māori
and low income communities; while participation in
decision-making is good at a regional level it is less
effective at a local level; problem gambling services
are effectively raising awareness about the harms
from gambling; interventions for gambling-related
harm are moderately accessible, highly responsive
and moderate to highly effective; an evidence base
to underpin problem gambling is being developed.
The next Outcomes Framework report will update
progress since the baseline report. To read the full
report go to: http://www.health.govt.nz/ and enter
the key words ‘gambling outcomes baseline’.

GAMBITS’ EDITOR
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have
comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact Trevor Henry:
Telephone: 04 495 7211 or 021 245 8642 | Email: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Addressing harmful gambling in venues
The Health Promotion Agency (HPA) has also started research to address harm in
gambling venues, which involves interviewing venue staff and gamblers. Anthea
Fitzsimons explains the project:
While many people gamble safely, a small but
significant number of people are still being
harmed by their own or someone else’s gambling.
Recent research by the Health Promotion Agency
(HPA) has shown that three out of four people
believe that gambling venues have an ethical or
legal responsibility to prevent their customer’s
gambling behaviour from becoming harmful.
However, only 42 per cent of respondents who
had experienced or been exposed to gambling
harm and 34 per cent of those who had not been
exposed to gambling harm believed that it was a
legal requirement (footnote reference below).
The HPA is interested in working closely with
the Department, the gambling industry as well
as venues and problem gambling services across
the country with a view to extending its Choice
Not Chance campaign to include messaging in
and around Class 4 venues. In order to better
understand the challenges faced by staff, venues

and gamblers in this space, and inform future
development, the HPA has undertaken a series
of one-on-one interviews in December with
findings being published in early 2014.
The HPA is committed to inspiring New
Zealanders to lead healthier lives so that we,
as a country, experience less harm, injury and
disease. It is responsible for a number of high
profile national programmes and campaigns and
in relation to gambling harm, strives to increase
awareness and support communities to prevent
and respond to harmful gambling.
The HPA is keen to involve the gambling
industry as we progress in this area. If you are
interested in more information about this please
contact Anthea at a.fitzsimons@hpa.org.nz
Footnote - (Kiwi Lives III 2013 Campaign Evaluation
(July 2013) www.hpa.org.nz/ research-library/
research-publications)

FUNDING FOR
COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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Sanction Decisions
LIST OF DECISIONS RELATING TO SANCTIONS IMPOSED BY THE DEPARTMENT
FROM 1 JANUARY 2013 TO 31 OCTOBER 2013
OPERATOR

Youthtown

Bluegrass
Holding
Limited
(Bluegrass)
& Stanmore
Star
Investments
Limited

Mainland
Foundation

Patron

Patron

Patron

12

LICENCE
TYPE

Class 4

Class 4
venue
licence

VENUE

123
Karaoka
Bar/Palm
Bar

Sideline
Bar

PROPOSED
SANCTION

Cancel venue
licence

BREACH/REASON

Illegal gambling
(including poker)

DATE OF
DECISION OR OUTCOME/STATUS
PROPOSAL

25 June 2013

Proposal withdrawn
following a negotiated
outcome with the
venue operator and
society

Cancellation

Sideline Bar key person
suitability issues and
19 August
other factors (sections
2013
67(1)(c) and (r) of the
Gambling Act 2013).

Bluegrass appealed
to the Gambling
Commission on
23 October 2013.
Stanmore Star
Investments Limited
also appealed to the
Gambling Commission
on 6 November 2013.

Cancel venue
licence

Late banking/theft
of gaming machine
profits in breach of
section 104(2) of the
Act and regulation 4 of
the Gambling (Class 4
Banking) Regulations
2006.

2 September
2013

Mainland Foundation
surrendered the venue
licence.

Class 4

Woodend
Hotel

Class 4

Harm
Ascot Park prevention
Motor Hotel and
minimisation

Breach of exclusion
order under section
312 of the Gambling
Act 2003

28 June 2013

Warning issued

Class 4

Harm
prevention
Kelvin Hotel
and
minimisation

Breach of exclusion
order under section
312 of the Gambling
Act 2003

1 August 2013

Warning issued

Class 4

Multiple
venues in
Wellington

Harm
prevention
and
minimisation

Breach of exclusion
order under section
312 of the Gambling
Act 2003

13 March 2013 Warning issued
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Gambling Commission Appeals - resolved
BREAKDOWN OF APPEALS THAT HAVE BEEN RESOLVED RECENTLY AND APPEALS
THAT ARE CURRENTLY IN PROCESS AS AT 22 NOVEMBER 2013
OPERATOR
AND VENUE

Cuesports
Foundation
Limited
(Cuesports)

Cuesports
Foundation
Limited
(Cuesports) –
Denbigh Hotel

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CLOSED)

OUTCOME

The Department decided to cancel
Cuesports’ Class 4 operator’s licence
for a number of reasons, including
key person issues, financial viability,
failure to distribute at least 37.12% of
net proceeds and failure to maximise
net proceeds and minimise operating
costs. The Department advised
Cuesports of its decision on 24 April
2012.

Cuesports gave notice of an
appeal against the Department’s
decision on 14 May 2012. It
appealed on a number of grounds.
Cuesports initially raised a matter
of jurisdiction and then applied
for disclosure of material about
matters concerning other Class 4
operator licence holders.

The Department decided to cancel
the venue licence because it could
not be satisfied of the suitability of key
persons.

Cuesports gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s decision
on 26 April 2013. The appeal
indicated that there was a change
to the key person.

The Department withdrew
its decision to cancel the
venue licence on the basis of
the evidence provided. The
licence for Denbigh Hotel was
surrendered.

TWTTIN gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s decision
on 12 November 2012. TWTTIN
stated its grounds for challenging
the Department’s decision as “right
of appeal”.

The Gambling Commission
upheld the appeal. The
decision to refuse to grant
the Class 3 licence was
reversed and the Secretary
was directed to issue a licence
with additional conditions.
GC16/13.

The Department decided to refuse
TWTTIN a Class 3 operator’s licence
That Was Then
(to run a raffle) because it could not,
This Is Now
after investigation, be satisfied of
Charitable
the suitability of key persons. The
Trust (TWTTIN)
Department advised TWTTIN of its
decision on 30 October 2012.

Cuesports withdrew the
appeal. The original
cancellation decision made by
the Department stands.
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Gambling Commission Appeals - in progress
BREAKDOWN OF APPEALS THAT HAVE YET TO BE FINALISED

OPERATOR AND
VENUE

Bluegrass
Holding Limited
(Bluegrass)

DEPARTMENT DECISION
The Department decided to cancel
Bluegrass’ Class 4 operator’s
licence because it could not, after
investigation, be satisfied of the
suitability of Bluegrass and its key
persons to hold a Class 4 operator’s
licence. The Department advised
Bluegrass of its decision on 3 July
2012.

The Department decided to refuse
Phoenix a Class 4 operator’s
Phoenix Charitable licence because it could not, after
Trust (Phoenix)
investigation, be satisfied of the
suitability of key persons. The
Department advised Phoenix of its
decision on 23 November 2012.

Bluegrass
Holdings Limited
– Sideline Bar
(Bluegrass)

Stanmore Star
Investments –
Sideline Bar

14

APPEAL (CLOSED)
Bluegrass gave notice
of an appeal against the
Department’s decision on 4
July 2012. It appealed on a
number of grounds including
that the Department’s decision
was wrong in fact and in law,
breached due process and
was beyond the Department’s
powers.

OUTCOME
Bluegrass filed an application
with the Gambling Commission
to have certain questions of
law heard separately, prior to
the hearing of the substantive
appeal. The Gambling
Commission declined the
application on 7 December
2012. In process.

Phoenix gave notice of
an appeal against the
Department’s decision on 14
December 2012. It appealed
on a number of grounds
In process.
including that the Department’s
decision was wrong in fact and
in law, breached due process,
failed to act consistently
between cases and is
unreasonable.

The Department decided to cancel
the venue licence because it could
not, after investigation, be satisfied
of the suitability of key persons.

Bluegrass gave notice
of an appeal against the
Department’s decision on 23
October 2013. It appealed on
a number of grounds including
that the Department’s decision
was wrong in fact and in law,
breached due process, is
disproportionate and unfair.

In process.

The Department decided to cancel
the venue licence because it could
not, after investigation, be satisfied
of the suitability of key persons.

Bluegrass Holdings Limited
gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s
decision on 23 October 2013.
The venue operator also gave
notice of an appeal against
the Department’s decision on
6 November 2013. The two
appeals will be considered at
the same time.

In process.
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Gambling Compliance Court Cases
GAMBLING COMPLIANCE CASES RESOLVED BEFORE THE COURTS SINCE SEPTEMBER 2011
NAME OF
OTHER
PARTY

COURT/TRIBUNAL

TYPE OF CASE

RESOLUTION

Michael
Laiman

Whangarei District Court

Class 4: Theft under section 220 of
Convicted and fined $1000
the Crimes Act 1961
plus costs

Martin Clyve
Lamplough

Pukekohe District Court

Class 4: Theft under section 220 of Convicted and fined $7500
the Crimes Act 1961
and 200 hours community
service

Bo Du

Hamilton District Court

Casino: Obtaining by deception
under section 240(1)(a) of the
Crimes Act 1961

Convicted, nine months
home detention and $20,000
reparation

Xiao Dong Lu

Hamilton District Court

Casino: Obtaining by deception
under section 240(1)(a) of the
Crimes Act 1961

Convicted, 350 hours
community service and
$4,000 reparation

Zhuo Zhao

Hamilton District Court

Casino: Obtaining by deception
under section 240(1)(a) of the
Crimes Act 1961

Convicted, five months home
detention and $13,000
reparation

Levi James
Newport

Hamilton District Court

Class 4: Theft under section 219 of Convicted. Eight months prison
the Crimes Act 1961
served concurrently with
another sentence.

Patron

Invercargill

Class 4: Breach of exclusion order
under section 312 of the Gambling
Act 2003

Convicted and discharged on
two charges; fined $250 plus
court costs of $130 on a third
charge.
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Pokie Expenditure in September Year
Gaming machine (GM) expenditure in the year ended September 2013 dropped three per cent from $845.5 million
to $819.4 million. There were also fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines compared with
12 months earlier.
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Between the second and third quarters of 2013 spending fell $100,000, from $206.1 million at the end of June to
$206 million at 30 September 2013.
NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE (JULY-SEPTEMBER 2013)
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SOCIETY TYPE

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

NON-CLUB

178,623,705.58

86.7%

Sports Clubs

4,147,708.11

2.0%

Chartered Clubs

16,345,178.94

8.2%

RSAs

6,933,044.27

3.4%

TOTAL CLUB

27,425,931.32

13.3%

TOTAL ALL

206,049,636.90

100.0%

The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which
became fully operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor operations, ensure the
integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money.
Licence holders fell from 351 to 347, venues declined from 1356 to 1343 and the number of gaming machines
decreased from 17,534 to 17,320.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

30 Sept 2013

347

1343

17,320

30 June 2013

351

1356

17,534

31 Mar 2013

353

1367

17,542

31 Dec 2012

357

1381

17,670

30 Sept 2012

361

1390

17,827

30 June 2012

361

1400

17,943

31 March 2012

359

1403

18,001

31 Dec 2011

360

1410

18,133

30 Sept 2011

360

1409

18,167

30 June 2011

364

1421

18,309

31 March 2011

365

1430

18,484

31 Dec 2010

367

1443

18,681

30 Sept 2010

369

1438

18,601

30 June 2010

370

1455

18,944

31 March 2010

374

1470

19,115

31 Dec 2009

378

1491

19,359

30 Sept 2009

377

1486

19,296

30 June 2009

384

1501

19,479

31 March 2009

394

1527

19,739

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and
changes in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz.
The figures are based on territorial authority boundaries, including the Auckland super city.
September
December 2005
2013
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Gaming machine societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for
liaising with gaming machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact
these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.
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APPLICANT

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Brent Addison ext 5345

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Dave Batenburg ext 7922

Beth Datuin ext 7952

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Craig Holmes ext 5486

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INCORPORATED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

FIRST LIGHT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Theresa Sarten ext 5258

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LIMITED

Andy Cruickshank ext 7267

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Dave Batenburg ext 7922

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Clark McMichael ext 7268

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INCORPORATED

Theresa Sarten ext 5258

Janet Wong ext 5505

ILT FOUNDATION

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

INFINITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Theresa Sarten ext 5258

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Rick Mead ext 5667

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES COMMUNITY TRUST

Dave Batenburg ext 7922

Beth Datuin ext 7952

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LIMITED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Beth Datuin ext 7952

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Craig Holmes ext 5486

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Brad Avery ext 5498

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

PELORUS TRUST

Brad Avery ext 5498

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

PODIUM SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Beth Datuin ext 7952

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Brad Avery ext 5498

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

PUB CHARITY

Erin Moyle ext 5711

Janet Wong ext 5505

PUB CHARITY LIMITED

Erin Moyle ext 5711

Janet Wong ext 5505

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Craig Holmes ext 5486

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITIBLE TRUST INCORPORATED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE AKARANA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Beth Datuin ext 7952

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FOUNDATION

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LIMITED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

THE PEGASUS SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Beth Datuin ext 7952

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Brent Addison ext 5345

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Kerry Dyer ext 7151

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916
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Regulatory Services
Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Services which sits within the
Department’s Policy, Regulatory and Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive,
Paul James.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy. In addition to
gambling, this includes community safety (censorship and anti-spam compliance), fire service policy, identity services policy,
local government, community and voluntary sector policy, civil defence and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions, and Office of Ethnic Affairs. For the sake of simplicity, functions outside of the gambling sector are not
included on this page.

Maarten Quivooy
General Manager,
Regulatory Services

Alison Barrett

Director,
Operations Support

Gareth Bostock

Acting Manager,
Regulatory Investigations

Michael Cassidy

Kate Reid

Manager,
Financial Integrity

Ian Milnes

Debbie Despard

Director,
Gambling Compliance

Natasha Firth

Manager,
Gaming Technology

Manager,
Casino Compliance

Manager,
Licensing Compliance

Heather McShane

Kevin Finnegan

Stefan Pishief

Manager,
Operational Policy

Regulatory Services: Responsible for all regulation and
compliance operations (and operational policy) including
anti-spam, censorship, gambling, racing, anti-money
laundering and countering financing of terrorism.
Operations Support: Provides support and assistance to
operational compliance functions across the group and
wider Department
Regulatory Investigations: Undertakes significant (complex,
cross group, lengthy and sensitive) investigation projects
involving criminal, legal and financial issues related to
the governance and operation of gaming sector people
and organisations. Provides expertise and support to
investigations and audits across the group.
Financial Integrity: Under the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009, monitors
casinos, non-deposit-taking lenders, money changers and
reporting entities not covered by the other supervisors, The
Reserve Bank and the Securities Commission.
Gambling Compliance: Responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring about

Manager,
Gambling Compliance

Manager,
Sector Initiatives

compliance with the law. Works closely with Policy so that
there is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.
Gaming Technology: This position oversees the technical
integrity of gaming issues across casino and all other classes
of gambling.
Operational Policy: Provides support and advice to the
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. Develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In
broad terms, develops Department policies for how the law
will be turned into the work done in the field.
Casino Compliance: Responsible for working with the casino
sector to bring about compliance with the law.
Licensing Compliance: Responsible for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
(EMS) contract with Intralot.
Sector Initiatives: Responsible for developing new and
innovative approaches to promoting and securing increased
compliance across the gambling sector.
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by Debbie Despard, Director Gambling Compliance
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Gambling has been squarely in the spotlight in recent times, with over 35,000
submissions to the Flavell Bill. It is evident that NZ has strong views about
it.

2

This has helped to get political change on the agenda and in this issue you
will find important information about the changes and how you can have
your say.
With these changing times though, some things need to stay the same. Our
expectations of a sector that operates with integrity, prevents and minimises
harm and works towards the best outcomes for New Zealand will continue.
To this end we will continue to work with you to achieve good results and
assist you to comply. We think there has been good progress made, and that
regulatory relationships with most are stronger and more productive than
they have been.
The regional forums held in September were an example of this progress.
Along with the high turnout it was pleasing to see the willingness of
attendees to engage on a range of topics relevant to the sector. I value these
opportunities to meet face-to-face, as it increases our appreciation of the
challenges that exist while allowing for constructive conversations to be held
about how we can achieve positive gambling outcomes.
This sets a good foundation for the future of the gambling industry, and
I look forward to working with you to ensure that the gambling sector
operates at its best, and public confidence is restored.
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Public consultation on pokie reform proposals
Internal Affairs Minister Chris Tremain has released a public consultation document on
proposals to improve four areas in the non-casino Class 4 gambling sector.
The proposals are aimed at:
• increasing the transparency of Class 4 grantmaking decisions
• increasing the minimum rate of return to the
community
• increasing the proportion of proceeds returned to
the communities that generated them
• reducing the compliance costs for Class 4
operators.
“There is a large amount of public interest in Class 4
gambling and I welcome feed- back on the proposed
regulatory changes. These four reforms are part of
a wider package of proposals previously agreed to,”
Mr Tremain said.
“In addition to these reforms, there is also work
under way to assess the most cost effective harm
minimisation measures that could be introduced
through regulation-making powers. I also intend to
introduce further legislative changes in a number of
areas. This will enable the auditing of management
companies that provide services to gaming societies,

allow longer licences to be issued as an incentive to
compliant societies and enable grant information
to be published online rather than in a newspaper.
There will also be improvements to help prevent
conflicts of interest and ‘rorts’ of the system.”
The consultation document focuses on proposed
regulatory changes and discusses and analyses the
four issues involved
The Department released the Venue Costs
Resubmission Final Report at the same time as
the consultation document. This report (see pg
4) provides an analysis of Venue Cost Schedules
submitted to the Department from September 2010
to June 2012. It provides information on the costs
incurred by over 1000 venues hosting gaming
machines and is a useful resource for those who wish
to make a submission on the consultation document.
The consultation period runs until 25 October
2013 and submissions can be emailed to:
Class4submissions@dia.govt.nz
Both documents are available on the Department’s
website: www.dia.govt.nz/Gambling

What’s in the consultation document?
The consultation document considers four issues for improving the Class 4 gambling
framework:

Increasing transparency
The policy objective is to increase the transparency
of the grant-making decisions that Class 4 societies’
net proceeds committees make. The consultation
document proposes publishing information on
societies’ websites about, for example, the purpose of
the grant, the geographic location of grant recipients
and whether a grant applicant is a local, regional or
national organisation. Information of this nature
could assist the public in assessing trends in grant
decision-making and in the development of policy
advice.

Increasing the proportion of proceeds
returned to the community
The consultation document discusses several options
to increase the minimum rate of return in order to
deliver increased financial benefits to the community.
The current rate of return is 37.12 per cent of GSTexclusive gross proceeds. This is the minimum
proportion of funds that must be returned back to
the community through grants. Rates of between
40 and 43 per cent are discussed in the consultation
document and include stepped increases over a
number of years or one-off increases.
(continued on page 3)
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(continued from page 2)

Localised return
This issue arises from the new regulation-making
power contained within the Gambling (Gambling
Harm Reduction) Amendment Act, which took
effect on 14 September 2013. The policy objective
is to ensure that the potential harm that can come
from gambling within a particular area is balanced
by the benefit of returning a commensurate level
of proceeds. The consultation document discusses
potential definitions of what amounts to “local”
distribution (including territorial authority district
and region) and some potential options for localised
funding and for rates of return to communities.

Proposals to amend the venue costs
payment system
The policy objective is to ensure that the money
available to be returned to community purposes
is maximised by developing a more efficient and
effective venue compensation model that reduces
compliance costs for venues, societies and the
Department of Internal Affairs. Current limits on
potential payments were set in a Gazette notice
in 2004 and updated in 2008 to reflect that they
were GST exclusive. This consultation looks at an
updated status quo, a per-machine payment option
and a commission-based payment system, as options
for change. There is no intention to increase the
proportion of payments made by societies above the
current limit of 16 per cent.

Tell us what you think
The consultation period runs until 25 October 2013.
For more information on this consultation, including
a downloadable version of the consultation
document, visit the Department of Internal Affairs’
website: www.dia.govt.nz/Gambling
The Department wants to hear from you if you have
ideas or opinions on the topics discussed in the
consultation paper, or if you can provide information
or insight into the impacts that the proposals might
make. Email submissions to:
Class4submissions@dia.govt.nz

New law allows for
venue re-locations
Now that the Gambling Harm
Amendment Act is law, venues can
re-locate within their district and retain
18 machines in some circumstances.

The background:
New Zealand communities are
understandably interested in where
gambling venues are located. There has been
widespread concern about venues in poor
areas, a notable case being the ‘Galaxy bar’
in South Auckland, which had its licence
cancelled by the Department in September
2012 because the venue was used mainly for
the purposes of operating gaming machines.
Changes to the law as a result of the
Gambling Harm Amendment Act will help
territorial authorities (TAs) manage the
concentration of venues in highly deprived
areas.
The new law allows venues to relocate, and
to retain the number of machines that are
already licensed to operate. So an 18-machine
venue on the move can retain its 18 machines,
if the relocation is consented to and agreed.

What you need to know:
When a venue re-location is being considered
it must have the agreement of the venue,
society and TA. TAs will need to consent to
the move, and can do so providing they have
either developed a relocation policy, or have
an existing one.
TAs must consider the social impact of
gambling in high deprivation communities
when setting their relocation policies from
now on.
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Venue Costs Resubmission Exercise Report released
The final report on the Venue Costs Resubmission Exercise has been released and is
available on the Department of Internal Affairs’ website: www.dia.govt.nz/gambling
In late 2010, the Department introduced a new
standard form for Class 4 societies to use when
submitting a Venue Costs Schedule as part of a
Venue Agreement for approval by the Secretary
for Internal Affairs. Societies were then asked
to resubmit all Venue Costs Schedules to the
Secretary for re-approval. The data collection
process was completed in the middle of 2012, and
a report on the analysis of the impacts of venue
costs has now been released.
The report provides a range of information on the
combined total of venue costs and identifies the
effect of the Gazette Notice: Limits and Exclusions on
Class 4 Venue Costs on the sector.
There are four Limits in the Gazette Notice: Limit
A is for hourly costs and is 60 cents per hour
per machine; Limit B is for weekly costs and is
$75 per week per machine; Limit C is for venue
expenses and is $800 per week; while Limit D
applies at the society level and restricts the total
paid to all venues to 16 per cent of yearly GMP
(excluding GST).
The report provides a range of information on
venue costs at an aggregate level and identifies
the effect of the Gazette Notice: Limits and
Exclusions on Class 4 Venue Costs on the sector.
Analysis of data from the Venue Costs
Resubmission Project suggests:
• Limit A may be a real constraint for some
venues, especially where wage costs are high.
This is likely to be particularly noticeable for
venues in rural areas with a small number of
gaming machines and low gaming machine
proceeds (GMP).
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• Rents and associated insurance and security
costs may be a factor contributing to some
venues exceeding their Limit B. This is likely
to be particularly noticeable with venues in
main urban areas.
• Only a small proportion of venues in main
urban areas with both high GMP (but not
the highest GMP) and high labour costs are
affected by Limit C.
Labour costs and management fees were
identified in the analysis as representing major
pressure points for those venues which are in
excess of the Limits.
The data collected did not include any
information about Limit D, so this was estimated
using two indicators - costs claimed under
the venue costs schedules submitted, and the
maximum amount payable to each venue after
limits A, B and C were applied. We found that
in many cases both the costs claimed and the
maximum amount payable exceeded 16 per cent
of GMP. This tells us that some societies have
been constrained by Limit D which limits the
total amount payable to all venues in a society
to 16 per cent of total GMP. As a result, many
venues have not received the full amount of their
payable costs for hosting the gaming machines.
The information in the report will be very useful
for venue owners and societies wishing to make
a submission on the consultation document
Gambling Act 2003: Public consultation on four Class
4 gambling proposals, (see pages 2 & 3).

Running a prize draw?
It just became simpler
Spot prize draws have been exempted
from the definition of gambling under
regulations which took effect on 30
September 2013. To be eligible for the
exemption the draws must meet some
conditions.
Under the Gambling (Non-gambling
Activities) Regulations 2013 both
commercial and non-commercial
organisations can offer spot prize
draws provided their events benefit the
community.
Conditions to be met include:
• the prize draw is secondary or incidental
to a primary event
• entry is available only to those who
purchase a ticket or pay to participate in
the primary event
• the primary event benefits the
community (for example, either
through community attendance and
participation, or through proceeds
being raised for the community or a
charity)
• the primary event cannot be gambling
as defined in the Act but could be,
for example, a sporting or fishing
competition, cultural event, fashion
show or home and lifestyle show
• results are determined wholly or partly
by chance, must not involve a gaming
machine and must be determined
within one week of the end of the
primary event
• the prizes do not include prohibited
property such as firearms, liquor,
tobacco.
The changes will reduce the burden that
groups running events faced complying
with ‘red tape’.

Grant funding understanding the impact
on communities
How easy is it for societies to distribute grants
back to the region where gaming machine
proceeds were raised? What challenges do
grant applicants face in applying for Class 4
funding? And how do communities feel about
Class 4 funding?
Answers to these and other questions are being
sought through a study of the Class 4 funding
environment in the Manukau Ward and the
Manurewa Local Board.
The Department’s Sector Initiatives team is gathering
information from community and charity groups, as
well as societies, to gain an insight into the region’s
funding environment. It will also help identify
any opportunities to increase funding returns and
highlight some of the positive impacts that Class
4 funding is having for community groups in the
Manukau Ward and Manurewa Local Board.
During July and August Sector Initiatives met with
and surveyed community and charity groups about
their experiences in applying for pokie grants. Over
250 survey responses were received and the team is
currently analysing the information provided.
Class 4 societies are also being approached about
their funding models and experiences in returning
grants to the Manukau Ward and Manurewa Local
Board, ensuring that the Department takes a holistic
approach in examining regional returns. Sector
Initiatives will soon invite societies with venues in the
area to discuss their experiences in localising returns
by holding a couple of workshops in October.
Sector Initiatives Manager Stefan Pishief said the team
has been encouraged by the level of interest around
the regional return of grants, and the willingness of
parties to share their thoughts on the matter.
“We believe this examination of the Manukau
Ward and Manurewa Local Board is timely given
the consultation on localised returns that is taking
place as part of the Minister’s package for regulatory
reform,” Stefan said.
The team will also look to publicise examples of grant
making that has really benefited communities in these
areas.
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Introducing Natasha Firth
Natasha Firth, formerly a senior policy advisor in Gambling
Compliance’s Operational Policy team has been appointed Manager
Licensing Compliance. She replaces John Currie who moved to the
Department’s Charities Services as Manager Registration.

Natasha is excited about her new role: “I have
the unique opportunity to lead the Licensing
Compliance team as we develop new ways of
working, as anticipated by last year’s service
delivery review. This includes the development
and implementation of a new licensing
compliance operating model that will see the
team acting as a more effective gateway to ensure
the suitability of those entering, and continuing to
operate, in the gambling sector.
“I am already impressed by the talent within
the team, and the support I have received from
the Auckland and Wellington staff and Team
Leaders. The team is currently focused on
the implementation of the first phase of the

Integrated Gambling Platform. Their hard work
will ultimately benefit the entire Gambling
Compliance Group and help to ensure a robust
system for future use directly by societies.
“Since I took up my role I have become aware
of the positive feedback both the Wellington
and Auckland teams have received from the
sector. The team has been commended for its
responsiveness and willingness to assist on a dayto-day basis. A number of societies have also said
they appreciate the ability to meet and discuss
issues and concerns face-to-face, allowing for a
clear understanding of expectations and points of
view. I am keen to promote and support strong
relationships in future.”

GAMBITS’ EDITOR
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have
comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact Trevor Henry:
Telephone: 04 495 7211 or 021 245 8642 | Email: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz

Support for problem gamblers

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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Navigating ARN - a guide to signs and displays
Much has been written, debated and challenged about actual, reasonable and necessary (ARN)
costs. The leading Gambling Commission case on defining ARN is set out in GC10/10, and
details the steps that societies must take when considering whether expenditure should be
incurred.
The Gambling Compliance team has noticed an
increase in investment on displays and signs at
venues. While signs and displays can be an effective
way of informing the public, care must be taken
when determining what should be spent on them.
As with all society costs, it is expected that a ‘lineby-line’ assessment will be carried out that evaluates
whether the purchase is reasonable and necessary
for conducting gambling or legal compliance. Any
purchase made reduces the amount of funding
available to the community, which is a serious
consideration for societies. Here are some tips to
help you navigate this area.

What signage is reasonable?
An exterior sign that advertises gambling facilities
at a venue would be considered part of the gaming
infrastructure and therefore a society cost. Examples
include a sandwich board (or more than one if
there are two street frontages), or a removable sign

attached to the building. Internal signs at venues
located in the immediate vicinity of the gambling
area, focused on what the society must legally notify,
are necessary costs. Examples include the display
of the Class 4 venue licence, important information
such as how to apply for grants, gaming machine
rules and where to go to seek help for problem
gambling.

What’s reasonable for jackpot
displays?
With the advent of multiscreen displays and displays
outside the gaming area, it is timely to remember
that the requirement for jackpot operation is solely
for a display showing jackpot details to be readily
and easily visible to just those players playing
a gaming machine connected to a jackpot. It is
expected that jackpot displays would be available
only in Gaming rooms.

FUNDING FOR
COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

September 2005
2013
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Sports funding - How to avoid the pitfalls
Gaming machine grant funding has been in the headlines recently, with a series of articles
about sports funding, published in the NZ Herald in late August. Around 44 per cent of grants
from gaming machine proceeds is received by sporting organisations.
While sports funding has helped many amateur
teams and individuals to participate in events to
build skills, enhance health and fitness, and to enjoy
the many benefits of sport, sports grants need to be
handled with care.

Who can receive funding?
Only teams or individuals that are deemed ‘amateur’
can receive grants. It is important to understand
the nature of the event or competition, as well as the
team itself – factors such as the need to understand
what payments are ordinarily received by the
applicant. So, for example, if a sportsperson is
usually paid a wage or a fee, or is reimbursed for
a salary, then they will not be eligible for a gaming
machine grant.
Note too that the club or team that applies for the
grant must be affiliated or aligned to a national body
and the activity needs to be played regularly as part
of a significant competition.

What can they receive funding for?
Funding can be approved for amateur teams’
playing uniforms, team travel, and training costs.
It is expected that the club or team would retain
ownership of the uniforms. Funding can also be
approved in relation to modest non-cash prizes or
trophies, but not large cash or non-cash prizes.
Grants can be used to reimburse amateur players
for reasonable and necessary travel expenses. Clubs
cannot pay salary or match payments to players or
reimburse players’ lost salaries or wages.
The fact that one or two professional players join
an amateur team for a few games in a competition
will not necessarily mean that the entire team is
ineligible for a grant; however, those professionals
can receive only the limited expenses that are paid to
the amateur players.
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Club expenses
The club may pay reasonable expenses for shortterm coaching for amateur teams. Other amateur
team-related expenses, such as ground maintenance,
administration or affiliation fees paid to national
sports bodies are also allowed.

Contracted players and representative
selection
Some amateur players may be contracted with a
national sporting organisation or with their own
club. Again that does not prohibit the player from
receiving funding, as long as the club or body
contributes only to the player’s actual and necessary
expenses such as travel and accommodation, and not
for lost earnings or a salary.
Similarly where a national or representative team
is concerned, the players will remain eligible for
funding as long as the organising body pays or
reimburses only the expenses relating to the tour
such as accommodation, travel, insurance or medical
costs.

Sports funding assurance
Societies must be aware of the purpose of the grant,
which can be more complex when an organisation
conducts both professional and amateur sport.
Societies are well aware of their responsibilities to
audit grants, and as such we would expect them
to work with grant recipients to ensure that there
is an auditable process by which it can be verified
that funding was attributed entirely to amateur
sport. Where funding has been provided for
amateur facilities there must be a transparent market
arrangement for professionals to use them as well.
Public and media perception of the possible funding
of professional sport places a greater level of reliance
on societies to ensure that their audit procedures are
clear and transparent.

AML team helps ethnic businesses
The Department is working to help ethnic businesses comply with the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act.
Through its Financial Integrity Unit (FIU)
Internal Affairs supervises a range of businesses
not covered by the Reserve Bank and the
Financial Markets Authority including casinos,
non-deposit taking lenders, money changers and
money remitters.
The FIU, supported by the Office of Ethnic
Affairs, is identifying ethnic businesses under
Internal Affairs’ supervision and assessing
whether cultural or language barriers may
hinder them from meeting their statutory
obligations.

A project team is contacting the relevant ethnic
communities to identify and address their needs
and find appropriate community members to
help convey DIA’s message, so that they will be
able to comply with the new requirements.
Regulatory Services General Manager, Maarten
Quivooy, said the project is a good example
of a community approach to regulatory work
to achieve maximum benefit from complying
with the law and minimise potential harm to
community relations.

Casino Host Responsibility Programme reviewed
The Gambling Commission has reviewed SkyCity Auckland Casino’s Host Responsibility
Programme and Problem Gambler Identification Policy (the HRP). After several rounds
of consultation and input from the Department, Ministry of Health, casino operators
and problem gambling service providers the Commission released the adjusted HRP. Dr
Paul Delfabbro, Associate Professor at the School of Psychology, University of Adelaide
provided expert advice to the Commission on the HRP review.
Casinos must have an HRP according to the terms
of their casino Operator’s licence. The purpose
of the HRP is to set out how the casino must
manage its obligations to prevent and minimise
gambling harm. The policy includes the type
of problem gambling information that must be
provided, information on exclusion processes, the
provision of staff training, environmental design,
responsible marketing and advertising, and
the responsible service of alcohol, among other
things.
The HRP also includes the casino’s policy on
identifying problem gamblers. This sets out

a range of indicators for identifying potential
problem gamblers such as intensity and
frequency of play, visible distress, repeated ATM
visits, and/or having insufficient money to exit
the car park. The HRP also sets out what SkyCity
must do when staff observe the indicators.
Under the revised HRP a new three-month
exclusion option is available, and patrons
breaching limits on SkyCity’s voluntary precommitment system is a new general indicator
of potential problem gambling. The HRP can be
found at: www.gamblingcommission.govt.nz
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Hamilton Casino cheats sentenced
Two people found guilty of cheating Hamilton’s SkyCity Casino were sentenced in the Hamilton
District Court.
Zhou ZHAO, 32, a New Zealand resident, received
five months’ home detention and was ordered to
pay reparation of $13,000. Xiao Dong LU, 28, a
non-resident, was ordered to pay $4000 reparation
and undertake 350 hours’ community work. Judge
Philip Connell recognised she would be deported
before serving her sentence. Each was found guilty
in May on charges of deception stemming from the
pair working in collusion with a rapid roulette table
game dealer to defraud the casino of $52,000.
Lu approached Hamilton City Casino dealer Bo Du
in 2011 and reached an agreement that Du would
influence the game when she or her partner, Zhao,

appeared in the casino. Du had allowed her two
accomplices to place bets after the roulette ball
had dropped into the winning number slot and
circumvented the electronic cut-off for final bets by
deliberately releasing the ball early, removing the
element of chance and causing the casino to incur
substantial losses.
The Department was called in after the casino
discovered irregularities with the rapid roulette
game. The dealer, Bo Du, 33, was sentenced in
January 2013 to nine months’ home detention and
reparation of $20,000.

Theft of pokie money results in convictions
Two convictions were entered recently for theft of gambling machine proceeds in 2012
that should have been distributed back to the community via grants.
Former venue operator of the Counties Inn,
Pukekohe, Martin Clyve Lamplough, 64, pleaded
guilty to stealing gaming machine money when
he failed to bank a week’s gaming machine take
of $27,015.60 in May.
Former manager of the Legends Sports Bar,
Whangarei, Michael William Laiman, 53, was
convicted of one charge of theft by a person in a
special relationship for failing to bank the week’s
gaming machine proceeds of $3433.22 into the
Lion Foundation’s bank account in April. He
pleaded not guilty.
Both Lamplough and Laiman told the
Department they had used the pokie money
to pay bills, breaking their respective venue
agreements with New Zealand Community Trust
and Lion Foundation.
Lamplough was warned several times in 2011 and
2012 for late banking of gaming machine money
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and was also issued with a $2500 infringement
notice. He will be sentenced in the Pukekohe
District Court on 23 October. Laiman was fined
$1000.
Internal Affairs’ Regulatory Services General
Manager, Maarten Quivooy, said pokie proceeds
do not belong to the venue operator or the
gambling trust that owns the gaming machines.
“They hold the money in trust for distribution to
the community. Stealing pokie money is actually
taking money away from the organisations that
support our communities. We monitor all gaming
machines in pubs and clubs to ensure that takings
are properly accounted for and we are pleased
that we have been able to hold these individuals
accountable under the law,” Maarten Quivooy
said.
Lamplough’s company has since gone into
receivership, and Legends Sports Bar was placed
in voluntary liquidation.

Pokie numbers and expenditure down
Pub and club gaming machine expenditure in the year ended June 2013 fell 3 per cent from $854 million to $826.3
million.
There were also fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines compared with 12 months earlier.

ANNUAL NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE
EXPENDITURE JUNE 2000 - JUNE 2013
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Spending rose between the first and second quarters of 2013, from $192.7 million at the end of March to $206.1
million at 30 June 2013.
QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE
EXPENDITURE JUNE 2007 - JUNE 2013
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The Department tracks and monitors non-casino operations and captures spending through electronic monitoring
(EMS), ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money. The EMS became fully operational
in March 2007.

NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE (APRIL - JUNE 2013)
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SOCIETY TYPE

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

NON-CLUB

178,652,601.44

86.7%

Sports Clubs

4,022,781.33

2.0%

Chartered Clubs

16,412,207.19

8.2%

RSAs

6,972,157.34

3.4%

TOTAL CLUB

27,407,145.86

13.3%

TOTAL ALL

206,059,747.30

100.0%

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

30 June 2013

351

1356

17,534

31 Mar 2013

353

1367

17,542

31 Dec 2012

357

1381

17,670

30 Sept 2012

361

1390

17,827

30 June 2012

361

1400

17,943

31 March 2012

359

1403

18,001

31 Dec 2011

360

1410

18,133

30 Sept 2011

360

1409

18,167

30 June 2011

364

1421

18,309

31 March 2011

365

1430

18,484

31 Dec 2010

367

1443

18,681

30 Sept 2010

369

1438

18,601

30 June 2010

370

1455

18,944

31 March 2010

374

1470

19,115

31 Dec 2009

378

1491

19,359

30 Sept 2009

377

1486

19,296

30 June 2009

384

1501

19,479

31 March 2009

394

1527

19,739

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and
changes in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz.
The figures are based on territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.
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Gaming machine societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for
liaising with gaming machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact
these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.
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APPLICANT

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Niall Miller ext 5485

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Brad Avery ext 5498

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST LIGHT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Theresa Sarten ext 5258

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LIMITED

Andy Cruickshank ext 7267

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Clark McMichael ext 7268

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INCORPORATED

Theresa Sarten ext 5258

Janet Wong ext 5505

ILT FOUNDATION

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Theresa Sarten ext 5258

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Erin Moyle ext 5711

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LIMITED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

PELORUS TRUST

Brad Avery ext 5498

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Brad Avery ext 5498

Niall Miller ext 5485

PUB CHARITY

Erin Moyle ext 5711

Niall Miller ext 5485

PUB CHARITY LIMITED

Erin Moyle ext 5711

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITIBLE TRUST INCORPORATED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE AKARANA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FOUNDATION

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LIMITED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

THE PODIUM SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE PEGASUS SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Stephen Bass ext 7168

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Janet Wong ext 5505

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Brad Avery ext 5498

Brent Addison ext 5345

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Trevor Franklin ext 7573

Brent Addison ext 5345
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Regulatory Services
Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Services which sits within the
Department’s Policy, Regulatory and Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive,
Paul James.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy. In addition to
gambling, this includes community safety (censorship and anti-spam compliance), fire service policy, identity services policy,
local government, community and voluntary sector policy, civil defence and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions, and Office of Ethnic Affairs. For the sake of simplicity, functions outside of the gambling sector are not
included on this page.

Maarten Quivooy
General Manager,
Regulatory Services

Alison Barrett

Director,
Operations Support

Gareth Bostock

Acting Manager,
Regulatory Investigations

Michael Cassidy

Kate Reid

Manager,
Financial Integrity

Peter Cowsill

Debbie Despard

Director,
Gambling Compliance

Natasha Firth

Manager,
Gaming Technology

Acting Manager,
Casino Compliance

Manager,
Licensing Compliance

Heather McShane

Kevin Finnegan

Stefan Pishief

Manager,
Operational Policy

Regulatory Services: Responsible for all regulation and
compliance operations (and operational policy) including
anti-spam, censorship, gambling, racing, anti-money
laundering and countering financing of terrorism.
Operations Support: Provides support and assistance to
operational compliance functions across the group and
wider Department
Regulatory Investigations: Undertakes significant (complex,
cross group, lengthy and sensitive) investigation projects
involving criminal, legal and financial issues related to
the governance and operation of gaming sector people
and organisations. Provides expertise and support to
investigations and audits across the group.
Financial Integrity: Under the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009, monitors
casinos, non-deposit-taking lenders, money changers and
reporting entities not covered by the other supervisors, The
Reserve Bank and the Securities Commission.
Gambling Compliance: Responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. Works closely with Policy so that

Manager,
Gambling Compliance

Manager,
Sector Initiatives

there is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.
Gaming Technology: This position oversees the technical
integrity of gaming issues across casino and all other classes
of gambling.
Operational Policy: Provides support and advice to the
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. Develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In
broad terms, develops Department policies for how the law
will be turned into the work done in the field.
Casino Compliance: Responsible for working with the casino
sector to bring about compliance with the law.
Licensing Compliance: Responsible for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
(EMS) contract with Intralot.
Sector Initiatives: Responsible for developing new and
innovative approaches to promoting and securing increased
compliance across the gambling sector.
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Change coming for Class 4 sector

contents

Internal Affairs Minister Chris Tremain has announced a “balanced
series of reforms” in the Class 4 gaming sector to be delivered
through Government legislation and Maori Party MP Te Ururoa
Flavell’s Gambling (Gambling Harm Reduction) Bill.
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Change coming for Class 4 sector (continued)
Regulatory Services General Manager, Maarten
Quivooy, said the proposed changes to the Gambling
Act will ensure that compliance costs are reduced
for societies and also give the Department more
flexibility in regulating the sector.
Societies which have a good track record with the
Department can expect to be rewarded with longer
licence periods and less ‘red tape’ — while the
clarification of the law enabling the Department
to suspend or cancel the licence of non-compliant
societies will ensure that societies which flout the
gambling laws and regulations will be held to
account.
Compliance costs for societies and venues will
be reduced by the proposed simplification of the

way that societies compensate venues for hosting
gaming machines. This efficiency will ensure that
more money is available to go to the community via
grants.
The proposed regulation-making power for harm
minimisation devices will enable appropriate and
cost-effective harm minimisation methods to be
either trialled or deployed; and the reforms to the
grant-making process will mean that gambling
profits will go primarily to the communities where
the funds are generated and that this will occur in a
transparent and accountable manner.
The intention is to introduce new legislation to
Parliament this year.

SkyCity to trial facial recognition technology
The Department has welcomed SkyCity Auckland’s announcement that it will trial the use
of facial recognition technology (FRT) as part of its wider host responsibility programme.
The technology will result in casino patrons
having their face scanned and matched to a
database of excluded gamblers. A positive match
will result in an alert being sent to casino staff to
intervene and prevent the identified person from
gambling.
The announcement of the trial follows a deal
brokered between Auckland Mayor, Len Brown,
and SkyCity as part of the wider convention
centre negotiations.
Critics of the proposal state it will do nothing
to help problem gamblers who have not been
identified and sought exclusions. However
the Department supports initiatives that will
make gambling safer and minimise instances of
problem gambling, but acknowledges that FRT
is only one part of an effective host responsibility
programme.
The Gambling Commission recently commenced
a review of the wider host responsibility
programme for the Auckland Casino.
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The technology for Auckland Casino’s trial
involves crowd scanning technology which
differs from the proposed use of FRT in the Class
4 sector, where cameras would be mounted in the
actual gaming machines and prevent play should
an excluded gambler who has signed up to the
system be identified.
The Department has also been engaging with a
Hamilton-based company developing FRT for
pokie machines in the Class 4 sector and which
is proposing an evaluated trial of this technology.
In the interim the Department has signalled to
Class 4 societies that they need to conduct due
diligence before deploying FRT as it may not
meet the definition of Actual, Reasonable or
Necessary costs under the Gambling Act.
The Department is seeking further detail from
SkyCity as to how the FRT trial will be managed,
and the measures that will determine the
technology’s effectiveness in preventing problem
gamblers from breaching their exclusion orders.
SkyCity is yet to announce the go-live date for the
trial.

Government sets $55.3m problem gambling strategy
The Government announced details of a $55.3 million, three-year gambling harm
strategy, funded and implemented by the Health Ministry and recouped from the
gambling industry through the problem gambling levy.
The package includes:
• $25.3 million for front-line intervention
services to help people with gambling
problems and others affected by those
problems. This includes a range of services at
a national, regional and local level, including
dedicated Māori, Pacific, and Asian services,
and helpline services
• $20.5 million for public health services,
particularly prevention activities
encouraging safe gambling practices and
raising awareness of the potential dangers
of gambling. This includes awareness and
education programmes and resources,
funding a variety of community level
activities across the country; working with
gambling venues to promote safe gambling
environments, and work encouraging
organisations to adopt policies supporting
reduction of gambling harm
• $6.6 million for research and evaluation,
including research to improve understanding
of the impact of gambling on high-risk
populations, and of risk and resiliency

factors relating to the incidence of problem
gambling. It also includes funding for
an outcomes monitoring and reporting
project to inform and support ongoing
quality improvement in public health and
intervention service delivery.
Internal Affairs Minister Chris Tremain said
an independent review by the Gambling
Commission concluded that the strategy – the
fourth developed since 2004 – is ‘comprehensive,
well thought out and targeted, while the costings
demonstrate a willingness to operate within tight
fiscal parameters’.
“The levy is staying about the same because
there’s been no significant change to problem
gambling data,” he said. “Indeed, there are fewer
machines and gambling expenditure overall
has fallen. In saying that, there is still an unmet
need in gambling harm so no levy reduction was
recommended.”
The levy is expected to recover about $33.35
million from non-casino gambling machines,
$11.34 million from casinos, $5.38 million from
the NZ Racing Board and $3.95 million from the
NZ Lotteries Commission.

PG regulations
The new problem gambling levy rates apply from 1 July 2013.
The Gambling (Problem Gambling Levy) Regulations 2013
require gambling operators in each of the four main gambling
sectors to pay a levy set at a different rate for each of the sectors.  
The levy is set as a percentage of player expenditure (after
prizes are paid out) in each sector over the levy period.  
The Regulations specify the following values for items W1 and
W2 in the formula in section 320 of the Gambling Act 2013:
(a) W1 has the value of 0.1; and
(b) W2 has the value of 0.9.
A copy of regulations is on the Department’s website:
http://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/wpg_URL/ServicesCasino-and-Non-Casino-Gaming-Regulations

NEW PROBLEM GAMBLING LEVY RATES

GAMBLING SECTOR

LEVY RATE
(% [EXCLUDING GST])

Casino operators

0.74

Gaming machine operators

1.31

Lotteries Commission

0.30

New Zealand Racing Board

0.60
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Multi-Venue Exclusion programme extended
The breadth of support for problem gamblers has increased following the extension of the
Multi-Venue Exclusion (MVE) programme to several regions. This follows a continuation of the
collaborative work involving the Department and the gambling sector during May and June.

Gisborne
In Gisborne the Department worked with Te Ara
Tiki Trust and the Problem Gambling Foundation to
implement MVEs.  A novel approach was used for the
Gisborne roll-out with the Department and the MVE
Coordinators for the region, Te Ara Tika kaimahi,
visiting all venues and clubs. This helped meet the
needs of venue operators, build and strengthen
relationships across the sector and allow for in-depth
explanations of the process.
Process information supplied to venue operators
included ways people can be entered into the MVE
programme, the use of exclusion forms and the access
that is available to counselling services.

Kaumātua and Kaimahi O Te Ara Tika, Gisborne.

Societies were notified of the venue visits and the Department was pleased with the level of support it
received from both venues and societies.  
Sector Initiatives Senior Advisor Neove Christoforou said it was a pleasure to work in these communities.
Rangi Maclean, Cultural Advisor to the National Coordination Service, Neove Christoforou, Sector
Initiatives, DIA and Maria Butler, National Coordinator, Problem Gambling National Coordination
Services,
“On behalf of the Department I wish to give particular thanks to the Kaumātua and Kaimahi O Te Ara Tika,
as well as Rangi Mclean and Maria Butler from the National Coordination Services for the level of support
they gave,” Neove said.
The Problem Gambling Foundation will administer Gisborne MVEs from its Hamilton office.

Whanganui, Ruapehu and Rangitikei
The regional areas of Whanganui, Ruapehu and
Rangitikei also went live with MVEs in June. Towns
included in this catchment are Whanganui, Marton,
Ohakune, Taihape, Wairoa, Raetihi, Hunterville,
Taumarunui and Bulls.
A meeting for venue operators and society
compliance officers was held at Nga Tai O Te
Awa premises in Whanganui on 30 May. The
meeting provided training for all parties involved
in the programme and paved the way for its
implementation.
The Department acknowledges the work of Nga Tai
O Te Awa to establish strong, working relationships
with venue operators and society compliance
representatives. This was critical to the programme’s
success.
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Rangi Maclean, Cultural Advisor to the National Coordination Service,
Neove Christoforou, Sector Initiatives, Department of Internal Affairs,
and Maria Butler, National Coordinator, Problem Gambling National
Coordination Services.

DIA team ready to combat money laundering
The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009 is now fully
operational under a commencement order Gazetted two years ago setting the start date at 30
June 2013.
Money laundering, thought to be of more than a
billion dollars a year, happens in New Zealand. The
Department, through its Financial Integrity Unit, is
one of three supervisors established under the Act
to minimise the threat to New Zealand businesses
and communities from money laundering and
terrorist financing. The others are the Reserve Bank
of New Zealand (RBNZ) and the Financial Markets
Authority (FMA).
The Department supervises casinos, non-deposit
taking lenders, money changers, money remitters,
payroll remitters, debt collectors, factors, financial
leasors, safe deposit box vaults, non-bank credit
card providers, stored value card providers and cash
transporters, and any other reporting entities not
supervised by RBNZ and the FMA.

Obligations
The Act introduces new obligations for various
businesses known as “reporting entities”.
Requirements include checking and verifying
customers’ identities, assessing the risks the business
faces; adopting an AML/CFT programme and
appointing a compliance officer.  
The Act seeks to detect and deter money laundering
and the financing of terrorism. The system it
puts in place will help ensure law enforcement
agencies can prosecute those responsible and
recover illegitimately gained money. It will also
contribute to public confidence in the financial
system and improve New Zealand’s compliance with
international laws and best practices.

The new regime will take the profit out of crime, and
aims to cut off the options and close the loopholes
that criminals and fraudsters use to launder dirty
money.
The risk-based approach taken by the Department
strikes a balance between ensuring appropriate,
effective anti-money laundering measures are
in place, while minimising compliance costs for
businesses.

Good business practice
The AML/CFT systems and processes don’t just
help efforts to fight crime and terrorism. They also
reflect good, sound business practices that benefit
companies by protecting their balance sheets and the
savings and interests of their legitimate customers
and enhance their reputation and ability to do
business overseas.
The new law is part of a coordinated international
effort to tackle a serious global problem that has
far reaching and very serious consequences. New
Zealand is putting in place systems that mirror those
in other countries.
As with gambling regulation, areas of focus will
be those in which the Department can further its
objectives of minimising harm and maximising
benefit.

GAMBITS’ EDITOR
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have
comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact: Trevor Henry
Telephone: 04 495 7211 or 021 245 8642 | Email: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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How would you like your Gambits?
The Department is considering publishing Gambits as an electronic newsletter emailed to
subscribers.
We know from previous surveys that many in
the sector find the newsletter a valuable source of
information about gambling regulation.

We will continue to publish future copies on our
website but would welcome readers’ views on
how they would prefer to receive the newsletter:

Gambits has been published as hardcopy since
1996 and copies going back to December 2000 are
available on our website.

•

As a print publication by post or

•

Electronically (by email or linked to the
Department’s website).

The Gambits web page also provides an index of
topics and articles.

Email brief comments, with ‘Gambits preference’
in subject line, to trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz.

Trusts help community
A Northland society and an organisation established 80 years ago illustrate how gaming
machine grants can benefit a community. Both exceeded the statutory 37.12 per cent minimum
rate of return (RoR) in their grants to authorised purposes.
Kaiwaka is receiving maximum benefit from the
Kaiwaka Sports Association, which operates eight
gaming machines at a local hotel.
Established in 1977, the association has grown to
include sports clubs with a total membership of
more than 1000 members.  
In 2012, the Kaiwaka Sports Association’s RoR was
45.66 per cent. It granted $97,943.34 to a variety of
local community groups including schools, sporting
and hobby clubs, a marae and social service type
groups.  
Youthtown’s RoR in 2012 was 40.95 per cent,
granting $3,416,151 to local communities and
projects that provide direct or indirect benefits to
young people.  
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One of the highlights for Youthtown staff is seeing
young people emerge from their programmes with
increased confidence and self-worth. Many of the
youngsters are exposed to activities they have never
had an opportunity to participate in – from team
sports and water activities to cultural and life-skill
workshops.
Established in 1932, Youthtown has eight branches
throughout New Zealand where it delivers youth
development programmes specific to the needs of
the young people in that community.
It has 21 gaming machine venues throughout New
Zealand and the grants allow Youthtown to heavily
subsidise their programmes to ensure they are
available and affordable to all in the community.

Jail and home detention for
pokie grants offenders
Two dishonest recipients of pokie machine
grant money have been dealt with in the
courts.
Former Maori All Black, Lindsay Raki, was
sentenced in the Auckland District Court to two
years nine months imprisonment for what Judge
Emma Aitken said was serious fraud -- 11 counts of
theft totalling over $300,000 of pokie grant money.  
And a promoter of Cook Island culture, Jacob
Samson, received seven months home detention after
pleading guilty in the Manukau District Court to
charges involving grant applications for more than
$200,000 of pokie money.
Raki’s conviction followed a Department
investigation into the distribution of pokie machine
grants intended for the Manurewa High School
Rugby Academy (MHSRA) and the Counties
Manukau Youth Development Inc (CYMD). A
qualified accountant, Raki held a position of trust as
the Academy’s financial controller.
Between 2006 and 2008 both the Rugby Academy
and the CMYD applied to a number of gambling
societies for grant funding. The trusts paid the
money into the MHSRA and CMYD bank accounts
and then Raki transferred it into his own accounts.
Samson pleaded guilty to:
•

three charges of obtaining by deception under s
240 Crimes Act

•

11 charges of altering a document under s 258
Crimes Act.

Over six years Samson altered receipts and bank
statements for the purpose of obtaining grants from
11 societies that distribute money lost on pokie
machines to community groups. He had sought
the grants in his capacity as chairman of Drums of
the Pacific Trust and the Cook Islands Kia Orana
Akapuanga Trust.

IGP underway
The first phase of the Integrated
Gambling Platform (IGP) has gone
live and will provide the Department’s
licensing team with significant
improvements in managing the
processing of gambling licences.
While the new system is bedding in it is
expected that licence applications will
initially take a little longer to process. This
is an interim issue. However, those lodging
applications should take this into account in
the interim period until IGP is fully functional.
The Department also reminds the gambling
sector that all applications must now be
completed on the new forms available from
the Department’s website.
Please ensure all applicable information is
entered on the forms as IGP enforces strict
validation rules. Incomplete applications will
be returned unprocessed.
The IGP will enable the Department to
better manage the whole compliance
regime for gambling and later releases will
allow gambling licences to be applied for
electronically.
Further releases will provide functionality
to a wider group of Departmental staff and
ultimately the gambling sector.
The IGP replaces aging software used by the
Licensing Team and will complement the
electronic monitoring system, EMS, which
enables the Department to monitor gaming
machines in pubs and clubs, to ensure the
integrity of games and the accurate accounting
of money.
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Club renewals – advice and reminders
The Department appreciates the work undertaken by predominantly voluntary personnel
to maintain a club’s Class 4 gambling operation. The Licensing Compliance team, which
processes hundreds of club renewal applications annually, offers some advice and reminders
on the most common issues that arise at renewal time.

Licence Expiry and Renewal
Application
A renewal application must be submitted on or
before the club’s licence expiry date (renewal date).
Section 56 (1) of the Gambling Act 2003 (the Act)
states:
“A corporate society may apply to the Secretary for a
renewal of its class 4 operator’s licence before the expiry
of the licence.”
Section 56 (6) of the Act states:
“A class 4 operator’s licence continues in force after its
expiry date if— (a) the corporate society has applied for
renewal before the expiry date”.
Operating gaming machines when a licence has
expired could constitute illegal gambling under
Section 9 (1) (a) of the Act.  

These common fields, often left blank in renewal
applications, must be completed:
•

Accounting and Audit fees

•

Electricity

•

Insurance

Where a cost has been paid or incurred that contains
both gaming and non-gaming components then the
appropriate apportionment must be made.
For costs such as electricity and insurance it is
expected that a club will be able to show how it
calculated the apportionment.

A club must turn off the gaming machines if the
renewal date has passed and no renewal application
has been submitted.

Where approval has been given to accumulate funds
for a specific project the expectation is that there
will be a clear audit trail of the accumulation and
a specific bank/suffix account used to achieve this
purpose.

Seeking an extension to submit a renewal application
past the licence expiry date should be very rare
and will be accepted only where the club can prove
extraordinary circumstances.

At renewal it is also expected that, if requested, the
club will be able to produce clear evidence of the
balance in the specific bank account established to
hold the accumulating funds.

A club that fails to meet the renewal date
requirement may find it has to apply for a new Class
4 operator’s licence under section 50 and 65 of the
Act.
Only when this application is approved can a club
recommence its Class 4 gambling operation. Failing
to meet the renewal requirement would also be taken
into account in any assessment of an application for
a new Class 4 operator’s licence.
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Operating gaming
machines when a
licence has expired
could constitute
illegal gambling
under Section 9 (1)
(a) of the Act.

Record keeping
Clubs are expected to comply with the following
record keeping requirements:
1. Maintain monthly records clearly showing
gaming machine costs and Authorised Purpose
payments. Clubs are strongly encouraged to
adopt, if not already doing so, the use of the
Excel spreadsheet template available on the
Department’s website (see screen shot).
2. Using a system based on this template will help
maintain clear records of the gaming operation
and assist with the completion of the yearly
renewal application.
3. Show the Equity section of the Balance Sheet
in two parts, (a) that relating to the members’
interests in the infrastructure of their club and
(b) any sum of undistributed or unapplied net
proceeds at balance date. This is essential for
assessing the financial viability of the club’s
gaming operations - as distinct from the other
activities undertaken by the club.
4. Use a dedicated gaming account and adopt
record-keeping practices in accordance to the
guidelines available at http://www.dia.govt.
nz/Services-Casino-and-Non-Casino-GamingGambling-in-Pubs-and-Clubs-(Class-4) and the
key message referred above.
Correct accounting practices should present an
accurate representation of a club’s:
•

Return to Authorised Purpose

•

Financial Viability

•

Undistributed Net Proceeds (UNP).

QUESTIONS?
All Gambling Compliance staff
can be contacted by phoning the
Department’s toll free number

5. A club should not find itself at renewal of having
over distributed (or negative balance UNP) to
authorised purposes.
6. Please contact Licensing Compliance if you have
any questions about club renewals.
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Support for problem gamblers

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
Red tape to be removed from spot prizes
Feedback from event organisers and the public shows overwhelming support for changes
to the rules around spot prize draws to remove unnecessary red tape, Internal Affairs
Minister Chris Tremain says.
Currently when spot prizes are used at events,
such as fishing competitions and fun runs, they
can be classed as gambling under the Gambling
Act – which means organisers have to comply
with a raft of rules.
“Public consultation on our discussion document
showed the rules are too restrictive and the
paperwork required onerous.  Gambling is not
the primary purpose of these events, so all these
regulations are not required,” says Mr Tremain.
“However I don’t want a blanket exemption as
this would potentially allow for events to be set
up for prize draws where there is no community
benefit.

“So the proposal is to exempt events from the
Gambling Act events if they meet certain criteria
such as the prize draw being secondary to the
main event, the draw being only available to
people participating in the event and the event
having a community benefit.
“That will mean organisers will be able to offer
spot prizes, regardless of the value of the prize,
without needing to apply for a licence.
“The new rules will be in place in time for
summer events this year.”

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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Gambling Commission
overturns lottery
decision
The Gambling Commission has upheld
the appeal of the ‘That Was Then This Is
Now’ Trust relating to a Class 3 gambling
licence to conduct a lottery.
The Department refused a licence because of
the unsuitability of the trust, its officers, and
organisers.
It was concerned that the trust was closely
aligned with an organised criminal group,
the Head Hunters motorcycle gang; that
it operated from the Head Hunters’ East
Chapter ‘gang pad’; and that the Head
Hunters organisation was involved in the
distribution of Class A drugs and related
money laundering.
It was not satisfied that the true purpose of the
lottery would be to raise funds for authorised
purposes – rather that the lottery might
provide covert opportunities for criminal or
dishonest conduct.
While the Gambling Commission was
concerned about the connections between the
Head Hunters and the trust, on balance it was
not dissatisfied with the trust’s suitability.  
The Commission noted the background and
good character of the organiser and current
trustees, and the Trust’s past charitable
activities were of particular influence.  
The Gambling Commission directed the
Department to issue a licence containing
conditions intended to give a greater degree
of comfort that the licensed activity will not
be used to cover up criminal activity, or to
launder the proceeds of criminal activity.

Casino cheats found guilty
of deception
Two people were found guilty of deception
in the Hamilton District Court by cheating
Hamilton’s SkyCity Casino of more than
$7000.
Xiao Dong Lu, 28, and Zhou Zhao, 32, were charged
with offences connected to the pair working in
collusion with a rapid roulette table game dealer.
The dealer, Bo Du, 33, was sentenced in January to nine
months home detention and reparation of $20,000, after
she allowed her two accomplices to place bets after the
roulette ball had dropped into the winning number
slot. Du circumvented the electronic cut-off for final
bets by deliberately releasing the ball early, removing
the element of chance and causing the casino to incur
substantial losses.
Lu approached Du, a dealer at the casino for six years,
in 2011 and agreed that when she or her partner, Zhao,
appeared in the casino Du would influence the game.
The Department of Internal Affairs was called in after
the casino discovered irregularities with the rapid
roulette game.
Internal Affairs’ former Casino Compliance Manager,
Rob Abbott, said the Department remained vigilant to
the potential that gambling offers for illicit activities.
“These convictions show that if you try and cheat in a
casino in New Zealand you will be caught. The casinos
and the Department have the systems in place and the
resources to detect and deal with cheating by casino
patrons and staff. Members of the public are entitled to
expect that all casino gambling is operated responsibly
and with the highest integrity.”
Lu and Zhao, who had denied the charges, will appear
on 29 July 2013 for sentencing.

The Department is considering the
implications of this decision.
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Pokie takings down
Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1367 pubs and clubs for the 12 months ended March 2013 fell four
per cent from $865.4 million to $828.7 million.

ANNUAL NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE
EXPENDITURE BY MARCH YEAR
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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In the first three months of 2013 pokie losses were 10 per cent less than the takings for the last three months of
2012. Spending dropped from $214.6 million in the fourth quarter of 2012 to $192.7 million in the first quarter of
2013.

NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE SPENDING
BY SOCIETY TYPE (JANUARY-MARCH 2013)

SOCIETY TYPE

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

NON-CLUB

167,023,209.50

86.7%

Sports Clubs

3,821,048.18

2.0%

Chartered Clubs

15,276,891.14

8.2%

RSAs

6,625,097.88

3.4%

TOTAL CLUB

25,723,037.20

13.3%

TOTAL ALL

192,746,246.70

100.0%

The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which
became fully operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor operations, ensure the
integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money.
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Nationwide there were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of March
compared with 12 months earlier. Licence holders fell from 359 to 353, venues declined from 1403 to 1367 and the
number of gaming machines decreased from 18,001 to 17,542.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS
IN PUBS AND CLUBS

DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING
MACHINES

31 Mar 2013

353

1367

17,542

31 Dec 2012

357

1381

17,670

30 Sept 2012

361

1390

17,827

30 June 2012

361

1400

17,943

31 March 2012

359

1403

18,001

31 Dec 2011

360

1410

18,133

30 Sept 2011

360

1409

18,167

30 June 2011

364

1421

18,309

31 March 2011

365

1430

18,484

31 Dec 2010

367

1443

18,681

30 Sept 2010

369

1438

18,601

30 June 2010

370

1455

18,944

31 March 2010

374

1470

19,115

31 Dec 2009

378

1491

19,359

30 Sept 2009

377

1486

19,296

30 June 2009

384

1501

19,479

31 March 2009

394

1527

19,739

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and
changes in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz.
The figures are based on territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for
liaising with gaming machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact
these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.
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APPLICANT

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Niall Miller ext 5485

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Brad Avery ext 5498

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST LIGHT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

Andy Cruickshank ext 7267

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LIMITED

Andy Cruickshank ext 7267

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Clark McMichael ext 7267

Janet Wong ext 5505

GRASSROOTS TRUST LIMITED

Clark McMichael ext 7267

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INCORPORATED

Rick Mead ext 5667

Janet Wong ext 5505

ILT FOUNDATION

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Rick Mead ext 5667

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Rick Mead ext 5667

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

PELORUS TRUST

Brad Avery ext 5498

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Brad Avery ext 5498

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITIBLE TRUST INCORPORATED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE AKARANA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FOUNDATION

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

THE PODIUM SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE PEGASUS SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Janet Wong ext 5505

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Brad Avery ext 5498

Brent Addison ext 5345

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7916

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Brent Addison ext 5345
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Regulatory Services
Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Services which sits within the
Department’s Policy, Regulatory and Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive,
Paul James.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy. In addition to
gambling, this includes community safety (censorship and anti-spam compliance), fire service policy, identity services policy,
local government, community and voluntary sector policy, civil defence and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions, and Office of Ethnic Affairs.  For the sake of simplicity, functions outside of the gambling sector are not
included on this page.

Maarten Quivooy
General Manager,
Regulatory Services

Alison Barrett

Director,
Operations Support

Sue Teodoro

Manager,
Regulatory Investigations

Michael Cassidy

Kate Reid

Manager,
Financial Integrity

Peter Cowsill

Debbie Despard

Director,
Gambling Compliance

Lance Daly

Manager,
Gaming Technology

Acting Manager,
Casino Compliance

Acting Manager,
Licensing Compliance

Heather McShane

Kevin Finnegan

Stefan Pishief

Manager,
Operational Policy

Regulatory Services: Responsible for all regulation and
compliance operations (and operational policy) including
anti-spam, censorship, gambling, racing, anti-money
laundering and countering financing of terrorism.
Operations Support: Provides support and assistance to
operational compliance functions across the group and
wider Department
Regulatory Investigations: Undertakes significant (complex,
cross group, lengthy and sensitive) investigation projects
involving criminal, legal an d financial issues related to
the governance and operation of gaming sector people
and organisations. Provides expertise and support to
investigations and audits across the group.
Financial Integrity: Under the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009, monitors
casinos, non-deposit-taking lenders, money changers and
reporting entities not covered by the other supervisors, The
Reserve Bank and the Securities Commission.
Gambling Compliance: Responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. Works closely with Policy so that

Manager,
Gambling Compliance

Manager,
Sector Initiatives

there is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.
Gaming Technology: This position oversees the technical
integrity of gaming issues across casino and all other classes
of gambling.
Operational Policy: Provides support and advice to the
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. Develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In
broad terms, develops Department policies for how the law
will be turned into the work done in the field.
Casino Compliance: Responsible for working with the casino
sector to bring about compliance with the law.
Licensing Compliance: Responsible for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
(EMS) contract with Intralot.
Sector Initiatives: Responsible for developing new and
innovative approaches to promoting and securing increased
compliance across the gambling sector.
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CONTACTS

GAMBITS

All Gambling Compliance staff can
be contacted by phoning the
Department’s toll free number

The Department of Internal Affairs
produces Gambits four times a year.

Email: gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz
Website: www.dia.govt.nz/gambling

Gambits provides information
about the Department’s recent
work and significant issues
in the gambling sector.

PO Box 805, Wellington, Fax: (04) 494 0624

It is intended for sector organisations and
the community in general, to increase
understanding of and compliance with
the law.
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Investigation highlights vulnerability of
community grants
The ongoing investigation into the alleged manipulation of gaming
machine grants has focused attention on the integrity of the
gambling sector.
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Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, said the investigation highlights “the
importance of end-to-end integrity across the gaming spectrum – starting with gamblers
through to venue operators, societies, and eventually grant recipients.”
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SANCTION DECISIONS

The high-level investigation also deflects attention from the great outcomes that benefit
community groups through gaming machine grants.
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GAMBLING COMMISSION APPEALS

The Department wants to see outcomes that provide maximum benefit to communities
continue and therefore expects all organisations to be compliant.
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UNREASONABLE METER INCREMENT

Warrants were executed in February as part of a significant, joint-agency investigation.
The scale and focus of the investigation has been subject to much speculation, with
recent media reports indicating racing clubs are involved alongside certain societies

“As a regulator we are required to take enforcement action where necessary, but we are
also here to help,” Debbie Despard said. “We encourage organisations to engage with us
on compliance matters so we can work through them together.
“It is also timely for the Department to pay tribute to the many people in the industry
who work with integrity on behalf of communities - from venue and society staff,
managers, owners and board members, to local government, health providers,
manufacturers and installers. The Department thanks you for your efforts and will
continue to recognise the good work that is being conducted in this area.”
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Doing more with less - how DIA prioritises its resources
By General Manager, Regulatory Services, Maarten Quivooy.
The impact of our major joint agency investigation into pokie grant manipulation has received a
good amount of publicity. Although we cannot publish much detail yet because of the on-going
nature of this investigation, it none-the-less sends a message that Internal Affairs is serious about
tackling significant, deliberate and harmful non-compliance.
I’m confident that this investigation – dubbed Operation Chestnut – will be followed by other
significant cases which will be undertaken by our new Regulatory Investigations Unit. This unit
has been born out of our recent restructuring and is tasked with focusing on serious, deliberate and
harmful non-compliance with the dual aim of holding offenders to account, but also increasing the
integrity of the gambling sector.
To achieve these goals, Internal Affairs, like all other enforcement agencies, has to focus and
prioritise its limited resources.
Prioritisation starts with being clear about our goals – increasing compliance and the integrity of the
gambling sector in order to minimise harm to individuals and maximise benefit to communities.
For the Regulatory Investigations Unit this means that tackling serious, harmful and deliberate non-compliance is at the top
of their list. This includes investigating situations where we believe the actions of individuals or groups are undermining the
integrity of the gambling sector and where we believe funding, which should go to the community, is being misappropriated
– or put another way, where the community is being ripped off.
Increasingly we will join forces with other agencies such as the Serious Fraud Office and the Police in order to maximise the
resources and expertise of these agencies to successfully investigate and prosecute serious non-compliance.
As we progress investigations we will be reviewing them continually to assess the evidence we have gathered and whether
this evidence is sufficient to enable us to take purposeful action as a result of the investigation. As a consequence we will
have to make hard decisions about the priority for some cases, and we will make the call to abandon some investigations if
we cannot get them over the line.
To be efficient and effective we will use our discretion to prioritise and to decide the correct approach depending on the
circumstances of each situation we come across. This means that while we will take a similar approach in each investigation
it does not mean the outcomes of each investigation will be the same or uniform. After assessing the evidence in each case
we will consider how best to achieve the goal of increased compliance and sector integrity. In some cases this will mean
we prosecute, while in other cases we will seek to cancel operator licences, while in yet other situations we will look for
a negotiated outcome that increases compliance and integrity. Each case and set of circumstances is unique and will be
handled as such.
This approach is outlined in our Compliance Statement which sets out our approach to compliance & enforcement (available
at: www.dia.govt.nz/compliance).

Support for problem gamblers
Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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Questions raised over Facial Recognition Technology
The Department reminds Class 4 societies of the need to conduct due diligence before
deploying facial recognition technology (FRT) under Actual, Reasonable or Necessary (ARN)
costs.
The technology is being proposed to automatically disable a gaming machine when it recognises an excluded gambler
attempting to play. There has been significant interest across the gambling sector in FRT’s potential to reduce harm from
gambling and several societies and clubs have sought clarity from the Department over its use.
The Department is interested in all efforts to minimise and prevent gambling-related harm, but as a regulator it cannot
support or endorse the use of third-party systems.
The Department is also unable to confirm whether the purchase of a facial recognition system (including associated costs)
by Class 4 societies will breach the ARN requirements. This is because the need for a harm-minimisation system, and the
reasonableness of the associated costs, is likely to differ from one situation to the next.
What the Department can do is remind all societies that the Gambling Act 2003 requires that all costs paid by Class 4
societies must be Actual, Reasonable and Necessary costs incurred in the conduct of gambling or in complying with relevant
legislation (ARN costs). In GC10/10 and GC11/10, the Gambling Commission confirmed that “necessary” “is a fairly strong
word falling between expedient or desirable on the one hand and essential on the other.”
If a facial recognition system is to be purchased by Class 4 societies, it would be funded by gaming machine proceeds that
would otherwise be distributed to authorised purposes. As such, societies must be able to demonstrate that all costs relating
to the system are reasonable and necessary expenses.
For the costs associated with the implementation of the system to be reasonable, they must be in proportion to the size
of the operation, and must take into account normal market values or prices for the goods and services provided. For the
expenditure to also be necessary, it would need to be additionally shown that:
•

there is a significant problem with the harm minimisation system currently being employed

•

this problem will be mitigated by the proposed facial recognition system and,

•

there are no alternative, more cost effective ways of mitigating the problem.

The Department therefore believes that a high threshold needs to be met before facial recognition technology can be
considered an ARN cost.
That there are a range of opinions on facial recognition technology was evident at the March 14 Stakeholder Reference Group
meeting for preventing and minimising gambling harm.
Over 20 representatives from the Department, Ministry of Health, the gambling and problem gambling sector participated in
a workshop to consider where facial recognition technology may fit in the wider context of harm minimisation.
The CEO of the Problem Gambling Foundation, Graeme Ramsey, set the scene for the workshop with a thought-provoking
overview of the fundamental questions that have emerged as the technology has evolved.
Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, said the workshop was a good opportunity to elicit a range of views and
discuss the implications of potentially deploying facial recognition. The workshop aligned with the Department’s wider
interest in initiatives that prevent or minimise the harm from gambling.
“Facial recognition technology is one option in that area, and it is critical that the costs, benefits, and unintended
consequences are well understood”, Debbie added.
The Department is keeping abreast of developments in the facial recognition field, and will continue to engage with
stakeholders about the initiative.

March/April
September 2005
2013
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Roulette rort results in conviction
Allowing late betting at a rapid roulette table game resulted in the conviction of a Hamilton
casino employee for cheating. The conviction serves as a reminder that criminals will look to
collude with staff to cheat the system.
Bo Du, 33, a dealer at SkyCity Hamilton casino for six years, allowed two associates to place bets after the roulette ball had
dropped into the winning number slot. The electronic cut-off for final bets was circumvented by Du deliberately releasing the
ball early.
Du was sentenced in January to nine months home detention and reparation of $20,000, to be paid at a minimum rate of
$50 per week, to be paid within two years. She had earlier pleaded guilty to obtaining, with two casino patrons, $52,000 by
deception and of accepting a gratuity while holding a Certificate of Approval under the Gambling Act. Her two associates
have been similarly charged and are being dealt with separately.
The Department was called in after the casino discovered irregularities around its rapid roulette table game. With SkyCity’s
assistance, gambling inspectors determined that Du had illegally obtained $52,000 by manipulating the game. They also
detected that Du had received a one-off payment of $15,000 from a SkyCity Hamilton patron. This is prohibited by the
Gambling Act 2003.
Internal Affairs’ Casino Compliance Manager, Rob Abbott, said the Department remained vigilant to the potential that
gambling offers for illicit activities.
“Du’s sentence underlines the seriousness of the offending. Members of the public should be able to expect that all casino
gambling is operated responsibly and with the highest integrity,” Rob Abbott said. “It is our job as the regulator to ensure
that SkyCity has systems in place to detect and deal with any criminal behaviour on the part of their employees.”
Du’s conviction means she will not be able to work in casinos again.

Case quashed
The Blenheim District Court decided
that local race horse owner and trainer,
Michael Joseph O’Brien, had no case to
answer in a prosecution brought by the
Department.
Mr O’Brien was charged under section 242(1) (b) of
the Crimes Act 1961 with making a false statement
with intent to deceive; the Department claimed he
made a false statement to a gambling inspector by
saying he had nothing to do with Bluegrass Trust. He
pleaded not guilty.
Judge Tony Zohrab ruled that the offence created
by s242 could not be committed in the way the
Department said it had been.
The judge was not required to make any findings on
the merits of the substantive case. His decision was
on a pure point of interpreting the law.
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Last of the licensed
promoters
There are now no licensed promoters for Class
3 gambling, which covers such activities as
larger-scale lotteries and instant games.
Ross Ford of Auckland was the last remaining licensed
promoter but his licence lapsed after he failed to submit a
renewal application.
The Department contacted three societies affected by
Mr Ford’s failure to renew and called in the $200,000
bond promoters have to provide. It appointed a bond
administrator from Deloitte Ltd of Wellington who paid
out almost $25,000 to the one trust which claimed money
owed by Mr Ford. The remainder of the bond, less the
administrator’s fee, was returned to Mr Ford’s legal
representative.

Community $0.5 million
worse off
The actions of two dishonest grant recipients,
dealt with recently by the Department,
resulted in a shortfall in community funding of
half a million dollars.
Lindsay Raki, Financial Controller for Manurewa High
School Academy and a former Maori All Black, was
described by Judge Emma Aitken as having dishonestly
obtained over $300,000 which was intended for South
Auckland youth rugby.
Jacob Samson, a promoter of Cook Island culture, pleaded
guilty to charges brought by the Department for offences
relating to more than $200,000 distributed from grants made
from pokie funds.
The two cases highlight the extent to which communities can
be deprived of vital funding through the dishonest actions of
individuals involved in the grant’s process. The predominant
victims of these crimes were the people of South Auckland,
an area noted for low socioeconomic communities that suffer
significant deprivation.
Mr Raki was charged following a Department investigation
into the distribution of pokie machine grants intended for
the Manurewa High School Rugby Academy (MHSRA) and
the Counties Manukau Youth Development Inc (CYMD). A
qualified accountant, Mr Raki held a position of trust as the
Academy’s financial controller.
The Auckland District Court heard that between 2006 and
2008 both the Rugby Academy and the CMYD applied to a
number of gambling societies for grant funding.
The court was told that the money was paid into one or other
of Mr Raki’s personal accounts and used by him personally.
Jacob Samson’s charges related to grant applications he made
in his capacity as chairman of Drums of the Pacific Trust and
the Cook Islands Kia Orana Akapuanga Trust. His offending
took place from May 2005 to April 2011.
Samson pleaded guilty to:
•

three charges of obtaining by deception under s 240
Crimes Act

•

11 charges of altering a document under s 258 Crimes
Act

Pokie payout brings
jail and a warning for
gamblers
A faulty gaming machine netted a player
almost $1000….and jail.
Levi James Newport, 21, of Kaikohe, was sentenced
in the Hamilton District Court on 8 March 2013 for
stealing $980 from the Waikato Snooker and Eight
Ball Club, which operates 18 pokies.
An Internal Affairs gaming inspector told the court
that Newport obtained the payment by exploiting a
faulty machine. He played continuously with just one
two dollar coin, which went straight to the payout
tray, racking up a large number of credits in the
process.
Although Newport’s activities were opportunistic,
they are a reminder to the public that the integrity
of gambling is paramount. If a gambler suspects a
gaming machine is faulty, they should immediately
cease playing and inform venue staff.
The club discovered the fault during their daily
reconciliation of gaming machine operations.
Newport’s offending was captured on security
camera.
Newport received eight months imprisonment on
this theft charge. It was imposed concurrently with a
term of two years, seven months on unrelated more
serious theft matters and attempting to pervert the
course of justice.
The Department’s Gaming Technology Manager,
Mike Cassidy, said this incident highlights the value
of carrying out daily reconciliation of game machines
as required by the Class 4 Game Rules.
“The potential losses were limited and the
offence discovered very quickly during the daily
reconciliation checks,” he said.

The Department’s investigation revealed that over six years
Samson had altered receipts and bank statements for the
purpose of obtaining grants from 11 societies.
Both offenders are due to be sentenced on 1 May.
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Sanction Decisions
LIST OF DECISIONS RELATING TO SANCTIONS IMPOSED BY THE DEPARTMENT
FROM 1 JULY 2012 TO 31 DECEMBER 2012

OPERATOR

LICENCE TYPE

BREACH/REASON

DATE OF
DECISION OR
PROPOSAL

OUTCOME/STATUS

Cancellation

The MilfordKey person
suitability issues. Repeated
late banking.

16 July 2012

Class 4
Operator’s
Licence

Suspension

Failing to distribute Gaming
Machine Profits only to
authorised purposes.

7 September
2012

Negotiated agreement to suspend
operations for three days.

Class 4
Operator’s
Licence

Suspension

Failure to minimise
operating costs.

7 September
2012

Negotiated agreement to suspend
operations for three days.

The Department decided to
cancel the Class 4 venue
licence for Makl’s Bar
24 September
because it could not, after
2012
investigation, be satisfied
of the suitability of key
persons.

Appealed to the Gambling
Commission. The Department
withdrew the decision to cancel
the venue licence. Unsuitable key
person no longer involved. The
Lion Foundation 2008 withdrew its
appeal.

Class 4 Venue
Licence

Infinity
Foundation Ltd

Four Winds
Foundation
Limited

Lion
Foundation
2008

Class 4 Venue
Licence

Producers Trust
Incorporated

Class 4
Operator’s
Licence

Class 3 Licence

Phoenix
Charitable Trust
Ltd

PROPOSED
SANCTION

Appealed to the Gambling
Commission. Unsuitable key
person no longer involved. The
Gambling Commission referred the
matter back to the Department.
Trillian Trust withdrew its appeal.

Trillian Trust

That Was Then
This Is Now
Charitable Trust
(TWTTIN)

VENUE

Class 4
Operator’s
Licence

The Milford

Makl’s Bar

Cancellation

Refusal to
renew

Financial viability issues.

16 October
2012

Licence surrendered.

Refusal to
grant a class
3 operator’s
licence.

The Department decided
to refuse TWTTIN a Class 3
Operator’s licence (to run
a raffle) because it could
not, after investigation, be
satisfied of the suitability of
key persons.

30 October
2012

TWTTIN gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s decision
on 12 November 2012. See
Gambling Commission Appeals
table.

Refusal to
issue class
4 operator’s
licence.

The Department decided
to refuse Phoenix a Class
4 Operator’s licence
because it could not, after
investigation, be satisfied
of the suitability of key
persons.

23 November
2012

Phoenix gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s decision
on 13 December 2012. See
Gambling Commission Appeals
table.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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Gambling Commission Appeals
BREAKDOWN OF APPEALS THAT HAVE BEEN RESOLVED RECENTLY

OPERATOR AND
VENUE

Constellation
Communities Trust
(Constellation)

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CLOSED)

OUTCOME

On 11 September 2012, Constellation
The Department decided to suspend
appealed to the Gambling
Constellation’s Class 4 operator’s licence for
Commission on the grounds that the
six days. This was on the basis that it failed
Department had erred in determining
to distribute 37.12% of its net proceeds for
the amount by which Constellation fell
two consecutive years. The Department
short of the distribution requirement
advised Constellation of its decision on 11
and that the suspension was therefore
September 2012.
too severe.

On 11 September 2012, Constellation
appealed to the Gambling Commission
on the grounds that the Department
had erred in determining the amount
by which Constellation fell short of the
distribution requirement and that the
suspension was therefore too severe.

BREAKDOWN OF APPEALS THAT ARE CURRENTLY IN PROCESS

OPERATOR AND
VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CURRENT)

Cuesports Foundation
Limited (Cuesports)

The Department decided to cancel
Cuesports’ Class 4 operator’s licence for a
number of reasons, including key person
issues, financial viability, failure to distribute
at least 37.12% of net proceeds and failure
to maximise net proceeds and minimise
operating costs. The Department advised
Cuesports of its decision on 24 April 2012.

Cuesports gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s decision
on 14 May 2012. It appealed on a
number of grounds. Cuesports initially
raised a matter of jurisdiction and
then applied for disclosure of material
about matters concerning other Class
4 operator licence holders.

Bluegrass Holding
Limited (Bluegrass)

The Department decided to cancel
Bluegrass’ Class 4 operator’s licence
because it could not, after investigation, be
satisfied of the suitability of Barluegrass and
its key persons to hold a Class 4 operator’s
licence. The Department advised Bluegrass
of its decision on 3 July 2012.

Bluegrass gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s decision
on 4 July 2012. It appealed on a
number of grounds including that the
Department’s decision was wrong in
fact and in law, breached due process
and was beyond the Department’s
powers.

Bluegrass filed an application with the
Gambling Commission to have certain
questions of law heard separately,
prior to the hearing of the substantive
appeal. The Gambling Commission
declined the application on 7
December 2012.
In process.

The Department decided to refuse TWTTIN
a Class 3 operator’s licence (to run a raffle)
That Was Then This Is
because it could not, after investigation, be
Now Charitable Trust
satisfied of the suitability of key persons. The
(TWTTIN)
Department advised TWTTIN of its decision
on 30 October 2012.

TWTTIN gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s decision
on 12 November 2012. TWTTIN
stated its grounds for challenging the
Department’s decision as “right of
appeal”.

In process.

The Department decided to refuse Phoenix
a Class 4 operator’s licence because it could
Phoenix Charitable
not, after investigation, be satisfied of the
Trust (Phoenix)
suitability of key persons. The Department
advised Phoenix of its decision on 23
November 2012.

Phoenix gave notice of an appeal
against the Department’s decision
on 13 December 2012. Phoenix
appealed on a number of grounds
including that the Department’s
decision was wrong in fact and in
law and failed to take into account
relevant considerations.

UPDATE

On 14 December 2012, Cuesports’
application for disclosure of material
was declined by the Gambling
Commission.
In process.

The Department is considering further
information provided to it by Phoenix.
In process.

March/April
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Suspension appeal seeks clarity
The Department has appealed a recent High Court ruling that challenged its ability to suspend
gambling operators for “one-off” events of non-compliance. The appeal aims to clarify the
Department’s ability to use suspension as a tool for ensuring greater compliance across the
gambling sector.
Suspensions as a sanction for breaches of the Gambling Act
2003 have been an effective deterrent; between 2005 and 2012
the percentage of returns to the community has risen from 38
per cent to 41 per cent while gaming revenue has declined
The Department’s appeal follows a judicial review, sought
by gaming machine society Pub Charity, which successfully
challenged decisions of the Gambling Commission and the
Secretary for Internal Affairs. The Secretary suspended
Pub Charity for one day, because it had breached the limit
on reimbursing venue operating costs by $286,275. The
Gambling Commission upheld that decision on appeal.
December’s High Court judgment ([2012] NZHC 3530)
found that the power to suspend operators cannot be used
to impose a penalty for past, non-continuing breaches. This
decision contrasted with a 2011 High Court judgment, and
the Department is now appealing the December decision.
Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, said that
this case was concerning on a number of levels.
First, the breach that Pub Charity had committed was
something that other societies have previously been
sanctioned for by way of suspension, while Pub Charity has,
at this point, not received a penalty.
While Pub Charity asserts that the amount overpaid was
recovered, the Gambling Commission decision observed:
“The fact that Pub Charity was able to ‘recover’ $300,000 in
the following year suggests that Pub Charity was previously
not truly minimising its costs and instead has been spending
up to the full 16 per cent. If Pub Charity had truly been
minimising costs, recovery in the following year would have
been practically impossible”. The Commission also noted
it “does not make this point to be critical of Pub Charity in
particular” (see GC06/12 at www.gamblingcommission.
govt.nz).
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Second, the Department believes that non-compliance
should be able to attract a range of proportionate penalties.
From this perspective the decision is problematic, and
clarification needs to be sought. The Department notes that
there is sector support of a regime that includes a suspension
option. The success of the suspension option is evident, with
Class 4 operators reporting that many societies conduct their
gambling operations in a more compliant fashion. These
sector participants recognise that compliant operators can be
undermined by those that would flout the law, and that the
industry as a whole can be tainted by those that are noncompliant.
The Department’s overall aims are to encourage operators
to minimise harm from gambling and to maximise benefit.
New Zealanders can have confidence in the gambling
system where they observe high levels of compliance and the
public expects that if people act unlawfully they will be held
accountable.
Comments from Class 4 sector representatives indicate
support for the Department’s decision to appeal the High
Court ruling. Societies have indicated they want a regime
where the integrity of the gambling framework is upheld,
with entities being held accountable for non-compliant
activities.
At a time of financial hardship for many community
groups, the Department is dedicated to ensuring that they
are receiving the funding that they are entitled to from
gambling. Suspending for non-compliance helps the
Department in that aim. In the meantime the Department
will look closely at other options for imposing consequences
for non-compliance. Other administrative sanction options
include cancellation and non-renewal of gambling licences.

Unreasonable Meter Increment limits to change
Changes are afoot to significantly reduce the number of electronic gaming machines (EGMs) that
become disabled due to Unreasonable Meter Increments (UMI).
It is intended to implement changes to the EMS Global Default
limit values (defaults that are relevant to the EGM accounting
meters) for some of these meters.

INTRALOT will now ask the technician to answer certain
questions about work that has been performed before the EGM
is re-enabled.

Changes to EMS Global Default values will also cause EGMs
to reset their Hopper and Cancelled Credit values back to the
Global Default value of $200. For the majority of venues that
use these default values this will not be an issue. However,
where a venue uses a different refill hopper value, it will be
necessary to call a technician to reconfigure the EGM.

The changes to the EMS Global Default values will be
implemented effective from May 1 2013. The proposed new
values are:

EGM accounting meters change when game play occurs
on a gaming machine or for some attendant actions such as
recording Hopper Refills. The EGM communicates all meter
changes to the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) Site
Controller, which checks that they are consistent with expected
play. If any changed meter value is greater than the EMS Global
Default limit value, the Site Controller will not accept the
updated meter value and the EGM will be disabled with a UMI.
The EGM will show a QCOM: Invalid Meter message on
screen.
Once a UMI has occurred, the EGM will remain disabled
and the UMI event will be escalated to the Department. The
Department will investigate, often checking with the venue
before authorising the EGM to be enabled (in some situations
such as meter values becoming corrupted or incorrect, the EGM
must be Ram Cleared and a technician called out before it can
be enabled). It can take anywhere from a few hours to a few
days before an EGM is re-enabled.
Service technicians working on gaming machines as part of
normal maintenance or making software changes, can also
cause UMIs by not following required INTRALOT Service
Desk procedures. A venue manager, under Game Rule 114, has
specific responsibilities with respect to gambling equipment
installation, servicing, repair and removal.
As such, Service Technicians must always contact the
INTRALOT Service Desk when working on a gaming machine.

PROPOSED NEW VALUES

LABEL &
DESCRIPTION

QCOM
GROUP
METER ID

NEW DEFAULT
METER
INCREMENT
VALUE

Total EGM Hopper Refills
Total amount of Hopper Refills recorded
by an attendant.

10

$1,000,000

Total Rejected Enabled Notes
‘Rejected’ means that the Banknote
Acceptor tried to validate a note against
its current note set and no acceptable
match was found.
Counted only while acceptor was
enabled. New to QCOMV1.6.

1A

$100

Total EGM Coins/Tokens Cleared
Total Value of all coins cleared from the
EGM’s Cash Box since the last RAM Clear
of the EGM. This field is a cumulative
field updated by the amount cleared each
time a Cash Box clearance is recorded by
an attendant. Optional new to QCOMV1.6.

1D

$1,000,000

Total EGM Notes Cleared
Total Value of all notes cleared from the
EGM’s Cash Box since the last RAM Clear
of the EGM. This field is a cumulative
field updated by the amount cleared
each time a Note Stacker clearance is
recorded by an attendant. Optional new
to QCOMV1.6.

1E

$1,000,000
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Multi-Venue Exclusion rolled out in Te Arawa rohe
Te Kahui Hauora Trust, the Problem Gambling Foundation and the Department of Internal
Affairs are working with gambling societies, clubs and gaming venues in the Rotorua,
Kawerau, Whakatane and Taupo Districts to offer Multi-Venue Exclusion (MVE) as a
problem gambling treatment option.
The MVE programme allows problem gamblers to register for exclusion at one venue and select other venues to be
notified of their decisions.
The Department called a hui in Rotorua in January to discuss the programme and offer support to venues, societies
and clubs. About 30 representatives from the area attended and their feedback was positive and encouraging. The
MVE programme was rolled out in February.

Spot prize draws
consultation
The Department, on behalf of the Minister
of Internal Affairs, Chris Tremain, has sought
views on possible regulations to exempt spot
prize draws from the definition of gambling
under the Gambling Act 2003.

Final testing and preparation for the
introduction of Phase 1 of the Integrated
Gambling Platform (IGP) are well under
way and continue into April.

A consultation document on the Department’s website invited
comments about this proposal.

May will be the first time any changes will be noticed
by people outside the Department.

The possible exemption would mean that events where spot
prize draws are held would no longer be subject to the current
gambling licensing and administrative requirements.

New licence application forms, required for all
applications, will be released to the sector before the
go-live date. In the transition between Licence Track
and IGP later in May, the Department will be unable
to process applications, including venue transfers, for
about a week.

“When spot prizes are used at events, such as fishing
competitions and fun runs, they can be classed as gambling
under the Gambling Act – which means organisers have to
comply with a raft of rules. In some cases those rules can be
overly rigorous and I want to cut the red tape,” Mr Tremain
said.
“Organisers say that because the primary purpose of their
event isn’t gambling and the potential for harm is minimal the
requirements imposed are too harsh,” says Mr Tremain.
“The Department of Internal Affairs has been working with
organisations to help them comply and there have been no
prosecutions. It’s a confusing and difficult space and it’s time
the regime imposed on spot prizes was changed.”
Submissions to the Department of Internal Affairs were
requested by 4 April 2013.
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We will advise societies and clubs of the exact date of
this switch-over process closer to the time.

Depreciation as an
expense
The Gambling Commission made
comments on depreciation in its decision
on an appeal by the Constellation
Communities Trust (GC35/12).
This included its view that the definition of net
proceeds does not allow for the use of depreciation as
it is a notional, rather than actual, cost at the time the
calculation is made. The Commission acknowledged
that it had not heard argument on this issue, so
there has been no binding decision on the use of
depreciation.
The Department considers that depreciation is
an allocation of the actual cost of an asset over
its estimated useful life in circumstances when
the economic benefits derived from that asset
are expected to span greater than one year. The
Department continues to hold the position that Class
4 societies should include depreciation as an expense
in their calculation of net proceeds.
Section 108 of the Gambling Act 2003 requires
societies to provide the Secretary for Internal
Affairs with an annual report that includes financial
statements prepared in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles. Treating the
purchase price of an asset as a capital acquisition and
depreciation as an expense is entirely consistent with
those generally accepted accounting principles.

Financial viability
The Department has begun a review of the
financial viability guidance paper – Financial
Viability What is it? – released in March 2009
to assist Class 4 societies.

Review of gambling fees
The Department is commencing a review
of costs and fees in order to update the
Gambling Fees Regulations (2007), and will
consult with interested and affected parties as
required by the Gambling Act.
The planned timetable is:
•

March to July 2013 - work on internal cost drivers, fees
options and broad policy issues, including informal
discussions with a small number of people from the
sector

•

July to November 2013 - Cabinet paper, followed by a
formal consultation document to the sector, including
a recommended timeline for implementation of any fee
changes.

The Department cannot anticipate the outcomes of the
review, but there will be no changes to fees before the
consultation, or before 2014.

Reminder: demise of
Class 4 non-downloadable
jackpots
Class 4 non-downloadable jackpots must
cease operation by 1 December 2015, as
detailed in the December 2010 edition of
Gambits.
A new version of the Minimum Technical Requirements
for Class 4 Linked Jackpot Systems was notified in the NZ
Gazette and took effect from 2 December 2010, requiring all
new jackpots to be downloadable and allowing existing,
licensed non-downloadable jackpots to operate for a further
five years.
The Department suggests that, if you intend to replace your
current non-downloadable jackpot with a downloadable
jackpot, you give some thought to planning the changeover.

Until the review is completed the Department will be
assessing Class 4 societies’ financial viability based on the
2009 paper. The Department aims to release the revised
financial viability guidance by mid-2013.
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Pokie spend dropped in 2012
Gaming machine expenditure in the year ended 31 December
2012 declined by 3.1 per cent or $27.1 million from $866.8
million to $839.7 million.

ANNUAL NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE
EXPENDITURE CALENDAR YEAR

Expenditure of $212.9 million in the third quarter of 2012 was
$8.5 million less or 3.8 per cent on the same period of 2011 but
$4.4 million or 2 per cent up on the second quarter of this year.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE
EXPENDITURE (JUNE 2007 - DECEMBER 2012)

GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE SPENDING BY
SOCIETY TYPE (OCTOBER-SEPTEMBER 2012)
SOCIETY TYPE

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

NON-CLUB

186,696,384.99

87%

Sports Clubs

3,859,567.67

1.8%

Chartered Clubs

16,649,926.62

8.2%

RSAs

7,401,512.39

3.4%

TOTAL CLUB

27,911,006.68

13.0%

TOTAL ALL

214,607,391.67

100.0%
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The spending is captured through the Electronic Monitoring
System (EMS) of non-casino gaming machines, which became
fully operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to
track and monitor operations, ensure the integrity of games and
the accurate accounting of money.
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The number of gaming machines in the country’s 1381 pubs and clubs decreased by 463 or just over 2.5 per cent from 18,133 to
17,670 in 2012. There were 29 fewer gaming machine venues compared with a year earlier.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

31 Dec 2012

357

1381

17,670

30 Sept 2012

361

1390

17,827

30 June 2012

361

1400

17,943

31 March 2012

359

1403

18,001

31 Dec 2011

360

1410

18,133

30 Sept 2011

360

1409

18,167

30 June 2011

364

1421

18,309

31 March 2011

365

1430

18,484

31 Dec 2010

367

1443

18,681

30 Sept 2010

369

1438

18,601

30 June 2010

370

1455

18,944

31 March 2010

374

1470

19,115

31 Dec 2009

378

1491

19,359

30 Sept 2009

377

1486

19,296

30 June 2009

384

1501

19,479

31 March 2009

394

1527

19,739

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the quarter,
is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz. The figures are based on territorial authority
boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for
liaising with gaming machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact
these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.

14

APPLICANT

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Niall Miller ext 5485

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST LIGHT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LIMITED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Clark McMichael ext 7267

Janet Wong ext 5505

GRASSROOTS TRUST LIMITED

Clark McMichael ext 7267

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INCORPORATED

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Janet Wong ext 5505

ILT FOUNDATION

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Rick Mead ext 5667

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LIMITED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

PELORUS TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITIBLE TRUST INCORPORATED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE AKARANA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FOUNDATION

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

THE PODIUM SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Janet Wong ext 5505

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Brent Addison ext 5345

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Lance Daly ext 7921

Brent Addison ext 5345
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Regulatory Services
Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Services which sits within the
Department’s Policy, Regulatory and Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive,
Paul James.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy. In addition to
gambling, this includes community safety (censorship and anti-spam compliance), fire service policy, identity services policy,
local government, community and voluntary sector policy, civil defence and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions, and Office of Ethnic Affairs. For the sake of simplicity, functions outside of the gambling sector are not
included on this page.

Maarten Quivooy
General Manager,
Regulatory Services

Alison Barrett

Director,
Operations Support

Sue Teodoro

Manager,
Regulatory Investigations

Michael Cassidy

Kate Reid

Manager,
Financial Integrity

Rob Abbott

Debbie Despard

Director,
Gambling Compliance

John Doesburg

Manager,
Gaming Technology

Manager,
Casino Compliance

Acting Manager,
Licensing Compliance

Heather McShane

Kevin Finnegan

Stefan Pishief

Manager,
Operational Policy

Regulatory Services: Responsible for all regulation and
compliance operations (and operational policy) including
anti-spam, censorship, gambling, racing, anti-money
laundering and countering financing of terrorism.
Operations Support: Provides support and assistance to
operational compliance functions across the group and
wider Department
Regulatory Investigations: Undertakes significant (complex,
cross group, lengthy and sensitive) investigation projects
involving criminal, legal an d financial issues related to
the governance and operation of gaming sector people
and organisations. Provides expertise and support to
investigations and audits across the group.
Financial Integrity: Under the Anti-Money Laundering
and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009, monitors
casinos, non-deposit-taking lenders, money changers and
reporting entities not covered by the other supervisors, The
Reserve Bank and the Securities Commission.
Gambling Compliance: Responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. Works closely with Policy so that

Manager,
Gambling Compliance

Manager,
Sector Initiatives

there is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.
Gaming Technology: This position oversees the technical
integrity of gaming issues across casino and all other classes
of gambling.
Operational Policy: Provides support and advice to the
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. Develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In
broad terms, develops Department policies for how the law
will be turned into the work done in the field.
Casino Compliance: Responsible for working with the casino
sector to bring about compliance with the law.
Licensing Compliance: Responsible for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
(EMS) contract with Intralot.
Sector Initiatives: Responsible for developing new and
innovative approaches to promoting and securing increased
compliance across the gambling sector.
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CONTACTS

GAMBITS

All Gambling Compliance staff can
be contacted by phoning the
Department’s toll free number

The Department of Internal Affairs
produces Gambits quarterly.
Copies are usually distributed in March,
June, September and December.

Email: gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz
Website: www.dia.govt.nz/gambling

Postal address and fax numbers:
CASINO COMPLIANCE

PO Box 805, Wellington, Fax: (04) 494 0624

GAMBLING LICENSING

PO Box 10-095, Wellington 6140, Fax: (04) 494 0656

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE
Auckland

PO Box 2220, Auckland 1140, Fax: (09) 362 7945

Wellington

Gambits provides information
about the Department’s recent
work and significant issues
in the gambling sector.
It is intended for sector organisations and
the community in general, to increase
understanding of and compliance with
the law.
Editor: Trevor Henry
Telephone: (04) 495 7211 or
021 245 8642
Email: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz

PO Box 10-095, Wellington 6140, Fax: (04) 495 7214

Christchurch

PO Box 1308, Christchurch 8140

Do you want to receive
Departmental media releases and Gambits?
If you would like to have your organisation added to the Department’s distribution list for media
releases about gambling issues, or want to receive Gambits but are not currently on the mailing list, please
fill out this form and return it, or email the information to:
Trevor Henry, Communications Advisor, Department of Internal Affairs
PO Box 805, Wellington 6140
Telephone: (04) 495 7211, Fax: (04) 495 7224, Email: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
Organisation name:
Contact person:
Media releases: 					Email:
Gambits postal address:
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Making the most of grant funding
practices
The Department observed a range of funding practices in a
survey*of 48 non-club societies. In 2011 around $121m went to
sport, while around $104.4m went to social and community type
services. Societies generally have a clear approach to deciding
where to allocate funds and recording grants that are more easily
visible to the public.
In any given week the Department will become aware of concerns about grant funding.
We receive complaints, confidential information, Official Information Act requests and
observe public and media comment on various aspects of community funding decisions.
Much of that concern is about funding decisions that are found to be above board.
The Gambling (Gambling Harm Reduction) Amendment Bill currently before Parliament
not only represents concerns about the current model and funding practices, but has also
generated much public comment on funding in print and digital news.
Societies have a real opportunity to enhance the reputation and perception of the
gambling industry by ensuring that their funding practices are free from conflicts of
interest and are meeting the public’s expectations by targeting the right things.
Venues’ alignment with a society’s funding model is acceptable but must stop short of
influencing society decisions on allocating grants. Connecting with funding bodies
such as Philanthropy NZ is useful and the Department has recently focused on board
diversity and independence to help societies be attuned to community needs and free
from influence.
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Good grant making is in the interests of the community, and is bound to bring about
greater levels of confidence in gambling and those that operate it.
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Funding percentage increases
The percentage of gaming machine revenue being returned to communities between 2005
and 2011 increased from the legal minimum of 37.12 per cent to 41 per cent, according to
research* carried out by the Department.
While overall gaming revenue has declined, reflecting the economic situation and world trends, the increased percentage
return is a sign of the gambling sector taking seriously its responsibilities to return the maximum amount to communities.
Although the legal minimum return of gaming machine revenue to communities is 37.12 per cent, societies must return the
maximum amount possible.
The research noted that about three-quarters of the 40 societies analysed have a policy of returning funds to the communities
where the money was raised. It also showed that while the total number of grants was smaller, the dollar amount had
increased. Larger grants can often be used to fund projects that are of significant value to communities.
Around $50.6m of funding in 2011 was generated by clubs in their own premises, enabling them to provide a venue that
supports local community connections and activities.
*The research is available under Research and Reports on our website: www.dia.govt.nz

Record gambling expenditure in 2011-12
Gamblers in New Zealand spent a record almost $2.1 billion dollars on the four main
forms of gambling in the 2011/12 financial year, 3.2 per cent more than the previous
year, according to figures compiled by the Department. But, when adjusted for inflation,
total gambling expenditure in 2012 had declined by almost 19 per cent from the peak
recorded in 2004 ($2547 inflation-adjusted).
TAB racing and sports betting increased by 4.9 per cent from $273 million to $286 million, reflecting gambling on the
2011 Rugby World and the growth of fixed-odds racing betting; spending on NZ Lotteries products rose 3.5 per cent
from $404 million to $419 million; casino gambling expenditure rose 8 per cent from $471 million to $509 million,
due to growth across SkyCity’s casinos and the Christchurch casino reopening after the February 2011 earthquake.
Spending on gaming machines in pubs and clubs dropped by 0.3 per cent from $856 million to $854 million.
An estimated $648 million was distributed to a variety of community purposes from gambling proceeds. Non-casino
gaming machine trusts raised an estimated $314.2 million for authorised purposes. NZ Lotteries transferred $197.2
million to the Lottery Grants Board for community services and projects. The New Zealand Racing Board allocated
$132.8 million, mostly to support racing club activities and infrastructure. Casinos paid just over $3.5 million to their
community trusts.
See also page 8 for gaming machine statistics.

Support for problem gamblers

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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Gaming machine trustee
sentenced for theft
The conviction of a gaming society
trustee for theft was an important
precedent and demonstrated that
the Department would take action
against serious, deliberate and harmful
offending, Gambling Compliance
Director, Debbie Despard, said.
Former trustee of the defunct South Auckland
Charitable Trust (SACT) gaming machine society,
Alvin Shane Cosgrave, 66, of Hunua, was sentenced
to seven months’ home detention for stealing almost
$364,000 of pokie machine money that should have
gone to the community.
The Department had previously obtained a High
Court order for Cosgrave to repay the Secretary of
Internal Affairs $975,629.39 – money improperly
paid by the SACT to Cosgrave and his company,
Integrated Commercial Solutions Ltd.
At Cosgrave’s sentencing Crown lawyer Ben Hamlin,
on behalf of the Department, submitted that a trustee
had serious obligations and the sentence must be an
effective deterrent to anyone in the gaming sector
tempted to divert funds from the community. Two
and a half years’ imprisonment was a good starting
point but Cosgrave was entitled to deductions for his
guilty plea, age and previous good character.
Judge David McNaughton told Cosgrave his
offending involved a serious breach of trust. The
community tolerated the evils of gambling for
the proceeds to go to charitable purposes. Home
detention was appropriate because Cosgrave was
retired, had no previous criminal history and there
was no chance of him reoffending in the same way.
The Sunday Star-Times reported concern within the
gaming industry at the sentence. Southern Trust chief
executive Karen Shea called the sentence “really light,
considering the community essentially missed out on
nearly $1 million. Cosgrave had the benefit of all that
money and I was disappointed a stronger message
wasn’t sent out”.

Charges dismissed
Charges the Department brought against
Napier businessman, Rodney Green, over a
gaming machine grant were dismissed in the
Napier District Court.
He was accused of misusing a gaming machine grant of
$10,862.22, granted to a local sports organisation, for his own
purposes. The Infinity Foundation Limited, which operates
gaming machines in Mr Green’s venues, granted the money
to the local sports organisation to purchase new chairs
for the club from Big Save Furniture. However, the club
received second hand chairs from the Bluewater Restaurant,
which Mr Green was refurbishing, while the grant in fact
was used to pay for the new chairs ordered from Big Save.
The Department alleged that Mr Green instructed Big Save
to alter the invoice from Bluewater to the club’s name. The
new chairs were subsequently delivered to the Bluewater
Hotel restaurant.
Judge Brooke Gibson found that the prosecution evidence
did not prove criminal intent on the part of Mr Green to a
sufficient standard. He commented that the arrangements
were unorthodox and that he could understand why the
Department would be concerned.
Internal Affairs’ Regulatory Services General Manager,
Maarten Quivooy, said the Department would carefully
consider the judgment.
“We considered that the evidence in this case provided
grounds for a prosecution. The Judge saw it differently and
we accept the court’s finding,” he said.
The Department of Internal Affairs is tasked with ensuring
the integrity of gambling in New Zealand, and ensuring that
the community derives the maximum possible benefit from
gambling proceeds, as directed by the Gambling Act 2003.
Maarten Quivooy said unusual flows of grant money
between parties in the gambling sector - including gaming
venue operators, suppliers and grant recipients - is of
interest to the Department.
“We will continue to investigate any suspicious transactions
involving gaming machine venue operators and grant
funding,” Maarten said. “Our investigations are not
arbitrary. We will investigate matters where there is
sufficient and reliable evidence warranting action.
Unfortunately due to the nature and manner of these deals,
we are not always able to put forward evidence to the
standard required by the courts.”
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Licence application refused
The Secretary of Internal Affairs has refused a new trust’s application for a Class 4 operator’s
licence.
The decision was based on the grounds that the directors had limited knowledge of the requirements for operating a Class 4
gambling trust and appeared to rely heavily on others for the procedural aspects and day-to-day running of the operation.
The Secretary considers that the knowledge and preparation undertaken by the key persons in forming a Class 4 gambling
trust must be thorough so that the community can benefit effectively. It is for these reasons that the Secretary was not
satisfied that the grounds in section 52(1)(d) and (f) of the Gambling Act 2003 were met, and therefore he had to refuse to
grant the trust’s application for a Class 4 operator’s licence.

Grassroots Trust heads for ‘best-practice’ status
The Grassroots Trust has made considerable progress to become a best-practice
gambling operator. Significant changes have been made to the trust’s structure and
operating model to enable it to meet its new commitments and ensure it provides
maximum benefit to the community.
The changes follow the suspension of the Grassroots Trust’s operation for 16 days for failing to distribute the required
minimum to authorised purposes and for exceeding the limit allowed for venue expenses - the longest suspension
received by a Class 4 society. As part of a negotiated outcome with the Department, the Grassroots Trust committed
to attaining best practice that goes beyond the agreements and requirements of the Gambling Act 2003.
To this end the trust is already tracking to return an increased percentage to authorised purposes of over 42 per cent.
The changes have included the appointment of a new director and a review of the trust’s governance arrangements.
The review has resulted in a number of recommendations that will be implemented over the next few months. These
include the development of a director’s induction pack, annual analysis of the board’s performance, professional
development opportunities for board members with the Institute of Directors, and the annual formulation of strategic
plans that align with the trust’s vision and values.
The trust is also in the process of developing a comprehensive funding strategy. An initial outcome from this strategy
is that the board has agreed that the trust will have a larger focus on community and education based funding, (15
and 10 per cent respectively), as historically the trust funded sport.
An extensive review of the trust’s website is expected to enhance communication with community groups by
providing comprehensive information on how to apply for funding, posting of grant decisions on the day of board
meetings, and regular updates on the trust’s financial performance. The website will also link to an accompanying
Facebook page as the trust looks to use new tools to engage with the community.
The Department is encouraged with the progress and will continue to work closely with the Grassroots Trust to
ensure a successful transition to the new structure and operating model.
Gambling Compliance Director Debbie Despard commented: “It is pleasing to see the Trust taking a number of steps
to honour its commitment, and in doing so displaying actions in the spirit of the Act that all societies should look to
emulate.”
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More audit reports
published
A further batch of Class 4 audits have
been posted on the Department’s
website*. They were finalised in 2011
and 2012.

IGP update: go-live date
announced
Implementation of Phase 1 of the Integrated
Gambling Platform (IGP) will begin in April
2013.
The IGP is an integrated electronic solution to help improve
regulation of gambling in New Zealand.

The Department announced in the April 2011 Gambits
that it would publish audits periodically as they
are finalised. Publication is an important step in
enhancing the transparency and integrity in the Class
4 environment and helps address sector and public
interest in how gaming machine societies are working.

Phase 1 of the IGP will replace the Department’s current
Licence Track system, improving the Department’s internal
licensing and compliance procedures. There will be minimal
impact on the gambling sector. Licence application forms
will still be completed manually and sent to the Department
for inclusion in the IGP.

The published Class 4 audit reports are subject to a
fact-checking process with the society and are the
Department’s final assessment of how the society has
met its obligations under the Act. Societies may not
agree with the final assessment but the Department
has the duty of assessing the society’s adherence to
the Act and uses the audit report as a way of setting
expectations as well as providing direction to the
sector.

Requirements-gathering for future phases will be conducted
in parallel during the staged implementation of Phase 1.
During this process we will start to engage with the sector
about the functionality of future phases.

The reports summarise audit findings and assess a
society’s performance against selected areas of focus
and compliance with the Gambling Act.
The general purpose of Class 4 audits is to:
•

determine a society’s level of compliance with the
Act (and applicable game rules and regulations)
and the implementation of its policies and
procedures

•

identify areas of compliance with the Act

•

identify areas of non-compliance with the Act

•

recommend areas for improvement and best
practice to support the society’s compliance with
the Act.

*The audit reports can be accessed at:
www.dia.govt.nz/gambling

Delivery of all IGP phases is expected to be completed in
2014.

Facial recognition system
demonstrated
Departmental representatives have seen
demonstrated a prototype facial recognition
system designed to help identify self-excluded
problem gamblers. It would be aimed at those
trying to breach their self-exclusion orders.
The Department is interested in new technologies that
may assist problem gamblers – one of the purposes of the
Gambling Act 2003 is to prevent and minimise the harm
caused by gambling, including problem gambling.
The Department will consider the implications under
gambling law of the facial recognition system and related
technical requirements along with observations from
the demonstration and information supplied by the
manufacturer.
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Gambling & casino
compliance managers
appointed
Kevin Finnegan has been appointed Manager
Gambling Compliance, and Rob Abbott,
Manager Casino Compliance following a
review and reorganisation of the Department’s
regulation and compliance operations.

There has been a few staff changes in
the gambling compliance area in recent
months so if you need help with Class 4
gambling you can contact:
•

Your Class 4 compliance liaison officer
(see page 10)

•

The EMS helpdesk: 0800 468 725
Email: helpdesk@intralot.co.nz

Gambling Compliance will focus on non-casino gambling and
support the Department’s investigative and complaints role
under the Private Security Personnel and Private Investigators
Act.

•

Auckland Compliance: +64 (9) 363 0574

•

Wellington Compliance: +64 (4) 495 7200

•

Christchurch Compliance: +64 (3) 365 4740

Kevin Finnegan commented: “My focus is on building
relationships with those in the sector to ensure that compliance
is not seen as a big hurdle and that improving the return to
authorised purpose is a ‘business goal’.

•

Hamilton Compliance: +64 (7) 839 2593

•

Dunedin Compliance: +64 (3) 479 6504

•

Queenstown Compliance: +64 (3) 409 2158

“In my two years with Gambling Compliance I have found
most people are genuine and sincere in wanting to improve
their performance and are happy to discuss their views with the
Department. I believe in pragmatic solutions, where possible,
within the confines of the Act, and work on the basis of trust
between the regulator and the regulated. That said, I am
committed that where we find deliberate and calculated action
to deprive the community of its funds we will deal with it with
the full force of tools we have available.

•

Freephone: 0800 257 887 (New Zealand only)

•

Email: gambling.compliance@dia.govt.nz

“I am looking forward to getting to know those in the sector
that I have yet to meet, and, with the assistance of the Gambling
Compliance team, working together to ensure a robust and
even handed approach to regulation is performed. “

David was involved extensively in the development
of audit processes, initial training of Class 4
Inspectors, the development of the “Blue Book”
and the implementation of the Gambling Act 2003 –
including involvement in fact-finding, development,
implementation and business-as-usual running of the
Electronic Monitoring System (EMS).

Casino Compliance will take a systems view of Casino
gambling and have a stronger strategic focus on issues of harm
and significant areas of risk such as money laundering and
organised crime.
Rob Abbott has been Northern Region Manager Gambling
Compliance for the last four years. Much of his time involved
Class 4 issues.
“I had oversight of the regulation of SkyCity’s Auckland and
Hamilton casinos in that role and am looking forward to
widening my experience in my new role. We will be focusing
particularly on harm prevention and minimisation of problem
gambling, and money laundering and associated criminality. I
know that those in the casino sector are as committed to dealing
with these areas as we are so I am looking forward to some
fruitful partnerships to achieve our goals.”
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Staff departures
Among recent staff departures was David Chatwin
after 21 years’ service, the last five as a Senior
Gambling Inspector (Technical) with the technology
team.

Gaming Technology Manager, Mike Cassidy,
commented: “David’s extensive Class 4 knowledge
and willingness to help made him the ‘go to’ person
for not only his Departmental peers but also a large
number of Class 4 gambling stakeholders.”

Asia hub of world gambling
Regulatory Services’ General Manager, Maarten Quivooy, attended two gambling conferences
in Singapore in October – the International Association of Gaming Regulators (IAGR) was
focused on agencies regulating gaming, and the International Association of Gaming Advisers
(IAGA) focused on agencies that provide advice to the gambling industry - such as legal and
technical advisers. Here is his summary of discussions at the two meetings:
The growth of casino gambling in Asia and the regulation of
internet gambling were the two most significant talking points
at both conferences.
Key issues discussed at the conferences included:

Casino gambling in Asia
There is recognition that the hub of world gambling has
shifted to Asia. Turnover in Asian casinos will shortly outstrip
the United States and there is very strong interest by casino
operators to move into the Asian market as the Chinese
economy continues to grow.
Equally, an increasing number of Asian countries are becoming
interested in promoting casino-based tourism ventures, with
some Asian economies such as Macau now highly dependent
on the income generated by gambling.
There was considerable discussion among operators about
the competitive nature of the Asian market and its impact
on the industry as well as the risks to operator reputations.
Casino gambling operators talked with real clarity about the
importance of compliance to their reputation and to ensuring
ongoing licensing. Interestingly most casino operators
have moved to having independent compliance committees
reporting directly to their boards.

Growth of the junket industry
At the IAGR conference there was considerable discussion
about the growth of the ‘junket industry’ which is largely
designed to bring Chinese gamblers to the casinos and how to
regulate it effectively to prevent organised crime from profiting
directly or indirectly from junket operations.

Internet gambling
There is a growing international consensus that Internet
gambling needs to be regulated and a number of promising
models are now emerging around the world. New Zealand
could usefully learn from an increasing number of countries
moving to regulate this area.

There was a view that significant cannibalism of ‘bricks and
mortar’ gambling by Internet gambling had not yet occurred and that there were quite different drivers for people choosing
to either gamble in cash at bricks and mortar venues, or from
the comfort of their own home.
Internet gambling arguably offers greater opportunities for
player protection – players need to establish accounts, and,
where the industry is regulated, operators can be required to
ensure they have sufficient funds to ensure player payouts etc.
The opportunity for player analysis is also greater, allowing
identification of problem gambling.

Social gaming and gambling
The relationship between social gaming and gambling,
including Internet gambling, was a topic for discussion at both
conferences. Questions under discussion included: are social
games, in which people pay for resources to help them move
up through levels in the game, and where they place ‘value’ on
their achievement, a form of gambling? And what about social
games which resemble gambling (even if not for real money)
where gamers can redeem their success for rewards at actual
gambling venues? For example MGM has built a game where
players can build the Nevada strip - and redeem rewards for
success at their actual resorts in the form of room upgrades or
show tickets.

Gambling harm
There is continuing debate about the best way for regulators
to consider and act on the harm of gambling. There were
interesting views expressed that thinking about problem
gambling in a clinical sense is not helpful, and that regulators
and operators need to be more focused on, and develop greater
expertise in identifying the behavioural indicators of problem
gambling behaviour. In the same vein there was interesting
commentary on co-morbidity of gambling harm with other
conditions such as depression.
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Pokie numbers and expenditure continue to fall
Gaming machine expenditure in the year ended 30 September 2012 declined by 1.9 per cent or $16.7 million from $862.2 million to
$845.5 million.

NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE
JULY - SEPTEMBER 2012

SOCIETY TYPE

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

NON-CLUB

184,691,172.93

86.7%

Sports Clubs

3,872,929.33

1.8%

Chartered Clubs

17,045,610.72

8.2%

RSAs

7,334,461.00

3.4%

TOTAL CLUB

28,253,001.05

13.3%

TOTAL ALL

212,944,173.98

100.0%

The spending is captured through the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) of non-casino gaming machines, which became fully
operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor operations, ensure the integrity of games and the
accurate accounting of money.
Expenditure of $212.9 million in the third quarter of 2012 was $8.5 million less or 3.8 per cent on the same period of 2011 but $4.4
million or 2 per cent up on the second quarter of this year.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 - SEPTEMBER 2012
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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The number of gaming machines in the country’s 1390 pubs and clubs in the same period decreased by 340 or fewer than 2 per cent
from 18,167 to 17,827. There were 19 fewer gaming machine venues compared with a year earlier.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

30 Sept 2012

361

1390

17,827

30 June 2012

361

1400

17,943

31 March 2012

359

1403

18,001

31 Dec 2011

360

1410

18,133

30 Sept 2011

360

1409

18,167

30 June 2011

364

1421

18,309

31 March 2011

365

1430

18,484

31 Dec 2010

367

1443

18,681

30 Sept 2010

369

1438

18,601

30 June 2010

370

1455

18,944

31 March 2010

374

1470

19,115

31 Dec 2009

378

1491

19,359

30 Sept 2009

377

1486

19,296

30 June 2009

384

1501

19,479

31 March 2009

394

1527

19,739

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the quarter, is
available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz/gambling
The figures are based on territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming machine
societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number
0800 257 887.
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SOCIETY

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 4251

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 4251

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 4251

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Niall Miller ext 5485

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST LIGHT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LIMITED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INCORPORATED Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Rick Mead ext 5667

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES COMMUNITY TRUST Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INCORPORATED

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

PELORUS TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INCORPORATED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 4251

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITIBLE TRUST INCORPORATED

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Ron Grob ext 6603

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE AKARANA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FOUNDATION

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Iain Ballantyne 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

THE PODIUM SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Brent Addison ext 5345

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Jeremy Belcher ext 7961

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Lance Daly ext 7921

Brent Addison ext 5345
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GAMBLING ISSUES KEY CONTACTS
Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Services which sits within the Department’s Policy, Regulatory
and Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive, Paul James. The branch encompasses all the roles where the
Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.
In addition to gambling, this includes community safety (censorship and anti-spam compliance), fire service policy, identity
services policy, local government, community and voluntary sector policy, civil defence and emergency management policy
and crown entity monitoring functions, and Office of Ethnic Affairs. For the sake of simplicity, functions outside of the
gambling sector are not included on this page.

Regulatory Services
Maarten Quivooy

Sue Teodoro

This position covers all regulation and compliance operations
(and operational policy) including anti-spam, censorship,
gambling, racing, anti-money laundering and countering
financing of terrorism.

Regulatory Investigations is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

General Manager, Regulatory Services

Debbie Despard

Director of Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with Policy so that there
is a constant flow of information between the staff involved in
applying the law and those who develop the law.

Kevin Finnegan

Manager, Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for working with the gambling sector
for all classes of gambling, with a particular focus on Class 4, and
also for criminal investigations and prosecutions associated with
the Private Security Personnel and Private Investigators Act.

Rob Abbott

Manager, Casino Compliance
This position is responsible for working with the casino sector to
bring about compliance with the law.

Stefan Pishief

Manager, Sector Initatives
This position is responsible for developing new and innovative
approaches to promoting and securing increased compliance
across the gambling sector.

Vacant

Manager, Licensing Compliance
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
(EMS) contract with Intralot.

Manager, Regulatory Investigations

Kate Reid

Financial Integrity
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos,
non-deposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission.

Alison Barrett

Director, Operations Support
This position provides support and assistance to operational
compliance functions across the group and wider
Department.

Michael Cassidy

Manager, Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane

Manager, Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop
Department policies for how the law will be turned into the
work done in the field.
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Help available for achieving best practice

contents

There has never been a better time than now to consider how
to be a best-practice gambling operator, Gambling Compliance
Director, Debbie Despard, told the September regional forums. The
Department will be working hard to support the sector to achieve
that.
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Discussion on the Gambling (Gambling Harm Reduction) Amendment Bill, currently
before Parliament, has raised the importance of integrity and transparency in the sector
and public views of gambling. The Department believes that most people want to comply
with the Gambling Act, Debbie told the forums.
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“If you are demonstrating actions that assure us that you are making all efforts to be
responsible, transparent and operate with integrity we will support that effort,” she said.
“At the opposite end you will see us take severe action. Our intention is to use a range of
strategies to move people towards best practice.”
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The Department also wished to challenge the sector’s perceptions of its primary
stakeholders.
“We encourage you to consider the community as your primary stakeholder,” Debbie said.
“In a sense the public are your shareholders - and your role is to deliver maximum value to
them.”

Venues
Venues were an important part of the picture to be reimbursed correctly and supported to
manage their compliance obligations.
“But it is my sense that if the community was considered in its rightful place, much of
the difficulty in compliance and venue costs would be resolved. I say that, knowing the
difficult and competitive environment you work in.
“But if you do want to deliver maximum value to communities then it’s essential that you
are rigorous in the area of venue payments and that you seek to create efficiencies at every
opportunity,” Debbie said.

Progress
“We will know we have made progress when societies come to us seeking help to solve
a particular problem or, even better, they come to us with ideas on how we can work
together to deliver better outcomes.
“What we sometimes experience is that our efforts are met with a litigious response, where
we are dealt with reluctantly and in some cases obstructively. Our preference is to engage
constructively and directly to find pragmatic solutions where possible.
“We know we will have made progress when we see a sector that works hard to ensure
as much of the after-tax revenue is delivered to wide and diverse community needs and
where we see everyone involved in gambling managing risks and harm and delivering
maximum funding to the community.”
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Changes confirmed for gambling services
Changes are underway to improve the Department’s performance as New Zealand’s gambling
regulator.
Minimising Harm - Maximising Benefit: Department of Internal Affairs’ Approach to Compliance & Enforcement, sets out
the Department’s approach to compliance and enforcement across the regulated areas of censorship, gambling, electronic
messaging (spam), anti-money laundering, and private security personnel and private investigators; it is available on the
Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz/compliance.
The Compliance Statement is being supported by changes in the renamed Regulatory Services group which will take effect in
November. They include 19 new staff positions.
Regulatory Services General Manager, Maarten Quivooy, says the Department wants to support “willing compliers” and
make their compliance easier. The Department also wants to support those who need help to comply.
“We will recognise best practice and push for excellence and responsibility above and beyond minimum compliance.
Through improvements in our analytical and investigative functions, we also want to make it harder for non-compliers to
operate and to hold to account those responsible for deliberate and harmful non-compliance,” he said.

Changed functions affecting the gambling sector are:
Licensing Compliance – bringing together licensing

Sector Initiatives – the small group will focus on

Gambling Compliance – will focus on non-casino

Regulatory Investigations – this group will have a focus

and audit functions with teams based in Auckland and
Wellington. This group will focus more strongly on systems
when assessing licence suitability and making the licensing
process easier for those societies and venues that are
compliant.
gambling with a focus on turning non-compliance into
compliance. It will undertake a range of work to promote
compliance, but will also carry out investigative work
which may lead to negotiated outcomes, compliance
agreements or enforcement sanctions. This group will also
be responsible for supporting the Department’s investigative
and complaints role under the Private Security Personnel
and Private Investigators Act. This group will have
offices in Auckland, Hamilton, Wellington, Christchurch,
Queenstown, and Dunedin.

Casino Compliance – will take a systems view of casino

gambling and have a stronger strategic focus on issues of
harm and significant areas of risk such as money laundering
and organised crime. The group will be organised as two
teams based in Auckland and Christchurch, which can call
on the support of Gambling Compliance staff in Hamilton,
Dunedin and Queenstown. This group will work closely
with the Financial Integrity (anti-money laundering) group
in Regulatory Services.
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innovation and developing opportunities to promote
compliance. They will initially have a strong focus on
tackling gambling harm and will work closely with
regulated parties to promote best practice in tackling issues
of harm and increasing benefit to communities.
on investigating serious, deliberate and harmful noncompliance with a view to ensuring public accountability
for non-compliance offending. The group will have
investigation teams based in Auckland and Wellington, and
the group will work closely with other enforcement agencies
to deliver accountability.

Compliance Analysis – this group will bring together

our intelligence and business analytical expertise to ensure
that we have better compliance analysis that informs
our priorities for targeting high-risk non-compliance
and maximising opportunities to increase benefits to NZ
communities.

Trustees reminded of
responsibilities
Practising good governance is essential for a
successful gambling trust.
Trustees were reminded at the September Regional Forums
of the importance of good governance, and the serious
responsibility they have. The ‘tone at the top’, with a strong
focus on ethics and mindset, was important for how a trust
will operate. A trust’s responsibilities extend beyond simply
meeting the letter of the law.
There is a duty to meet the objectives of the Gambling
Act - to maximise community funding and minimise
harm - the foundation for which is set at board level. The
role of a board member is an active one, and trustees must
demonstrate a very high standard of skill and care.
Simon Arcus and Ralph Chivers from the Institute of
Directors outlined some key aspects of trustee responsibility.
It was not sufficient for directors or trustees to rely on
independent and management advice. They must turn their
minds to the issues they are deciding, applying independent
thought and knowledge.

Directors and trustees must make their own
decisions and should be able to say:
•

I carefully considered all the issues

•

I took all the advice a prudent director would take

•

I considered this advice in the context of what I know
about the company

•

I up-skilled and informed myself where I needed to

•

I listened to what other directors said

•

I made up my own mind

•

I didn’t say yes until I had enough confidence it was
right.

Simon and Ralph also highlighted some cases arising from
recent finance company collapses, which showed that board
responsibility went well beyond financial services. They
noted that the law in relation to board responsibilities, while
unchanged, was now being enforced in a very visible way.
The Department has also discussed with societies the
desirability for diversity on boards and rotation of members.
Best practice operations require societies to think carefully
about board membership ensuring they understand the
organisation and its funding practices.

Choosing an operator
Venues should carry out “due diligence”
before deciding which society might
operate gaming machines on their
premises.
This will help venues protect themselves from
having to turn their gaming machines off for a
period, if the society running their gaming machines
is suspended by the Department for breaching
gambling laws.
The Department offered some tips to Hospitality
New Zealand for its members at this year’s annual
conference.

Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie
Despard, said some of the questions to
ask a society would be:
•

How it manages conflicts of interest

•

What sort of service might a venue expect for
the likes of harm minimisation training, venue
supervision, venue layout and signage

•

What sanction action and Gambling Commission
appeals has a society been involved in; Gambits
reports these periodically

•

Ask the society to explain any sanction action
taken against them and what they have done
to rectify breaches; ask to see the society’s most
recent audit report

•

Is it exhibiting best practice? Recent issues
of Gambits have examples of trusts steadily
increasing community returns

•

Provide a list of grants approved and declined
in the last 12 months; Gambits March 2012
published a list of societies’ returns to
authorised purposes compared with the legal
requirement of 37.12 per cent.

Where a society offers to pay a venue more than
their current operator, they should ask how the
increase is legally justified.
Similarly, if a venue operator is offered an
enhancement to their gaming area they should
enquire whether that work can be legally justified.
Debbie said venues should contact the Department if
they have any concerns about what is being offered.
(continued next page)
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Choosing an operator continued
Suspensions
Suspension is a key enforcement tool for the Department to
improve compliance. At least 13 Class 4 operators involving
over 500 venues were suspended for various lengths of time
in the past two-and-a-half years.
In future, venues affected by the cancellation, suspension or
non-renewal of a Class 4 gambling operator’s licence will be
copied into the Department’s decision letter.

Venue agreements
Clauses in venue agreements that are outside those required
for essential compliance with the law are a matter for
negotiation between societies and venue operators.
The following suggestions cannot be treated as a direction
from the Department but venues could consider standard
clauses and conditions which require the society to:

•

advise if the Department issues a proposal or decision to
sanction the society such as the suspension, cancellation
or refusal to renew a licence

•

advise if any of its key people are made bankrupt or
convicted of a crime of dishonesty

•

state, if it incurs a suspension, or if a key person is made
bankrupt or convicted of a crime of dishonesty the
venue can choose to terminate the agreement.

Venues should reject clauses requiring them, in the event of
sale, to pay damages or find a replacement venue owner for
the remainder of a contract.
This will make it easier to find a buyer if they choose to
sell their business, and allow incoming venue operators to
independently choose a society based on the society’s recent
performance.

Prize draws need to be legal
Fishing and sports contests are ingrained in our kiwi culture and competitors love the
thought of winning that cash prize. But organisers need to be aware that prize draws,
which often accompany competition, tournament and trade show entry fees, have to
comply with gambling law.
The Department is aware that many professionally-organised sports competitions and tournaments, such as fishing
contests, draw prizes, worth several thousand dollars, for competitors who have paid to enter. Trade and boat shows
have also done something similar.
Because these draws involve an element of chance they are gambling and, under the Gambling Act 2003, only noncommercial societies can conduct raffles and draws if prizes are worth over $500 in total.
If the total value of prizes exceeds $5000 then the society needs a licence from the Department for the draw.
Non-commercial clubs and organisations can still have prize draws at their contests or tournaments as long as they
keep within the prize limit or obtain a licence from the Department.

Support for problem gamblers

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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Keep your sweep legal
The Melbourne Cup and other major race meetings on both sides of the Tasman are
looming. For those wanting to run an office sweep the advice is simple – keep it small,
keep it simple and avoid the risk of problems.
Under the Gambling Act 2003, sweepstakes are a form of
Class 1 gambling that can be conducted when:
•

The total value of all the prizes offered is no more
than $500. This means that the number of horses
running will determine how much can be charged
for each ticket. If there are 24 horses running, then
tickets can be sold for up to $20.83 each

•

All of the money is returned as prizes

•

No one is paid to run the sweepstake.

Sweepstakes are intended to be small-scale gambling
with simple rules.
The rules are mostly to help protect employers, clubs and
staff.
If large amounts of cash are being gambled then you
need much tighter controls to keep track of the money
and prevent it going astray or causing embarrassing
arguments.
If people want to place larger bets on the Cup then
there are other legal ways of doing that outside of office
sweepstakes.
People can run more than one sweepstake at the same
office or club but they must keep the money from each
separate.
Each sweepstake must pay its own prizes and the total
value of all prizes in each sweepstake must not exceed
$500.

Calcuttas

Half the money raised by the auction as well as half
the money raised from the sweepstake ticket sales
must, after expenses have been met, be applied to the
authorised purposes of the society.
The other half of the funds raised is used for the prize
pool for all winners, including those who initially draw
a horse and who fail to make the winning bid in the
auction to retain ownership
Remember to apply for a Class 3 operator’s licence
in plenty of time, so that it can be processed by the
Department before the function takes place.
It can take at least three weeks to process an application.
More detailed information about how to run a Calcutta
as well as the rules for running a gambling activity can
be found on our website www.dia.govt.nz or by phoning
0800 257 887.
Only charitable societies can run a Calcutta because,
under the Gambling Act, gambling is lawful only if it is
authorised by the Act – that is, it is conducted as a fundraising activity.
Businesses and individuals cannot run a Calcutta.
If a society is prosecuted successfully for illegal
gambling the proceeds of the gambling will be forfeited
and future applications involving the society or
individuals concerned may also be affected.
An illegal, unlicensed Calcutta was shut down by
Christchurch gambling inspectors in November 2008.

Societies wanting to run a Calcutta must hold a licence
for this activity if the forecast total value of the prize pool
exceeds $5000, which is generally the case.
A Calcutta is a prize competition which combines a
sweepstake with an auction.
Once horses have been allocated to the participants,
they are then auctioned off in an additional fundraising
activity. This has the potential to raise large amounts of
money.
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Gambling stats revised
Gambling expenditure statistics for the four main forms of gambling – the TAB, NZ Lotteries, pub
and club gaming machines and the casino companies – have been revised. The previous figures
for 2010 and 2011 did not include the Auckland casino’s international business expenditure. As
a result, the revised total reported gambling expenditure was $1,928 million in 2010 and $2,005
million in 2011.

REPORTED GAMBLING EXPENDITURE IN THE FOUR MAIN SECTORS
2005/06 TO 2010/11

GAMBLING SECTOR

2006 ($M)

2007 ($M)

2008 ($M)

2009 ($M)

2010 ($M)

2011 ($M)

Class 4 Gambling

906

950

938

889

849

856

Casinos

493

469

477

465

454

471

NZ Lotteries Commission

321

331

346

404

347

404

TAB Racing & Sports Betting

258

269

272

269

278

273

TOTAL

1977

2020

2034

2028

1928

2005

Actual dollars (non-inflation adjusted) for financial year-end. Totals may differ from the sum of column entries due to
rounding.
The Gambling Expenditure Statistics for the 1987– 2011 period are published in full on the Gaming Statistics page at:
www.dia.govt.nz/gambling

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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Venue costs analysis
Societies exist for one purpose – to raise funds for authorised purposes which they hold on
trust for the community. Minimising the costs of running gaming machines is essential in
ensuring that the maximum is returned to the community through authorised purposes. This
means creating efficiencies at every opportunity.
The Department conducted a series of consultations to achieve consistent treatment of Class 4 venue costs and approved 1057
resubmitted Venue Costs Schedules.
An analysis of data from 1048 venues suggests that costs have increased markedly since the introduction of the Gambling Act
in 2003. About 65 per cent of venues now have costs that exceed 16 per cent of gaming machine proceeds banked. Societies
competing for venues were a likely factor in driving up costs but labour costs have also climbed steeply since 2003, and could be
the major contributing factor. While only seven societies are currently required to apply Limit D in reimbursing venues for their
costs, this number may increase if venue costs are not able to be effectively contained.
The Class 4 Venue Costs Limits and Exclusions Gazette Notice may appear to limit many venues’ costs. But the effect of the
Gazette Notice is to reduce cost reimbursements to venues by just three per cent of overall claimed costs. Venues with high
turnover tend to have low relative costs, but they are more likely to have costs limited by the Notice. Conversely, many venues
affected by the limits, have low relative costs (well under 16 per cent of GMP). This suggests that further thought needs to be
given to how best to frame the Gazette Notice that limits and excludes venue costs.

Limits A, B, C and D
Limit A (gaming machine hourly operating costs)

Limit C (venue operating costs)

The Limit A maximum is linked to the number of gaming
machines and the number of hours that they are switched on at
a venue. Just over 29 per cent of venues have costs that exceed
Limit A. Venues exceeding Limit A by more than 120 per cent
of their Limit A maxima tend to be smaller venues with fewer
gaming machines. They tend to be open fewer hours and with
relatively low GMP and electricity costs. They are also more
likely to be in rural areas with an average hourly wage rate
claim that is high for tasks performed under Limit A.

The distribution of Limit C claims clearly shows that the
majority of claims in this category come in much lower than the
$800 maxima. Only 3.3 per cent of all venues claimed costs in
excess of their Limit C maxima. Most venues had high levels of
GMP banked, long operating hours, 18 machines, high security
costs, and at least one high wage rate.

Limit B (gaming machine weekly operating
costs)
Around 18 per cent of venues have costs that exceed Limit
B. Venues exceeding Limit B by at least 20 per cent tended to
have higher wage and rent costs, operate for more hours, and
have higher GMP, but not necessarily the highest levels of GMP
banked.
The number of gaming machines impacts to some extent on
relative costs. Venues with 10-13 gaming machines have costs
that fall within Limit B. This is likely to be related to the level
of staffing required to cover gaming machine operations. Wage
rates are an issue for venues with only a few gaming machines.
This is probably a factor of owner-operators working in the bar
and supervising gambling operations.

Limit D (maximum payable annually from a
society’s GMP)
Limit D applies at the society level and only seven societies
are currently impacted. Venues whose payable costs exceeded
Limit D by the greatest amount (at least 175 per cent of their 16
per cent Limit) were likely to have fewer machines, operate for
fewer hours, have lower GMP, and be smaller both in terms of
gambling area and as a proportion of the entire venue. These
venues had payable costs that were likely to exceed Limit A by
more than 20 per cent, more likely to exceed Limit B, and had
lower labour costs under Limit C. Urban venues with higher
paid staff members were much less likely to have payable costs
exceeding 16 per cent of GMP (ex GST).
(How to remain compliant with Limit D page 8)
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How to remain compliant with Limit D
The Gazette Notice: Limits and Exclusions on Class 4 Venue Costs Notice (17 July 2008)
requires corporate societies to keep their total venue cost payments to venue operators within
16 per cent of Gaming Machine Proceeds (GMP).
The Venue Costs Resubmission Project showed that venue
operating costs have increased significantly since the
Gambling Act 2003 came into force. While only seven
societies have exceeded Limit D, the number could increase.
The July 2012 issue of Gambits highlighted the level of
sanctions for Limit D breaches; the Department is suggesting
some strategies to help societies manage their obligations.

Venue agreements
Societies are responsible under the Gambling Act for
establishing venue agreements. They must also, under
section 52, “maximise the net proceeds from the Class
4 Gambling and minimise the operating costs of that
gambling”. The Department was surprised that some venue
agreements had claimable costs that exceeded the venue’s
GMP. In fact, 65 per cent of all venue costs exceed 16 per
cent of GMP, indicating a serious decline in Class 4 sector
cost effectiveness.
All societies must carefully examine all claimed costs. Where
costs represent an unreasonably high proportion of the
money earned from gambling, the society should manage
them down. This could include removing some of a venue’s
gaming machines (while not necessarily adversely affecting
GMP), limiting gambling operating hours (which again
may not impact adversely on GMP banked) and reducing
claimable costs in the schedule, commensurate with the
GMP likely to be banked by the venue.
It is much easier to manage costs down when a venue
agreement is being negotiated, than reducing claims later
to stay within Limit D. All Class 4 societies must minimise
costs and the requirement to implement Limit D may
indicate a society’s venue management is poor.

Reimbursing costs
Limit D allows for venues with proportionately higher costs
relative to GMP to be subsidised by venues with lower costs.
This reflects the reality of scale efficiencies and variation
in management effectiveness that occurs in any activity.
Societies must, however, be able to limit payable costs to
venues when the sum of all claimed costs exceeds 16 per cent
of total GMP banked for the society. Several strategies could
be used to limit costs:
1) Pay all venues to a maximum of 16 per cent of GMP
(assuming that this is less than the maximum amount
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specified in the venue cost schedule) and then prioritise
the payment of any balance to those venues with costs that
least exceed 16 per cent of GMP banked. Some venues with
costs that just exceed 16 per cent would be paid, while other
venues with higher cost structures would receive nothing
over the 16 per cent. This option could encourage venues to
minimise costs in their venue costs schedule.
2) Pay all venues to a maximum of 16 per cent of GMP
(assuming that this is less than the maximum amount
specified in the venue cost schedule) and then prioritise
payment of the balance to those venues with the highest
level of GMP banked. Some venues would be paid for
costs over 16 per cent of GMP and others would receive no
additional payment. This option would incentivise venues
to maximise GMP for return to the community (but not
necessarily encourage minimisation of costs). This option
may require more attention to harm minimisation policies.
3) Pay all venues to a maximum of 16 per cent of GMP
(assuming that this is less than the maximum amount
specified in the venue cost schedule) and then pay the claim
balance pro rata for those venues with costs that exceed 16
per cent of GMP. Under this option all venues with costs
that exceed 16 per cent of GMP are treated similarly, with a
pro-rata payment that is in proportion to their costs. This
option may not adequately encourage venues to contain
costs within 16 per cent of GMP.
Other payment regimes may be possible, including a policy
that maximised community benefit (combining options 1 and
2 in some manner). It is important that well thought through
policies for venue costs reimbursement are developed by
any society needing to apply Limit D and that these policies
are communicated to venues to ensure that due process is
maintained.

Conclusion
The Department believes that adopting a clear policy
on applying Limit D, communicated in advance to all
licensed and prospective venues would encourage a stable
environment with fewer incentives for venues to change
operator. Societies gain most from ensuring that claimed
costs are minimised when entering into a venue agreement.
This requires carefully scrutinising all claimed costs and
considering the venue’s claim alongside the GMP banked,
or likely to be banked. The Department is happy to help
societies work through these issues.

Four Winds and Infinity
Four Winds Foundation Limited and
Infinity Foundation Limited have reached
agreement with the Department for
each society to suspend its operations
for three days for, respectively, failing to
minimise costs and distribute GMP only
to authorised purposes.
Both societies also committed to continue to work
with the Department to achieve good positive
outcomes. Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie
Despard, is encouraged that societies continue to
work with the Department to achieve results which
ultimately will benefit the community.

TTCF Ltd lifts performance
The Trusts Community Foundation Ltd,
established following the windup of The Trusts
Charitable Foundation Inc, has committed itself
to work more closely with the Department to
improve compliance with the Gambling Act.
A recent audit of TTCF Ltd showed few compliance issues
but the company, in meetings with Gambling Compliance,
has discussed ways of improving the company’s
performance and its relationship with the Department.
The society has made considerable progress since the
Gambling Commission suspended the old TTCF Inc in
2010 for using pokie money to compete for venues and
unnecessary entertainment expenditure.

“Where operators are willing to work with us, even
in the face of non-compliance, we will weigh up
the options in the context of likelihood of future
compliance,” Debbie Despard said.

The not-for-profit TTCF Ltd is now returning much more
to the community in grant money – the current return to
authorised purposes is 46.6 per cent. It is also gradually
changing its board of directors. The company is introducing
a retirement rotation policy, as a result of which two
directors have retired so far, and licensing trust-nominated
directors will be linked to the local bodies’ three year
electoral cycle. An independent director will be appointed to
bolster board competencies, skills and diversity.

“We engaged with the societies over the results of
audits and both sought to resolve issues so that they
could continue to operate. “

The new society also now has clearer policy and processes
in place to ensure venue operators do not receive credit for
TTCF Ltd grants.

By working through this together, the Department,
and both Infinity Foundation Limited and Four
Winds Foundation Limited, have been able to
turn non-compliance into compliance and set high
expectations for the future.

Following the windup of TTCF Inc more than $700,000
was recovered by the trustees and has been returned to the
community funding pool, including previous grants that
were not spent on the stated purpose or were no longer
needed. These were redistributed as part of the former
trust’s windup including $219,000 to Wellington Neonatal
Trust and $489,657.21 to the Totara Hospice South Auckland
(to double the size of the hospice).

Debbie Despard said the successful end to
negotiations shows the Department is prepared to be
flexible in order to achieve maximum compliance.

Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, welcomed
the approach taken by TTCF Ltd.“The recovery they have
made is a good example of what is expected of a society
and the Department looks forward to supporting TTCF Ltd
maintain progress.”
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Auditor-General satisfied with investigation
The Office of the Auditor-General is satisfied with the Department’s investigation into The Trusts
Charitable Foundation (TTCF).
The news media have featured claims that the Department failed to deal adequately with complaints about the TTCF’s
operations.
The Department provided a full explanation to the OAG about its investigation and the reasons for not prosecuting.
The OAG said it had advised a complainant that the Department acted reasonably both in the way it carried out its
investigation and in its decision not to prosecute TTCF under the Gambling Act 2003.

Gaming machine trustee convicted for theft
A former South Auckland gaming machine society trustee has been convicted of stealing
almost $364,000 of pokie machine money that should have gone to the community.
Alvin Shane Cosgrave, 66, of Hunua, a former trustee
of the defunct South Auckland Charitable Trust (SACT),
changed his plea to guilty on seven charges of theft on
day three of his trial (15 Aug) in the Manukau District
Court. He will be sentenced on 14 November.

to Mr Cosgrave and ICS were not actual, reasonable and
necessary expenses incurred in conducting gambling,
the court was told. They also included costs for Mr
Cosgrave’s pub and restaurant, the Clendon Inn in
Manukau City, and the lease of a vehicle by ICS.

In September 2007 the Department of Internal Affairs
decided not to renew SACT’s gambling operator’s licence
because the trust’s financial viability was doubtful and
Mr Cosgrave was conflicted by managing the trust’s dayto-day activities while maintaining his role as a trustee.
The trust sold its operation to the Lion Foundation and
said it would stop operating on 30 June 2008.

Internal Affairs’ Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie
Despard, welcomed the conviction:

On 30 November 2007, aware that its gambling
licence was not going to be renewed, the trust entered
into a management agreement with Mr Cosgrave’s
company, Integrated Commercial Solutions Ltd (ICS).
The agreement was drawn up, under Mr Cosgrave’s
instructions, on favourable terms to ICS providing for
compensation of $681,584.10 should the trust cease
gambling operations.
An Internal Affairs’ forensic accountant reviewed the
trust’s financial statements for the last 13 months of its
gaming activities and found that many of the costs paid
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“Gaming machine society trustees are responsible
for ensuring that the maximum amount possible is
returned to the community. The money involved in
this case should have been distributed as grants to the
community. The Gambling Act makes it clear that the
purpose of gambling is to benefit communities and
those involved with running gaming machines in pubs
and clubs are entitled only to costs that are actual,
reasonable and necessary. We will go after deliberate
non-compliance which harms communities.”
In April 2011 a High Court Judge ordered Mr Cosgrave
and ICS to repay to the Secretary for Internal Affairs
$975,629.39 after the Department took a civil action
under section 112 of the Gambling Act 2003 to recover
money improperly paid.

Venue host responsibility a priority
Gambling harm management is a key priority at venues.
Societies need to ensure their venues conduct regular, robust
training in problem gambling awareness for staff. Field
officers or venue liaison staff must maintain close oversight
of venues to ensure that harm minimisation trained
personnel are present when gambling is offered. Venues
themselves must ensure their staff are harm-min trained and
in particular know how to issue exclusion orders.
Self-exclusion can be very effective for people experiencing
gambling harm. They can ask a venue manager to ban them
for two years and the venue must take action if they try to
re-enter; in many areas now problem gamblers can also ask
to be signed up to a multi-venue exclusion order.
In a recent decision, Pub Charity had its gaming machine
operator’s licence for McGinty’s Turf and Sports Bar, Huntly,
suspended for two days because the sole staff member on
duty did not know how to issue a self-exclusion order to a
problem gambler.
Although Pub Charity had provided the venue with
a comprehensive gaming manual, including problem
gambling awareness material, the staff member had not
received any problem gambling awareness training. Further,
although a Pub Charity field representative called at the
venue monthly he did not ask about staff changes; so Pub
Charity did not know that the staff member concerned was
employed by the venue.

The case, heard by the Gambling Commission on appeal,
emphasises gambling trusts’ responsibilities to ensure bar
staff are adequately trained to deal with problem gambling.
Regulation 12 of the Gambling (Harm Prevention and
Minimisation) Regulations 2004 makes the society
responsible as a principal for both the training and for
staffing arrangements. The regulation is breached whenever
there is no trained person on duty. But if an operator
can show that non-compliance occurred despite its best
endeavours then there should not be punitive consequences,
according to the Commission’s decision.
In the Sail and Anchor case (GC10/12, reported in Gambits
July 2012) the need for proper supervision of venues was
highlighted. Poor gaming room supervision could also put
a venue gambling licence at risk. The Department expects
access to venue gambling areas to be clearly monitored at
all times to minimise harm and prevent access by minors.
Gambling inspectors are available to advise venues on
how best to overcome access issues and gambling harm
awareness.
The two cases highlight the need for societies to have
good oversight of venue performance in relation to host
responsibility. Society field officers play an important role in
supporting venues in this area and compliance with harm
minimisation requirements is a reflection of the support and
training that is provided at society level.

Galaxy loses pokie licence
Pokie machines at Otara’s Galaxy Function Centre were shut down after the Gambling
Commission confirmed Internal Affairs’ decision to cancel the venue’s gaming machine
licence.
The Department cancelled the gambling licence in May because it considered the venue was being used mainly
for the operation of gaming machines. The venue operator, KTJ Investment Ltd, appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission and the law allowed it to continue operating the venue’s 18 gaming machines in the interim.
The Department submitted that gaming turnover greatly exceeded bar sales and Galaxy’s business would not be
sustainable without the revenue it received under its venue agreement with gaming machine operator The Lion
Foundation.
The Commission said each time the Department or Police visited Galaxy, gaming machine patrons often considerably
outnumbered other patrons. The degree of non-compliance was substantial and suspension of the licence was not a
practical remedy. Regulatory Services General Manager, Maarten Quivooy, said the Commission’s decision endorsed
the enforcement action the Department took after a thorough and lengthy investigation.“This case demonstrated that
the Department will actively pursue and prosecute non-compliance which is deliberate and harmful to communities,”
he said.
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Pokie operations to be suspended
Internal Affairs has decided to suspend a gaming machine operator’s licence for six days
for failing to distribute sufficient grant money to the community.
But the Constellation Communities Trust, which operates 18 gaming machines at Onehunga’s Trident Tavern and nine
at Mairangi Bay’s Punt n Pass Sports Bar, is appealing the suspension to the Gambling Commission and can continue
gaming machine operations pending a result.
Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, says Constellation failed to distribute the legal minimum of 37.12
per cent of gaming machine proceeds to authorised purposes in the financial years 2008-2010.
“As a result, the community missed out on more than $48,500,” Debbie Despard said. “The offending was aggravated
by the fact that the trust ignored our warning and unnecessarily spent more than $14,000 in renovations at a bar it
wanted as a venue for its gaming machines. It also increased trustees’ annual expenses by almost $13,000 during the
period it failed to distribute the minimum required under the Gambling Act 2003.
“Internal Affairs has made it very clear to societies that it expects them to distribute 37.12 per cent of gaming machine
proceeds as a first, and not a last priority. Constellation Communities Trust deliberately decided not to do so - and
placed remunerating its grants trustees and securing venues as a priority above its obligations to the community
under the Act. As such they will now be held accountable for deliberate non-compliance which harms communities.”

Changing from Inc to Ltd
Class 4 operator licence holders changing
their legal structure, often from an
incorporated society to a limited liability
company, must meet certain requirements in
the process.
During the transition both legal entities are obliged to
separately achieve at least the minimum annual return to the
community of 37.12 per cent of gaming machine profit (GMP)
and not breach the 16 per cent Limit D threshold for payments
to venue operators.
The obligation to achieve at least the minimum return to
community is a first and foremost priority. Any Class 4
operator, unable to achieve at least this minimum level of
return, places its licence at risk.
The new entity is also obliged to finance the purchase of any
new equipment used in the gaming operation. This does not
extend to the “old” entity lending money to the new entity
– money-lending is not an actual, reasonable and necessary
(ARN) expense and would be a clear breach of the Gambling
Act. The Department will deal with any breaches identified.
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IGP update
It has been a while since anything was
published about the Integrated Gambling
Platform (IGP) Project. But that is about
to change.
Work continues developing IGP. Confirmed
delivery timeframes should be available in the
next month. Various complexities emerged during
development causing delays. The additional time has
been necessary to ensure that IGP delivers critical
functionality for the system.
The IGP Project has some new faces:
•

Alison Barrett, Director Operations Support, has
joined the IGP Project Steering Committee

•

Kamini Pather, Senior Business Advisor, is the
new IGP Business Readiness Manager.

As the Department moves to the implementation
phase, expect to hear from them regularly as they
work with the sector to prepare for the impacts
of IGP. Communication will be via Gambits, the
Department’s website, Gambling Regional Forums
and dedicated IGP Readiness Seminars. You can
send specific questions about IGP to: igp@dia.govt.nz

Banking GMP over
Christmas/New Year
The Department has been asked about the
banking of venues’ gaming machine profits
(GMP) over Christmas and New Year, and on
provincial holidays.
The term working day is defined in the Interpretation Act 1999:
Working day means a day of the week other than—
(a) a Saturday, a Sunday, Waitangi Day, Good Friday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day, the Sovereign’s birthday, and Labour Day;
and
(b) a day in the period commencing with 25 December in a year
and ending with 2 January in the following year; and
(c) if 1 January falls on a Friday, the following Monday; and
(d) if 1 January falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the following
Monday and Tuesday.

For this Christmas and New Year the banking
due dates are:
•

For GMP generated 10 -16 December 2012, the banking is
due 21 December 2012

•

For GMP generated 17 - 23 December 2012, the banking is
due 8 January 2013

•

For GMP generated 24 - 30 December 2012, the banking is
due 9 January 2013

•

For GMP generated 31 December - 6 January 2013, the
banking is due 11 January 2013

Provincial holidays are deemed to be working days.
Subsequently there is no dispensation from counting them as
day one (when on a Monday) or day five (when a Friday).
Where the five working day period for banking GMP clashes
with these holidays, the Department does however expect
societies to be proactive to ensure that venues bank the
preceding week’s GMP well in advance of the requirement.

Jackpot systems
Irrespective of the type of jackpot system
operated at a venue, venue managers
and service technicians are reminded of
the need to ensure that jackpot-linked
gaming machines are participating
correctly in the jackpot.
Particularly when changes are made to gambling
equipment, such as repairs or different or new
hardware or software is installed or machines
relocated, it is essential to check that proper
communication between gaming machines and the
jackpot system is maintained or restored.
This means that:
•

The participating machines’ jackpot identification/
port numbers are correct and

•

The gaming machines’ turnover is being
recognised and captured by the jackpot
controller.

With non-downloadable jackpots, it is a simple
matter to check the EMS Daily Jackpot Data report.
This will immediately highlight any significant
differences in the “Variance” column.
Downloadable systems, not connected to EMS,
should still offer some means of checking the gaming
machine configuration and contributions, whether
through system reports or additional programmes or
applications or even by checking for the presence of
an ‘on screen’ display.
Where a machine or machines are found to be not
contributing to the jackpot they can still be played as long as appropriate notices make clear to players
that they are not connected and therefore not eligible
to win any jackpot prizes.
Any jackpot or gaming machine faults that may
impact upon the proper operation of a jackpot system
must be investigated in accordance with Game
Rules 72 to 76 and 122. In some cases this may mean
shutting down all game play until a technician can
attend.

Not only will this alleviate any monitoring issues for societies
over the holiday period, it will also address any security issues
around large amounts of cash being left on the premises longer
than necessary.
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Game Rule 50: Rounding of monetary values
The number of incidents involving the rounding up or down of cancelled credits and jackpot
prizes at venues has increased.
Many of the complaints to the Department concern prize values being rounded down to the dollar value, with the cents portion of
the prize being withheld. The Gambling Act (Class-4) Game Rules 50 outlines the action that venue staff must take when rounding
prize payouts.
The amount, in dollars and cents, of any prize payable in cash must be rounded to the nearest 5 cents until such time as the 5
cent coin ceases to be legal tender, in which case it must be rounded to the nearest 10 cents. When investigating instances of this
‘rounding down’ practice it was concerning to note that the residual prize value was not credited to the weekly GMP banking as an
adjustment. Venue operators and staff must ensure that players are paid correctly.

Commission refuses costs
The Gambling Commission declined to award costs to the Tauranga Filthy Few Motorcycle
Club against the Department.
The Department declined the club’s application to run a lottery but withdrew the decision after considering further
information provided by the Filthy Few in its appeal to the Commission.
The Commission found that there was nothing to indicate that the Department had conducted itself in a way to justify an
award of costs. It had previously observed that the Secretary may well reassess an earlier decision during an appeal and is
generally to be commended for doing so.
“This is what the Secretary has done in this case and it is not something which the Commission considers should be
discouraged,” the Commission said.

Gambling Commissioners reappointed
Internal Affairs Minister Chris Tremain announced the reappointment of two members of
the Gambling Commission - Graeme Reeves as Chief Gambling Commissioner and Paul
Stanley as Gambling Commissioner. Both Commissioners’ terms are for three years.
“The reappointments will retain valuable governance experience and skills. Mr Reeves, of Wellington, will continue
to provide his legal expertise and strategic analysis experience, while Mr Stanley, of Tauranga, will provide Maori and
health sector perspectives,” Mr Tremain said.
The Gambling Commission is an independent statutory decision-making body. The Commission hears casino
licensing applications, and appeals on licensing and enforcement decisions made by the Secretary of Internal Affairs
in relation to gaming machines and other non-casino gambling activities
The other Commissioners are Russell Bell of Whanganui, Abigail Foote of Christchurch and Lisa Hansen of
Wellington.
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Gambling Compliance Court Cases
The following is a summary of gambling compliance cases resolved before the courts since
September 2011.
A SUMMARY OF GAMBLING COMPLIANCE CASES RESOLVED BEFORE THE COURTS
SINCE SEPTEMBER 2011

NAME OF OTHER PARTY

Applicant:
Trillian Trust
(“the Trust”)

Appellant:
TV Works

Defendant:
Kevin Martin Coffey

Defendant:
Noel Henry Gibbons

Defendant:
David Boyd Foote

COURT/TRIBUNAL

TYPE OF CASE

RESOLUTION

High Court

Judicial review of the Department’s decision to
suspend the Trust’s operator licence.

The decision to suspend was
quashed and the matter remitted
back to the Department for
reconsideration.

Court of Appeal

It was determined in the District Court that
advertising for the Asia Pacific Poker Tour on TV
Works Ltd’s TV3 and C4 was not publicising or
promoting gambling in terms of the Gambling Act
2003. TV Works argued that participants were
playing for a prize and not gambling. The High
Court reversed the District Court determination.
TV Works then appealed to the Court of Appeal.

The Court of Appeal dismissed
TV Works’ appeal. TV Works was
ordered to pay the Department’s
appeal costs.

Auckland District Court

As a key person in relation to a class 4 operator’s
licence, Mr Coffey was charged with knowingly
offering a benefit (favourable consideration of
grant applications) to a potential grant recipient,
Counties Manukau Bowls (“CMB”).
(This case is related to the one below concerning
Henry Gibbons).

The Court accepted that Mr Coffey
had knowingly offered a benefit to
CMB. The Court was not satisfied
that the receipt of the benefit had
an indirect condition attached to it,
and dismissed the charges.

Manukau District Court

Mr Gibbons was charged with obtaining
$605,550 by deception and of using forged
documents. In order to increase potential grants
he implemented a scheme by which constituent
clubs or CMB itself would invest indirectly in
gaming machine venues. He then obtained
grants from gaming machine societies for
“bowling green maintenance” but some of the
money was used to repay loans unlawfully for the
purchase of pubs.

Mr Gibbons pleaded guilty to
one charge of deception and
three representative charges
of using forged documents. He
was sentenced to six months’
community detention.

Tokoroa District Court

Mr Foote was chairman of Tokoroa’s Southern
United Rugby Football Club, and, joint director
and shareholder of a local bar where the
Grassroots and Producers Trusts operated
gaming machines. Mr Foote organised grants for
the club of almost $418,000 from these trusts
between January 2006 and June 2010. He was
also involved in arranging and presenting quotes
used to account for the grant money. He pleaded
guilty to 11 charges involving forgery, making
false documents and ‘key person’ offences.

Mr Foote was convicted on all
11 charges and fined a total of
$750.00.
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Sanction Decisions
LIST OF DECISIONS RELATING TO SANCTIONS IMPOSED BY THE DEPARTMENT
FROM 1 JANUARY 2012 TO 30 JUNE 2012

OPERATOR

LICENCE TYPE

Pockets 8 Ball Club Inc. Class 4 venue licence

Grassroots Trust

Infinity Foundation Ltd

The Lion Foundation

BREACH/REASON

Key person suitability
(venue manager), late
The Secretary proposed
banking, providing
to cancel the venue
false and misleading
licence for Mavericks
information and
Bar.
conducting noncompliant gambling.

DATE OF DECISION OR
PROPOSAL

22 November 2011

OUTCOME/STATUS

Change of venue
operator. Licence
cancellation withdrawn.

Class 4 operator’s
licence

The Secretary decided
to cancel the society’s
licence.

Failure to distribute
37.12% of proceeds,
exceeding Limit D, and,
making grants on the
understanding that
20 December 2011
they would be approved
in respect of net
proceeds that would be
available in the future.

Class 4 venue licence

The Secretary proposed
to add a condition,
regarding access, to
the venue licence for
Tommo’s at the Lodge.

The possibility of
access to gambling
areas by under age and 9 January 2012
excluded persons not
minimised.

Licence surrendered,
venue closed.

Class 4 venue licence

The Secretary decided
to cancel the venue
licence for the Happy
Japanese Restaurant,
formerly Jaya
Restaurant and Bar.

Key person suitability
(venue manager).

22 March 2012

Change of venue
operator. Licence
cancellation withdrawn.

18 April 2012

The Trust sought
judicial review. The
Gambling Commission
quashed the decision
and the matter was
remitted back to
the Secretary for
reconsideration.

Grassroots appealed
to the Gambling
Commission and
sought judicial review
in the High Court. (see
Gambling Commission
Appeals Table)

Class 4 operator’s
licence

The Secretary decided
to suspend the
society’s licence for
one day.

Exceeding Limit D.

The Lion Foundation

Class 4 venue licence

Cancellation of the
venue licence for the
Galaxy Function Centre

Venue mainly used
for the operation of
gaming machines.

8 May 2012

Appealed to the
Gambling Commission
by KTJ Investments
Ltd – Galaxy Function
Centre.

The Southern Trust

Class 4 venue licence

The Secretary
proposed to cancel the
venue licence for the
Springfield Hotel.

Late banking.

8 June 2012

Licence surrendered.

Trillian Trust
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Gambling Commission Appeals
BREAKDOWN OF APPEALS THAT ARE CURRENTLY IN PROCESS AS AT 31 AUGUST 2012

OPERATOR AND/OR
VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CURRENT)

UPDATE

The Secretary decided to cancel the society’s Class 4 operator
licence on three grounds: failing to distribute at least 37.12 per
Cuesports Foundation
cent of its net proceeds; failing to maximise net proceeds and
Limited
minimise operating costs; and lack of satisfaction about the
suitability of two directors of the Foundation as “key persons”.

The Foundation appealed the decision to
the Gambling Commission on the grounds
that the Secretary’s decision was the result
of error of fact and law.

In process.

Bluegrass Holdings
Limited

The Secretary refused to amend the society’s Class 4 operator
licence to add a new key person. Following investigations, the
Secretary could not be satisfied about the suitability of the
person in question.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission on the grounds that
the Secretary’s decision was the result of
error of fact and of law.

In process.

Constellation
Communities Trust
Incorporated

The Society appealed the decision to the
The Secretary decided to suspend the society’s Class 4 operator
Gambling Commission on the grounds that
licence on the grounds that it was failing to distribute at least
the Secretary’s decision was the result of
37.12 per cent of its net proceeds.
an error of law.

In process.

BREAKDOWN OF APPEALS THAT HAVE BEEN RESOLVED RECENTLY

OPERATOR AND/OR
VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CLOSED)

UPDATE

Pub Charity
Incorporated –
McGinty’s Turf and
Sports Bar

The Secretary decided to suspend the
venue licence for one day following a
breach of Regulation 12 of the Harm
Prevention and Minimisation Regulations
2004.

The Society appealed on
the grounds that it did not
breach Regulation 12.

On 14 July 2012 the Gambling Commission
decided that Regulation 12 imposes a strict
obligation to provide sufficient problem gambling
awareness training to venue personnel and to
have arrangements in place with venue owners,
so as to ensure that a trained person is always
present. The licence suspension was confirmed
and extended by one more day.

First Sovereign Trust

The Secretary decided to refuse to renew
the Class 4 operator’s licence for 09/10.
The Secretary is not satisfied that costs are
being minimised and also has concerns
with key person suitability.

The Society appealed to
the Gambling Commission
arguing that the decision
was incorrect.

Sovereign Trust withdrew its appeal, and on
18 September 2012, it surrendered its Class 4
operator’s licence.

First Sovereign Trust

The Secretary decided to refuse to renew
the Class 4 operator’s licence for First
Sovereign Trust 10/11. The Secretary was
not satisfied that the society was incurring
costs that were actual, reasonable and
necessary. Nor was it satisfied that costs
had been minimised, particularly venue
costs. Furthermore, the Secretary had
concerns with key person suitability.

The Society appealed to
the Gambling Commission
arguing that the decision is
erroneous and contrary to
the purpose and intention
of the Act.

As above.

Trillian Trust
Incorporated –
Brewers Bar, Nelson

The Secretary decided to cancel Trillian
Trust’s Class 4 venue licence for Brewer’s
Bar. This was subsequent to a judicial
review brought by the Nelson Gambling
Taskforce concerning Nelson City Council’s
consent process.

Trillian Trust appealed the
Secretary’s decision to
the Gambling Commission
on the grounds that the
Secretary did not have
discretion to cancel in the
circumstances.

On 13 July 2012, the Gambling Commission
confirmed the Secretary’s decision. The licence
was cancelled on 3 August 2012

September/October
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BREAKDOWN OF APPEALS THAT HAVE BEEN RESOLVED RECENTLY CONTINUED

OPERATOR AND/OR
VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CLOSED)

UPDATE

Southern Trust
Incorporated – The
Sail and Anchor,
Timaru

The Secretary decided to amend the venue
licence by adding a condition requiring
closure of an internal access door to the
gaming area.

The Society appealed the decision to
the Gambling Commission arguing the
decision was erroneous and contrary
to the purpose and intention of the
Act.

On 10 May 2012 the Gambling
Commission confirmed the Secretary’s
decision and amended the licence
condition so that the front entrance
of the venue could be either closed or
staffed to control the access door.

Bula Ba Limited
Hiptonix

The Secretary decided to cancel the venue
licence for Hiptonix following a routine
inspection of the premises. The Secretary
was concerned with the failure to comply
with licence conditions and the main use of
the venue.

The venue operator appealed the
decision on the basis that it should
not be held responsible for any failure
of licence conditions, and, on the
grounds that all other matters could
be remedied.

Grassroots Trust

The Secretary decided to cancel the Class
4 operator’s licence – failure to meet 37.12
per cent and concurrent failure to meet
Limit D.

The Trust appealed the decision
on the basis that the breaches
are of regulations rather than the
Gambling Act and are not subject to
the sanctions afforded under section
58 of the Act. The Trust also argued
that the decision was not consistent
with previous decisions made by the
Secretary.

KTJ Investment
Limited – Galaxy
Function Centre

The Secretary decided to cancel the Class
4 venue licence of the Galaxy Function
Centre on the grounds that the venue was
being used mainly for operating gaming
machines.

KTJ appealed to the Gambling
Commission on the basis that the
venue was not used mainly for
operating gaming machines.

Pub Charity
Incorporated.

The Secretary decided to impose a one
day suspension to the society’s Class 4
operator’s li cence for a breach of Limit D.

The society appealed the decision to
the Gambling Commission arguing
that the decision was based on
disputed facts that were under court
consideration.

The Secretary decided to refuse to grant a
Class 3 operator’s licence to Hell’s Angels
Nomads Motorcycle Club Incorporated.

The Club appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission. It argued the
conclusion that key persons were not
suitable was wrong. It also argued that
the Secretary acted outside the scope
of the Gambling Act 2003 in placing
weight on other members not actively
involved in the application while not
applying sufficient weight to previous
approved applications.

Hells Angels Nomads
Motorcycle Club
Incorporated
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On 16 March 2012 the Gambling
Commission dismissed the venue
operator’s appeal. The licence was
cancelled.
The Secretary initially decided to cancel
the Trust’s licence in December 2011
after an audit revealed compliance
breaches. The Trust sought judicial
review in the High Court. As part of a
negotiated outcome the Trust ceased
High Court action and its appeal to the
Gambling Commission. The Secretary
withdrew licence cancellation.

On 14 September 2012, the Gambling
Commission dismissed KTJ Investment
Limited’s appeal.

On 17 February 2012, the Gambling
Commission dismissed the society’s
appeal.

The Gambling Commission was not
satisfied about the suitability of the
Appellant, its officers and the organiser
of the gambling. It dismissed the
appeal on 17 February 2012.

Gaming machine numbers and expenditure down
Gaming machine expenditure in the year ended 30 June 2012 fell $2 million to $854 million. There were also fewer gaming
machines, licence holders and venues.
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Spending of $208.5 million in the second quarter of 2012 was 5 per cent less or $11.4 million than in the same period of 2011 but 2.4
per cent up on the $203.7 million for the first three months of this year.
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Gaming machine numbers and expenditure continued
The Department tracks and monitors non-casino operations and captures spending through electronic monitoring (EMS), ensuring
the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money. The EMS became fully operational in March 2007.

NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE
APRIL - JUNE 2012

SOCIETY TYPE

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

NON-CLUB

184,122,548.03

86.8%

Sports Clubs

3,741,520.56

1.8%

Chartered Clubs

16,969,661.17

8.0%

RSAs

7,328,869.05

3.5%

TOTAL CLUB

28,040,050.78

13.2%

TOTAL ALL

212,162,598.81

100.0%

GAMBITS’ EDITOR
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have
comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact: Trevor Henry
Telephone: 04 495 7211 or 021 245 8642
Email: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Gaming machine numbers and expenditure continued
Nationwide there were fewer gaming machines, venues and licence holders compared with a year earlier – 17,943 gaming
machines (18,309 at 30 June 2011), 1400 venues (1421) and 361 licence holders (364).

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

30 June 2012

361

1400

17,943

31 March 2012

359

1403

18,001

31 Dec 2011

360

1410

18,133

30 Sept 2011

360

1409

18,167

30 June 2011

364

1421

18,309

31 March 2011

365

1430

18,484

31 Dec 2010

367

1443

18,681

30 Sept 2010

369

1438

18,601

30 June 2010

370

1455

18,944

31 March 2010

374

1470

19,115

31 Dec 2009

378

1491

19,359

30 Sept 2009

377

1486

19,296

30 June 2009

384

1501

19,479

31 March 2009

394

1527

19,739

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the quarter, is
available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz/gambling.
The figures are based on territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming machine
societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number
0800 257 887.

SOCIETY

22

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD

Greg Clark ext 3153

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

CHRISTCHURCH E’QUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Niall Miller ext 5485

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST LIGHT COMMUNITY FNDN LTD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 3152

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LTD

David Batenburg ext 3152

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOC INC

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Rick Mead ext 5667

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LTD

Greg Clark ext 3153

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY F’LITIES C T

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Craig Holmes ext 5486

PELORUS TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN C T INC

Ron Grob ext 6603

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOC

Ron Grob ext 6603

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE AKARANA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Rochell Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FNDN

Ron Grob ext 6603

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Greg Clark ext 3153

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LTD

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE PODIUM SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE RUNANGA COM’Y SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Greg Clark ext 3153

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FNDN LTD

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Poni Lealofi ext 5380

TRUST AORAKI LTD

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE FNDN

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Brent Addison ext 5345

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Brent Addison ext 5345
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GAMBLING ISSUES KEY CONTACTS
Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Services which sits within the Department’s Policy, Regulatory
and Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive, Paul James. The branch encompasses all the roles where the
Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and anti-spam compliance, fire service policy, identity services policy, local
government, community and voluntary sector policy, civil defence and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions, and Office of Ethnic Affairs. For the sake of simplicity, functions outside of the gambling sector are
not included on this page.

Regulatory Services
Maarten Quivooy

Michael Cassidy

This position covers all regulation and compliance operations
(and operational policy) including anti-spam, censorship,
gambling, racing, anti-money laundering and countering
financing of terrorism.

This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

General Manager, Regulatory Services

Debbie Despard

Director of Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with Policy so that there
is a constant flow of information between the staff involved in
applying the law and those who develop the law.

Alison Barrett

Director, Operations Support
This position provides support and assistance to operational
compliance functions across the group and wider Department. It
includes Performance Assurance (PA) which focuses on ensuring
that the Gambling Compliance Group (GCG) achieves both its
strategic objectives - short and long-term - and its business goals.
PA coordinates strategic and business planning for GCG as well
as providing robust analysis, monitoring and reporting around
performance.

Vacant

Manager, Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and management
oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System contract with
Intralot.

Manager, Gaming Technology

Heather McShane

Manager, Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop
Department policies for how the law will be turned into the
work done in the field.

Dave Sayers

Manager, Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Kate Reid

Manager, Anti-Money Laundering/Countering Financial
Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, nondeposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission.
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CONTACTS

GAMBITS

All gambling compliance staff can
be contacted by phoning the
Department’s toll free number

The Department of Internal Affairs
produces Gambits quarterly.
Copies are usually distributed in March,
June, September and December.
Gambits provides information
about the Department’s recent
work and significant issues
in the gambling sector.
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Commitments made, cancellation
withdrawn
Grassroots Trust has agreed to suspend its operations for 16 days
for failing to distribute a minimum of 37.12 pc of gaming machine
proceeds to authorised purposes and exceeding the limit allowed for
venue expenses in the financial year ending March 2010. This is the
longest suspension any Class 4 society has received.
The trust has also agreed to licence conditions that require it to distribute a
minimum of 40 per cent of GMP to the community and to limit the expenses it pays
to its venues under Limit D to 14.5 per cent, rather than the statutory cap of 16 per
cent.
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Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, is encouraged that Grassroots was
able to work with the Department to achieve results which ultimately will benefit
the community through providing more funds for grant distribution. The trust also
committed itself to be a best-practice operator and adjusted its funding practices to
better target community need through more diverse board membership.
Grassroots sought to negotiate with the Department after initially taking legal action
over the Secretary’s decision to cancel Grassroots’ licence following an audit which
revealed compliance breaches. As part of the negotiated outcome Grassroots is
withdrawing High Court action and its appeal to the Gambling Commission and the
Department is withdrawing the licence cancellation.
Debbie Despard said the successful end to negotiations shows the Department is
prepared to be flexible in order to achieve maximum compliance.
“Where an operator is willing to work with us, even in the face of serious noncompliance, we will weigh up the options in the context of likelihood of future
compliance,” Debbie Despard said.
“We engaged with the trust over the results of our audit and, after initially
challenging the Secretary’s decision through a legal process, Grassroots sought to
resolve issues so that it could continue to operate.
“By working through this together, the Department and Grassroots have been able
to turn non-compliance into compliance and set high expectations for the future.
“Gaming trusts exist to maximise gaming machine proceeds to the community and
ultimately the community will benefit from the commitments that Grassroots has
made.”
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Security at gambling
venues
Security at gambling venues is of
increasing concern following two recent
hold-ups.
Venues should always exercise caution and consider
the adequacy of security measures. Any high
cash turnover business will tend to attract thieves’
attention with the risk of aggravated violence.
Gambling venues should exercise caution especially
when cashing up at the end of the day or when
proceeds are being banked.
The need for specific security staff or contractors will
vary from venue to venue depending on the level of
total turnover and the proportion of this turnover
held in cash.
The turnover of the principal business activity is
likely to determine whether security personnel are
required. It is very unlikely that gambling operations
would be the primary reason for engaging security
personnel.

The costs of security guard pickup of gaming
machine proceeds could only be considered
a necessary cost of a gambling operation if
this resulted in lower costs than appropriate
insurance cover, or if a track record of theft
prevented insurance cover. Note that it is
still possible to have a theft even when using
security companies to undertake banking.
Over half of all Class 4 gambling venues claim security
costs in their Venue Costs Schedule. These costs fall
under Limit C of the Notice of Limits and Exclusions on
Class 4 Venue Costs Notice (the 2008 Gazette Notice).
Security costs must represent the actual, reasonable and
necessary (ARN) security costs of the gambling operation
at the Class 4 gambling venue. The costs associated
with security personnel or equipment may be claimed
proportionately, as with other costs such as electricity,
if the services are provided for the principal business
operation as well as gambling.

Data publication and
security

It would be exceptional for a “bouncer” located at a
venue’s main entrance to be considered a necessary
gambling operation expense. It is more likely that such
security costs would be associated with the principal
business activity.

Corporate societies have raised concerns
that the quarterly publication of gaming
machine proceeds (GMP) from Class 4
gambling operations has implications for
the security of venues.

Confirmation needed

Gaming machine statistics are published on the
Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz/gambling
The statistics are based on clusters of venues by
geographical location, with a minimum of three
venues in each cluster, with the exception of the sole
venue on the Chatham Islands.
As territorial local authority boundaries change such
as with the new super city in Auckland these clusters
may change. In some cases, a cluster grouping may
be identifiable as having higher turnover, but no
single venue should be exposed to a greater risk of
theft than others in the cluster.

2

Security guard costs
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By way of contrast, the presence of security personnel
when the day’s gambling proceeds are counted is more
likely to represent an ARN expense. If the security
cover also includes counting proceeds from the principal
business, which is likely, then the cost would need to be
apportioned.
The need for security would have to be confirmed, as
many venues may not have sufficient gaming machine
proceeds to warrant such a measure. An extra person on
site would normally be expected to provide other services
in addition to security. This could include cleaning or
assisting with counting cash, and so may already have
hours counted. Careful assessment as to the necessity and
reasonableness of all costs, not just security costs, should
be undertaken prior to the signing of a venue agreement
between a venue and a society.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Class 4 venue signage
A number of societies have asked the Department for guidance over the costs associated with
displays and signage. Signs are important to informing the public and all Class 4 gambling
venues have them for various purposes. But what signage can a venue or society claim as a
reasonable and necessary cost against gambling proceeds?
Exterior signs
The name of a venue and any exterior signage about the
purpose of the venue has to be the domain of the business
owners because they relate to the primary business purpose.
The cost of any sign naming the venue and describing or
advertising its business activities cannot be claimed as an
actual, reasonable or necessary expense.
Exterior signage can be installed by a society, with the
permission of the venue owner, to inform the public that
gambling facilities are provided at the venue. The sign, in
this case, represents part of the fundamental infrastructure
of the gambling operation and is a society cost. This cannot
be a development, enhancement or maintenance (DEM) cost
for a venue.
A single sign in front of a venue or attached to the structure
could be interpreted to be a reasonable and necessary cost.
In some cases a second sign may be considered necessary if
the venue has a second street frontage. The form of the sign
could vary, but the cost should always be reasonable for the
purpose intended.
Signs must be able to be easily removed by a society
should the venue change ownership or the venue licence be
cancelled or not be renewed.
As with all costs incurred by a corporate society, a test of
whether an expense is both necessary and reasonable should
be applied prior to expenditure being incurred, consistent
with the advice of the Gambling Commission.
If any exterior sign installed by a corporate society includes
the name of the venue, then the venue owner must pay for
that portion of the sign’s cost that relates specifically to the
venue. The inclusion of a venue name on the sign is not a
necessary cost of gambling, and as a result, costs of signage
cannot be incurred by a venue or by a society.

for all Class 4 venue licence holders is that the venue “must
ensure that the Class 4 venue licence is at all times displayed
in clear view of the public and in close proximity to the
gaming machines at the relevant venue”.
The costs of displaying the licence represent a necessary cost
for a corporate society. This expense cannot be a venue cost.
As is the case for exterior signage expenses, no claim can be
made by a venue for interior signage costs.
A corporate society may be able to incur expenditure from
gaming machine proceeds for signage in a Class 4 venue,
subject to the normal tests of necessity and reasonableness.
Typical signage, installed by a corporate society, would
include information on how to apply for a grant from the
corporate society and provide information on gaming
machine rules and jackpots.

Society branding by grant recipient
It is not necessary for a grant recipient to acknowledge any
grant received from a corporate society. Generally a letter of
appreciation from the grant recipient to the corporate society
should suffice.
There is nothing in law to prevent a grant recipient from
incorporating society branding on any sign, but if a grant
recipient incurs costs in displaying a society’s name or logo,
one would have to question whether this was use of net
proceeds for an authorised purpose under the Gambling Act.
If the grant recipient had other funds available for branding,
then the recipient may not have needed the same level of
authorised-purpose funding from the corporate society.

Interior signs
Signs in the immediate vicinity of the gambling area are
primarily a matter for the corporate society.
No sign incorporating the name of the venue would be
considered necessary, except for fulfilling any information
requirements under the Gambling Act 2003 or any licence
condition. For example, one of the licence requirements
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Theft of gaming machine proceeds
The Department should be informed of any theft of gaming machine proceeds (GMP), along
with the police and the relevant corporate society.
In such a situation it is possible that either the proceeds of
gambling or the float is stolen or both. A float is owned by
the venue, but gambling proceeds represent community
money.

or not. The costs of insuring GMP and the float (and other
insurances related to the gambling area) will generally
be necessary costs. The costs must also be actual and
reasonable.

Game Rule 38 of the Gambling Act (Class 4 Game Rules)
2006 states that “all cash removed from gaming machines is
the responsibility of the venue operator until such time as it
is banked in accordance with the requirement of the Act and
any relevant rules, regulations or licence conditions”.

Late banking may result from a theft. The Department and
the relevant corporate society should always be alerted to
any late banking situation, regardless of the circumstances.

Section 104 of the Gambling Act requires a venue manager
to bank proceeds of gambling within the time period
specified in regulations (five days). This requirement places
responsibility on the venue to maintain the security of GMP.

While late banking due to theft may be treated as an
exceptional circumstance by the Department, resulting
in no sanctions against a venue operator, it will still be
important to advise the Department as soon as practicable
and to ensure that banking of proceeds does occur as soon as
possible following a theft.

Venues are reminded that they should hold adequate
insurance against theft, as they are responsible for the
banking of GMP regardless of whether a theft has occurred

ILT Foundation demonstrates good practice
The Invercargill Licensing Trust (ILT) Foundation consistently returns well above the minimum
37.12 per cent in gaming machine proceeds (GMP) to the community.
It operates 181 gaming machines exclusively in licensed
premises owned by the ILT and returned 68.5 per cent of
GMP in 2011 and 62.9 per cent in 2012 making it the highest
returner of all gaming machine societies.

•

The foundation’s funding presence is evident in Invercargill
where it has supported new facilities and ensured an
equitable spread of grants to about 300 community
organisations annually.

The ILT also deserves recognition for some of its gambling
harm minimisation techniques and measures including:
•

A multi-venue gaming machine self-exclusion policy
programme for all venues in the Invercargill area 		
including those operated by other societies

Facilities funded include:
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The installation of interactive whiteboards in most 		
Invercargill primary and secondary school classrooms
and the delivery of teacher training to ensure full and
effective use of the equipment.

•

Stadium Southland and ILT Velodrome - an 		
international, multi-purpose community sports venue
and indoor cycling track

•

Designing a help card, available at all ILT venues, 		
that provide contacts for counseling, budgeting and selfexclusions

•

An international standard, all-weather hockey complex
and Southland Soccer pavilion upgrade and artificial
football turf – a boon for those sports in the Invercargill
climate

•

Working closely with Nga Kete Matauranga Pounamu
Charitable Trust, which provides health and social 		
services particularly related to drug, alcohol and
gambling problems

•

SPCA premises upgrade

•

•

Calvary Hospital premises upgrade

•

Sixty defibrillators in a variety of Invercargill locations,
already credited with saving four lives

Operating a venue policy where all jackpot winnings are
paid in $50 notes, which are not accepted by gaming
machines

September
July
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The ILT also has a policy in its venues of not permitting more
than three eftpos withdrawals per day.
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GMP not used for lobbying
At least four gambling societies have advised the Department they have not used gaming
machine proceeds (GMP) to fund activities around the Gambling (Gambling Harm Reduction)
Amendment Bill now before Parliament.
The Department wrote to gaming trusts reminding them
of requirements under the Gambling Act 2003 and making
clear that the use of community funding for lobbying
purposes is not an actual, reasonable and necessary cost
(ARN). The bill is now before Parliament’s Commerce
Committee and public submissions closed on 21 June.
Gambling Compliance Director Debbie Despard told
societies that the Department appreciated that they would
have an interest in and want to communicate their views
on the bill but lobbying activities cannot incur costs against
gaming machine net proceeds. She was encouraged by
assurances that bill-related activity was funded privately.
The Gambling Commission addressed the question of
ARN costs in two decisions in 2010 involving The Southern

Pokie venue can
operate pending appeal
Claims that the Department had allowed
an illegal pokie venue to operate in
South Auckland was news to Auckland
gambling inspectors.
The Galaxy Function Centre in Otara had never
been unlicensed or run illegally. But the Auckland
team had initiated action after visiting the venue in
January 2011. This culminated in May this year with
the Secretary cancelling the venue licence because the
Department considered the venue was being used
mainly for operating gaming machines. That decision
has been appealed to the Gambling Commission
and the law allows the venue to continue operating
pending the outcome.
Replying to a parliamentary question from Mana
Party Leader, Hone Harawira, the Minister of Internal
Affairs, Chris Tremain, said the Department is unable
to take further action while the decision is under
appeal and the licence continues.

Trust and The Trusts Charitable Foundation (GC10/10 and
GC11/10). The Commission said that societies can only
incur costs that are actual, reasonable, and necessary in
“conducting the gambling” and in legal compliance. These
costs must be “necessary” in the first instance, which, the
Gambling Commission held, following a Court of Appeal
environmental law judgement, “is a fairly strong word
falling between expedient or desirable on the one hand and
essential on the other”.
The Commission said “necessary” means whether the
cost can be incurred at all, while “reasonable” defines its
quantum. The prohibition on incurring costs that are not
actual, reasonable or necessary is consistent with the duty to
minimise operating costs and maximise net proceeds.

Clarification - Cuesports’
licence cancellation
After carefully considering submissions from
Cuesports Foundation Ltd the Department
decided on 24 April 2012 to cancel the
society’s Class 4 gambling licence.
Cuesports challenged the reference in the March 2012 issue
of Gambits that it was “under decision to cancel Class 4
operator’s licence” because it had received only a proposal
to cancel.
The three grounds for cancellation are:
•

failing to return at least 37.12 per cent of its net proceeds
to authorised purposes in 2009/10 and 2010/11

•

failing to maximise net proceeds and minimise operating
costs

•

Lack of satisfaction about the suitability of two directors
of the Foundation as “key persons”.

The Foundation has appealed the decision to cancel to the
Gambling Commission.

“That is made quite clear in sections 77 and 78 of the
Gambling Act 2003,” Mr Tremain said.

September
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GMP recovered...
eventually
Canterbury’s 22 February 2011
earthquake continues to generate
“war stories”. One of them concerns
Christchurch’s Stockxchange bar in
Cashel Street.
Venue manager Greg McClurg says the bar was
badly damaged and access was limited due to
the dangerous lean of the neighbouring Grand
Chancellor Hotel.
“We finally managed to access our building after
Easter 2011 to recover hard drives, cash and other
valuables,” he said. “Our drop-in safe in the
basement could not be opened because the locking
pins had bent with the violence of the tremors.
“We advised the Canterbury Recovery Authority of
the situation and when the demolition contractors
moved in, CERA and police were on site to
supervise the extraction of the safe, which was
delivered to a panel beater friend to cut open.
“We recovered the GMP for the week ending 20
February 2011 and for 21 and part-22 February,
promptly banked it to our gaming trust Pub Charity
and advised DIA of the positive outcome.
“The date of extraction was 23 February 2012 - 366
days after the earthquake!”
Stockxchange established a new bar at the old
Shirley Lodge, Marshland Road and intends to
re-establish on its old site once the Holiday Inn is
demolished.

GAMBLING TECHNOLOGY

EMS is five years old
Doesn’t time fly! It is five years since
completion of the rollout of the Class 4
electronic monitoring system (EMS).
The Gambling Act 2003 required all pub and club gaming
machines to be connected to the EMS no later than 18 March
2007. This was the culmination of over 10 years of planning.
Support and effort from societies, venues, and gaming
machine manufacturers meant this date was achieved ahead
of time.
Intralot New Zealand, as the EMS service provider, played
a major role and its professionalism contributed to the
successful rollout.
Other achievements since March 2007 include:
•

QCOM 1.6 implemented

•

Player Information Displays’ harm minimisation project
completed

•

New jackpot standard introduced

•

A new telecommunication service provided by Intralot
for venues

•

New generation of site controllers to be rolled out in July
and to be completed by December 2013

The Integrated Gambling Platform will complement EMS
and work is continuing to provide better access to EMS data
and improved reports.
The EMS rollout was just the start. Five years on the
Department has significant monitoring experience and it
is opportune to take stock and review what can be done to
improve EMS and consider its future shape.
The Department looks forward to the continuing success
of EMS in partnership with the Class 4 gaming sector and
technology providers Intralot and gambling equipment
manufacturers
Comments and suggestions can be sent to:
michael.cassidy@dia.govt.nz
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HARM MINIMISATION

Supervision essential for
harm minimisation

Host responsibility - PGF
perspective

The Department expects that access to venue
gambling areas can be clearly monitored at all
times to minimise harm and prevent access by
minors.

A fundamental requirement for a responsible
host is to know who you are hosting, says
Problem Gambling Foundation’s Research
Director, Philip Townshend.

Gambling Compliance Director Debbie Despard says societies
and venues must ensure that the physical layout of the
premises is conducive to proper supervision of gamblers and
that venue staff are well versed in preventing and minimising
harm.

“This means knowing who is in the gambling area and how
long they have been gambling,” he said. “Unless venue staff
monitor the gambling area they cannot prevent excluded
gamblers from entering, prevent underage gambling, or
identify signs of problem gambling as required by their venue
policy.

The Department wants to offer assistance to societies to manage
venue safety. Supervision is one aspect of that and gambling
inspectors are available to advise venues on how best to
overcome access issues.

“To ensure venue staff can know who is in the gambling area
they must be able to see who is entering it. This is the reason
for closing unobserved access ways into the gambling areas.

The Department’s expectations are backed by five Gambling
Commission decisions since 2006, including GC 16/06 which
set out a framework for considering the validity of proposed
licence conditions.

“However, even where access to the gambling area can be
observed, staff may not always know who is in there. Knowing
this requires venue staff to observe who is in the gambling area
either through CCTV and/or by physically monitoring it.

All decisions are on the Commission’s website:
www.gamblingcommission.govt.nz

“Bearing in mind that staff don’t have to identify problem
gamblers but must identify potential problem gamblers, a long
gambling session or known customers who increase the time
and money they spend gambling should prompt staff to start
the process for a host responsibility intervention.

The Gambling Commission said in GC 10/12 it gave “serious
consideration” to directing the Secretary to reconsider the
gambling licence of The Sail and Anchor, Timaru, after it
checked out the venue when considering The Southern Trust’s
appeal against a licence condition restricting access to the
pub’s gambling area. Ultimately it recorded its concerns at the
venue’s lack of attention to the gambling area.
The Commission visited the venue twice.
“During the first visit, no staff appeared in the bar at all,” the
Commission said. “During the second visit (which lasted
about 45 minutes) the barperson did not emerge from the back
of house area for several minutes, despite audible calls for
assistance. When he did emerge, the barperson served several
bar patrons before returning to the back of house area. At
no time when the Commission was present did he check the
gaming machine area, despite the lengthy periods of absence,
during which time minors or banned gamblers could have
easily accessed Class 4 gambling at this venue.”

“The detection of both these signs of problem gambling
requires staff to know who they are hosting. In turn this means
a fundamental requirement of a safe gambling environment
is that staff can monitor who goes into it and how long they
spend gambling.”
A good example of responsible hosting was reported in the
December 2011 issue of Gambits where staff at the Cruzaz Bar
and Café, a First Sovereign venue in Tauranga, had systems
which enabled them to identify a self-excluded problem
gambler as she entered the venue and headed for the gaming
room.

The Commission confimed, with some amendments, the
Secretary’s decision to impose a condition that a secondary
entrance to the gambling area must be closed unless the venue’s
front entrance was staffed to identify and stop minors from
entering the premises.
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Surprise for gambler

MVEO programme extended

Cooperation between Christchurch Casino and
government agencies paid dividends recently.

Christchurch, Lower Hutt and Auckland are
the latest regions to establish multi-venue
exclusion order (MVEO) programmes.

The casino’s host responsibility manager contacted Internal
Affairs’ gambling inspectors over a potential problem
gambler who had already been excluded from SkyCity
casinos. A check of Departmental records showed the
individual had breached an exclusion order in Hamilton and
that Immigration NZ was interested in him.
When the individual turned up for his interview with the
casino host responsibility manager he found an immigration
officer as well as two gambling inspectors. He confirmed he
had been in the country illegally since June 2011. The police
were called and the man was taken into custody to await a
flight to his home country.
The whole process took a little over four hours from the
casino notifying the Department of the interview to arrest.

The Gambling Act 2003 provides for persons, who recognise
that they have a gambling problem, to self-exclude from
any venue for a maximum of two years. It can be daunting
for someone to have to repeat the self-exclusion process
at several venues and this is where the benefits of the
programme come in.
The MVEO programme allows problem gamblers to register
for exclusion at one venue and select other venues to be
notified of their decisions.
The system was developed by Department gambling
inspectors in 2006 and has been adopted in several areas
including, Invercargill, Dunedin, Nelson, Hamilton, Rotorua,
Tauranga.

Gambling sector attends PG forum
Service providers and gambling sector representatives collaborated at the Problem Gambling
National Providers’ Forum in Auckland.
The forum usually focuses on treatment and clinical issues
but the sector has been working with providers on multivenue exclusion orders and, for the first time, provided
an industry panel and workshop on harm prevention and
minimisation (HPM).

Representatives from the Lion Foundation, NZ Community
Trust, NZ Racing Board and NZ Lotteries spoke about their
host responsibility and HPM policies and practices and
answered questions about successes and barriers to working
with patrons on problem gambling issues.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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LEGAL ISSUES

Poker ruling upheld
The Court of Appeal has held that tournament poker
for which entry fees are paid is gambling.
The Department charged TVWorks Ltd, operator
of TV3 and C4, with Gambling Act breaches for
publishing overseas gambling advertisements for
the Asia Pacific Poker Tour (APPT) in 2007 and
pokerstars.net websites. The District Court dismissed
the charges in 2010 finding that tournament poker
and .net (free to play) websites were not gambling.
However, the decision on tournament poker was
reversed by the High Court on appeal on a point of
law. TVWorks subsequently appealed that decision
to the Court of Appeal.
The December 2010 issue of Gambits reported the
High Court judgment and noted that the rules about
live poker in bars have not changed. Gambling
Fact Sheet 13 - Poker (www.dia.govt.nz/gambling),
provides relevant information as did an article in
Gambits June 2010, page 15. The Court of Appeal
said that the tournament entrance fee allowed a
participant to acquire chips in order to participate
and wager and was a payment of money which
is directly or indirectly staked on the outcome of
the poker game. It also said that the outcome of
the APPT tournament depended in part at least on
chance and therefore came within the definition of
gambling under the Gambling Act. TVWorks was
required to pay costs to the Department.

Commission questions
industry focus
The Gambling Commission says it appears
that current industry practice in the Class 4
gambling sector does not have a real focus on
maximising returns and minimising costs.
Instead, it said in a recent decision (GC 06/12), the Class 4
Net Proceeds Regulations and Limit D of the Venue Costs
Gazette Notice are treated as “standardised limits with
effective compliance being achieved if societies return at
least 37.12 per cent and do not incur costs of more than 16
per cent”.
The Commission said the Secretary and societies alike treat
the regulatory venue costs limits as a compliance target, with
the result that expenditure below that target is treated as an
effective entitlement. That is not consistent with the primary
focus of the language of the Act itself and it encouraged
the Secretary to scrutinise other societies against the same
standard of actual, reasonable and necessary expenditure.
The Commission said compliance with Limit D is a
“requirement of the Act”, the Gazette Notice limits are
not mere targets and non-compliance should generally
have consequences. Blue Waters Community Trust, Pub
Charity Incorporated and Trillian Trust licences were each
suspended for one day for breaching Limit D. Trillian did
not dispute the Limit D breach but a High Court judgment
quashed a five-day suspension which included breaches of
section 52 (1) (d). The court held that the obligations in s 52
are imposed only on the Secretary, not an operator.

Hells Angels’ appeal dismissed
The Gambling Commission has backed the Department’s refusal to license the Hells Angels Nomads Motorcycle Club to
run a lottery. The Department was not satisfied about the suitability of the applicant, its officers and the organiser of the
lottery. Dismissing the club’s appeal (GC 05/12), the Commission concluded there was a real risk that a reputedly criminal
organisation with members convicted of involvement in class A drug dealing, theft, burglary, receiving, fraud and money
laundering would use the opportunity offered by licensed gambling to facilitate money laundering. The club submitted that
convictions taken into account by the Department were irrelevant to its suitability to conduct a Class 3 gambling operation.
The club submitted that convictions for violence, drug-dealing and manslaughter do not reflect on a person’s ability to
conduct fair and honest gambling as part of a wider group. But the Commission said that, while there was no express
requirement to consider criminal history, convictions should always be a potential concern because they were evidence of
past failures to act in accordance with the law. Certain convictions would be likely to give rise to more concern than others.
The Secretary for Internal Affairs is able, under the Gambling Act, to seek broader information from the police about criminal
activities than simply a history of convictions.
“The Secretary (or the Commission on appeal) is then required to exercise judgement in satisfying himself (or itself) that
the information received from investigations such as those through the police do not cause him not to be satisfied of the
applicant’s suitability. The existence of convictions will not automatically render a society unsuitable; equally, an absence of
convictions amongst a society’s members will not necessarily mean that a society is suitable to conduct Class 3 gambling.”
Evidence that the club would run a “clean game” was only one of the factors to take into account when suitability was being
considered.
September
July 2005
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Changes proposed for our
gambling services

Grants involved forged
documents

Reforming the state sector for better value, less
duplication of effort and improved coordination
means change has become almost constant
within government organisations, including the
Department of Internal Affairs.
Further change will be made to the staffing arrangements for the
administration and regulation of the gambling sector following
a review of the capacity and capability of the Regulatory and
Compliance Operations (RCO) group.
The review was foreshadowed last year when the Department
restructured on integrating with other state agencies. It proposes
a more focused approach to RCO’s compliance and enforcement
work, which, apart from gambling, includes censorship,
anti-spam, private security and anti-money laundering
responsibilities.

An Internal Affairs investigation into
gaming machine grants to a Tokoroa rugby
club resulted in a local businessman
pleading guilty to 11 charges involving
forgery, making false documents and ‘key
person’ offences.
Judge James Weir fined David Boyd Foote, aged 79,
company director, a total of $750 plus costs of almost
$400 for:
• Forging other persons’ signatures on grant
application documents
• Creating false ‘competitive’ quotes for submitting
with applications

RCO General Manager, Maarten Quivooy, says an effective
regulator must be able to adapt its responses to regulated parties.

• Obtaining kitchen equipment for his venue paid for
out of grant money.

“Regulatory work is about pursuing collaborative, negotiated
outcomes with regulated sectors while also maintaining an
effective and credible enforcement capability,” he said. “Our
focus continues to be on minimising harm and maximising
benefit.”

On the eight other charges he was convicted and
discharged.

Key features of the proposed changes are:

Mr Foote was chairman of Tokoroa’s Southern United
Rugby Football Club and joint director and shareholder
of a local bar where the Grassroots and Producers
Trusts operated gaming machines.

•

Developing a more consistent and coordinated approach 		
with casinos focused on systems auditing with closer 		
linkages to other gambling, financial integrity and 			
organised crime work

Mr Foote organised grants for the club of almost
$418,000 from these trusts between January 2006 and
June 2010. He was also involved in arranging and
presenting quotes used to account for the grant money.

•

A strengthened ability to investigate complex or serious 		
breaches of law, wilfully unlawful or grossly negligent 		
behaviour to enable more decisive, appropriate, timely 		
and effective action to be taken

His lawyer, Phillip Morgan QC, said the offending
was not driven by dishonesty or for financial gain for
himself or the club.

•

Enhanced focus on encouraging and promoting 			
increased compliance through focused gambling 			
compliance teams

•

A new sector initiatives team to drive and support 			
innovation, respond to trends and risks and have a 			
strong focus on harm and benefit

•

Enhancing the licensing function to enable more robust 		
auditing of new entrants and continued participants in 		
the sector

•

Strong focus on building capability within the group.

Staff are being consulted before final decisions in August and a
new structure implemented on 1 October.
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The rugby club was a community facility which had
become run down. As chairman, the defendant set
about raising funds to rebuild and refurbish the club
rooms.
“Members of the executive of the rugby club noted that
other community organisations had greater success in
obtaining grants from gaming machine trusts when
they operated their own gaming venues and allowed
the gaming machine trusts to have their machines in
those venues,” Mr Morgan said.
Judge Weir said the offending was out of character and
arose from Mr Foote’s desire to help and progress the
sports clubs.
He was entitled to be treated with leniency.

MEDIA RELEASES

Sentenced for defrauding community of pokie grants
25 May 2012

An Internal Affairs investigation uncovered a pokie machine rort that resulted in a significant
loss of grant funding going to the community. The investigation revealed that numerous grant
applications to gaming machine societies from Counties Manukau Bowls (CMB), an umbrella
organisation for South Auckland bowling clubs, were fraudulent.
From late 2006 to September 2009 Counties Manukau Bowls
employed Noel Henry Gibbons, 79, of Manurewa, to apply
for gaming machine grants.
Mr Gibbons implemented a scheme whereby constituent
clubs or CMB itself would invest indirectly in purchasing
pubs where pokie machines operated – so that in turn those
clubs could benefit from grants of pokie machine proceeds.
Mr Gibbons also applied for grants from gaming machine
societies for “bowling green maintenance” - but some of the
money was used illegally to repay loans for the purchase
of pubs. This money should have been distributed to
local community purposes as grants. Paying off loans is a
commercial and illegal use of funding generated from pokie
machines.
Mr Gibbons fabricated quotes and invoices from “green
keeping contractors” to support grant applications and the
provision of services. None of those named in the invoices
as billing for a service knew anything of the work they were
supposed to have done.
He was sentenced in the Manukau District Court to six
months’ community detention for obtaining $605,550 by
deception and of using forged documents.
Judge Charles Blackie said Gibbons’ offending was a “very
elaborate” scam and an “unlawful scheme”. The defendant

knew he acted dishonestly each time he made a false
application and this was at the expense of the community.
Judge Blackie emphasised the need to hold the defendant
accountable and responsible, to deter others who might
be inclined to “rip off” the system, and to provide for the
community’s interests as the victims of this offending.
He adopted a starting point of two years six months’
imprisonment but imposed a lenient sentence because of
Gibbons’ guilty plea, advanced age and poor health.
Maarten Quivooy, Internal Affairs’ General Manager of
Regulatory and Compliance Operations said organisations
cannot expect that buying into pokie machine venues will
ensure favourable treatment for grant applications.
“It’s illegal and the Department works to ensure that pokie
money, which belongs to the community, is protected,” he
said. “We want to ensure that community groups have fair
access to gambling-generated funds and will take action over
any attempts to capture funding flows that are detected.
“We are very pleased that our investigation has led to
Mr Gibbons being held accountable for fraud, and for
defrauding his community. A clear message to the gambling
sector is this: where we come across deliberate and wilful
attempts to take community funding we will take strong and
decisive action to hold people accountable”.

Charges laid over false statement
3 June 2012

A Blenheim man is to appear in the Blenheim District Court on a charge laid by the
Department of Internal Affairs.
Michael Joseph O’Brien, 53, a race horse owner and trainer of Blenheim, has pleaded not guilty to making a false
statement with intent to deceive, under section 242(1)(b) of the Crimes Act 1961.
The allegation concerns statements made by Mr O’Brien to a Department investigator in October 2009 regarding his
involvement with the Blenheim-based gambling society, Bluegrass Holdings Limited.
No date has been fixed for the defended hearing.

September
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2012
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Pokie expenditure drops in first quarter
Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1400 pubs and clubs in the first three months of
2012 was almost 8 per cent down on the last three months of 2011, continuing the trend that
occurs over summer.
Figures released by the Department of Internal Affairs show that spending dropped from $220.4 million in the fourth quarter
of 2011 to $203.7 million in the first quarter of 2012. But for the 12 months ended March 2012 expenditure was up 2.3 per cent
from $845.9 million to $865.4 million.
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The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which became fully
operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor operations, ensure the integrity of games and the
accurate accounting of money.

NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE
JANUARY - MARCH 2012
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SOCIETY TYPE

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

NON-CLUB

176,482,646.50

86.7%

Sports Clubs

3,684,561.70

1.9%

Chartered Clubs

16,345,841.46

8.0%

RSAs

7,138,796.07

3.5%

TOTAL CLUB

27,169,199.23

13.3%

TOTAL ALL

203,651,845.73

100.0%
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Pokie expenditure drops in first quarter continued
Nationwide there were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of March compared with
12 months earlier. Licence holders fell 1.6 per cent from 365 to 359, venues declined by 1.8 per cent from 1430 to 1403 and
gaming machines decreased by 2.6 per cent from 18,484 to 18,001.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

31 March 2012

359

1403

18,001

31 Dec 2011

360

1410

18,133

30 Sept 2011

360

1409

18,167

30 June 2011

364

1421

18,309

31 March 2011

365

1430

18,484

31 Dec 2010

367

1443

18,681

30 Sept 2010

369

1438

18,601

30 June 2010

370

1455

18,944

31 March 2010

374

1470

19,115

31 Dec 2009

378

1491

19,359

30 Sept 2009

377

1486

19,296

30 June 2009

384

1501

19,479

31 March 2009

394

1527

19,739

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the
quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz/gambling. The figures are based
on territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
September
July 2005
2012
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming machine
societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number
0800 257 887.

SOCIETY

14

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Niall Miller ext 5485

AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD

Greg Clark ext 3153

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

CHRISTCHURCH E’QUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Niall Miller ext 5485

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 3152

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LTD

David Batenburg ext 3152

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST LIGHT COMMUNITY FNDN LTD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOC INC

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Rick Mead ext 5667

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LTD

Greg Clark ext 3153

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY F’LITIES C T

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Kahill Madden ext 5630

PELORUS TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN C T INC

Ron Grob ext 6603

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOC

Ron Grob ext 6603

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE AKARANA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FNDN

Ron Grob ext 6603

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LTD

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE RUNANGA COM’Y SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Greg Clark ext 3153

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FNDN LTD

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LTD

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE FNDN

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Kahill Madden ext 5630

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

September
July
2012 2005

GAMBLING ISSUES KEY CONTACTS

Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Compliance Operations which sits within the Department’s Policy, Regulatory and
Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive, Paul James. The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department is, in effect,
the regulator of a sector of the economy. In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and anti-spam compliance, fire service policy,
identity services policy, local government and community policy, civil defence and emergency management policy and crown entity monitoring
functions, Office of Ethnic Affairs and the Office for the Community and Voluntary Sector. For the sake of simplicity, functions outside of the
gambling sector are not included on this page.

Regulatory Compliance Operations
General Manager,
Regulatory and
Compliance Operations
Maarten Quivooy

Director,
Operations Support

Director,
Gambling Compliance

Manager, Anti-Spam and
Censorship Compliance

Alison Barrett

Debbie Despard

Steve O’Brien

Manager,
Investigations

Acting Manager,
Intelligence

Dave Sayers

Mark Collins

Manager,
Performance
Assurance
Sanjay Sewambar

Manager, Operational
Policy

Manager,
Licencing

Regional Manager,
Northern

Acting Regional
Manager, Southern

Manager,
Gaming Technology

Heather McShane

John Currie

Rob Abbott

Kevin Finnegan

Michael Cassidy

Manager, Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering
Financing of Terrorism
Kate Reid

Maarten Quivooy

Heather McShane

This position covers all regulation and compliance operations
(and operational policy) including anti-spam, censorship,
gambling, racing, anti-money laundering and countering
financing of terrorism.

Operational policy provides support and advice to the Gambling
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. It develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In broad
terms, its role is to develop Department policies for how the law will
be turned into the work done in the field.

General Manager Regulatory and Compliance Operations

Debbie Despard

Director of Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff working
with the gambling sector to bring about compliance with the law. The
Director works closely with Policy so that there is
a constant flow of information between the staff involved in applying
the law and those who develop the law.

Alison Barrett

Director, Operations Support
This position provides support and assistance to operational
compliance functions across the group and wider Department

John Currie

Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and management
oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

Michael Cassidy

Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming issues across
casino and all other classes of gambling.

Manager Operational Policy

Dave Sayers

Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking significant
(complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive) investigation projects
involving criminal, legal and financial issues related to the governance
and operation of gaming sector people and organisations. It also
provides expertise and support to investigations and audits across
the group.

Sanjay Sewambar

Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance Group
achieves both its strategic objectives (short and long-term) and its
business goals. It coordinates strategic and business planning for
GCG as well as providing robust analysis, monitoring and reporting
around performance.

Kate Reid

Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, non-deposit-taking
lenders, money changers and reporting entities not
covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve Bank and
the Securities Commission.
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TST lifts rate of return to community
contents

The Southern Trust (TST) is an example of a society working
hard to increase community funding from the proceeds of gaming
machines (GMP).
Under the Gambling Act 2003 societies must return a minimum of 37.12 per cent
of GMP to the community. Societies report their returns to the Department at licence
renewal time.
TST’s returns to the community have risen steadily from 38.73 per cent in 2008
to 45.25 per cent in 2009 and 45.57 per cent in 2010. The return in the last financial
year was 42.98 per cent.
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While the percentage figures show a community return in excess of the required
minimum, the dollar amount declined in line with the national trend of
diminishing GMP.
Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, says TST illustrates that societies’
primary role is to maximise the amount of gaming machine money they return
to authorised purposes and emphasises the importance of ensuring that costs
claimed are actual, reasonable and necessary.
TST Chief Executive, Karen Shea, said the trustees understand TST’s core function
is to maximise the return to the community.
“They have set targets for the Trust to achieve in excess of the minimum statutory
requirement of 37.12 per cent,” Ms Shea said. “The Trust has explored all options to
reduce administrative overheads where possible to ensure the maximum possible is
distributed to a wide variety of community organisations.”
(See page 2 Rates of Return to Community)
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Rates of return to community
The following table is a recent snapshot of non-club societies’ returns of gaming machine
proceeds to the community.
The figures are self reported, therefore indicative only and
are subject to individual follow-up and checking by the
Department. They are based on the return that societies
provide at licence renewal time and availability of data
depends on when renewals are processed.

NAME

RENEWAL
YEAR

ILT FOUNDATION
30 June
THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST
31 January
WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST
31 December
MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD
30 June
MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CHARITABLE TRUST 30 June
ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY
31 December
OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC
30 November
KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED
31 March
THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED
31 March
TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION
30 June
MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION
30 June
THE SOUTHERN TRUST
31 March
MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED
31 October
HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INC
30 June
PUB CHARITY
31 December
NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST
31 December
YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED
30 April
BLUEGRASS TRUST
30 June
THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED
31 July
PRODUCERS TRUST INC
31 March
INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD
31 October
NAUTILUS FOUNDATION
31 July
PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST
31 January
TRUST AORAKI LIMITED
31 July
TRILLIAN TRUST
30 November
AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC
30 September
THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FOUNDATION
30 September
AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED
31 October
BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
30 September
WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION
31 December
FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST
30 September
CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC
31 October
BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST
31 July
FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD
25 March
SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC
28 February
PELORUS TRUST
31 January
AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED
30 June
GRASSROOTS TRUST
30 June
THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)
31 July
REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED
31 July
LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED
31 October
CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED
31 July
THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LTD
30 June
BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED
31 October
CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LIMITED
30 June
DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED
29 March
ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LIMITED
31 August
FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LIMITED
30 June
NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD
31 October
* Renewed based on acceptable forecast and distributions were only $925 short.
** $1,455.82 short. Appropriate sanction under consideration.
*** Under decision to cancel class 4 operator’s licence.
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It is interesting to note that a number of smaller societies
have achieved very high rates of return to the community
and overall 17 societies have achieved rates of 40 per cent or
higher. These societies are commended for achieving more
than the absolute minimum of 37.12 per cent. It may also be
timely to remember that the return to community remains
the foremost concern of every society.
FINANCIAL
YEAR

TOTAL
PROCEEDS

RETURN
TO AP

RATE OF
RETURN

ROR
2011

31 March
30 September
30 September
31 March
31 March
30 September
31 July
31 December
31 December
31 March
31 March
31 December
31 July
31 March
30 September
30 September
31 December
31 March
31 March
31 December
31 July
31 March
30 September
31 March
31 July
30 June
30 June
30 June
30 June
30 September
30 June
30 June
30 April
31 December
30 November
30 September
31 March
31 March
31 March
31 March
31 August
31 March
31 March
Figs unavailable
Figs unavailable
Figs unavailable
Figs unavailable
Figs unavailable
Figs unavailable

$10,123,782.00 $6,368,118.00 62.90%
$102,410.00
$62,941.00
61.46%
$1,394,428.00
$708,317.00
50.80%
$2,077,909.00
$1,012,721.00 48.74%
$5,927,316.00
$2,804,024.00 47.31%
$1,098,472.00
$517,271.00
47.09%
$10,429,969.00 $4,666,711.00 44.74%
$180,968.00
$80,157.00
44.29%
$106,963.00
$46,878.00
43.83%
$7,386,568.00
$3,237,123.00 43.82%
$5,793,000.00
$2,528,000.00 43.64%
$34,558,854.00 $14,854,181.00 42.98%
$10,241,074.00 $4,377,575.00 42.75%
$602,991.00
$252,300.00
41.84%
$69,504,303.00 $28,124,000.00 40.46%
$87,133,000.00 $35,201,732.00 40.40%
$18,798,763.00 $7,539,199.00 40.10%
$4,007,803.00
$1,586,207.00 39.58%
$22,399,557.00 $8,746,264.00 39.05%
$2,868,367.00
$1,118,664.00 39.00%
$31,013,002.00 $12,051,231.00 38.86%
$7,290,078.00
$2,828,657.00 38.80%
$1,873,731.00
$724,693.00
38.68%
$2,201,718.00
$850,485.00
38.63%
$14,508,240.00 $5,599,826.00 38.60%
$167,312.00
$64,537.00
38.57%
$3,407,899.00
$1,312,179.00 38.50%
$18,509,264.00 $7,026,863.00 37.96%
$127,743.00
$48,470.00
37.94%
$5,760,248.00
$2,184,729.00 37.93%
$21,848,575.00 $8,285,903.00 37.92%
$1,961,903.00
$741,264.00
37.78%
$3,391,654.00
$1,279,760.00 37.73%
$12,203,385.00 $4,593,453.00 37.64%
$1,929,738.00
$724,648.00
37.55%
$14,854,367.00 $5,569,301.00 37.49%
$1,315,000.00
$492,958.00
37.49%
$15,060,868.00 $5,596,410.00 37.16%
$117,246,220.00 $43,520,540.00 37.12%
$953,434.00
$352,989.00
37.02%*
$136,166.00
$49,089.00
36.05%**
$2,383,433.00
$729,171.00
30.59%***
Figures are currently under assessment

68.50%
56.40%
62.50%
44.00%
37.90%
47.20%
41.20%
45.70%
36.90%
42.50%
45.20%
37.30%
55.00%
37.70%
49.10%
39.50%

37.20%
38.00%
40.30%
39.50%
39.20%
39.00%
37.20%
38.20%
37.70%
38.70%
37.10%
39.00%
37.20%
38.20%
37.80%
37.30%
37.60%
28.01%
37.20%
37.50%
37.20%
39.60%

PUBS AND CLUBS

Building stronger
relationships
The Department is taking a fresh approach
to managing relationships with key players
in the Class 4 sector, according to Maarten
Quivooy, General Manager of the Regulatory
and Compliance Operations Group.
The Department recently established the Regulatory
and Compliance Operations Group to bring together its
compliance operations in gambling, censorship, anti-spam,
anti-money laundering and private security services.
“My group has a wide remit of regulatory activity but,
regardless of the sectors we regulate, our regulatory
relationship must be built on integrity and trust,” Maarten said.
“Societies and stakeholders in the Class 4 sector should
expect the Department to demonstrate the hallmarks of an
effective regulator.
“That means we need to be clear about the outcomes we are
after, to make sure we are focused on the right things, that
we are open and transparent in how we do the work, that
we use all the tools we have to help people be compliant,
and that we work closely with the regulated community so
that they are clear about what is expected of them and we
understand their issues and concerns.
“It also means that when we take enforcement action we are
clear about why we are doing this, which is to enhance and
promote compliance.
“I believe that ongoing and regular engagement between the
Department and the Class 4 sector at a senior level is critical
to building a strong regulatory relationship. This includes
not just societies but also groups that focus on problem
gambling. I have had the opportunity to meet a number
of societies and groups in the sector and I look forward to
continuing that process.”

Venue manager
impresses
The Department has praised the
knowledge and actions of a pub
manager in an investigation it is
conducting into syndicated play in
the Wellington region.
Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, and
Acting Regional Manager, Kevin Finnegan, visited
the Occidental bar in central Wellington to see how it
was dealing with reports of syndicated play, which is
prohibited under Class 4 game rules.
“Venue manager, Kimberley Stanley, immediately
responded with evidence that corroborated our
investigation to date,” Debbie said. “Kevin and I
were most impressed with Kimberley’s knowledge
and the actions she had undertaken.
“It was very clear that she had been well trained
and had an excellent knowledge of her role in
relation to gambling. The information she provided
gave us both comfort that the early identification
of syndicated play at the Occidental was the
reason why the culprits no longer attempt to
enter those premises.
“Kimberley gave us the sense that the venue was well
monitored and that from a host and harm prevention
perspective she knew her customers well.”
Debbie advised the NZ Community Trust, which
operates the Occidental’s gaming machines, that
Kimberley impressed as an excellent host and
well-trained operator and demonstrated the type
of commitment to gambling activities that reflects
venue best practice.

Debbie Despard, the Director for Gambling Compliance in
the Regulatory and Compliance Operations Group, will lead
the Department’s engagement with the four major Class
4 societies (Lion, Pub Charity, NZCT, Southern Trust), the
Community Gaming Association, Hotel Association, SkyCity
Casino and the Problem Gambling Foundation. John Currie,
Manager Licensing, will lead engagement with Clubs New
Zealand.
“Our focus will be to influence the sector towards better
compliance. Stakeholder management is a key tool for us in
doing that,” Debbie said.
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Regional forums

IGP going live

The Class 4 sector regional forums held in
The initial phase of the Integrated Gambling
February were an effective way in presenting Platform (IGP) to enable electronic licensing
issues to the sector. Topics presented by
is expected to go live later this year.
the Department included:
Phase I will replace the Department’s current Licence Track
• Key messages on expectations both internally
and externally

system and will not impact on what the sector does currently
– licence application forms will still be completed manually
and sent to the Department for capture in the IGP.

• Multi-venue exclusion orders

Future phases will enable the sector to interact with the
Department online and provide for case management.

• IGP update and

While the system was initially planned to start in August
2011, this date has been extended so that additional
compliance and licensing functionality can be included and
older data from Licence Track integrated.

• How engagement with the sector would work
• Recoveries, venue costs and DEM
• Class 4 Game rules update.
Feedback was positive with most respondents finding the
forum itself useful, the content just right and the regional
forums generally an effective tool for sector engagement.
We are considering offering a range of options for the next
round of regional forums including:
• Talking to CEOs and GMs about any key changes and
the Department’s level of engagement

• Presenting to Operational Managers and liaison staff
decisions made by the High Court and Gambling
Commission and the impact those decisions have on the
sector
• Presenting to society field representatives and venue
managers on operational and technical matters at, for
example, a venue level.

We are also considering taking the forums to regions rather
than simply to the main centres and would welcome your
feedback.
We continue to be interested in engaging with the sector
on what best-practice initiatives they have implemented to
achieve compliance in difficult areas of activity. As before,
we welcome questions or specific topics that the sector
would like discussed.
Any questions can be directed to John Currie, Licensing
Manager. Contact details are: ph (04) 495 9415 or email
john.currie@dia.govt.nz

The delay will have no cost implications or impacts on the sector.

Progress
IGP is a joint collaboration between the Department and
Intralot. Key achievements so far include:
• The purchase and installation of required hardware

• The completion of requirements-gathering for Phase I

• Completion of development work for gaming technology
modules such as machine and games licensing.
The Department has started testing the system and
will contact the sector about their requirements and the
functionality of Phase II later this year.

Any comments or questions about IGP can be directed to
maarten.quivooy@dia.govt.nz

Venue inspections
Approved cost schedules are proving
useful tools in venue inspections.
Some gambling inspectors have found significant
differences between the operating hours stated on some
venues’ schedules and the actual opening hours, including
venues claiming to operate on days they are not open.
Compliance inspections are carried out to ensure the
Department understands what actually happens at a
venue. That can involve inspectors talking to venue
personnel and management. Thorough checks are made
and information is verified.
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Limit D breaches
Compliance with the Limits and Exclusions on Class 4 Venue Costs Notice, Gazetted in July
2008, is a fundamental requirement for complying with the Gambling Act 2003.
Audits and investigations since 2009 show that 10 societies
have exceeded Limit D to the tune of more than $1.2 million,
of which just under half a million dollars has been recovered.
Of the 10 societies:
• One is the subject of a proposal to suspend

• Eight have been sanctioned by the Department
• One is appealing its sanction to the
Gambling Commission.
The Gazette Notice states:
“A corporate society, when incurring costs (excluding
GST) associated with class 4 venues, must not incur costs
(excluding GST) of:

(d) more than 16% of gaming machine profits (as defined in
section 104 of the Gambling Act 2003, but excluding GST),
in any 12 month period (Limit D)”.
If expenditure on Limit D exceeds the 16 per cent threshold,
the Department will seek an explanation from the society
and then undertake further enquiries to determine what
sanction is appropriate.
In a recent decision on an appeal relating to a breach of
Limit D, the Gambling Commission noted that such breaches
should be preventable as operators should be looking
forward, forecasting possible trends and adjusting costs
accordingly.

SANCTIONS

Sanction decisions
The following list of decisions relate to sanctions imposed by the Department
from 1 October to 31 December 2011.
OPERATOR

LICENCE TYPE PROPOSED
SANCTION

BREACH/REASON

DATE OF DECISION

OUTCOME/STATUS

Pub Charity Inc –
McGinty’s Turf and
Sports Bar

Class 4 Venue
Licence

Suspension of
Venue Licence

The Department decided to suspend 14 November 2011
the Class 4 Venue Licence for
breaches around harm minimisation.

Currently under appeal
with the Gambling
Commission

Filthy Few Motorcycle
Club Tauranga Inc.

Class 3
Licence

Refusal
of licence
application

The Department refused the
application submitted by the Filthy
Few Motorcycle Club because the
Department was not satisfied the
key people met the requirements of
suitability under the Act.

18 November 2011

Currently under appeal
with the Gambling
Commission

Trillian Trust
Incorporated –
Brewers Bar, Nelson

Class 4 Venue
Licence

Cancellation of
Class 4 Venue
Licence

The Department decided to cancel
the Class 4 Venue licence for
Brewers Bar in Nelson following a
court decision on the TA consent
process and the overturning of the
TA consent.

30 November 2011

Currently under appeal
with the Gambling
Commission

Grassroots Trust

Class 4
Operator’s
Licence

Cancellation
of Operator’s
Licence

The Department decided to cancel
the Class 4 Operator’s licence
– failure to meet 37.12% and
concurrent failure to meet Limit D.

20 December 2011

Currently under appeal
with the Gambling
Commission
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LEGAL ISSUES

Gambling Commission Appeals
This table provides a breakdown of appeals that have been resolved recently and appeals
that are currently in process as at 29 February 2012.
OPERATOR
AND VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CURRENT)

UPDATE

First Sovereign The Department decided to refuse to renew the Class
Trust
4 operator’s licence for 09/10. The Secretary is not
satisfied that costs are being minimised and also has
concerns with key person suitability.

The society has appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that the decision
was illegal

This appeal will be
considered with
the other appeal
(see below) for First
Sovereign Trust.

First Sovereign The Department decided to refuse to renew the Class
Trust
4 operator’s licence for First Sovereign Trust 10/11.
The Department is not satisfied that the society
is incurring costs that are actual, reasonable and
necessary and that costs have not been minimised
particularly in regards to venue costs. The Department
also has concerns with key person suitability.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing the decision is erroneous and
contrary to the purpose and intention of the Act.

In process

Southern Trust The Department proposed a condition requiring
Incorporated – the closure of an internal access door to the
The Sail
gaming area.

The society appealed the proposal to the Gambling
Commission arguing the condition is not necessary
as supervision is adequate and the condition is
disproportionate and unfair

In process

Bula Ba
Limited –
Hiptonix

The Department decided to cancel the venue licence
for Hiptonix following a routine inspection of the
premises. The Department is concerned with the
failure to comply with licence conditions and the main
use of the venue.

The venue operator has appealed the decision on
the basis that they should not be held responsible
for any failure of licence conditions and that all other
matters can be remedied.

In process

Pub Charity
Incorporated –
McGinty’s Turf
and Sports Bar

The Department decided to suspend the venue licence
for one day following the breach of regulation 12 –
failure to have a person trained in harm minimisation
on the premises.

The society has appealed the decision saying they
did not breach regulation 12 of the Harm Prevention
and Minimisation Regulations 2004.

In process

Filthy Few
Motorcycle
Club Tauranga
Inc

The Department decided to refuse to grant a Class
3 operator’s licence to Filthy Few Motorcycle Club
Tauranga Incorporated.

The appellant has appealed on the basis that the
Department gave undue weight to information
provided by other Government Departments.
The appellant argues that the decision the
Department made was unreasonable and wrong.
The decision on the application has been
withdrawn by the Department.

In process

Trillian Trust
Incorporated –
Brewers Bar,
Nelson

The Department decided to cancel the Class 4 Venue
licence for Brewers Bar in Nelson following a court
decision on the TA consent process and the overturning
of the TA consent.

The appellant has appealed the decision on the
basis that sections 74(1) (a) and 67(1) (f) do not
justify the cancellation of the venue licence.

In process

Grassroots
Trust

The Department decided to cancel the Class 4
Operator’s licence – failure to meet 37.12% and
concurrent failure to meet Limit D.

The appellant has appealed the decision on the
basis that the breaches are of regulations rather
than the Gambling Act and are not subject to the
sanctions afforded under section 58 of the Act.
The appellant also argues that the decision is
not consistent with previous decisions made
by the Department.

In process

Section 118 charges dismissed
Charges brought by the Department against the former Chief
Executive Officer of Caversham Foundation, Kevin Martin
Coffey, for two alleged offences against section 118 of the
Gambling Act 2003, have been dismissed. Section 118 prohibits
the offering of benefits with conditions attached.
The case was heard in the District Court at Auckland in late
November by Judge Philippa Cunningham who delivered her
reserved decision earlier this month.
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In her 13-page judgement, Judge Cunningham accepted
that Mr Coffey had knowingly offered a benefit (favourable
consideration of grant applications) to a potential grant
recipient (Counties Manukau Bowls). However, she was not
satisfied that the receipt of the benefit had an indirect condition
attached to it, and dismissed the charges.
The Department is considering the decision and its potential
implications for the Department’s regulatory role and practice.

LEGAL ISSUES

Gambling Commission Appeals continued
OPERATOR
AND VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CLOSED)

UPDATE

Pub Charity
Incorporated

The Department decided to impose a one day
suspension to the Class 4 operator’s licence of Pub
Charity Incorporated for a breach of Limit D.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission disputing that the society was noncompliant with Limit D under the Gazette notice.

Appeal dismissed

Hell’s Angels
Nomads
Motorcycle
Club
Incorporated

The Department decided to refuse to grant a Class 3
operator’s licence to Hell’s Angels Nomads Motorcycle
Club Incorporated.

The club appealed the decision to the Gambling
Appeal dismissed
Commission arguing that the conclusion the key
persons were not suitable was wrong and that the
Department acted outside the scope of the Gambling
Act 2003 in placing weight on other members not
actively involved in the application while not applying
sufficient weight to previous approved applications.

Youthtown
– Mo’s Bar,
Kasper’s Bar
and Westbrook
Tavern

The Department refused to grant Class 4 venue
licences for these venues. The venue costs for all
three venues were considered through the normal
process and did not meet the requirements of actual,
reasonable and necessary costs.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Appeal withdrawn
Commission arguing that the venue costs submitted by Youthtown.
by the society are actual, reasonable and necessary,
that the Secretary has considered information not
available to the appellant in making the decision.

Blue Waters
Community
Trust

The Department decided to impose a three-day
suspension to the Class 4 operator’s licence of Blue
Waters Community Trust for a breach of Limit D

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that there is no jurisdiction to
impose a suspension and that the suspension in
this case is excessive.

Gambling Commission
decision GC01/12
Class 4 Operator’s
licence suspended
for one day.

Air Rescue
Services
Limited – Lord
Barrington

The Department decided to refuse to licence the Lord
Barrington venue.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that the decision is erroneous,
contrary to the intent of the Gambling Act 2003
and that the Department has failed to consider all
relevant facts.

Gambling
Commission
decision GC35/11 in
favour of appellant.

Southern Trust The Department decided to suspend the Class 4 venue The society has appealed the decision
Incorporated – licence for The Creek for a period of four days following acknowledging the breach occurred but that it was
The Creek
a breach of an access condition imposed to ensure a
not “serious” and the sanction was excessive.
door to the gaming room was locked at all times.

Appeal withdrawn
following the
Department’s
decision to withdraw
the suspension
imposed.

Guilty plea over fraudulent grant applications
An Internal Affairs investigation revealed that numerous applications from Counties
Manukau Bowls (CMB), an umbrella organisation for South Auckland bowling clubs, to Class
4 gaming societies for grants were fraudulent.
From late 2006 to September 2009 CMB employed Noel
Henry Gibbons, 79, of Manurewa, to apply for gaming
machine grants. He pleaded guilty in the Manukau District
Court in January to charges of obtaining $605,550 by
deception and of using forged documents.
In order to increase potential grants Mr Gibbons
implemented a scheme by which constituent clubs or CMB
itself would invest indirectly in gaming machine venues.
He then obtained grants from gaming machine societies for

“bowling green maintenance” but some of the money was
used illegally to repay loans for the purchase of pubs - the
commercial use of money is not an authorised purpose.
Mr Gibbons fabricated quotes and invoices from “green
keeping contractors” to support grant applications and the
provision of services. None of those named in the invoices
as billing for a service knew anything about the purported
work. He will be sentenced in the District Court at Manukau
on 11 April.
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CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE

Christchurch Casino earthquake response praised
All organisations and businesses should have disaster recovery plans, but few ever
need to use them.
Canterbury’s earthquake on 22 February 2011 changed
that for many Christchurch organisations and businesses
including gambling operators. The unprecedented event
not only saw business premises destroyed, but a cordon
prevented owners and the public visiting otherwise
undamaged buildings. One year on a cordon still prevents
access to parts of the Christchurch CBD, and the rebuild of
other affected premises is only just beginning.
In regulated environments such as casinos, legislation
dictates aspects of a disaster recovery plan. Disaster recovery
is included in Casino Minimum Operating Standards (MOS),
especially for Information Services (approved gaming
systems like the electronic monitoring system for casino
gaming machines), Security (emergency evacuations and
processes), the Cash Desk and Surveillance.
The 22 February earthquake was unique in the 16-year
history of casinos in New Zealand. The cordon meant any
access to Christchurch Casino’s 24/7 operation was denied
for six weeks, followed by very limited access for another
four weeks. Full access was allowed in early May following a
reduction of the cordon.

Response
The earthquake response of individual casino staff on 22
February was excellent, perhaps helped by the awareness
gained from the 4 September earthquake the previous
year. All patrons and staff were evacuated successfully
and limited areas and money and chips secured during
the evacuation.
From a regulatory viewpoint the organisational response
over the next three months till the casino re-opened in late
May was also excellent. In the first week Civil Defence
allowed limited access so that casino money and chips
could be secured and banked or stored. This also enabled
snapshots of the EMS and other computer systems to be
made and surveillance information secured.
Casino management developed a plan for re-entry to
the building that included structural and engineering
assessments, building repairs, reconciliations of all the
cash and chips, and detailing any unclaimed money left
on gaming tables or as credits in the electronic gaming
machines. The Department’s Gambling Inspectors were kept
advised of the plan and progress.
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Reconciliation
As soon as full access was granted around 9 May the plan
was implemented. Gaming table and EGM cash and chips
were reconciled; unclaimed money, chips or credits detailed
and logged against patrons’ names where known, or in a
register as ‘unknown’, to allow for claims after the casino
re-opened. The banking information was checked against
the last day’s gambling activities and the float and chip stock
information available as at 22 February. In the end there was
a variance of 0.003 per cent in the banking – an outstanding
result considering the circumstances surrounding the
recovery of money and banking in the week following the
earthquake. Department Gambling Inspectors were back on
site on 9 May and monitored and audited the reconciliations.
In the Information Services area all systems were checked
and the Gambling Inspectors verified approved systems
against master copies held by the Department.

Reintegration
All 500 gaming machines were checked and reintegrated
with the electronic monitoring system. This work had to
be undertaken around the ongoing building repairs, which
included bolting each gaming machine to the base, and each
base to the floor. All table games equipment was checked
with roulette wheels balanced and automatic shufflers and
chippers checked and tested. The majority of this work was
undertaken in the last week before the reopening on 26 May.
Department Gambling Inspectors were involved throughout
the process auditing the checks made to ensure that the
casino was fully compliant before the opening.
The disaster recovery and emergency procedures enshrined
in the casino MOS along with the Christchurch Casino’s
own organisational disaster recovery planning allowed it to
reopen successfully on 26 May.
As regulator, the Department was well pleased with
the casino’s disaster recovery response and systems. All
gambling operators should review their disaster recovery
plans and plan for the unexpected – it does happen!

HARM MINIMISATION

Multi-venue self exclusion
Self exclusion under section 310 of the Gambling Act 2003 can be very effective and
liberating for clients with a gambling problem. Self exclusion allows a person to ask
a Class 4 pokie venue manager to ban them, while multi-venue exclusion (MVE) allows
a person to exclude from several venues, without having to visit them personally.
A working group was established to support the smooth
implementation of MVEs across the country. The group is
developing a sustainable national framework that would
combine the many exclusion processes around the country
and support the manageable and consistent use of exclusion
as an effective intervention tool for problem gamblers. This
will also enable the collection of national MVE information
and statistics.
The MVE working group includes:
• Neove Christoforou (Department of Internal
Affairs - Coordinator, Operational Policy),

• Mathew McMillan (Te Kahui Hauora o Ngāti
Koata – Nelson),

• Philip Townshend (Problem Gambling Foundation
of NZ – Nelson)
• Chris Watkins (Salvation Army Oasis Centre for
Problem Gambling – Dunedin),

• Eru Loach (Ngā Kete Mātauranga Pounamu Trust –
Invercargill) and
• Lisa Campbell-Dumlu (Salvation Army, National
Operations Manager – Problem Gambling)

Roles identified
The MVE group has met regularly with a broad range of
stakeholders since early 2011 and worked through the
questions, challenges and issues that have arisen.
These meetings have helped to identify that a successful
MVE programme requires local coordination supported
by a separate administrative role. The local coordination
role provides the ‘go to’ person and font of knowledge
on exclusion in any particular area. The administrative
role involves the ‘back office’ administration including
photocopying, distribution, and record keeping at each
stage of the process – creating a national database of MVE
information. It is anticipated that the bulk of administration
will one day be replaced by an online version; however no
system is currently available.

Best practice
Some areas of best practice for treatment providers have
emerged that can improve the effectiveness of exclusion

orders; perhaps the most important is to regard exclusion as
a process not an event. Rather than thinking of exclusion as a
one-off, fix-it solution, think of it as a treatment tool that will
be used as part of an ongoing treatment plan for the gambler
that requires active review and may require renewal and
tweaking of the venues involved.
One of the key areas to arise is the importance of limiting the
number of venues that the problem gambler will be excluded
from. Exclusion orders will always work best when the client
is confident that they will be enforced by venue staff. From
this it follows that they will be most effective in venues
where the gambler is known and frequents the most. As well
as venues where the gambler often gambles, the orders can
be useful in preventing the gambler from gambling in other
likely or at risk venues.
However the practice of large scale or ‘blanket‘ exclusions
should be discouraged as this may dilute the effectiveness
of the orders for both current and future clients by making
them unenforceable by venues. The counsellor or MVE
coordinator should encourage the client to first identify
venues where they are regulars or at risk and initially go
with as few venues as possible.

Duration
Exclusions can be renewed as often as required. There are
no limits, so it may be better to do shorter exclusions more
frequently than a long exclusion. The rationale is that if a
new exclusion request arrives at the venue every three to
six months it will keep that person in the minds of staff and
staff will be more likely to enforce it. It will also make the
exclusion more prominent in the gambler’s mind making
it more likely they will comply with it. Once again “less
is more” in that the shorter duration, the more benefit
for the client. Durations of around three to six months is
recommended as a working guide.
Members of the MVE working group, supported by the
Ministry of Health, have recently completed a national
tour talking to treatment providers and societies. They
are working on resources to support MVE programmes,
including implementation of MVE in new regions. More will
be heard about this over the year.
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INTERNATIONAL

Gambling regulators cooperate
Developing and enhancing international cooperation between members is critical for
the effective management of regulatory requirements in the future, according to delegates
at the inaugural conference of the International Association of Gaming Regulators (IAGR)
in Cape Town, South Africa.
The conference was attended by more than 180 regulators
from 31 jurisdictions, including New Zealand through the
Department of Internal Affairs. Other jurisdictions include
Europe, North America, Asia, Australia, South Africa, and
the Caribbean.

Junket Operators: East vs West; Pre-Commitment of Gaming
Machines and Central Monitoring Systems.

The IAGR began in the 1980s but reorganised as an
independent non-profit corporation last year. It works
to advance the effectiveness and efficiency of gambling
regulation throughout the world and provides a forum
for gambling regulators from various countries to meet,
exchange views and information, and discuss policy issues.
In addition, IAGR fosters cooperation between gambling
regulators in the performance of their official duties and is
a central point of contact for inquiries from governments,
gambling regulatory agencies and personnel, and
representatives of the international gambling industry.

The Department also participates in the Australasian
Gambling Regulators Information Forum (AGRIF) and is
chairing the group until the end of 2012.

Among the topics covered at the Cape Town conference
were Technological Developments and Challenges in
Internet Gaming; Problem Gambling and the Impact of New
Technology and Social Media; Best Practices on Testing and
Certification of Gambling Equipment; Integrity in Sports
Betting; Licensing Regimes; International Cooperation;

This year’s conference will be held in Singapore in October.

Closer to home

AGRIF provides international information exchange between
regulatory, licensing and law enforcement agencies. The
forum is focused on gambling regulation and the continued
provision of a consistently high standard of probity checks
and investigations by these agencies.
The Director of Gambling Compliance, Debbie Despard,
attended last month’s forum in Sydney where discussion
included mutual recognition of probity checks across
jurisdictions, joint probity investigations, issues associated
with ‘junket’ operations, organised crime threats and remote
interactive gambling. The next meeting will be in Victoria
later this year.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Gambling policy reviews
Officials advising territorial authorities (TAs) on gambling policies can find helpful
information through the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz/Gambling
TAs in New Zealand must have a Class 4 gambling
venue policy, which must be reviewed within three years
of being adopted and thereafter every three years.

This resource includes:

The website information is not intended as a substitute
for independent legal advice, or independent research
into regional issues. It includes useful tips for developing
a Class 4 gambling venue and/or TAB venue policies.

• The role of territorial authorities in reviewing their
gambling venue policies (including what they are
required to do, what they may choose to do, and what
they cannot do)

The Ministry of Health worked with Internal Affairs and
Local Government New Zealand to complete a resource
to assist territorial authorities with their Class 4 and TAB
gambling venue policy reviews. It is available on the
Ministry’s website:
http://www.health.govt.nz/publication/problemgambling-resource-local-government

• Information about gambling legislation and the roles
of various Government departments in New Zealand

• Gambling venue policy options for
territorial authorities

• Background information on the economic and social
impacts of gambling and problem gambling in New
Zealand

• Guidance on the statistics that could be used to inform
gambling policies, based on available and wellreferenced research
• Guidance on how the territorial authority could
best present the statistical information (using tables,
graphs, and/or charts) so that it is easily understood.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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MEDIA RELEASES

Pokie spend rose in 2011
Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1400 pubs and clubs in the year ended
31 December 2011 was three per cent up on 2010, from $840.7 million to $866.8 million,
according to figures released by the Department of Internal Affairs.

NON-CASINO GM SPENDING
BY SOCIETY TYPE –
OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 2011

ANNUAL NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE
EXPENDITURE BY CALENDAR YEAR
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)

SOCIETY TYPE

920
900

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

190,476,933.61

86.4%

4,268,962.32

1.9%

17,437,569.30

7.9%

8,168,357.18

3.7%

29,874,888.80

13.6%

220,351,822.41

100.0%

NON-CLUB

880

Sports Clubs

860

866.8

RSAs

800

840.7

820

865.5

Chartered Clubs
912.5

840

2008

2009

2010

2011

TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring
of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which became fully
operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track
and monitor operations, ensure the integrity of games and
the accurate accounting of money.

Spending in the fourth quarter of 2011 was $1 million less
than the September quarter with less spent in pubs and RSAs
but more in sports and chartered clubs.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – DECEMBER 2011

GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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218.8
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205.1

219.9

221.4
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243.5
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237.7
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Jun-11
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There were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of 2011 compared with 12 months
earlier. Licence holders fell 1.9 per cent from 367 to 360, venues declined by 2.3 per cent from 1443 to 1410 and gaming
machines decreased by 3 per cent from 18,681 to 18,133.
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Pokie spend rose in 2011 continued
LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

31 Dec 2011

360

1410

18,133

30 Sept 2011

360

1409

18,167

30 June 2011

364

1421

18,309

31 March 2011

365

1430

18,484

31 Dec 2010

367

1443

18,681

30 Sept 2010

369

1438

18,601

30 June 2010

370

1455

18,944

31 March 2010

374

1470

19,115

31 Dec 2009

378

1491

19,359

30 Sept 2009

377

1486

19,296

30 June 2009

384

1501

19,479

31 March 2009

394

1527

19,739

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the
quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz. The figures are based on
territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming machine
societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free
number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY

14

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BLUESKY COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COY LTD

Greg Clark ext 3153

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

CHRISTCHURCH E’QUAKE RECOVERY TRUST LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Niall Miller ext 5485

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 3152

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST LTD

David Batenburg ext 3152

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Brent Addison ext 5345

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOC INC

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Rick Mead ext 5667

Brent Addison ext 5345

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LTD

Greg Clark ext 3153

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY F’LITIES C T

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Kahill Madden ext 5630

PELORUS TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN C T INC

Ron Grob ext 6603

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOC

Ron Grob ext 6603

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FNDN

Ron Grob ext 6603

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LTD

Artie McClelland ext 7915

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE RUNANGA COM’Y SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Greg Clark ext 3153

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Duane Calvert ext 6609

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FNDN LTD

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LTD

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE FNDN

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Kahill Madden ext 5630

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Janet Wong ext 5505

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630
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GAMBLING ISSUES KEY CONTACTS

Gambling compliance issues are covered by Regulatory Compliance Operations which sits within the Department’s Policy, Regulatory
and Ethnic Affairs branch under Deputy Chief Executive, Paul James. The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy. In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and anti-spam compliance,
fire service policy, identity services policy, local government and community policy, civil defence and emergency management policy
and crown entity monitoring functions, Office of Ethnic Affairs and the Office for the Community and Voluntary Sector. For the sake of
simplicity, functions outside of the gambling sector are not included on this page.

Regulatory Compliance Operations
General Manager,
Regulatory and
Compliance Operations
Maarten Quivooy

Director,
Operations Support

Director,
Gambling Compliance

Manager, Anti-Spam and
Censorship Compliance

Alison Barrett

Debbie Despard

Steve O’Brien

Manager,
Investigations

Acting Manager,
Intelligence

Dave Sayers

Mark Collins

Manager,
Performance
Assurance
Sanjay Sewambar

Manager,
Operational Policy

Manager,
Licencing

Regional Manager,
Northern

Acting Regional
Manager, Southern

Manager,
Gaming Technology

Heather McShane

John Currie

Rob Abbott

Kevin Finnegan

Michael Cassidy

Manager, Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering
Financing of Terrorism
Kate Reid

Maarten Quivooy

Heather McShane

General Manager Regulatory and Compliance Operations

Manager Operational Policy

This position covers all regulation and compliance operations
(and operational policy) including anti-spam, censorship,
gambling, racing, anti-money laundering and countering
financing of terrorism.

Operational policy provides support and advice to the Gambling
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. It develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In broad
terms, its role is to develop Department policies for how the law
will be turned into the work done in the field.

Debbie Despard
Director of Gambling Compliance

Dave Sayers

This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance with
the law. The Director works closely with Policy so that there is
a constant flow of information between the staff involved in
applying the law and those who develop the law.

Manager Investigations

Alison Barrett
Director, Operations Support.
This position provides support and assistance to operational
compliance functions across the group and wider Department

John Currie
Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and management
oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

Michael Cassidy
Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming issues
across casino and all other classes of gambling.

The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking significant
(complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive) investigation
projects involving criminal, legal and financial issues related
to the governance and operation of gaming sector people
and organisations. It also provides expertise and support to
investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance Group
achieves both its strategic objectives (short and long-term) and its
business goals. It coordinates strategic and business planning for
GCG as well as providing robust analysis, monitoring and reporting
around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, non-deposittaking lenders, money changers and reporting entities not
covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve Bank and
the Securities Commission.
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CONTACTS

GAMBITS

All gambling compliance staff can
be contacted by phoning the
Department’s toll free number

The Department of Internal Affairs
produces Gambits quarterly.
Copies are distributed in March,
June, September and December.
Gambits provides information
about the Department’s recent
work and significant issues
in the gambling sector.

E-mail: gaming.compliance@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz
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CASINO COMPLIANCE
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Editor: Trevor Henry
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Auckland
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Wellington
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Christchurch
PO Box 1308, Christchurch 8140
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Departmental media releases and Gambits?
If you would like to have your organisation added to the Department’s distribution list for media
releases about gambling issues, or want to receive Gambits but are not currently on the mailing list,
please fill out this form and return it, or e-mail the information to:
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Gambits postal address:
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NEWSLETTER OF
GAMBLING ISSUES
DECEMBER 2011

High Court overturns Trillian Trust’s
licence suspension
The High Court has quashed a decision to suspend Trillian Trust’s
gaming machine operator’s licence and remitted the matters
to the Secretary for reconsideration.
Trillian sought a judicial review of the Department’s decision to impose a five-day suspension
for five breaches of the Gambling Act involving its expenses. Trillian accepted one breach
relating to the Limit D rule but disputed the other four expenditure items, which the Secretary
determined were unreasonable and/or unnecessary and breached s 52(1)(d).
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Trillian submitted that:

• A breach of s 52(1)(d) had not been committed;

•	The power to suspend under s 58(1)(b) could not be used for punitive purposes but was
limited to situations where it was necessary to remedy existing and continuing noncompliance; and
•	The process followed by the Secretary was flawed and that, as a result, the decision
should be quashed.

Justice Simon France found that there was no breach of s 52 because s 52 only imposes
obligations on the Secretary, not the operator. An operator therefore cannot be in breach
of s 52.
Justice France also found that:

•	The Secretary has the power to suspend under s 58(1)(b) as a sanction for past breaches
of the Act;
•	An opportunity to comment on audit reports must be provided. The Department
wrongly thought that Trillian had been provided with the final audit report when in
fact Trillian had not seen it. This procedural flaw contributed to the decision that the
suspension should be quashed;

•	It was unwise for a Departmental officer to participate in an interview with a
newspaper about Trillian while the process was on-going and the Department’s failure
to consult over the release of Trillian’s final audit report under the Official Information
Act was surprising;
• Trillian is entitled to costs.

The Department is considering the implications of the judgment and will ensure its audit,
media, and official information processes are in line with the judgment.
We are also considering whether any operational changes might be needed so that the
Department can enforce the Act’s requirements as intended.
While the judgment has highlighted some issues in relation to the interpretation of the
Act, and suggests some improvements for the Department’s processes, raising money
for community purposes remains societies’ fundamental purpose and the requirement to
maximise the net proceeds from Class 4 gambling and minimise the operating costs of that
gambling must be a priority.
(more legal issues page 6)
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DEPARTMENT NEWS

Management changes in the Department
Changes are under way within the Department affecting the administration of the gambling
sector. As reported in the April issue of Gambits this is part of a general restructuring
following the integration of the Department with other state agencies including the
National Library, Archives NZ and the Office for the Community and Voluntary Sector.
Gambling Compliance sits within the new Policy Regulatory
and Ethnic Affairs (PREA) branch, under Deputy Chief
Executive, Paul James, who joined the Department in April.
He was formerly Director of the Office of Treaty Settlements in
the Ministry of Justice and had also worked in The Treasury,
Accident Compensation Corporation and Te Puni Kōkiri.
The Department’s responsibilities and duties under the
Gambling Act 2003 are unchanged and activities conducted
by the Gambling Compliance Unit, Gaming Technology,
Licensing, continue much as before.

General Managers
Two general managers have responsibilities which include
gambling – Marilyn Little is General Manager Policy
and Maarten Quivooy, General Manager Regulatory and
Compliance Operations (R&C Ops).
Marilyn was Director, Local Government and Community
Policy, where she led organisational change and capability
development and a large and complex policy work
programme including the Auckland governance reforms.
Maarten took up his position on 21 November. He was
formerly Group Manager for Workplace Services in the
Department of Labour, with responsibility for labour market
regulatory services including health and safety, labour
inspection and dispute resolution.

Regulatory Compliance Operations

2
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Mike Hill, R&C Ops acting general manager since
February, left the Department in November. Mike joined
Internal Affairs in 2006 and was instrumental in leading
and developing the gambling compliance group’s (GCG)
performance through a period of change.
John Markland, former manager of Racing and Censorship
Policy has also left the Department. John joined the
Department 1974 and had a significant knowledge of
gambling policy and practice.

Gambling Compliance Director
Debbie Despard was confirmed as Director, Gambling
Compliance, a position she has acted in since February.
Further change in the branch is likely next year when the
Department completes its review of its service delivery in the
Regulatory and Compliance Operations group. The purpose
of the review is to ensure services are cost effective and well
positioned to deliver our responsibilities in the gambling sector.
The gambling sector makes an important contribution to the
way New Zealanders are able to live their lives, particularly
through the funding of community sector organisations.
The Department’s continued focus will be working with the
sector to ensure it is regulated effectively and performs well.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Triumph in Runanga

Harm prevention in practice

The opening of the Spring Creek Pool in Runanga
(population approx 1200) on the 10th of December is a
tribute to the determination of the community and Chris
Frogley, Chairman of the Runanga Community Swimming
Pool Trust, who drove a remarkable fund-raising effort from
the early days of gaming machines.

Gambling inspectors are reporting a marked
improvement in venues applying measures
to minimise and prevent gambling harm,
particularly in areas operating the multivenue exclusion order (MVEO) programme.

Chris got involved with the Runanga Pool Roofing
Committee, established in August 1993, when he moved
to the West Coast town. Originally from Auckland he had
learned to swim there and wanted his daughters, then aged
eight and six, to also have these life skills.
The committee needed to raise $100,000 to roof the pool and,
facing an endless round of fund-raising cake stalls, raffles
and the like, the committee decided in 1995 to obtain a
licence to operate gaming machines starting with one 20 cent
Dollar Express machine in the local Dunollie Hotel.
When the Gambling Act was passed in 2003, the committee
became an incorporated society, changed its name to the
Runanga Community Swimming Pool Trust and widened
its authorised purpose to include funding other community
projects and the ongoing maintenance of the pool.
The trust’s first objective was to raise the $100,000 to roof
the pool but after changes to the building code they then
had to upgrade the entire facility at a cost of $1.2 million.
The community and council have now renovated the whole
complex with contributions from the Grey District Council,
Solid Energy, Spring Creek Mining Company and the trust.
Over 17 years the trust raised $400,000 of which $100,000
went on tiling and re-plastering the pool and establishing
a barbecue area, and $300,000 was gifted to the council for
the pool complex construction. Chris’s daughters now live
overseas and one of them came back home for the opening.

Regional forums
The Department will hold regional forums for the Class 4 sector in
Auckland, Christchurch, Dunedin and Wellington during February
2012. A technical forum will also be held in Auckland following
the regional forum (see pg 5).
Societies are invited to provide by 20 January any issues or questions
that they want addressed during the regional forums to john.currie@
dia.govt.nz for inclusion in the Department’s presentations.
For inquiries about the forums please contact John Currie, Manager
Licensing, Regulatory and Compliance Operations on 04 495 9415.

The MVEO programme allows problem gamblers to register
for exclusion at one venue and select other venues to be
notified of their decisions.
The Cruzaz Bar Café, a First Sovereign venue in Tauranga
where the programme has run for about a year, is an
example of good harm prevention and minimisation (HPM)
practices. The bar has a dedicated pin board with all current
exclusions, including photos, displayed where staff can
readily see them.
A Cruzaz staff member recently noticed a woman enter the
venue and head to the gaming room. She identified her from
the exclusions board as possibly an excluded person, although
she had made an effort to disguise her appearance. The staffer
asked the woman if she was the excluded person and was told
that was her sister. Asked for ID, the woman said she would
get it from her car. The woman did not return.
It is worth noting that the gambler was clearly visible
to venue personnel long enough and close enough to be
identified before entering the gaming room.

Venue inspections
Approved cost schedules are proving
useful tools in venue inspections.
Some gambling inspectors have found significant
differences between the operating hours stated on
some venues’ schedules and the actual opening
hours, including venues claiming to operate on days
they are not open.
Compliance inspections are carried out to ensure the
Department understands what actually happens at a
venue. That can involve inspectors talking to venue
personnel and management. Thorough checks are
made and information is verified.
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CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE

Christchurch City Council’s Temporary structures
Class 4 venue policy
About 23 non-casino gaming machine
venues remain affected by damage
from the Canterbury earthquakes.
The Christchurch City Council considered the issue of
damaged venues in the context of its Class 4 Venue Policy
in September and decided to bring forward the review of its
policy completing it by May 2012.
The current ‘sinking lid’ policy remains in place. But the council
will consider consent applications, which are inconsistent with
the current ‘sinking lid’ policy. It can issue consents inconsistent
with its policy under section 80 of the Local Government Act
2002. Consents issued under this section are valid consents,
which would satisfy section 67(1) (f) of the Gambling Act 2003
in terms of a new venue licence application.
Territorial authority consent is required for new venues,
which includes operators at damaged venues relocating
to new premises.
The Department is continuing to collect information around
earthquake affected venues and will share this information
with the council.

Extensions to
inactive periods
The Department is continuing to
provide extensions to the inactive
period for current venue licences.
All earthquake-damaged venues have
received a further extension of six
months and further extensions will
be provided where necessary.
If a plan for repair or reconstruction is in place,
then please contact your licensing liaison
gambling inspector (see page 10) and discuss
a longer extension to the inactive period.

The Department has been asked about the
location of gaming machines in temporary
structures at existing sites. This could be
an option for venue operators with existing
licences, as long as the temporary structure
is located at the place named on the
existing licence.
Gaming machines can be operated within temporary
structures, as long as the structures are “suitable” in terms
of the Harm Prevention and Minimisation Regulations.
Structures that are not ‘fixed’ to a location (like a tent,
moveable trailer or caravan) are unsuitable. Where the
temporary structure is ‘fixed’, then it may be suitable
– for example, fixed containers, pre-fabricated buildings
or fixed caravans. This is subject to the temporary venue
also meeting access and supervision requirements.
If this is a potential option for one of your venues, please
contact Sid Larson, Acting Regional Manager Southern
(phone: 03 365 4740 or email: sid.larson@dia.govt.nz) to
discuss venue access, supervision and suitability issues.

EMS fees for
inactive venues
Societies should not be charged EMS fees
for inactive venues. The Department has
made spot checks to ensure this is not
happening. But, if your society has been
invoiced for damaged venues, please
contact the Department.
The Department will also refund gaming machine fees for
venues that have been inactive for more than four weeks as a
result of earthquake damage. Fees will be refunded on a pro
rata basis taking into account the number of whole months
the venue was or has been inoperative. Societies will be
charged the gaming machine fee once a venue recommences
operating. The venue renewal application fee is still payable.
This is a step taken to recognise the unique circumstances
of the Christchurch earthquakes and we would encourage
societies to distribute the refund to authorised purposes
in Christchurch.
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GAMBLING TECHNOLOGY

New casino
monitoring system
A new casino monitoring system has
been installed in Dunedin Casino and is
undergoing final acceptance and approval
testing; most other casinos will be
introducing a similar system in 2012.
The new monitoring software, from Bally Technologies
represents a significant change and upgrade in casino
monitoring technology and functionality. Casino monitoring
systems are an important part of ensuring the integrity of
casino operations as well as facilitating casino activities.
This new system replaces the current DACOM software
which has been in place since casinos were introduced in
New Zealand over a decade ago. The new technology will
eventually allow casinos to implement significant changes
in the way they create and manage promotions, capture
gaming machine data, manage table games and provide
gaming machine jackpots. The system will also provide
voluntary pre-commitment technology for those casinos
which make use of the promotional tools.
This has been an extensive and wide-ranging project which
began last year with consultation, required the creation
of new technical standards and is now culminating
in the roll-out of the system and technical sign-off.

Technical forum
for Auckland
The Gambling Compliance Group’s Gaming
Technology Unit will host a technical forum
in Auckland following the Class 4 sector
regional forum in February.

Australia follows
NZ’s EMS lead
The Victorian Government has followed
New Zealand’s lead by licensing
Intralot to monitor 27,500 electronic
gaming machines in the state’s hotels
and clubs from August next year.
Intralot was contracted in 2005 to install electronic
monitoring (EMS) in New Zealand after the
Department of Internal Affairs conducted its own
technical due diligence, confirming Intralot’s
capability and design excellence. EMS enables the
Department to track and monitor non-casino gaming
machine operations, ensure the integrity of games
and the accurate accounting of money.
Under the Gambling Act 2003 the Department’s
gaming technology team had just three-and-a-half
years to appoint a monitor, design, install and
connect EMS to more than 20,000 pokies in pubs
and clubs. The last machines were connected to
EMS in early March 2007, 10 days ahead of the
statutory deadline.
The introduction of EMS in New Zealand was the
largest and most significant technology project to
be carried out by the Department. The Victorian
Government said Intralot’s experience in New
Zealand, Italy and several other countries would
strengthen the monitoring of electronic gaming
machines in Victoria. Monitoring provided
protection for both players and venues and was
essential to ensuring the integrity of the gaming
machine industry.

Like the well-attended technicians’ forum in Wellington
in June 2011, it will be an opportunity for participants
to exchange views and information on topics of interest.
Representatives from the Gambling Compliance Group,
Class 4 electronic gaming machine service companies,
Class 4 society technical officers and Intralot will be
at the technical forum.
People interested in attending are invited to email
their details to: jeremy.belcher@dia.govt.nz or
michael.cassidy@dia.govt.nz
September
December 2011
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LEGAL ISSUES

Sanctions imposed or actions taken
The following list of decisions relate to sanctions imposed or actions taken by the
Secretary for Internal Affairs from 1 July 2011 to 30 September 2011.
OPERATOR

LICENCE TYPE

PROPOSED
SANCTION/ACTION

BREACH
/REASON

DATE OF
DECISION

OUTCOME
/STATUS

Water Safety
Class 4
Education Foundation Operator’s licence

Proposed sanction:
Suspension of 5 days

Breach of Limit D

6 July 2011

Two days
suspension served

Pelorus Trust

Class 4
Operator’s licence

Proposed sanction:
Suspension of 4 days

Breach of Limit D
12 August 2011
business development
and honorarium costs

Suspension imposed
and served 2 days
(5 Sept and
12 Sept 2011)

Air Rescue
Services Ltd

Class 4
Venue licence

Action: Refusal
to grant licence
for Lord Barrington

New venue application 13 July 2011
where no TA consent
provided

On appeal

The Lion Foundation
(2008)

Class 4
Venue licence

Action: Cancel
licence for Hiptonix

Key person suitability

30 September 2011

On appeal

Hells Angels
Nomads Motorcycle
Club Incorporated

Class 3
Operator’s licence

Action: Refusal
to grant licence

Key person suitability

17 July 2011

On appeal

Lion Foundation

Class 4
Venue licence

Cancel licence

Key person suitability

30 September 2011

On appeal by
venue operator

Charges laid over gambling society grant
Two Hawkes Bay men appeared in the Napier District Court in November on fraud
charges laid by the Department of Internal Affairs over a gaming machine grant paid
by Hastings-based gambling society, the Infinity Foundation Limited, to a Napier
organisation in May 2009.
Rodney John Green, 62, a director of Napier, and another man whose name is suppressed, each face charges under
the Crimes Act of obtaining by deception and dishonestly using a document in relation to a grant totalling $10,862.22.
No pleas were taken and the men were remanded to 13 December 2011.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Appeals to the Gambling Commission
The table provides a breakdown of appeals that have been resolved recently and appeals that
are currently in process.
OPERATOR
AND VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CURRENT)

UPDATE

First
Sovereign
Trust

The Department decided to refuse to renew the Class
4 operator’s licence for 09/10. The Secretary is not
satisfied that costs are being minimised and also has
concerns with key person suitability.

The society has appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that the decision was unlawful.

This appeal will be
considered with the
other appeal for First
Sovereign Trust.

Youthtown
– Mo’s Bar,
Kasper’s
Bar and
Westbrook
Tavern

The Department refused to grant Class 4 venue licences
for these venues. The venue costs for all three venues
were considered through the normal process and did
not meet the requirements of actual reasonable and
necessary costs.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
In process
Commission arguing that the venue costs submitted
by the society are actual, reasonable and necessary,
that the Secretary has considered information not
available to the appellant in making the decision and the
appellant’s view that the Department has accepted the
withdrawn surrender notice from the outgoing society.

Pub Charity
Incorporated

The Department decided to impose a one-day
suspension to the Class 4 operator’s licence of Pub
Charity Incorporated for a breach of Limit D.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that the decision is based on
disputed facts currently under court consideration.

In process

Blue Waters
Community
Trust

The Department decided to impose a three-day
suspension to the Class 4 operator’s licence of Blue
Waters Community Trust for a breach of Limit D.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission.

In process

Air Rescue
The Department decided to refuse to license the Lord
Services
Barrington venue because the location of the venue is
Limited – Lord new and a territorial authority consent was not provided.
Barrington

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
In process
Commission arguing that the decision is erroneous,
contrary to the intent of the Gambling Act 2003 and that
the Department has failed to consider all relevant facts.

Hell’s Angels
Nomads
Motorcycle
Club
Incorporated

The Department decided to refuse to grant a Class 3
operator’s licence to Hell’s Angels Nomads Motorcycle
Club Incorporated because it is not satisfied of the
suitability of the applicant and key persons.

The club appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that the conclusion was wrong and
that the Department acted outside the scope of the
Gambling Act 2003 in placing weight on other members
not actively involved in the application while not applying
sufficient weight to previously approved applications.

First
Sovereign
Trust

The Department decided to refuse to renew the Class
The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
4 operator’s licence for First Sovereign Trust for 10/11. Commission arguing the decision is erroneous and
The Department is not satisfied that the society will
contrary to the purpose and intention of the Act.
incur costs that are actual, reasonable and necessary or
that costs will be minimised. The Department also has
concerns with key person suitability.

In process

Southern
Trust
Incorporated
– The Sail

The Department proposed a condition requiring the
closure of an internal access door to the gaming area.

The society appealed the proposal to the Gambling
Commission arguing the condition is not necessary
as supervision is adequate and the condition is
disproportionate and unfair.

In process

The Lion
Foundation
(2008) –
Hiptonix

The Department decided to cancel the venue licence for
Hiptonix following a routine inspection of the premises. The
Department is concerned with the failure to comply with
licence conditions related to the main use of the venue.

The venue operator has appealed the decision on the
basis that they should not be held responsible for any
failure of licence conditions and that all other matters
can be remedied.

In process

Southern
Trust
Incorporated
– The Creek

The Department decided to suspend the Class 4 venue
licence for The Creek for a period of four days following
a breach of an access condition imposed to ensure a
door to the gaming room was locked at all times.

The society has appealed the decision acknowledging
the breach occurred but that it was not “serious” and
the sanction was excessive. No warning was provided
before the sanction was imposed.

In process

In process

September
December 2011
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Gambling Commission appeals continued
OPERATOR
AND VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CURRENT)

UPDATE

Pub Charity
Incorporated –
McGinty’s Turf
and Sports Bar

The Department decided to suspend the venue licence
for one day following the breach of regulation 12 –
failure to have a person trained in harm minimisation
on the premises.

The society has appealed the decision saying
they did not breach regulation 12 of the Harm
Prevention and Minimisation Regulations 2004.

In process

OPERATOR
AND VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CLOSED)

OUTCOME

Tuakau
Cosmopolitan
Club

The Department decided to impose a licence condition
on the Class 4 operator’s licence of the Tuakau
Cosmopolitan Club requiring them to apply 37.12% of
its GST exclusive gross proceeds for each financial year.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that the
decision to impose the condition is not fair
and reasonable.

Appeal discontinued by club
after an upturn in GMP.

Youthtown
Incorporated
– House of
Chang Thai

The Department decided to refuse to grant a Class 4
venue licence to the House of Chang Thai.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing the DEM costs
were “exceptional” as well as actual, reasonable
and necessary.

The society discontinued
the appeal after it
corrected the areas of
concern. Department
granted licence.

MEDIA RELEASES

Gaming machine take lifts again
20 October 2011
Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1400 pubs and clubs has risen for the third quarter running and in the year to
September was up 2 per cent to $862.2 million, according to figures released by the Department of Internal Affairs.
Spending in the three months to September rose by $1.5 million on the second quarter to $221.4 million with 36 districts
showing increases and 37 decreases.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE JUNE 2007 – SEPT 2011
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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Gaming machine spending in pubs and clubs is monitored electronically, enabling the Department to track and monitor
non-casino operations, ensure the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money. The electronic monitoring system
(EMS) became fully operational in March 2007.
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NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JULY TO SEPTEMBER 2011
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

191,674,722.16
4,049,602.54
17,396,573.24
8,303,577.87

86.6%
1.8%
7.9%
3.8%

29,749,753.65

13.4%

221,424,475.81

100.0%

Nationwide there were fewer operators, venues and gaming machines compared with a year earlier – 360 operators
(369 at 30 Sept 2010), 1409 venues (1438) and 18,167 gaming machines (18,601).

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

30 Sept 2011
30 June 2011
31 March 2011
31 Dec 2010
30 Sept 2010
30 June 2010
31 March 2010
31 Dec 2009
30 Sept 2009
30 June 2009
31 March 2009
31 Dec 2008
30 Sept 2008
30 June 2008
31 March 2008
31 Dec 2007
30 Sept 2007
30 June 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

360
364
365
367
369
370
374
378
377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439

1409
1421
1430
1443
1438
1455
1470
1491
1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598

18,167
18,309
18,484
18,681
18,601
18,944
19,115
19,359
19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the
quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz. The figures are based on
territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
September
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming
machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s
toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY

10

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD

Greg Clark ext 3153

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Janet Wong ext 5505

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Kahill Madden ext 5630

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCY INC

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Rick Mead ext 5667

Kahill Madden ext 5630

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Janet Wong ext 5505

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 3153

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY
FACILITIES CHARITABLE TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Janet Wong ext 5505

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

PELORUS TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Ron Grob ext 6603

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Ron Grob ext 6603

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FOUNDATION

Ron Grob ext 6603

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LTD

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Greg Clark ext 3153

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Duane Clavert ext 6609

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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Paul James

Michael Cassidy

Deputy Chief Executive, Policy, Regulatory and Ethnic Affairs.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.

Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and antispam compliance, fire service policy, identity services policy,
local government and community policy, civil defence and
emergency management policy and crown entity monitoring
functions, Office of Ethnic Affairs and the Office for the
Community and Voluntary Sector. For the sake of simplicity,
the functions outside the gambling sector are not included
on this page.

Heather McShane

Maarten Quivooy
General Manager Regulatory and Compliance Operations
This position covers all regulation and compliance operations
(and operational policy) including anti-spam, censorship,
gambling, racing, anti-money laundering and countering
financing of terrorism.

Marilyn Little
General Manager Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors and
other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that policy and
operational staff can benefit from each other’s knowledge
and experience.

Debbie Despard
Director of Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with Policy so that
there is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.

John Currie
Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring
System contract with Intralot.

Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

Dave Sayers
Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering
Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, non-deposittaking lenders, money changers and reporting entities not
covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve Bank and the
Securities Commission.
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Multi-year grants now possible
Gaming machine societies will find it easier to fund long-term community projects under
amended regulations which took effect in mid-September.
The Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Amendment Regulations
2011 published in the Gazette on 18 August allow multi-year
grants, which can be by instalments for one or more years.
The original net proceeds regulations of 2004 allowed societies
to make grants only from funds in hand, preventing them from
earmarking money from future gaming machine profits.
Additional requirements will ensure that the grants comply with
the Gambling Act 2003, and help mitigate risks. Societies need
to be aware that a commitment to a multi-year grant is made
in principle. Only when all the requirements have been met
will the commitment be binding.
Conversely, grant applicants need to be aware that the inprinciple nature of a multi-year grant commitment means it
would be imprudent for them to rely solely on it for funding.
It would also be imprudent to incur other obligations and
responsibilities based on a multi-year grant commitment.
Instead, it would be sensible to have alternative funding options.

•	Societies must advise grant applicants on or before payment
of the first grant instalment, that future instalments are
conditional on the society still having a licence, funds being
available and the grant still being lawful.
•	Each grant instalment must be reconfirmed by the society
before payment. This will allow the society to withdraw if,
for example, its net proceeds committee or grant-making
policies change.
•	The grant applicant, when seeking future instalments of
the grant, must provide documentary evidence that earlier
instalments were spent for the intended purpose.
•	Societies must disclose multi-year grant commitments
in their annual reports to the Department. These reports
also have to be published on their websites. Societies must
also disclose multi-year grant commitments in information
the Act requires about available funds, grants made and
declined, and grant criteria and policies.

Improved outcomes

A further amendment prevents societies accumulating
residual profits.

Despite this, the regulations will help promote better outcomes
for communities.

The full text of the regulations can be found in the gambling
section of the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz.

The additional requirements are:

Societies and grant applicants are advised to read the regulations
in full and to obtain independent, professional legal and financial
advice before committing to multi-year grants.

•	A maximum four-year limit on the term of any multi-year
grant. This fits in with typical cycles for large sports and
cultural events. It will also help to mitigate the risk of
funding capture by a few grant recipients.
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Obligations of directors and trustees
Recent court cases and prosecutions arising from failed finance companies contain
lessons relevant to the Class 4 gambling sector. These cases highlight the obligations
directors and trustees have to the community and to those with a commercial interest
in company operations.
Justice Paul Heath found three former Nathans Finance
directors guilty of offences under the Securities Act. Business
commentator, Brian Gaynor, noted in the NZ Herald that
the decision was a huge wake up call for directors who must
make their own decisions and not delegate to others.
The decision has relevance for gaming machine society
trustees and directors of licensed gambling operations.
They are the community’s custodians of money generated
from gaming machines. They have a fiduciary duty to
ensure that the money is used for appropriate purposes,
in particular to ensure that the return to the community
is maximised. This is no light responsibility.
The developments from the finance company cases also
highlight the requirement for trustees and directors of Class
4 gambling operations to exercise prudent stewardship.
They cannot blindly follow the advice of their lawyers or
accountants - any decision must be theirs and not that of
their expert advisers. They must actively satisfy themselves
of the matters over which they preside and act appropriately.

False information
Acting appropriately extends to information provided to
stakeholders, the community and to the regulators. The
veracity of information provided by trustees and directors
in the gambling industry is critical to ensuring that the
gambling meets the aims of the legislation and fulfils the
licensed operators’ social contract with the community.
In business, the provision of false information strikes
to the very heart of commerce. Every day people make
commercial decisions based on information provided.
These range from a decision to buy small items in a shop,
based on the information displayed, through to deciding
to invest life savings in a particular finance company based
on its prospectus. The opportunity to make an informed
decision is vital.
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As the regulator of the gambling industry, the Department
of Internal Affairs licenses operators who collectively
generate over $925M each year from Class 4 gambling and
who handle several times that amount in turnover, all of
it community money. The information provided to the
Department in support of applications for Class 4 operators’
licences, venue licences and approval of venue costs must
be 100 per cent correct to enable it to meet its obligations as
the regulator. For the Department, the requirement to make
decisions based on correct information is also vital.

Consequences
The Gambling Act 2003 provides for suspension for up to six
months or cancellation of an operator’s or venue licence if a
key person of the licensed operator provides the Department
with false or deliberately misleading information.
The Gambling Compliance Group’s National Investigations
Unit (NIU) is investigating several instances where trustees
or directors of Class 4 gambling operations are suspected
of providing the Department with false or misleading
information. In doing so, the NIU is measuring the actions
of the key persons involved against the provisions of the
Crimes Act 1961, in particular criminal breach of trust,
obtaining by deception or causing loss by deception, false
accounting or making false statements – some of which
attract a maximum penalty of 10 years’ imprisonment.
The obligations of a trustee or director are not insignificant.
For trustees and directors of Class 4 societies, there is
much more at stake than merely losing an operator’s
licence and becoming an unsuitable person as a result.
A criminal conviction can have long-lasting effects.
The Department aims to work with the sector in a positive
and cooperative manner and recognises that some societies
are focused on developing trustees’ duties and skills to
ensure they operate within the law.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Treatment of venue DEM costs
The Department is about to release a policy
detailing the Secretary’s expectations
of societies concerning developments,
enhancements and maintenance (DEM)
costs. This will be sent to all Class 4
societies, and will be available on the
Department’s website.
DEM costs relate to the gambling space at a Class 4 venue.
The Gambling Commission’s 2010 decision on The Southern
Trust’s appeal (GC10/10) provided clear guidance on the
treatment of such costs.

When can DEM costs be incurred?
Whether a society is agreeing to DEM costs as a new cost, or
as part of a society transfer, they may only be incurred when
they are actual, reasonable and necessary (ARN). As well
as having actually been incurred, and being reasonable in
terms of cost, DEM costs must be necessary to the conduct
of Class 4 gambling at the venue. DEM costs are considered
to be necessary when the state of the venue is such that the
need for remedial work compromises the conduct of Class
4 gambling. The Commission noted in decision GC10/10
that DEM expenditure is likely to be rare. It emphasised that
costs incurred with the hope or expectation of additional
gross revenue are not a necessary cost of gambling.

Who pays for DEM costs, and how are they
represented in the venue cost schedule?
If a DEM cost is actual, reasonable and necessary it can be
paid for in the first instance either by the venue operator
(scenario 1 below) or the society (scenario 2 below).
Historically, societies have generally paid for DEM costs
in the first instance. The Commission stated that they did
not consider this practice to be legitimate and said that
unless the circumstances are exceptional, DEM costs should
be paid for by the venue operator in the first instance.
Scenario 1 – Venue operator pays in the first instance
If the venue operator pays the cost in the first instance, the
society can reimburse them for this cost under Limit C of the
Venue Cost schedule. The period for reimbursement may be
agreed by the venue operator and the society for any period
up to depreciation timeframes. In general, parties prefer to
write these off more rapidly, often over the term of the venue
agreement. Under scenario 1, the reimbursements the society
provides under Limit C are included under Limit D, and
contribute to the society’s 16 per cent Limit D payment cap.
Scenario 2 – Society pays the cost in the first instance
If the society pays the cost in the first instance, the costs are
reflected under Limit C of the venue cost schedule. This is a
nominal entry in the cost schedule (i.e. it does not actually get
paid). The value of the DEM is then added to Limit D as it is
reflected, contributing to the society’s 16% Limit D payment cap.

Historically, societies have generally paid for DEM costs in the first
instance. The Commission stated that they did not consider this
practice to be legitimate and said that unless the circumstances
are exceptional, DEM costs should be paid for by the venue
operator in the first instance.
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Key person reminder
If you are a venue operator, venue manager,
or venue personnel – your work at a Class
4 venue involves dealing with gambling
equipment, gamblers or the proceeds
of gambling – then you CANNOT:
•	be involved in decisions about, or in managing, the
application or distribution of net proceeds (grants) of
a Class 4 society if that society operates at your venue
•	provide, or be involved in decisions about who will
provide, goods and services to the Class 4 society that
operates at your venue, except services listed in your
Class 4 venue agreement
•	provide, or be involved in decisions about who will
provide, goods or services to grant recipients who
receive grants from the society operating at your venue.

If you become involved in grants activity then you
potentially commit an offence which is punishable by a
fine of up to $10,000. The Department would also reconsider
your suitability to be involved in Class 4 gambling. Venue
operators, venue managers and venue personnel must be
particularly careful if they are also involved with, or are
a member of an organisation which receives grants from
the Class 4 society which operates at their venue.
Trustees or other officers, chief executives or those who
perform that function, and those who exercise significant
influence in the management of a Class 4 society must also
be careful that they do not breach the law in this area. It is
an offence for these people to allow venue operators, venue
managers and venue personnel to breach the law as above.
The offence is punishable by a $10,000 fine and again the
Department would reconsider an offender’s suitability
to be involved in Class 4 gambling.

NZRB gets Class 4
operator’s licence

Prosecution sought
for false information

The Department has issued a Class
4 operator’s licence to the New
Zealand Racing Board to operate
gaming machines at what will
eventually be some 30 of the
Board’s stand-alone TABs.

The Department has recommended
to the Crown Solicitor at Auckland
that a South Auckland Class 4 venue
operator be prosecuted for allegedly
supplying false information on a
venue cost schedule.

About 300 existing gaming machines will
progressively be covered by this licence which,
the board said, will give it greater control and
oversight over this gambling.

The venue operator is alleged to have submitted
a cost schedule which claimed that the premises
were open and operating on days and hours when
it clearly was not. Several visits by a gambling
inspector highlighted the discrepancies.

The board says that while it is legally entitled to
distribute 100 per cent of gaming machine net
proceeds to authorised racing purposes, it will
provide up to 20 per cent to amateur sports purposes.

Acting Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie
Despard, said this was the first prosecution arising
from the venue costs resubmission process and it
highlighted the need for information supplied in
schedules to be checked carefully.
The charges under the Crimes Act carry a
maximum penalty of seven years’ imprisonment.

4
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Dealing with
non-compliance

Taieri pony club
grant investigated

The Department decided in July to suspend
the Endeavour Community Trust (ECT) for 11
days after several issues of non-compliance
came to light in an audit.

An Internal Affairs’ investigation said
the Taieri District Pony Club was the
principal beneficiary of work carried
out at Wingatui racecourse with grants
of almost half a million dollars from
the Trusts Charitable Foundation.

A series of meetings with the trustees, the acting chairperson
and the trust’s legal advisor, Alastair Sherriff, led to all
parties accepting that a suspension was the appropriate
form of sanction to take.
ECT was potentially facing non-renewal of its licence
over the necessity and reasonableness of costs, the
appropriateness of some grants, and the recovery of venue
cost payments in excess of Limit D. Its willingness to recover
funds, make significant changes recommended by the
Department, and to undertake to operate in a compliant way
in the future resulted in a decision that enabled Endeavour
to continue operating.
The ECT also proactively sought independent advice on
how to operate in the future and agreement was reached
that they adopt the recommendations contained in that
independent advice. They have also made some personnel
changes demonstrating a positive approach to their
continued operation.
The trust has served the suspension and is now considering
ways to ensure compliance with the Gambling Act and meet
the requirements of good governance.
This was a positive outcome that allowed a society
to continue operating within the Class 4 sector while
remedying several matters. The Department looks forward
to continued engagement with the sector on such issues.

It also found that drainage work, while it also benefited
the Otago Racing Club (ORC), was needed in establishing
the cross-country course.
The pony club’s grant was investigated after an Otago
Daily Times’ source alleged it was used as a front for
racing interests.
The investigation found that the funds were used, as per
the club’s application, to build a premier cross-country
course for local, regional and national events and that
the application had noted that drainage work would
be a major part of the project.
The investigation report said that while the ORC was
a secondary beneficiary of the drainage work, the crosscountry course was not on the actual race track and it
used different obstacles to a steeplechase.
The pony club’s capital investment is protected by an
agreement with the Otago Racing Club to occupy and use
the race track facilities free of charge for at least 20 years.
The community and horse fraternity as a whole benefit
from the facility being used more frequently and sharing
existing infrastructure.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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Access by minors
At the last round of Class 4 sector
regional forums the Department
explained how it considers matters
relating to minors and excluded
persons possibly accessing a
gaming room.
The main points from the relevant Gambling
Commission decisions on this issue (Lion Foundation
v DIA [2006] GC16/06; Unison Trust v DIA [2006]
GC37/06; Perry Foundation v DIA [2008] GC22/08),
were explained to the forums.
These mean that, regardless of video support,
venue staff must be able to observe everyone wanting
to access a gaming machine area for enough time
and be sufficiently close to clearly ascertain their
age and identity before they enter.

Future forums
The next regional forums are being planned for
November and the sector is invited to contact
Debbie Despard, Acting Director of Gambling
Compliance, with suggested topics for discussion.

Home detention
for GMP theft
A former Mt Maunganui venue manager
received four months’ home detention in
June after pleading guilty in the Tauranga
District Court to four charges of theft by
a person in a special relationship.
Lance Ranchod, 39, of Brookfield, Tauranga was the
sole director and shareholder of the venue operator
company at the Seafarers’ Bar when he failed to bank
four weeks’ gaming machine profit (GMP) of over
$46,000 for former pokie operator, Scottwood Trust,
between 21 December 2006 and 11 January 2007. He
told a gambling inspector he had used the GMP to
support his business at Seafarers.
Judge Paul Geoghan said Ranchod had got into a
situation he could not handle, rather than offending
to support a lavish lifestyle. Noting his cooperation
with the Department and his guilty plea, Judge
Geoghan said Ranchod was impecunious and unable
to make any meaningful reparation. He ordered him
to repay $5000 at $50 a week to the Lion Foundation,
which had taken on some former Scottwood venues
from the Perry Foundation in 2010.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Horowhenua trust surrenders licence
The Horowhenua Community Trust surrendered its licence to operate gaming machines at
four pubs in the area after the Department identified licensing irregularities and breaches
of the Gambling Act.
These included the Trust failing to take action or inform the
Department of systematic late banking of gaming machine
proceeds by venues.
The business that owned three of the venues at which
Horowhenua Community Trust operated, the Oxford in
Levin, Albion in Shannon and the Manawatu Hotel in
Foxton, has since gone into liquidation. Another trust has
applied to operate gaming machines at the fourth venue,
the Post Office Hotel in Foxton.

The Department is investigating some aspects of HCT’s
previous operations.
In view of the sudden and significant impact that HCT’s
decision to cease operating would have on available
community funding in the area, the Department wrote to
the six other Class 4 societies that operate gaming machines
in the Horowhenua area, asking that they take the area’s
funding needs into account when making decisions on
grants. They have a policy of returning gaming machine
proceeds mainly to the district in which it was raised.

Limit D suspensions
Societies are aware that compliance with the Limits and Exclusions on Class 4 Venue
Costs Notice, Gazetted in July 2008, is a fundamental requirement to ensure compliance
with the Gambling Act 2003.
The Gazette Notice states:

“A corporate society, when incurring
costs (excluding GST) associated with
class 4 venues, must not incur costs
(excluding GST) of:
(d) more than 16% of gaming machine
profits (as defined in section 104 of the
Gambling Act 2003, but excluding GST),
in any 12 month period (Limit D)”.

If expenditure on Limit D exceeds the 16 per cent threshold,
the Department will seek an explanation from your society
and then undertake further enquiries to determine whether
a suspension or cancellation of the society’s Class 4
operator’s licence is appropriate.
The Department has recently dealt with five Limit D
breaches. Three societies accepted suspensions – Oxford
Sports Trust Inc – three days; Water Safety Education
Foundation and Pelorus Trust – two days. Two others,
Pub Charity and Blue Waters Community Trust, have
appealed their suspensions to the Gambling Commission.
These are yet to be heard.
When the appeals are resolved the Department will
either confirm or reconsider its approach.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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Gambling Commission appeals
This table provides a breakdown of appeals that have been resolved recently and appeals that are currently in process as at
30 September 2011. A summary of appeals will be updated in each Gambits as part of the Department’s efforts to increase
transparency and accountability in the Class 4 environment which encompasses the decisions we make and the subsequent
outcomes of those decisions.
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OPERATOR
AND VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CURRENT)

UPDATE

First
Sovereign
Trust

The Department decided to refuse to renew the Class
4 operator’s licence for 09/10. The Secretary is not
satisfied that costs are being minimised
and also has concerns with key person suitability.

The society has appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that the decision was illegal

The Gambling Commission
has adjourned the
consideration of this
appeal until the Secretary
has made a decision
regarding the 10/11
Class 4 operator’s
licence for the society.

Youthtown
– Mo’s Bar,
Kasper’s
Bar and
Westbrook
Tavern

The Department refused to grant Class 4 venue licences
for these venues. The venue costs for all three venues
were considered through the normal process and did
not meet the requirements of actual reasonable and
necessary costs.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
In process
Commission arguing that the venue costs submitted
by the society are actual, reasonable and necessary,
that the Secretary has considered information not
available to the appellant in making the decision and the
appellant’s view that the Department has accepted the
withdrawn surrender notice from the outgoing society.

Tuakau
Cosmopolitan
Club

The Department decided to impose a licence condition
on the Class 4 operator’s licence of the Tuakau
Cosmopolitan Club requiring them to apply 37.12% of
its GST exclusive gross proceeds for each financial year

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that the decision to impose
the condition is not fair and reasonable.

In process

Pub Charity
Incorporated

The Department decided to impose a one day
suspension to the Class 4 operator’s licence of
Pub Charity Incorporated for a breach of Limit D.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that the decision is based on
disputed facts currently under court consideration.

In process

Blue Waters
Community
Trust

The Department decided to impose a three day
suspension to the Class 4 operator’s licence of
Blue Waters Community Trust for a breach of Limit D

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that there is no jurisdiction
to impose a suspension and that the suspension
in this case is excessive.

In process

Air Rescue
The Department decided to refuse to licence
Services
the Lord Barrington venue.
Limited – Lord
Barrington

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing that the decision is erroneous,
contrary to the intent of the Gambling Act 2003 and that
the Department has failed to consider all relevant facts.

In process

Hell’s Angels
Nomads
Motorcycle
Club
Incorporated

The Department decided to refuse to grant a Class 3
operator’s licence to Hell’s Angels Nomads Motorcycle
Club Incorporated.

The club appealed the decision to the Gambling
In process
Commission arguing that the conclusion the key persons
were not suitable was wrong and that the Department
acted outside the scope of the Gambling Act 2003 in
placing weight on other members not actively involved
in the application while not applying sufficient weight
to previous approved applications.

Youthtown
Incorporated
– House of
Chang Thai

The Department decided to refuse to grant a
Class 4 venue licence to the House of Chang Thai.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing the DEM costs were “exceptional”
as well as actual, reasonable and necessary.

In process

First
Sovereign
Trust

The Department decided to refuse to renew the Class 4
operator’s licence for First Sovereign Trust 10/11. The
Department is not satisfied that the society is incurring
costs that are actual, reasonable and necessary and
that costs have not been minimised particularly in
regards to venue costs. The Department also has
concerns with key person suitability.

The society appealed the decision to the Gambling
Commission arguing the decision is erroneous and
contrary to the purpose and intention of the Act.

In process
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Gambling Commission appeals continued

OPERATOR
AND VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CURRENT)

UPDATE

Windsock
(2007) Ltd –
The Bus Stop
Tavern

The Department decided to refuse to grant the Class
4 venue licence. The Secretary is not satisfied with
the suitability of key people involved in the venue.

The venue operator appealed the decision to
the Gambling Commission arguing that the
key person is suitable.

Appeal withdrawn
by venue operator

Mainland
Foundation
Limited –
Holy Grail,
Christchurch

The Department refused to extend the period of
The society appealed the decision to the
inactivity at the venue due to closure of the company. Gambling Commission arguing that the
Department has failed to take into account
all relevant matters.

Appeal withdrawn
by society

LP Hospitality
Limited –
Papakura
Tavern

The Department decided to cancel the Class 4 venue
licence for the Papakura Tavern. The Secretary is
not satisfied that a person connected to the venue
is not a key person as defined in the Act. If they are
a key person under the Act, they do not meet the
requirements of suitability.

Appeal discontinued
following sale of venue

The venue operator appealed the decision to
the Gambling Commission arguing that the
person of concern is not a key person and
alternatively if they are found to meet the
requirements of key person that they are,
in fact, suitable.

GCG court cases
The following is a summary of Gambling Compliance Group cases resolved before the courts:
NAME OF OTHER PARTY

COURT / TRIBUNAL

TYPE OF CASE

RESOLUTION

Grassroots Trust

High Court

Proposed interim order application for a one day
licence with respect to the venue Bus Stop.

Application dismissed

Air Rescue Services

High Court

Application for Judicial Review: This matter started as an
application for interim orders seeking a one day licence.

Application dismissed

Invercargill
District Court

3 charges under S113(1)(e): Clark was the CEO
of Southland rugby who arranged an investment
in the Invercargill pub Strathern Inn to get grants
from Lion Foundation.

Charges withdrawn

Auckland
District Court

S113: a representative of a grant recipient club,
who was also the director of the business owner,
subleased the management of the venue. Argues
he was not a key person of the venue.

Charges withdrawn

District Court

Key person S113

Charges withdrawn

District Court

Theft by person in special relationship (x4)

Home detention

Declaratory Judgement on S113

Discontinued

Lion is charged under s113(3) for allowing officials
of Southland Rugby (a grant recipients) to breach
section 113(1)(d) by becoming key persons of
venues where Lion was operating machines.

Charges withdrawn

First Sovereign Trust

West Auckland Trust Services
Lion Foundation

North Shore
District Court
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Sanction decisions
The following summary relates to sanctions imposed by the Department from 1 January
2011 to 30 June 2011. Due to significant sector interest the Department will now be
publishing Class 4 sanction decisions every quarter.
OPERATOR

LICENCE TYPE

PROPOSED
SANCTION

BREACH
/REASON

DATE OF
DECISION

OUTCOME
/STATUS

Oxford Sports Trust

Class 4 Operators

Suspension:
7 days proposed

Breach of Limit D

15 March 2011

Three days
suspension served

Water Safety
Class 4 Venue
Education Foundation Licence: Papakura
– LP Hospitality Ltd
Tavern

Cancellation

Unsuitable Key person 16 March 2011

Appealed to gambling
Commission – Appeal
withdrawn. Venue sold.

Youthtown

Venue licences: Mo’s
Bar, Kasper’s Bar and
Westbrook Tavern

Refusal to grant
Class 4 venue
licences

Concerns with actual,
reasonable and
necessary cost.

21 March 2011

Decisions under appeal

Grassroots Trust

Class 4 Venue
Licence: Still Working

Cancellation

Unsuitable
Key Persons –
Breach of s 113

26 April 2011

Proposal Withdrawn

Grassroots Trust

Class 4 Venue
Licence: The Riv

Cancellation

Unsuitable
Key Persons –
Breach of s 113

26 April 2011

Proposal Withdrawn

North and
South Trust

Class 4 venue
Cancellation
Licence: Courtyard Bar

Unsuitable
Key Person –
Late Banking

1 June 2011

Proposal Withdrawn

North and
South Trust Ltd

Class 4 venue
Cancellation
Licence: Milestone Bar

Unsuitable
Key Person –
Late Banking

1 June 2011

Proposal Withdrawn

Youthtown

Venue licence:
The House of
Chang Thai

Concerns with actual,
reasonable and
necessary cost

28 June 2011

Decision under appeal

Refusal to grant
Class 4 venue
licence

GAMBLING TECHNOLOGY

Site controller cabinet for Intralot only
Venues are reminded that only Intralot equipment should be within the site
controller cabinet.
Minimum Technical Requirements forbid sniffer gambling technology being co-located in the secure cabinet
housing the site controller and associated equipment.
Also, there must be no exposed fibre optic (FO) cable. This must be enclosed in conduit when not routed
through a secure locked area such as a gaming machine base.
Care should be taken that fibre cabling and power supply cords within the site controller cabinet are secure,
tidy and not intertwined so as to make it difficult for Intralot to service its equipment.

10
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Wireless routers and power supply
Intralot is in the process of replacing electronic monitoring (EMS) wireless routers
at venues because of Telecom’s move to 3G mobile network technology.
The technical standards for Class 4 gaming require the site
controller and communication equipment to have exclusive
access to three power sockets. In reality only two are
required and some venues have used the third socket for
‘sniffer’ devices or other equipment. The power plug for the
new device requires more socket space on the site controller
power board than the old one, so plugs may have to be
changed around to accommodate it.
Venues can assist by rearranging plugs to make room for
the new wider plug before Intralot calls. This requires the
venue sniffer, or other venue equipment, to be powered off,
generally taking down the gaming machines.
Intralot has been concerned about making these
rearrangements itself and the Department has discussed
the issue with some societies and equipment and service
providers. Where rearrangement of power plugs is all that
is required Intralot will:

If gambling cannot resume and is due to venue equipment
failure, other than Intralot’s, it will be the venue’s
responsibility to contact the society and/or service
agents to attend.
If rearranging the power plugs is not sufficient Intralot
will advise the society to find a solution.
So far Intralot has upgraded communication devices in about
270 venues with about five per cent presenting power access
issues. There are about 1000 venues left to do. If Intralot has
to visit venues for other reasons it will use the opportunity
to upgrade routers at the same time.
However, all societies/venues should check the site
controller power socket use and make necessary changes
to ensure that:
(i)	The two sockets required and used by Intralot are
available and have sufficient space clearance

•	advise venues that gaming may be interrupted
and provide five minutes to stop play

(ii)	Power and other cables in the cabinet are tidy
and not obstructive.

•

make the necessary power rearrangements

•

enable venue gambling to recommence.

Always contact Intralot if you have to power-down
the site controller and/or communications device.

Foreign coin acceptance
The Department was told recently of Class
4 gaming machine coin validators accepting
foreign coins. This has happened before;
the odd coin is found and usually is not a
major issue.
Before approval, coin acceptor devices are subjected to
a battery of tests, including testing with a large range of
foreign and counterfeit coins.

The number of coins accepted on this occasion was not great
but the particular coins used have been encountered in the
past. All manufacturers have been asked to re-test their coin
acceptor devices with this coin and advise the Department
of the outcome.
If, in the daily operation of gaming machines, venue staff
find a large number of foreign coins in gaming machine
cash boxes or hoppers would they please retain any CCTV
footage of the period when the coins were likely to have
been put into the gaming machines, notify their society,
and their nearest Gambling Compliance office.
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Gaming technology
forum a success
A bumper turnout for July’s inaugural
Class 4 Technical Compliance
forum in Wellington forced a move
to a much larger room than the one
originally booked. Represented were
manufacturers, society compliance
managers and service companies
and technicians.
The forum included short presentations from
the Department and Intralot on the electronic
monitoring service (EMS), jackpot controllers,
QCOM, the IGP project, correct processes for
electronic gaming machine (EGM) RAM clears
and EGM disabling conditions.
Most of the forum was given over to open discussion,
questions and observations about EGM hard meters,
venue cabling diagrams, Intralot resolution times,
frequency of reporting EGM events through EMS,
QCOM event codes, making EMS information
and reports more available to societies and
technicians, publication of GVN/BVN numbers
on the Department’s website, licensing service techs,
Ticket in-Ticket out (TiTo) technology, a review
of game rules, EGM disabling alarms and their
resolution, and improved communications
with the technical sector such as through the
compilation of email lists.
Forum feedback was very positive. Particularly
appreciated were the opportunities to learn what was
happening in Class 4 technical areas and feedback
to the Gambling Compliance Group (GCG) on how
technical issues are affecting societies’ and venues’
day-to-day business.
GCG will now look to running another technical
forum elsewhere in New Zealand.

Service technician training
Intralot New Zealand is running another
training programme for Class 4 gambling
sector service technicians later this month.
The one-day training programme, run since 2007, are
available to all service companies and technicians and
provide a greater understanding of EMS-related procedures
and processes required for diagnostics and fault resolution.

Benefits:
Gives new and existing service technicians an overview
of the latest EMS operational and associated procedures,
including troubleshooting of QCOM 1.6 disabling conditions
Resulting improved efficiencies in fault diagnostics and
operational performance resulting in less time on site.
Provides a forum for feedback, sharing experiences,
discussing industry topics and updates.

Topics:
•	EMS Architecture
–	Overview of data centre
–

EMS licensing information.

•	EMS Procedures
–

EGM commissioning and de-commissioning

–

EGM game changes, including variation changes

–

EGM configuration changes, e.g. denominations, base

–	Jackpot installations, including JIN changes, jackpot
RAM clears
–
•

•

•

EGM RAM Clears and potential issues.

Diagnostics
–

Identifying loop issues

–

EGM configuration changes

–

QCOM disabling conditions

–

EMA connections (venue PC).

Venue commissioning/de-commissioning
–

Society changes

–

Venue ownership changes.

Q&A session

The course runs from 9 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. For further
information or to register email: training@intralot.co.nz
or phone: 04 463 0100
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AML/CFT commencement date set
The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act 2009 (AML/CFT) will
come fully into force on 30 June 2013 under a commencement order Gazetted recently.
Reporting entities now have less than two years to establish and implement their AML/CFT
programme and comply fully with their obligations under the Act.
The Act places obligations on New Zealand’s financial
institutions and casinos – not the Class 4 gambling sector
– to detect and deter money laundering and terrorism
financing. Money laundering is how criminals disguise
the illegal origins of their money. Financers of terrorism
use similar techniques to money launderers to avoid
detection by authorities and to protect the identity
of those providing and receiving the funds.
Reporting entities supervised by the Department are
casinos, non-deposit taking lenders, money changers, money
remitters, payroll remitters, debt collectors, factors, financial
leasors, safe deposit box vaults, non-bank credit card
providers, stored value card providers and cash transporters.

Supervisors
The Reserve Bank supervises banks, life insurers, and nonbank deposit takers and the Financial Markets Authority
(FMA) covers issuers of securities, trustee companies,
futures dealers, collective investment schemes, brokers,
and financial advisers.

The regulations are available under Anti-money laundering
controls on the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz.
They also contain thresholds for occasional transactions,
inclusions (for example, trust and company service providers
and authorised financial advisers are included by regulation)
and exemptions for some sectors from all or part of the
obligations under the Act. It is important that reporting
entities read and understand the regulations and how
they relate to their business.
The Department, the FMA and the Police Financial
Intelligence Unit recently completed a roadshow, involving
18 presentations at 14 locations across the country, to inform
reporting entities of their obligations under the AML/CFT
Act and Regulations. The presentations were well attended
and audiences engaged well. A copy of the presentation
notes and frequently asked questions are available on the
Department’s website.

Verifying identity
Customers of financial institutions and
casinos can expect more stringent identity
checks in the lead up to 30 June 2013 when
anti-money laundering legislation comes fully
into force. Businesses now have access
to guidance on the standard those identity
checks should meet.
The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism Act 2009 places obligations on New Zealand’s
financial institutions and casinos to detect and deter money
laundering and terrorism financing.
An Identity Verification Code of Practice Gazetted on 1 Sept
and available on the Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz

applies to all reporting entities being supervised by the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand, the Financial Markets Authority and the
Department of Internal Affairs.
The code sets out an acceptable practice for verifying
the name and date of birth of customers (people, not
corporations) whom the reporting entities have assessed as
low to medium risk.   The code details appropriate forms of
identification, and outlines when secondary or supporting
identification is required – for example, a passport on its
own, or a New Zealand Driver Licence with an eftpos card.
Although the code is not mandatory, it constitutes a ‘safe
harbour’ – a reporting entity that fully complies with the
code is deemed to be compliant with the relevant parts of
the legislation. If a reporting entity decides to opt out of
the code, it must adopt practices that are equally effective,
otherwise it risks non-compliance.
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Smokers to play
casino pokies
The Gambling Commission has approved
plans by SkyCity (SC) Auckland and
Dunedin casinos to develop outdoor
areas where patrons can smoke and
play gaming machines. The new smoking
balconies will have louvred windows
to prevent gambling from being visible
from outside the casinos.
The Commission believed the applications would
not increase the potential for harm because:
•	research does not establish a clear benefit for
minimising problem gambling harm from
banning smoking while gambling
•	the level of host responsibility was high and
sufficiently onerous that action would be taken
if a smoker exhibited signs of problem gambling
•	it can exercise control over casinos by,
for example, imposing additional host
responsibility obligations
•	patrons can still obtain respite from gambling
in other areas.
Dunedin Casino will have eight gaming machines
in its smoking balcony and SkyCity 60.
Sky City chief executive Nigel Morrison told Radio
New Zealand News he expected the new room to
be popular as a lot of customers want to smoke.
Mr Morrison said the new room’s location would
probably mean it will be used by what the company
calls ‘mid-tier’ VIP gamblers - but he expected the
idea could be applied elsewhere on the property
if it is popular.
It could also extend to other Sky City casinos.
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Gambling
Commissioners appointed
Two new appointments to the Gambling
Commission were announced by Internal
Affairs Minister of Nathan Guy
“Abigail Foote, a Christchurch lawyer brings legal
expertise, governance and management experience
to her role,” he said.
“Russell Bell, a chartered accountant from Wanganui has
a strong background in risk management and auditing.”
The appointments bring the Commission to its full
complement of five members. They join Chief Commissioner
Graeme Reeves, and Commissioners Paul Stanley and
Lisa Hansen.
The Gambling Commission is an independent statutory
decision-making body. The Commission hears casino
licensing applications, and appeals on licensing and
enforcement decisions made by the Secretary of Internal
Affairs in relation to gaming machines and other non-casino
gambling activities.
The Commissioners’ terms are for three years.

Abigail Foote, a Christchurch
lawyer brings legal expertise,
governance and management
experience to her role.

Open 24 hours a day
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Running a RWC
sweepstake?

Department swoops
on illegal poker

9 September 2011

26 July 2011

With the Rugby World Cup tournament
about to kick off the Department of Internal
Affairs issued a reminder about the rules
for running a sweep.

Internal Affairs gambling inspectors and
police officers uncovered a potentially illegal
poker tournament being run at a Hamilton
tavern on Sunday afternoon.

Under the Gambling Act 2003, sweepstakes are a form
of Class 1 gambling where the total value of all the prizes
offered is no more than $500, all entry money is returned as
prizes and no one is paid to run the sweepstake. This means
that the number of teams playing will determine how much
can be charged for each ticket – with 20 teams in the Rugby
World Cup, the maximum price of tickets would be $25.

Acting Director of Gambling Compliance, Debbie Despard,
said Internal Affairs executed the search warrant after
learning a tavern was allegedly conducting illegal poker
games. Twenty-eight people were playing Texas Hold
‘em poker at the tavern at the time of the search.

The Department’s Acting Director of Gambling Compliance,
Debbie Despard, says sweepstakes can add to people’s
enjoyment of the tournament but, whether they are run
in offices, pubs or clubs they need to comply with the law.
“To avoid the risk of problems we suggest it’s best to
keep it small and keep it simple. Sweepstakes are intended
to be small-scale gambling with simple rules, designed
mostly to help protect employers, clubs and staff,”
Debbie Despard said.
“People can run more than one sweepstake at the same
office, pub or club but they must keep the money from
each one separate. Each sweepstake must pay its own
prizes and the total value of all prizes in each sweepstake
must not exceed $500.
“It is illegal to operate as a bookmaker in New Zealand
where bookies get a share of the funds and the value of the
funds exceeds $500. Bookmaking activities include taking
bets, organising pool betting, matching gamblers, and laying
or offering odds.
“If people want to place larger bets on the cup then there
are other legal ways of doing that outside of sweepstakes
– under the Racing Act 2003 only the NZ Racing Board
through the TAB can offer sports betting.”

“It is illegal to run poker tournaments where the prize
money exceeds $500 or for an organiser to retain a
percentage of the turnover as a commission. It is also
illegal to allow your venue to be used for illegal gambling,”
Debbie Despard said. “These are offences under the
Gambling Act that are punishable by a fine of up to
$20,000 or a year in prison.
“We have information that suggests other owners of some
taverns have been running illegal poker games. They need
to be aware that the Internal Affairs will investigate and
will prosecute if offences have been committed. If they have
gaming machines at their venues, they should also realise
that this is likely to make them unsuitable to be involved
in running the machines.”
Participants in illegal poker tournaments potentially
face fines of up to $1000.
People can organise poker tournaments that are legal
as long as the amount of money played for is $500 or less
and all winnings are paid out to participants. Societies can
also conduct poker tournaments as fundraising activities
subject to certain rules. It is illegal, however, for a third
party organiser to ‘clip the ticket’ or to allow funds to
accumulate without limits, both of which were suspected
in the case in Hamilton.
The rules for running gambling activities can be found on
the Internal Affairs’ website: www.dia.govt.nz/Gambling.
Anyone with concerns about potentially illegal gambling can
contact the Gambling Compliance Group on 0800 257 887.
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Gaming machine spend lifts again
22 July 2011

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1400 pubs and clubs rose for the second
quarter running and in the year to June was up almost $7 million or 0.8 per cent to
$856 million, according to figures released by the Department of Internal Affairs.

ANNUAL NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2000 – JUNE 2011
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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Spending in the three months to June was seven per cent up on the first quarter at almost $220 million compared with
$205.1 million in the three months to March.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – JUNE 2011
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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The Department tracks and monitors non-casino operations and captures spending through electronic monitoring (EMS),
ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money. The EMS became fully operational in March 2007.
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NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – APRIL TO JUNE 2011
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

190,036,665.03
4,151,418.76
17,530,660.51
8,274,089.88

86.4%
1.9%
8.0%
3.8%

29,956,169.15

13.6%

219,992,834.18

100.0%

Nationwide there were fewer operators, venues and gaming machines compared with a year earlier – 364 operators
(370 at 30 June 2010), 1421 venues (1455) and 18,309 gaming machines (18,944).

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

30 June 2011
31 March 2011
31 Dec 2010
30 Sept 2010
30 June 2010
31 March 2010
31 Dec 2009
30 Sept 2009
30 June 2009
31 March 2009
31 Dec 2008
30 Sept 2008
30 June 2008
31 March 2008
31 Dec 2007
30 Sept 2007
30 June 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

364
365
367
369
370
374
378
377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439

1421
1430
1443
1438
1455
1470
1491
1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598

18,309
18,484
18,681
18,601
18,944
19,115
19,359
19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the
quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz. The figures are based on
territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming
machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s
toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY
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COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COY LTD

Greg Clark ext 3153

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LTD

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

DRAGON COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Janet Wong ext 5505

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Kahill Madden ext 5630

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOC INC

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Rick Mead ext 5667

Kahill Madden ext 5630

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Janet Wong ext 5505

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 3153

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CT

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Janet Wong ext 5505

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

NEW ZEALAND RACING BOARD

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Niall Miller ext 5485

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

PELORUS TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Ron Grob ext 6603

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Ron Grob ext 6603

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FNDN

Ron Grob ext 6603

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST LTD

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Greg Clark ext 3153

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Duane Clavert ext 6609

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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Paul James

Lee Patton

Deputy Chief Executive, Policy, Regulatory and Ethnic Affairs.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.

Acting National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and
anti-spam compliance, fire service policy, identity services
policy, civil defence and emergency management policy
and crown entity monitoring functions, Office of Ethnic
Affairs and the Office for the Community and Voluntary
Sector. For the sake of simplicity, the functions outside
the gambling sector are not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

Mike Hill
Acting General Manager Regulatory and Compliance Operations
This position covers all regulation and compliance operations
(and operational policy) including anti-spam, censorship,
gambling, racing, anti-money laundering and countering
financing of terrorism.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that
policy and operational staff can benefit from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Debbie Despard
Acting Director of Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with the
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that
there is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.

John Currie
Acting National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

Dave Sayers
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering
Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, nondeposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission.
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Class 4 Sector Progress Report
Just over a year ago Internal Affairs Minister Nathan Guy gave a strong message to the Class 4 sector
to pull its socks up and improve its compliance with gambling laws. The Acting Director Gambling
Compliance, Debbie Despard, reflects on where the sector is now, compared to 12 months ago.
Some parts of the sector have gone through significant positive
change and report that their societies are taking a much more
committed approach to compliance and their critical obligation
to maximise returns to the community.
We know that the societies that are coming into line with
the Gambling Act are working hard to change their ways
of operating and prioritise their adherence to the compliance
requirements. We also know that these societies are eager
for others that are not operating within the law to be dealt
with appropriately. We share that view and, while concerned
about a core of continuing, difficult and unlawful behaviour,
we will continue to work with willing and responsible operators
to get a more compliant sector in future.
Many audits reveal non-compliance is still occurring, for example
in the area of costs. But we are encouraged that societies are
now more likely to approach us to discuss their issues and work
through a resolution, such as accepting a period of suspension
for breaches and recovering money inappropriately paid out.

It is also encouraging to note in the latest NZ Gaming magazine that
the sector and its advisors are reflecting some of the Department’s
key messages, particularly over competition for venues. Costs
incurred by societies in competing for venues are neither reasonable
nor necessary, as the Gambling Commission affirmed.
Although we are seeing positive changes in approach, we still have
concerns. Cases that are at the very serious end of non-compliance
are being dealt with by the national investigations unit.
The unit has some 23 investigations in progress, including grant
collusion involving Sections 113 and 118 of the Gambling Act,
theft, fraud and key person suitability. The unit has adopted a
joint approach with other agencies to deal with this offending
(see following article).
The Department expects that the changes in messages and clarity
of expectations will contribute to even better levels of compliance
in the future. While we are making good progress we expect that
over the next 12 months we will have made further advances to
bring the significant issues to a head.

Societies are gradually submitting venue costs schedules
that comply with the Act and most have now been approved.
But there is still debate with some about what are actual,
reasonable and necessary costs.

We are also looking forward to audits noting better levels
of compliance, resulting in less need to impose sanctions.
Operators play an important role in this – their duty being to
ensure that they are operating within the law and maximising
benefit to the community.

In some cases societies have cooperated with the Department
and halted initiatives of questionable legal compliance, such
as by cancelling a conference before expenditure was incurred
because it was not actual, reasonable and necessary.

We will continue to work towards ensuring that the gaming
sector operates with integrity and we expect that responsible
operators will have the same benchmark. We look forward
to an even more positive progress report in the future.
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Agencies combine
to disrupt rorts
The combined efforts of several
government agencies are being
deployed in a continuing campaign
to stamp out illegal activities in
the Class 4 gambling sector.
The Gambling Compliance Group’s Investigation
Unit has met with representatives from Inland
Revenue, the Organised Financial Crime Agency
of New Zealand and the Financial Crimes Group
of the police to effect greater information sharing
and cooperation.
Investigations National Manager, Dave Sayers
said his unit recently increased its number of senior
investigators and now has a full complement of six
highly experienced staff.
“The increase in man power means we will make
inroads into investigating a number of individuals
who are benefiting substantially from breaching the
Gambling Act,” Dave Sayers said. “Some of these
people hold a certain amount of sway with the trusts
they are involved with, due to the number of venues
they control and this is allowing them to unlawfully
intervene in the grant process. In some cases these
individuals are making substantial amounts of
money from their involvement in the process
through kickbacks and rorts.
“In other cases that the unit is aware of, individuals
are acting as de facto financial clearing houses and
on-lending money gained from organisations that are
potential grant recipients. This gives the impression
that the money has come from a clean source and it is
ultimately used to purchase venues in an attempt to
capture grant funding.
“People cannot hope to profit from rorting the pokie
community grants system. Not only do they face
prosecution by the Department but also, through
the involvement of other agencies, possible tax
consequences and confiscation of illegally-gained assets.
“The Department will not tolerate this behaviour and
the national investigations unit is working on a whole
of government approach to disrupt this activity.”
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Pokie costs must be repaid
A High Court Judge ordered a former
gaming machine society trustee and his
management company to repay almost
$1 million dollars of gaming machine
money received as costs for operating
gaming machines in South Auckland.
In the first case of its kind, the Department of Internal
Affairs successfully sought an order under Section 112
of the Gambling Act to recover money improperly paid
by the South Auckland Charitable Trust to trustee Alvin
Shane Cosgrave and his company, Integrated Commercial
Solutions Ltd (ICSL).
In 2007 the Department decided not to renew the trust’s
gambling operator’s licence because the trust’s financial
viability was doubtful and Mr Cosgrave was conflicted
by managing the trust’s day-to-day activities while
maintaining his role as a trustee.
The trust sold its operation to the Lion Foundation in 2008.
The illegal payments to Mr Cosgrave and ICSL were
uncovered after an Internal Affairs’ forensic accountant
reviewed the trust’s financial statements for the last
13 months of its gaming activities.
Justice Ellis said the reasonableness and necessity of costs
are to be judged by reference to the dictates of the gambling
operation rather than within some wider timeframe.
“What that means, for example, is that a cost that is incurred
by a gambling operator could not be said to be ‘necessary’
simply because the operator has some contractual obligation
to pay it,” she said.
A contractual attempt to subvert the requirement to return
all net proceeds to the community would be unenforceable.
There could be little doubt that none of the payments paid
by the trust were “actual, reasonable and necessary costs”
for conducting the gambling operation.
“It follows that the monies paid were in fact part of the
trust’s ‘net proceeds’ which were required by the Act to
be distributed only for authorised purposes.”
She made an order for Mr Cosgrave and ICSL to repay
to the Secretary of Internal Affairs $975,629.39.
Shane Cosgrave faces nine criminal charges of theft.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Why overpaid costs
must be recovered
Some societies have questioned why they
must recoup venue payments that exceed
the costs set under the new schedule
established after last year’s extensive review.
The Department made it clear from the beginning of the
venue resubmission exercise that differences between
submitted and approved costs would need to be addressed.
Societies exist solely to raise net proceeds for authorised
purposes. Net proceeds are defined as all of a society’s
gambling revenue less the actual, reasonable and necessary
(ARN) costs incurred in conducting that gambling.
Payments that were higher than the final costs approved
as ARN in the resubmission project are ‘net proceeds’.
Under Section 106, a society must distribute all net
proceeds to the community.
A standardised venue costs schedule promotes equal
treatment between societies and venues. If societies were
able to ignore the excess payments, there would be no
incentive for them to complete the process and would place
extreme pressure on those societies which seek to comply.

EMS proves its worth
Electronic records of gaming machine
takings helped show that a manager had
been stealing cash from a club’s pokies.
A club noticed gambling revenue had dropped during
the manager’s period of employment. Auditors were
called in and discovered a shortfall of more than
$30,000. The manager pleaded guilty to a charge
of theft by a person in a special relationship.
The investigation was helped by records produced
through the electronic monitoring (EMS) of all Class 4
gaming machines, which became fully operational
in March 2007.
EMS enables the Department to track and monitor
gaming machine operations in pubs and clubs, ensuring
the integrity of games and the accurate accounting
of money, thus limiting opportunities for dishonesty.

After the ‘quake ……
Despite 18 per cent fewer Class
4 venues, the average weekly
gaming machine profit (GMP) for the
Christchurch, Waimakariri and Selwyn
districts in the 12 weeks after the
February 22 Canterbury earthquake
increased 21 per cent compared with
the preceding 25-week average.
Twenty-three out of 129 Class 4 venues operating
before 22 February in Christchurch Central or in
the east of the central city were still not operational
at the beginning of June. They included three clubs.
In addition, seven venues have not operated since
the September 2010 earthquake.
Other facts and figures since the earthquakes:
•	Seven venues were destroyed in the February ‘quake
and two in September; an additional 13 venues may
have to be demolished
•	The average weekly GMP for the 25 weeks prior
to the February earthquake was $1,681,807.63 and,
for 12 weeks post the ‘quake was $2,038,073.71
•	Before the earthquake, five venues averaged $30,000
or more in weekly GMP; after the ‘quake, 26 venues
averaged more than $30,000 per week spread evenly
between the east and west of the central city.
The Department does not know why GMP increased
but likely factors include the closure of the casino and
of many businesses, damage to core infrastructure
resulting in venues becoming community hubs, stress,
displacement from other venues and suburbs, and the
influx of contractors.
Problem gambling clinical service providers reported
more people were seeking help. Some service
providers indicated this occurred almost immediately
following the February earthquake. PG service
providers noted a mix of new people seeking help
and a noticeable increase in former clients relapsing.
The police also noted the increase in venue patronage,
Class 4 gambling and the consumption of alcohol.
The Department wrote to societies asking them
to remind their venues to be vigilant of their harm
minimisation responsibilities. The Department
is monitoring venues to ensure they are managing
any heightened problem gambling issues.
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Audit reports on website

Costs application decided

Final audits conducted in the calendar
years 2008, 2009 and 2010 are now on
the Department’s website*. More will be
published periodically as they are finalised.

A majority decision by three members of
the Gambling Commission declined, ”by a
fine margin”, to award the Lion Foundation
costs against the Department in a longrunning issue about gamblers being able
to play the pokies while smoking.

Their publication is an important step in enhancing the
transparency and integrity in the Class 4 environment
and helps address sector and public interest in how
gaming machine societies are working.
The reports summarise audit findings and assess a society’s
performance against selected areas of focus and compliance
with the Gambling Act.
The general purpose of Class 4 audits is to:
•	determine a society’s level of compliance with the
Act (and applicable game rules and regulations)
and the implementation of its policies and procedures
•	identify areas of compliance with the Act
•	identify areas of non-compliance with the Act
•	recommend areas for improvement and best-practice
to support the society’s compliance with the Act.
The published Class 4 audit reports are subject to a factchecking process with the society and are the Department’s
final assessment of how the society has met its obligations
under the Act. Societies may not agree with the final
assessment but the Department has the duty of assessing
the society’s adherence to the Act and uses the audit report
as a way of setting expectations as well as providing
direction to the sector.
*The audit reports can be accessed at: www.dia.govt.nz/Gambling

But the Commission criticised the Department for imposing
a licence condition to exclude gambling in the smoking area
of Wellington’s Kilbirnie Tavern when Lion had successfully
appealed a substantially identical licensing decision in 2007.
Lion sought $60,000 in costs after the second successful
appeal (see * in following appeals’ summary).
In its decision on costs, the Commission said that the
Department had interpreted a High Court declaratory
judgment between the two Kilbirnie Tavern decisions “in a
contrived manner” and had burdened the Commission and
the Lion Foundation with a significant volume of evidence,
much of which was irrelevant.
However, the Commission also accepted that the
Department’s submissions were a genuine attempt to
address deficiencies in the evidence in the first Kilbirnie
Tavern decision; that the Department’s approach was not in
defiance of the first decision because that decision did not
specify the Commission’s objection to using venue-specific
conditions to effect what it saw as legislative change; and that
the Department was acting on legal advice from the Crown
Law Office and external senior counsel, indicating that its
actions were considered and not frivolous or in bad faith.
Finally, the Commission noted that its first Kilbirnie Tavern
decision did not automatically preclude the Department
from subsequently considering the imposition of a similar
condition if more compelling or pertinent evidence had
become available.

Happy hour promotion
The Department of Internal Affairs advised the manager of Speight’s Ale House Invercargill a Happy Hour promotional draw,
offering alcohol as a prize, contravened the Gambling Act.
Because the manager ceased the promotion immediately on learning that it might be illegal and the Invercargill Licensing Trust
would be discussing such promotions with all its sites, the Department confined its action to explaining the law to the manager.
The Department concluded the unlawful conduct was inadvertent and minor due to both the scale of the promotion and that
the manager unknowingly breached the Act.
ILT general manager Greg Mulvey said the trust’s legal advice was that the bar had done nothing illegal but it had cancelled
the promotion because it was not interested in pushing boundaries.
4
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Regional forums welcomed
Feedback from three recent regional forums,
organised by the Department, supports
previous feedback that they are considered
to be a valuable and effective means of
engaging with external stakeholders in the
Class 4 sector.

Gambling Compliance Group (GCG) representatives
presented on:

The forums were held in Dunedin, Wellington and Auckland
from 27 April to 2 May 2011 and attended by 81 participants.
The sessions covered a range of current compliance and
operational issues including the Department’s expectations
and desired approach for future engagement with the Class
4 gambling sector.

•	Governance of IT matters at venues

•

Society governance

•	Engagement expectations between the Department
and the gambling sector
•	The Department’s regulatory approach and associated
key messages
•	Authorised and charitable purposes
•	General question and answer session.
The following table provides a summary of specific
participant feedback about the presentations at the
three forums.

WERE THE TOPICS PRESENTED AT THE FORUM USEFUL TO YOU?

Not Useful: 0%

Partly Useful: 26%

Useful: 60%

Very Useful: 14%

WAS THE CONTENT OF THE PRESENTATIONS:

Too basic: 26%

Just right: 74%

Complex: 0%

Too Complex: 0%

DO YOU FIND REGIONAL FORUMS AN EFFECTIVE FORUM OF ENGAGEMENT?

Not Effective: 5%

Partly Effective: 30%

Effective: 52%

Very Effective: 13%

IT IS INTENDED TO RUN THREE REGIONAL FORUMS PER ANNUM. HOW OFTEN DO YOU THINK THEY SHOULD BE HELD?

Annual: 0%

Bi-annual: 20%

Every 4-months: 65%

Every 3-months: 15%

From a GCG perspective the forums were valuable for individual business units to talk about the status of current projects
and compliance issues.

Future forums may include more interactive sessions where Department representatives and participants can discuss

various best-practice initiatives they have implemented to achieve compliance in difficult areas, along with discussions/

presentations covering a variety of topics addressing topical compliance issues. The next round of regional forums is likely
to be in September 2011.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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Appeals to Gambling Commission
Here is a breakdown of recently resolved appeals and others that are currently in process
as at 31 May 2011. The appeals cover a range of issues including key person suitability,
access conditions, late banking, viability and extensions to periods of inactivity.

OPERATOR
AND VENUE

6

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CLOSED)

OUTCOME

The Lion
Foundation
2008 – 623
In the City

The Department amended the access
The society appealed the decision to the
condition for the venue requiring the closure Gambling Commission arguing that the
of the street access by the gaming rooms.
measures already in place were sufficient
to comply with the original access condition
requiring a staff member on duty at the
designated maitre ‘d station while the
gaming room is open.

The society, venue and Department agreed
to work together on finding the best way
to comply with the original supervision
condition without the need to impose
a new condition.

Air Rescue
Services Ltd
– The Crossing
on Kaiapoi

The Department refused to grant a Class
4 venue licence for the venue because
the Secretary was not satisfied about the
suitability of all the individuals considered
key persons at the venue.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that the
Secretary’s decision was erroneous and
contrary to the Act.

The society withdrew the appeal and the
Department’s decision to refuse to grant
a Class 4 venue licence remained in place.

Blue Waters
Community
Trust – The
Star Hotel

The Department decided to suspend
the Class 4 venue licence following
an application containing materially
false and misleading information.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that the
society had made an administrative error
when completing the application with no
intention to mislead the Department.

The Department withdrew the decision
to suspend the Class 4 venue licence.

Water Safety
– The Palace

The Department refused to extend the
period of inactivity at the venue due
to renovations to both the interior
and exterior of the building.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission and argued that
the Secretary’s decision was unreasonable
and misinterpreted the Act.

Following the demolition of the venue in
November the Department and the society
agreed to withdraw the appeal. The
Secretary agreed to an extension of one
year of inactivity to allow the rebuilding
of the venue following the unforeseen
circumstances of the structural failure.

Pub Charity –
The Department decided to impose an
The Jolly Punter access condition to the venue licence
requiring the closure of a gate entry
from the car park side of the venue
while the machines are operating.

The society appealed the decision to
the Gambling Commission arguing that
the entry could be unlocked and open
if it were monitored at all times.

Following a meeting with the society the
Secretary agreed to an amended licence
condition allowing the gate access while
a venue representative is monitoring
it directly.

Pub Charity –
Biddy Mulligan

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission on the basis that
the Secretary’s decision was excessive.

The Gambling Commission declined the
appeal (GC34/10). The decision to cancel
the venue licence remained in place.

*The Lion
The Department decided to impose a
Foundation –
condition on the venue excluding gaming
Kilbirnie Tavern in the smoking area to ensure harm
to smoking gamblers was minimised.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that there
was insufficient evidence to support the
Secretary’s position.

The Gambling Commission allowed the appeal
finding that the condition was inappropriately
imposed because of the limited impact it
would have on problem gamblers.

Pub Charity
– The Wave

As above

As above

Following the Gambling Commission’s
decision on the Lion Foundation – Kilbirnie
Tavern the Secretary withdrew the decision
to impose a condition.

Brunner Rugby
League Club

The Department refused the renewal
of the Class 4 operator’s licence on
the basis of financial viability concerns.

The club appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that
they were financially viable.

Following a substantial delay from the
time the appeal began and the time of
the decision, the Gambling Commission
considered a current set of accounts and
was satisfied that the club would be able
to meet obligations under the Act. The
Commission allowed the appeal.

The Department decided to cancel the
venue licence following a history spanning
years of late banking of the GMP.
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A summary of appeals will be updated in Gambits every six months as part of the
Department’s efforts to increase transparency and accountability in the Class 4 environment
encompassing the decisions we make and the subsequent outcomes of those decisions.

OPERATOR
AND VENUE

DEPARTMENT DECISION

APPEAL (CLOSED)

OUTCOME

Te Aroha
Club Inc

The Department refused to renew
the Class 4 operator’s licence or
amend the requirement for a return
of 37.12% to authorised purposes

The club appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that the level
of 37.12% return was an administrative
application and failure to return that
level was not an indication of lack of
financial viability

Following the Gambling Commission’s
decision on the Brunner Rugby League Club
the Department is renewing the Class 4
operator’s licence.

NZCT –
Tomo’s
Sports Bar

The Department decided to suspend
the Class 4 venue licence for six days.
The Secretary was not satisfied that
the venue had minimised the risk of
problem gambling.

The society appealed the decision
arguing that all practicable steps were
taken to minimise harm and risk of
problem gambling

The Gambling Commission allowed
the appeal. The Commission ruled that
venue licences can only be suspended
for breaches by the society, not the
venue managers.

First
Sovereign
Trust

The Department decided to refuse to
renew the Class 4 operator’s licence
for 09/10. The Secretary is not satisfied
in regards to key person suitability.

The society has appealed the decision to
the Gambling Commission arguing that the
decision was illegal.

The Gambling Commission has adjourned
the consideration of this appeal until the
Secretary has made a decision regarding
the 10/11 Class 4 operator’s licence for
the society.

THE FOLLOWING APPEALS ARE YET TO BE FINALISED:
Windsock
(2007) Ltd
– The Bus
Stop Tavern

The Department decided to refuse to grant
the Class 4 venue licence. The Secretary
is not satisfied with the suitability of key
people involved in the venue.

The venue operator appealed the decision
to the Gambling Commission arguing that
the key person is suitable.

In process

LP Hospitality
Limited –
Papakura
Tavern

The Department proposed to cancel a Class
4 venue licence for the Papakura Tavern.
The Secretary is not satisfied that a person
connected to the venue is not a key person
as defined in the Act. If they are a key
person under the Act, they do not meet
the requirements of suitability.

The venue operator appealed the decision
to the Gambling Commission arguing that
the person of concern is not a key person
and alternatively if they are found to meet
the requirements of key person that they
are, in fact, suitable.

In process

Youthtown
– Mo’s Bar,
Kasper’s
Bar and
Westbrook
Tavern

The Department refused to grant
Class 4 venue licences for these venues.
The venue costs for all three venues were
considered through the normal process
and did not meet the requirements of
actual, reasonable and necessary costs.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that the
venue costs submitted by the society are
actual, reasonable and necessary, that the
Secretary has considered information not
available to the appellant in making the
decision and the appellant’s view that the
Department has accepted the withdrawn
surrender notice from the outgoing society.

In process

Mainland
Foundation
Limited –
Holy Grail,
Christchurch

The Department refused to extend
the period of inactivity at the venue
due to closure of the company.

The society appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission arguing that the
Department has failed to take into account
all relevant matters.

In process

June 2011
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EMS site controller
replacement

Safer gambling
guidelines coming

Intralot has started piloting a replacement
site controller. Some of the original
electronic monitoring system (EMS) site
controllers are now six years old and are
beginning to show signs of their age.

Best-practice guidelines for venues
to provide safer gambling environments
will be developed by the Department
and the Health Sponsorship Council
in cooperation with the industry and
the problem gambling sector.

As part of the EMS service and as a preventative
maintenance measure, Intralot will replace the old site
controllers over the next year. This replacement schedule
is part of the contract and will not disrupt the operations
of, or incur costs for societies, venues or clubs.

Mike Hill, Acting General Manager of Regulatory
and Compliance Operations, told last month’s Problem
Gambling National Provider Forum, the value-based
guidelines will lead to:

Technicians’ forum
The Gambling Compliance Group’s
Gaming Technology unit is hosting a
forum this month with representatives
from Class 4 electronic gaming machine
service companies, Class 4 society
technical officers and Intralot. The forum
provides an opportunity for attendees
to exchange views and information on
topics of interest.
If you would like to be involved in any future forums
of this nature please contact: Manuel Pedreschi on
manuel.pedreshi@dia.govt.nz or Michael Cassidy
on michael.cassidy@dia.govt.nz

•	closer working relationships between venue operators
and problem gambling service providers
•	more venues implementing initiatives which help
to reduce gambling habits
•	venue patrons being aware of the legal responsibilities
of venue staff.
Harm prevention and minimisation (HPM) continue to be
a feature of gambling inspectors’ visits to Class 4 venues
and clubs. Out of 288 visits this year – 50 to clubs, the rest to
public premises – 15 venues were non-compliant over HPM,
ranging from untrained staff to an automatic teller machine
(ATM) in the venue.
Mike Hill said multi venue exclusion order (MVEO)
programmes were operating successfully in Invercargill,
Dunedin, Nelson, Tauranga, Rotorua, Hamilton, Auckland
CBD and the Far North with others pending for Lower Hutt
and wider Auckland. The Department aimed to build on
and support the Problem Gambling Foundation’s work
to establish a national electronic database for MVEOs.
The Department also dealt with 155 HPM issues in casinos
this year. Of these, 125 related to breaches of exclusion orders
and 27 to minors attempting to gain access. The Department
also discussed with the Auckland casino concerns about
patrons gambling for long periods.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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Kiwi Lives Campaign - Stage 3
New television advertisements aimed at encouraging people to talk about the harm
that gambling can have on families and relationships start screening this month.
The Health Sponsorship Council (HSC) is producing three new ads for the next
stage of its Kiwi Lives Campaign.
The HSC’s problem gambling programme was launched in
April 2007. The TV ad for stage one aimed to communicate
information and messages about the damaging effects
of problem gambling in homes and communities and to
increase awareness and understanding of problem gambling
and its impacts.
The second stage of Kiwi Lives followed in November
2008. Three testimonial-based ads were developed, aimed
at continuing to increase awareness and understanding
of gambling harm and to promote strategies that people
and communities can use to identify and respond to it.

Stage three
The third stage of the Kiwi Lives campaign is aimed more
specifically at those groups of people who are at higher risk
of developing gambling problems and people in their lives
who have the opportunity to intervene before gambling
becomes harmful.
The first ad provides an example of a wife expressing
concern about her husband’s gambling; the second, to be

launched in August, shows an extended family scenario
where concern is expressed about a daughter who is not
there because she is gambling; the third, later in the year,
is focused on a woman raising concern about her business
partner’s gambling.
Further information about Kiwi Lives Stage 3 will be
available at: www.choicenotchance.org.nz

Host responsibility
Concept testing is important in ad development and the first
stage three ad tested exceptionally well with all audiences.
The other two were tweaked in response to those findings.
Concepts that supported host responsibility tested very
poorly – audiences felt they were unbelievable – and are not
included in this series.
The HSC will continue to work with societies, trusts, venues
and problem gambling services to get host responsibility
messages right. Contact hannah@hsc.org.nz if you would
like to be involved in this work

The HSC will continue to work with societies, trusts, venues and
problem gambling services to get host responsibility messages right.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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No place for lectures

Overseas gambling
ads removed

Associate Health Minister Peter
Dunne has praised the work of problem
gambler providers in the wake of
the Canterbury earthquake and the
sensitivity they employed in providing
help. But he also had a message for
them about behaviour.

The Department welcomes the way
Australian national rugby league (NRL)
teams are achieving compliance with
the Gambling Act 2003, which prohibits
the advertising of overseas gambling
and operators in New Zealand.

Addressing the National Problem Gambling Provider
Forum he said the earthquake’s impact on people’s
stress levels and the overall tension it has given rise to
in the community should not be overlooked.

Following a reminder from the Department to the
NRL about the law, offending branding has been
removed from Australian jerseys when teams play
the Vodafone Warriors in New Zealand.

“I am not at all surprised that gambling on non-casino
gaming machines in Christchurch has increased
significantly since the quake, in much the same way
that drinking issues seem to have risen, and even
smoking cessation stalled,” he said.
“We are dealing with a lot of stressed people, and
human nature can often take us to our weaknesses and
frailties at times of extraordinary pressure and strain.
“While the absolute last thing people need or
deserve right now is moralistic lecturing about their
behaviours, we do need to understand why things
are happening the way they are, and to take the
insights we can from what is happening to help
in our work as in dealing with these issues.
“This is an area in which we will need to remain
vigilant, ensuring that as people seek ways to cope
with the traumatic changes in their lives, they do
not in turn harm themselves in the process.”

For last month’s match at Mt Smart Stadium, Star City
casino donated its branding on the back of South Sydney
Rabbitohs’ away jersey to Souths Cares, a Rabbitohs’
community initiative which assists disadvantaged youth
in South Sydney and Coffs Harbour. Last year Brisbane
Broncos’ sponsor Sportingbet donated its sponsorship
space to the Sporting Chance Cancer Foundation for
games played in New Zealand.
Acting Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard,
said the Department appreciates the opportunity to work
with the NRL to ensure that teams meet their obligations
under the Gambling Act.

Following a reminder from the
Department to the NRL about the
law, offending branding has been
removed from Australian jerseys
when teams play the Vodafone
Warriors in New Zealand.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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Problem gambling
services review

Stakeholder
Reference Group

A Health Ministry value-for-money review of
problem gambling services found that they
were innovative, well designed and with
good coverage of the most at-risk groups.

The Department is looking to increase
Class 4 representation in the Stakeholder
Reference Group (SRG) on Preventing
and Minimising Gambling Harm following
changes in the sector since the group
was formed several years ago.

The review, undertaken by KPMG, focused on all aspects
of the Government’s problem gambling programme,
from the Ministry’s role through to the delivery of
services to prevent and minimise gambling harm.
Associate Health Minister, Peter Dunne, said the report
provided a robust, in-depth review, identifying a range
of strengths and areas for further development.
“It provides a strong level of reassurance that value
for money is being achieved, and continues to improve
significantly,” Mr Dunne said.
The review found that a strong trend in increased value
for money was clearly evident.
Areas identified for further improvements were delivery
against contracted targets for service providers, better
evidence for public health activities undertaken and
strengthening communication between the Ministry,
service providers and the gambling industry.
“Issues around gambling are a complex area, and there
are a range of activities and services. The review findings
provide an ideal stepping stone for the ongoing delivery
of quality problem gambling services,” Mr Dunne said.
The full report can be found on the Ministry of Health
website at http://www.moh.govt.nz/moh.nsf/indexmh/
problemgambling-publications

The review found that a strong
trend in increased value
for money was clearly evident.

The group has about 20 members, representing gambling
operators, problem gambling treatment providers,
researchers, consumers and communities. They were
appointed for their expertise or roles in gambling and
harm prevention and minimisation.
The SRG provides a forum for sharing ideas and information
about gambling and problem gambling and was established
to foster collaboration between Internal Affairs, the Ministry
of Health, and the gambling/problem gambling sector.
Last month’s meeting included updates from the Ministry
of Health on its value-for-money review, Internal Affairs
on gambling in Christchurch and the post-quake position,
and from John Burke, chairman of the Community
Gaming Association.
The SRG also heard that the Ministry of Health is working
with the Auckland University of Technology (AUT) on a
national gambling study to complement evidence from
the New Zealand Health Survey (NZHS) and to provide
a more detailed understanding of gambling participation
and problem gambling in the New Zealand environment.
There were also presentations on multi-venue exclusion
orders, the relative harm of gambling products and the
Health Sponsorship Council’s new Kiwi Lives campaign.
Anyone wanting further information on the SRG or who
has a question about the May meeting may contact Neove
Christoforou, at the Department on 04 494-0503.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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Gaming machine spend lifts
28 April 2011

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1400 pubs and clubs staged a small
recovery in the first three months of 2011 compared with the same time last year.
This is the first time since 2008 that the first quarter spend ($205.1 million) has
been up on the previous year’s first quarter ($199.9 million), according to figures
released by the Department.
Spending usually drops over the summer months and this year was no exception with the take 5 per cent down
– from $215.8 million in the fourth quarter of 2010 to $205.1 million at 31 March 2011.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – MARCH 2011
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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Gaming machine spending in pubs and clubs is monitored electronically, enabling the Department to track and monitor
non-casino operations, ensure the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money. The electronic monitoring
system (EMS) became fully operational in March 2007.

NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JANUARY TO MARCH 2011
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL
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TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

177,574,763.53
3,936,725.80
15,974,027.69

86.6%
1.9%
7.8%

7,629,224.89

3.7%

27,539,978.38

13.4%

205,114,741.91

100.0%

MEDIA RELEASES

The Canterbury earthquake on 22 February affected about a quarter of Christchurch’s pub gaming machine venues.
Expenditure in the city for the first three months of 2011 was $19 million – $1.2 million less than for the last quarter
of 2010 but $600,000 more than a year earlier.
Internal Affairs’ Acting General Manager for Regulatory and Compliance Operations, Mike Hill, said gambling increased
significantly in many Christchurch venues not affected by the earthquake. It reflects similar trends across the hospitality
industry in Christchurch.
“There are likely to be many reasons for this including the closure of the Christchurch Casino. Some patrons may
be particularly vulnerable in the post-earthquake environment and the Department asks gaming machine societies
to remind venues of their host responsibility obligations and to be proactive over any changes in gambling behaviour.”
Nationwide there were fewer operators, venues and gaming machines compared with a year earlier – 365 operators
(374 at 31 March 2010), 1430 venues (1470) and 18,484 gaming machines (19,115).

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30

March 2011
Dec 2010
Sept 2010
June 2010
March 2010
Dec 2009
Sept 2009
June 2009
March 2009
Dec 2008
Sept 2008
June 2008
March 2008
Dec 2007
Sept 2007
June 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

365
367
369
370
374
378
377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

1430
1443
1438
1455
1470
1491
1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598

18,484
18,681
18,601
18,944
19,115
19,359
19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes
in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz. The figures are
based on territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming
machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s
toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY
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COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Pete Collins ext 7043

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LTD

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN LTD

David Batenburg ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Kahill Madden ext 5630

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCY INC

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Rick Mead ext 5667

Kahill Madden ext 5630

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Janet Wong ext 5505

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 3153

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMM’Y FACILITIES CT

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Janet Wong ext 5505

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

PELORUS TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Rick Mead ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN C T INC

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Jason Hewett ext 5264

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FNDN

Jason Hewett ext 6601

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE LION FOUNDATION

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE FOUNDATION

Ann Maxwell ext 5258

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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Paul James

Lee Patton

Deputy Chief Executive, Policy, Regulatory and Ethnic Affairs.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.

Acting National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and
anti-spam compliance, fire service policy, identity services
policy, civil defence and emergency management policy
and crown entity monitoring functions, Office of Ethnic
Affairs and the Office for the Community and Voluntary
Sector. For the sake of simplicity, the functions outside
the gambling sector are not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

Mike Hill
Acting General Manager Regulatory and Compliance Operations
This position covers all regulation and compliance operations
(and operational policy) including anti-spam, censorship,
gambling, racing, anti-money laundering and countering
financing of terrorism.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that
policy and operational staff can benefit from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Debbie Despard
Acting Director of Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with the
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that
there is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.

John Currie
Acting National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

Dave Sayers
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering
Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, nondeposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission.
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CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE

Earthquake relief fundraising
The Department has established a group of officials to help
people wanting to raise funds for Christchurch earthquake
relief through schemes that may involve gambling.
Acting Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard, said the Department wants
to ensure that money raised will reach the people intended and any harm that may
result from gambling is minimised.
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“We are aware that already some earthquake fundraising has been shown to involve
scams. By maintaining oversight the Department wants to ensure that fundraising
is legitimate and complies with gambling rules.
“The Gambling Act exists primarily for groups to raise funds for the community
from gambling. But gambling has inherent risks including crime, fraud and addiction
so there are rules to minimise possible harm.”
Fundraisers must understand that where a prize winner is to be determined by an
element of chance such as a draw, random number generator or roll of the dice then
this constitutes gambling (even if it is only part of determining the winner) and will
need to comply with the Act. If the prize winner is determined solely by skill, such
as judges deciding on the best comment/letter/dance/painting etc, then this will
not be gambling.
Selling tickets online such as by texts or the Internet involves a higher risk of scams
and of gambling harm and is not currently allowed under the Gambling Act.
“The Department appreciates that New Zealanders want to help Christchurch
by raising money and we would encourage them to approach us directly to
ensure their fundraising activity can go ahead,” Debbie Despard said.
For assistance please contact the Department’s Acting National Manager Licensing,
lee.patton@dia.govt.nz

Damaged or decommissioned
gambling equipment
Where gaming machines suffered damage or need to be removed
from venues, please notify your licensing liaison inspector with
details of gaming machines that are to be removed and any new
machines being installed. These applications will be given priority
by the Department.

www.dia.govt.nz

Index
December 2003 – April 2011
available on www.dia.govt.nz

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE

Venue closures and damage
About 50 Class 4 venues and seven clubs were affected by February’s Christchurch
earthquake, ranging from gaming operations disrupted for a day or more to three venues being
confirmed as destroyed. One club was damaged so severely that it is likely to be demolished.
As of 20 March 23 public venues and three clubs were still not operating machines.
Christchurch Casino has been closed since the ‘quake.
The casino was open at the time of the earthquake but no
customers or staff suffered serious injury. The casino itself
sustained minor damage. It is not known when the casino
will reopen.
Some Christchurch-based societies were unable to access
their electronic records for differing periods of time and
some venues were unable to deposit the banking due by
Friday 25 February, owing to the unavailability of banking
facilities. Approximately $650,000 of GMP banking was
affected by the earthquake and most of it was banked by
Monday, 28 February.
Acting General Manager Regulatory and Compliance
Operations, Mike Hill, says while gambling compliance

Society grants
The Department has given guidance
on how gaming machine trusts can
donate to Christchurch earthquake
relief within the rules of the
Gambling Act 2003.
First, they should decide which of the recognised
appeal funds they wish to contribute to, such as
the Government’s Christchurch Earthquake Appeal,
which is led by the Chief Executive of NZX, Mark
Weldon, or the Red Cross.
The trust could provide the chosen organisation with a
partially completed grant application form highlighting
any additional information that is required. The usual
quotes or costs’ breakdown that accompany such
funding requests will not be required.
If trusts wanted to make a “collective” grant then
they could collectively decide which appeal(s) to
support and then act individually.
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staff in Christchurch escaped injury in the earthquake
many have damage to their homes and were living in
“third world” conditions, lacking sewerage and water.
“There’s a tremendous spirit emerging from staff as they
recover from the shocking events,” Mike said.
The main office in Hereford Street required a full structural
assessment but suffered damage and it was not known
whether it can be used again. The casino office in Durham
Street was damaged and will need repairs before it can
be reused.
The Department wrote to gaming machine societies to assist
them address any gaming-related issues that arose as a result
of the earthquake.

Gambling not conducted
at a venue for more
than four weeks
Please notify your licensing liaison
inspector at the earliest opportunity and
well before the four-week timeframe.
To avoid the venue licence having to be surrendered,
please complete and submit Part J of the Class
4 Venue – Amendments and Non-Key Person
Notifications form (GC4A) for the Secretary’s
approval of an extension to the non-operating period.
The Department will accept a reasonable estimated
date for when operations may resume and then
a new application for a further extension will be
required down the track. This should allow licences
to be held as per the Act, and will give everyone
more time to decide what is happening with the
venues, and to submit at a later stage more detail
around reconstruction and resumption of business.

CHRISTCHURCH EARTHQUAKE

Communication with the Department
We do not know when our Christchurch regional offices at 96 Hereford and 328 Durham
Streets will reopen.
Please contact your liaison officer if you have any concerns. Alternatively you can contact the Northern Regional Manager
– Rob Abbott on DDI 09 363 0573.
The Internal Affairs Gambling Compliance 0800 number is 0800 257 887 – please call for the appropriate inspector,
extension numbers listed below.

INTERIM LIAISON INSPECTORS FOR AFFECTED SOCIETIES ARE:
SOCIETIES RESPONSIBLE FOR

INTERIM LIAISON INSPECTOR

CONTACT NUMBERS

Ahauru / Grey Valley Lions Club Inc, Mainland Foundation

Lance Daly

09 362 7921 Ext: 7921

Air Rescue Services, Eureka Trust, The Brunner Rugby League
Club, The Rununga Community Swimming Pool Trust

Scott Carsons

09 362 7920 Ext: 7920

Bluegrass Trust, The Redwood Trust, Trust Aoraki Ltd

David Batenburg

09 362 7922 Ext: 7922

The Trusts Charitable Foundation, The Trusts
Community Foundation

Cliff Simpson

09 362 7937 Ext: 7937

Banking of GMP

Venue payments

The situation of affected venues
unable to bank their recent weekly
GMP falls within the category
of ‘extenuating circumstances’.

Societies need to make their own
assessments as to the appropriate
payments to be made to venues
damaged or closed because of
the earthquake.

All late banking notifications are to go to
latebanking@dia.govt.nz as normal and copied
to your Departmental compliance liaison inspector.
For those with Christchurch-based liaison
inspectors there are alternate contact details
above. Once venues have been able to recover
and bank outstanding GMP they need to email
that information, including the date of banking,
to latebanking@dia.govt.nz copied to the
compliance liaison member.

For those venues that will be closed for a short
period of time it would be acceptable to continue
paying fixed overhead costs (e.g. rental / lease
and insurance costs) as per the venue cost schedule.
In other cases, factors that may be considered
include the likelihood of the venue conducting
gambling in the near future or whether the venue
will be permanently closed or involved in a lengthy
rebuild process.  
Any queries over venue payments should be
addressed in first instance to the compliance
liaison member.
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Venue cost resubmission project update
Sector concerns around the effectiveness of the Venue Costs’ Gazette Notice and the lack
of consistent data about venue costs resulted in the Department conducting an extensive
review of venue costs’ schedules submitted during 2010.
Before embarking on this process the Department sought
a collaborative approach with gambling operators,
communicating its expectations through forums,
presentations, written communications and personal
dealings. The primary overall objective of the project was to
develop a factual basis for venue costs so that venues can be
fairly and equitably reimbursed for actual, reasonable and
necessary costs and competition driven out of the sector.
A secondary outcome, in support of sector concerns for a less
complex system, was to analyse and understand the data
collected from schedules approved during the resubmission
exercise for consideration of potential policy changes
around the venue costs’ regime. In order to achieve these
outcomes the Department sought and expected a high level
of cooperation from societies. Where any costs itemised in a
venue cost schedule appeared high, we expected societies to
provide accurate data, explanations and other evidence that
these costs were actual reasonable and necessary.

The disappointing news is that approximately 750 venue
cost submissions cannot yet be approved because societies
have not provided explanations or evidence in support
of claims that appear high. In many of these, the figures
claimed are unacceptable and some societies have
continually failed to provide information or evidence
to validate costs. Examples of claims that have been
questioned but for which no information or evidence
has been supplied, include venue managers claiming
100+ hours per week for gambling-related tasks or
claiming up to $200 per hour for labour tasks.

Where to from here
The Department intends to summarise the statistical analysis
of information taken from the venue costs’ schedules by the
end of June 2011. That summary will form the foundation
of our review of the limits and the effectiveness of the
Gazette Notice. Consultation with the sector on any
proposal to change the notice would follow.

Results so far
The good news is that we received and have approved
almost 400 venue cost schedules.

Before embarking on this process the Department sought a
collaborative approach with gambling operators, communicating
its expectations through forums, presentations, written
communications and personal dealings.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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News not all bad
Some improvements have been noted
since the Internal Affairs Minister Nathan
Guy called for a change in gaming machine
societies’ behaviour last June.
Acting Gambling Compliance Director, Debbie Despard,
reports a change in society behaviour since Mr Guy told the
Community Gaming Association: “When the Department
picks up issues involving non-compliance, societies must
accept that there are problems and put them right, quickly.”
In December the Department withdrew six appeals from
the Gambling Commission after reaching agreement with
societies over a range of matters from access issues to areas
of non-compliance.
“We have worked with the societies to change behaviour,”
Debbie said. “Where Departmental audits uncovered
excessive or unnecessary costs and expenses amounting
to several hundred thousand dollars some societies have
responded by changing their business practices. This will
result in more money for distribution to the community.
”We have also had success through the regional forums
where we highlighted our expectations about society
accountability for compliance with the Gambling Act.”
One society recovered $7000 in entertainment expenses;
another reversed its decision to stage regional conferences
budgeted at $65,000; a management contract was cancelled
saving $35,000 a year; a trust has made progress in
recovering over-expenditure of $600,000, renegotiated
a management company contract and replaced board
members; four trusts changed aspects of their management
agreements after the Department objected to the format
and stated costs.

Sports funding and
charitable status
The relationship between charitable
status and funding for sports and
recreation organisations has been
clarified in an information sheet now
available on the Charities Commission’s
website – www.charities.govt.nz.
It explains that sports and recreation groups do not
have to register as charities to be eligible for grant
funding from Class 4 gambling operators. Most
gaming machine societies are able to make grants
to non-commercial purposes that are beneficial to
the community, which will generally include amateur
sports’ purposes. The information sheet links to
the Department’s Funding for Community Groups’
webpage in order to provide more gambling fundingspecific information for interested sports groups.
The Department worked with the Charities
Commission, Sparc (Sport and Recreation New
Zealand), the Companies Office and Inland Revenue
after some sports and recreation groups became
concerned that gambling funding was restricted to
charitable purposes and that sports were not eligible
for this funding. This seemed to be because some
gaming machine societies had provided incorrect
advice to grant applicants.
The Department encourages grant makers to read
the fact sheet and make it available to their grant
applicants (perhaps by linking to the advice from
their own websites).

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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Alastair Sherriff is well known in the Class 4 sector as a consultant on gambling law.
He has represented gaming machine societies against the Department in actions before
the courts and Gambling Commission. The Department invited Alastair to give an overview
on running a successful Class 4 operation that complies with the Gambling Act 2003.

Good governance good decision making
By Alastair Sherriff

“If you have integrity nothing else matters. If you don’t have integrity nothing else matters.”*
Saying that about Class 4 gambling is like saying Clint
Eastwood is “just a guy who makes movies”. It may have
been true of pokie operations in New Zealand in the 1980s
and early 1990s but certainly integrity alone hasn’t been
enough for more than 15 years.
It is, of course, a start. Integrity is a prerequisite of key
person status.
Comparing running a gaming machine society 20 years
ago with running one today is like comparing Clint’s early
spaghetti westerns (A Fistful of Dollars; For a Few Dollars
More; The Good, The Bad and the Ugly) with his latest
character movies (Gran Torino and Invictus). The former
movies are heroic lawlessness, money important, integrity
obscure; the latter deal with two men of high moral integrity,
not motivated by money, but rather heroic, law abiding who
self-sacrifice for the community good – Walt Kowalski and
Nelson Mandela.
Successful, trouble free, compliant Class 4 operations
in the 2010s demand:
•

Good governance

•

Good decision making

•	More philanthropic or charitable and community
focus than commercial shareholder profit focus
•	Higher returns to communities balanced by lower
returns to directors/executives/trustees/venues.
The days of personalised plates and luxury cars for Class 4
key persons should be long gone. Conspicuous consumption
at the society end equals commensurate reduction of grant
funding and/or venue expenses at the community end
of the continuum.
In 2011 Class 4 societies and venue key persons should be
those who are the most transparent; those who demonstrably
raise significantly more than 37.12 per cent of GMP for
worthwhile community endeavours (whether sporting,
recreational, charitable, educational, or merely beneficial).
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Venues which are not viable without gaming machines
should lose them, unless the law changes. Only in this way
will societies cease needing to find and fund new ways of
competing for venues and propping up the marginal ones.
Gone should be the days when site rentals propped up
uneconomic bars.
Societies should be definable and distinguishable and
well-known by what they achieve in communities through
effective corruption-free grants.
Politicians, finance company directors, legal aid lawyers,
directors of other failed companies, civil servants, have all
faced exposure, public scrutiny, prosecution and dramatic
changes to what they can and cannot do and cannot spend,
now and in future. Class 4 key persons are in the same frame
of public scrutiny and accountability, whether they are in
societies or venues, or whether they are associated directly
or indirectly with existing and potential grant recipients.
Well-intentioned, honest amateurs are no longer sufficient
as key persons. As well as integrity, today’s Class 4 key
person needs to understand and practise good corporate
governance, sound financial accounting, and possess
wise decision-making expertise, maintain robust, effective
transparent systems, which ensure accountability and
compliance, and demonstrate an independence and
professionalism which recognises and avoids conflicts of
interest within the hospitality sector and the grants sector.
Clint Eastwood sets out, constantly “simply to make the
best movies possible … in an atmosphere that is relaxed, good
humoured, and anxiety free” *. He believes analysis leads to
paralysis. But he leaves nothing to chance. He plans carefully,
sensibly and efficiently. Not a bad philosophy and end game
for Class 4 key persons who want to survive and prosper in
2011 in societies and venues in the Class 4 sector.

* “Clint, A Retrospective” by Richard Schickel published in 2010
by Sterling.
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Management company agreements found wanting
Trustees or directors are failing to protect their society’s interests and preserve
net proceeds when contracting suppliers for goods and services according to
reviews of a large number of contracts by the Gambling Compliance Unit.
Many agreements entered into by societies for goods
and services do not comply with Regulation 5(4) of the
Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004. Societies
are warned that they must comply with the regulation.
An agreement must be in writing and the particular type
of goods or services specified with their cost itemised.
This is particularly important for agreements between a
society and a company employed to manage the society’s
gaming machine operation. An agreement which states
simply a global cost per machine per week or month
does not meet the requirement to itemise costs.

Cost breakdown
Any such cost must be broken down to show the cost of
the different duties required to be performed. It should
be possible to look at the list of duties contained in the
agreement and align it with the cost being charged for
performing that duty. Trustees or directors need to consider
the contract and determine whether the costs incurred are
necessary and then whether they are reasonable.
In line with a society’s requirement to minimise costs, the
Department does not expect to see any agreement contain
so-called “ratchet” or “break” clauses. A ratchet clause is
one which holds that whenever costs of goods or services
are reviewed, the cost can only be increased but not
decreased. Such a clause prevents a society from reducing
and therefore minimising costs where that course of action
may be appropriate for a number of reasons.
Societies must also consider particularly clauses governing
the term of the agreement. A society is licensed annually

and any agreement term must recognise that one-year term.
A clause stipulating that the agreement will remain in force
only while the trust has a valid Class 4 operator’s licence,
should be included.

Contract termination
In the event that the contract is terminated for any reason
by either party before its full term, there should be a clause
that restricts payment for services up to the date of the
termination. A clause allowing the other party to be paid
the full cost of the remaining contract term is completely
inappropriate for societies licensed for only a year at a time.
They cannot guarantee they will exist, for example, in three
years or more.
Agreements must also have a clause permitting termination
for good cause, such as non-performance or misconduct by
the other party.
Many agreements clearly show that they were written
by and/or for the benefit of the other party rather than
the society; no prudent trustee or director would sign
the agreement if it was their own money involved. The
Department expects that all contracts and agreements will be
negotiated at arm’s length after due diligence by the society.
Gambling Compliance has already taken action and will
continue to do so when societies fail to heed the basic
requirements for protecting their interests when entering
into a contract. The Department may, at relicensing, ask
societies for copies of their current contracts and agreements
for goods and services.

Venue access resolved by negotiation
Another case of unsupervised access to a gaming area has been resolved by discussion between the Department and
a gaming machine society. It is important to ensure that any access points to venues’ gaming rooms can be monitored
at all times.
During a routine venue inspection a gambling inspector noticed that unmonitored access to the gaming room at the
North Shore’s Jolly Punter was available via a car park gate and the smoking area courtyard. The Department decided
to impose an access condition to the venue licence allowing for gate access as a service entrance while under direct
supervision.
The venue operator, Pub Charity, appealed the Department’s decision to the Gambling Commission but the appeal was
withdrawn after both parties agreed to an amended licence condition, allowing the open gate while a venue representative
is in the courtyard. The Department would monitor the situation through routine inspections of the venue.
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Venue manager unsuitable Fees’ formula rectified
– licence cancelled
The New Zealand Racing Board has refunded costs it overCancelling the Class 4 venue licence for Biddy Mulligans
Irish pub in Hamilton was appropriate because the venue
manager was unsuitable, the Gambling Commission ruled.
He had a history of late banking, dishonoured cheques and
maintained an insufficient float.
Pub Charity, which operated the venue’s gaming machines,
did not condone the venue manager’s actions but suggested
that licence cancellation was excessive and outweighed
the offence.
But the Commission declined the appeal saying the
Secretary’s decision to cancel the licence was appropriate.
The decision was to cure the lack of satisfaction concerning
the suitability of the venue manager, a key person, rather
than to punish the society for past or present breaches.
The venue manager had consistently failed to bank gaming
machine proceeds on time and had presented numerous
cheques which were subsequently dishonoured. This had
gone on for six years and there was nothing to indicate
anything would change in the future.
Suspending the licence was not an appropriate response
because it would not cure or address the concerns over
section 67 of the Gambling Act governing the grounds
for granting a Class 4 venue licence.

Regional forums
delayed
The Class 4 sector regional forums planned for
this month have been delayed because of the
Christchurch earthquake and are now expected
to take place towards the end of April.

8

claimed from two gaming machine societies for operating
gaming machines in TAB agencies. The NZRB worked
proactively with the Department to rectify its claiming formula
so that it now complies fully with the Gambling Act 2003.
A review of the fees the NZRB paid to TAB agents operating
Class 4 gaming venues on its behalf since 2003 showed that
for some venues costs had been over-claimed while in other
cases some costs incurred were not claimed.
The error occurred because the NZRB treated the venues
agents ran on its behalf as a ‘portfolio’, rather than individually,
paying them a flat fee for operating the gaming machines.
The NZRB worked in good faith with the Department
to rectify its claiming formula and the costs now claimed
from the trusts will be “actual and reasonable” to comply
fully with law.
The Department welcomed the solution and acknowledged
the board’s professionalism in dealing with this issue since
it was first raised. The repayments to the trusts involved will
see about $480,000 returned to the community grants’ pool.

Publication of Class 4 audits
Under the Gambling Act 2003 the Department must audit
all aspects of Class 4 societies’ operations, to the extent that
is necessary to determine compliance with the Act. Not all
societies are audited every year; the Department identifies
societies for auditing as part of the business planning
process. Each year the societies the Department audits are
contacted and provided with information relating to the
areas that will be considered during the audit. Sometimes
the audit will lead to further queries from the Department
over the conduct of gambling operations.

Feedback from previous forums showed them to
be a valuable and effective way for communication
between the Department and the sector.

Once the audit is complete the society receives an audit
report from the Department outlining the findings. This may
range from a simple letter, including a checklist of areas the
Department considered through to a thorough and at times
lengthy report on the findings and remedies the Department
expects the society to make.

Topics for 2011 have yet to be finalised but may
include presentations on community funding
issues from the Department’s Local Government
& Community unit, a discussion on best-practice
initiatives for achieving compliance and how to
address compliance risk issues.

As part of the Department’s move towards transparent
processes and to address sector and public interest in how
societies are working, final audits conducted in 2008, 2009
and 2010 calendar years will be published soon on our
website. We will continue to publish audits periodically
as they are finalised.
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Rates of return to community
Non-club societies return 41.5 per cent of gaming machine proceeds to the community according to this recent snapshot.
The figures are self reported, therefore indicative only and are subject to individual follow up and checking by the
Department. They are based on the return that societies provide at licence renewal time and availability of data depends
on when renewals are processed.

SOCIETY
AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC
AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED
AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED
BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST
BLUEGRASS HOLDINGS LTD
BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED
CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LIMITED
CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC
CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED
ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST
EUREKA TRUST
FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST
FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD
GRASSROOTS TRUST
HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED
HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INC
ILT FOUNDATION
INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD
KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED
LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED
MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED
MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION
MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CHARITABLE TRUST
MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD
NAUTILUS FOUNDATION
NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST
OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC
PELORUS TRUST
PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST
PRODUCERS TRUST INC
PUB CHARITY
REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED
SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC
ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY
THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FOUNDATION
THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED
THE LION FOUNDATION
THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)
THE NORTH AND SOUTH TRUST
THE NORTH AND SOUTH TRUST LIMITED
THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST
THE SOUTHERN TRUST
THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INCORPORATED
THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD
TRILLIAN TRUST
TRUST AORAKI LIMITED
TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST
WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION
WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST
YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

TOTAL
PROCEEDS

RETURN
TO AP

177,401
66,030
7,976,818
3,010,869
112,384
31,474
1,412,710
540,202
355,016
145,000
170,082
65,870
16,780,091
6,242,477
2,097,089
779,242
5,738,233
2,272,109
16,650,916
6,411,660
16,031,266
5,891,545
22,091,586
8,623,071
6,718,617
2,536,633
9,665,526
3,594,156
2,441,040
925,718
640,937
352,559
10,287,699
7,049,986
20,572,653
7,818,961
178,522
81,638
168,819
62,810
11,555,845
4,305,017
4,067,284
1,727,753
4,318,653
1,637,098
1,979,881.7
870,253.25
7,918,975
3,189,212
94,287,000
46,287,000
9,965,805
4,106,557
15,717,581
5,91,7007
1,835,672
725,966
3,122,052
1,160,474
65,681,526
24,745,782
975,385
365,650
1,937,902
722,203
1,372,395
648,190
4,853,561
1,855,220
123,386
45,550
91,327,332
37,118,922
2,648,761
270,268
5,537,200
1,877,866
No figures
available
77,333
43,612
38,346,190
17,350,932
44,363,433
17,070,524
No figures available
14,198,421
5,542,684
1,904,453
745,999
7,386,568
3,078,465
4,821,884
1,789,934
1,389,147
867,806
19,,417,422
7,661,924
601,388,931
249,388,332

RATE OF FY
RETURN ENDED
37.2%
37.7%
28.01%*
38.2%
40.8%
38.7%
37.2%
37.2%
39.6%
38.5%
36.8%**
39.0%
37.8%
37.2%
37.9%
55.0%
68.5%
38.0%
45.7%
37.2%
37.3%
42.5%
37.9%
44.0%
40.3%
49.1%
41.2%
37.6%
39.5%
37.2%
37.7%
37.5%
37.3%
47.2%
38.2%
36.9%***
40.6%
10.2%+
33.9%++

30/06/2010
30/06/2009
31/03/2010
30/04/2010
31/03/2010
30/06/2008
31/03/2008
30/06/2009
31/03/2007
31/05/2009
30/11/2009
30/06/2009
31/12/2009
31/12/2008
30/09/2010
31/03/2010
31/03/2010
31/07/2009
31/12/2009
31/08/2010
31/07/2009
31/03/2009
31/03/2009
31/03/2010
31/03/2008
30/09/2010
31/07/2010
30/09/2010
30/09/2010
31/12/2009
30/09/2010
31/03/2010
30/11/2010
30/09/2011
30/06/2009
31/12/2009
31/03/2010
31/03/2010
31/10/2009

56.4%
45.2%
38.5%

30/09/2010
31/12/2009
31/03/2010

39.0%
39.2%
41.7%
37.1%
62.5%
39.5%
41.5%

31/07/2009
31/03/2010
31/03/2010
30/09/2009
30/09/2009
31/12/2009

*	Figures cover less than two months. However forecast shows the society as financially viable, able to meet the 37.12% return to AP requirement.
** Society is winding up.
*** Society is appealing the refusal to renew its operator’s licence at the Gambling Commission.
+	Figures cover less than 12 months. However forecast shows the society as financially viable, able to meet the 37.12% return to AP requirement.
++ Considered financially viable under society’s forecast, able to meet the 37.12% return to AP requirement.
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Sanctions
The following is a list of sanctions relating to Class 4 licences decided between 1 July 2010
and 31 December 2010.
OPERATOR

10

LICENCE
TYPE

PROPOSED
SANCTION

BREACH/REASON

DATE OF
DECISION

OUTCOME/STATUS

Youthtown

Venue licence:
The Junction Bar

Suspension:
five days proposed

Late banking

4 August 2010

Five day suspension served

Pub Charity

Venue licence:
Kaikohe Hotel

Suspension:
one day proposed

Key person suitability (venue
manager) – breaches of Game
Rule 50 of the Gambling Act
(Class 4) Game Rules 2006

5 August 2010

One day suspension served
on 1 September 2010

Youthtown

Operator’s
licence

Suspension

Concern about grants made
outside of authorised purposes

9 August 2010

Three day suspension served

New Zealand
Community
Trust

Venue licence:
Pielab

Refusal to grant

Concerns around primary activity 9 September 2010

Pub Charity

Venue licence:
Biddy Mulligan’s
Irish Pub

Cancellation

Late banking

13 September 2010 Licence cancelled – Gambling
Commission upheld decision
on 10 December 2010

Air Rescue
Services
Limited

Venue licence:
The Crossing
on Kaiapoi

Refusal to Grant

Key person suitability (venue
managers) – late banking,
gambling while primary activity
not available, providing credit
for gambling and failure to
issue an exclusion order

22 September 2010 Decision appealed to
Gambling Commission –
Air Rescue Services withdrew
the appeal and the Secretary’s
decision stands

Mainland
Foundation
Limited

Venue licence:
Kensington
Tui Clubrooms

Suspension:
One day proposed

Failure to notify the Secretary
– change of venue manager

29 September 2010 One day suspension served

Mainland
Foundation
Limited

Venue licence:
Holy Grail

Suspension:
One day proposed

Failure to notify the Secretary
– change of venue manager

29 September 2010 One day suspension served

Mainland
Foundation
Limited

Venue licence:
Phoenix Bar
& Cafe

Suspension:
One day proposed

Failure to notify the Secretary
– change of venue manager

29 September 2010 One day suspension served

Youthtown Inc

Venue licence:
Africa –
Highland Park

Suspension:
One day proposed

Gaming during suspension
of operator’s licence

8 November 2010

One day suspension served

Youthtown Inc

Venue licence:
Red Fox Tavern

Suspension:
One day proposed

Gaming during suspension
of operator’s licence

8 November 2010

One day suspension served

The Southern
Trust

Venue licence:
Te Kaha Hotel

Suspension:
One day proposed

Failure to notify the Secretary
– change of venue manager

3 December 2010

One day suspension served

Grassroots Trust Venue licence:
Bus Stop Tavern

Refusal to Grant

Key person suitability (venue
23 December 2010 Windsock (2007) Limited
operator/venue manager) – The
(the venue operator) have
Secretary has concerns regarding
appealed the Secretary’s
the venue operator/manager
decision – currently in process.

Trust Aoraki

Suspension:
Two days proposed

Serious non-compliance with
the Gambling Act 2003

Operator’s
licence

April
2011 2005
September

Proposal withdrawn –
temporary liquor licence
provided. NZCT requested
withdrawal of application

24 December 2010 Two day suspension served

CASINOS
GAMBLING TECHNOLOGY

Reminder: Venue site
controller restrictions
Some venue managers and societies
have co-located gambling equipment
such as venue management systems
(VMS) in the closed area where the
EMS Site Controller resides.
This practice, breaches the Minimum Technical
Requirements for Electronic Monitoring System
of the Gambling Act (Class 4 Gambling Equipment)
Minimum Standard 2004, which states in section
9.1 General Requirements for Methods of Tapping
EGM Communications: “The sniffer gambling
technology must not be co-located with site
controller and associated equipment when this
equipment is located in a secure cabinet.”
It also breaches section 4.6 Electrical, which
reads: “The site controller must be on a separate
switchboard supply circuit to other equipment within
the venue that may cause power fluctuations, line
transients, power spikes etc.”
Venue managers and societies are reminded that
if these procedures are not followed data could
be lost and gambling equipment put at risk.

The sniffer gambling
technology must not
be co-located with site
controller and associated
equipment when this
equipment is located
in a secure cabinet.

Anti-Money Laundering
– sector risk assessment
The Department of Internal Affairs is one of
three supervisors responsible for regulating
the financial sector under the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism Act 2009 (AML/CFT Act).
The other two supervisors are the Reserve Bank of New
Zealand and the Securities Commission. The supervisors’
main function will be to ensure that reporting entities such
as banks and casinos comply with the requirements of the
AML/CFT Act and take action to detect and deter money
laundering and terrorist financing.
Each of the three supervisors has produced a risk assessment
for the sector it is responsible for supervising.
The Department of Internal Affairs’ sector risk assessment
(SRA) is a preliminary assessment looking at the risks of
money laundering in casinos, money service businesses,
payroll remittance, lending, financial leasing, safe deposit/
cash storage and non-bank credit card providers for the
purposes of the AML/CFT Act.
The SRA will help the AML/CFT supervisors to understand
the risks of money laundering in the sector. It will also assist
reporting entities to prepare for undertaking risk assessments
in their businesses. The AML/CFT Act requires reporting
entities to undertake a risk assessment before establishing
an AML/CFT programme. The SRA provides guidance to
reporting entities on areas of higher risk in their business.
The assessments of each industry or sub-sector are based
on risk indicators which include size and scale of the sector,
cash intensity of business, amount of international business,
customer base and indicators of potential money laundering
activities. The risk assessment model rates indicators as high,
medium or low based on available data. Indicators of higher
risk are cash intensive products and services along with
certain types of customers.
The risk ratings in the SRA apply to sectors as a whole, rather
than to individual businesses. Individual companies may
have particular features that mitigate or increase the risk.
The Department of Internal Affairs’ SRA is on our website
www.dia.govt.nz
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Pokies allowed in
smoking area
16 December 2010

The Gambling Commission says gamblers
at the Kilbirnie Tavern, Wellington, can
continue to play the pokies in the pub’s
smoking area. It allowed an appeal by
gaming machine operator, Lion Foundation
against a condition the Department of
Internal Affairs wanted to impose on the
venue’s gambling licence.
The tavern is one of seven pokie venues where gambling
machines are played from smoking areas. The Department
argued that the licence condition was necessary because the
Secretary of Internal Affairs is required by the Gambling
Act to be satisfied that the risks of problem gambling at a
venue are minimised – and there is a correlation between
smoking and problem gambling. The Lion Foundation said
the Department was relitigating an earlier decision where it
failed to impose a similar licence condition.
The Commission said the licence condition would prevent
the venue’s customers combining two lawful activities
undertaken for pleasure, smoking and gambling.
“The condition is unlikely to have any materially beneficial
effect on the risk of problem gambling at the venue but
its imposition will detract from the enjoyment of the
venue’s customers who like to be able to play gaming
machines in open areas, where they are permitted by law
to smoke,” the Commission said in its decision. “Interfering
with the enjoyment of customers carrying out lawful
activities for entertainment and thereby with the interests
of the operator and, through it, the community, should
only be contemplated if it offers tangible benefits. In the
Commission’s overall assessment, that is not the case here.”
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
Department felt obliged under the Gambling Act to
seek to impose the condition but it accepts the
Commission’s decision.
The decision GC31/10 is available on the Gambling
Commission’s website, www.gamblingcommission.govt.nz.
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Integrity the priority for
gambling compliance
20 January 2011

The High Court decision in the case
between the Grassroots Trust and
the Department of Internal Affairs
will contribute to ensuring the
gambling sector operates with
integrity and fairness.
The case was brought by the Grassroots Trust
seeking to overturn the Department’s decision
to refuse their application under the Gambling Act
2003 for a Class 4 venue licence to operate 18
gaming machines at the Bus Stop Tavern, Newtown,
Wellington. Costs were also awarded against the
Grassroots Trust.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
Department was pleased that the High Court had
upheld the decision.
“Internal Affairs is absolutely committed to ensuring
the sector operates transparently and with integrity,”
he said. “The credibility of the sector is seriously
undermined when the actions of a few behave
disreputably. We were concerned about aspects
of the Grassroots Trust application and that is
why we refused their application.
”We expect all operators to act properly and
according to the rules at all times and we will
hold them to account if they don’t.”
Mike Hill said he was concerned that so much
money that should be benefiting the community was
being spent on legal actions by gambling operators.

MEDIA RELEASES

Guilty plea over gaming
machine grants

New regulations for security
guards and bouncers

21 December 2010

15 March 2011

An Invercargill man was discharged without
conviction over his involvement in grants to
Rugby Southland from the Lion Foundation
which operates gaming machines at the
Strathern Inn, Invercargill.

All crowd controllers and personal
guards will require a licence to operate
by 1 November, the Associate Justice
Minister, Nathan Guy, said.

The man, whose name was suppressed, pleaded guilty
in the Invercargill District Court to two charges under
section 113 of the Gambling Act which is aimed at preventing
conflicts of interest in the gaming machine grants’ process.
The Department of Internal Affairs told the court the
defendant was an employee of Southland Rugby and
also took an active part in the financial management of
the Strathern Inn where Lion operated gaming machines.
This made him a ‘key person’ under the Gambling Act
preventing his involvement in certain activities.
In mid 2007 Lion Foundation took over the operation of
gaming machines at the Strathern Inn, which had been
purchased by rugby interests, and grants from Lion to
Southland Rugby increased markedly.
Internal Affairs Gambling Compliance Director, Mike
Hill, said s113 of the Act ensures that the grants’ process
is transparent and fair and is aimed at discouraging and
preventing persons involved with a venue influencing
the grant distribution process.
“Community groups should expect to receive fair and equal
consideration when they apply for funding,” Mike Hill said.
“Owning or controlling a pub with gaming machines does
not entitle any group to preferential treatment.”
The Lion Foundation pleaded not guilty in the North Shore
District Court to five charges of knowingly allowing key
persons to contravene s113. The case has yet to be heard.

“This includes bouncers and door staff working at bars
who will be regulated for the first time,” Mr Guy said.
“Licensing will involve a criminal background check
on all applicants, and serious convictions for violence,
drugs or dishonesty is likely to lead to disqualification.
“This is an important step in cleaning up the industry,
improving standards and protecting the safety of the public.
Bouncers and door staff often find themselves in volatile
situations with the risk of violence. It’s important we have
the right people working in this area.
“At the same time, we have been mindful of the potential
impact on the Rugby World Cup. This is why we have set
a start date of 1 November, after the tournament finishes.
Any earlier and we would risk not having enough qualified
staff to work in the hospitality industry, and not enough
time to find replacement workers either.
“The major security companies providing services at
World Cup venues already have certified staff, and they
have committed to having their staff certified under the
new regime before the tournament begins.
“I believe this is a common sense approach, and will deliver
a safer industry and environment.
“The fees have been widely consulted on, and the new
Private Security Personnel Licensing Authority will begin
operation on 1 April. People should get their applications
in as soon as possible.”
Further information is available at www.pspla.govt.nz

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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Pokie spend down over year
27 January 2011

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1400 pubs and clubs in the year ended 31
December 2010 was 3 per cent lower than in 2009, according to figures released by the
Department of Internal Affairs. Spending dropped from $865.5 million to $840.7 million.
Spending in the fourth quarter of 2010 was $664,000 up on the September quarter with increases in pubs and chartered
clubs but less spent in sports clubs and RSAs.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – DECEMBER 2010
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which became
fully operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor operations, ensure the integrity of
games and the accurate accounting of money.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 2010
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

186,402,451
4,294,635.97
16,967,263.27

86.4%
2.0%
7.9%

8,168,298.34

3.8%

29,430,197.48

13.6%

215,832,649.45

100.0%

There were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of 2010 compared with 12 months
earlier. Licence holders fell 3 per cent from 378 to 367, venues declined from 1491 to 1443 and gaming machines decreased
by 3.5 per cent from 19,359 to 18,681.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

31 Dec 2010
30 Sept 2010
30 June 2010
31 March 2010
31 Dec 2009
30 Sept 2009
30 June 2009
31 March 2009
31 Dec 2008
30 Sept 2008
30 June 2008
31 March 2008
31 Dec 2007
30 Sept 2007
30 June 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

367

1443

18,681

369
370
374
378
377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435

1438
1455
1470
1491
1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593

18,601
18,944
19,115
19,359
19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163

439

1598

20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes
in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz. The figures are based
on the territorial authority boundaries that existed prior to the new Auckland super city.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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DEPARTMENT NEWS

Department restructures
The Government’s decision to integrate Internal Affairs with the National Library
of New Zealand and Archives New Zealand from 1 February 2011 resulted
in changes in the way the Department is structured.
The gambling compliance and policy teams remain much the
same but now sit within a new branch – Policy, Regulatory
and Ethnic Affairs – under Acting Deputy Chief Executive,
Craig Armitage. Paul James, formerly Director of the Office
of Treaty Settlements in the Ministry of Justice, will be the
Deputy Chief Executive from 18 April.

Other key positions and managers are:

Former Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill, has
taken on a wider role as Acting General Manager, Regulatory
and Compliance Operations. This covers the following
business units:

Acting National Manager Compliance Unit, John Currie

•

Anti-Spam Compliance

•

Gambling Compliance

Acting National Manager Licensing, Lee Patton

•

Censorship Compliance

•

Intelligence

•	Anti-Money Laundering & Countering Financing
of Terrorism

Manager, Gambling Racing and Censorship Policy,
John Markland
Acting Director Gambling Compliance Group,
Debbie Despard

National Manager, Gaming Technology, Mike Cassidy
National Manager, Investigations Unit, Dave Sayers

National Manager, Operational Policy, Heather McShane
National Manager, Performance Assurance Unit,
Sanjay Sewambar
Manager, Anti-Money Laundering & Countering
Financing of Terrorism, Kate Reid.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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Gaming regulators reorganise
The International Association of Gaming Regulators has reorganised as a non-profit
corporation in the state of Nevada, USA, following a vote by the IAGR membership
in October 2010.
Mike Hill, Acting General Manager Regulatory and

Compliance Operations in the Department of Internal
Affairs, is New Zealand’s trustee.

The IAGR works to advance the effectiveness and efficiency
of gambling regulation world-wide and provides a forum
for gambling regulators from various countries to meet,

exchange views and information and discuss policy issues.
It also aims to foster cooperation between gambling

regulators performing their official duties and is a central

point of contact for inquiries from governments, gambling
regulatory agencies and personnel, and representatives of
the international gambling industry.

Begun in the 1980’s, IAGR’s most recent membership totalled
150 regulators from 43 gambling jurisdictions throughout the
world. The IAGR’s first international conference will be held
in Cape Town, South Africa from 23-27 October, 2011.

The President of the IAGR Serobi Maja, of South Africa, says
the association incorporated in Nevada because it has a wellestablished governance regime for non-profit organisations
as well as a strict gaming regulatory environment.
“By becoming an independent, non-profit corporation,
IAGR sets the stage for a new spirit of togetherness and
cooperation among all gaming jurisdictions of the world
and solidifies its place as the premier international
association of gaming regulators,” Mr Maja said.
The founding trustees of IAGR Inc. are:
President, Serobi Maja, South Africa; Vice President, Susan
Hensel, United States; Treasurer, Mark Lipparelli, United
States; Secretary, James Chan, Singapore; other trustees:
T. Raja Kumar, Singapore, Atle Hamar, Norway, Mike Hill,
New Zealand, Kaye McDonald, Antigua, Mike Sarquis,
Australia, Trudy Smith, United States, Jenny Williams,
United Kingdom and Andre Wilsenach, Alderney.

The IAGR works to advance the effectiveness and efficiency of
gambling regulation world-wide and provides a forum for gambling
regulators from various countries to meet, exchange views and
information and discuss policy issues.

Norway secondment
Nicole Turvey, senior gambling inspector in our Dunedin office, will spend
a month on secondment in Norway, a member of the International Association
of Gaming Regulators.
Nicole will compare the Norwegian and New Zealand gambling regulation regimes and identify areas where
New Zealand policy could be strengthened.
The secondment will be with the Norwegian Gaming and Foundation Authority where Nicole will focus on harm
minimisation and the effects of problem gambling, online gambling, foundations, policy direction and enforcement.

April 2011
September
2005
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming
machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s
toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY
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COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Pete Collins ext 7043

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LTD

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN LTD

David Batenburg ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 3152

Janet Wong ext 5505

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Kahill Madden ext 5630

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCY INC

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Wayne Reed ext 7266

Kahill Madden ext 5630

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Janet Wong ext 5505

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 3153

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMM’Y FACILITIES CT

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Janet Wong ext 5505

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Janet Wong ext 5505

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

PELORUS TRUST

Wayne Reed ext 7266

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Wayne Reed ext 7266

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN C T INC

Jason Hewett ext 6601

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Jason Hewett ext 6601

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FNDN

Jason Hewett ext 6601

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE LION FOUNDATION

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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GAMBLING ISSUES KEY CONTACTS

Craig Armitage

Lee Patton

Acting Deputy Chief Executive, Policy, Regulatory
and Ethnic Affairs.
The branch encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.

Acting National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing regime
and management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring
System contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and antispam compliance, fire service policy, identity services policy,
civil defence and emergency management policy and crown
entity monitoring functions, Office of Ethnic Affairs and the
Office for the Community and Voluntary Sector. For the sake
of simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector are
not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

Mike Hill
Acting General Manager Regulatory and Compliance Operations
This position covers all regulation and compliance operations
(and operational policy) including anti-spam, censorship,
gambling, racing, anti-money laundering and countering
financing of terrorism.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that
policy and operational staff can benefit from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Debbie Despard
Acting Director of Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with the Manager
Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that there is
a constant flow of information between the staff involved
in applying the law and those who develop the law.

John Currie
Acting National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

Dave Sayers
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering Financing
of Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of
Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, non-deposittaking lenders, money changers and reporting entities not
covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve Bank and
the Securities Commission.
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Tournament poker is gambling
A High Court judgement clarifying the deﬁnition of gambling
was welcomed by the Department of Internal Affairs.
Justice Ron Young overturned a District Court decision delivered in June (see
Gambits Sept 2010, pg 13) 
       
in the Gambling Act 2003. The Department appealed on the point of law after the
        
on TV Works Ltd’s TV3 and C4 was not publicising or promoting gambling. TV
Works maintained that participants were playing for a prize and not gambling.
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Justice Young said the tournament entrance fee was “indirectly staked on the
outcome of the poker game, trying to win money in a game depending partially
            ! "  #$$%&
“Although some contestants qualify to play by skill rather than the payment
  '   '   ( ) &*
            &
Justice Young referred the matter back to the District Court, adding that
the legislation was far from clear.
Section 16 of the Act makes it illegal to advertise overseas gambling and
the Department said TV advertising breached the law through promotion
of the APPT in advertisements for pokerstars.net.
The Department’s Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill, welcomed
the High Court’s decision as very important for the regulation of gambling
in New Zealand.
“It provides useful guidance for the Department in carrying out its
responsibilities, particularly when the earlier decision was highlighted by
        + -   
      / 5&*7     
had remained unchallenged, there would have been a loophole in regulating
  + -  &
The rules about live poker in bars have not changed. Gambling Fact Sheet
13 - Poker, on our website, www.dia.govt.nz, provides relevant information,
as does an article in Gambits June 2010, page 15.

“Although some contestants qualify to play
by skill rather than the payment of an entry
fee, those who do pay are gambling.”

www.dia.govt.nz

Index
December 2003 – December 2010
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LEGAL

Court dismisses charges
Charges brought against a key ﬁgure in First Sovereign Trust were dismissed
in the Auckland District Court by Judge David Harvey.
Kerry Bird, who manages First Sovereign through his
company, Administration Management Services Ltd, was
charged under the Crimes Act of inciting Anthony Enting,
general manager of the Waikato Racing Club, to misuse a
document for pecuniary advantage. He was also charged
under section 118 of the Gambling Act of offering continued
gaming machine funding to the Waikato Racing Club
provided it sought a grant to pay for upgrading the
TAB outlet at the Dinsdale Tavern, Hamilton.

          '
submitted that Mr Bird had no case to answer. The case
came down to the credibility of witnesses. After hearing
prosecution and defence witnesses Judge Harvey dismissed
the second charge because, he said, the central element of
the offence had not been established – that the Waikato
Racing Club would continue to receive grants if it paid
the Dinsdale Tavern debt.

Does the clock stop?
The Department and Air Rescue Services Ltd have recently squared off twice in cases that
have determined that a Class 4 licence application does not necessarily ‘stop the clock’
in terms of the ‘six month rule’ in section 92 of the Gambling Act.
;  <  ;<
    
Secretary to issue a Class 4 venue licence for the venue
Robbie’s Richmond, for only nine machines. The venue had
previously operated 14 machines. Air Rescue’s application
was made within six months of the venue last having a
licence but a decision was not made to issue ARS with a
licence until well after the six months had concluded. The
Secretary applied the statutory maximum of nine machines
under section 94 as he decided the licence had not been held
for a period of more than six months.
The Gambling Commission agreed with the Secretary’s
interpretation, but commented on how the Secretary should
approach and apply the ‘six month rule’ in its decision.
An application submitted within the six months does
not ‘stop the clock’ for the maximum gaming machine
entitlement. The Secretary, however, has the discretion
to issue licences backdating the start date. This discretion
can be used to maintain an 18 machine entitlement in
appropriate circumstances.
The Commission made it clear the ‘grandfathered’ rights in
section 92 were not to be preserved at all costs. It also made
it clear that the Secretary should consider how an application
made in order to preserve the machine entitlements can
be dealt with so as to preserve that right. The Commission
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made it clear that the entire relevant history of the venue
should be considered when deciding whether to backdate
a licence in order to maintain the gaming machine
entitlement, including adverse history and acts by
previous licence holders.
Prior to the Commission’s decision, Air Rescue applied for
a court injunction to force the Secretary to issue a one-day
venue licence for The Crossing on Kaiapoi, to maintain the
status quo of 18 machines at that venue. The Department
refused Air Rescue’s application on 23 September, a week
before the licence would not be held for six months. The
case was heard by Justice Ron Young, who had also heard an
application for a one-day licence by First Sovereign Trust in
2005. He dismissed Air Rescue’s application, stating that the
period of the Department’s investigation into the application
was reasonable and that Air Rescue’s case for maintaining
the legal opportunity to more than nine machines was weak.
Justice Young found that the balance of convenience and the
overall issues favoured the Department.
The case was decided on the assumption that an application
did not ‘stop the clock’ for the six months in section 92. The
High Court has invited the parties to make submissions on
the interpretation of section 92 before it issues a substantive
decision on that matter. This opportunity has been taken up,
so watch this space.

LEGAL

Commission overturns venue licence suspension
The Gambling Commission has disallowed the Department’s three-day suspension of the
venue licence for Tomo’s Sports Bar in Gisborne following an appeal by the New Zealand
Community Trust.
 
    Gambits/#$X$
   <  '    
problem gambling at the venue was minimised – an
excluded gambler played the gaming machines for an hour
and 46 minutes before the venue manager took action.
“A punitive or deterrent suspension might well be appropriate
if NZCT had breached a section of the Act or regulations or
      [
 &*5  
the only alleged breach, for which the Secretary seeks to
punish the appellant, is that of an employee of the venue in
respect of which it holds a venue licence.
“The Commission does not think that a breach of section
%X#      \  ' 
employee is a proper basis for suspension under section 74

    [!     

on the case that the Secretary put forward. Offences under
  %X#%      ' 
person who has knowingly allowed the excluded gambler to
gamble. It is the venue manager or person acting on the venue
manager’s behalf who would commit the offence. The offence
is not attributable to the employer of the person committing
an offence, nor to the Class 4 operator for the venue.
“In the absence of a provision creating vicarious liability of
         '  
the Commission does not think it is permissible to punish
the appellant for an alleged breach by a key person at one
of its venues. A sanction for a breach of section 312 requires
action to be taken against the person breaching the section,
    &
   ^Late banking policy reviewed

Trust ﬁned over late banking failures
Pelorus Trust was ﬁned almost $4000 in the Wellington District Court after pleading
guilty to nine infringement charges relating to four of its venues.
The charges arose from the illegal activities of publicans
         
businesses, resorted to unlawful misappropriation of gaming
  "/ ' &7    
Trust failed to immediately disconnect gaming machines
when GMP was not banked and in two cases the Trust failed
to notify the Secretary when it did disconnect; in two other
cases the Trust reconnected once a new venue operator was
appointed, such as a receiver, but before the outstanding
GMP had been banked.
Pelorus lost nearly $120,000 through the misappropriation
of three weeks’ GMP at two venues owned by Shane Norton.
Mr Norton was the former owner of two North Shore
venues, Brownzy’s Sports Bar and Pat’s Garage. The Trust
delayed disconnecting the machines for a week when the

@"/       ' 
the operator to misappropriate an additional week’s
GMP from both sites.
The Trust, after failing to recover the money from
Mr Norton, laid a theft complaint with the North Shore
Police, which was subsequently referred to the Department.
The Department sought and obtained a reparation order
of $44,000, reduced on appeal to $7800 and 200 hours’

community service, when it prosecuted Mr Norton. He
was jailed for 21 months, since converted to home detention,
      
 ' &
Approximately $87,000 is outstanding and unlikely to be
repaid to Pelorus. The other venues were the Papatoetoe
Clubrooms, where the money was recovered by the Trust,
and the Horse and Jockey Bar and Grill, Matamata.
Given the Trust’s guilty plea, the Department was neutral
      &7    
to adequately protect community funds and the actions
of the Trust fell below the standard required of a gaming
machine operator. Had the Trust not entered illegally into
a time-to-pay arrangement with three of the venues, the
venues would have had no opportunity to delay their
banking and misappropriate community money.
      
last time the Trust would face such charges. After the court’s
      Q 
 U 
    
    @  
funds and dealt with the matter separately, ensuring the
community return was not further diminished. In accepting the
  
        &
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Investigations unit focus
The unlawful capture of grant funding, usually represented by breaches of sections
113 and 118 of the Gambling Act, will remain a top priority for the Gambling Compliance
Group’s Investigations Unit in 2011, the unit’s Acting National Manager, Dave Sayers,
told recent regional forums.
“An example of a common section 113 breach is when
a venue operator, who is also involved in a grant
recipient organisation, applies for a grant on behalf of the
  &   ' ' 
venue operator and invoices attached. If the grant is received
from the licensed operator who owns the machines at the
venue, then the venue operator is breaching section 113
by involving himself in decisions about who will provide
       Q <' &

“Any trust involving itself in such a scheme puts its licence
at risk and the trustees may be liable for criminal charges
under section 229 of The Crimes Act 1961 pertaining to
Criminal Breach of Trust. This offence carries a maximum
    ' @ 
&

“In addition if the trust is aware of the offending then
 ' 
        XX%%&

“The Department’s Leniency and Cooperation Policy
exists for that purpose and allows trusts to self-identify
involvement in such schemes before the investigations unit
has to initiate contact and raise the issue directly with the
trust. Ultimately, the resulting sanction is likely to directly
 `  '     ' Q 
 
 
&

“An example of a section 118 offence is the venues-for-grants
scheme. In this arrangement, potential grant recipients will
arrange to gather control of a venue or numbers of venues,
either by direct purchase or by ownership by intermediaries.
A trust will then sign a venue agreement on the
understanding and condition that grants are made to the
parent organisation having control over the venue.

S113 prosecutions
commenced
The Department is prosecuting the Lion Foundation
and an Invercargill man over gaming machine grants
involving the Strathern Inn, Invercargill. The charges were
laid under section 113 of the Gambling Act, which says
that to prevent conﬂicts of interest, key persons must not
be involved in certain activities or decisions about gaming
machine grants.
Lion faces ﬁve charges of knowingly allowing a key person
to contravene s113 (1) (d) of the Gambling Act. The case
has been adjourned in the North Shore District Court to
15 February 2011.
The Invercargill man, whose name is suppressed, faces
ﬁve charges in the Invercargill District Court, focused on his
role as a key person at the Strathern Inn and being involved
in the grants process. The case has yet to be heard.
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The unit is also focusing on the suitability of key persons
found to be involved in these breaches remaining in the sector.
He urged people and trusts involved in unlawful schemes
to approach the Department and work to resolve issues.

The Department has 25 separate investigations under way
involving sections 113 and 118.

Charges over
missing million
The Department has charged a South
Auckland man over the disappearance
of almost a million dollars from a
gambling trust.
He faces nine charges of theft by a person in a special
relationship under s 220 of the Crimes Act and has yet
to enter a plea. The Department has also made application
to the High Court under s 112 of the Gambling Act for
an order to recover the amount involved.
The Department conducted a full audit of the trust’s
accounts and alleges that over $940,000 was
misappropriated during the winding up of the trust.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Licence condition threat lifted
The Department will not now add a condition
to the Lion Foundation’s gaming machine
operator licence preventing it making
grants to Christchurch’s Linﬁeld Cultural
Recreational and Sports Club and its
associated clubs and organisations.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
Department had concerns about the structure between
{   <  [  
gaming machine venues operated by Lion. It required steps to
 
     `     {  
otherwise the special licence condition would be imposed.

Youthtown
licence suspended
Youthtown Inc’s Class 4 operator’s licence
was suspended for three days after a lengthy
investigation by the Auckland inspectorate
of the Gambling Compliance Unit.
The investigation concerned allegations that Youthtown
had made grants in 2008 and 2009 to the Wairakei
International Golf Course Ltd for purposes that
were not part of Youthtown’s authorised purpose.
The intention was that the grants – $59,825 granted
in 2008 and $60,620 granted in 2009 – would pay for
tournament expenses and prizes for amateur elite youth
golfers. The investigation found that, while the grants
did pay for these, they also paid for green fees and some
participation costs for all participants, including professional
players and corporate players in a pro/am tournament.
The investigation also found that the grants had paid for
accommodation costs for participants, none of whom were
youth players. The Department concluded that Youthtown
would have or should have known how the grants were
used. There was also clear evidence that Youthtown was
given the naming rights to the tournament in 2008 as
   &

“Sections 113 and 118 of the Gambling Act 2003 were created
  

 `      @   



key persons involved in a gaming machine venue and grant
  

/

5&*

   

   @

     `

 

anyone involved with a venue.
“The Department has received written commitments
           
{  <  [      



the requirements requested to achieve compliance with the
Act and the special licence condition will not be imposed.
We will continue to monitor the situation to verify that


  

    

 &

Suspensions for
tardy notiﬁcations
Gaming machine operations at
three South Island bars were ordered
suspended for one day in October
after Mainland Foundation Ltd took
too long to notify the Department
of changes in venue management.
The Gambling Act 2003 says a society must notify
 <  '    [!
venue licence before, or as soon as practicable
        ^XX&
Mainland did not apply to the Department for
a venue manager change at the Holy Grail,
Christchurch, until some 10 months after the event.
The society took two-and-a-half years to apply
to change the venue operator of the Phoenix Bar
and Café, Papanui, and failed to advise a change
in the venue manager for approximately two years.
Three months after the Kensington Tui Clubrooms,
Dunedin, changed its manager the society lodged
a change application with the Department.
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Licence amendments must be approved before changes
The Department reminds societies they need an approved amendment to their operator’s
licence before changing the methods, systems or policies they use for considering
grant applications.
A society recently put itself in the unfortunate position
of failing to apply for an amendment to its licence under
section 57 of the Gambling Act before terminating its
contract with a grants’ management company. The previous
system had been approved by the Secretary, but the new
arrangement was not. The society has been unable to
process grant applications while the Secretary considers
its amendment application. In the interim, this has created
   



 

 &

The situation would have been avoided had the society
submitted its amendment application at the time it initially

proposed to change its methods and systems, rather than
when it was implementing its decision to make the changes.
The requirement in section 57 to submit an amendment
application applies also if a society proposes to change
its authorised purpose statement on its licence, change its
problem gambling policies, add a new key person, or make
any other change that impacts on its ability to comply with
the Act or its licence.
Please contact your society liaison inspector (see page 18)
to discuss the application requirements if your society
is considering making changes requiring an amendment
under section 57.

Multi-year grants’ consultation
The Department is consulting on a proposal to amend the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds)
Regulations 2004 so that non-casino gaming machine societies can make multi-year grants
to the same recipient or recipients. Currently, the regulations prohibit this.
The consultation document includes proposals to make
additional regulations to maintain the integrity of grant
arrangements under the Gambling Act 2003 if multi-year
grants are allowed, and to deal with the spending of
      &

The policy objective of the proposal is to allow gaming
      ` \'  }  
  ~     
 '
&

Some societies and potential grant applicants consider that
the prohibition on multi-year grants impedes their ability
to plan long-term.

The aim is to achieve this without undermining the
accessibility, transparency and accountability objectives
of the Gambling Act, and without societies inadvertently
breaching other provisions of the Act.

The consultation document aims to reveal the size and
nature of the problem, how effective it would be to repeal
the regulation prohibiting multi-year grants, and alternative
ways to deal with the problem.

The other policy objective is to close a loophole that
appears to permit societies simply to accumulate money
in certain circumstances.

The other problem is a loophole in the current law. A society
   '' 
 
    
 '
purposes can simply accumulate the money intended
for its own community purposes in its bank account,
aggravating the risk of misappropriation.

6
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The consultation document is available at
www.dia.govt.nz., under the Gambling section
– News, Press Releases & Consultation.
Submissions can be sent by 17 December 2010 to
alister.chang@dia.govt.nz or allan.collins@dia.govt.nz

PUBS AND CLUBS

Late banking policy reviewed
The Gambling Commission in its New Zealand Community Trust decision GC22/10
determined that certain breaches at venues are unsuitable to be sanctioned by the
suspension of the Class 4 venue licence.
In that case, the Commission discussed the interpretation of
section 74 of the Gambling Act, which contains the Secretary’s
power to suspend or cancel a Class 4 venue licence.

 /
       '@  
  @        
non-compliance in this area.

The Commission determined that suspensions under section
^!X     `  '   
requirements set out in section 67.

Matters to be reported to the Department

In light of the GC22/10 decision the Department has
reviewed its Misuse (Late Banking) of Gaming Machine

The general process will no longer include
the suspension step if a venue manager either banks late
        "/ 
      ' &
The general steps that now apply to instances of late
banking by venue managers are:
1. 1st instance of late banking of GMP - venue manager
is issued a warning

" ;  "  [!" ; 
2006 requires societies to immediately notify the Department
of every incident of late banking, failure to bank or short
banking, including the action taken by the society. Given
this requirement, it is clear that all societies must notify the
Department of any short banking of GMP regardless of whether
the money has been recovered. The recovery of the short
banking by withholding venue payments would be an example
of action taken by the society with respect to Game Rule 98.
The Department also points out that venues relying on the
withholding of venue payments to address GMP shortfall
    '        '
to place future GMP at risk.

2. 2nd instance of late banking – venue manager is issued
an Infringement Notice
3. 3rd instance of late banking – venue manager is issued
an Infringement Notice
4. 4th instance of late banking – proposal to cancel the venue
licence due to the unsuitability of the venue manager.
The ‘clean slate’ approach will still apply, acknowledging
the compliance of venues that have had no late banking
within a six-month period.
However, as the sanction decision is discretionary, the
Department reserves the right to start the process at any
step having considered the circumstances surrounding the
late banking breach – for example if, during an audit, it was
discovered that a society had failed to disconnect gaming
machines and notify the Department of several late banking
occurrences, the Department would likely take more serious
       &
The Department expects societies to take the lead in ensuring
compliance with section 104 of the Act through:
 
           [!  
at venues

Banking GMP over
Christmas/New Year
The Department has been asked about the banking of
venues’ gaming machine proﬁts (GMP) over Christmas
and New Year.
Where the ﬁve working day period for banking GMP
clashes with these holidays the Department expects
societies to be proactive to ensure that venues bank
the preceding week’s GMP well in advance of the
requirement. Not only will this alleviate any monitoring
issues for societies over the holiday period, but it will
also address any security issues around large amounts
of cash being left on the premises longer than necessary.
For general purposes, including banking of GMP, days
to ﬁle submissions against decisions and days to ﬁle
appeals – but excluding Ofﬁcial Information Act matters –
the last working day of 2010 is Friday, 24 December and
the ﬁrst working day of 2011 is Wednesday, 5 January.

 7

        }
practice initiatives to ensure venue managers bank
within the required timeframe
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Depreciation on club
gaming machines
Depreciation is allowed as a direct cost
of gambling. The Department encourages
all clubs to draw a cash equivalent of the
depreciation by cheque from the gaming
account and pay it into a separate reserve
bank account within club accounts.
This can be done monthly. These funds can then be used for
upgrading gaming machines, buying new ones and paying
off loans. Losses on sale can also be transferred at the end
of the year.
Using this system will make it easy at licence renewal
time to reconcile undistributed funds with the gambling
bank account.
Gaming machines are a club asset and the reserve account
      
      &
If this account does not have enough money the club’s
funds should be used.
In depreciation guidelines carried in the March 2007 issue
"  Q 
*     
preferred method for determining depreciation on gaming
machines and new gaming machines should be depreciated
        ' &

Jackpotting lotteries
The prohibition on the jackpotting
of lotteries other than membership
lotteries means that some lotteries
commonly held in clubs are illegal.
The most common of these is Joker’s Wild, a lottery
involving a deck of cards. These are usually face
down on a board. Participants buy a ticket in a draw.
The winner of the draw gets to choose a card. If that
card is the joker, the winner receives the prize pool.
The prize pool jackpots until the joker is turned
over. Cards turned over are not used again.
The Lottery Game Rules state that a lottery that is
Class 2 or 3 gambling cannot jackpot. This means
that a Joker’s Wild lottery with prizes with a value
of more than $500 cannot jackpot.
Clubs should note that the net proceeds of gambling
conducted by societies must be applied to authorised
purposes regardless of whether it is Class 1, 2 or 3
gambling. This applies to all lotteries held by clubs
other than membership lotteries. At least 20 per cent
of the potential gross income of any lottery must be
returned as prizes.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling”
FOR FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS s GAMBLING STATISTICS s RELEVANT LAW
s APPLICATION FORMS FOR LICENCES INCLUDING HOUSIE AND RAFmES s AND MUCH MORE
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new”
for new additions to the website.
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Club membership lotteries
Clubs are permitted to conduct membership lotteries provided that certain conditions
are met. The rules are set out in the Gambling Act (Lottery) Game Rules 2004,
available through the Gambling page on our website: www.dia.govt.nz
Membership lotteries can be conducted only by a club that
is a corporate society. Any other type of organisation or
individual conducting membership lotteries commits an
offence of illegal gambling under the Gambling Act 2003.
It is a requirement that the membership lottery is available
 '   
      
be no other cost to enter. Tickets cannot be purchased for
cash, either on an ad hoc weekly or multi-week basis.
It is called a membership lottery because it relies on
       
    
society. The cost of prizes is met from the pool of membership
subscription payments. Tickets purchased for cash would
make the membership lottery an ordinary lottery that
is subject to the ban on jackpotting and would be illegal
gambling under the Act.
A membership lottery can be conducted only as Class 1
or 2 gambling. This is gambling where the total value of
prizes does not exceed $5000. A licence is not required
for Class 1 or 2 gambling.

Lottery ingredients
Membership lotteries are usually conducted as Class 2
gambling where the total value of prizes exceeds $500
but not $5000.
          
     &
It must be made clear to members at the outset how
much money is to be distributed and the lottery’s
duration. This must not change during the course
of the membership lottery.
The critical ingredients of a membership lottery are
the total prize pool and the number of draws to be
conducted during the draw period.
The draw prize pool for each draw will be the total prize
pool divided by the number of draws to be conducted.
 '      '
prepared to provide for the total prize pool. The club must
then decide for how long the membership lottery will run.
    
  

      
   ''
'&

    ~  &   
          &
   '        
draw. In this case the total of those prizes will be the
draw prize pool. Secondary prizes are not necessary.

Striking it lucky
      
     
is drawn, is present at the draw. If the member is not present
            
available at the next draw. It will accumulate at each draw
until either struck by a member being present or until the
  
        
the membership number of a member present is drawn.
7        
for the following draw will revert to the original amount
   &7      '
commences. The full number of draws must be
completed before a new one is started.
For example, a club decides to conduct a membership
lottery with a total prize pool of $4000 and duration of
10 weeks. The amount available at each of the draws is
$4000 divided by 10 weeks, which equals $400.
The $4000 total prize pool must be paid out to club
members over the course of the 10 weeks.
If the member whose number is drawn is present at the
   
    !$$& 
  
lottery continues for a further nine weeks with $3600 left
to distribute. The amount available to distribute at the
draw in week two is $400.
If the member whose number is drawn is not present
          
$$   
&      
will accumulate by $400 per week in subsequent weeks
until a member is present at a prize draw. Once a member
wins in these weeks, the amount available at the draw
in the next week goes back to $400.
The unpaid portion of the $4000 total prize pool must be
     X$
&/   
numbers will be drawn until the number of a member
present is drawn.
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Regional forums supported
The three Class 4 sector regional forums
held in September were considered to
be valuable and effective for engaging
with external stakeholders, according to
participant feedback to the Department.

Topics presented by Departmental representatives included:
 
 '    <    @
Charitable Foundation Gambling Commission decisions
         ~  
 /}
  '

A total of 56 participants attended the forums in Dunedin,
Wellington and Auckland. They were attended primarily
by society representatives and management company
service providers but societies were also able to bring
venue operators with them.

 "

  \  

 'XX%XX   
       &

Participants assessed the forums as follows:
WERE THE TOPICS PRESENTED AT THE FORUM USEFUL TO YOU?
Not Useful: 0%

Partly Useful: 4%

Useful: 57%

Very Useful: 39%

WAS THE CONTENT OF THE PRESENTATIONS:
Too basic: 4%

Just right: 74%

Complex: 18%

Too Complex: 4%

DO YOU FIND REGIONAL FORUMS AN EFFECTIVE FORM OF ENGAGEMENT?
Not Effective: 0%

Partly Effective: 22%

Effective: 56%

Very Effective: 22%

IT IS INTENDED TO RUN THREE REGIONAL FORUMS PER ANNUM. HOW OFTEN DO YOU THINK THEY SHOULD BE HELD?
Per Annum: 5%

Bi-annual: 15%

The Gambling Compliance Group found the forums valuable
too, for individual business units to communicate the status
of current projects and compliance issues.
The next round of regional forums is likely to be in March 2011.
The Department is considering including presentations from
elsewhere in the Department – such as the Local Government
& Community unit, on community funding issues.

Every 4-months: 65%

The Department is also keen to facilitate a session where
participants can discuss best-practice initiatives they have
 
        
of activity. Future presentations will also cover a variety
of topics addressing compliance risk issues.



0800 654 655
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Is your website compliant?
It is important for societies to regularly

–   
the availability of net proceeds

update and maintain their websites to

–   before any net proceeds
are distributed through grants:

provide publicly accessible information
and features.

> Details of where to obtain a grant application form

Some of the common areas of non-compliance relate

> Who will consider the applications

to such publication requirements as:

> Criteria against which applications will be
considered

 +    

   

 

 +   '  
authorised purposes.
 "  [!+  ;  #$$!
  X%    [!

@

licence that mainly distribute net proceeds to the community
to maintain a website.
The website must include the following publicly accessible
information and features:
  

       

or downloaded off the website
 Q   
 '

  

  


 

    

licence holder
 7            
XX$#! "  #$$%&  
the following:





 
          
society and a brief summary of their background
> The complaints process in the event a complaint
is made to the society regarding distribution
of proceeds

–    
> Details of all grant applications received for the
year, including details of whether the applications
have been granted or declined
> The amount of net proceeds granted, if any,
in each case
>   , the results of the society’s
annual review of the criteria, methods, systems
and policies it uses for considering the distribution
of net proceeds.
The Department will continue to randomly check
websites to ensure they comply with the relevant
publication requirements.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz

December 2010
September
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GAMING TECHNOLOGY

Some reminders about EMS
Non-downloadable jackpot systems
Jackpot controllers must be permanently connected to the
EMS site controller and powered on at all times.
This is a minimum technical requirement for linked jackpot
systems and is intended to ensure that data can be collected
from these devices in a timely manner so that accurate EMS
reporting and GMP information is available. EMS polls
jackpot systems at fewer intervals than gaming machines.
EMS-generated jackpot reports can quickly show up issues
or potential issues with jackpot operations, such as machines
that are not contributing or ‘missed jackpot wins’, but only
if EMS is able to collect all the relevant data.
The only time they should be powered off is if they are
suspected of being faulty or have malfunctioned and are
awaiting the attention of a service technician, or to facilitate
maintenance or changes by a technician.

Hopper reﬁlls
A relatively high number of gaming machines continue to
be disabled and inaccurate meter values reported because
venue staff make mistakes in, or do not follow, the correct

      &
These may differ between various makes or models of
gaming machine. Venue staff should have access to the
manufacturer’s recommended procedures or instructions
on performing these tasks and follow them consistently.
/      
  
  &  '  
been entered correctly before proceeding to the next step.
[
          ' ` 
  \  X$$#$$$$  #$$$$
 '
entering a correct value a number of times. These can be
avoided if care is taken and instructions carefully followed.

Installation and removal of gambling equipment
(commissioning and de-commissioning)
The EMS Help Desk MUST   
   
machines or jackpot devices are to be connected to, or
removed from the electronic monitoring system.

This also applies where a service technician visits a venue to
deal with reported faults, carry out repairs or maintenance,
    &
Where a venue is to be decommissioned, the outgoing
 '       @&
When a decommissioned machine is to be re-commissioned,
for example, when machines belonging to the same society are
swapped between venues, or when a venue changes societies,
but retains the existing gaming machines – the machine
should be RAM cleared before being recommissioned in
EMS. This provides a ‘clean’ starting point.

GMP adjustments
Only society users are able to input GMP adjustments.
The process is intended to correct those rare occasions
where the EMS-reported GMP amount is incorrect.
Some of the more common situations are:
 /
  ~  ~    
and paid out, but was not captured by the relevant
EMS reporting
 

       '

‘walkaways’, where the jackpot was struck but the player
            
payment was refused because the player was under age,
   
  }    
   ' 
   
resulted in manifestly excessive wins being awarded
 
 /<            
communication issues and the host system has been
unable to upload daily data overnight. This results in the
production of a ‘missing meters’ report, and the activity
will not appear on the next Weekly Venue Activity
report unless communication has been successfully
re-established before the end of the weekly period. In
this particular situation, posting GMP adjustments will
be counter-productive since almost invariably, once the
‘missing’ data has been uploaded, the following EMS
   &

A relatively high number of gaming machines continue to be
disabled and inaccurate meter values reported because venue
staff make mistakes in, or do not follow, the correct hopper
reﬁll recording procedures.
12
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Societies should investigate these situations carefully and
must keep a clear and complete audit trail of all GMP
adjustments made so that they are always in a position to
justify them if called upon. This should, where applicable,
include service technicians’ reports, jackpot system win logs,
records of player disputes, properly completed and signed
      '
    
 
  &
For detailed instructions on the actual process of posting
GMP adjustments, please refer to section 4.2 of the EMS Web
Site User Manual. This can be accessed online via the EMS
Restricted Area home page, by clicking on the Help tab.

RAM clears – replacement of memory boards
Service technicians are reminded that when ‘swapping
@    
'  ;/ 

      
&
This applies also where the original mother board
has been removed but is being put back.
This ensures that a pre-RAM clear snapshot is stored
and that all meter values are reset to zero.
If it is not done, when the machine is re-enabled in
EMS, whatever existing meter values were present on
the replacement board will be taken into account by
/<& '       
exceptions, unreasonable meter increments and/or
inaccurate reporting.
As with any servicing or repairs where changes are to be
made to gambling equipment, please make sure that the
/<5  Q    before the work is carried out.

New standard for Class 4 downloadable jackpots
The Department has advised the Class 4 gambling sector, following consultation,
that all new jackpots must be downloadable from 2 December 2010. Existing
licensed non-downloadable jackpots can operate until 1 December 2015.
A new version of the Minimum Technical Requirements
[!{
( <'     
NZ Gazette and took effect from 2 December 2010.
The changes mean that information can be downloaded
 '     '7Q  
 "  5     /   
Regulations 2004 and will ensure that jackpot systems
are fully compatible with EMS.
The Department recognised sector concerns about the
potential costs of moving to downloadable jackpots by

  }'    & ' \ 
non-downloadable jackpots can be fully depreciated
in that time and it allows societies to plan the
replacements that they determine necessary.
The Department will work with Clubs New Zealand
and the Royal New Zealand Returned and Services’
Association in particular to ensure that gaming
machine societies understand the need for careful
planning for this change.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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EMS – invitation for feedback
March 2011 marks the fourth anniversary of the completion of the Class 4 Electronic
Monitoring System (EMS). It is also an appropriate time to review the requirements
for EMS for the next few years.
The Department’s gaming technology team has compiled
a list of technical enhancements necessary to keep EMS in
step with developing gaming technologies and is opening
up discussion on features and functions to the wider
EMS stakeholders.
The Gambling Compliance Group invites the Class 4 sector
to share its thoughts, comments and suggestions on what

functions and features they would like to see EMS providing
in the future. We are particularly interested in improving
usability to help reduce costs and assist sector
compliance with the Gambling Act 2003.
Please email michael.cassidy@dia.govt.nz with EMS
comments and suggestions, or call Michael Cassidy
on 04 495 7205.

EMS Helpdesk Christmas/New Year hours
EMS Helpdesk – open 24 hours a day, seven days a week;
phone 0800 468 725 or email helpdesk@intralot.co.nz

CASINOS

Jackpot non-payout challenged
The Department has concluded, after further investigation, that there are
no reasons under the Gambling Act for Auckland SkyCity Casino to decline
to pay a $60,000 jackpot to a Caribbean Stud gambler last August.
The casino refused to pay Sothea Sinn, 28, of Wellington,
because he had self-excluded as a problem gambler
in 2004 and had failed to meet the casino’s re-entry
conditions – undertaking six sessions of counselling
before applying to SkyCity for re-entry following his
one-year exclusion. Mr Sinn was in the casino for 22
hours. Once he was detected, SkyCity’s primary concern
was to manage a harm prevention issue and the money
was returned to the prize pool and won the next day.
Internal Affairs’ gambling inspectors who were present
agreed that the casino should not pay the jackpot. But
the Department subsequently reconsidered the issue
as one involving the integrity of gambling. It has now
advised SkyCity that legally Mr Sinn did not contravene

14
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the Gambling Act by being on the premises as his
exclusion order expired in 2005. An exclusion order
under section 309 of the Gambling Act holds only for
two years. On that basis the Department concluded it
could see no reason why Mr Sinn should not be paid.
SkyCity said its legal advice indicated there are
grounds under the Gambling Act to support its
decision and there are also a number of contract law
grounds for refusing the payout. The Department
said alleged breaches of civil law have no impact
on the Gambling Act.
It is now a matter between SkyCity and Mr Sinn
whether he should be paid the money.

ALL GAMBLING

Gambling Helpline in 40 languages
Gambling Helpline has teamed up with Language Line to offer non-English speakers
a conﬁdential, accurate and neutral way to seek help without involving a family member,
friend or member of the local community.
The new service will help every immigrant, whatever their
nationality or language. There are 40 languages available
through the use of professional translators. The service is
     "  5   
callers from 9.00am to 6.00pm Monday to Friday.
Q [ /  {  {    
Affairs, says the service will be very useful to those who seek
help with their gambling problem.
“People can speak for themselves and know their stories
stay private. Gambling Helpline have been both proactive
     '    \       
     &      '
   '{  {         
may help them along the recovery path.
“Immigrants to New Zealand often suffer from loneliness
and depression, far away from their own culture and living
a life so different from what they are accustomed to. For
some, gambling can provide a way to escape from the daily
challenges, yet many have no experience of gambling in their

     ' 
  'Q [ &

  

Gambling Helpline CEO, Dr Maria Bellringer, agrees.
“Help and support will now be available to a group of
people who previously may have had nowhere to turn
      &
Approximately seven per cent of new callers last year were
     /   &
“We are excited as this new initiative means help from
Gambling Helpline is now available to all New Zealanders
         '
Dr Bellringer.
The languages available are: Amharic, Arabic, Assyrian,
Bengali, Bosnian, Cantonese, Cook Island Maori, Croatian,
Dari, Farsi, French, Gujarati, Hindi, Japanese, Khmer,
  {/  //' + 
Niuean, Pashto, Portuguese, Punjabi, Russian, Samoan,
Serbian, Sinhalese, Somali, Spanish, Taiwanese, Tamil, Thai,
Tokelauan, Tongan, Tuvaluan, Ukrainian, Urdu, Vietnamese.

We are excited as this new initiative means help from Gambling
Helpline is now available to all New Zealanders and their families,
whatever their language is.

Christmas/New Year hours
The Department will be closed from Saturday 25 December to Tuesday 4 January
inclusive and will reopen on Wednesday 5 January.
Gambling inspectors will be available at the country’s six casinos during this period.
The EMS Helpdesk is open 24 hours a day, seven days a week;
phone 0800 468 725 or email helpdesk@intralot.co.nz
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Pokie spend up in third quarter
14 October 2010

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1400 pubs and clubs in the quarter ended
30 September of this year was 2.6 per cent up on the June quarter but 2.5 per cent down
on 12 months ago.
Spending rose from $209.8 million at 30 June 2010 to $215.2 million at 30 September 2010, but was $5.5 million less than the
$220.7 million for the third quarter of 2009.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – SEPTEMBER 2010
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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            }     /<  '
operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor operations, ensure the integrity of games and the
accurate accounting of money.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT
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NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JULY TO SEPTEMBER 2010
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

185,671,705.23
4,324,907.77
16,892,318.84

86.3%
2.0%
7.9%

8,280,173.68

3.8%

29,497,400.29

13.7%

215,169,105.52

100.0%

There were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of September 2010 compared with
12 months earlier. Licence holders fell 2 per cent from 377 to 369, venues declined from 1486 to 1438 and gaming machines
decreased by almost 4 per cent from 19,296 to 18,601.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30

Sept 2010
June 2010
March 2010
Dec 2009
Sept 2009
June 2009
March 2009
Dec 2008
Sept 2008
June 2008
March 2008
Dec 2007
Sept 2007
June 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

369
370
374
378
377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439

1438
1455
1470
1491
1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598

18,601
18,944
19,115
19,359
19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes
in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming
        
                    
toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY
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COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Niall Miller ext 5485

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LTD

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

Greg Clark ext 3153

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Janet Wong ext 5505

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Kahill Madden ext 5630

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCY INC

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Kahill Madden ext 5630

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Janet Wong ext 5505

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 3153

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CT

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Janet Wong ext 5505

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Janet Wong ext 5505

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE AOTEAROA SPORTS FNDN LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FNDN

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE LION FOUNDATION

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FNDN INC

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FNDN LTD

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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Craig Armitage

Michael Cassidy

Acting Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses all
the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator
of a sector of the economy.

National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and antispam compliance, ﬁre service policy, identity services policy,
civil defence and emergency management policy and crown
entity monitoring functions. For the sake of simplicity, the
functions outside the gambling sector are not included on
this page.
For gambling regulation, this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that
policy and operational staff can beneﬁt from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with the Manager
Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that there
is a constant ﬂow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the ﬁeld.

Dave Sayers
Acting National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and ﬁnancial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering
Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, nondeposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission.

John Currie
National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.
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All gambling compliance staff can be
contacted by phoning the Department’s
toll free number

The Department of Internal Affairs produces
Gambits quarterly. Copies are distributed
in March, June, September and December.

E-mail: gaming.compliance@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz
Postal address and fax numbers:

Gambits provides information about the
Department’s recent work and signiﬁcant
issues in the gambling sector.
It is intended for sector organisations and
the community in general, to increase
understanding of and compliance with the law.
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Fanciful claims rejected
CONTENTS

Claims in the news media that the Department is indulging
in sting operations, entrapment and other underhand tactics
in investigating the suitability of key persons under the
Gambling Act 2003 are fanciful and baseless.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill says, investigators work under a set
of “guiding principles”.
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“The Gambling Compliance Group (GCG) works in an environment that is complex
and unpredictable. The guiding principles provide consistency, are a clear statement
about beliefs and values and provide a structure for how things are done.
“There is a general expectation that everyone regulated by GCG will be dealt with
in a fair and consistent manner.
“All decisions made must be fact-based and informed by the knowledge available
and all known information on a particular matter must be taken into account when
determining an outcome. The reasons for coming to a decision must be clear and be
able to withstand scrutiny from the sector, particularly if decisions are appealed to
the relevant authorities.”
Work undertaken by GCG is:
 Outcomes-focused – all activities should be focused on ensuring compliance
with the purposes of the Act
 Targeted and informed – resources should be applied to the right area at the
right time
 Transparent and accountable – actions and systems must be open to tests
of probity and provide an example of action without bias or malice
 Proportionate and responsive – better regulation only regulates to the extent
necessary to achieve a goal. Responses must be proportionate to the risk and
the potential impact of actions
 Consistent and fair – interaction with all parties must be to the same high
standards in similar circumstances
 Collaborative and cooperative – increased cooperation with the sector will
improve GCG’s intelligence and knowledge, and the sector itself may provide
solutions that improve regulation.
There are about 50 investigations currently in progress. Many of them involve
sections 113 and 118 of the Gambling Act – grants should be transparent and free
             
              
and breaches of harm prevention and minimisation requirements.
(Management companies must assist inquiries, page 4)
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ALL GAMBLING

Change in GST
The rate of GST increases from 12.5 per
cent to 15 per cent on 1 October 2010
and will mean an increase in the fees
paid to the Department.
It will also have an impact on the bottom lines of gambling
operators and, therefore, on the amount of money raised
for a variety of community purposes and on the purchasing
power of the money they raise. This will be a concern for
gambling operators and the groups they fund.

Fees increase
  !  "   # $%#% 
incorporate the increase in GST. The Department’s forms are
   # $%#%  " 
to be used.
These new forms will be available towards the end of the
 "& $%#%"    
 '%& $%#%

Potential impacts
A reduction in players’ personal tax is unlikely to stimulate
much additional gambling expenditure so the value of the
non-casino gaming machine sector’s community purpose
contribution could reduce.
The GST increase will have another impact on the non-casino
gaming machine sector. When gaming machine societies
operate machines in commercial venues such as pubs they
may reimburse the venue operator for costs incurred in
hosting the machines. These reimbursements must be actual,
reasonable and necessary. In addition, a Gazette notice limits
the GST-exclusive amount that a society may pay to the
venues that host its machines to no more than 16 per cent
of the society’s GST-exclusive gross proceeds.
These are all matters that societies will need to take
into account when considering their operations in the
coming year.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling”
FOR FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS s GAMBLING STATISTICS s RELEVANT LAW
s APPLICATION FORMS FOR LICENCES INCLUDING HOUSIE AND RAFmES s AND MUCH MORE
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new”
for new additions to the website.

2
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ALL GAMBLING

New fees
The GST increase means an increase in the fees the sector pays for a range of gambling
products and services.
FEES FROM 1 OCT 2010 (GST RATE 15%)
PRODUCT / SERVICE

CURRENT FEE (12.5%) GST INCL.

NEW FEE (15%) GST INCL.

New or renewal (prizes not exceeding $50,000)
New or renewal (prizes exceeding $50,000 and all housie)

$100.00
$707.00

$102.22
$722.71

AMENDMENT
CLASS 4 OPERATOR LICENCE

$344.00

$351.64

$4,068.00
$4,068.00
$636.00
$636.00
$254.00
$254.00
$1,271.00
$2,543.00
$4,063.00

$4,158.40
$4,158.40
$650.13
$650.13
$259.64
$259.64
$1,299.24
$2,599.51
$4,153.29

$763.00
$1,017.00
$636.00
$254.00
$636.00
$254.00
$127.00
$191.00
$425.00

$779.95
$1,039.60
$650.13
$259.64
$650.13
$259.64
$129.82
$195.24
$434.44

$1,375.00
$100.00
$328.00
$330.00
$1.35

$1,405.55
$102.22
$335.28
$337.33
$1.38

$250.00
$450.00
$450.00

$255.55
$460.00
$460.00

CLASS 3 OPERATOR LICENCE

New (Clubs, NZ Racing Board, Racing Clubs)
New (Other Societies)
Amendment (Key Person)
Notiﬁcation (Key Person)
Amendment (Other)
Notiﬁcation (Other)
Renewal (Clubs, NZ Racing Board, Racing Clubs)
Renewal (Other Societies)
Class 4 Operator’s Annual Compliance Fee
CLASS 4 VENUE LICENCE

New (Clubs, NZ Racing Board, Racing Clubs)
New (Other Societies)
Amendment (Key Person)
Amendment (Other)
Notiﬁcation (Key Person)
Notiﬁcation (Other)
Renewal (Clubs, NZ Racing Board, Racing Clubs)
Renewal (Other Societies)
Class 4 Venue Annual Compliance Fee (per machine)
LICENSED PROMOTER LICENCE

New or Renewal
Temporary Authority
Certiﬁcate of Approval
Associated Person
Electronic Monitoring Fee (per active machine per day)
GAMBLING COMMISSION APPEALS

Appeal ﬁling
One day hearing
Half day and part (after ﬁrst day)
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Management companies must assist inquiries
The Department’s powers to review, audit and investigate extend to companies
employed to manage a society’s gaming machine operations.
Section 333 of the Gambling Act provides the power
to require any person to provide information necessary
or desirable for the purpose of auditing or investigating
a Class 4 gambling operator.
The fact that a society operates through an external service
provider is immaterial to the Department’s ability to access
information relevant to compliance with the Act. Regulated
activities such as venue liaison, venue payments and costs
management need to be as accessible to the Department
as they are when societies conduct them in-house.

When such access is denied, inevitably it will throw
a spanner into the works and cause us to dig deeper.
Refusal to comply fully with our request for information
under section 333 could contribute to a proposal to refuse
to renew a Class 4 operator’s licence, as the Secretary will
           *$ 
of available information.
Therefore, where management and administration service
providers act as agents for a society in ensuring compliance
with the Act, a review, audit or investigation into that
society’s compliance with the Act may require some
information to be provided directly from those agents.
This is particularly important where a society itself does
not have, or is refused, access to such information.

Inactive gaming machines
The Department reminds societies of their responsibilities where a venue
is inactive and no gambling occurs for more than four weeks.
Section 71 of the Gambling Act says in such cases
a society must surrender its venue licence or seek
approval from the Department for an extension for
      
The venue being inactive means that no Class 4
gambling is being conducted at the venue whatever
the reason. It does not just mean four weeks of not
being connected to the EMS or four weeks with no
machines at the venue.

4
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Where venues are being renovated or rebuilt, the
        
cessation of the machines using the form “Class 4
Venue Licence – Amendments and Non-Key Person
+   /29;<  " 
www.dia.govt.nz. There will be occasions like
  "   
or incapacitated and are unlikely to be usable within
four weeks. In such situations notice can only be given
after the event and must follow as soon as practicable,
but before the expiration of four weeks, if the society
thinks it will need an extension.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Venue costs resubmission update
The Department is assessing venue costs
for all Class 4 venues after asking societies
to resubmit them on a standardised form.
This will ensure that only actual, reasonable and necessary
expenses are being paid as stipulated in the Gambling Act.
There should be no surprises in this regard.
Resubmission will mean venues are correctly recompensed
   = ""       
Gazette notice, helping to achieve one of the Gambling
Act’s key purposes — ensuring that money from gambling
    
         
comprehensive and reliable cost data for all Class 4 venues.
The resubmission exercise:
 >
   
        
the operation of the Gazette Notice, including the limits
 ?
           
on the timeframes attributable to labour task costs, and
 @
    "  
costs options.

Impacts on licensing
Venue cost schedules received as part of the licensing
applications are also being assessed to ensure that
they contain only expenses that are actual, reasonable
and necessary.
Some venue licence approvals have been delayed,
due partly to ‘teething’ issues within the Department.
But delays were exacerbated by some societies submitting
licensing applications with schedules that included some
very high costs, for example, a submission on a labour
cost of $100 per hour for attending to machines.
The Department cannot accept claims that appear high
  "      J O
 ""    "Q 
explanations. In some cases these were provided and costs
revised to a more reasonable level. In other cases societies
have failed to supply adequate explanations while also
refusing to revise costs. This is a particular problem where
the venue has agreed to transfer to a new society on a higher
           
       "    
The Department will commence a review of the Gazette Notice
when all venue cost schedules have been approved and we are
  "" "     

The Department will commence a review of the Gazette Notice when
all venue cost schedules have been approved and we are conﬁdent
we are working with accurate industry data.
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Guidelines on GM payouts to non-club members
The Department has been asked to clarify its position over clubs that choose to have
in-house rules preventing non-members, not signed in as guests, from playing gaming
machines and collecting any winnings. These guidelines have been drafted in consultation
with RNZRSA and Clubs NZ.
/ ; $%%'Q       =
commercial premises used mainly by club members (section
65(3)). Rules preventing non-members, not signed in as
guests, from playing gaming machines and collecting
winnings are consistent with the non-commercial nature
of clubs. Clubs may choose to have these rules but they
are not a requirement under the Act. Clubs may want to
consider the need for a national policy to manage this issue.
Subject to the points below, the Department considers that
if a club has a rule and displays suitable and easily visible
signage, clearly stating that non-club members who are not
signed in as guests cannot play the gaming machines and
will not be paid winnings, then clubs can withhold payment.
This includes jackpot winnings and cancelled credits.
To ensure player fairness signage must be suitable and
easily visible, clearly warning non-members that if they are
not signed in as guests they cannot play gaming machines
and will not be paid out if they win. The club’s sign-in
procedures and the requirement that all non-members be
signed in by a member of the club as their guest must also
be made clear to non-members before they enter the club.
The Department suggests that a best practice approach

would also include bar staff checking gaming machine patrons’
eligibility to continue gambling when they request an eftpos
cash withdrawal or order drinks, and reminding patrons
of the rule when clearing glasses from the gaming room etc.
Staff should have a good idea of who are club members.
  Q    / ; 
U2 9X/Y $%%ZU /Y X   
non-payment of gaming machine winnings. Player disputes
and unpaid winnings are dealt with under Game Rules
[$=[* J    ?  \  & 
(EMS) recorded data are dealt with in Game Rule 133:
 ]   "
       
an “Unpaid Prize Report” must be completed
 ]       =   
winnings a “Gambling Equipment Fault/Player Dispute
Report” must be completed
 ] "
    ?\&J  must be
posted equal to the amount of the win.
If a club does not have a rule suitably displayed as described
above, a club must pay out all prizes in accordance with the
/ ; $%%'

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Check for misleading signage
Some jackpot signage displayed
at venues (see left) is misleading
because it ignores the Gambling
Act (Class 4) Game Rules 2006.
Jackpot signage simply stating that “any
malfunction voids all plays and wins” fails
to acknowledge the level of responsibility
societies and venues carry when such events
arise. These responsibilities, which relate
to player disputes, are set out in game
 [$=[9
The Department asks societies to check jackpot
signage at all their venues to ensure that it
does not convey such restrictive messages.

Daylight saving
Daylight saving begins on Sunday 26 September,
when clocks go forward an hour at 2am to become 3am.
The extra hour of daylight in the evenings will run till Sunday 3 April 2011,
when clocks go back an hour at 3am to 2am.
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Sector assists IGP development
The Gambling Compliance Group leadership team would like to thank all those who
participated in recent meetings on the Integrated Gambling Platform (IGP) project.
The IGP is making progress following the signing of a heads
of agreement in June between the Department and Intralot.
     2 9    
drawn from the Community Gaming Association, The Lion
Foundation, Pub Charity, New Zealand Community Trust,
Trillian Trust, Producers (represented by Marco Management),
Mainland Foundation, Southern Victorian Charitable Trust,
Clubs NZ and RNZRSA, to better understand and minimise
   ]/>     
“We appreciate the time they took to talk to us and their
willingness to be open and honest in their comments,”
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill said. “We had
good discussions during the workshops, which challenged
our thoughts and ideas.
“We are now taking all that information and contemplating
our next steps. For example, one of the major concerns from
the workshops was the grants’ database module of the IGP.
They expressed concern over the amount and type of
information the Department was intending to collect.
We have taken the feedback on board and will look at
options to minimise impacts to the sector and community.
“There have been other societies, not part of the sector
reference groups, who are interested in the IGP project and
we will be talking to them about how they can participate.
This is a great example of us working together. We hope
to see more of this collaborative approach in the future.
“Please feel free to contact any of the leadership team for
further information, or Sanjay Sewambar or Sophan Chhim
who have been directly involved in the engagement sessions.”
Kerry Wood from Mainland Foundation said the discussions
were open and frank and the sector had an opportunity to
voice its concerns while potentially contributing to the end
result. Mearl Caskey from Southern Victoria Charitable
Trust said he felt listened to and thought their concerns
    "     Y/  
from Trillian Trust said the IGP workshops were a great
opportunity to have input from the sector that should help
ensure that the end result will work well for the end users.

8
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The Department is also engaging with other stakeholders
and has attended a community forum of researchers and
providers. Gaming Technology has discussed the IGP
initiative with authorised testing facilities (ATFs) in Australia.
The IGP is using existing infrastructure and resources
wherever possible to assist in reducing costs and deliver
        ] "     
online system to manage all gambling activity in the
country’s 1450 pubs and clubs and improve the integrity
of the Class 4 gambling sector and the transparency
of grants to the community.
It will complement the proven electronic monitoring (EMS)
of 19,000 non-casino gaming machines. EMS was introduced
\$%%~      
operations in pubs and clubs, ensuring the integrity of
games and the accurate accounting of money.
    ]/>"    ; 
next year when the Department and sector move from a
paper-based licensing system to electronic licensing and
       " "
in stages, including managing gambling compliance and
   " "
   !  
\     ]/>"        
gambling sector interacting online with the Department.
“The IGP will provide the Department with a web-enabled,
rules-based licensing and compliance system, improved
information and grants’ monitoring capability,” he said.
] "     ""   "  
the gambling sector, from money going into a pokie machine
to its dissemination to the community for the purposes
authorised under the Act”.
Information and regular updates on the IGP are available
on the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz/igp
An email address is also available for any questions
or comments at: igp@dia.govt.nz
(System to improve gambling sector integrity page 15)

PUBS AND CLUBS

Regional forums scheduled
The Department will hold another round
of regional forums in Auckland, Wellington
and Dunedin this month to discuss a
range of compliance topics with gaming
machine societies.
&            
attend along with three or four venue operators per society.

Forum topics
Attending the forums will be representatives from the
Gambling Compliance Group’s Compliance, Gaming
Technology, Performance Assurance, Investigations and
  > 
      
 ;
  "   !   
resubmission process
 ;
       ; &
Cohen - Ronen, on the key messages from the Gambling
Commission’s decisions on The Trusts Charitable
Foundation and The Southern Trust appeals
 \ =   
 ]    

    ##' ##[    

The dates for these forums are:

Dunedin:
Date:\ $~& $%#%
Time: 11.00 am
Venue: Burns House (Level 6), 10 George Street
Department contact: Duane.Calvert@dia.govt.nz
Telephone: (03) 470 1509

Wellington
Date:@  $& $%#%
Time: 11.00 am
Venue:  ]  ;  
@ & U X
Department contact: Hayley.Bilton@dia.govt.nz
Telephone: (04) 494 0616

Auckland
Date: '%& $%#%
Time: 11.00 am
Venue: Richmond Yacht Club, Westhaven Drive, Auckland
City. (Note: This venue is at the foot of the Harbour Bridge)
Department contact: Pamela.Yee Joy@dia.govt.nz
Telephone: (09) 363 0754
Anyone wishing to attend should advise the appropriate
Department contacts above of the numbers attending.

GM proceeds
The table of non-club society gaming machine proceeds for the year
ended 31 March 2010, published in the June issue of Gambits, inadvertently
omitted The North and South Trust and its total of $7,844,548.95.
The total GMP of $739,532,610.49 was correct.
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Sanctions
The following is a list of sanctions relating to Class 4 licences decided between
31 January 2010 and 30 June 2010.
SECRETARY’S DECISIONS CONCLUDED (DECISIONS APPEALED TO THE GAMBLING COMMISSION NOT INCLUDED)

OPERATOR

10

LICENCE TYPE

PROPOSED SANCTION

Perry Foundation Trust

Venue Licence: Rojji Buffet Restaurant & Bar

Suspension: One day proposed

NZCT

Venue Licence: The Rose and Crown

Cancellation

NZCT

Venue Licence: Ibiza

Cancellation

NZCT

Venue Licence: Stadium Bar

Cancellation

Trillian Trust

Venue Licence: Star Tavern Kihikihi

Cancellation

Prime Community Trust

Venue Licence: Royal Hotel

Cancellation

Pelorus Trust

Venue Licence: Aberdeen Steakhouse & Bar

Cancellation

The Lion Foundation

Venue Licence: Makl’s Bar

Suspension

Eureka Trust

Venue Licence: Esplanade Tavern

Water Safety Education Foundation

Venue Licence: Spot 81

Cancellation

Pelorus Trust

Venue Licence: Loaded Hog

Cancellation

Grassroots Trust

Venue Licence: Spankyz

Water Safety Education Foundation

Venue Licence: The Palace

Pelorus Trust

Venue Licence: Horse & Hound Bar
& Cafe (Petone)

Suspension

Perry Foundation Limited

Venue Licence: Hillcrest Tavern

Cancellation

Perry Foundation Limited

Venue Licence: Palms Tavern

Cancellation

Pelorus Trust

Venue Licence: Chances Sports Bar

Suspension

Pelorus Trust

Venue Licence: Cruza Bar

Air Rescue Services Ltd

Venue Licence: Robbies Bar and Bistro Richmond

The Lion Foundation

Venue Licence: Strathern Inn

Suspension

First Sovereign Trust

Venue Licence: After Dark

Cancellation

NZCT

Venue Licence: Kai Restaurant (Blue Moon)

Cancellation

The Lion Foundation (2008)

Venue Licence: Armazem Restaurant & Bar

Refuse to grant

The Southern Trust

Venue Licence: Gladstone Grand Hotel

Cancellation

The Lion Foundation

Operator’s Licence

Suspension

Oxford Sports Trust

Venue Licence: Tote & Poke

Suspension

September 2010
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Refuse to renew

Refuse to renew
Refuse to grant

Suspension
Refuse to grant

PUBS AND CLUBS

BREACH/REASON

DATE OF DECISION

OUTCOME/STATUS

Failure to notify Secretary –
change of venue manager/operator

February 2010

Proposal withdrawn – society disabled
gaming machines indeﬁnitely

Key person suitability (venue manager) – late banking;
underage gambling; poor harm minimisation training

February 2010

Proposal withdrawn – venue manager no longer involved.
Instead, licence suspended for three days. Venue
additionally closed for 4 days by Liquor Licensing Authority

Key person suitability (venue manager) –
late banking; poor harm minimisation training

February 2010

Proposal withdrawn – venue manager no longer involved

Key person suitability (venue manager) –
late banking; poor harm minimisation training

February 2010

Proposal withdrawn – venue manager no longer involved

Key person suitability (venue manager) – late banking

January 2010

Key person suitability (venue manager) – late banking

March 2010

Proposal withdrawn – venue manager no longer involved

Key person suitability (venue manager) – late banking

March 2010

Proposal withdrawn – venue manager no longer involved

Late banking

March 2010

Licence suspended: three days

Key person suitability; late banking

March 2010

Proposal withdrawn after society’s submissions considered

Failure to notify Secretary – gaming machines
disconnected. Late Banking. Inactive gaming machines
for more than 4 weeks

March 2010

Licence surrendered

Key person suitability (venue manager) – late banking

April 2010

Proposal withdrawn – venue operator went
out of business

Key person suitability (venue manager)

April 2010

Proposal withdrawn – venue manager no longer involved

Concerns around primary activity and possible inactivity
for extended period

May 2010

Proposal withdrawn after society’s submissions considered

Failure to issue exclusion order to self-identiﬁed problem
gambler; poor harm minimisation training

May 2010

Licence suspended: two days

Key person suitability (venue manager) –
late banking. Failure to turn off gaming machines

May 2010

Licence suspended: three days; change of venue
manager and society

Key person suitability (venue manager) –
late banking. Failure to turn off gaming machines

May 2010

Licence suspended: three days; change of venue
manager and society

Late banking

April 2010

Licence suspended: three days

Late banking

April 2010

Proposal withdrawn – venue manager no longer involved

Building under construction

May 2010

Proposal was withdrawn; venue completed

Late banking

May 2010

Licence suspended: three days

Licence surrendered

Late banking

March 2010

Venue used mainly for operating gaming machines

June 2010

Proposal withdrawn. 7 day suspension served instead
Licence cancelled

Unsupervised access to gambling area

May 2010

Refusal to grant licence

Large number of issues mostly related to harm prevention
and minimisation; signage and information requirements
and record keeping

March 2010

Failure to maximise proceeds/minimise costs

June 2010

Licence suspended: four days

Late banking

July 2010

Licence suspended: three days

Licence cancelled
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LEGAL ISSUES

Court reinforces infringement fee
A $5000 infringement fee imposed by the Department on an Auckland company
for publishing an overseas gambling advertisement in New Zealand has been
backed by Auckland District Court, Judge E M Aitken.
Smilelines Ltd operated a webpage for New Zealandbased lotto results and included 16 hypertext links
to overseas gambling related sites, contrary to s16 of
/ ; $%%'   
infringement notice and sought a lesser penalty.
Judge Aitken said it was a strict liability offence.
"      "
        
the Department that they were breaching the law
                
    "   
gain,” she said.

Judge Aitken said she was not persuaded that the
company, which could pay a director’s fee of $110,000,
would be unable to pay the $5000 infringement notice.
          "
             
infringement fee amount of $5000 when other like
companies in a similar situation, who immediately
accept responsibility for their offending, would be
required to pay that amount,” the judge said.
She also imposed court costs of $130.

“On the contrary, it seems to me that there would be inherent
unfairness if the company is not ﬁned the infringement fee
amount of $5000 when other like companies in a similar
situation, who immediately accept responsibility for their
offending, would be required to pay that amount,”
the judge said.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
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LEGAL ISSUES

Department appeals poker decision
The Department is appealing to the High Court an Auckland District Court decision
by Judge David J Harvey that tournament poker is not gambling as deﬁned in the
Gambling Act 2003.
This relates to four charges of TV Works Ltd breaching
  #Z     ; > >
Tour (APPT) in advertisements for pokerstars.net.

Judge Harvey dismissed all charges saying he was not
           
had made out its case.

The Department brought multiple charges against the
company for advertising overseas gambling on TV3
and C4, associated with the Celebrity Joker Poker series.

]             
constitute an overseas gambling advertisement and, for that
reason, the element of an overseas gambling advertisement,
promoting a gambling operator or inducing persons to
gamble outside New Zealand, must fail,” he said.

Judge Harvey said he did not consider the way in which
the APPT was structured amounted to gambling.
“It does not involve the payment of consideration based
upon the outcome of the game. It involves the splitting
of a sum of money derived from the payment of entry fees
between the winning players. Although poker is usually
associated with some form of gambling, because players
in the tournament do not make side bets on the outcome
of each hand, that element of wagering upon the outcome
or paying consideration or a stake, is present.”

The Department’s appeal is limited to a question of law
– whether Judge Harvey was correct in interpreting the
     9 / ; $%%' 
       ; > >
The appeal is scheduled to be heard in the High Court
in Auckland next month.

The Department brought multiple charges against the company for
advertising overseas gambling on TV3 and C4, associated with the
Celebrity Joker Poker series.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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MEDIA RELEASES

Pokie thief jailed
19 August 2010

A former North Shore bar owner was jailed for 21 months when he appeared for sentence
in the Oamaru District Court over the loss of almost $120,000 of pokie money.
& +  9~ "   & 2  
but last November pleaded guilty in the North Shore
District Court to six charges of theft by a person in a special
relationship by failing to account for $118,935.48 of gaming
  "  >  
Norton was the venue operator of two North Shore bars,
Pat’s Garage, Takapuna and Brownsy Sports Bar, Browns
Bay. He should have banked the gaming machine money
to the Pelorus Trust account but used it to prop up his
   "         
The Department says the community missed out on at least
99%%%     \!"

Waiheke
competition illegal
17 August 2010

A website competition offering a house,
car and boat on Waiheke Island as the
prize was illegal and the Department told
the organiser to stop the promotion.
Temo Van Tongeren of Surfdale, Waiheke Island, marketed
his fundraiser as the ‘Win a Waiheke Island Lifestyle’
competition. The Department said this is “remote interactive
 <  U$XUX / ; $%%'
     2    ;"
to operate online gambling in New Zealand.
Northern Region Manager, Rob Abbott said Mr Van
Tongeren took immediate steps to prevent people entering
his competition after the Department contacted him and
his willingness to cooperate was acknowledged.
“We warned Mr Van Tongeren that any future fund raising
must be conducted within the law,” Rob Abbott said.

14
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Norton to pay that amount in reparation and said he could
seek home detention if suitable accommodation can be found.
Internal Affairs Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill
said gaming machine money does not belong to a venue but
must be banked into the account of a gaming trust that is
then responsible for distributing funds to the community.
        
machine proceeds as the Gambling Act makes clear,” he
said. “This case underlines to venues that gaming machine
proceeds do not belong to them but are held in trust. Not
dealing with the funds as the law requires deprives the
community of money and constitutes theft.”

Late banking ﬁne
A former venue manager of the
Star Tavern in Kihikihi, Te Awamutu,
was ﬁned $2500 for late banking.
Stirling Henare, 54, sought a court hearing over an
infringement notice he received for the offence but
then pleaded guilty. He had already been warned
after The Trillian Trust advised the Department
of two previous instances of late banking. Trillian
subsequently surrendered its venue licence.

MEDIA RELEASES

System to improve gambling sector integrity
28 June 2010

An integrated online system to manage all gambling activity in the country’s 1470 pubs and
clubs will improve the integrity of the Class 4 gambling sector and the transparency of grants
to the community, Internal Affairs Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill said today.
The Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) and Intralot NZ
Ltd have signed a heads of agreement for an integrated
gambling platform (IGP) that will complement the proven
electronic monitoring (EMS) of 19,000 non-casino gaming
  ?\&"   \$%%~  
and monitor gaming machine operations in pubs and
clubs, ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate
accounting of money.
?\&    "      
   "  / ; $%%'<\ 
Hill said, “and the IGP project will expand our compliance
    "     " 
community through the provision of more transparent
information about the gambling sector.”
    ]/>"     "  
Department and sector move from a paper-based licensing
system to electronic licensing.
 "            
to interact online with the Department,” Mike Hill said. “The
current licensing system has reached the end of its useful life.
“The IGP will provide the Department with a web-enabled,
rules-based, e-licensing, systems integration, improved
reporting and grants monitoring capability. It will give us
  ""   "    
sector, from money going into a pokie machine to its
dissemination to the community for the purposes authorised
under the Act.
“It will further support our approach of using the licensing
system as a ‘gatekeeper’ to prevent inappropriate people
entering the sector and enhance our investigations through
better data collection, collation and integration.

”Increased returns to the community should also result
   
      ]/><
The IGP will be a joint collaboration between the
Department and Intralot, using existing infrastructure
and resources wherever possible to assist in reducing
            
“Several factors were involved in our decision to develop
]/>" ]        

         
to the community through improved information and
reduced administrative sector costs and comprehensive,
locally-based project management,” Mike Hill said.
“We have each built on our experience with the development
and running of EMS to produce an excellent, lower risk deal
for both sides and for the wider community.”
Intralot Group General Director of Strategy, John Katakis,
said: “We are really pleased with the extension of our contract
+"            
];          
    "" ];  

successfully the EMS project and achieving a high level
operating service performance out of EMS. The state-of-theart services provided through EMS helped both DIA and the
          " 
the Gambling Act. We both believe that EMS will improve
further the effectiveness, transparency, and integrity of the
surveillance of the country’s gaming sector through the
   ]/>         
New Zealand and Greece will work hard with the same
commitment and methodology in cooperation with DIA, so
as to provide a state-of-the-art integrated gambling platform.”
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Annual pokie spend continues down
20 June 2010

For the third year running gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1455 pubs
and clubs dropped.
]   '% $%#%  9* [[    '% $%% [9$   
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ANNUAL NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2000 – JUNE 2010
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – JUNE 2010
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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The Department tracks and monitors non-casino gaming machine operations and captures spending through electronic
monitoring (EMS), ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money. EMS became fully operational
\$%%~

NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – APRIL TO JUNE 2010
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$180,997,910.63
$4,244,655.33
$16,368,279.06

86.3%
2.0%
7.8%

$8,206,086.57

3.9%

$28,819,020.96

13.7%

$209,816,931.59

100.0%

There were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of the June year. Licence holders
dropped 4 per cent from 384 to 370, venues dropped 3 per cent from 1501 to 1455 and gaming machines were also
3 per cent down, from 19,479 to 18,944.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30

June 2010
March 2010
Dec 2009
Sept 2009
June 2009
March 2009
Dec 2008
Sept 2008
June 2008
March 2008
Dec 2007
Sept 2007
June 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

370
374
378
377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439

1455
1470
1491
1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598

18,944
19,115
19,359
19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the
quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming
        
                    
toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY

18

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LTD

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

Greg Clark ext 3153

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Janet Wong ext 5505

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Kahill Madden ext 5630

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

John Gualter ext 5614

Janet Wong ext 5505

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INC

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Janet Wong ext 5505

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Kahill Madden ext 5630

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Janet Wong ext 5505

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Tony Climo 03 409 2158

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 3153

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CT

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Janet Wong ext 5505

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Janet Wong ext 5505

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Janet Wong ext 5505

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCY

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FNDN

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 3142

Janet Wong ext 5505

THE LION FOUNDATION

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Dave Bermingham ext 3151

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LTD

Dave Macdonald ext 3152

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 3151

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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GAMBLING ISSUES KEY CONTACTS

Craig Armitage

Michael Cassidy

Acting Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses all
the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator
of a sector of the economy.

National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and antispam compliance, ﬁre service policy, identity services policy,
civil defence and emergency management policy and crown
entity monitoring functions. For the sake of simplicity, the
functions outside the gambling sector are not included on
this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that
policy and operational staff can beneﬁt from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with the Manager
Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that there
IS A CONSTANT mOW OF INFORMATION BETWEEN THE STAFF
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the ﬁeld.

Dave Sayers
Acting National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and ﬁnancial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering
Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, nondeposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission.

John Currie
National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.
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Pull your socks up, Minister tells sector
The Class 4 gambling sector must pull its socks up and prove that it can comply
with the Gambling Act before the Government will consider making changes to the law.
Internal Affairs Minister, Nathan Guy, delivered this unequivocal
message to a Community Gaming Association special conference,
held in the wake of two Gambling Commission decisions
that warned the sector about using improper practices. The
Commission upheld two licence suspensions imposed by the
Department on The Southern Trust and The Trusts Charitable
Foundation over competition for venues and unnecessary
entertainment expenses (see pages 2 and 14).

“DIA officials tell me some cases coming up suggest that this
perception is accurate,” he added. “But whether it’s accurate or
not, this is a perception you have to sort out. It’s in your hands.

“If the sector wants concessions and changes to the law, then
it needs to demonstrate that it will maximise the community
funding generated by gaming machines and that everyone
will comply with the law,” Nathan Guy said.

“If the sector can improve its practices, which I hope it
will, then this has to be a win for all the parties involved.”

He reminded societies that they were licensed to raise money
for community purposes and that gaming machine money
was not theirs.
“It is money you hold in trust on behalf of the community,”
he said. “Some societies seem to have lost sight of this very
simple point. It is not a ‘grey’ issue, with any room for debate.
From the Government’s point of view, it is ‘black and white’.
“The Government’s expectation is that you will comply
with the law and honour your obligations to the community.
I know that most of you are doing this.
“I don’t want to see an unnecessarily heavy-handed approach
from the Department of Internal Affairs. Staff in the Department
would prefer to be spending their time on more constructive
activities. But they will be persistent when they get a sniff of
anything dodgy. The Department will suspend, cancel or refuse
to renew licences and it will consider prosecutions when it finds
breaches of the law.”

Perception needs sorting out
Mr Guy said there was a public perception that no matter how
worthy a community purpose was, it would not get a grant
unless the community group knew the right people, controlled a
gaming machine venue, or controlled a gaming machine society.

“When the Department picks up issues involving noncompliance, societies must accept that there are problems and
put them right, quickly. There are too many cases of societies
spending community money trying to defend the indefensible.

Mr Guy said that from his meetings with the sector and the
wider community there seemed to be a strong desire for change
and the Government was prepared to change too.
“Some societies and potential grant recipients consider that the
prohibition on multi-year grants means that grant applicants
don’t have the certainty which is necessary for long-term
planning,” he said. “There is some merit in this point.”
The Government could propose changes later this year to allow
societies to make multi-year grants in certain circumstances.
For example a society would need to hold a current licence,
have sufficient funds available and disclose long-term
commitments in its annual report.
“Allowing multi-year grants would give a ‘better bang for the
bucks’ and assist in getting projects started with more longterm certainty. But first, we want to see a change in societies’
behaviour,” Mr Guy said.
“If the sector wants concessions and changes to the law, then
it needs to demonstrate that it will maximise the community
funding generated by gaming machines and that everyone
will comply with the law.
“If we work together, I hope we can get the sector back
on track. This is your chance.”
The Minister’s speech is available on:
www.beehive.govt.nz/minister/nathan+guy
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Commission sets out societies’ obligations
The Gambling Commission delivered strong judgements that reminded Class 4 societies
of their obligations under the Gambling Act 2003, when it dismissed two appeals
by The Southern Trust and The Trusts Charitable Foundation against decisions
of the Secretary for Internal Affairs to suspend their operator licences.
The Southern Trust was suspended for five days after it had
incurred development and enhancement costs in excess of
limit C, incurred unnecessary costs in upgrading gambling
areas, and incurred substantial brokerage costs to secure
two new venues. The Trusts Charitable Foundation was
suspended for six days after incurring unnecessary society
costs including third party entertainment and contracting
a party to find new venues.
The Commission’s decisions clearly state societies’
obligations under the legislation and address elements
of the competition for venues that have developed
within the sector. The Gambling Commission stated:
“There are clear dangers in societies forgetting their true
function and acting as if they are commercial gambling
operators. The requirement to distribute all net proceeds
for authorised purposes, and to maximise net proceeds and
minimise costs, are fundamental obligations of purpose, not
be approached as if they were a tax on commercial activity,
strictly and minimally construed and applied”.
The appeals primarily focused on whether the societies had
incurred actual, reasonable and necessary costs. In reaching
its decision, the Gambling Commission reiterated that
societies can only incur costs in “conducting the gambling”
and in legal compliance. These costs must be “necessary”
in the first instance, which the Gambling Commission has
held “is a fairly strong word falling between expedient or
desirable on the one hand and essential on the other”.
Whether a cost is “necessary” defines if the cost can be
incurred at all, while “reasonable” defines its quantum.

The prohibition on incurring costs that aren’t actual,
reasonable or necessary is consistent with the duty to
minimise operating costs and maximise net proceeds.
The Gambling Commission stated that under the legislation,
the “overall sense conveyed is a requirement of conservatism
in spending and the need to protect funds intended to
benefit the community from speculation and waste”.
In line with these key messages the Gambling Commission
found the Southern Trust venue upgrades, which involved
themed gambling areas, not to be necessary costs; contracting
dedicated staff/brokers to source new venues not to be
reasonable and necessary costs; and the costs incurred by The
Trusts Charitable Foundation on leisure and entertainment for
venue operators and the trustees not to be necessary.
The Gambling Commission had advice and messages for the
Department as well. Included in that advice was a recording
of its expectation that the Department will be diligent in its
investigation of similar conduct by other societies and that
there will be proportional consequences for any breach.
However, the Department notes that if societies make good
faith assessments on the costs they intend to incur and
make those assessments with a clear understanding of their
obligations under the law and the fundamental purpose for
which they conduct Class 4 gambling, then there is nothing
for those societies to fear. The Department wishes to see a
sector motivated by maximising returns and minimising
costs with a clear understanding of its responsibilities
at law and to the community.
See page 14 Pokie operators to suspend business.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Ban on harness racing club grants confirmed
Three gaming machine societies have dropped their Gambling Commission appeals against
an Internal Affairs Department decision that prevents them from granting pokie funds to
four northern harness racing clubs.
Last November the Department imposed the gambling
licence condition on Lion, Perry and Infinity Foundations
preventing them from making grants to the Thames Harness
Racing Club and the Manukau, Kumeu and Franklin
Trotting Clubs. This followed an investigation into the
grant application process, flow of funds and the relationship
between the societies, trotting clubs and Northern
Hospitality Management Ltd, which operated at seven
venues where the societies involved had gaming machines.
The investigation showed that while grants to the four
clubs totalled about $400,000 up to 2005, between 2006
and December 2008 they received over $5.4 million.

But it was withdrawing its appeal because of the expenditure
it would incur as the sole remaining appellant.

Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
Department considered the grants were inconsistent with
sections 113 and 118 of the Gambling Act 2003, which make
it clear that decisions about gaming machine grants should
be transparent, free from conflicts of interest or conditions.

“Any moves that seek to capture funding flows from pokie
machines are rorting the system and the Department is
working strenuously to expose them. We want to ensure
community groups have fair access to gambling-generated
community funds and there are several investigations under
way involving similar such arrangements. The Department
intends to expose and hold accountable any key persons
intentionally involved in the ‘money-go-rounds’.

“The societies lodged an appeal with the Gambling Commission
against the condition, assuring us of no wrongdoing,” Mike
Hill said. “We are pleased that, in withdrawing their appeals,
they appear to have recognised the legitimate concerns of the
Department but their responses are disappointing when they
know what our investigations revealed.”
Infinity told the Department it had adhered to the licence
condition since it was imposed last November. It was
innocent of any wrongdoing relating to the four racing clubs
and was not involved in any arrangement with them.

Lion Foundation Chairman, Mike Smith, said Lion believed
firmly it had not breached the Act but that it had withdrawn
its appeal because it was an impediment to “reaching an
overall resolution to the industry-wide issues associated
with grants to the racing industry”.
However, Mike Hill said the Department’s concern was
not that funding from the societies concerned was going
to racing purposes but that arrangements had been
entered into to capture the funding and indirectly support
investments back into pub ownership and management.

”While Lion, Perry and Infinity haven’t acknowledged
any wrongdoing, the Department will continue to closely
monitor the sector and will prosecute where there is
evidence of a breach of the Act.”
The Department had still to make a decision on a proposal
to impose a 21-day suspension of gaming machine
operations at the seven venues operated by Northern
Hospitality, linked into these societies, Mike Hill added.

Change in Regulation and Compliance
The Department’s Regulation and Compliance Branch,
which includes Gambling Compliance, has a new Deputy
Secretary following the secondment of Keith Manch to
Identity Services (IDS) as General Manager.
Craig Armitage was appointed Acting Deputy Secretary
for the six months that Keith Manch is on secondment.
Craig brings significant experience in regulation and
compliance from the Department of Labour where he
was Deputy Secretary of the Workplace Group. His
responsibilities included policy and service delivery for
employment relations, health and safety and labour market

regulation generally, policy for and monitoring of accident
compensation, and managing relationships with both the
Minister of Labour and the Minister for ACC. Prior to
that he held a variety of general management positions
including policy and research, service delivery, Crown entity
monitoring and corporate and change management roles.
He holds an honours degree in Social Sciences (1990)
from Massey University and completed further executive
education at Cranfield Business School in the UK and the
Harvard Kennedy School in the US.
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Key person’s track record relevant
The Gambling Commission gave some strong direction for assessing the suitability
of key persons when it rejected Caversham Foundation Ltd’s appeal against the
loss of the Crossing on Kaiapoi’s Class 4 venue licence.
The Secretary of Internal Affairs refused to renew the
licence as he was not satisfied about the suitability of Stewart
Turner, the venue manager and a “key person” under the
Gambling Act 2003. The manager had been convicted for
providing credit to a gambler and had a history of noncompliance — failing to supervise gambling at the venue
leading to after-hours gambling, late banking and a failure
to issue a self-exclusion order.
The Commission said the Act requires the Secretary to
undertake investigations into the suitability of the venue
manager and requires him to refuse to grant or refuse to
renew the licence unless he is satisfied of, amongst other
things, the venue manager’s suitability.
“The Secretary’s assessment of Mr Turner’s suitability
was based on a holistic assessment of all the breaches and
incidents recorded in the Agreed Statement of Facts,” the
Commission said, “whereas Caversham sought to reduce
the overall effect of the breaches by disaggregating them,
arguing that each must be considered in its own right,
rather than considered in combination with other breaches.”
The Commission said Caversham’s approach was incorrect
and section 67(1) (c) of the Act allows the Secretary to
consider the “profile of past compliance” by the key person.
“It follows that several individual breaches, none of which
on their own would lead to a finding of unsuitability, may,
when combined, suggest that a key person is unsuitable,”
the Commission said.

“To treat each licence period discretely, would be
inconsistent with the Act’s concern with the need
to be positively satisfied about the suitability of key
persons and its provision to consider that person’s
‘profile of past compliance’.
“Further, Caversham’s argument impliedly reverses
the relevant statutory test. The test is not whether the
Secretary can show that he has adequate grounds for
dissatisfaction; rather it requires him to be positively
satisfied with the key person’s suitability.”
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, welcomed
the Commission’s decision to dismiss the appeal.
“Turner failed to heed the several warnings that he received.
The previous renewal of the licence should have given him
an opportunity to pay more attention to compliance with
the Act; instead he offended in new ways,” Mike Hill said.
“The Act sets out strict suitability requirements on key
persons who are involved in the operation of gambling
machines. The Department will not grant or re-issue
a licence unless applicants can demonstrate that their
gambling activity can comply with the legislation.
“As I’ve said previously, a gambling operator’s licence
is a privilege, not a right. The Gambling Commission’s
endorsement of the Secretary’s decision is a timely reminder
for gambling operators to meet high standards to justify
remaining operational.”

Publicans’ conference pulled
The Department has welcomed NZCT’s
decision to drop plans for a publicans’
conference this month.
Debbie Despard, National Manager Compliance, says it is
an excellent example of voluntary compliance. NZCT made
its decision after the Department referred it to conference
expenses guidelines circulated to gambling societies
in December 2007.
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The trust had promised attendees an information-packed
day and social evening for networking with industry
advisors and peers and said it would cover delegates’
flight costs, accommodation and food. The conference
was expected to cost in the vicinity of $195,000.
Societies are expected to minimise costs and maximise
returns and this is achieved by incurring only those costs
that are for the conduct of gambling or legal compliance.

PUBS AND CLUBS

When receivers are appointed...
Several venues with significant cashflow problems have recently been placed in
receivership, often following the venue operator/manager vacating the business.
The appointment of receivers does not result in any change
to the company itself apart from the fact that the term “in
receivership” or “in rec” must henceforward appear after
its name in all documentation. It remains the same company,
owning the same assets and with the same liabilities to
the same creditors. In particular, it does not preclude other
creditors from pursuing their own claims for payment
and having a liquidator appointed if a statutory demand
for payment is not met.
If, at the time the receivers are appointed, there is
outstanding gaming machine profit (GMP) to be banked
by the venue, the gaming machines must be disconnected
under section 104 (3) (a) of the Gambling Act 2003 (the
Act). They may not reconnected by the society, pursuant
to section 104(3) (b) of the Act, until the outstanding GMP
has been banked – regardless of whether the venue’s status
has changed following the business being operated
by a third party such as a receiver.

There is no statutory requirement placed on the receiver
to recover the outstanding GMP. However, pursuant
to condition 6 of the Class 4 Venue Licence Conditions,
the society is required to use all reasonable endeavours,
including civil or criminal proceedings, to recover the
outstanding proceeds. Societies need to make sure that
receivers are aware of their responsibilities in terms of
GMP banking plus the fact that it is society money and
does not form any part of the business assets/income.
The Department’s Licensing Unit’s involvement in this
process is around the key person process and the subsequent
suitability of that person(s) where the receivers become a
key person for the venue operator company. In these cases,
when receivers are appointed, a new venue agreement is
not required. However, if the receivers appoint a new venue
manager then a new venue manager schedule will need
to be attached to the original venue agreement.

If, at the time the receivers are appointed, there is outstanding
gaming machine profit (GMP) to be banked by the venue, the gaming
machines must be disconnected under section 104 (3) (a) of the
Gambling Act 2003 (the Act).

Licence surrendered
The Southern Trust’s (TST) decision
to surrender its Class 4 venue licence
for the Gladstone Grand Hotel, Fairlie,
in the face of cancellation is another
example of voluntary compliance.

Many of these breaches had previously been identified
by the society’s own field staff in visits between January
2008 and May 2009.

The Department had decided to cancel the licence after
a venue inspection showed 28 breaches of gambling law.

TST is to be commended for accepting its responsibilities and
not contesting the decision before the Gambling Commission.

The society, despite blaming the venue manager for the
non-compliance, is responsible for ensuring compliance
with current legislation at all times and to remedy any
non-compliance it becomes aware of.

June 2010
September
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GCG’s strategic direction for Class 4 gambling
As part of its commitment to being a well-informed and professional regulator, the
Department’s Gambling Compliance Group (GCG) has developed a Strategic Plan for Class
4 gambling for 2010-2015. This is an overview of the plan’s development and a summary
of its contents.
GCG looked closely at its operating environment, including
the wider gambling sector, government and community
stakeholders. The group identified four key challenges and
potential impacts before developing a strategic direction
to inform GCG’s operational work in the next five years.
The challenges that the group must address as an effective
regulator in a complex operating environment are:
•	Changing sector – this includes the changing size
and scale of the gambling sector itself, its increasing
complexity and the need to understand gambling
participation and technologies
•	Change in Government focus – this challenge recognises
that the Government has key drivers around delivering
better public services for less and government agencies
working together to achieve outcomes from the gains
made in cost, efficiency and consistency. Other aspects
of this challenge involve GCG ensuring that ministers
are provided with accurate information around
sector compliance

•

 esponding to a changing operating environment –
R
this recognises that GCG must be prepared to change the
way it regulates as the operating environment changes.
Its approaches to enforcement are informed by how
the sector operates. The group identifies and addresses
areas of non-compliance and applies the appropriate
regulatory tools

•

I ncreased public awareness – this area recognises that
the New Zealand public and representative community
groups will remain important stakeholders for GCG.
This challenge acknowledges that there will be increasing
pressure on a decreasing funding stream; that GCG must
maintain an awareness of the community’s continued focus
on gambling-related harm and keep informed of the effect
problem gambling has on New Zealand communities.

GCG’s response to these challenges is to implement a
strategic direction to both fulfil its role as a regulator and
address the key challenges and impacts. The GCG strategic
direction, which flows into the Department’s Statement of
Intent, is shown in the diagram below:

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE GROUP: STRATEGIC DIRECTION 2010-2015

OUR VISION Gambling in New Zealand is safe, fair, well-regulated and delivers community benefit.
OUR STRATEGIC GOALS

OUR STRATEGIC THEMES

OUR STRATEGIES

Minimise cost

People are satisfied with the way
gambling operates in New Zealand

Maximise return to authorised purpose

A responsible, transparent
and compliant sector

Improve gambling transparency
and integrity

Government’s trust and confidence
in the way we regulate gambling

Reduce gambling harm & crime

Regulatory Strategy
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Inform, educate & engage stakeholders

Stakeholder Management Strategy

Improve capability

Capability Strategy
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GCG’s vision is that:

Strategic themes and strategies

Class 4 gambling in New Zealand is safe, fair, well
regulated and delivers community benefit.

To achieve the strategic goals GCG has set six strategic
themes to help guide its actions, initiatives and strategies
in the years ahead:

The vision aims to achieve key success areas as follows:
•

 afe – the New Zealand public feels that they can
S
gamble safely and that gambling-related harm and
crime is identified and resolved

•

 air – gambling games themselves are fair, the gambling
F
sector acts responsibly, grant funding processes are
transparent and equitable and, as a regulator, GCG is
impartial in the way it administers the Gambling Act 2003

•	Well regulated – areas of significant non-compliance
are identified and resolved, high-quality policy advice
and information is provided to stakeholders and GCG
recognises the importance of balancing community
benefit and minimising harm with the financial
viability of the sector
•

 elivering community benefit – the Department’s
D
‘end game’ is to minimise sector cost and maximise
the amount that can be returned to authorised
purposes by regulating efficiently and effectively.

Strategic goals
Underpinning the vision are the following strategic goals:
•	People are satisfied with the way gambling operates
in New Zealand
•	Government has trust and confidence in the way
the Department regulates gambling
•

A responsible, transparent and compliant sector.

•

Reduce gambling-related harm and crime

•

Improve gambling transparency and integrity

•

Maximise return to authorised purpose

•

Minimise cost

•

Inform, educate and manage stakeholders

•

Improve capability.

The strategic themes relate closely to broad strategy areas that
will inform the GCG business plan at an operational tactical
level in the next few years. In summary the strategies are:
Regulatory strategy: The aim is to incentivise compliance
and identify and resolve areas of significant non-compliance.
Stakeholder management strategy: Engage, inform and
educate stakeholders in such a way that supports the sector
to comply with the law and informs the community so
people can participate in the gambling environment safely
and fairly.
Capability strategy: Develop GCG staff to respond to a
complex environment innovatively, efficiently and effectively
with policies, processes, procedures and information that
enable them to make robust and fair decisions.
With this plan stakeholders can expect a regulator that
takes a targeted approach to addressing non-compliance
and recognises the importance of community benefit,
engagement and the provision of information.

These goals are the measure by which GCG will know
whether it is achieving its vision statement. The goals
deliberately relate to key stakeholders – government,
the gambling sector and wider communities.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

June 2010
September
2005
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Gaming
Machine
Proceeds
of Non-Club
Societies
1 April 2009 to
31 March 2010
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SOCIETY

GMP

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

$193,905.00

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

$9,678,095.40

AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

$126,432.64

ASHBURTON TRUST CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

$2,220,907.65

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

$1,372,173.45

BLUEGRASS HOLDINGS LTD

$406,146.80

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

$140,105.04

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LIMITED

$4,589,876.36

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

$2,251,648.73

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

$2,265,092.71

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

$19,180,892.34

EUREKA TRUST

$16,998,875.25

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

$24,617,422.44

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

$8,878,659.30

GRASSROOTS TRUST

$12,647,957.09

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

$2,709,773.45

HUCKLEBERRY’S SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INC

$719,209.10

ILT FOUNDATION

$11,213,182.83

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

$22,745,844.61

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

$197,081.06

KIWI COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

$252,553.84

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

$188,427.58

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

$11,735,268.16

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

$4,890,350.77

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CHARITABLE TRUST

$5,509,852.98

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

$2,234,495.63

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

$4,826,974.60

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

$108,386,506.72

OTAUTAU COMBINED SPORTS COMPLEX INCORPORATED

$31,405.48

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

$11,132,134.22

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

$5,834,523.01

PELORUS TRUST

$18,689,025.94

PERRY FOUNDATION LIMITED

$47,551,538.24

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

$29,950,896.02

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

$2,078,490.40

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

$3,440,763.41

PUB CHARITY

$71,578,447.25

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

$1,093,489.75

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

$2,202,077.98

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

$1,714,200.61

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FOUNDATION

$4,108,743.64

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

$123,011.20

THE LION FOUNDATION

$101,126,990.60

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

$2,712,559.82

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

$92,340.36

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

$40,489,650.56

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INCORPORATED

$49,670,421.30

TRILLIAN TRUST

$17,662,539.70

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

$2,002,988.11

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

$8,305,552.34

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

$5,943,848.68

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

$1,565,037.97

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

$21,409,673.42

TOTAL

$739,532,610.49

HARM MINIMISATION

$55m package for problem gambling
Internal Affairs Minister, Nathan Guy and Associate Health Minister, Peter Dunne
announced a new funding package and plans to tackle problem gambling.
“The Problem Gambling Levy, which is imposed on
gambling operators, has been set at 0.9 per cent of the
forecast $5.9 billion gross profits from gambling over
the next three years,” Mr Guy said.

Mr Dunne welcomed the release of the Ministry of Health’s
Preventing and Minimising Gambling Harm Strategic Plan
2010/11-2015/16, and the Preventing and Minimising Gambling
Harm Service Plan 2010/11-2012/13.

“This $55m in funding goes to the Ministry of Health
to fund problem gambling services and minimise the
harm caused in communities. It will be used on frontline
counselling, including dedicated services for Maori,
Pacific and Asian communities.

“Gambling harm continues to have a significant impact on
New Zealand communities, but the funding package and
measures announced today build on the Government’s
commitment to address this issue,” Mr Dunne said.

“It will also be used on prevention activities that
encourage safe gambling practices and on scientific
research and evaluation.
“Cabinet has decided that the weighting formula will remain
the same as for the previous three years. Pokie machine
operators will continue to pay the highest share of the levy,
as this is where most problem gambling is associated.”

“These strategies, along with the levy, will help us combat
the harm caused in communities by problem gambling.”
The plans are available online at:
www.moh.govt.nz/problemgambling
The new Problem Gambling Levy regulations take effect
on 1 July and are available on the Problem Gambling page
at: www.dia.govt.nz

One-stop exclusion
shop for Rotorua

HPM lapse
brings suspension

A multi-venue exclusion order (MVEO) programme for
problem gamblers will start in Rotorua and Ngongotaha
on 1 July.

The Horse and Hound of Petone has
served a two-day suspension of its
venue licence for failing to issue an
exclusion order and failing to have
a person trained in Harm Prevention
and Minimisation (HPM) at the venue.

The Gambling Act 2003 provides for persons who recognise
that they have a gambling problem to self-exclude from
any venue for a maximum of two years. It can be daunting
for someone to have to repeat the self-exclusion process
at several venues and this is where the benefits of the
programme come in.
The MVEO is essentially a ‘one-stop shop’ where a problem
gambler registers for exclusion at one venue and selects the
other venues to be notified of his/her decision. In Rotorua
the Problem Gambling Foundation (PGF), in liaison with the
Department, will coordinate the exclusion orders and send
them to the individual venues. There are 28 Class 4 venues
in Rotorua and Ngongotaha – including six clubs with
gaming machines.

While the venue and its society, Pelorus, were able
to show that an exclusion order had been written
out they were unable to show that it was ever sent
to the excluded person.
Also, although the society could show that they had
very good training material and policies relating to
Harm Prevention and Minimisation, there was little in
place to check that venue staff actually got the training.

Auckland gambling inspectors organised a meeting
about the MVEO in Rotorua last month, after the PGF
and several other gambling service providers approached
the Department. The meeting was attended by about 30
representatives of venue managers, societies, Maori health
providers and councils.
June 2010
September
2005
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Missed or disputed jackpot wins
While downloadable systems are generally
reliable, they are not infallible. Instances
have occurred of:

follow-up action taken. This may include turning off
the affected gaming machine, or the jackpot system itself
if this is feasible, and calling in a technician qualified
to work on the particular system.

•	Ghost jackpots – jackpot wins indicated by the display
but recorded nowhere else

If there is doubt as to whether or not a claimed jackpot
win should be paid out:

•	Double-ups – wins simultaneously awarded to two
or more different machines and, more commonly,

•	Payment should be withheld until the society concerned
has had the opportunity to examine all the relevant
information and make an informed decision

•

Missed wins

•

Wins struck but failing to download.

As well as faults or issues with the jackpot system itself,
problems can arise from faults on connected gaming machines,
or the machines’ configuration on the jackpot system.
These faults or errors may not be apparent from EMS
reporting, but in most cases can be expected to be brought to
venue staff members’ attention by the player(s) concerned.
Some systems will indicate a failure to download by means
of an alarm. If this occurs, the manufacturers’ recommended
procedure will need to be followed. This generally requires
certain checks to be carried out, a ‘reset’ function to be
performed and a ‘hand pay’ (manual pay out) of the jackpot win.
Where it is not simply a download failure that can be
rectified in this way and a claimed jackpot win cannot be
immediately verified, a Gambling Equipment Fault/Player
Dispute form should always be completed and appropriate

•	Venue staff must ensure that an Unpaid Prize Report
is completed in these circumstances
•	The society is responsible for processing any
adjustments that may be necessary to correct EMS
reported “GMP” (Gaming Machine Profits) figures.
This applies to both unpaid prizes and jackpot wins
that have been paid out but not reported in EMS.
Game Rules 66 to 77 inclusive apply to the operation
of linked jackpot systems generally and, in particular,
what to do if there are unresolved variances, or faults
or malfunctions.
Important: In cases where it is necessary for a technician
to be called in, the attending technician should be asked
to obtain and provide a copy of the jackpot system win
log. This will assist materially in determining whether
or not a valid win occurred. (This also applies to nondownloadable systems)

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling”
for funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
• application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new”
for new additions to the website.
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Operating downloadable jackpot systems
These are jackpot systems that operate by automatically downloading jackpot win data to
the particular gaming machine on which the jackpot was struck. Examples are the Aristocrat
Cashcade and Fortune Excite systems. All systems that have been approved to date use
a protocol called SINFO to communicate with linked (contributing) gaming machines.
They differ from the currently more widespread type of
non-downloadable system, which does not communicate
jackpot wins to the winning machine. Wins on these systems
are indicated by an audible alarm and announcement of the
winning amount and JIN (Jackpot Identification Number)
of the machine that struck the win on the jackpot display.
This locks up the system and invariably requires venue
staff to perform a ‘hand pay’ of the amount won,
document the payment and then reset the jackpot system.
Downloadable systems automatically download wins to
the winning machine and it is the player’s option whether
to cash out or continue playing with the credits won.

Downloadable systems are not monitored by EMS to the
same extent that non-downloadable systems are. Specifically,
EMS does not produce daily or weekly jackpot data and
reconciliation reports as it does for the non-downloadable types.
The only visibility EMS has of downloadable systems
is when a jackpot win is successfully downloaded to the
connected gaming machines’ own jackpot win meters.
The amount of the win will be shown in the Jackpot Wins
(D) column of the EMS Daily Gaming Machine Meter Totals
Snapshot report for the business day on which it occurred.
This report also shows accumulated jackpot win data for
each machine by updating the gross meter value, and the
same net and gross meter values will also appear in the
Cashless credit in (14) column of the report.

Other jackpot issues
Another type of jackpot problem that can arise on both types of system and is particularly
important from the player fairness aspect is machines not contributing to the jackpot.
Game Rule 119 applies to downloadable systems that collect
gaming machine turnover data from connected gaming
machines’ electro-mechanical (hard) meter pulses. It requires
venue managers to ensure that a daily reconciliation is
carried out between the turnover recorded by the jackpot
controller and that captured from the individual connected
gaming machines.

Where any significant variances are shown by this
report it is essential that they are acted upon promptly.

If this is done, then the loss of communication between
the jackpot controller and connected machines will be
immediately apparent from examining the Daily Jackpot
Turnover Report. This will show increases in the gaming
machine turnover meter but none for the jackpot system’s
internal “soft” turnover meter for the corresponding
machine. The report will also show up configuration issues,
for example, machines assigned to incorrect jackpot ports.

Even where problems of this kind have not occurred
before, if any moves, additions or changes to gaming
machine configuration have taken place, and a technician
has not enabled the SINFO protocol by correctly setting or
re-setting the SINFO address for the machine or machines
on which work has been carried out, communication will
be compromised to the extent that any wins subsequently
struck on these machines will not register.

Loss of communication between a jackpot controller
and a linked gaming machine can also be detected by
the absence of an on-screen display (OSD) that most,
if not all, downloadable systems employ instead of, or in
addition to, a “main” or “overhead’ type of jackpot display.

June 2010
September
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Currently approved downloadable jackpot systems
MANUFACTURER

NAME

APPROVAL NO

DAILY TURNOVER
RECONCILIATION
REQUIRED

Cashcade Mystery
Jackpot Link

10514

Y

Fortune

Excite Jackpot
Controller (Upgrade)

1181100

Y

Fortune

Updated Excite
Jackpot Controller
(Downloadable)

1181101

Y

Fortune

Celebration Jackpot
Controller

1181102

Y

Mikohn Download
Jackpot Mystery
Link

1146100

Y

QCOM Jackpot
Controller

1901103

TBA

Aristocrat

PGI

Paltronics

COMMENTS

This enables non-downloadable
Ezi Bucks jackpot systems to be
converted to the downloadable type

Currently under field testing,
this system uses QCOM ‘sniffer’
technology as opposed to hard
meter pulses to collect machine
turnover information

Summary
•	DON’T assume that because downloadable systems award wins without requiring attendant intervention
(i.e. hand pays) whenever a win is struck, they will “look after themselves”. They are subject to similar problems
that are experienced with non-downloadable types and also failures to download
•	DO carry out regular checks to ensure that all machines that are supposed to be contributing are contributing
•	DO take player complaints seriously, and take immediate steps to investigate them
•

 O take heed of any indications of jackpot malfunctions and take appropriate action. This may include shutting down
D
the jackpot system or suspending all play until a technician can attend.

Consultation on jackpot standards
The Department has been considering the submissions received on the future
of non-downloadable jackpot systems for the Class 4 sector and expects to be
in a position soon to make a final determination. All interested parties will
be notified of that decision in due course.
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EMS Event Message report data
The EMS report Monthly Event Messages (7.2.11) is a summary report posted to each
venue’s web page. It lists the description and count of a limited number of events about
gaming machine and site controller operation including security and advisory events such
as door openings/closures, hopper refills and cancel credits. The events are listed against
each gaming machine by serial number.
With cancel credits, it needs to be noted that different
manufacturers have adopted slightly different ways of
processing and recording these events. This may lead to
confusion over how many of these events actually required
action by a venue staff member.
The cancel credit event is generated when a player presses
the collect button when the credits on the machine either:
(a)	exceed the pre-determined limit for a hopper pay-out,
($200) or

The net result in both these cases is that the event report
will show a number of cancel credit events, all of which
will not have required attendant action.
Before April of this year, the EMS event reports did not
include the Cancel Credit Cancelled event. The report has
now been modified to include these. To establish the number
of cancel credits that have required attendant action for IGT
machines, the number of Cancel Credit Cancelled events
should be subtracted from Cancel Credits.

(b)	are less than the value of one $2 coin.

With Stargames machines, the answer is not so clear cut.

Generally, when this happens, a venue staff member needs
to go to the machine and key off the cancel credit and pay
the player the amount due.

Not infrequently, a player, wanting to cash out, will have

However, some machines provide options by which a player
is able exit the cancel credit lock-up condition and continue
playing, without attendant intervention. These may include
a residual credit gamble feature.

the event report count of Cancel Credits may include two

In the case of IGT machines where a player exercises this
option, another event, Cancel Credit Cancelled, is logged.
The player is then able to continue playing.

in this regard. In all cases, the dollar amount of cancel

Stargames machines will record a Cancel credit event even
where a player has opted to continue playing and no attendant
action (in keying off the cancel credit) has been required.

inadvertently pressed the Collect button a second or even a
third time, before realising their mistake. In such situations,
or three each of these events when, in reality, there has been
only one that has needed an attendant to key off the credits.
There are no known issues with other makes of machine
credits that have actually incremented the machine’s
cancel credit meter will appear on the EMS Daily Gaming
Machine Meter Totals Snapshot report for the particular
business day; this will represent those that have required
venue staff intervention.

More information for Department’s website
Every year the Department receives numerous requests
under the Official Information Act 1982. Many requestors
ask for more detailed gaming machine profit (GMP) data
than is currently published on the Department’s website, for
instance GMP for all venues in a specified area. The material
requested is often likely to be of interest to a wider audience.

on our website. We anticipate that this will enable people
to participate more in decision-making around gambling.

In order to increase the quantity of quality gambling
information available to communities, the Department
intends to increase the amount of quarterly data published

This data will be published quarterly on the Department’s
Gaming Statistics web page, alongside the material
we already publish.

If this material is useful to the public and the sector,
we will consider publishing even more. We plan to consult
on the information we provide on the website in 2011.
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Pokie operators to suspend business
5 May 2010

Gaming machine societies in more than 1100 pubs across the country have been
told clearly by the Gambling Commission they cannot use pokie money to compete
with one another for desirable venues or for unnecessary entertainment expenditure,
Internal Affairs Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said.
He welcomed the Commission’s announcement that it
upheld decisions by the Secretary of Internal Affairs to
suspend the licence of The Southern Trust (TST) for five
days and increased the licence suspension of The Trusts
Charitable Foundation (TTCF) from two days to six.
TST has 89 venues with 954 gaming machines and
TTCF, 74 venues with 893 pokies. The suspensions
must occur within a month of today’s decision.
“Since the Act took effect in 2004 the Department has made
strenuous efforts to change unlawful behaviour within the
sector,” Mike Hill said. “We have moved from education
and persuasion to a more punitive approach with the sector
challenging us all the way.
“As the Commission rightly points out, gambling societies
are not commercial ventures but exist to hold licences
and conduct gambling to raise money for distribution to
community purposes. Many societies seem to have lost sight
of the fact that that’s why they exist in the first place and
their boards are obliged to ensure that they comply with Act.
“It is gratifying that the Commission supports our decisions
and expects us to ‘diligently investigate’ similar breaches
by other societies and punish accordingly. We are meeting
that expectation.”
The Commission said that “consistency of enforcement and
treatment is necessary both to do justice between societies
and to bring the use of improper practices in a competitive
environment to an end”.
The conduct complained of in both appeals was widespread
in the Class 4 sector and the decisions have significant
implications for gambling operators, the Commission said.
The Trusts Charitable Foundation’s suspension arose
from the payment of about $468,000 in fees and expenses
to a company operated by one of the trustees to persuade
desirable venues to sign with the Foundation rather than
other societies.
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This was in addition to the trustee’s annual honorarium
of $20,250. Trustees also spent $18,000 on entertainment
over less than two years.
“Expenditure which has the purpose simply of securing
new venues from other societies does not fall within what
is excluded from net proceeds,” the Commission said.
“As a result, expenditure on competition for venues between
societies cannot be funded by gambling machine proceeds
and the scope of competitive activity by all societies is
accordingly constrained.
“Entertainment expenditure is subject to the same
restrictions and to the obligation to maximise net proceeds
and minimise costs. In this case, the Foundation had
wrongly proceeded on the basis that its spending was
largely a matter of its own commercial discretion.”
The Commission suspended TTCF’s licence for six days
to bring it into line with other suspensions involving
considerably smaller amounts.
The Department suspended Southern Trust’s licence for
five days for spending approximately $190,000 on four
venues and for paying $40,000 in brokerage fees for securing
agreements with a venue operator covering two venues and
for failing to take sufficient steps to disconnect machines
after late banking.
The Commission did not uphold the ground related to late
banking but found the expenditure on venue upgrades was
both a breach of limits set by regulation and a failure to limit
expenditure to what was reasonable and necessary and to
minimise costs.
“Using gaming machine proceeds to carry out capital
expenditure on venues owned by others confers a cash
flow or interest benefit on venue operators at the expense
of the community,” the Commission commented.

MEDIA RELEASES

Gambling raises concern
16 April 2010

The Department of Internal Affairs is concerned about the number of potentially
illegal gambling activities being planned or underway in the Waikato, King Country
and Bay of Plenty.
The Department’s Director of Gambling Compliance Group,
Mike Hill, says he has received a number of inquiries lately
about pubs and clubs using gambling activities to prop up
their business.

for the organisers conducting a gambling activity may
amount to a criminal offence. In addition, revenue from
a gambling activity cannot be used to support the venue’s
profit or operating expenditure,” Mike Hill said.

“The Department is aware that venues are making
arrangements with specialist entrepreneurs, who offer to
run gambling activities such as poker games with additional
games of chance or lotteries for a fee,” Mike Hill said.

Poker games with free entry may fall outside the definition
of gambling and, therefore, allow organisers to be paid a fee
to arrange the entertainment. However, any payment by
participants may bring the event back inside the definition
of gambling. If venues offer buy-in schemes or charge entry
fees it will be gambling and subject to the legislation.

“We would like to remind managers of pubs and clubs that if
they want to run gambling activities they need to follow the
relevant legislation and game rules. They risk heavy penalties
if they breach the laws under the Gambling Act 2003.”
As a general rule, gambling activities outside of casinos can
only be conducted in New Zealand if the purpose is to raise
funds for the community. There are some exceptions to this
general rule for private or low-level gambling activity but
there are strict rules associated with this.
“The bottom line for publicans is that they cannot receive
any money from these activities. Any profit or commission

A gambling licence from the Department is not needed
unless the total value of the prizes and/or the turnover
exceeds certain limits - but it is best to check the rules for
each gambling activity.
More information is available on the Department’s
website: www.dia.govt.nz (a range of Gambling Fact
Sheets provide a good overview of the laws in
New Zealand). Alternatively, free phone 0800 257 887
or email gaming.compliance@dia.govt.nz.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling”
for funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
• application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new”
for new additions to the website.
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Pokie expenditure down
19 April 2010

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1470 pubs and clubs in the first three
months of the year continued the trend of previous years, with a drop of almost nine per
cent on the previous quarter. It was also four per cent down on the same period last year
and five per cent down on an annual basis.
Spending dropped from $218.8 million in the December 09 quarter to $199.9 million at 31 March 2010 and was $208.7m
at 31 March 2009. The first quarter drop is similar to last year’s of 9.5 per cent and 11 per cent in the first quarter of 2008.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – MARCH 2010
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)

250
240
230
220

Jun 08

Sep 08

Dec 08

Mar 09

217.3

208.7

230.7

232.3

231

218.5

Mar 08

Jun 09

199.9

Dec 07

218.8

Sep 07

220.7

Jun 07

245.3

190

243.5

200

237.7

210

Sep 09

Dec 09

Mar 10

The Department tracks and monitors non-casino gaming machine operations and captures spending through electronic
monitoring (EMS), ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money. EMS became fully operational
in March 2007.
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NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JANUARY TO MARCH 2010
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$173,162,412.26
$ 4,078,419.89
$ 15,042,517.47

86.6%
2.0%
7.5%

$ 7,576,308.44

3.9%

$ 26,697,245.80

13.4%

$199,859,658.06

100.0%

There were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end March 2010 compared with the
December quarter.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

31 March 2010
31 Dec 2009
30 Sept 2009
30 June 2009
31 March 2009
31 Dec 2008
30 Sept 2008
30 June 2008
31 March 2008
31 Dec 2007
30 Sept 2007
30 June 2007
31 March 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

374
378
377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439
444

1470
1491
1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598
1607

19,115
19,359
19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120
20,302

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes
in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz.

Open 24 hours a day

0800 654 655
June 2010
September
2005
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming
machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s
toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY
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COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Pete Collins ext 7043

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

BLUE WATERS COMMUNITY TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Niall Miller ext 5485

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COY LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LTD

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

Greg Clark ext 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Kahill Madden ext 5630

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

John Gualter ext 5614

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOC INC

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Ron Grob ext 6603

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Kahill Madden ext 5630

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LTD

Greg Clark ext 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES C T

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Kahill Madden ext 5630

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NAUTILUS FOUNDATION

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Kahill Madden ext 5630

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PERRY FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PUB CHARITY

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE AOTEAROA SPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FNDN

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE LION FOUNDATION

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE TRUSTS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION LTD

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Kahill Madden ext 5630

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Anna Panchenko ext 5764

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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Craig Armitage

Michael Cassidy

Acting Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses all
the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator
of a sector of the economy.

National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and antispam compliance, fire service policy, identity services policy,
civil defence and emergency management policy and crown
entity monitoring functions. For the sake of simplicity, the
functions outside the gambling sector are not included on
this page.

National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that
policy and operational staff can benefit from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with the Manager
Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that there
is a constant flow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Heather McShane

Dave Sayers
Acting National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering
Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, nondeposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission.

John Currie
National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

June 2010
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Leniency and cooperation
policies adopted

contents
3

SANCTIONS

The Department has introduced leniency and cooperation
policies to assist in preventing and detecting behaviour
that contravenes the Gambling Act 2003.
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GAMING TECHNOLOGY
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CASINOS

Under the policies, immunity from proceedings is available where the Department has
not commenced an investigation or attained suitable evidence during an investigation.
Where the Department has already progressed an investigation, concessions may be
available to persons who cooperate and are able to assist in any proceedings.
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The policies apply to all gambling conducted in New Zealand and are available for all
illegal activities ranging from underground casinos to breaches of the conflict of interest
provisions involving gaming machine operations (e.g. a person receiving a benefit
with a condition attached). The Leniency Policy particularly lends itself to disrupting
arrangements involving several parties seeking to capture gaming machine funding.

Immunity from proceedings
The Secretary will grant immunity from Department-initiated proceedings to the first
person, corporate society or company, involved in an activity that contravenes the
Act, who comes forward with relevant information and evidence and cooperates fully
with the Department in any subsequent investigation and proceedings. Other persons
involved in the reported breach of the Act will not be eligible for immunity.
Where immunity is granted to a corporate society or company, it may extend to any
current or former director, trustee, officer or employee of that organisation. Where an
individual within an organisation comes forward independently with respect to their
role in a breach of the Act, immunity will not then be available to that corporate society
or company.
A person or organisation that is granted immunity from proceedings under the Act will
enter into an agreement with the Department. This agreement sets out the respective
obligations of the parties such as the nature of cooperation, the treatment
of information and confidentiality requirements.
The Department will endeavour, where possible, to keep confidential the identity
of successful and unsuccessful applicants for immunity.
The Department will not be bound by its grant of immunity if it determines that the
person involved has failed to meet any of the conditions. It may use information
provided in proceedings against that person.
(continued next page)

Index
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Cooperation during investigations
Investigations are often assisted by input from individuals and organisations
and the Department wants to encourage this through its Cooperation Policy.
Under the policy the Department will exercise its discretion
to take a lower level of enforcement action, or no action at
all, against an individual or organisation in exchange for
information and full, continuing and complete cooperation.
A lower level of enforcement action may include a
settlement, or a submission made by the Department to the
court for a reduction in penalty on behalf of an individual
or organisation.
The Department is more likely to consider requests for
a lower level of enforcement action where individuals
or organisations:
•	Inform the Department fully about the behaviour
that may have contravened the Act
•	Cooperate fully with the Department during any
subsequent investigations including the full, frank and
truthful disclosure of their own behaviour and provision
of all relevant information to the Department including
written documents. In some circumstances, this may
include giving evidence in court
•	Are prepared to pay compensation to injured parties
where the Department considers that this is appropriate

•	Upon discovering that their behaviour may
contravene the Act, stop that behaviour immediately
•	Are willing to put in place an effective
compliance programme.
The Department is unlikely to agree to a lower level of
enforcement action where an individual or organisation
forced or encouraged others to take part in activity that
contravened the Act.

Enquiry
If you wish to know whether the Department’s Leniency
and Cooperation policies will apply to you or your
organisation, you (or your advisers) may approach
the Department for clarification.
The Department will deal with such inquiries on a
‘hypothetical’ or ‘off the record’ basis.
Any information provided to the Department in this context
will not be used by the Department for any purpose other
than to provide the requested clarification.
The complete policy, contacts and associated documentation
are available on the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling”
for funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
• application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new”
for new additions to the website.
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SANCTIONS

Options available in non-compliance
To ensure that Class 4 gambling operates in accordance with the Gambling Act 2003 and
benefits to the community are maximised while risk is minimised, the Gambling Compliance
Group takes action where non-compliance is identified. The Department has a range of
tools available for dealing with non-compliance including formal warnings, infringement
notices, licence suspensions and cancellations.
Sanctions imposed under the Gambling
Act 2003
Sections 58 and 74 provide grounds under which the
Secretary can suspend, cancel, or refuse to amend or renew
the licence of a Class 4 operator or venue. Sections 59
and 75 outline the procedure to be followed in each case.
If the Secretary decides to impose a sanction, he must
notify specified interested parties of his proposal to impose
a sanction, the reason for the proposed sanction, and
the parties’ rights and the procedure to be followed as a
consequence of the sanction. The parties have 20 working
days after the date of this notice to make submissions to the
Secretary concerning the proposed sanction. The Secretary
makes his final decision after considering any submissions
he has received. He then notifies the parties of his final
decision in a letter that must contain information specified
in the Act. The decision letter must inform the recipient of
their right to appeal the Secretary’s decision and the process
to be followed for an appeal.
If a party appeals the Secretary’s decision to the Gambling
Commission, that decision does not take effect until the
Commission has either confirmed or overturned the
Secretary’s decision.

Suspensions may be punitive and/or remedial
Under Sections 59(4)(d) and 75(4)(d), if the Secretary
decides to suspend a Class 4 operator’s or venue licence,
he must notify specified interested parties of the matters
to be dealt with in order for him to consider withdrawing
the suspension before the end of the suspension period.
Punitive sanctions, such as suspensions of a venue or
operator licence, are imposed to punish and deter further
non-compliance by that operator or, more generally, that
behaviour by other operators in the sector. Remedial
sanctions require certain matters to be dealt with in
order to rectify the situation.
In some cases a breach of the Act will be met with a remedial
suspension only, whereby the suspension is revoked if
the matters leading to the breach of the Act are resolved
satisfactorily. However, suspension is a sanction also
available for breaches of the Act that cannot be remedied,
for instance if there has been a breach of the Act, licence
conditions, game rules, and minimum standards [Sections
58(1)(b) or 74(1)(b)]. In these cases, a punitive suspension
will be imposed. Some suspensions include
both remedial and punitive elements.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz

March 2010
September
2005
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SANCTIONS

Sanction decisions
Following requests from the sector and to assist in better understanding our approach
to non-compliance issues, the following is a list of sanction decisions relating to
Class 4 licences proposed between 1 January 2009 and 31 January 2010.
SECRETARY’S DECISIONS CONCLUDED (I.E. NOT GAMBLING COMMISSION DECISIONS ON APPEAL)

4

OPERATOR

LICENCE TYPE

PROPOSED
SANCTION

BREACH/REASON

DATE OF
PROPOSAL

OUTCOME/STATUS

Pub Charity

Venue licence
The Criterion Hotel

Cancellation

Failure to notify Secretary
– inactive gaming machines

Jan 09

Licence surrendered

Pub Charity

Venue licence
The Outback Inn

Cancellation

Failure to notify Secretary
– inactive gaming machines

Feb 09

Licence surrendered

Perry Foundation
Trust

Venue licence
Suspension
Graffiti Sports Bar & Café

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager/operator

March 09

Licence suspended: Three days

Perry Foundation
Trust

Venue licence
Northern Wairoa Hotel

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager/operator

March 09

Licence suspended: Three days

Perry Foundation
Trust

Venue licence
Dodgy Ref Sports Bar

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager/operator

March 09

Licence suspended: Two days

Eureka Trust

Venue licence
The Empire Hotel

Cancellation

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

March 09

Licence cancelled

NZCT

Venue licence
The Winchester Club

Cancellation

Failure to notify Secretary
– inactive gaming machines

March 09

Licence cancelled

Perry Foundation
Trust

Venue licence
Sport Billy’s

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager

April 09

Licence suspended: Two days

Perry Foundation
Trust

Venue licence
Kenny’s Bar and Grill

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager/operator

April 09

Licence suspended: Two days

Perry Foundation
Trust

Venue licence
Winner’s Sports Tavern

Suspension: Two
days proposed

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager/operator

April 09

Licence suspended

Perry Foundation
Limited

Venue licence
The London Shed

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager/operator

April 09

Licence suspended: Two days

NZCT

Operator’s licence

Suspension

Failure to provide information
Failure to provide evidence that venue
expenses were actual, reasonable,
and necessary

April 09

Licence suspended: One day

Perry Foundation
Limited

Venue licence
Hilly Bar and Café

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager operator

April 09

Licence suspended: One day

The Southern Trust

Venue licence
Dunollie Hotel

Cancellation

Key person suitability (venue manager)

May 09

Licence surrendered

Perry Foundation
Limited

Venue licence
Mad Dogs & Englishmen

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager

May 09

Licence suspended: One day

Otautau Combined
Sports Complex Inc

Operator’s licence

Refuse to renew

Financial viability

June 09

Refusal of licence renewal

Water Safety
Venue licence
Education Foundation Woody’s Bar

Refuse to grant

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– previous banking shortfall

June 09

Proposal withdrawn – venue
manager no longer involved

Youthtown

Venue licence
Pub & Grub

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager

Aug 09

Licence suspended: One day

Eureka Trust

Venue licence
Robbie’s Bar and Bistro
(Barrington)

Refuse to renew

Key person suitability

Aug 09

Proposal withdrawn
– Key persons no longer involved
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SECRETARY’S DECISIONS CONCLUDED (I.E. NOT GAMBLING COMMISSION DECISIONS ON APPEAL)
OPERATOR

LICENCE TYPE

PROPOSED
SANCTION

BREACH/REASON

DATE OF
PROPOSAL

OUTCOME/STATUS

Mainland Foundation Venue licence
Limited
Tui Bar & Restaurant

Refuse to renew

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

Aug 09

Proposal withdrawn
– Key person no longer involved

Prime Community
Trust

Venue licence
– Cobb & Co

Cancellation

Failure to notify Secretary
– inactive gaming machines

Aug 09

Licence surrendered

Waimairi Beach
Golf Club Inc

Operator’s licence

Refuse to renew

Financial viability

Aug 09

Licence surrendered

Eureka Trust

Venue licence
Bar 25

Refuse to renew

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

Aug 09

Refusal of licence renewal

Pub Charity

Venue licence
Midtown Motor Inn

Cancellation

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

Aug 09

Proposal withdrawn
– Key person no longer involved
Special condition added to licence
– must bank within 3 working days

NZCT

Venue licence
Timpeallan Café & Bar

Cancellation

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

Sep 09

Licence cancelled

NZCT

Venue licence
El Taverna

Cancellation

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

Sep 09

Proposal withdrawn
– Key person no longer involved

NZCT

Venue licence
Petone Sports Bar

Cancellation

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

Sep 09

Proposal withdrawn
– Key person no longer involved

NZCT

Venue licence
The Corner Bar

Cancellation

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

Sep 09

Proposal withdrawn
– Key person no longer involved

NZCT

Venue licence
Dispensary Bar

Cancellation

Key person suitability (venue manager)
– late banking

Oct 09

Proposal withdrawn – venue
operator went out of business

NZCT

Venue licence
Star Hotel

Cancellation

Late Banking/failure to turn
off gaming machines

Nov 09

Licence cancelled

Pelorus Trust

Venue licence
Cancellation
Bedrocks Bar & Brassiere

Key person (venue manager)
suitability – late banking

Nov 09

Proposal withdrawn
– Key person no longer involved

Pub Charity

Venue licence
Opononi Hotel

Suspension

Failure to notify Secretary
– change of venue manager

Nov 09

Licence suspended: Two days

The Lion Foundation

Venue licence
Alibi on Broadway

Cancellation

Key person (venue manager)
suitability – late banking

Nov 09

Licence surrendered

The Lion Foundation

Venue licence
The Crown and Anchor

Cancellation

Key person (venue manager)
suitability – late banking

Nov 09

Proposal withdrawn
– Key person no longer involved

The Lion Foundation

Venue licence
The Pacific Tavern

Suspension

Key person (venue manager)
suitability – late banking

Nov 09

Licence suspended: three days

NZCT

Venue licence
Ramarama Country Inn

Suspension

Late banking/failure to turn off gaming
machines

Nov 09

Licence suspended: three days

Manukau Golf Club

Operator’s licence

Suspension
(30 days)

Venue payments – overpayment; late
banking/failure to turn off gaming
machines; Expenses not ARN; Staff poorly
trained in harm minimisation; Failure to
complete gaming machine analysis forms

Dec 09

Licence surrendered
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Venue penalised for PG failure
Failing to minimise the risk of problem gambling may result in the venue licence
for Tomo’s Sports Bar in Gisborne being suspended for three days.
The suspension will be reduced by one day if the venue
installs a new high resolution digital video surveillance
system to monitor the gaming room and surrounding area.
New Zealand Community Trust (NZCT), which owns
the bar’s 18 machines, has appealed the decision to the
Gambling Commission and, pending a result, Tomo’s
will continue to operate as normal.
The Department said two excluded problem gamblers had
on separate occasions gambled at the venue undetected
by the duty manager. In one case the Department formally
warned NZCT and the venue operator and said they
must check that all employees familiarise themselves
with photographs of excluded persons.
In the other case, which resulted in the proposed suspension,
the excluded gambler was in the gaming room for an hour and

46 minutes before the duty manager went anywhere near the
room and that was because of operational necessity. Although
the gambler took steps to avoid detection he did not hide and
was there to be seen had the manager looked. NZCT’s venue
agreement with Tomo’s says the venue manager must enter
the machine area at least once every 30 minutes and must also
ensure the area is monitored at all times.
The Department was also concerned that the poor picture
quality from the constant monitoring of the gaming room
made it all but impossible to identify players, despite the
venue agreement stipulating that surveillance equipment
must be high resolution.
The Department said venue staff are at the “coalface” of the
Class 4 sector and the implementation of legislation depends
on them fulfilling their role.

Other GC appeals
Apart from the NZCT/Tomo’s case, the Gambling Commission
is considering several appeals against Department decisions:

Linfield Cultural Recreational Sports Club Inc or any
of its associated clubs and organisations.

The Southern Trust – operator’s licence suspension for five days
for incorrect treatment and recording of venue expenses and
other expenses that were not actual, reasonable and necessary.

Te Aroha Club – refusal to amend a licence condition
(which describes the required minimum return to authorised
purposes), and to refuse to renew its Class 4 operator’s
licence. The Secretary made these decisions because he was
not satisfied the gambling operation was financially viable
or that the club was able to meet the required minimum
return to authorised purposes.

The Trusts Charitable Foundation – operator’s licence
suspension for two days for failure to minimise operating
costs as required by S52(1)(d) of the Gambling Act 2003.
Brunner Rugby League Club Incorporated – refusal to
renew operator’s licence because the Secretary was not
satisfied that the gambling operation was financially viable
or that the club was able to meet the required minimum
return to authorised purposes.
Caversham Foundation Ltd – refusal to renew The Crossing on
Kaiapoi’s Class 4 venue licence because the Secretary was not
satisfied with the suitability of the key persons in terms of S68,
due to an extensive history of non compliance at the venue.
Infinity Foundation Limited, The Lion Foundation and
Perry Foundation Limited – licence conditions added to
their operators’ licences, which prevent grants being made
to four trotting clubs.
Perry Foundation Trust – licence conditions added to its
operator’s licence, which prevent grants being made to
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First Sovereign Trust – refusal to renew operator’s licence
because of concerns relating to society expenses and
venue costs and suitability of a key person. The Gambling
Commission declined a request to delay progressing the
appeal pending the outcome of criminal proceedings
scheduled for later this year.
Pub Charity – A licence condition added to the venue licence
for the Wave stating that “gaming machines must not be
capable of being played by people who are in areas where
smoking is permitted.” The Secretary added the condition
because he was of the view that the risk of problem
gambling at the venue was not being minimised after
gaming machines were moved so that they could be
played by patrons in the outdoor smoking area.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Change in audit reports

Trusts take the initiative

There have been several changes in the way
the Gambling Compliance Unit has been
reporting on audits of Class 4 societies’
operators for 2009/10.

The Department welcomes action taken
by two gaming machine trusts to ensure
venue operators comply with Gambling
Act requirements.

A major change is that audit findings will be presented on
an exception basis. This means that only matters of noncompliance will be commented on in the audit report.

Perry Foundation Trust advised that it had disabled a
venue’s gaming machines indefinitely after the operator
failed to provide the society with information requested
by the Department in support of a S71 (1) notification.

Also, there will be no draft audit report. Only one audit
report will be issued to societies to make any submissions
on the report’s findings. The benefits of one audit report
are that it negates any confusion through having both draft
and final audit reports in circulation and reduces the time
societies spend in providing submissions on both reports.

Eureka Trust suspended venue payments to one of its venue
operators in an effort to obtain required documentation, also
in support of a S71 (1) notification. The information arrived
about 10 days later.

Removing the draft audit report means the Department
reduces the overall time to complete audits and provide
societies with audit findings in a timely manner.

The Gambling Act requires documentation about, and in
support of, changes in venue operators and venue managers
to be supplied to the Department’s Licensing unit promptly
and there are consequences if it is not.

We look forward to working with those societies who
demonstrate a willingness to address concerns in a
proactive manner.

The Department says the action taken by Perry and
Eureka are good examples of societies being responsible
and self-regulating.

When theft occurs
The security of gaming machine profits (GMP) and the potential for theft at Class 4
venues is a problem for many hotels and clubs struggling with reduced cash flow
during general economic downturn.
The immediate availability of sometimes large amounts
of GMP can lead to acts of theft and dishonesty by
venue personnel.
Under Game Rule 98(b) of the Glass 4 Game Rules 2004,
every corporate society must notify the Department
immediately of:
	“any incident of theft, burglary, robbery or any other event
that impacts upon the ability of any Class 4 venue of the
corporate society to comply with banking requirements
under section 104 of the Act, regulations, game rules or
licence conditions.”

Societies and club management are also expected to
inform the police in all cases of theft. This will ensure
that insurance claims are processed and will deter venue
key persons falsely reporting to a society external theft
as a cover for what is in effect an internal theft. Details
including the police file reference number and the name
of the officer assigned to conduct enquiries should be
passed on to the Department.
Under Game Rule 98 and its Misuse of GMP Policy, the
Department expects corporate societies to tell it of all
thefts they learn of, even if the venue is still banking
GMP in a timely manner. This requirement is not
satisfied by notifying only the police.
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Regional forums organised
Minimising risk from problem gambling
and understanding what happens when
receivers move into venues feature in this
month’s regional forums organised by the
Department for the sector.
The forums provide an opportunity for the Department
and those working in the sector to discuss issues of
concern. Departmental representatives from Compliance,
Licensing and Operational Policy will again be on hand
to address concerns and questions from the floor.
Topics for this month’s meetings include:
•	Harm prevention and minimisation at venues –
presentation by Dr. Phil Townshend, Research Director
for the Problem Gambling Foundation
•

An overview of the society audit process

•	The issue of receivers taking control of venues where there
is outstanding gaming machine proceeds to be banked
•

The Department’s standardisation of venue costs

•	The Department’s development of an Integrated
Gambling Platform
•

General question & answer session.

The meetings have been arranged for:
CHRISTCHURCH:
Date:
Thursday 25 March 2010                       
Time:
9.00am (morning tea provided)
Venue:	Latimer Lodge, 30 Latimer Square,
Christchurch. (Room details will be
available in the venue foyer)
Department contact: Janene.King@dia.govt.nz       
Telephone:
(03) 353 8320
DUNEDIN:
Date:
Friday 26 March 2010
Time:
9.00am
Venue:	Burns House (Level 6), 10 George Street.
Department contact: Duane.Calvert@dia.govt.nz           
Telephone:
(03) 470 1509
WELLINGTON
Date:
Monday 29 March 2010
Time:	9.00 am – 11.30am
(morning tea provided)
Venue:	Department of Internal Affairs, Head
Office, Waring Taylor St (Level One).
Department contact: Neove.Christoforou@dia.govt.nz   
Telephone:
(04) 494 0503
AUCKLAND
Date:
Tuesday 30 March 2010
Time:	1.00pm – 3.00pm approx
(afternoon tea provided)
Venue:	Richmond Yacht Club, Westhaven
Drive, Auckland City. (Note: This venue
is at the foot of the Harbour Bridge).
Department contact: Pamela.Yee Joy@dia.govt.nz             
Telephone:
(09) 363 0754

Daylight saving ends on Easter Sunday
Daylight saving ends on Sunday 4 April 2010 when 3.00am becomes 2.00am.
It will begin again on Sunday 26 September 2010 when clocks will advance an hour.
The period runs annually from the last Sunday in September to the first Sunday in April.
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IGP update
Progress in developing an electronic Integrated
Gambling Platform (IGP) is one of the topics
for discussion at the regional forums.
The IGP is a business solution that will complement the
existing electronic monitoring of gaming machines (EMS) and
enhance the compliance capability of the Department and
the Class 4 sector, create more efficient interactions through

electronic licensing, provide transparency of community
returns with a grants database and provide comprehensive
monitoring, reporting and research information.
The Department will provide more information to the sector
in the coming months and seek input into key aspects of the
project, particularly the proposed e-licensing module, which
will be the first deliverable.

Name suppression rejected
The Gambling Commission says non-publication orders should be granted only
in exceptional circumstances.
Late last year the Commission rejected Southern Trust’s
application for name suppression in its appeal against
the Department’s decision to suspend its licence for five
days. The Trust applied for an order after another Class 4
operator asked the Commission to name the appellant after
the Department said it would not publish its suspension
decision pending the appeal.

The potential commercial prejudice the Trust faced if the
decision were published was not an exceptional circumstance.

The Trust argued it risked losing new and existing venues
to other Class 4 operators targeting its venues knowing
of the suspension decision and pending appeal. It would
also have limited remedies to mitigate any damage done
by publication of its name if the Department’s decision
was found to be wrong.

“Moreover, given that the Secretary’s decision, if it is upheld,
will take effect after the resolution of the appeal, the Trust is
in effect asking the Commission to assist it to hide from venue
operators the risk that after signing with the Trust, they may
be affected by a five day suspension order, the possibility of
which was deliberately obscured during the negotiations.

However, in its decision the Commission said the
principle of open justice is generally paramount and
non-publication orders should be granted only where it
is necessary for justice to be done in the particular case.

“In addition, the public interest is not limited to the interests
of venue operators. Grant recipients, the gaming public and
the general public have an interest in knowing the results of
Departmental decisions and appeals.”

“Further, in this case the public interest in open justice
outweighs the Trust’s interest in preventing potential
damage to its interim commercial interests,” the Commission
said in its decision.

New policy on website
The Misuse (Late Banking) of Gaming Machine Profits Policy outlined in the
December 2009 issue of Gambits is now available in the Class 4 section
of the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz
The policy, which relates to the late banking of gaming machine proceeds, was outlined last year
in four regional forums for non-club Class 4 gaming societies.
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Venues on watch
The Hamilton venues found wanting after
gambling inspectors checked them for
underage access last November will be
rechecked this year to see if their procedures
have been tightened (see Gambits Dec 2009).
Only one of nine venues responded appropriately when
inspectors used a 15-year-old youth to access the gambling
areas and remain there for several minutes. In many cases
staff were too busy seeing to hospitality needs to properly
monitor the gambling operation.

A meeting between the Department and the three trusts
involved - Perry Foundation, Grassroots and Producers’ –
illustrated that a society’s harm minimisation policy and
procedures rely on the attitude taken by venues. Venue
duty managers were said to be shocked when reminded
of the potential consequences for non compliance.
The societies were asked to advise the Department how
they would address the issue at each venue and it was
made very clear that more significant consequences
would result if similar findings occurred the next time
the venues were tested.

HARM MINIMISATION

UK GamCare briefed on PG exclusion model
International interest has been shown in Queenstown’s pioneering multi-venue
exclusion order (MVEO) model.
A representative from the United Kingdom’s problem
gambling care provider, GamCare, sought a meeting
with the Department’s gambling inspectors in
Queenstown to learn how the MVEO system works.
The system is aimed at assisting gamblers who recognise
they have a problem bar themselves from venues in their
particular neighbourhood. The system was developed by
gambling inspectors in Queenstown in 2006 and averages
19 multi-venue exclusions per year, approximately 85 per
cent of total exclusions for the town.
It has since been adopted in several areas including
Invercargill, Dunedin, Nelson and Hamilton. A pilot for
the Wellington area is being trialled in Lower Hutt.
In the briefing for the Gamcare representative, the
inspectors told how many patrons with gambling
problems would self-exclude from one of Queenstown’s
two casinos but then gamble at the other or a pub with
gaming machines. To self-exclude from all local venues
the gambler would have to contact them all individually.
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The solution was a ‘one stop shop’ for multi-venue
exclusion. The first venue visited by the person wanting
to self-exclude becomes the initiating venue and goes
through the normal self-exclusion process. The venue
then offers the person the option of filling out a letter
to the other venues.
In the letter the patron selects other venues in the area
from which they want to be excluded. They specify the
period of exclusion, sign the letter, and have their photo
taken. Then the initiating venue sets the multi-exclusion
process in motion by sending the letter to all the venues
specified by the patron. On receipt, other nominated
venues issue their own exclusion orders to the patron.
After the scheme was developed the inspectors
sought agreement from local gambling providers
and encouraged them to take ownership and
responsibility for the programme.

GAMING TECHNOLOGY

EMS Annual Performance Summary
EMS helpdesk calls dropped almost 40 per cent between 2007, when the system was
introduced, and 2009.
The New Zealand Class 4 Electronic Monitoring System
(EMS) was completed in March 2007 and in its first year
the helpdesk handled almost 70,300 calls. In 2009 calls had
dropped to some 42,400.
Internal Affairs Minister, Nathan Guy, told last month’s
international gambling conference in Auckland that EMS
has greatly enhanced capacity to achieve compliance with
the Gambling Act. It has also significantly increased the
amount and improved the reliability of data available for
researchers and intervention services.
The EMS is provided by Intralot New Zealand and monitors
more than 19,000 electronic gaming machines (EGMs)
located in more than 1400 venues across New Zealand.
The EMS and Intralot New Zealand are carefully monitored
on a month-by-month basis to ensure that strict performance
requirements are met.
EMS Helpdesk calls – Over 42,400 helpdesk calls were
made in 2009 against 57,100 calls in 2008. The EMS service
agreement requires that 90 per cent of all EMS helpdesk calls
are answered within 20 seconds. Monthly figures for 2009
show that, on a month-by-month breakdown, between 97.1
per cent and 99.1 per cent of all calls met this requirement,
an improvement on the 2008 figures when between 94.4
per cent and 98.6 per cent were answered within 20 seconds.

EMS website availability – Users’ ability to connect and
logon to the EMS website and start up and complete a
website session was between 99.9 per cent and 100 per cent
on a monthly basis. This continues the availability range
achieved in 2008. The EMS service agreement requires
98 per cent website availability.
Incident and problem management (excluding field service)
– There are four grades of incident severity described
ranging from severity 1, which requires a 90 per cent
response within 20 minutes and progress updates within five
hours, to severity 4, which requires a 90 per cent response
within 48 hours and updates within five days. The level
of service provided ranged from 96 per cent to 99 per cent
for severity 1 incidents, and progress updates and service
updates of 97 per cent to 99 per cent for severity 4 incidents.
EMS facts & figures – During 2009 the EMS host requested
site data from venue site controllers over 643,000 times;
these requests resulted in the EMS gathering data on over
7.5 million individual meter readings and more than
192 million separate EGM events. This is very similar
to the figures for 2008.

EMS has greatly enhanced capacity to achieve compliance with the Gambling
Act. It has also significantly increased the amount and improved the reliability
of data available for researchers and intervention services.

Casino monitoring system to be replaced
SkyCity has indicated to the Department that its current monitoring system,
Dacom, is approaching the end of its life and would need to be replaced.
With that objective in mind, the Department’s Operational Policy and Gaming
Technology teams met SkyCity recently and are working closely on the casino’s
monitoring system approval submission.
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QCOM 1.6 rollout - important venue/society message
Following a successful pilot, the full roll out of QCOM version 1.6 to all venues commenced
on 2 March 2010. It is important to note:
1. Hopper refill defaults
The process of updating the site controller to QCOM version
1.6 will result in the gaming machine screen Hopper Refill
default being reset to the Global default value of $200.
This also applies to the Hopper Collect/Cancelled Credit
limit. Some gaming machines allowed the $200 value to be
changed to another value by your service agent following
the initial EMS game configuration.
If your gaming machine previously had a value of Hopper
Refill/Hopper Collect different to $200, please contact your
society/service agent to have your previous value reset
manually. Until this is done, make sure the actual amount
of refill is correctly recorded on the gaming machine screen.
Note: Do not contact the Intralot Help Desk. Any change
in value(s) must be done at the gaming machine and in most
cases by your service agent.
2. Gaming machine disabled with message “QCOM:
SEALED AREA ACCESS”
The logic cage contains software critical to gaming machine
operation. Access to this area is strictly controlled and
to obtain entry a security seal must be broken. The site
controller will now disable the gaming machine following
any access to this area while displaying the above message.
Previously the gaming machine did not disable but this
is now perfectly normal if an authorised person, e.g.,
a technician, has been working on the EGM.

During the pilot it was observed in a few instances that
a non-standard maintenance issue may also result in the
EGM being disabled for no apparent reason. On request,
EMS Help Desk will re-enable the EGM but the venue
should contact its society and request that a technician
investigate the issue.
The problem is confined to a very small number of
gaming machines.
It should become normal practice following any service
visit by a technician that they ensure that the gaming
machine has been re-enabled for play if they have accessed
the logic area, i.e., broken the security seal. Venues should
confirm before the technician leaves that the gaming
machine has been enabled.
3. Konami gaming machines with an installed game that
has an SAP feature will disable on first play. The gaming
machine will be enabled when you contact the EMS Help
Desk. The issue will not recur.
4. The 2009 December Gambits page 12 has a table headed
“QCOM 1.6 EGM messages and required actions”.
Familiarise yourself with this table and always keep
a copy handy.
Occasionally the ‘EGM Disabled’ message is replaced by a
codeword ‘D’ so that the full message reads “Play disabled”.
Other code words may also be used, so if in doubt about the
message and whom you should contact, please check with
your society/service agent for clarification before contacting
the EMS Help Desk.

Class 4 jackpot standard consultation
The Department has been consulting on amendments to minimum equipment
standards for jackpot systems. The proposal suggested the withdrawal of nondownloadable jackpots and the addition of a credit limit on gaming machines.
Initially intended to finish on 19 February 2010, the consultation generated considerable interest and,
at the request of some respondents, the consultation period was extended to 5 March 2010.
The consultation documents can be found in the News, Press Releases & Consultation page of the
Gambling section of the Department’s website www.dia.govt.nz
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New unit established
The Department’s Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT)
unit has been established.
The unit, currently with three staff, will carry out the
Department’s supervisory role under the Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act
2009 to ensure that a range of businesses including casinos
comply with the new law.
Internal Affairs is one of three supervisors under the Act,
along with the Reserve Bank and the Securities Commission.
The Department will supervise casinos, the only gambling
providers currently covered by the Act, non-deposit-taking
money lenders, money changers and reporting entities not
covered by the other supervisors.
Supervision of the Department’s sector includes monitoring
and assessing the money laundering and terrorist
financing risk and monitoring compliance with the Act and
Regulations. It also involves developing and implementing
a supervisory programme, providing guidance to the sector,
and investigating and enforcing compliance.
The purposes of the Act are:
•	To detect and deter money laundering and financing
of terrorism

Further information on the requirements of the Act was
provided in last December’s Gambits and is also available
on the Department’s website www.dia.govt.nz
Cross-agency coordination and cooperation is a fundamental
requirement of the new legislation. The Department is
represented on a national coordination committee, which
is chaired by the Ministry of Justice and includes the other
two supervisors, NZ Police and Customs. The committee is
tasked with ensuring that the necessary connections between
the key agencies are made to ensure the consistent, effective,
and efficient operation of this new regulatory regime.
The Ministry of Justice has been consulting interested parties
on proposed Regulations and Codes of Practice to support
the Act. The scope of the Regulations and Codes of Practice
currently proposed includes:
•	Exemptions, exclusions and thresholds
•	Customer due diligence
•

Third party relationships

•

Institutional arrangements (designated business groups).

•	To maintain and enhance New Zealand’s international
reputation by adopting, where appropriate in the
New Zealand context, recommendations issued
by the Financial Action Task Force

The ministry is also seeking stakeholders’ views on an
appropriate commencement date for the parts of the Act that
are not yet in force, such as the AML/CFT requirements for
reporting entities.

•	To contribute to public confidence in the financial system.

The Regulations and Codes of Practice discussion
document can be found on the Ministry of Justice website.
Submissions closed on 19 March but there will be an
opportunity to make submissions on a further
consultation document later this year.

The Act will come fully into force at a date yet to be determined,
but no earlier than October 2011. By then “reporting entities”
– financial service providers and casinos – will need to be
compliant with the Act and have an AML/CFT programme
that includes risk assessment, customer due diligence, staff
training, record keeping and reporting procedures.
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ALL GAMBLING

Stakeholders surveyed
Most stakeholders consider the Department’s gambling regulation to be fair,
timely and consistent in decision-making.
Sixty-one percent of respondents to a survey conducted
last year agreed that our regulation of gambling is fair;
52 per cent agreed that activities were timely; and 56 per cent
agreed that the Department was consistent in its gambling
regulation decisions.
Previous surveys were limited to non-casino gaming
machine operators. Last year’s survey was broadened
to include Class 3 licence holders (operators of lotteries,
housie and prize competitions), casinos and Gambits
subscribers – people who have indicated an interest in
gambling regulation. Most respondents (52 per cent) were
from gaming machine societies or clubs. A further 18 per
cent were from the wider gambling sector such as gambling
service providers, manufacturers, casinos and gaming
machine venues.
As a group, stakeholders believed that the Department
effectively encourages compliance with gambling
regulation (80 per cent of all stakeholders have some level
of agreement); and that it was an effective regulator of the
gambling sector (72 per cent have some level of agreement).
Forty-seven per cent of stakeholders surveyed felt that the
Department’s effectiveness as a regulator had stayed the
same over the past 12 months. Another 27 per cent of all
respondents said it had improved.

Stakeholders were divided over whether communities were
able to effectively influence where gambling profits go.
Thirty percent of all respondents agreed that communities
could have an influence, but 36 per cent generally disagreed.
Fifty per cent of respondents from outside the gambling
sector disagreed that communities could influence where
the profits go. Gambling sector respondents agreed with the
statement (37 per cent top-three box score) or were “neutral”
(28 per cent).
Among gambling sector respondents, Gambits was the
most consulted Departmental communication. Seventy-one
percent used it monthly or more often. Only four per cent
never, or almost never, used it. However, among respondents
from outside the gambling sector, Gambits was the least
consulted Departmental communication – 43 per cent never
or almost never consulted it. These stakeholders preferred
to use the DIA website.
Among the gambling sector, 83 per cent agreed Gambits
was the best information source. For 72 per cent of nongambling sector respondents the DIA website was the
best source of information.
Satisfaction with the information services provided by the
Department was very high among respondents. Ninety-six
percent of respondents described these information services
as either “satisfactory” (19 per cent), “good” (38 per cent),
or “very good” (39 per cent).

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling”
for funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
• application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new”
for new additions to the website.
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Gamblers spent a little less in 2008/09
New Zealanders’ gambling expenditure in 2008/09 decreased by less than one per cent
on the previous year.
Releasing the gambling expenditure figures for 2008/09, the
Department of Internal Affairs Gambling Policy Manager,
John Markland, said that spending on the main forms of
gambling decreased by 0.3 per cent from $2.034 billion in
2007/08 to $2.028 billion. Gambling expenditure reached a
peak of $2.039 billion in 2003/04.

“Spending on Lotteries Commission products in the last
year increased by almost 17 per cent to a new high of $404
million, due largely to record sales for two unusually large
Powerball and Big Wednesday jackpot draws. Spending
was down on racing and sports betting, non-casino gaming
machines and casino gambling,” Mr Markland said.

OVERALL SPENDING IN 2008/09 ON GAMBLING WAS MADE UP OF:

GAMBLING PRODUCT

2008/09 SPENDING
(PLAYER LOSSES) ROUNDED

INCREASE/DECREASE
FROM 2007/08

$269m
$404m
$465m
$889m

-1.2%
+16.7%
- 2.4%
- 5.3%

$2.028 BILLION

- 0.3%

Racing and sports betting
Lotteries Commission products
Casinos
Non-casino gaming machines
TOTAL SPENDING

The figures relate to the year ended 30 June 2009 except for racing and sports betting, which is for the year to 31 July 2009.

Mr Markland said the decrease in racing and sports betting
was due largely to the global economic downturn. The
previous year’s outbreak of equine influenza in Australia
also had an effect.
“However, this year’s nominal figure is still the second highest
ever for racing and sports betting – it matches 2007 expenditure
– but, when inflation is taken into account, it is still behind the
racing only figure of $232 million in 1989,” he said.
“The 17 per cent increase for Lotteries Commission
products reflects the large jackpots and almost matched
the decrease in expenditure for the other three main
gambling sectors combined.
“Spending on non-casino gaming machines – the pokies –
is traditionally the largest of the four main gambling sectors
but that expenditure decreased the most, from $938 million
in 2007/08 to $889 million in 2008/09. The main reason for
this was likely to have been the economic recession.

“The 2.4 per cent decrease in casino gambling expenditure
from $477 million to $465 million reflects the gambling
spending trends reported by SkyCity, owner or part-owner
of four of New Zealand’s six casinos, and particularly the
trends in its Auckland casino. Spending in Auckland was
down a little in 2008/09 when compared with 2007/08.”
Mr Markland also noted that these four main forms of
gambling together raised around $640 million for a variety
of purposes in 2008/09.
“The New Zealand Racing Board raised around $120
million for the racing industry and to support racing club
infrastructure. The New Zealand Lotteries Commission
transferred $189 million to the Lottery Grants Board for
allocation to various arts, cultural, sporting and other
community purposes. The casinos paid around $3 million to
their community trusts. It is more difficult to provide precise
numbers for the non-casino gaming machine sector, partly
because gaming machine societies have different financial
years. However, a reasonable estimate is that non-casino
gaming machines raised around $330m for community
purposes in 2008/09.”
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Pokie spend drops over year
29 January 2010

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1500 pubs and clubs in the year ended
December 2009 decreased 5.2 per cent compared to 2008, according to figures released
by the Department of Internal Affairs. Spending dropped from $912.6 million in 2008 to
$865.5 million in 2009.
Spending in the fourth quarter of 2009 dropped almost 1 per cent on the September quarter and, at $218.8 million,
was 5.2 per cent lower than the $230.7 million spent in the December 2008 quarter.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – DEC 2009
GM SPEND ($ MILLION)
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The Department tracks and monitors non-casino gaming machine operations and captures spending through electronic
monitoring (EMS), ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money. EMS became fully operational
in March 2007.

Open every day
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NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – SEPTEMBER TO DECEMBER 2009
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$188,972,235.85
$4,422,322.64
$16,904,056.47

86.4%
2.0%
7.7%

$8,468,560.49

3.9%

$29,794,939.60

13.6%

$218,767,175.45

100.0%

There were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of 2009 compared with 12 months
earlier although they were up slightly on the September quarter. Licence holders in the 12 months to December 2009 fell
5 per cent from 399 to 378, venues dropped 3 per cent from 1537 to 1491 and gaming machines were also 3 per cent down
from 19,879 to 19,359.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

31 Dec 2009
30 Sept 2009
30 June 2009
31 March 2009
31 Dec 2008
30 Sept 2008
30 June 2008
31 March 2008
31 Dec 2007
30 Sept 2007
30 June 2007
31 March 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

378
377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439
444

1491
1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598
1607

19,359
19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120
20,302

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the
quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming
machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s
toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY
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COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ASHBURTON TRUST CHARITABLE FNDN

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BLUEGRASS TRUST

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

BULLER COMMUNITY DEV CO LTD

Pete Collins ext 7043

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LTD

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

Greg Clark ext 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FNDN LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

John Gualter ext 5614

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOC’Y INC

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FNDN

Ron Grob ext 6603

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

INFINITY FNDN LTD

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSN INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES C T

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MT WELLINGTON FNDN LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Niall Miller ext 5485

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

PERRY FNDN LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PERRY FNDN TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

PUB CHARITY

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN C T INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE AOTEAROA SPORTS FNDN LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FNDN

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE LION FNDN

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FNDN INCORPORATED

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Craig Holmes ext 5486

TRUST AORAKI LTD

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 5569

Craig Holmes ext 5486

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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Keith Manch

Michael Cassidy

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses
all the roles where the Department is, in effect, the
regulator of a sector of the economy.

National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and antispam compliance, fire service policy, identity services policy,
civil defence and emergency management policy and crown
entity monitoring functions. For the sake of simplicity, the
functions outside the gambling sector are not included on
this page.

National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that
policy and operational staff can benefit from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with the Manager
Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that there is
a constant flow of information between the staff involved
in applying the law and those who develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Heather McShane

Dave Sayers
Acting National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Kate Reid
Manager Anti-Money Laundering/Countering
Financial Terrorism
Under The Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing
of Terrorism Act 2009 this unit monitors casinos, nondeposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors, The Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission.

John Currie
National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing regime
and management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring
System contract with Intralot.
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All gambling compliance staff can be
contacted by phoning the Department’s
toll free number

The Department of Internal Affairs produces
Gambits quarterly. Copies are distributed
in March, June, September and December.

E-mail: gaming.compliance@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz
Postal address and fax numbers:
CASINO COMPLIANCE

Gambits provides information about the
Department’s recent work and significant
issues in the gambling sector.
It is intended for sector organisations and
the community in general, to increase
understanding of and compliance with the law.

PO Box 805, Wellington 6140, Fax: (04) 494 0624

Editor: Trevor Henry

GamBLing Licensing

Telephone: (04) 495 7211, 0275 843 679
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Lessons from 2009 provide focus for 2010
CONTENTS

By Mike Hill, Director, Gambling Compliance

The Gambling Compliance Group devoted considerable effort
in 2009 aimed at ensuring that societies operating Class 4
gambling comply with key requirements of the law. In particular,
we examined the expenses societies pay venues for running
gaming machines and considered rorts that inﬂuence the grants
process and its integrity when measured against authorised
purpose statements and the Gambling Act 2003.
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Unfortunately, what we have discovered tends to support
the view that many individuals and operators within the
sector capture gambling money, either for personal gain or
particular interest groups, at the expense of some community
groups who cannot get a “fair crack” at the grants.
As we move into 2010, we will pay attention to these rorts
and examine potential breaches of Sections 113 and 118, to
prevent key people at venue, gambling operator or society
OHYHOLOOHJDOO\LQÁXHQFLQJRUJDLQLQJEHQHÀWIURPJDPEOLQJ
money (GMP). We will also investigate potential breaches of S106 to ensure societies
apply or distribute net proceeds only to authorised purposes.
In essence, it is important to everyone that Class 4 gambling operates as the Act
intended and that grants are applied to authorised community purposes. Where we
discover GMP not being distributed or granted according to the Act, the Department
will consider its enforcement options, including taking action against trustees for
EUHDFKLQJWKHLUÀGXFLDU\GXWLHV
The reduction and prevention of gambling harm will remain a feature of our work in
2010. This year the casinos have started to implement comprehensive harm-reduction
programmes and we have audited and reported on these initiatives to the Gambling
Commission. We will continue to work with casinos and Class 4 operators to ensure
that appropriate standards are maintained across the gambling sector.
Finally, I acknowledge the work of my team, who have worked very hard this year
to improve the safety and integrity of gambling in NZ. I also thank those of you
across the sector who have attended forums, met with us or contributed in other
ways to achieve the purposes of the Gambling Act.
I also acknowledge those societies who, although found wanting in some areas
of compliance, have accepted their shortcomings and are prepared to work with
us to achieve compliance with the Act.
As our national managers indicate in their reviews, we look forward to working
with the sector in 2010 to achieve the best results for the community.
Continued next page...
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Lessons from 2009 provide focus for 2010 continued...

Debbie Despard, National Manager, Compliance
Audits of Class 4 societies have previously been conducted primarily by one or two
people but this year we changed our approach by bringing together a range of expertise
from Compliance, Operational Policy, Licensing, Intelligence and Legal to target compliance
around costs and grants. The aim is to facilitate more money going to communities
with whom we engaged more in 2009. We also redesigned our audit approach to casinos
focusing on areas of crime and harm.
Overall we used enforcement strategies to effectively tackle serious non-compliance
of the Gambling Act, balanced by education through dialogue and events such as
the regional forums for the Class 4 sector representatives.
For 2010 our focus will be on continuing our work to increase compliance, taking a targeted
DSSURDFKWRWKHPRVWVLJQLÀFDQWLVVXHV:HZLOOFRQWLQXHWRZRUNZLWKDFKDQJLQJVHFWRU
WRDFKLHYHPD[LPXPIXQGLQJIRUWKHEHQHÀWRIFRPPXQLWLHV

Heather McShane, National Manager, Operational Policy
Operational Policy team members travelled more often to the regions in the past year
and worked with Licensing and Compliance teams from the outset on issues, audits
and investigations. Op Pol also attended the Compliance Unit’s regional forums and met
with the sector. These opportunities for exchanging ideas with the operational teams and
with the sector provide a very sound basis for the development of operational policy advice.
Our focus for 2010 is to continue this exchange with other gambling compliance group
VWDIIDQGWKHVHFWRUDQGLQWKHÀUVWKDOIRIWKH\HDUWKLVZLOOLQFOXGHFROOHFWLQJFRQVLVWHQW
and comparable data so that we can analyse the operation of the venue costs Gazette notice.

John Currie, National Manager, Licensing
The Gambling Commission’s rejection of appeals by Kiwi Community Trust Limited and
Eureka Trust supported the Department’s position and provided a helpful basis for moving
forward. As reported in the September issue of Gambits, these decisions sent strong warnings
to the Class 4 sector to comply with their statutory requirements or suffer the consequences.
,Q/LFHQVLQJZLOOVKDUSHQLWVIRFXVRQVHFWRUEHKDYLRXUWKDWFRQÁLFWVZLWKWKHLQWHQWLRQV
of the Gambling Act. This may mean further cases being determined by the Gambling
Commission as we seek clarity on the operation of the legislation.

Mike Cassidy, National Manager, Gaming Technology
The successful implementation of player information displays (PIDs) and the use of the
seed and signature integrity checking software to ensure that non-PID gaming machines
would not start up after the 1 July deadline was the biggest event of the year for Gaming
Tech. A great deal of work from several groups went on behind the scenes to ensure a
smooth transition to the new requirements.
Challenges in 2010 include the roll-out of the QCOM v1.6 software to all the Class 4 site
controllers. This upgrade has to be invisible to societies, venues and players. We are also
participating in the approval of a new casino monitoring system, an update of the game
rules, new jackpot standard, TITO (ticket in, ticket out)/cashless consultation and the
integrated gambling platform (IGP) project.
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Anti-money laundering law enacted
Entities covered by the Anti-Money Laundering and Countering Financing of Terrorism Act,
passed by Parliament in October, will have to report on the measures they take to counter
money laundering and terrorism ﬁnancing activity.
The Department of Internal Affairs will supervise casinos,
non-deposit-taking lenders, money changers and reporting
entities not covered by the other supervisors – the Reserve
Bank and the Securities Commission. The Reserve Bank
covers banks, life insurers and non-bank deposit takers
and the Securities Commission covers securities, trustee
companies, futures dealers, collective investment schemes,
EURNHUVDQGÀQDQFLDODGYLVHUV

It aligns New Zealand with international standards set by
the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), an independent
inter-governmental body founded in 1989, which develops
DQGSURPRWHVSROLFLHVWRSURWHFWWKHJOREDOÀQDQFLDOV\VWHP
DJDLQVWPRQH\ODXQGHULQJDQGWHUURULVWÀQDQFLQJ

6XVSLFLRXVÀQDQFLDOWUDQVDFWLRQVZLOOFRQWLQXHWREH
reported to the Police, who will assess the need for
further investigation.

The Act empowers supervisors to monitor businesses,
provide guidance and enforce compliance. It is expected
to be implemented over two years.

Other industries and professions where money laundering
could occur, including lawyers, accountants and real estate
agents, will be covered by future legislation.

Taking immediate effect are:

For casinos, the types of activities covered by the Act include:

The new law appointed the supervisors and gave them
and the Police’s Financial Intelligence Unit the powers
to carry out their AML/CFT functions.

 7KHÀQDQFLDOLQWHOOLJHQFHIXQFWLRQVRIWKHSROLFH
 7
 KHGHÀQLWLRQIXQFWLRQVDQGSRZHUVRI$0/
CFT supervisors

 7
 UDQVIHUULQJPRQH\LQWRRURXWRIDFFRXQWVZKHQWKH
value of the transfer is above the applicable threshold

 7
 KHHVWDEOLVKPHQWDQGRSHUDWLRQRIDQLQWHUDJHQF\
AML/CFT coordination committee to ensure
WKHFRQVLVWHQWHIIHFWLYHDQGHIÀFLHQWRSHUDWLRQ
of the regulatory system

 3
 D\LQJRXWZLQQLQJVRQEHWVZKHQWKHYDOXHRI
the winnings is above the applicable threshold

 7
 KHDFWLYDWLRQRIUHJXODWLRQDQGH[HPSWLRQ
making powers.

 (VWDEOLVKLQJDFFRXQWVRUVLPLODUIDFLOLWLHV

 (
 [FKDQJLQJPRQH\IRUJDPLQJFKLSVWRNHQVRUWLFNHWV
and vice versa, when the value of the transaction is above
the applicable threshold.
&DVLQRVDQGÀQDQFLDOLQVWLWXWLRQVPXVWWDNHDULVNEDVHG
approach to possible money laundering and terrorism
ÀQDQFLQJDFWLYLW\7KH\ZLOOKDYHWRNQRZWKHLUFXVWRPHUV
through effective customer due diligence incorporating
identity checks, monitor transactions and accounts and
report suspicious activity.
The Act enables New Zealand to better contribute to the
LQWHUQDWLRQDOÀJKWDJDLQVWPRQH\ODXQGHULQJDQGWHUURULVP
ÀQDQFLQJ,WIRUPDOO\UHFRJQLVHVWKDWHIIHFWLYHFRQWURO
of money laundering and crime that leads to it needs
FROODERUDWLRQEHWZHHQWKHÀQDQFLDOVHFWRUDQGJRYHUQPHQW

Next steps include the development of more detailed
regulations. The regulated sector and the public will be
consulted before ministers consider them. Supervisors
and the police will be empowered to develop guidelines
for meeting the Act’s obligations. Where appropriate,
VXSHUYLVRUVZLOODOVRGHYHORSFRGHVRISUDFWLFHIRUVSHFLÀF
sectors. These codes of practice will set out how reporting
entities can meet their regulatory obligations. Reporting
entities can also develop their own programmes to meet
their statutory responsibilities.
The Department is in the process of establishing a unit
to undertake our AML/CFT responsibilities.
Further information about the new law is on the
Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz
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Australian gambling report suggests lower bets
The Australian Productivity Commission’s recently released draft gambling inquiry report
makes a number of signiﬁcant ﬁndings and recommendations since it last reported 10 years
ago. It focuses mainly on gaming machines as the chief source of gambling harm in Australia.
The APC is an independent body that provides Australian
governments with evidence-based advice about which policies
were likely to be effective in reducing harm associated with
JDPEOLQJZKLOHSUHVHUYLQJPRVWRIWKHEHQHÀWV
The report said gambling is an enjoyable pursuit for many
Australians and government policies need to balance the
VL]HDEOHEHQHÀWVIRUUHFUHDWLRQDOJDPEOHUVDJDLQVWWKH
VLJQLÀFDQWKDUPLWFDXVHVVRPHSHRSOH0RVWSROLF\LQWHUHVW
centres on people playing regularly on ‘riskier’ forms of
gambling, particularly gaming machines.
$ERXWÀYHSHUFHQWRIDGXOWVSOD\JDPLQJPDFKLQHVZHHNO\
or more often. Around 15 per cent of this group are ‘problem
gamblers’ and their share of total spending is estimated at
around 40 per cent. A further 15 per cent of machine players
face ‘moderate’ risks. The number of problem gamblers in
Australia is estimated at around 125,000 and about 290,000
are at moderate risk. The Commission noted, however,
that prevalence, expressed as a share of the adult population,
is misleading, given that most of the population do not
gamble regularly.
7KHVLJQLÀFDQWVRFLDOFRVWVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKSUREOHP
gambling mean that even policy measures with a modest
HIÀFDF\ZLOORIWHQEHZRUWKZKLOH
Rough but conservative calculations suggest that even a
10 per cent sustained reduction in harm could provide a
net gain to society of nearly half a billion dollars annually.

Most recreational gamblers play at low intensity, but
machines in Australia allow losses of up to $1200 an hour.
Draft recommendations include:
 5
 HGXFLQJWKHEHWWLQJOLPLWRQJDPLQJPDFKLQHVWRSHU
button push (equating to losses of up to $120 an hour),
with much lower limits on how much cash can be fed into
machines at any one time. Recreational players would be
minimally affected. In New Zealand non-casino gaming
machines have a maximum stake limit of $2.50 per play
and no stake limits in casinos. Compared with Australia,
the $2.50 limit is very low. The most common limit in
Australia is $10, but limits range from $5 to no limit
across the states.
 0
 RYLQJSURJUHVVLYHO\RYHUWKHQH[WVL[\HDUVWRD
universal pre-commitment system for gaming machines,
using technologies that allow all consumers in all venues
to set binding limits on their future play.
 2
 QOLQHJDPEOLQJVKRXOGEHSHUPLWWHGVXEMHFWWR
a consumer protection regime.
The report also suggests that gamblers should be able
to obtain judicial redress where a provider has behaved
LQVSHFLÀHGZD\VWKDWFOHDUO\FRQWULEXWHWRKDUPVXFK
as enticing known problem gamblers back to a casino.
7KHÀQDOUHSRUWLVGXHQH[W\HDU

The signiﬁcant social costs associated with problem gambling
mean that even policy measures with a modest efﬁcacy will
often be worthwhile.
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Expenses lack veriﬁcation
Almost all recent audits undertaken by the Department show that most expenses
paid by Class 4 operators to venues lack appropriate veriﬁcation.
(YHU\FRVWLQFXUUHGE\D&ODVVRSHUDWRUPXVWEHYHULÀHG
by supporting documentation. Regulation 5(1) of the
Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004 says
“A licence holder must keep documents and data relating
to the conduct of its class 4 gambling that are up to date
DQGDFFXUDWHDQGHQDEOHWKHYHULÀFDWLRQRIDOOWUDQVDFWLRQV
relating to the conduct of its class 4 gambling.”. This
includes venue payments.
Regulation 5(3) requires a licence holder to keep vouchers,
bank statements, invoices, receipts and other similar
documents to verify the costs it has incurred. In the case
of venue payments, this will not only include documents
to verify such costs as electricity, rental and rates, but also
H[WHQGVWRWKLQJVOLNHÁRRUSODQV ZKLFKDUHXVHGWRFDOFXODWH
the percentage of the venue that is gaming related) and
evidence of opening hours.
New Zealand Community Trust is one of the operators
recently audited by the Department. The Department
found that some of NZCT’s venues did not supply all of the
documents necessary to support the payments they were
receiving. NZCT did not immediately terminate payments
to these venues. It accepts it should have done and has

accepted a penalty of a one day suspension of business.
NZCT advised the Department it has also changed its
internal procedures to ensure this does not happen again.
0LNH.QHOO1=&7·V&KLHI([HFXWLYH2IÀFHUVD\V´1=&7
is absolutely committed to making sure it complies with all
relevant legislation and has done a lot of work in this area
in recent years. While we are disappointed that we fell short
RIWKHPDUNRQWKLVRFFDVLRQZHDUHFRQÀGHQWWKHLVVXHKDV
been addressed and we are working with the Department
to ensure we have the best possible set up going forward.”
The Department welcomes NZCT’s decision and supports
its commitment to compliance.
Two years ago the Department said in Gambits that during
audits and at licence renewal time it would be looking
carefully at the quality of venue expense claims because it
PXVWEHVDWLVÀHGWKDWFRVWVFODLPHGDUHDFWXDOUHDVRQDEOH
and necessary. Many operators have been found wanting in
this regard and, given the new standardised costs schedule
to be introduced in the New Year, it is timely to remind
operators of the requirements in regulation 5 and the
importance of these requirements for Class 4 gambling.

Venue costs – next steps
In May this year the Department consulted
on a proposal to categorise venue
costs under the Gazette Notice and set
reasonable timeframes for labour tasks.
The proposed measures were designed to
provide consistency in treatment between
Class 4 societies and venues.
Many submitters agreed that achieving consistency was
SRVLWLYHEXWWKHUHZDVVLJQLÀFDQWRSSRVLWLRQWRWKHWLPHIUDPHV
and methodology proposed for assessing labour costs.
As a result, the Department will not institute the proposed
maximum timeframes for assessing labour costs. It will,
however, issue a standardised form for recording venue
FRVWVDQGLQWKHÀUVWTXDUWHURIVHHNWKHUHSODFHPHQW
of all current venue cost schedules with the new format.

6HYHUDOEHQHÀWVZLOOÁRZIURPWKHQHZVFKHGXOHV
The information will:
 3
 URYLGHFRQVLVWHQWGDWDIRUWKH'HSDUWPHQWWRDQDO\VH
the operation of the Gazette Notice, including the Limits
 (
 QDEOHWKH'HSDUWPHQWWRJDWKHUIXUWKHULQIRUPDWLRQ
on timeframes attributable to labour task costs
 $
 OORZYHQXHFRVWVLQIRUPDWLRQWREHDQDO\VHGDJDLQVWIDFWRUV
such as machine numbers, GMP and hours of operation.
Collating the data will enable the Department to publish
more information to assist societies and Departmental staff
in assessing venue costs, especially labour, in the future.
The new format will enable societies to ensure that venue costs
VFKHGXOHVDUHXSWRGDWHDSSURSULDWHO\HYLGHQFHGDQGUHÁHFW
any venue changes since the last schedule was approved.
The Department has written to all Class 4 societies that
pay venue costs and is looking forward to working with
the sector on this issue during 2010.
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Commission-based payments stalled
Commission-based venue payments have been ruled out for now by the Minister of Internal
Affairs, Nathan Guy.
He told the Hospitality Association annual conference that
such a system would require amendment to the law. After
FDUHIXOUHÁHFWLRQWKHJRYHUQPHQWKDGGHFLGHGDJDLQVWDQ\
major changes to the Gambling Act.
“However, I’ve asked the Department of Internal Affairs
to continue monitoring the situation, and a commission
payments proposal could be considered again in the future,”
he said. “If that proves to be the case, I would anticipate that
in order to survive parliamentary scrutiny, any changes to
the current venue payments system would have to promote
simplicity, ensure that costs are kept to a minimum so that
funding for the community is maximised and, of course,
ensure that no publican is out of pocket as a result of
hosting gaming machines.”
7KHJRYHUQPHQW·VOHJLVODWLYHSULRULWLHVUHÁHFWLWVSULPDU\
goal – to grow the New Zealand economy to provide
greater prosperity, security and opportunities for all.

Community funding is down through reduced donations and
sponsorships from community trusts and large corporations.
“This is unlikely to change in the short term, even though
recent statistics say that we’ve started to climb back out of
the recession,” Mr Guy said. “This means that the better
allocation of grants, including gaming machine grants,
will be an important way to support our communities.
“Therefore, the government’s current priorities in the
gaming machine area are to maximise the community
funding generated by non-casino gaming machines and to
resolve questionable grant funding practices in the sector.
“I appreciate that HANZ represents the interests of venue
operators and that most of you would simply like to be
paid a little more. However, these gaming machines exist
primarily to raise money for community purposes and
the payments to venue operators are mainly a cost that
must be met in order to help achieve those broader goals.“

The government’s legislative priorities reﬂect its primary goal –
to grow the New Zealand economy to provide greater prosperity,
security and opportunities for all.

FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling”
FOR FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS s GAMBLING STATISTICS s RELEVANT LAW
s APPLICATION FORMS FOR LICENCES INCLUDING HOUSIE AND RAFmES s AND MUCH MORE
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new”
for new additions to the website.
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New approach to late banking
The Department is taking a new approach to late banking of gaming machine proﬁts (GMP).
The Misuse of Gaming Machine Proceeds (GMP) policy took effect on 12 October and was
outlined in four regional forums for non-club Class 4 gaming societies.
&XUUHQWOHJLVODWLRQJLYHVYHQXHRSHUDWRUVÀYHZRUNLQJ
days to bank GMP with their society. Some operators deposit
the takings into their own bank account until the due date.
This often leads to money being retained over the weekend
and increases the risk of a late banking incident or the theft
of the GMP.
The Department welcomes the initiatives taken by several
societies to avoid late banking. They told the forums they
were implementing a range of options, such as:
 (
 QVXULQJDOOWKHLUYHQXHVEDQN*03ZLWKLQWKUHH
working days i.e. on Wednesday
 6
 WLSXODWLQJDWLPHIUDPHIRUEDQNLQJ*03LQYHQXH
agreements e.g. three working days
 0
 DQDJLQJDQGPRQLWRULQJUHFLGLYLVWODWHEDQNLQJ
venues by requiring proof of the banking prior to the
Friday e.g. a faxed copy of the bank deposit slip to
FRQÀUPWKHEDQNLQJKDGWDNHQSODFH
 (
 QVXULQJWKDWWKRVHZLWKDKLVWRU\RIGLVKRQRXUHG
cheques are able to bank only by cash or bank cheque.
Under the Department’s revised approach the following
general steps will now apply in the majority of late
banking cases:
 )
 LUVWLQVWDQFHRIODWHEDQNLQJRI*03²YHQXHPDQDJHU
is issued with a warning
 6
 HFRQGLQVWDQFH²YHQXHPDQDJHULVLVVXHGZLWKDQ
infringement notice, incurring a $2500 penalty. Since
1 July 2009 the Gambling Compliance Unit has issued
12 infringement notices
 7KLUGLQVWDQFH²SURSRVDOWRVXVSHQGWKHYHQXHOLFHQFH
 )RXUWKLQVWDQFH²SURSRVDOWRFDQFHOWKHYHQXHOLFHQFH
However, the Department reserves the right to start at
any step in the process depending on the circumstances
surrounding a late banking breach. For example, this could
apply where an audit reveals that a society had failed to
disconnect gaming machines and notify the Department
of late banking.

In these circumstances it is very likely that the Department
will take a more serious intervention rather than treat it as a
ÀUVWLQVWDQFHRIODWHEDQNLQJ
The Department is also introducing a clean slate approach,
which acknowledges the compliance of venues with no
late banking within a six-month period. For example, if a
YHQXHUHFHLYHVDZDUQLQJIRULWVÀUVWLQVWDQFHRIODWHEDQNLQJ
and then repeats the offence six months and two days later,
the venue will receive a further warning and not
an infringement notice.
Irrespective of when this new policy was implemented,
a venue’s previous banking history is still relevant in
any compliance action. The starting point will be the
last instance of late banking.

Proactive approach by societies
The Department expects societies to take the lead in
ensuring compliance with section 104 of the Gambling
Act 2003 through:
 7
 KHLUJRYHUQDQFHVNLOOVLQRYHUVHHLQJ&ODVVJDPEOLQJ
at venues
 7
 KHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIUREXVWLQWHUQDOJXLGHOLQHVDQGEHVW
practice initiatives to ensure venue managers bank within
the required timeframe
 0
 DQDJLQJULVNDURXQGWKHSRWHQWLDOGHWHULRUDWLRQRIWKH
FRPSOLDQFHSURÀOHVRIERWKWKHVRFLHW\DQGWKHYHQXHGXH
to non-compliance in this area.
The important issue for societies is that they explore and
implement options that will give them a high level of
certainty that the venue manager has banked the required
DPRXQWRI*03ZLWKLQWKHÀYHZRUNLQJGD\VDQGQRWUHO\
solely on whether the society’s bank account indicates on
the following Monday that the banking has taken place.
The Department also reminds societies that Intralot can
process any requests to disable or enable gaming machines
over the weekend.
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2009
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More forums planned
More regional forums will be held next year following the success of last September’s
meetings in the four main centres to introduce the Misuse of Gaming Machine Proceeds
policy. The forums were well received and provided an opportunity for the Department
and those working in the sector to discuss issues of concern.
The sector appreciated that the sessions were held
in different locations. Issues sparked interesting and
informative discussion with Departmental representatives
from Compliance, Licensing and Operational Policy on
KDQGWRDGGUHVVFRQFHUQVDQGTXHVWLRQVIURPWKHÁRRU
Feedback from the September meetings included:
“Good presentation, good information and good timing”.

A key issue for the Department is that societies accept
accountability for being Class 4 gambling operators.
It is delighted and encouraged with the results from the
ÀUVWIRUXP6HYHUDOVRFLHWLHVKDYHDOUHDG\GHPRQVWUDWHG
they understood the Department’s message for better
management by modifying their processes to ensure
that venues comply with banking requirements.
The next forums are likely to be around February
DQGWKHVHFWRUZLOOEHQRWLÀHGRIGHWDLOVDQGWRSLFV

NZCT agrees to distribute accumulated funds
The NZ Community Trust has become the ﬁrst society to arrange with the Department
to distribute accumulated funds to the community. NZCT will also manage its overall
ﬁnancial position slightly differently.
The Department welcomes this positive approach by
NZCT and will be contacting other Class 4 operators
in the expectation that they will follow suit.
In the recent Kiwi Community Trust case (see Gambits
6HSWHPEHU WKH*DPEOLQJ&RPPLVVLRQUHDIÀUPHG
that the Secretary must refuse to renew a Class 4 operator’s
OLFHQFHLIKHLVQRWVDWLVÀHGWKDWWKHDSSOLFDQWZLOOFRPSO\
with all relevant requirements of the Gambling Act, licence
conditions, game rules and minimum standards.
The Commission also said that regulation 11 of the Class
4 (Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004 requires “all or nearly
DOOµRIWKHSURFHHGVUHFHLYHGGXULQJDÀQDQFLDO\HDUWREH

distributed quarterly within that year, with the balance
distributed within a further three months. Essentially this
prohibits a society from hoarding net proceeds and building
up cash reserves for future operations.
A society may retain some undistributed net proceeds
as “community equity” and this is discussed in the
Department’s Financial Viability paper, released in March
2009 and available on our website, www.dia.govt.nz.
Societies holding excessive amounts of undistributed net
proceeds are expected to arrange with the Department the
distribution of those funds to the community or have the
Class 4 operator’s licence either not renewed or cancelled.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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Rates of return to community

The Department reported in Gambits earlier this year that some societies regularly achieve returns of over 40 per cent
to the community while others struggle to achieve the minimum return of 37.12 per cent of GST exclusive proceeds.
Here’s a breakdown of how non-club societies have performed:
SOCIETY

TOTAL PROCEEDS

RETURN TO AP

RATE OF RETURN

FY ENDED

ILT FOUNDATION

11626279

7711355

66.33%

31/03/2009

RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

85738

53877

62.84%

30/09/2008

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

1595381

837518

52.50%

30/09/2008

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

163670

80469

49.17%

31/08/2007

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

2229037

1064318

47.75%

30/09/2008

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FDN INC

44490757

21032914

47.27%

31/03/2009

ASHBURTON TRUST CHARITABLE FDN

2484782

1166531

46.95%

31/03/2007

LION FOUNDATION

104896041

47491547

45.27%

31/03/2008

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

196354

86209

43.90%

31/12/2008

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

5509110

2342921

42.53%

31/12/2008

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FDN

4067284

1727753

42.48%

31/03/2009

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOC

1668887

703754

42.17%

30/09/2008

THE NORTH AND SOUTH TRUST

2962134

1241153

41.90%

31/10/2008

YOUTHTOWN INC

18083498

7572877

41.88%

31/12/2008

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

17842508

7359540

41.25%

31/07/2008

PELORUS TRUST

18915904

7790268

41.18%

30/09/2008

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

7850144

3193331

40.68%

31/03/2009

PUB CHARITY

68217493

27641605

40.52%

30/09/2007

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

11809624

4725859

40.02%

31/07/2008

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LTD

5738233

2272109

39.60%

31/03/2007

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

1501607

590753

39.34%

30/09/2008

TRUST AORAKI LTD

1652101

648017

39.22%

31/03/2007

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

104860000

41057000

39.15%

30/09/2008

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

47953934

18572097

38.73%

31/12/2008

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD

170082

65870

38.73%

30/06/2008

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

5129589

1983774

38.67%

31/03/2007

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

19681565

7581307

38.52%

30/06/2008

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

16650916

6411660

38.51%

31/05/2009

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

33527712

12892615

38.45%

31/03/2007

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS & CHARITY FNDN

5988905

2293724

38.30%

30/06/2008

REDWOOD TRUST INC

1163386

444644

38.22%

31/03/2009

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CT

4318653

1637098

37.91%

31/03/2009

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOC INC

670324

253361

37.80%

31/03/2007

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

1797250

677647

37.70%

30/06/2008

TRILLIAN TRUST

13584106

5100580

37.55%

31/07/2008

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

194741

73070

37.52%

30/06/2009

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FDN

5013954

1880467

37.50%

30/09/2008

PERRY FOUNDATION LTD

28462743

10652618

37.43%

31/03/2008

EUREKA TRUST

16311153

6101105

37.40%

30/11/2008

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LTD

16780091

6242477

37.20%

31/03/2008

GRASSROOTS TRUST

9665526

3594156

37.19%

31/12/2008

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

12766424

4746024

37.18%

31/07/2008

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

2150314

798461

37.13%

30/11/2008

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LTD

5378383

1996539

37.12%

30/06/2008

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD*

2869532

1036842

36.13%

31/12/2008

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

1904492

685630

36.00%

30/04/2007

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

129549

39135

30.21%

31/12/2008

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD*

1643583.1

435847.53

26.52%

31/03/2009

THE LION FOUNDATION (2008)

no data

no data

no data

*New society – only one year’s data
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Underage access tested
Gambling inspectors in Hamilton have tested the ease with which minors can access
and remain in venues. The operation was sparked by a complaint from a problem gambler
that it was too easy to enter and stay in gambling areas without being detected.
Nine places were selected for testing with an attempt to get
a cross-section of societies. A 15 year old youth was recruited
to assist. The inspectors accompanied the youth into the
venues. At each venue the youth accessed the gambling area
and remained there between seven and 15 minutes. Multiple
entries were undertaken to some venues when the team felt
another opportunity should be provided.

manager was located and spoken to. Only one venue, The
CBD, responded appropriately by asking to see proof of
LGHQWLÀFDWLRQDIWHUDERXWÀYHPLQXWHVDWWKHYHQXH,WZDV
clear during the period that the staff member had noticed
the youth and undertook further scrutiny of him before
requesting proof of age. The bar also runs a log of who has
checked the gambling area and when.

While in the gaming area the youth was encouraged to
position himself in sight of staff, make eye contact and not
hide his face. On one occasion the youth approached the bar
and changed a $10.00 note into $2.00 coins then re-entered
the gaming area.

The remaining eight venues provided a range of reasons for
their failure. One factor that came to the fore was that staff
were too busy seeing to the hospitality needs of the venue
to properly monitor the gambling operation. This aspect has
recently become apparent elsewhere around the country.

Following each entry or series of entries the gambling
inspectors and youth returned to the venue, where the

The Hamilton inspectors are now working through the various
compliance issues with the venues and societies concerned.

Infringement notices

Club coffers boosted

Fifteen infringement notices were issued in the last three
months, under Section 104 of the Gambling Act, to Class 4
venue managers for the late banking of gaming machine
SURÀWV6RIDURQHKDVSDLGWKHSHQDOW\RQHKDVEHHQ
lodged with the Ministry of Justice for collection, while
another was withdrawn following a written explanation.
The remainder are still in progress for payment.

One club has reason to be thankful for
the Department checking its books.

Of the 15 infringement notices issued, three were to the
venue manager of the Mainland Foundation’s Tui Bar &
Restaurant for late banking.

The club received a refund of $365,000 from the Inland
Revenue Department and congratulated the Department,
saying it would have remained unaware of the overpayment
had it not been for the inspector.

Two infringement notices were issued under Sections
303 and 312 of the Gambling Act for a minor being found
gambling in a casino and for breaching an exclusion order
in the same casino.

A licensing inspector, while determining whether to renew
DFOXE·VJDPLQJOLFHQFHDSSUDLVHGLWVÀQDQFLDOVWDWHPHQWV
and discovered the club had been overpaying gaming
duty and levy for over 10 years.

As a result, more money was returned to the community.

A 15 year old youth was recruited to assist. The inspectors
accompanied the youth into the venues. At each venue the youth
accessed the gambling area and remained there between seven
and 15 minutes.
10
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Reminder: decommissioning gambling equipment
Some venue managers and societies have been removing gaming machines from venues
before completing the correct process for doing so.
This practice, as we noted in the March issue of Gambits,
breaches the Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules 2006,
VSHFLÀFDOO\5XOHZKLFKUHTXLUHVWKHYHQXHPDQDJHU
to inform the EMS Help Desk before such installation,
servicing, repair, removal from service or decommissioning
of any gambling equipment takes place.
Removing gaming machines in this manner is not only a breach
of the Gambling Act, it also leads to unnecessary additional
costs, increases the risk of fraud and could result in delays
in the recommissioning of gaming machines and venues.

When the correct procedure is not followed it could also
lead to the loss of valuable data and puts some gambling
equipment at risk.
When gaming machines are removed from a venue please
ensure the technician contacts Intralot before the work is
started. By following this simple procedure technicians can
HQVXUHWKH'HSDUWPHQWKDVSURFHVVHGWKHQRWLÀFDWLRQDQG
Intralot has received the correct data.

Sports clubs
surrender licences
Sports clubs were responsible for almost
half of all gaming licence surrenders or nonrenewals in the last two-and-a-half years.
Since June 2007 53 clubs have surrendered or not renewed
their licences, mostly because their gaming operations were
QRWÀQDQFLDOO\YLDEOH$IHZZHUHGXHWRPHUJHUVRUWKH
closure of the entire club operation.
Nearly 50 per cent of all surrenders involved sports clubs,
LQFOXGLQJJROIERZOLQJERDWLQJÀVKLQJDQGER[LQJ
The Department helped many of these clubs to properly
DQDO\VHWKHÀQDQFLDOYLDELOLW\RIWKHLUJDPLQJRSHUDWLRQV
0DQ\RIWKHPKDGQRWLGHQWLÀHGWKDWGXHWROLIHVW\OHDQG
demographic changes, their gaming returns were dropping.
Lower spending in many sports clubs seemed to be an issue.

Gambits’ Editor
is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles
in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information
we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact:
Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz

Clubs needing to discuss such issues should contact
the Department.

When the correct procedure is not followed it could also lead to the
loss of valuable data and puts some gambling equipment at risk.
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QCOM 1.6 rollout
As advised in previous issues of Gambits, the upgrade of the electronic monitoring
(EMS) QCOM protocol is to keep it aligned with Australian jurisdictions.
QCOM 1.6 will be rolled out to all venues during weekdays
between the beginning of January and the end of March
2010. The venues involved in the initial two weeks of the
pilot rollout are:
Week 1
Bull and Bear (Wellington)
Week 2
Shooters Bar (Wellington)

The Department thanks these venues and their societies
for their cooperation.
A weekly schedule is available giving two weeks’ notice
via e-mail to societies that wish to be informed when their
venues are due for QCOM 1.6 rollout. If societies want to
UHFHLYHWKLVQRWLÀFDWLRQSOHDVHHPDLOIXOOFRQWDFWGHWDLOV
to Intralot Operations Manager, Braden Judge, at judge@
intralot.co.nz by Friday, 18 December 2009.
Please note that societies and venues that use the Electronic
Meter Access (EMA) application will need to download a
new version of the EMA application for correct operation
at the time of upgrade.

Black Harp (Wellington)
The Vic and Whale (Christchurch)
Excelsior Sports Bar (Christchurch).

QCOM 1.6 EGM messages and required actions
The QCOM 1.6 rollout will not affect the operation of installed gaming machines.
However, some on-screen messages will change as outlined:
EGM Message

12

Required Venue Action

Conﬁguration Required

Contact EMS Help Desk

Communication Time-Out

Power cycle EGM. If it still does not enable, contact EMS Help Desk after waiting at least 10 minutes

Communication Fault

Power cycle EGM. If it still does not enable, contact EMS Help Desk after waiting at least 10 minutes

Event Queue Full

Contact EMS Help Desk

EGM Disable

Power cycle EGM. If it still does not enable, contact EMS Help Desk after waiting at least 10 minutes

No Game Enabled

Contact EMS Help Desk

QCOM: INVALID CONFIG

Contact EMS Help Desk

QCOM: INVALID HASH

Contact EMS Help Desk

QCOM: INVALID METERS

Contact EMS Help Desk

QCOM: HASH TIME-OUT

Power cycle EGM. If it still does not enable, contact EMS Help Desk after waiting at least 10 minutes

QCOM: SEALED AREA ACCESS

Contact EMS Help Desk

SITE DISABLED

Contact EMS Help Desk

SC OFFLINE/DISABLED

Contact EMS Help Desk

December 2009
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EMS: Change for dealing with meter exceptions
Meter exceptions occur when the net meter movement is greater than one million
in one business day.
EMS performs a daily check about 2 a.m., when it uploads
the latest gross meter values from all gaming machines. It
subtracts the gross meter values taken the previous business
day and the result of this calculation is the net meter
movement. This is shown in the Net columns of the Daily
Gaming Machine Meter Totals Snapshot reports posted
to each society’s and venue’s website pages.

Once this was done, EMS on the following day would
produce a “Meter Adjustment Data Posted” report, which
appeared both on the venue and society’s website pages.

Meter exceptions are a feature of QCOM and the EMS
system. They are intended to handle “meter roll-overs”
that occur when gross meter values exceed the number
of available digits and restart at zero.

2) Where corrective adjustments are required these will
be carried out by Intralot. If necessary, the Department
will carry out all communications with the affected
venue/society

They can also happen when there have been issues with
a site controller, or incorrect gaming machine RAM clear
procedures have occurred, or a gaming machine fault
has caused loss of meter data. The Daily Gaming Machine
Meter Totals Snapshot report will show:

3) The Daily Gaming Machine Meter Totals Snapshot report
will still show the Exceptions Present information and,
the day after the meter adjustment is posted, the resulting
Meter Adjustment Data Posted report will be produced
by EMS and posted to the EMS website for the affected
venue and society as usual.

 7KH([FHSWLRQ3UHVHQWFROXPQÁDJJHGDV´\HVµ
 1
 HWPHWHUYDOXHVRQVRPHRUDOORIWKHPHWHUVRIDIIHFWHG
gaming machines will typically be excessive (9 digit,
42 million plus)
 $OPRVWLQYDULDEO\DQLQDFFXUDWH*03FDOFXODWLRQ
Previously, to resolve a meter exception, a society user
would need to:
 /RJRQWRWKH(06ZHEVLWH
 0DQXDOO\DGMXVWWKHQHWYDOXHVRIWKHDIIHFWHGPHWHUV

The procedure for handling these incidents has now
changed. When a meter exception occurs:
1) Intralot will investigate with assistance from DIA
when required

Amendments will be made to the relevant sections of the
Societies and Venues User Manual and the EMS Website
User Manual (both available by clicking on the “Help”
section of the EMS website) when they are next updated.
Please note: there are NO changes to the process for handling
GMP ADJUSTMENTS. These are still to be actioned by
the society as and when necessary (i.e. where the society is
VDWLVÀHGWKDWDQLQFRUUHFW*03DPRXQWKDVEHHQUHSRUWHGDVD
result of events such as missed jackpot wins or unpaid prizes).

EMS performs a daily check about 2 a.m., when it uploads the
latest gross meter values from all gaming machines. It subtracts
the gross meter values taken the previous business day and the
result of this calculation is the net meter movement.
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E-PROM labelling
It has been brought to the Department’s
attention that E-PROMs, the internal
program storage devices that hold gaming
machine software, have been found in some
second-hand gaming machines with nonoriginal labels on them.
The technical standards under which gaming machines
are approved require program storage devices and other
programmable logic elements to be clearly marked with
VXIÀFLHQWLQIRUPDWLRQWRLGHQWLI\WKHVRIWZDUHDQGUHYLVLRQ
level of the information stored in them.
If a label becomes illegible, damaged, unstuck or is missing
completely, then the solution is to obtain a replacement
label from the manufacturer who holds the approval for
the device itself. Attaching any other type of label that
is markedly different or may not have full and correct
details could lead to doubts about the authenticity of the
device, including the possibility of it having been altered or
tampered with.

No approval for
management system
An advertisement for Gaming Inc’s
third party venue management system,
Performance Optimising Monitoring
System (POMS), wrongly claimed the
system is approved by the Department.
The misleading advertisement and a story in a recent
NZ Gaming magazine said POMs was “Department
of Internal Affairs-approved”.
The Department does not approve venue
management systems. The approval alluded to is
only for the piece of equipment that attaches to the
electronic monitoring system (EMS) and extracts the
data used by the POMS software.
Gaming Inc has now removed the offending
phrase from its advertising after being contacted
by the Department.

When societies purchase gambling equipment, particularly
older gambling equipment, they should always seek
assurance that the equipment is approved and conforms
fully with the approval issued to the manufacturer. The same
assurance should be sought and given for any subsequent
servicing, maintenance or changes to hardware or software,
which should always leave the gambling equipment in full
conformity with the approval issued for it.

When societies purchase gambling equipment, particularly older
gambling equipment, they should always seek assurance that the
equipment is approved and conforms fully with the approval issued
to the manufacturer.
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Clamp down on pokie grants to trotting clubs
9 November 2009

The Department of Internal Affairs is taking action against three gaming machine
societies and seven pokie bars over the funding of four northern harness racing clubs.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said that a
new gambling licence condition will prevent the Lion
)RXQGDWLRQ3HUU\)RXQGDWLRQDQG,QÀQLW\)RXQGDWLRQ
from granting pokie funds to the Thames Harness Racing
Club and the Manukau, Kumeu and Franklin Trotting
Clubs. The Department is also proposing to suspend for
21 days the licences of seven pokie venues in which the
clubs had invested.
Mike Hill says the proposed action follows an investigation
LQWRWKHJUDQWDSSOLFDWLRQSURFHVVÁRZRIIXQGVDQGWKH
relationship between the societies, trotting clubs and
Northern Hospitality Management Ltd, which operated
at the seven gaming machine venues. Grants to the four
clubs totalled about $400,000 up to 2005. Between 2006
and December 2008 they received over $5.4 million.

“We believe the grants are inconsistent with Sections 113
and 118 of the Gambling Act 2003, which makes it clear
that decisions about gaming machine grants should be
WUDQVSDUHQWIUHHIURPFRQÁLFWVRILQWHUHVWRUFRQGLWLRQVµ
Mike Hill said. “We are imposing the licence condition
under Section 53 of Act to ensure compliance.”
The societies have 15 days to appeal to the Gambling
Commission about the new licence condition and each
society has now done so. The societies and venues have
GD\VWRUHVSRQGWRWKH'HSDUWPHQWEHIRUHDÀQDOGHFLVLRQ
on the suspension proposal is taken. They too can appeal
WRWKH&RPPLVVLRQLIWKH'HSDUWPHQWGRHVÀQDOO\GHFLGH
to suspend the licences.
Mike Hill said the Department will continue to monitor
the grants process as part of its regulatory function and
looks forward to the Gambling Commission’s decisions.

Sport funding a non-issue for most
24 September 2009

Most gaming machine societies approached by the Department of Internal Affairs said
they would continue funding sport. Deputy Secretary, Keith Manch, said these included
the largest societies that currently fund sport.
Some smaller societies caused alarm with sports groups
when they said they could no longer make grants to sport.
“The Department wrote to gaming machine societies
asking that they ensure their objects on their trust deeds
ZHUHFRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKHDXWKRULVHGSXUSRVHVVSHFLÀHGRQ
their gaming machine licences,” Keith Manch said. “There
has never been any doubt that gambling money can go to
amateur sport where a gaming machine society is permitted
under its deed or constitution to do so. There has been
confusion over whether gaming machine societies that have
charitable obligations can also give money to amateur sport.

They can do so, as long as the sports activity is charitable.
Guidance on this issue is available from the Department’s
website and the Charities Commission.
“We reminded trustees and directors of their responsibilities
and to ensure they were operating according to the law and
their governing documents. We asked them to advise how
they would resolve any inconsistencies. “
The Minister of Internal Affairs, Nathan Guy, and the
Minister for the Community and Voluntary Sector, Tariana
Turia, said a planned review of the Charities Act would
consider if it was necessary to clarify the circumstances
in which ‘sports purposes’ were ‘charitable purposes’.
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Pokie spend up in third quarter
14 October 2009

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1500 pubs and clubs in the third quarter
of this year was slightly up on the June quarter but 5.4 per cent down on 12 months ago,
according to ﬁgures released by the Department of Internal Affairs. Spending rose from
$217.3m at 30 June 2009 to $220.7m at 30 September 2009 but was 5 per cent down
on the $232.3m for the third quarter of 2008.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – SEPT 2009
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The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which became fully
operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor operations, ensure the integrity of games
and the accurate accounting of money.
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NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JULY TO SEPTEMBER 2009
SOCIETY TYPE

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$190,508,832.61
$ 4,618,126.86
$ 17,118,204.64

86.3%

$ 8,473,587.82

3.8%

TOTAL CLUB

$ 30,209,919.32

13.7%

TOTAL ALL

$220,718,751.93

100.0%

NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs

2.1%
7.8%

There were fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of September 2009 compared
with 12 months earlier. Licence holders fell 6.9 per cent from 405 to 377, venues dropped 4.2 per cent from 1551
to 1486 and gaming machines were down 3.6 per cent from 20,025 to 19,296.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31

Sept 2009
June 2009
March 2009
Dec 2008
Sept 2008
June 2008
March 2008
Dec 2007
Sept 2007
June 2007
March 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

377
384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439
444

1486
1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598
1607

19,296
19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120
20,302

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the
quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with
JDPLQJPDFKLQHVRFLHWLHV,IVRFLHWLHVKDYHLVVXHVWRGLVFXVVWKH\PD\FRQWDFWWKHVHLQVSHFWRUVÀUVWE\SKRQLQJ
the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY

18

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ASHBURTON TRUST CHARITABLE FNDN

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD

Greg Clark ext 7036

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LTD

Dave Sayers ext 5484

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCY INC

Peter O’Reilly ext 55569

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Ron Grob ext 6603

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Val Hawley ext 5614

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES C T

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Niall Miller ext 5485

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

PERRY FOUNDATION LTD

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

PUB CHARITY

Val Hawley ext 5614

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INC

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCY

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FNDN

Ron Grob ext 6603

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INC

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE LION FOUNDATION

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Jason Hewett ext 6601

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Craig Holmes ext 5486

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 55569

Craig Holmes ext 5486

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FNDN

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INC

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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Keith Manch

John Currie

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

National Manager Licensing

The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses
all the roles where the Department is, in effect, the
regulator of a sector of the economy.

This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing regime
and management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring
System contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and anti-spam
compliance, ﬁre service policy, identity services policy, civil
defence and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions. For the sake of simplicity, the functions
outside the gambling sector are not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that
policy and operational staff can beneﬁt from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the ﬁeld.

Geoff Owen
National Manager Investigations

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with the
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that
there is a constant ﬂow of information between the staff
involved in applying the law and those who develop the law.

The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and ﬁnancial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.
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20052009
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Strong warnings for Cl 4 sector
contents

Two Gambling Commission decisions contain strong warnings
for the Class 4 gambling sector to comply with their statutory
requirements or suffer the consequences.
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In one, the Commission rejected Kiwi Community Trust’s appeal over the
Department’s decision to refuse to renew its operator’s licence, made because
the society was not financially viable and had failed to make the minimum return
to authorised purposes. Based in Pukekohe, south of Auckland, the Trust had only
one venue at the time of the appeal. This is the first time the Commission has refused
to renew an operator’s licence.
The Commission said the distribution of all or nearly all net proceeds for community
purposes is fundamental to the operation of Class 4 gambling and regulations
prohibit operators from hoarding this money and building up cash reserves for
future operations.
In the other decision, the Commission rejected Christchurch-based Eureka Trust’s
appeal against Department decisions to suspend five of its Class 4 venue licences
for failing to notify changes in venue operators and managers. The Commission said
it was satisfied Eureka failed to comply with requirements of the Gambling Act 2003
and licence conditions.
The Department had set the suspensions at one and two days but the Commission
considered these inadequate and increased them “to reflect its view of the
seriousness of the breaches”. Operations at Robbies Bars and Bistros at Belfast,
Queenspark and Cranford in Christchurch were suspended for three days and
at Robbies Bar & Bistro at South Dunedin and Bar 25, New Brighton, for two days.
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Kiwi Trust – minimum return must be met
In the Kiwi Community Trust Appeal decision, the Commission said the return
of a society’s proceeds to the community is the underpinning policy justification
for permitting Class 4 gambling.
The Department told the Commission that through accumulated
breaches of Regulation 10 of the Gambling (Class 4 Net
Proceeds) Regulations 2004, which deals with the minimum
to be distributed for authorised purposes, Kiwi owed the
community $1.1 million. The fundamental problem was that
its cost structure was too high to enable its legal obligations
to be met in five of the six years between 2003 and 2009.
In the six years, Kiwi’s gaming machine operation generated
$7.4 million. It was legally required to return at least $2.7
million to the community in grants but paid only $1.6 million.
The $1.1 million difference was either used to pay operating
costs or was retained.
The Commission said: “The Trust seems to have treated
Regulation 10 as if it were merely a target, something to aim
for but of no real concern if missed. The Commission takes
a different view. One of the effects of Regulation 10 is to make
the distribution of 37.12 per cent of the gross proceeds in a
financial year a first, not last, priority. Because the minimum
percentage must be distributed it is not available for other
purposes. In the view of the Commission, the use of any
part of the 37.12 per cent minimum distribution to meet
expenditure on costs produces amounts improperly paid,

which are potentially the subject of an application
(for recovery) under Section 112.
“Class 4 operators are not entitled to use any of the minimum
percentage of net proceeds required for distribution for
authorised purposes to meet other expenses.”
Nor are they able to meet the Regulation 10 requirement –
to distribute at least 37.12 per cent of net proceeds – in a later
year by using funds retained from an earlier year. Net proceeds
retained in breach of Regulation 11 remain attributable to
the year in which they are generated and the licence holder
remains liable under Regulation 11 to distribute them.
The Commission was not satisfied that the Trust’s purpose
in conducting Class 4 gambling was to raise money for
authorised purposes, as required by Section 52 (1) (b),
as distributions had the lowest priority, behind meeting
all the Trust’s other financial obligations and even the creation
of cash reserves. Nor was the Commission satisfied that the
Trust would maximise net proceeds and minimise operating
costs under section 52 (1) (d) because it had consistently failed
to produce even the minimum net proceeds distribution.
The Department is actively monitoring distribution
requirements and intervening when societies breach
their minimum return and distribution requirements.

Eureka – information must be provided
The Commission agreed with the Department that Eureka’s breaches reflected
a “systematic disregard of Sections 69 and 71 of the Act and a general culture
of tardiness and neglect.”
The Commission said it viewed the breaches seriously.
The provision of information by a corporate society to the
Secretary of Internal Affairs was essential if the Department
was to maintain the expected level of oversight over
Class 4 gambling.
“In the Commission’s view, such breaches should have
punitive consequences to provide a deterrent to Eureka and
other corporate societies to ensure the integrity of the control
and supervision of Class 4 gambling,” the Commission said.
“The Commission is concerned to see the Trust suggesting
that Class 4 licence holders had some expectation that

2
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non-compliance would have no real consequences unless

preceded by general public statements about enforcement
of policy changes, or a formal warning had been given in
respect of current breaches.

“The Commission wishes to make it clear that non-trivial

breaches of statutory and licence requirements should have
real consequences and that there should be no expectation
that they will be imposed only after general or formal

warnings. Operators should not be surprised if even longer
suspensions are imposed in the future.”

PUBS AND CLUBS

Take legal obligations seriously
The Gambling Commission’s decision to suspend Eureka Trust gaming machine venue
licences for breaches of Sections 69 and 71 of the Gambling Act 2003 sends an important
message to all societies that their obligations to notify the Secretary of changes in relation
to venues must be taken seriously.
The Commission affirmed that the provision of information
is essential if the Department is to maintain the expected level
of oversight over Class 4 gambling.
 ocieties are obliged to notify the Department and provide
S
details, before, or as soon as practicable after:
•	a venue key person is convicted of a relevant offence,

is placed in receivership, goes into liquidation,
is adjudged bankrupt, or breaches a rule of racing

•	a venue manager ceases to be the venue manager

or is incapable of performing their duties

•

a venue operator changes

•	the nature of the Class 4 venue changes or if gambling

is not conducted at the venue for more than four
weeks (as per Section 71)

•	there are changes to the postal address and/or phone

number of a venue operator and/or venue manager

•	there is a substantive change to a venue agreement

(as per Licence Condition 3).

Notification can be by email, telephone or letter, with
completed documentation following as soon as possible
afterwards. This information should be conveyed directly to
a society’s contact Licensing Inspector (see page 14 for details).
A number of the Eureka suspensions were for failure to
notify a change in venue manager. The Act is clear about the
responsibilities of a venue manager. If a venue manager is no
longer able to perform those duties* - for example, they leave
the position or are on an extended period of leave - then the
Department needs to be advised of this and also of who the
new venue manager is. A temporary or interim venue manager
may be organised to cover a venue manager on extended

leave, or if there is an issue with recruiting a permanent venue
manager. If this occurs, the Department must be notified.
A venue manager is a fundamental requirement of a venue
licence and a venue must not operate gaming machines
without one.
The Eureka decision dealt specifically with venue agreement
expiry dates. The Act requires the Department to approve
the “form and content” of venue agreements (Section 69).
This includes approving the agreement’s expiry date.
The decision clearly reinforces the requirement to provide
the Secretary with the new venue agreement when an
agreement is entered into following the expiry of the previous
agreement (even if otherwise identical to the previous
agreement). Similarly, where an expiry date is changed or
the venue costs schedule is changed, then this is a substantive
change to the venue agreement and the Department must be
notified. These requirements ensure that the Secretary always
has an up-to-date copy of venue agreements on record.
Societies are also reminded that the requirements in Section 67
are ongoing. If satisfied that the grounds for licensing a society
in Section 67 are no longer being met, then the Secretary may
suspend or cancel the venue licence. When deciding to suspend
or cancel a venue licence, the Secretary will consider the
guidance provided by the Commission in the Eureka decision.
“The Commission wishes to make it clear that non-trivial
breaches of statutory and licence requirements should have
real consequences and that there should be no expectation
that they will be imposed only after general or formal warnings.
Operators should not be surprised if even longer suspensions
are imposed in the future.”
*

see Gambits June 2009 for information on venue managers’ duties
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Warning on Calcuttas and sweepstakes
The Melbourne Cup and other major race meetings on both sides of the Tasman are
looming and the Department advises societies wanting to run a Calcutta that they must
hold a licence for this activity if the forecast total value of the prize pool exceeds $5000.
An illegal, unlicensed Calcutta was shut down by
Christchurch gambling inspectors in November 2008.
If a society is successfully prosecuted for illegal gambling,
the proceeds of the gambling will be forfeited and future
applications involving the society or individuals concerned
may also be affected.
A Calcutta is a prize competition and the rules for running
a gambling activity can be found on our website
www.dia.govt.nz or by phoning 0800 257 887.

Melbourne Cup sweeps
For those wanting to run an office sweep the advice
is simple – keep it small, keep it simple and avoid the
risk of problems.
Under the Gambling Act 2003, sweepstakes are a form
of Class 1 gambling that can be conducted when:
•	The total value of all the prizes offered is no more

than $500. This means that the number of horses

running will determine how much can be charged for
each ticket. If there are 24 horses running, then tickets
can be sold for up to $20.83 each
•

All of the money is returned as prizes

•

No one is paid to run the sweepstake

	Sweepstakes are intended to be small-scale
gambling with simple rules.
The rules are mostly to help protect employers, clubs and
staff. If large amounts of cash are being gambled then you
need much tighter controls to keep track of the money and
prevent it going astray or causing embarrassing arguments.
If people want to place larger bets on the Cup then there are
other legal ways of doing that outside of office sweepstakes.
People can run more than one sweepstake at the same office
or club but they must keep the money from each one separate.
Each sweepstake must pay its own prizes and the total value
of all prizes in each sweepstake must not exceed $500.

New late banking policy
The Department is in the process of introducing a new late banking policy that will be
explained to the sector in a series of forums in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and
Dunedin in late September.
Invitations to the forums are being sent to societies along

The new policy still has a focus on ensuring venues comply

reluctant to take action against venues that consistently bank

accountability required of societies to ensure they meet

with an overview of the new policy. Some societies have been

gaming machine profit (GMP) late. The Department’s focus
in such cases has been primarily on the non-compliance of

venues rather than societies’ responsibilities and obligations
to ensure compliance in this area. The Department recently

reviewed its compliance approach on late banking of GMP.

with the banking requirements, but there will be increased

their legislative requirements under the Gambling Act 2003.
The regional forums will also enable the Department

to discuss other compliance and educational initiatives.

(see Courts rule on late banking, page 10)
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Trustees’ responsibilities
highlighted

Venue operator and
manager details requested

Trustees and directors of gaming machine
societies need to be aware that they are

The Gambling Commission’s decision on
the Eureka Trust appeal was the catalyst
for the Department to request information
from the sector under Section 333 (1) (a)
& (b) of the Gambling Act 2003.

responsible for ensuring they act in
accordance with the purposes and objects
outlined in their governing documents.
The Department has recently reviewed the governing
documents of all non-club societies licensed to operate
Class 4 gambling to compare each society’s objects with
the authorised purposes specified on its licence. We have
written to all those societies where we have identified
inconsistencies between the governing documents and
the authorised purposes, and asked that societies consider
their options for amending the inconsistencies.
Charitable purpose has a special meaning in law. It may
include some purposes the public would not consider
to be charitable and it may exclude other purposes the
public would consider to be charitable.
Charitable purpose generally means:
•

the relief of poverty

•

the advancement of education

•

the advancement of religion

Each society has been requested to provide a list of all
current Class 4 gambling venues showing:
•

Venue name

•

Name of current venue operator

•

When they took over the business

•

Name of current venue manager

•

When they took over as venue manager

•	When notification of each of the above changes
was made to the Secretary
•	How each notification was made and to whom
was the notification provided.
Copies of each of these notifications may be requested
if there is ambiguity between the information the
Department and the society hold.

•	any other matter beneficial to the community
(not falling under the previous headings).
Not all purposes that benefit the community are recognised
as charitable. Charitable purposes are a subset of authorised
purposes. Authorised purposes, as defined in the Gambling
Act, encompass a much broader range of purposes that are
beneficial to the community.
This is not a new definition but was highlighted recently by
the High Court decision involving the Travis Trust v Charities
Commission. The case confirmed that the promotion of horse
racing is not a charitable purpose.
The case law summarised in the judgment also referred to
amateur sport as not being a charitable purpose in and of
itself. However, sport can be the means by which charitable
purposes are carried out. The Department recommends that
societies read the discussion of charitable purposes as it
relates to sport and recreation organisations on the Charities
Commission website, www.charities.govt.nz

Once the information has been received, the Department
will compare it with the information it holds. If a society
has not notified us of these changes in accordance with
the Act, a suspension of the relevant venue licence may
be imposed on the society.

Daylight saving
Daylight saving begins on Sunday 27
September, when clocks go forward an
hour at 2.00am to become 3.00am.
The extra hour of daylight in the evenings will run till
Sunday 4 April 2010, when clocks go back an hour at
3 a.m. to 2 a.m. New Zealand moved to an extended
period of daylight saving in 2007.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Club authorised purpose expenditure
Clubs must be careful when using gaming
machine funds to purchase goods or
services for the club.

not be an authorised purpose as it will no longer be for
a “non-commercial purpose” as stated in the definition.
The same approach must be applied to any contractor
if the price is above a fair market figure.

The use of these funds for club premises and facilities
generally comes under the heading of:

That kind of excess expenditure would breach Section
106 of the Gambling Act, which provides that a corporate
society (this includes clubs) must apply net proceeds
only for an authorised purpose.

“A non-commercial purpose that is beneficial to the whole
of the community or a section of the community”.
This is paragraph (a) (ii) of the definition of authorised
purpose (AP) in Section 4 of the Gambling Act 2003.
A club will usually have a paragraph in its own licence
AP statement that allows for the provision of club buildings,
furniture, fittings, facilities, grounds and renovations. The
wording may vary but bar facilities
and the purchase of liquor are always excluded.
A club must ensure that it gets good value for its expenditure
of gaming machine funds. The club should obtain quotes for
work to be carried out unless the cost is minimal.
A club must exercise special care when it enters into a
contract with a club member especially an office holder.
The club must ensure that the contract price is fair and
equal to or less than would be payable on the open market.
If the club gives a contract to a club member at an abovemarket price, that breaches the principle that it must not give
a commercial benefit to a club member. If the contract price
exceeds a fair market price, the excess expenditure will not
qualify as an authorised purpose. The excess payment will

A conviction under that section would result in the
cancellation of the club’s Class 4 operator’s and venue
licence. There is no appeal to the Gambling Commission
against a cancellation of the licences following conviction
under section 106.
The club would also have to take steps to recover the
excess payment from the contractor. If the club did not
recover the excess amount from the contractor, the Secretary
of Internal Affairs has the power to apply to the court
for an order to recover net proceeds that have been
improperly paid to a person.
In addition the club would risk losing its status as
a “society” under the Act on the basis that it is no longer
being conducted entirely for non-commercial purposes.
This could result in the club losing its Class 4 licences and
any Class 3 lottery licences. Unless the club is a society, it
cannot conduct gambling activities even at Class 1 or 2 level.
The Department could also consider suspending the
club’s licence until the club recovers the excess amount
from the contractor.

Seed and signature verification explained
The onus is on clubs, societies, manufacturers and service companies to ensure gaming
machines run correctly installed, licensed software.
The Department’s electronic monitoring system (EMS) can
disable any Class 4 gaming machine that is running incorrect
or unlicensed software.
When a gaming machine is switched on, EMS automatically
sends it an eight-digit number, known as a ‘seed’.
The gaming machine must respond by calculating and
returning the correct value, or signature, to the EMS.
The EMS compares the signature received from the gaming
machine against the one it keeps internally. If both values
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match, the gaming machine is allowed to continue
its normal operation.
If they don’t match, the EMS will set off an alarm
and the gaming machine will be disabled immediately.
It may be restarted manually only after the incident is
reported to the EMS Help Desk and investigated.
This simplified daily process helps ensure that any faults
or non-authorised changes to gaming machines are
identified and investigated quickly.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Recording cash transactions
Requirements for cash handling and recording at venues are set out comprehensively in
the Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules 2006. The Department provides a set of standard
forms to enable these to be met. These forms and processes have evolved as gaming
machine technology and operations developed and the need for accountability in specific
areas increased.
The Gambling Act clearly envisaged the need for, and
empowers the Secretary to make, amend and revoke rules
“for the systems, processes, information and documentation
to be associated with particular games, categories, classes
or forms of gambling”.
In addition to the Class 4 Game Rules and standard forms,
electronic monitoring (EMS) provides sufficient basic data
to materially assist venues in daily cash reconciliation.
It is also a requirement that EMS is used to determine
venue GMP banking.
Some societies and/or venues have chosen to employ
third party venue management or cash reconciliation
systems. These are an optional extra and while they may
enhance the ability of venues/societies to keep track of
their gaming machine proceeds, they should not be regarded
as substitutes for the systems, processes and documentation
required by the Game Rules (except to the extent that
Game Rule 24 permits their use to generate certain required
reports, subject to a number of conditions).
Societies should be aware that the costs for the alternative
systems may not qualify as “actual, reasonable or
necessary” expenses.
Unfortunately, some societies believe that because they

have these systems, Game Rules and EMS are of secondary
or no importance. Societies must ensure that each venue
complies with the Game Rules and uses the standard forms.
Irrespective of the suitability, need, or cost-effectiveness
of these systems, Game Rules require gaming machine
related cash transaction records to be completed fully:
At the time of the transaction
By the person(s) concerned
On the standard form specified for the particular purpose.
This provides the basis for a clear audit trail.
By following these procedures, which invariably require
current, relevant gaming machine meter reading(s)
and/or jackpot information to be recorded, venue staff
are in a position to identify immediately any discrepancies
or anomalies that might not otherwise be apparent until
and unless a full reconciliation is carried out. This is a
fundamental part of prudent gaming machine accounting,
given the large amounts of money handled daily at most
venues and the relatively easy access to untraceable
amounts of ready cash. There is also the constant possibility
of genuine errors or equipment malfunctions causing
significant cash imbalances.

Compliance action recognised
The Department took the initiative and removed a licence condition from a Wellington
venue after a gambling inspector discovered it was no longer required.
The inspector visited The Quiet Lady pub in Karori after
receiving information that, contrary to a licence condition,
a door allowing unsupervised access into the gaming
room was always open and being used by patrons.
He discovered that the venue had changed its layout
since the condition was imposed. Bar staff now have a
clear line of sight to identify people using the entrance
and ensure they are over 18.

The Department is pleased to be able to recognise where a
venue has taken action to become compliant. The Gambling
Commission has previously backed the Department’s firm
line against unsupervised access to gambling areas that
could allow under-18s and problem gamblers to play the
gaming machines.
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Disposal of gaming
machines

Pokie money propped
up hotel

The Department has noted that some
corporate societies are still failing to comply
with Section 83 of the Gambling Act 2003,
which requires the corporate society to
provide the Department with certain details
when disposing of gaming machines.

An Auckland accountant who used almost
half a million dollars of gaming machine
profit to prop up a hotel business was
sentenced to 10 months home detention
and 100 hours community work in the
Manukau District Court.

The holder of a Class 4 operator’s licence must provide
the means of disposal as well as the name and contact
details of the acquirer within 20 working days of the date
of disposal of a gaming machine.

Ian Hamish McElwee, aged 64, pleaded guilty to a charge
of theft by a person in a special relationship of $463,736.50
belonging to the Sentinel Community Trust, which operated
18 gaming machines at the Huntly Hotel. The Department
cancelled the Trust’s operator’s and venue licences in
November 2005 and it is now in receivership and liquidation.

This includes disposal by means of trading-in the machines
to a manufacturer or distributor. This information should
be addressed to the Gambling Licensing Unit. Any Class 4
operator that fails to comply with this requirement is liable,
on summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding $5000.

QCOM upgrade
During the first quarter of 2010 the
Department plans to upgrade the electronic
monitoring (EMS) QCOM protocol to its
latest version (1.6) to keep it aligned with
Australian jurisdictions.
This upgrade will be transparent to users and it will not
affect the operation of installed gaming machines.
Societies and venues that use the electronic meter access
(EMA) application are advised they will need to download
a new version of the EMA application for correct operation
at the time of upgrade.

McElwee took effective control of the Huntly Hotel in 2003
and set up a labyrinth of deception to hide his involvement.
His accountancy firm provided management services to
the trust.
Over 12 months McElwee failed on 27 occasions to bank
a total of $463,736.50 but banked the correct GMP 27 other
times, suggesting he was using profits generated later to
cover the banking of money due earlier. The money did
not benefit McElwee directly but the theft helped avoid
the hotel business going to the wall sooner.
Because McElwee had effectively hidden his involvement with
the Huntly Hotel, the Department initially charged someone
else with the theft. It was only after depositions and pretrial
argument and immediately prior to trial that Ian McElwee
came forward and indicated he was the true offender.
Judge Jane Lovell-Smith agreed with the Crown sentencing
submission of a starting point of four years imprisonment
discounted by 50 per cent for a guilty plea and co-operation
with the Department. She also noted McElwee’s previous
good character, poor health, age and 20 years’ service
in the Territorial Army, rising to the rank of Major.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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PIDs deadline achieved
There was an almost 100 per cent take-up of gaming machine player information
displays (PIDs) by the 1 July deadline.
Despite suggestions from the sector that the deadline
could not be achieved in time and that many venues
would drop out, over 99 per cent of all machines
were licensed by that date to run PIDs software.  

Only 116 out of 19,500 machines were not brought into
the PIDs environment. Some of these machines were
known to be obsolete and will be replaced by new
PIDs-compliant machines.

PIDs were required to be installed on all electronic
gaming machines, both casino and non-casino, in
New Zealand by 1 July 2009. The displays ensure
players are kept informed of their losses and wins,
duration of play and are prompted to take breaks
from play.

The Department worked closely with Intralot,
manufacturers and service providers to ensure the
optimal result was achieved on 1 July 2009 and, due
to the efforts of many, the Department had accurate and
detailed records of all PIDs capable and non-compliant
gaming machine software by the critical date.

Maximise community funding – Minister
The new Minister of Internal Affairs, Nathan Guy, is keen to hear how the gaming machine
sector can maximise grants to the community in these financially uncertain times.
Addressing the Licensing Trust Association, Mr Guy
said large corporates were likely to reduce donations
and sponsorships, so allocating grants better through
outcome-based funding would be important to supporting
communities.
While the government had yet to make any specific
decisions about the future direction of gambling policy
in New Zealand, he said it had already identified two
high-level priorities for non-casino gaming machines –
maximising community funding from them and
resolving “questionable funding practices” in the sector.
Mr Guy said there were deep concerns within the community
about how present arrangements were working, leading
to a loss of confidence in the distribution framework.
Some societies were acting like corporate sponsors including:
horse races named after the society
the society’s name on sports billboards, score boards
or equipment
access to corporate boxes
invitations to attend events.

“The issue that arises here is whether societies end up
giving money mainly to those community groups that
can give them fringe benefits,” he said. “I understand
that there have also been examples of the inappropriate
use of gaming machine funding for individual sports
professionals and professional sports teams.
“Maximising funds for the community does not seem
to be the focus. Increasingly competitive behaviour
appears to be encouraging rorts, and disagreements
within the sector mean that internal mechanisms are not
resulting in voluntary compliance.”
Mr Guy said he supported the Department’s approach
to eliminate rorts, increased returns to the community
and ensure greater integrity within the sector.
“I will be listening carefully to the views of the wider
community and the sector while considering other possible
ways of addressing the critical issues,” Mr Guy said.
“In the meantime, I encourage everyone involved
with gaming machines to reflect on that fact that the
community is our most important stakeholder.”
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Courts rule on late banking
Another reserved court decision has focused on venue managers’ responsibilities
to bank gaming machine profits (GMP).
Judge S A Thorburn in the Manukau District Court said a
“venue manager’s obligation to attend to the banking after
the electronic sweep, is an obligation of strict liability in law”.
He issued his ruling in finding Anthony Charles Leathers,
venue manager of Papakura, guilty of two charges of failing to
bank GMP of over $97,000 for Trillian Trust. Leathers was venue
manager for Good Old Boys Investments Ltd, which operated
gaming machines for the Trust at a Great South Road, Manukau,
venue known over time as Silo Bar and Grill, The Toad
Manukau, The Horney Toad and Chilli’s Restaurant and Bar.
Judge Thorburn fined Leathers $5500 plus costs of $130.

The June 2009 issue of Gambits reported that Judge
D J McDonald in the Kaikohe District Court had confirmed
the Department’s legal authority to issue infringement
notices under Section 104 of the Gambling Act. He made
the ruling after venue operator, Raymond Edward Biggs,
became the first publican to dispute liability for late
banking and requested a full defended hearing in respect
of an infringement notice under s104.
Judge McDonald subsequently fined Biggs $3000 plus
$130 costs – $630 more than the original infringement
notice the Department issued.

Betting site pays the price
A company that established an internet betting site for New Zealand horse races
was fined $1500 in the Auckland District Court after pleading guilty to publishing
an overseas gambling advertisement.
Race-O New Zealand Services Ltd established the site
in February 2007 with two guaranteed $1 million jackpots,
but it closed within days of its launch after the Department
of Internal Affairs mounted an investigation following
complaints about its legality.
The Race-O site was registered in Costa Rica and licensed
by the Kahnawake Indian nation in Canada. The Gambling
Act 2003 prohibits the advertising and promotion of
overseas-based online gambling.
The advertisement in this case was a media release
indicating that the launch of Race-O NZ would be
programmed to coincide with race meetings at
Matamata and Ellerslie.
The Department’s Gambling Compliance Director,
Mike Hill, said the Gambling Act 2003 prohibits operators
providing “remote interactive gambling” unless specifically
exempted, which the Lotteries Commission and the TAB are.
“It is illegal for anyone based or partly based in
New Zealand to advertise or promote overseas
gambling, or to bring overseas gambling to the attention
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of the public in any way,” he said. “This provision is
intended to discourage gambling on overseas-based
websites, over which New Zealand has no jurisdiction.
“The Lotteries Commission and the TAB provide New
Zealanders with regulated alternatives to the multitude
of online gambling products offered by overseas-based
gambling operators and the benefits remain in New Zealand
through the payment of profits to the community and taxes.”

“It is illegal for anyone based
or partly based in New Zealand
to advertise or promote overseas
gambling, or to bring overseas
gambling to the attention
of the public in any way”
Mike Hill, Gambling Compliance Director.

sanctions

TV3 and C4 prosecuted
over poker series
TVWorks Ltd has pleaded not guilty to
25 charges under the Gambling Act 2003
for advertising overseas gambling on TV3
and C4. A defended hearing has been
scheduled in the Auckland District Court
for 22 February next year.
The charges laid by the Department involve television
advertisements and the programme “Celebrity Joker Poker”,
televised on TV3 and C4 between 22 April 2007 and
25 May 2008.
While New Zealanders are not prohibited from gambling
on an overseas website, Section 16 of the Act makes it an
offence to publish or arrange to publish in New Zealand
an overseas gambling advertisement and carries a
maximum penalty of $10,000. Section 4 of the Gambling Act
defines an overseas gambling advertisement as a form of
communication that: (a) publicises or promotes gambling
that is outside New Zealand, or a gambling operator who
is outside New Zealand; or (b) is reasonably likely
to induce persons to gamble outside New Zealand.
Internal Affairs Gambling Compliance Director, Mike
Hill, said the advertisements, featuring professional poker
players, encouraged viewers to practise playing poker for
free by going to a website, www.pokerstars.net. This also
appeared as a table logo in the Celebrity Joker Poker TV
show. But there was another website, www.pokerstars.com,
identical in appearance and functionality to the .net website.
“And a Google search for PokerStars led only to pokerstars.
com,” Mike Hill said. “The .com website, which operates
outside New Zealand, is a website on which a person can
gamble within the meaning of the Gambling Act.
“The two websites, .net and .com, are so similar, the
Department alleges that in advertising pokerstars.net the TV
channels either publicised or promoted a gambling operator,
who was outside New Zealand, or it was reasonably likely to
induce persons to gamble outside New Zealand.”

Pleas changed after
evidence
Two business partners in a failed
Palmerston North venue have been
sentenced over missing gaming machine
proceeds and late banking.
Michelle Brown and Diane Sefton ran ‘Live at the Break’
in King Street with gaming machines for Century
Foundation. Brown pleaded guilty to three offences
of theft totalling $34,098.30 and was sentenced to
250 hours community service. Sefton pleaded guilty
to three late banking offences and was fined $1500
with $130 court costs.
The offences occurred in 2006. The defendants opted for a
defended hearing, which took place this month, but after
two days of evidence they changed their pleas to guilty.

Convicted for running
gambling shop
Pockets 8 Ball Club has pleaded guilty in the
Rotorua District Court to running what was
essentially a gambling shop in Rotorua’s
former Legends Bar, Hinemoa Street.
The club was convicted and discharged on one charge
of conducting illegal gambling on donating over $11,600
to the Salvation Army.
The club said that pool was its primary activity but
it operated gaming machines when pool tables were
unavailable. Pool accounted for only 4.4 per cent of its
income with 87 per cent coming from gaming machines.

...encouraged viewers to practise
playing poker for free
by going
to
GAMBLING
COMPLIANCE
KEY CONTACTS
a website...
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Annual pokie spend drops 5.3 per cent
July 2009

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1500 pubs and clubs in 2008-2009 was
5.3 per cent lower than the previous year, according to figures released by the Department
of Internal Affairs. Spending dropped from $938.3 million in the 12 months ended 30 June
2008 to $889 million at 30 June 2009, the lowest outturn since 2001-02 (estimated at
$777 million).

ANNUAL NON-CASINO GAMING
MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2000 – JUNE 2009
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There were also fewer licence holders, gambling venues and gaming machines at the end of June 2009 compared
with 12 months earlier. Licence holders fell 7.5 per cent from 415 to 384, venues dropped 3.3 per cent from 1552 to 1501
and gaming machines were down 1.9 per cent from 19,856 to 19,479.
However expenditure in the three months to 30 June 2009 rose 4 per cent to $217.3 million from $208.7 million
in the first quarter of 2009.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO
GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – JUNE 2009
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The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which became fully
operational in March 2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor operations, ensure the integrity of games and
the accurate accounting of money.

NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – april TO june 2009
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$186,889,129.77

86.0%

$4,770,744.70

2.2%

$17,155,993.38

7.9%

$8,506,713.01

3.9%

$30,433,451.09

14.0%

$217,322,580.86

100.0%

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE
30 June 2009
31 March 2009
31 Dec 2008
30 Sept 2008
30 June 2008
31 March 2008
31 Dec 2007
30 Sept 2007
30 June 2007
31 March 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

384
394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439
444

1501
1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598
1607

19,479
19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120
20,302

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the
quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming machine societies.
If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ASHBURTON TRUST CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

Greg Clark ext 7036

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Dave Sayers ext 5484

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INC

Peter O’Reilly ext 55569

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Dave Macdonald x 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Val Hawley ext 5614

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Dave Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CHARITABLE TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

OTAUTAU COMBINED SPORTS COMPLEX INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

David Batenburg ext 7922

Niall Miller ext 5485

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

PERRY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

PUB CHARITY

Val Hawley ext 5614

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Jason Hewitt ext 6601

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FOUNDATION

Jason Hewitt ext 6601

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE LION FOUNDATION

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INCORPORATED

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Craig Holmes ext 5486

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 7036

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Peter O’Reilly ext 55569

Craig Holmes ext 5486

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

APPLICANT
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GAMBLING ISSUES KEY CONTACTS

Keith Manch

John Currie

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

National Manager Licensing

The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses all
the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator
of a sector of the economy.

This position has prime responsibility for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring
system contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and anti-spam
compliance, fire service policy, identity services policy, civil
defence and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions. For the sake of simplicity, the functions
outside the gambling sector are not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management of Gambling,
Censorship and Racing Policy and Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy
team is in the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors
and other Gambling Compliance staff. This means that policy
and operational staff can benefit from each other’s knowledge
and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with the Manager
Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that there is a
constant flow of information between the staff involved in
applying the law and those who develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering compliance
and audit services as well as developing and implementing
an integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming issues
across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the Gambling
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. It develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”.
In broad terms, its role is to develop the Department’s
policies about how the law will be turned into the work done
in the field.

Geoff Owen
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.

Open every day

0800 654 655
September 2009
2005
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Licensing sharpens focus
contents

The Department’s licensing unit has sharpened its focus
as gate keeper, proposing to suspend, cancel or not renew
a number of operator and venue licences for breaches
of the Gambling Act.
Six Perry Foundation venues have accepted licence suspensions for two and three
days for late notification of changes in operators/managers. Eureka Trust accepted
the cancellation of a venue licence over late banking and surrendered two more, in
the face of proposals to cancel, for failing to notify the Department that no gambling
had occurred for at least four weeks. Beneficial Trust surrendered its venue licences
after the Department had concerns with compliance issues at the venue level.
The Trust will be applying to surrender its operator’s licence, winding up its
gaming machine operations.
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Appeals to the Gambling Commission against licensing decisions include:
•	Eureka Trust, over the Department’s decision to suspend several of its venues’

licences for one or two days, imposed because the Trust failed to notify changes
in venue operators/managers

•	Pamrei (2009) Ltd, over the decision to suspend a venue licence for three

non-consecutive days for failure by the previous operator to notify changes
to key people

•	Kiwi Community Trust is appealing a decision to refuse to renew its operator’s

licence. The grounds for the decision was that the society’s gambling operation
was not financially viable, having failed to make the minimum return to
authorised purposes.

Licensing will now propose to refuse to renew a Class 4 operator’s and/or venue
licence if the Secretary cannot be satisfied that a key person is suitable. Licensing
also advises that it has made a small change in the processing of incomplete
applications. Licensing will now return an application to a society only if it is
“technically insufficient” to be processed. If an application needs additional
information, licensing will approach the society. If the information sought is not
forthcoming then licensing will propose to refuse to amend or grant the licence.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
INDEX
December 2003 – June 2009
available on www.dia.govt.nz

www.dia.govt.nz
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Court backs Department on late banking
The Department’s legal authority to issue infringement notices under section 104 of the
Gambling Act 2003 has been confirmed following a recent defended hearing over frequent
late banking by a venue operator.
Due to a perceived lack of clarity in the drafting of section
104 the Department asked the Court to clarify that late
banking was an offence.
Judge D J McDonald, in a reserved decision, said a failure
to bank within the time specified by s104 (2) would create
an offence of failing to bank within terms of s104 (1).
“The prompt banking of gaming machine profits into the
account of a Class 4 licensed holder facilitates money from
gambling being injected back into the community,” Judge
McDonald said. “Providing a ‘time certain’ for banking
would also be a check to ensure that the gambling machine
profits were not used for a period of time for some other
purpose by the venue manager.”

The Department reminds societies and venue managers
that weekly gaming machine profits must be banked within
five working days. Societies risk loss or suspension of licence
for repeated transgressions. They must also see that their
machines are disconnected where all the GMP has not been
banked within the timeframe.
The Department knows that the sector generally supports
the five-day banking requirement as a means of protecting
societies’ and the community’s best interests from financial
mismanagement and worse.
We also take this opportunity to commend to all societies
internal procedures that at least one trust instituted, alleviating
the need to chase up late banking venues. This trust gets
its venues to bank mid-week, removing the temptation for
managers to hold back proceeds until the following Monday.

Venue managers’ responsibilities
The Department has been asked about venue managers’ responsibility for banking
and supervising gambling and venue personnel at Class 4 venues.
Section 4 of the Gambling Act 2003 defines a venue manager
as ‘1 natural person responsible for supervising the gambling
and venue personnel at a Class 4 venue and for banking the
proceeds of Class 4 gambling’. Section 104 states that venue
managers ‘must bank all gaming machine profits from Class 4
gambling into a dedicated account at a registered bank in the
name of the holder of the Class 4 venue operator’s licence’.
The venue manager does not need to physically supervise
the gambling and venue personnel, but whoever is
supervising the gambling must be responsible to the venue
manager. The Department will expect venue managers
to have robust processes in place to ensure adequate
supervision is achieved. In order to comply with the Act
every Class 4 venue manager must be the person actually
banking the gaming machine profits into the relevant
society’s dedicated account.
If a Class 4 gambling operation is not set up in a way that
meets these requirements then the Secretary must not issue
a Class 4 venue licence for that venue, or must suspend or
cancel a licence that has been issued.
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The Department recognises that on a few occasions, for
example due to illness or bereavement, the venue manager
will be unable physically to do the banking. Such a deviation
must be the exception, not the norm. In the vast majority of
cases the venue manager will do the banking. In these very
rare cases, exceptions to the norm, someone delegated by the
venue manager may have to perform the banking instead.
Whoever does the banking should be responsible to the venue
manager, who will be subject to the sanctions under the Act.
If a venue manager is taking an extended period of leave the
Secretary should be notified, with a personal information form
submitted for the temporary venue manager.
For safety and security purposes, it is acceptable for a
contracted security firm, such as Armourguard, to collect
the banking from the venue manager to take to the bank.
The Department considers it best practice for venue managers
to bank gaming machine profits directly into the relevant
society’s dedicated account. This is reflected in clause 44 (1)
of the Gambling Amendment Bill (No 2) that amends section
104 to require that venue managers bank gaming machine
profits directly into the relevant society’s dedicated account.
The bill has had its second reading in Parliament.
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Management fees in spotlight
Societies that employ management companies to service their gaming machine
operations have a responsibility to establish that the fees they are charged are
actual, reasonable & necessary.
A society must be able to establish that a management fee is
reasonable and necessary to their gaming machine operation so
that the Department can be satisfied that the trust is maximising
its returns to the community and minimising its expenses.
An operator with in-house administration can produce
invoices, broken down by the supplier, showing actual
costs paid. An operator employing a management company
must provide more than a bald invoice stating that it is
for ‘services provided’ for a specified period of time. The
Department is concerned where ‘nominal costs’ per gaming
machine per month are charged with no supporting evidence
that any of those tasks charged for each month are actually
carried out. It is the society’s responsibility to ensure that
any arrangement or agreement for goods or services relating
to the conduct of Class 4 gambling is:
•	in writing and
•	specifies the particular good or service and itemises

their cost.

Who goes there?
Venue operators, trusts and
other gambling promoters should
be vigilant and ensure that they
verify the identity of all gambling
inspectors prior to audits and
unscheduled inspections.
The Department was told recently of a known
fraudster who had claimed to be contracted by
Internal Affairs to audit gaming machines.
There’s no indication that he carried out such a
subterfuge but it serves as a reminder to societies
and gambling operators that they ask any
gambling inspectors who visit a venue to produce
their warrant cards.

The requirement to keep relevant data and documents
in a specified form can be found in Regulation 5 Gambling
(Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004.
The Department is concerned that it still finds examples
of service agreements where there is limited information
about goods or services being provided by management
companies, in particular an itemised breakdown of their
costs. It is also incumbent upon societies to ensure that
these service agreements are up to date and accurate and
the costs are commensurate with the level of engagement
carried out by the service provider (e.g. a reduction or
increase of venues operating with the society).
The Department will pay close attention to the role of
management companies when auditing society accounts
to ensure that societies have service agreements that are
sufficiently specific about goods or services provided and that
there is an itemised list of costs associated with those services.

New Minister of
Internal Affairs
The new Minister of Internal Affairs is Nathan Guy, MP
for Otaki and former Government Senior Whip. He replaces
Dr Richard Worth, who resigned as minister on 3 June.
Apart from Internal Affairs, Mr Guy will also be Associate
Minister of Justice and Transport and have responsibility
for Archives New Zealand and the National Library.
A Horowhenua District Councillor for eight years,
Mr Guy entered Parliament in 2005.
Before he resigned Dr Worth spelt out his priorities
for gambling during question time in Parliament.
“My two key priorities in the gambling arena are, first of all,
to maximise community funding from non-casino gambling
machines in commercial venues and, second, to resolve
dubious grant-funding practices in the sector,” Dr Worth said.
“I am keen to see gambling trusts address real community
needs and provide long-term benefits through their funding
decisions. In the current economic downturn, when gaming
machine revenue is declining just as demand for community
funding is rising, I believe that this is a critical issue.”
June 2009
September
2005
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Funding for community groups
The Department is actively engaged in the community to ensure compliance with
the Gambling Act and increase the amount of money returned through the distribution
of gaming machine profits (GMP).
It has challenged and motivated societies to increase
returns to the community by minimising their expenses
and operating more efficiently.
Several initiatives have been implemented to facilitate a
greater focus on return to the community. The community
engagement activities and closer monitoring of society and
venue expenses will result in more money for community
groups. The Department has a strong focus on ensuring that
societies maximise return to the community by minimising
cost, as required by the Act. A number of cases are being
investigated where societies have not adhered to the
requirements of the Act and costs are not actual, reasonable
and necessary. These matters are being progressed.
The Department is also keen to engage with communities
to effect greater returns and to inform and educate those
in the community and the sector about compliance and
funding. An example is in the lower half of the North Island
where Compliance Community Outcomes Manager, Neove

Christoforou, and six gambling inspectors have
been working with operators to adopt best practice in
compliance, local government, community groups who
look to gambling societies for funding, and groups that
deal with gambling’s social effects.
The team operated a stall at this year’s Central District’s
Field Days in Feilding where they distributed information
about funding for community groups.
“We’re trying to engage and facilitate community
involvement in decisions about the provision of gambling.
Getting involved with communities at ground level makes
a huge difference. People should be informed, know the
criteria and who to apply to for gambling funds,” Neove said.
The team explains in some detail the meaning of authorised
purposes and advises groups on how to apply for funding.
The information is also available on the Department’s
website: www.dia.govt.nz

Community profile
The impact of gambling in Christchurch East is revealed in a snapshot of the community
taken as part of the Department’s Gambling Compliance Unit’s development of a
community approach to monitoring*.
The GCU is taking a collaborative approach to addressing

gambling-related issues at a local level, building networks
within local communities and better understanding
gambling concerns from a community perspective.

A pilot for the Community Engagement Model was

conducted in the Shirley/Papanui and Burwood/Pegasus

wards during the period 1 October 2008 and 18 March 2009.
Gaming machine profit or player losses (GMP) between
1 October 2007 and 30 October 2008 equated to $238 for

each resident of Christchurch East. There were 569 gaming

machines operated by 11 societies across 39 licensed venues
(including seven chartered or sports clubs), generating

$533,649 profit a week. Monthly losses averaged $2.1 million

The Department tested a number of venues for their
HPM support and assistance. Only one was found
to be unsatisfactory. This was a good result.
The Department estimated conservatively that 19.8 per
cent of the area’s GMP, approximately $5.5 million, was
returned to the Christchurch East community in grants.
This figure was a best estimate and did not take account
of grants made to national and regional bodies that may
benefit Christchurch East indirectly and variations and
inconsistencies in the way societies recorded grants.

or $54,733 per venue – a total of $27.7 million for the

Community profiles are now being developed for Porirua,
Northland and Dunedin.

71 Lotto outlets and 18 out of the city’s 65 TABs.

* see Gambits pg 1 June 2008

13 months. The area also had 21 out of Christchurch’s
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Under harm prevention and minimisation (HPM)
there were 113 self exclusion orders at 22 venues
but no venue-initiated orders.
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Authorised purposes
Grants to racing and groups that miss out
on funding continue to draw fire in the media
and the Department is asked frequently
to explain the law and the meaning of
Authorised Purpose.

Racing has a particular status in New Zealand society,
which is recognised and reinforced in the legislation.

Grants for sport

Grants for ten-pin bowling should be purely for the
assistance of members of the recognised amateur league
and should not directly benefit any commercial ten-pin
bowling centre (e.g. by the payment of lane fees).

Grants must only be made for amateur sport. Most kinds
of grants for amateur sports are permissible. A grant can
pay for playing uniforms (but not dress uniforms), grounds
maintenance, equipment, coaching – in short, anything that
is necessary in order to play the sport.
Grants should be made to the national organisation or an
affiliated club, not to individuals.
Professional sports are not Authorised Purposes, except
where a professional is involved in coaching, training or
development for junior sport. Grants can, at some times, be
made for short term coaching courses, not a full-time salary.
To ensure that the sporting group has bona fide credentials,
teams or individuals that benefit from grants should be
affiliated to a recognised national organisation. Grants made
to non-affiliated “social” sports clubs (such as corporate
leagues) are not deemed to be an Authorised Purpose, as
membership in these teams is not open to the general public.
The definition of “bona fide sport” that is approved by the
Department is a sporting activity, organisation or club that is:
•

affiliated or aligned to a national body and

•

genuine and real (has standards and rules etc.) and

•	played on a regular basis as part of a significant

competition and

•	open to public membership.

Trophies or modest non-cash prizes are the only kind of
sports prize that is an Authorised Purpose. Cash prizes
or large non-cash prizes are not an Authorised Purpose.
Grants for a public sports facility (e.g. a stadium) are
acceptable as long as the facility is not used primarily
for professional sport.
“Trade tournaments” or sporting events staged primarily
for commercial publicity and/or the benefit of a select
industry group are not an Authorised Purpose.

Racing and semi-commercial sport grants
Under the Gambling Act 2003, an Authorised Purpose for
which a grant can be made includes “promoting, controlling,
and conducting race meetings under the Racing Act 2003,
including the payment of stakes”.

Authorised Purpose statements can allow for the proceeds
from gambling to be spent on racing purposes.
However, grants cannot be made to support the commercial
wing of the racing industry, for example, the training and/or
breeding of racehorses or payment of jockeys or drivers.

Similar rules apply to any sports facility run for commercial
profit, such as billiard parlours and golf “country clubs”.

Maximising returns
The Department continues to challenge
and motivate gaming machine societies
to focus on their purpose and increase
their level of return to the community
by minimising their expenses and
operating more efficiently, thereby
increasing the amount of funding
returned to the community.
Some societies are doing very well and regularly
achieve returns of over 40 per cent to the community.
Others struggle to achieve the minimum return of 37.12
per cent of GST exclusive proceeds as in many cases
they operate a number of marginally viable venues or
their operating expenses are too high.
When this happens they may surrender their licences,
see them cancelled, or in some cases get absorbed by
larger societies whose economies of scale enable them
to operate more efficiently and maintain a high level of
return to the community.
Approximately 42 per cent of total gross proceeds,
approaching $1 billion, are distributed back to the
community, including clubs.

June 2009
September
2005
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Accessing funding
The Department’s website provides advice for community groups seeking funding.
Application forms are available from societies, typically
via their websites, some community networks like Citizens’
Advice Bureaus and often at gaming machine venues
(pubs and hotels). Section 82(1) (c) of the Gambling Act
2003 requires venues to have a notice in the gambling area
explaining ‘the details of how and where to apply for a
grant of net proceeds’.
Application forms must be sent directly to the society and
not through a venue. Also, the society must deal with the
applicant directly and not communicate with the applicant
through the venue.
Groups may apply to more than one society for the same
project but must inform all funders of any other applications
made or to be made. (This includes non-gaming machine
funders). It is advisable to break the project down into
segments if funding is being sought from more than one
society. Societies are wary of the potential for “double
dipping” i.e. the same purpose being funded from more than
one source. Although a society may operate gaming machines
at several venues, use only one application per society.

It is essential to apply for funding that is distinct and
quantifiable e.g. 10 tables for the kindergarten, five
computers for the school, wages for a part-time supervisor
working 20 hours per week at $16.00 per hour.
Present the case well by providing information about the
applicant organisation and the use of the money requested.
Consider discussing larger projects with the societies before
applying as they may be able to give guidance for your
application. Some societies may be able to share in the
funding of a large project.
Check the conditions for societies outside of your local
government district as some may extend funding across
regions for specific purposes.
Most societies do not have closing dates and are open
for applications all year around.
Complete the form as per the instructions stated on it.
Incomplete forms will not be processed without all of
the requested information. Completed applications
need to be sent back to the Society, not the venues.

Additional funding application tips
Most applications involve common sense – think from the society’s perspective.
Numerous groups apply and societies are constantly under
pressure for funding. If the application is not 100 per cent
complete, it is likely to be declined. Societies dislike chasing
up information not provided with the application, such as
quotes, resolution to apply, certificate of incorporation,
bank account details, etc.
Ensure the application is specific on how and where the
funding will be spent.
Ensure the application specifies who will benefit from the
funding, how they will benefit and why they will benefit.
Will the society understand or know who your organisation is?
If only one quote is provided, explain why (e.g. specialist
equipment, sole provider of goods or services).
Make the application as professional as possible (e.g.
letterheads, full name of people attending meetings
where resolution to apply was passed).
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Once the applicant is aware of the outcome, follow up with
the society to thank them or to enquire why the application
was declined. (Great idea to send photos – trustees like to
have evidence that the funding has been well spent).
Remember, the vast majority of society trustees are community
minded people themselves, just as are fundraising advisers
and volunteers in community organisations.
Societies will require evidence of what has been spent,
where it has been spent and that it has been spent on what
was applied for to satisfy their own audit requirements.
The Department audits societies to verify that correct
procedures are being followed. The Department may
also audit the grant recipients themselves, and will
require any incorrectly spent funds to be paid back.
Recipients must keep documents such as invoices
and receipts for audit purposes.
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West Auckland develops
HPM best practice
The Department is working with West
Auckland problem gambling service
providers and the Portage and Waitakere
Licensing Trusts’ venues to develop
operational best practice for harm
prevention and minimisation (HPM).
The trusts have 16 venues and 270
gaming machines.
The group is considering practical ideas for venues to
inform and encourage people to think about gambling
and its impact on them. Suggestions have been
canvassed from a number of groups and include a
number of educational and practical solutions.
The initiative for a venue best practice policy arose
from discussions about multi-venue exclusion orders,
first developed by Queenstown-based Internal Affairs
gambling inspectors and local gambling operators
in 2006 and since adopted in several areas including
Invercargill, Dunedin, Nelson and Hamilton.

PG training for
Departmental staff
Gambling compliance staff have undergone
training to improve their awareness of
problem gambling issues.
Dr Philip Townshend of the Problem Gambling Foundation
and Brenda Mcquillan, Consumer Representative on the
Internal Affairs/Ministry of Health Gambling Stakeholders
Reference Group, provided the training, which was designed
to build on Departmental knowledge of the gambling venue
environment. By increasing participants’ understanding of
problem gambling they are better able to assess the quality of
venues’ host responsibility policies, procedures and attitudes.
The training, in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch,
covered the social and physical environment in which venue
staff have to carry out their host responsibility obligations,
highlighted the risks faced by potential and actual problem
gamblers, the personality and behavioural characteristics
of gamblers, how gambling fits into the wider context of
addiction, the baffling nature of addiction, and briefly
covered the treatment issues in problem gambling with
particular reference to Class 4 or machine gambling.
From a presenter’s perspective, Dr Townshend said the
participants made the courses stimulating and challenging
through their willingness to participate in discussion and
through asking searching and thoughtful questions.

Jackpot display visibility
Class 4 societies and jackpot manufacturers are reminded that jackpot information
should be readily visible to all gaming machine players.
Visible jackpot displays help ensure that players are
informed of wins. Ensuring that jackpot displays are readily
visible to all players facilitates the integrity of gambling,
and helps to ensure player fairness. While optimal display
visibility for all jackpot systems is essential, it is of particular
importance for non-downloadable jackpot systems where
win information is contained only on the display.
The document titled “Minimum Technical Requirements for
Linked Jackpot Systems” sets out the visibility requirements
for jackpot displays. Specifically, the standards require that:
“A meter display, displaying jackpot details (e.g. current value
and indication of a jackpot win), should be readily visible to
all players playing a gaming machine connected to the jackpot

equipment without the player having to move significantly
from the normal position of playing a gaming machine…”
However, it is emphasised that not all situations (where
visibility is less than optimal) should necessitate the
purchase of a new jackpot display. A new jackpot display
would not be considered a necessary expense if its
positioning could simply be improved.
Therefore, please ensure that jackpot displays are in an
optimal position in venues, and, where players are unable
to view non-downloadable jackpot information easily, steps
are taken to remedy the situation. Gambling inspectors are
aware of the requirements and have been reminded to keep
them in mind when visiting venues.
June 2009
September
2005
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EMS upgrade coming
The Department will carry out an upgrade
of EMS by moving from the current QCOM
v1.5 to the latest QCOM v1.6.
This upgrade will make New Zealand consistent with
Queensland, Victoria, Northern Territories and Tasmania.
Electronic gaming machine manufacturers will have to develop
and support only one version of QCOM for all of Australasia.
QCOM v1.6 is designed to be compatible with existing EGM’s
and no changes or upgrades to these gaming machines will be

PIDs deadline being met
Player information displays (PIDs) will
be operating or have been approved
for installation in almost all non-casino
gaming machines by the 1 July deadline.
At the beginning of June 96.2 per cent of the 19,518 Class
4 gaming machines in pubs and clubs had PIDs or were
awaiting installation of approved software. Almost 98
per cent of non-club gaming machines will be compliant
compared with 89.5 per cent of club gaming machines.
PIDs or pop-ups aim to minimise or prevent gambling
harm by interrupting continuous pokie play at least every
30 minutes, telling the player how long they have been
playing, how much they have spent and their net wins and
losses. They complement other legislated harm prevention
and minimisation activities carried out by venues to assist
problem gamblers.
The Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation)
Regulations 2004 require all electronic gaming machines
in Class 4 venues and casinos to have PIDs from 1 July 2009.
Gaming machines that do not have the PID feature by then
will not be recognised by the electronic monitoring system
(EMS) and will not operate until the software is installed.
EMS now has a feature that allows the system to
automatically disable any gaming machine that is running
incorrect or unlicensed software. Each time the gaming
machine is switched on, or after new software has been
installed and the gaming machine is being enabled, EMS
verifies that the gaming machine is running the software
that it is licensed to run. If the software fails this verification
the gaming machine is disabled until appropriate corrective
action is carried out.
8
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necessary. The only changes required will be to EMS venue site
controllers and the EMS host. This will be managed by Intralot.
All venue site controllers will be upgraded to QCOM v1.6 and
will be able to monitor and configure both QCOM v1.5 and

QCOM v1.6 EGM’s. There will be no change to EMS web-based
daily and weekly reports.

It is hoped that pilot testing will commence no later than the
last quarter of this year and roll-out early in the first quarter
of 2010. The industry will be kept informed as agreed
timings become available.

Gambling
stakeholder survey
Stakeholders with an interest in the regulation of
gambling are being surveyed on the Department’s
effectiveness as a regulator. The survey is a way of
measuring outcomes set out in the Department’s
Statement of Intent*.
Previously the Regulation and Compliance branch surveyed
non-casino gaming machine operators but this year’s survey
will include a broad range of organisations that consider
themselves stakeholders of the gambling sector.
Broad topics include:

Stakeholder interaction
•	Stakeholder satisfaction with the amount and quality

of interaction with the Department and information
services provided

•	Whether stakeholders believe they are well informed

on gambling

•	Stakeholder confidence in the Department’s

regulation of gambling.

Stakeholder perception of community
involvement in gambling issues
•	Whether stakeholders believe the community

is well informed on the subject of gambling

•	Whether stakeholders perceive local communities

to be involved in local gambling issues

•	Whether stakeholders believe DIA is interacting

adequately and effectively with local communities.

* available at: www.dia.govt.nz
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Venue costs consultation
The Department received over 200 submissions on how venue costs should be assessed.
Consultation closed at the end of May.
The consultation document, “Categorisation of Venue Costs
under the Gazette Notice and the Reasonable Timeframes
Associated with Labour Costs”, was intended to form the
basis on which the Department will assess Class 4 venue
costs in the future by finding a unified and consistent
approach under the current system.
Since September 2004 the Department has had to approve
the costs for each Class 4 venue under the Gazette Notice
and be satisfied that those costs are actual, reasonable and
necessary. This is a legal requirement and has been a difficult
task. The Department has often lacked information to make
a fair assessment of costs claimed for labour tasks. In
addition, categorising costs, especially for labour, differed
between societies, further complicating assessment. This
results in disparity and unfairness within the sector and,
in some instances, payments that are not in keeping with
societies’ legal duty to minimise costs. The current proposal
attempts to address this failing.
The consultation followed the report of the Venue Expenses
Working Party, which included representatives of the
Department, the Charity Gaming Association and the
Hospitality Association of New Zealand. The working
party agreed to the benchmarking of reasonable levels
of venues’ expenses for conducting aspects of Class 4
gambling. The Department completed the Class 4 Labour
Costs Benchmarking Project in December 2008. This project
involved observing hundreds of hours of labour activity
associated with conducting Class 4 gambling in a range of
venues. It provided the Department with a good grounding
in the amount of time taken to complete a variety of “labour
tasks” (as termed in the Gazette Notice) associated with Class
4 gambling. The results of this benchmarking project, in
association with the results of a labour costs survey by Colmar
Brunton, commissioned during the working party process,
were used as the basis for the timeframes consulted upon.

These timeframes give the Department a basis on which
to assess whether the labour costs claimed are reasonable.
The Department is obliged to make this assessment and,
in the absence of contradictory evidence, must make any
assessment on the basis of the best evidence available.
Since 2004, Class 4 societies and venues have assessed the
time taken to complete the activities associated with hosting
gaming machines. These assessments have necessarily
involved significant estimation of the labour costs involved.
However, as noted, this has created some disparity in the
sector and has not been a transparent process. This lack
of transparency has, in part, fuelled competition between
societies and detracted from the intent of the legislation.
A clear set of guidelines demonstrating the Department’s
approach to approving venue costs is intended to provide
greater certainty for societies and venues as well as
simplifying the submission and assessment process.
Societies already are obliged to record all information
associated with venue cost payments and must be able to
justify those costs. The proposed process, using EMS data,
a prescribed venue cost schedule and guidelines on the
maximum timeframes considered reasonable, will simplify
the work societies should already be undertaking and
simplify the submission and approval process.
Many of the submissions questioned the current Gazette
Notice itself and/or called for a commission-based system.
This is a matter for the government and would require
legislative change. It is not in the hands of the Department
and the timing of any change, were it to be considered
desirable, is unknown. The consultation on venue costs
was simply about improving the current process.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

New resource for gambling policy reviews
The Ministry of Health, Department of Internal Affairs and Local Government New Zealand
have developed a resource to assist territorial authorities with their Class 4 and TAB
gambling venue policy reviews.
The resource includes information about:
•	Gambling legislation and the roles of government

departments in New Zealand

•	The role of territorial authorities in reviewing

their gambling venue policies (including what they
are required to do, what they may choose to do,
and what they cannot do)

•	Gambling venue policy options for territorial authorities
•	Background information on the economic and

social impacts of gambling and problem gambling
in New Zealand

•	Guidance on the statistics that could be used

to inform gambling policies, based on available
and well-referenced research

•	Guidance on how the territorial authority could

best present the statistical information (using tables,
graphs, and/or charts) so that it is easily understood.

The resource is available on the MOH’s website:
http://www.moh.govt.nz/moh.nsf/indexmh/
problemgambling-localgovt   
Any queries on Class 4 gambling venue policies
may be directed to Natasha Firth on (04) 494 0668
or Natasha.Firth@dia.govt.nz

OVERSEAS GAMBLING

Overseas gambling ads
The Department has written to several New Zealand and Australian sporting organisations,
including SPARC, the NZ Rugby Union and the National Rugby League, raising their
awareness of the Gambling Act’s prohibition on advertising overseas gambling.
The letters highlight the implications for sports organisations
of sponsorship arrangements that promote overseas
gambling operators and ask sports organisations to ensure
that international teams competing in New Zealand do not
breach our gambling laws. The Department wants to ensure
that officials recognise and appreciate the implications of
gambling law when considering gaming-based sponsorship
and similar commercial arrangements.

educating people about the issue and hopefully avoid

Letters are also going to television and radio broadcasters,
advertising agencies and pub poker leagues as a way of

from players’ jerseys when they played the Wellington

inadvertent breaches of the Act.

In 2008 two New Zealand poker leagues removed overseas

gambling related material from their electronic publications
after the Department told them they contravened the

Gambling Act. And the Newcastle Jets soccer team removed
its sponsor’s logo, advertising an Australian betting agency,
Phoenix in January this year.

In 2008 two New Zealand poker leagues removed overseas
gambling related material from their electronic publications after
the Department told them they contravened the Gambling Act.
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Convicted over illegal gambling
A 65-year-old man who installed “pick ‘n win” gaming machines in several Northland
pubs and clubs was this month convicted in the Whangarei District Court under
the illegal gambling provisions of the Gambling Act 2003.
Jeffrey Deardon Matson, 65, of Whangarei, pleaded not

Point and Whangarei. Players inserted $1 or $2 coins in

the equipment for, profiting from and promoting illegal

anything between $1 and $500. Matson paid the venues

guilty to 18, section 19 charges relating to providing

gambling. The court convicted him on all charges and
sentenced him to 100 hours community work.

the machines, would either lose or receive a voucher for
for redeemed winnings plus a commission of 25 per cent
of a machine’s net proceeds and kept what was left.

The Department told the court that Matson, who had

Matson believed the machines were legal and that he had

installed Touch Screen Pull Tab Dispenser gaming machines

Department and the net proceeds did not go to any authorised

previously worked in the gaming industry, promoted and
in taverns and clubs in Helensville, Wellsford, Marsden

approval to operate them. But they were not approved by the
purpose as required by all four classes of gambling.

Jeffrey Deardon Matson, 65, of Whangarei, pleaded not guilty
to 18, section 19 charges relating to providing the equipment
for, profiting from and promoting illegal gambling.
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Pokie spend drops 10 per cent
22 April 2009

Gaming machine expenditure in pubs and clubs in the first three months of this year was
almost 10 per cent lower than the previous quarter. Spending dropped from $230.7m
at 31 December 2008 to $208.7m at 31 March 2009. Twelve months ago the first quarter
spend of 2008 showed a similar drop of 11 per cent but rose in the following two quarters.
Expenditure in the year to 31 March 2009 at $902.7 million was 4.5 per cent lower than the $945 million recorded
for the year to 31 March 2008.

QUARTERLY NON-CASINO
GAMING MACHINE EXPENDITURE
JUNE 2007 – MARCH 2009
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GM SPEND ($ MILLION)

235
230
225

245.3

218.5

231

232.3

230.7

208.7

210

243.5

215

237.7

220

Jun 07

Sep 07

Dec 07

Mar 08

Jun 08

Sep 08

Dec 08

Mar 09

205

The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which became fully
operational in March 2007. The Department can track and monitor operations, ensuring the integrity of games and the
accurate accounting of money.

NON-CASINO GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JANUARY TO MARCH 2009
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$180,417,054.30
$4,230,252.72

86.5%
2.0%

$15,872,629.52

7.6%

$8,149,284.81

3.9%

$28,252,167.05

13.5%

$208,669,221.35

100.0%

Internal Affairs Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill, said the number of gaming machines was slightly down on
the December 08 quarter, but has remained at around 20,000 since the introduction of EMS. There were also fewer licensed
societies and venues compared with the December quarter.
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LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

394
399
405
415
421
428
435
439
444

1527
1537
1551
1552
1569
1585
1593
1598
1607

19,739
19,879
20,025
19,856
20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120
20,302

March 2009
Dec 2008
Sept 2008
June 2008
March 2008
Dec 2007
Sept 2007
June 2007
March 2007
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Keith Manch

John Currie

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

National Manager Licensing

The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses all the
roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator of a
sector of the economy.

This position has prime responsibility for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and anti-spam
compliance, fire service policy, identity services policy, civil
defence and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions. For the sake of simplicity, the functions
outside the gambling sector are not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management of Gambling,
Censorship and Racing Policy and Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. This Policy team is in
the same branch as the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling
Compliance staff. This means that policy and operational staff can
benefit from each other’s knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance
with the law. The Director works closely with the Manager
Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so that there is a
constant flow of information between the staff involved in
applying the law and those who develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering compliance
and audit services as well as developing and implementing an
integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming issues
across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the Gambling
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. It develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In
broad terms, its role is to develop the Department’s policies
about how the law will be turned into the work done in the field.

Geoff Owen
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance
Group achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates strategic
and business planning for GCG as well as providing robust
analysis, monitoring and reporting around performance.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming machine societies.
If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ASHBURTON TRUST CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

Greg Clark ext 7036

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BENEFICIAL CHARITABLE TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LIMITED

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

John Hennebry ext 7939

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Dave Sayers ext 5484

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INC

Mike Sorensen ext 5364

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Val Hawley ext 5614

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Dave Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KIWI COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7578

Craig Holmes ext 5486

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CHARITABLE TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

APPLICANT
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COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

OTAUTAU COMBINED SPORTS COMPLEX INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

David Batenburg ext 7922

Niall Miller ext 5485

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

PERRY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

PUB CHARITY

Val Hawley ext 5614

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Jason Hewitt ext 6601

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FOUNDATION

Jason Hewitt ext 6601

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE LION FOUNDATION

John Hennebry ext 7939

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INCORPORATED

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Lance Daly ext 7921

Craig Holmes ext 5486

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Greg Clark ext 7036

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Mike Sorensen ext 5364

Craig Holmes ext 5486

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Lance Daly ext 7921

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

APPLICANT
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E-licensing moves closer
Development of an integrated gambling platform (IGP) has entered a new phase
with a request for information (RFI) sought through the government tenders service.
An RFI is a standard business process to collect written
information about the capabilities of various suppliers
and test their ability to supply an IT solution to meet
the Department’s requirements.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said key
groups within the Department are clearly focused on
automating manual business processes with a robust,
modern, enterprise-based electronic system that
streamlines the way the Department, gambling sector
and the wider community engage with one another.
“We have defined the problems and limitations of what
we work with currently and have set out our vision for
how we want to work in the future,” Mike Hill said.
“Once we have identified potential candidates we will
prepare a more detailed proposal for them to respond
to through an RFP (request for proposal).
“Central to the IGP will be an electronic licensing
system with good case management capability.

“It will also enable electronic licensing payments and
gaming approvals and link a range of the Department’s
business systems such as EMS, finance and intelligence
and eventually a grants database for monitoring Class
4 community funding. It will have to have the ability to
allow mobile users such as inspectors and investigators
to access the system and enable us to use and analyse
all the information we have stored. It must have a
search capability across all information stores and
be secure.
“The IGP will not only improve the transparency,
accuracy and availability of information for us, the
community and stakeholders, it will also improve
our efficiency and effectiveness and the ability of the
gambling sector to comply with the Act. Transparency
will give us a better picture of what happens to the
pokie dollar, enable the better management of gambling
compliance operations and improve the information we
use for policy and strategy.“

It will have to have the ability to allow mobile users such as
inspectors and investigators to access the system and enable
us to use and analyse all the information we have stored.
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NZ Gambling Conference 2009 called off
The Department shelved plans for the gambling conference it was planning to hold
in Wellington in May.
Deputy Secretary, Keith Manch, said the decision
to call off the conference was not taken lightly.
“One of the reasons related to the cost of the
conference,” he said. “While the Department
expected to recover the costs through registrations
we also needed to consider the cost impact on
prospective participants.
“Many of the participants would be from the
gambling/philanthropic area, either distributors
or recipients of charitable funding. I believe it is
unreasonable to expect such people or organisations
to pay to attend such a two-day conference in the
current economic climate.
“The worldwide economic downturn has seen
trust funds suffer, meaning there is less money for
distribution to community purposes. Trusts’ costs also
affect the amount of money available for distribution
and the law requires gaming machine societies to
minimise costs and maximise return to the community.

“With the recent change of government, the
Department’s future work programme relating to
gambling is still being determined and a broadly-based
conference is not appropriate at present.
“Once a work programme has been agreed with
the Minister further consideration will be given to
engaging with the various groups that have an interest
in the gambling sector.”
The conference wiki remains “open” allowing those
with an interest in gambling in New Zealand an
opportunity to share information about issues related
to the costs and benefits of gambling, the way the
community is engaged with gambling issues, and how
integrity, harm and crime issues related to gambling are
addressed. Information put on this wiki will be used
to help the Department assess how well the gambling
objectives are being met generally. The wiki can be
accessed at: http://gamblingconference2009.dia.govt.nz/

“Also, the Department decided in early 2008 to hold
the conference. The aim was to gauge progress towards
getting the best outcomes from gambling five years
after the Gambling Act 2003 came into force.

Trusts’ costs also affect the amount of money available for
distribution and the law requires gaming machine societies
to minimise costs and maximise return to the community.
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Dialogue on community funding
By Keith Manch, Deputy Secretary, Internal Affairs

The Department wants to engage broadly with the community on gaming machine funding.
Grant recipients and their representative groups, the
philanthropic sector and the gaming machine sector
would explore:
• The quality of gaming machine funding and its 		
contribution to community capability, in the
broad context of funding and funding needs in
New Zealand society
• Opportunities for improving the role of gaming
machine societies in funding community purposes.
The economic downturn has had a major impact
on financial returns in investment markets. This
has affected, and continues to affect, the income of
some philanthropic funders. Overall funds available
for distribution may decline and smaller social
organisations, in particular, are particularly exposed to
a loss of income in the community and voluntary sector.
One of the effects of the Gambling Act 2003 was to
make the community more aware of and interested in
the social impact of gambling, particularly the effect of
gaming machine proceeds allocated to the community.
Gaming machine societies too are uncomfortably aware
of a “crisis of perception” among the public around the
way the funds they hold in trust for the community
are distributed.

The legislation was not intended to tell gaming
machine societies where, or to what authorised
purposes, they should make grants. It is, however,
implicit in the Act that gambling should generally
produce more benefit than harm for the community.
People are increasingly aware of the harm associated
with gaming machines and keen to see that harm offset
by a tangible benefit for the community. The desire
to see gaming machine funds address real community
needs and provide sustainable, long term benefits
has been expressed recently in forums such as public
consultation on territorial authority gambling
venue policies.
It is important that the Department can comment on the
quality of funding in order to inform the Government
on the impact of the legislation. It is equally important
that gaming machine operators are afforded the
opportunity to engage in dialogue with other
community and funding organisations.
The Department will seek to link gaming machine
societies and sector groups, the wider philanthropic/
not-for-profit sector, local government organisations,
and Departmental staff.

The Gambling Act focuses on the integrity of
grant making and the Department’s emphasis
has traditionally been around these integrity and
compliance matters.

People are increasingly aware of the harm associated with gaming
machines and keen to see that harm offset by a tangible benefit for
the community.
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Volunteer society passes the $1m mark
The Lions Club of Ohai / Nightcaps is an example of a small, independent, non-profit
making club, based in the community, distributing funds fairly and equitably for the benefit
of their community.
Run by volunteers, the club recently granted
its millionth dollar to community groups and
organisations from the operation of gaming machines
at the Railway Hotel, Nightcaps.
The club has operated gaming machines at various
hotels in the Ohai/Nightcaps/Wairio district since 1988
and currently operates five machines at the one venue
in Nightcaps.
Club President, John Carmichael, said the club aims to
invest the highest percentage of gaming profits into its
community and has consistently donated annually far
more than the minimum legal requirement.
“This has been achieved by the voluntary efforts of the
members of the Lions Club,” he said. “The club has
maintained a very high standard of integrity, business
policy and the latest games to achieve a high return rate
of profits back to the community, as well as maintaining
policies for problem gambling.

“The club has always achieved a high standard
of compliance during audits by the Department
of Internal Affairs.”
For the most recent annual period to 31 August, 2008,
the club donated $95,753, with $69,133 (72 per cent)
being distributed within the Ohai / Nightcaps District,
$17,620 (18 per cent) to Southland-wide organisations,
$6885 (7 per cent) to national trusts and appeals and
$2500 (3 per cent) to international agencies.
The allocation of grants by type for the same period
was: Health and Welfare $72,893 (76 per cent), Sport
and Recreation $9475 (10 per cent), Education and
Youth $ 6885 (7 per cent) and Cultural & Heritage
$6500 (7 per cent).
The club meets monthly, except January, to consider all
funding applications. Decisions are based on a number
of factors including available funds, the merit of the
application, the compliance of the application and the
overall community benefit.

Racing must be specified in APs
Societies making grants to racing must ensure that these are covered by the authorised
purpose specified in their licence otherwise they must seek an amendment to their licence.
Although grants to racing clubs is one of the authorised
purposes in section 4 of the Gambling Act 2003, a trust
can only make grants to the APs it has nominated in its
licence application.
A recent High Court decision, involving the Travis
Trust and the Charities Commission, held that in some
circumstances the promotion of horse racing was not a
charitable purpose in itself.
Questions were raised recently in the news media
that Trillian Trust was funding racing when it was
not specified in its trust deed. Section 106 (1) of the
Gambling Act 2003, which came into force in July 2004,
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says a society must apply or distribute the net proceeds
from Class 4 gambling only to or for an authorised
purpose specified in the corporate society’s licence.
The Department advises that to avoid breaching S106
of the Act, funding racing purposes must be included
in authorised purposes statements and must also be
consistent with the society’s trust deed or constitution.
Societies must not make grants that are not in accord
with their AP statement.
Trillian has applied to amend its AP and has been
advised not to grant money to racing in the meantime.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Focus on licensing
The Department will use the licensing process to address rorts in the Class 4 sector,
minimise costs and see the returns to the community increased, Gambling Compliance
Director, Mike Hill said in response to questions from the NZ Gaming magazine.
To ensure that gambling operators and venues meet the
requirements of the Gambling Act the Department will
pay close attention to Sections 52, 53, 56, 58, 67, 72, 74,
113 and 118.

“We will address these concerns through the relicensing
process, putting the responsibility on societies to prove
that they can operate with integrity and according to
the law.

“Where the Secretary is not satisfied that licences
should be allowed to continue, they won’t be,”
Mike Hill added. “There will be a strong focus on
the financial viability of societies and, in the context
of minimising costs, we will also be looking closely
at societies that use management companies.

“Gambling operators wanted to be self regulating and
are supposed to run a clean ship. We have encouraged
and supported voluntary compliance with the Act in
the expectation that operators would act responsibly,
with integrity and in co-operation with the Department.

“Many societies share our concerns at the lack of
integrity shown by some societies, venue operators
and grant recipients. The Act gave societies the
responsibility for managing the grants process,
independent of venues and grant recipients. Societies
must be transparent and have community needs and
priorities at the forefront of their allocation decisions.
“A number of societies, operators and potential grant
beneficiaries have been involved in complex structures
to try and hide money flows.

“However, what we’ve seen are many operators paying
lip service to the law, and it seems that commercial
interests overtake charitable purposes and integrity
for many involved in the gambling sector when there
is so much money around. It is these behaviours that
encourage others to try and get away with rorting
the system.
“As a result of interest taken by us, some organisations
have cleaned up their act. In other cases, complex
and time consuming work is under way to address
the problems.”

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Financial viability guidelines
The Department has issued guidelines to assist Class 4 gambling operators and their
financial advisors/accountants understand how the Department will be assessing
financial viability.
Financial viability is important because it is one of the
matters that, if not satisfied, require the Secretary
for Internal Affairs to refuse to grant a Class 4
operator’s licence.

Importantly, the guidelines discuss and address
concerns relating to non-club societies accumulating
undistributed net proceeds as a form of quasi-equity
in order to appear solvent.

Financial viability is assessed for all licence
applications, including renewal applications. It is
an analysis of the applicant’s proposed gambling
operation for the next licence period.

Non-club societies will be able to retain as a form of
quasi-equity, an amount no greater than 7 per cent of
that financial year’s gross proceeds, to be recognised
in the equity section of its Statement of Financial
Position as “Community Equity”. This recognises the
need for societies to establish an equity base to remain
financially viable, while also ensuring compliance with
the requirement to distribute all or nearly all of the net
proceeds in the financial year in which they are derived.

The Department will be considering three essential
elements in determining financial viability:
• Profitability
• Liquidity
• Equity.

These will be considered as a whole, with the overall
picture of all three elements being of greater importance
than each.
The five criteria outlined in the Act will also need to be
met. These are the ability of the applicant to:
• Reward winners

Non-club societies that have undistributed net proceeds
greater than 7 per cent of gross proceeds will be asked
to enter an agreement with the Department to reduce
the excess amount over a reasonable timeframe.
All future applications for a Class 4 operator’s licence,
including renewal applications, will be assessed using
these guidelines and applications are expected to be
prepared in accordance with them.
The guidelines are available on the Department’s
website – www.dia.govt.nz.

• Pay levies and taxes
• Pay other costs

• Apply or distribute the net proceeds from Class 4
gambling to or for authorised purposes

• To consider these facets among other things, which
includes consideration of a society’s undistributed
net proceeds.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry

Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Assessing venue costs
All Class 4 societies and venues that pay or receive venue costs should, by now,
have a copy of the reasonable timeframes to attribute to these and the accompanying
explanatory material.
This material, also available on our website
www.dia.govt.nz, forms the basis of how the
Department will assess venue costs for the immediate
future. Once comment from the sector has been
received, the material will be finalised.
The intent of this work is to provide consistency
in interpreting venue costs, simplify the approval
process and provide the sector with certainty in
application. This work is further intended to progress
the recommendations of the Venue Expenses Working
Party and remove unhealthy competition in the sector.

The sector may be aware that a proposal for a
commission-based venue payment system is under
discussion. If it is decided that such a system is
desirable, significant legislative change would be
required. The timing of any change, were it to occur,
is unknown. Nevertheless, providing a framework for
the consistent interpretation of actual, reasonable and
necessary costs is still valuable and, in the absence of
change, will provide the structure for any amendments
to the current Gazette Notice in the future.
The Department looks forward to the constructive
input and co-operation of the sector.

Minimum standards for jackpot systems
The Department consulted on minimum standards for jackpot systems in 2008 including
a proposal to make downloadable jackpot systems mandatory by 1 July 2009.
Following concerns from the sector, primarily over
harm minimisation, timing and cost, a decision
was made not to proceed with this proposal. The
Department told the sector it would develop
and discuss appropriate policy and technology
approaches that mitigated the identified issues
and were sustainable.

use of downloadable jackpot systems for all Class 4
gambling. As such, this will include consultation on an
appropriate end date for non-downloadable jackpot
systems. The consultation will also include discussion
on potential solutions to the harm minimisation issues
previously identified. The Department again looks
forward to constructive submissions from the sector.

The Department will be consulting soon on the
future of jackpot systems in New Zealand. At this
stage, the Department still wishes to mandate the

In the interim, any Class 4 societies considering
purchasing new jackpot systems might like to consider
any purchases in the light of the upcoming proposal.

The consultation will also include discussion on potential solutions
to the harm minimisation issues previously identified.
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PIDs concern answered
Concern has been raised about operators’ ability to reinstate gaming machines if they
miss this year’s 1 July deadline for upgrading software to provide player information
displays (PIDs).
The Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation)
Regulations 2004 require all electronic gaming
machines in Class 4 venues and casinos to have PIDs
from 1 July 2009. Gaming machines that do not have
the PID feature by then will not be recognised by the
electronic monitoring system (EMS) and will
not operate.
During April the Department will incrementally enable
an EMS feature that allows the system to automatically
disable any electronic gaming machine (EGM) that is
running incorrect or unlicensed software. Each time the
EGM is switched on, or after new software has been
installed and the EGM is being enabled, EMS verifies
that the gaming machine is running the software that
it is licensed to run correctly. If the software fails this
verification the EGM is disabled until appropriate
corrective action is carried out.
At the beginning of March almost 70 per cent of the
20,000 Class 4 gaming machines had PIDs or were
awaiting the installation of approved software.
The Department knows that some operators will not
have all of their gaming machines PID compliant by
1 July because of, for example:

• Cost of upgrade

• Availability of compliant gaming machines
• Availability of technicians to install new
gaming machines.

However, as long as some of the gaming machines at
a venue have PIDs, operators can continue to operate,
and reinstate the rest of their gaming machines as they
become PID compliant. They will not need a further
territorial authority consent before returning them
to service.
Operators should use this opportunity to consider the
most efficient number of gaming machines at each
venue. In many cases fewer gaming machines could
generate the same level of gaming machine proceeds.
This information applies to any voluntary reduction in
gaming machines being operated at a venue, not just
reductions due to the PID requirement.
Operators who decide to reduce the number of gaming
machines operating at a venue can do so by forwarding
the appropriate amendment application to the
Department.
A more detailed explanation can be found on the
Gambling in Pubs and Clubs (Class 4) page on the
Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz

Checking and using EMS reports
Many venues are not accessing and checking their EMS reports as required
by the Game Rules.
This can lead to issues remaining undetected and
uncorrected with a consequent impact on the accurate
and timely reporting of gaming machine profit (GMP)
and unnecessary work by societies in correcting
discrepancies. It can also lead to player fairness being
compromised and monetary losses from venue floats.
A recent example involved consecutive weekly
jackpot reports for a venue with no operational data
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whatsoever on them. When the error was eventually
discovered and rectified, the following weekly jackpot
report contained data relating to over two months’
worth of jackpot winnings, amounting to over $67,000.
This particular venue was obviously using some
alternative means of calculating their GMP and
banking, or else it had consistently over-banked
for the entire period.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Checking daily and weekly EMS reports is not onerous
and, in most cases, will take only a few minutes.
As the coal face of gaming machine operations,
individual venues are the best placed to quickly
identify issues that may affect EMS reporting, the
integrity of the gambling equipment, or ability to bank
the required amount of money in accordance with the
Act and regulations. Here are a few pointers:
Daily Gaming Machine Meter Snapshot:
• Does it contain meter (gross and net values) data for
all gaming machines in operation the previous day?

Note that if there has been polling failure, a “missing meters”
report will be generated, which will contain only gross meter
data. In these cases, the missing data will appear on the next
daily report following successful polling.

• Are any meter exceptions present?

• Are the meter totals for the various cash-related 		
transactions consistent with the manual records of
money physically paid out, put into, or taken out of
the machines? (i.e. Cancel credits, jackpot wins, cash
box, note acceptor amounts and counts.)
Daily Jackpot Data report (non-downloadable
‘hand pay’ jackpot systems):
• Does the jackpot turnover as reported by the Jackpot
Controller match the turnover from the individual
gaming machines’ QCOM Turnover meters?
Any variances will be highlighted and, if more than a
few dollars, must be investigated unless the particular
gaming machine or the jackpot controller itself has been
RAM cleared.

• Do the jackpot display values represent the correct
number of prize levels (visible and hidden) and are
they consistent with the jackpot activity of the 		
previous day?
If no jackpots have been struck, the closing value pool(s)
will be greater than the opening.

• Do the daily jackpot wins correspond with the 		
number and amount of actual jackpot prizes paid out?
Weekly Jackpot Reconciliation report (nondownloadable ‘hand pay’ jackpot systems):

• Does the daily EGM turnover show data for all 		
seven business days?

• Are the closing pool display amounts consistent 		
with the actual amounts currently showing on the
jackpot display unit itself?
• Do the “JPC Prizes Struck” agree with the manual
records of jackpot pay-outs?

• Finally, and importantly, is the “Jackpot Variance”
(the final amount shown on the report) no more
than a few cents or dollars – and certainly no more
than $10?

A relatively small amount here can indicate a major issue.
For example, a positive amount might mean a ‘missed’
jackpot win. A negative value could represent a player
fairness issue because the jackpot has not paid out as 		
much as it should.

Weekly Venue Activity report:
• Does it include data for each EGM and each
business day?

Again, if there have been communication issues such as
polling failures during the week, the report may not include
those days, but they should appear on the next weekly 		
report, assuming communications have been restored.

• If there are any GMP adjustments, are you aware of
the reason for them?

• Does the final GMP amount agree with any 		
alternative method you may have used to calculate it?
(e.g. venue management system).
If you become aware of a fault or malfunction of
gambling equipment or error in EMS reporting, don’t
ignore it. Tell your society and the EMS Help Desk
about it.
If a major fault or malfunction occurs with a gaming
machine or jackpot equipment, remove it from service
immediately and ensure it is not played until it has
been examined by a technician. In the case of a gaming
machine, you must turn it off by using the internal
power supply switch only. Don’t forget to advise the
EMS Help Desk, particularly if a jackpot controller
is involved.

• Are the start-up values, number of levels and 		
increment rate consistent with the type of jackpot
in operation?
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Decommissioning gambling equipment
Some venue managers and societies have been removing gaming machines from venues
before completing the correct process for doing so.
This practice breaches the Gambling Act (Class 4)
Game Rules 2006, specifically 114, which requires the
venue manager to inform the EMS Help Desk before
installation, servicing, repair, removal from service
or decommissioning of any gambling equipment
takes place.
Removing gaming machines in this manner is not only a
breach of the Gambling Act, it also leads to unnecessary
additional costs, increases the risk of fraud and could
result in delays in the recommissioning of gaming
machines and venues.

When the correct procedure is not followed it could also
lead to the loss of valuable data and puts some gambling
equipment at risk.
When gaming machines are removed from a venue
please ensure the technician contacts Intralot before
the work is started. By following this simple procedure
technicians can ensure the Department has processed the
notification and Intralot has received the correct data.

When gaming machines are removed from a venue please ensure
the technician contacts Intralot before the work is started.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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CASINOS

Anti money laundering challenges
The nature and expanding scope of the global casino sector presents a number of
challenges to countering money laundering and terrorism financing according to a report
for the Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering and the Financial Action Task Force.
The Department’s Intelligence Manager, Rachael
Horton, led the study and drafted the report on
vulnerabilities in the gaming and casinos sector. It
will be a used as a practical resource for governments
and gaming sectors to increase awareness, strengthen
interventions and training, and support international
policy formation.
Global casino revenue was estimated at over US$70
billion in 2006, with the United States and Canada
accounting for almost half of that figure. Macao, China,
is the fastest growing casino jurisdiction and recorded
more than US$10 billion in gaming revenue in 2007.
In addition, there is a proliferation of Internet gambling
sites, with global revenues estimated around US$15
billion, plus a significant amount of largely unmeasured
illegal gambling occurring around the world.
Particular challenges for Anti Money Laundering
and Countering the Financing of Terrorism
(AML/CFT) include:
• Casinos are cash intensive businesses, often 		
operating 24hrs per day, with high volumes of large
cash transactions taking place very quickly
• Casinos offer many financial services (accounts, 		
remittance, foreign exchange, cash issuing etc),
but in some jurisdictions may only be regulated 		
as ‘entertainment’ venues, rather than
financial institutions

• In some jurisdictions casinos are poorly regulated or
unregulated for AML/CFT

• A number of jurisdictions with well regulated casino
sectors continue to identify significant levels of 		
money laundering

• The movement of funds associated with gaming-		
related tourism is poorly understood and may pose
particular money laundering risks, e.g. international
movement of funds for casino ‘junket’ operations
• In some jurisdictions casino staff turnover is
high, sometimes due to seasonal factors, which
can lead to weaknesses in staff training and
AML/CFT competencies.

In considering policy implications the report says
significant regional and global sector vulnerabilities
and emerging issues have weakened AML controls and
provide opportunity for money laundering and other
financial crimes to flourish.
A key issue is casinos not doing enough to establish
the source of funds and failing to recognise
suspicious activity by their customers. Casinos have
to pay particular attention to a customer’s financial
transactions and gambling behaviours, particularly if
they do not correspond to that of a normal gambler or
the intention to play to win is apparently absent
or secondary.

It is not the casino’s responsibility to determine that
money laundering activity is taking place; rather the
casino’s role is to identify and report the suspicious
activity. It is then up to the financial intelligence unit
and law enforcement authorities to examine the matter
further and determine if there is a link to money
laundering or terrorist financing.
The APG/FATF Report – Money laundering and
Terrorist Financing Vulnerabilities and Indicators in
the Casino and Gaming Sectors can be found at:
www.apgml.org/ or www.fatf-gafi.org

• Many casinos are located in geographic areas
characterised by poor governance, political instability
or bordering regions with significant crime or 		
terrorist problems
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Counterfeit chips discovered
The Department’s Auckland staff foiled a potential $50,000 scam aimed at
SkyCity Casino.
Customs officers alerted the Department to a
parcel from China containing 50 $1000 gambling
chips and SkyCity decal stickers. The Department
organised a controlled delivery of the parcel
to an East Tamaki address in Manukau City
and obtained a search warrant, which the
police executed.

The court was told that Zhou had intended to use
the chips at the casino to win back money he
had lost.

As a result, Qiudong Zhou, 47, a company director
of Panmure, pleaded guilty in the Manukau
District Court to possessing equipment for
counterfeit chips. He was fined $30,000, sentenced
to 300 hours community work, one year’s
supervision and ordered to undergo problem
gambling counselling.

The case illustrates the benefits of close interagency liaison, which has been fostered and
developed by the Department. The Department
has conducted seminars for Customs officers
on gambling equipment, and consignments
containing such goods are now flagged in mail
surveillance and the Casino Compliance Unit
is advised.

New Zealand’s Police Asian Liaison Officer in
Beijing was to alert Chinese authorities of the
details of the chips’ manufacturer.

One thing leads to another
The recent jailing of a drug syndicate leader who operated out of SkyCity Casino
is another chapter in a saga that began almost five years ago and again illustrates
how the Department of Internal Affairs works with other government agencies
in fighting crime.
In September 2004, NZ Customs staff at Auckland
Airport told the Department of gambling chips with
a face value of almost $500,000 and other gambling
equipment being imported. Gambling inspectors
traced the intended recipients to an illegal casino
in Newmarket.
The casino was shut down and several convictions
resulted, the first of their kind under tighter controls
introduced by the Gambling Act 2003.
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In the course of this investigation the Department
noted the presence at SkyCity of others associated
with this illegal casino and informed the police.
During the subsequent police operation, 13 people
were arrested and millions of dollars worth of P
and cash seized from the drug ring. The drug
syndicate leader, Ri Tong Zhou, 41, was jailed
for 15 years, after admitting more than 30
methamphetamine-related charges.

MEDIA RELEASES

Caversham application fails
16 December 2008

The Gambling Commission has rejected Caversham Foundation’s claim that the Secretary
for Internal Affairs failed to act in good faith, or engaged in procedural misconduct,
in deciding not to renew Caversham’s gaming machine operator’s licence.
The Commission said the Foundation’s application
for costs of $37,500 against the Department was
“misconceived”. The Commission said it does not
normally award costs but might do so if processes
were abused.
“There is nothing to indicate that the Secretary
conducted himself before the Commission in a way
which would justify an award of costs against him,”
the Commission said in its decision.
Earlier this year, after the Foundation established its
financial viability, the Department granted Caversham a
six-month operating licence with reporting conditions.
Caversham appealed the conditions to the Commission
and Foundation chairman, Dr Wayne Morris, told the
Otago Daily Times (October 17 2008) the Department
was “out of control” and had been unfair. But last month
Caversham elected to withdraw that appeal.

Internal Affairs Gambling Compliance Director,
Mike Hill, welcomed the Commission’s decision to
reject the costs application.
“We work to be fair and objective in enforcing the
Gambling Act and we had good grounds for originally
refusing to renew Caversham’s licence,” Mike Hill said.
“After Caversham’s financial position changed we
issued it with a conditional licence to 31 March 2009 and
will reassess its performance after closely monitoring
its cash flow management and compliance with the
Gambling Act.
“A gambling operator’s licence is a privilege, not a right,
and gambling operators must meet high standards to
justify remaining operational.”

House ‘auction’ illegal
20 January 2009

A Christchurch couple’s plan to sell their house by a novel auction would be illegal
gambling and the public is advised not to participate, Internal Affairs’ Gambling Compliance
Manager, Debbie Despard, said today.
Would-be buyers book a seat at an internet auction
for $100 each, with the house going to the lowest
unique bid between 1c and $1000.
Debbie Despard said under the Gambling Act 2003
the auction is illegal on several grounds.
“There is a huge element of chance in this so-called
auction in which people pay to participate,” Ms
Despard said. ”It is also online gambling, which the
Act defines as ‘remote interactive gambling’. Gambling
with prizes exceeding $500 can only be conducted
by societies raising money for authorised charitable
purposes but this sales scheme is conducted by a

private person for personal profit and cannot
be licensed by the Department.
“Participating in illegal gambling is a criminal offence.
Also, any sale and purchase agreement arising out of
such an auction would be on shaky ground because
the Gambling Act says contracts relating to illegal
gambling would be illegal for the purposes of the
Illegal Contracts Act 1970.”
The Department advised the Trade Me and Premier
Realty websites that the proposed sales method was
illegal and also contacted the Real Estate Institute
of New Zealand.
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Pokie spend down
28 January 2009

Gaming machine expenditure in pubs and clubs was down in the final quarter of 2008.
Spending dropped just under 1 per cent from $232.3m at 30 September to $230.7m
at 31 December and was 6 per cent lower on the same three-month period in 2007.

Quarterly Non-Casino Gaming Machine Expenditure
June 2007 - Sept 2008
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The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines (EMS) that became fully
operational in March 2007. The Department can track and monitor operations, ensuring the integrity of games and
the accurate accounting of money.

Non-casino GM spending by Society Type – Sept to Dec 2008
SOCIETY TYPE

NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL
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TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$199,113,208.93

86.3%

$4,815,330.13

2.1%

$17,677,862.12

7.7%

$9,059,348.04

3.9%

$31,552,540.29

13.7%

$230,665,749.22

100.0%

MEDIA RELEASES

Internal Affairs Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill, said the number of gaming machines was slightly
down on the September 08 quarter, but remained at around 20,000 since the introduction of EMS. There were also
fewer licensed societies and venues compared with the September quarter.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

31 Dec 2008

399

1537

19,879

30 Sept 2008

405

1551

20,025

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 Dec 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 Sept 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

31 March 2007

444

1607

20,302

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry

Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Gamblers spent a little more in 2007/08
17 February 2009

Statistics released today show New Zealanders’ gambling expenditure in 2007/08
increased by less than one per cent.
Releasing the annual gambling expenditure figures,
the Department of Internal Affairs Gambling Policy
Manager, John Markland, said that spending on the
main forms of gambling increased by 0.71 per cent
from $2.020 billion in 2006/07 to $2.034 billion in
2007/08. But the 07/08 figure is still less than the
peak of $2.039 billion in 2003/04.

“Spending on Lotteries Commission products, racing
and sports betting and casinos were all up, while
spending on pub and club gaming machines dropped
by just over 1 per cent, reversing the 5 per cent increase
of the previous year,” Mr Markland said.

Overall spending in 2007/08 on gambling was made up of:
2007/08 Spending
(Player Losses) Rounded

Increase / Decrease
from 2006/07

Racing and sports betting

$273m

+ 1.4%

Lotteries Commission products

$346m

+ 4.7%

Casinos

$477m

+1.6%

Non-casino gaming machines

$938m

- 1.3%

$2.034 billion

+ 0.7%

Gambling product

Total spending

The figures relate to the year ended 30 June 2008 except
for racing and sports betting, which is for the year to
31 July 2008.
Mr Markland said the increased racing and sports
betting continues the recent growth of 4.5 per cent
in 2006 and 4.2 per cent in 2007 and was due largely
to increased betting on racing.
“This year’s nominal figure is the highest ever for
racing and sports betting but, when inflation is taken
into account, it is still behind the racing only figure of
$232 million in 1989,” he said.
“It’s a similar story for Lotteries Commission products.
The 4.7 per cent increase, which reflects some large
jackpots, the introduction of Lotto Online, and the 20th

birthday promotion, follows a 3 per cent increase in
2006/07. In nominal terms, $346 million is a record for
the Commission but when adjusted for inflation is still
below the peak years of $288 million in 1998 and 1999.
“The 1.6 per cent increase in casino gambling
expenditure reversed the 4.7 per cent decrease from
the previous year and was due partly to a return to
full performance by the Auckland casino following the
completion of construction on the main gaming floor.
“Reduced spending on non-casino gaming machines
may reflect economic circumstances, and the impact
of the first phase of a social marketing campaign.”
Further details are available on the gaming statistics
page at: www.dia.govt.nz

Mr Markland said the increased racing and sports betting continues
the recent growth of 4.5 per cent in 2006 and 4.2 per cent in 2007
and was due largely to increased betting on racing.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities
for liaising with gaming machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may
contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
SOCIETY

Compliance Inspector

Licensing Inspector

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

Greg Clark ext 7036

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

BENEFICIAL CHARITABLE TRUST

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ASHBURTON TRUST

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY LIMITED
CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LIMITED
CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC
CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED
ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST
EUREKA TRUST
FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

Ron Grob ext 6603

Craig Holmes ext 5486

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

Artie McClelland ext 7578

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

Ann Hart ext 7918

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

Dave Sayers ext 5484

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOCIETY INC

Mike Sorensen ext 5364

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

ILT FOUNDATION

Dave Macdonald x 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

Val Hawley ext 5614

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland ext 7578

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KIWI COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland ext 7578

Craig Holmes ext 5486

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

Greg Clark ext 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED
GRASSROOTS TRUST
HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY
TRUST LIMITED
HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD
KAIWAKA SPORTS

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS
INCORPORATED
MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED
MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION
MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY
Scott Carsons ext 7920

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

FACILITIES CHARITABLE TRUST

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350
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Compliance Inspector

Licensing Inspector

OTAUTAU COMBINED SPORTS
COMPLEX INCORPORATED

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

David Batenburg ext 7922

Niall Miller ext 5485

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

PERRY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Ann Hart ext 7918

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

Ann Hart ext 7918

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST
PRODUCERS TRUST INC
PUB CHARITY

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

Val Hawley ext 5614

Niall Miller ext 5485

Dave Macdonald ext 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN
CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Nicole Turvey ext 6611

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Jason Hewett ext 6601

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND
CHARITY FOUNDATION

Jason Hewett ext 6601

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

Mark Thomson ext 7341

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Craig Holmes ext 5486

Scott Carsons ext 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB
INCORPORATED
THE LION FOUNDATION
THE NORTH & SOUTH TRUST
THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING
POOL TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Dave Bermingham ext 7034

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

Lisa Barclay ext 7031

Niall Miller ext 5485

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INC
TRILLIAN TRUST
TRUST AORAKI LIMITED
TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST
WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Stephen Balmer ext 7923

Craig Holmes ext 5486

Greg Clark ext 7036

Jasmine Rangiwhetu ext 5491

Mike Sorensen ext 5364

Craig Holmes ext 5486

Garth Cherrington ext 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

Cliff Simpson ext 7937

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

David Batenburg ext 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Watene ext 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST
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Keith Manch

John Currie

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses
all the roles where the Department is, in effect,
the regulator of a sector of the economy.

National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
and anti-spam compliance, fire service policy,
identity services policy, civil defence and emergency
management policy and crown entity monitoring
functions. For the sake of simplicity, the functions
outside the gambling sector are not included on
this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. This Policy team is in the same branch
as the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling
Compliance staff. This means that policy and
operational staff can benefit from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with
the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
so that there is a constant flow of information between
the staff involved in applying the law and those who
develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the
sector. It develops standards, game rules and other
“deemed regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to
develop the Department’s policies about how the law
will be turned into the work done in the field.

Geoff Owen
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and
sensitive) investigation projects involving criminal, legal
and financial issues related to the governance and
operation of gaming sector people and organisations.
It also provides expertise and support to investigations
and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling
Compliance Group achieves both its strategic
objectives (short and long-term) and its business goals.
It coordinates strategic and business planning for GCG
as well as providing robust analysis, monitoring and
reporting around performance.
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All gambling compliance staff can be
contacted by phoning the Department’s
toll free number

The Department of Internal Affairs produces
Gambits quarterly. Copies are distributed
in March, June, September and December.

E-mail: gaming.compliance@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz

Gambits provides information about the
Department’s recent work and significant
issues in the gambling sector.

Postal address and fax numbers:
CASINO COMPLIANCE
PO Box 805, Wellington, Fax: (04) 494 0624
GamBLing Licensing
PO Box 10-095, Wellington 6140,
Fax: (04) 494 0656

It is intended for sector organisations and
the community in general, to increase
understanding of and compliance with the law.
Editor: Trevor Henry
Telephone: (04) 495 7211, 0275 843 679

GamBLing Compliance
Auckland
PO Box 2220, Auckland 1140,
Fax: (09) 362 7945

E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz

Wellington
PO Box 10-095, Wellington 6140,
Fax: (04) 495 7214
Christchurch
PO Box 1308, Christchurch 8140,
Fax: (03) 353 8309

Do you want to receive
Departmental media releases and Gambits?
If you would like to have your organisation added to the Department’s distribution list for media releases
about gambling issues, or want to receive Gambits but are not currently on the mailing list, please fill
out this form and return it, or e-mail the information to:
Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington 6140. Communications Advisor Trevor Henry,
telephone (04) 495 7211, fax (04) 495 7224, e-mail trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
Organisation name:
Contact person:
Media releases: 						

e-mail:

Gambits postal address:

ISSN : 1175-9453 (PRINT) 1178-1041 (ONLINE)
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NZ Gambling Conference 2009
contents

Five years after the Gambling Act took effect the Department
of Internal Affairs is creating a platform to gauge progress
towards getting the best outcomes from gambling.
The Department is mounting a conference next May to consider in particular
the costs and benefits of gambling, community engagement and how integrity,
harm and crime issues are addressed. It will be held at the InterContinental Hotel,
Wellington, on 19 and 20 May 2009.
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The programme will be structured around the theme of safer communities,
where the Department works to ensure that gambling is safe, fair, legal and honest.
The conference will focus on five desired intermediate outcomes that support this:
1. The benefits of gambling outweigh the costs
2.	Communities are engaged, empowered and informed about gambling
3. Gambling is operated with integrity
4.	Gambling-related harm is prevented and minimised
5. Gambling-related crime is prevented and minimised.
The conference will open with a paper from economist Brian Easton relating
to intermediate outcome 1 – exploring the costs and benefits of gambling.
Brian is a well-known independent scholar whose writings and research
are especially concerned with economics, history, politics, sociology and culture.
The second day of the conference will open with a keynote session, The Impact
of gambling on Māori, with speaker Terry Huriwai, project manager of Matua
Raki, the National Addiction Treatment Workforce Development Programme.
There will be sessions relating to intermediate outcomes 2 to 5 and the final session
will be a debate on the costs and benefits of gambling by a student debating team
from Rongotai College.
The Department has created a Wikispace to encourage pre-conference discussion
and to inform the conference programme. To view the draft conference programme
and to seek an invitation to contribute to pre-conference discussion go to:
https://gamblingconference2009.dia.govt.nz/
A conference registration form is included in this issue of Gambits. (see page 17)

The programme will be structured around
the theme of safer communities, where
the Department works to ensure that
gambling is safe, fair, legal and honest.
www.dia.govt.nz

INDEX
December 2003 – December 2008
available on www.dia.govt.nz
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IGP officially under way
Work has begun officially on the development of the Integrated Gambling Platform (IGP)
Project with the first meeting of the steering committee chaired by Deputy Secretary,
Regulation and Compliance, Keith Manch.
The IGP aims to:
•	Improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the Gambling

Compliance Group’s business processes and reduce
processing costs
•	Improve the ability of the gambling sector to comply with
the Act through providing straightforward access and
interaction with Departmental systems via a web portal
•	Increase the transparency and accuracy of information for
the benefit of the Department, community and stakeholders.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, says his group
(GCG) is driving the direction of the project. As the project’s
business owner Mike will ensure that the project team
focuses on delivering what is required, with the support of
an advisory group chaired by John Currie, National Manager

Licensing. The advisory group will engage with relevant
sector groups as required through the life of the project.
The project will take about two years and has commenced
with a review of GCG business processes to ensure that
they are as efficient and effective as possible in meeting the
requirements of gambling law and regulation. The review
will help identify the technology support required by the IGP.
A familiar face from the days of developing the Electronic
Monitoring System has joined the steering committee.
Ross McKenna was EMS Establishment Director and
his background will bring a useful outside perspective
to the project.

Venue expenses
The Department wrote recently to all societies that operate Class 4 gaming machines and
pay venue expenses to Class 4 venue operators explaining the work that the Department
has been doing on venue expenses and the work that is planned.
The Department has conducted a project benchmarking
reasonable timeframes for Class 4 venue labour costs.
Labour costs are the largest component of venue-related
costs claimed by venue operators and have been the most
volatile area of costs reflected in venue payment schedules.
With this information, the Department will provide the
sector with a set of reasonable timeframes for completing
labour activities associated with a Class 4 gambling
operation. The Department will also revise the venue
expenses schedule and all associated reference material.
The Licensing Unit will now assess all venue payment
schedules and the associated documentation supporting
those payments to determine whether they are actual,
reasonable and necessary. The Department wants to achieve
consistency in approving venue payments on the basis of
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the current Gazette Notice and the requirement for those
expenses to be actual, reasonable and necessary.
The Department does not deny that costs have increased
since the Gazette Notice was first prescribed and is conscious
of the frustration in the sector at both society and venue
levels over venue costs. These frustrations are diverse and
the key to addressing these matters is to ensure consistency
and equality in treatment and to collate robust data to
support reform of the Gazette Notice if appropriate. With the
availability of benchmarked labour costs, the Department
has an opportunity to achieve this consistency, provide a
level playing field for all societies and venues and gather
robust data.
The Department looks forward to the sector’s co-operation
in the months ahead.

PUBS AND CLUBS

When venue operator or manager changes
Societies are advised that some are failing in their responsibilities and must notify the
Department before, or as soon as practicable after, changes of venue manager and/or
venue operator occur. This is required under sections 71(1)(d), 71(1)(e), and 71(2)
of the Gambling Act 2003 and the Department will take action on continued breaches.
Societies may also be acting unlawfully after a change of
operator at a venue for which the society holds a current
Class 4 licence. The Department has identified several
instances where the primary business at a Class 4 venue has
changed hands and it has been some time before the venue
agreement has been signed by both parties and even longer
before the venue payment claim schedule has been agreed
and signed. Meanwhile, Class 4 gambling at the venue has
continued uninterrupted. The Gambling Act 2003 does not
provide for this practice.
Section 67(1)(j) states that the Secretary must refuse to grant
a Class 4 venue licence unless the Secretary is satisfied that
the Class 4 venue agreement (if required) enables the Class
4 gambling conducted at the venue to comply with the Act
and the proposed Class 4 venue licence and includes the
information specified in section 69.
Section 69(1)(a) states that a Class 4 venue agreement
must include a schedule signed by the venue manager
and the venue operator setting out the full name, date
of birth, contact details and gambling-related duties and
responsibilities of the venue manager. Section 69(1)(b)
states that a Class 4 venue agreement must include an
itemised list of the costs associated with the operation of
Class 4 gambling at the venue (i.e. the venue payment claim
schedule). Section 69(2) states that the venue agreement must
be signed by both the holder of (or applicant for) the Class 4
venue licence and the venue operator.

Section 74(1)(a) provides for the Secretary to suspend or
cancel a Class 4 venue licence if any of the grounds of section
67 are no longer met.
The overall meaning of these combined sections is that
when the business at a Class 4 venue changes hands Class
4 gambling cannot continue at that venue unless there is a
current, complete, signed venue agreement in place between
the society and the new venue operator. When the new venue
operator takes over the business Class 4 gambling at the
venue must cease immediately until the corporate society and
the new venue operator have both signed a complete venue
agreement. This includes a venue payment claim schedule.
Section 71(1)(g) provides for a period of four weeks of no
Class 4 gambling before the venue licence must be surrendered
and this should be more than enough time in which to get
a complete venue agreement signed by both parties.
Any society (and venue operator) that continues to conduct
Class 4 gambling when there is no current, complete, signed
venue agreement in place between the society and the venue
operator is in breach of the Gambling Act 2003. The society
would put its licence at risk and could face sanctions.
Societies need to ensure full compliance with
these requirements.

The overall meaning of these combined sections is that when
the business at a Class 4 venue changes hands Class 4 gambling
cannot continue at that venue unless there is a current, complete,
signed venue agreement in place between the society and the
new venue operator.
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EMS “sniffer” technology and VM systems
The Electronic Monitoring System (Cabling and Site Controller) Minimum Equipment
Standard has been amended, effective from 8 August 2008, to allow for “sniffer”
technology. This technology allows a device to be attached to the EMS loop in
venues and collect data from it in real-time.
Societies may be offered enhancements to or new venue
management systems (VMS) that use this new technology.
A “sniffer” device’s only function is to read data; it is
the VMS that processes that data in order to provide
the information that is used.
Any “sniffer” device must first be approved by the
Department and any approval does not apply to
the VMS that connects to it. As such, the Department
does not issue any assurances about the effectiveness,
usefulness or value of any VMS.
A “sniffer” device is passive – it can only ‘listen’ to the
real-time data on the EMS loop. It cannot alter the data
in any way. However, if a fault occurs with the “sniffer”
device, it can interrupt the connection to the site controller
in the same way that a cable fault would and cause all
machines to stop play. If a “sniffer” device is operated
at a venue, we recommend that venue staff are aware
of this and they know what to do if it occurs.
Societies should ensure that their service contractors
are able to maintain any venue QCOM communication
network, the integrity of the venue loop, gaming machines
and connected third party technology. Intralot has no
responsibility for fault identification, testing the integrity
of the venue loop or restoration where communication is
lost for reasons other than a problem with the site controller.
Service contractors should have the necessary knowledge
and tools to carry out these checks.

Societies alone will be responsible financially for rectifying
any EMS faults caused by “sniffer” devices.
The Department is aware that VMS are used in some venues,
for example, to assist staff in daily cash management and to
print standard forms and collate data about the performance
of machines. However, we remind and caution societies to
ensure that any product it considers for purchase adds real
value to venue management and can be justified as an actual,
reasonable and necessary expense on this basis. Remote
networking of venues to societies would not seem to be of
value, as we expect current EMS reports to provide identical
audited data for regulatory purposes.
The Department is committed to the ongoing development
of the EMS reporting facility to better meet the needs
of societies and venues and to ensure that overall costs
are minimised by facilitating better access to, and use
of, the data available through EMS.
The Department is looking at ways of using the existing
EMS to provide similar functionality to current VMS or
other reconciliation systems. The Department will update
the sector on developments as and when appropriate.
We appreciate and will consider carefully any suggestions
or comments that you have in relation to EMS enhancements
and benefits for your society and venues.
This information is also available on the Gambling Technical
Equipment page at: www.dia.govt.nz

The Department is committed to the ongoing development of the
EMS reporting facility to better meet the needs of societies and
venues and to ensure that overall costs are minimised by facilitating
better access to, and use of, the data available through EMS.
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EMS USER MANUALS
– new versions

Community
Engagement Update
A pilot for the community engagement

Intralot have revised the EMS Web
Site and EMS Societies and Venues
User Manuals. These were first
published during the EMS roll-out
in June 2006. The new versions
cover some procedural changes
that have occurred since then
and also recent changes to the
EMS reports themselves.

model, outlined in the June 08 issue

The Electronic Meter Access Manual has also
been updated.

Department’s Hereford St offices. The first workshop was

The new manuals are available from the EMS
web site https://venues.nzems.net.nz (log in
to the Restricted area, then click the “Help” tab).
The manuals are also available from the DIA
web site www.dia.govt.nz (Go to “gambling”,
“Electronic Monitoring System”, then
“Publications”). The new versions replace
the original ones.
These new editions provide useful and essential
information to help you understand and use EMS
effectively. They can be downloaded and saved
or printed off from either web site at no charge.

of Gambits, is under way in the north and
east Christchurch wards of Papanui-Shirley
and Burwood-Pegasus.
The first stage of the pilot, which began in November and

will run to February, involved the collection of information

related to these areas from the Department’s own resources
and those that are publicly available.

There have also been two workshops conducted in the

attended by community development, health and problem
gambling organisations that work in the area. The second

workshop involved representatives from other regulatory

compliance and enforcement organisations such as Police,
Christchurch City Council and the Canterbury District
Health Board. The workshops are complemented by
one-on-one interviews with relevant parties.

The information collection phase will provide the

Department with a more complete community profile,

allowing issues to be identified that might be impacting

on community safety such as venue operations or the types
of gambling conducted in the area. There will also be a

number of venue inspections and club audits conducted
as part of the overall activity.

The information collection phase will provide the Department
with a more complete community profile, allowing issues to be
identified that might be impacting on community safety such as
venue operations or the types of gambling conducted in the area.
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PIDs readiness update
The Department and gaming machine manufacturers strongly urge clubs
and societies to arrange without further delay the upgrade of their electronic
gaming machines to provide Player Information Displays (PIDs). About 11,000
Class 4 pokies were still to be upgraded as at the beginning of December.
Manufacturers advise that upgrade arrangements
need to be in hand by the beginning of April 2009 at
the latest, to allow time for purchase, delivery, service
requirements and the processing of licence changes.
The Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation)
Regulations 2004 require all electronic gaming
machines in New Zealand Class 4 venues and
casinos to have PIDs from 1 July 2009. The
regulation has applied to new electronic
gaming machines since 1 October 2005.

PIDs or pop-ups are a design feature that aim to
minimise or prevent gambling harm by interrupting
continuous pokie play at least every 30 minutes,
telling the player how long they have been playing,
how much they have spent and their net wins and
losses. They complement other activities carried
out under venue host responsibility programmes
to recognise and assist problem gamblers.
Non-compliant EGMs will not operate after
1 July 2009.

Open every day

0800 654 655
GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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CGA’s PIDs claims rejected
Claims that the funding pool for New Zealand sports and community groups will be
slashed by $100 million because of the introduction of player information displays (PIDs)
in electronic gaming machines are exaggerated, Internal Affairs Gambling Compliance
Director, Mike Hill, said.
The claims were contained in a wide-ranging attack on the
pop-ups by Charity Gaming Association Chief Executive,
Francis Wevers, in a recent issue of the Sunday Star-Times.
PIDs will be mandatory in all EGMs from 1 July 2009.
“The figures quoted by Mr Wevers should not be viewed
as a reason for gaming machine operators not to maximise
their returns to the community and if there were significant
reductions in those returns we would want to know why,”
Mike Hill said.
“Mr Wevers claimed it costs about $5000 to update machines.
Even at this very late stage, we understand that at least one
large manufacturer is supplying upgrades at well below
this price.
“In any case, the requirement for player information
displays was put in place in August 2004. It has applied
to new machines since 1 October 2005 and applies to all
machines from 1 July 2009. In other words, by the time the
requirement comes fully into force, pokie operators will have
had almost five years’ notice of the requirement to get these
pop-up displays onto their machines.
“This long and staggered lead-in time was to allow the
sector to depreciate existing machines and introduce popup compliant machines as part of their standard machine
upgrade and replacement programmes. This should have
minimised any one-off cost. Prudent operators could have
taken advantage of these opportunities as part of their
business-as-usual.”  
Mr Wevers also said that the warnings would prove
ineffective and there was now newer technology
that should be investigated.
Gambling Policy Manager, John Markland, said the
Department monitors and considers technological
developments from around the world. Research
shows that player information displays are useful.
“All gamblers are entitled to a safe gambling environment.
The pop-ups help prevent gambling becoming a problem,
rather than focusing primarily on those who are already
‘problem gamblers’,” John Markland said.

“Nova Scotia included pop-ups on its machines from 2001
on, and its research concluded that they reduced expenditure
by higher risk players.
“Contrary to other comments being made by some sections
of the industry, Nova Scotia has not abandoned PIDs. Player
information displays are an integral feature of the on-line
real-time player tracking and pre-commitment system that
is now being introduced in Nova Scotia. While that top-ofthe-range system might be more effective than PIDs alone,
putting in place a similar system in New Zealand would
take several more years and would be far more expensive
and far more difficult to implement than PIDs.
“What’s more, differences between the original Nova Scotia
pop-up system and the New Zealand system suggest that
New Zealand’s will be more effective. For example, in Nova
Scotia the pop-ups appeared at regular intervals. Therefore,
if a player was keeping a very close watch on the time, they
could cash out and move to another machine, or run the
machine down to zero, just before time was up, so that they
never had to see the pop-ups. If a player is this aware, then
arguably the pop-ups have achieved one of the key things
we are trying to achieve in New Zealand – an informed
decision whether or not to continue gambling. However, in
New Zealand it isn’t quite so predictable and the pop-ups
are harder to avoid because they have to appear at irregular
intervals not exceeding 30 minutes of continuous play.
“PIDs in New Zealand are not intended to be a silver bullet.
They are one tool in a wide range of tools to reduce the risk
of problem gambling and/or prevent or minimise harm.”
In May 2005, Parliament’s Regulations Review Committee
responded to industry complaints by saying that the pop-up
requirement was in accordance with the general objects and
intentions of the Gambling Act, which include preventing
and minimising the harm caused by gambling. The
Committee also said that the requirement did not trespass
unduly on gamblers’ personal rights and liberties and there
was sufficient consultation before the regulation was made.
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Officials support evidence-based approach
Ross Ferrar, chief executive of the Gaming Technologies Association, criticised
“anti-gambling zealots” in an opinion piece for the NZ Herald headlined Problem pokies?
Pull the other one. He said that those who attack the hospitality industry should
employ evidence-based research and not “hysterical anti-gambling nonsense”.
In response the Ministry of Health and the Department of
Internal Affairs note that Mr Ferrar made some valid points
in his article, including the considerable amount of money
donated to community purposes each year. Also, there
was no disputing the high level of regulation to which
the gaming machine sector is subject.
“The gambling industry, much like the tobacco and alcohol
industries, is subject to close scrutiny and controls, due to the
potentially harmful nature of its products,” the departments
said. “And the potentially harmful nature of the gambling
industry’s products is highlighted by the facts about the
wider harm associated with gambling, something not
covered in Mr Ferrar’s article.
“Studies indicate that, on average, several other people
experience negative effects from the behaviour of each
problem gambler and at-risk gambler, a total, when the
gambler is included, that numbers in the hundreds of
thousands across New Zealand. What is more, by far
the majority have problems relating to gaming machines.
“Rather than acknowledging this, Mr Ferrar instead takes
issue with the ‘zealots’ opposed to gambling. The reality is,
however, that a large proportion of the population, 64 per
cent (Department of Internal Affairs People’s Participation
in, and Attitudes to, Gambling, 1985 - 2005), views non-casino
gaming machines as a socially undesirable gambling activity.

“A sensible, evidence-based approach to addressing
problem gambling issues is a laudable objective, but
one that everyone across the gambling and problem
gambling sectors needs to adhere to.
“For example, a figure recently cited by the gambling
industry indicated that people gamble only $60 a year,
on average. This average figure appears to ignore the fact
that only a proportion of the population actually gambles,
and only a small proportion plays gaming machines.
“Based on surveys of people’s participation in gambling
and the $927 million players lost on non-casino gaming
machines in the year to 30 September 2008, we estimate
that these gamblers alone lost an average of $1500 each.
“Of course, many of them will have lost a lot less than
this average figure and the smaller number of problem
and at-risk gamblers will have lost a lot more.
“Both the Ministry of Health and the Department of Internal
Affairs support Mr Ferrar’s call for a sensible and evidencebased approach, but suggest that it must be consistent with
the public health approach required by the Gambling Act 2003.
“We look forward to the day that both these requirements
are acknowledged in a meaningful way by all involved
in the gambling and problem gambling sectors.”

“This attitude is in fact not an isolated example of zealotry, but
rather a majority view that perhaps reflects society’s growing
discomfort with the regular headlines around the impacts of
problem gambling on families, communities and businesses.

“The gambling industry, much like the tobacco and alcohol industries,
is subject to close scrutiny and controls, due to the potentially
harmful nature of its products.”
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Commission concerned at gaming room monitoring
The Gambling Commission remains concerned at the effectiveness of technology
and the diligence of venue staff in monitoring for underage and problem gambling.
It rejected an appeal by Perry Foundation Ltd against
a condition the Secretary of Internal Affairs imposed on
Mount Maunganui’s Mount Mellick Restaurant and Bar
Class 4 licence, to close an internal entrance to the gaming
room and lock an external entrance. The Department was
concerned the entrances could be used by under-18s and
encourage problem gamblers to access the gaming machines.
This is the third time the Commission has backed
Department decisions to close external access to gaming
machine areas. One from the Lion Foundation involved
11 venues and the other was from Unison Trust over the
Occidental Hotel in Wellington.
In its latest decision the Commission said it gave “serious
consideration” to directing the Secretary to reconsider
whether Mt Mellick should be licensed for gaming

machines at all without significant changes to its layout
and operation. Staff lacked ready opportunity to observe
activity in the gaming room and the Commission suggested
the Department consider its concerns in consultation
with the operator.
A Commissioner twice visited the venue as a member
of the public.
“At no stage during either of the two visits did any member
of staff enter the gaming room, nor did they appear to pay
any attention to the CCTV monitor located at the bar,” the
Commission said in its decision. “Irrespective of whether
technological assistance is used, all measures to prevent
underage gambling or minimisation of harm from gambling
rely in practice on the diligence of the venue’s staff in
making and following up on observations of activity.”

Mystery shopper campaign will test HPM
The Department is embarking on a national mystery shopper campaign to test venue
compliance for minimising and preventing gambling harm.
Gambling operators are obliged to monitor patrons for
potential gambling problems and harm prevention and
minimisation (HPM) requirements remain a focus of venue
compliance. But the Department is still finding a lack
of problem gambling awareness with untrained staff
on duty at a gambling venue.
The Department has a range of sanctions available
for non-compliance:
•	Infringement notices

•	Cancellation or suspension of the Class 4 venue licence
•	Prosecution proceedings

Earlier this year the Department prosecuted a Kaiapoi
publican for providing credit to a gambler. The prohibition
on credit is a harm prevention measure.
Societies are advised to tell their venues about the mystery
shopper campaign and ensure that venue staff are fully
acquainted with the relevant harm prevention and
minimisation requirements.
Mystery shoppers can be used to test a range of compliance
areas and is an option that may be used randomly and
without warning.

•	Reviewing the suitability of venue key persons.

Mystery shoppers can be used to test a range of compliance areas
and is an option that may be used randomly and without warning.
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HARM MINIMISATION

PG intervention officer appointed
The Tokaanu-Turangi District Memorial RSA Inc takes harm prevention and minimisation
seriously. They have reworked the ClubNZ HPM policy to make it better match the club
and appointed a problem gambling intervention officer from the society’s committee.
The society’s policy is:
•	Approach a suspected problem gambler before
they need it
•	Encourage them to get involved in other club activities
• Tell the person they are being monitored
• Encourage self exclusion.

This might involve distracting the gambler into other
activities or the officer may initiate ways to manage

the situation. For example, this might involve allowing
them a certain amount of time or money to gamble
and then steer them to other activities.

The intervention officer has taken all the committee through
HPM training and three committee members and four staff
have their PG training certificates displayed in the gaming
area along with the HPM policy, which is also in the bar.

The club maintains an incident book and staff must visually

Staff identify a person suspected of having a gambling
problem and the intervention officer will assess the
action needed.

Harm prevention and minimisation is discussed at every

check the gaming area at hourly intervals and conduct
physical checks two hourly. The checks are noted and

staff know to pass information to the intervention officer.
staff meeting. The RSA also shares information with
the Tongariro Chartered Club.

Multi-venue exclusion model a success
Queenstown’s pioneering multi-venue exclusion order model has proved a success and
is now being adopted in several areas including Invercargill, Dunedin, Nelson and Hamilton.
Since Queenstown adopted the model in 2006, 65 gamblers,
or about 90 per cent, wishing to “self-exclude” have used
the multi-venue process.
Rose Fraser, a counsellor with the Salvation Army’s
Oasis problem gambling treatment service, says that since
the inception of the multi-venue process the number of
persons seeking problem gambling counselling has reduced
significantly. She attributes this directly to the multi-venue
process. Her enquiries revealed that by opting to participate
in this process the choices to gamble are greatly reduced
and most feel that is enough to stop them gambling.
The Department’s Queenstown-based gambling inspectors
developed the model after they found that many patrons
with gambling problems would self-exclude from one
casino but then gamble at the other or a Class 4 venue.
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To self-exclude from all local venues the gambler would
have to contact them all individually.
The solution was a ‘one stop shop’ for multi-venue
exclusion. The first venue visited by the person wanting to
self-exclude becomes the initiating venue and goes through
the normal self-exclusion process. The venue then offers the
person the option of filling out a letter to the other venues.
In the letter, the patron selects other venues in the area from
which they want to be excluded. They specify the period
of exclusion, sign the letter and have their photo taken.
Then the initiating venue sets the multi-exclusion process
in motion by sending the letter to all the venues specified
by the patron. On receipt, other nominated venues issue
their own exclusion orders to the patron.

HARM MINIMISATION

PG online library in demand
Three years in the making, the Problem Gambling Foundation’s online catalogue
is a hit with Internet users, according to PGFNZ’s Research Librarian, Glenda Northey.
Use of the library online has exceeded expectations.
The catalogue went online in June 2008. July and September
recorded 6000-7000 searches per month, with many articles
and reports instantly accessible by the URL details provided.
Materials not provided online are scanned and emailed out
within 24 hours.
“Over 22,000 searches were recorded during October, more
than supporting the library as an important information
source and provider in our problem gambling environment,”
Glenda Northey said.
Key areas researched included: ethnicity (1708), law and
business (1284), biomedical (1179), relationships (1145)
and gambling (1134).
An online survey in October with 175 respondents showed
that about 64 per cent were New Zealand-based clients;

25 per cent used the library web site and 10 per cent used the
online catalogue. Those who used the catalogue commented
how it contained essential information that they needed and
that they particularly liked being able to download material
straight away. Others suggested material in pdf form that
they would like on the site such as more gambling reports
and other “grey” literature not easily available.
Glenda Northey said overall 60 per cent of respondents
rated the library highly at 4 out of 5.
The library catalogue and the online publication are updated
regularly and are evolving to suit the needs of the clients
who use them.
The catalogue is available at: http://pgfnz.infospecs.co.nz/

“Over 22,000 searches were recorded during October,
more than supporting the library as an important information
source and provider in our problem gambling environment.”

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679

E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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OVERSEAS GAMBLING

Warning re promoting overseas gambling
Two New Zealand poker leagues immediately removed overseas gambling-related
material from their electronic publications after the Department told them they
contravened the Gambling Act.
S16 (1) states: A person must not publish or arrange to publish,
in New Zealand, an overseas gambling advertisement.
The Department commends both the National Pub
Poker League [NPPL] and Kiwi Poker League for their
immediate cooperation and acknowledged that the
offences were inadvertent.
These cases highlight the need for individuals and groups
to take care when they are considering advertising overseas
gambling-related items in any form. Section 16 is not limited
to “advertising” overseas gambling, but includes any

communication that either publicises or promotes
a gambling operator who is outside New Zealand
or communication that is likely to induce persons
to gamble outside New Zealand.
The Act defines “publish” broadly, including newspapers
and periodicals and a range of other means of conveying
information, such as broadcasting, computer disc,
film or video and bringing to the notice of the public
in New Zealand “in any other manner”. A person who
contravenes S16 (1) commits an offence and is liable
on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding $10,000.

Agreement over soccer logo issue
The Department accepted an undertaking from the Newcastle Jets soccer team
that its sponsor’s logo, advertising an Australian betting agency, will be removed
from players’ jerseys when they return in January to replay the Wellington Phoenix.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
Department contacted the Newcastle team before its
November 23 match in Wellington and asked them to
consider the implications of New Zealand’s Gambling Act,
which makes it an offence to advertise overseas gambling.

Mike Hill said. “Given their undertakings to rectify
the situation before January’s return game and to avoid
displaying the betting agency’s logo during any televised
match interviews, we are confining our action in this
instance to one of education and persuasion.”

“We considered their explanation that they were unaware of
our law and that they did not have time to get new logo-free
jerseys before the match. Taping over the logos was not
an option as this would damage the shirts irreparably,”

Television broadcasters covering the Wellington match
could have a defence under the Gambling Act if the
promotion of the betting agency is only incidental
to the coverage of the game.

“We considered their explanation that they were unaware of our law
and that they did not have time to get new logo-free jerseys before
the match. Taping over the logos was not an option as this would
damage the shirts irreparably.”
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Former pokie venue manager sentenced
21 November 2008

A former venue manager of Petone’s Empire Hotel was sentenced to seven months
home detention and ordered to pay reparation of $12,000 after failing to account
for gaming machine money owed to the Lion Foundation.
Raeleen Isabelle Stewart, aged 26, of Porirua, admitted
her part in providing false information to conceal theft.
Earlier this year, Whetu Kamokamo Awatere, 26, former
bar manager at the Empire, pleaded guilty to the same
charge of causing loss by deception. He was sentenced
to 10 months home detention and ordered to pay $15,000
in reparation. He was also directed to undertake drug,
alcohol and gambling counselling.
Internal Affairs Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill,
said the prosecution arose after Lion Foundation advised
the Department of unaccounted-for funds. Raeleen Stewart
was responsible for supervising the gambling operation
and banking proceeds.

Whetu Awatere had a variety of duties associated with
the machines, including meter reading and cash handling.
“Both admitted to us that they had stolen gaming
machine proceeds to pay for personal expenses
or gambling,” Mike Hill said.
When sentencing Awatere, Judge A P Walsh, noted
that $180,280.22 was taken over 14 months in 2004-2005.
The offending was premeditated and an abuse of trust
and authority.
“Your offending deprived agencies who exist in
the community, without making a profit, to help
others who are not so fortunate,” the judge said.

Wine prize must be withdrawn
18 November 2008

The Department of Internal Affairs reminds advertising agencies and businesses that liquor
cannot be offered as a prize in sales promotions and customer loyalty scheme draws.
It told a winemaker to withdraw its offer of a case of

Pinot Noir in a sales promotion prize draw. The main part
of the prize is a weekend for two people in Marlborough.
The Department’s Gambling Compliance Director,

Mike Hill, said sales promotion schemes are classified
as gambling under the Gambling Act 2003 and it is
illegal to offer liquor as a gambling prize.

“Advertising agencies and their clients should be aware
of the Gambling Act when devising sales promotions,”
Mike Hill said.

“Last year we had to warn liquor stores that points won
in customer loyalty scheme draws could not be used to

purchase alcohol. The same applies to sales promotions.”

Prohibited prizes are:
•	A firearm, explosive (including ammunition),
restricted weapon, or airgun
•	Liquor
•	Tobacco products
•	A taonga tuturu (an object more than 50 years
old that relates to Maori
culture, history or society,
and was manufactured, modified, used, or brought
into New Zealand by Maori)

•	Vouchers or entitlements to commercial sexual services
•	Vouchers or entitlements to any of the other property

listed above.

Detailed information about sales promotions and
prohibited prizes is available on the Department’s
web site: www.dia.govt.nz
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Pokie spend tracking down
23 October 2008

Gaming machine expenditure in pubs and
clubs declined over 12 months. Total annual
expenditure for the year to 30 September
2008 was $927.1 million compared with
$938.3 million in the year to 30 June 2008.
In the September quarter spending was almost five per
cent down on the same period last year but up marginally
on the June 2008 quarter.
Spending rose from $231 million at 30 June 2008 to $232.3
million at 30 September 2008 compared with $237.7 million
for June 2007 and $243.5 million for September 2007.
The spending is captured through the electronic monitoring
of non-casino gaming machines (EMS), which became fully
operational in March 2007.

The Department can track and monitor operations, ensuring
the integrity of games and the accurate accounting of money.
Pubs accounted for 86 per cent of the September 08 quarter
expenditure at $200 million, with chartered clubs registering
7.8 per cent ($18 million), RSAs 4 per cent ($9.3 million)
and sports clubs ($4.9 million) the remainder.
Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill, said the
number of gaming machines was slightly up on the
June 08 quarter but has remained at around 20,000
since the introduction of EMS.
“There is always some fluctuation in venues and gaming
machines when these statistics are recorded,” Mike Hill
said. “They are a snapshot of the sector as at September 30.
During transfers machines are unlicensed, not operating
and, therefore, not counted, which would have accounted
for the lower number at 30 June.”
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20,025
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20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120
20,302
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GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JUNE TO SEPTEMBER 2008
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$200,054,016.19
$4,906,767.85
$18,036,625.39

86.1%
2.1%
7.8%

$9,333,985.96

4.0%

$32,277,379.20

13.9%

$232,331,395.39

100.0%

NON-CASINO GM SPENDING IN QUARTER ENDED:
30
30
31
31
30
30

September 2008
June 2008
March 2008
December 2007
September 2007
June 2007

$232.3m
$231m
$218.5m
$245.3m
$243.5m
$237.7m

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes
in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz

Gaming machine licence continues
3 October 2008

The Department of Internal Affairs
was satisfied that the Clendon Tavern,
Manurewa, had been rebuilt on its
existing site and licensed the venue
to continue operating gaming machines.

The Department said that after legal advice and
comment from the Manukau City Council it was
satisfied the gaming machine operator was legally
entitled to continue operating under its existing licence.

Manukau City Council has a policy preventing gambling
venues that have not previously held a licence being
licensed and Councillor Daniel Newman questioned
the Department’s decision to extend the venue’s
gaming machine licence during rebuilding.

The 18 gaming machines at the tavern were operated
by the South Auckland Charitable Trust before it
merged with the Lion Foundation.

Manukau City Council provided written confirmation
that it considers the new building to have the same
physical location as the previous venue.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities for liaising with gaming machine societies.
If societies have issues to discuss, they may contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.

SOCIETY

16

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Geoff McCambridge x 7307

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ASHBURTON TRUST CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

Geoff McCambridge x 7307

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

Scott Carsons x 7920

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

BENEFICIAL CHARITABLE TRUST

Scott Carsons x 7920

Brent Addison ext 5345

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED

David MacDonald x 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stuart Fuller x 7319

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons x 7920

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Artie McClelland x 7948

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington x 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

David MacDonald x 7035

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

Cliff Simpson from 21/04/08

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Dave Batenberg x 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Ann Hart x 7267

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HOROWHENUA COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Ian Leitch x 5418

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INC

Ian Leitch x 5418

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

ILT FOUNDATION

David MacDonald x 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Val Hawley x 5614

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland x 7948

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KIWI COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland x 7948

Craig Holmes ext 5486

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

David MacDonald x 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Geoff McCambridge x 7307

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington x 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES CHARITABLE TRUST

Scott Carsons x 7920

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION LTD

Dave Batenberg x 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Te Whiti x 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

OTAUTAU COMBINED SPORTS COMPLEX INCORPORATED

David MacDonald x 7035

Craig Holmes ext 5486

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

David Batenburg x 7922

Niall Miller ext 5485

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

Cliff Simpson x 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Te Whiti x 5667

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

PERRY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Ann Hart x 7267

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

Ann Hart x 7267

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Te Whiti x 5667

Niall Miller ext 5485

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons x 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

PUB CHARITY

Val Hawley x 5614

Niall Miller ext 5485

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Greg Clark x 7036

Niall Miller ext 5485

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

Greg Clark x 7036

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS AND CHARITY FOUNDATION

Greg Clark x 7036

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE LION FOUNDATION

Stephen Balmer x 7923

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Brent Addison ext 5345

THE SEAGULL FOUNDATION

Scott Carsons x 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION INCORPORATED

Greg Clark x 7036

Niall Miller ext 5485

TRILLIAN TRUST

Stephen Balmer x 7923

Craig Holmes ext 5486

TRUST AORAKI LIMITED

Geoff McCambridge x 7307

Brent Addison ext 5345

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Ian Leitch x 5418

Craig Holmes ext 5486

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington x 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

Cliff Simpson x 7937

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland x 7948

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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GAMBLING ISSUES KEY CONTACTS

Keith Manch

John Currie

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

National Manager Licensing

The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses
all the roles where the Department is, in effect,
the regulator of a sector of the economy.

This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and
anti-spam compliance, local government services, fire
service policy, identity services policy, civil defence and
emergency management policy and crown entity monitoring
functions. For the sake of simplicity, the functions outside
the gambling sector are not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and Regulations.
This policy team is in the same branch as the Gambling
Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance staff. This
means that policy and operational staff can benefit from
each other’s knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring
about compliance with the law. The Director works closely
with the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
so that there is a constant flow of information between
the staff involved in applying the law and those who
develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

Geoff Owen
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling
Compliance Group achieves both its strategic
objectives (short and long-term) and its business
goals. It coordinates strategic and business planning
for GCG as well as providing robust analysis,
monitoring and reporting around performance.
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Pokie funding and the community
By Keith Manch, Deputy Secretary of Internal Affairs

If gambling trusts ignore public concern at the way they allocate gaming machine money
they will find the community demanding alternative ways for distributing funds.
Gambling machine societies must be very transparent and have
community needs and priorities at the forefront of their funding
allocation decisions.

•	Arrangements between grant recipient organisations

The Gambling Act 2003 and the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds)
Regulations 2004 hold non-casino gaming machine operators
accountable for the grants process and require it to be accessible
and transparent.
Some grant applicants consider the regulations, which prohibit
pre-commitment of grants, lead to funding uncertainty and
impede their ability to plan strategically; a grant must be
made from available funds and cannot be a promise to pay
in the future.
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benefits on gaming machine societies in return for grants

•	In the sporting area, the inappropriate use of gambling

The public is also concerned that money is being taken from
low socio-economic communities, where gaming machines
are concentrated, and given to others in different, and perhaps
better-off, communities or interest areas.

Several operators could combine to grant millions of dollars from
a single quarter’s profits without the need to pre-commit. There
is no legal impediment to making large grants, as long as the
gaming machine society meets its Authorised Purpose statement,
has the money to make the grant in a given quarter and as long
as it puts in place appropriate accountability arrangements to
ensure the grant is spent as intended.

Surveys indicate a sizeable portion of the population sees room
for improving the distribution of gaming machine proceeds.
The cumulative effect of poor decision making has the potential
to undermine community tolerance for the system as whole.
For example, the Department hears concerns about:

•	Grant recipients conferring event naming rights or other

funding for individual sports professionals and
professional club expenses.

To provide grant applicants with greater certainty for long-term
planning, operators could, within the terms of their authorised
purpose statement, lawfully review and change their grants’
criteria and policies in order to give preference to some types of
grant applications over others. For example, an operator might
adopt a policy that it will give priority over the first 10 per
cent of its available funds in each quarter to grant applications
for authorised purposes relating to the next Olympic or
Commonwealth Games.

Improving the process

and venue operators designed to guarantee funding
to the grant recipients from the gaming machine
societies whose machines are operated at the venue

Harm prevention and minimisation and maximising community
benefits should be the ultimate goals of gaming machine societies.
Grant recipients also need to consider these goals. They have a big
part to play in supporting or, conversely, undermining the integrity
and effectiveness of grant making by gaming machine societies.
Grant recipient organisations must avoid the kinds of behaviours
that call the reputation of the funding distribution model
into question.

Alternative models
If significant problems occur, alternative funding distribution
models could be developed without negatively affecting the total
amount of money available to the community. Such models could
involve community-based decision making, ensuring that local,
regional and national needs are met.
The continued existence of the current method of distribution will
rely on it operating transparently with integrity, for sustainable
community benefit and for all participants to uphold the spirit
of the system.
While the Department of Internal Affairs’ role is to take a lead
in facilitating the achievement of the Act’s objectives and the
outcomes they relate to, it is the responsibility of all participants
in the “system” to ensure that this balance is met.
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Overheads: what’s a foundation to do?
By Joel J Orosz, Ph.D*
If there is a single issue that vexes managers and trustees
of charitable foundations the world over, it is undoubtedly
that of overhead expenses. The case against spending
overhead dollars is as simple as it can be: every dollar
that a foundation expends on overhead expenses is a dollar
that it cannot spend on grants. Overhead expenses, therefore,
are leeches upon grant making. The case for spending
overhead dollars is rather more complicated: “overhead”
is a catchall term that describes expenses both wasteful and
essential. While some overhead expenses are extravagant
and self-indulgent, other overhead expenditures pay for
the indispensable things that add value to foundation
grant making: engagement with applicants, proposal
improvement, grants management, evaluation, and sharing
of lessons learned. It is high time that we take a hard look
at both aspects of overhead expense, and learn how to
condemn the wasteful, celebrate the essential, and, above
all, learn how to understand the difference between the two.
A good place to begin this examination is to imagine a
foundation operating with the lowest possible overhead.
It would have no employees and, in lieu of making grants,
it would simply install a cash machine. Applicants whose
proposals met very minimal requirements would collect
their grants directly from the cash machine. Overhead
expense, once the cash machine was purchased, would
be reduced to the negligible costs of filling it and powering
it. Of course, there would be no one to examine the ability
or honesty of the applying organisations, so many of the
grants would be squandered. There would be no one
to improve proposals submitted, leading to repeated
mistakes, thus proving the truth of Edna St Vincent Millay’s
observation that “It’s not one damned thing after another;
it’s the same damned thing over and over.” There would
be no way to evaluate the grants, and no way to teach
others lessons that had never been learned in the first place.
Certainly, the ultra-low overhead style allows a foundation
to maximise grant making; the only problem is, almost
every grant thus made is a lousy one.
But if ultra-low overhead grant making is a vice, it does
not follow that ultra-high overhead grant making is a virtue.
Some types of overhead spending, in fact, lead directly
to ruin. Imagine a foundation operating with the highest
possible overhead. It constructs a palatial headquarters
building filled with fine art works and artificial rivers
wending through the lobby, the opulence of which would
make a Medici blush with shame. This pleasure dome of
philanthropy is congested by legions of highly-compensated
staff members who fervently believe it is necessary for them
to work, dine and travel in sumptuous surroundings.
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Such people seem to have missed the irony that Winston
Churchill meant to convey when he said: “My tastes are
simple. I can be easily satisfied with the very finest.”
Certainly, the ultra-high overhead style allows a foundation
to maximise an image of power and consequence; the only
problem is, almost every grant thus made consists of crumbs
that fell off the self-serving table.

Guidelines to success
Simply put, overhead-starved foundations and overheadbloated foundations are alike inefficient and ineffective.
If ultra-low and ultra-high are merely two faces of
foundation failure, what then does the face of foundation
success look like? Imagine a foundation that focuses on
the things that add value to the grants that they make:
engagement with applicants, both to find outstanding
proposals and to conduct due diligence to assure that
applicants are honest and capable; proposal improvement,
help that turns good proposals into great projects; grants
management, assuring that funded projects stay on the
straight and narrow path toward successful outcomes;
evaluation, learning what happened, why it happened,
and how it can be done better next time; and sharing lessons
learned, making sure that other funders and policymakers
are informed about what works – and what fails.
By focusing on these five types of good overhead,
a foundation can hardly go wrong. And avoiding the
major varieties of bad overhead – overhousing, overstaffing,
overpaying, and “over luxuriating” – is another can’t-lose
proposition. Keeping a pair of simple guidelines in mind
goes a long way to slicing through the Gordian knot of
the overhead issue:
1.	If a contemplated expenditure falls under the good
overhead category, it should be a candidate for approval.
2.	If a contemplated expenditure falls under the bad
overhead category, it should be a candidate for denial.
These guidelines also allow foundation leaders to stop
fruitlessly chasing the will o’ th’ wisp called “acceptable
overhead percentages”. This is a concept that is doomed
to failure in execution, for levels of desirable spending
on good overhead, and especially permissible spending
on bad overhead, are all over the map depending on a
given foundation’s asset size, its geographical location and
cultural milieu, whether it makes grants or operates its own
programs, whether it is taxed, and if so, how, and whether
its funding came (or still comes) from a company, a unit
of government, or a private individual donor.
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“Acceptable” overhead percentages, therefore, sink
into a great dismal swamp of variables, exceptions
and complexities that make them incredibly difficult to
calculate and well-nigh impossible to explain or defend.
Although it lacks the apparent precision of a fixed percentage,
the simple statement “If it adds value to grant making, it is
good overhead, and you should consider spending to support
it” has the virtue of being true under all circumstances.
Ultimately, it is probably wiser yet to say that there is no
real distinction between good overhead expenditures and
good grant making, for engaging with applicants, improving
proposals, managing grants, evaluating projects, and sharing
lessons learned are exactly the habitual practices of effective
grant makers. Expenditures for good overhead are thus
utterly essential to good grant making.

Ironies abound in the foundation world and none is more
profound than this one: more grants and bigger grants are
not necessarily – in fact, not even very often – synonymous
with better grants. More wasteful and stupid grants do
not a better society make. Overhead expenditures are both
bad and good, but their impact is not equal. Bad overhead
expenditures mean that foundations bake smaller apple pies.
Good overhead expenditures not only allow foundations
to bake bigger apple pies, but more importantly, they
provide the apples for the pies: they are utterly indispensable
to the recipe. So, by all means, let’s eliminate bad overhead
whenever we can, but at the same time, let’s nurture and
promote good overhead wherever we find it, for grants
without good overhead are like apple pies without apples
– just an empty blob of tasteless dough.

*Dr Orosz is Distinguished Professor of Philanthropic Studies, Dorothy A. Johnson Center for Philanthropy and Nonprofit Leadership,
Grand Valley State University, Grand Rapids, Michigan USA

Philanthropy NZ’s Regional Funders’ Forums
Grant makers are successful only to the extent that their grant recipients achieve
meaningful results, according to Courtney Bourn, programme director for the American
organisation Grant Makers for Effective Organisations (GEO).
She visited New Zealand recently, addressing several
national funders’ forums co-ordinated by Philanthropy
New Zealand, the Office for the Community and Voluntary
Sector and the Department.
GEO promotes strategies and practices that contribute
to grant recipients’ success. This is done through greater
understanding of practices that either hinder
or help non-profit organisations.
Part of the answer for greater grant making relates to the
relationship between the grant maker and the grant recipient
and recognising the strengths that each might bring to the
partnership. This helps foster collaboration between the
two and allows greater potential in identifying root causes
for issues rather than just addressing symptoms.

Other areas of focus for more effective grant making are
the strategy and approach employed by the grant maker,
sustainability issues and grant making mechanics. Within
these areas there are issues such as funding for the grant
recipients’ infrastructure and matching the funding with
the term of the proposed project and the consistency
of the grant making.
One person at the Christchurch session described
Ms Bourn’s address as thought-provoking. Many in the
audience were involved in community funding in the region.
The meeting generated considerable discussion and sharing
of knowledge about effective funding for community
organisations, which would have benefited gambling
societies and trusts if any were present.
Ms Bourn’s address is available at: www.philanthropy.org.nz
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Caversham gets short-term licence
Dunedin-based Caversham Foundation has been granted a six-month licence to operate
gaming machines after it reduced its operations to establish financial viability. As a
condition of the licence the Foundation will have to report regularly to the Department.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
Department refused to renew Caversham’s licence
in November 2007 because it was not financially viable
in terms of section 52 (1) (c) of the Gambling Act.
The Foundation appealed to the Gambling Commission
and continued operating pending a decision.
“In the interim, Caversham augmented its cash flow
by selling fixed assets and was able to pay its debts,”
Mike Hill said. “It reduced its operations from 452
machines in 39 venues to 148 machines in 13 venues.
“In terms of auditing standards, Caversham must now be
considered a ‘going concern’ and, while there are concerns
about future cash flow, there are no grounds to deny
a licence at this stage.

“A gambling operator’s licence is a privilege, not a right
and gambling operators must meet high standards to justify
remaining operational.
“The Department issued Caversham with a conditional
licence to the end of its financial year, 31 March 2009, and we
will reassess its performance after closely monitoring its cash
flow management and compliance with the Gambling Act.”
Caversham told the Gambling Commission it would
withdraw its appeal but reserved the right to return to the
Commission if it had issues with any licence conditions that
could not be resolved by discussion with the Department.

Open every day

0800 654 655
Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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CGA’s strategy welcomed
The Department has welcomed the Charity Gaming Association’s strategy for Class 4
gambling societies and providers to provide responsible gambling within a safe
gambling environment.
The CGA says bold decisions are necessary to arrest
the slide in public endorsement of and confidence
in the Class 4 gaming machine gambling sector.
In its “Integrated business sustainability and responsible gambling
strategy 2008-2014” the CGA also says gambling providers
will make their grant making process more transparent
and responsive to community needs and put a very high
proportion of gambling proceeds back into the community
from which it came. They will also adopt a high standard
of ethical personal and professional practice in the operation
of their fund raising and grant making businesses.
Internal Affairs Deputy Secretary, Keith Manch, says
the Department fully supports CGA’s efforts to assist its
members, and the venues in which they operate machines,
to meet their legal obligations.

“From our perspective, compliance with the law is a
non-negotiable minimum,” he said. “We were also pleased
to note an expectation that members of the CGA would go
further and behave in the spirit of the Gambling Act 2003.”
And in a speech to SPARC (Sport & Recreation New Zealand)
in June, Keith Manch said the community wanted gambling
managed so that the benefits outweighed the costs; the
integrity and effectiveness of gambling trusts’ grant making
is part of this equation.
“The integrity element is about whether grant making occurs
according to the letter and spirit of the Gambling Act,” he
said. “The Act requires separation between gambling trusts,
gambling machine venues and grant recipients. It requires
the application and distribution of grants to be transparent.”
See: “CGA adopts strategy for future” at: www.cga.org.nz
“Sport, gambling and grants” at: www.dia.govt.nz

Venue costs notice amended
The position of GST and venue payments has been officially clarified as agreed by the
recent Venue Expenses Working Party and after consultation. The Limits and Exclusions
on Class 4 Venue Costs Notice 17 July 2008, replaces the 2 September 2004 notice
and codifies the Department’s consistent stance on GST.
Since December 2004, the Department has stated that GST
is excluded from the calculation of venue expenses that
a society can pay under the notice. The satisfaction of
a society’s GST obligations should have no bearing on
the costs it is lawfully entitled to reimburse to a venue.
The majority of societies in fact have calculated their
venue payments on a GST exclusive basis as was intended.
The new notice took effect on 18 July 2008. The Department
expects immediate compliance. The Department wrote to
all non-club societies on18 April 2008, giving notice to this
effect and said that societies should start considering any
necessary operating adjustments. In the case of Limit D,
this means immediate compliance for any 12-month
period beginning on or after 18 July 2008.

Note that this new notice does not preclude the
Department from considering societies’ compliance
with the previous notice.
In support of the clarification and with the intention of
ensuring that all societies comply with these limits and
‘actual, reasonable and necessary’ costs, the Department’s
compliance effort for 2008/09 will have a focus on venue
payments and venue costs. Societies that fail to meet the
requirement of Limit D, who pay unjustified payments
to venues or increase venue payments for new venues
without justification can expect to be closely scrutinised.
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Minimum APs’ return remains for now
Gaming machine societies that distribute their profits by way of grants might recall the
Department asking whether they had any information they wished to contribute to a review
of the minimum percentage return to authorised purposes. The Department recently
completed that review.
The Cabinet has now decided to keep the minimum
requirement at 37.12 per cent of GST exclusive gross
proceeds for the time being. It took into account the fact
that there were a number of reasons why societies might
not be able to meet an increased minimum percentage
return until after 1 July 2009.

However, it also directed the Department to carry out a
further review of the minimum percentage return after 1
July 2009 and asked the Minister of Internal Affairs to report
back to Cabinet by 1 July 2010 on the potential to increase
the required return. The Department has begun preliminary
work towards the next review.

Late banking of GMP
Venues are continuing to bank gaming machine profits (GMP) late, despite the strong
likelihood of incurring sanctions. Between 1 April 2007 and 30 June 2008, 97 venue
managers received infringement notices, with penalties of $2500, for late banking.
Sanctions available to the Department for late banking
matters include infringement notices, suspension or
cancellation of a venue licence and prosecution. Late
banking breaches section 104 of the Gambling Act,
the Gambling (Class 4 Banking) Regulations 2006
and also the Class 4 Game Rules 2006.
Dishonoured cheques, invariably drawn from a venue’s
business account, feature in late banking notifications.
Anecdotal evidence from the sector indicates that some
venues are under financial pressure and hold on to GMP
over the weekend.
The Department is aware that some societies have instituted
internal procedures to alleviate the need to chase up late
banking venues. They get their venues to bank mid-week.

Societies are encouraged to adopt this type of approach,
by working closely with their venues and implementing
processes to ensure that venues bank well within the
required timeframe.
It is also important that societies fulfil their obligations under
s104 (3) of the Act by immediately disconnecting gaming
machines at venues that have failed to bank GMP on time.
The Department will be focusing on this obligation. Societies
who breach s104 (3) are liable on summary conviction to
a fine not exceeding $5000 or an infringement notice fine
of $2,500. Financial penalties cannot be claimed as a society
or venue expense.
See pg 9: Promotion costs broadcaster

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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When venue
managers change

Disposal of
gaming machines

Societies are reminded that current
venue agreements must reflect a
change in venue manager if that has
occurred. Section 71 of the Act requires
the society to make this notification
“as soon as practicable”, and the
Department expects this should be
within a matter of days, not weeks.

The Department is aware that
some corporate societies are failing
to comply with section 83 of the
Gambling Act 2003 by providing
the Department with certain details
when disposing of gaming machines.

The venue agreement should state specifically that
the current venue manager is the person responsible
for banking GMP. This should be stated clearly in the
schedule, which is attached to the venue agreement,
outlining the venue manager’s gambling-related
duties and responsibilities.

The holder of a Class 4 operator’s licence must
provide the means of disposal as well as the name
and contact details of the acquirer within 20 working
days of the date of disposal of a gaming machine.
This includes disposal by means of trading in the
machines to a manufacturer or distributor. Any Class
4 operator that fails to comply with this requirement
is liable, on summary conviction, to a fine not
exceeding $5,000.

To ensure that all venue agreements are up to date
and accurately reflect the venue manager’s banking
responsibility, the Department encourages societies
to review all venue agreements.

Changes to EMS website reports
Several changes were introduced to the daily, weekly and monthly reports available from
the EMS website with effect from 8 September. These were made as a result of industry
feedback and also to make them clear and easier to use.
The changes, with one main exception, are ‘cosmetic’ rather
than functional and do not affect the actual data produced in
the reports. They apply only to the .pdf versions; .xml format
reports are unchanged.
The exception is the Monthly Venue Activity – Society
Level (7.2.10) report, which replaces the “Gaming Machine
– Monthly Meters plus Adjustments” report that was
previously posted to each venue’s website page following the
end of each calendar month. The new report is posted only
to the society’s website page and, instead of including gross
and net values for all meters, now shows only those net
meter values, including any adjustments, that directly affect
‘gaming machine profits’ determination.

Common changes to all new report versions are:
•	The removal of colouring and shading, which reduces

printing costs

•	The inclusion of Society and Venue Licence numbers

(GMV’s) in the identification details (in addition to
EMS identification numbers).

A more comprehensive account of the changes is available
from the Department’s website www.dia.govt.nz (gambling/
EMS page) and further information, including examples
of the new report formats and an overview of each report,
can be found on the Help page of the EMS website itself.
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Pop-ups requirement looms
Gambling operators now have less than 12 months to ensure their gaming machines
provide “pop-ups” or player information displays (PIDs).
The introduction of PIDs is aimed at minimising or
preventing gambling harm and will complement other
activities carried out under venue host responsibility
programmes to recognise and assist problem gamblers.
From 1 July next year, the Gambling (Harm Prevention and
Minimisation) Regulations 2004 require all electronic gaming
machines in casinos, pubs and clubs to have a design feature
that interrupts continuous play at least every 30 minutes,
tells the player how long they have been playing, how much
they have spent and their net wins and losses. The regulation
has applied to new electronic gaming machines since
October 1 2005.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the sector
has had five years to prepare for pop-ups and make them
part of machine upgrades. Many operators have taken
this approach.
“The regulation was passed in August 2004 and Parliament’s
Regulations Review Select Committee dismissed complaints
from some businesses in the gambling sector, saying it met
the general objects and intentions of the Gambling Act,
did not trespass unduly on gamblers’ personal rights
and liberties and there was sufficient consultation
before the regulation was made.

“The staggered introduction of the regulations was to allow
the sector to introduce pop-up compliant machines as part
of their standard replacement programmes. The thinking
was that once old machines were fully depreciated they
would be replaced with ones that provided pop-ups and
were compatible with the new electronic monitoring system
(EMS), thus reducing considerably, if not eliminating,
any one-off cost.
“Some in the gambling sector question the effectiveness
of pop-ups, and point to their withdrawal in Nova Scotia.
Nova Scotia replaced pop-ups with a superior player
tracking and pre-commitment system and research
indicates pop-ups are effective in targeting those
at risk from continuous gambling on the pokies.
“Pop-ups try to make machines safer for all participants,
not just problem gamblers, and reinforce the right people
have to make informed choices about their gambling.
PIDs aim to prevent gambling becoming a problem.”
After 1 July 2009 it will be illegal to operate gambling
machines that do not have PIDs. Gambling operators are not
permitted to operate illegal gaming machines and need to
work with machine manufacturers to ensure the 1 July 2009
deadline is met. The Department will enforce the regulation.

Pop-ups try to make machines safer for all participants, not just
problem gamblers, and reinforce the right people have to make
informed choices about their gambling.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
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Problem Gambling – key facts
Gambling can be a harmless entertainment activity from which people derive personal
enjoyment and that provides other positive social effects.
The proceeds from non-commercial gambling provide
significant funding for a wide variety of community
purposes. If well directed, these funds can enhance
empowerment, participation and the quality of life
across all types of communities.
However, gambling also has adverse effects on many
individuals, their families and their communities.
From time to time, the prevalence and impacts of problem
gambling in New Zealand are the subject of misinformed
comment. In the interests of informed discussion, the
Department, in consultation with the Ministry of Health,
has compiled some key facts.
This is the kind of information that underpinned the inclusion
in the Act of a harm prevention objective and a wide variety of
measures intended to prevent and minimise harm:

gaming machines regularly are likely to score as problem
gamblers. Gaming machines are the form of gambling that
is most often associated with gambling problems
•	In addition to those who score as problem gamblers on

standard questionnaires, at least some of those who score
as moderate risk or low risk will also meet the criteria for a
problem gambler as set out in New Zealand’s Gambling Act
2003. Further, most surveys leave out some groups that
have high rates of problem gambling (for example, people
in prison). These two facts mean that published figures
tend to underestimate actual problem gambling prevalence

•	Harm from problem gambling can include poor

parenting, family violence, other crime, and suicide.
These harms affect people other than the gambler

•	Gambling-related harm affects some sections of the

•	At any given time, between 0.3 per cent and 1.8 per cent

community more than others. In particular:

•	Around 20 per cent of adults in New Zealand do not

–	people living in high deprivation neighbourhoods
are more likely than people living in other
neighbourhoods to be problem gamblers, and
are more likely to suffer gambling-related harm

of adults living in the New Zealand community are likely
to score as problem gamblers on standard questionnaires between about 10,000 and 60,000 people
gamble. Most of those who do gamble play Lotto, which
is relatively low risk for problem gambling. It is likely that
fewer than 2 per cent of those who play only Lotto will
score as problem gamblers, even if they play it every week

•	The overwhelming majority of adults do not play non-

casino gaming machines, do not gamble in casinos, do not
bet on horse or dog races, and do not bet on sports events,
all of which are higher risk

•	Problem gambling prevalence rates for people who

participate regularly and/or usually participate for more
than an hour at a time in these higher risk gambling
activities can range up to 30 per cent. For example, around
20 per cent (one in five) of New Zealand adults who play

–	M aori
and Pacific peoples are more likely than other
groups to be problem gamblers, and are more likely to
suffer gambling-related harm
–	M aori
and Pacific women are more likely than
other groups to suffer harm related to non-casino
gaming machines

–	some Asian groups, and Pacific peoples and M aori
,
are more likely than other groups to suffer harm
related to casino gambling.
More detailed analysis of current research findings
and other data is available on the Problem Gambling
page of the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz

Promotion costs broadcaster
Radio Sport has paid a $5000 fee after the Department issued the broadcaster with an infringement
notice for promoting an overseas betting agency in a programme interview. The investigation followed
a complaint from the NZ Racing Board. Section 16 of the Gambling Act prohibits the advertising of
overseas gambling and provides for a maximum fine on summary conviction of $10,000. Infringement
notices are an alternative to summary prosecution and are detailed in Schedule 6 of the Act.
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Annual pokie spend drops
24 July 2008

Gaming machine expenditure in the country’s 1600 pubs and clubs fell by just over one
per cent in the year to June 30, 2008, from an estimated $950 million to $938.3 million.
In the 2006/07 year gaming machine spending rose about five per cent from $906 million.
This is the first time it has been possible to produce an
accurate record of annual pokie expenditure, due to the
electronic monitoring of non-casino gaming machines, which
became fully operational in March 2007. The Department
can track and monitor operations, ensuring the integrity
of games and the accurate accounting of money.
Expenditure in the three months to 30 June 2008 rose almost
six per cent to $231 million, compared with a drop of almost
11 per cent from $245.3 million to $218.5 million in the March
quarter. June 08 quarter spending was almost three per cent
lower than for the same period last year.
Pubs accounted for 86 per cent of the June 08 quarter
expenditure at $199 million, with chartered clubs registering

7.9 per cent ($18.3 million), RSAs four per cent ($9.2 million)
and sports clubs ($4.5 million) the remainder.
Internal Affairs’ Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill,
said the number of gaming machines, which were down on
the March 08 quarter, had remained relatively stable since
the introduction of electronic monitoring (EMS).
“There is always some fluctuation in venues and gaming
machines when these statistics are recorded,” Mike Hill said.
“They are a snapshot of the sector as at June 30 when there
was an abnormally high number of venues transferring
due to one society withdrawing from the market. During
transfers machines are unlicensed, not operating and,
therefore, not counted.”

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

30 June 2008

415

1552

19,856

31 March 2008

421

1569

20,018

31 December 2007

428

1585

20,182

30 September 2007

435

1593

20,163

30 June 2007

439

1598

20,120

31 March 2007

444

1607

20,302

“There is always some fluctuation in venues and gaming machines
when these statistics are recorded,” Mike Hill said. “They are a
snapshot of the sector as at June 30 when there was an abnormally
high number of venues transferring due to one society withdrawing
from the market. During transfers machines are unlicensed,
not operating and, therefore, not counted.”
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GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – APRIL TO JUNE 2008
SOCIETY TYPE
NON-CLUB
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$198,982,160.68

86.1%

$4,545,159.04

2.0%

$18,252,654.92

7.9%

$9,231,183.43

4.0%

$32,028,997.39

13.9%

$231,011,158.07

100.0%

NON-CASINO GM SPENDING IN QUARTER ENDED:
30 June 2008

$231m

31 March 2008

$218.5m

31 December 2007

$245.3m

30 September 2007

$243.5m

30 June 2007

$237.7m

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes
in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz

Open every day

0800 654 655
GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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Publican fined for providing credit to gambler
28 August 2008

A Kaiapoi publican is the first person to be convicted under the Gambling Act 2003
for providing credit to a gambler.
In the Christchurch District Court, Stewart (Stu) Ross
Turner, 46, of Redcliffs, manager of The Crossing on
Kaiapoi tavern, was fined a total of $2100 on three charges
of providing credit to a patron playing the gaming machines
plus $130 costs.
The prohibition on credit is a harm prevention measure
and Mr Turner told an Internal Affairs Department gambling
inspector he knew that requesting money is one of the signs
of a problem gambler and that the patron was gambling with
the credit. But he had spoken to him about his gambling and
always thought the patron was financially sound. Mr Turner
provided a total of $3500 in credit, of which $2500 was
repaid by the gambler’s father and $1000 by the gambler.
The tavern’s gaming machines are operated for the
Caversham Foundation and defence lawyer, James Rapley,
argued that Mr Turner should be discharged without
conviction because the Department was proposing
to suspend the Foundation’s venue licence.

He also pointed to a similar case in 2005, soon after
the Gambling Act took effect, in which the venue manager
was discharged without conviction on payment of $2500
to the Problem Gambling Foundation.
Internal Affairs’ Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill,
said the Department investigated the Kaiapoi case after
a complaint to the Problem Gambling Foundation.
“Gambling operators are required to monitor patrons for
potential problem gamblers,” Mike Hill said. “Staff are
trained to recognise symptoms and must offer problem
gambling information. This publican flew directly in
the face of his responsibilities under the Gambling Act.
“Attempts to borrow money to support gambling are
one of the key tell-tale signs of problem gambling. Other
indications include repeated visits to money machines,
disorderly or agitated behaviour and increased gambling
sessions. One of the most common indicators is notification
from a relation, friend or family member of the patron.”

Bar manager convicted
3 July 2008

A former Auckland bar manager was sentenced to three months home detention
and 50 hours community service for theft and failing to bank gaming machine profits.
William James McCormick, aged 57, pleaded guilty in the
Auckland District Court to one charge of theft by a person
in a special relationship and one of failing to bank almost
$21,000. The Gambling Act requires gaming machine money
to be banked within five working days.
McCormick was manager of Royal Oak’s Roundabout Bar
and Brasserie, which had a long history of late banking
with the society that owned the gaming machines, the
Southern Trust. As a result, the Trust removed its machines,
with almost $21,000 outstanding, and complained to the
Department of Internal Affairs.
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Internal Affairs’ Director of Gambling Compliance,
Mike Hill, said gaming machine money does not belong
to a venue but to the society, which is responsible for
distributing funds to the community.
“The community must be the ultimate beneficiary of gaming
machine proceeds in line with one of the purposes of the
Gambling Act,” he said. “This case sends a strong message
to venues that gaming machine proceeds do not belong
to them but are held in trust. Not dealing with the funds
as the law requires deprives the community of money
and constitutes theft.”

CONTACTS
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Keith Manch

John Currie

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

National Manager Licensing

The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses all
the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator
of a sector of the economy.

This position has prime responsibility for Class 4 Licensing,
championing a new electronic licensing regime and
management oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and antispam compliance, local government services, fire service
policy, identity services policy, civil defence and emergency
management policy and crown entity monitoring functions.
For the sake of simplicity, the functions outside the
gambling sector are not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management of
Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and Gambling
Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and Regulations.
This policy team is in the same branch as the Gambling
Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance staff. This
means that policy and operational staff can benefit from
each other’s knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with
the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so
that there is a constant flow of information between the
staff involved in applying the law and those who develop
the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing and
implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned into
the work done in the field.

Geoff Owen
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling
Compliance Group achieves both its strategic objectives
(short and long-term) and its business goals. It coordinates
strategic and business planning for GCG as well as
providing robust analysis, monitoring and reporting around
performance.
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GM societies’ contacts
The Department’s gambling compliance and licensing inspectors each have responsibilities
for liaising with gaming machine societies. If societies have issues to discuss, they may
contact these inspectors first by phoning the Department’s toll free number 0800 257 887.
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SOCIETY

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

AHAURA/GREY VALLEY LIONS CLUB INC

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

AIR RESCUE SERVICES LIMITED

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Craig Holmes ext 5486

ASHBURTON TRUST CHARITABLE FOUNDATION

Greg Clark x 7036

Richard Attwood ext 5380

AUCKLAND BOWLS TRUST

Scott Carsons x 7920

Richard Attwood ext 5380

BENEFICIAL CHARITABLE TRUST

Scott Carsons x 7920

Richard Attwood ext 5380

BULLER COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY LIMITED

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Richard Attwood ext 5380

CAVERSHAM FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stuart Fuller x 7319

Craig Holmes ext 5486

CONSTELLATION COMMUNITIES TRUST INC

Scott Carsons x 7920

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

CUESPORTS FOUNDATION LIMITED

Artie McClelland x 7948

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

ENDEAVOUR COMMUNITY TRUST

Garth Cherrington x 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

EUREKA TRUST

David Macdonald x 7035

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

FIRST SOVEREIGN TRUST

Cliff Simpson x 7937

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

FOUR WINDS FOUNDATION

David Batenburg x 7922

Richard Attwood ext 5380

GRASSROOTS TRUST

Ann Hart x 7267

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

HUCKLEBERRYS SPORTS & CHARITABLE SOCIETY INC Ian Leitch x 5418

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

ILT FOUNDATION

David Macdonald x 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

INFINITY FOUNDATION LTD

Val Hawley x5614

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KAIWAKA SPORTS ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland x 7948

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

KIWI COMMUNITY TRUST LIMITED

Artie McClelland x 7948

Craig Holmes ext 5486

LIONS CLUB OF OHAI-NIGHTCAPS INCORPORATED

Greg Clark x 7036

Richard Attwood ext 5380

MAINLAND FOUNDATION LIMITED

Stuart Fuller x 7319

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

MANA COMMUNITY GRANTS FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington x 5520

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MANUKAU COUNTIES COMMUNITY FACILITIES
CHARITABLE TRUST

Scott Carsons x 7920

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

MOUNT WELLINGTON FOUNDATION

David Batenburg x 7922

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

NEW ZEALAND COMMUNITY TRUST

Jay Laban x 5484

Richard Attwood ext 5380

OTAUTAU COMBINED SPORTS COMPLEX
INCORPORATED

Greg Clark x 7036

Craig Holmes ext 5486
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SOCIETY

COMPLIANCE INSPECTOR

LICENSING INSPECTOR

OXFORD HOTEL SPORTS AND EDUCATIONAL TRUST
INCORPORATED SOCIETY LIMITED

Ian Leitch x 5418

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

OXFORD SPORTS TRUST INC

David Batenburg x 7922

Brent Addison ext 5345

PACIFIC SPORTS & COMMUNITY TRUST

Cliff Simpson x 7937

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PELORUS TRUST

Daryl Te Whiti

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

Ann Hart x 7267

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PERRY FOUNDATION LIMITED

Ann Hart x 7267

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

PRIME COMMUNITY TRUST

Daryl Te Whiti x 5667

Brent Addison ext 5345

PRODUCERS TRUST INC

Scott Carsons x 7920

Richard Attwood ext 5380

PUB CHARITY

Val Hawley x 5614

Brent Addison ext 5345

REDWOOD TRUST INCORPORATED

Greg Clark x 7036

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

PERRY FOUNDATION TRUST

Ann Hart x 7267

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

SOUTH CANTERBURY CHARITIES LIMITED

David Macdonald x 7035

Richard Attwood ext 5380

SOUTHERN VICTORIAN CHARITABLE TRUST INC

Greg Clark x 7036

Brent Addison ext 5345

ST KILDA COMMUNITY SPORTS SOCIETY

David Macdonald x 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE BENDIGO VALLEY SPORTS
AND CHARITY FOUNDATION

David Macdonald x 7035

Richard Attwood ext 5380

THE BRUNNER RUGBY LEAGUE CLUB INCORPORATED

David Macdonald x 7035

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE LION FOUNDATION

Stephen Balmer x 7923

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE RUNANGA COMMUNITY SWIMMING POOL TRUST

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Richard Attwood ext 5380

THE SEAGULL FOUNDATION

Scott Carsons x 7920

Craig Holmes ext 5486

THE SOUTHERN TRUST

Lisa Barclay x 7031

Rochelle Goodwin-Kanara ext 5350

THE TRUSTS CHARITABLE
FOUNDATION INCORPORATED

Greg Clark x 7036

Richard Attwood ext 5380

THE WHAKAUE CHARITABLE TRUST

Cliff Simpson x 7937

Craig Holmes ext 5486

TRILLIAN TRUST

Stephen Balmer x 7923

Richard Attwood ext 5380

TRUST HOUSE CHARITABLE TRUST

Ian Leitch x 5418

Craig Holmes ext 5486

WATER SAFETY EDUCATION FOUNDATION

Garth Cherrington x 5520

Judy Rohloff ext 5466

WHITEHOUSE TAVERN TRUST

Cliff Simpson x 7937

Craig Holmes ext 5486

YOUTHTOWN INCORPORATED

Artie McClelland x 7948

Judy Rohloff ext 5466
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Engaging the community on gambling issues
Effective regulation and enforcement is one of the ways the Department ensures that
gambling is safe, fair, legal and honest and contributes directly to a safer community.
The Department’s strategy on gambling includes
developing a community approach to monitoring.
It will pilot this approach in 2008/09, engaging
FRPPXQLW\LQWHUHVWVWRDVVHVVJDPEOLQJLQDVSHFLÀF
community or region. In the past the Department
has taken a top-down approach, involving auditing
a charitable trust and then going down the chain
to a selection of their venues through the audit and
inspection process to assess gambling compliance
in the community. The community model approach
starts at the bottom by engaging various stakeholders,
both internal and external, on the issues or general
feedback of gambling in their community.
The Department is working to build networks within
local communities, taking a collaborative approach
to addressing gambling-related issues at a local level.
This will involve establishing cooperative relationships
between gambling operators, community groups,
problem gambling service providers, local government,
and other government agencies.

Gambling inspectors will perform an initial pre-visit
“health check” of the community, engaging with
a variety of organisations such as police, territorial
DXWKRULWLHVOLTXRUOLFHQVLQJRIÀFLDOVLZL3DFLÀFDQG
Asian representatives, and problem gambling service
providers. Information from these organisations will
be combined with intelligence and information from
the electronic monitoring of gaming machines to assess
and target particular venues or activities for audit.
Compliance with harm prevention and minimisation
requirements will also be a focus of community visits.
The community engagement model will include
presentations to interest groups on, for example,
the grant distribution process and how exclusion
orders work. A selection of grant recipients in the
community will be checked to assess whether they
have complied with legal requirements. Inspectors
will also try to facilitate meetings between venue
operators and problem gambling service providers,
with the objective of both parties having a better
understanding of each other’s roles and concerns.

The Department is working to build networks within local
communities, taking a collaborative approach to addressing
gambling-related issues at a local level.
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Department outlines approach to gambling regulation
Five major goals, reﬂecting the Department’s principal areas of focus, are contained
in a paper setting out its strategic approach to regulating gambling.
The paper was prepared in consultation with the
Minister of Internal Affairs, Rick Barker, who says
the regulatory framework must respond to prevailing
societal attitudes. Gambling is a legal activity but
the Department’s focus should be on working with
communities and engaging them so they can contribute
to the way gambling is regulated.
7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWVLJQLÀFDQWO\FKDQJHGWKH
gambling landscape in New Zealand, shifting the
HPSKDVLVIURPHQWHUWDLQPHQWDQGFRPPHUFLDOEHQHÀW
to public health, harm prevention and community
involvement in decision making. As well as advising the
government on gambling issues, the Department has a
lead role in shaping the future of gambling to ensure that
it operates in a way that is acceptable to the community.
The strategic goals, with objectives for achieving
them, are:

The beneﬁts of gambling outweigh the costs
 %
 HQHÀWVRIIVHWWKHFRVWVDQGKDUPVRIJDPEOLQJERWK
in a broad sense (looking at all forms of gambling
activity and considering a wide range of harms
DQGDZLGHUDQJHRIEHQHÀWVVXFKDVHPSOR\PHQW
DQGFRPPXQLW\IXQGLQJ DQGLQDVHFWRUVSHFLÀF
VHQVH HQVXULQJWKDWEHQHÀWVRIIVHWFRVWVIRUVSHFLÀF
forms of gambling)
 3ROLF\UHÁHFWVSUHYDLOLQJVRFLHWDODWWLWXGHV
to gambling
 Funds from gambling go to appropriate community
EHQHÀWV ZKHUHDSSOLFDEOH
 The community is informed accurately about
ZKHUHJDPEOLQJSURÀWVJR
 Returns to community purposes are maximised
 &RPPXQLWLHVLQÁXHQFHLQIRUPHGDFFRXQWDEOH
FKRLFHVDERXWZKHUHJDPEOLQJSURÀWVJR

Communities are engaged, empowered
and informed in relation to gambling
 Communities are well informed about gambling
and gambling regulation and are able to contribute
to the way gambling policy develops and gambling
activities occur in their communities

2
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 HRSOHSDUWLFLSDWHLQGHFLVLRQPDNLQJDERXW
local activities that prevent and minimise gambling
harm in their communities (shared objective with
the Ministry of Health)
 &RPPXQLWLHVKDYHFRQÀGHQFHLQJDPEOLQJUHJXODWLRQ

Gambling is operated with integrity
 Gambling operators behave with integrity
 Gambling is run fairly.

Gambling related harm is prevented
and minimised
 The prevalence and incidence of gambling-related
harm is reduced
 Government, the gambling industry, communities,
families/whanau and individuals acknowledge and
understand that harm from gambling is a public health
issue (shared objective with the Ministry of Health)
 Gambling operators are responsible corporate citizens
who voluntarily act to prevent and minimise harm
 Gambling environments support healthy choices
to prevent and minimise gambling harm (shared
objective with the Ministry of Health)
 Gambling products and technologies are designed
to prevent and minimise harm.

Gambling related crime is prevented
and minimised
 Gambling operators and their associates are not
involved in crime
 Gambling operators take action to make gambling
venues safe from crime.
The Department intends identifying and encouraging
good practice among gambling operators to ensure
not only that gambling operators meet minimum
compliance rules, but that they increasingly adopt
practices that exceed the minimum requirements.
Good practice will not only enhance the quality,
integrity and safety of gambling activities, but will
assist operators to gain acceptance in their community.
The paper, The Department’s Strategic Approach to
Gambling, is available on our website: www.dia.govt.nz
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Intelligence role in
achieving compliance

Gambling conference
planned

The Department’s strategic approach
to regulating gambling is based
on the use of intelligence.

The Department is planning to hold
a gambling conference next March,
focused on the ﬁve strategic goals
outlined on page two of Gambits.

Intelligence information was used almost
exclusively to detect and investigate alleged crimes.
However, in 2007 we adopted a broader strategic
focus aimed at preventing or reducing crime
and criminality associated with gambling venues.
While casinos were the original focus of this work,
over the next two years it will expand to address
crime and criminality occurring in other gambling
venues, enhancing our understanding of and
shaping the Class 4 gambling environment
through strategy, policy and the application
of operational resources.
The work demands a collaborative, intelligenceled approach involving gambling operators,
1=3ROLFHDQGDYDULHW\RIJRYHUQPHQWDQG
community organisations.

The conference will concentrate on the situation in
New Zealand, although the Department will invite
some international guests. It will end with a debate
RQWKHFRVWVDQGEHQHÀWVRIJDPEOLQJGUDZLQJ
conclusions on what might need to happen to
ensure an effective future.
Deputy Secretary, Keith Manch said: “While
a number of events relating to different aspects
of gambling occur in New Zealand, they are often
GULYHQIURPVSHFLÀFLQWHUHVWDUHDV7KH'HSDUWPHQW
will run this conference to ensure that a broad
range of people who are interested or involved
in gambling in our communities can come
together and share their information,
views and experiences.”

High Court application to proceed
The Department’s application for a
declaratory judgement in relation to the
Kilbirnie Tavern will proceed after the High
Court rejected Lion Foundation arguments
for the application to be struck out.
The Department wants the High Court to determine
several questions under the Gambling Act 2003 after
the Gambling Commission allowed the Kilbirnie
Tavern to operate gaming machines in a courtyard
smoking area. The Commission’s decision raised
questions for the Department when it considers licence
renewal applications and it is seeking clarity through
the High Court.

The Lion Foundation said the Department’s application
was an abuse of process by attempting to re-litigate a
matter already determined by the Commission.
But Associate Judge D.I. Gendall accepted that the
legislation is not clear and that this has created a real
problem for the Department, given its statutory duty to
refuse to renew venue licences in certain circumstances.
He also accepted that it is the constitutional function of
the High Court to determine the meaning to be given to
the legislation and that it is reasonably arguable that the
Court would be avoiding that function if it struck out
the Department’s application for a declaratory judgment.
“There is a need for these proceedings and the issues
they involve to be advanced with reasonable speed
VRWKDWWKHGLIÀFXOWLHVWKH6HFUHWDU\LQGLFDWHVKHIDFHV
can be resolved,” Judge Gendall said.
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Gambling compliance management team
The recent review of the Gambling Compliance Group produced a uniﬁed structure
to facilitate a consistent approach to gambling regulation and clear alignment with
the Department’s strategic goals for gambling. As a result, the GCG management
team includes some new faces and, in some cases, changed roles:
Mike Hill, Director Gambling Compliance,
is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely
with the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship
3ROLF\-RKQ0DUNODQGVRWKDWWKHUHLVDFRQVWDQW
ÁRZRILQIRUPDWLRQEHWZHHQWKHVWDIILQYROYHGLQ
applying the law and those who develop the law.
“The Department has taken on board feedback from
the sector, stakeholders and our staff to determine
how we can best deliver our gambling regulatory
services,” Mike said.
´$VDUHVXOWZHKDYHPRYHGWRDXQLÀHGFRPSOLDQFH
structure nationally. We have also lifted our sights,
intending to focus our efforts on compliance
interventions that will make gambling safer, deliver
more favourable and tangible outcomes to the
community and be underpinned with integrity.
Our expectation is that gambling operators will
work with us and also lift their game to help achieve
these outcomes. We will be particularly concerned
WKDWRXULQWHUYHQWLRQVDWFRPPXQLW\OHYHOUHÁHFW
the level of regulation required to meet the safety
and integrity outcomes of the Act. Working with
key community stakeholders to inform our
compliance approach will be part of the future.
“The team that the Department has put together
demonstrates a new way of working with roles clearly
GHÀQHGWRDFKLHYHWKHDERYHJRDOV,SHUVRQDOO\KDYH
a lot of faith in the team that we have put together.”
Debbie Despard, formerly national manager casino
compliance, is now National Manager Compliance,
primarily responsible for delivering compliance and
audit services as well as developing and implementing
an integrated compliance strategy.
“The compliance team is responsible for ensuring the
integrity of gambling across the whole New Zealand
gambling environment,” Debbie said.
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“We will prioritise our focus to ensure that we deal
with the important issues to achieve maximum levels
of safety in gambling and that gambling funding is
maximised and supports community need. This will
see us working in a collaborative, transparent and
community-focused fashion. Our aim is to support
and work collaboratively with willing and responsible
operators and to deal effectively with non-compliance
in the gambling sector.”
John Currie, National Manager Licensing, has
prime responsibility for Class 4 licensing, championing
a new electronic licensing regime and management
oversight of the Electronic Monitoring System
contract with Intralot.
“I want to ensure the licensing team has the support
and capacity to manage its operational responsibilities,”
John said. “The licensing team considers service
delivery a key issue and has raised its level of capability
with the appointment of staff to permanent roles.
Licence renewals are an important component in
the regulation of the sector and the licensing team
will be increasingly proactive in raising awareness
in the sector of everyone’s obligations and
responsibilities under the Gambling Act 2003.”
The review raised National Licensing to a stand-alone
unit, recognising its role as compliance gatekeeper.
3UHYLRXVO\*&*KDGDQDWLRQDOPDQDJHULQFKDUJHRIERWK
licensing and compliance of all non-casino gambling.
Michael Cassidy, National Manager Gaming
Technology, oversees the development of technical
standards and equipment approvals that contribute
to ensuring the integrity of gaming equipment across
casino and all other classes of gambling. The gaming
technology team also plays an important role
in developing Class 4 venue and casino processes
and procedures.
“Over the coming months gaming technology has two
main areas of focus – our responsibility to ensure the
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PHOTOS FROM LEFT: MIKE HILL, DEBBIE DESPARD, JOHN CURRIE, MICHAEL CASSIDY, HEATHER McSHANE, GEOFF OWEN AND SANJAY SEWAMBAR.

suitability and integrity of new and existing gaming
equipment and driving improvements in the systems
and processes supporting gaming, such as EMS
and reporting services in Class 4,” Mike said.
Like National Manager Licensing, this is a new position
recognising the importance of gaming technology
in contributing to the success of GCG and overseeing
technical integrity of gaming issues across casino
and all other classes of gambling.
Heather McShane, National Manager Operational
Policy, provides support and advice to the Gambling
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
Operational policy develops standards, game rules
and other “deemed regulations”. In broad terms, its
role is to develop the Department’s policies about how
WKHODZZLOOEHWXUQHGLQWRWKHZRUNGRQHLQWKHÀHOG
“I am keen to ensure that the wealth of operational
policy advice provided on the Gambling Act 2003 best
serves the Gambling Compliance Group,” Heather said.
“The operational policy team will work closely with
the licensing, compliance and gaming technology
units and concentrate on work that helps facilitate
a consistent approach to gambling regulation and
achieve the strategic goals for gambling.
“With my previous experience in the gambling, racing
and censorship policy team, I am looking forward to
being more involved with how the Gambling Act 2003
works in the community.”
Heather succeeds Kate Reid who was appointed
to another position in the Department last year.
Geoff Owen, National Manager Investigations is
UHVSRQVLEOHIRUXQGHUWDNLQJVLJQLÀFDQW FRPSOH[FURVV
group, lengthy and sensitive) investigation projects
LQYROYLQJFULPLQDOOHJDODQGÀQDQFLDOLVVXHVUHODWHGWR
the governance and operation of gaming sector people
and organisations. The unit also provides expertise
and support to investigations across the group.

“My team will continue to concentrate foremost on
resolving crime and dishonesty issues attracted to
gambling,” Geoff said, “and, given the nature and
impact of these types of activities, it could be expected
that my approach should have an enforcement bias.
´3DUDOOHOWRDOORIWKLVZLOOEHJUHDWHULQYHVWLJDWLYH
support to the National Manager Licensing to ensure
he has before him the correct information to be effective
in his compliance ‘gatekeeper’ role. To increase our
success in these endeavours, our recent review offered
DQRSSRUWXQLW\WRUHGHÀQHVRPHUHJLRQDOSRVLWLRQV
allowing for the appointments of dedicated senior
investigators in each of the Auckland and
&KULVWFKXUFKRIÀFHVµ
This position is unchanged.
Sanjay Sewambar, National Manager Performance
Assurance. This is a new position and focuses
on ensuring that the Gambling Compliance Group
achieves both its strategic objectives (short and
long-term) and its business goals. He coordinates
strategic and business planning for GCG as well
as providing robust analysis, monitoring and
reporting around performance.
“Being the new kid on the block I am hoping to
quickly set up a high performing unit that is able
to support management, staff and the sector achieve
positive outcomes for our communities,” Sanjay said.
“I strongly believe that a key component of a high
performing team is strong working relationships and
understanding between strategic management and
operational delivery. I look forward to forging strong
relationships with my management team, operational
staff and relevant stakeholders within the sector.”
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Gambling behaviour linked to venue accessibility
A new study has found there were signiﬁcant associations between gambling behaviour and
neighbourhood access to gambling venues. In particular, problem gambling was found to
be signiﬁcantly associated with living closer to a gambling venue.
The report, “Raising the Odds? Gambling behaviour and
neighbourhood access to gambling venues in New Zealand”
LVDMRLQWSURMHFWEHWZHHQ3XEOLF+HDOWK,QWHOOLJHQFH
3+, WKHHSLGHPLRORJ\JURXSRIWKH0LQLVWU\RI
Health, and the GeoHealth Laboratory, a partnership
EHWZHHQ3+,DQGWKH8QLYHUVLW\RI&DQWHUEXU\
8VLQJDSRSXODWLRQEDVHGDSSURDFKWKHVWXG\DQDO\VHG
the 2002-03 New Zealand Health Survey, investigating
whether the gambling behaviour of individuals
in New Zealand is associated with how accessible
gambling venues are from their neighbourhood.
In its conclusions the study shows that gambling
EHKDYLRXULQ1HZ=HDODQGLVVLJQLÀFDQWO\DVVRFLDWHG
with the accessibility of gambling venues.
In particular, the results suggest that living in a
neighbourhood close to a gambling venue increased
the odds that a person had gambled at a gambling
venue and was a problem gambler. Furthermore,
people who had more gambling venues within 5 km of
their neighbourhood centre may have been more likely
to have gambled at a gambling venue in the past year.

7KHUHSRUWVD\VWKLVLVRQHRIWKHÀUVWQDWLRQDOVWXGLHV
WRFOHDUO\VKRZWKHVHDVVRFLDWLRQV7KHÀQGLQJVDUH
broadly consistent with previous research results that
have suggested possible associations between gambling
accessibility and gambling behaviour.
7KHVHÀQGLQJVVXJJHVWWKDWSROLFLHVDLPHGDW
preventing and minimising gambling-related harm
FRXOGIRFXVRQHQYLURQPHQWDOPRGLÀFDWLRQVWKDW
increase people’s distance to gambling venues.
([DPSOHVRIVXFKPRGLÀFDWLRQVLQFOXGHOLPLWLQJWKH
number of gambling venues in areas, in particular in
vulnerable communities, and reducing the geographical
dispersal of gambling venues in the community.
This study also lends support to policies that attempt
to control the expansion of gambling.
These results will be of interest to local authorities,
who are responsible for policies on Class 4 gambling
venues (non-casino gaming machine venues) in their
area and for urban planning and zoning issues.
The report is available at http://www.moh.govt.nz/
moh.nsfDQGFRPPHQWVVKRXOGEHVHQWWR3XEOLF+HDOWK
,QWHOOLJHQFH0LQLVWU\RI+HDOWK32%R[:HOOLQJWRQ

The study shows that gambling behaviour in New Zealand is
signiﬁcantly associated with the accessibility of gambling venues.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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Queensland gambling study conﬁrms NZ research
A new gambling survey has conﬁrmed recent New Zealand research results,
including the relationship between regular gaming machine gambling and problem
gambling, and the relationship between smoking and problem gambling.
The Queensland Household Gambling Survey 2006-07,
conducted for the Queensland Government, is one of
the largest surveys of gambling activity undertaken
anywhere in the world, with over 30,000 respondents.
The survey found that, with the exception of lottery
products (which almost two-thirds of adults purchase at
least once a year), only a minority of adults participate
even occasionally in any one form of gambling. It also
found that only a tiny percentage of adults gambled
more than once a week (again, with the exception of
lottery products), or gambled for long periods at a time.
These patterns of gambling participation are similar
to those found in recent New Zealand research, such
DVWKH'HSDUWPHQW·V3DUWLFLSDWLRQDQG$WWLWXGHV
Survey and the Health Sponsorship Council’s
2006/07 Gaming and Betting Activities Survey.
When it looked at problem gambling, the survey
estimated that 24.7 per cent of Queensland adults
do not gamble, 67.3 per cent are recreational gamblers,
SHUFHQWDUHORZULVNSHUFHQWDUHPRGHUDWHULVN
and 0.5 per cent are problem gamblers. However,
it also found that problems were more often associated
with some forms of gambling (particularly gaming
machines), and with frequent play and long gambling
sessions. For example, 94 per cent of problem gamblers
played gaming machines at least once in the year
before being surveyed compared with 35 per cent of
recreational gamblers and 36 per cent of the problem
gambling group played gaming machines more than
52 times a year compared with only 3 per cent of the
recreational group. Similarly, over half the problem
gambling group played gaming machines for more
than two hours at a time in a typical session, compared
with only 4 per cent of the recreational group. These
patterns are also found in New Zealand research.
In relation to smoking, the survey found that almost
two-thirds of problem gamblers (64 per cent) were
smokers, the highest proportion of any gambling group.

The proportions of smokers among moderate risk and low
risk gamblers were similar, at 44 per cent and 36 per cent
respectively. There were comparatively low proportions
of smokers among recreational gamblers (22 per cent)
DQGQRQJDPEOHUV SHUFHQW 7KLVFOHDUUHODWLRQVKLS
between smoking and problem gambling also emerges
from New Zealand research, such as the Ministry
of Health’s 2002/03 New Zealand Health Survey.
In the Queensland survey, respondents who had
JDPEOHGLQWKHODVWPRQWKVZHUHDOVRDVNHGDERXWWKH
smoking ban in gambling venues. Almost all recreational
gamblers (92 per cent) stated that the smoking ban
had not changed their expenditure on gambling and
approximately 5 per cent stated they spent less.
,QFRQWUDVWVRPHSHUFHQWRIORZULVNJDPEOHUV
26 per cent of moderate risk gamblers and 35 per cent
of problem gamblers stated that they were spending
either a little less or a lot less on gambling since the
smoking ban. In New Zealand, gambling expenditure
(particularly gaming machine expenditure) also dropped
in 2005 after smoking was effectively banned in all
gambling venues. Some in the sector had argued that this
reduction was a result of recreational gamblers spending
less. In fact, data from New Zealand’s problem gambling
intervention services and the results of the Queensland
survey strongly suggest that the reduction in gambling
expenditure was a result of at-risk and problem gamblers
reducing their spending.
The survey also showed that problem gamblers
were more likely than low risk gamblers to have a
family history of alcohol, drug or gambling problems.
Fifty-one per cent of problem gamblers had an
immediate family member who had experienced
DJDPEOLQJSUREOHPFRPSDUHGZLWKSHUFHQW
of low risk gamblers.
The survey is available at:
www.responsiblegambling.qld.gov.au
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HELP at hand
Business–sized ‘HELP’ cards with contact details for both local and national problem
gambling support services will be within arms’ reach of people playing gaming machines
in the 12 Invercargill Licensing Trust’s venues.
The cards are a joint initiative between
6RXWKODQG·V1Jă.HWH0ăWDXUDQJD3RXQDPX
7UXVW 1.03 DQGWKH,QYHUFDUJLOO/LFHQVLQJ
Trust (ILT) Foundation and will be attached
WRWKHVLGHRIWKH7UXVW·VSRNLHPDFKLQHV
1.03KHDOWKSURPRWLRQZRUNHU(UX/RDFK
said some people feel uncomfortable in
seeking problem gambling support material
from the ILT designated area in gaming
machine venues. They can now access the
EXVLQHVVVL]HG¶+(/3·FDUGRQWKHPDFKLQH
they are playing and put it in their pocket.
ILT Foundation manager, Ann Eustace,
said people rarely uplift the current support
pamphlets. Having business-sized support
cards within reach of individuals on each
of the machines will hopefully encourage
people to take one.
“The ILT Foundation is taking an active
approach to encourage harm minimisation
for problem gamblers, over and above what
is obligated under the Gambling Act 2003,”
Ann Eustace said.

Some people feel uncomfortable in seeking problem gambling
support material from the ILT designated area in gaming machine
venues. They can now access the business–sized ‘HELP’ card
on the machine they are playing and put it in their pocket.
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Improved information collection system coming
A better system for collecting and distributing consistent information from the
Class 4 gambling sector will be developed by the Department after consulting
a wide range of stakeholders.
7KH&ODVV,QIRUPDWLRQ3URMHFWLGHQWLÀHGWKDW
information is lacking in two areas, in particular
the allocation of gaming machine proceeds to
authorised purposes and information about
exclusion orders.
Regular, accurate and detailed information on
Class 4 gambling is essential to evaluate the
outcomes of the Gambling Act, provide information
on community funding trends and ensure that
gambling operators are accountable to the public
for the impact of their operations.
Territorial authorities need regular, accurate
information on the distribution of gaming machine
funds within their communities to feed into their
regular reviews of Class 4 gambling venue policies.
Communities, which have a say in TA gambling
policies, and gambling sector groups also want
better information to gauge and balance the harm
DQGEHQHÀWVFUHDWHGE\JDPEOLQJ

The Department has conducted three detailed
surveys on the allocation of funds to authorised
purposes – :KHUH'R*DPLQJ0DFKLQH3URÀWV*R"–
EHWZHHQDQG:KLOHWKH\JLYHDQDFFXUDWH
overview, the surveys have their limitations and
UHSUHVHQWDVLJQLÀFDQWFRPSOLDQFHEXUGHQIRUVRPH
operators; nor do they meet the Department’s or
stakeholders’ information needs and they cannot
be relied on long-term as the only source of
information in this area.
7KHJDPLQJSURÀWVVXUYH\ZLOOEHUHSHDWHGIRU
the 2009 calendar year while the Department
ÀQDOLVHVDQGFRQVXOWVRQWKHRSHUDWLRQDO
requirements of the new information
collection system.
7KHÀQDOUHSRUWRIWKH&ODVV,QIRUPDWLRQ3URMHFW
LVDYDLODEOHRQWKH*DPEOLQJSDJH 1HZV3UHVV
Releases and Consultation) at: www.dia.govt.nz

Territorial authorities need regular, accurate information
on the distribution of gaming machine funds within their
communities to feed into their regular reviews of Class 4
gambling venue policies.
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Care needed with hopper reﬁlls
Since the introduction of EMS, incorrectly recorded hopper reﬁlls have caused
excessive meter values to be reported and machines automatically disabled
as a result. Examples, which are almost invariably due to “operator error”, are:
 0
 HWHULQFUHDVHVRIEHWZHHQ
DQGIRURQHKRSSHUUHÀOO
 6LQJOHKRSSHUUHÀOOVEHLQJUHJLVWHUHG
or more times, within minutes of each other.
(06LPSOHPHQWHGDGHIDXOWKRSSHUUHÀOOYDOXHRI
$200. However the software of some types of gaming
machine allows this default to be over-ridden. In
WKHVHFDVHVYHQXHVWDIIFDQFKDQJHWKHKRSSHUUHÀOO
amount by following on-screen instructions or other
information provided by the manufacturer. In most
cases, an option is provided for the staff member
to cancel the process and start again if incorrect
information has been entered.
,WLVUHFRJQLVHGWKDWUHÀOOLQJKRSSHUVGXULQJEXV\
periods or with impatient and demanding players
waiting can be quite stressful. Despite this pressure,
it is essential to always follow the manufacturer’s
instructions, checking each step before moving on to the
next one. In particular, always ensure that the “current
UHÀOOYDOXHµFRUUHFWO\UHÁHFWVWKHDPRXQWDERXWWREH
put into the hopper, before moving on to the next step.

Refer also to Game Rules 39 to 42, which set out the
OHJDOUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUFDUU\LQJRXWKRSSHUUHÀOOV
In short:
 Don’t be hurried
 Be aware of and always follow the manufacturer’s
recommended procedures
 Complete the process methodically, checking
each step as it is performed
 If you do make a mistake, and it is not possible
to correct it, always note and record it on the
DSSURSULDWHIRUP &DQFHOOHG&UHGLW6KRUW3D\V
DQG5HÀOOVUHSRUW DQGUHSRUWLWWRWKHYHQXH
manager and/or society.
:KLOHLQFRUUHFWKRSSHUUHÀOOPHWHUYDOXHVZLOO
QRWDIIHFWWKHFDOFXODWLRQRI*03EDQNLQJWKH\ZLOO
create variances that need to be investigated and
explained when completing Gaming Machine Analyses.
7KH\ZLOODOVRLPSDFWRQÁRDWUHFRQFLOLDWLRQDQGPD\
lead to opportunities for theft or misappropriation.

Clariﬁcations
Competition by societies for venues
In the December 07 issue of Gambits the Department
LQGLFDWHGWKDWÀQDQFLDOLQGXFHPHQWVDQGRYHUSD\PHQWV
of expenses to venues who switch societies would
become a matter of focus. The article suggested that
one course of action might be to require societies’
auditors or other members of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants to provide assurance to the Department
WKDWQRÀQDQFLDOLQGXFHPHQWVRURYHUSD\PHQWRI
expenses occurred when societies attracted new venues.
Subsequent discussions with members of the Institute
indicated that this form of assurance would create a
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FRQÁLFWRILQWHUHVWIRUVRFLHW\DXGLWRUV$FFRUGLQJO\
the Department will not require a society’s auditor
to report directly on the integrity of venue payments.
But it does not discount investigating other ways that
provide assurances to the Department that all payments
to venues are within the intentions of the Gambling Act.

Archiving of EMS reports
The March issue of Gambits incorrectly stated that EMS
weekly/monthly reports more than three months old
would be archived. Archiving will actually cover reports
more than two months old, as stated on the EMS website.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Funders’ forums
Philanthropy New Zealand, the Ofﬁce for the Community and Voluntary Sector and the
Department of Internal Affairs are co-ordinating a series of national funding forums.
The forums are an opportunity for philanthropists
and grant makers to get together for networking,
discussion and inspiration and to hear from J
&RXUWQH\%RXUQVSURJUDPPHGLUHFWRUIRUWKH86
based Grantmakers for Effective Organizations,
about what GEO has been doing to improve
processes for grant seekers.

These are free networking events for those who
provide funding to communities and are an
opportunity to learn about a project that is helping
to lead change in grant maker practices that improve
community and voluntary sector results; to network
ZLWKFROOHDJXHVDQGMRLQWO\UHÁHFWRQJUDQWPDNLQJ
practices; and to imagine ways of developing grant
maker practice to lead to even greater impact for
the community and voluntary sector in your region.

Forum venues and dates
DATE

VENUE

CONTACT

TIME

Monday 23 June
Northland Forum

Whangarei
To be conﬁrmed

Carol Barnet
Carol.barnet002@msd.govt.nz
Ministry of Social Development

9.30am – 12.30pm
followed by lunch

Tuesday 24 June
Waikato Forum

Chartwell Room
Hamilton Pavilion
Hamilton

Ihsana Ageel
Ihsana.Ageel@hcc.govt.nz
Hamilton City Council

9.30am – 12.30pm
followed by lunch

Thursday 26 June
Bay of Plenty Forum

Sudima Hotel
1000 Eruera Street
Rotorua

Bruce Cronin
bruce@baytrust.org.nz
The Bay Trust

9.30am – 12.30pm
followed by lunch and
local group meeting

Friday 27 June
Auckland Network

Lincoln Green Hotel
159 Lincoln Road
Henderson

Robyn Scott
info@philanthropy.org.nz

9.30am – 12.30pm
followed by lunch

Tuesday 1 July
Otago and Southland

Dunedin

Carol Melville, CT Otago
03 479 0994

Noon – 4pm

Thursday 3 July
Canterbury Funders
Network

Latimer Hotel
Christchurch

Robyn Scott
info@philanthropy.org.nz

3.30pm – 7.00pm

The Department encourages gambling trusts (who provide 36 per cent¹ of the grants made by trusts and
foundations to the community) to attend forums and events that will support a strategic, well-informed
DSSURDFKWRJUDQWPDNLQJFUHDWLQJPD[LPXPFRPPXQLW\EHQHÀW
¹

´*LYLQJ1HZ=HDODQG3KLODQWKURSLF)XQGLQJµ
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Pokie spend drops
30 April 2008

Gaming machine expenditure in almost 1600 pubs and clubs around the country fell by
just under 11 per cent to $218.5 million in the three months to March 31, 2008, reversing
the trend of the previous three quarters. Expenditure was $245.3 million in the December
quarter, $243.5 million in the September quarter and $237.7 million in the June quarter.
The electronic monitoring of 20,000 non-casino
gaming machines became fully operational in March
2007, enabling the Department to track and monitor
operations, ensuring the integrity of games and the
accurate accounting of money.

Non-club venues accounted for 86 per cent of
WKHH[SHQGLWXUHDWPLOOLRQZLWKFKDUWHUHG
FOXEVUHJLVWHULQJSHUFHQW PLOOLRQ 56$VIRXU
SHUFHQW PLOOLRQ DQGVSRUWVFOXEV PLOOLRQ 
the remainder.

Spending was down in 68 of the 73 districts. The
biggest spending areas in the March quarter were
$XFNODQG&LW\GRZQE\PLOOLRQWRPLOOLRQ
SHUFHQWRIWKHWRWDO IURPPDFKLQHV
Christchurch City, down by $2.9 million to $20.7 million
SHUFHQW IURPPDFKLQHVDQG0DQXNDX&LW\
GRZQE\PLOOLRQWRPLOOLRQ SHUFHQW IURP
PDFKLQHV

The March quarter gaming machine statistics were
all down on the December 07 quarter. Licence holders
GURSSHGIURPWRYHQXHVIURPWR
DQGJDPLQJPDFKLQHVIURPWR
7KHVWDWLVWLFVZHUHDOVRGRZQRQPRQWKVDJR
when there were 444 societies operating 20,302
PDFKLQHVDWYHQXHV

The electronic monitoring of 20,000 non-casino gaming machines
became fully operational in March 2007, enabling the Department
to track and monitor operations, ensuring the integrity of games
and the accurate accounting of money.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about what information we could provide
to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE
31
31
30
30
31

MARCH 2008
DECEMBER 2007
SEPTEMBER 2007
JUNE 2007
MARCH 2007

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

421
428
435
439
444

1569
1585
1593
1598
1607

20,018
20,182
20,163
20,120
20,302

GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JANUARY TO MARCH 2008
SOCIETY TYPE

NON-CLUB
SPORTS CLUBS
CHARTERED CLUBS
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

TOTAL GMP QUARTER

% OF TOTAL

$188,633,431.15
$4,081,460.72
$16,983,450.88
$8,787,142.45

86.3%
1.9%
7.8%
4.0%

$29,852,054.05

13.7%

$218,485,485.20

100.0%

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines
and expenditure by territorial authority and changes in the quarter,
is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at:
www.dia.govt.nz

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS, VISIT

The Department’s website provides extensive
information about the gambling sector, including
details of gaming machine societies that make
grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling”
FOR FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS s GAMBLING STATISTICS
RELEVANT LAW s APPLICATION FORMS FOR LICENCES
INCLUDING HOUSIE AND RAFmES s AND MUCH MORE
Click on “resources”
for press releases.
Click on “what’s new”
for new additions to the website.

Open every day

0800 654 655
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Keith Manch

John Currie

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses
all the roles where the Department is, in effect,
the regulator of a sector of the economy.

National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
and anti-spam compliance, local government services,
ﬁre service policy, identity services policy, civil defence
and emergency management policy and crown entity
monitoring functions. For the sake of simplicity, the
functions outside the gambling sector are not included
on this page.
For gambling regulation, this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. This Policy team is in the same branch
as the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling
Compliance staff. This means that policy and
operational staff can beneﬁt from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring
about compliance with the law. The Director works
closely with the Manager Gambling, Racing and
Censorship Policy so that there is a constant ﬂow of
information between the staff involved in applying the
law and those who develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity
of gaming issues across casino and all other
classes of gambling.

Heather McShane
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to
the Gambling Inspectors and other staff working
in the sector. It develops standards, game rules
and other “deemed regulations”. In broad terms, its
role is to develop the Department’s policies about how
the law will be turned into the work done in the ﬁeld.

Geoff Owen
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and
ﬁnancial issues related to the governance and
operation of gaming sector people and organisations.
It also provides expertise and support to investigations
and audits across the group.

Sanjay Sewambar
National Manager Performance Assurance
This unit focuses on ensuring that the Gambling
Compliance Group achieves both its strategic
objectives (short and long-term) and its business
goals. It coordinates strategic and business
planning for GCG as well as providing
robust analysis, monitoring and reporting
around performance.
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Pokie operators must heed the community
Internal Affairs Minister, Rick Barker warned gaming machine operators they must
listen to community concerns about the way funds are distributed.
Opening the New Zealand Gaming Expo in Auckland,
Mr Barker said gaming machine societies were
expected to be very transparent about their activities
and must justify their priorities and grant decisions
to the community.
Recalling a recent case of a gaming society allocating
funds to racing, Mr Barker said the society had not
acted illegally but appeared reluctant to assume
public responsibility for the decisions it has made.
“The press reports I have seen manage to convey
the impression that the Department ‘approved’
the distribution of these funds,” Mr Barker said.
“The Department of Internal Affairs did not. Its role
is simply to ensure that gaming machine proceeds are
distributed to authorised purposes. It is up to gaming
machine societies to decide where funds go and then
to be accountable for those decisions.
“The purpose of the Gambling Act is to ensure that
the community benefits from the proceeds of gambling,
that gambling harm is prevented and minimised and
that responsible gambling is facilitated.
“The community is our primary stakeholder group
and communities receive far more money from these
machines now than they did only a few years ago.
However, the future of Class 4 gambling depends
on maintaining a balance between the provision of
gambling for community fundraising purposes and

ensuring that any harm resulting from that gambling
is prevented and minimised.”
Mr Barker said he expected the Department to be a
strong and effective regulator of the gambling industry
and all those involved in the sector to work to achieve
positive community outcomes.
“We all need to work together to effectively reduce
gambling related harm. Coordinated action of this
kind benefits both the wider community and the
long term viability of the sector.
“Gambling operators, for example, should be
responsible corporate citizens who operate on the
principle ‘first do no harm’, are aware of the social
impact of gambling and take steps to enhance the
safety of their operations.
“I have been disappointed to see instances where a
legalistic approach is taken to meeting responsibilities,
with societies acting in ways that can only be described
as self serving.
“While it is imperative that the legal requirements
outlined in the Act are met, societies are expected to
recognise the Act’s objectives in their decision making,
both in terms of their day-to-day operations and in
their planning for the future. Harm prevention and
minimisation, and maximising community benefits
should be the ultimate goal,” Mr Barker said.
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Achieving compliance with the Act
The Department’s approach to achieving the purposes of the Gambling Act 2003
was discussed by Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, at the recent international
gambling conference in Auckland.
“We are moving beyond a focus on overall compliance
with the prescriptive requirements of the Act to, and
including, an overall commitment to achieve the Act’s
purposes,” Mike Hill said.
“Gambling operators must take more ownership
and accountability for making gambling safer and
there will need to be greater community engagement
by key stakeholders.”
He reminded the conference of the purposes of the Act:
•	Prevent

and minimise harm caused by gambling
the integrity and fairness of games
•	Limit opportunities for crime and dishonesty
•	Ensure money benefits the community
•	Facilitate responsible gambling
•	Facilitate community involvement in decisions
about the provision of gambling
•	Control the growth of gambling.
•	Ensure

The Department works for safer communities by
ensuring that gambling is operated with integrity,
gambling related harm is prevented and minimised,
and gambling related crime is prevented.
“Overall we want to ensure that the benefits of
gambling outweigh the costs and communities
are engaged, empowered and informed about
gambling,” he said.
“The new structure (see pg 3) being implemented
in the gambling compliance group will better achieve
these community safety and integrity outcomes.

“We are already working with wider community
groups to achieve these goals and we will be doing more
of this in the future. We will be more strategic about
intervening in gambling operations nationally and at
a community level and make compliance decisions that
reflect the best safety outcomes for that community.
“We will involve both gambling operators and service
providers in our field work to build understanding
around harm prevention expectations and we will
apply a balanced compliance model that addresses
both national and local community gambling risks.
“This year we will start to profile communities to
better understand factors that underpin gambling
crime, harm and integrity issues. We will identify
key gambling stakeholders in that community such
as Maori, health providers, local authorities, gambling
operators and service providers.
“Building an understanding around gambling issues
at the community level will help us assess the degree
of compliance with the Act and gauge an overall
assessment of gambling safety in that community.
“Gambling operators will need to better understand
the community and safety risks associated with their
gambling operation, which they must ensure is free
from harm, crime and operated with integrity.
“By understanding the community issues around
gambling safety and integrity we can work together
to achieve the outcomes sought in the Act and
help to ensure that the benefits of gambling do
outweigh the costs.”
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Gambling Compliance Group services review
The restructuring of the Gambling Compliance Group (GCG) will better position
the Department to achieve the safety and integrity requirements of the Gambling
Act. Engaging with key stakeholders will be vital to this and, by using the breadth
of skills available in the group across the entire gambling sector, the Department
will be able to take a more holistic view of gambling.
The profile of national licensing, seen as the compliance
‘gatekeeper’, has been raised to a stand-alone unit and
the Department is looking to technology to improve
the licensing system.

The National Manager Licensing will champion a
new electronic licensing regime and be responsible
for Class 4 Licensing including decisions around
the issuing, suspension or cancellation of licences.

Debbie Despard, formerly National Casino Manager,
has been appointed National Manager Compliance.
Kevin Owen, formerly Southern Regional Manager
Gambling Compliance, has been appointed National
Operations Manager Compliance and Dennis Petersen,
formerly Casinos Southern Regional Manager, will
now be Regional Manager Compliance Southern. They
assumed their new roles on 3 March. Michael Cassidy
has been confirmed as National Manager Gaming
Technology. Other appointments will be made in
coming weeks and the Department aims to have
the new structure fully in place by 1 July.

The National Manager Gaming Technology will
position the Department’s technical gaming capability
at the forefront of emerging gaming technologies as well
as manage the technical gaming resources nationally.
This position will oversee technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Compliance activity will be informed by a broader
view of what is driving different behaviours in the
sector and decisions will support a clearer focus on
making local communities free from gambling related
harm and crime. The Department will also maintain
integrity around gambling operations by focusing
compliance efforts on managing technical gaming
standards and ensuring gambling operators comply
with the Act.

The National Manager Investigations will have an
overview of the more serious investigations within
the GCG and particularly those that are likely to
end up with a defended District or High Court
trial or likely to attract high media interest.

Underlying the review is a determination to provide
strong and collaborative leadership and management,
ensure national consistency but local solutions and best
practice in regulating gambling, achieve efficiencies
and demonstrate value-for-money in our approach.

The Operations Manager’s primary focus will be
to work with the National Manager Compliance
and the Regional Managers to develop and establish
an integrated gaming compliance team nationally.

Summary of management roles:
The National Manager Compliance will develop and
implement an integrated compliance strategy as well
as deliver the compliance and audit services for GCG.

The National Manager Operational Policy will
exercise a strategic focus across GCG both around
operational policy requirements and new business
improvement initiatives.

The National Advisor Performance Assurance
will ensure that GCG is achieving both its strategic
objectives (short and long-term) and its business goals.

The Regional Managers report to the National
Compliance Manager and will work closely with
the Operations Manager. They will be responsible
and accountable for the overall performance of
their region including stakeholder management.
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Host responsibility programme sets new standard
SkyCity Auckland Casino’s amended Responsible Gambling Programme (RGP) sets a new
standard. The programme was amended by the Gambling Commission and notified last
December. It sets the agenda for the pending reviews of the remaining five New Zealand
casinos’ programmes. The RGP is based on the key requirements of the Gambling Act
2003 and best available evidence.
Licence conditions require casinos to have responsible
gambling programmes. SkyCity’s RGP was the first to
be examined by the Commission after it specified new
requirements in a review of all casino licence conditions.
The Commission consulted widely including SkyCity,
the Department of Internal Affairs, the Ministry of Health,
the Problem Gambling Foundation, Gambling Helpline,
Te Herenga Waka O Te Ora Whanau, the Salvation Army
and the Auckland University Centre for Gambling Studies.
In addition the Commission retained Dr Paul Delfabbro,
Associate Professor at the School of Psychology, University
of Adelaide, to provide the Commission with expert advice
on the RGP with particular emphasis on problem
gambler identification.
The RGP is a robust, comprehensive programme
containing clear, actual, observable and measurable
requirements, whilst still allowing the casino flexibility
in implementation.
Key drivers for the Commission’s review of the RGP
were two events that demonstrated deficiencies in current
programmes - the failures of Dunedin Casino and SkyCity
Auckland to identify Christine Keenan and Patrick
Jackson respectively as problem gamblers (see Gambits
December 06 and June 07). Consequently the Commission
required the RGP to contain clear indicators of problem
gambling, including an emphasis on frequency of play
and expenditure.
SkyCity’s RGP includes:
• Internal

culture and competencies – ensuring
casino employees are screened for and assisted
with any personal problem gambling issues
•	External stakeholder engagement – ensuring
SkyCity continues to facilitate and convene stakeholder
forums, in particular the Auckland Host Responsibility
Community Liaison Group
•	Preventing gambling-related harm – addressing
environmental design, safe gambling environments,
responsible marketing and provision of information
for customers
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• Minimising

harm – addressing learning and
professional development for casino employees,
identification of problem gamblers (in a separate
policy document appended to the RGP), exclusions,
gambling limitation programmes, responsible alcohol
service, unattended children, minors and standards
of dress and behaviour
• M
 onitoring and reporting – requiring both
quantitative and qualitative information gathering,
analysis and reporting. For example, SkyCity will need
to seek feedback from customers and casino employees
on how effective they consider relevant parts of the
RGP have been.
Appended to the RGP is a separate Problem Gambler
Identification Policy. This includes:
•	Indicators to be considered in identifying whether
a customer is at risk and the magnitude of that risk.
These include strong and general indicators related to
intensity and frequency of play, emotional disturbance,
social dysfunction and excessive access to money
•	Primary sources of information to be used to identify
problem gamblers, including customer disclosure
(forthright and veiled), behavioural observations,
customer play information, third party disclosures
(e.g. from family or whanau) and interviews with
customers and staff
•	How information is used to assess whether someone
is an actual or potential problem gambler and what
action is to be taken
•	Record keeping.
As a whole, SkyCity’s RGP is a comprehensive programme
that breaks new ground particularly in the area of
identifying problem gamblers and monitoring
the outcomes and effects of the programme.
The RGP took effect on 17 December 2007 and SkyCity
is due to deliver its first six monthly report by June 2008.
The complete Commission decision and RGP is on the
Commission website at: www.gamblingcom.govt.nz/
GCwebsite.nsf/Files/Decision103/$file/Decision
GC2407.pdf

ALL GAMBLING

New fees under the Gambling Act 2003
The Government approved regulations to amend fees
under the Gambling Act 2003. The new fees took effect
on 1 February 2008. Application forms on the
Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz, have been
updated. It is important that societies and clubs use
the latest version when submitting an application.
Each time a form is used it is best that it is downloaded
from our website rather than rely on old copies that
could contain outdated information.

Internal Affairs Department employs to meet responsibilities
under the Act. They also take into account cost increases in
the support and service areas.
The new fees provide greater certainty for the sector.
Following submissions during consultation on the fees
review, the position will be reviewed in 2010 to ensure
the process is on track.

The old fees were set in 2004 before much of the Gambling
Act came into force. The new fees are based on actual
experience and more fully reflect the time and resources the

PRODUCT/SERVICE

CLASS 3 OPERATOR LICENCE
New or renewal (prizes not exceeding $50,000)
New or renewal (prizes exceed $50,000
and all housie)
Amendment
CLASS 4 OPERATOR LICENCE
New (Clubs, NZ Racing Board, racing clubs)
(Other societies)
Amendment (Key Person)
Notification (Key Person)
Amendment (Other)
Notification (Other)
Renewal (Clubs, NZ Racing Board, racing clubs)
(Other societies)

NEW FEE $
(GST INCL.)

100
707
344

4,068
4,068
636
636
254
254
1,271
2,543

CLASS 4 OPERATOR’S ANNUAL
COMPLIANCE FEE
(Other societies)

4,063

CLASS 4 VENUE LICENCE
New (Clubs, NZ Racing Board, racing clubs)
(Other societies)
Amendment
Notification (Key Person)
Notification (Other)
Renewal (Clubs, NZ Racing Board, racing clubs)
(Other societies)

763
1,017
254
636
254
127
191

CLASS 4 VENUE ANNUAL COMPLIANCE
FEE (PER MACHINE)
EMS Fee (per machine per day)
LICENSED PROMOTER LICENCE
New or renewal
Temporary authority

425
1.35

1,375
100

All fees associated with the regulation of gambling have
been consolidated into this single set of regulations.
The new fees are as set out in the attached table:

PRODUCT/SERVICE

NEW FEE $
(GST INCL.)

CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL
CASINO OPERATOR’S LICENCE
New
Amendment
Temporary authority

328
340,000
1,000
23,000

CASINO VENUE AGREEMENT
New (including change of licensed operator)
Amendment
ASSOCIATED PERSON
Appeal Fees – Filing
1 day hearing fee
Half day and part half day hearing (after first day)

23,000
1,000
330
250
450
450

CASINO OPERATOR’S ANNUAL FEE
– FIRST 12 MONTH PERIOD
Sky City Auckland Casino
Sky City Hamilton Casino
Christchurch Casino
Dunedin Casino
Sky City Queenstown Casino
Wharf Casino (Queenstown)

3,006,474
764,062
1,307,047
570,000
237,877
222,287

CASINO OPERATOR’S ANNUAL FEE –
SUBSEQUENT 12 MONTH PERIODS
Sky City Auckland Casino
Sky City Hamilton Casino
Christchurch Casino
Dunedin Casino
Sky City Queenstown Casino
Wharf Casino (Queenstown)

2,894,927
733,513
1,253,045
556,895
237,824
221,434

MONTHLY PENALTY FOR NON-PAYMENT OF
CASINO OPERATOR’S ANNUAL FEE

5%
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Department opens Queenstown office
The Department has opened a new office for its Queenstown gambling inspectors.
They previously had offices in the SkyCity and Wharf casinos but can now be found
at Level 3 of the Hamilton Building, 53-57 Shotover Street.
National Compliance Manager, Debbie Despard, says the the regulator. It also contributes to our work with
move makes the inspectors more accessible to the public communities, other agencies and the gambling sector
to promote safer environments where gambling is
and emphasises their independence from the casinos.
operated with integrity, gambling related harm
“The move is part of our strategy to ensure there’s
is prevented and minimised and gambling related
a clear separation between gambling operators and
crime is prevented,” Debbie Despard said.

Popups reminder
The Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations 2004 require machines
to have a design feature that interrupts play at irregular intervals, not exceeding
30 minutes of continuous play and informs the player of the duration of their session
of play, the amount of money the player has spent as well as their net wins and net
losses. Gaming machines must also display the current time while they are in use.
All Electronic Gaming Machines (EGMs) in casinos and
Class 4 venues must be running Player Information
Displays (PIDs) from 1 July 2009. Analysis of EGMs in the
Class 4 area shows that in January 2008 only 23 per cent
of the 20,000-plus machines in use were running PIDs.

The Department reminds gambling operators
to ensure that PID planning is in place as soon
as possible and encourages them to work closely
with EGM manufacturers to ensure that the
1 July 2009 deadline is achieved.

AGMMA Gaming Expo
The Department’s Gambling Compliance Group (GCG) had strong representation at the
2008 AGMMA New Zealand Gaming Expo held in the SkyCity Convention Centre, Auckland.
It took an exhibitor stand, enabling delegates and other exhibitors to discuss industry
issues face-to-face.
The Department and Intralot ran a joint presentation
on the EMS system – one year old this month –
including a Q&A/feedback session, attended by about
40 delegates. Main areas of interest included new EMS
report requests and methods of downloading EMS data
from the website, the possible impact of introducing the
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QCOM 1.6 protocol, harm minimisation issues
and revision of the Game Rules. Delegate feedback
was overwhelmingly positive.
The Department’s Gambling Compliance Director, Mike
Hill, took part in the “Hot Topics” gaming industry debate.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Download EMS reports before they’re archived
Intralot will be archiving old reports from
the EMS website from 1 June 2008 under
its contract with the Department. From this
date daily reports will be archived after
a month and weekly and monthly reports
after three months.
Once a report has been archived from the website it will
be available only by direct request and on payment of

a fee to Intralot. Details of how to request reports and
payment terms will be available in the help area of the
EMS website or by calling the EMS Help Desk directly.
In order to avoid incurring retrieval fees it is
recommended that after accessing their reports
societies and clubs store them either as hardcopy
or in their own systems.
Access to current reports will not be affected by the
move – only daily reports more than a month old and
weekly/monthly reports more than three months old.

Class 4 Information
Project update

Jackpot systems
standard rethink

The Department has been considering
how better to collect and publish
information useful for policy development
from Class 4 gambling operators.
The Department is in the final stages of
preparing a report with recommendations
for a long-term approach to consistent
information gathering.

The Department has considered its
position on the proposed minimum
equipment standards for jackpot
systems following its own investigations
and information from submissions.

In the interim, the Department proposes to
repeat the 'Where do Gaming Machine Profits Go?'
survey, last conducted in 2005. As with that survey,
information will be requested from operators under
section 365 of the Gambling Act. The new survey
will be for the year 1 July 2008 to 30 June 2009.
We will be in touch shortly regarding the
information required and the format for
providing it.

The short timeframe for complying with the
standards by 1 July 2009 raised a number of
concerns, including issues of harm minimisation,
timing and costs. As there is no ready solution
available to the issues raised, the Department
considers it would be unreasonable and impractical
to proceed with the proposed standard.
The Department will now develop and discuss
ways of mitigating the identified issues that are
sustainable in the long term. In the meantime
the Department will not mandate the use of
downloadable jackpots as proposed in the
consultation document for Class 4 jackpot systems.

March 2008
September
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Need for caution
Gambling venues should take care when
contemplating introducing new activities
that could constitute gambling
(see Gambits June 2007).
The Department is aware of unapproved machines
being introduced to venues that have turned out
to be ‘gaming machines’.

This means that the venue is operating illegal
gambling, the penalty for which is up to a
year’s prison or a $20,000 fine for an individual
or $50,000 for a body corporate.
We urge caution and would not want to see
venues prosecuted for operating illegal gambling
under these circumstances.

Banking failures lead to closures
A Christchurch bar has had to close its gaming machine operation after the Gambling
Commission upheld an Internal Affairs Department decision to cancel the venue licence
for repeatedly failing to bank machine proceeds on time.
The Sand Bar and Restaurant of Ferrymead and venue
manager, Robyn Legge-Hunt, suggested their licence
could be suspended rather than cancelled but the
Commission said there was no reason to think
anything would change.
Gambling law requires gaming machine proceeds
to be banked within five working days. The Department
told the Commission there were 77 incidents since
January 2004 of the Sand Bar failing to comply,
including dishonoured cheques, banking of insufficient
gaming machine proceeds (GMP) and late banking.
The Department said Sand Bar’s financial position
was the underlying cause of many of the late bankings.
“Given the habitual failure to bank gaming machine
proceeds on time and the numerous dishonoured
cheques, Sand Bar must have relied upon the GMP
to conduct its business,” the Department submitted.
The Department and the Lion Foundation, for
whom the bar operated 16 machines, had warned
the management repeatedly about late banking.
The Commission supported the Department’s
view that the bar and key people associated
with the operation were unsuitable.
8
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“On all the evidence before the Commission there
is no reason to think that anything will change,”
the Commission said. “There is no proposal to change
the unsuitable key persons. The appellants have been
afforded every opportunity to comply with their
banking requirements, but have failed consistently to do
so. The fact that there were further breaches during the
appeal process illustrates how unlikely any change is.”
The Bellevue Gardens Hotel, Lower Hutt, was ordered
to switch off its 14 gaming machines for five days
because it repeatedly failed to bank pokie profits
within the legally required five working days.
The bar operates the machines for the Lion Foundation
and the venue licence was suspended from February
10 to February 14 inclusive.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
venue manager failed on 52 occasions between October
2004 and July 2007 to bank gaming machine proceeds
within the time specified under gambling law.
“It seems the venue’s cash flow difficulties were behind
the recurring breaches,” Mike Hill said. “Since August
2007 there have been no further breaches and the
Foundation accepts that if there are, then cancellation
of the licence will follow.”

PUBS AND CLUBS

Bay Foundation loses licence
The Bay Foundation of Paihia has lost its
licence to operate gaming machines under
the Gambling Act 2003.
The Department of Internal Affairs declined to renew
the licence after identifying several failings in a recent
audit. The Gambling Commission dismissed the
Foundation’s appeal against that decision.
The Foundation is the third society to lose its licence
since the Gambling Act took full effect in July 2004.
It operated gaming machines at three venues in
Rotorua, Mount Maunganui and Waipapakauri.
Reasons for not renewing the licence included:
•	Returning less than 23 per cent of gaming machine

proceeds to authorised purposes – substantially

below the statutory minimum of 37.12 per cent

•	Paying too much in venue costs
•	Paying excessive amounts in management company

fees and failing to supply supporting documentation

•	The precarious nature of the Foundation’s finances.

Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
loss of licence is a reminder to all societies about their
responsibilities under the Gambling Act.
“The societies exist to raise money for the community,
benefiting a range of activities identified as authorised
purposes under their licence conditions,” Mike Hill
said. “The law states what minimums they must meet
in terms of returns to the community and how much
can be claimed as expenses for their operations. These
must be actual, reasonable and necessary and we
scrutinise them carefully during audits.”

COURT CASES

Nelson barman convicted

Guilty plea on S113 charges

5 February 2008

5 December 2007

A 39-year-old Nelson barman was sentenced
to six months home detention, and ordered
to pay $77,000 in reparation for theft and
failing to bank gaming machine profits.

A former Lion Foundation general manager,
Mark Forshaw, was discharged without
conviction on the payment of $200 costs
after pleading guilty in the North Shore
District Court to two charges under Section
113 of the Gambling Act.

Damian Richards pleaded guilty to a representative
charge of theft by a person in a special relationship,
and another of failing to bank gaming profits.
Richards was the venue manager of a bar operating
gaming machines on behalf of the Trillian Trust,
when he failed to bank a total of $77,684.83 between
7 October 2004 and 30 June 2005.

The charges related to February-May 2005 when Forshaw
was a key person of the Class 4 gaming machine society,
Youthtown, and also the operator of a venue at which
Youthtown operated gaming machines.

During the investigation into the missing gaming
machine profits Richards told the Department he had
no idea where the missing money had gone.
Section 104 of the Gambling Act 2003 and the Gambling
(Class 4 Banking) Regulations 2006 require all gaming
machine profits from Class 4 gambling to be banked
into a dedicated account at a registered bank within
five working days of the profits being calculated.
March 2008
September
2005
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Few people say they gamble regularly
29 February 2008

Most New Zealanders gamble at least occasionally, with Lotto and Instant Kiwi/scratchies
the most popular large-scale activity, according to a new survey released today by the
Department of Internal Affairs. Few people reported participating in the types of gambling
considered most potentially harmful such as gaming machines and racing.
The Department has been surveying people’s
participation in, and attitudes to, gambling every
five years since 1985. Figures from the latest survey,
conducted in 2005, are almost invariably lower than
in previous surveys.
The 2005 survey found that 66 per cent of respondents
played Lotto at least once a year (75 per cent in 2000)
and 37 per cent at least once a month (50 per cent in
2000). The corresponding figures for Instant Kiwi/
scratchies were 41 per cent (48 per cent in 2000)
and 18 per cent (23 per cent in 2000).
Very few people reported participating even once in
the year before the survey in those forms of gambling
considered most potentially harmful – 19 per cent for
non-casino gaming machines, 14 per cent for betting
on horse and dog races, 10 per cent for casino gaming
machines, and 4 per cent for TAB sports betting and
casino table games. Even fewer people reported
participating in such gambling regularly. For example,
only eight per cent of respondents said they played
non-casino gaming machines once a month or more.
However, there were significant differences within
the population, suggesting that some groups are far
more likely to be harmed by gambling than others.
For example:
•	Maori played non-casino gaming machines more

often than other ethnic groups, had longer sessions,
spent more and were more likely to believe they had
won or broken even overall (a belief that is almost
certainly mistaken, given the way the machines
are programmed)

•	Men reported playing non-casino gaming machines

more often, but women played for longer, spent
more and were more likely to believe that they
had won or broken even overall

•	Players’ average annual casino spending decreased

by nine per cent in real terms between 2000 and 2005
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but almost doubled for Pacific players, increased
by 63 per cent for Maori and by 7 per cent
for the Asian group.
Other results include:
•	The length of a typical gambling session was

generally short, with 92 per cent saying they played
non-casino gaming machines for less than two hours
on any day

•	Fewer than one per cent reported gambling on

the Internet, usually to place a bet with the TAB,
a similar result to 2000

•	More people believe heavy gambling is a problem

– 90 per cent considered it a growing problem
compared with 87 per cent who thought it was
a problem in 2000 and 66 per cent in 1985

•	More than half considered as socially undesirable

internet-based gambling (68 per cent), non-casino
gaming machines (64 per cent) and casinos
(59 per cent), compared with 53 per cent,
45 per cent and 54 per cent respectively in 2000

•	Most respondents (84 per cent) favoured gambling

being run to raise money for worthy causes but this
figure was down from between 92 per cent and 94
per cent previously

•	When asked which of five types of organisations

should distribute gambling profits, 49 per cent
selected the Lottery Grants Board or similar, 48 per
cent selected community representatives, 31 per cent
selected the local council option, 16 per cent selected
government departments, and only 13 per cent
selected the people who operate gambling activities.

The report, People’s Participation in, and Attitudes
to, Gambling, 1985 – 2005: Results of the 2005 Survey,
is available under Resources – Research and Reports
at: www.dia.govt.nz
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Gambling spend increased in 2006/07 year
18 December 2007

Statistics released today show New Zealanders’ gambling spend is rising.
“The reversal is due largely to players spending five per
cent more on pub and club pokies, the non-casino gaming
machines,” said Mr Markland. “This partly reverses the
trend from the previous two years, when players spent less
on these machines.”

Releasing the annual gambling expenditure figures, the
Department of Internal Affairs Gambling Policy Manager,
John Markland, said that spending on the main forms
of gambling increased by 2.2 per cent to $2.020 billion in
2006/07, following a decrease to $1.977 billion in 2005/06.
Overall spending in 2006/07 on gambling was made up of:

GAMBLING PRODUCT

RACING AND SPORTS BETTING
LOTTERIES COMMISSION PRODUCTS
CASINOS
NON-CASINO GAMING MACHINES
TOTAL SPENDING

2006/07 SPENDING
(PLAYER LOSSES)

INCREASE/DECREASE
FROM 2005/06

$269M
$331M
$469M
$950M

+ 4.2%
+ 3.0%
- 4.7%
+ 5.0%

$2.020 BILLION*

+ 2.2%

* Total is not the sum of the column due to rounding.

Mr Markland said that the non-casino gaming machine
trend is consistent with overseas experience following
the introduction of smoke-free legislation.

“Spending drops initially then creeps back up over a
period of up to five years. Rates of growth, though,
tend to remain below what they were before the ban.”

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Kiwis have their say on gambling in New Zealand
10 Dec 2007

A benchmark report on New Zealanders’ knowledge, views and experiences of gambling
and gambling-related harm was released by Associate Health Minister, Damien O’Connor.
The 2006/07 Gaming and Betting Activities Survey,
undertaken for the Health Sponsorship Council
(HSC), is part of the Ministry of Health’s response
to problem gambling.
The survey of almost 2000 people provided a
comprehensive snapshot of New Zealanders’ views
on gambling and showed that the current climate of
opinion supports New Zealand’s public health approach
to addressing problem gambling and its wider impacts.
“New Zealanders believe that gambling harm is an
issue to be addressed from an individual through to a
community level. They can see a role for individuals,
families and whanau, health and social services,
government, gambling operators and the whole
community,” Mr O’Connor said.
“This kind of research is an important investment
that will help inform future strategies and directions
for public awareness campaigns, health services and
community programmes around problem gambling.”
The Minister said the results of the survey came at a time
when the Ministry of Health has significantly revised the
problem gambling services delivery framework.
The Ministry has introduced a new model for problem
gambling services based on experience during the
2004-07 problem gambling levy period. The new model
provides a more equitable basis on which to apply
problem gambling levy funding, as well as providing
improved service coverage.

An important feature of the new approach is an
innovative monitoring and evaluation framework that
focuses on the outcomes that problem gambling services
achieve. The framework provides assurance of the
quality and effectiveness of problem gambling services.
“The government is committed to providing quality
services for problem gamblers and communities
in general, to minimise the harms from problem
gambling,” Mr O’Connor said.
For a copy of the report:
http://www.ourproblem.org.nz/research.html

Key findings
In the last 12 months:
•	Around four out of five New Zealanders engaged
in some form of gambling
•	Thirty-five per cent of people said someone close
to them had gambled at a harmful level
•	Sixteen per cent of people said someone in their
family or household had had to go without
something they needed or bills were not paid
because too much was spent on gambling
•	Sixteen per cent of people had experienced family
arguments about time or money spent on gambling
•	Nine per cent of adults had spent more time
or money gambling than they meant to.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information we could provide to make Gambits
more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry

Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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The majority of people share a view that some
activities are more harmful than others, particularly
gaming machines:

•	Seventy-three per cent of adults could think of
things people could do to avoid spending more
time or money on gambling than they should

•	Eighty-six per cent of people thought that some
types of gambling were more likely to attract people
into playing more often or for more money than they
should; of these, around three-quarters said playing
gaming machines was the activity that was more
harmful than others.

•	Twenty-three per cent of adults could think of
something gambling operators do to help players
avoid gambling too much.

Overall, people think that raising money through
gambling does more harm than good:
•	Fifty-one per cent of people said that raising money
for the community from gambling does more harm
than good; 28 per cent said it does more good than
harm and 19 per cent said it does equal harm
and good.
Knowledge about the harms of gambling is quite high,
but understanding of the full range of harms is limited:
•	Sixty-seven per cent of people thought they knew
what the signs of harmful gambling (“when people
gamble too much”) were for individuals; 90 per cent
said they knew how it affects households, and 61 per
cent said they knew how harmful gambling affects
the community
•	Of those people who knew the signs, most
mentioned financial problems and debt, not paying
household bills and expenses, crime and being
obsessed with or addicted to gambling.
Knowledge about strategies to avoid problem
gambling is reasonably good, but knowledge
about things gambling operators can do is lower:

Awareness of services to help people with gambling
problems is relatively high, but confidence in services
could be higher:
•	Sixty-four per cent of people said they could name
an organisation they could direct someone to; the
two most commonly mentioned services were an
0800 telephone line and Gamblers Anonymous
•	Fifty-two per cent of people would be comfortable
referring friends/family to help services.
People think advertising encourages more gambling,
rather than just raising awareness of specific activities
or venues:
•	One-half (50 per cent) of people who had seen
advertising for gambling activities or venues
(56 per cent of those interviewed) thought it
encourages more people to gamble or to gamble
more often; 42 per cent thought it encourages
gambling in general; and 39 per cent thought it
just raises awareness of a specific activity or venue
•	Almost nine out of ten (89 per cent) people think
that, as with other products and services that can
harm people, the timing and type of advertising
of gambling activities should be limited.
The research was carried out by National Research
Bureau Ltd for the HSC.

The survey of almost 2000 people provided a comprehensive
snapshot of New Zealanders’ views on gambling and showed that
the current climate of opinion supports New Zealand’s public health
approach to addressing problem gambling and its wider impacts.
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Spending on pokies up slightly
31 January 2008

Gaming machine expenditure in almost 1600 pubs and clubs around the country
rose by just under one per cent to $245.3 million in the three months to December 31,
2007 according to figures from the Department of Internal Affairs. This compares with
$243.5 million in the previous quarter.
The electronic monitoring of 20,000 non-casino gaming
machines became fully operational last March, enabling
the Department to track and monitor operations,
ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate
accounting of money.
The biggest spending areas in the December quarter
were Auckland City with $25.2 million (10.3 per cent of
the total) from 1625 machines, Christchurch City $23.6
million (9.6 per cent) from 1891 machines and Manukau
City $20.2 million (8.2 per cent) from 1014 machines.

Non-club venues accounted for 87 per cent of the
expenditure at $213.5 million, with chartered clubs
registering 7.7 per cent ($18.9 million), RSAs four per cent
($9.9 million) and sports clubs ($3 million) the remainder.
The December quarter gaming machine statistics
fluctuated marginally on the previous quarter indicating
that numbers have stabilised with the introduction of
EMS. Licence holders dropped on the September 07
quarter, from 435 to 428, venues from 1593 to 1585,
while gaming machines increased from 20,163 to 20,182.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
31
30

DECEMBER 2007
SEPTEMBER 2007
JUNE 2007
MARCH 2007
DECEMBER 2006
SEPTEMBER 2006
JUNE 2006
MARCH 2006
DECEMBER 2005
SEPTEMBER 2005
JUNE 2005
MARCH 2005
DECEMBER 2004
DECEMBER 2003
JUNE 20031

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

428
435
439
444
476
481
496
513
526
535
553
568
584
672
699

1585
1593
1598
1607
1666
1676
1701
1721
1747
1770
1801
1838
1850
2031
2122

20,182
20,163
20,120
20,302
20,518
20,571
20,739
21,026
21,343
21,684
21,846
22,159
22,231
22,734
25,221

1. Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.

The biggest spending area in the December quarter
was Auckland City with $25.2 million.
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GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – OCTOBER TO SEPTEMBER 2007
TOTAL GMP QUARTER

SOCIETY TYPE

NON-CLUB
SPORTS CLUBS
CHARTERED CLUBS
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB
TOTAL ALL

% OF TOTAL

$ 213,470,510.65
$ 3,066,651.57
$ 18,893,043.74
$ 9,861,119.97

87.0%
1.3%
7.7%
4.0%

$ 31,820,815.28

13.0%

$ 245,291,325.93

100.0%

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and changes
in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz
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Keith Manch

Debbie Despard

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses
all the roles where the Department is, in effect,
the regulator of a sector of the economy.

National Manager Compliance
This position is primarily responsible for delivering
compliance and audit services as well as developing
and implementing an integrated compliance strategy.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship and
anti-spam compliance, local government services, fire
service policy, identity services policy, civil defence and
emergency management policy and crown entity monitoring
functions. For the sake of simplicity, the functions outside
the gambling sector are not included on this page.

Geoff Owen (Acting)

For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and Regulations.
This policy team is in the same branch as the Gambling
Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance staff.
This means that policy and operational staff can
benefit from each other’s knowledge and experience.

Mike Hil
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring
about compliance with the law. The Director works closely
with the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
so that there is a constant flow of information between
the staff involved in applying the law and those who
develop the law.

National Manager Licensing
This position has prime responsibility for Class 4
Licensing, championing a new electronic licensing
regime and management oversight of the Electronic
Monitoring System contract with Intralot.

Michael Cassidy
National Manager Gaming Technology
This position oversees the technical integrity of gaming
issues across casino and all other classes of gambling.

Appointment pending
National Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

Geoff Owen
National Manager Investigations
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and financial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.
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The year in reflection
By Mike Hill, Director Gambling Compliance
As 2007 draws to a close it is useful to look back at
what has been achieved and to indicate our priorities
for 2008. The Department is on record that it wants to
achieve maximum voluntary compliance by working
with and assisting the sector. We believe we have done
this in many ways and appreciate the input of so many.
The Department continues to be concerned about non
compliance and remains prepared to take enforcement
action where appropriate.

Stakeholders
The Regulators’ Forum proved to be a useful way
to discuss gambling issues honestly and frankly.
The Department and the Ministry of Health Expert
Advisory Group was also maintained. The expert
representatives thought it could be enhanced if the
Department and Ministry defined a range of questions
for the forum and sought advice on them.
The Department met regularly with service providers
and gained a better understanding, from the providers’
perspective, of the implications of gambling harm.
The Department also met regularly with an
inter-agency group to develop broader responses
to problems of crime and criminality that impact
on the gambling environment.
We conducted a number of formal and informal
presentations with societies and engaged with trustees
during audits. All these meetings were useful in
working better together and working through issues.

In summary, the Department appreciates the
investment by key people across the sector into
these forums. It all helps us to achieve better
compliance with the Act.

Major investigations
The casinos certainly made the news this year, with
allegations around crime and criminality and gambling
integrity by former Christchurch Casino managers
Peter Arbuckle and Stephen Lyttelton.
The Department responded by conducting thorough
investigations into the concerns and also contracted
BMM Testlabs to undertake an independent audit
of the DACOM system in the Christchurch Casino.
(see Gambits page 10)
While the specific allegations made by Arbuckle
and Lyttelton were unfounded, the profile of these
issues and media interest in alleged loan sharking
in Auckland resulted in more engagement with
casino executives and a greater willingness by
casino operators to both understand and be more
proactive around money laundering and crime
related concerns. This is something the
Department wants to see continue in 2008.
Across the Class 4 area there continues to be
prosecutions for theft. The incidence of late banking
has reduced in the wake of several infringement
notices being issued. The Department is thankful
that most societies are working with us on this issue
but would like to see a concerted effort for the new
year in eradicating it completely.
Continued on next page
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Venue Costs Working Party

Where do gaming machine profits go?

The sector and the Department invested significant
effort into this working party and the recommendations
have been finalised. While the outcome is helpful
in moving things forward, it is an area that may
require further work in the future.

This survey presented information on the allocation
to authorised purposes of non-casino gaming
machine profits. It was well received by the sector and
stakeholders and is to be repeated. (see Gambits page 5)

Gaming Technology
The good news for the sector is that the Department’s
new Gaming Technology team is now turning around
game approvals, mostly within three to four days.
There have also been significant advances on the
jackpot standard, EMS connectivity standard, and
adopting National Standard 9. The Department
is confident that these key pieces of work will
be completed very early in the New Year.

Fees review
The outcome is quite close. (see Gambits page 3)

The Auditor General audit on the Department’s
controls on non-casino gaming machines
This was a useful exercise for the Department and we
are working to implement each of the recommendations.

Gambling Commission
There were a number of interesting challenges for the
Gambling Commission and we welcome the robustness
of this process to better define the gambling environment.

EMS
This has proven to be a success and we are now able
to better track actual spending on gaming machines.
The Department is working to use EMS information
to better inform its regulatory approach.

Integrated Gambling Platform (IGP)
The Department is building a business case to support
E-Licensing and other electronic enhancements
to advance service delivery.

What we have tried to better understand
this year:
•
•

Financial viability issues around societies

Management companies and the reasonableness
or otherwise of their cost structures and how they
fit as “key persons” under the Act.

GCG Review
We took on board sector and stakeholder feedback from
the 2006 ‘gap analysis’ and other forums and redesigned
how we will deliver compliance services in the future.
The Department is now moving to implement this
structure and a programme of work that will better achieve
our outcomes and hopefully assist gambling operators to
comply with the Act. We intend to brief key stakeholders
on these changes early in the New Year.

Looking ahead to 2008
The Department is focusing activity on:
•

Ensuring the integrity of gaming

•	Keeping

gambling safe from harm and
gambling-related crime

•

Maximising benefits to the community.

We hope gambling operators can share this effort by
accepting responsibility for making their operations
comply fully with the Act.
The Department’s priorities will certainly include:
•	Maximising
•	A focus

opportunities around the licensing process

on harm minimisation, particularly around
exclusion orders at venues

•	A focus

on gambling related crime – particularly theft
of money and late banking, and crime and criminality
around casinos

•	A particular

interest in the safety from harm and crime
issues as they relate to local communities

•	Ensuring

Project Metos
This was a major study by the Department to better
understand the nature and extent of crime and
criminality around casinos. The Department is in the
process of briefing key stakeholders on its findings.

the integrity of gaming – both gaming
operations and gaming machines

•

Maximising returns to the community.

The Department looks forward to again working with
the wider sector to best achieve the outcomes of the
Act for 2008.

All the best for Christmas and the New Year.
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New fees likely to take
effect in February
Final decisions are awaited from the
Government to amend fees under the
Gambling Act 2003.
The proposed new fees were set out in the consultation
document Review of fees under the Gambling Act on
the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz. Once
approved, the new fees would take effect in February
after publication in The Gazette.
The current fees were set in 2004 before much of the
Gambling Act came into force. The proposed fees
are based on actual experience and more fully reflect
the Department’s time and resources to undertake
responsibilities under the Act. They also take into
account cost increases in the support and service areas.
The new fees are designed to provide certainty for
up to five years and to recover increased costs and
achieve cost recovery from the industry by the end
of that period. Following submissions from the sector,
the position is likely to be reviewed in 2010 to ensure
the process is on track.
All fees associated with the regulation of gambling
are being consolidated into one set of regulations.

Holiday licensing
and EMS support
Department of Internal Affairs
offices will be closed between
24th December and 3rd January.
During this period the licensing unit will
not be processing new licence applications
or licence surrenders.

REMINDER: Player
information displays
From the 1 July 2009 all New
Zealand Electronic Gaming Machines
must comply with the Gambling
(Harm Prevention and Minimisation)
Regulations 2004, which include
a requirement that EGMs provide
players with information about their
net wins or net losses during their
session of play.
Any EGM that does not comply with this
requirement must not be used on or after
this date.
The regulations were made on 30 August 2004
and have applied to new EGMs since 1 October
2005. They require machines to have a design
feature that interrupts play at irregular intervals,
not exceeding 30 minutes of continuous play,
and informs the player of the duration of their
session of play, the amount of money the player
has spent as well as their net wins and net losses.
Gaming machines must also display the current
time while they are in use.
Also after 1 July 2009 non-downloadable or
hand pay jackpot systems must not be used
as this would result in a situation where the
net wins or net losses display on the EGM is
inaccurate. A proposed new jackpot standard
will be available for consultation shortly.
It is most important that gaming operators
achieve these requirements and plan to meet
the deadline.

The EMS Helpdesk and the EMS website
will be open and operating as usual.
Gambling Inspectors will be on duty to
carry out usual compliance functions.
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September
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Competition by societies for venues to be addressed
The Department is aware of the competitive
environment that has developed between
societies for venues.

From 1 April 2008 the Department will require
societies to provide documentary evidence to support
the payments shown in venue agreements. Any
increase in venue payments will be scrutinised closely.

To help avoid concerns that financial inducements
and overpayment of expenses might be involved,
the Department will be seeking greater transparency
when venue changes are registered. New requirements
will be introduced next year to ensure there is no
financial advantage or inducement offered beyond
current venue payments.

In addition, the Department is considering requiring
either the society’s chairperson or auditor to sign off
the venue payments schedule in the venue agreement.

Before issuing a venue licence the Department must
be satisfied that all venue costs being claimed are
actual, reasonable and necessary.

This would be mandatory where venue revenue
exceeds $20,000 per week and the Department would
obtain it from any other venue where circumstances
warrant such scrutiny.

Maximising returns and minimising costs
Societies renewing their licences will be
expected to state how they will maximise
returns to the community and minimise
costs. Many statements in the past
have lacked detail.
The quality of the statements will be a key focus at
licence renewal time and during audits, with societies
expected to provide evidence when asked.
The statements need to include clear, practical examples
supported by documentary evidence. For example, by:
•	Demonstrating

a cost/benefit analysis before
committing to significant expenditure

•	Tendering

for goods and services

•	Obtaining

quotes for more goods and services

•	Maintaining
•	Employing
•	Using

an efficient organisational structure

efficiencies through technology

volunteers (in the club sector particularly).

Examples of maximising returns could include:
•	Improving

venue staff skills and training to operate
the venue efficiently and safely

•	Taking

advantage of interest bearing, on demand
accounts for cash that is banked.

Under sections 50, 52 and 56 of the Gambling Act 2003
the Secretary for Internal Affairs must refuse to issue
the licence if he is not satisfied the applicant complies
with all relevant requirements.

Before issuing a venue licence the Department must be satisfied that
all venue costs being claimed are actual, reasonable and necessary.
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Annual reports required

Changes to venue licence
application forms

Societies and clubs are reminded that under
sections 107 and 108 of the Gambling Act
2003 they must submit an audited annual
report to the Department no later than three
months after the end of their financial year.

The Department is keen to ensure
that the written description of a venue’s
primary activity on a venue licence
is accurate.

The Department expects to receive the annual report
as one complete document, preferably as an unbound
black and white document printed on plain A4 paper,
or in a suitable electronic format.

To this end, operators will be required to select
a description of a venue’s primary activity from
several options when returning venue licence
applications or amendments. These options include:

The annual report must include:

•	An itemised list of distributions to authorised purposes
•	A set
•	An

Non-commercial - usually a club venue

of financial statements

Commercial: Hotel - a venue whose primary
activity is the provision of accommodation

auditor’s report on the information in the
annual report

Commercial: Restaurant - a venue whose primary
activity is the provision of dining

•	Information

regarding the conduct of
Class 4 gambling.

Commercial: Tavern - a venue whose primary
activity is the provision of alcohol

Class 4 information involves, as a minimum,
details of the society’s legal and management structure,
how the society functions and a list of venues with the
number of machines at each venue. It is also important
to comment on the society’s approach to compliance
and, in particular, initiatives to minimise harm.

Commercial: Ten Pin Bowling - a venue whose
primary activity is the provision of ten pin bowling
Commercial: Pool Hall - a venue whose primary
activity is the provision of pool
Commercial: Other (please add detail)
- where the primary activity is not covered
by the above descriptors.

Clubs need provide only the detail related to their
gambling operations.

The Department asks operators to complete
this new section accurately and, if unsure,
to contact the Department to discuss.

Reviewing the content of annual reports will also
be a key focus for the Department to ensure the
requirements of sections 107 and 108 of the Act
are being complied with.

Grants survey to be repeated
The Department plans to repeat its survey
of gaming machine grants as an interim
measure pending the introduction of a better
information collection system.
The last survey of Class 4 societies’ authorised purposes
grants covered 2005* and followed similar reports in
1996 and 1999/2000. The next survey will be in 2009
and cover the 2008 calendar year. Information will be
requested under section 365 of the Gambling Act 2003.

Further details will be sent shortly to operators so they
can incorporate the collation of required information
into ‘business as usual’ practices.
The Department recently consulted on several options
for collating and distributing consistent Class 4
gambling information to stakeholders, including grants
and exclusion orders. A report and recommendations
are being finalised.
* see “More gaming machine money to the community” page 12.
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Is your Help Desk call necessary?
When powering up electronic gaming machines (EGMs) at the start of business,
venue staff are asked to wait five to 10 minutes before assuming there is a
problem and calling the EMS Help Desk.
More than a thousand unnecessary calls a
month have been made because venue staff
are not allowing their gaming machines
enough time to start up.
When a venue powers up its gaming room
each day the site controller turns the machines
on one at a time. Each machine then follows
a series of checks and displays a sequence of
screen messages, including “EGM disabled”.

This is not a signal to immediately report a fault.
If staff wait at least 10 minutes and ensure the
EGM has completed its setup they will more
than likely find the system works as it should.
If it does not, switch the particular machine off
and go through the same procedure again.
When a real problem occurs and a Help Desk call
is necessary, staff are asked to have the following
information ready when their call is answered:
•	Venue
•	EGM
•	Any

ID (GMV)

serial number (all eight digits)

messages displayed on the EGM.

More than a thousand unnecessary calls a month have been
made because venue staff are not allowing their gaming
machines enough time to start up.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

Open every day

0800 654 655
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Should societies register under the Charities Act?
If you are involved in managing a gaming
machine society, should you register under
the new Charities Act? You may be wondering
whether your current tax exemption status
will be affected if you do not register.
Gaming machine societies have their own income tax
exemption provision so there is no need for gaming
machine societies to register to be eligible for a tax
exemption. The Charities Act will have no direct
impact on gaming machine societies.

Can gaming machine societies
register anyway?
If your society already qualifies for a tax exemption,
there is no need to register with the Charities
Commission to retain this exemption. However,
any organisation that considers that it has charitable
purposes and is established for “public benefit”
may apply for registration with the Commission.
From July 2008, all organisations that wish to be eligible
for a tax exemption from Inland Revenue on the basis
of charitable purpose will need to be registered with
the Charities Commission. If you are not sure whether
you have a continuing tax exemption check with your
solicitor or accountant.

What does “charitable purpose” mean?
“Charitable purpose” has a special meaning in law
– to have a charitable purpose, the rules or governing
document of an organisation must clearly say that
its work is for either:
•	the
•	the

relief of poverty

advancement of education

•	the

advancement of religion, or any other matters
that are beneficial to the community.

For an organisation’s purposes to be charitable, its aims
must also provide a public benefit. The benefit must
be available to a large part of the community and the
activities must not result in the private benefit or profit
of any individual.

Relevant tax legislation
Gaming machine societies that operate in accordance
with the Gambling Act 2003 are exempt income tax by
explicit statutory provision. They don’t need to register
with the Charities Commission to retain their tax
exempt status even if they have a charitable purpose.
See section CW 40B of the Income Tax Act 2004:
CW 40B Income from conducting gaming
machine gambling
An amount of income derived by a person that is gross
gambling proceeds from gaming machine gambling
is exempt income if –
(a)	the person is authorised to conduct the gaming
machine gambling under the Gambling Act 2003
by a gaming machine operator’s licence and a
gaming machine venue licence; and

(b)	the person complies with the Gambling Act 2003
in applying and distributing the net gambling
proceeds from the gaming machine gambling.

Further information
For more information about the Charities Commission
or registration under the Charities Act, please see
www.charities.govt.nz. You can also call the Charities
Commission on free phone 0508 242 748.

Gaming machine societies have their own income tax exemption
provision so there is no need for gaming machine societies to
register to be eligible for a tax exemption. The Charities Act will
have no direct impact on gaming machine societies.
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Review of AP statements
The Department is reviewing the Authorised
Purposes statements of all corporate
societies. The process includes ensuring
that content complies with the requirements
of the Gambling Act 2003 and checking
layout, grammar, spelling and syntax.
The Department will make any necessary changes
to language and layout and incorporate changes into

all subsequent operator and venue licences as they
are issued.
Where incorrect or inappropriate content is identified,
the Department will contact a society and suggest
suitable alternatives. No changes will be made without
the agreement of the society involved.
Once agreement has been reached, the Department
will action the change through an Internal Operator
Amendment Application and issue a replacement
licence at no cost to the society.

Definition of gambling area
Applications for a new Class 4 venue licence
and to amend a Class 4 venue licence
provide an opportunity for the Gambling
Area to be defined. The actual area needs
to be clearly delineated, for example, by
way of bolded lines or cross hatched lines.
Please do not use a highlighter as it fails
to show up when copied.
The quality and completeness of the information varies
and can lead to considerable delays in the processing
of those applications.

It is important that the application includes the following:
•	An A4

sized page showing the layout of the entire
venue [if more than one floor then use an
additional page(s)]

•	A diagram

containing a scale and dimensions
of the gambling area

•
•

The walls, doors and access

The exact location of the gaming machines

•	A statement
•	Be

that the plan is a true and accurate copy

dated and signed by both the venue operator
(or authorised representative, e.g. a director) and
a trustee/officer of the society

•	Both signatories to print their names and designations.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about what information we could provide
to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Venue surrenders

Review of application forms

The Department is aware of some practices
around venue surrenders, prior to moving to
a new society, that are in breach of section
67(j) of the Gambling Act 2003.

We are currently reviewing forms used in
the various applications submitted under
the Gambling Act. These are regularly updated
and placed on the Department’s website.
It is important when submitting an application
that societies and clubs use the latest version,
including the Personal Information form.

Category B corporate societies cannot operate gaming
machines at a venue without a current venue agreement
that meets requirements. When a society surrenders a
venue so another society can pick it up, that surrender
date cannot be later than the date the venue agreement
expires. If the incoming society asks for a later/revised
surrender date, the outgoing society may extend
the date. However, it cannot continue to operate the
gaming machines beyond the expiry date of the venue
agreement unless it signs a new venue agreement with
the venue operator. That new venue agreement may
be short-term if both parties agree.

We recommend that each time a form is used, it is
downloaded from our website. If copies of the form
have been made, please check that the copy is the latest
version. That can be established by accessing the website
and checking the date on the right hand side at the end
of the first page of the particular application. If the most
recent form is not used it may result in the application
being returned and an updated version of the application
being required.

Amendments to gaming machines
Changes and updates to gaming machines, and replacement of old with
new machines, require an amended licence before they can be operated.
It is important that the change, update or replacement of the existing
game or machine be implemented as soon as the updated licence is
received. We consider that 20 working days is sufficient for this action
to be carried out, otherwise the society or club will be operating gaming
machines outside the term of its licence.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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CASINOS

Audit confirms integrity of casino system
An independent audit confirmed that there
was no evidence of money being skimmed
or misappropriated from Christchurch
Casino’s gaming machines.
Evaluating the reliability of the casino’s DACOM
system included checking the installation of the gaming
machines, interface controllers, cashier’s station,
network hubs and cabling, assessing operational
procedures, checking system behaviour under a range
of conditions, reviewing security and access privileges
to the IT infrastructure and verifying software.
BMM Testlabs of Melbourne, an independent, accredited
testing company, was engaged to test the integrity of
the casino’s gaming machine monitoring system after
the Department of Internal Affairs found no evidence to
support allegations made by two former senior casino
managers, Stephen Lyttelton and Peter Arbuckle.
Internal Affairs Minister, Rick Barker, said the audit
confirmed the robustness of the Department’s own
extensive investigations.
“I asked for the further BMM audit to give absolute
certainty to the public and provide further assurance

of the integrity of the casino’s monitoring systems.”
Rick Barker said.
“BMM said money skimming is only possible when
meter values reported by the system are adjusted to
match the physical money stolen from the gaming
machines. The company found no evidence of any
such actions being performed.
“Mr Lyttelton and Mr Arbuckle were able to make their
allegations through the media, unchallenged, and have
been evasive ever since. They have steadfastly declined
to co-operate with the Department or the Police or
produce any hard evidence to support their claims,
despite numerous attempts to contact them via their
lawyers and at different addresses.
“The public can be reassured that the independent
report confirms areas identified by the Department’s
own investigation of Christchurch Casino as well as
other issues. BMM made several recommendations to
improve the monitoring system’s integrity and security.
“Such recommendations are welcomed and will further
strengthen processes. The Department will be checking
to ensure the casino implements all recommendations.”

Work to combat crime in casinos on track
Internal Affairs Minister, Rick Barker, outlined the progress being made to combat
undesired casino-related activity and crime.
Internal Affairs conducted a strategic assessment of the
broader crime issues associated with casinos and set out
a framework for limiting opportunities for crime and
criminality in casinos.
“I am very pleased with the ongoing work in this area,
across a number of departments, aimed at preventing
casino-related crime,” Mr Barker said. “We are involved
in discussions with a number of organisations to create
a more integrated approach to dealing with crime
in casinos. This includes the NZ Police, Ministry of
Health, Ministry of Justice, Commerce Commission,
Gambling Commission and NGOs with an interest
in the area.
“The Department is contributing to a policy process led
by the Ministry of Justice relating to the development
of anti-money laundering legislation that will meet the
10
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international standard set by the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF), of which New Zealand is a member.
“An Organised Crime Agency (OCA) framework
has been developed and Internal Affairs contributed
information to ensure criminal activity in casinos is
considered in the establishment of the OCA.
“I am encouraged by the amount of progress in
this area and would like to acknowledge all the
Departments involved and the casinos themselves
for their co-operation.
“There is still work to be done but I am confident,
given the good levels of co-operation from both the
public and the private sector, that we are taking the
right approach to ensure casinos are safer and free
from criminal or undesirable activity,” Mr Barker said.

COURT CASES

Clear warning over
late banking
The Manukau District Court has sent
a strong message to venue managers
who bank late.
In the first legal challenge to an infringement notice,
the court rejected an appeal by the manager of a local
bar against a $2500 fine. It reimposed the fine and
added costs of $480. The Department imposed the
fine after the manager failed to heed warnings of
the consequences of late banking.
The venue was owned by a Dunedin company that
used a Nelson-based management company to deal
with banking and accounting. Once a week, The Trusts
Charitable Trust Foundation e-mailed the manager
with the EMS-confirmed amount to deposit. Instead of
depositing the GMP cash directly into TTCF’s dedicated
account through the nearest bank, he used the money
for business purposes and once a week banked the
remainder to his venue operator’s account in Dunedin.
The Nelson management company calculated the
reconciliation and then sent him a cheque, which he
deposited to TTCF’s account on the Friday, the fifth
working day.
In March this year the cheque did not arrive on time
and the banking was late. The manager was warned and
asked to change his banking systems. A month later, the
same story happened again and an infringement notice
was issued. He admitted liability but asked to make
submissions on the penalty. He blamed the courier
for being one day late.
The judge accepted the Department’s submissions
that, by deciding to bank GMP to the business
account and not directly to the society’s account,
venue managers have no one else but themselves
to blame when section 104 of the Gambling Act 2003
and Regulation 4 are breached.

Pokie money to be repaid
A 49-year-old Taumarunui company director
has been ordered to repay almost $44,000
to a gaming machine society after falsely
claiming for work carried out at the
Taumarunui Alpine Inn.
Judge Merelina Burnett in the Hamilton District Court
convicted Garry Peter Crossman and sentenced him
to 200 hours community service after he pleaded not
guilty to four charges of dishonestly using a document.
The Crown prosecutor told the court that gaming
machine proceeds must be banked within five working
days of machine meters being read. Crossman had
a history of late banking that continued after the
Department of Internal Affairs proposed to cancel the
venue licence held by Scottwood Trust. After Crossman
failed to bank almost $10,000 in August 2006, Scottwood
disconnected the machines with a further $20,000
owing. The licence was cancelled on October 20.
Another society, Caversham Foundation Ltd, was
negotiating to take on the gaming machine operation
when Crossman obtained money from Caversham in
early October with false invoices. He then used the
proceeds to repay Scottwood and other debts.
Judge Burnett dismissed three other charges of theft
by a person in special relationship.
Internal Affairs’ Director of Gambling Compliance,
Mike Hill, said there are strict rules under the
Gambling Act 2003 for the handling of gaming
machine money.
“The community is the ultimate beneficiary of pokie
funds through grants from the trusts and it is the
community that loses out when the system is abused,”
Mike Hill said.

The community is the ultimate beneficiary of pokie funds through
grants from the trusts and it is the community that loses out
when the system is abused.

December 2007
September
2005
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COURT CASES

Fined for illegal gambling
Two people have been convicted and fined
over illegal gambling.
Peter David Barber, aged 47, a labourer of
Paraparaumu, was fined $1000 in the Wellington
District Court for conducting illegal gambling at his
home address, Main Road South, the club rooms of
Satan’s Slaves motorcycle club.

Judge Anthony Walsh also ordered the destruction
of four gaming machines and the forfeiture of $2236
dollars, seized when Internal Affairs gambling
inspectors searched the premises.
Angelique Veroncia Cooper, aged 52, of Westown, New
Plymouth, was fined $1500 for permitting an unlicensed
gaming machine to operate in her Hearts and Armour
Massage and Escort Service premises in Brougham Street.
Judge Robert Murfitt in the New Plymouth District Court
also ordered that gambling proceeds of $4422 be forfeited
and the destruction of the machine.

Guilty plea to theft charge
A 39-year-old barman who managed a gaming machine
venue is due to be sentenced in the Nelson District Court
next month after pleading guilty to a representative
charge of theft by a person in a special relationship and
another of failing to bank GMPs. He originally pleaded
not guilty to nine theft charges and three of failing to
bank but changed his plea during his trial.

Trillian Trust, which operated the venue. The banking
pattern suggested “teeming and lading” – where GMP
generated later is used to cover the banking of money
due earlier. The defendant told the Department he was
unaware of the missing GMP and had no idea where
the missing money had gone.

The Department told the court the manager had failed
to bank a total of $77,684.83 into the bank account of the

The Department sought repayment of the money
to the Trillian Trust.

MEDIA RELEASES

More gaming machine money to the community
11 October 2007
The social and community services sector received
a much larger share of gaming machine money in
2005 than in 2000, while sport and physical activities’
proportion dropped.
But sport and physical activity remained the largest
single category recipient of funds from societies that
operate gaming machines in commercial venues, and
all sectors received much more money in real terms
in 2005 than they did in 2000.
Research into the allocation of gaming machine profits,
released by the Department of Internal Affairs, shows
that the social and community services sector’s share
of the funding from societies that operate machines
in commercial venues was up from 29 per cent in
2000 ($37.6m in 2005 dollars i.e. inflation-adjusted)
to 40 per cent in 2005 ($108.5m).
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Sport and physical activities’ share was down from
60 per cent in 2000 ($78.8m in 2005 dollars i.e.
inflation-adjusted) to 47 per cent in 2005 ($127.3m).
The amount gaming machine societies allocated to
authorised purposes increased from more than $151
million in 1999-2000 (the equivalent of over $169
million in 2005 dollars i.e. inflation-adjusted) to more
than $317 million in 2005. Around 85 per cent was from
societies with gaming machines in commercial venues.
Clubs accounted for the remainder, with almost all their
money used for the benefit of members such as meeting
club operating costs. Because clubs are community
organisations, these purposes are community purposes.
The report, Where Do Gaming Machine Profits Go?
A Survey of the Allocation for Authorised Purposes
of Non-Casino Gaming Machine Profits in 2005
is available at: www.dia.govt.nz
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Spending on pokies up again
31 October 2007
Gaming machine expenditure in 1600 pubs and clubs
around the country rose almost two and half per cent
to $243.5 million in the three months to Sept 30 2007,
compared with $237.7 million in the previous quarter,
according to figures from the electronic monitoring
system (EMS).

gaming machine operations, ensuring the integrity
of games and the accurate accounting of money.

The Department’s Director of Gambling Compliance,
Mike Hill, said the latest figures continue the trend
shown in the June quarter but the September quarter
had more ‘trading’ days. The June quarter included
Easter, Anzac Day and Queen’s Birthday.

Non-club venues accounted for almost 87 per cent
of the expenditure at $211.6 million, with chartered
clubs registering eight per cent ($18.7 million),
RSAs four per cent ($9.2 million) and sports clubs
($3 million) the remainder.

“We would expect this increase to be translated into
more money being returned to the community in grants
from licensed societies,” Mr Hill said.

The September quarter gaming machine statistics
fluctuated marginally on the previous quarter indicating
that numbers have stabilised with the introduction of
EMS. Licence holders dropped on the June 07 quarter,
from 439 to 435, venues from 1598 to 1593, while gaming
machines increased from 20,120 to 20,163.

The biggest spending areas in the September quarter
were Auckland City with $25.8 million (10.6 per cent
of the total), Christchurch City $22.8 million (9.4 per
cent) and Manukau City $19.9 million (8.2 per cent).

EMS became fully operational last March and enables
the Department of Internal Affairs to track and monitor

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
31
30
1

SEP 2007
JUNE 2007
MARCH 2007
DECEMBER 2006
SEPTEMBER 2006
JUNE 2006
MARCH 2006
DECEMBER 2005
SEPTEMBER 2005
JUNE 2005
MARCH 2005
DECEMBER 2004
DECEMBER 2003
JUNE 20031

LICENCE HOLDERS

435
439
444
476
481
496
513
526
535
553
568
584
672
699

Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.

VENUES

1593
1598
1607
1666
1676
1701
1721
1747
1770
1801
1838
1850
2031
2122

GAMING MACHINES

20,163
20,120
20,302
20,518
20,571
20,739
21,026
21,343
21,684
21,846
22,159
22,231
22,734
25,221
Continued on next page

December 2007
September
2005
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Continued from previous page

GM SPENDING BY SOCIETY TYPE – JULY TO SEPTEMBER 2007
TOTAL GMP QUARTER

SOCIETY TYPE

% OF TOTAL

NON-CLUB
SPORTS CLUBS
CHARTERED CLUBS
RSAs
TOTAL CLUB

$211,608,640.31
$3,031,710.40
$19,668,670.98
$9,220,746.22
$31,921,127.60

86.9%
1.2%
8.1%
3.8%
13.1%

TOTAL ALL

$243,529,767.91

100.0%

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority and
changes in the quarter, is available from the Department’s Gaming Statistics web page at: www.dia.govt.nz

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and raffles • and much more
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.

Open every day

0800 654 655
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GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

Keith Manch

Gregory Crott

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

National Manager Licensing and Compliance

The Regulation and Compliance Branch encompasses all
This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance
the roles where the Department is, in effect, the regulator of all gambling outside of casinos. This includes gaming
of a sector of the economy.
machines in pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other
games of chance. Staff make decisions on licence
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
applications, carry out audits, conduct investigations
compliance, local government services, fire service
and receive public complaints.
policy, identity services policy and civil defence and
emergency management policy. For the sake of
simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector
are not included on this page.
For gambling regulation this includes the management
of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy and
Gambling Compliance.

•	Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Geoff Lawry

•	Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington),
Neove Christoforou

•	Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen

John Markland

• Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington

Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy

Debbie Despard

This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. This Policy team is in the same branch as
the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance
staff. This means that policy and operational staff can
benefit from each other’s knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with
the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so
that there is a constant flow of information between the
staff involved in applying the law and those who develop
the law.

National Manager Casino Compliance
The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in
each of the country’s six casinos. They carry out audits,
ensure ongoing suitability of casino staff, investigate
incidents and gamblers’ complaints and ensure that
the casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

•	Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Maria Bradshaw

•	Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen

Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit

The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and
sensitive) investigation projects involving criminal,
Jannette Farley
legal and financial issues related to the governance
Acting Manager Operational Policy
and operation of gaming sector people and organisations.
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
It also provides expertise and support to investigations
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. and audits across the group.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.

December 2007
September
2005
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All gambling compliance staff can be
contacted by phoning the Department’s
tollfree number

The Department of Internal Affairs produces
Gambits quarterly. Copies are distributed
in March, June, September and December.
Gambits provides information about the

E-mail: gaming.compliance@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz

Department’s recent work and significant
issues in the gambling sector.

Postal address and fax numbers:
CASINO COMPLIANCE
PO Box 805, Wellington, Fax: (04) 494 0624

It is intended for sector organisations and

GamBLing Licensing
PO Box 10-095, Wellington, Fax: (04) 494 0656

understanding of and compliance with the law.

the community in general, to increase
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Rulings sought over Kilbirnie Tavern decision
The Department has filed for a declaratory judgement in the High Court Wellington following
the Gambling Commission’s decision to allow the Kilbirnie Tavern to operate gaming
machines in a courtyard smoking area.
The application asks the court to determine several
questions including:
•

Must the Secretary for Internal Affairs renew the
Kilbirnie Tavern’s class 4 venue licence if he is not
satisfied the risk of problem gambling has been
minimised by allowing gambling where smoking
takes place?

•

When considering a licence renewal application, may
the Secretary impose conditions to minimise the risk
of problem gambling?

•

When imposing conditions to minimise the risk
of problem gambling, is the Secretary required to
balance this against the inconvenience that may be
caused to non problem gamblers?

Gambling Compliance Director Mike Hill said, while
the Department was not challenging the Commission’s
decision on the Lion Foundation’s appeal relating
to the power to make licence conditions, the ruling
nevertheless raised questions for the Department when
it considers licence renewal applications.

“We are seeking some answers through the High Court
to give us certainty when we have to consider licence
renewals,” he said.
The Gambling Commission in its decision last March
said that licence conditions cannot be imposed that seek
to make gambling less attractive generally in order that
it appeals less to problem gamblers.
The Department imposed the licence condition to
prevent and minimise harm. It reasoned that since there
was a link between smoking and problem gambling,
preventing smoking while playing the machines would
encourage problem gamblers to take regular breaks,
reflect on their gambling habit and thus be more likely
to control their behaviour.
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HARM PREVENTION

Tougher approach on self-exclusions
The Department is investigating reports that some venues are not complying with
the self-exclusion regime. It recently suspended the Class 4 venue licence of The Fever
Club in Dunedin for five days for failing to assist a problem gambler and other breaches
of licence conditions (see page 10).
Since the Gambling Act 2003 came into force in July 2004
the Department has educated venues and societies about
their responsibilities in preventing and minimising harm
from gambling.

•

Gambling operators cannot contract out of any
liability under the Act for not issuing an exclusion
order or not removing a person who enters a venue’s
gambling area in breach of an exclusion order.

Research conducted by Dr Phil Townshend from the
Problem Gambling Foundation suggested that some
venues were not taking requests for self-exclusion
orders seriously. The research referred to a Christchurch
gambler’s experience in writing to over a hundred venues
in the Christchurch area asking to be issued with a selfexclusion order and the variety of responses received.
Although inquiries by the Department showed some
anomalies with the mail-out request it also indicated
that societies need to do further training with their venues
clarifying the process for dealing with mailed requests.

•

It is unacceptable to place unnecessary obstacles in
the way of people who are genuinely seeking selfexclusion. Unnecessary obstacles include requiring a
person to come to the venue in person to sign a form
or refusing to issue an exclusion order until another
form is completed.

•

When dealing with exclusion orders gambling
operators must abide by the Privacy Act. This means
that identification details and information about
persons who have been excluded from the venue
should not be viewable in public areas, for example,
on a ‘wall of shame’. Similarly, requests for selfexclusion from particular venues cannot be sent by
those venues to other agencies or other venues not
specified in the request. The December 2006 issue of
Gambits described a ‘one stop shop’ for multi-venue
self-exclusions developed in Queenstown.

•

Caution should be exercised if a person asks for
their exclusion order to be revoked, removed or
shortened. This would be appropriate only in limited
circumstances, for example, where a person can
demonstrate that they were unreasonably deemed to
be a problem gambler. The Department urges caution
in this area and, if necessary, independent legal advice
should be sought.

The Department refers all societies, venues and relevant
venue staff to the extensive information and guidance
on exclusion orders already provided in previous editions
of Gambits, particularly the December 2005 and December
2006 editions. In particular, we would like to remind you
of the following:

2

•

Section 310 of the Gambling Act states that a selfexclusion order must be issued upon request to anyone
who has identified himself or herself as a problem
gambler. This applies whether the request is in person
or in writing.

•

Section 312 makes it an offence to knowingly fail
to issue an exclusion order if requested. This offence
carries a maximum fine of $10,000.

•

Issuing a trespass notice instead of an exclusion order
is contrary to the Act and unacceptable. While this
removes the person from the gambling environment
it does not assist them to address the issue of
problem gambling, provide the person with helpful
information or let them know how to get help.
It is a punitive, unhelpful approach.
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CASINOS

Casino allegations lack substance
Investigations into Christchurch Casino confirm that the casino generally complies with
game rules and operating standards and there is no evidence to suggest that money was
systematically skimmed from its gaming machines or to support allegations of prize draw fixing.
The investigations followed allegations by two former
Christchurch Casino senior managers, Stephen
Lyttelton and Peter Arbuckle, who also claimed that
managers organised illegal gambling away from the
casino, poor management and ineffective supervision
by the Department. They provided scant detail to
support their allegations and to date have failed
or refused to provide any specific or substantial
information to assist the Department’s investigation.
The Department is working with all casinos on new
measures to prevent loan sharking, money laundering
and other serious crime.
The Minister of Internal Affairs, Rick Barker, said the
Department’s report, ‘Allegations of Improprieties at,
or associated with, Christchurch Casino’ (available at:
www.dia.govt.nz), raised a number of questions about
the broader casino industry and how government engages
with, and monitors what happens inside, casinos.
“Prior to the Gambling Act 2003, the introduction
of casinos to New Zealand was primarily focused
on supporting an immature but rapidly growing
tourism industry. The Act, when it came into force,
moved the regulatory focus from just nuts and bolts
to a more mature focus that takes into consideration
the need to reduce opportunities for social harm
and criminal activity in the sector,” Rick Barker said.
“The rules and regulations under which the casinos
operate are substantial and comprehensive. In fact,
the casino industry is one of the most heavily regulated
commercial activities in New Zealand, and rightly so.
“Voluntary compliance by participants in the sector is
one of the objectives of our work and I was pleased to
see in the report that, when casinos become aware of
unlawful or socially harmful behaviour, they take action.
“Looking forward, the report raises a number
of questions, in the broader context, about how
government agencies could operate more effectively
with the sector.

“What I have directed my officials to do is develop
a more comprehensive understanding on issues such
as loan sharking and money laundering. What is
a loan shark? How do government agencies and
the sector work better together to identify loan
sharks and money laundering?
“It is worth noting that a significant amount of work
has been, and will continue to be, undertaken around
the issue of money laundering through New Zealand’s
participation in the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF). This work, led by the Ministry of Justice
and supported by other government agencies
including DIA, looks to establish a tougher
regime to deal with money laundering.
“Once we have developed a more comprehensive
understanding of the issues, I will invite officials
from across government to come together
and map out solutions.
“The aim of this work will be to more effectively wrap
government agencies around the sector so they can
engage and work proactively with the sector to help
resolve the issues we may identify going forward.
“Far from being a talk-fest, this is about matching the
responsibility incumbent on the sector with a cohesive,
collaborative and effective government sector. Better
understanding our role in the new environment is
the first step to achieving that.
“This process will allow both government and
the sector to build a solid platform that will help
reduce any opportunities for problem gambling
and criminality in the sector.
“I recognise there is public interest in these matters
and I invite those who wish to help inform this process
to write to me directly with any information they may
have,” Rick Barker concluded.
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CASINOS

Casinos must provide safe environments
All casinos have a responsibility under the Gambling Act 2003 to provide safe gambling
environments without pressure or devices designed to encourage gambling at levels that
may cause harm*. The presence of loan sharks and other similar, fringe lending activities
in casino gambling areas encourages harmful gambling behaviour.
The Department has recommended that SkyCity
Auckland Casino, and eventually all casinos, introduce
specific procedures to prevent or minimise loan
sharking activities in the casino. Such procedures might
include training for relevant staff in the detection of
loan sharks, measures to exclude loan sharks and the
types of assistance that can be offered to patrons who
borrow from fringe lenders and cultural awareness
training that will enable staff to engage effectively
and appropriately with casino patrons.

In addition, the Department considers that borrowing
money from a fringe lender at a casino is a potential
sign of problem gambling and it should be included
as an indicator in problem gambler identification
policies required under section 308 of the Act.
If such activity is detected in the casino, it should
prompt a section 307 exclusion for the lender,
and a section 309 ‘approach’ to the borrower.
*See Section 4 Gambling Act 2003 for definition of responsible gambling.

Dunedin Casino shows how to minimise harm
The Dunedin Casino used player tracking information, which the Department requests
as part of its enhanced harm minimisation audit, when it excluded a problem gambler.
A casino staff member said the information was
correlated with previous incidents and observations.

•

Increased level of play over the past six months

•

Prior fraud convictions

“I explained to the patron we were meeting because
the casino had noticed he had recently increased his
gambling and he had fraud convictions,” the staff
member added. “We also needed to know if he could
afford to lose money and whether it was having
a negative impact on his life and causing harm.

•

Behavioural observations.

“The patron said he wasn’t a stupid gambler and
didn’t lose much but I said it was enough for us
at the casino to notice.”
The patron had featured in at least two previous
monthly harm minimisation audits, where he matched
problem gambling criteria covering numbers of visits
and hours of play.
Grounds for excluding the patron included:
•

4

Being unable to confirm fulltime employment
to justify casino turnover
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The Department’s National Manager Casino Compliance,
Debbie Despard, is encouraged by Dunedin’s approach.
“One of the reasons the Department sought player
tracking information was to encourage casinos to use
this information to help identify problem gamblers,
given the findings in the Patrick Jackson investigation.
“This is precisely the kind of outcome that was sought
when we introduced the player tracking criteria reports
as part of the audit. We are pleased with Dunedin
Casino’s response in this case and encourage other
casinos to explore the value of using player tracking
information in this way.”
Dunedin Casino management indicate they will
continue to use player tracking data as part of
their harm minimisation operations.

CASINOS

Disguises don’t work
Some problem gamblers will go to extraordinary lengths to avoid detection when breaching
their self-exclusion orders, according to Auckland gambling inspectors.
One casino patron resorted to false moustaches,
wigs and lensless spectacles. His Groucho Marx-style
false moustache kept peeling off, yet he steadfastly
continued to hold it in place. As soon as casino staff
approached him he would leave and return later with
a different disguise. He is currently being prosecuted
for breaching an exclusion order and is undergoing
treatment for his addiction.
Surveillance cameras throughout all New Zealand
casinos make it very difficult for problem gamblers to
breach exclusion orders. Prosecution is usually a last
resort after formal warnings and encouragement to
undertake counselling.
A recent case involved a South Auckland mother who
breached her exclusion order so frequently casino staff
would recognise her at first sight. She would run from
the casino each time she was recognised.

The woman faced two charges of breaching her exclusion
order and, after she failed to appear in court, Gambling
Inspector Ken Brewer gained the support of her family
and worked with her to ensure she did attend.
“She completed six one-hour counselling sessions
to earn herself a discharge without conviction.
The most pleasing aspect was her comments to
the judge as she described being in denial about her
gambling until counselling and that she had failed
to acknowledge the impact of her addiction on herself
and her young family. She stated she now felt much
better equipped to overcome her problem gambling
issues,” Ken Brewer said.
Sometimes a fine is the only answer but for many problem
gamblers the most effective remedy is generating the
motivation to seek and complete counselling.

Warning on
unattended children
Unattended children at SkyCity
casinos will be investigated as
a possible indication of problem
gambling, according to a new
brochure published by the company.
SkyCity says it does not tolerate
children who are loitering or left
unattended at its properties.

September 2007
September
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Avoiding burglaries
Diligent monitoring of pub gaming rooms may have prevented a series of pokie machine
burglaries around the country. The main offender is now serving a four-and-a-half year
prison term while a warrant was issued for a second suspect.
The New Zealand Community Trust alerted the
Department after Wanganui police arrested two people
who had obtained free credits from one of the trust’s
gaming machines.
Subsequent inquiries revealed that pokie machines
at several venues around the country had been
burgled. By reviewing surveillance footage and
electronic monitoring reports the Department
found the suspects were:
•

•

Feeding large numbers of $2 coins into gaming
machines which simultaneously incurred minor
malfunctions. The suspects would then request
cancelled credits before leaving.
Forcing open the machine door and disconnecting
the hopper, that was then emptied either inside
the gaming room or outside the venue before
returning it to the machine, closing the door
and clearing any faults.

To deter and prevent such incidents the Department
recommends that Class 4 Operators and Venues
ensure that:

•

All gaming machine doors are maintained, properly
closed and locked securely at all times to ensure only
authorised access occurs

•

Staff are seen walking through the gaming
room frequently

•

Gaming machines are located where they can be
monitored by bar staff or there is a surveillance
system with the monitor located behind the bar

•

Surveillance footage can record at least one month’s
activity, which is then kept for at least three months
and made available unedited if requested by
the Department

•

Gaming machine burglaries are recorded on incident
forms and reported to the society and the Department
as soon as possible.

Gambling Inspector Daryl TeWhiti, tel 04 494 0667,
would like to hear from anyone who has experienced
similar burglaries.
The burglaries were confined to Konami Endeavour
cabinets and the Department is working with
the manufacturer to tighten the standard around
the locking mechanism.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about what information we could provide
to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Reminder to update websites
Societies are reminded that they must maintain a website under the Gambling
(Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004. This includes updating the site with
details of grant applications received and amounts granted.
Regulation 13 states:
1. A licence holder must maintain a website.
2. The website must include the following publicly
accessible information and features:
		a) a grant application form that can be printed or
downloaded and details of where to send the form
to make an application

b) the daytime contact telephone number
of the licence holder
c) the information required to be published
under section 110(2) to (4) of the Act.
3. The information required to be published
under section 110(4) (a) and (b) of the Act
must be updated at least 6 monthly.

Society audits
The Department’s audit programme this
financial year will ensure that every society
is audited. Societies will either be subject
to a full or targeted audit that will focus
on ‘mission critical’ areas.

To assist this process we have devised a Self-Audit
Assessment document so societies can undertake a
preliminary self-audit, which will determine whether a
society subsequently undergoes a targeted or full audit.
The Self-Audit Assessment documents are available
for viewing on our website: www.dia.govt.nz

The Department believes that not all conference costs in recent
years comply with the requirements of the Gambling Act. Trustees
are responsible and accountable for the way the society spends
gaming machine proceeds, which are held in trust for the community.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Access to gambling areas
The Department is aware that, despite a Gambling Commission ruling in 2006, some venues
continue to permit direct external or otherwise unsupervised access to their gambling areas.
The Gambling Act
The Gambling Act states that the Department cannot
grant a licence (or may revoke an existing licence)
unless it is satisfied that the possibility of persons
under the age of 18 gaining access to gambling is
minimal [section 67(1) (b)].
If minors can easily access machines without venue
staff noticing, then societies are not taking measures
to minimise the risk of underage gambling, regardless
of whether there are actual complaints or evidence
of minors gambling at the site.

Direct external access
In 2006 the Department imposed a licence condition
on 11 Lion Foundation venues requiring them to close
direct external or unsupervised access to gambling
areas. The Department was concerned that, where
entrances to gambling areas remained open for direct
access, the possibility of under 18-year-olds gaining
access to class 4 gambling was not minimised.
Lion Foundation appealed to the Gambling
Commission and lost.
The Department subsequently wrote to all societies
operating commercial premises to ensure consistency
and compliance across the sector.

The September 2006 edition of Gambits ran this story.
However, despite both the letter and the article,
some venues continue to offer direct external access
to gambling areas. This is unacceptable and the
Department will act when such situations are found.

Unsupervised access
Some venues have claimed that, while they may
have direct external access to gambling areas,
CCTV coverage and door alarms allow staff
to monitor that access.
In its decision on the Lion Foundation appeal, however,
the Gambling Commission agreed with the Department
that effectiveness of CCTV monitoring and door alarms
depended entirely upon the attentiveness of staff,
which cannot always be guaranteed.
The Department reminds societies and venues of
guidelines related to underage access to gambling
areas in the June 2004 edition of Gambits.

The risk
Venues that continue to provide direct external access
to gambling areas or have otherwise inadequate active
supervision procedures risk having a licence condition
imposed or losing their licence altogether.

After-hours jackpot play proves costly
A former Northcote bar owner and her husband have been convicted and fined for illegal
gambling for playing the venue’s poker machines after closing. A venue licence condition
prohibits class 4 gambling unless the “primary activity at the venue is offered and
available at the time”.
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Minimum rate of return scrutinised
The Department is reviewing the class 4 gambling minimum rate of return to authorised
purposes and will report to the government by next February. The review was agreed by
ministers when they considered the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004.
The current minimum return to authorised purposes
is 37.12 per cent of GST-exclusive gross proceeds.
It was proposed as a simple, clear and effective
measure to satisfy the Gambling Act 2003 criteria
that gaming machine societies must maximise the
net proceeds from class 4 gaming machines and
minimise the operating costs of that gambling.
The review will consider whether the minimum
rate of return meets this objective.
The Department will pull together information already
provided by societies such as gaming machine account
summaries, society annual reports, the 2005 Gaming
Machine Profits Survey and EMS data. We will also
consider any additional information that the sector
thinks would contribute to our report to ministers
but we will need it by 28 September 2007. We are
especially interested in the relationship between the
Act’s requirements that gaming machine societies will
maximise money for authorised purposes and minimise
costs and the regulation requiring that at least 37.12
per cent of GST-exclusive gross proceeds is returned
to authorised purposes.

Lan Ping (‘Rose’) Jiang, 43, former manager and
operator of The Cool Bar, was fined a total of $400
and $260 in costs for participating in and permitting
her bar to be used for illegal gambling. Her husband,
Yong Xiang (“Edward’) Xu, 41, was fined $200 with
$130 costs for participating in illegal gambling.
A patron complained to the Department that when
gaming machines were close to the jackpot limit,
showing $960, he and others were told at 9pm to leave
the bar because the premises were closing. Investigations
showed that the couple played the machines from
9.30pm until Edward Xu struck the jackpot of $982.40
at 12.45am. He said he wanted to recoup earlier losses
and spent about $2000 in the process.

We would like to hear how this relationship works
in practice. For example, do societies continue
to minimise operating costs when they are already
achieving the 37.12 per cent minimum return to
authorised purposes?
The Department wishes to know of any problems
identified with the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds)
Regulations 2004 and possible solutions. These should
be clearly identified but must be consistent with
the purposes of the Gambling Act, which includes:
ensuring the integrity and fairness of games, limiting
opportunities for crime and dishonesty associated
with gambling and ensuring that money from
gambling benefits the community.
Information should be addressed to Heather
McShane, Senior Policy Analyst, Gaming Racing
and Censorship Policy, PO Box 805, Wellington or
heather.mcshane@dia.govt.nz
Any proposal from this review to change the Gambling
(Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004 would be the
subject of formal public consultation.

Mr Xu also gave the complainant $400 asking him
not to tell other customers and the Department
what had happened.
Another case of illegal gambling was concluded when a
former manager of a Gisborne Hotel was convicted and
fined $3300 for allowing bookmaking on his premises.
Rikirangi Moeau, 47, former manager of the Turanga
Hotel, pleaded guilty to permitting a place to be used
for and participating in illegal gambling. In February this
year the bookmaker, Bernadette Wawatai, was convicted
on two charges of illegal gambling and sentenced to 100
hours of community work. She was the first person to
be prosecuted by the Department of Internal Affairs for
bookmaking under the Gambling Act 2003.

September 2007
September
2005
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Pokies shut down for licence breaches
16 August 2007

A Dunedin bar has been forced to shut its pokie machines for five days because it failed
to assist a problem gambler and breached other licence conditions.
The Fever Club, formerly Champions Bar, in George
Street, runs 16 machines for The Bendigo Valley Sports
and Charity Foundation Trust. The suspension ended
at midnight last night and would have seen a loss
in gaming machine expenditure of several
thousand dollars.
The Department of Internal Affairs suspended the
licence because the venue manager refused to issue
an exclusion order to a self-identified problem gambler
and also ignored a gambling inspector’s request to
do so. He also failed to:
•

Maintain a register of people with access to gambling
equipment keys

•

Record player disputes and machine malfunctions

•

Close off external access to the gambling area.

The Foundation chose not to appeal the Department’s
decision to the Gambling Commission and the
suspension took effect from midnight on August 10.
Internal Affairs’ Director of Gambling Compliance
Mike Hill says the Department does not take such

action lightly because ultimately the community loses
out on funding from gaming machine proceeds.
“But there is an obligation on venues and societies
to ensure the rules are observed, particularly the harm
minimisation requirements aimed at assisting problem
gamblers,” Mike Hill said.
“We have been educating venues and societies about
their responsibilities to prevent and minimise harm
since the Gambling Act 2003 took effect in July 2004.
But some are not getting the message.
“We are investigating a number of venues for not
complying with the self-exclusion regime after repeated
reminders about what the Gambling Act requires.
“Section 310 of the Gambling Act states that a selfexclusion order must be issued when requested by
anyone who identifies themself as a problem gambler.
And Section 312 makes it an offence to knowingly fail
to issue an exclusion order if requested. This offence
carries a maximum fine of $10,000.”

Guilty plea the only option
3 August 2007

The Department of Internal Affairs says former New Zealand Rugby League chairman,
Graham Carden, had little choice but to plead guilty when he saw the evidence gathered
against him in a two-year investigation relating to the misuse of poker machine money.

Continued on next page
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How to avoid late banking
The number of late banking notifications has reduced since the introduction of EMS
and the issue of infringement notices. Late banking breaches s104 of the Gambling
Act, the Gambling (Class 4 Banking) Regulations 2006 and also the Class 4 Game
Rules 2006. Venue agreements frequently contain clauses that reinforce banking
timeframe requirements.
Gaming machine profits must be banked within five
working days of the EMS determination, advised to
venues each Monday on the weekly EMS venue activity
level report - venue report.
Venues often bank gaming machine funds more than
once a week in order to reduce the amount of cash
on their premises. But gaming machine revenue and
interest earned belongs to the society that owns the
machines, not to the venue operator.
The Department encourages societies to ensure that,
each time machines are emptied, the money is banked
directly into their dedicated gaming machine accounts,

rather than the venue’s account. This will play
a major role in reducing the risk of late banking.
Late banking means extra work for societies. They
could lose interest on the money, which is distributed
to the community in grants and, at worst, they could
lose the money altogether.
If a venue has more than one late banking, it is likely
that the venue manager will receive an infringement
notice or other sanction. This could jeopardise their
suitability as gaming machine operators. Continued
breaches will likely result in the venue licence
being cancelled.

Open every day

0800 654 655
Continued from previous page

Carden, 56, from Porirua, was sentenced in the
Wellington District Court to 21 months’ imprisonment
after earlier pleading guilty to six representative
charges of forgery, making false declarations, using
a document with intent to defraud and dishonestly
using a document. The offending involved events
during 2003 and 2004. He set up two false companies
and received grants from charitable trusts, which
he misappropriated for personal use.
Internal Affairs’ Deputy Secretary Keith Manch
said Carden originally pleaded not guilty to 126
charges covering the range of offences he was
sentenced for today.

“Having seen the compelling, detailed nature of the
evidence gathered during our investigation, Carden
had little option but to declare his guilt,” Keith Manch
said. “We disclosed to the defence some 6000 to 7000
documents and had 55 witnesses standing by for a jury
trial, which would have taken four weeks and probably
cost about a quarter of a million dollars.
“Proceeds from poker machines are used by trusts
to benefit community causes, not to line the pockets
of fraudsters and whenever anyone abuses the
system it is the community that is the victim.”
The Crown sought reparation of $125,210. Judge Denys
Barry ordered Carden to pay $42,000 reparation and
granted him leave to seek home detention.
September 2007
September
2005
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Fees review consultation
Three years after the Gambling Act 2003 came fully into force the Department is
re-examining the fees charged to gambling operators including casinos to ensure
they are appropriate and recover the costs of licensing and compliance services
and the independent Gambling Commission.
A consultation document, distributed to the gambling
sector, compares proposed and current fees and
explains why they are being reviewed. The Department
is seeking comment on the proposed fees and how
they might affect organisations. It is intended to have
regulations implementing an amended schedule of fees
in place from 1 January 2008.
The Department’s business case is on our website at:
www.dia.govt.nz
Reasons for the review include:
•

•

The costs of regulation are more than the revenue
received and are insufficient to support the proper,
effective regulation of the gambling sector.
The costs of regulating the sector were
underestimated before the Gambling Act 2003
took effect and it also cost more than expected
to integrate the electronic monitoring system
(EMS) with other Departmental systems.

•

The increased costs also reflect the requirement to
address broader outcomes and harder-to-measure
activities such as harm prevention and minimisation
and dealing with crimes of dishonesty associated
with gambling.

•

Revenue has fallen due to a greater than anticipated
decline in the number of operators and gaming machines.

•

Despite containing or deferring a significant amount of
the forecast increase in expenditure, no further savings
can be made without seriously compromising the
effectiveness of the gambling regulatory function.

Please provide any comments in writing by
24 September 2007 to:
Gambling Act Fees
Gaming, Racing and Censorship Policy
Department of Internal Affairs
PO Box 805
WELLINGTON
Or by e-mail to: lloyd.bezett@dia.govt.nz
Or by fax to: 04 494 0624

Conference expenses guidelines circulated
The Department is considering feedback on proposed guidelines
for conferences run by non-club gaming societies.
Conferences and training sessions are a legitimate way for societies to inform their staff
and venue operators of Gambling Act requirements but, as with all trust running costs,
expenses must be reasonable and necessary.
The Department believes that not all conference costs in recent years comply with the
requirements of the Gambling Act. Trustees are responsible and accountable for the way
the society spends gaming machine proceeds, which are held in trust for the community.
The proposed guidelines have been circulated to all non-club gaming societies asking
whether the types and levels of conference expenses outlined are reasonable and meet
society requirements to minimise expenses.
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Grants for amateur sport
Grants from gaming machine funds can only be given to sport that is entirely amateur.
The Department aims to ensure that sports grants are used only for competitions
in which the participants are amateur.
An amateur sportsperson cannot receive any reward
other than a trophy or occasional small cash prize.
The amateur player or team can be reimbursed
for limited, necessary expenses as outlined below.
The sportsperson training for professional sport
is not amateur and cannot be reimbursed for
training or living expenses.

IRD guidelines and Gambling Act requirements
The test for amateur status under Inland Revenue
legislation differs from the test applied under the
Gambling Act. The IRD guidelines help individual
players decide whether they will have to pay income
tax as professionals.
The test under the Gambling Act emphasises the
nature of the team and competition. This involves
consideration of payments made to players and of
expenses paid by the club or sports body for the team.
The club or team that receives a grant must be
affiliated or aligned to a national body. The sporting
activity must be played regularly as part of a
significant competition.

Payments to sportspeople
If the players in a team are paid to participate by
a wage, fees per game, reimbursement for lost salaries
or in some other way then that team’s activity will not
be an authorised purpose under the Gambling Act.

The same principle applies to an individual
sportsperson including a young person training
for professional sport. That person is no longer amateur
once he or she receives payment or financial support
while undertaking competition or intensive training.
That includes reimbursement of living or training
expenses unless a player is taking part in an
amateur competition.

Expenses for amateur teams
Sporting organisations and clubs established for
community purposes can receive grants for amateur
teams’ playing uniforms, team travel and training costs.
Amateurs can receive trophies or modest
non-cash prizes. They cannot receive cash prizes
or large non-cash prizes.
Grants can be used to reimburse amateur players
for reasonable and necessary travel expenses.
Clubs cannot pay salary or match payments to
players or reimburse players’ lost salaries or wages.
Once a team begins making match payments to players
or compensating them for lost wages the team’s activity
is no longer an authorised purpose. The players are
receiving a commercial benefit.
The fact that one or two professional players join an
amateur team for a few games in a competition will not
necessarily make the whole team professional. Those
professionals can receive only the limited expenses that
are paid to the amateur players.
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Club expenses

Proper recording of funds for amateur sport

The amateur sport requirement will apply to grants
for club expenditure. The club may pay reasonable
expenses for short-term coaching provided it is
confined to amateur teams. Grants can be used
for other expenses related to amateur teams such
as ground maintenance, administration or affiliation
fees paid to national sports bodies.

If the recipient organisation conducts both professional
and amateur sport it must ensure that its accounting
system clearly separates the funds applied for amateur
sport from funds paid out for professional teams. There
must be a proper audit trail so that gambling inspectors
can verify that the grant has been applied entirely for
the purpose of amateur sport.

Grants can be used only for genuine sporting purposes
and not for social activities, end-of-year prize giving
ceremonies or similar functions.

Professionals using facilities purchased
with grant funds

Contracted players and
representative selection
Some amateur players may be contracted with the
national sporting organisation or with their own
club. The signing of a contract does not automatically
make that player a professional. Even a good player
can remain an amateur provided that any payment
to the player contributes only to the player’s actual
and necessary expenses such as travel and
accommodation. There cannot be any payment
for playing or compensation for lost salary.
The same approach should be taken with a
representative or national team. The players will
remain amateur provided the organising body pays or
reimburses only the expenses relating to the tour such
as accommodation, travel, insurance or medical costs.

Review of amateur competitions
The status of a competition needs to be reviewed
before any grant is made as that status may change
periodically. The pattern in some sports is to move
towards reimbursing players for lost salaries or paying
bonuses or match fees to players. Payments of this kind
would result in the team losing its amateur status.

Some community or sports organisations use grant
funds to provide gyms or other facilities for amateurs.
If professionals use these facilities the professionals
must pay true market fees for using the facilities.
There must be full, transparent accounting to show
that the grant funding is not subsidising the use
of these facilities by professionals.

Grants for training academies
Grants cannot be given to academies for the training
of players aimed at preparing them for professional
sports. Some provincial rugby academies have been
established in recent years. The same restriction would
apply to athletics training schools that aim to bring
athletes to a professional level.

Societies’ obligations
It is the responsibility of any Net Proceeds Committee
to ensure that grants given to sport are used in
accordance with these guidelines. As a society is
required to have knowledge of the specific purpose
of the grant, it should be in a position to ensure the
grant is not made for professional sporting purposes
and in accordance with these guidelines.

Grants can be used only for genuine sporting purposes and
not for social activities, end-of-year prize giving ceremonies
or similar functions.
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Expert Advisory Group
Highlights from the July 2007 meeting of the Expert Advisory Group on Preventing
and Minimising Gambling Harm included:
Exclusion orders

Social marketing campaign

Dr Phil Townshend of the Problem Gambling
Foundation presented some research he had conducted
on the responses of a number of Christchurch Class 4
venues to written requests for exclusion orders. The
research prompted good debate and agreement from
all concerned that Class 4 venues can and must do
better. This issue is covered in more detail elsewhere
in this edition of Gambits (see page 2).

Teresa Pomeroy and Sue Walker from the Health
Sponsorship Council updated members on the Problem
Gambling Social Awareness Programme. The ‘Kiwi
Lives’ campaign will run for the next two to three
years. To date, one 30-second television advertisement
in Maori and English has been run, along with six
radio advertisements.

Ministry of Health research strategy
The Ministry of Health advised EAG members that
its research strategy has been finalised and factored
into the ‘Preventing and Minimising Gambling Harm:
Three Year Service Plan 2007 – 2010’. This document
is available on the MoH website: http://www.moh.
govt.nz/moh.nsf/indexmh/preventing-minimising
-gambling-harm-service-plan-2007-2010
The Ministry asked EAG members to consider how
to get the best value out of the research strategy. The
Ministry also asked members to identify additional
areas of research that might be undertaken over the
next three years, resources permitting. EAG members
will provide the Ministry with comment before the
next meeting scheduled for November. In the
meantime, the Ministry is aiming to publish on its
website a stocktake of Ministry-funded research
related to gambling, including key findings.

Radio advertisements in the greater Auckland region
during August and September will have a Maori and
Pacific focus. In December the campaign will coincide
with other public health messages and environmental
media will be used for the Chinese New Year,
including Asian language radio in Mandarin,
Cantonese and Korean.

Marketing working party
Revised Terms of Reference for Phase II of the
Marketing Working Party were agreed. The revision
makes it clear that voluntary compliance approaches
with agreed responsible marketing practices will be
considered in tandem with more formal regulation,
if it is considered necessary.
The aim of Phase II of the working party is to develop
guidelines for the responsible marketing practices.
Membership of the working party for Phase II is yet
to be confirmed.

Daylight saving
Spring is here officially and that means the start of daylight saving is not far
away, with an extra hour of daylight in the evenings. Clocks go forward by
one hour a week earlier this year, at 2am on Sunday 30 September. Daylight
saving will end at 3am on Sunday 6 April 2008 when clocks go back an hour.

September 2007
September
2005
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Gambling Amendment Bill introduced
Legislation introduced in Parliament will ensure that the Gambling Act operates
as intended, Internal Affairs Minister Rick Barker said.
The Gambling Amendment Bill (No 2) was referred
to the Government Administration Committee and
submissions close on October 12.

•

“The Gambling Act is large and complex and, as is
common with new legislation of this nature, during its
implementation a number of issues have been identified
requiring improvement. The Gambling Amendment
Bill (No 2) contains many technical amendments and
some minor policy enhancements to clarify the law and
remove any uncertainties,” Rick Barker said.

“The introduction of this Bill is designed to address
the technical changes that need to be made in order to
assist the Department and gambling sector to engage
with more clarity. Work on the bigger picture issues
identified in the reports into allegations at Christchurch
Casino is underway and it would be premature to
address these through what is largely a technical bill.
Officials are currently working to better understand
the issues identified and only once this process is
completed will we be in a position to address these.“

The Bill includes amendments to:
•

•

•

Widen the suitability criteria for gaming machine
operators and licensed promoters to cover a wider
range of offences and management prohibitions
Introduce explicit obligations on grant recipients to
use pokie grants appropriately, including an offence
for non-compliance
Extend conflict of interest safeguards to all persons
making decisions on gaming machine grants,
not just those with “key roles” in the management
of the society

The Gambling Act brought the biggest changes
to the gambling sector in over 20 years and became
fully operational on 1 July 2004. It aimed to:
•

Control the growth of gambling

•

Prevent and minimise gambling harm

•

Authorise some gambling and prohibit the rest

•

Facilitate responsible gambling

•

Ensure the integrity and fairness of games

•

Restrict opportunities for crime or dishonesty

•

Strengthen requirements on venues banking gaming
machine profits

•

Enhance regulation-making powers to better deal
with problem gambling

•

Ensure that money from gambling benefits
the community

•

Introduce requirements for the accurate disclosure
of non-cash prizes as a consumer protection measure

•

Facilitate community involvement in decisions
about the provision of gambling.

Open every day
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Provide more flexibility for clubs wishing to merge
their club and gaming machine operations to address
financial viability issues.
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Spending on pokies up
1 August 2007

The first set of figures from the government’s electronic monitoring of gambling machines
in 1600 pubs and clubs around the country indicate that spending on pokies increased
by just under five per cent between 2005-06 and 2006-07.
The estimate follows details revealed by the new
electronic monitoring (EMS) of 20,000 non-casino
gambling machines. The EMS became fully operational
on March 9, 2007 and this is the first time accurate,
timely information on pokie expenditure has been
available. Figures will now be made available quarterly.
EMS enables the Department of Internal Affairs
to track and monitor gaming machine operations,
ensuring the integrity of games and the accurate
accounting of money.
The Department’s Director of Gambling Compliance
Mike Hill said non-casino gaming machine expenditure
for the quarter ended June 30 2007 was $237,705,359.
If spending in the other three quarters of 2006-07 was
comparable then the annual total

was about $950 million, compared with $906
million in 2005-06.
“Some concerns have been expressed in the past
that gambling expenditure is falling, affecting the
amount gaming machine societies can distribute to
the community,” Mr Hill said. “Clearly that is not the
trend as shown by the data being collected by EMS.”
The June quarter gaming machine statistics recorded
small reductions indicating that numbers are stabilising
with the introduction of EMS.
In the three months to June 30, 2007, licence holders
declined on the March 07 quarter, from 444 to 439,
venues from 1607 to 1598 and gaming machines
from 20,302 to 20,120.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

30
31
31
30
30
31
31
30
30
31
31
31
30

1

June 2007
March 2007
December 2006
September 2006
June 2006
March 2006
December 2005
September 2005
June 2005
March 2005
December 2004
December 2003
June 20031

LICENCE HOLDERS

439
444
476
481
496
513
526
535
553
568
584
672
699

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

1598
1607
1666
1676
1701
1721
1747
1770
1801
1838
1850
2031
2122

20,120
20,302
20,518
20,571
20,739
21,026
21,343
21,684
21,846
22,159
22,231
22,734
25,221

Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.

Further information, including numbers of venues, machines and expenditure by territorial authority,
is available from the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz
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Problem gambling intervention services in NZ
12 July 2007

The Ministry of Health’s report Problem Gambling Intervention Services in New Zealand:
2006 Service-User Statistics provides insight into the characteristics of problem gambling
and the help-seeking of problem gamblers and their whanau and families.
It is part of the Ministry’s Public Health Intelligence
Unit’s annual monitoring series. Ongoing collection
of this data allows identification of changing patterns
in the characteristics of gambling in New Zealand
The report presents and summarises the data collected
by problem gambling service providers including
Gambling Helpline Ltd and face-to-face problem
gambling services during 2006.
Problem gambling services were contacted over 20,500
times in 2006. Of the new clients, 2685 people received
full face-to-face support, while 2651 new clients
received assistance over the telephone or by
email from the Gambling Helpline.
Compared with the previous year, the Ministry
of Health noted a decrease in the number of people
seeking help since 2005. This type of information
is being used in the revision and development of
service delivery models.
While people seeking help decreased from 2005
to 2006, visitors to the Gambling Helpline website
(www.gamblingproblem.co.nz) increased by
102.3 percent since 2005, an average of 214.6
visitors per day.
The Ministry of Health’s Problem Gambling Manager
Barbara Phillips said it was pleasing to note the
increases in the number of people using this resource.
The report also identifies the types of gambling
that are linked to the most harm.

Non-casino gaming machines (pokies) continue to
be identified as the most harmful form of gambling.
While the number of new clients identifying non-casino
gaming machines as the primary mode of harmful
gambling decreased from 2005, over 64 per cent of
new clients still stated that pokies were their main
form of harmful gambling.
The report also found that pokies cause significantly
more harm for women than for men. Nearly 92 per
cent of female clients reported their primary mode
of gambling was electronic gaming machines (casino
and non-casino) compared to 73.3 per cent of males.
The report also identifies that the number of people
reporting casino gaming machines as their main
problem doubled since 2005.
Barbara Phillips noted that, while the Ministry is
concerned by the increases, it will continue to work
closely with the Department of Internal Affairs and
the gaming industry to ensure and maintain responsible
marketing, promotion and usage of their products.
To learn more about the trends in problem gambling
visit www.moh.govt.nz for a copy of the 2006 Service
User Statistics or ring (04) 496 2000 to arrange for
a copy to be sent to you.

The report also identifies that the number of people reporting casino
gaming machines as their main problem doubled since 2005.
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Keith Manch

Gregory Crott

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

National Manager Licensing and Compliance

The Department reorganised its internal structure in
2004 and created a Regulation and Compliance Branch
that encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.

This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance
of all gambling outside of casinos. This includes gaming
machines in pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other
games of chance. Staff make decisions on licence
applications, carry out audits, conduct investigations
and receive public complaints.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
compliance, local government services, fire service
policy, identity services policy and civil defence and
emergency management policy. For the sake of
simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector
are not included on this page.
Important changes for gambling regulation included
bringing management of Gambling, Censorship and
Racing Policy into the same branch, and separating the
management of gambling and censorship compliance.
As part of these changes the Gaming and Censorship
Regulation (GCR) group was separated into two units,
Gambling Compliance and Censorship Compliance,
in 2005.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. This Policy team is in the same branch as
the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance
staff. This means that policy and operational staff can
benefit from each other’s knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with
the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so
that there is a constant flow of information between the
staff involved in applying the law and those who develop
the law.

•	Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Geoff Lawry

•	Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington),
Neove Christoforou

•	Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen

• Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington

Debbie Despard
National Manager Casino Compliance
The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in
each of the country’s six casinos. They carry out audits,
ensure ongoing suitability of casino staff, investigate
incidents and gamblers’ complaints and ensure that
the casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

•	Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Maria Bradshaw

•	Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen

Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and
sensitive) investigation projects involving criminal,
legal and financial issues related to the governance
and operation of gaming sector people and organisations.
It also provides expertise and support to investigations
and audits across the group.

Jannette Farley
Acting Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.
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All gambling compliance staff can be
contacted by phoning the Department’s
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Levy combats problem gambling harm
The Minister of Internal Affairs, Rick Barker, and the Associate Minister of Health,
Damien O’Connor, have announced the Problem Gambling Levy for the next three years.
The Gambling (Problem Gambling Levy) Regulations
2007 set the levy at an average of $18.6 million a year for
the next three years plus $9.045 million under-recovered
from the gambling sector since 2004. The levy comes
into force on 1 July 2007 and will continue in place until
30 June 2010.

The levy rates that will apply from 1 July 2007 are:

The levy is recovered under the Gambling Act 2003
and is based on recommendations from the Gambling
Commission and the Ministry of Health, the ministers
said. The money helps the government support research
into problem gambling, raise public awareness and
provide services for those affected by problem gambling.

The above rates are levied on a GST exclusive basis
and then GST is applied.

The formula will remain the same as for the 2004-2007
period – at 90 per cent weighting on the number of
people presenting to problem gambling providers
and 10 per cent weighting on the amount of money
lost gambling.

“Government and organisations, including service
providers and the gambling industry, must work together
to successfully address gambling harm in the long term.”

Casino operator
Gaming machine operator
Lotteries Commission
New Zealand Racing Board

0.72 per cent
1.70 per cent
0.20 per cent
0.55 per cent

Mr O’Connor said the levy is extremely important
in the battle to reduce harm from gambling.

“We know about the devastating effects of problem
gambling on families, but we are still learning about what
“The Cabinet has taken a very fair approach. It has
lies behind it and new research is vital,” Mr O’Connor
listened carefully to advice and accepted recommendations said. “Data shows that more than 80 per cent of problem
from both the Gambling Commission and the Ministry,” gamblers are not even aware that they have a problem, so
the ministers said.
the levy takes into account this unmet need.

Mr O’Connor said he expected a recent audit of
problem gambling providers and the reworking of their
contracts with the Ministry of Health would lead to
PRUHHIÀFLHQWDQGHIIHFWLYHVHUYLFHV
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CASINOS

Casino must broaden approach to problem gamblers
The Department will be working with SkyCity
Management Limited to ensure it changes
its approach to identifying problem gamblers.
This follows an investigation into a complaint about
Patrick Jackson who was jailed for misappropriating
$745,000 from the Refugees as Survivors Trust,
$660,000 of which he gambled away at SkyCity
Casino Auckland. Mr Jackson’s lawyer complained
that SkyCity had breached the Gambling Act in
not identifying Jackson as a problem gambler and
excluding him.
The Department found that SkyCity did not breach any
regulatory requirements but it detailed a
number of concerns with the casino’s responsible
JDPEOLQJDQGSUREOHPJDPEOHULGHQWLÀFDWLRQ
policies including:



The list of indicators used at SkyCity Auckland
to identify problem gamblers did not explicitly
include long periods of play



The casino did not use its customer loyalty
programme data to identify and track potential
problem gamblers



The casino did not treat a phone call from a
member of Jackson’s family as a “concerned other”
QRWLÀFDWLRQEHFDXVHWKHFDOOHUZKRH[SUHVVHGFRQFHUQ
at the length of time Mr Jackson had been there,
did not expressly state she was concerned about
his gambling.

Responsibility for preventing and minimising harm
from gambling lies with operators. The Department
will be seeking a number of changes in the way SkyCity
uses its policies to identify problem gamblers.

Breaches of casino exclusion orders
Casinos across New Zealand exclude
between 50 and 60 patrons per month,
most of them for periods of 12 to 24 months.
Two years is the maximum period for exclusion.
Ensuring that these excluded people do not re-enter
is an ongoing challenge for casinos, which they take
seriously. It is an offence under the Gambling Act
to breach an exclusion order and casinos must notify
WKH'HSDUWPHQWZKHQWKH\ÀQGH[FOXGHGSHRSOH
in the casino.
The Department deals with some 20 people monthly
who have breached their exclusion orders. Where
possible, Department inspectors will interview those
ZKRKDYHEUHDFKHGDQGJHQHUDOO\LVVXHDQRIÀFLDO
ZDUQLQJ)RUPRVWSHRSOHWKHRIÀFLDOZDUQLQJVHHPV
to work. However, there are people who will have
multiple breaches and for them, depending on
the circumstances, other options will be explored,
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including further warnings, or prosecution.
Where prosecution is taken, the Department’s preferred
approach is to have the person referred by the court to
problem gambling services, usually as part of diversion
if this is available.
,QWKH'HSDUWPHQW·VÀUVWSURVHFXWLRQRIDVHOIH[FOXGHG
person for breaching his order the defendant was
discharged without conviction after completing
six counselling sessions through the Problem
Gambling Foundation.
It may be too early to tell, but the number of exclusion
order breaches appears to be reducing. Despite this,
the Department has recently noted an increase in the
number of prosecutions of people who have multiple
breaches of exclusion orders.
The Department will continue to work with operators
on ways to reduce casino patrons breaching
exclusion orders.

CASINOS

Casino posters
Dunedin Casino is informing customers that casino gaming is entertainment and should
not be considered a way to make money. It has produced posters explaining the odds
of winning, house advantage and a player’s expected loss.
The posters are part of the casino’s determination to improve its host responsibility and problem gambling
information. This is viewed by the Department as a positive step and is an example of voluntary compliance
where the casino has, on its own initiative, gone beyond the minimum regulatory requirements.

June 2005
2007
September
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Warning over appeals

Licence condition rejected

A recent Gambling Commission decision
sends a strong message against abusing
the Gambling Act appeal process.

The Lion Foundation appealed successfully
to the Gambling Commission against the
Department’s decision to prevent gambling
in the Kilbirnie Tavern courtyard where
smoking is permitted. The Commission
in summary said that licence conditions
cannot be imposed that seek to make
gambling less attractive generally in order
that it appeals less to problem gamblers.

7KH&RPPLVVLRQVWUXFNRXWDQDSSHDOE\,QÀQLW\
Foundation Ltd after the Secretary for Internal Affairs
submitted in a pre-hearing application that the appeal
was an abuse of process and vexatious.
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDGFDQFHOOHG,QÀQLW\·VFODVVYHQXH
licence for The Bar 4 Us in Hastings after key people
IDLOHGRQRFFDVLRQVWREDQNJDPLQJPDFKLQHSURÀWV
RQWLPHDQGWKHPRQH\ZDVDSSOLHGWRGHÀFLWVLQWKH
EXVLQHVV·VFDVKÁRZ
,QÀQLW\DSSHDOHGRQWKHJURXQGVWKDWWKHYHQXH
was about to be sold, there would be a change in key
persons, settlement could take place as soon as the
Department decided on a new licence and it asked
that gaming machines continue operating until then.
,QLWVGHFLVLRQWKH&RPPLVVLRQQRWHGWKDW,QÀQLW\
did not dispute, or attempt to contradict, the grounds
for cancelling the licence. Rather, it made clear that
the appeal was brought to preserve continuity of
operation pending a change in key persons.
Section 78 (2) of the Act effectively provides that a class
4 venue licence remains in force pending the outcome
of an appeal, the Commission noted.
“Such a provision can lend itself to abuse if
XQPHULWRULRXVDSSHDOVDUHÀOHGVLPSO\WRGHOD\WKH
effect of the Secretary’s decision,” the Commission said.
“The totality of the material before the Commission
indicates that the sole purpose of lodging the appeal
ZDVWRREWDLQWKHEHQHÀWRIWKLVDXWRPDWLFVWD\WR
facilitate the sale of the business to a third party.
“The Commission does not consider this to be a
legitimate use of the appeal process and accordingly
strikes the appeal out as constituting an abuse
of process.”
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The licence condition was imposed to prevent and
minimise harm. The Secretary for Internal Affairs
reasoned that since there was a link between smoking
and problem gambling, preventing smoking while
playing the machines would encourage problem
JDPEOHUVWRWDNHUHJXODUEUHDNVUHÁHFWRQWKHLU
gambling habit and thus be more likely to control
their behaviour.
“Overall, the Commission did not consider the
SRWHQWLDOKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQEHQHÀWVZKLFKZRXOG
always be limited to smoking problem gamblers,
WREHVXIÀFLHQWO\HVWDEOLVKHGWRMXVWLI\WKHUHVWULFWLRQV
proposed,” the Commission said in its decision.
The Commission did not expect the decision would
produce a proliferation of gaming machines in
open areas.
“The Commission anticipates that any placement
of gaming machines in open areas will also be limited
by the need for the Department to ensure adequate
regulatory control of machines, including the need
WREHVDWLVÀHGRIVDIHW\DQGVHFXULW\DUUDQJHPHQWV
and that any risk of access by minors is minimised.
Additional constraints may include compliance
with existing licence conditions, limitations arising
from building structures and New Zealand climatic
conditions,” the Commission said.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Poker leagues and the law
The Department is working with leagues conducting organised poker evenings in pubs and
clubs to ensure they understand the law and are complying with the Gambling Act 2003.
It has written to the leagues explaining the law
and seeking their feedback. The Department wants
WRSURYLGHDOHYHOSOD\LQJÀHOGIRUDOORSHUDWRUV
remove uncertainty for pubs and clubs hosting
events and ensure compliance with the Act.

In the main, poker leagues that provide free
WRXUQDPHQWVZLOOQRWEHFDXJKWE\WKLVGHÀQLWLRQ
But various entry requirements are pushing and
sometimes crossing the boundary of what is ‘free’
and have attracted the Department’s attention.

Gambling in New Zealand is generally conducted
as a fundraiser for charitable or community purposes.
*HQHUDWLQJSURÀWRUFRPPLVVLRQIRUSRNHUWRXUQDPHQW
organisers may amount to a criminal offence and render
a tournament unlawful.

Practices include extra poker chips with the purchase
of drinks and/or food; ‘administration fees’ before
entering the tournament; lotteries with prizes of
extra chips; cash games.

)RUDSRNHUWRXUQDPHQWWREHGHÀQHGDVJDPEOLQJ
under the Act there must be: direct or indirect
consideration; the element of chance; a prize.

The Department is inviting leagues to explain how
their activities are organised and is happy to discuss
any concerns.

EMS project recognised
The Electronic Monitoring System, operated by Intralot NZ Ltd, has been officially
recognised in the 2007 Computerworld Excellence Awards, which celebrate the
achievements of New Zealand’s ICT users.
7KH'HSDUWPHQWLVQDPHGDVDÀQDOLVWLQWKUHH
categories – the Most Successful Project Implementation
of the Year, Excellence in the Use of ICT in Government
and Overall Excellence in the Use of ICT. It is the only
HQWU\WREHDÀQDOLVWPRUHWKDQRQFH7KH'HSDUWPHQW
LVDOVRQDPHGDVDÀQDOLVWLQWKHJRYHUQPHQWFDWHJRU\
for its National Dogs Database.
7KHRWKHUÀQDOLVWVLQWKH2YHUDOO([FHOOHQFHFDWHJRU\
are Airways New Zealand for their Flight-Yield™
automated aviation billing package and West Coast
District Health Board for its integrated electronic
health record.

Winners will be announced on
Friday 27 July in Auckland.

Some of the EMS project team (l to r): Joanna Killalea (Intralot),
Richard Robinson, Karen Mooney, Nils Poulsen, Robbie Kearney,
Ross McKenna, Natalie Reid, Judy Rohloff, Peter Burke, Garry
Mitchell (Intralot), Keith Manch.
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Integrated technology
platform

What is a gaming
machine?

One of the spin-offs from the EMS project,
now electronically monitoring 20,000
gaming machines at 1600 pubs and clubs
around the country, is that it provides a
platform for the sector to focus on improving
the management of gaming machines.

Anyone considering importing or distributing
skill-based, prize-awarding games machines,
should think very carefully about their
true nature.

The Department is committed to the integrity
of the regulatory framework and the drive towards
JUHDWHUHIÀFLHQFLHVZLWKLQWKDWIUDPHZRUN2XU
longer-term aim is to invest in the EMS platform
WRGULYHRSHUDWLRQDOHIÀFLHQFLHVIRUWKH'HSDUWPHQW
and offer a simpler operating framework for gaming
manufacturers and societies.
The Department is investigating, for example:


Changing from a paper-based to an electronic
licensing system



Enabling societies and clubs to update their own
information on the Department’s database



Improving information and reporting back by
the Department to societies, manufacturers and
service people.

EMS enables the Department to track and monitor
gaming machine operations, ensuring the integrity
of games and the accurate accounting of money.
The system also enables management to better
manage gambling operations through the
enhanced information that EMS provides.

The Department was recently approached about a new
type of entertainment skill-based game. The devices in
question look like gaming machines, drawing on classic
gambling imagery found in pokie machines and roulette.
Two of the machines were being trialled in a West
Auckland takeaway shop and drew a complaint to the
Department. We are talking to the importers, who have
voluntarily withdrawn them while we investigate.
On receiving a complaint the Department must be
VDWLVÀHGWKDWQRXQOLFHQVHGJDPEOLQJE\ZD\RID
gaming machine is occurring. Otherwise the machines
could be seized and the operators prosecuted.
Importers or distributors must be able to assure the
'HSDUWPHQWWKDWVXIÀFLHQWWHVWLQJKDVEHHQFDUULHG
out and technical documentation is available.
So, if it looks like a gaming machine and offers the
chance to win cash prizes, is it a gaming machine?
That depends on whether the game actually involves
gambling, which requires the result of the game to be
determined either wholly or partly by chance. If chance
plays no part in the outcome then the device is not
a gaming machine and not subject to the restrictions
imposed on class 4 gambling under the Gambling Act
2003. However, if it looks like a gaming machine and
behaves like a gaming machine, it almost certainly
is a gaming machine.
Contact the Department if you have any issues.

Open every day

0800 654 655
6
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FATE OF ILLEGAL GAMING MACHINES

This is what happened to Newmarket RSA’s gaming machines, forfeited when the club was
convicted for illegal gambling. The club had operated eight unlicensed gaming machines for
over a year.

Renegotiation time for venue agreements
It is almost three years since the Gambling
Act 2003 came fully into force, meaning
most class 4 venue agreements will expire
soon and must be renegotiated and signed.
Section 65 (3) of the Act requires all societies operating
gaming machines to have a class 4 venue agreement
with the venue operator. Clubs operating gaming
machines on their own premises for the use of their
own members do not need a class 4 venue agreement
unless the machines belong to another society.

The Department has written to all societies and
venue operators explaining why new agreements are
necessary. For example, current agreements might not
incorporate changes in regulations, games rules and
licence conditions that have occurred since July 2004.
Also, societies cannot pay venue expenses for costs
not itemised in the venue agreement. They may
need to review these to take account, for example,
of EMS-related duties.
7KH'HSDUWPHQWLVKDSS\WRFRQVLGHUÀQDOGUDIWV
of proposed generic venue agreements for multivenue societies but it cannot enter into protracted
correspondence on individual agreements.

Clubs operating gaming machines on their own premises for the
use of their own members do not need a class 4 venue agreement
unless the machines belong to another society.
June 2005
2007
September
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Licensing notes
Category A & B
1. Complete and submit ONLY the relevant
sections of the Operator and Venue Amendment
Application forms
While both of these forms cater for several different
W\SHVRIDPHQGPHQWVDQGQRWLÀFDWLRQVPRVW
applications relate to just one or maybe two of those
types. Please read and follow the instructions located
at the top of the front page. These instructions explain
which sections of the form need to be submitted for
WKHSDUWLFXODUDPHQGPHQWRUQRWLÀFDWLRQ
2. Need to submit a complete GMAS (Renewal
Application) accompanied by audited accounts
by the expiry date of the current licence
7KH'HSDUWPHQWLVWDNLQJDÀUPHUOLQHWRZDUGV
renewal applications that fail to be submitted by the
expiry date of the current licence. We now send two
reminder letters to better inform clubs and societies of
WKLVUHTXLUHPHQW7KHÀUVWOHWWHULVVHQWRXWDERXWWZR
months before the licence expiry date and encloses the
GMAS form. The second letter is sent out about one
month prior to the expiry date and reminds clubs and
societies of their responsibility and what will happen
if no complete renewal application is received by the
expiry date. Licence holders are reminded of the need
to contact their accountants and auditors at an early
stage to ensure necessary actions are completed with
some time to spare.

Category A Clubs
1. Requirement to apply most of Gaming
0DFKLQH3URÀW *03 WR$XWKRULVHG3XUSRVHV
- Accumulation of Funds
Where a club wants to retain a proportion of its GMP
WREXLOGDIXQGIRUDVSHFLÀFSURMHFWWKHSURSHUZD\
to do this is to submit a class 4 operator amendment
DSSOLFDWLRQ6HFWLRQ*RIWKHIRUPLGHQWLÀHVWKHNLQG
of information required and it is important to provide
UHDVRQDEO\VSHFLÀFGHWDLOV7KHDSSOLFDWLRQQHHGVWR
be made as soon as a club decides to follow this course
so that approval can be granted prior to any decision
to apply funds in this manner. Approval continues
throughout the period of the licence and needs to
be renewed with any subsequent renewal application.
An update on progress is also required at that time.
8
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The most important aspect is that any funds applied in
WKLVPDQQHUIRUDVSHFLÀFSURMHFWPXVWEHVHWDVLGHLQD
separate account solely for that purpose and shown as
such in the club’s balance sheet. All deposits and interest
earned on those funds must be retained in the account.
It appears that some clubs have retained funds in a less
formal manner. This situation must be regularised and
is being addressed during the current renewal process.
Where there is no formal approval to retain funds the
intention of the legislation is that all, or nearly all, GMP
from the current year (plus any retained amounts from
previous years) is to be applied to authorised purposes.
2. Key Person Changes
Key persons in relation to clubs usually consist of the
president, secretary and treasurer. Where there happens
to be a vice president or a separate secretary in relation
to the club those individuals are also considered to be
key persons.
It is necessary to submit personal information forms only
in relation to the individuals who occupy those positions.
There is no need to provide those forms for other persons,
even where they may have some involvement with
WKHJDPLQJRSHUDWLRQXQOHVVWKH\H[HUFLVHVLJQLÀFDQW
LQÁXHQFHLQWKHPDQDJHPHQWRIWKHFOXE
The executive of a club can change regularly at annual
general meetings and it is most important that those
changes are submitted to the Department for approval
at that time. The correct process is to submit an
amend class 4 operator licence form and the requisite
fee of $344. Note that if it is a change of manager or
secretary/manager, the correct form to use is the amend
FODVVYHQXHIRUPDQGWKHUHLVQRIHHIRUWKLVVSHFLÀF
key person change.

Category B Pubs
1. Venues where gambling ceases for a period of
more than four weeks - surrender required unless
extension granted
S.71 (1) (g) and S.79 (1) (a) of the Gambling Act 2003 state
that a society must surrender a class 4 venue licence
when gambling has not been conducted at the venue for
a period of more than four weeks, unless the Secretary
agrees that the venue may remain inactive for a further
VSHFLÀHGSHULRG H[WHQVLRQDSSOLFDWLRQ 6  UHTXLUHV
WKHQRWLÀFDWLRQRIWKHVXUUHQGHUWREHPDGHEHIRUHRUDV
soon as practicable after, the four-week period.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Now that EMS is fully implemented the Department
can identify venues where a society has failed to
comply with these sections and will vigorously pursue
any instances where breaches occur.
2. Details of venue operator and venue manager
to be included with the list of venues provided
with the Application to Renew Operator Licence
Providing this information regularly is a quick and
effective way to ensure that the existing details are
still current. A separate request will be included in the
ÀUVWOHWWHUVHQWWRUHPLQGVRFLHWLHVWKDWWKHLUUHQHZDO
application is due to be submitted shortly. Changes
PXVWEHQRWLÀHGRQDFODVVYHQXHDPHQGPHQWIRUP
at the time the change occurs.

Reminder
– Daylight Saving

3. Corporate body as venue operator
7KHGLUHFWRUVDQGVLJQLÀFDQWVKDUHKROGHUVRIWKH
company all qualify as key persons and, in turn,
are required to submit personal information forms,
which are duly checked. Please ensure, whenever a
new director is appointed and/or there is a change
LQDVLJQLÀFDQWVKDUHKROGLQJWKDWDQHZSHUVRQDO
information form is completed and provided to
the Department with a class 4 venue amendment
application form in order to ensure that the details
remain current and the suitability of the individuals
properly assessed.
,WLVVRPHWLPHVGLIÀFXOWWRGHWHUPLQHZLWKRXWDQ
in-depth examination whether a change of this kind
has occurred, particularly as the requirement also
affects shareholders of companies that are themselves
shareholders of a venue operator company. The process
ZLOOUHTXLUHDFHUWLÀFDWHDWUHQHZDOWLPHVWDWLQJHLWKHU
(1) that no change in the directors or major shareholders
of the venue operator company or in any of its
subsidiary companies has occurred, or (2) that changes
KDYHRFFXUUHGDQGEHHQQRWLÀHGDWWKHWLPHGXULQJWKH
“renewal year”.

Here is an early reminder about
the change to daylight saving
later this year. The period is being
extended from 24 weeks to 27.
Clocks will go forward an hour a week
earlier than usual – on the last Sunday
in September – and back an hour on the
ÀUVW6XQGD\LQ$SULOLQVWHDGRIWKHWKLUG
6XQGD\LQ0DUFK7KLVLVWKHÀUVWFKDQJH
in daylight saving since 1990.
The Department is working with computer
companies and industries to update
operating systems in time for the change.
Daylight saving for 2007-08 will start at
2am on 30 September 2007, when clocks
go forward an hour, and end at 3am on
6 April 2008, when clocks go back an hour.

4. Replacement venue agreements to be provided
with the Application to Renew Operator Licence
Many venue agreements that were signed in 2004 and
are still current will need to be renegotiated this year
(see page 7). A separate request to provide a copy of
all new venue agreements not already submitted to the
Department with the society’s next renewal application
ZLOODOVREHLQFOXGHGLQWKHÀUVWUHPLQGHUOHWWHU
June 2005
2007
September
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Club financial reporting requirements
Clubs are reminded that the proceeds from gaming machine operations must be classified
in the Gaming Machine Account Summary as either authorised purpose funds or expenses.
No other use of gaming machine money is legally allowed.
Authorised purposes
Licence conditions usually require clubs to apply or
distribute 37.12 per cent of net proceeds to authorised
purposes. Clubs, by their very nature, tend to be societies
that “apply” rather than “distribute”. The authorised
purpose for which gaming machine funds are raised
is identical with the club’s community aims so the club
usually applies funds to its own authorised purposes.
Guidance on what constitutes an authorised purpose
can be found at: www.dia.govt.nz
Provision, maintenance and development of club
buildings (including mortgage repayments), furniture,
ÀWWLQJVJURXQGDQGHTXLSPHQWSULQFLSDOO\IRU
the enjoyment of club members are examples of
acceptable authorised purposes. Any money paid to
DFKLHYHWKHFOXE·VFRPPXQLW\EHQHÀWDLPVZRXOGEH
authorised purpose expenditure. This includes general
administration costs such as power, rates, security and
any other necessary administrative expenses,

for example, club travel or club vehicles. Expenses
for commemorating events such as ANZAC Day may
be an authorised purpose provided they are reasonable
and do not include alcohol. Welfare assistance to
genuinely needy members of a club may be an
authorised purpose depending on the circumstances.
8VLQJJDPLQJPDFKLQHSURÀWIRULQYHVWPHQWRUD
club’s commercial activities such as a bar area is not
an authorised purpose and would not be permitted.

Expenses
The only expenses that a club can reimburse from
JDPLQJPDFKLQHSURÀWDUHWKHJHQXLQHFRVWVRI
operating the gambling machines and the development,
enhancement or maintenance of the gambling area.
Expenses must be actual, reasonable and necessary.
Department inspectors regularly audit for compliance
with the law and clubs are encouraged to be careful
in classifying and applying gambling net proceeds.

Advice for grants seekers
Gambling inspectors have some advice for community groups seeking grants from gaming
machine trusts – make an effort with the application, provide all the information the trust
requires and voluntarily refund money not spent.
The Christchurch gambling compliance team recently
participated in a community funding expo at the
Christchurch Community House. The team gave
joint seminars with the Department’s Christchurch
local government and community branch, to help
community groups understand the process of applying
for funding. They also conducted seminars in Dunedin,
Timaru, Invercargill and at various locations on the
West Coast.
The southern inspectors found the community funding
seminars a change from their usual work of auditing
and investigations.
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The Gambling Act 2003 made the processes of obtaining
and receiving funding much more transparent.
A community group can now download a funding
application from a trust website instead of collecting
forms from a venue, which some community groups
felt uncomfortable about doing.
Every bar and pub must now prominently display
information on obtaining funding and every trust is
required to maintain a website and publish a record of
the grants it has awarded and requests it has declined.

HARM PREVENTION

PGF fact sheets promote change
By Glenda Northey, Research Librarian, PGFNZ

The Problem Gambling Foundation of New Zealand (PGFNZ) has fact sheets educating
the public about problems inherent in gambling. They summarise social issues and
illustrate ways of modifying behaviour to promote social change. The fact sheets
are research-based and are simple, clear and concise two-page reviews of a topic.
PGFNZ says that to be effective fact sheets should
DIÀUPWKHYDOXHLQJHWWLQJSHRSOHWRFKDQJHEHKDYLRXU
and be tailored to different user groups. The audience
for the problem gambling fact sheets comprises not
only those with a gambling problem but also their
family, whanau and communities. The fact sheets
are used by problem gambling counsellors and other
counselling services to give to clients; staff who are
giving presentations to health workers, the gambling
sector or community groups; staff and community
groups on display tables at community gatherings or
in pamphlet stands within the service sector; and staff
using them for media reports as they are one stop fact
sheets on individualised subject areas.
There are a variety of reasons for producing the fact
sheets. The primary one is educational but the fact sheets
are an excellent medium for research dissemination as
they bring together research, data and analysis and can
create a visual voice to the topic with the inclusion of
photographs, graphs, slogans and narratives.

Vivid language, metaphors and images are used to
target the different audiences such as in ‘The Asian
connection’ fact sheet on Asian problem gambling in
New Zealand, and ‘Women play the pokies’, which is
about the increased numbers of women attracted to
pokie venues around New Zealand. The latest one is
‘If I huff and I puff will I bring the house down? Smoking
and gambling’. Other fact sheets cover subjects such as
alternatives to pokie funding, older people, women,
help seeking, crime, poverty, warning signs, Maori,
domestic violence, suicide, and the health and social
consequences of problem gamblers.
As a social marketing tool the fact sheets have the
potential to reach the greatest number of people
at the lowest cost. They are available in printed and
electronic formats because, although the target audience
for problem gambling is mainly adults, youth are
becoming increasingly involved in Internet gambling.
The fact sheets are accessible on the PG Library website
at: http://www.pgnz.co.nz/library/index.htm

Class 4 Information Project
The Department recently consulted on standardising the way information about
grants and exclusion orders is collected and disseminated to stakeholders.
We thank all those who responded with many useful, well thought-out suggestions
and comments. We have worked through all the submissions and intend shortly
to consult on a further paper that will provide a number of options for comment.

June 2005
2007
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APPOINTMENTS

Gambling Commission
reappointed

Operational Policy Manager
moves to new role

The five current members of the Gambling
Kate Reid, manager of Operational Policy in
Commission have been reappointed, Internal the Department’s Regulation and Compliance
Affairs Minister Rick Barker announced.
branch, has been appointed Principal Advisor,
Strategy and Outcomes in R&C’s Strategic
Peter Wing-Ho Chin, Chief Gambling Commissioner,
and Mary Lythe, Gambling Commissioner, are
Development and Support Unit.
reappointed for terms starting 1 March 2007 and
ending 28 February 2010.

Gambling Commissioner, Kenneth Mark Ford is
reappointed for a term starting 1 March 2007 and
ending 28 February 2008. Paul Stanley is reappointed
for a term starting 1 March 2007 and ending
28 February 2009. Graeme Reeves is reappointed
Gambling Commissioner for a term starting
18 June 2007 and ending 17 June 2009.
´7KHÀYH&RPPLVVLRQHUVZLOOFRQWLQXHWREULQJ
their extensive experience in law, management,
health, government, Mäori health and governance
to the commission,” Rick Barker said.

The unit is responsible for business development
projects including the management of branch change
and strategic planning across the whole branch.
Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said Kate
had been the linchpin for the compliance group’s gaming
VHFWRUDFWLYLWLHVIRUPDQ\\HDUVFRQWULEXWLQJVLJQLÀFDQWO\
to most of the developments that have occurred since the
implementation of the Gambling Act 2003.
Kate takes up her new role this month and Jannette
Farley will be acting manager of Operational Policy
pending a permanent appointment.

Territorial Authorities:
Reminder for your policies
We remind Territorial Authorities that they are required under
section 102(4) of the Gambling Act to send us a copy of their reviewed
or changed class 4 gambling venue policies as soon as practicable.
The Department needs a copy of the most recent policy updates to assist
in entering valid territorial authority consents into its licensing system.
Even if the existing policy is being carried over unchanged, we would
appreciate the Territorial Authority letting us know that.
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Fewer gambling operators
18 April 2007

The number of licensed gambling operators in New Zealand pubs and clubs dropped
by almost 13.5 per cent per cent in the year to 31 March 2007, according to gambling
licensing statistics compiled by the Department of Internal Affairs. There were 6.6 per
cent fewer venues in the same period and 3.4 per cent fewer gaming machines.
Machine numbers have been declining since they
peaked in June 2003 before the passing of the Gambling
Act, which introduced a much stricter licensing regime
and reduced limits on the number of gaming machines
allowed in venues.

“EMS enables the Department to track and monitor
gaming machine operations, ensuring the integrity
of games and the accurate accounting of money.
It also enhances management information and the
ability to better manage gambling operations.

The Department’s Director of Gambling Compliance,
Mike Hill, said the decline in the March 2007 quarter
was expected as the installation of the Electronic
Monitoring System (EMS) for gaming machines
neared completion.

“From March 19 it became illegal for pubs and clubs
to operate gaming machines not connected to EMS
and a number of venues chose not to continue. From
now on I would expect numbers to be fairly stable.”

“It was simply not viable for some gambling operators
to remain in the sector under the new electronic
environment brought in by the Gambling Act,”
Mike Hill said.

In the three months to March 31 2007, licence holders
declined 6.7 per cent on the December 06 quarter, from
476 to 444, venues by 3.5 per cent, from 1666 to 1607
and gaming machines by 1.05 per cent, from 20,518
to 20,302.

Licensed gambling operations in pubs and clubs
DATE

1

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

31 March 2007

444

1607

20,302

31 December 2006

476

1666

20,518

30 September 2006

481

1676

20,571

30 June 2006

496

1701

20,739

31 March 2006

513

1721

21,026

31 December 2005

526

1747

21,343

30 September 2005

535

1770

21,684

30 June 2005

553

1801

21,846

31 March 2005

568

1838

22,159

31 December 2004

584

1850

22,231

31 December 2003

672

2031

22,734

30 June 20031

699

2122

25,221

Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.

Further information, including numbers of venues and machines by territorial authority and the changes in these
numbers, is available from the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz
The Department will commence publishing EMS data, including gaming machine proceeds by territorial local
authority area, with the quarterly gambling licensing statistics, ending 30 June 2007. These will be published
on 1 August.
June 2005
2007
September
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Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about what information we could provide
to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.

Click on “gambling” for
FUNDING FOR COMMUNITY GROUPS s GAMBLING STATISTICS s RELEVANT LAW
APPLICATION FORMS FOR LICENCES INCLUDING HOUSIE AND RAFmES s AND MUCH MORE

Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

Keith Manch

Gregory Crott

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

National Manager Licensing and Compliance

The Department reorganised its internal structure in
2004 and created a Regulation and Compliance Branch
that encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.

This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance
of all gambling outside of casinos. This includes gaming
machines in pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other
games of chance. Staff make decisions on licence
applications, carry out audits, conduct investigations
and receive public complaints.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
compliance, local government services, fire service
policy, identity services policy and civil defence and
emergency management policy. For the sake of
simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector
are not included on this page.
Important changes for gambling regulation included
bringing management of Gambling, Censorship and
Racing Policy into the same branch, and separating the
management of gambling and censorship compliance.
As part of these changes the Gaming and Censorship
Regulation (GCR) group was separated into two units,
Gambling Compliance and Censorship Compliance,
in 2005.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. This Policy team is in the same branch as
the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance
staff. This means that policy and operational staff can
benefit from each other’s knowledge and experience.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with
the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so
that there is a constant flow of information between the
staff involved in applying the law and those who develop
the law.

 Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Geoff Lawry

 Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington),
Neove Christoforou

 Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen

 Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington

Debbie Despard
National Manager Casino Compliance
The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in
each of the country’s six casinos. They carry out audits,
ensure ongoing suitability of casino staff, investigate
incidents and gamblers’ complaints and ensure that
the casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

 Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Maria Bradshaw

 Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen

Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
significant (complex, cross group, lengthy and
sensitive) investigation projects involving criminal,
legal and financial issues related to the governance
and operation of gaming sector people and organisations.
It also provides expertise and support to investigations
and audits across the group.

Jannette Farley
Acting Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the sector.
It develops standards, game rules and other “deemed
regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the field.
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All gambling compliance staff can be
contacted by phoning the Department’s
tollfree number

The Department of Internal Affairs produces
Gambits quarterly. Copies are distributed
in March, June, September and December.
Gambits provides information about the

E-mail: gaming.compliance@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz

Department’s recent work and significant
issues in the gambling sector.
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CASINO COMPLIANCE
PO Box 805, Wellington, Fax: (04) 494 0562
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EMS project completed
All 20,000-odd gaming machines at more than 1600 non-casino licensed gambling venues
were connected to the new Electronic Monitoring System 10 days ahead of the statutory
deadline of March 19.
The Gambling Act 2003 requires
all such venues to be connected to
EMS and it will be illegal to operate
non-casino gaming machines not
connected to EMS.
The Department of Internal Affairs
undertook the management of this
complex $35 million project with the
passing of the Act, the purpose of
which included ensuring the integrity
and fairness of gambling and that
money from gambling beneﬁts the
community. The ﬁrst venues were
commissioned in May last year and
the system was progressively rolled
out across the country.
The Department was responsible
for overseeing the entire EMS
programme and appreciates the
efforts of all involved in successfully
completing this challenging project.

The system enables the Department to track and monitor the operations
of gaming machines in pubs and clubs, ensuring the integrity of games,
the accurate accounting of money and optimising compliance with the Act.
Monitoring systems were already in place in New Zealand’s six casinos.
EMS will monitor:
• how much money is gambled on each machine
• what each machine pays out in prizes to gamblers
• how much money should be banked.
The system also ensures that all software being used on the machines is
identical to the approved versions, and will assist in detecting tampering
with a machine or software. It also collects, stores, processes and publishes
information on every gaming machine to a website daily.
The Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill, says feedback about EMS
from licence holders is generally very positive and exceeded expectations.
“As an ancillary beneﬁt, EMS provided a platform that brought a sector-wide
focus on improving the management of gaming machines,” Mike Hill said.
“The Department appreciates the response from gambling operators and
stakeholders who, by contributing to the success of EMS, also improved other
aspects of their compliance with the Act.”
“The sector is anticipating further beneﬁts over time, which should ultimately
translate into more money going to the community.”
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The Department will publish data from EMS, including gaming machine
proceeds by territorial local authority area, in its quarterly gambling licensing
statistics, beginning with the period ending 30 June 2007. The statistics will be
issued on 1 August.
The company implementing and operating EMS, Intralot NZ Limited, was
responsible for installing the site equipment and central processing system
and operating the system and helpdesk. The project also involved development
of an interface between Intralot and the Department’s systems and signiﬁcant
upgrades to the Department’s licensing and ﬁnancial systems.

Index
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available on www.dia.govt.nz
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DEPUTY SECRETARY

Balancing opportunities and risks
by Keith Manch, Deputy Secretary Regulation & Compliance

It is three months since I returned to the Department, after 19 months at the Ministry
of Social Development. Many people have asked what it is like to be back. Sometimes
the question sounds like “why would you want to do the same thing again?”
There are a couple of important differences this time
round. The ﬁrst is that the “new” job covers a range of
subjects in addition to gambling regulation. On a personal
level this is extremely interesting and challenging.
The second is that the role in the gambling sector is
different. A good way of describing this is to draw on
comments made by my predecessor in the new job,
Andrew Secker, and my successor in the old job, Mike Hill.
Andrew noted in his “valedictory” Gambits article in
September last year:
“…we have a system that stands up very well in terms
of allowing gambling operators to conduct business
in a regulated way while at the same time addressing
the undoubted harms that gambling can cause.”
With the Gambling Act now fully in place, the game
is very much about balancing the opportunities and
risks associated with gambling.
Regulating a sector that is underpinned by a thorough
regulatory framework that includes clear expectations,
supplemented by well considered decisions from the
Gambling Commission, is unquestionably different to
working through a period where there were signiﬁcant
concerns about gambling and its regulation – and while

the new Act was being developed and working its way
through the democratic process.
Mike noted in his article “Achieving Voluntary
Compliance” in the same issue of Gambits:
“The Department is on record that it wants to achieve
maximum voluntary compliance under the Gambling Act
by working with and assisting operators in the industry.
This will allow us to concentrate enforcement measures
on the few who do not comply with the aim of deterring
that behaviour in the sector.”
While the notion of voluntary compliance underpinned the
work on enforcement and compliance strategies that was
going on when I was at the Department last time, it can
now be a reality. It is up to those operating in the sector
to determine whether a voluntary compliance approach,
underpinned by effective enforcement, will work.
As Mike said:
“Maximising voluntary compliance means having an
environment where gambling providers want to, know
how to and can comply with the Act, and all stakeholders
accept the legitimacy of the compliance environment.”
I couldn’t have put it better.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Lobbying is not an authorised purpose
It is the Department’s view that grants of gaming machine
net proceeds cannot be made to lobby groups or for
lobbying purposes (where, for example, the purpose is to
change a law, bring a court action, or inﬂuence a statutory
decision making process). The deﬁnition of “authorised
purpose” carries with it the notion of the purpose being
beneﬁcial to the community. Any consideration of
whether one of these purposes is beneﬁcial to a section
of the community must also take into account the sections
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of the community to whom the grant may be detrimental.
The existence of lobby groups or action groups on any
issue presupposes the existence of a contrary point of
view. However, it may be possible to make grants to
groups that are putting into effect decisions that have
already been made for a community beneﬁt, for example,
to help a group raise funds for the improvement of a
designated bird sanctuary.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Minister uneasy about some GM grants
The current mechanism for distributing gaming machine proceeds to the community is
working fairly well but there were aspects that gave him a sense of unease, the Minister
of Internal Affairs, Rick Barker, told a seminar at Simpson Grierson in Wellington.
He questioned how using GM proceeds to pay for
venue staff to attend an overseas conference served
the community interest. And he described a grant
to a mayoral election campaign as “truly bizarre”.
“Cases like this can be taken to suggest that not everyone
has fully embraced the Act’s purpose of facilitating
responsible gambling,” Mr Barker said.
He also referred to a number of so-called “single purpose”
societies that have limited the allocation of all or most
of their gaming machine proceeds to just one
authorised purpose.
“This could be rugby in a particular area, the racing
industry, a rescue helicopter operation, or it could
be a sports facility that the trust intends to own
and operate,” Mr Barker said.
“While these are all legitimate authorised purposes,
I do wonder whether this is really in keeping with
the spirit and intent of the legislation.”

for distributing gaming machine proceeds is heavily
dependent on continued public conﬁdence.”

EMS
Mr Barker said early signs from the new electronic
monitoring system were encouraging.
“The EMS was introduced to safeguard the wider
community,” he said. “Public conﬁdence in the integrity
of the gaming machine sector is in everyone’s interests
….. It is in everyone’s best interests if operators endeavour
to maximise their compliance with the Act.”
Mr Barker said the introduction of the EMS had been
an impressive logistical undertaking, none of which
would have been possible without the full co-operation
of Charity Gaming Association members and venue
operators around the country.

He promised to keep a close eye on the issue of
community beneﬁt.

On balance the Minister thought gambling legislation
was working pretty well. It needed to be given
a reasonable chance to work as intended before
contemplating any major change in direction.

“In particular, I’ll be looking at just how the sector
and government engage to deliver the aspect of
balance and fairness,” Mr Barker said.“ The current system

The full text of Mr Barker’s speech can be accessed
on: www.beehive.govt.nz/ViewDocument.aspx?
DocumentID=28551

EMS updates
Now that the electronic monitoring system (EMS) is fully
operational the Department will periodically reinforce
information published during the set-up phase and
update societies and venues on new procedures.
Here are some reminders:

Venue relationship changes
Where gaming machines are transferred between
societies but remain at the venue they still need to
be decommissioned and recommissioned for EMS.
The December 2006 issue of Gambits (page 8) carried
guidelines on the transfer procedure under EMS. Back
copies of Gambits can be accessed on: www.dia.govt.nz

New venues
New venues must ﬁrst be licensed through the
Department before they can be connected to EMS. Once a
society has a venue licence it then liaises with Intralot for
the installation of the router and site controller. Once these
are installed the technician will commission the machines
and the venue may commence operations. Under the
Gambling Act 2003 no gaming machine can be operated
after 18 March 2007 unless it is connected to EMS.

March 2005
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Recent appeals to the Gambling Commission
The Gambling Commission recently released its decisions on three appeals against
decisions made by the Secretary for Internal Affairs in relation to class 4 gambling.
Whitehouse Tavern Trust
The Whitehouse Tavern Trust case was a landmark
decision resulting in the suspension of that trust for
four days for misuse of gaming machine proceeds
(GMP). The GMP had been used by the Trust for a variety
of inappropriate purposes, including payments to venue
staff for services other than those listed in the venue
agreements, and trips overseas for venue staff.
The Commission provided important guidance about
society representatives and venue staff using GMP to
travel overseas for events such as conferences and trade
shows. The event should be directly relevant to the
society’s role as a class 4 gambling operator. Societies
should be prudent in determining the numbers of
representatives they need to attend an event. It is doubtful
whether it would ever be appropriate to send venue
operators, managers and staff to such events.
The Commission determined that the use of GMP for
mayoral campaign donations was an “electioneering”
purpose and, therefore, neither an authorised purpose
nor an actual, reasonable, and necessary cost of the
gambling operation. It also determined that payments
for lobbying purposes were outside the scope of the
society’s authorised purpose statement. (see “Pokie
operation suspended” pg 12)

Whiskey Jacks
The Whiskey Jacks’ case resulted in the cancellation
of a venue licence. The Secretary submitted that the venue
was a “gaming shop” (ie a venue used mainly for gaming
machines) and presented a range of strong evidence to
show a prolonged history of non-compliance with the

Poker – a reminder
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Gambling Act. The weight and volume of the evidence
the Secretary presented was critical to the Gambling
Commission afﬁrming the Secretary’s decision. Societies
must ensure that their venues are not used mainly for
gaming machines, and must be able to provide strong
evidence for this. (see “Gaming shop ordered closed”
pg 13)

Eureka Trust
The third appeal concerned Eureka Trust and the
contracted services of a management company.
The management company in question processed grant
applications for Eureka Trust and serviced gambling
equipment at Eureka’s class 4 venues. The Department
contended that these functions resulted in a breach
of sections 113(b) and 113(c). The Department sought
to place a licence condition on Eureka’s licence to avoid
this scenario. The Gambling Commission agreed with
the Department that the arrangement was a breach of
the two subsections. Section 113 was already clear that
the company could not lawfully undertake both grant
processing and repair services. The Commission rejected
the condition as unnecessary because it duplicated an
existing statutory prohibition. The management company
is a key person in relation to venues by virtue of its
servicing of gambling equipment. Section 113(b) prevents
key persons in relation to a venue from being “involved
in decisions about, or in managing the application or
distribution of net proceeds from class 4 gambling”, and
section 113(c) prevents such key persons from providing
“to the corporate society that conducts class 4 gambling
at the venue, goods or services other than services listed
in the class 4 venue agreement”. The Department is
following this up with the society.

The popularity of poker throughout
New Zealand has continued in the year
since the March 2006 article in Gambits
on “Conducting Poker”.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Depreciation guidelines
Currently, gaming machine societies are free to set depreciation rates and apply
them as they see ﬁt within the conﬁnes of generally accepted accounting principles.
The depreciation rate of gaming machines has a signiﬁcant
impact on the ﬁnancial reporting of a gaming machine
operator. Depreciation is the second largest expense
incurred by societies after Gaming Machine Duty and
is approximately 22 per cent of total expenses incurred.
The sector’s ability to determine depreciation rates
and methods has resulted in the following:
•

A wide variance in both rates and method used
for depreciation

•

Some societies changing the depreciation rate applied
year to year, to either increase or reduce expenses and,
accordingly, annual net proceeds’ totals

•

Some societies potentially making large one-off losses
or gains on sale of ﬁxed assets through previous under
or over reporting of depreciation

•

Obsolete machines/gaming machine games being
held and depreciated.

The Department considers this inappropriate for a
number of reasons.
For example, by reducing the depreciation rate, the
depreciation expense is then reduced thereby increasing
available net proceeds. This could allow for other expenses
to be increased such as wages. The continual alteration
of the depreciation rates then allows for the societies to
potentially “smooth” net proceeds.

The continued practice of depreciating gaming machines
in storage is not appropriate. The costs are not reasonable,
as the machines are not contributing to the generation
of gaming income. The costs incurred for depreciation
on stored machines unnecessarily reduce net proceeds
and thereby the return to the community is reduced.
In order to ensure consistency within the sector and
appropriate reporting of depreciation, the Department
is issuing the following guidelines:
•

“Diminishing Value” is the preferred method for
determining depreciation on gaming machines due
to the rapid decline in value experienced in the initial
years of ownership

•

New gaming machines should be depreciated over
a period of no more than 3-5 years

•

Once a depreciation rate is selected, that rate must be
applied consistently throughout the life of the asset

•

Obsolete machines are to be written off at the earliest
point in time, particularly where machines are not
QCOM compliant or capable of being upgraded

•

Gaming machine software (games) is either expensed
or has a rate reﬂecting its short asset life (eg under
two years)

•

All other assets are depreciated at rates consistent with
the Inland Revenue Department prescribed depreciation
rates for income taxation purposes. The use of either
“Diminishing Value” or “Straight Line” methods is
acceptable for assets other than gaming machines.

Incurring a one-off, large Loss on Sale of ﬁxed Assets
can have a detrimental impact, not only on a society’s
net proceeds for the year, but also on the assessment
of Financial Viability as required by section 52 of the
Gambling Act 2003. A large one-off Gain on Sale could
also result in the society being unable to meet the
minimum return to authorised purposes.

While the above are intended only to be guidelines,
the Department will monitor the approach being taken.
Practices outside these guidelines will be considered
in the context of ﬁnancial viability.

Many clubs and pubs are hosting poker evenings that
either they organise themselves or are run by another
organisation. There are many different rules to comply
with in the Gambling Act 2003 depending on the nature
of the event, how it is organised and who organises it.
If these rules are not understood, there is the risk the
evening may constitute illegal gambling. The Department

has a poker fact sheet on its website www.dia.govt.nz and
encourages any pub or club that has poker evenings, or is
considering doing so, to understand the law and how it
applies to them. The Department has come across several
instances of non-compliance with the Act and is continuing
to monitor the poker scene. We welcome any queries you
may have on the application of the Act to an event.
March 2005
2007
September
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Class 4 information project
The Department has been consulting on a project to identify stakeholders’ information
requirements in relation to class 4 gambling and make recommendations on the
implementation of a method to gather that information.
The Department currently gathers a variety of information
for compliance purposes, but some detailed information
that would be beneﬁcial for stakeholders and policy
development is either collected on an ad hoc basis or not
collected at all. A good example of this is information on
the application or distribution of gaming machine proﬁts,
which is gathered by way of occasional surveys.
Stakeholders have indicated that they would like to see
such information gathered much more regularly and, where
appropriate the information should include details such as
a breakdown by territorial authority district or demographic
characteristics such as gender, age or ethnicity.
The Department wants to identify the gaps in the
information it collects so that it can collect and distribute
the information that stakeholders require in an accurate
and timely manner. We also need feedback from gaming
machine operators on their ability to provide the required

information and on processes that could be implemented
to make it easier to collect and provide the information.
Two main areas have already been identiﬁed as areas in
which information (for purposes other than compliance)
is deﬁcient. The areas identiﬁed to date are:
• Information on funds applied or distributed to
authorised (community) purposes
• Information on exclusion orders.
The ﬁrst round of consultation is complete. A copy of the
consultation document is available at www.dia.govt.nz/
diawebite.nsf/Files/DiscussionDoc_GatheringInfo/$ﬁle/
DiscussionDoc_GatheringInfo.pdf
We expect to undertake a second round of consultation on
proposed options/solutions in April/May. If you have any
questions about the project or are interested in making a
submission, please contact Lee Patton at (04) 4959313.

Overseas trips for society or venue representatives
The recent Gambling Commission decision
in the Whitehouse Tavern case resulted
in a licence suspension and conﬁrmed
the Department’s view of trips overseas
by society or venue representatives to
attend events.
In that instance, a trust was repeatedly sending a venue
representative and too many representatives of the trust
to an overseas trade expo. The Commission noted the
complete lack of content at the expo that was relevant
to venue compliance with the Gambling Act, and
commented that on any ‘sensible’ application of the test
for lawful expenses the travel was not actual, reasonable
or necessary.
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Societies have an overriding duty to minimise expenses.
While it may be appropriate on occasion for a society
representative to attend an overseas conference or other
event that is directly related to the operation of class 4
gambling, the onus is on the society in every instance
to prove robustly that the cost of attendance of each
representative at events is actual, reasonable and necessary.
This also includes the number of people a society chooses
to send to an event.
It must be noted that it would be extremely difﬁcult, if not
impossible, for the Department to envisage a situation
where it is an actual, reasonable, and necessary expense
for venue operators, management or staff to attend an
overseas event. There should be no need for any training
or conferences for venue representatives that cannot be
met inside New Zealand.

HARM PREVENTION

Christchurch Casino prosecuted
Christchurch Casino is the ﬁrst casino in New Zealand to be prosecuted for an underage
offence under the Gambling Act 2003, providing a clear example of the Department’s
strategy of seeking voluntary compliance, underpinned by effective enforcement.
The casino pleaded guilty in Christchurch District Court to
allowing a minor to remain on the premises in December
2005. Judge Philip Moran discharged the casino without
conviction and ordered it to make a $1000 donation to the
Salvation Army.

“Our objective in taking the prosecution was to
effect change at the casino,” Mike Hill said.“The age
restriction of 20 on casinos is a key harm prevention and
minimisation initiative. Research shows that younger
persons are particularly susceptible to developing
gambling problems.

Gambling Compliance Director, Mike Hill, said the
offence occurred in December 2005 and the Department
decided to prosecute after six earlier breaches involving
minors between May and September 2005.

“The Department is pleased the Christchurch Casino has
accepted full responsibility for its actions in this case and
has made a ﬁrm commitment to work with us to resolve
the compliance issues associated with the prosecution.”

Dunedin Casino addressing concerns
It is over three years since Christine Keenan was convicted of seven dishonesty offences
and ﬁve months since the Gambling Commission issued its decision to suspend Dunedin
Casino’s licence for two days.
Heeding the clear message from the Commission, the
casino management has taken on a new direction and
is progressing towards effective host responsibility and
harm prevention and minimisation.
Following the Keenan case, the Department’s Casino
Compliance Unit has agreed a set of initiatives with the
casino to address speciﬁc concerns highlighted by that case.
The casino has addressed its internal culture. New internal
reporting procedures, for instance, have promoted greater
communication of observations on the gaming ﬂoor,
resulting in increased interventions and referrals
to problem gambling services.
The casino has steadily updated key internal documents for
harm prevention and minimisation and host responsibility.

Representatives of problem gambling service providers
and other social service agencies in Dunedin have also
commenced meetings with the casino and the gambling
inspectors. The Dunedin Casino recently hosted the
inaugural meeting of this forum, which was inspired
by the success of a similar grouping in Hamilton over
the past three years. It allows open discussion of local
problem gambling issues and promotes collaboration
among participating organisations.
Following the successful implementation of
New Zealand’s ﬁrst multi-venue exclusion process
in Queenstown, initial discussions are also underway
to develop a similar process within Dunedin, with the
Dunedin Casino as a key player.
The Department continues to be encouraged by the efforts
of the casino to address core aspects of its operation in
light of the decision in Keenan’s case and in pursuit of
voluntary compliance.

0800 654 655
Open every day
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Problem gambling investigation - Keri Ann Boyer
This matter came to our attention as a result of the conviction and imprisonment of
a 37-year-old woman for theft from her employer (using a document and dishonestly
accessing a computer). She maintained at her sentencing that the money was stolen
to feed her gambling addiction.
Background
Keri Ann Boyer of Invercargill started as a part-time
cleaner for a local company in March 2002 and worked
her way up to an ofﬁce position later that same year.
Over time Boyer stole $243,853.43 from her employer.

The investigation
Gambling Inspectors interviewed Boyer after her court
case. She identiﬁed the four Invercargill venues where
she gambled.
The critical question for the investigation was whether
the Invercargill Licensing Trust venue personnel
discharged their obligations under the Harm Prevention
and Minimisation Regulations of the Gambling Act.
The requirement to provide this problem gaming
awareness training took effect on 1 October 2005,
some six months before Boyer was apprehended.
An NZQA-accredited professional service provider
for problem gaming matters conducted this training.
It traversed a list of indicators that staff should be
aware off when dealing with gamblers, who in turn
may be problem gamblers. Those signs are:
• Gambling for extended periods of time

• Asking for credit
• Family ringing up stressed
• Increased isolation – dislike of interruptions or small talk.
The only indicator in this case was the repeated use of
EFTPoS to obtain money and she explained this away
when staff spoke to her.
As part of the investigation 12 Invercargill hotels were
inspected for their compliance with the harm prevention
and minimisation requirements of the law.
A number of the venues inspected had copies of selfexclusion orders, complete with photographs posted
on notice boards in the staff areas. The inspection also
highlighted a small number of venues that had potential
unsupervised access issues to the gaming machine area.
The venue operators promptly addressed these matters.
Departmental staff held a number of general discussions
with the management team of the Invercargill Licensing
Trust Foundation (ILTF), highlighting a number of
proactive practices not required by statute that would raise
the level of compliance in the area of harm minimisation.

• Neglecting important responsibilities i.e. children
present but neglected

Examples of these practices are:

• Changes of time or money spent gambling,
over a short period of time

• Ensuring photographs are obtained in each case an
exclusion order is received

• First to arrive and last to leave

• Disseminating them to all venues

• Regular trips to the ATM
• Irritability especially when access to cash is denied

• Involving all venue managers in monthly meetings
where examples of interventions are shared to highlight
mobile problem gamblers

• Standing around quietly watching other players
– may have run out of money

• Introducing a monthly reporting protocol for the venue
managers to the Secretary Manager

• Favourite machine or system

• A check sheet for venue compliance

• Playing multiple machines

• Holding venue managers accountable for informing
their respective staff of harm minimisation issues.

• Showing signs of anxiety or depression, becoming
less outgoing, irritable, taking less care of clothes
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• Phrases: “I should have been at work an hour ago”
or “I need to win before I can leave”
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In summary, the Department found ILTF was actively
pursuing a high standard of compliance.

HARM PREVENTION

The PG Library versus the WWW
A strong collection of text-based and electronic resources on problem gambling is available
in the library at the Problem Gambling Foundation in Auckland. The library is for everyone
who has an interest in obtaining information about problem gambling.
The resources are organised by subject in a user friendly
and accessible style. A qualiﬁed research librarian provides
literacy training and literature searches. The library is an
essential tool in information retrieval. It not only provides
the “hardware” for research but also the expertise to
uncover and analyse the information retrieved.
Many information seekers would rather use the Internet
than library resources. They cite the need for up-to-date
information as a criterion for their searches, but they fail
to see that they may be reinventing the wheel by not
checking the past and what has already been researched.
Also, they are in danger of presenting information that
has not been peer reviewed.
The librarian looks beyond the function as a collector
and organiser of information and focuses on the people
that the information is destined for by going beyond the
Internet search engines and providing a better product.

page. They cover problem gambling and women,
the pokies, gambling facts, social and health
consequences, warning signs, family violence, suicidal
behaviour, health and social impacts, crime, and Asian
problem gambling in New Zealand.
The PG library provides a regular monthly newsletter
of new resources, interesting web pages and other
information on problem gambling. The library catalogue/
database will be accessible on the Internet for searching
and ordering resources within the next few months.
The library is open between 8.30am and 5pm daily.
Glenda Northey MLIS, MA (Hons)
Research Librarian
Problem Gambling Foundation of New Zealand
Floor 1, 128 Khyber Pass Road, Grafton.
P.O. Box 8021, Symonds Street,Auckland
368 1520 x 236, DDI 369 0619
Fax +64 9 368 1540, www.pgfnz.co.nz

Information gathered has been turned into fact sheets and
over a dozen of these are available on the PGFNZ web

Problem gambling targeted
by new campaign
A new television commercial called “Kiwi Lives” has
launched a problem gambling social marketing programme
developed by the Health Sponsorship Council.
The premise of the programme is that problem gambling
is wrecking tens of thousands of New Zealanders’ lives
and that this is a problem shared by everyone in the
community. The advertisement encourages people to
think about the harm associated with problem gambling,
who are affected by PG and the impacts for communities.
“Problem gambling affects us all - our families,
our communities, our problem,” the campaign says.

Exclusion orders update
Guidelines to help venues and problem gambling
service providers deal with gamblers wanting to
self-exclude are being developed. Representatives
of gambling providers and the Problem Gambling
Foundation are working with the Department on the
guidelines and the June issue of Gambits will give
further information. The December 2006 and 2005
editions of Gambits carried extensive information
about exclusion orders and can be accessed on:
www.dia.govt.nz

The campaign will also include radio advertising,
information pamphlets and community activities.
The campaign reﬂects the public health approach
of the Gambling Act 2003.
March 2005
2007
September
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Commitment on consultation
The Department has prepared guidelines
on how it consults the gambling sector on
a range of issues. The guidelines will soon
be available on our website: www.dia.govt.nz
The Gambling Act 2003 stipulates we must formally
consult “those most likely to be affected” before ﬁnalising
regulations such as game rules and standards. We will
consult with different groups depending on the issue
but, in general, consultation will include: gambling
operators, problem gambling treatment providers,
other sector interest or reference groups, lobby groups,
territorial authorities, the Ministry of Health, overseas
regulators, and representatives of the people most likely
to be affected by the issue at hand. Often it will also be
appropriate to consult with manufacturers, researchers
and experts.

In the interests of good relationships and obtaining the
best information we will often consult stakeholders on
other issues such as the development of policies and
administrative procedures.
When consulting, we must take into account all views and
make recommendations in accordance with government
policy. The aim is to impartially identify the best solution
to a problem, irrespective of whether this favours
particular interests.
Generally we will allow 20 working days for the sector to
comment on proposals – although we might allow more
time if the issue is complex, or less if the issue is urgent.
We will provide feedback on the results of consultation.

First Infringement Notices issued
The Department has begun issuing
Infringement Notices under the Gambling
Act 2003. There are 24 sections
(and subsections) for which Infringement
Notices can be issued and Schedule 6
of the Act lists Infringement Offences.

Banking) Regulations 2006, this is no longer the case,
and gaming machine proﬁt must be banked within ﬁve
working days of its calculation.
With all venues now linked to EMS, the week’s gaming
machine proﬁt is calculated early on a Monday, and has
to be banked into the society’s account no later than the
following Friday.

The ﬁrst Infringement Notices were issued for persons
offending against section 104 of the Act - the banking
of gaming machine proﬁt from class 4 gambling.

An Infringement Notice cannot outline more than one
offence, so more than one late banking or other instance
of non-compliance in the Schedule 6 offences, could result
in multiple Infringement Notices.

Initially this section was aligned to the Gaming Duties
Act. But with the passing of the Gambling (Class 4

The infringement fees for Schedule 6 offences range from
$100 to $5000. The fee for an individual late banking is $2500.

Reminder to Territorial Authorities

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Territorial Authorities are reminded that under section 102(4) of the Gambling Act
2003 they must provide the Department with a copy of their reviewed or changed
class 4 venue policies as soon as practicable.
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Liquor and other prohibited prizes
Liquor, or vouchers that entitle the winner to liquor are not allowed to be offered as a prize
for a rafﬂe, competition or other gambling activity. There have been several situations
recently where the Department has been aware of liquor, vouchers for liquor, or bar tabs
being offered as a prize for gambling.
This prohibition also applies where a business runs a
sales promotion scheme involving gambling. Sometimes
a supermarket, liquor store or other business will offer
a gambling prize voucher that gives general entitlement
to any goods sold by the business. In this situation
the voucher should say that the entitlement cannot be
redeemed for liquor.
There are other prizes prohibited by the Gambling
(Prohibited Property) Regulations 2005. These
regulations list the items of property that may not
be offered as prizes for gambling or used to reward
a winner of gambling.
In summary, the prohibited property items are:
• A ﬁrearm, explosive (including ammunition), restricted
weapon or airgun as deﬁned in the Arms Act 1983

• A voucher or entitlement to commercial services
as deﬁned in the Prostitution Reform Act 2003.
Section 17 (2) of the Gambling Act 2003 provides
that gambling that uses property prohibited under
the regulations will be illegal gambling.
A person or organisation that conducts or participates
in illegal gambling commits an offence under section 19
of the Act. It is also an offence under that section
to promote or assist in promoting illegal gambling
or to advertise illegal gambling.
The penalty on conviction for participating in illegal
gambling is a ﬁne of up to $1000. The penalty for
conviction on the other offences in section 19 relating
to illegal gambling is:

• Liquor as deﬁned in the Sale of Liquor Act 1989

(a) in the case of an individual, imprisonment for a
term of up to 1 year or to a ﬁne of up to $20,000

• A tobacco product as deﬁned in the Smoke-free
Environments Act 1990

(b) in the case of a body corporate, a ﬁne of up
to $50,000.

• A taonga tuturu as deﬁned in the Protected Objects
Act 1975 (broadly, Maori cultural and heritage items
that are more than 50 years old)

Everyone involved in running gambling activities
anywhere, including rafﬂes at school or church fairs,
or in sales promotion schemes must comply with
these regulations. (see warning to liquor stores page 13)

• A voucher or entitlement to any of the items listed above

Cross-border co-operation
The Department has contributed to the successful prosecution of a Canadian man who
ran an international lottery scam.
The man was ﬁned a record $225,000 under Canada’s Criminal Code for offences relating to direct mail lottery schemes
that brought in $47 million. He sold shares of lottery tickets to thousands of consumers in the United States, Britain,
Australia and New Zealand, misleading them to believe they had better chances of winning signiﬁcant amounts of
money than buying directly from authorised vendors and that the promotions were government-afﬁliated. It is illegal
in Canada to sell, print or market lottery products without approval from an authorised government body.
Internal Affairs’ Operational Policy Manager, Kate Reid, provided investigators from Canada’s Competition Bureau with
a signed statement that none of the lottery promotions had ever been authorised for sale in New Zealand and nor
would they because there was no apparent beneﬁt to the New Zealand community from these games.
March 2005
2007
September
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Pokie operation suspended
13 December 2006

The Gambling Commission has ordered the Trust, which operates 18 gaming machines at
Papakura’s Whitehouse Tavern, to shut its gambling operation for four days for misusing
over $33,000 of ‘pokie’ money. This is the ﬁrst time the Commission has suspended a pub
gaming machine operator. Earlier this year it suspended the Dunedin Casino for two days.
The Whitehouse Trust’s misuse of community funds
consisted of a $1000 contribution to Glenn Archibald’s
2004 Papakura Mayoral electoral campaign, $1279 for
its venue manager, Roger Garrick, to attend the 2004
Australasian Gaming Expo, $5842.50 to Mr Garrick for
services to the Trust and a $25,000 grant to the Ardmore
Tenants’ Association for challenging noise restrictions
on the Ardmore Aerodrome.
The Department of Internal Affairs had proposed a
month’s licence suspension, reduced to seven days
after the Whitehouse Tavern Trust recovered $5200. This
amount relates to the cost of the trip and money paid for
Mr Garrick’s services after the Gambling Act became law.
The Department didn’t pursue other money because the
trust had already paid it to third parties who were not
subject to the action taken under the Gambling Act.
The payments, which breached the Gambling Act or
licence conditions, were identiﬁed in an audit of the Trust’s
gaming operations. The Trust appealed to the Commission.
The Commission said in its decision that,“given the
ﬂagrancy and signiﬁcance” of the breaches, it would not
be appropriate to waive a suspension. It said the Trust
voted to send Mr Garrick to the expo two months after
the Department warned it not to, Whitehouse attempted
to circumvent the Gambling Act, which prevents gaming
machine money being used for electioneering purposes,
and the grant to the Ardmore Tenants’ Association was not
an ‘authorised purpose’ under the Trust’s licence.
Whitehouse argued that the payment to Mr Archibald’s
mayoral campaign was reasonable because it was for the
“survival of the Trust”.

The Trust’s counsel wrote to the Department: “Mr
Archibald had promoted local gaming policy that
coincided with the charitable objectives maintained by
the Trustees. On the other side of the political spectrum,
there are opposing factions which, if they are to obtain
reasonable traction, represent a considerable risk to the
Trust’s very existence.”
In its decision the Commission said:
“Whitehouse committed multiple breaches, involving a
signiﬁcant amount of community money. Whitehouse has
not shown any contrition.”
But the Commission considered it unfair for the
Department to have stated it would consider withdrawing
the suspension if Whitehouse recovered $5200 paid to
Mr Garrick. However, the Commission noted that the
Department continued to be concerned that, despite
recovering the $5200, Whitehouse would continue to
breach the Act and send managers to future Australasian
Gaming Expos. The Department was also concerned that
Whitehouse would not acknowledge wrongdoing.
The Department’s Acting Director of Gambling
Compliance, Greg Crott, said the Commission’s decision
is a good reminder to all societies of their responsibilities.
“The money raised by the gaming machines is held in
trust by societies for the community and is destined
to beneﬁt a range of activities identiﬁed as authorised
purposes under a society’s licence conditions,” Mr Crott
said.“Societies can claim expenses for their operations but
they must be actual, reasonable and necessary and
we scrutinise these carefully during audits.”

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Gaming shop ordered to close
22 December 2006
The Gambling Commission has backed a Department
of Internal Affairs’ decision not to renew the licence of
Rotorua gaming machine venue, Whiskey Jacks. The
Department has told First Sovereign Trust, which operates
the machines at the Hinemoa Street venue, to cease
operations immediately.
The Department declined to renew Whiskey Jacks’ licence
because the venue continued to be used as a gaming shop,
which the Gambling Act forbids. The Trust appealed but
the Gambling Commission said the decision was correct.

failed to ﬁle any evidence to explain this non-compliance,
or to in any way attempt to satisfy the Commission they
would be compliant in the future.”
The Department’s Acting Director of Gambling
Compliance, Greg Crott, says the venue licence, as
approved in December 2003, required building alterations
to change the main activity to other than gambling. But
that condition was never complied with, thus the refusal
to renew the licence and subsequent appeal.
The Trust has been told to switch off the machines
immediately and remove them from the venue as
soon as possible.

“The Commission noted that the submissions and
evidence ﬁled by the Secretary (for Internal Affairs)
demonstrated serious non-compliance at the venue over a
long period of time,” the Commission said.“The appellants

“Continuing to operate the machines will be regarded
as illegal gambling,” Mr Crott said.

Warning to liquor stores

Gambling access restricted

18 January 2007

11 December 2006

The Department of Internal Affairs has warned liquor
stores operating customer loyalty schemes that they
are breaching the law if points won in draws are used
to purchase alcohol.

A side-street entrance to Wellington’s Occidental
Hotel pokie machines must be closed, the Gambling
Commission ruled. The decision backs a licence condition
by the Department of Internal Affairs that access to the
gaming area must be in direct line of sight to the main
bar to guard against minors accessing the machines.

The Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill,
says that under the Gambling (Prohibited Property)
Regulations 2005, liquor cannot be a gambling prize.
“We became aware that some liquor stores with loyalty
schemes, also run a weekly draw with loyalty points
as the prize,” Mike Hill said.“In turn, the points may be
redeemed by purchasing goods and services. But liquor
is a ‘prohibited property’ under the regulations and cannot
be used to reward a winner of gambling.
“We have advised the outlets that they can avoid the
breach by incorporating a rule in their promotions
that loyalty points won in a draw cannot be used
to purchase alcohol.

Unison Trust, which operates the machines, lost its appeal
against the condition. The Commission’s ruling is in line
with a decision it made in June when it rejected a similar
appeal by the Lion Foundation brought on behalf of
11 venues around the country.
Internal Affairs’ Acting Director of Gambling Compliance,
Gregory Crott, welcomed the result.
“This will ensure consistency across the gambling sector,”
Mr Crott said.“It will also limit the opportunity for
problem gamblers to enter the area without being seen.”

“Loyalty schemes can be operated but they must
comply with law.”
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Bookmaker convicted
27 February 2007

The ﬁrst person to be prosecuted by the Department of Internal Affairs for bookmaking
under the Gambling Act 2003 was sentenced to 100 hours of community work in the
Gisborne District Court today.
Bernadette Antoinette Wawatai, 44, a seasonal worker,
was convicted on two charges of conducting illegal
gambling in the Turanga Hotel, Gisborne last year.
Judge John Hole accepted submissions from the
Department’s prosecutor, Saar Cohen-Ronen that, because
of Wawatai’s ﬁnancial situation, a community-based
sentence would be more appropriate than a substantial
ﬁne. The Act provides for a ﬁne not exceeding $20,000
or up to a year’s prison.

Judge Hole ordered the forfeiture of $1158 seized from
the bookmaking operation.
Internal Affairs’ Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike
Hill, said the Gambling Act allowed gaming machines on
licensed premises to raise money for community purposes
and restricted race betting to the TAB.
“Bookmaking effectively diverts money from the
community and from the racing industry, which gets
much of its ﬁnancial support through the TAB,” he said.

RSA ﬁned for illegal gambling
1 March 2007

Newmarket RSA has been ﬁned $9500 plus $630 costs for conducting illegal gambling.
Department of Internal Affairs prosecutor, Mark Woolford,
told Judge Lindsay Moore in the Auckland District Court
that the club had operated eight unlicensed gaming
machines for over a year, from October 2004 to November
2005, generating over $62,000 in proﬁt.
Judge Moore ordered forfeiture of the machines. He also
discharged without conviction co-defendant and club
manager, Joan Morrow, on payment of $500 costs.
The Department’s Director of Gambling Compliance,
Mike Hill, said the Department refused to renew the club’s
licence in September 2004 on the grounds of ﬁnancial
viability, including continuous failure to pay the problem
gambling levy.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.

Mr Hill reminded venues of a change in gambling controls
taking effect this month. From March 19 all non-casino
licensed gaming machines in some 1600 venues must be
connected to the new Electronic Monitoring System (EMS).
“EMS will control and monitor the operation of every
non-casino gaming machine, providing the Department
and operators with independently veriﬁable data,
reducing the opportunity for dishonesty and helping
ensure gambling is fair,” Mike Hill added.
“Some venues are not connecting to EMS and will have
to cease operation from the 19th of March. To continue
operating machines not connected to the EMS will be
to conduct illegal gambling. The Department will be
checking to ensure that in this situation gaming machines
have been shut down and removed from the premises.”

If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about what information we could provide
to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry

Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679 E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

Keith Manch

Kate Reid

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch

Manager Operational Policy

The Department reorganised its internal structure
in 2004 and created a Regulation and Compliance
Branch that encompasses all the roles where the
Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector
of the economy.

Operational policy provides support and advice to the
Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in the
sector. It develops standards, game rules and other
“deemed regulations”. In broad terms, its role is to
develop the Department’s policies about how the law
will be turned into the work done in the ﬁeld.

In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
compliance, local government services, ﬁre service
policy, identity services policy and civil defence
and emergency management policy. For the sake
of simplicity, the functions outside the gambling
sector are not included on this page.
Important changes for gambling regulation included
bringing management of Gambling, Censorship and
Racing Policy into the same branch, and separating
the management of gambling and censorship
compliance. As part of these changes the Gaming
and Censorship Regulation (GCR) group was
separated into two units, Gambling Compliance
and Censorship Compliance, in 2005.

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy

Gregory Crott
National Manager Licensing and Compliance
This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance
of all gambling outside casinos. This includes gaming
machines in pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and
other games of chance. Staff make decisions on licence
applications, carry out audits, conduct investigations
and receive public complaints.
• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Geoff Lawry
• Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington),
Neove Christoforou
• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen

This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. A signiﬁcant change the Department
made was to disband what was a separate Policy
Group, and to bring this Policy team into the same
branch as the Gambling Inspectors and other
Gambling Compliance staff. This means that policy
and operational staff can beneﬁt from each other’s
knowledge and experience.

• Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington

Mike Hill

• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Maria Bradshaw

Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring
about compliance with the law. The Director works
closely with the Manager Gambling, Racing and
Censorship Policy so that there is a constant ﬂow
of information between the staff involved in applying
the law and those who develop the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Casino Compliance
• The Department has Gambling Inspectors working
in each of the country’s six casinos. They carry out
audits, ensure ongoing suitability of casino staff,
investigate incidents and gamblers’ complaints and
ensure that the casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen

Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and
ﬁnancial issues related to the governance and operation
of gaming sector people and organisations. It also
provides expertise and support to investigations and
audits across the group.
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Strong message to gambling operators
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The Gambling Commission’s decision to suspend Dunedin
Casino’s licence for failing to take adequate action over a
problem gambler sends a strong message to gambling operators.
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The Commission said its decision would make plain to casino operators the
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The Commission imposed a two-day suspension of Dunedin Casino’s licence after
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importance of complying with their host responsibility obligations.

ﬁnding that the casino breached section 309 (1) of the Gambling Act by failing to
offer prescribed information or advice about problem gambling to Dunedin woman,
Christine Keenan. The Commission heard that Keenan had turned over $6.6 million
in gambling between 2001 and 2004. She was jailed for stealing almost $500,000 from
her employer. The Department sought a seven-day suspension of the casino’s licence.
The casino did not appeal the decision and suspended business on November 13

Index

and 14. The Department of Internal Affairs Director of Gambling Compliance,

December 2003 – December 2006
available on www.dia.govt.nz

Mike Hill said the Department had a duty to take action when it considered the
Dunedin Casino had failed to deal adequately with a problem gambler.
“The Commission pointed out that casinos must now operate in the context
of a new Act, which places much sharper emphasis on host responsibility and
harm minimisation,” Mike Hill said.“The same applies to all gambling operators.
“The Act brought the biggest changes to the gambling sector in 30 years, with harm
prevention as a driving principle. Operators of casinos and gaming machine venues
must provide information and assistance to people whom they believe may be
problem or potential problem gamblers.
“Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations 2004 require
casino operator staff who are in direct contact with players to be trained in how
to recognise and deal with problem gamblers. This would include providing the
player with information about the potential risks and consequences of problem
gambling and how to get help.”
This issue of Gambits provides information about exclusion orders and self-exclusion
orders, including details about the Queenstown model covering multi-venues.
The implications of the Dunedin Casino decision are discussed on page 4.

www.dia.govt.nz
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New Deputy Secretary
The Department welcomes back Keith Manch, who has been appointed
Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance, replacing Andrew Secker.
Andrew returned to Australia in July.
Keith has 10 years experience as a senior manager in central government, ﬁrst as General Manager,
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, then as General Manager/Director of Gaming and Censorship
Regulation at Internal Affairs, and most recently as the General Manager of Integrity Services at the Ministry
of Social Development.
Before moving to senior management, Keith worked for the Commerce Commission, rising to Chief Investigator
before being appointed manager of the Fair Trading Division. His early career was in the New Zealand Police.

Gambling Regulation Forum
The October meeting of the Gambling Regulation Forum, which consists of representatives of
the Department of Internal Affairs and key gambling industry bodies, included discussion on:
GCG gap analysis

Research

The Department’s Director, Gambling Compliance,

A sub group of the Forum will be established to discuss

Mike Hill, briefed the forum on the results of a “gap

research issues.

analysis” of the Gambling Compliance Group and
indicated the group’s future direction.

Harm prevention and minimisation

The Department will be seeking comments from the
gambling sector, problem gambling service providers and

The National Casino Manager, Debbie Despard,

researchers on the feasibility and desirability of carrying

reported on the Queenstown model for multi-venue

out NZ–based research into precommitment-capable

self exclusions, which is reported on elsewhere in this

technologies (cashless or otherwise). As reported in

issue of Gambits.

the September issue of Gambits, the paper on cashless

Fees review
The Department has begun reviewing fees under
the Gambling Act 2003 and, depending on the results,
will consult the sector early next year.
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technology is available on the Department’s website,
www.dia.govt.nz
The forum’s ﬁrst meeting next year will be in March.
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Expert Advisory Group
Highlights from the October meeting of the Expert Advisory Group on Preventing and
Minimising Gambling Harm included:
Hon Damien O’Connor

Social marketing campaign

The Associate Minister of Health, Damien O’Connor,

Teresa Pomeroy and Sue Walker from the Health

whose responsibilities include problem gambling,

Sponsorship Council gave a presentation on the

emphasised the importance of government, service

development of the social marketing campaign on

providers and industry working cooperatively and

problem gambling. The campaign is being based on

effectively together to prevent and minimise

signiﬁcant background research including development

gambling harm.

of a public health framework and a behaviour change

Host responsibility

is intended to raise community awareness about gambling

John Stansﬁeld and Philip Townshend from the Problem

harm and support for preventative measures. Phase two

Gambling Foundation presented a framework for host
responsibility intervention. They suggested that it is
better to intervene mistakenly when there is no gambling
problem than to refrain from intervening when there is
a gambling problem. They also presented ﬁndings from
research undertaken in collaboration with Clubs NZ,
involving viewing video footage of people using gaming

indicators benchmark survey. Phase one of the campaign

is intended to enable behavioural and environmental
changes. Phase three will involve consolidation of the
earlier phases. The mass media advertising component
of the campaign is expected to start in the ﬁrst quarter of
2007. Key stakeholders will have an opportunity to see
and comment on the key messages and concepts before
they are ﬁnalised.

machines. The results suggested that duration of gambling

Marketing Working Group

(e.g. more than one hour) and time spent waiting for a

The Marketing Working Group presented a draft project

machine could be indicators of the need to intervene for

plan after being tasked to advise the EAG on options for

host responsibility reasons. Discussion followed about the

gambling operators to ensure that the promotion and

potential for using research to develop robust indicators of

marketing of gambling products and brands is responsible

problematic gambling behaviours.

and does not cause harm.

Spotting a problem gambler
Ways of recognising problem gamblers include:
• Repeated visits to money machines
• Attempts to borrow money or cash cheques on site
• Disorderly or agitated behaviour

When a patron is identiﬁed as an actual or potential
problem gambler, the gambling operator must describe
to them the self-exclusion order procedure and may
then issue an exclusion order prohibiting the patron

• Increased gambling sessions

from entering the gambling area for up to two years.

• Notiﬁcation from family and friends.

The Department checks casinos and other gambling

Gambling operators are obliged to monitor patrons for

venues to ensure they are complying with their harm

potential gambling problems.

minimisation policies.
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Gambling Commission’s Dunedin Casino decision
The Gambling Commission decided on 17 October 2006 to suspend Dunedin Casino’s
operator’s licence for two days, because it failed to provide problem gambling information
to a customer whom it had identiﬁed as a potential problem gambler.
The decision reinforced some key issues related to the

Gambling Act requirements

identiﬁcation and exclusion of problem gamblers.

The Commission’s decision further reinforced operator

Common sense approach

requirements under the Gambling Act, including that
operators must:

The decision reinforced the Department’s recommended
‘common sense’ approach when assessing whether
someone is a problem gambler. While indicators listed in
policies may provide good guidelines, they should not be
considered deﬁnitive, particularly where other important
factors have or should have been considered. Other
factors considered important by the Commission included
time spent gambling and the amount of money gambled,
even though these were not explicitly stated as indicators
in Dunedin Casino’s policy.
A careful reading of casinos’ policies indicates that
operators also take this approach, citing indicators listed
as being simply that – indicators to be considered as part
of a broader consideration.
The decision also highlighted the need for problem
gambling indicators to cover the type of behaviour
that is readily observed in a venue. Indicators that are
usually observed at home or in the workplace, or clinical
indicators (such as criteria used by health professionals to

• Take reasonable steps to use their harm minimisation
policies to identify problem gamblers (taking a common
sense approach)
• Offer those who are identiﬁed as a problem gambler
information about self-exclusion
• Exclude those who request to be self-excluded under
section 310 of the Gambling Act.

Section 309 (venue initiated) exclusion orders
The Commission noted that there is no legal obligation
for operators to exclude someone whom they have
identiﬁed as a problem gambler unless that person selfexcludes under section 310 of the Act. It is encouraging
that, despite this, casino operators have issued 314 section
309 exclusions from July 2004 until June 2006.
This is a great example of voluntary compliance. While
it is not mandatory, excluding people with a gambling
problem is an essential element of being a responsible
host. We fully expect that operators will continue to
exclude people they have identiﬁed as problem gamblers

diagnose pathological gambling) are likely to be of little

regardless of whether there is a speciﬁc requirement

help to venue staff.

to do so in the Act.

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Dunedin Casino – next steps
Management and key staff from both the Department’s Casino Compliance Unit and
the Dunedin Casino are discussing and planning the way forward following the Gambling
Commission’s decision in the Keenan case. Both organisations are keen to learn from
the case and to develop areas of agreement, understanding and action on harm prevention
and minimisation.
The Department is committed to ensuring that Dunedin Casino achieves optimal levels of compliance through the
establishment of a robust voluntary compliance environment.
Key factors towards a voluntary compliance regime are: building trust through open communication, ensuring where
possible that risks are recognised and considered, and supporting the casino through education and persuasion and
effective stakeholder management within the regulatory framework.
The Department is encouraged by Dunedin Casino’s recent approach to working with the Casino Compliance Unit in a
collaborative manner. Dunedin Casino, particularly under its new management, staff and structure, appears motivated
to pro-actively manage those key risks present within the gambling environment.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Exclusion Orders
Self-exclusion orders

Third party notiﬁcations

It is becoming increasingly common for
gamblers to request self-exclusion in
writing rather than in person. Venue
managers are reminded that they must
issue a self-exclusion order when a
gambler requests one in writing.

A gambler’s request for self-exclusion is
not to be confused with a request from a
third party (for example a concerned family
member) for an exclusion order to be issued
to their father/mother/spouse. If a venue
were to issue an exclusion order on third
party advice, this would be a venue-initiated
exclusion and not a self-exclusion.

Patrons sometimes seek help from a problem gambling
service provider or counsellor who writes the letter
requesting an exclusion order. The letter is then sent to
a number of venues nominated by the patron, along with
the patron’s photo and signature and a contact address
to which to send the exclusion order. It is also possible

Treat requests for exclusion from persons other than the
problem gambler as a third party notiﬁcation:
• Where appropriate, directly contact the person

for letters to be sent directly by the patron, rather than

concerned to conﬁrm whether or not they wish

by a problem gambling service.

to self-exclude themselves from the venue or

Some venues have not been issuing exclusion orders
upon receipt of these letters. Instead, the manager has
made staff aware of the letter and then ﬁled it in an
exclusion orders folder. This does not go far enough
to satisfy section 310 of the Gambling Act, which states
that a self-exclusion order must be issued upon request
to anyone who has identiﬁed himself or herself as a
problem gambler. This is the case whether the request
is in person or in writing.
Section 312 makes it an offence to knowingly fail to
issue an exclusion order if requested. This offence
carries a maximum ﬁne of $10,000.
It is perfectly reasonable for a venue to request a photo of
the person so that the venue is able to identify the person
should they re-enter the venue in breach of an exclusion
order. If the person fails to provide a photo, it may be
reasonable to refuse to issue the exclusion order.

• Advise the third party that you have a problem gambler
identiﬁcation policy and you will assess the person’s
behaviour against the policy and determine whether
or not to issue an exclusion order and
• Provide the third party with information on
problem gambling.
Don’t place unnecessary obstacles before people who are
genuinely concerned or trying to obtain exclusion orders.
Third party notiﬁcation is a strong indicator that a person
may be an actual or potential problem gambler. It is good
practice to treat third party notiﬁcations as a trigger to
assess a person’s gambling behaviour against a venue’s
problem gambling identiﬁcation policy.
A number of gambling providers together with the
Problem Gambling Foundation are currently working
on some guidelines for venues and problem gambling
service providers in relation to exclusion orders.
The next edition of Gambits will provide further
information on those guidelines.
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Successful multi-venue process – a case study
Queenstown has produced a ‘model’ for multi-venue exclusion orders, which gambling
operators around the country could adapt.
The town has two casinos and four Class 4 venues

The initiating venue sets the multi-exclusion process in

relatively close to one another. Gambling inspectors

motion by sending the letter to all the venues speciﬁed

would become aware of a person, who had self-excluded

by the patron. On receipt, other nominated venues issue

from one venue, gambling at another.

their own exclusion orders to the patron.

To self-exclude from all local venues the gambler would

The Department’s National Casino Manager, Debbie

have to contact them all individually.

Despard, says there has been full buy-in from

The solution has been a ‘one stop shop’ for multi-venue
self-exclusion:
The ﬁrst venue visited by the person wanting to ‘self
exclude’ becomes the initiating venue. It goes through the
normal self-exclusion process before offering the person
the option of ﬁlling out a letter to the other venues.
In this letter the patron selects any other venues in the
area from which they want to be excluded. They specify

Queenstown gambling operators.
“The gambling inspectors in Queenstown facilitated the
introduction of the process,” Debbie said.“They organised
a meeting, drafted the letter to be used and provided
leadership for the initiative.
“The local problem gambling agency was invited and had
an opportunity to meet with the gambling providers and
gave a brief overview of their role.

the period of exclusion, sign the letter and have their

“It has helped build a cooperative approach to reducing

photo taken.

harm and problem gambling throughout the community.”

Hamilton groups work together
The Department’s Hamilton-based gambling
inspectors have been involved in community
discussions about problem gambling for the
past three years.

The meetings allow participants to discuss issues and

Sky City Casino Hamilton established the bi-monthly

The Department welcomed the opportunity to contribute

meetings early in 2003 to provide a vehicle for local
problem gambling service providers and other social
service agencies to work together to prevent and minimise

concerns relating to the law, systems and processes, such
as exclusion orders. They also provide opportunities to
network, share perspectives and understand challenges
being faced.

to the initiative, which helps promote understanding of
the inspectorate’s role and functions, and gambling law.

the harm caused by gambling. This is one of the purposes

Improved communication has resulted in a greater

of the Gambling Act 2003. Participants include the

understanding of problem gambling, the law and the

Problem Gambling Foundation, Oasis, Hauora Waikato

roles, functions and obligations of all participants.

and Paciﬁc Peoples Addiction Services, Te Runanga O
Kirikiriroa and Hamilton City Council.
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Guidelines for venue transfers under EMS
Here is the procedure for transferring a venue from one society to another after
a venue has been connected to EMS. This is an important procedure as, if machines
are not decommissioned correctly, they will not be able to reconnect to EMS.
The new society, to which the venue is transferring, should:

• A ﬂoor plan certiﬁed by the venue operator

1) Obtain a letter from the venue’s current society stating

• Liquor licence (if applicable)

its intention to surrender its Class 4 Venue Licence. To

• Territorial Authority consent (if applicable).

ensure a ‘seamless’ transition, incoming and outgoing

3) Send the application form and information listed

societies may negotiate a future surrender date.
Note: The date on the letter from the society
surrendering the Class 4 Venue Licence is the date that
the society must ensure its Class 4 gambling ceases at
the venue.
Class 4 Venue Licences cannot be surrendered on a
Saturday, Sunday or a public holiday and, if a Friday is
chosen, machines will not be able to be operated until
the following Tuesday.
2) Complete a ‘New Class 4 venue’ application form, and
ensure that two trustees or ofﬁcers of the applicant
society sign it. Note: Include the following information
when returning the form:
• Application fees
• Completed Personal Information forms for all
key persons
• Approved venue agreement between all
named parties

above to the Department of Internal Affairs.
Note: The Department will process the application
as soon as possible and is committed to processing
it within 20 working days.
4) On the surrender date the venue manager must read
meters, clear cash from the gaming machines and
contact the Intralot Help Desk to decommission
the machines before midnight.
Note: Machines must not be operated until they
are re-commissioned on the second working day
after the surrender date. EMS will generate reports
if the machines are operated during this time.
5) Arrange for a service technician to arrive on the
second working day after the surrender date.
The service technician will contact the Intralot
Help Desk to commission the machines.
Note: EMS reports will be available from 9am
on the day after the machines are commissioned.

• Venue speciﬁc harm minimisation policy

Following this process ensures Intralot is able to

• Evidence of ownership of the gaming machines

electronically disable machines while they are still

detailed in the application

connected to a working Site Controller.

• Financial agreements if ﬁnance is being sought
to purchase the gaming machines

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Venue transfer timetable
If venue manager calls Intralot
to surrender machines on:

Gambling may resume once service
technician calls Intralot on:

Monday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Thursday

Wednesday

Friday

Thursday

Monday

Friday

Tuesday

Saturday

No surrender

Sunday

No surrender

For more information see the EMS website www.ems.govt.nz or call the EMS Support Team on 04 460 2236.

Retrospective grants forbidden
The Department is aware that some
societies are communicating (for example
on their websites) that they are prepared
to make retrospective grants in some
circumstances.

Some examples of prohibited retrospective grants
could include:
• Approving a grant for air fares, travel or accommodation
already booked and paid for
• Approving grants on the basis of receipts instead
of competitive quotes

Regulation 16(e) of the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds)
Regulations 2004 strictly prohibits the making of a grant
to reimburse money already spent by a grant applicant, in
other words, retrospective grants.

• Any instance where the society knows, or reasonably
should have known, the money asked for had already
been spent.
The Department urges societies not to create the

The regulation is designed to protect the integrity of the

impression they can make retrospective grants and

grants process and prevent undue ﬁnancial pressure that

reserves the right to investigate any instances of

could be placed on both parties deriving from debts.

retrospective granting it becomes aware of.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have comments
about what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679 E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Inducements and incentives prohibited
The Department has written previously in Gambits about the impact of sections 113 and
118 and the prohibition of ‘kickbacks’. These sections have an extremely serious function.
They ensure the integrity of the grants process, protect the relationships and reputations
of all stakeholders and prevent corruption.
Recently, we have become aware of anecdotal examples

conditions attached, to or from other key persons or grant

of key persons offering or asking for inducements or

recipients. Key persons of venues must not offer certain

incentives. These have included:

goods and services to societies or society key persons,

• Trusts expecting something back from recipients for
substantial grants, such as naming rights
• Trusts offering beneﬁts/incentives to venue operators
e.g. increased venue expenses
• Trusts mandating the way grant recipients must thank
them or expecting acknowledgment of a grant as a right
• Potential grant recipients offering naming rights or

and they must have no role in the grants process. The
operation of Class 4 gambling in New Zealand is intended
to beneﬁt only grant recipients through charitable grants
and the consumers through entertainment. No other
tangible beneﬁts are meant to accrue to any party aside
from the return of actual, reasonable and necessary
expenses of operation.
No conditions of any type should be attached to the

other advertising when making their grant application

provision of authorised purposes funds or justiﬁed

to sweeten the deal

expenses. This could include, for example, directing a grant

• Venues threatening to go to other trusts if they do not
receive increased venue expenses.

recipient on how a trust is to be thanked, acknowledged
or advertised.

Sections 113 and 118 oblige grant recipients, key persons

The Department will take any breaches of these sections

of venues and of societies to conduct their interconnected

very seriously and has the ability to prosecute. If any

relationships with the utmost integrity. Class 4 key

person has concerns about possible breaches, they should

persons must not gain or offer any beneﬁts, with

contact the Department as soon as possible.

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Venue expense limits - further guidance
The Department is concerned that some societies, in setting their venue payments
methodologies, may not be correctly applying the requirements with due regard to the spirit
or intent of the law. Here are some general comments in response to recent issues/queries:
Minimum return to AP and turnover

expenses in the period. The Department recommends

The requirement to return 37.12 per cent to authorised

against any back payment in all but exceptional

purposes is a requirement for societies and is not
automatically a requirement for individual venues. While
a busy venue may incur higher costs, the venue payment
must be based only on actual reasonable and necessary
costs. It cannot be based on turnover or proﬁt from the
machines. Any venue payment methodology suggesting
the level of payment of venue expenses depends on a rate
of turnover is an unlawful commission-based payment

circumstances, such as a genuine error in payment.

Limit D 16 per cent
This 16 per cent limit on expenses constitutes a maximum
and is not a benchmark or starting point. Expenses must
be actual, reasonable and necessary. Any society that
appears to be paying venues blanket expenses up to this
limit will be scrutinised carefully. The Department wrote

(section 115 of the Act).

to societies recently stating that they will be expected

Duty to minimise expenses

Department will be asking societies for the percentage

The Department is aware some societies are encouraging

payment of expenses between 1 December 2005 and 30

venues to ‘sign up’ with them with the incentive of

November 2006.

‘maximum’ venue payments from the operation of Class
4 gambling. The operation of gambling machines is not
intended to beneﬁt commercial venues in any material

to recover any overpayments. In the New Year the

Venue expenses and harm prevention and
minimisation costs/training

way. Expenses paid must be the minimum amount

Harm prevention and minimisation costs generally fall

necessary to operate the machines for a given period and

into the category of labour costs. Societies can reimburse

nothing more. Any factors used to determine the level of

costs incurred as a result of fulﬁlling harm prevention and

venue expenses other than what is actual, reasonable and

minimisation statutory requirements of the Gambling Act

necessary will invite scrutiny.

as part of this category. The labour cost component of the

Back payment

limits was based on an analysis of actual current costs.
A margin of 50 per cent above the benchmarked cost was

Back payment of venue expenses implies the payment

added to allow ﬂexibility for items such as additional harm

was not necessary in order for the venue to manage its

prevention and minimisation costs.

‘Casino’ branding prohibited
Societies and venue operators are reminded that under section 121 of the Gambling Act 2003 they are not to use the
word ‘casino’ or any other word or ‘get up’ that conveys the impression the venue is a casino and open to the public.
Regardless of what activities are offered internally by a venue, what matters is the impression a reasonable bystander
takes from the venue’s appearance and the words and branding used to describe the venue.
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Gambling spending drops in 2005/06 year
8 December 2006

Statistics for 2005/06 show that New Zealanders’ gambling spending has fallen
below $2 billion.
The Department of Internal Affairs’ Gaming Policy Manager, John Markland, said that spending on the main forms
of gambling fell by 2.5 per cent, from $2.027 billion in 2004/05 to $1.977 billion in 2005/06.
“The overall reduction is entirely the result of reduced player spending on non-casino gaming machines,” Mr Markland
said.“This is signiﬁcant because we know that gaming machines are the most harmful form of gambling.”
Overall spending in 2005/06 on gambling was made up of:
Gambling product

2005/06 Spending
(Player Losses)

Increase / Decrease from 2004/05

Racing and sports betting

$258m

+ 4.6%

Lotteries Commission products

$321m

+ 14.7%

Casinos

$493m

+ 4.4%

Non-casino gaming machines

$906m

- 11.8%

Total spending

$1.977 billion

- 2.5%

Mr Markland said that the 2005/06 non-casino gaming

The largest increase in spending was on Lotteries

machine results are consistent with trends established in

Commission products.

the previous year as a result of the smoke-free legislation
that came into force on 10 December 2004.

“This was in part a result of Big Wednesday’s
introduction,” Mr Markland said.“Past experience

“Spending on non-casino gaming machines increased
until December 2004, before settling at a level below the
equivalent 2003/04 ﬁgures. What we’re seeing in 2005/06
is a full year of player expenditure at this reduced level,
rather than a continued decline.
“Even so, 2005/06’s non-casino gaming machine
expenditure ($906 million) is still double the amount
players spent on pub and club machines in the year

12

has shown that expenditure on Lotteries Commission
products increases when new products are offered,
and generally settles over the following years.”
Measures taken by casinos to mitigate the effects of
the smoke-free legislation and rising interest in casino
table games, particularly poker, were reasons identiﬁed
by Mr Markland for the increase in player expenditure

1999/2000 ($450 million),” Mr Markland noted.

at casinos.

Mr Markland said that the detail, accuracy and timeliness

“In the meantime, though, trends in many gambling

of the non-casino gaming machine expenditure statistics

statistics, including the expenditure statistics and gaming

would be greatly enhanced from the end of March 2007,

machine numbers, look positive in terms of the objectives

when all machines will be connected to a new electronic

of the Gambling Act 2003, which include preventing and

monitoring system.

minimising gambling-related harm,” Mr Markland said.
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‘Pokies’ continue to decrease
20 October 2006

The number of gaming machines in New Zealand pubs and clubs continues to decline, according to the latest gambling
licensing statistics released by the Department of Internal Affairs.
In the three months to September 30, 2006 licence holders declined 3 per cent on the June 06 quarter and by 10 per cent
on the year ended September 30, 2006. There were 5 per cent fewer gaming machines over the same 12-month period.

Licensed gambling operations in pubs and clubs
Date

Licence holders

Venues

Gaming machines

30 September 2006

481

1676

20,571

30 June 2006

496

1701

20,739

31 March 2006

513

1721

21,026

31 December 2005

526

1747

21,343

30 September 2005

535

1770

21,684

30 June 2005

553

1801

21,846

31 March 2005

568

1838

22,159

31 December 2004

584

1850

22,231

31 December 2003

672

2031

22,734

699

2122

25,221

1

30 June 2003
1

Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.

Further information, including numbers of venues and machines by territorial authority and the changes in these
numbers, is available from the Department’s website: www.dia.govt.nz

Male problem gamblers lose more money
21 September 2006

Men lose the most money when it comes to problem gambling, a Ministry of Health report shows.
The report, Problem Gambling Intervention Services in New

The median amount that people lost jumped to $900

Zealand: 2005 Service-user statistics, found men lost nearly

in contrast to $800 for the previous three years.

$200 more in the four weeks before assessment for help
services than their female counterparts. The median amount
lost by males was $1000 compared to $814 for females.

“We know most problem gamblers come from poorer
communities and the loss of income for their families is
signiﬁcant. Often they struggle to pay their rent and have

The ﬁgures also showed marked ethnic differences.

to use food banks. Some families have lost businesses and

The median amount lost by Asian people was $4050

houses because of gambling debts,’’ Ministry of Health

compared to an overall median of $900.

spokeswoman, Arawhetu Peretini, said.
continued over...
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continued...

The Ministry of Health has a responsibility under the

them. A majority of Mäori females (95.4 per cent) cited

Gambling Act 2003 for a public health programme to

electronic gaming machines (casino and non-casino)

prevent and minimise gambling harm. It funds a range

as their primary mode of problem gambling.

of treatment services to support people and communities
affected by gambling.

•

gambling as their primary mode increased from 2004
to 2005. From 2004 to 2005, the increase for Helpline

The Problem Gambling Intervention Services in New

and face-to-face clients was 10.8 to 13.5 per cent and

Zealand: 2005 Service-user statistics report, which is

13.5 to 16.2 per cent respectively.

published annually, provides an overview of clients
seeking help via the Gambling Helpline Ltd and face-

•

Asian clients of face-to-face services were more likely

to-face intervention services during 2005. It gives an

than other ethnic groups to cite casino tables as their

insight into gambling-related harm, the type of gambling

primary mode of problem gambling. About 64 per cent

associated with it, and the help-seeking behaviour of

of Asian clients gambled at casino tables compared to

problem gamblers and their signiﬁcant others.

New Zealand European/ Pakeha (3.3 per cent), Maori
(1.3 per cent), and Paciﬁc clients (3.1 per cent).

While New Zealanders continued to seek help for their
own or someone else’s problem gambling, the number

•

females. Males accounted for 70 per cent of the

intervention services dropped 15.8 per cent in 2005.

money lost, despite making up just 55.4 per cent

There was also a 20.9 per cent decrease in the number

of face-to-face clients.

of new clients using these services.
Arawhetu Peretini said the drop in numbers was possibly

•

•

train GPs and social service workers (eg budget advisors

previous year from 4761 to 4010.
•

from 3431 to 2714.

people who may have a gambling-related problem
•

research to look at the barriers to seeking help and how

services is expected to increase as a result.

term increase in people seeking help when the media

problem gambling can be picked up earlier.
• The

majority of follow-up clients (87.3 per cent) reported

losing less money in the four weeks prior to follow-

component of the social marketing campaign commences

up than in the four weeks prior to initial assessment

in 2007. In the longer-term, as public health and

and 70.5 per cent of follow-up clients reported an

education initiatives take effect, there should be a decline
in the numbers of people experiencing harm and people

About 12 per cent of problem gamblers sought help for
their problem gambling and the Ministry is undertaking

number of people being referred to problem gambling

It is also anticipated that there will be a short to medium

The number of new clients of face-to-face services
decreased 20.9 per cent compared to the previous year,

and Work and Income New Zealand staff) to identify
or who may be at risk of gambling-related harm. The

The number of people seeking help from face-to-face
intervention services dropped 15.8 per cent on the

increasing public awareness of gambling issues.
Two Ministry-funded screening projects are underway to

The median amount lost by Paciﬁc clients was $600
and by Maori clients, $700.

due to the impact of smokefree venues, regulatory
measures to prevent and minimise gambling harm and

The median amount lost by males in the four weeks
before assessment was $1000 compared to $814 for

of people using Ministry-funded specialist face-to-face

improvement in their sense of control.

seeking help.

If you are concerned about someone who may have

The 2005 national statistics also show that:

services for advice:

•

Non-casino gaming machines were the primary form
of problem gambling for the majority of gamblers

gambling problems, you can approach the following

•

and 72.4 per cent of face-to-face gambler clients using
December 2006
September
2005

Face-to-face problem gambling services, such as
Problem Gambling Foundation or Oasis

using services, with 78.6 per cent of Helpline gamblers
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The proportion of new clients citing casino based

•

Helplines such as Gambling Helpline (0800 654 654).
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Former venue operator jailed
17 November 2006

A former gaming machine venue operator has been jailed after the Department of Internal
Affairs prosecuted him for theft and other offences involving over $138,000.
Judge Josephine Bouchier, in the Auckland District Court,

The Director of Gambling Compliance at the Department

sentenced Donald Russell Jones, aged 63, company

of Internal Affairs, Mike Hill, said the Trust and ultimately

director, of Northcote, to 20 months imprisonment

the community were the victims in this case, losing out

on six charges involving theft by a person in a special

on money destined to beneﬁt a range of causes.

relationship and dishonestly using a document. On a
seventh charge of failing to bank gaming machine proﬁts
Jones was convicted and discharged. He was granted leave
to apply for home detention.
Jones owned “Sophie’s” in Commerce Street, Auckland,
where Scottwood Trust operated nine gaming machines,
raising funds for community purposes. Jones failed to
bank the gaming machine proﬁts as required by the
Gambling Act. He told an Internal Affairs gambling
inspector that he had used the money to support his

“The banking charge and the convictions for theft by
a person in a special relationship reinforces the legal
obligations between venue operators and societies
licensed to operate gaming machines,” Mike Hill said.
“Gaming machine proceeds must be banked within
ﬁve working days of calculation. The venue agreement
stated that the venue operator would not do anything
that is inconsistent with the ownership rights of
Scottwood Trust.”

business and pay his employees. Jones has failed to
repay any of the money involved.
Keith Manch
Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Branch encompasses all the roles where the
Department is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the
economy. In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
compliance, local government services, ﬁre service policy,
identity services policy and civil defence and emergency
management policy.
John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and Regulations.

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

Gregory Crott
National Manager Licensing and Compliance
This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance of all
gambling outside casinos. This includes gaming machines in
pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other games of chance.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law.

Debbie Despard
National Manager Casino Compliance
The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in each
of the country’s six casinos. They carry out audits, ensure
ongoing suitability of casino staff, investigate incidents and
gamblers’ complaints and ensure that the casinos comply
with the Gambling Act.

Kate Reid
Manager Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to
the Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in
the sector developing the Department’s policies about
how the law will be turned into the work done in the
ﬁeld, setting standards and testing requirements for
gambling equipment.

Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and ﬁnancial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

December 2006
September
2005
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The Department is on record that it wants to achieve
maximum voluntary compliance under the Gambling
Act by working with and assisting operators in the industry.
This will allow us to concentrate enforcement measures
on the few who do not comply with the aim of deterring that
behaviour in the sector.
A recent “gap analysis” gave us a good snapshot of what the industry and other
key stakeholders think of us. We have taken the analysis on board and planned
how we go about addressing their expectations. I will be reporting to the sector
over the coming weeks.

Index
December 2003 - September 2006
available on www.dia.govt.nz

We recognise the need to work with gambling operators and problem gambling
service providers to build relationships of trust, mutuality and respect.
Our staff will regulate in a professional, transparent manner that demonstrates
procedural fairness.
We want to actively engage local stakeholders so that DIA is better informed
on regulatory issues and local communities can get the information they need
for facilitating decision making around gambling.
We also intend engaging more with trustees, particularly through the audit
process, and will enhance licensing as the key foundation of effective regulation.
Success will come when there is a common understanding of the issues and
how we work together to resolve them.
Maximising voluntary compliance means having an environment where
gambling providers want to, know how to and can comply with the Act, and
all stakeholders accept the legitimacy of the compliance environment.

www.dia.govt.nz
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Deputy Secretary departs
Andrew Secker, the Deputy

Parting thoughts

Secretary, Regulation and Compliance

Before departing for Australia Andrew reﬂected

since March 2004, resigned from the
Department and returned to Australia
in July following the appointment

on changes he had witnessed in the gambling
sector during his two years with the Department.

of his wife, Helen Fulcher to head

“The Gambling Act 2003 really raised the bar for Class 4

Housing South Australia.

licence holders in particular,” he said. “The last couple

“Naturally I was very sorry to leave, but family comes ﬁrst,”
Andrew said. “My time at DIA was very happy, and I was
very proud to lead the Regulation and Compliance Branch
through all the change over the past couple of years.”

of years have meant a lot of work in terms of their own
systems and governance arrangements. We recognise
that this has been a signiﬁcant workload and really
appreciate the efforts the sector has made.”
Andrew said the sector was going through change

Warwick Tuck, a former chief
executive in the public sector, is
Acting Deputy Secretary until a
permanent replacement for Andrew
is appointed. Warwick brings a broad
range of experience in public policy,
management and governance.
He was the foundation Chief Executive of the Ministry
of Fisheries and a former Director of The Treasury.

as the number of gaming machines and venues declined.
“Smaller clubs in particular ﬁnd it difﬁcult to meet the
new requirements in the Act and remain viable,” he said.
“I’d encourage them to look at the sections of the Act
that allow amalgamations.”
New Zealand is one of the few places in the world where
the number of machines and venues is actually falling.
“That’s a result of the more rigid requirements of the
Gambling Act,” Andrew said.“ But I think, overall, we
have a system that stands up very well in terms of
allowing gambling operators to conduct business in
a regulated way while at the same time addressing
the undoubted harms that gambling can cause.”

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number

2
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Gambling Regulation Forum
The Government’s Regulatory Frameworks Review, communication between the Department
of Internal Affairs and the gambling sector, and Internet gambling were among topics
discussed at the third meeting of the Gambling Regulation Forum held in Wellington in June.
The forum consists of representatives of the Department

The forum was also told of the Department’s intention

of Internal Affairs and key gambling industry bodies, who

to be more proactive in communicating with the sector.

meet three times a year to exchange information about

A “gap analysis” project has been conducted as an initial

gambling regulatory issues. The forum also informs and

step to understand the opportunities and barriers

advises the Department on ways to develop regulatory

to working better with the sector.

measures that will be effective without unduly interfering

The Department told the forum that research indicates

with legitimate activities of licensees.
The Regulatory Frameworks Review is focusing on key
sectors of the economy like transport, telecommunications
and energy, but the Department is considering whether
there is anything in the regulatory system for gambling
that requires the Minister of Internal Affairs’ attention.

that very few New Zealanders gamble on the Internet and
those that do are usually betting with New Zealand’s own
TAB. Nevertheless, Internet gambling is an issue worldwide
and the Department will address it with the Government
should it start to become a problem for New Zealand.
The forum meets again in October.

Expert Advisory Group
The Expert Advisory Group on Preventing and Minimising Gambling Harm (EAG)
met for the third time on 15 June 2006. Discussion centred on two topics:
1. Department’s Internal Guidelines

normalisation of gambling, the prominence of responsible

These guidelines were developed to guide the
Department when considering gambling initiatives
that may have implications for harm prevention and
minimisation. Following publication on the DIA
website, some stakeholders sought clariﬁcation of the
circumstances in which the Department would apply the
“precautionary approach”. The purpose and application
of the guidelines were discussed at the meeting and DIA
agreed to revise them in certain areas to make their intent
clear. The revised guidelines will be available soon on the

gambling messages in gambling marketing and the
impact of gambling advertising and marketing on Maori
and Paciﬁc peoples.
Due to the complexity of the issues, the EAG agreed
to establish a working party, drawing on membership
of the group and other people with marketing expertise.
It is anticipated that the working party will devise and
recommend to DIA and the Ministry of Health, a series
of principles for the marketing of gambling. Timelines

DIA website www.dia.govt.nz

for this project have yet to be set.

2. Gambling Advertising, Marketing
and Promotion

Next Meeting

A number of issues were raised, including whether or
not the marketing of gambling contributed to gambling
harm, the role of cultural symbols in gambling advertising
and whether they attract vulnerable populations, the

items will include an update from the Ministry of Health on

The next meeting of the EAG will be in October. Agenda
its Social Marketing Programme, further discussion about the
working party on gambling advertising, and discussion points
for issues associated with host responsibility interventions.
September 2006
2005
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Internet gambling and overseas gambling
Gambling through the Internet and other forms of Remote Interactive Gambling (RIG) were
addressed for the ﬁrst time in the Gambling Act 2003. The Act deals with RIG in two areas:
• Hosting and conducting RIG in New Zealand

Advertising overseas gambling venues

• The advertising of overseas gambling venues including

Section 16(1) makes it illegal to publish overseas

RIG ones.

Hosting and conducting RIG in New Zealand
Under Section 9(2)(b), remote interactive gambling is
illegal and prohibited in New Zealand unless it is operated
by the New Zealand Racing Board (“TAB”) or the New
Zealand Lotteries Commission. On-line gambling that is
hosted and managed from overseas does not come under

gambling advertisements. This includes advertising
of physical “brick and mortar” gambling venues and
Internet-based sites. Section 4 of the Act deﬁnes
“publish”, which includes publishing newspapers and
periodicals and a range of other means of conveying
information, such as broadcasting, computer disc,
ﬁlm or video.

the Act and it is not illegal for people in New Zealand to

Most advertising issues result from New Zealand-based

gamble on overseas RIG sites. But it is illegal to advertise

website operators unknowingly breaching the Act.

such websites here.

The Section 4 deﬁnition of “publish” includes information

Internet gambling sites have grown. Players can gamble
directly with a site such as an on-line casino, or personto-person through betting exchange sites, which facilitate
the bet. Conducting internet gambling through such sites
is prohibited in New Zealand. This includes:
• Hosting a website

conveyed by electronic medium and stored electronically
in a way that it is accessible to the public – two types of
publishing that directly relate to New Zealand-based
Internet sites.
Most breaches occur through having third party
advertisers on the site, many of which use rolling
banner type advertising and will bring up a wide variety

• Managing a website, for example as a webmaster

of advertising, some of which are for overseas gambling

• Website e-ﬁles located in New Zealand

venues. The principal site or Internet service provider may

• Core management operating in New Zealand.
Section 19 also makes it an offence to:
• Promote or assist illegal gambling
• Advertise illegal gambling.

not realise the advertisement is there. It is advisable for
website operators to check their sites regularly to ensure
that no illegal gambling advertising appears. It is also
illegal to place links to named overseas gambling sites
on a New Zealand-based website, because this is also
advertising the gambling.
Before hosting or advertising gambling related material
please seek independent legal advice.
In the December issue of Gambits we will talk about other
forms of RIG such as text messaging.

4
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Cashless technologies - interim position paper
The Department is in the process of ﬁnalising a position paper on cashless
gambling technologies, informed by extensive comment and information from
a range of stakeholders. The paper will:
• Consider on what basis, if any, the Department would

In the absence of solid evidence about the beneﬁts of

consider the introduction of cashless technologies

cashless systems, the paper adopts a precautionary approach

under the Gambling Act

and recommends that the Secretary for Internal Affairs:

• Explore options for dealing with currently approved
cashless technologies
• Consider how we should approach cashless

• Permits the continued existence of approved cashless
gambling technologies in gambling venues
• Does not initiate minimum standards for any new

technologies not yet available in New Zealand.

cashless systems in the short term, unless satisﬁed that

There is a lack of clear research about the potential

the technology will have a neutral or beneﬁcial effect on

beneﬁts of cashless systems. Regulators have reasonable

gambling harm

and signiﬁcant concerns about the potential for harm of
some cashless systems. Considerable research is underway
in Australia. While the paper does not primarily address
pre-commitment capable systems it outlines some of the
issues associated with this technology and recommends that
we invite stakeholders to comment on the desirability and
practicality of undertaking New Zealand-based research to

• Reviews this position by the end of the 2007/08
ﬁnancial year.
The paper will be available on our website www.dia.
govt.nz shortly and we invite further comment from
stakeholders, which we will take into account in
subsequent revisions or further policy development.

complement other studies.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Meeting the EMS challenge
The Department of Internal Affairs will help pubs and clubs meet compliance issues related to
the introduction of the Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) while the system is bedding down.
DIA’s Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill,

Monitoring). They also need to refer to the EMS user

says the Department understands fully the magnitude

manuals provided by the monitor.

of the undertaking and that some are ﬁnding the
challenge of meeting compliance requirements daunting.
“We believe that the best way of achieving compliance
is to work co-operatively with gambling providers,
offering advice and support,” Mike Hill said. “At the
same time, operators need to familiarise themselves
with the relevant Game Rules and information provided

“Of course, deliberate or intentional ﬂouting of regulatory
requirements will not be tolerated.”
Mike Hill said if pubs and clubs have a compliance
problem they should contact DIA gambling compliance
staff on tollfree number 0800 257 887 or by e-mail:
gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz

by the Department in the form of Fact Sheets and EMS

If there are any issues relating to EMS the Help Desk

updates. These have been widely circulated and are

should be their ﬁrst port of call, on 0800 468 725 68

available on our website (www.dia.govt.nz.>>>>Electronic

from a landline or 04 463 0109 from a cellphone.
September 2006
2005
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The Minister of Internal Affairs, Rick Barker, (left) being briefed
on EMS by Simon Hull, Information Technology Manager for
Intralot NZ, Nick Lakoumentas from Intralot SA in Greece and
Ross McKenna, EMS Establishment Director, Department of
Internal Affairs.

Lessons from EMS pilot
Rollout of EMS to the Class 4 gambling sector began on 17 July and will continue until
March 2007. Valuable lessons were learned from the pilot, including the identiﬁcation
of several common issues when venues were connected:
• Gaming machines not connected or bypassed, even
though they are QCOM compliant

Jackpot parameters

• Gaming machine ﬁbre optic interface cards (‘bricks’) not
connected to the gaming machine port (that is, the cable
from the brick to a connector on the gaming machine)

sets are being incorrectly advised. If they have the

• Bricks not working for a number of reasons such as:
fuses missing, jumper not conﬁgured correctly, not
plugged into power, or inappropriately powered from
an external power source

advice should include conﬁrmation of the jackpot pool

• No key available for the site controller cabinet

by the installer at the time of jackpot installation or

• Jackpot JIN numbers for gaming machines not correct
(please ensure you have given the Department the
correct JIN numbers on your venue diagram)

If the information is not conﬁrmed before Secretary’s

parameter set number, societies should place the
parameter set details in the Secretary’s Notice. The
increment rate percentages accurate to the level needed
for reconciliation. This detail was not always kept by the
Department and had to be communicated to the venue
parameter change.

Date then the service technician should conﬁrm it with

• Fibre cabling reversed i.e. the IN and OUT
signals reversed

the monitor at the time the venue is connected to EMS.

• No electrical power available at the site
controller location.

conﬁguration details.

Some of these issues may be able to be rectiﬁed on the
day but others may take some time and lead to delays.
If the issues are unable to be rectiﬁed at the time then
either the gaming machine concerned will not be enabled
and, therefore, unavailable for play, or all the machines at
the venue may not be connected.

and Translux jackpot systems restricts installation

At two pilot venues we were unable to connect Ainsworth
gaming machines because of a problem with transmitting
the manufacturer ID. The issue was solved by a change to
the EMS host system.
6

The Department has also found that jackpot parameter
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Note, it will take a few days for the monitor to correct any

The approval issued for the Mikohn, Cashcade, Fortune
and maintenance of jackpot equipment to the jackpot
manufacturer employees and/or their authorised agent.
Please ensure that only authorised agents are used when
not dealing directly with the jackpot system manufacturer.
For more information please read the “EMS Venue
Readiness Guide” on the Department of Internal Affairs’
website: www.dia.govt.nz.
Any questions can also be emailed to: ems@dia.govt.nz

PUBS AND CLUBS

EMS - corporate society and venue manager responsibilities
Monitoring by the Department indicates that a number of venues and societies appear not
to be accessing EMS reports as required by the Game Rules. At least one venue is still
using a pre–EMS management system to collect and report on meter and jackpot activity.
The Department has not authorised or approved any venue management system to either
replace or provide reports mandated for EMS.
The Gambling Act and Game Rules made under that
Act, which have the legal force of regulations, clearly
identify speciﬁc responsibilities for gaming operations
by corporate societies and venue managers. Neither
party can contract out of these responsibilities.
Failure to comply with Game Rules can lead to
suspension or cancellation of society or venue licences
and may constitute illegal gambling under Section 9 of
the Act. Failure to observe speciﬁc Game Rules may cause
discrepancies between EMS–recorded data and actual
venue operation to go unnoticed and unreported.
Meter accounting and event data, GMP calculation
and banking must be based on the daily, weekly and
monthly reports as made available by EMS. There is no
provision, other than for speciﬁc contingencies as detailed
in the Game Rules, for other systems, such as venue
management systems, to be used to collect and report data.
Venue management systems are not a substitute for an
integrated, centralised system of electronic monitoring
as provided by EMS. While such systems may assist in
analysing some data, they cannot be used to provide
information that is required by the Game Rules and
provided by EMS reports.
The following points summarise some of the pertinent
Game Rules:
• Game Rule 103 makes it a responsibility of the venue
manager or person in charge of the gambling operation
to access daily the venue’s daily, weekly and monthly
reports provided on the EMS website. This rule also
requires the EMS Help Desk to be notiﬁed if any report
is not available. Societies have the same responsibility
to use the EMS website for their own reports.
• Game Rules 106 to 110 detail responsibilities of venue
managers for site controller and monitoring equipment

security, access and action to be taken if security
is breached.
• Game Rules 111 and 112 oblige societies to develop
and maintain password security policies and to properly
investigate security breaches.
• Game Rule 114 details the responsibility of the venue
manager for actions to be taken when there is a change
in gambling equipment operated on the venue.
This includes contacting the EMS Help Desk before
allowing any equipment change to proceed, conﬁrming
monitor collection of data and completing any required
standard reports.
• Game Rules 115 to 116 detail responsibilities for
venue managers to keep an up-to-date copy of the
venue cabling diagram and to notify the EMS Help
Desk of any change. This includes changes in jackpot
conﬁguration.
• Game Rule 117 speciﬁes the order of precedence for
obtaining metered data from gambling equipment.
• Game Rules 118 to 122 cover jackpot operation and
daily and weekly reconciliation in respect of using
EMS reports.
• Game Rules 123 to 125 detail the responsibility of a
venue manager to bank weekly gaming machine
proﬁts as determined by EMS.
• Game Rule 126 sets out alternative methods that may
be used to calculate GMP in the event that the relevant
EMS report is not available.
• Game Rule 128 sets out the responsibilities of venue
managers and societies for regular, full Gaming
Machine Analysis cash reconciliation.
Class 4 Licence holders need to understand that use of
the Electronic Monitoring System as the principal source
of gambling equipment operational data is a Game Rule
requirement – not an option.
September 2006
2005
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Syndicated play prohibited
The Department is assessing the extent and nature of syndicated play in Class 4 gambling.
If societies or venue operators suspect persons in their

such an arrangement, or induce or intimidate any player

venues are conducting syndicated play, they should

to vacate a gaming machine. For the purposes of this

contact a gambling inspector as soon as possible so that

rule, syndicated play is established when either venue

the Department can monitor the individuals involved.

personnel, the venue manager or a gambling inspector

Syndicated play is where two or more persons (a

two or more persons are acting in concert to affect the

“syndicate”) act in a manner to affect the opportunity of

opportunity of any person or persons to strike the jackpot.

present at the venue consider, on reasonable grounds, that

other persons playing the gaming machines at a pub or a
club to strike the jackpot that is linked to the turnover of
the gaming machines. The maximum amount of a jackpot
in pubs and clubs is $1000.
Rule 9 of the Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules 2006

Game Rules help to ensure that gambling is conducted
fairly and lawfully. They prohibit syndicated play because
a group of persons controlling the gaming machines
compromises the fairness of the game. Players in a
syndicate often use tactics designed to threaten or

prohibits syndicated play. The rule states:

intimidate other legitimate players on the machines.

In relation to any linked jackpot system, no person shall

fact, a form of organised crime in itself, and the persons in

engage in syndicated play with any other person or

the syndicate could be linked to known organised crime

persons, or solicit or induce any player to take part in

groups in New Zealand.

This has issues for player safety. Syndicated play is, in

Jackpot payouts
Compliance inspectors often receive complaints about jackpot prize payments.
Some of these involve:
• players not hearing or seeing audible and/or
visual alarms
• players falsely identifying themselves as the winning
player and claiming payment.
Jackpot prizes are usually for quite large amounts of

for both players and venue staff to hear
• ensure that players can sight jackpot displays from
their playing positions
• not assume that, when a jackpot is struck, a person

money and extra care should be taken to ensure players

presenting him- or herself at the bar as the winning

are not disadvantaged.

player is, in fact, the true winner. If the win was not

Speciﬁcally, venue managers and staff should:
• ensure that suitable Player Instruction Notices, as

witnessed by staff they need to visit the gaming area
to verify that no other player is waiting to be paid
“their” jackpot win, and to conﬁrm the details of the

required by Game Rules 28 and 29, are displayed in the

machine on which the win was struck. Ideally the

gaming area so that all players can see them

player should remain at the machine while the

• ensure that the JIN (Jackpot Identiﬁcation Number) is
displayed clearly and prominently on or afﬁxed to every
jackpot-connected gaming machine

8

• check that the required audible alarm is loud enough
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payment process is completed. Game Rule 49 sets
out the procedure for dealing with both cancelled
credit and jackpot manual payments.
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And perhaps most importantly:
• Venue staff should provide prompt attention when

Venue staff are reminded that if a player dispute

a jackpot is struck to ensure that the correct player

cannot be resolved satisfactorily at the time it is

is identiﬁed at the time and paid in accordance with

brought to their attention:

the Game Rules.
If there is doubt about the legitimacy of a claimed
jackpot win, there are a number of avenues including
withholding payment and player dispute procedures
that may be appropriate in the circumstances.

• a Gambling Equipment Fault/Player Dispute report
must be completed (GR 84); and, where applicable
• any unpaid prizes must be recorded on an Unpaid
Prize report (GR’s 84 and 85).

See Game Rules 9–12 and 82–85.

Licensing notes
Use up-to-date forms for applications

Discard unnecessary pages

Existing forms are reviewed regularly, and updated

The application forms used to amend certain information

versions are placed on the Department’s website as soon

or notify other changes contain a wide range of sections,

as that process is concluded. If the form being completed

some of which have no direct relevance to the application.

has just been downloaded from the website there is no

There is no need to include “blank” pages as part of

problem. The difﬁculty arises where a copy has been

the application. They increase the time to peruse the

downloaded previously and further copies made. In this

document, an additional request later in the document

situation it is easy to assume that the original copy is still

might be missed, and surplus paper is added to the ﬁle.

current. To determine whether the form being completed
is acceptable check the website to see when the most

Term of venue agreements

recent update occurred.

Section 69 (3) of the Gambling Act 2003 requires the

While the changes may at times be relatively small, their
effect can be quite signiﬁcant, which means that the most
recent version of any form needs to be used. A particular
example is the application for a New Class 4 Venue
Licence, where the current form now contains a section
for including the Base Approval Number (BAN).
No licence can now be issued without that information
being provided. It is essential for EMS purposes.

term to be no more than three years. There have been a
number of instances where the term is three years plus
one day. To illustrate how this occurs – an agreement for
three years from 15 August 2006 to 15 August 2009 is not
acceptable, whereas an agreement for three years from 15
August 2006 to 14 August 2009 is acceptable. There is only
one day difference but the legislation is quite speciﬁc so
the beginning and expiry dates of the agreement must be
stated correctly.

The use of the most up-to-date forms will also greatly
improve the scope for applications to be both complete
and correct, and result in a faster processing time.
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Gambling Commission appeals
The Gambling Commission has decided four Class 4 gambling appeals since the last
Gambits edition. These appeals concerned licence conditions designed to reduce the
possibility of minors gaining access to Class 4 gambling, licence conditions to help
ensure the primary purpose of a venue remains something other than Class 4
gambling, and appeals about the suitability of two Class 4 venues.
Access appeal

condition would not be disproportionate to the beneﬁt.

The Lion Foundation brought an appeal on behalf

The Commission conﬁrmed the Secretary’s decisions.

of 11 venues against a decision of the Secretary for

The Department has since written to all societies

Internal Affairs to add a condition to the venue licences
requiring venues to close direct external (or otherwise
unsupervised) access to gaming machine areas. The
Department was concerned primarily that, where these

completing the access project and ensuring consistency
across the sector.

entrances remain open for direct access, the possibility

Suitable venues

of persons under 18 years old gaining access to Class 4

Scottwood Trust and the Perry Foundation each brought

gambling was not minimal.

an appeal against the Secretary’s decision to cancel the

The Commission noted that Section 67(1)(b) of the Act
does not require the Secretary to consider actual access by
minors but rather the possibility of access. Therefore, the
question for the Secretary to consider, on a case-by-case
basis, was the extent to which minors could gain access.
The Commission determined that, for each of the
venues under appeal, the possibility of underage access
was not minimal and, logically, the addition of the
licence condition would help reduce the possibility. The
Commission agreed with the Department’s concerns
about the effectiveness of closed circuit television (CCTV)
monitoring and door alarms as a means of supervising
access. The Commission, through observation, concurred
that the effectiveness of the technology depended on the
attentiveness of staff, which, in a busy bar environment,
understandably cannot be guaranteed.
The Commission next looked at whether the licence
condition was fair and reasonable in the circumstances.
This included weighing the beneﬁts gained from imposing
the condition against the costs and the detrimental effects
incurred, and assessing whether the condition was fair
to both the individual faced with the condition and the

10

operating on commercial premises, with a view to

Class 4 venue licences for two bowling alleys on the
grounds of unsuitability. Regulation 4 of the Gambling
(Harm Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations 2004
states that a venue is unsuitable to be a Class 4 venue
if “its primary activity is anything other than onsite
entertainment, recreation, or leisure focused on persons
18 years and over”.
The Secretary’s decision had been based on the notion
that the venues were “family friendly” or “all ages” focused
and thus the primary activity was not focused on those
over the age of 18. The primary activity of the venues in
question is tenpin bowling. The Commission considered
“focused” to mean “concentration” or “centre of interest or
activity” and, on the facts, found that the venues’ tenpin
bowling was focused on those over the age of 18.

Main use
Section 67(1)(k) of the Act requires that Class 4 venues
are not used mainly for operating gaming machines.
The Southern Trust brought an appeal after the Secretary
added three conditions to a Class 4 venue licence to
promote and ensure compliance with the Act.

community. In each case the Commission found that

The venue in question had restructured its business
activities to remove the operation of gaming machines

any foreseeable detriment suffered as a result of the

as its main use.
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The licence conditions to promote and ensure this

The Commission struck out the third condition on the

restructuring concerned restrictions on the proportion of

grounds that requiring non-gaming activities in addition

venue payments to other venue income, the requirement

to the provision of food and beverages negated the

for annual ﬁnancial reports to be provided to the Secretary,

venue’s ability to build up this aspect of the business

and a condition requiring non-gaming activities be made
available in addition to the provision of food and beverages.
The Commission found for the appellant on the ﬁrst and
third condition. In considering whether a venue’s main use
is something other than the operation of gaming machines,

to the point where it, in and of itself, represents the
main activity of the venue.
The Commission upheld the second condition as
reasonable and “consistent with the need for the Secretary
to maintain scrutiny of the relative use of the venue”.

there are many factors the Secretary takes into account.

The Department is taking on board all of the

The Commission considered the restriction on the

Gambling Commission’s decisions and, where

proportion of venue payments through licence conditions
“elevated”this consideration above all others to the point

appropriate, is amending its approach to promoting
compliance with the Act.

where it would be determinative and, thereby, restrict the

The Gambling Commission decisions can be found on its

Secretary’s ability to take the other matters into account.

website: www.gamblingcommision.govt.nz

Fortune jackpot prize receipts
In the June 06 issue of Gambits the Department said Fortune system-generated printed
receipts could not be used as the principal record of manually paid jackpot prizes because
they did not provide for the player’s name to be recorded. This advice was wrong because
the printed receipt does have this facility but at times has been overlooked by venue staff.
The Department has reconsidered its position and has

• Retained, compared with and attached securely to a

decided that, used correctly, the Fortune system provides

hard copy of the relevant Fortune system-generated

sufﬁcient accountability to comply with the intent of the

“Daily Jackpot Cancelled Credit Report”.

relevant Game Rules.

Where, for any reason a printed receipt is unavailable,

But venue staff must still ensure that receipts are:

e.g. the printer has run out of paper or is not working, a

• Completed fully (including the player’s name and staff

completed in full at the time of the payout.

member’s signature)

manual Daily Jackpot Cancelled Credit Report must be

We apologise for this error and trust that this correction
clariﬁes the position.
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Women embracing a new kind of ‘friend’
13 June 2006

By Hohepa Walker in Rotorua

Gambling: Thesis shows it’s pokies
before partners
Pokie machines can become a woman’s best friend
– even take the place of a spouse.
For some Maori women it’s a way to escape their abusive
partners, according to a thesis by Te Arawa doctoral
candidate Laurie Morrison. She hopes her thesis on Maori
women and gambling may help to develop appropriate
services to help them overcome their addiction.
Her research with the University of Waikato involved
speaking with women in Rotorua and Auckland and
members of their whanau. The women, all in different
stages of recovery, were asked what drew them to
gambling and what had helped them out of the cycle.
“They were a very complex group,’’ Ms Morrison said.
“In their eyes there were often many positives to the
gambling addiction.
“They’d say things like the machines never kicked them
or treated them badly. Some went there just to get away
from abusive partners.’’
The welcoming nature of the casinos and gaming rooms
and the whanaungatanga (relationships) made there also
played a big part.
“These places have a big TV and free coffee where they
can form relationships with complete strangers. Can you
imagine sharing your last $100 with a complete stranger?’’
The reality for many was lost relationships, lost homes
and neglected parental responsibilities, she said.
As part of her thesis, Ms Morrison developed her own
model of practice for future work with problem gamblers.
“I used the concept of the waka as a metaphor for the
push-pull effects of problem gambling. I wanted to use
something Maori women could understand.’’
The waka hurihuri (capsizing canoe) is symbolic of the
positives and negatives of gambling and the waka maia
(canoe of courage) represents the courage needed to
to keep your waka upright.
12
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When her thesis returns from being marked, Ms Morrison,
who is the professional practice consultant at Te Kahui
Hauora, will be a Doctor of Philosophy. Te Kahui Hauora
has a Ministry of Health contract to raise awareness of
gambling problems in Rotorua. Ngati Pikiao has been
subcontracted to provide whanau support and Te Utuhina
Manaakitanga will provide clinical interventions.
Ms Morrison wants her research to help provide
meaningful interventions for Maori women rather than
just becoming another study.
After 12 years of academic study herself and much life
experience, including Family Court counselling, Ms
Morrison pulls no punches when discussing Maori health.
“I don’t want to pathologise them. They don’t need to be
told they have a gambling problem, they already know it.
Any health stat that comes out, we always go to the top of
the pops.
“At the end of the day it’s about sharing information that I
believe is effective,’’ she said.
Ms Morrison was to travel to Alberta, Canada, in August
to present a paper on her model of practice at the Healing
of Spirits conference.
Gambling Helpline chief executive Krista Ferguson said it
was important Maori and Paciﬁc Islanders felt comfortable
coming forward to seek help.
To help ensure that, Maori and Paciﬁc helplines, which
were a free service, were run by people who understood
the unique family and cultural pressures found in those
communities. The Maori Gambling Helpline also observed
protocols such as karakia and waiata if required.
“Callers don’t have to use their names when they access
these services and that ﬁrst contact can provide some
real relief from the pressures resulting from gambling
problems,’’ she said.
“There are now more culture-speciﬁc services available and
we are able to connect a person with these if required.’’

PROBLEM GAMBLING

Maori gambling – the facts
Concerns about the stigma associated with
problem gambling may be stopping Maori
and Paciﬁc Islanders from seeking help.
The Gambling Helpline suspects problem
gambling among Maori and Paciﬁc Islanders
is much bigger than the number of contacts
they get.
More culture-speciﬁc services are aimed
at bridging that gap.

LAURIE Morrison hopes her research into
Maori women’s gambling problems will
help the community. PICTURE: ANDREW WARNER

Paciﬁc Island and Maori people traditionally
ﬁnd it difﬁcult to share problems, which may
be seen as bringing shame on a family
community, a helpline spokeswoman says.

They often try to ﬁx the problem on their
own and continue to gamble which can
lead to greater harm, for both themselves
and their families.
She quoted these ﬁgures:
• Gambling Helpline received 2879 new
contacts in 2005, 1752 from gamblers
• Six per cent of all new gambler contacts
were of Paciﬁc Islands origins
• Twenty per cent of all new gambler
contacts were Maori
• Women made up 49 per cent of new
Paciﬁc gambler contacts and 69 per cent
of new Maori gambler contacts.

(reproduced with permission from The Daily Post, Rotorua)

Poorer people still hardest hit by problem gambling
1 August 2006

The vast majority of problem gamblers have yet to seek help that is freely available to
them, says the Ministry of Health.
Just 12 per cent of people classed as problem gamblers

A recent positive was a drop in the number of people

have accessed Ministry of Health funded services such

using problem gambling services, but the reason for this

as the Gambling Helpline and other specialist problem

was not clear-cut, Mr Nahu said.

gambling services, Ministry of Health gambling project
team leader Shayne Nahu said.
“This leaves a huge group in society who have a gambling
problem but either have not yet acknowledged it or don’t

Service user statistics for 2005 show a 15.8 per cent drop
in people using Ministry of Health funded specialist
problem gambling services and a 20.9 per cent decrease
in the number of new clients.

know what to do about it. Many of these come from

Smokefree venues, regulatory measures to prevent

poorer communities. We have to work harder to reach

and minimise gambling harm, and increasing public

and help these people.”

awareness of gambling issues could be behind this

Mr Nahu said two reports show poorer communities,

drop, Mr Nahu said.

including Maori and Paciﬁc people, are still hardest hit

The Ministry of Health has responsibility under the

by problem gambling.

Gambling Act 2003 for a public health programme

The 2002/03 New Zealand Health Survey shows almost
two thirds of problem gamblers live in 40 per cent of
New Zealand’s most socio-economically deprived areas.

to prevent and minimise gambling harm. The Ministry
also funds a range of treatment services to support
people and communities affected by gambling.

The Problem Gambling Geography report shows around
half of non-casino gaming machines (NCGM) and TABs
are located in the 30 per cent most socio–economically
deprived parts of New Zealand.

continued over page
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continued from pervious page

Key ﬁndings:

2002/03 New Zealand Health Survey

Problem Gambling Geography report 2005

• 1.2 per cent of the population estimated to be

• Gambling opportunities are widespread through

problem gamblers
• Maori and Paciﬁc people disproportionately affected
• Almost two thirds of problem gamblers live in
New Zealand’s 40 per cent most socio-economically
deprived areas
• Signiﬁcant risk factors include being between 25-34,

New Zealand
• There has been a 13.4 per cent drop in the number of
non-casino gaming machines – 25,221 (June 2003)
to 21,846 (June 2005) but their distribution remains
relatively unchanged from 2003.
• Around half of NCGMs and TABs are located in the

Maori or Paciﬁc ethnicity, having lower educational

30 per cent most socio-economically deprived areas

attainment, being employed and living alone

of New Zealand

• Problem gambling is strongly associated with risky
drinking behaviour and smoking
• Problem gamblers were more likely to see themselves
as having poor health.

• Problem gambling service coverage has increased
from 2003.
These reports were prepared by Public Health Intelligence,
the epidemiology group of the Ministry of Health.

“Watch and Win” an illegal lottery
17 August 2006

The Department of Internal Affairs has welcomed a court judgement that a text messaging
competition, which promised 27 Peugeot Cabriolet cars as prizes, was illegal.
Auckland District Court Judge, Nicola Mathers, in a
reserved decision, said she was satisﬁed that DIA had
proved beyond reasonable doubt that Richard Stuart
Hayes and Troy Jonathon Elliott, directors of Watch and
Win Ltd, organised an illegal lottery. She said she was
convinced the scheme was not a sales promotion as
deﬁned by law. Sentencing will take place on October 6.
The TXTDrive competition ran during March 2004.
Entrants could text a word spotted on TV2 to enter a daily

Judge Mathers said Watch and Win Ltd hoped to generate
a proﬁt of over $1.5 million but the competition failed
for lack of entrants and there was insufﬁcient money to
honour prizes.
She considered Mr Hayes and Mr Elliott deliberately entered
into the scheme and were careless about its legality.
The Department’s Director of Gambling Compliance,
Mike Hill, said people considering such ventures are
strongly advised to seek legal advice ﬁrst.

draw for a Peugeot car and receive free products from

“As Judge Mathers commented, ignorance of the law is

Pizza Hut restaurant.

not a defence,” he added.

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number

14
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Electronic monitoring of gaming machines under way
13 July 2006

Work began in earnest on Monday (July 17) to connect more than 20,000 gaming
machines in some 1600 pubs and clubs to an electronic monitoring system (EMS).
This followed a successful pilot operation testing the system at 32 venues around
the country. All venues must be connected to EMS on a date prior to March 18 2007.
The system will enable the Department of Internal Affairs
to track and monitor the operations of gaming machines,
ensuring the integrity of games, and limiting opportunities

EMS will monitor:
• how much money is gambled on each machine
• what each machine pays out in prizes to gamblers

for crime and dishonesty.
The Department’s Director of Gambling Compliance,

• how much money should be banked.

Mike Hill says electronic monitoring of gaming machines

The system will also ensure that all software being used

is standard practice throughout the world because of the

on the machines is identical to the approved versions,

huge cash turnovers involved. Monitoring systems are

and will assist in detecting software failures and

already in place in New Zealand’s six casinos and EMS

tampering with a machine or software.

will now be used in pubs and clubs.

Gaming machines at every venue will be connected to

“EMS will help safeguard money intended for community

a site controller by a ﬁbre optic loop. The site controller

groups,” Mr Hill said.

will gather data from each gaming machine. Each day a

Currently pubs and clubs keep records manually.
Inaccurate record keeping and incorrect banking are
the most common problems found during audits
carried out by the Department’s Gambling Inspectors.

snapshot of the accumulated data is transmitted to the
EMS host system in Wellington enabling detailed reports
to be produced.
A help desk will be available to operators 24 hours
day, seven days a week and information relevant to the
operational needs of societies and venues will be available
on the EMS website at www.ems.govt.nz

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Quarterly gambling licensing statistics
12 July 2006

The number of gaming machines in pubs and clubs declined by almost 18 per cent in the
quarter ended June 30 2006, since peaking in June 2003. The number of
licensed gambling operators and gaming machine venues are also continuing to drop.
Since June 2003 the number of venues has declined by 20 per cent and, in the year to June 2006, gaming machines
and venues recorded a 5 per cent drop.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

30 June 2006

496

1701

20,739

31 March 2006

513

1721

21,026

31 December 2005

526

1747

21,343

30 September 2005

535

1770

21,684

30 June 2005

553

1801

21,846

31 March 2005

568

1838

22,159

31 December 2004

584

1850

22,231

31 December 2003

672

2031

22,734

699

2122

25,221

31 December 2001

785

2129

21,012

31 December 2000

860

2065

17,679

1

30 June 2003

1

GAMING MACHINES

Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.

Internal Affairs Department Director of Gambling

The biggest reductions in the last quarter were in

Compliance, Mike Hill, says the Gambling Act 2003

Auckland and Christchurch cities, with 93 and 92 fewer

introduced a much stricter licensing regime and reduced

machines respectively. Auckland lost two venues and

limits on the numbers of machines allowed in venues.

Christchurch eight.

In general, venues licensed at 17 October 2001 can have
up to 18 machines, while others can have up to nine.
The Act also gave communities a say, through their

16

local authorities, which can make policies preventing or

Further information, including numbers of venues

limiting new venues and controlling the expansion of

and machines by territorial authority and the changes

existing venues. Machine numbers peaked in June 2003

in these numbers, is available from the Department’s

before the Gambling Act was passed.

website: www.dia.govt.nz
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Success in illegal casino prosecutions
5 July 2006

Five convictions and a sixth defendant discharged was the ﬁnal result of legal proceedings
begun by the Department of Internal Affairs after shutting down an illegal Auckland casino
21 months ago. These were the ﬁrst convictions of their kind under the tighter controls
introduced by the Gambling Act 2003.
Gambling inspectors and police raided the Khyber Pass

Background

premises of the Asian Associates Auckland Club and the

The illegal casino case began in September 2004 when

Sunrise Cafe in January 2005 after New Zealand Customs
staff alerted DIA to the importation of gambling chips and
other gambling equipment.
Since then, ﬁve defendants were convicted under the
Gambling Act 2003 and a sixth had a charge of providing
equipment for illegal gambling dismissed in the Auckland
District Court.
Department of Internal Affairs National Casino Manager,
Debbie Despard, paid tribute to the dedication, cooperation and work of DIA gambling inspectors, NZ

New Zealand Customs staff at Auckland Airport found
gambling chips with a face value of $480,600 and other
gambling equipment being imported.
Customs advised the Department, and gambling
inspectors investigated. The chips and gambling
equipment had been manufactured overseas speciﬁcally
for this illegal casino, even having its logo printed on
them. Inspectors tracked people involved with the illegal
casino to two Newmarket addresses.

Customs and Police in shutting down the illegal casino.

In January 2005 gambling inspectors and police executed

“Government agencies work closely together to curb

consisted of a large lounge bar and four gambling rooms.

this type of offending because illegal gambling can be

It contained gambling tables, cards, chips, tiles and other

associated with other criminal activity such as generating

gambling equipment for a wide range of Chinese and

cash for drug trafﬁcking,” Debbie Despard said. “While

European casino table games.

search warrants at the two addresses. One of the premises

there was no such evidence in this case, New Zealand
is not immune from criminals trying to get involved in
gambling and we must remain vigilant.”

Department of Internal Affairs National Casino Manager, Debbie
Despard, paid tribute to the dedication, co-operation and work of
DIA gambling inspectors, NZ Customs and Police in shutting down
the illegal casino.
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Territorial Authority gambling policy reviews
As we have said in previous Gambits articles, Territorial Authorities are required by law to
review their Class 4 Gambling Venue policies, no later than March 2007. The Department
strongly encourages Territorial Authorities to contact the Department if they have questions
or issues. The law around these matters is complex and we are only too happy to give
guidance. That said, if we are unable to provide a ﬁrm steer on an issue, Territorial
Authorities might wish to seek independent legal advice.
Territorial Authorities may want to know the numbers

(3) A society subsequently applies to the Department

of machines operating in their region in order to make

to “re-license” Venue A with the same maximum

decisions about the maximum numbers of venues and

number of machines – no TA consent being required

machine numbers in their district. Please note that the

as it has been without a licence for less than 6

quarterly machine statistics on the Department’s website

months. Potentially this could take the number of

provide only a “snapshot” and may not take account of

machines in the district above the cap.

all the variables that can affect possible future machine
numbers or entitlement. For example, machine numbers
potentially could increase above a district-wide cap
imposed by a TA policy. This is where:

Territorial Authorities wanting accurate information on
the names and addresses of Gaming Societies and Class 4
venues and numbers of machines in the region are urged
to contact the Department directly to request information

(1) Venue A has been “de-licensed” for less than
six months
(2) The Territorial Authority has, in the interim, consented
to Venue B being established or increasing its numbers,
and the Department has granted a venue licence

under Section 103. The Department’s response will
include notiﬁcation of all the venues in the district that
have been without a licence for less than six months,
the date on which the licence(s) were removed, and the
machine maxima for these venues.
This will enable Territorial Authorities to make an
informed decision when considering consent applications.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Warwick Tuck
Acting Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Department reorganised its internal structure in 2004
and created a Regulation and Compliance Branch that
encompasses all the roles where the Department is, in effect,
the regulator of a sector of the economy.
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship compliance,
local government services, ﬁre service policy, identity services
policy and civil defence emergency management policy. For the
sake of simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector
are not included on this page.
Important changes for gambling regulation include bringing
management of Gambling, Censorship and Racing Policy
into the same branch, and separating the management of
gambling and censorship compliance. As part of these changes
the Gaming and Censorship Regulation (GCR) group was
separated into two units, Gambling Compliance and Censorship
Compliance, in 2005.
John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the Government,
especially in relation to Acts and Regulations. A signiﬁcant
change the Department has made is to disband what was a
separate Policy Group, and to bring this Policy team into the
same branch as the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling
Compliance staff. This means that policy and operational staff
can beneﬁt from each other’s knowledge and experience.

•

Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland), Geoff Lawry

•

Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington),
Neove Christoforou

•

Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen

•

Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington

Debbie Despard
National Manager Casino Compliance
•

The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in each
of the country’s six casinos. They carry out audits, ensure
ongoing suitability of casino staff, investigate incidents and
gamblers’ complaints and ensure that the casinos comply
with the Gambling Act.

•

Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Maria Bradshaw

•

Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen

Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and ﬁnancial
issues related to the governance and operation of gaming
sector people and organisations. It also provides expertise
and support to investigations and audits across the group.

Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other staff
working with the gambling sector to bring about compliance with
the law. The Director works closely with the Manager Gambling,
Racing and Censorship Policy so that there is a constant ﬂow of
information between the staff involved in applying the law and
those who develop the law.
Kate Reid
Manager Gambling Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to the Gambling
Inspectors and other staff working in the sector. It develops
standards, game rules and other “deemed regulations”. In
broad terms, its role is to develop the Department’s policies
about how the law will be turned into the work done in the ﬁeld.
This unit also does technical work, such as setting standards
and testing requirements for gambling equipment.
Gregory Crott
National Manager Licensing and Compliance
This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance of all
gambling outside casinos. This includes gaming machines in
pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other games of chance.
Staff make decisions on licence applications, carry out audits,
conduct investigations and receive public complaints.

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.
If you have any questions about articles
in Gambits, would like further information
or have comments about what information
we could provide to make Gambits more
useful to you, please contact:
Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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All gambling compliance staff can be
contacted by phoning the Department’s
tollfree number

The Department of Internal Affairs produces
Gambits quarterly. Copies are distributed
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E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz

Department’s recent work and signiﬁcant
issues in the gambling sector.
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In 1996 and 2000 the Department produced reports entitled ‘Where Do
Gaming Machine Proﬁts Go?’ A third survey, now under way, asks gaming
machine operators about the distribution of proﬁts to authorised purposes in
the calendar year 2005. The information being sought is already required to
be kept by operators.
“I would like to see this survey used to establish a better understanding on
proﬁt distribution,” Mike Hill said.“I will work with the sector to agree on
a process for routinely gathering this material. I want to ensure that we
can keep the community fully informed, as the Gambling Act intends.”
The survey was introduced because, while the amount, recipients and purpose
of funding such as Lottery Grants were well documented, no comparable
statistics were readily available for the gaming machine sector as a whole.
“The Gambling Act 2003 seeks, among other things, to ensure that money
from gambling beneﬁts the community and to facilitate community
involvement in decisions about the provision of gambling,“ Mike Hill said.
“The survey will help provide an assurance that the sector is meeting the ﬁrst
of these objectives, and will provide some of the information communities
need for the second.
“Section 365(1) of the Act allows us to collect information for research, and
policy analysis and development, associated with the purposes of the Act. I
encourage operators to complete and return the questionnaire.”

www.dia.govt.nz
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EMS monitoring fees set
Regulations setting the monitoring fees for gaming machines connected to EMS took
effect on 9 May 2006.
The Gambling (Electronic Monitoring Fees) Regulations

Initial testing of EMS components and host software

2006 establish a monitoring fee of $1.14 (GST inc) per day

has been completed successfully. But the testing schedule

for each gaming machine connected to the system. The

is being extended by about a month to accommodate

regulations also provide for a late connection fee of $250,

a software modiﬁcation. This is necessary following the

which may be charged if a venue is not connected to the

identiﬁcation of an issue with data matching between

EMS on the date speciﬁed by the Secretary in accordance

the Department’s licensing system and the interface to

with the Gambling Act 2003.

the EMS host. The pilot will now begin in June and the
roll out will now commence in July 2006.
While the Department wants to avoid delays it also
wants to ensure the system is tested thoroughly prior
to deployment. This change will impact on roll out dates
for a limited number of venues only and those societies
involved will be contacted to discuss alternative dates.
The deadline for connection of all venues by no later
than 18 March 2007 will not be affected.
The Department encourages all societies to continue to
process amendments for changes to gaming machines
and the cabling of venues without regard to the change
of pilot and roll out dates. Societies prepared to meet

EMS testing laboratory

any previous date will then be ready well before time
and venues should have no readiness issues.

New game rules deal with electronic monitoring
New Class 4 Game Rules have been implemented to take account of electronic monitoring.
The Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules 2006 were

Parts 1, 2 and 3 of the game rules have been changed

gazetted on 1 June 2006 and will come into effect on

marginally. The main change is the addition of Part 4,

29 June 2006. A copy of the game rules will be mailed

which deals speciﬁcally with electronic monitoring.

to each corporate society, venue and gaming machine

It covers new and additional requirements in respect

manufacturer. Some fact sheets to explain the content

of connection, reports, security, faults, record keeping,

and changes will accompany the game rules.

jackpots, gaming machine proﬁts, reconciliation and
adjustments. The standard forms, also located on the

Both the game rules and fact sheets are located on the
Department’s website at www.dia.govt.nz or can be
obtained by writing to the Gambling Compliance Group,
Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington.
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Section 118 and ‘kickbacks’
The general manager of a gaming machine trust recently became the ﬁrst person to be
convicted under the Gambling Act 2003 for attempting to receive gaming kickbacks.
The man was convicted and ﬁned $1000 for offering a beneﬁt as a kickback for supplying
a charity with gaming money. The court suppressed the man’s name; his conviction and
sentence is being appealed.
This person was convicted under section 118. It is

The Department will look very closely at circumstances

important that societies and other key parties in

where a grant recipient provides a beneﬁt, advantage or

gambling operations understand the requirements of

privilege with an actual monetary value to a society or

this section. Section 118 prohibits the following persons

its key persons. Note that a beneﬁt does not necessarily

from knowingly seeking or receiving money, a beneﬁt,

need to be sought to breach the section and to ‘knowingly

advantage, privilege or gift from certain parties if there

receive’ it may be enough.

is a direct or indirect condition attached:
• A class 4 operator
• A key person in terms of a class 4 operator’s and
a class 4 venue licence
• A person who sells, repairs, services or maintains
gambling equipment.
The section is intended to mitigate the risk of conﬂicts

The following are examples where a grant recipient could
have sold the beneﬁt, advantage or privilege to another
party and thereby raised more money:
• The gift of tickets to an event
• Free advertising space at a sports ground
• Naming rights to an event or sports team, particularly
where this implies sponsorship.

of interest and ‘favours for favours’ that could affect the

That a grant recipient has decided to forgo potential

integrity of the gaming operation and grants process.

revenue to acknowledge a society could suggest that a

As well as the obvious example of kickbacks, there are

condition was attached to the grant.

other arrangements between societies, venues, service

Another factor that may inﬂuence the Department is if

providers and grant recipients that may fall foul of section

a grant recipient were under an impression that future

118. The Department is aware that grant recipients do

grants would not be provided unless a beneﬁt, advantage

provide beneﬁts to societies by acknowledging their

or privilege was provided.

contribution in media releases or on websites. Provided
these were not a condition of the grant, the Department
may not object. The key question is whether the society
would have made the grant anyway if the positive
feedback were not proffered.

As well as the option of prosecution, issues that raise
presumptions of kickbacks or inappropriate relationships
of obligation and beneﬁt may affect whether the Secretary
can be satisﬁed as to a party’s integrity under the licensing
process. It may also lead the Secretary to determine that

However, it would not be appropriate to publicly

individuals involved are not suitable to be key persons

acknowledge the local pub where a society’s gaming

under the Gambling Act.

machines are operated. Grants are made by societies with
a class 4 operator’s licence and not by venues. Since the
key persons in relation to a venue are prohibited from any
involvement in the distribution of grants, the Department

We encourage all societies and venues concerned about a
possible breach of section 118 to contact the Department
in the ﬁrst instance.

would question why a grant recipient felt it necessary or
appropriate to thank the pub.
June 2006
September
2005
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Fortune jackpot prize receipts unacceptable
Some venues are failing to meet game rule requirements by using ‘Fortune’ systemgenerated printed jackpot prize receipts as the principal record of jackpot prizes paid
manually. This was revealed in a recent DIA investigation into the alleged fraudulent nonpayment of a jackpot prize and routine examination of gaming machine accounting records.
The procedures and recording requirements for all

provide the required details, the venue manager or staff

cancelled credit and jackpot ‘hand pay’ transactions are

member would be quite justiﬁed in withholding payment,

set out in game rule 56 of the Gambling Act (Class 4)

subject to observing the requirements of game rule 94,

Game Rules 2004. Other relevant rules are rules 12

which deals with unpaid winnings.

(Manual payments), 26 (Standard gaming machine
accounting reports), 27 (Electronically generated reports),

The Department recognises that the Fortune system-

55 (Cancelled credits and hand pays jackpot systems).

printed receipts do have some advantages, for example

The rules require that standard gaming machine
accounting reports, as published on the Department’s
website, must be used in all cases for recording these
types of transaction. The Daily Jackpot Cancelled Credit
Report is the applicable report for jackpot systems of the
Fortune type. There is no provision for any other format or
combination of records to be used. These reports provide
for and require the player’s name to be recorded during

ease of use, convenience and automatic time and datestamping, but they do not, by themselves, meet all the
requirements of the standard Daily Jackpot Cancelled
Credit Report. A signiﬁcant omission is provision for
recording the player’s name. As well, these receipts are
small and fragile and printed on thermal paper, which
can cause smudging and deteriorate over time. So use
the Daily Jackpot Cancelled Credit Report instead.

the payment process as well as a signature obtained.

Venue managers and staff at venues where Fortune jackpot

It is recognised that, in practice, many players are

systems are operated MUST ensure that the requirements

reluctant to sign for gambling winnings, let alone provide

set out in the Game Rules for manual payments and

their names, but these are fundamental accountability

completion of Daily Jackpot Cancelled Credit Reports are

measures, intended to provide a measure of protection

observed and that each entry on these forms is completed

for both parties where often quite large sums of cash are

with ALL of the required details, including the name and

involved. If a player is not prepared to sign the record or

signature of the player being paid.

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Gazetted expense limits are maxima NOT benchmarks
Recently the Department became aware that some societies pay expenses money to their
venues at levels that depend upon the venue Gaming Machine Proﬁt (GMP) for that week.
For example, if a venue has ‘under performed’ in terms

Payments to venues must be based on the reimbursement

of the GMP it has paid in its weekly amount, a society

of costs plus a maximum 25 per cent management fee

may pay less expense money to that venue, on the

while staying within limits A, B and C. Societies must

understanding it will be paid more if and when turnover

manage limit D over all their venues. Anything other than

increases up to the gazetted limits. This practice is

that could suggest a commission prohibited under the

occurring so that societies meet the 37.12 per cent

Act. It is worth noting that if a society were paying all of

return to authorised purposes (AP) and stay within limit

its venues the maximum in expenses money then it would

D (16 per cent) of the ‘Limits and Exclusions on Class 4

be in excess of Limit D. It would also suggest that the

Venue Costs Notice 2 September 2004’.

payments were excessive.

While a society that does not exceed Limit D and does

If the society cannot ‘afford’ from week to week to

not pay more than the maximum limits to the venue
may not be exceeding the upper limits in the notice,
the payments must still be actual, reasonable and

pay actual reasonable and necessary expenses, then
the Department queries whether it can ‘afford’ to retain
the machines at the venue.

necessary. The overarching duty of the Gambling Act

The making of back-payments by societies is also

2003 is to minimise expenses and maximise the return

unacceptable. Societies should know that venues

to the community. The limits in the Gazette Notice

have busy times and slow times during the year.

provide for maximum payments to venues for costs

Accordingly societies should be able to assess an

that are actual, reasonable and necessary – they are not

average appropriate payment.

benchmarks to be achieved at the expense of funds that
should be returned to the community.

The Department takes any practice that appears to be
a commission payment very seriously. It can audit expense
payments at any time.

The limits in the Gazette Notice provide for maximum payments to
venues for costs that are actual, reasonable and necessary – they
are not benchmarks to be achieved at the expense of funds that
should be returned to the community.

June 2006
September
2005
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Society remuneration costs
The Department is gathering information on expenses and fees paid to trustees, society
staff, management and service companies and conference expenses during the audit
process. As with the article on conference expenses (see page 7) we wish to engage with
the sector on guidelines around this expenditure.
The Department believes there is a need for transparency

The information will also be used for research and policy

to the community around all ﬁnancial transactions

development purposes. The Department is not intending

regarding gaming machine money.

to report on it publicly at this stage. If in the future we

The information being collected will provide a broad
picture of payments made in the current market. This will
be more detailed than the information currently provided
in the gaming machine account summary.

decided to release a report it would contain aggregate
ﬁgures and not identify individual societies. Additionally,
in line with the principles of the Ofﬁcial Information Act,
the Department will not publicly release material that may
be personal or commercially conﬁdential, unless there
is a countervailing public interest that outweighs those
personal or commercial considerations.

Alfresco gaming a “no - no”
There have been recent examples of class 4 venues extending gaming machine areas to
create an additional “outside” spot where gaming machines can be played. The rationale
has been to allow smokers to smoke while also playing the gaming machines.
The Department does not consider this acceptable.

The 1999 National Prevalence Survey found that problem

One of the Gambling Act’s purposes is to prevent and

gamblers have elevated levels of regular tobacco use. The

minimise the harm caused by gambling, including

survey found that half the identiﬁed problem gamblers

problem gambling. Extending the gambling area to

had smoked in the previous 12 months (as opposed to

accommodate smoking causes concern for that purpose.

30 per cent of the adult population). The smoke free

Research indicates that gambling on gaming machines is
the most harmful form of gambling due to the continuous,
repetitive nature of the activity.

legislation has had the effect for some gamblers, including
problem gamblers, of facilitating breaks in play. Changing
the gaming machine environment in a manner that
encourages harmful behaviour (indirectly or otherwise)
is contrary to the Act’s purpose.
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Conference expenses
Agreement on what is an acceptable level of expenditure for conferences and seminars is
to be sought by the Department in consultation with stakeholders.
Conferences and training sessions are a legitimate way for

Current guidelines provide a starting point for discussion.

societies to inform their venue operators of Gambling Act

They state, for example, that:

requirements but, as with all trust running costs, expenses
must be reasonable and necessary.
Gaming machine funds are held in trust for the beneﬁt
of the community and the Act requires that returns to
the public be maximised. When planning conferences,
societies need to consider, for example, likely community
reaction to what is proposed.
The Department has provided guidelines to the sector
when requested but would now like to formalise them in
consultation with the sector.

• Conferences should be held near where the majority
of venues are located
• Time allocated should not exceed what is necessary
to cover compliance issues
• Travel and accommodation expenses must be kept
as low as possible
• Conference expenses cannot include entertainment
and the cost of gifts
• Free-time activities should be paid for by the
participants themselves.

Comments are welcome and should be directed to: Kate Reid, Manager,
Operational Policy, Gambling Compliance. Email: kate.reid@dia.govt.nz

Gaming machine income tax exemption
New tax legislation has been passed, making gross gambling machine proceeds exempt
from income tax.
A new section, CW 40B has been introduced to the

Organisations with income from other sources as well

Income Tax Act 2004 (Income from conducting gaming-

as gaming machines will automatically qualify for a tax

machine gambling). This provides a tax exemption

exemption on their gaming machine income.

for gaming machine income of licensed non-casino
gaming machine operators if they distribute the income
as required by the Gambling Act 2003. This exemption
applies from 3 April 2006.

However, their other income is taxed as normal. For a full
income tax exemption, organisations will need to apply to
Inland Revenue, for example under charitable purposes or
for promotion of amateur sports.

Organisations whose only source of income is from
gaming machines should advise Inland Revenue of this.
Inland Revenue can be contacted by calling 0800 377 774.

June 2006
September
2005
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Clubs hosting society machines
The Department is aware that some clubs may wish to host the gaming machines of
another society in their class 4 gaming venue. While there is nothing in the Act directly
prohibiting this type of arrangement, it is worth bearing in mind the following points:
• Where a club hosts machines owned by another

A club could only receive grants from a society whose

society, it will be treated as a class 4 venue hosting

machines it hosted if the Secretary was satisﬁed that the

gaming machines

venue operator or venue owner did not have any actual or

• It is likely that the Department would insist that the

potential inﬂuence, direct or indirect, over the distribution

society’s authorised purpose statement prevent it

of grants from machines operated at the venue.

making grants to a club that hosts its gaming machines

Such arrangements may involve the society in a conﬂict

• If a club were to receive grants from a society, it is

of interest, for example, because the society may feel

unlikely that it would be licensed to have gaming

obliged to grant applications from the venue operator

machines from that society

in order to retain the goodwill of the venue.

• The club could be paid only the actual, reasonable
and necessary expenses it incurs as reimbursement
for hosting the gaming machines in accordance with
the Venue Payments Gazette Notice.

The Department may have serious concerns about
possible breaches of section 118 if a club were receiving
grants from the licence holder. Depending on the facts,
it may be the case that the goodwill of the venue was

The venue expense limits gazetted by the Department

conditional on receiving the grant. It may have to be

are designed to ensure venues receive only the ‘actual,

demonstrated that hosting gaming machines was not

reasonable and necessary costs’ involved in the hosting

a prerequisite to receiving a grant.

of gaming machines. It is not anticipated that venues
should be making a signiﬁcant proﬁt from these site costs.

When such situations come to our attention, the
Department, as regulator, must reserve the right to

The rationale for clubs not receiving grants from a society

take appropriate action to rectify them. An appropriate

whose machines they host comes from sections 113 and

response may be for the Department to seek to attach

118 of the Gambling Act. These relate to prohibitions on

a licence condition to the relevant venue licence or

conﬂicts of interest and ‘kickbacks’. Section 118 prohibits

authorised purpose statement prohibiting the provision

a venue receiving from a society “a beneﬁt, an advantage,

of any grants to the venue in question.

a privilege, or a gift ..…if the receipt has a condition
attached to it and whether the receipt or condition is
direct, indirect, formal, informal, or otherwise”.

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Is your website compliant?
A recent check of websites that are required to be maintained by gaming machine licence
holders has identiﬁed a number of them as non-compliant. Some of the common areas of
non-compliance relate to such publication requirements as:
• Not updating details of accepted and declined grants

-

Who will consider the applications

• Not publishing the availability of grant funds for

-

Criteria against which applications

authorised purposes.

will be considered

The Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004

-

The names of the persons who hold

(regulation 13) require the holders of a class 4 operator’s

ofﬁce in the society and a brief summary

licence that mainly distribute net proceeds to the

of their background

community to maintain a website.

-

complaint is made to the society regarding

The website must include the following publicly

distribution of proceeds

accessible information and features:
• A grant application form that can be printed or
downloaded off the website

-

At least every six months:
-

the applications have been granted or

• A daytime contact telephone number for the

declined and
-

• Information required to be published under section
110(2) to (4) of the Gambling Act 2003. This includes
the following:
-

Details of all grant applications received
for the year, including details of whether

• Details of where to send the grant application form
licence holder

The complaints process in the event a

The amount of net proceeds granted, if any,
in each case

- At least annually, the results of the society’s annual
review of the criteria, methods, systems and policies

At intervals of not more than three months, the

it uses for considering the distribution of net

availability of net proceeds

proceeds.

At least one month before any net proceeds are

The Department intends to check website compliance

distributed through grants:

in future audits. It will ask the relevant licence holders

-

Details of where to obtain a grant

required to maintain a website, to review their website

application form

and ensure it complies with and maintains the
publication requirements.

The Department intends to check website compliance in future
audits. It will ask the relevant licence holders required to maintain
a website, to review their website and ensure it complies with and
maintains the publication requirements.

June 2006
September
2005
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Venue transfer process
A new set of arrangements for corporate societies transferring venues has been
agreed in discussions between the Department and the Charity Gaming Association.
These were presented to the Compliance Managers’ forum in February.

BASED ON THE RECEIPT OF A COMPLETE NEW CLASS 4 VENUE APPLICATION, THE
DEPARTMENT UNDERTAKES TO PROCESS THE NEW APPLICATION AS FOLLOWS:

New class 4 venue applications
processed within 20 working days
(Date X)

(Date Y)

Complete new class
4 venue application
received by DIA.
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Department commences
processing application,
initiating suitability
checks, and compliance
checks where applicable.

Society surrendering
the class 4 venue
licence ensures its
class 4 gambling
operation ceases
at the venue.

(Date X + 1)

New society is
licensed to operate
class 4 gambling
at the venue.
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• Referring to the timeline opposite, here is an example:

• It is the Department’s intention to advise the

New class 4 venue application is received Wednesday

applicant society, when necessary, of the delays

15 February 2006. The surrender date from the outgoing

(listed above), and advise that the new class 4 venue

society is listed as 15 March 2006, being 20 working days

licence will not be issued within the 20 working day

from the receipt of the complete application. The application

timeframe. The Department will allow the applicant

is processed during that time. The outgoing society stops

society to submit a new surrender date from the

operating at the venue on 15 March 2006, and the new class

surrendering society when necessary, which would

4 venue application is issued on 16 March 2006.

allow the class 4 gambling to continue at the venue

• The date on the notice from the society surrendering the
class 4 venue licence (Date X) is the date that the society

until the issues are resolved.
• The Department refers to a complete new class

must ensure its class 4 gambling ceases at the venue.

4 venue application. Incomplete applications may

The Department is reliant on the surrendering society

be returned by the DIA, pursuant to section 65(5)

actioning the cessation of its gambling operation, and

of the Gambling Act 2003. Documentation that

will not check with the surrendering society to ensure

must be attached to the application:

that they have actioned their surrender notice.
• To ensure a “seamless” transition, incoming and
outgoing societies may negotiate a “future” surrender
date, which should be at least 20 working days from
the day on which the DIA will receive the complete
application to allow for the application to be processed.
• Only one class 4 venue licence can be issued at one
time, and the introduction of EMS will not allow new
class 4 venue licences to be issued on the same day
on which the old licence is surrendered. Therefore,
where the surrender notice allows for a 20 working day
processing period, it is the Department’s intention to
issue the new class 4 venue licence the following day
after the surrender date (Date X + 1).
• In some instances, the Department may be unable to
process the class 4 venue licence within the 20 working
day period. Variations that affect timeframes may
include (but are not limited to) extended timeframes

• Complete “Application for New Class 4 Venue
application” signed by two trustees or ofﬁcers
of the applicant society
• Application fees
• Personal information forms for all key persons.
(Companies Ofﬁce printout on company will assist
in ensuring all key persons’ personal information
forms are listed)
• Approved venue agreement between all
named parties
• Venue–speciﬁc harm minimisation policy
• Evidence of ownership of the gaming machines
detailed in the application
• Financial agreements when ﬁnance is being sought
to purchase the gaming machines
• Surrender notice if applicable

for probity checks, investigating areas not disclosed on

• Liquor Licence if applicable

probity forms, investigating probity issues and venue

• Territorial authority consent if applicable

suitability issues.

• A ﬂoor plan certiﬁed by the venue operator.

June 2006
September
2005
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Venue compliance high in provincial areas
The Department’s southern gambling inspectors found venue compliance was high during
their latest series of town visits. They visited 34 hotels and clubs in Temuka, Geraldine,
Fairlie, Pleasant Point, Timaru and Waimate over three days.
Southern Regional Manager, Kevin Owen, says

While in the Timaru area Kevin and a local gaming

the team has always carried out venue checks but

machine charity representative talked to a range of

targets at least one region each year as part of its

sporting, charitable organisations and schools about

education programme.

the grant application process.

The team tries to visit all class 4 venues in the region

“It was good to have a representative of a local gaming

as well as conducting presentations to a range of

machine society attend the presentation to put across

stakeholders such as community groups.

their side of the process, instead of just doing it from our

Venue staff can ask about anything they are unsure of
and inspectors also check that they are fully aware of
harm minimisation requirements.
“On our latest series of town visits we were pleased to
ﬁnd compliance was of a high standard,” Kevin Owen
said.“This is good work on behalf of this sector.

point of view,” Kevin said. “It was also good to learn more
about issues affecting organisations who apply for gaming
machine grants.
“Applicants were concerned that there appears to be
less money for distribution and, therefore, their chances
of receiving funds were reduced. The gaming charity
representative told them that the decision was entirely

“We also spoke to Timaru District Council who are

up to the societies and stressed that they should make

responsible for overseeing the district’s gambling policy

sure they ﬁnd out exactly what the societies’ grant

for class 4 venues.”

application guidelines were before applying.”

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Composition of net proceeds committees
This article intends to clarify the Department’s expectations over the composition of net
proceeds committees. Regulation 8 of the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations
2004 requires net proceeds committees to decide on the application or distribution of
net proceeds to or for an approved authorised purpose. The regulation says that a net
proceeds committee must comprise at least three natural persons who are key persons
in relation to the class 4 operator’s licence.
This regulation does not mean that all members of a net

However, for societies with more than one committee,

proceeds committee must be key persons but simply that

relevant factors for considering the members’ key person

a minimum of three members of the committee must be

status include (without limitation):

key persons. Note that a person is not a key person solely
by virtue of being on a net proceeds committee.

• the number of committees a society has

There can be additional members of a committee who

• the ﬁscal responsibility attributed to the committee(s)

are not key persons. The regulation enables the creation

• the number of members on the committee(s)

of regional or specialist committees to deal with areas
of expertise. On a practical level, such committees would
be difﬁcult to create if the prerequisite to membership
of a specialist or regional committee is that the member
is a key person. In addition, it does not automatically

• whether the member has full voting rights or works
only in an advisory capacity
• whether the member has a role in the annual review
of policies regarding the distribution of net proceeds.

follow that every member of every potential committee

The Department encourages the development of

is a key person by virtue of exercising a signiﬁcant

additional net proceeds committees where the society

inﬂuence in the management of the society. Not all

wishes to focus its funding within a region or a specialised

committee members will exercise this level of inﬂuence.

area. Societies should submit class 4 operator’s licence

Whether a net proceeds committee member is a key
person of the society is invariably a case-by-case
assessment. It is expected that, for societies that have
only one net proceeds committee, in almost all cases
all members of that committee are key persons due

amendment applications for a new committee member
to enable the Department to assess whether the member
is a key person. Where the new committee member is
found not to be a key person, any amendment fee would
be refunded.

to the level of responsibility attached to that role.

This regulation does not mean that all members of a net proceeds
committee must be key persons but simply that a minimum of three
members of the committee must be key persons.
June 2006
September
2005
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Territorial authority gambling policies -- FAQs
We have been receiving feedback from territorial authorities (TAs) on our last Gambits’
article on class 4 gambling venue policy. We thought it might be useful to answer some
frequently asked questions:
1. When do we need to review our gambling
venue and TAB policies?

Under section 103 of the Gambling Act TAs can request
from the Department the names and addresses of class 4
societies and venues in their district as well as the number

Section 102(5) of the Gambling Act 2003 states that
policies must be reviewed within three years of being
adopted and, thereafter, every three years from review.
Each TA will have different deadlines depending upon
when it adopted its policy, but all TA policies will have
been reviewed by 19 March 2007.

2. How do we get an up-to-date list of venues
and machines in our TA?
There are statistics on venues and machine numbers
by TA on our website. However, the information on the
website is only updated quarterly and, therefore, may not
be completely up to date. In addition, some venues may
have lost their licence and will not appear on our website.
But under section 98(c) a notional entitlement to a licence
remains for six months without the need for a TA consent.

of gaming machines they are permitted to operate.
If you need up to date information on venues in your TA,
including recently lapsed or cancelled venues that may
still have a notional entitlement, please contact Gambling
Licensing on 0800 257 887. Finally, it is possible that a TA
consent has been issued but the society has yet to apply
for a licence. It is up to TAs to know how many consents
they have issued and take these (as well as venues that do
not need consent) into account when setting caps.

3. Can we place expiry dates on consents
we have issued?
The Gambling Act does not allow TAs to place any
conditions on the consents they issue, except for the
number of machines allowed.

gaming machines than their consent allows. Finally,

4. Can we ban advertising, under 18s, other
matters in our TA policy?

do not assume that a venue that is not operating

A TA can include matters such as this in its class 4 venue

machines is unlicensed. It may still hold a licence and

policy, but it cannot issue conditional consents with

have obtained permission from DIA to cease operation

conditions that relate to anything other than the number of

for a speciﬁc period. However, these venues will be listed

machines. The TA can, however, refuse to issue

in our website.

a consent if a venue does not meet the TA’s policy objectives.

It is also possible that some venues are operating fewer

There are statistics on venues and machine numbers by TA on our
website. However, the information on the website is only updated
quarterly and, therefore, may not be completely up to date.
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5. What must a TA have regard to in setting
its policy?
Section 101 (2) provides that in adopting a class 4
gambling policy, the TA must have regard to the social
impact of gambling within the TA district. Under section
101 (3) the policy must specify whether class 4 venues
may be established in the TA district, where any venue
may be located, and any restrictions on the maximum
number of gaming machines that may be operated.
Section 101 (4) provides a non-inclusive list of relevant
matters a TA may have regard to in determining its policy
including:

6. Do you have any research that could help us
formulate our policy?
The DIA website contains gaming machine statistical
data. There are also a couple of reports on the Ministry of
Health website (www.moh.govt.nz) that may be useful:
- Problem Gambling Geography of NZ (2003)
- Problem Gambling Intervention Services in NZ - 2004
National Statistics (2005).
By October 2006, DIA should have two new reports
available: A survey of “Where Do Gaming Machine

(a) the characteristics of the district and parts of
the district

Proﬁts Go?”, which will cover the 2005 year and include

(b) the location of kindergartens, early childhood
centres, schools, places of worship, and other
community facilities

Participation in and Attitudes to Gambling 2005”.

(c) the number of gaming machines that should be
permitted to operate at any venue or class of venue
(d) the cumulative effects of additional opportunities for
gambling in the district

a local or regional breakdown of grants, and “People’s

The Auckland University of Technology has also
released a “Literature Review to Inform Social Marketing
Objectives and Approaches, and Behaviour Change
Indicators, to Prevent and Minimise Gambling Harm”,
which contains useful information on the NZ context.

(e) how close any venue should be permitted to be to any
other venue

It can be found at the Health Sponsorship Council

(f) what the primary activity at any venue should be.

7. Does our policy allows for this situation
or not?

website (www.hsc.org.nz).

If there is anything you are not sure about, feel free to
contact the Department to discuss. We are more than
willing to provide advice about policies or consents.
Please contact Douglas Hancock, Senior Policy Advisor,
Operational Policy on (04) 495 7249.

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Poker under scrutiny
The Department of Internal Affairs is continuing to monitor poker activity and advise on
what is legal. It has warned successfully against potentially illegal poker games, advised
casino staff against playing poker with patrons in private premises and ﬁelded numerous
calls from the public about running tournaments.
DIA gambling inspectors recently warned the owners of

Inspectors have also warned two hotels that poker

the Poker NZ website that promoting an overseas internet

games they were hosting were not lawful. One venue

gambling website was illegal, as was its advertisement of

was running a tournament that crossed the boundary

an Auckland poker tournament with a $200 buy-in. The

between Class 1 gambling (both prize limit and turnover

organisers considered the Department’s view and, after an

each not exceeding $500) and Class 2 gambling (prize

amicable discussion, cancelled the tournament. They are

limit of $5000 and turnover of less than $25,000). The

rebuilding their website to comply with the Gambling Act.

other venue was running poker games that were clearly

The Department also reminds casino staff that they
risk their jobs by playing poker with patrons in private
premises. A casino operator alerted inspectors to the issue
after receiving information that staff had been playing
poker with patrons away from the casino. Among the risks
from such activity is the possibility of a casino employee
becoming indebted to a patron who the employee later

Class 2 gambling. Neither venue was entitled to conduct
Class 2 gambling because they were not societies with
an authorised purpose. Both venues were reminded of
the requirements for Class 2 gambling. The ﬁrst venue
returned to Class 1 gambling, while the other temporarily
ceased operation. This is a good example of voluntary
compliance built on education and persuasion.

deals with in the casino, for example by dealing a game or

While poker may be conducted legitimately in some

conducting transactions for that patron. Such situations

circumstances outside of a casino, certain restrictions

may lead the employee to compromise the integrity of

will apply. DIA has produced a fact sheet on poker and

gaming in the casino in order to repay a debt.

it is available on www.dia.govt.nz

Coin tossed
The Racing Act 2003 will have to be

Gambits’ Editor is Trevor Henry.

amended because of changes in

If you have any questions about articles in

New Zealand’s coinage.
The ﬁve cent coin ceases to be legal tender from 1
November this year but TAB dividends are rounded
to the nearest ﬁve cents and must be paid accordingly
to the punter.
The Act is expected to be amended before the ﬁve cents is
phased out. From 31 July our small change of 10, 20 and
50 cent coins will become smaller and lighter and the 10
cent coin will become copper coloured rather than silver.
16
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Gambits, would like further information or have
comments about what information we could
provide to make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact: Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 0275 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Regulators focus on poker
The massive increase in poker playing is impacting on gambling worldwide. It will be one
of the topics at the International Association of Gaming Regulators’ (IAGR) conference
in Spain in October and it also featured at the 2006 Australasian Casino and Gaming
Regulators’ conference in Queensland.
The poker phenomenon, where people not necessarily

The October conference of the IAGR is also likely to focus

involved in gambling are attracted to poker, was one

on gambling harm, with the Department’s Gambling

of three signiﬁcant issues discussed in Australia. The

Compliance Group playing a signiﬁcant role in preparing

conference also covered advances in gaming technology,

this conference session.

including blending games of chance and skill through
gaming machines, and considered the growth in sports
betting, particularly through on line 24 hour international
“betting exchanges”.

Deputy Secretary, Andrew Secker, a member of the
IAGR steering committee, says New Zealand, with the
Gambling Act 2003, is recognised as having one of the
strongest statutory regimes for preventing and minimising
gambling harm and of fostering responsible gambling.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of gaming machine societies that
make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law
application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Fewer ‘pokies’ in the community
The number of licensed gambling operators, venues and gaming machines are continuing to
decline, according to the gambling licensing statistics for pubs and clubs for the ﬁrst quarter
of the year.
In the three months to 31 March 2006 licence holders declined by 2.5 per cent on the December 05 quarter and by 10 per
cent on the year ended 31 March 2006. There were ﬁve per cent fewer gaming machines over the same 12-month period.

LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

LICENCE HOLDERS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

31 March 2006

513

1721

21,026

31 December 2005

526

1747

21,343

30 September 2005

535

1770

21,684

30 June 2005

553

1801

21,846

31 March 2005

568

1838

22,159

31 December 2004

584

1850

22,231

31 December 2003

672

2031

22,734

30 June 2003

699

2122

25,221

31 December 2002

729

2137

24,330

31 December 2001

785

2129

21,012

31 December 2000

860

2065

17,679

1

1

Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.

DIA Director of Gambling Compliance, Mike Hill, says the

– with Auckland City second with 1749 machines or 8.32

ﬁgures show that the Gambling Act 2003 is controlling the

per cent. But greater Auckland, which includes Waitakere,

growth of gambling, one of the law’s purposes.

Manukau and North Shore cities, makes up almost 19 per

“The impact has been principally on the shape of the
industry, with a number of operators on the fringe, leaving

The Gambling Act 2003 introduced a much stricter

the sector,” Mr Hill said.“Returns per machine are starting

licensing regime and reduced limits on the numbers of

to grow as the sector becomes more efﬁcient.”

machines allowed in venues. In general, venues licensed

Machine numbers peaked in the June 2003 quarter before
the Gambling Act was passed. Since then gambling
operators have declined by 27 per cent from 699 to 513 at

at 17 October 2001 can have up to 18 machines, while
others can have up to nine. The Act also gave communities
a say, through their local authorities, which can make

March 06, venues are down by 19 per cent from 2122 to

policies preventing or limiting new venues and controlling

1721 and there were 17 per cent fewer machines, down

the expansion of existing venues.

from 25,221 to 21,026.

18

cent of the nation’s total with 3905 machines.

Further information, including numbers of venues and

Christchurch City, which now includes the Banks

machines by territorial authority and the changes in these

Peninsula District, has the most machines of any territorial

numbers, is available from the Department’s website:

authority – 2099 or almost 10 per cent of the nation’s total

www.dia.govt.nz
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GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

Andrew Secker

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Department reorganised its internal structure in
2004 and created a Regulation and Compliance Branch
that encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
compliance, local government services, ﬁre service
policy and identity services policy. For the sake of
simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector
are not included on this page.
Important changes for gambling regulation include
bringing management of Gambling, Censorship and
Racing Policy into the same branch, and separating
the management of gambling and censorship
compliance. As part of these changes the Gaming
and Censorship Regulation (GCR) group was separated
into two units, Gambling Compliance and Censorship
Compliance in 2005.

into the work done in the ﬁeld. This unit also does
technical work, such as setting standards and testing
requirements for gambling equipment.
Gregory Crott
National Manager Licensing and Compliance
This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance
of all gambling outside casinos. This includes gaming
machines in pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other
games of chance. Staff make decisions on licence
applications, carry out audits, conduct investigations
and receive public complaints.

• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Geoff Lawry

• Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington),
Neove Christoforou

• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. A signiﬁcant change the Department has
made is to disband what was a separate Policy Group,
and to bring this Policy team into the same branch as
the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance
staff. This means that policy and operational staff can
beneﬁt from each other’s knowledge and experience.

• Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington.
Debbie Despard
National Manager Casino Compliance
The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in
each of the country’s six casinos. They carry out audits,
ensure ongoing suitability of casino staff, investigate
incidents and gamblers’ complaints and ensure that the
casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with
the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so
that there is a constant ﬂow of information between the
staff involved in applying the law and those who develop
the law.
Kate Reid
Manager Gambling Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to
the Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in
the sector. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned

Maria Bradshaw

• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen.
Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and
ﬁnancial issues related to the governance and operation
of gaming sector people and organisations. It also
provides expertise and support to investigations and
audits across the group.

June 2006
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All gambling compliance staff can be
contacted by phoning the Department’s
tollfree number

The Department of Internal Affairs produces
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Gambling Compliance
Director appointed
A former career police ofﬁcer,
Mike Hill, has been appointed
to the new position of Director,
Gambling Compliance.

1 ALL GAMBLING
4 LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Most recently he was Area Commander for North

6 PUBS AND CLUBS
11 HARM PREVENTION
13 MEDIA RELEASES

Shore City Police.
Mr Hill will be responsible for delivering DIA’s
licensing, compliance, investigation and operational policy services under the
Gambling Act 2003.
DIA Deputy Secretary, Andrew Secker, said Mike would be a valuable addition
to the Department, helping it fulﬁl its obligations to the community.
“He brings extensive experience in key operational roles encompassing line
management responsibilities both in the Criminal Investigation Branch and

Index
December 2003 - March 2006
available on www.dia.govt.nz

general uniformed duties,” Mr Secker said.
Mr Hill, who took up his new position last month, said part of his brief is to
consider trying to get more stakeholder participation and co-operation in the
regulation and implementation of the Gambling Act.
“I am looking forward to working with the various stakeholder groups, which
are very important in the community and helping ensure that the Gambling
Act achieves its objectives,” Mr Hill said.
“Andrew and I are keen to ensure that the relationship between the
Department and the various sectors of the gambling industry continues
to develop at a professional, effective level. Through the Gambling Act,
Parliament has put in place an extensive scheme for ensuring that deﬁned
regulatory objectives are achieved.
“Our view is that the greatest compliance with the Act will come when the
industry generally accepts the need to comply. That requires communication
at all levels so that the industry understands what those regulatory measures
are, and we understand factors that affect the industry and may inﬂuence how
we implement a particular measure.”

continued over page
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Several forums have been established for this two-way

“Our aim is to achieve, with the industry’s co-operation

communication to occur. There are regular meetings with

and assistance, maximum voluntary compliance by

representatives of the Charity Gaming Association and

operators in the industry, allowing us to concentrate

SkyCity, for example, and a number of road shows have

our enforcement measures on the relatively few who do

been conducted throughout the country.

not comply,” Mike Hill said. “I will make sure that this

“We also actively take part in public forums such as
industry conferences and, towards the end of 2005, the

approach continues, and aim to have these relationships
become more imbedded and improve over time.

Department established a Gambling Regulation Forum

“I am encouraged by the willingness of most operators

involving all major representative bodies within the

and their representative organisations to do what is

industry, to discuss issues and approaches.

necessary to ensure that the industry as a whole has a
positive reputation for integrity and commitment to the
objectives of the Act. This can only improve if the industry
and we continue the dialogue that has been established
and we embrace a problem solving approach to issues
around compliance.”

Gambling Regulation Forum holds second meeting
Taking advantage of the presence of so many industry representatives in Auckland for the
New Zealand Gaming Expo in mid-February, the Gambling Regulation Forum followed up its
inaugural meeting held last November with a further meeting.
The Forum was proposed by the Department as a way for

There were two main topics for discussion at the February

representatives of key gambling industry bodies to meet

meeting. First, information was shared about trends in

regularly to discuss how the Gambling Act’s regulatory

gambling spending, amounts available for distribution to

scheme is being implemented. The bodies invited to send

authorised purposes, and the number of class 4 venues,

representatives include the six casinos, Charity Gaming

operators and gaming machines. (Those trends are

Association, Clubs New Zealand, New Zealand Returned

reported on in other articles in this edition.)

Services Association, Hospitality Association of New
Zealand, Australasian Gaming Machine Manufacturers
Association, and Gaming Machine Association of New
Zealand.

takes to regulation under the Act, and especially how it
seeks to achieve the greatest compliance with the Act
to achieve its purpose. Consultation with the industry

The Forum’s purpose is to contribute to achieving the

and winning its cooperation through persuasion is a

purpose of the Gambling Act by:

key component of this approach. It is expected that this

• Providing a regular opportunity to discuss and
exchange information about gambling regulatory
issues; and
• Informing and advising the Department on ways
to develop and implement regulatory measures
that will be effective without unduly interfering
with legitimate activities of licensees.
2

Second, the Department talked about the approach it
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information will provide a good foundation for many of
the discussions that will take place in the Forum at future
meetings.
The next meeting of the Forum is due to be held in June
this year.

ALL GAMBLING

Conducting Poker
There has been an upsurge in the popularity of poker throughout New Zealand following
widespread television and media coverage. The Department has received numerous
inquiries from members of the public and some venue operators as to the requirements
they must meet should they host a poker event.
As a general rule, poker tournaments or evenings, just

If these exclusions do not apply, the event will be

like any other form of gambling, can only be conducted

either class 2 or 3 gambling. Class 2 gambling has a

lawfully in New Zealand if the purpose behind them is to

total prize limit of up to $5000 and total turnover of no

raise funds for the community. Any proﬁt or commission

more than $25,000, while class 3 is gambling with total

to the organisers generated by a poker tournament may

prizes in excess of $5000. In these cases, the purpose

amount to a criminal offence and render the whole

of the gambling activity must be to raise money for an

tournament unlawful.

‘authorised purpose’ and the activity must be conducted

However, there are some exceptions to this general rule,
for example:
• If the activity is organised by one of the six
casinos in New Zealand, subject to the
restrictions of the Gambling Act.
• If the activity constitutes class 1 gambling. This category
applies when the gambling activity is low level (i.e.
turnover and prizes do not exceed $500). Generally,
all turnover must be applied to the winners or, if the
event is conducted by a society, all net proceeds are

by a society rather than an individual person.
If the activity falls under the deﬁnition of class 3 gambling,
it will ﬁrst require a licence. (See sections 27-32 of the
Act.) For such a licence to be issued, the Department
must assess the suitability of the organisers and other
relevant key persons.
Finally, poker tournaments that do not involve playing for
money (or any other consideration) may fall outside the
deﬁnition of gambling and, therefore, not be restricted
under the Act.

applied or distributed to an authorised purpose – that
is, a charitable or non-commercial purpose that beneﬁts
the community. No one may be paid commission or any
other form of remuneration for doing anything to run or
promote or help run or promote the activity. For further
requirements see section 22 of the Gambling Act.
• If the activity constitutes ‘private gambling’. Private
gambling is deﬁned in section 4 of the Gambling Act
as taking place at a private residence primarily as
a social event. There must be no advertising, no
admission fees, no deductions of any kind from a
participant’s stakes or winnings, no remuneration
or commission to the organiser and all stakes placed
must be distributed as rewards to the winners. See the
deﬁnition of ‘Private Gambling’ under section 4 of the
Act for further requirements.
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Territorial Authority Gambling Policies
and Consents
Territorial authorities will soon be reviewing their gambling venue policies.
Here are some guidelines to assist them and additional recommendations for
societies applying for territorial authority consents.
Sections 95, 96, 98-103 are the most relevant sections of

The territorial authority consent may or may not place a

the Gambling Act dealing with these requirements.

condition on gaming machine numbers. It may not place
other conditions.

A territorial authority must have a class 4 gambling (ie a
non-casino gaming machine) venue policy. This policy
must consider the social impact of gambling within its
district and must specify whether or not class 4 venues
may be established in the district, and, if so, where they
may be located. The policy may also specify restrictions
on the maximum number of machines that may be
operated at a class 4 venue. This policy can be adopted,
amended or replaced only through the use of the special
consultative procedure outlined in the Local Government
Act 2002.
Generally, a society must obtain a territorial authority
consent in the following circumstances:
• If a society proposes to increase the number of
machines that may be operated at a class 4 venue
(whether by way of an application for, or amendment

apply to the Minister for approval to operate up to 30
gaming machines at a venue that has a statutory limit
of 18 gaming machines. Section 96 allows a club that
is operating, or plans to operate, at a venue that has a
statutory limit of nine gaming machines to apply to the
Minister for approval to operate up to 18 machines. An
application to the Minister made under either section 95
or section 96 must include a territorial authority consent
for the proposed venue, and for the number of gaming
machines to be operated at the venue.
It is important that territorial authorities (and prospective
applicants) are aware of the requirements and process
steps in the Gambling Act that relate to their particular
situation.

to, a class 4 venue licence, and whether or not in

The Department of Internal Affairs has to check all licence

association with an application for ministerial discretion

applications to ensure that there is a valid territorial

under section 95 or section 96).

authority consent where required. Part of this scrutiny

• The ﬁrst time there is an application for a class 4 venue
licence for a venue for which a class 4 venue licence was
not held on 17 October 2001.
• If a society applies for a class 4 venue licence and a class
4 venue licence has not been held by any society for the
venue within the last six months.
A territorial authority must consider every application
for a territorial authority consent in accordance with its
gambling venue policy. The territorial authority cannot
issue a consent until its gambling venue policy is in
place. This policy must be reviewed at least every three
years and copies of the policy provided to the Secretary
for Internal Affairs.

4

Section 95 allows two or more clubs, if they merge, to
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may include assessing the validity of a consent in cases
where the relevant gambling venue policy does not appear
to permit the issuing of the consent. The Department may
also look at the validity of the Gambling Policy if it has
reason to suspect the required process steps in adopting
or altering a policy have not been adhered to.
We advise any applicant or Council with any doubt to seek
independent legal advice.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Some other hints:

For territorial authorities
• Make sure the wording of your policy clearly covers
every situation you intend it to cover. The policy should
clearly state how it would operate in every circumstance
envisaged by the Act, including, for example, club
applications under sections 95 and 96, and proposals for
a group to relocate from one venue to another.
• Ensure that your policy's wording is consistent with the

• Applicants should not assume that a consent,
Ministerial approval and/or gambling venue licence will
all be granted. We advise you not to commit ﬁnancial
resources to a venture until the relevant consent,
approval, and licence have been provided.
For further information on section 95 and 96 applications
and territorial authority consents in general, check out the
Fact Sheets on the Department of Internal Affairs website:
www.dia.govt.nz

Act – that it includes all elements that are required to

TAB Venue Policy

be included and does not take irrelevant considerations

Every territorial authority must also have a TAB venue

into account.

policy. Territorial authorities must also develop and review

• Make it clear whether you intend a policy to be
permissive or prescriptive, and ensure it is phrased
accordingly.
• Remember, what you think a policy allows may not

these policies through the use of the special consultative
procedure outlined in the Local Government Act 2002,
and have regard to the social impact of gambling in the
territorial authority district. They must be reviewed at
least every three years. The policy must specify whether

appear so to an independent reader. Mistakes in

the New Zealand Racing Board may establish new

drafting could be expensive to rectify at a future date.

stand-alone TABs (ie the policy does not deal with TABs

• Ensure changes to a gambling venue policy are

in pubs and clubs) in the district and, if so, where they

consulted on and documented in a manner that

may be located. The New Zealand Racing Board requires

complies with the relevant legislation.

a consent from the relevant territorial authority before it

• If in doubt seek legal advice.

establishes a new stand-alone TAB. Territorial authorities
should ensure that the wording of their policies clearly

For applicants for a territorial authority consent

covers every possible situation (for example, a proposal to

• It is essential that you seek independent legal advice as

relocate a TAB from one place to another).

soon as possible. This is a complex area of law.
• Ensure you clearly understand the process steps. Do you
require just a consent, or a consent plus approval from
the Minister?

There are some very speciﬁc steps for territorial authorities
to follow when making their TAB venue policies. The
relevant provisions are sections 65A to 65E of the Racing
Act 2003.

• Allow plenty of time for the consent and Ministerial
approval if applicable - do not set unrealistic deadlines
for building work, merger agreements etc.
• Ensure you give the territorial authority all
relevant information to enable it to consider your
application properly.

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s toll free number
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Working party meets on venue costs
The Venue Costs Working Party has held
several meetings, starting late last year.

The working party is a joint initiative of the

Its aim is to review the Venue Costs Gazette Notice

deliverable is a report to these three organisations with

that places exclusions and limits on payments made

recommendations on changes to the Notice. The working

in relation to class 4 venues. There have been several

party includes class 4 gambling operator and venue

changes that may affect venue cost limits since the Notice

operator representatives as well as DIA, CGA and HANZ.

came into place, for example, the introduction of harm
prevention and minimisation requirements in regulations.
The working party is also gathering information on the
effectiveness of the current limits and the wording and
structure of the Notice itself.
The aim is to reach a solution that is workable and that
encourages voluntary compliance as far as is consistent
with achieving the purposes of the Act.

Department, the Charity Gaming Association (CGA)
and the Hospitality Association (HANZ), and its main

Information gathering requirements have yet to be
ﬁnalised but the working party is expected to report back
in the second half of this calendar year.
The working party is an important aspect of consultation
on venue costs. However, its recommendations will not
be binding on the Secretary for Internal Affairs. Broader
consultation with the gambling sector and community
groups will take place before any proposed changes to the
Notice are implemented.

Getting ready for EMS
The Department of Internal Affairs has
conducted a series of road shows to prepare
societies for the roll-out of the Electronic
Monitoring System (EMS) beginning in May.
For venues to be ready societies must ensure:
• All gaming machines are QCOM compliant.
• Venues are prepared according to the Minimum
Technical requirements for EMS (i.e. cabling must
be prepared).
These responsibilities are to be completed six weeks
prior to the commissioning of each venue onto the
EMS (known as the Secretary Date on the EMS roll-out
schedule).

Information from the Department’s Licensing System
will be printed onto the Secretary’s Notice and checked
by an ofﬁcer of the Society to guarantee that there is no
discrepancy between information on the notice and the
actual gaming machines and/or jackpot equipment at
the venue.
As soon as a venue is connected to EMS, amendments
and changes can be made by submitting an application
to the DIA Licensing Team. Once approved, a gaming
machine technician can implement the changes.
Immediately following “roll-over” to EMS, changes to the
conﬁguration of gaming machines and gaming rooms
could be delayed if demand is high. There will be a
process for technicians to liaise with the EMS Helpdesk.
This process will be sent to both societies and gaming

Venue Freeze

machine service providers before EMS is rolled out.

Six weeks prior to connection, QCOM and cabling activity

The Department will advise licence holders of key dates,

at venues will be frozen to allow EMS to identify each

impacts and activities.

gaming machine by make, serial number, game, game
variation and BVN.

More information can be found in the “EMS Update”
newsletter produced by the Department and sent to all
licensed societies and venues.
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No inﬂuence on funding

Competitive quotes

“The Department of Internal Affairs has
no inﬂuence over the allocation of gaming
machine proceeds to the community,”
Deputy Secretary Regulation and
Compliance, Andrew Secker, says.

Are competitive quotes required to support
funding applications?

“Recent public comment, suggesting it does, is
incorrect,” he added.
“The Department’s role is to ensure that gambling
controls are applied so that net gaming machine proceeds
for the community are maximised.

Societies can insist on more than one quote where they
cannot ascertain that the single quote is competitive and
where the applicant provides no other evidence that the
requested sum of money is appropriate.
The old Gaming Licence Conditions used plural
language, which required applications to be supported by
“competitive quotes or other evidence,” but regulation 16
(c) of the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations
2004, made under the Gambling Act 2003, uses the

“The Gambling Act 2003, like the Gaming and

singular form when it requires societies to obtain “a

Lotteries Act before it, says only that grants must be

competitive quote or other evidence that the sum of

made for authorised purposes and it is the corporate

money sought by the applicant is appropriate”.

societies that are gaming machine operators who
decide which authorised purposes they will apply
or distribute proﬁts to.

The simplest way for a net proceeds committee to tell if
a quote is competitive is to compare it to other quotes.
Committee members might also compare it with similar

“The Department’s job is to ensure that money intended

grants made to other applicants or even rely on their own

for the community gets there, without playing a role in

experience and knowledge if it is extensive enough.

deciding which parts of the community beneﬁt – as long
as the money is used for an authorised purpose.”

If the applicant provided only one quote and the
committee members have no way of determining its

According to ﬁgures provided to the Department, gaming

competitiveness then the committee must, in some other

machine operators on commercial sites (mainly pubs)

way, be satisﬁed as to its appropriateness. The onus is on

granted more money to community purposes in the years

the society to require evidence of appropriateness and it

2003/04 and 2004/05 than in any other year (about $300m

can require the applicant to present evidence that the sum

each).“Indications are that 2005/06 will be the third-

requested is appropriate.

highest year on record,” Andrew Secker said.

Societies are advised to keep a written record of why the
net proceeds committee determines the sum of money
sought by the applicant is appropriate.

March 2005
2006
September
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Cessation Audits
Gaming machine societies may reach a
point when they can no longer operate as
a society.
This may be because:
• The society no longer wishes to continue its
involvement in gambling; or
• The Department refuses to renew the society’s class 4
operator’s licence; or
• The Department cancels the society’s class 4 operator’s
licence; or
• The class 4 operator’s licence has expired.
The society’s obligation to apply or distribute the net
proceeds from gambling is not affected by the surrender
of their class 4 operator’s licence (section 63 of the
Gambling Act).

bona ﬁdes of the grant recipients.

Who will be audited?
All societies (including clubs) that wind up their gaming
machine operation will have their ﬁnal set of accounts
audited by the Department. For a club, unless it is the club
winding up, they need to report only on the winding up of
the gaming machine operation and provide a ﬁnal set of
audited accounts to the Department.

What documentation should be provided to the
Department for the audit?
The following documentation should be provided for all
cessation audits:
• A ﬁnal audited set of ﬁnancial statements for the
gaming machine operation, plus a copy of the society’s
audited ﬁnancial statements for the past relevant
ﬁnancial period. Note: A three-month period is
considered a suitable time frame from the date of the

All societies are obliged to wind up their affairs in

licence surrender to when a ﬁnal set of audited accounts

accordance with their rules (constitution) and the

should be produced.

Companies’ (Wind Up) Rules. That means they are
required to provide a ﬁnal set of audited ﬁnancial
statements showing how their assets have been
realised, liabilities extinguished and the remaining funds
distributed to the community, in accordance with their
authorised purpose statement.
When this occurs the society is required by the Gambling

• The name and contact details of the acquirer of the
gaming machines, along with details as to the means of
disposal. These details are required within 20 working
days of disposing of a gaming machine.
• Details of the ﬁnal distribution of the net proceeds (i.e.
list of grant recipients and the amount of each grant).

Act [section 111(1)(b)] to provide to the Department

For further information and to view suggested format for

ﬁnancial details relating to the sale of assets and the

ﬁnal wind up statements refer to our website:

subsequent payment of funds to authorised purposes.

www.dia.govt.nz

What is a cessation audit?
A cessation audit is a review of the ﬁnal ﬁnancial

Orders regarding application or distribution of
net proceeds

statement detailing the winding up of the gaming

Section 112 of the Gambling Act allows the Department

machine operation. In some circumstances it may be

to seek a court order for the application or distribution of

necessary for the Department to check a random

any money that is not applied or distributed when a group

selection of grant recipients to ensure the ﬁnal

winds up. Gaming machine operators should bear in

distribution of net proceeds did in fact occur, and the

mind that this section also empowers the courts to make
orders to recover money that has been improperly paid
out, applied or distributed.
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Signage checklist
Calls to our gambling compliance unit suggest venues would appreciate a concise list
of what signs need to be displayed at Class 4 venues. Signage requirements are
spread throughout the Gambling Act, game rules and regulations. This checklist
should assist operators:
SIGNS / NOTICES REQUIRED TO BE DISPLAYED AT CLASS 4 VENUES
LICENCE DETAILS

HARM PREVENTION & MINIMISATION

(Section 82 of the Act, Venue Licence Conditions)

(Section 308 of the Act, HP & M Regulation 11)

4Venue Licence, including the commencement and

expiry dates of the Venue Licence
4Contact details of the holder of the venue licence
4 That complaints regarding the conduct of gambling at

the venue, or the conduct of the society holding the
operator’s licence, can be made to the Secretary

plus if the society distributes most of its net proceeds to

4 That the venue has a policy for identifying problem

gamblers
4 That a copy of the policy will be made available on

request
4 Encouraging players to gamble at levels they can afford
4 How to seek assistance for problem gambling.

the community:

Venues must also make available:

4How and where to apply for a grant

4 Pamphlets about the odds of winning

4Where to complain if a grant application is unsuccessful

4 Information on the characteristics of problem gambling

4A statement that venue personnel are not allowed to be

involved in decisions concerning grants, or to manage or
provide applications for grants to the community.

and how to seek advice.
(Sample posters and pamphlets are available on the DIA
website or you can use your own.)

NET PROCEEDS

JACKPOTS

(Net Proceeds regulation 7)

(Game Rule 35 where any linked jackpot system is

4 Inform players that information regarding the

application and distribution of net proceeds may be

installed)
4 Player instruction notices.

obtained:
a) from the licence holder’s website
b) by contacting the licence holder.

Signage must include the website address
(if applicable) and contact details.
Note that all licence holders who distribute most of their
net proceeds to the community must have a website.
(N.B. This signage may be incorporated in the signage
required under Section 82 of the Act)

March 2005
2006
September
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Check your websites for jackpot advertising
Venues are reminded to check their
websites and, if necessary, update them to
ensure they comply with recent regulations
restricting the advertising of jackpots.

Regulation 9 bans the advertising of jackpots outside a

The Department is aware of numerous instances where

that explicitly or implicitly conveys the impression that

this has not happened.

there is a gaming machine jackpot at the venue.

Regulations 9 and 10 of the Gambling (Harm Prevention

The term “publish” includes publishing in an electronic

and Minimisation) Regulations 2004 took effect on 1

medium such as websites, on-line telephone

October 2005.

directories etc.

Class 4 banking
requirements

Terminology explained

Regulations have been approved making
it clear that gaming machine proﬁts
must be banked within ﬁve working days
of calculation.
The Gambling (Class 4 Banking) Regulations 2006 were

venue that can be seen or heard outside the venue.
Regulation 10 requires that the word “jackpot” (or any
other similar word or get-up) not be published in a way

One of our readers has asked the
Department to explain what exactly we
meant when we referred to operators’
“gross proﬁts” in the December 2005
issue of Gambits.

Gazetted on 9 March and come into force 28 days later.

John Markland, Manager of Gaming, Racing and

They replace a current licence condition and provide

Censorship Policy replies:

that venues must bank gaming machine proﬁts within
ﬁve working days starting on the day that the proﬁts
are calculated.

Gross proﬁt (of the gambling operator), Revenue,
Expenditure or Player Losses are all the same thing.
They are the total amount players have actually spent

The regulations and proposed changes to Game Rules

– turnover minus prizes. From gross proﬁt, the operators

will mean that gaming machine proﬁts from the previous

pay taxes and running costs and then distribute what is

week will be calculated on a Monday and must be banked

left – the Net Proceeds – to authorised purposes.

by close of business Friday. When the working week is
shortened by statutory holidays, gaming machine proﬁts
must be banked by the end of the next working day.

10
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Turnover is the total amount wagered, including all
credits played.

HARM PREVENTION

Harm prevention guidelines approved for
Operational Policy team
The Operational Policy unit of the Gambling Compliance Group has recently
conﬁrmed internal policy guidelines related to harm prevention, harm minimisation
and responsible gambling.
The guidelines provide the operational policy team
with a coherent framework in which it can identify and
determine appropriate regulatory responses to any harm
prevention, harm minimisation and responsible gambling
implications arising from internal or external gambling
initiatives or developments, including new technology.

• The Operational Policy unit’s approach to working with
uncertainty
• A set of decision-making criteria/questions, derived
from the above that can be applied to any relevant issue
identiﬁed either internally or externally.
The guidelines are derived from the Act and associated

The document sets out the position on gambling harm

regulations, the principles and processes of administrative

as deﬁned in the Gambling Act 2003 (“the Act”) and any

law and best practice in regard to good regulation.

associated regulations. The guidelines comprise:

While the policy guidelines are for the Department’s

• Relevant statutory provisions under the Act and any
associated regulations that operational policy regularly
acts in reference to
• A set of principles based on the Act and associated
regulations, best practice principles of public policy
development and administrative law

internal use, gambling providers and other stakeholders
may ﬁnd it useful to understand the parameters within
which we must work and the sorts of considerations we
take into account when assessing gambling initiatives.
They can be viewed under Services, Casinos and
Gambling in Pubs and Clubs (Class 4), on the DIA
website: www.dia.govt.nz

• A set of grounds upon which we base our approach to
gambling, including problem gambling

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Working to reduce Exclusion Order breaches
As part of the Department’s risk based,
targeted approach to compliance, the
Casino Compliance Unit has collected
data related to breaches of exclusion
orders during the period January
2005 - December 2005.
We hope to use the information to help us work with
operators and other interested parties to reduce the
number of breaches of exclusion orders. It is also
expected that this data may be used for policy
development in this area.

• A signiﬁcant number of those who breach exclusion
orders are relatively young (20-25 years)
• A signiﬁcant proportion of breaches are committed by
Asian gamblers.
Based on this data some initiatives we are exploring
include:
• Ways to improve exclusion order processes for young
gamblers
• Whether exclusion processes can be improved to
account for Asian cultural factors eg language
• Whether reminder letters sent at standard intervals

While the Department acknowledges that there are

(eg at one and six months) to those excluded would

limitations in the data collected and that, therefore, it is

improve compliance

too early to make any deﬁnitive conclusions, some early
analysis has raised some interesting points:
• A signiﬁcant proportion of breaches occur one to six
months after they are issued

• How to encourage patrons to recognise their behaviour
and self-exclude
• Working more closely with Asian Problem
Gambling Providers.

• Imposed exclusion orders are less successful than selfidentiﬁed exclusions
• Most people breach once; multiple breaches are rare

Problem gambling advisory group meets in Auckland
The Expert Advisory Group on Preventing
and Minimising Gambling Harm has followed
up its inaugural meeting held last October
in Wellington with a second meeting
in Auckland.

Topics of discussion included the precautionary approach

Some 20 representatives from the gambling and

harm. The Ministry sought input from the group at the

hospitality industries, researchers, problem gambling

previous meeting on research priorities.

treatment and public health organisations, community

The advisory group meetings also provide a forum for

groups and local government met with the Department
and the Ministry of Health in February to give advice
and feedback on both agencies’ initiatives to address
gambling harm.
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adopted by the Department, planning for a social
marketing programme to prevent gambling harm, and the
collection and dissemination of statistical information.
The Ministry also fed back on progress with the
implementation of a research plan on gambling-related

discussion between key groups on broader issues and
concerns around gambling and problem gambling.
The next meeting is in Wellington in June.

MEDIA RELEASES

Sentinel Trust licence cancelled
Sentinel Community Trust of Manukau has
lost its licence to operate gaming machines.

The Trust operates in the Huntly Hotel, Waikato and

This follows the Trust’s decision not to proceed with

societies last year.

its appeal to the Gambling Commission against the

Arthur Daley’s Tavern, Dunedin, with 18 machines in
each. Five Sentinel venues transferred to other
DIA began investigating the Trust after complaints from

cancellation of its licence by the Department in

several community groups that they had not received

December 2005.

grants already approved.

DIA Deputy Secretary, Andrew Secker, says the Trust

Andrew Secker said DIA had several concerns about the

was told to cease operating gaming machines in their

gambling operations of the Trust and investigations into

remaining venues immediately and remove them as

its affairs are continuing.

soon as possible.

Gambling spending drops in 2004/05 year
Statistics for 2004/05 suggest that
the amount New Zealanders spend on
gambling may have peaked, for the time
being at least.

“While the reduction is less than one per cent, it is only
the second time in at least 25 years that total spending
has fallen from one year to the next,” Mr Markland said.
“More signiﬁcantly, it is the ﬁrst time that either noncasino gaming machine spending or casino spending has
dropped. This is important because we know that gaming

Annual gambling expenditure ﬁgures showed that

machines, including casino gaming machines, are the

spending on the main forms of gambling fell by 0.6 per

most harmful form of gambling.”

cent, from a record high of $2.039 billion in 2003/04, to
$2.027 billion in 2004/05, the Department of Internal
Affairs’ Gaming Policy Manager, John Markland, said.

Overall spending in 2004/05 on gambling was made up of:

Gambling product

2004/05 Spending (Player Losses)

Increase/Decrease from 2003/04

Racing and sports betting

$247m

+3.3%

Lotteries Commission products

$280m

-0.7%

Non-casino gaming machines

$1.027 billion

-0.8%

Casinos

$472m

-2.5%

Total spending

$2.027 billion

-0.6%

continued over page
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from previous page

Mr Markland said that 2004/05 seems to have been a

Key objectives of the Act are to: control the growth of

year of two halves, as a result of the new regulatory

gambling, prevent and limit the harm that can be caused

environment introduced by the Gambling Act 2003 and its

by gambling, limit opportunities for crime and dishonesty,

associated regulations, and the smoke-free legislation that

and ensure that money from gambling beneﬁts the

came into force on 10 December 2004.

community.

“There are indications that spending on non-casino

The ‘revenue’ or ‘gross proﬁt’ of a gambling operator is

gaming machine and casino gambling increased a little

the same as gamblers’ ‘spending’ or ‘expenditure’. It is

in the ﬁrst half of 2004/05, before falling below the

the difference between the total amount wagered and the

equivalent 2003/04 ﬁgures in the second half of the year.

total amount paid back or credited to gamblers in prizes.

This reverses the usual pattern,” Mr Markland said.
“Spending now appears to have settled at a level a little
below the record 2003/04 year.

community purposes than any other form of gambling.
The amount paid to community purposes depends not

“This suggests that non-casino gaming machine spending

only on the revenue of gaming machine operators, but

in 2005/06 (the current year) might be just below $1

also on the costs taken out of, and any misappropriation

billion, rather than just above it. Even so, that would

from, that revenue.

be considerably more than double the amount players
spent on pub and club machines in the year 2000 ($450
million).”
Mr Markland said that the detail, accuracy and timeliness
of the non-casino gaming machine expenditure statistics
would be greatly enhanced from the end of March 2007,
when all machines will be connected to a new electronic
monitoring system.
“In the meantime, though, trends in all the gambling
statistics, including the expenditure statistics and gaming
machine numbers, look positive in terms of the objectives
of the Gambling Act 2003, which include controlling the
growth of gambling,” Mr Markland said.

Background
Further details on gambling expenditure are available
in the table Gambling Statistics 1981-2005 and their
explanatory notes.
The Gambling Act 2003 was passed on 18 September
2003, with lead-in periods for most of its provisions. The
Act came fully into force on 1 July 2004. It accepts that
gambling is a harmless entertainment for many, and
a source of considerable community funding. It also
recognises that gambling causes harm to some gamblers
and to those around them.
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Gaming machines are also the most harmful form of
gambling in New Zealand:
• In 2004, over 80 per cent of people who received help
from problem gambling intervention services for the
ﬁrst time, said that their main problem was non-casino
gaming machines.
• Another eight per cent said that their main problem was
casino gaming machines.
• About one in ﬁve regular gaming machine players has a
gambling problem.
• More than 20 per cent of gaming machine revenue
comes from people with gambling problems.
• Most gaming machines are located in the
poorest areas.
The number of non-casino gaming machines declined
from 25,221 as at 30 June 2003 to 21,846 as at 30 June
2005. The number of non-casino gaming machine venues
declined from 2,122 to 1,801 over the same period.

GAMBLING EXPENDITURE STATISTICS 1981 - 2005
Actual dollars (non-inﬂation adjusted) for gambling operators’ ﬁnancial year-end
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
$m
RACING
Expenditure 106

127

140

152

164

181

211

220

232

230

222

203

198

199

209

211

217

220

225

227

224

228

234

239

247

Dividends

432

479

532

578

602

655

764

802

848

815

789

717

704

712

746

822

914

928

921

931

919

955

973

994

1026

Turnover

537

606

672

730

767

836

975

1022 1080 1045 1012 920

901

910

954

1034 1131 1148 1145 1158 1143 1182 1207 1232 1273

NZ LOTTERIES COMMISION
Expenditure 26

28

28

39

40

38

38

95

194

252

246

250

247

270

275

281

285

288

288

277

268

251

239

282

280

Prizes

37

41

42

58

61

58

60

124

239

292

288

305

311

338

348

344

348

351

356

348

337

309

301

347

350

Turnover

62

68

70

97

101

98

98

219

433

544

534

556

558

608

623

626

633

639

644

625

606

561

540

629

630

107

110

122

145

171

197

230

292

360

450

597

777

941

1035 1027

40

117

241

245

294

343

369

410

457

484

695

806

973

1045` 1167 1297 1459 1667 1871 2039 2027

Gaming Machines (outside Casinos)
Expenditure
Casinos
Expenditure

472

Total
Expenditure 132

155

168

191

204

221

249

315

426

482

575

563

567

614

CAVEAT:

This table must be read in conjuction with the explanations page.

DISCLAIMER:

The Department of Internal Affairs has compiled these statistics largely using information from gambling operators and 3rd party sources.
Different information sources have been cross-checked against each other as an aid to accuracy.
Nevertheless the Department takes no responsibility for any decisions made on the basis of these statistics.

Explanations
(the Department’s Gambling Expenditure Statistics 1981-2005 table
must be read in conjunction with this page)

NZ Lotteries Commission ﬁgures for 1989 are for 15 months as its
ﬁnancial year-end changed from 31 March to 30 June.

Turnover is the total (gross) amount wagered by punters. This ﬁgure
is published by the Lotteries Commission and by the TAB for the
racing industry. It includes a “churn” factor or re-investment where
the same dollar is counted more than once. This is particularly
relevant for rapid re-investment forms of gaming like gaming
machines or race betting. E.g. if a player has $20 to spend on a
gaming machine and plays until the full $20 is lost it is likely that
this $20 will be recorded on the machine’s meters as $120 or more of
turnover (gross amount wagered). Turnover is not an indicator of the
amount spent by players or of the proﬁt of the operator.

Gaming machine and casino data are estimated using aggregate
gaming duty ﬁgures plus information collected by the Department.
The duty rate of 20% is used to estimate gaming machine
expenditure. Gaming machine turnover is calculated by applying
a percentage return to players to the expenditure estimate, of 83%
from 1989 - 1991, 85% 1992-1996 and 88% from 1997 inclusive
resulting in turnover or gross amount wagered for 1991: $632m;
1992: $732m; 1993: $815m; 1994: $965m; 1995: $1,138m; 1996:
$1,313m; 1997: $1,913m; 1998: $2,400m; 1999: $3,000m; 2000:
$3,747m; 2001: $4,978m; 2002: $6,478m; 2003: $7,845m; 2004:
$8,625m; 2005: $8,558m.

Expenditure and Gross Proﬁt are interchangeable terms that mean
gross amount wagered minus the amount paid out or credited as
prizes or dividends. Expenditure is the amount lost or spent by
players or the gross proﬁt of the gaming operator. In the above
example, the gross proﬁt calculated by the machine meters will be
$20.
Financial year-end: Most gambling operators have a balance date
of 30 June. Where the balance date differs (e.g. racing at 31 July) the
ﬁgures shown are as at the balance date.
Racing data include the introduction of new products, namely from
1996 inclusive ﬁxed odds & totalisator sports betting and from 1997
inclusive ﬁxed odds race betting. Sports betting turnover included
in the turnover totals was 1996: $4.8m; 1997: $33.8m; 1998: $50.0m;
1999: $61.2m; 2000: $66.5m; 2001: $67.0m; 2002: $104.9m; 2003:
$114.4m; 2004: $104.9m; 2005: $99.9m. Data for 1996 and onwards
are therefore not strictly comparable with previous years.

Casino estimated gross amount wagered for 1995: $313m;
1996: $914m; 1997: $1,883m; 1998: $1,914m; 1999: $2,297m;
2000: $2,858m; 2001: $3,075m; 2002: $3,417m; 2003: $3,805m;
2004: $4,033m; 2005: $3936m. 1995 includes a part year trading
by Christchurch Casino, 1996 by Sky City Auckland, 2000 by
Queenstown’s Wharf Casino and the Dunedin Casino, 2001 by Sky
City Queenstown, and 2003 by Sky City Hamilton.
Totals may differ from the sum of column entries because of
rounding.
(Revised 10 January 2006 – Gaming, Racing and
Censorship Policy)
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Further reduction in gambling facilities
The latest quarterly gambling licensing statistics for pubs and clubs show a continuing
decline in the number of licence holders, venues and gaming machines.
DIA Deputy Secretary, Andrew Secker, said the three

“These ﬁgures indicate that the Gambling Act 2003 is

categories showed a further decline on the September

achieving one of its objectives – controlling the growth

quarter and, in the year to December 31 2005, there were

of gambling,” Mr Secker said. “The trends started, or

10 per cent fewer class 4 licence holders, almost six per

accelerated, after the Act was passed in September 2003.”

cent fewer venues and a four per cent drop in the number
of gaming machines.

Licensed gambling operations in pubs and clubs
Date

Licence holders

Venues

Gaming machines

31 December 2005

526

1,747

21,343

30 September 2005

535

1,770

21,684

30 June 2005

653

1,801

21,846

31 December 2004

584

1,850

22,231

31 December 2003

672

2,031

22,734

30 June 2003

699

2,122

25,221

31 December 2002

729

2,137

24,330

31 December 2001

785

2,129

21,012

31 December 2000

860

2,065

17,679

1

Machine numbers peaked in the June 2003 quarter before the Gambling Act was passed. Since then licence holders
have declined 25 per cent from 699 to 526 at December 05, venues are down by 18 per cent from 2122 to 1747 and there
were 15 per cent fewer machines, down from 25,221 to 21,343.
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Sports Clubs 4%
RSAs 6%

Single-Site Societies 1%

Chartered Clubs 11%
Multi-Site Societies 78%

New Categories: Total Number of Gaming machines at 31 December 2005: 21,343

“The drop in the number of operators was most

The Act introduced a much stricter licensing regime and

signiﬁcant in the non-club sector. The number of these

reduced limits on the numbers of machines allowed in

pub-based operators declined by a third, from 120 at June

venues. In general, venues licensed at 17 October 2001

2003 to 80 at December 2005,” Mr Secker said.

can have up to 18 machines, while others can have up to

“Despite this signiﬁcant decline, information they have
provided to the Department indicates that they gave out
record amounts of money to community purposes in both
2003-04 and 2004-05, around $300 million in each year.
“We think there is likely to be more consolidation in the
pub-based sector. Fewer operators should mean that
overall costs go down, because there are fewer fees and
salaries to pay, fewer ofﬁces, cars, computers, phones and

nine. The Act also gave communities a say, through their
local authorities, which can make policies preventing or
limiting new venues and controlling the expansion of
existing venues.
Further information, including numbers of venues and
machines by territorial authority and the changes in these
numbers, is available from the Department’s website:
www.dia.govt.nz

faxes to pay for, and so on. When the number of operators
drops, the remaining operators beneﬁt from economies of
scale. The average number of venues for each pub-based
operator grew from under 13 to more than 16 between
June 2003 and December 2005. Reducing costs in this way
could maintain a good return to the community even if
the amount players spend on the machines is reduced.”

continued over page
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Gambling spending drops

“Non-casino gaming machine spending fell by 0.8 per

The licensing statistics follow recently-released gambling

cent, from $1.035 billion in 2003-04 to $1.027 billion in

expenditure ﬁgures for 2004-05, which showed that total
spending on the main forms of gambling – racing and
sports betting, Lotteries Commission products, noncasino gaming machines and casinos - fell marginally
from the previous year.
“Spending in 2003-04 was at a record high of $2.039

2004-05. Our estimates to date suggest that 2005-06
will be the third-highest year on record, about 8 per cent
below the record 2003-04 year. However, the degree to
which this is reﬂected in reduced payouts for community
purposes, if at all, will depend on how successfully gaming
machine operators minimise their costs.”

billion,” Andrew Secker said, “and in 2004-05 this
dropped to $2.027 billion.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector,
including details of gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
• funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law •
• application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Andrew Secker

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Department reorganised its internal structure in
2004 and created a Regulation and Compliance Branch
that encompasses all the roles where the Department
is, in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
compliance, local government services, ﬁre service
policy and identity services policy. For the sake of
simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector
are not included on this page.
Important changes for gambling regulation include
bringing management of Gambling, Censorship and
Racing Policy into the same branch, and separating
the management of gambling and censorship
compliance. As part of these changes the Gaming
and Censorship Regulation (GCR) group was separated
into two units, Gambling Compliance and Censorship
Compliance in 2005.

into the work done in the ﬁeld. This unit also does
technical work, such as setting standards and testing
requirements for gambling equipment.
Gregory Crott
National Manager Licensing and Compliance
This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance
of all gambling outside casinos. This includes gaming
machines in pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other
games of chance. Staff make decisions on licence
applications, carry out audits, conduct investigations
and receive public complaints.

• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Geoff Lawry

• Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington),
(to be advised)

• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. A signiﬁcant change the Department has
made is to disband what was a separate Policy Group,
and to bring this Policy team into the same branch as
the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance
staff. This means that policy and operational staff can
beneﬁt from each other’s knowledge and experience.

• Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington
Debbie Ferris
National Manager Casino Compliance
The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in
each of the country’s six casinos. They carry out audits,
ensure ongoing suitability of casino staff, investigate
incidents and gamblers’ complaints and ensure that the
casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Mike Hill
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with
the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so
that there is a constant ﬂow of information between the
staff involved in applying the law and those who develop
the law.
Kate Reid
Manager Gambling Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to
the Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in
the sector. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned

Maria Bradshaw

• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen
Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and
ﬁnancial issues related to the governance and operation
of gaming sector people and organisations. It also
provides expertise and support to investigations and
audits across the group.
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Department applies to suspend
Dunedin Casino licence
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The Department applied to the Gambling Commission on
9 November 2005 for an order to suspend the Dunedin
Casino Operator’s licence.
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The application followed an investigation into the Casino’s actions in

13 ALL GAMBLING

years imprisonment after admitting stealing approximately $470,000.

15 KEY CONTACTS

respect of a local woman who, in December 2004, was sentenced to three
She is alleged to have used the fraudulently obtained funds to ﬁnance a
gambling problem.
The application is brought under Section 144 of the Gambling Act 2003,
which states:

Index

The Secretary [for Internal Affairs] may apply to the Gambling Commission

December 2003 - December 2005
available on www.dia.govt.nz

satisﬁed that—

for an order that a casino licence be suspended or cancelled if the Secretary is
(a) the licence holder is breaching or has breached this Act or a condition of the
licence or minimum operating standards.
Under Section 146 (2) of the Act the Commission can grant an order for a
suspension for up to six months.

Harm prevention and minimisation requirements
Casino operators have a variety of harm minimisation responsibilities
under the casino licence conditions, the Gambling Act and Harm
Prevention and Minimisation regulations. These include the requirement
for the casino to have a policy about identifying problem gamblers and to
take all reasonable steps to use that policy.
Casino policies contain clear guidelines for staff to assist them to identify
problem gamblers and clear processes for excluding problem gamblers.
Casino operators’ policies are clearly set out. In order to comply it is
essential for operators to follow their own procedures in dealing with
issues related to problem gamblers.

www.dia.govt.nz

HARM PREVENTION

Exclusion Orders – some guidelines
The Gambling Act 2003 introduced a range of measures to prevent and minimise harm
caused by gambling, including exclusion orders.
Exclusion orders have a dual purpose - to inform gamblers and gambling providers about
the risks of problem gambling and to provide practical means for managing problem
gambling behaviour.
Exclusion orders – what they are
The Gambling Act (“the Act”) provides for two types
of exclusion order.
Self-exclusion orders, under Section 310 of the

that discourages other players from requesting they
be excluded from the gambling area of the venue
• It does not reﬂect the Act, which requires problem

Act, provide gamblers who believe they may be

gambling to be dealt with, in the ﬁrst instance, through

experiencing gambling-related difﬁculties with the

information and exclusions, not trespass orders

option to exclude themselves from the gambling area
of a particular venue or a number of particular venues.
Exclusion orders, under Section 309 of the Act, allow
gambling providers to exclude from the venue’s
gambling area a person who they believe, on reasonable
grounds, is a problem gambler.
Exclusion orders are one part of a broader set of

• It normally removes the person from the venue
altogether while an exclusion order, depending on
the deﬁned “gambling area” for a given venue, may
allow the person to remain at the venue for purposes
other than gambling.

Who can issue exclusion orders?

initiatives under the Act, designed to ensure that

Exclusion orders can be issued by:

gambling environments are safe, harm arising from

• A class 4 venue manager

gambling is prevented or minimised and that gambling
providers facilitate responsible gambling environments

• The holder of a casino operator’s licence

for patrons.

• A person acting on behalf of either of the above.

Exclusion orders – what they are not

A person acting on behalf of either a venue manager or

Exclusion orders are not a disciplinary tool to be used

casino licence holder is most likely to be an employee

punitively. Nor are they the same as trespass orders
issued under the Trespass Act. The practical effect
of a trespass order is similar to an exclusion order
in that it removes the person from the venue. But it
is undesirable to issue a trespass order in lieu of an
exclusion order because:
• A trespass order removes a person without
addressing the person’s gambling behaviour
• It does not provide the person with information about

2

• It may be seen as a punitive, disciplinary measure

at the venue, for example a Duty Manager, or Host
Responsibility Advocate.
However, any person who can demonstrate authority
to act on behalf of the venue manager or casino
licence holder is entitled to issue an exclusion order.
The Department is aware of at least one venue that
appointed a treatment provider to act on its behalf
and issue exclusion orders. For the exclusion order
to be enforceable, however, there should be clear

the risks or consequences of gambling including

evidence of the person’s right to act on behalf of the

problem gambling

particular venue.
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This might be a letter from the venue to the nominated
person, or an exclusion order that clearly notes the
person’s authority to act on behalf of the venue
manager or casino licensee.
It is important to remember that exclusion orders must
relate to a particular person and a particular venue or
series of particular venues.

• By writing to or telephoning a particular venue or
series of venues, requesting that each venue issue
the person with an exclusion order.
The venue manager, casino licensee or any person
acting on their behalf must, upon request, issue the
exclusion order to the person making the request. It is
always useful to obtain a photo of the person so that

Examples:

he or she can be identiﬁed if they attempt to enter the

• A venue manager (or person acting on their behalf)

venue in breach of an exclusion order. Where a person

for a particular class 4 venue can issue an exclusion

makes the request in writing or over the telephone, it

order for his/her venue.

is reasonable to request two forms of identiﬁcation to

• A venue manager (or person acting on their behalf)
cannot issue an exclusion order for a venue with
which they are not formally associated or authorised
to act for.
• A society or trust cannot issue an exclusion order that
covers all its venues to a person unless it has been
authorised by each particular venue manager.
• A casino licence holder (or person acting on their
behalf) can issue an exclusion order for his/her
venue. If a casino licence holder holds a licence
for more than one casino, then they may issue an

conﬁrm their identity and address.

Third party notiﬁcation
Third party notiﬁcation is when a party other than the
patron concerned notiﬁes a gambling provider that a
particular patron may be experiencing difﬁculties with
gambling at the venue.
If a person other than a problem gambler requests
an exclusion order for a patron known to them, you
cannot issue an exclusion order simply on the basis of
that request. First you have to satisfy yourself that the

exclusion order for each of the casinos for which

person may be a problem gambler. It is reasonable to:

they hold a licence.

• Thank the requester for the information

• A person who is not an employee of a venue, but
can prove that they are acting on behalf of a venue
manager, can issue an exclusion order for each of the
venues they have been authorised to act for.

Do people have to visit a venue in order to be
excluded from it?
A person can request to be excluded from a
particular venue:
• By visiting a venue, identifying themselves as a

• Assure them that the information they provide will
be treated in conﬁdence
• Ask for the name and any available identiﬁcation of
the patron
• Advise the requester that the venue has a policy for
identifying actual or potential problem gamblers
• Inform the requester that the venue will assess
the behaviour of the patron against its policy and

problem gambler, and asking that they be excluded

approach the patron if their behaviour indicates

from that particular venue.

actual or potential harm arising from gambling.

continued over page
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One of the most common indicators of problem gambling
is notiﬁcation from a relation, friend or family member
of the patron.
Alternatively, if staff know the patron, you may wish to

Regulation 12 of the Gambling (Harm Prevention and

advise that the patron will be approached and provided

Minimisation) Regulations 2004 requires trained staff to

with problem gambling information.
• Provide the requester with problem gambling
information and details of how to obtain support for
problem gambling
• Provide the requester with a copy of your policy.
It is unacceptable to:
• Say there is nothing you can do
• Ignore the advice
• Discuss the personal details of the patron concerned
unless the patron has given permission to do so.

• Information on the characteristics and potential risks
of problem gambling
• Contacts for problem gambling treatment providers
• A reminder that a person can self-exclude, or be
excluded from the venue on the initiative of the venue
manager, casino licensee or person acting on their behalf.
When a person arrives at a venue and requests that
they be excluded, the above information should be
provided to the person.
When a person requests exclusion by some other
means, it is good practice to send the above information

If you tell the requester you will keep an eye on the

to them, perhaps as a pamphlet.

patron, you have an obligation in good faith to do

In all instances where a person requests that they be

so. The Act requires you to do this anyway and a

excluded, it is important to communicate respect and

notiﬁcation should make you more vigilant.

support for the person.

One of the most common indicators of problem

Exclusion orders and promotional material

gambling is notiﬁcation from a relation, friend or

The Department strongly recommends that, when a

family member of the patron.

person is excluded from a particular venue, their

Exclusion orders and information

used for the purpose of gambling promotions,

details are removed from any mailing lists or databases

Section 309 of the Gambling Act requires that once a

advertising or events.

person has been identiﬁed on reasonable grounds to
be an actual or potential problem gambler, the venue

How long should an exclusion order be
issued for?

manager, casino licence holder or person acting on their

Exclusion orders can be issued for up to two years.

behalf must ﬁrst approach the person, then offer them
information or advice about problem gambling.

4

be able to provide:
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The Act provides no other guidance on the length of
an exclusion order.
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The Department has suggested that exclusion orders

gambling area of a class 4 venue or casino venue.

lasting only hours, days or weeks may be impractical to

To date no such regulations have been made.

monitor and of little real beneﬁt to problem gamblers.

The Department is aware of some re-entry conditions

However, the gambling provider is in the best position

being imposed on patrons subject to exclusion orders.

to determine the length of the exclusion order and

For example, a condition of re-entry may be that

should do so as he or she deems appropriate.

the patron receives counselling or treatment from

Some policies reviewed by the Department provide
for exclusion orders to be issued for the maximum two
years, whilst others set minimum periods of three, six
or 12 months. It is important to be aware that, for some
people, very long, non-negotiable exclusion periods,

an approved problem gambling service provider.
These conditions of re-entry are between the issuer
of the exclusion order and the person who is being
excluded. While they are not enforceable under the
Act, carefully considered conditions of re-entry agreed

while potentially very beneﬁcial for the person, may

to by the patron may be of real beneﬁt to the patron.

deter the person from requesting self-exclusion because

What should an exclusion order look like?

the length of the period feels unmanageable. Trained
staff should consult with a self-identiﬁed problem
gambler to determine the period of exclusion.

Revocation or renewal of exclusion orders
Once issued, the duration of an exclusion order cannot
be shortened by the meeting of certain conditions, or by

The Act does not prescribe a particular form of
exclusion order and the Department has neither
approved nor endorsed a particular exclusion form.
The sample form on page 7 is only an example and
you do not have to follow it exactly. In general,
exclusion orders should be clear and simple and

an assertion or other evidence from the patron that they

contain at a minimum the following information:

no longer have a problem with gambling.

• Date

When an exclusion order expires, the patron can

• Venue name and address

request that another be issued to them. It is always
open to the venue manager, casino licensee or person
acting on their behalf to initiate an exclusion order

• Name and position of the person issuing the
exclusion order

where they hold concerns for a person’s behaviour and

• Name and address of the person being excluded

the person refuses to self-exclude.

• The authorising provision under the Act, i.e. a self-

Conditions of re-entry
Under Section 316(1)(e) of the Act, regulations can be
made prescribing procedures that must be completed
by a problem gambler as a condition of re-entry to the

exclusion order under Section 310 of the Act, or a
venue-initiated exclusion order under Section 309
of the Act
• The expiry date or duration of the exclusion order
continued over page

All Gaming and Censorship Regulation staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Records, paperwork and staff communication

• A reminder that –
- Entering the gambling area of the venue in breach
of an exclusion order is an offence for which a
person can be ﬁned $500
- The NZ Police can be called to remove from the
gambling area any person who has entered in
breach of an exclusion order.
It is good practice for exclusion orders to note that
Privacy Act requirements will be adhered to.
Ideally the person being excluded will provide the
venue with a photo by which they can be identiﬁed.
It is reasonable for venues to ask for a photo or to take
a photo with the person’s consent. Where a person
requests an exclusion order in writing or over the
telephone, it is particularly important to conﬁrm their
identity and obtain some form of identiﬁcation so that
the person can reasonably be identiﬁed in the event they
enter the gambling area in breach of an exclusion order.
Any information, including photos provided by
patrons, must be treated in accordance with the Privacy
Act (e.g. not displayed in public view). If you are
unsure of the requirements, please seek legal advice.

When issuing an exclusion order it is important to give
the patron a copy. Whilst this is not mandatory, it is
clearly useful and common sense.
Both class 4 venues and casino operators are required
to keep records of persons they issue with exclusion
orders.
Rule 104 of the Gambling Act (Class 4) Game Rules
2004 states –
“Every corporate society must keep and ensure that every
venue manager at each of its class 4 venues keeps at that
particular venue, a record of every person issued with an
exclusion order for that venue issued under Section 309 or
310 of the Act, including any conditions of re-entry as may be
imposed by regulations under Section 316(1)(e) of the Act.”
Section 6 of the Gambling Act 2003 Minimum
Operating Standards: Records and Notiﬁcations (2004)
places the same requirement on casino operators.
Maintaining records of when and to whom exclusion
orders are issued is a minimum requirement.
In addition we recommend that venues consider
implementing a host responsibility or responsible
gambling incident report.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector, including details of
gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
• funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law •
• application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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Example of an acceptable exclusion order
The aim is to maintain a record of interactions and/or
observations of patrons related to gambling, including

Exclusion Order

problem gambling.
Such a register might include:
• Patron details

(Sections 309 and 310, Gambling Act 2003)
Venue:
Physical Address:

• Staff member details
• Nature of the observation or approach
• Outline of assistance provided (pamphlets,
information)
• Discussion about exclusion orders and outcome,
including any breaches of exclusion orders
• Further actions.
Finally, it is very good practice for venues to have some
formal means of keeping staff informed about who
exclusion orders have been issued to, when certain
exclusion orders are due to expire, and any further
actions or observations that need to be carried out in
relation to speciﬁc patrons. There are a variety of ways
to achieve this. For example, before commencing duties
staff may routinely review any incident or exclusion
registers maintained by the venue. At regular venue
staff meetings, registers can be reviewed and staff
reminded about who is currently excluded or who is
currently being observed. Such review or updating
processes can be incorporated into current work
meetings. They need not be onerous.
These meetings may also be used to review exclusion
orders that are due to expire, with a view to observing
the behaviour of the patron in the event they return to the
venue. Venues may do this simply to be aware of patrons

TO:
Full Name:
Address:
1. In accordance with the Gambling Act 2003 (“the Act) this
exclusion order is issued by the undersigned (at your request)
[Delete if not applicable] and shall remain in force for a period
of
[Insert period of exclusion, which may be up to two
years] from
to
. [Inser t star t and expir y dates
of the exclusion order].
2. This order prohibits you from entering the gambling area of the
above venue for the duration of the exclusion period.
3. As a condition of re-entry, you may be required to participate,
during the period of exclusion, in a procedure prescribed by
regulations made under Section 316(1) (e) of the Act.
4. You are advised that in accordance with Section 312(1) of the
Act it is an offence to enter the gambling area of the above venue
in breach of this exclusion order or in breach of any condition of
re-entry prescribed by regulations made under Section 316(1)(e) of
the Act. Such an offence is punishable on summary conviction to a
ﬁne not exceeding $500.
5. If you are found in the gambling area of the above venue in breach
of this exclusion order, you will be required to leave the gambling
area. The NZ Police may be called upon to assist in your removal
if necessary.
6. We will take all reasonable steps to identify and remove you from
the gambling area if you enter in breach of this exclusion order.
7. Any information provided by you, including photographs to assist
in your identiﬁcation, will be kept by the above venue in accordance
with the Privacy Act 1993 (e.g. not displayed in public view).

who may be at risk if they return to the venue, or they
may write to the person advising them of the imminent
expiry and offer to issue another exclusion order.

Issued By
Name:
Position:
Signature:
Date:

December 2005
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Experts meet on harm prevention
The Expert Advisory Group is jointly convened and chaired by the Department of Internal
Affairs and the Ministry of Health.
It is intended to help prevent and

2005 in Wellington. The meeting

The next meeting is scheduled for

minimise harm by facilitating

discussed the terms of reference and

Auckland in early 2006. Among

discussion between experts from

brainstormed upcoming research

other issues, it will provide an

different sectors. These discussions

priorities. A discussion was held

opportunity to discuss the work

complement, rather than replace,

as to what the term ‘responsible

other established consultation

gambling’ means both in legislation

procedures. The ﬁrst meeting of

and with regard to people’s general

this group was held on 20 October

understanding.

programmes of the Ministry of
Health and the Department.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Protocol for electronic monitoring
New Zealand has adopted QCOM as the protocol to be used for connecting gaming
machines to electronic monitoring.
This requires gaming machines

solutions such as use of ‘protocol

use QCOM, are not approved for

approved for use in New Zealand

converters’ or importation of

operation in New Zealand.

to either have a software upgrade

cheap second-hand machines

It is unlikely that compliant “cheap”

installed, be retroﬁtted with new
hardware and software, or be
replaced with QCOM compatible
machines.

from other jurisdictions. While we
cannot prejudge other technical
solutions, we are not aware of any
that would meet our requirements

solutions will be available in the short
term. We strongly advise you not to
wait for such solutions. In order to be
ready for EMS you should be planning

We have not been asked to

and be approved. Machines from

to convert or replace non-compliant

consider or approve other technical

other jurisdictions, even if they did

equipment now.

about the upcoming Electronic Monitoring
System (EMS) can be found in the “EMS Update”
newsletter now regularly produced by the Department
and sent to affected licence holders.

8
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Notiﬁcations that must be given by licence holders
Under Section 71 of the Gambling Act a class 4 venue licence holder must notify the
Department should certain events occur -- for example, a key person being convicted of a
relevant offence, breaching a rule of racing, or going into receivership, liquidation or bankruptcy.
The Department must also be notiﬁed:
• if the venue manager changes or is incapacitated
• if the venue operator changes
• if the nature of the venue changes.
The ﬁnal event that must be notiﬁed is if the licence
holder has not conducted class 4 gambling at the venue
for more than four weeks. In this case the class 4 venue
licence must be surrendered in the absence of approval
for an extended period of inactivity.
The notiﬁcation of events in Section 71 must occur
“before or as soon as practicable” after the event. The

A good rule of thumb for societies would be to notify the
Secretary as soon as possible after becoming aware that
one of these events has occurred or is going to occur.

Guidelines for extension
The September 2004 Gambits provided some guidelines
about when an extension may be granted in terms of
Section 71(1)(g). It stated that the Department could
consider granting an extension if, for example:
• it had taken enforcement action and suspended a
licence for more than four weeks
• it could be demonstrated that the venue was closed

Department’s view is that notiﬁcation should generally

for more than four weeks because of circumstances

be made before the event. But, if it is not practicable to

beyond the society’s control, e.g. ﬁre or natural

do so before the event, then the society must notify the

disaster

Secretary as soon as practicable after the event.
Notiﬁcation before the event may not always be
possible, for example, a venue manager suddenly
leaving his or her position or a key person being
adjudged bankrupt. It may even be the case that a

• major renovations at the venue would take more than
four weeks
• a small venue’s only machine broke down and it was
unable to replace the machine within four weeks.

licence holder had expected a venue to be conducting

In addition to this, in some circumstances the

class 4 gambling again before the speciﬁed four

Department may also consider giving an extension

week period had elapsed but events conspired to

where there is inactivity due to proceeds not having

push the inactivity past the four week period. In

been banked. The Department expects societies to use

such circumstances it would be reasonable for the

all reasonable endeavours to recover missing funds

notiﬁcation to be made after the event, but “as soon

in these instances. If such measures are not taken, it is

as practicable”.

unlikely that an extension would be granted.

“As soon as practicable” means ‘as soon as can be

Failure to surrender the licence in circumstances

done’ or ‘as soon as is feasible’. It does not mean at
the licence holder’s convenience. For example, if the
particular society employee who would normally
undertake the notiﬁcation is absent, someone else in

described in 71(1)(g) is a breach under 79(1)(a).
All Section 71 notiﬁcations can be made on the class 4
venue (amend) form on our website. Go to:

the society should notify the Department unless for

www.dia.govt.nz/Pubforms.NSF/URL/

some good reason it is not feasible to do so.

Class4VenAmend.pdf/$ﬁle/Class4VenAmend.pdf
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Are gaming machines a venue’s main use?
In our September 2002 and April 2003 edition of Gambits we issued guidelines that the
Department uses to help decide whether gaming machines are the “main use” at a venue.
Those guidelines were issued under the Gaming and Lotteries Act. However, they still apply
under the Gambling Act. A gambling venue cannot be licensed if it “is used mainly for
operating gaming machines”.
The guidelines are reprinted here as a reminder.
The only change is that the Gambling Act allows the
Department to require venue ﬁnancial information to
assist with its licensing assessment. We are now likely
to ask for ﬁnancial information (to enable us to assess
the relative turnover from gaming machines and other
activities) in every instance where we think that a
venue may be a “gaming shop”.
In determining whether a venue is used mainly
for operating gaming machines, the Department

• Are the other activities well stocked and well
promoted?
• Is more prominence given to the gaming machines or
to another activity? Where are the machines situated at the entrance to the venue or behind other activities
on the premises?
• What activity is promoted most heavily at the venue
or on signs outside the venue - the gaming machines
or some other activity?

will consider:

• Can the machines be seen through windows?

• The relative turnover from the gaming machines

• Are most of the patrons on the premises playing

and other activities at the venue.
• The location of the venue – is it a shop in a retail
or shopping centre?
• Does the venue have a track record of operating
without gaming machines or is it a new venue?
• What proportion of the ﬂoor space (not including
toilets, kitchens, and other staff-only or utility areas
not open to the public) is given over to the operation
of gaming machines?
• Is it evident from the ﬂoor plan that a range of
other activities - a bar or bars, a restaurant, or
entertainment other than gaming machines -

gaming machines or taking part in some other
activity?
• Are there any other factors that show that the venue
was set up and is being run for another purpose or
purposes and that gaming machines are only an
ancillary entertainment?
None of these factors are determinative. Each one
contributes to an overall view on the role of gaming
machines at a venue. Each venue is different and there
may be particular factors at some venues that are not
described in these guidelines but which lead to the
conclusion that gaming machines are or are not the
main use of the venue.

is available at the venue?

We are now likely to ask for ﬁnancial information (to enable us
to assess the relative turnover from gaming machines and other
activities) in every instance where we think that a venue may be
a “gaming shop”.
10
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Venue payments
The Department has developed guidelines for corporate societies and venue operators
on the new rules for paying venue expenses related to class 4 gambling (gaming
machines outside casinos).
The new venue payment framework

to venue payments can be made to

Note: the onus is on the

came into being on 1 December

ensure compliance with the 16 per

society to retain all veriﬁcation

2004. At that time three of the

cent limit.

documentation/data to justify the

four limits came into force, with
Limit D (the maximum amount of
a society’s income that it can pay
to venue costs) taking effect on 1
December 2005. This will apply to
all venue payments made in the
year starting from 1 December 2005
to 30 November 2006, and in any
12-month period after that (e.g. 1

The Department is concerned with
the general lack of understanding
and compliance with respect to
the new venue payments regime.
Compliance issues that are coming
to our attention regularly are:
• incorrect hours of the gaming
operation being recorded

January 2006 to 31 December 2007,

• duplication of payments to venue

1 February 2006 to 31 January 2007,

operators and outside contractors

and so on).

for the same tasks

Societies should have been

• a lack of, or questionable,

payment of costs as outlined in
Regulation 5 of the Gambling (Class
4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004.
The Department reminds societies
that venue payment compliance
will continue to be a focus point for
future audits and investigations by
the Gambling Compliance Unit.
For further information please refer
to the venue payments reference
paper titled “Guidelines on Venue
Costs under the Gambling Act
2003” on the Department’s website.

monitoring their operations over the

supporting documentation / data

Look under Gambling in Pubs and

past 12 months so that adjustments

to justify costs.

Clubs (Class 4)/Venue Expenses

Why we ask for liquor licences
We have been asked why we request a liquor licence to be submitted with venue licence
applications.
There is no statutory requirement
for a class 4 venue to have a liquor
licence and there are some venues
that do not have them. However, if
a venue does hold a liquor licence
we do ask for it to be provided.
Here are some of the reasons.
It provides independent
veriﬁcation of:
• the name of the venue operator
company

• the address of the venue
• the trading name of the venue
• the hours of venue operation
• the expiry date of the liquor
licence.
It goes some way towards assuring
us that there is likely to be

• giving some assurance that staff
already have some experience of
“host responsibility” requirements
in the context of liquor service
• allowing us to check whether the
gaming machines are placed in a
“designated” area with restricted
or supervised access to minors.

appropriate supervision of problem

Without a liquor licence a venue

gambling and (in particular)

will have to go a little further to

underage gambling, by:

satisfy us on the above points.
December 2005
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Act controlling the growth of gambling, stats suggest
Quarterly gambling licensing statistics suggest the Gambling Act is succeeding in
controlling the growth of gambling when the number of non-casino gambling operators,
venues and gaming machines is considered. (The Act has eight limbs to its overall purpose.
The ﬁrst listed is to “control the growth of gambling” (Section 3(a)).
LICENSED GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS
DATE

GAMBLING OPERATORS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

30 September 2005

535

1,770

21,684

(30 June 2005)

(553)

(1,801)

(21,846)

31 December 2004

584

1,850

22,231

31 December 2003

672

2,031

22,734

30 June 20031

699

2,122

25,221

31 December 2002

729

2,137

24,330

31 December 2001

785

2,129

21,012

31 December 2000

860

2,065

17,679

30 June 19992

947

2,137

13,812

1,011

2,193

13,273

31 December 1998
1
2

Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.
Figures for 31 December 1999 are not available.

Department Deputy Secretary Andrew Secker said

Summary of trends

that, while gambling growth control does not

There has been a historical trend towards fewer

necessarily imply reductions, the trends that started
or accelerated after the Act was passed in September
2003 are continuing: the total numbers of gaming
machines and gambling venues are declining slowly,
while the number of gambling operators is declining
more rapidly.
One of the Act’s biggest changes was a much stricter
licensing regime. The Act was intended to make it
harder to get a gambling licence and easier to lose it.
The Act has also reduced limits on the numbers of
machines allowed in venues. Venues licensed at 17
October 2001 can have up to 18 machines, while others
can have up to nine. In addition, local authorities can
use the Act to set gambling policies to prevent or limit
new venues and control the expansion of existing
venues, and many have done this.
12
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gambling operators but each operator having more
venues. The trend began many years ago and was
probably due to economies of scale. The Act appears
to have accelerated the change.
The number of venues ﬂuctuated between about 2,000
and 2,200 from the early 1990s until the Act was passed.
The number then dropped and has continued a slow
decline. In general, operators are deciding to stop
gambling operations at venues with fewer machines.
The number of machines increased markedly every
quarter from when they were ﬁrst licensed in 1988 until
the Act was passed. The number dropped signiﬁcantly
when the Act was passed and has declined more slowly
since then.

MEDIA RELEASES

Gambling proﬁts and operators’ grants to
community groups
Another aspect of controlling the growth of gambling
is to consider the amount of money spent by gamblers that is, the gross proﬁts made by operators. The statistics
given above do not deal with gaming machine proﬁts.
While some in the gambling sector state that proﬁts
have decreased, there is also anecdotal information
suggesting that some operators have increased
their proﬁts.
Even if there were an overall 10 per cent reduction in
gross proﬁts, this would be no more than a levelling off
at the previous year’s level. It would still be more than
double the gross proﬁts made in 2000 and almost six
times those made in 1995.
Proﬁt ﬁgures for 2004-05 will be posted on the DIA
website once they are ﬁnalised. In the previous ﬁnancial
year, to 30 June 2004, gross proﬁts from gaming
machines in pubs and clubs were $1.035 billion.

ALL GAMBLING • ALL GAMBLING • ALL GAMBLING

In addition, new regulations require that gambling
operators return a higher proportion of their gross
proﬁts to the community.

This means that even if gross proﬁts reduced a little,
the amount returned to the community could increase,
and would certainly be more than double what was
available for distribution to the community in 2000.
“The fact is that, despite some stories about community
groups ‘missing out’ on money they would have
received in the past, the true overall position will not be
known until ﬁgures on gross proﬁts are available later
this year,” Mr Secker said.
“Yes, some groups have had applications for
grants from gambling operators declined but that
has happened every year in the past, when some
applications were unsuccessful.”
Mr Secker said that it is important to keep in mind
that, earlier this year Parliament’s Regulations Review
Committee heard complaints that regulations made
under the Act would lead to reduced gambling proﬁts
and less money available for grants to the community.
The Regulations Review Committee dismissed all the
complaints and stated that, even if less money did go to
community groups because there was less gambling, this
would still be consistent with the purposes of the Act.

New Prohibited Gambling Prize Regulations Gazetted
The Government has approved
new regulations under the
Gambling Act 2003 revising,
updating and revoking Gazette
Notices made under the old
Gaming and Lotteries Act.
The Gambling (Prohibited Property)
Regulations 2005 will make it
unlawful to offer the following
property as a gambling prize:
• A ﬁrearm, explosive (including
ammunition), restricted
weapon, or airgun
• Liquor

• Tobacco products
• Artifacts
• Vouchers or entitlements to
commercial sexual services
• Vouchers or entitlements to any of
the other property listed above.
The new regulations differ from the
existing rules in two ways. Firstly,
they introduce prohibitions on a
number of new types of property
(explosives, restricted weapons,

prohibitions on second-hand
goods and land not zoned
residential.
Licensed operators who may
be interested in offering either
second-hand goods or nonresidential land as gambling
prizes (all class 4 and housie
prizes must be in cash) should
be aware that game rules made
under the Gambling Act require
that the nature of gambling

airguns, tobacco products, artifacts

prizes must be fully disclosed.

and commercial sexual services).

The new regulations come into

Secondly, they revoke the existing

force on 1 January 2006.
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More seek help for problem gambling
Statistics released by the Ministry of Health show New Zealanders continued to seek help
for their own or someone else’s problem gambling in 2004.
The 2004 national statistics also show that:

The Problem Gambling Intervention Services in New
Zealand: 2004 National Statistics provides an overview of
the information collected by problem gambling services
and the Gambling Helpline in the 2004 calendar year.
The Deputy Director-General Mental Health, Dr Janice
Wilson, said the statistics show a continued increase
in the number of people using face-to-face counselling
services for problem gambling, consistent with

• For the ﬁrst time, the total number of females seeking
help for their gambling problems exceeded the
number of males.
• There has been a drop in the percentage of Pa-keha/NZ European people seeking help and a rise in the
percentage of Ma-ori clients.
• Ma-ori clients were over-represented. In particular,
the growth in new Ma-ori women clients using

previous years.
“Each year the total pool of people who access
problem gambling services has continued to increase,”
Dr Wilson said. “Last year, four out of every ﬁve new
gambler clients to problem gambling service providers
sought help as a consequence of their gambling on noncasino gaming machines (‘pokies’).”
Dr Wilson says the 2004 data shows that 80 per cent of
clients beneﬁted from accessing face-to-face services

counselling services was substantial – and 92 per cent
of new Ma-ori women clients cited non-casino gaming
machines as the primary mode of gambling – a 100
per cent increase since 2002.
• Most Pa-keha-/NZ European (60 per cent) and Asian
(79 per cent) clients were male, while most Ma-ori (70
per cent) and Paciﬁc (62 per cent) clients were female.
The Problem Gambling Intervention Services in New

according to the progress measures collected.
“This is reassuring, but we also know a large number
of people are not seeking help. We need more

Zealand: 2004 National Statistics is available on the
Ministry of Health’s problem gambling webpage:
www.moh.govt.nz/problemgambling.

information about possible barriers that may be
preventing people from seeking help for their problem
gambling and the Ministry will further extend the
availability of services.”

Gambits has a new Editor, Trevor Henry, who joined the Department recently after six years as
Press Secretary to the former Environment Minister, Marian Hobbs. He succeeds Vince Cholewa who has
moved to the Ministry of Education as a communications advisor.
If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have comments about
what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact
Trevor Henry
Ph: (04) 495 7211 or 021 843 679
E-mail: trevor.henry@dia.govt.nz
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Andrew Secker
Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Department has reorganised its internal structure
and created a Regulation and Compliance Branch that
encompasses all the roles where the Department is,
in effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
compliance, local government services, ﬁre service
policy and identity services policy. For the sake of
simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector
are not included on this page.
Important changes for gambling regulation include
bringing management of Gambling, Censorship and
Racing Policy into the same branch, and separating the
management of gambling and censorship compliance.
As part of these changes the Gaming and Censorship
Regulation (GCR) group has been separated into two
units, Gambling Compliance and Censorship Compliance.
John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. A signiﬁcant change the Department has
made is to disband what was a separate Policy Group,
and to bring this Policy team into the same branch as
the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance
staff. This means that policy and operational staff can
beneﬁt from each other’s knowledge and experience.

This unit also does technical work, such as setting
standards and testing requirements for gambling
equipment.
Gregory Crott
National Manager Licensing and Compliance
This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance
of all gambling outside casinos. This includes gaming
machines in pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other
games of chance. Staff make decisions on licence
applications, carry out audits, conduct investigations and
receive public complaints.
• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland), Geoff
Lawry
• Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington), Adrian
Straayer
• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen
• Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington
Debbie Ferris
National Manager Casino Compliance
• The Department has Gambling Inspectors working
in each of the country’s six casinos. They carry out
audits, ensure ongoing suitability of casino staff,
investigate incidents and gamblers’ complaints and
ensure that the casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

(To be appointed)
Director Gambling Compliance

• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland), Maria
Bradshaw

This position is responsible for the Inspectors and
other staff working with the gambling sector to bring
about compliance with the law. The Director works
closely with the Manager Gambling, Racing and
Censorship Policy so that there is a constant ﬂow of
information between the staff involved in applying the
law and those who develop the law.

• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen

Kate Reid
Manager Gambling Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to
the Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in
the sector. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned
into the work done in the ﬁeld.

Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and
ﬁnancial issues related to the governance and operation
of gaming sector people and organisations. The Unit
deals with both administrative law (such as actions to
cancel and suspend licences, responding to appeals
and judicial reviews of related decisions) and criminal
law issues. It also provides expertise and support to
investigations and audits across the group.
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Are gaming machine proﬁts
really falling?

By Deputy Secretary of Internal Affairs Andrew Secker

Speculation that proﬁts from gaming machines in pubs and
clubs might have decreased by 10% in 2005 needs to be put
into perspective.
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While the Department’s estimates of
gambling expenditure for 2004/2005
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will not be available until near the
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information suggests that the proﬁts

end of the calendar year, anecdotal
of some gaming machine operators
might actually have increased.
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However, even if overall gaming
machine proﬁts were 10% lower
in 2004/2005 than in the 2004 year,
this would be more a levelling off
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than a reduction.
Historically, gaming machine proﬁts have recorded phenomenal increases,
year after year.
In 2000 gamblers spent $450 million on gaming machines in pubs and clubs.
(The amount gamblers spend is gaming machine operators’ gross proﬁt.)
By 2004 that ﬁgure had increased by 130% to $1.035 billion. Going back
to 1995 proﬁts were $171 million, i.e. only one sixth of what they had
become by 2004.
So if gaming machine proﬁts were $900 million in 2005 that would still be
double what players spent in the year 2000.
It is hard to think of any other sector of the economy that has experienced
such extraordinary growth.

Return to the community
In the past only about 29% of proﬁts from machines in pubs was actually
returned to the community as grants. The new regulatory regime introduced by
the Gambling Act 2003 should increase that ﬁgure signiﬁcantly.

continued over page
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So even if gaming machine proﬁts have dropped a little,

The Act requires that, when people gamble on gaming

the amount actually returned to community purposes in

machines in pubs and clubs, the proﬁts beneﬁt the

2005 might be larger than the amount returned in 2004

community. It does not require that those proﬁts increase

and it will certainly be double what was returned to the

or even that they stay the same.

community in 2000. These facts are hard to reconcile with
stories about community groups “missing out” on money

The Charity Gaming Association (CGA) raised the issue
of a possible drop in proﬁts when it made a complaint to

they would have received in the past.

Parliament’s Regulations Review Committee.

Balancing beneﬁts and harm

The Committee, which included representatives from

When Parliament passed the Gambling Act it included

Government and Opposition parties, made the following

among the Act’s objectives controlling the growth of

important comment in its report:

gambling, preventing and minimising the harm caused

“If, as the complainant contends, less money goes to

by gambling and ensuring that money from gambling

charity because there is less gambling, in our view this is

beneﬁts the community.

consistent with the Act.”1

In effect, the Act requires a balance between the beneﬁts

The Committee dismissed the CGA’s complaint on

of grants to the community and the harm caused by

all grounds. (See also page 7 Parliamentary Committee

problem gambling, not just to gamblers but also to their

upholds DIA policy on payments to pubs.)

families, employers and society at large.

1. The quote is from the conclusion of the Committee’s report of June 2005,

The amount of money given as grants also needs to be

Complaint regarding the Limits and Exclusions on Class 4 Venue Costs Notice 2004.

kept in perspective. For every $1 a community receives in
grants, players spend $3.
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Gambling regulations and notices coming into force
The Gambling Act has created a framework for regulating all forms of licensed gambling in
New Zealand. Parliament decided that much of the detail of how that is to be done should
be in regulations, Gazette notices and other rules.
The Department always consults with the gambling sector

• jackpots must not be advertised outside a gambling

and community before making regulations and other

venue and if they are advertised inside a venue the

rules, and most changes have lead in times.

advertisements must not be seen or heard outside.

This article summarises the regulations and other rules

• the word “jackpot” (or any other similar word or

that have been made and are yet to come into force and

branding) cannot be published in a way that explicitly

those still being made. For more information visit the

or implicitly gives the impression that there is a gaming

Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz

machine jackpot at the venue.

Prohibited prizes for all gambling
Currently regulations made under the now-repealed
Gaming and Lotteries Act prohibit certain goods being
offered as prizes for gambling (e.g. ﬁrearms, ammunition
and alcohol are prohibited prizes). These regulations are
being reviewed and will continue in force until eventually
replaced by regulations made under the Gambling Act.

Casinos, pubs and clubs
All regulations in the Gambling (Harm Prevention and
Minimisation) Regulations 2004 are now in force, except
Regulations 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12.

• there must always be staff who have had problem
gambling awareness training at the venue when
gambling is available.
From 1 July 2009
Regulations 7 and 8 relating to all other
gaming machines:
• all machines must, at a gambler’s choice, display
information about the games on that machine and
about the gambler’s session of play.
• all machines must, at intervals of no more than 30
minutes, automatically interrupt play and provide

From 1 October 2005

information including how long that session of

Regulations 7 and 8 relating to new gaming machines,

gambling has been and how much money has been

and regulations 9, 10 and 12:

won or lost, and must ask if the gambler wishes

• all new machines must, at a gambler’s choice, display

to continue.

information about the games on that machine and

Pubs and clubs

about the gambler’s session of play.

All limits and exclusions in the Limits and Exclusions on

• all new machines must, at intervals of no more than

Class 4 Venue Costs Notice 2 September 2004 are now in

30 minutes, automatically interrupt play and provide

force, except 2(d).

information including how long that session of

From 1 December 2005

gambling has been and how much money has been
won or lost, and must ask if the gambler wishes
to continue.

• a gambling operator can pay no more than 16% of
its gross proﬁts to the pubs that host its machines.

continued over page
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This is limit 2(d) of the venue costs notice (see also

A licensed promoter is a person or a company that is

page 7 Parliamentary Committee upholds DIA policy

granted a licence to promote class 3 gambling activities

on payments to pubs). This limit, more than any other,

on behalf of societies that have been granted licences for

provides conﬁdence that an increasing proportion of

those activities. A society may pay a licensed promoter to

gambling proﬁts are not being absorbed into venue

promote licensed class 3 gambling on its behalf.

expenses and the Department will be auditing to
ensure compliance.

In general, class 3 gambling includes lotteries, prize
competitions and other gambling for community

Electronic Monitoring System

fundraising purposes where prizes exceed $5000 in value,

The regulations and game rules for the Electronic

and a “society” is a non-commercial association.

Monitoring System (EMS) for all gaming machines

The regulations were made following a consultation

in pubs and clubs will, in effect, be a manual of what

process. In December 2004 a discussion document was

gambling operators must do to ensure their venues can

sent to current and previous licensed promoters and

connect to EMS on time.

approximately 60 societies that had recently used the

The Department has started consultation on the

services of a licensed promoter. It was also published on

regulations that will cover technical details (including

the Department’s website.

cabling, venue controllers and the software protocol),

The submissions received largely favoured maintaining the

connection dates and fees. (See also page 10, Next

status quo, as was proposed in the discussion document.

step toward electronic monitoring system for gaming
machines, consultation on fees.)

The new regulations mainly cover the audit requirements
for licensed promoters. They also specify the maximum

Lotteries and other community gambling

reward that may be paid to a licensed promoter for

On 1 August 2005 the Gambling (Licensed Promoters)

undertaking a promotion.

Regulations 2005 came into force.

Currently, there are three licensed promoters.

These regulations replace the old licensed promoters
regulations made under the Gaming and Lotteries Act 1977.

A licensed promoter is a person or a company that is granted a licence
to promote class 3 gambling activities on behalf of societies that have
been granted licences for those activities. A society may pay a licensed
promoter to promote licensed class 3 gambling on its behalf.

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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CASINOS

Gamblers stealing chips and credits
Would you leave $1,245 unattended, go off to have dinner and then come back, surprised
that your money was gone?
That is how some gamblers behave with chips and gaming

does that affect their gambling? Does it change how much

machine credits. They leave chips on casino tables and

or how fast they gamble? Does it contribute to problem

credits in machines, walk away from them, remember them

gambling? When do they realise that $1,000 of chips or

later and then discover they have been stolen.

credits is the same as $1,000 cash?

Such incidents illustrate two issues.

This is not the ﬁrst time such questions have been raised
and they are matters problem gambling service providers

First, taking another gambler’s chips or credits is theft.

are aware of. One of the signiﬁcant changes brought

When people who do it are caught, casinos issue trespass

about by the Act is that, for the ﬁrst time, New Zealand’s

notices banning the thieves and they refer some cases to

law now includes a purpose to “prevent and minimise the

the Police for prosecution.

harm caused by gambling, including problem gambling”

One of the purposes of the Gambling Act is to “limit

(section 3(b)).

opportunities for crime or dishonesty associated with

Casino operators are responsible for security in their

gambling” (section 3 (f)).

casinos. This includes not only taking action against theft

Secondly, the incidents suggest that at least some

of chips and credits, but also taking steps to prevent theft

gamblers appear to see chips and credits differently to

in the ﬁrst place. One of the Department’s Gambling

cash. Yet, they are equivalent to that amount of cash and

Inspectors’ roles is to ensure that casinos are meeting their

can be paid out at any time a gambler chooses.

responsibilities under the Act, in terms of both taking

This raises questions about gamblers’ behaviour.

measures to prevent theft and taking action if theft occurs.

If gamblers do not see chips and credits as cash, how

Theft of chips and credit reported by casinos to the Department, February to August 2005
Gaming Tables

Gaming Machines

Casino

Thefts

$ Stolen

$ Recovered

Thefts

$ Stolen

$ Recovered

Auckland

9

805

315

14

2,168

1,285

Hamilton

2

200

100

0

0

0

Christchurch

2

1,005

1,005

4

333

136

Dunedin

0

0

0

1

8

0

Totals

13

2,010

1,420

19

2,509

1,421
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HARM PREVENTION

Gambling harm prevention road show
The Department has invited all of the 550 gambling

• problem gambling awareness training for venue staff

operators with gaming machines in pubs and clubs to

• harm prevention and minimisation policies

presentations about gambling harm prevention.
Department staff will be giving presentations at 25 venues

• other harm prevention and minimisation requirements
in the Gambling Act.

throughout the country in September.
The topics were decided after considering the replies
to a Department survey of the gambling sector.
The overwhelming majority of responses requested
presentations focusing on:

There will be time after each presentation for questions
and answers and a resource package will be distributed
to partipants.
All operators should have received information about
the presentations by mid-August.

Schedule of presentations
Venue

Date

Time

Nelson Suburban Club

5 September 2005

10.00am

West Coast / Greymouth RSA

5 September 2005

4.00pm

Timaru Town & Country Club Sports Pavilion

6 September 2005

2.00pm

Mosgiel RSA

7 September 2005

2.00pm

Cromwell Town & Country Club

8 September 2005

11.00am

Invercargill Working Men’s Club

9 September 2005

10.00am

Hornby Working Men’s Club

12 September 2005

10.00am

Point Chevalier RSA (Akld)

8 September 2005

3.00pm

Paihia Ex Servicemen’s Club

12 September 2005

10.00am

Northland Club (Whangarei)

12 September 2005

3.00pm

East Coast Bays RSA (Akld)

13 September 2005

10.00am

Hobsonville RSA (Akld)

13 September 2005

3.00pm

Hamilton Commerce

14 September 2005

10.00am

Waitomo Club

14 September 2005

3.00pm

Rotorua RSA

15 September 2005

10.00am

Ohope Chartered Club

15 September 2005

3.00pm

Tauranga RSA

16 September 2005

10.00am

Thames Working Men’s Club

16 September 2005

3.00pm

Weymouth Cosmopolitan Club

19 September 2005

10.00am

Gisbourne 2nd NZEF

6 September 2005

11.00am

Napier Cosmopolitan Club

7 September 2005

9.30am

New Plymouth Club Inc.

8 September 2005

2.00pm

Palmerston North RSA

9 September 2005

10.00am

Masterton Cosmopolitan Club

12 September 2005

12.00pm

Upper Hutt Cosmopolitan Club

12 September 2005

5.00pm

(See also Problem Gambling Awareness Training fact sheet, page 19.)
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Parliamentary Committee upholds
DIA policy on payments to pubs
Parliament’s Regulations Review Select Committee has dismissed all the
complaints from the Charity Gaming Association (CGA) about rules limiting
how much pubs can be paid to host gaming machines.
The Committee’s decision means that from 1 December
2005 a gambling operator can pay no more than 16% of its
gross proﬁt to the pubs that host its machines.
In the 2004 ﬁnancial year operators with machines in
pubs made total gross proﬁts of more than $800 million.
The rules would have limited pubs’ share of those proﬁts
to about $128 million.
The other limits, setting out per machine per hour, per
machine per week and per venue per week payments for
operating costs, have been in force since 1 December 2004.
The CGA had complained to the Committee about the
Limits and Exclusions on Class 4 Venue Costs Notice 2004.
In dismissing the complaints the Select Committee
conﬁrmed that the Notice:
• was in accordance with the general objects and
intentions of the Gambling Act

• did not contain matters more appropriate for
parliamentary enactment
• was clear and does not need elucidation.
In its conclusion the Committee stated that:
“In effect the complainant was suggesting that venue
costs should be met by using a commission-based
system. Such a system is expressly prohibited by the Act
and runs counter to the purposes of the Act.”
Full text of the Select Committee’s report, Complaint
Regarding the Limits and Exclusions on Class 4 Venue Costs
Notice 2004, is on the Parliamentary website,
www.clerk.parliament.govt.nz
The Gazette Notice and guidelines are available on the
Department’s website. Go to www.dia.govt.nz, click on
“gambling”, click on “gambling in pubs and clubs (class 4
gambling)”, then click on “venue expenses”.

Full text of the Select Committee’s report, Complaint Regarding the
Limits and Exclusions on Class 4 Venue Costs Notice 2004, is on the
Parliamentary website, www.clerk.parliament.govt.nz
The Gazette Notice and guidelines are available on the Department’s
website. Go to www.dia.govt.nz, click on “gambling”, click on
“gambling in pubs and clubs (class 4 gambling)”, then click on
“venue expenses”.
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PUBS AND CLUBS

Large grants can be made despite ban on
pre-committing future gaming machine proﬁts
Regulations made under the Gambling Act prohibit pre-commitment of grants. That is, a
grant must be made from the funds available and cannot be a promise to pay in the future.
However, gambling operators can make large grants

of funding into the future, preventing others having

despite the ban on pre-committing funds.

the opportunity to apply for a grant from that money.

Some operators have interpreted regulations 11 and 16(h)
of the Gambling (Class 4 Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004
(which prohibit entering into a commitment to make a
grant out of future gaming machine proﬁts) as implying

For example, community organisations have previously
complained that the distribution of gaming machine funds
was not transparent and that appropriate recipients often
missed out.

that they cannot make large grants (for example, for an

Pre-commitment could also make it more difﬁcult to audit

annual salary, for the annual running costs of a charitable

the ﬂow of cash to recipients of grants.

organisation, or for a sports team to train for an event that
is a year or two away).
In fact, there is no legal impediment to making large
grants, as long as the gaming machine society has the
money to make the grant in a given quarter and as long as
it puts in place appropriate accountability arrangements to
ensure the grant is spent as intended.

In addition to prohibiting pre-commitment, the
regulations require that all, or nearly all, of a gambling
operator’s net proceeds be distributed every quarter.
It is important to note that the recipient of the grant
does not have to use all of that money in that quarter.
For example, a group might apply for a grant to pay
for a project that could take a year to complete. If the

Pre-commitment has been prohibited to help ensure fair

application is within the gambling operator’s authorised

access to grants.

purposes, then it can make a grant for such a project but

One of the possible disadvantages of pre-commitment is

must make it from funds that it already has.

that a few groups could, in effect, capture large amounts

Pubs cannot claim costs if machines not operating
It is common for pubs to decide to switch between

reasonable and necessary costs for operating gaming

different gambling operators. That is, they decide they

machines only. The Limits and Exclusions on Class 4 Venue

will no longer host machines from one operator but will

Costs Gazette Notice details what those costs can be.

instead host the machines for another operator.
It is also common that there is a “down time” during the
switch when there are no machines at the pub or when
there might be machines there but they are not operating
because the new operator does not yet have a licence to
operate machines at that pub.
Operators must not pay expenses to pubs during these
down times.
The Gambling Act requires that pubs are paid the actual,
8
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If the machines are not being operated payments must
not be made to the pub.
Gaming machines are licensed as a form of community
fundraising only. Pubs are entitled to recoup the actual,
reasonable and necessary costs they incur in hosting
the machines.
If pubs are paid while not operating machines, then they
are being subsidised by money intended for community
groups and the community is missing out.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Winding up a gambling operator:
What happens to the money and the gaming machines?
The Department reminds all gambling operators that the Gambling Act requires them to
provide a ﬁnal report to the Department when they cease operating gaming machines
(section 111).
The Act places an obligation on a gambling operator

Organisations that cease to operate gaming machines

to take the actions and provide the information set

will also have to comply with Section 83 of the Act. This

out below to the Department within 20 working days

section requires the holder of a gambling operator’s

of ending its gaming machine operations. Where the

licence to provide the following information to the

operator has notiﬁed the Department of the situation and

Department within 20 working days of disposing of a

the Department has agreed that the operator may remain

gaming machine, whether it continues to operate gaming

inactive for a further speciﬁed period, the obligations do

machines or not.

not apply.

Operators must provide:

The operator must immediately apply or distribute

• the means of disposal

remaining net proceeds from its gaming machines within
20 working days of the cessation. It must also report to
the Department, on the relevant standard form, on the
turnover of the gambling and proceeds from the sale of

• the name of the acquirer of the gaming machine
together with the details necessary to contact the
acquirer with ease.

ﬁttings, chattels and gambling equipment purchased from

An operator that fails to comply with section 83 of the

that turnover or investment return. In addition, it must

Act is liable on conviction to a ﬁne of up to $5,000.

report the ﬁnal application or distribution of net proceeds
from its gaming machines.

Please note that the requirements in sections 83 and 111
are different to those in section 71(1)(8). The ﬁrst two

This means that the operator must complete the

relate to operators’ licences, while the latter relates to the

Gaming Machine Accounting Summary form so that it

surrender of venue licences. It is the responsibility of the

provides the above information and return the form to

licence holder, which is always the operator, to comply

the Department.

with all sections of the Act.

An operator that fails to comply with section 111 of the

An operator that fails to comply with section 71 of the

Act is liable on conviction to a ﬁne of up to $10,000.

Act can face administrative action, which can include
cancellation or suspension of licences.

Please note that the requirements in sections 83 and 111 are different
to those in section 71(1)(8). The ﬁrst two relate to operators’ licences,
while the latter relates to the surrender of venue licences. It is the
responsibility of the licence holder, which is always the operator,
to comply with all sections of the Act.
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Next step toward electronic monitoring system
for gaming machines, consultation on fees
The Department of Internal Affairs is asking for public comment on the proposed fees to
pay for the electronic monitoring system (EMS) for all gaming machines in pubs and clubs.
The proposed fees will be set by regulation and will cover
the costs of implementing and operating EMS over its
initial six-year period. The gambling operators who own
the gaming machines would pay the fees.
The consultation document distributed by the Department
in July identiﬁes a preferred funding option of a fee of
$1.14 per gaming machine for each day it is operated. (At

• monitor how much money should be banked
• ensure that all software being used on the
machines is identical to the approved versions
• assist in detecting software failures
• assist in detecting tampering with a
machine or software.

present there are just under 22,000 machines.) Gambling

Each gambling operator will have access to the

operators would pay the fees each month. The proposed

information collected by EMS about its own machines and

fees are very close to the levels indicated to the sector three

the Department will publish statistical data on a website.

years ago during the development of the Gambling Act.

Copies of the consultation document were sent to all

The consultation document also seeks views on the

gambling operators with machines in pubs and clubs.

possible future use of EMS data to simplify tax and levy

They are also available on the Department’s website,

payment processes for gambling operators.

www.dia.govt.nz, click on “gambling”, then click on “news,

In 2003/04 gaming machines in pubs and clubs had a

press releases & consultation”.

turnover in excess of $8.6 billion and produced a gross

Submissions should be made to the Department by

proﬁt of $1.035 billion. EMS will enable the Department

30 September 2005. This will enable the ﬁnal Cabinet

to track and monitor the operations of gaming machines,

decisions to be made and the fees implemented by the

ensure the integrity of games, and limit opportunities for

end of March 2006 – in time for connection of the ﬁrst

crime and dishonesty in connection to gaming machines.

gaming machines to the system.

The analysis of machine-by-machine data will also
contribute to our understanding of problem gambling.

By early 2006 some operators will connect their gaming
machines to EMS as part of a pilot rollout. The full rollout

EMS will:

will commence later that year. The Gambling Act requires

• monitor how much money is gambled on

that all gaming machines in pubs and clubs must be

each machine

connected to an EMS by 19 March 2007.

• monitor how much each machine pays out in prizes
to gamblers

All Gambling Compliance staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Gambling trends continue: machine numbers
down but operators and venues get bigger
The Department of Internal Affairs has released quarterly gambling licensing statistics
that reinforce the comments the Department made in January: fewer pubs and clubs are
choosing to have gaming machines but those that do, on average, have more machines.
The trend seems to be driven by gambling operators removing their machines from venues that had
fewer machines.
Average number of gaming machines per venue (pubs and clubs)
Date

Gambling sector total

Pubs

Clubs

30 June 2005

12.13

13.03

9.6

31 December 2004

12.02

13.01

9.31

31 December 2003

11.19

12.24

8.49

31 December 2002

11.39

12.72

7.99

31 December 2001

9.87

10.92

7.45

31 December 2000

8.6

9.7

6.7

30 June 1999 1

6.5

7.0

5.7

31 December 1998

6.05

6.52

5.36

1. Figures for 31 December 1999 are not available.

continued over page

If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have comments about
what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact
Vince Cholewa
Ph: (04) 495 9350 or 027 272 4270
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
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from previous page

While the average number of machines per venue is increasing, the total numbers of gambling operators, venues
and machines are all continuing to decline.
The trends are the expected results of the Gambling Act, which was passed in September 2003 with most of its
provisions in force by 1 July 2004.
Licensed gambling operations in pubs and clubs
Date

Gambling operators

Venues

Gaming machines

30 June 2005

533

1,801

21,846

31 December 2004

584

1,850

22,231

31 December 2003

672

2,031

22,734

30 June 2003 1

699

2,122

25,221

31 December 2002

729

2,137

24,330

31 December 2001

785

2,129

21,012

31 December 2000

860

2,065

17,679

30 June 1999 2

947

2,137

13,812

31 December 1998

1,011

2,193

13,273

1. Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed. 2. Figures for 31 December 1999 are not available.

Summary of trends

smaller, less proﬁtable venues and focusing attention

One of the biggest changes made in the Gambling Act

on venues where more money is gambled.

was a much stricter licensing regime. The Act has made it

The number of machines increased markedly every

harder to get a gambling licence and easier to lose it. This

quarter from when they were ﬁrst licensed in 1988 until

has reinforced the historical trend towards fewer, but on

the Act was passed. The number dropped signiﬁcantly

average bigger, operators. The trend began many years ago

when the Act was passed and has continued to decline

and is probably due to economies of scale.

slowly since then.

The number of venues ﬂuctuated between about 2,000

Local numbers available on www.dia.govt.nz

and 2,200 from the early 1990s until the Act was passed.
The number then dropped and has continued a slow
decline. Operators seem to be moving machines out of

Further information, including numbers of venues and
machines by territorial authority and the changes in these
numbers, is available from the Department’s website.

Sunny days, rain, jackpots and a smile
From 1 October 2005 gambling harm prevention
regulations will prohibit the advertising of jackpots
outside a gambling venue and will prohibit jackpot
advertising inside a venue that can be seen or heard
outside the venue. (See also Gambling regulations and

notices coming into force, page 3.)
One club recently visited by a Gambling Inspector had a
novel approach to this regulation.
The Inspector spoke to the club manager, telling him
that the jackpot sign could be seen outside the club and
12
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advising him about the regulation.
The manager said that, rain or shine, the club would
comply: on sunny days, it was hard to see through
the windows and on rainy days the curtains are
usually pulled.
The Inspector advised the manager how he could get
further information and couldn’t help but smile.
For the record, this club’s method is unlikely to comply
with the regulations.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

EMS Updates
The Department of Internal Affairs
has started publishing a new
occasional publication, EMS Updates.
Updates aims to provide gaming
machine societies with information

www.dia.govt.nz
It included articles about:
• societies’ responsibilities in getting
their venues ready for EMS

that will help them prepare for implementing EMS at

• sources of further information

their venues.

• the EMS implementation process

The ﬁrst issue was distributed in June 2005 to all societies

• an indicative timetable for the roll out of EMS.

and gambling venues.
It is also available from the Department’s website,

The Department expects to publish the next issue in
September or October 2005.

Problem Gambling Awareness Training fact sheet
The Department has produced a fact sheet to help

Copies have been sent to all casinos and to all gambling

gambling operators comply with regultions requiring that

operators with machines in pubs and clubs. Electronic

staff at casinos and pubs and clubs with gaming machines

copies are available on the Department’s website,

must have problem gambling awareness training.

www.dia.govt.nz, and hard copies can be obtained from

The fact sheet suggests practical ways of implementing
the regulations, including a list of characteristics and
signs of problem gambling, how to contact problem
gambling services and information about how to deal

the Department’s Gambling Compliance ofﬁces (see back
page) and by calling the tollfree number 0800 257 887 and
asking for Emma Drummond.
(See also Gambling harm prevention road show, page 6.)

with exclusion orders.

Prize Competitions and the Gambling Act 2003
Some competitions used by organisations to raise money

The information includes explanations of the Act’s

are a form of gambling. In some cases a competition

deﬁnitions of gambling and prize competitions and of the

might need a licence and some could be prohibited.

licensing requirements.

The Gambling Act has made changes to all forms of

Copies are available from the Department’s website, www.

gambling and the Department is providing information to

dia.govt.nz and by calling the tollfree number 0800 257

help organisations ensure their competitions comply with

887 and asking for Kate Egerton.

the new law.

New forms for gaming machines in pubs and clubs
The various application and reporting forms that gambling

They are available from the Department’s website,

operators with gaming machines in pubs and clubs

www.dia.govt.nz, and operators can make as many

require have been updated as regulations made under the

copies as they need.

Gambling Act came into force.

If operators are unsure if the forms they have are current,
they can check against those on the website.
September 2005
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS

Northern clubs, who ya gonna call?
The Department has appointed Senior Gambling Inspector, Bob Barrett, to
be the clubs’ liaison ofﬁcer for the northern region.
This is a new role and Mr Barrett will be working with

The focus of the role is education and persuasion to help

all clubs north of Taupo that have gaming machines.

clubs comply with the Act.

Currently, that is about 240 venues.

Mr Barrett has been with the Department for six years,

He will be the regional contact point for those clubs, the
Department’s expert on how the Gambling Act applies to
clubs and will visit all clubs in the area over the next
10 months.

following a 32-year career in the Police.
He can be contacted on the Department’s tollfree line
0800 257 887, on his direct line 09 362 7949 or by
e-mailing bob.barrett@dia.govt.nz

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector, including details of
gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
• funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law •
• application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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GAMBLING COMPLIANCE KEY CONTACTS

Andrew Secker

Deputy Secretary, Regulation and Compliance Branch
The Department has reorganised its internal structure
and created a Regulation and Compliance Branch that
encompasses all the roles where the Department is, in
effect, the regulator of a sector of the economy.
In addition to gambling, this includes censorship
compliance, local government services, ﬁre service
policy and identity services policy. For the sake of
simplicity, the functions outside the gambling sector are
not included in the structure diagram on this page.
Important changes for gambling regulation include
bringing management of Gambling, Censorship and
Racing Policy into the same branch, and separating the
management of gambling and censorship compliance.
As part of these changes the Gaming and Censorship
Regulation (GCR) group has been separated into
two units, Gambling Compliance and Censorship
Compliance.

into the work done in the ﬁeld. This unit also does
technical work, such as setting standards and testing
requirements for gambling equipment.
Greg Crott
National Manager Licensing and Compliance
This unit is responsible for licensing and compliance
of all gambling outside casinos. This includes gaming
machines in pubs and clubs, lotteries, housie and other
games of chance. Staff make decisions on licence
applications, carry out audits, conduct investigations
and receive public complaints.

• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Geoff Lawry

• Central Regional Manager (based in Wellington),
Adrian Straayer

• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Kevin Owen

John Markland
Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy
This team is responsible for policy advice to the
Government, especially in relation to Acts and
Regulations. A signiﬁcant change the Department has
made is to disband what was a separate Policy Group,
and to bring this Policy team into the same branch as
the Gambling Inspectors and other Gambling Compliance
staff. This means that policy and operational staff can
beneﬁt from each other’s knowledge and experience.
(To be appointed)
Director Gambling Compliance
This position is responsible for the Inspectors and other
staff working with the gambling sector to bring about
compliance with the law. The Director works closely with
the Manager Gambling, Racing and Censorship Policy so
that there is a constant ﬂow of information between the
staff involved in applying the law and those who develop
the law.
Kate Reid
Manager Gambling Operational Policy
Operational policy provides support and advice to
the Gambling Inspectors and other staff working in
the sector. In broad terms, its role is to develop the
Department’s policies about how the law will be turned

• Licensing is carried out by a team in Wellington
Debbie Ferris
National Manager Casino Compliance

• The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in
each of the country’s six casinos. They carry out audits,
ensure ongoing suitability of casino staff, investigate
incidents and gamblers’ complaints and ensure that the
casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

• Northern Regional Manager (based in Auckland),
Maria Bradshaw

• Southern Regional Manager (based in Christchurch),
Dennis Petersen
Geoff Owen
Manager Investigations Unit
The Investigations Unit is responsible for undertaking
signiﬁcant (complex, cross group, lengthy and sensitive)
investigation projects involving criminal, legal and
ﬁnancial issues related to the governance and operation
of gaming sector people and organisations. The Unit
deals with both administrative law (such as actions to
cancel and suspend licences, responding to appeals
and judicial reviews of related decisions) and criminal
law issues. It also provides expertise and support to
investigations and audits across the group.
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GAMBITS

All GCR staff can be contacted by
phoning the Department’s tollfree number

The Department of Internal Affairs produces
Gambits quarterly. Copies are distributed
at the beginning of March, June, September
and December.

E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz

Gambits provides information about the

Postal address and fax numbers:

Department’s recent work and signiﬁcant

CASINO COMPLIANCE
PO Box 805, Wellington, Fax: (04) 495 7224

issues in the gambling sector.

GAMBLING LICENSING
PO Box 10-095, Wellington, Fax: (04) 494 0656

It is intended for sector organisations and

GAMBLING COMPLIANCE

understanding of and compliance with the law.

Auckland
PO Box 2220, Auckland, Fax: (09) 362 7945

Editor: Vince Cholewa

Wellington
PO Box 10-095, Wellington, Fax: (04) 495 7214

the community in general, to increase

Telephone: (04) 495 9350, 027 272 4270
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

Christchurch
PO Box 1308, Christchurch, Fax: (03) 353 8309

Do you want to receive
Departmental media releases and Gambits?
If you would like to have your organisation added to the Department’s distribution list for media releases
about gambling issues, or want to receive Gambits but are not currently on the mailing list, please ﬁll
out this form and return it, or e-mail the information to:
Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington. Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa,
telephone (04) 495 9350, fax (04) 495 7224, e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
Organisation name:
Contact person:
Media releases:

e-mail:

Gambits postal address:

ISSN : 1175-9453
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of gaming machines
The Department of Internal Affairs has signed a contract
with INTRALOT New Zealand Limited, the local arm of the
European gambling technology company, INTRALOT SA, for
the provision and operation of the electronic monitoring
system (EMS) for all gaming machines in pubs and clubs.

9 CASINOS
11 PUBS AND CLUBS
15 KEY CONTACTS
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Intralot’s General Commercial Director Dr John Katakis and the Secretary of Internal
Affairs, Chris Blake, sign the EMS contract.

The contract is for $35 million to be paid over six years through to 2012.
EMS will greatly increase the accountability of the gambling sector.
Incorrect banking and inaccurate record keeping by gambling operators
are the most common problems found during audits carried out by the
Department.
Gaming machines are allowed in pubs and clubs as a form of community
fundraising only. They are a cash-only operation that last year made a
proﬁt of $1.035 billion in banknotes and coins from a turnover of more than
$8.6 billion.
Currently gambling operators’ record keeping is manual. There are more
than 20,000 machines at more than 1,800 venues throughout the country.
continued over page
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ELECTRONIC MONITORING SYSTEM

from previous page

Electronic monitoring of gaming machines is standard
practice throughout the world because of the huge cash
turnovers. Monitoring systems are already in place in
New Zealand’s casinos and will be used in pubs and clubs.
EMS will help safeguard money intended for
community groups.

• monitor how much money should be banked
• ensure that all software being used on the machines is
identical to the approved versions
• assist in detecting software failure
• assist in detecting tampering with a machine or
software.

What EMS will do
EMS will give the Department information allowing it to:
• monitor how much money is gambled on each
machine

0800 257 887
If gaming machines societies have questions about
venue preparation or readiness for EMS they can contact
the EMS Change and Relationship Manager, Robbie

• monitor how much each machine pays out in prizes

Kearney, by emailing robbie.kearney@dia.govt.nz or
using the toll-free number 0800 257 887.

to gamblers

Indicative timetable for roll-out
• Consultation with the gambling sector on minimum technical requirements for cabling and
“site controllers”. The site controller is the piece of equipment that receives and stores data

2005

from the gaming machines at a venue and connects to EMS
• Consultation with the gambling sector on a minimum standard for QCOM (the software
protocol EMS will use); regulations setting fees to cover the costs of implementing and
operating EMS; connection dates

2006
2007

• By early 2006, some operators will connect their gaming machines as part of a pilot roll-out
• Subject to a successful pilot, it is expected that the full roll-out will largely take place
• March 18, ﬁnal deadline for all machines to be connected. While this is the ﬁnal date set
in the Gambling Act, there will be other deadlines before then and most machines will be
connected well before this date.

CORRECTION TO CIRCULAR
The Department wishes to correct part of the information sent out in a
circular on 8 February 2005.
The circular incorrectly stated that gambling venues must have pamphlets available for players that
include information about “the odds of winning on a gaming machine including … clear and concise
information about the odds of winning the jackpot on a gaming machine.”
The correct wording is “ … clear and concise information about the odds
of winning on gaming machines”.
There should have been no reference to jackpots in the circular.

The Department apologises for any inconvenience caused.

2
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ELECTRONIC MONITORING SYSTEM

EMS Establishment Director, Ross McKenna
The Department of Internal Affairs has appointed Ross McKenna as the
Establishment Director for the roll-out of the electronic monitoring system
(EMS) for all gaming machines in pubs and clubs.
EMS Establishment Director Ross McKenna

In summary, his responsibilities are to oversee the

Mr McKenna has over 25 years experience in the

project from the time the Department and vendor sign

telecommunications and information technology

a contract until EMS is fully commissioned.
He has come to the Department after managing a number
of projects to establish and develop the information

industries in New Zealand and Australia. His
experience covers a broad range including
programme and project management and consultancy

and telecommunications technology and systems for St

and management positions for Telecom, Fujitsu and

George Bank New Zealand (also known as Superbank).

Datacom.

Consultation on technical standards & regulations for EMS
The Department has started consultation on standards and regulations that will be part
of the electronic monitoring system (EMS) for all gaming machines in pubs and clubs.
The consultation is not about “should there be an EMS?”

Fibre optic cabling will link the machines to each other

Parliament made EMS mandatory. The law requires

and to the site controller.

that all gaming machines in pubs and clubs must be
connected to EMS or they will be turned off.

The site controller is the piece of equipment that receives
and stores data from the gaming machines at the

The consultation is about some of the details of how EMS

venue and connects to EMS. There are requirements for

will operate. Consultation has began on:

security, power supply and how the site controller links

• minimum technical requirements for EMS.

to external telecommunications networks.

Consultation will soon begin on:

Other consultation

• a minimum standard for QCOM, which is the software

Consultation documents on other aspects of EMS will

protocol EMS will use
• regulations setting fees to cover the costs of
implementing and operating EMS
• connection dates.

Minimum technical requirements
The Department has sent all gambling operators a letter
and consultation document asking for submissions on
minimum technical requirements within 20 working
days, i.e by 10 June 2005.

be distributed as soon as possible.
The Department is committed to giving gambling
operators the opportunity to comment on EMS standards
and regulations before they are ﬁnalised. Their responses
must be timely because the Act sets a tight, mandatory
deadline to complete the roll-out of EMS.
For further information please refer to the consultation
documents and letter dated 10 May 2005 and Gambits
December 2003 pages 16 and 17; June 2004 pages 7, 23

These requirements are primarily about each venue’s

and 25; September 2004 pages 19 and 21; December

cabling and “site controller”.

2004 page 17; and March 2005 pages 1, 2, 5 and 8.
June 2005
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Keith Manch moves to MSD
By Deputy Secretary, Andrew Secker

As some in the gambling sector might already know, the Department’s Director of Gaming
and Censorship Regulation (GCR), Keith Manch, has accepted a promotion to a senior
management position at the Ministry of Social Development (MSD). His last day with
DIA was 22 April.
I would like to congratulate Keith

implementation is continued in

on his new appointment and to

coming years.

thank him for the tremendous work
he did for the Department. His
departure is a loss to us, a further
step up forward in his career, and
very much a gain for MSD.
Keith led major change within the
organisation and in its relationship
with the gambling sector. These
changes were not all well received
Departing Director of Gambling and
Censorship Regulation, Keith Manch

but were necessary and were well
executed to place GCR on a more

Parliament made the biggest
changes in gambling law for more
than 20 years when it passed
the Gambling Act, repealed the
Gaming and Lotteries Act and
the Casino Control Act, disestablished the Casino Control
Authority, established the
Gambling Commission, and
signiﬁcantly increased the role of

professional footing and increase its

the Department.

effectiveness.

Without the changes that had been

A key step was developing an

made in GCR under Keith, it would

enforcement policy that strongly
encourages voluntary compliance

have been much more difﬁcult to
carry out Parliament’s wishes and

by the sector, concentrates effort

implement the new law.

and resources on areas of greatest

I will make a new appointment

risk, applies the principles of
natural justice, and is backed up
with the ability and willingness
to apply sanctions and stand up

Deputy Secretary, Andrew Secker

While Keith was Director,

to the Director’s position in
the next few months. Until that
appointment is ﬁnalised I will take
on responsibility for the Director’s

to legal scrutiny. I strongly agree

role and continue the work of

with this regulatory approach

developing GCR as a highly

and will be making sure that its

professional regulatory industry.

While Keith was Director, Parliament made the biggest changes in gambling law for more than
20 years when it passed the Gambling Act, repealed the Gaming and Lotteries Act and the
Casino Control Act, disestablished the Casino Control Authority, established the Gambling
Commission, and signiﬁcantly increased the role of the Department.
Without the changes that had been made in GCR under Keith, it would have been much more
difﬁcult to carry out Parliament’s wishes and implement the new law.
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Infringement offences start July 2005,
fees up to $5,000
One of the changes made by the Gambling Act is to give the Department of Internal Affairs
the ability to issue infringement notices for offences. People receiving an infringement
notice will have to pay infringement fees of up to $5,000.
Infringement notices can be issued to operators of all

Fees will be paid to the Crown bank account. If a fee

forms of gambling, to advertisers of gambling and to

is not paid, then Courts will take over the matter as, in

gamblers.

effect, an unpaid ﬁne.

The infringement offences provisions are deﬁned in

A person or organisation issued an infringement notice

section 4 and set out in sections 356-360 and Schedule

can dispute that notice through the courts.

6 of the Act.

It is important to note that infringement notices will be

Schedule 6 lists the 24 infringement offences and sets

in addition to the enforcement actions the Department

the fee for each offence. The fees range from $100 to

can already take. They will give more ﬂexibility to help

$5,000 depending on the offence.

ensure appropriate action is taken against offences.

The Department is developing its policies on how

The Department does not have to issue an infringement

it will issue infringement notices. It expects to start

notice when it believes an infringement offence

using infringement notices from July 2005. It will use

has been committed and can instead choose to take

a similar system to those used by other Government

different enforcement action. This could include

agencies that also issue infringement notices, e.g.

issuing a warning, taking administrative action such as

Police, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and local

suspending or cancelling a licence, and prosecution.

authorities.

If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have comments about
what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact
Vince Cholewa
Ph: (04) 495 9350 or 027 272 4270
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

All Gaming and Censorship Regulation staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Parliamentary Committee rejects gambling sector
complaints about providing information to gamblers
Parliament’s Regulations Review Select Committee has dismissed complaints from some
businesses in the gambling sector. The complaints were about regulations requiring
gaming machines to provide mandatory information to gamblers.
The Australasian Gaming Machine Manufacturers’
Association (AGMMA) and casino operator Skycity
Entertainment had complained to the Committee about
what has become known as the “pop-up” regulation in
the gambling harm prevention regulations.

• the regulation is clear enough and does not need
elucidation
• there was sufﬁcient consultation before the regulation
was made.
It is telling that concerns about preventing harm from

Pop-ups are automatic messages that would appear on

gambling are leading to similar regulations in different

gaming machine screens at intervals of no more than

countries including mandatory provision of information

30 minutes advising how long that session of gambling

to gamblers.

had been in progress, how much had been won or lost,
and asking if the gambler wished to continue.
New gaming machines must have pop-ups from
1 October 2005 and other gaming machines must

Similar “pop-up” regulations are in place in Nova Scotia
in Canada. Research there shows that, while pop-ups
are not a complete answer, they have produced some
clear, positive results, particularly in relation to harm

have them from 1 July 2009. The minimum technical

prevention.

standards for the regulations will be gazetted as soon as

The New South Wales government has just announced

possible.

that it has accepted a recommendation from an

In dismissing the complaints the Select Committee

independent tribunal that mandatory information also be

conﬁrmed that:

provided on machines in that state.

• the regulation was in accordance with the general

Full text of the Select Committee’s report, Complaints

objects and intentions of the Gambling Act
• the regulation did not trespass unduly on Skycity’s
and gamblers’ personal rights and liberties

Regarding Regulation 8 of the Gambling (Harm
Prevention and Minimisation) Regulations 2004, are on
the Parliamentary website, www.clerk.parliament.govt.nz

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive information about the gambling sector, including details of
gaming machine societies that make grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for
• funding for community groups • gambling statistics • relevant law •
• application forms for licences, including housie and rafﬂes • and much more.
Click on “resources” for press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for new additions to the website.
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More harm prevention regulations in force from
1 October 2005
Five harm prevention regulations come into force on 1 October 2005. They will apply to
gaming machines in pubs and clubs and to casinos.
The Gambling (Harm Prevention and Minimisation)

Regulation 12 requires that there are always staff who

Regulations 2004 include different lead-in periods for

have had problem gambling awareness training at

different regulations. A copy of the regulations is on the

the venue when gambling is available. The regulation

Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz .

sets out what minimum training the relevant staff must

Those coming into force on October 1 are:
The parts of regulations 7 and 8 relating to new
gaming machines.
Regulation 7 requires that, at a gambler’s choice, a
gaming machine must display information about
the games on that machine and about that gambler’s
session of play. Regulation 8, which has become known
as the “pop-up” regulation requires that, at intervals of
no more than 30 minutes, machines must automatically

have received.
The regulations to come into force at a later date are:
The parts of regulations 7 and 8 relating to all other
gaming machines.
These will come into force on 1 July 2009.
All other regulations that are part of Harm Prevention
and Minimisation Regulations made on 30 August 2004
are already in force.

interrupt play and provide information, including how
long that session of gambling has been and how much
has been won or lost. The machine must also ask if the
gambler wishes to continue.
Regulations 9 and 10, which restrict the advertising
of jackpots.
Regulation 9 bans the advertising of jackpots outside
a gambling venue, and bans jackpot advertising inside
a venue that can be seen or heard outside the venue. It
allows jackpots to be advertised inside a venue as long
as the advertisement cannot be seen or heard outside.
Regulation 10 requires that the word “jackpot” (or any
other word or branding) is not published in a way that
explicitly or implicitly conveys the impression that
there is a gaming machine jackpot at the venue.

All Gaming and Censorship Regulation staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Worldwide concern about harm caused by gambling,
NZ’s approach
One of the themes that became apparent at the international gambling regulators’
conference in Wellington in April was the worldwide concern about the harm gambling
causes and the need for regulation and policies to prevent that harm.
Department of Internal Affairs Deputy Secretary,

returns to the community from the gambling that

Andrew Secker, gave a presentation at the conference

occurs and increasing gambling revenue.

outlining the Gambling Act and explaining New
Zealand’s approach to harm prevention.
Where New Zealand differs from other countries
is that, while it is accepted around the world that
problem gambling is an issue, this country is probably
the ﬁrst to give its Ministry of Health responsibility
for addressing these problems and for taking a public
health approach.
The role of the Ministry is to develop and implement
an integrated problem gambling strategy. It has already
published its strategic plan to the year 2010.
The strategy aims to promote public health by
preventing and minimising the harm from gambling.
Harm is deﬁned to include personal, social and

Harm prevention measures in the Act include a
precautionary approach to considering and licensing
new gambling technology. The Department will make
decisions based on research and evidence where it is
available and relevant. Where evidence does not exist
or is ambiguous, it will still make decisions using its
judgement and experience, giving priority to protecting
gamblers from harm or potential harm.
Other harm prevention measures include:
• gambling is prohibited unless approved
• licences must be declined unless applicants can prove
their suitability
• age restrictions

economic harm suffered by the gambler, their family,

• limits on banknote acceptors

work place and the wider community.

• requirements for operators to have and apply

The strategy is funded by the problem gambling levy
paid by gambling operators and includes research and
treatment services.

harm prevention policies
• restrictions and prohibitions on different forms of
advertising

The Gambling Act itself includes harm prevention

• provision of information to gamblers.

measures as part of the regulation of gambling.

Copies of Mr Secker’s presentation are available

Importantly, the purposes of the Act do not include tax

by contacting Executive Assistant Louise Pierce,

revenue or increasing money for the community. There

e-mail louise.pierce@dia.govt.nz, toll-free telephone

is a very important distinction between maximising

0800 257 887.

Where New Zealand differs from other countries is that, while it is accepted around
the world that problem gambling is an issue, this country is probably the ﬁrst to give
its Ministry of Health responsibility for addressing these problems and for taking a
public health appraoch.
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Casino compliance statistics
The Department has Gambling Inspectors working in each of the country’s six casinos.
Their roles include:

The Department’s role is to ensure that the casinos
have, and are applying, their policies to identify and

• Investigating complaints from gamblers and the

approach problem gamblers. The numbers of exclusion

public about the casino

orders are reported to the Department by the casinos.

• monitoring casino operations to ensure that they

Inspectors regularly audit each casino, including

comply with the Gambling Act, regulations and other

checks on cash handling, operation of gaming

rules

machines, compliance with game rules and problem

• carrying out regular audits of casino operations.

gambling policies.

The investigations carried out by Inspectors include

The Gambling Act 2003, regulating casinos

those in relation to gamblers’ complaints, Certiﬁcates

The Gambling Act has brought the biggest changes to

of Approval for casino staff, alleged breaches by the
casino operators, alleged cheating, and access to

the casino market since casinos were ﬁrst permitted in

gambling areas by people aged under 20.

New Zealand in 1990.

Since 1 July 2004 the Act has required casinos to have

The Gambling Act repealed the Casino Control Act and

policies to identify and approach problem gamblers.

disestablished the Casino Control Authority (CCA).

Casinos’ staff are playing a signiﬁcant role in

Most of the CCA’s responsibilities were transferred
to the Department and the newly created Gambling

encouraging problem gamblers to use self-exclusion
programmes. This is a good option because it helps

Commission.

problem gamblers accept that they have a problem and

While the Casino Control Act licensed casinos

do something about getting help to ﬁx it.

to promote tourism, employment and economic
development, the Gambling Act prohibits any new

The Act also gives casinos the power to impose
exclusion orders on problem gamblers, and casinos

casinos opening and prevents existing casinos

are using that power.

increasing the opportunities for gambling.

Summary of casino compliance statistics, July 2004 – April 2005

Investigations
by Gambling
Inspectors

JULY

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

TOTALS

16

13

13

16

9

23

11

12

9

10

132

Problem gamblers

781

Excluded by
casinos

22

36

18

20

18

13

20

8

14

19

188

Self-excluded

68

69

77

63

64

40

50

47

66

49

593

continued over page
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Casinos’ staff are playing a signiﬁcant role in encouraging problem gamblers
to use self-exclusion programmes. This is a good option because it helps
problem gamblers accept that they have a problem and do something about
getting help to ﬁx it.
The previous Act made no reference to problem

• facilitate responsible gambling

gambling or to providing information to the public. The

• facilitate community involvement in decisions about

stated purposes of the Gambling Act include to:

the provision of gambling.

• control the growth of gambling
• prevent and minimise the harm caused by gambling,
including problem gambling

CASINO GAMBLING, MAXIMUM NUMBERS ALLOWED UNDER THE GAMBLING ACT
CASINO

GAMING MACHINES

TABLES

Skycity Auckland

1,647

110

Skycity Hamilton

339

23

Christchurch

500

35

Dunedin

180

12

Queenstown Wharf

74

6

Skycity Queenstown

84

11

2,824

197

TOTALS

If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further information or have comments about
what information we could provide to make Gambits more useful to you, please contact
Vince Cholewa
Ph: (04) 495 9350 or 027 272 4270
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

All Gaming and Censorship Regulation staff can be contacted by phoning the Department’s tollfree number
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Number of gambling operators continues to fall,
machine numbers could drop more in future
The Department of Internal Affairs has released quarterly statistics showing that the
number of gambling operators has continued its signiﬁcant decline, while the number of
pubs and clubs hosting gaming machines and the number of machines declined slightly.
The statistics are the expected results of the Gambling

Future numbers

Act being passed in September 2003.

Some provisions of the Act are yet to have their

The Act has made it harder to get a gambling licence

full impact and over the next few years they could

and easier to lose one. Most of the recent reductions
are from operators deciding to not apply to renew their

further reduce the numbers of venues and machines
and sustain the trend to fewer, but on average larger,

licences or having renewal applications declined. This

operators.

has reinforced the historical trend towards fewer, but

One of the licensing requirements in the Act is that

on average bigger, operators.

the “venue is not used mainly for operating gaming

The Act also led to the ﬁrst ever drop in the number of

machines” (section 67(k)). As licences come up for

machines licensed to operate. Before the Act was passed

renewal, the Department is encountering venues where

machine numbers increased signiﬁcantly every quarter.

gaming machines seem to be the main operation. If

The numbers dropped signiﬁcantly immediately after

these venues cannot meet this requirement of the law,

the Act was passed and then dropped slowly after that.

then their licences cannot be renewed.

The number of venues ﬂuctuated up and down over the

There has been comment from some in the gambling

years and then followed a similar pattern to machine

sector that the gambling harm prevention regulations

numbers, dropping when the Act was passed and then

now starting to come in to force could lead to some

declining slowly.

venues no longer wanting to operate machines.

LICENSED CLASS 4 GAMBLING OPERATIONS IN PUBS AND CLUBS1
DATE

GAMBLING OPERATORS

VENUES

GAMING MACHINES

31 March 2005

568

1,838

22,159

31 December 2005

584

1,850

22,231

30 September 2004

626

1,897

22,294

30 June 2004

641

1,970

22,497

31 March 2004

661

2,007

22,646

30 June 20032

699

2,122

25,221

31 December 19983

1,011

2,193

13,273

1

The Act categorises gaming machines in pubs and clubs as “class 4 gambling”.

2

Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed. The Act was passed in September 2003.

3

These ﬁgures are included to help give a longer-term historical perspective.
continued over page
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There has also been comment that the electronic

The new rules changed how operators behave but did

monitoring system (EMS) to be introduced could result

not change gamblers’ behaviour.

in some venues with few machines turning off their
machines.

Likewise, getting rid of venues that are mainly used for
operating gaming machines and introducing EMS are

Gambling proﬁts

changes for gambling operators but not to gamblers’

Gambling operators have commented that if machine

behaviour.

numbers drop, then so do their proﬁts and there is less

However, the harm prevention provisions are aimed at

money for grants to community purposes.
Historically, the opposite has happened. For example,
from June 2003 to June 2004 machine numbers reduced
by 11% while proﬁts increased by 10%.

changing gamblers’ behaviour.
Some businesses in the gambling sector unsuccessfully
complained to Parliament’s Regulations Review Select
Committee about the harm prevention regulations

The Department believes that proﬁts continued to

(see page 6).

increase while machine numbers dropped because
gamblers simply went to other venues.

Gambling Amendment Act 2005; changes for licensing
trust members and community trustees
The Gambling Amendment Act came into force on 20 April 2005. The
following is the third reading speech given by the Minister of Internal
Affairs, George Hawkins.
Minister of Internal Affairs George Hawkins

“I move that the Gambling
Amendment Bill be now read a
third time.
“This short Bill amends the

when the society concerned

licensing trusts themselves from

operates machines on licensing

operating gaming machines.

trust premises.

However, some gaming machine
societies that are not licensing trusts
operate machines on licensing trust
premises. The Act also imposes a

Gambling Act 2003 to allow

strict separation between the people

licensing trust members to be

who run commercial premises

involved in decisions on the
distribution of gaming machine
proceeds to the community.
The amendment also extends
to community trustees where a
licensing trust reconstitutes as a
community trust under the Sale of
Liquor Act 1989.

12

“The Gambling Act prohibits

June 2005

at which gaming machines are
operated and the people who
control the proceeds from the
machines at those premises. This
currently prevents licensing trust
members from having any input
to decisions on the distribution of
gaming machine proceeds and the
operation of gaming machines,

“The Bill exempts licensing
trust members and community
trustees from this separation of
functions to reﬂect their unique
position as elected members who
are accountable to their local
communities. It continues to
prohibit licensing trusts themselves
from operating gaming machines.
“Finally, I would like to thank
the members on the Government
Administration Committee for their
consideration of the Bill.
“I commend this Bill to the House.”

PUBS AND CLUBS

Class 4 Operator Appeals to the Gambling Commission
To date, the Gambling Commission has determined two

proceeds in a ﬁnancial year, thus not allowing that society to

appeals from gambling operators.

“apply” any of the net proceeds.

The ﬁrst appeal was against the decision of the

The Commission rejected this interpretation and held

Department not to amend an operator’s licence. The

that regulation 11 only applies to those net proceeds that

second appeal was against the decision of the

are actually distributed. The Gambling Commission also

Department to cancel a venue licence. The full details of

noted that the Trust must still distribute 37.12% of its GST

these appeals are on the Gambling Commission website,

exclusive gross proceeds in accordance with regulation 10.

www.gamblingcommission.govt.nz

This decision has resulted in the Department re-examining

Decision GC06/05

its licensing processes.

The Commission has found that a gambling operator that

Decision GC10/05

“mainly distributes” proﬁts from its gaming machines to
the community can seek to amend its licence so that it
can also “apply” proﬁts.
However, the Commission noted that the operator must
still distribute at least 37.12% of its GST exclusive gross
proﬁts. If it applies any proﬁts, that must be in addition

New Zealand Community Trust appealed against the
Department’s decision to cancel a gambling venue licence.
Following a complaint, the licence was cancelled on several
grounds including that a territorial authority (TA) consent
had not been supplied when the licence was issued.

to the 37.12% distributed.

All of these grounds, including the issue of whether the TA

In this case Prime Community Trust brought an

the relocation of the venue to an area 75 metres distant, in an

appeal against the Department’s decision to refuse to
amend the Trust’s gambling operator’s licence. The
Trust had sought to amend its authorised purpose
statement to reﬂect an ability to “apply” net proceeds
while remaining a society that “mainly distributes” net
proceeds to the community.

consent was necessary, turned on the question of whether
extension to a mall complex, across a road from the original
mall, constituted the same “place”.
The Commission determined that the relevant place was the
mall rather than the speciﬁc location of the bar itself.
This was based on the fact that the venue licence carried, as

The Department refused to amend the licence on the
grounds that regulation 11 of the Gambling (Class 4

the “approved site”, the general address of the mall complex
rather than the speciﬁc business address of the venue.

Net Proceeds) Regulations 2004 required a society that

This decision is likely to result in the Department requiring

“mainly distributes” net proceeds to “distribute” all net

the description of the approved site on venue licences to be

Club afﬁliation fees can be authorised purposes
A number of clubs are afﬁliated to

Recently, the Department has

organisation, provided the fees are

more than one national organisation.

accepted that at times a club can

reasonable and in proportion to the

Some of these clubs pay afﬁliation

receive a signiﬁcant beneﬁt from

fees to each of these organisations.

membership of more than one

Previously, the Department’s view

changed its view and, depending

has been that only one of those fees
could be allowed as an authorised
purpose for gaming machine funds.

organisation. Consequently, it has
on the circumstances, will permit

beneﬁt the club receives from
its afﬁliation.
A club may now apply to alter
its authorised purposes statement

gaming machine funds to be used to

to allow for more than one

pay afﬁliation fees to more than one

afﬁliation fee.
June 2005
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What is the “gambling area” in a pub or club?
The Gambling Act’s deﬁnition of “gambling area”

• The gaming machines cannot be moved outside the

has important consequences for gambling operators

speciﬁed gambling area without applying for another

(section 4). It restricts where gaming machines can be

amendment.

placed and deﬁnes what areas excluded gamblers are
barred from.

• Exclusion orders exclude people from the gambling
area only. They cannot be excluded from other parts of

For pubs and clubs the Act deﬁnes the whole venue as
the gambling area, unless the licence has been amended
to specify a different gambling area.

the venue under this Act.
Before considering an amendment to specify the
gambling area, the Department requires the gambling

The Department may add a condition to a venue licence
specifying an area (or areas) within the venue as the

operator to submit a ﬂoor plan that:
• is clear and simple

gambling area(s). They would be the only area(s) in

• is drawn to scale

which gaming machines could be operated (section

• clearly delineates the gambling area(s)

70(2)(h)).

• is signed by a trustee or other ofﬁcer of the corporate

If a venue licence does not have this condition, the
gambling area is the whole venue. This means that
gamblers who have exclusion orders are excluded from
the whole venue. If the venue is a hotel, a shopping
mall, or has other facilities available, like a bar or sports
facilities, an excluded gambler cannot enter or use the
facilities in it.

society.
The submission of ﬂoor plans as part of an application
does not automatically entitle the applicant to a
condition under section 70(2)(h). The society must
speciﬁcally apply for an amendment to its licence before
the Department will consider adding a condition. Factors
such as venue staff’s ability to supervise the gambling

If a venue licence has been amended to specify the
gambling area:

area will be taken into account before a condition is
granted.

Licence renewals being completed within weeks
Changes the Department has made

new operator, processing is likely to

to each operator’s ﬁnancial year.

to how it decides on renewing

take longer.

Licences now usually expire within

The Gambling Act imposes much

two to four months of the operator’s

gambling licences have greatly
speeded up the process.
Where gambling operators ﬁle
complete and correct renewal

licences and applicants must
provide considerably more detailed

ﬁnancial year-end. This has not
only spread the workload over the
year but has allowed the operator

information than the previous law

to publish its annual report, have

taking weeks, rather than months.

required.

the accounts audited and apply for

Where an application is ﬁrst

Previously, 76% of licences expired

applications, processing is now

made for a new licence under the
Gambling Act, either by gambling
operators renewing licences issued
under the now-repealed Gaming
and Lotteries Act (very few of these
older licences are left now) or by a
14

stricter rules on issuing new

June 2005

renewal of its gambling licence in

on September 30 each year. This

one streamlined process.

caused a bottleneck and delays in

Eventually, where renewal

processing. The new Act allowed
the expiry dates of licences to be
changed.
The new dates link the licence

applications are complete and
correct, the Department hopes to
issue most licences within one month
of the application being received.
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Casino branding compliance good but some pubs risk prosecution
While compliance with the “casino branding” provision of the Gambling Act is generally
good, some pubs and clubs are not complying and risk prosecution.
Since 19 March 2005 the Act has prohibited anyone,
including a gaming machine operator or venue, from
using the word “casino” or any other word or get-up
in a way that gives the impression that the venue is a
casino and is open to the public (section 121).
The Department’s Gambling Inspectors have been
checking on compliance with this requirement during
regular audits and visits to venues. The Department has
also received information from members of the public.

advising that future breaches could result in prosecution.
Courts can impose ﬁnes of up to $10,000. The Department
can also take administrative action, which includes
cancelling or suspending gambling licences and issuing
an infringement notice with a fee of $5,000 (see page 5 for
more information about infringement offences).
For further information about casino branding see also:
the letter sent by the Department to all gambling licence
holders on 15 February 2005; the Department’s website,

Where pubs and clubs are not complying they have been

www.dia.govt.nz; and Gambits June 2004 page 10 and

given a warning, explaining what the law requires and

March 2005 page 17.

KEY CONTACTS GAMING AND CENSORSHIP REGULATION

Director, Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group (GCR)
To be appointed

investigates incidents and patron complaints and ensures
that casinos comply with the Gambling Act.

GCR is the business group within the Department of Internal
Affairs whose role is to bring about compliance with New
Zealand’s gambling and censorship laws. There is no direct
policy connection between gambling and censorship, but they
are the only two enforcement functions that the Department
carries out and are grouped under one director.

• Northern Regional Manager Casino Compliance, Maria
Bradshaw

National Manager Gaming Compliance Greg Crott

• Manager Gaming Compliance Auckland, Geoff Lawry

Gaming Operational Policy has responsibility for contributing
to policy development in the gaming sector generally, the
development of licence conditions and providing operational
policy support and advice to GCR’s operational units and
the Director. The unit also includes technical advisors
responsible for the setting of standards and testing
requirements relating to the approval and operation of
gaming machine equipment and expert advice on technical
issues and investigations. The scrutiny requirements under
the Gambling Act for Lotteries Commission products are also
included.

• Manager Gaming Compliance Wellington, Adrian Straayer

National Manager Censorship Compliance Steve O’Brien

• Manager Gaming Compliance Christchurch, Kevin Owen

Censorship Compliance is responsible for taking action
against people who collect or trade child sex abuse images
and for enforcing the Chief Censor’s decisions. It operates
under the Films, Videos and Publications Classiﬁcation Act
1993. It carries out inspections, investigates complaints,
issues ofﬁcial warnings and instigates prosecutions where
necessary.

A team in Wellington issues all licences for non-casino
gaming activities, including prize competitions, housie,
lotteries and other games of chance. Inspectors based
in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch conduct audits
of gaming machine societies and other kinds of gaming,
including instant games, housie, lotteries, prize competitions
and licensed promoters. Staff investigate complaints from
the public and in some cases instigate prosecutions.

National Manager Casino Compliance Debbie Ferris
Casino Compliance is responsible for inspecting and
monitoring casinos. It conducts compliance audits, ensures
on-going suitability of certiﬁcate of approval holders,

• Southern Regional Manager Casino Compliance, Dennis
Petersen
Manager Gaming Operational Policy Kate Reid

June 2005
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Preparing for
electronic monitoring
of gaming machines
This article provides gambling operators with
useful information for preparing their venues for the
roll-out of the electronic monitoring system (EMS) for
gaming machines in pubs and clubs (see also Preferred
vendor for electronic monitoring system, page 5).
The Gambling Act makes EMS compulsory.
EMS will help prevent inaccurate record keeping and incorrect banking,
which are the most common problems found in audits carried out by the
Department of Internal Affairs. It will improve the accountability of how
much money is spent in gaming machines, enable better monitoring
of the machines and the collection of information supporting policy
development.
EMS will:
• ensure the integrity and fairness of games played on gaming machines
• limit opportunities for crime and dishonesty in connection with the
operation of gaming machines
• enable the Department to track and monitor the operations of gaming
machines
• provide daily automated and accurate meter readings for each
gaming machine.
continues page 2

Gambits index, information about the Gambling Act
This issue of Gambits is accompanied by an index of articles
published in issues from December 2003 to March 2005. An
electronic index will be updated with each issue and will be posted
on the Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz. A hard copy will
be produced annually. December 2003 is the first issue published
after the Gambling Act was passed. Earlier issues have not been
indexed to prevent confusion between the Gambling Act and its now
repealed predecessor, the Gaming and Lotteries Act.
continues page 3

Preparing for electronic monitoring
from page 1

• all gaming machines are QCOM capable

The daily meter readings will record the profit
made on each individual machine and at each
venue. This includes the requirement to record
details of jackpots.
The following is an indicative timeline for the
implementation of EMS. The final timing will
depend on final contract negotiations.

2005
Planning, building, testing

Late 2005/early 2006
‘Pilot phase’ at some venues

Throughout 2006
Training for societies and venues

Throughout 2006
Gradual roll-out of connection to EMS
at all venues
It is planned that the roll-out will begin with the
larger societies in 2006 and will end with the
connection of the smaller societies such as clubs.
Dates for the roll out will be worked out by the
Department and the vendor, including, where
possible, discussion with the sector. All venues
must be connected to the system no later than 19
March 2007.
If gaming machines in a particular venue are not
connected to EMS on the date specified by the
Department for that venue, the Act requires that
they cease operating (section 86).
The organisation selected to run EMS will supply
all necessary equipment for the monitoring
system up to and including the site controllers.
Operators must ensure that all gambling
equipment and venues are upgraded to enable
gaming machines to be monitored.
A standard specifying how this is to be done will
be published after a contract is signed with the
vendor.

2

The standard will include ensuring:
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• a fibre optic loop is installed to connect all
gaming machines to the site controller
• the venue has an appropriate modem
connection - if the telecommunication process
is land based, a dedicated phone line would be
required
• a dedicated electrical power supply for the site
controller.
QCOM version 1.5.5 will be required for gaming
machine upgrades to allow for connection to
EMS. QCOM version 1.5.5 should be prescribed
as the standard by June 2005.
A fibre optic loop will need to be installed at
each venue to enable gaming machines to be
connected to a site controller. This cable will run
from the site
controller to
It is planned that the
the first gaming
roll-out will begin with
machine and
from the
the larger societies in
first gaming
2006 and will end with
machine to the
the connection of the
next and so on.
The last gaming smaller societies such
machine will
as clubs. Dates for the
connect back
roll-out will be worked
to the site
out by the Department
controller.
Any break
and the vendor,
in the loop
including where
will disable
possible, discussion
all gaming
with the sector.
machines on
that loop.
A QCOM
cabling standard will also be prescribed. A
consultation document on cabling standards will
soon be sent out.

All jackpots that require a hand pay to pay a
winning jackpot will be required to connect
to EMS to allow accurate recording of gaming
machine profits. It is intended that an interim
protocol will be specified and jackpot controllers
modified to enable them to connect to EMS.

Major gambling survey
to be repeated
This year the Department of Internal Affairs will carry out the fifth survey
in a series looking at New Zealanders’ Participation in, and Attitudes Towards
Gambling.
The survey is conducted throughout New
Zealand using face-to-face interviews with
1,500 people aged 15 years and over.

in 1985, 1990, 1995, and 2000. The survey
questionnaire has been relatively standard
over that period.

The survey has previously been undertaken

The survey is highly regarded nationally and
internationally because it is a longitudinal
survey carried out to a high standard.

Index, information
about Gambling Act
from page 1

Any suggestions you might have about
how the index could be improved to
make it more useful to you are most
welcome. Please address them to the
editor, whose contact details are on the
back page.

Disclaimer
Gambits is a useful summary of recent
work done by the Department of
Internal Affairs and of significant
current issues in the gambling sector.
However, it is not a comprehensive
source of all information about gambling.
Gambling operators should also be
familiar with the Gambling Act, other
relevant legislation, regulations and
formal documentation, most of which is
available on the Department’s website.
Reading Gambits is not a substitute for
obtaining independent, professional legal
or financial advice.

The survey does not directly address problem
gambling, but it does provide information
on the level and frequency of gambling
participation in New Zealand.
The survey asks whether people have
participated in named gambling activities over
the past 12 months; why not, if the answer is
no; how often; how much money they spend;
why they participate in the activity; and
whether they think they won or lost money
overall.
The survey series also investigates public
attitudes to gambling.
This research looks at:
• which factors people think should guide
gambling legislation
• the desirability of gambling activities
• where the profits from gambling activities
go
• the definition of “worthy causes” for the
receipt of gambling profits.
Results of the 2000 survey are available on the
Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz.
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Department speakers available
One of the purposes of the Gambling Act is to “facilitate community involvement in decisions about
the provision of gambling.” (section 39(h))
The Department of Internal Affairs is happy to provide speakers, as time and staff availability
permits, to provide information to the community and the gambling sector about the Act and all
aspects of gambling regulation.
Knowledge of the law can help gambling operators and venues avoid breaches, and can help
sector and community organisations identify breaches that might occur.
A Department speaker could also help community organisations find out about the rules for access
to funding from gaming machines and for operating their own gambling events for fundraising.
Contact details are listed on the back page of Gambits. The Department will consider all
requests for a speaker, though it might not be able to always provide one. Events where several
organisations will be represented will usually be given priority.

Speaking notes
The following articles summarise recent presentations given by Department staff.
If the speakers’ notes are available, they can be obtained by e-mailing the editor of
Gambits at vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz.

Gambling Act bans ‘remote
interactive gambling’
The Legal Advisor in the Department’s
gambling regulation unit, Saar Cohen-Ronen,
was invited to give a presentation to the Pacific
Conference on Internet Gambling, in Sydney in
March 2005.

New Zealanders are not prohibited from
gambling on an overseas website but that website
must not be promoted in New Zealand.

Mr Cohen-Ronen gave a summary of the Act,
focusing on Internet gambling.

Please note that, while Mr Cohen-Ronen gave a
summary of useful information about the law, it
was not legal advice.

The Act bans what it calls “remote interactive
gambling” in New Zealand unless it is operated
by the New Zealand Racing Board (which
trades as the TAB) or the New Zealand Lotteries
Commission. Remote interactive gambling
includes Internet gambling.

4

The Act also bans the advertising of overseas
gambling in New Zealand. The ban on overseas
advertising applies to all forms of gambling.
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Not legal advice

While the Department is happy to provide
information about its role and what the law states,
it is not a legal or financial advisor.
Where a gambling operator needs to apply
what the law states to the specifics of its own
business practices, the Department advises it to
get independent, professional legal or financial
advice.
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Preferred vendor for electronic
monitoring system
The Department’s Deputy Secretary for
Regulation and Compliance, Andrew Secker, was
invited to give a presentation to the New Zealand
Gaming Expo in Hamilton on 18 March 2005.

this region. Following a highly successful period
of rapid growth, Intralot currently ranks third
on revenues and second in profits among lottery
suppliers worldwide.

Mr Secker spoke about the electronic monitoring
system (EMS) for gaming machines in pubs and
clubs. The Gambling Act makes it mandatory for
all machines in pubs and clubs to be connected to
EMS no later than 19 March 2007.

Intralot currently has gaming machine monitoring
operations in two European jurisdictions and
the same system will be used in New Zealand.
Intralot is also actively involved in the roll-out
and subsequent operation of many of the systems
they supply.

The Department has selected European gambling
technology company Intralot as the preferred
vendor for providing EMS services. Intralot
is a leading supplier of integrated gaming and
transaction processing systems, innovative game
designs and value added services to state-licensed
gaming organisations and financial services
providers worldwide.
Intralot has 30 subsidiaries, 7 business offices
and 1,500 people in 26 countries. With annual
revenues of €325.9m (about NZ$600m), the
company dominates in Europe, has secured
a strong position in South America and has
established a foothold in North America. New
Zealand will be its first substantial presence in

Department staff have visited some of the
jurisdictions using Intralot systems and have
been impressed with the technical sophistication
and operation of these systems. Regulators have
expressed a very high standard of satisfaction
with all aspects of Intralot’s involvement in the
supply, roll-out and operation of the systems in
their jurisdictions.
Due diligence is being undertaken, and the
Department is currently in contract negotiations
with Intralot. It is expected that the negotiations
will be completed by April 2005.
Audit New Zealand has reviewed and assured
each stage of the procurement process.

Clubs must have problem
gambling policies
The Department’s Deputy Secretary for

gambling, including problem gambling

Regulation and Compliance, Andrew Secker,

• facilitate responsible gambling.

was invited to give a presentation to the Clubs

The Act balances these factors against others,

New Zealand Annual Conference in Hamilton on

such as ensuring profits benefit the community,

20 March 2005. Excerpts from his presentation

ensuring gambling is free from crime and

follow.

facilitating community involvement.

The purpose of the Gambling Act 2003, is, among

A key risk factor associated with problem

other things, to:

gambling is regular participation in any

• control the growth of gambling

continuous form of gambling, especially gambling

• prevent and minimise the harm caused by

continues page 6
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gambling. This means ensuring that problem

on gaming machines.

gambling and underage gambling do not take

Continuous gambling involves games that

place in your venues.

people play quickly and repeatedly (e.g. gaming

In order to obtain both an operator’s licence

machines, casino table games, race and sports

and a venue licence, applicants must satisfy the

betting, some “scratch” games).

Department that they will minimise the risks

Problem Gambling Committee statistics indicate

of problem

that gaming machines are the biggest problem.

gambling.

In 2003, 77% of new counselling clients cited

Licence

pub and club gaming machines as their main

applications

problem, and 10% cited casino gaming machines.

must contain

New Zealand surveys suggest that the gambling

a statement

behaviour of about 20% of regular pub and

about how

club gaming machine players is problematic at

the operator

any given time (Abbot and Volberg, 2000). In

and the venue

practical terms this means that about one in five

propose to

of a gaming machine venue’s regular players

minimise the

are likely to be actual or potential problem

risks of problem

gamblers.

gambling

Regular gambling means weekly or more

(including the

frequent gambling participation.

society’s policy

If you see someone playing machines in your

for identifying

venue regularly enough to recognise them, there

problem

is a reasonable chance that their gambling is a

gamblers, required under section 308 of the Act).

problem.

The Department has reviewed a number

The Department regards statements in harm

of policies submitted by various societies.

minimisation policies submitted by societies

We applaud those policies that contain

that the percentage of problem gamblers is very

comprehensive requirements and guidelines

small (typically 1.3% - 2%) as unacceptable. This

for venue staff, provided the requirements are

figure conservatively estimates the percentage

reasonable and will help achieve the purposes

of adult members of the general population

of the Act.

that may have experienced problem gambling.

During the most recent licence renewal rounds,

It misrepresents the percentage of problem

the Department focused primarily on the

gamblers that frequent gambling venues and

content of problem gambler identification

ignores the many people close to a problem

policies, including practical guidelines for

gambler who are also often affected.

venue staff in relation to exclusion provisions.

Under the Gambling Act licences will be harder

As gambling providers become more aware

to get and easier to lose. Among other criteria,

of problem gambling and familiar with the

the Department will carefully consider whether

requirements under the Act and Regulations,

sufficient measures have been adopted to

it is expected that the Department’s minimum

minimise the risks of problem and underage

requirements will expand.
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The Department has
reviewed a number
of policies submitted
by various societies.
We applaud those
policies that contain
comprehensive
requirements and
guidelines for venue
staff, provided the
requirements are
reasonable and will
help achieve the
purposes of the Act.
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International gambling regulators
to meet in New Zealand
The Department of Internal Affairs will host meetings of international
casino and other gambling regulators in Wellington in April.
The steering committee of the United Statesbased International Association of Gambling
Regulators will meet on April 19. This will
include representatives from New Zealand,
Australia, the Channel Islands, Scandinavia,
South Africa, the United Kingdom and the
United States.
International delegates will remain behind to
give presentations to the regular meeting of
New Zealand and Australian regulators.
Topics to be discussed include the objectives
of gambling regulation over the next three
to five years, money laundering, gambling

among indigenous people (in terms of
both problem gambling and economic
development), links between alcohol and
gambling, and a casino operator’s view of the
future.
The meetings will not be open to the public
but the Department will endeavour to make
papers publicly available, and presenters
and overseas delegates available for media
interviews.
Journalists interested in possible interviews
can contact the editor of Gambits.
Contact details are on the back page.

Funding for community groups,
visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides
extensive information about the
gambling sector, including details of
gaming machine societies that make
grants to community groups.
Click on “gambling” for:

• application forms for licences,
including housie and raffles
• and much more.
Click on “resources” for:
• press releases.

• funding for community groups
• gambling statistics

Click on “what’s new” for:

• relevant law

• new additions to the website.

GAMBITS March 2005
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HARM PREVENTION AND MINIMISATION

Pamphlets and signs for pubs, clubs and casinos
All pubs and clubs with gaming machines
and casinos must have problem gambling
pamphlets and signs in their venues (Harm
Prevention and Minimisation Regulation 11).
The Department is developing a pamphlet
and a sign to help gambling operators meet
these requirements. They will be available on
the Department’s website this month.
Operators can design their own pamphlets

and signs or they can print the pamphlet
and sign from the Department’s website
www.dia.govt.nz.
Printed copies can also be bought from:
Albion Graphics
12 Armidale Street
Petone, Lower Hutt.
Telephone 04 568 2552
e-mail brian@albiongraphics.co.nz

Updated definition of
problem gambling
One of the major changes brought about by the Gambling Act is that, for
the first time, the law requires gambling operators in casinos, pubs and clubs
to have problem gambling policies and to implement them.
Many operators have contacted the Department
asking for advice on these provisions of the
Act. The Department cannot write policies for
gambling operators, but the articles on pages 3 to
10 of the December 2004 issue of Gambits should
provide useful information.
One of the points that has arisen is the need for a
definition of problem gambling. In the past the
Department has endorsed the description used
in the Report on the Social Impact of Gambling, DIA,
1995, p102).
That definition is now 10 years old, and
subsequent thinking has led the Department to
the view that it is not helpful to use terms like
“compulsive addiction” in advice about how to
identify problem gamblers at venues.
The definition the Department is now suggesting
gambling operators use is:

8

“Problem gambling is gambling that causes harm
or may cause harm to the individual, his or her
family, or the wider community. Sometimes the
harm may result from just one gambling session.
In other cases, it might be the result of regular
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gambling sessions over a period of time and
involving substantial amounts of money. The
harmful effects of problem gambling can include:
• Financial problems
• Problems at work (ranging from poor
performance to fraud)
• Poor parenting and other relationship problems
• Family violence
• Alcohol abuse
• Mental health problems
“Sometimes the damage is irreversible, for
example, suicide.
“Problem gambling almost invariably affects both
the gamblers themselves and other people in their
lives.”

All Gaming and Censorship Regulation
staff can be contacted by phoning the
Department’s tollfree number

0800 257 887

HARM PREVENTION AND MINIMISATION

634 problem gamblers
excluded from casinos

The Department has Gambling Inspectors
working in each of the country’s six
casinos. Their roles include:
• receiving complaints from gamblers and
the public about the casino
• monitoring casino operations to ensure
that they comply with the Gambling Act,
regulations and other rules
• carrying out regular audits of casino
operations.
The investigations carried out by
Inspectors include those relating to
gamblers’ complaints, alleged cheating,

Certificates of Approval for casino staff and
access by people aged under 20.
Since 1 July 2004 casinos have been
required to use powers under the Act to
exclude problem gamblers. Inspectors
must ensure that the casinos have, and are
applying, problem gambling policies. The
numbers of exclusion orders are reported
to the Department by the casinos.
Inspectors audit each casino once a month,
including checks on cash handling,
operation of gaming machines and
compliance with game rules.

If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would
like further information or have comments about what
information we could provide to make Gambits more useful
to you, please contact
Vince Cholewa: Ph: (04) 495 9350 or 027 272 4270
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
GAMBITS March 2005
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PUBS AND CLUBS – FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Financial information you must provide when
applying for a gaming machine licence
The following five articles are about the
financial information that gambling operators
must provide when they apply for a licence to
operate gaming machines in pubs or clubs.
The Department strongly advises operators
and organisations considering applying for
new licences to show these articles to their
accountants.
The articles are:
• New system to renew licences under
Gambling Act, p10

If, after consulting with their accountant,
operators still have questions about what
information they must provide, they should
have their accountant call either of the
Department’s Investigating Accountants.
Their contact details are below:
John Currie, CA
Investigating Accountant
Gaming Compliance Unit
Department of Internal Affairs

• Financial information clubs must provide to
renew gaming machine licences, p11

PO Box 1308

• Annual reports must be provided within three
months of balance date, p14

Telephone 03 353 8304 or 0800 257 887

• Annual reports must be audited, p15
• Financial viability of gambling operators, p15.
Providing this information correctly will greatly
speed up the processing of licence applications.
Getting it wrong is likely to cause delays and
could prevent a licence being granted.

Christchurch

Lincoln Butler, CA
Investigating Accountant
Department of Internal Affairs
PO Box 10-095
Wellington
Telephone 04 495 9457 or 0800 257 887

New system to renew licences under Act
Gambling operators applying for a gaming machine licence for a second or
subsequent time under the Gambling Act will find the process simpler as long
as they have provided all the necessary information during their licensing
period (see also New licensing dates, page 16).
The Gambling Act has made major changes to
the rules for issuing gaming machine licences.
It made licensing a key part of the compliance
regime and makes it harder to get a licence and
easier to lose one.
The first time gambling operators apply for a
gaming machine licence under the Act they
must provide much more information than was
required under the previous law. This applies to
both new licences and to applications to renew a
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licence that had originally been issued under the
old law.
Having provided this information, subsequent
renewals will be simpler as long as gambling
operators provide the necessary information
about any changes they wish to make.
Gambling operators are obliged to make the
necessary notifications and applications to amend
continues page 11
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licences if they make changes relating to matters
such as key persons, gambling equipment,
authorised purposes, problem gambling policies
and methods, and systems or policies for
considering applications for grants.
Providing this information during the year will
greatly speed up renewal of licences at the end of
the year.
Not providing the information or providing
incorrect information is likely to delay processing
of renewals and could lead to action being taken
against the venue or operator, either during an
audit or re-licensing.
The Application to Renew Class 4 Operator’s &

Venue Licence(s) form, is the main form societies
use when reapplying for their licence each year.
A new, simpler form will be used when a
gambling operator is re-licensing for a second or
subsequent time under the Act. The new form is
called the Gaming Machine Account Summary form
and it can be obtained from the Department’s
website www.dia.govt.nz .
If, after consulting with their accountant,
operators still have questions about the Gaming
Machine Account Summary form, they should have
their accountant call either of the Department’s
Investigating Accountants. Their contact details
are on page 10.

Financial information clubs
must provide to renew
gaming machine licences
The Gambling Act 2003 came into effect on 1 July 2004. Clubs that want to
renew their operator’s and venue licences must apply to the Department of
Internal Affairs before their current licences expire.
This article explains what information is required

• the club’s financial statements for the most

for the first renewal under the Act, from a

recent financial year (i.e. annual report),

financial perspective. It also explains the format

audited by a chartered accountant

in which the information should be presented.

• the club’s financial statements for the forecast

Additionally, it describes common problems

year signed-off (by a chartered accountant)as

found in the recent licence application and

reasonably prepared

renewal round (see also Club secretaries and venue
managers, page 18).

Required information
Section 56 of the Act allows the Secretary to ask
clubs to provide any or all of the information that
would be required for a new licence when they
apply for a licence renewal. As the Department
performs a number of tests at licensing renewal
to assess financial viability, clubs are required to
provide the following information:

• a completed gaming machine account
summary
• a copy of its authorised purpose payments
schedule
• a clear statement on the club’s policy as to how
the club will maximise net proceeds.
The information should be complete and correct
to allow the licence renewal to be processed
efficiently.
continues page 12
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Percentage of Total Proceeds Distributed is

Unfortunately, some clubs in the recent

to use the funds paid out during the year

re-licensing round did not supply all the required

against the total proceeds derived at Point C.

information. For example, often the forecast audit

A number of applications have used the net

opinion was not included in the application or the

proceeds amount and arrived at a percentage

schedule of distributions to authorised purposes

that was incorrect. In some cases, when the

was missing. The Department must contact

correct total proceeds amount was used, the

the club in these circumstances, creating an

required percentage distributed to authorised

unnecessary delay in processing the application.

purposes has

If all information is provided to the Department

been less than

the processing of the licence renewal can be done

the required

quickly and efficiently.

percentage.

Forecast financial statements
These are to be provided for the entire club (or
for the gaming operation, where separate audited
financial statements for the most recent financial
year have been prepared solely for the gaming
operation). Information for both the current
year and forecast year is typically included in
the forecast financial statements and it should be
used as the basis to complete the Gaming Machine
Account Summary (GMAS).
Often the forecast figures have not been supplied
and the Department has had to contact the club
to get this information. This has caused delays in
the processing of the application renewal.

GMAS

• The forecast
figures should
be reasonable
and not out of
line with the
current year.
If a forecast
figure is
significantly
different a
note should
be added
explaining
why this is the
case.

Auditors of financial
statements must
be members of the
Institute of Chartered
Accountants of
New Zealand. The
audit opinion needs
to be signed by a
practising chartered
accountant for public
societies but the
Department will also
accept the work of
retired chartered
accountants for
clubs.

• Sheet 4 of the

The Application to Renew a Class 4 Operator’s and

GMAS deals

Venue Licence form also includes a GMAS.

with costs associated with operating a venue

There have been several problems with the

or multiple venues. This panel is usually only

completion of this form:

relevant to public societies who have a number

• The Department requires both current year

of venues and not to clubs.

and forecast year amounts to be included

All clubs are required to have the forecast

on the GMAS. This has not always been

figures they supply in the GMAS signed off

completed, and there have been large gaps in

by a chartered accountant. That sign-off must

the information provided.

be submitted to the Department as part of the

• Sheet 6 – Undistributed Funds: Financial
Position Nets to Zero has been amended to

Audited financial statements

reflect that the net position may not net to zero

Section 107 of the Act requires clubs to provide

when the entire club’s accounts are used.

audited financial statements to the Department

• On Sheet 7, the method to calculate the

12
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within three months of the end of a club’s
financial year.

Expenses may be minimised by having a policy of

This requirement comes into effect for the
financial year that commences after 1 July 2004.

the club is going to purchase, before selecting a

Auditors of financial statements must be
members of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of New Zealand. The audit
opinion needs to be signed by a practising
chartered accountant for public societies but the
Department will also accept the work of retired
chartered accountants for clubs. Associate
chartered accountants, accounting technicians
and non-members of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants are not acceptable. “Reviews”
completed by chartered accountants are not
acceptable as a substitute for a full audit.

Schedule of authorised payments

A number of audit opinions have been supplied
that have not been signed by a chartered
accountant.

licensing time,

Unsigned audit opinions will be returned to clubs
requesting that this sign-off be completed by a
chartered accountant.

financial records

If an audit opinion includes a qualification,
the auditor must also provide an explanation,
either in the audit opinion or on a separate letter,
explaining exactly why the qualification was
made and specifically what it relates to. The
Department needs to review the seriousness of
qualified audit opinions issued if those opinions
relate to the gaming machine operation or the
ability of the club to continue as a going concern.

sufficient detail that each payment could be

Maximising net proceeds

Information presented to the Department that
is complete and understandable is easier and
quicker to process. Clubs should try to ensure
the information provided to the Department is
accurate and complete.

An explanation describing how the club will
maximise its net proceeds (GMAS - A5 on p5) is to
be included.
Statements submitted have varied, from being left
blank to being very detailed. The Department

obtaining three quotes for goods or services that
supplier.
The majority of authorised purpose payments
made by clubs are paid to the club itself. A
schedule showing a breakdown of who the
payments
were paid to is
required.
The Department
only requires
a copy of the
schedule to be
submitted at
but the club
must retain
supporting this

The Department
needs to review
the seriousness
of qualified audit
opinions issued
if those opinions
relate to the gaming
machine operation
or the ability of the
club to continue as
a going concern.

schedule in
evidence if required. Clubs have not always
provided this schedule and this causes delay in
re-licensing.

Overview
The September 2004 licensing round has been
a learning period for everyone involved and
some processes are being changed as a result.

revenue may be maximised by updating the

If, after consulting with its accountant, a club
still has questions about the information
provided above, it should have its accountant
to call either of the Department’s Investigating

games on the machines regularly.

Accountants. Their contact details are on p10.

would prefer to see how clubs intend to maximise
revenue and minimise expenses. For example,

GAMBITS March 2005
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Annual reports must be provided
within three months of balance date
The key section in the Gambling Act requiring gambling operators to
provide an annual report to the Department within three months of balance
date is section 107.
This section states:
“A corporate society must, not later than three
months after the end of its financial year, provide
to the Secretary an annual report on the conduct of
class 4 gambling by the corporate society during the
year.” (section 107(1))
“The first financial year for which a corporate society
must provide an annual report is the financial year
that commences after the commencement of this
section.” (section 107(3))
The Act came into effect on 1 July 2004. For the
September 2004 licence application and renewal
round, most
societies were
The Department not required to
encouraged submit an annual
operators to work report within
three months of
to the three month
the end of their
reporting criteria financial year,
contained in the Act as their financial
now, as it will apply year began before
1 July 2004.

in future licence
application and
renewal rounds.

The Department
encouraged
operators to work
to the three month
reporting criteria
contained in the Act now, as it will apply in future
licence application and renewal rounds.
To provide an example of how the crossover
period works between the old legislation and the
new legislation, consider an operator society that
has a balance date of 31 March 2005 and is due to
re-licence in July 2005. The society would use its

14
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audited accounts as at 31 March 2005 as part of its
Gaming Machine Account Summary form.
It would not be required to submit those accounts
to the Department within three months for the
purpose of the July 2005 licence application and
renewal round. It would be required to submit
those accounts, however, as part of the renewal
process.
For the July 2006 licence application and renewal
round, the operator would have a balance date of
31 March 2006. Because its financial year would
have started on 1 April 2005, which is after 1 July
2004 (the commencement of the Act), the operator
would be required to submit its annual report
within three months of the balance date.
The requirement to submit the annual report to
the Department applies regardless of the timing of
the licence application and renewal round.
The operator in the above example would be
required to submit its annual report to the
Department by 30 June 2006, which is before the
licence application and renewal round in July
2006. Where the renewal date is three months
after the balance date (e.g. June 30 in the above
example) the annual report would be submitted at
the same time as the renewal.

The requirement to provide an annual report
to the Department within three months of the
balance date would also apply to all future years.
If, after consulting with its accountant, a club still
has questions about the information provided
above, it should have its accountant call either of
the Department’s Investigating Accountants.
Their contact details are on page 10.
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Annual reports must be audited
The key section in the Gambling Act, which
requires societies to have an annual report
audited, is section 107.
It states:
“The annual report must include … an auditor’s
report on the information contained in the report.”
(section107(2)(b))
“The first financial year for which a corporate
society must provide an annual report is
the financial year that commences after the
commencement of this section.” (section 107(3))
“In this section, auditor means … a person
who is eligible to be appointed as an auditor
under section 199 of the Companies Act 1993.”
(section107(6)(b))
Under the Companies Act 1993, section 199(1)(a),
a person must not be appointed or act as an
auditor of a company unless the person is a
chartered accountant (within the meaning
of section 19 of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of New Zealand Act 1996).
Many operators already have their accounts
or financial statements audited by a chartered
accountant. In those cases there will be no change
under the Gambling Act in terms of the auditing
requirement. Some operators have had their
accounts audited by non-chartered accountants. In
these cases there will be a change.

The National Manager of the Gaming Compliance
Unit revoked all dispensations granted under the
Gaming and Lotteries Act to use someone other
than a chartered accountant as an auditor. This
applies from 1 July 2004. Revocation was made in
a letter to all operators sent in July 2004.
This means that all operators are required to have
their accounts audited by a chartered accountant
for licence application and renewals round unless:
1. the operator’s financial year began before 1
July 2004, and
2. it holds a written dispensation to use a nonchartered accountant, and
3. the audit was completed before the
dispensation was revoked on 1 July 2004.
In practice, this means that nearly all operators
will be required to have their accounts audited
by a chartered accountant for future licence
application and renewals.
A template of how operators’ accounts could be
prepared and a standard audit report document
are available on the website. Hard copies of these
documents were posted to all operators in July 2004.
If, after consulting with its accountant, a club still
has questions about the information provided
above, it should have its accountant call either
of the Department’s Investigating Accountants.
Their contact details are on page 10.

Financial viability of gambling operations
The key section in the Gambling Act that
requires gambling operations to be financially
viable is section 52.
It states:

winners and pay levies, taxes, and other costs, as
well as apply or distribute the net proceeds from
class 4 gambling to or for authorised purposes.”
(section 52(2))

“The Secretary must refuse to grant a class 4
operator’s licence unless the Secretary is satisfied
that … the applicant’s proposed gambling
operation is financially viable.” (section
52(1)(c))

As part of the Department’s assessment of
whether a gambling operation is financially
viable, the Department requires that all
operators provide a forecast for their operation
for the next 12 months.

“In assessing financial viability under subsection
(1)(c), the Secretary must consider, among other
things, the ability of the applicant to reward

All operators will be required to provide this
forecast as part of their Gaming Machine
continues page 17
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New licensing dates
From March 2005, as a result of the Department’s project to stagger licence
renewal dates, there will be an even spread of licence renewals throughout
the year. The previous situation, with the majority of licences having a
September renewal date, will no longer exist.
The result will be a more even spread of

completed from operators to process their

workload for licensing staff and faster processing.

renewal application:

A class 4 gambling operator’s licence and its

• completed GMAS

related venue licence(s) continue in force after

• financial statements for the most recent

the expiry date of the operator’s licence, as long
as the licence

Many of the issues
relating to delays
in processing
renewal applications
have been due to
operators providing
incomplete
applications.
This has resulted
in the Department
seeking additional
information before
processing could be
completed.

holder has
applied for
renewal
before the
expiry date
and the
application
has not been
refused. (See
also Financial
information

financial year (i.e. annual report), audited by a
chartered accountant
• an explanation for any qualified audit reports
completed by the auditor
• forecast financial statements signed off by a
chartered accountant as reasonably prepared
• a copy of the published list of grants or
authorised purpose payments
• a list of venues by name and licence number
• completed remittance advice form and the
operator’s cheque for payment of licence fees.

you must

In addition, copies of applicable documents are

provide when

required where there is any change to:

applying for

• the operator’s problem gambling and/or

a gaming
machine
licence, page
10.)

Operators will receive a reminder letter 3 months
before the expiry of current licences with the

underage gambling policies
• venue agreements that have not previously
been advised to the Department.
Many of the issues relating to delays in
processing renewal applications have been due to

following documentation enclosed:

operators providing incomplete applications.

• Gaming Machine Accounts Summary (GMAS)

This has resulted in the Department seeking

– please note the checklist of associated

additional information before processing could

requirements and return address on the final

be completed.

page

In future any incomplete applications will be

• remittance advice form including a schedule of
licence fees.
We require the following documentation fully
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returned. It is suggested, therefore, that renewal
applications are filed as soon as possible before
the licences expire.

PUBS AND CLUBS

Casino branding now banned
Pubs and clubs that have gaming machines must not use the word
“casino” or any other word or get-up in a way that gives the impression that
the venue is a casino.
The Gambling Act bans such branding (section
121). The ban has been in force since 19 March
2005.
The Department’s Gambling Inspectors are
checking on compliance with this requirement
during regular audits and visits to venues.
They might also receive and follow up
information from the public.
The Department can take court action under
this section and courts can impose fines of
up to $10,000. The Department can also take
administrative action, including cancelling or
suspending gambling licences.
More information on this subject can be found
on the Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz .
The ban on casino branding applies to the external
branding of a venue, but branding inside a venue

might equally “convey the impression that a
place is a casino and accessible to the public”.
For example, some factors the Department might
consider could be the location of imagery in the
venue, the density or repetition of imagery, word
or get-up, and the combination of different casino
related words or images.
Each instance will be considered on a case-by-case
basis.
Casino related words and images appearing
as part of the standard artwork or branding
on gaming machines or jackpot equipment are
unlikely to be banned by this section. However,
there may be exceptions such as equipment
branding combined with venue branding to give
an impression of a casino. Each case would still
have to be assessed on its merits.

PUBS AND CLUBS – FINANCIAL INFORMATION
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Account Summary for future licence,
application and renewal rounds. The forecast
must be signed off by a chartered accountant to
confirm that it has been reasonably prepared.
An example of how the forecast accounts could
be prepared and a standard sign-off document
are available on the website. Hard copies of
these documents were posted to all societies in
July 2004.
To provide an example of which period to
forecast for, assume that an operator has a
31 March 2005 balance date and that its next
licence application and renewal round is June
2005. In this case the operator would submit a
forecast from 1 April 2005 to 31 March 2006 for
the June 2005 licence application and renewal
round.
To reduce costs, clubs have the option of basing
their forecasts on their overall club financial
statements. To do this, a club would provide

the Department with a forecast of the separate
gaming trading account and the overall club
statement of financial position.
A more expensive alternative is for clubs to
provide the Department with forecasts relating
to their gaming operation only. This means,
however, that a club would need to prepare
separate financial statements for the gaming
operation and have these separately audited so
the Department can compare the forecast results
to the actual results.
The Department’s experience to date is that most
clubs prefer to use the less expensive option of
basing forecasts on the overall club financial
statements.
If, after consulting with your accountant, you
still have questions about the requirements,
please direct your accountant to call either of the
Department’s Investigating Accountants. The
contact details are on page 10.
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Club secretaries and
venue managers
During the renewal of licence applications, the Department has noted that
some smaller clubs who may be run by a committee, for example, do not have
a venue manager specified.
The Gambling Act requires that an application for
a gaming machine licence must include, among
other things, a profile of the venue manager and
the venue operator, including details of their
experience in class 4 gambling, history in gambling,
character, and qualifications (section 65(2)(e)). (See
also Financial information you must provide when
applying for a gaming machine licence, page 10.)

The profile of the
venue manager is
so the Department
can be satisfied
that the venue
manager is suitable,
in terms of section
68, to supervise
the conduct of the
gambling at the
venue and the venue
personnel.

The profile
of the venue
manager is so
the Department
can be satisfied
that the venue
manager is
suitable, in
terms of section
68, to supervise
the conduct of
the gambling
at the venue
and the venue
personnel.

The
Department
may require
the club to confirm a specific venue manager and
may require that person to submit a personal
information form and be subject to relevant
suitability checks in terms of section 68 of the Act.
In addition to being responsible for supervising
the gambling and venue personnel at the class 4
venue, the venue manager is also responsible for:
• Banking the proceeds of class 4 gambling into a
dedicated bank account with a registered bank
within a specified time frame (section 104). If
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they do not comply with section 104 they are
liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding $5000.
• Ensuring persons under the age of 18 do not
participate in class 4 gambling (section 302)
at the class 4 venue. It is an offence to allow
a person under the age of 18 to participate
in class 4 gambling and the venue manager
is liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding $1000.
• Displaying a sign at the venue that the venue
has a policy for identifying problem gamblers,
and that a copy of that policy is available on
request (section 308). If they do not comply
with this section the venue manager is liable
on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding
$5000.
• Taking all reasonable steps to use the venue’s
problem gambling policy to identify actual or
potential problem gamblers (section 308(4)).
• After identifying actual or potential problem
gamblers, approaching those persons and
offering advice about problem gambling,
including self-exclusion procedures and
problem gambling information, and issuing
exclusion orders (section 309).
• Issuing exclusion orders to self-identified
problem gamblers (section 310).
• Removing persons from the class 4 venue who
are in breach of their exclusion orders (section
311).
The venue manager, or the club secretary, will be
expected to be aware of and comply with these
responsibilities. They should also be aware of the
implications of non-compliance.

PUBS AND CLUBS

New checklist to help gambling operators
assess their operations
The Department has produced a new
checklist to provide gambling operators with
a tool to undertake a self-assessment of their
compliance with the Gambling Act, related
regulations, licence conditions and game
rules.
It replaces the previous checklist drawn
up under the now-repealed Gaming and
Lotteries Act. The previous checklist should
no longer be used.
The new checklist will be on the
Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz, and

is also being posted to all operators.
Using the checklist is not compulsory but is
encouraged. It will help operators identify
any area of their operation where they might
need to make changes to ensure that they
comply with the law.
If, following completion of the checklist,
operators would like to receive feedback or
advice on any matters, they can contact one of
the Department’s regional offices.
Contact details are on the back page.

Totals reduce but gambling
operators and venues getting bigger
The Department of Internal Affairs has released statistics showing that,
while fewer pubs and clubs are choosing to host gaming machines, those that
do, on average, have more machines.
The trend is the same for pubs, clubs and the gambling sector overall. The total number of venues and
machines is decreasing, while the average number of machines per venue is increasing.
continues page 20

Average number of gaming machines per venue (pubs and clubs) at December 31
Date

Sector total

Pubs

Clubs

2004

12.02

13.01

9.31

2003

11.19

12.24

8.49

2002

11.39

12.72

7.99

2001

9.87

10.92

7.45

2000

8.6

9.7

6.7

30 June 1999*

6.5

7.0

5.7

1998

6.05

6.52

5.36

* Figures for 31 December 1999 are not available
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have resumed.

The reasons for the change are not simple.

The stricter controls in the Act tend to reinforce

They are probably based largely on gambling

the trend for fewer machines and fewer, but

operators learning more about how gamblers

bigger, venues.

behave and how to better organise their own

As expected, the Act brought about the first

operations.

ever reductions in the total number of gaming

It could be that operators are concentrating

machines.

machines in their most profitable venues.

The number of machines has reduced each

When the Gambling Act was passed in September

quarter since then (from 22,294 last quarter).

2003 there was a bump in the statistics, but the

However, for years now the number of venues

trend for more machines on average in each

has fluctuated, with the overall trend being a slow

venue goes back a number of years and seems to

reduction.

Licensed gambling operations in pubs and clubs at December 31
Date

Societies1

Venues

Gaming machines

2004

584

1,850

22,231

2003

672

2,031

22,734

30 June 20032

699

2,122

25,221

2002

729

2,137

24,330

2001

785

2,129

21,012

2000

860

2,065

17,679

30 June 1999

947

2,137

13,812

1,011

2,193

13,273

1998
1.
2.

The Act calls the organisations that operate gaming machines in pubs and clubs “corporate societies”.
Machine numbers peaked in the quarter before the Gambling Act was passed.

Fewer machines, more profit, bigger
returns to the community
Another area that is not as simple as some have
claimed is the link between the total amount of
profit made from gaming machines and the number
of machines.
In reality, fewer machines do not necessarily mean
less profit for operators. Profits can increase while
machine numbers reduce.
For example, from 30 June 2003 to 30 June 2004,
the number of machines decreased by 11% while
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profits increased by 10%. In previous years, profits
increased at very different rates to the increases in
machine numbers.
Under regulations in force from December last
year, a minimum of at least one-third of profits
must be returned to community purposes. As
the efficiency of the sector increases, then it
could return larger proportions of its profit to the
community.
In 2002-03 societies returned more than $290
million to community purposes from profits of
$941 million.
continues page 21
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Older figures are on paper files relating to

The figure for 2003-04 is not yet available, as not

individual societies and have not been collated

all licence renewals have been completed.

into the Department’s database.

Operators’ profits and gaming machine numbers in pubs and clubs
Financial year
ended June 30

Operators’ profits
$
% change

Machines
Number
% change

2004

$1.035 billion

+10%

22,497

11%

2003

$941 million

+21%

25,221

+14%

2002

$777 million

+30%

22,113

+14%

2001

$597 million

+32%

19,332

+18%

2000

$450 million

+25%

16,396

+19%

Summary of trends
• fewer machines, fewer venues, but on average
more machines per venue
• the number of societies operating gaming
machines is reducing significantly
• total profits are not directly related to the total
number of machines
• total profits can increase while total machine
numbers reduce.

Possible conclusions
The combination of these trends suggests that
the sector is
becoming
One of the purposes
more efficient
of the Act is to
and is
“facilitate community
lowering its
involvement in
costs. It is
decisions about
producing
the provision of
more profit
gambling” (section
from fewer
3(h)). To help achieve
machines
this the Department
at fewer
provides as much
venues. This
information as it can
should allow
to the gambling sector
societies to
and the New Zealand
return a higher
public overall.
proportion of

their profits to the community.
The statistics suggest two reasons for costs
reducing:
• Economies of scale. That is, there are fewer
operators and fewer venues but, on average,
both are getting bigger and, at the same time,
profits have continued to increase.
• Operators are deciding to stop operating
machines or reduce operating hours at some
venues and are putting more machines into
other venues. As total profits have increased
while total numbers of machines and venues
have reduced, operators might have decided to
focus on their more profitable venues.

Much more information on www.dia.
govt.nz
One of the purposes of the Act is to “facilitate
community involvement in decisions about the
provision of gambling” (section 3(h)). To help
achieve this the Department provides as much
information as it can to the gambling sector and
the New Zealand public overall.
The Department’s website includes information
about gambling, including funding for
community groups, quarterly and annual
statistics, legislation and regulation, etc.
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Prohibited prizes being reviewed
The Department is reviewing the regulations that prohibit some things being offered as prizes
in raffles, lotteries and other games of chance.
Currently the regulations made in 1993 and 1995 under the now-repealed Gaming and
Lotteries Act are still in force. The following goods continue to be prohibited prizes:
• alcohol
• firearms and ammunition
• second-hand goods
• land not zoned residential.
The prohibitions apply to such goods and also to vouchers or entitlements to such goods.
New regulations will be made under the Gambling Act in due course.

Licensed promoters must apply to
Department for licences
Organisers of large-scale community fund raising, known as “licensed
promoters” under the Gambling Act, must now apply to the Department for
licences.
Previously, under the now-repealed Gaming
and Lotteries Act, licensing was handled by the
Department for Courts.
The activities of licensed promoters will still
be regulated
by the Gaming
A society must not
and Lotteries
engage a licensed
(Licensed
promoter unless
Promoters)
their relationship
Regulations
1978 until new
is covered by a
regulations are
licensed promoter’s
made under the
agreement.
Gambling Act.
A licensed
promoter is a person who is granted a licence to
promote a “class 3” gambling activity on behalf
of a “society”. In general, class 3 gambling
includes lotteries, prize competitions and other
gambling for community fundraising purposes
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with prizes of more than $5000. A society is a
non-commercial association.

Society may engage licensed
promoter
A society can pay a licensed promoter to
promote licensed class 3 gambling on its behalf.
The payment (or “reward”) made to a promoter
must not exceed the amount applied to
authorised purposes or an amount prescribed
by regulations.
A society must not engage a licensed promoter
unless their relationship is covered by a
licensed promoter’s agreement. Regulations
may prescribe the content of such an
agreement.
A licensed promoter must not promote a class 3
gambling activity on behalf of a society unless
the society has obtained a class 3 operator’s
licence to conduct the gambling activity.

KEY CONTACTS Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Ph: 0800 257 887 • www.dia.govt.nz

Keith
Manch

Kate Reid

Debbie Ferris

Maria Bradshaw Dennis Petersen

Greg Crott

Steve
O’Brien

Steve Brunton Geoff Lawry Adrian Straayer Kevin Owen

Director, Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Group (GCR), Keith Manch
GCR is the business group within the Department
of Internal Affairs whose role is to bring about
compliance with New Zealand’s gambling and
censorship laws. There is no direct policy connection
between gambling and censorship, but they are the
only two enforcement functions that the Department
carries out and are grouped under one general
manager.
National Manager Gaming Compliance,
Greg Crott
A team in Wellington issues all licences for non-casino
gaming activities, including prize competitions,
housie, lotteries and other games of chance. Inspectors
based in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch
conduct audits of gaming machine societies and
other kinds of gaming, including instant games,
housie, lotteries, prize competitions and licensed
promoters. Staff investigate complaints from the
public and in some cases instigate prosecutions.
• Manager Gaming Licensing, Steve Brunton
• Manager Gaming Compliance Auckland,
Geoff Lawry
• Manager Gaming Compliance Wellington,
Adrian Straayer
• Manager Gaming Compliance Christchurch,
Kevin Owen
National Manager Casino Compliance,
Debbie Ferris
Casino Compliance is responsible for inspecting
and monitoring casinos. It conducts compliance

audits, ensures on-going suitability of certificate
of approval holders, investigates incidents and
patron complaints and ensures that casinos
comply with the Gambling Act.
• Northern Regional Manager Casino
Compliance, Maria Bradshaw
• Southern Regional Manager Casino
Compliance, Dennis Petersen
Manager Gaming Operational Policy, Kate
Reid
Gaming Operational Policy has responsibility for
contributing to policy development in the gaming
sector generally, the development of licence
conditions and providing operational policy
support and advice to GCR’s operational units
and the Director. The unit also includes technical
advisors responsible for the setting of standards and
testing requirements relating to the approval and
operation of gaming machine equipment and expert
advice on technical issues and investigations. The
scrutiny requirements under the Gambling Act for
Lotteries Commission products are also included.
National Manager Censorship Compliance,
Steve O’Brien
Censorship Compliance is responsible for taking
action against people who collect or trade
child sex abuse images and for enforcing the
Chief Censor’s decisions. It operates under the
Films, Videos and Publications Classification
Act 1993. It carries out inspections, investigates
complaints, issues official warnings and instigates
prosecutions where necessary.
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CONTACTS
All GCR staff can be contacted by
phoning the Department’s toll-free number

0800 257 887
E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz
Postal address and fax numbers:

CASINO COMPLIANCE
PO Box 805, Wellington.
Fax: (04) 495 7224

GAMING LICENSING
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 494 0656

GAMING COMPLIANCE
Auckland
PO Box 2220, Auckland
Fax: (09) 362 7945
Wellington
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 495 7214
Christchurch
PO Box 1308, Christchurch
Fax: (03) 353 8309

The Department of Internal Affairs
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are distributed at the beginning
of March, June, September and
December.
Gambits provides information about
the Department’s recent work and
significant issues in the gambling
sector.
It is intended for sector organisations
and the community in general to
increase understanding of and
compliance with the law.
Editor: Vince Cholewa
Telephone: (04) 495 9350, 027 272 4270
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
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on the mailing list, please fill out this form and return it, or e-mail the information to:
Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington.
Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa, telephone (04) 495 9350, fax (04) 495 7224,
e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
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JDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEV
FRPPXQLW\JDPEOLQJ
3UHYHQWLQJDQGPLQLPLVLQJWKHKDUPFDXVHGE\JDPEOLQJLVDQHZ
DUHDRIWKHODZ,WLVRQHRIWKHH[SOLFLWSXUSRVHVRIWKH$FW3UHYLRXVO\
QHLWKHUWKHQRZUHSHDOHG&DVLQR&RQWURO$FWQRUWKH*DPLQJDQG
/RWWHULHV$FWLQFOXGHGSURYLVLRQVDERXWSUREOHPJDPEOLQJ
7KLVLVVXHRI*DPELWVSURYLGHVLQIRUPDWLRQDGGUHVVLQJVRPH
PLVFRQFHSWLRQVDERXWSUREOHPJDPEOLQJ7KLVZLOOKHOSJDPEOLQJ
RSHUDWRUVGHYHORSSROLFLHVWKDWZLOOPHHWWKHLUUHVSRQVLELOLWLHV

7KH*DPEOLQJ$FW
*DPELWVLVDXVHIXOVXPPDU\RIUHFHQWZRUNGRQHE\WKH'HSDUWPHQW
RI,QWHUQDO$IIDLUVDQGRIVLJQLÀFDQWFXUUHQWLVVXHVLQWKHJDPEOLQJ
VHFWRU+RZHYHULWLVQRWWKHVRXUFHRIDOONQRZOHGJHDERXWJDPEOLQJ
*DPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVVKRXOGDOVREHIDPLOLDUZLWKWKH*DPEOLQJ$FW
RWKHUUHOHYDQWOHJLVODWLRQUHJXODWLRQVDQGIRUPDOGRFXPHQWDWLRQPRVW
RIZKLFKLVDYDLODEOHRQWKH'HSDUWPHQW·VZHEVLWHZZZGLDJRYWQ]
5HDGLQJ*DPELWVLVQRWDVXEVWLWXWHIRUREWDLQLQJLQGHSHQGHQW
SURIHVVLRQDOOHJDORUÀQDQFLDODGYLFH

*DPEOLQJVHFWRUSUR¿WV
VRPHFRPSDULVRQV
$WWLPHVSHRSOHPDNHYDULRXVFRPSDULVRQVDERXWSDUWVRIWKHJDPEOLQJ
VHFWRU,QWKHLQWHUHVWVRILQIRUPHGSXEOLFGHEDWHDQGFRPSOLDQFHZLWKWKH
ODZWKHLQIRUPDWLRQWKH\SURYLGHVKRXOGEHDVDFFXUDWHDVSRVVLEOH
7KH'HSDUWPHQWSXEOLVKHV*DPELWVDQGRWKHU

LQWRFRQWH[W

FRPPXQLFDWLRQWRKHOSNHHSDOOLWVVWDNHKROGHUV

 7KHZLQHLQGXVWU\KDVUHFHQWO\EHHQGHVFULEHG
LQWKHPHGLDDV´À]]LQJµZLWKH[SRUWVWR-XQH
WRSSLQJPLOOLRQIRUWKHÀUVWWLPH

DFFXUDWHO\LQIRUPHG

*UDQWVWRFRPPXQLW\JURXSV
6RPHJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVKDYHPDGH
FRPPHQWVDERXWWKHHIÀFLHQF\RIGLIIHUHQW
IRUPVRIJDPEOLQJ)RUH[DPSOHDFRPPHQW
RFFDVLRQDOO\PDGHLVWKDWJDPLQJPDFKLQH
RSHUDWRUVDUHPRUHFRVWHIÀFLHQWWKDQWKH
/RWWHULHV&RPPLVVLRQ /&1= 
6RPHSRLQWVWKDWPLJKWKHOSLQIRUPWKLVGHEDWH
LQFOXGH
 RI/&1=·VJURVVSURÀWJRHVWRWKH
/RWWHU\*UDQWV%RDUGWREHGLVWULEXWHGWRWKH
FRPPXQLW\
 $WOHDVWRIJDPLQJPDFKLQHVRFLHWLHV·
JURVVSURÀWPXVWJRWRWKHFRPPXQLW\DV
JUDQWV6RPHVRFLHWLHVKDYHDFWXDOO\EHHQ
GLVWULEXWLQJDERXWLQJUDQWVEHFDXVH
RIWKHZD\*67ZDVFDOFXODWHG1HZ
UHJXODWLRQVPHDQWKDWWKH\ZLOOKDYHWR
UHWXUQDWOHDVWRIWKHLUSURÀWV*67
LQFOXVLYH
  PLOOLRQ(XURV RIWKHJURVVSURÀWRI
)LQODQG·VJDPLQJPDFKLQHRSHUDWRU5DKD
DXWRPDDWWL\KGLVW\V 5$< ZDVUHWXUQHGWR
WKHFRPPXQLW\LQ5$<LVWKHSULYDWH
VHFWRURUJDQLVDWLRQOLFHQVHGWRRSHUDWH
JDPLQJPDFKLQHVXQWLO

+RZELJLVJDPEOLQJ"
1RWPDQ\VHFWRUVRIWKHHFRQRP\LQFUHDVHGWKHLU
JURVVSURÀWE\IURPWR*DPEOLQJ
LVSRVVLEO\WKHRQO\VHFWRUWRGRVR



+RZHYHUVRPHRWKHUVHFWRUVKDYHJURZQUDSLGO\
LQUHFHQW\HDUVDQGWKHIROORZLQJFRPSDULVRQV
PLJKWKHOSSXWWKHVL]HRIWKHJDPEOLQJVHFWRU
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 0DULQHIDUPLQJKDVEHHQGHVFULEHGDVD
´JROGPLQHµ,WQRZJHQHUDWHVPLOOLRQD
\HDU
 ,QWKHPRQWKVWR-XQHWKHJDPEOLQJ
VHFWRU·VJURVVSURÀWZDVELOOLRQ
 *DPEOLQJVHFWRUÀJXUHVWR-XQHDUHQRW\HW
DYDLODEOHEXWJURVVSURÀWVDUHH[SHFWHGWREH
PRUHWKDQELOOLRQ
 7KHVKDUHRIJDPEOLQJJURVVSURÀWSURGXFHGE\
JDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEVKDVEHHQ
LQFUHDVLQJVWHDGLO\RYHUWLPH,QLWZDV
ELOOLRQ

7D[RQJDPEOLQJ
$WWLPHVLWKDVEHHQVXJJHVWHGWKDWJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEVSURGXFHVLJQLILFDQW
WD[UHYHQXHIRUWKH*RYHUQPHQW
 *DPLQJPDFKLQHVRFLHWLHVSD\DWRWDORI
RQHWKLUGRIWKHLUJURVVSURILWVLQWD[HVDQG
OHYLHV,QWKLVZRXOGKDYHEHHQ
DERXWPLOOLRQ
 7KH*RYHUQPHQW·VWD[UHYHQXHLQWKDW
ILQDQFLDO\HDUZDVPRUHWKDQELOOLRQ
7D[HVDQGOHYLHVRQJDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQ
SXEVDQGFOXEVZHUHRIWD[UHYHQXH
 ,QWKHFXUUHQW\HDUWKH0LQLVWU\RI6RFLDO
'HYHORSPHQWKDVEXGJHWHGPRUHWKDQ
ELOOLRQWRSD\1HZ=HDODQG6XSHUDQQXDWLRQ
*URVVSURÀWVDUHWKHSURÀWVPDGHE\DJDPEOLQJ
RSHUDWRUDIWHULWKDVSDLGRXWSUL]HV7KH\FDQDOVR
EHGHVFULEHGDVJDPEOHUV·ORVVHV´7XUQRYHUµLVJURVV
SURÀWSOXVZKDWLVSDLGRXWWRJDPEOHUVLQSUL]HV
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µ([WUDRUGLQDULO\KLJKSURSRUWLRQ¶
RIUHJXODUJDPLQJPDFKLQH WUDFN
JDPEOHUVKDYHJDPEOLQJSUREOHPV
3URIHVVRU0D[$EERWW

KDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQ

3UR9LFH&KDQFHOORUDQG

,QFLGHQWDOO\RQO\DVPDOOSHUFHQWDJHRIWKH

'HDQ)DFXOW\RI+HDOWK

SRSXODWLRQUHJXODUO\SDUWLFLSDWHV ZHHNO\RU

'LUHFWRU*DPEOLQJ5HVHDUFK

PRUH LQWKHIRUPVRIJDPEOLQJ SULPDULO\JDPLQJ

&HQWUH$XFNODQG8QLYHUVLW\

PDFKLQHVWUDFNEHWWLQJFDVLQRJDPHV WKDWDUH

RI7HFKQRORJ\

VWURQJO\DVVRFLDWHGZLWKSUREOHPJDPEOLQJ

%DVHGRQWKHQDWLRQDO

+RZHYHUDERXWRQHLQIRXUUHJXODUJDPLQJ

VXUYH\ÀQGLQJV $EERWW

PDFKLQHSDUWLFLSDQWVDQGRQHLQÀYHUHJXODUWUDFN

9ROEHUJ LWZDV

EHWWRUVH[SHULHQFHDJDPEOLQJSUREOHPDWVRPH

HVWLPDWHGWKDWRIDGXOW1HZ=HDODQGHUV

WLPHLQWKHLUOLYHV&RUUHVSRQGLQJFXUUHQW SDVWVL[

FXUUHQWO\H[SHULHQFHVLJQLÀFDQWJDPEOLQJ

PRQWKV HVWLPDWHVZHUHRQHLQÀYHDQGRQHLQVL[

SUREOHPV:KLOHWKLVPD\VHHPDQGLVDVPDOO
SHUFHQWDJHRIWKHWRWDODGXOWSRSXODWLRQLW
UHSUHVHQWVDERXWLQGLYLGXDOV

7KXVZKLOHWUXHWKDWRQO\DUHODWLYHO\VPDOOSHUFHQW
DJHRIWKHDGXOWSRSXODWLRQKDVJDPEOLQJSUREOHPV
DSDUWIURP/RWWR ZKLFKKDVOLWWOHRUQRGLUHFW

,WDOVRQHHGVWREHQRWHGWKDWIRUDYDULHW\RI

DVVRFLDWLRQZLWKSUREOHPJDPEOLQJ QRWPDQ\

WHFKQLFDOUHDVRQVWKHVHHVWLPDWHVDUHOLNHO\WREH

SHRSOHJDPEOHZHHNO\RUPRUHRQDUHJXODUEDVLV

FRQVHUYDWLYHSRVVLEO\KLJKO\FRQVHUYDWLYH7KH

2IWKHVPDOOSHUFHQWDJHZKRGRDQH[WUDRUGLQDULO\

DFWXDOSHUFHQWDJHPD\EHXSWRWZLFHDVKLJK,Q

KLJKSURSRUWLRQH[SHULHQFHSUREOHPV

DGGLWLRQWKHVWXG\GLGQRWLQFOXGHDGROHVFHQWV
XQGHUWKHDJHRI,QRWKHUFRXQWULHVZKHUH
DGROHVFHQWVKDYHEHHQVWXGLHGUDWHVDUHWZRWR
WKUHHWLPHVWKRVHRIDGXOWV

:KLOHKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQPHDVXUHVPD\UHGXFH
WKHDPRXQWRIPRQH\DYDLODEOHIRUGLVWULEXWLRQWR
FRPPXQLW\JURXSVWKH\PD\KDYHDVLJQLÀFDQWO\
JUHDWHUSRVLWLYHLPSDFWRQWKHFRPPXQLW\WKDQWKH

(YHU\SUREOHPJDPEOHUKDVDQLPSDFWRQRWKHUV

IRUJRQHJUDQWPRQLHV)XUWKHUPRUHLIKDUPLVQRW

LQWKHLUZRUNSODFHIDPLO\DQGZLGHUVRFLDO

PLQLPLVHGWKHUHPD\EHIXWXUHLQLWLDWLYHVWRPRUH

QHWZRUN6WXGLHVVXJJHVWWKDWIRUHDFKSUREOHP

WLJKWO\FRQWURORUHYHQEDQVRPHIRUPVRIJDPEOLQJ

JDPEOHUÀYHWRWHQRWKHUSHRSOHDUHLPSDFWHG
QHJDWLYHO\:KLOHYDU\LQJLQVHYHULW\LQPDQ\

,VFDVLQRJDPEOLQJVDIHU"

LQVWDQFHVWKHDGYHUVHFRQVHTXHQFHVDUHVHULRXV

:KHQFRPSDULQJJDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQFDVLQRV

(YHQLIZHWDNHWKHFRQVHUYDWLYHSUREOHP
JDPEOLQJHVWLPDWHVDQGÀYHUDWKHUWKDQWHQDVWKH
ÁRZRQPXOWLSOLHUWKHWRWDOQXPEHULPSDFWHGLV
WR7KHDJJUHJDWHKHDOWKÀQDQFLDO
DQGVRFLDOFRVWVRISUREOHPJDPEOLQJDUHQRW
FRQÀQHGWRDVPDOOQXPEHURISUREOHPJDPEOHUV
DQGWKH\DUHQRWWULYLDO,WZRXOGEHLUUHVSRQVLEOH
DQGXQVRXQGSXEOLFKHDOWKSROLF\WRZLWKKROG

ZLWKWKRVHLQSXEVDQGFOXEVLWLVLPSRUWDQW
WRFRPSDUHKHOSVHHNLQJUDWHVZLWKPDFKLQH
SDUWLFLSDWLRQUDWHV,QWKH1DWLRQDO
6XUYH\  RIDGXOWVUHSRUWHGZHHNO\
RUPRUHIUHTXHQWQRQFDVLQRJDPLQJPDFKLQH
SDUWLFLSDWLRQ7KHUDWHRIZHHNO\RUPRUHIUHTXHQW
FDVLQRJDPLQJPDFKLQHSDUWLFLSDWLRQZDV
FRQWLQXHVSDJH
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 7KXVLIERWKZHUHVLPLODUO\DGGLFWLYH
ZHZRXOGH[SHFWWKHUHWREHDERXWVHYHQWLPHVDV
PDQ\SHRSOHZLWKSUREOHPVDVVRFLDWHGZLWKQRQ
FDVLQRJDPLQJPDFKLQHV
,QWKH1DWLRQDO6XUYH\WKHUHZDVQR
GLIIHUHQFHLQSUREOHPJDPEOLQJSUHYDOHQFH
EHWZHHQQRQFDVLQRDQGFDVLQRJDPLQJPDFKLQH
SDUWLFLSDQWV1LQHSHUFHQWRISHRSOHZKRUHSRUWHG
SDUWLFLSDWLQJLQHLWKHUIRUPGXULQJWKHSUHFHGLQJ
VL[PRQWKVZHUHSUREOHPJDPEOHUV

:K\FDUH"
:KLOHPDQ\SUREOHPJDPEOHUVKDYHVRPH
GHJUHHRIFKRLFHWKRVHZLWKPRUHVHYHUHIRUPV
PD\EHFRQVLGHUHGWRKDYHDQDGGLFWLYHPHQWDO
GLVRUGHUVLPLODUWRDOFRKRORURWKHUIRUPVRIGUXJ
GHSHQGHQFH
3DWKRORJLFDOJDPEOLQJLVWHFKQLFDOO\FODVVLÀHG
DVDGLVRUGHURILPSXOVHFRQWURO%\GHÀQLWLRQ
WKHLUJDPEOLQJEHKDYLRXULVQRWJRYHUQHGE\IUHH
FKRLFHRUZLOO)XUWKHUPRUHWKHUHLVDVXEVWDQWLDO
ERG\RIUHVHDUFKVKRZLQJWKDWSUREOHPJDPEOHUV
GRKXUWRWKHUSHRSOH
:HFDUHDERXWSUREOHPJDPEOHUVIRUWKHVDPH
VRUWVRIUHDVRQVZHFDUHDERXWSHRSOHZLWK
RWKHUVHULRXVDGGLFWLRQVDQGPHQWDOGLVRUGHUV
*RYHUQPHQWVZRUOGZLGHVHHNWRUHGXFHWKH
EXUGHQRISK\VLFDODQGPHQWDOGLVRUGHUVLQWKHLU
SRSXODWLRQVIRUKXPDQLWDULDQDQGHFRQRPLF
UHDVRQV
,QWKHFDVHRISUREOHPJDPEOLQJOLNHFHUWDLQ
IRUPVRIVXEVWDQFHGHSHQGHQFHWKHUHLVDQDGGHG
OLQNZLWKFULPLQDORIIHQGLQJDQGLWVDGYHUVH
LPSDFWVRQYLFWLPVRIFULPHDQGZLGHUVRFLHW\HJ
E\ZD\RILQFUHDVHGFRVWVRIJRRGVDQGVHUYLFHV

7KXVZKLOHDVLJQLÀFDQWQXPEHURIVHULRXV
SUREOHPJDPEOHUVLPSURYHGZLWKRXWIRUPDO
WUHDWPHQWRYHUDVHYHQ\HDUSHULRGRYHUKDOI
VWLOOKDGVRPHGHJUHHRISUREOHP,QDGGLWLRQ
RWKHUVFRQWLQXHGWRH[SHULHQFHRUGHYHORSDOFRKRO
SUREOHPV
0RQH\LVVSHQWRQSUHYHQWLRQWRUHGXFHWKH
QXPEHURIJDPEOHUVZKRGHYHORSSUREOHPVLQ
WKHÀUVWSODFH0RQH\LVVSHQWRQWUHDWPHQWWR
UHGXFHWKHGXUDWLRQRISUREOHPVDQGWRLQFUHDVH
WKHSHUFHQWDJHRIJDPEOHUVZKRRYHUFRPH
SUREOHPV
7KHORQJLWXGLQDOVWXG\DOVRIRXQGWKDWPRVW
RYHUWKUHHTXDUWHUV SHRSOHZLWKOHVVVHYHUH
JDPEOLQJSUREOHPVQRORQJHUKDGSUREOHPV
VHYHQ\HDUVODWHU2QO\DERXWRQHLQWHQKDG
SUREOHPVRIVLPLODUVHYHULW\WRZKDWWKH\
H[SHULHQFHGVHYHQ\HDUVHDUOLHU+RZHYHU
VRPHZKDWPRUHSHRSOH  SURJUHVVHGWR
KDYHPRUHVHULRXVSUREOHPV
7KHVHÀQGLQJVVKRZDSRWHQWLDOWRIRFXVRQ
SHRSOHZLWKOHVVVHULRXVSUREOHPVZLWKDYLHZ
WRLQFUHDVLQJWKHQXPEHUZKRUHYHUVHWKHLU
SUREOHPVDQGUHGXFLQJWKHQXPEHUZKRDGYDQFH
WRIXOO\GHYHORSHGSDWKRORJLFDOJDPEOLQJ
6RPHRIWKHÀQGLQJVRIRXUSUHYDOHQFHUHVHDUFK
DQGORQJLWXGLQDOVWXG\ZHUHFRQWURYHUVLDO
GUDZLQJÁDFNIURPERWKVHUYLFHSURYLGHUVDQG
JDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUV

:HIRXQGWKDWRIWKHVHULRXVSUREOHPJDPEOHUV

$VPRUHUHVHDUFKKDVEHHQFRPSOHWHGRQERWK
WRSLFVLQWHUQDWLRQDOO\RXUSUHYDOHQFHHVWLPDWHV
DUHVHHQWREHEURDGO\LQOLQHZLWKWKRVHRIRWKHU
LQYHVWLJDWRUV DQGRQWKHORZVLGHUHODWLYHWRPRUH
UHFHQWSUHYDOHQFHVWXGLHVLQ$XVWUDOLDDQG1RUWK
$PHULFD DQGWKHÀQGLQJVRIRXUORQJLWXGLQDO

ZHFRXOGFRQWDFWDQGUHDVVHVVVHYHQ\HDUVDIWHU

VWXG\KDYHEHHQUHSOLFDWHG

LQFOXGLQJLQVXUDQFHSUHPLXPVDQGWD[DWLRQWR
VXSSRUWWKHFULPLQDOMXVWLFHV\VWHP

3UREOHPJDPEOHUVJHWEHWWHUVR
ZK\VSHQGPRQH\RQWKHP"



WKHLULQLWLDODVVHVVPHQWLQWKH1DWLRQDO
6XUYH\DERXWDTXDUWHUVWLOOKDGSUREOHPVRI
WKLVVHYHULW\MXVWXQGHUDWKLUGKDGOHVVVHULRXV
SUREOHPVDQGXQGHUKDOIQRORQJHUUHSRUWHG
FXUUHQWSUREOHPV7KLVLVVLPLODUWRSUHYLRXV
ÀQGLQJVIRUVRPHRWKHUPHQWDOGLVRUGHUV
LQFOXGLQJDOFRKROPLVXVHGHSHQGHQFH
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5HJXODWLRQVWRDGGUHVV
WKHKDUPIURPUDSLGO\
LQFUHDVLQJJDPEOLQJORVVHV
5HJXODWLRQVWRDGGUHVVWKHKDUPDVVRFLDWHGZLWKWKHUDSLGJURZWKLQ
JDPEOHUV·ORVVHVKDYHEHHQDQQRXQFHGE\WKH0LQLVWHURI,QWHUQDO$IIDLUV
*HRUJH+DZNLQVDQGWKH$VVRFLDWH0LQLVWHURI+HDOWKDQG0LQLVWHUIRU
5DFLQJ'DPLHQ2·&RQQRU
7KHUHJXODWLRQVLQFOXGHWKHÀUVWSUREOHP

FRPPXQLW\JURXSVDQGRWKHUJRYHUQPHQW

JDPEOLQJOHY\VHWXQGHUWKH*DPEOLQJ$FW

DJHQFLHVWRSUHYHQWDQGPLQLPLVHJDPEOLQJ

DQGVSHFLÀFKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQSURYLVLRQVIRU

KDUPDQGWRNHHSXSZLWKFKDQJHVLQWKH

JDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUV

VHFWRU

,QWKH\HDUWR-XQHJDPEOHUV·ORVVHVZHUH

2YHUWKHQH[WWKUHH\HDUVWKH0LQLVWU\RI

 ELOOLRQ RQSUHYLRXV\HDU

+HDOWKZLOOVSHQGDQHVWLPDWHGWRWDORI

 ELOOLRQ
 PRUHWKDQELOOLRQ HVWLPDWHG 

3UREOHP*DPEOLQJ/HY\
7KHQHZSUREOHPJDPEOLQJOHY\EDVHGRQWKH
SURILWVRI1HZ=HDODQG·VIRXUPDLQJDPEOLQJ
RSHUDWRUV JDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQG
FOXEVFDVLQRVWKH7$%DQGWKH/RWWHULHV
&RPPLVVLRQ WRRNHIIHFWIURP2FWREHU
7KH0LQLVWU\RI+HDOWKDVVXPHGUHVSRQVLELOLW\
IRUIXQGLQJDQGFRRUGLQDWLQJSUREOHP
JDPEOLQJVHUYLFHVLQ-XO\,WKDVGHYHORSHG
DQLQWHJUDWHGVWUDWHJ\IRUSUREOHPJDPEOLQJ
ZKLFKLQFOXGHVIXQGLQJSUREOHPJDPEOLQJ
VHUYLFHV7KHFRVWRIGHOLYHULQJWKHVWUDWHJ\
ZLOOEHUHLPEXUVHGE\WKHOHY\
7KH0LQLVWU\LVZRUNLQJZLWKWKH'HSDUWPHQW
RI,QWHUQDO$IIDLUVJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUV
SUREOHPJDPEOLQJVHUYLFHSURYLGHUV

PLOOLRQPDQDJLQJDQGGHOLYHULQJ
DVWUDWHJ\WKDWLQFOXGHVSULPDU\ SXEOLF
KHDOWK VHFRQGDU\DQGWHUWLDU\ LQWHUYHQWLRQV 
VHUYLFHVDVZHOODVUHVHDUFKDQGZRUNIRUFH
GHYHORSPHQW
7KLVLVOHVVWKDQRIH[SHFWHGJDPEOHUV·
ORVVHVRYHUWKHSHULRG
7KHSUREOHPJDPEOLQJOHY\LVVHWDWGLIIHUHQW
UDWHVIRUGLIIHUHQWIRUPVRIJDPEOLQJWRUHIOHFW
WKHDPRXQWRIPRQH\ORVWDQGWKHOHYHORI
DVVRFLDWHGKDUP7KHUDWHV *67H[FOXVLYH 
DUH
 JDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEV
RIRSHUDWRUV·JURVVSURILWV
 FDVLQRV
 1HZ=HDODQG5DFLQJ%RDUG LHUDFLQJ7$%
DQGVSRUWVEHWWLQJ 
 1HZ=HDODQG/RWWHULHV&RPPLVVLRQ
FRQWLQXHVSDJH
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5HJXODWLRQV 'HSDUWPHQWUHYLHZV
WRDGGUHVV FDVLQRKDUP
KDUP
PLQLPLVDWLRQSROLFLHV
IURPSDJH

+DUPPLQLPLVDWLRQ
7KHKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQ
UHJXODWLRQVDSSO\WRJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEV
WRVWDQGDORQH7$%VWKDW
DUHQRWSDUWRISXEVDQGWR
FDVLQRV
7KHVHUHJXODWLRQVLQFOXGH
 $GHÀQLWLRQRIXQVXLWDEOH
YHQXHVIRUJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVZKLFKZLOOPHDQ
VRPHYHQXHVZLOOQRORQJHU
EHDEOHWRKRVWJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHV7KHVHDUH
YHQXHVWKDWDUHQRWIRFXVHG
RQHQWHUWDLQPHQWRUOHLVXUH
IRUDGXOWV SHRSOHRYHU
\HDUV 
 $EDQRQDXWRPDWLFWHOOHU
PDFKLQHVLQ7$%VDQGWKH
JDPEOLQJDUHDVRISXEV
FOXEVDQGFDVLQRV
 $SURKLELWLRQRQ
DGYHUWLVLQJDQGGLVSOD\LQJ
JDPLQJPDFKLQHMDFNSRWV
LQDZD\WKDWWKH\FDQEH
VHHQRXWVLGHWKHYHQXH
 5HTXLUHPHQWVIRUJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVWRSDXVH
SHULRGLFDOO\DQGDVN
JDPEOHUVLIWKH\ZLVKWR
FRQWLQXHJDPEOLQJRUWR
KDYHWKHLUFUHGLWVSDLGRXW
 5XOHVIRUVLJQVLQYHQXHV
 5HTXLUHPHQWVIRUYHQXH
VWDIIWREHJLYHQSUREOHP
JDPEOLQJDZDUHQHVV
WUDLQLQJ



)URP-XO\FDVLQRRSHUDWRUVZHUHUHTXLUHG
WRGHYHORSDSROLF\WRLGHQWLI\SUREOHPJDPEOHUV
VHFWLRQ 
$'HSDUWPHQWDOUHYLHZLQGLFDWHVWKDWFDVLQRSROLFLHVFRQWDLQFOHDU
JXLGHOLQHVIRUVWDIIWRDVVLVWWKHPWRLGHQWLI\SUREOHPJDPEOHUV
DQGFOHDUSURFHVVHVLQWHUPVRIH[FOXGLQJSUREOHPJDPEOHUV
7KHSROLFLHVLQFOXGHWKHSUREOHPJDPEOLQJLQGLFDWRUVWKDWVWDIIDUH
WUDLQHGWREHDZDUHRI([DPSOHVLQFOXGH
 SDWURQKDVYRLFHGUHSHDWHGDWWHPSWVWRVWRSJDPEOLQJRUWR
FRQWUROJDPEOLQJEXWKDVIDLOHG
 DEXVLQJHTXLSPHQW
 EHLQJXQDZDUHRIWLPHVSHQWJDPEOLQJHJUHJXODUO\
 PLVVLQJNH\WLPHVHJPHDOVHQGRIVFKRRO
 VWD\LQJDIWHUIULHQGVOHDYH
 SUHVHQWDWRSHQLQJDQGFORVLQJ
 UXVKLQJZKHQOHDYLQJDPDFKLQH
 PDNLQJUHJXODUYLVLWVWR$70
 QRWFHOHEUDWLQJDZLQ
&DVLQRVIROORZXSHDUO\LGHQWLÀFDWLRQZLWKDPRUHGHWDLOHG
H[DPLQDWLRQRIWKHFLUFXPVWDQFHVLQHDFKFDVH7KLVPD\LQFOXGH
FRUURERUDWLRQIURPIDPLO\IULHQGVRURWKHULQIRUPDWLRQVXFKDV
SUHYLRXVH[FOXVLRQRUGHUVRUVXUYHLOODQFHWDSHV VKRZLQJWLPH
VSHQWLQUHSHDWVHVVLRQV $VZHOODVLGHQWLI\LQJSUREOHPJDPEOHUV
LQWHUQDOO\FDVLQRSROLFLHVDOVRDOORZIRUH[WHUQDOSDUWLHVWRQRWLI\
FDVLQRVRIWKHLUFRQFHUQV ([WHUQDOSDUWLHVLQFOXGHIDPLO\ZKDQDX
FRXQVHOORUVSUREDWLRQRIÀFHUVRU3ROLFH &DVLQRVKDYHFOHDU
SURFHVVHVIRUFRUURERUDWLQJH[WHUQDOQRWLÀFDWLRQ
7KHSROLFLHVDOVRRXWOLQHFOHDUO\VWDIIUHVSRQVLELOLWLHVDQGSURFHVVHV
LQWHUPVRIH[FOXGLQJSUREOHPJDPEOHUVLQFOXGLQJSURFHGXUHVIRU
DSSURDFKLQJSUREOHPJDPEOHUVDQGGLVFXVVLQJH[FOXVLRQRSWLRQV
DQGRUUHIHUUDOWRKHOS7UDLQLQJVWDIIWRLPSOHPHQWWKHSROLFLHVLV
DOVRDNH\DVSHFWRIWKHSROLFLHV
3ROLFLHVWRLGHQWLI\SUREOHPJDPEOHUVDUHVXSSRUWHGE\RWKHU
LQLWLDWLYHVZLWKLQFDVLQRVVXFKDVWKHDYDLODELOLW\RIOLWHUDWXUHDERXW
SUREOHPJDPEOLQJDQGUHVSRQVLEOHDGYHUWLVLQJ
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVGHYHORSHGDKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQDXGLWWKDWZLOO
UHJXODUO\FKHFNZKHWKHUFDVLQRVDUHFRPSO\LQJZLWKWKHLUSROLFLHV
7KHSXEOLFFDQUHTXHVWDFRS\RIDFDVLQR·VSROLF\WRLGHQWLI\
SUREOHPJDPEOHUVIURPWKHUHOHYDQWFDVLQR
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SUREOHPJDPEOHUVH[FOXGHG
IURPFDVLQRV
6XPPDU\RIFDVLQRFRPSOLDQFHVWDWLVWLFV-XO\²2FWREHU
-XO\ $XJXVW
,QYHVWLJDWLRQVE\,QVSHFWRUV

6HSW

2FWREHU

7RWDO











([FOXVLRQRUGHUV  


,PSRVHGE\FDVLQRV













6HOILPSRVHG





















$XGLWV



7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDV*DPEOLQJ,QVSHFWRUVZRUNLQJLQHDFKRIWKHFRXQWU\·V
VL[FDVLQRV7KHLUUROHVLQFOXGH
 UHFHLYLQJFRPSODLQWVIURPJDPEOHUVDQGWKH
SXEOLFDERXWWKHFDVLQR
 PRQLWRULQJFDVLQRRSHUDWLRQVWRHQVXUH
WKDWWKH\FRPSO\ZLWKWKH*DPEOLQJ$FW
UHJXODWLRQVDQGRWKHUUXOHV
 FDUU\LQJRXWUHJXODUDXGLWVRIFDVLQR
RSHUDWLRQV
7KHLQYHVWLJDWLRQVFDUULHGRXWE\,QVSHFWRUV
LQFOXGHJDPEOHUV·FRPSODLQWVDOOHJHG
FKHDWLQJ&HUWLÀFDWHVRI$SSURYDOIRUFDVLQR
VWDIIDQGDFFHVVE\SHRSOHDJHGXQGHU

6LQFH-XO\FDVLQRVKDYHEHHQUHTXLUHGWR
XVHSRZHUVXQGHUWKH$FWWRH[FOXGHSUREOHP
JDPEOHUV
,QVSHFWRUVPXVWHQVXUHWKDWWKHFDVLQRV
KDYHDQGDUHDSSO\LQJKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQ
SROLFLHV
7KHQXPEHUVRIH[FOXVLRQRUGHUVDUHUHSRUWHG
WRWKH'HSDUWPHQWE\WKHFDVLQRV,QVSHFWRUV
DXGLWHDFKFDVLQRRQFHDPRQWKLQFOXGLQJ
FKHFNVRQFDVKKDQGOLQJRSHUDWLRQRIJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVDQGFRPSOLDQFHZLWKJDPHUXOHV

*XLGHOLQHVIRUKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQ
SROLFLHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEV
7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWVWDWHVWKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQWPD\UHYRNHDQH[LVWLQJ
OLFHQFHRUPD\QRWJUDQWDOLFHQFHXQOHVVLWLVVDWLVÀHGWKDWWKHULVNVRI
SUREOHPJDPEOLQJDUHPLQLPLVHG VHFWLRQ  J DQGVHFWLRQ  S 
6RFLHW\RUYHQXHVSHFL¿FSROLFLHV"
2YHUUHFHQWPRQWKVWKH'HSDUWPHQWKDVEHHQ
FRQVLGHULQJGUDIWKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQRUSUREOHP

JDPEOHULGHQWLÀFDWLRQSROLFLHVIRUZDUGHGE\
JDPLQJPDFKLQHRSHUDWRUVLQDQWLFLSDWLRQRIWKH
OLFHQFHUHQHZDOSURFHVV
FRQWLQXHVSDJH
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7KHPDMRULW\RISROLFLHVUHYLHZHGDUHJHQHULFLQ
QDWXUH7KDWLVWKH\DUHGHVLJQHGWRDSSO\WRDOOD
VRFLHW\·VYHQXHV*HQHULFSROLFLHVDUHOLNHO\WREH
DFFHSWDEOHXQGHUVHFWLRQ  F RIWKH$FWZKLFK
UHTXLUHVDVWDWHPHQWIURPWKHDSSOLFDQWRQKRZLW
SURSRVHVWRPLQLPLVHWKHULVNVRISUREOHPJDPEOLQJ
LQFOXGLQJWKHSROLF\IRULGHQWLI\LQJSUREOHP
JDPEOHUVZKLFKHDFKVRFLHW\LVUHTXLUHGWRGHYHORS
XQGHUVHFWLRQ
+RZHYHUZKLOHDVRFLHW\PD\KDYHDJHQHULF
SROLF\IRULWVYHQXHVWKHGHWDLORIKRZWKDWSROLF\LV
DFWXDOO\SXWWRZRUNLQUHODWLRQWRDVSHFLÀFYHQXH
PXVWDOVREHVXSSOLHGXQGHUVHFWLRQ  G 7KLV
UHTXLUHVDVWDWHPHQWIURPWKHVRFLHW\DERXW´KRZLW
SURSRVHVWRPLQLPLVHWKHULVNVRISUREOHPJDPEOLQJ
DQGXQGHUDJHJDPEOLQJDWWKHFODVVYHQXHµ
7KH-XQHHGLWLRQRI*DPELWV
SDJH SURYLGHVJXLGHOLQHV
IRUWKHGHYHORSPHQWRISROLFLHV
UHODWLQJWRXQGHUDJHJDPEOLQJ
DQGVXSHUYLVLRQRIJDPEOLQJ
DUHDV,WRXWOLQHVFOHDUO\WKH
'HSDUWPHQW·VH[SHFWDWLRQWKDW
VWDWHPHQWVUHTXLUHGXQGHU
VHFWLRQ  G ´VKRXOGEH
YHQXHVSHFLÀFUDWKHUWKDQ
FRPPRQWRDOOYHQXHVLQWKH
VRFLHW\µ7KLVPHDQVWKDWWKH
VRFLHW\VKRXOGWKLQNDERXW
KRZSUREOHPJDPEOLQJZLOOEH
PLQLPLVHGDWHDFKSDUWLFXODU
YHQXHWDNLQJLQWRDFFRXQW
WKHOD\RXWVWDIÀQJVHFXULW\
DUUDQJHPHQWVHWFXQLTXHWRWKH
YHQXH

7KHDLPRISUREOHPJDPEOHULGHQWLÀFDWLRQ
SROLFLHVLVWRSURYLGHJXLGDQFHIRUYHQXHVWDIIRQ
KRZWRLGHQWLI\DSSURDFKDQG SRVVLEO\ LVVXHDQ
H[FOXVLRQRUGHUWRDQDFWXDORUSRWHQWLDOSUREOHP
JDPEOHU$VDJHQHUDOJXLGHZHZRXOGH[SHFW
SUREOHPJDPEOHULGHQWLÀFDWLRQSROLFLHVIRUYHQXHV
WRLQFOXGHWKHIROORZLQJ
 DGHVFULSWLRQRUGHÀQLWLRQRISUREOHPJDPEOLQJ
 DOLVWRIFOHDUVLJQVRUFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRISUREOHP
JDPEOLQJ
 JXLGHOLQHVIRUVWDIIRQKRZWRDSSURDFKDFWXDO
RUSRWHQWLDOSUREOHPJDPEOHUVLGHQWLÀHGXVLQJ
WKHSUREOHPJDPEOHULGHQWLÀFDWLRQSROLF\
 FOHDUSUDFWLFDOSURFHGXUHVIRULVVXLQJH[FOXVLRQ
RUGHUVXQGHUWKHUHOHYDQWVHFWLRQVRIWKH$FW

3UREOHPJDPEOLQJ
FDQEHGHVFULEHGDV
RFFDVLRQDORUUHJXODU
JDPEOLQJWRH[FHVV
WRWKHH[WHQWWKDWLW
OHDGVWRSUREOHPV
LQRWKHUDUHDVRI
OLIHSDUWLFXODUO\
ZLWKILQDQFHVDQG
LQWHUSHUVRQDO
UHODWLRQVKLSV

7KLVDUWLFOHJLYHVJXLGHOLQHVIRUKDUP
PLQLPLVDWLRQDQGSUREOHPJDPEOHULGHQWLÀFDWLRQ
SROLFLHVLQFOXGLQJZKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQWZRXOG
H[SHFWWRVHHLQDYHQXHVSHFLÀFVWDWHPHQWXQGHU
VHFWLRQ  G 



VWDUWPDQ\ZHUHQRWDFFHSWDEOHIRUXVHLQFODVV
YHQXHV

)RUWKHFXUUHQWOLFHQFHUHQHZDOURXQGLQ
DGGLWLRQWRUHTXLUHPHQWVUHODWLQJWRXQGHUDJH
JDPEOLQJHDFKVRFLHW\PXVWKDYHSURYLGHGWKH
'HSDUWPHQWZLWKDQDFFHSWDEOHSUREOHPJDPEOHU
LGHQWLÀFDWLRQSROLF\:KLOHPDQ\RIWKHSROLFLHV
WKH'HSDUWPHQWKDVFRQVLGHUHGKDYHPDGHDJRRG
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'H¿QLWLRQRISUREOHP
JDPEOLQJ
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVVHHQ
DQXPEHURISUREOHPDWLF
GHÀQLWLRQVRISUREOHP
JDPEOLQJ0DQ\KDYH
FRQWDLQHGWHFKQLFDOFOLQLFDORU
RYHUO\HPRWLYHODQJXDJHWKDWLV
QRWSDUWLFXODUO\XVHIXOIRUHLWKHU
YHQXHVWDIIRUPHPEHUVRIWKH
SXEOLFZKRPD\UHTXHVWWRVHHD
YHQXH·VSROLF\
$XVHIXOGHÀQLWLRQRISUREOHP
JDPEOLQJLVFRQWDLQHGLQWKH
'HSDUWPHQW·V5HSRUWRQ
WKH6RFLDO,PSDFWRI*DPEOLQJ
DYDLODEOHRQWKH',$ZHEVLWH 

´3UREOHPJDPEOLQJFDQEHGHVFULEHGDV
RFFDVLRQDORUUHJXODUJDPEOLQJWRH[FHVVWRWKH
H[WHQWWKDWLWOHDGVWRSUREOHPVLQRWKHUDUHDVRI
OLIHSDUWLFXODUO\ZLWKÀQDQFHVDQGLQWHUSHUVRQDO
UHODWLRQVKLSV7KHVHSUREOHPVUDQJHIURPPLQRU
RQHVLQYROYLQJIRUH[DPSOHDUJXPHQWVZLWKWKH
IDPLO\RYHUJDPEOLQJH[SHQGLWXUHWRSUREOHPV
LQYROYLQJDFRPSXOVLYHDGGLFWLRQWRJDPEOLQJ
UHVXOWLQJLQPDMRUÀQDQFLDORULQWHUSHUVRQDO
GLIÀFXOWLHVµ S
FRQWLQXHVSDJH
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7KHUHDUHDOVRGHÀQLWLRQVRI´KDUPµDQG´SUREOHP
JDPEOHUµLQVHFWLRQRIWKH$FW
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVLGHQWLÀHGDFRPPRQ
PLVXQGHUVWDQGLQJLQPDQ\GUDIWSROLFLHVWKDWWKH
SHUFHQWDJHRISUREOHPJDPEOHUVLQ1HZ=HDODQGLV
YHU\VPDOO7\SLFDOO\LVWKHÀJXUHTXRWHG
7KLVÀJXUHFRQVHUYDWLYHO\HVWLPDWHVWKHSHUFHQWDJH
RIDGXOWPHPEHUVRIWKHJHQHUDOSRSXODWLRQWKDW
PD\KDYHH[SHULHQFHGSUREOHPJDPEOLQJ7KH
ÀJXUHPLVUHSUHVHQWVWKHSHUFHQWDJHRISUREOHP
JDPEOHUVWKDWIUHTXHQWJDPEOLQJYHQXHVDQG
LJQRUHVWKHPDQ\SHRSOHFORVHWRDSUREOHP
JDPEOHUZKRDUHDOVRRIWHQDIIHFWHG
5HVHDUFKLQGLFDWHVWKDWDPRQJWKRVHZKRJDPEOH
UHJXODUO\RQJDPLQJPDFKLQHVRUPRUHDUH
OLNHO\WREHSUREOHPJDPEOHUV7KLVPHDQVWKDW
LIVRPHRQHLQDFODVVYHQXHLVSOD\LQJJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVUHJXODUO\HQRXJKWREHNQRZQWRVWDII
RUQRWLFHGE\VWDIIWKHQWKHUHLVDJRRGFKDQFH
DSSUR[LPDWHO\RQHLQÀYH WKDWWKHSHUVRQLVD
SUREOHPJDPEOHU

&KDUDFWHULVWLFVRISUREOHPJDPEOLQJ
$ODUJHQXPEHURISROLFLHVUHYLHZHGE\WKH
'HSDUWPHQWFRQWDLQHGLQGLFDWRUVRISUREOHP
JDPEOLQJPRUHOLNHO\WREHREVHUYHGLQDFOLQLFDO
RUIDPLO\VHWWLQJWKDQLQDFODVVYHQXH
7KH'HSDUWPHQWVXJJHVWVWKDWVLJQVRULQGLFDWRUV
RISUREOHPJDPEOLQJIRUWKLVSROLF\VKRXOGEH
FRQÀQHGWRWKRVHEHKDYLRXUVWKDWDUHPRVWOLNHO\
WREHGHPRQVWUDWHGLQWKHJDPEOLQJYHQXH7KH
PRVWIUHTXHQWO\GHPRQVWUDWHGVXFKEHKDYLRXUVLQ
YHQXHVDUH
UHSHDWHGYLVLWVWRDQ$70
DWWHPSWVWRERUURZPRQH\RQVLWH
DWWHPSWVWRFDVKFKHTXHV
GLVRUGHUO\DJLWDWHGEHKDYLRXU
HQTXLULHVDQGFRPPHQWVIURPIDPLO\DQG
IULHQGV
ORQJVHVVLRQV
2WKHUOHVVIUHTXHQWO\PHQWLRQHGVLJQVDUH

FKLOGUHQOHIWXQDWWHQGHG
DOFRKROLQWR[LFDWLRQ

+RZWRDSSURDFKDFWXDORUSRWHQWLDO
SUREOHPJDPEOHUV
,GHDOO\DSUREOHPJDPEOHUSROLF\ZLOOSURYLGH
JXLGDQFHIRUYHQXHVWDIIRQKRZWRDSSURDFK
DFWXDORUSRWHQWLDO
SUREOHPJDPEOHUV
3UREOHPJDPEOHU
LGHQWLÀHGXVLQJWKH
FULWHULDFRQWDLQHG
LGHQWL¿FDWLRQ
LQWKHSROLF\7KH
SROLFLHVVKRXOG
DSSURDFKVKRXOG
IRFXVSULPDULO\
FRQWDLQFOHDUVWHS
RQSURYLGLQJ
LQIRUPDWLRQUDWKHU E\VWHSSURFHGXUHV
WKDQFRXQVHOOLQJ
IRUVWDIIWRIROORZLQ
DVVLVWDQFH7KH
UHODWLRQWRVHFWLRQV
DSSURDFKRXWOLQHG
LQVHFWLRQ  
±RIWKH$FW
RIWKH*DPEOLQJ
+DUP3UHYHQWLRQ $WDPLQLPXPYHQXH
DQG0LQLPLVDWLRQ  VWDIIPXVWNQRZKRZ
5HJXODWLRQV
DQGZKHQWRLVVXHD
SURYLGHVDXVHIXO
JXLGHDQGIRFXVHV VHOIH[FOXVLRQRUGHU
RQWKHIROORZLQJ

XQGHUVHFWLRQ

 3URYLGLQJ
LQIRUPDWLRQRQ
WKHFKDUDFWHULVWLFVRISUREOHPJDPEOLQJ

 3URYLGLQJLQIRUPDWLRQDERXWWKHSRWHQWLDOULVNV
DQGFRQVHTXHQFHVRISUREOHPJDPEOLQJ
 $GYLVLQJDSHUVRQKRZWRDFFHVVSUREOHP
JDPEOLQJVHUYLFHSURYLGHUV
 5HPLQGLQJDSOD\HUWKDWZKHUHDYHQXH
PDQDJHUKDVUHDVRQDEOHJURXQGVWREHOLHYH
WKDWDSHUVRQLVDSUREOHPJDPEOHUWKH
YHQXHPDQDJHUPD\EDQWKHSHUVRQIURPWKH
JDPEOLQJDUHDRIWKHYHQXHIRUXSWRWZR\HDUV
 5HPLQGLQJDSOD\HUWKDWKHRUVKHFDQVHOI
LGHQWLI\DVDSUREOHPJDPEOHUDQGDVNWKH

DKLJKQXPEHURIJDPEOLQJVHVVLRQVSHU
ZHHN

FRQWLQXHVSDJH
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YHQXHWRH[FOXGHWKHPIURPWKHJDPEOLQJDUHD
IRUXSWRWZR\HDUV

*XLGHOLQHVIRULVVXLQJH[FOXVLRQ
RUGHUV

SHUVRQ
)LQDOO\H[FOXVLRQRUGHUVLVVXHGXQGHUWKH
*DPEOLQJ$FWUHVWULFWHQWU\WRWKHJDPEOLQJ
DUHDRIDYHQXH7KH\GRQRWUHVWULFWHQWU\WRWKH
HQWLUHYHQXH

:KLOHPDQ\SROLFLHVUHYLHZHGE\WKH
'HSDUWPHQWFRQWDLQHGUHIHUHQFHWRH[FOXVLRQ
RUGHUVDODUJHQXPEHUSURYLGHGOLWWOHJXLGDQFH
WRYHQXHVWDIIRQKRZWKH\VKRXOGEHXVHGRULQ
ZKDWFLUFXPVWDQFHV
3UREOHPJDPEOHULGHQWLÀFDWLRQSROLFLHVVKRXOG
FRQWDLQFOHDUVWHSE\VWHSSURFHGXUHVIRUVWDII
WRIROORZLQUHODWLRQWRVHFWLRQV²RIWKH
$FW$VDPLQLPXPYHQXHVWDIIPXVWNQRZKRZ
DQGZKHQWRLVVXHDVHOIH[FOXVLRQRUGHUXQGHU
VHFWLRQ

6RPHSROLFLHVLQDGGLWLRQWRFRQWDLQLQJ
H[FOXVLRQRUGHUVDOVRFRQWDLQSURYLVLRQIRU
WKHLVVXHRIWUHVSDVVRUGHUVVRWKDWDFWXDORU
SRWHQWLDOSUREOHPJDPEOHUVFDQEHSURKLELWHG
IURPHQWHULQJDQ\SDUWRIWKHYHQXH:KLOHWKLV
VRUWRIPHDVXUHPD\EHVHHQDVDUHLQIRUFHPHQW
RIH[FOXVLRQRUGHUVLWPD\JRWRRIDULQ
VRPHFDVHV,WDOVRPD\KDYHWKHXQLQWHQGHG
FRQVHTXHQFHRIGLVFRXUDJLQJSHRSOHIURP
HQWHULQJLQWRWKHVHOIH[FOXVLRQSURFHVVDQG
VRGHIHDWWKHSXUSRVHRIKDUPPLQLPLVDWLRQ
SURYLVLRQVXQGHUWKH$FW

9HQXHVWDIIPXVWDOVREHDZDUHWKDWZKHQD
SHUVRQDSSURDFKHGE\DVWDIIPHPEHUDVDQ
DFWXDORUSRWHQWLDOSUREOHPJDPEOHUGHFOLQHVWR
VHOIH[FOXGHWKHVWDIIPHPEHUPD\VWLOOH[HUFLVH
WKHLUGLVFUHWLRQDQGH[FOXGHWKHSHUVRQIURPWKH
YHQXHXQGHUVHFWLRQ  

,WLVLPSRUWDQWWKDWZKHQDSSURDFKLQJDFWXDORU
SRWHQWLDOSUREOHPJDPEOHUVLVVXLQJH[FOXVLRQ
RUGHUVRUUHPRYLQJSHRSOHZKRKDYHEUHDFKHG
H[FOXVLRQRUGHUVYHQXHVWDIIWUHDWSDWURQVZLWK
UHVSHFWVHQVLWLYLW\DQGDZLOOLQJQHVVWRKHOS

7KHSROLF\VKRXOGDOVRLQFOXGHWKHREOLJDWLRQ
XQGHUVHFWLRQIRUYHQXHVWDIIWRUHPRYH
H[FOXGHGSHUVRQVZKRDWWHPSWWRUHHQWHUWKH
JDPEOLQJDUHD7KHSHQDOWLHVIRUQRWFRPSO\LQJ
ZLWKWKLVDQGRWKHUUHTXLUHPHQWVDUHQRWHG
LQVHFWLRQ7KHSROLF\VKRXOGPDNHWKHVH
REOLJDWLRQVDQGSHQDOWLHVFOHDUWRVWDII
([FOXVLRQRUGHUVGHYLVHGIRUWKHYHQXHVKRXOG
EHUHDGLO\DYDLODEOHWRVWDIIDQGSROLFLHV
VKRXOGFRQWDLQSURFHGXUHVRQKRZWRPDQDJH
GRFXPHQWDWLRQUHODWLQJWRH[FOXVLRQV,WLV
DOVRKLJKO\GHVLUDEOHIRUWKHSROLF\WRFRQWDLQ
JXLGHOLQHVRQKRZORQJWRLVVXHDQH[FOXVLRQ
RUGHUIRU([FOXVLRQSHULRGVIRUGD\VRUZHHNV
DUHOLNHO\WREHLQHIIHFWLYHDQGGLIÀFXOWWR
DGPLQLVWHU
3OHDVHQRWHWKDWH[FOXVLRQRUGHUVFDQQRWEH
UHYRNHGUHVFLQGHGRUZLWKGUDZQE\DQ\RQH
²HLWKHUWKHVRFLHW\WKHYHQXHRUWKHH[FOXGHG
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:KDWZHZRXOGH[SHFWWRVHHLQD
YHQXHVSHFL¿FSROLF\
,QDGGLWLRQWRVSHFLÀFSURYLVLRQVUHODWLQJWR
XQGHUDJHJDPEOLQJDQGWKHVXSHUYLVLRQRIWKH
YHQXHVWDWHPHQWVVXSSOLHGXQGHUVHFWLRQ  G 
VKRXOGH[SDQGWKHVRFLHW\·VJHQHUDOSROLF\E\
GHVFULELQJWKHSDUWLFXODUDUUDQJHPHQWVDWWKH
YHQXHIRUWKHLGHQWLÀFDWLRQRISUREOHPJDPEOHUV
:HZRXOGH[SHFWWRVHHIRUH[DPSOH
 DGHVFULSWLRQRIWKHORFDWLRQRIH[FOXVLRQRUGHU
IRUPV
 MREWLWOHVRIWKHYHQXHVWDIIDXWKRULVHGWRLVVXH
H[FOXVLRQRUGHUV
 LQIRUPDWLRQRQÀOLQJDQGVHFXULW\RI
GRFXPHQWDWLRQ
 DGHVFULSWLRQRIZKLFKGRFXPHQWVDUHJLYHQWR
WKHH[FOXGHGSHUVRQDQGZKLFKDUHUHWDLQHGE\
WKHYHQXH

&$6,126

1HZUXOHVIRUFDVLQRV
7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWKDVUHSODFHGWKHQRZUHSHDOHG
&DVLQR&RQWURO$FW7KHGLIIHUHQWSXUSRVHVRI
WKHWZR$FWVKLJKOLJKWWKHFKDQJHVLQWKHWZR
UHJLPHV
7KHUHSHDOHGOHJLVODWLRQZDVDQ$FWWRDXWKRULVH
FDVLQROLFHQFHVDQGSURPRWHGHYHORSPHQWRI
FDVLQRVIRUWRXULVPHPSOR\PHQWDQGHFRQRPLF
GHYHORSPHQW
7KHSXUSRVHVRIWKH*DPEOLQJ$FWLQFOXGH
FRQWUROOLQJWKHJURZWKRIJDPEOLQJSUHYHQWLQJ
DQGPLQLPLVLQJWKHKDUPFDXVHGE\JDPEOLQJ
IDFLOLWDWLQJUHVSRQVLEOHJDPEOLQJDQGIDFLOLWDWLQJ
FRPPXQLW\LQYROYHPHQWLQGHFLVLRQVDERXWWKH

SURYLVLRQRIJDPEOLQJ
6SHFLÀFDOO\LQUHODWLRQWRFDVLQRVWKH$FWJRHV
HYHQIXUWKHU,WKDVEDQQHGDQ\QHZFDVLQR
YHQXHOLFHQFHVEHLQJLVVXHGDQGSURKLELWVH[LVWLQJ
FDVLQRVLQFUHDVLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUJDPEOLQJ
7KH&DVLQR&RQWURO$XWKRULW\ &&$ ZKLFK
LVVXHGFDVLQROLFHQFHVDQGRYHUVDZFDVLQR
RSHUDWLRQVKDVEHHQGLVHVWDEOLVKHG
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVWDNHQRQPRVWRIWKH&&$·V
UROHV7KH*DPEOLQJ&RPPLVVLRQKDVEHHQ
HVWDEOLVKHGDQGFDQKHDUDSSHDOVDJDLQVWWKH
'HSDUWPHQW·VGHFLVLRQVDVZHOODVKHDULQJVRPH
DSSOLFDWLRQVIURPFDVLQRV

$FWLRQWRSUHYHQWPRQH\ODXQGHULQJ
2QHRIWKHVSHFL¿FSXUSRVHVRIWKH*DPEOLQJ$FWLVWR´OLPLWRSSRUWXQLWLHV
IRUFULPHRUGLVKRQHVW\DVVRFLDWHGZLWKJDPEOLQJµ
7KH$FWKDVJLYHQWKH'HSDUWPHQW·V*DPEOLQJ
,QVSHFWRUVDQHZIXQFWLRQ´WRGHWHFWLQYHVWLJDWH
DQGSURVHFXWHFULPHVLQYROYLQJGLVKRQHVW\WKDW
LQYROYHRUUHODWHWRJDPEOLQJµ VHFWLRQ G 

GROODUV$SHUVRQFDQPDNHPDQ\WUDQVDFWLRQV
LQDFDVLQRDQGWDNHWKHLUFDVKZLWKPLQLPDORU
QRJDPEOLQJZKLOHGLVJXLVLQJWKHPRQH\DV
ZLQQLQJV

7KHVHFULPHVLQFOXGHVXFKRIIHQFHVDV
PRQH\ODXQGHULQJ
IRUJHU\
XVLQJIRUJHGGRFXPHQWV
VWHDOLQJ
REWDLQLQJE\GHFHSWLRQ

7KHUHDOVRXUFHRIWKHPRQH\FDQEHIURPDQRWKHU
FLW\RUFRXQWU\DQGFDQEHIURPDQ\IRUPRI
FULPHLQFOXGLQJGUXJVDOHVWHUURUDFWLYLW\WKHIW
SRDFKLQJDQGLPPLJUDWLRQRIIHQFHV2IIHQGHUV·
DWWHPSWVWRGLVJXLVHWKHSURFHHGVRIFULPHDV
JDPEOLQJZLQQLQJVDUHDFRQFHUQIRUPDQ\ODZ
HQIRUFHPHQWDJHQFLHV

7KH'HSDUWPHQW·V&DVLQR&RPSOLDQFH8QLWZLOO
IRFXVSDUWLFXODUDWWHQWLRQRQPRQH\ODXQGHULQJ
7RGRWKLVLWLVGHYHORSLQJLWVLQWHOOLJHQFH
JDWKHULQJDQGLQYHVWLJDWLYHFDSDELOLWLHVDQGLV
ZRUNLQJFORVHO\ZLWKRWKHUODZHQIRUFHPHQW
DJHQFLHVLQ1HZ=HDODQGDQGLQWHUQDWLRQDOO\
*DPEOLQJLVKHDYLO\UHJXODWHGWKURXJKRXWWKH
ZRUOGEHFDXVHLWSURGXFHVDKXJHWXUQRYHU
LQFDVK%DQNQRWHVDQGFRLQVDUHYLUWXDOO\
LPSRVVLEOHWRWUDFNDQGRIIHUSOHQW\RI
RSSRUWXQLWLHVWRODXQGHUPRQH\
7UDQVIHUULQJPRQH\EHWZHHQFLWLHVDQGHYHQ
LQWHUQDWLRQDOO\LVVLPSOHDQGDEXV\QLJKWLQ
DFDVLQRFDQVHHDWXUQRYHURIVHYHUDOPLOOLRQ

7KH)LQDQFLDO7UDQVDFWLRQV5HSRUWLQJ$FWUHTXLUHV
FDVLQRRSHUDWRUVWRFRQÀUPWKHLGHQWLW\RISHRSOH
LQYROYHGLQWUDQVDFWLRQVRIRUPRUHDQG
WRUHSRUWDQ\VXVSLFLRXVWUDQVDFWLRQVWRWKH3ROLFH
)LQDQFLDO,QWHOOLJHQFH8QLW
,WLVLPSRUWDQWWRVWUHVVWKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQWLV
QRWDOOHJLQJWKDW1HZ=HDODQGFDVLQRRSHUDWRUV
DUHLQYROYHGLQFULPHV7KH'HSDUWPHQW·VDQG
RWKHUDJHQFLHV·FRQFHUQVDUHWKDWSDUWLFXODUO\
DWEXV\WLPHVFULPLQDOVFDQPLQJOHZLWKRWKHU
JDPEOHUVDQGDWWHPSWWRGLVJXLVHFULPHPRQH\DV
FDVLQRZLQQLQJV
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7ZRQHZ0LQLPXP2SHUDWLQJ
6WDQGDUGVEHLQJGHYHORSHG
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVVWDUWHGGHYHORSLQJWZR
QHZ0LQLPXP2SHUDWLQJ6WDQGDUGV 026 IRU
FDVLQRWDEOHJDPHVDQGFDVKLHULQJ7KH'HSDUWPHQW
LQWHQGVWRKDYHWKHSURSRVHG026UHDG\IRU
FRQVXOWDWLRQLQWKHÀUVWKDOIRIWKHQHZ\HDU
7KHQHZ026ZLOOEHLQDGGLWLRQWRWKRVHLQWUR
GXFHGLQ-XO\IRUWKHGHVLJQDQGPDQXIDFWXUH
RIFKLSVDQGIRUUHFRUGVDQGQRWLÀFDWLRQV

ÁH[LELOLW\WRPDQDJHWKHFRPPHUFLDODVSHFWVRI
WKHLUEXVLQHVVHV
026ZLOOHYHQWXDOO\UHSODFHWKHLQWHUQDOFRQWUROV
QRZGHHPHG026 SUHYLRXVO\DSSURYHGXQGHU
GLUHFWLRQVLVVXHGE\WKH&DVLQR&RQWURO$XWKRULW\
IRUHDFKFDVLQR7KH\ZLOOEHGHYHORSHGIURP
DUHYLHZRILQWHUQDOFRQWUROSURFHGXUHVDQG
UHVHDUFKLQWRLQWHUQDWLRQDOJDPLQJVWDQGDUGVDQG
UHJXODWLRQV

026JRYHUQWKHGD\WRGD\RSHUDWLRQRIFDVLQRV
DQGDUHLQFOXGHGLQFDVLQROLFHQFHV

&RQVXOWDWLRQZLOOIROORZDVLPLODUIRUPDWWRWKDW
SUHYLRXVO\XVHGE\WKH'HSDUWPHQW

7KH\UHODWHWRDQ\PDWWHUFRQFHUQLQJWKHGD\WR
GD\RSHUDWLRQLQFOXGLQJEXWQRWOLPLWHGWRVRPH
RUDOORIWKHPDWWHUVVSHFLÀHGLQ6FKHGXOHRIWKH
*DPEOLQJ$FW7KH\DUHLQWHQGHGWRLGHQWLI\DQG
UHJXODWHULVNVZKLOHDOORZLQJFDVLQRRSHUDWRUV

&DVLQROLFHQFHKROGHUVPD\DSSO\WRWKH6HFUHWDU\
IRU026WREHVSHFLÀHGYDULHGRUUHYRNHG
DQGKDYHDULJKWRIDSSHDOWRWKH*DPEOLQJ
&RPPLVVLRQDJDLQVWWKH6HFUHWDU\·VGHFLVLRQVLQ
UHODWLRQWR026

$//*$0,1*0$&+,1(23(5$7256

5XOHVIRUGLVSRVDORIJDPLQJPDFKLQHV
6HYHUDOJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVKDYHDVNHGWKH
'HSDUWPHQWWRH[SODLQWKHQHZUXOHVDERXW
GLVSRVDORIJDPLQJPDFKLQHV
7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWSXWVWKHREOLJDWLRQIRU
GLVSRVDORIJDPLQJPDFKLQHVRQWKHVRFLHWLHV
RSHUDWLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEVDQGRQ
FDVLQRV VHFWLRQVDQG 
7KHREOLJDWLRQVDUHWKHVDPHIRUERWKVRFLHWLHV
DQGFDVLQRV7KH\PXVWSURYLGHWKHIROORZLQJ
LQIRUPDWLRQWRWKH'HSDUWPHQWZLWKLQ
ZRUNLQJGD\VRIGLVSRVLQJRIDJDPLQJPDFKLQH
WKHPHDQVRIGLVSRVDO
WKHQDPHRIWKHDFTXLUHUDQGGHWDLOV
QHFHVVDU\WRFRQWDFWWKHDFTXLUHUZLWKHDVH
´,IDVRFLHW\LVGLVSRVLQJRIJDPLQJPDFKLQHV
LQDQ\ZD\ LQFOXGLQJVHOOLQJGHVWUR\LQJRU
JLYLQJWKHPDFKLQHVDZD\ LWVKRXOGFRPSOHWH
DQDSSOLFDWLRQWRDPHQGDFODVVYHQXHOLFHQFH
DQGVHQGLWWRWKH'HSDUWPHQW



7KHIRUPLVDYDLODEOHRQWKH'HSDUWPHQW·V
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ZHEVLWHZZZGLDJRYWQ]7KH'HSDUWPHQW
ZLOOUHFRUGWKHGHWDLOVRIWKHGLVSRVDO
6RFLHWLHVGRQRWKDYHWRSD\DIHHWRQRWLI\WKH
'HSDUWPHQWRIWKHGLVSRVDOµ
7KH$FWDOVRPDNHVLWDQRIIHQFHWRSURYLGHRU
LQVWDOOJDPEOLQJHTXLSPHQWLIWKHSHUVRQNQRZV
RURXJKWWRNQRZWKDWLWLVLQWHQGHGWREHXVHG
IRULOOHJDOJDPEOLQJ VHFWLRQ M 
6RFLHWLHVDQGFDVLQRVVKRXOGWDNHFDUHLQ
GLVSRVLQJRIJDPEOLQJHTXLSPHQWVRWKDW
WKH\GRQRWLQDGYHUWHQWO\DOORZDQ\JDPEOLQJ
HTXLSPHQWWREHXVHGIRULOOHJDOJDPEOLQJ
7KH$FWGRHVQRWSURKLELWSHRSOHRU
RUJDQLVDWLRQVEX\LQJJDPLQJPDFKLQHV
+RZHYHULWPDNHVLWLOOHJDOWRFRQGXFW
XQOLFHQVHGJDPEOLQJRQDJDPLQJPDFKLQH
2QFRQYLFWLRQIRUFRQGXFWLQJLOOHJDOJDPEOLQJ
RUIRUDEUHDFKRIVHFWLRQ M FRXUWVFDQ
LPSRVHMDLOWHUPVRIXSWRRQH\HDUDQGÀQHVRI
XSWR

*$0,1*0$&+,1(6,138%6$1'&/8%6

7LJKWHUUXOHVSURILWVPXVWJRWRWKHFRPPXQLW\
7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWKDVVLJQL¿FDQWO\WLJKWHQHGWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUQRQFDVLQR
JDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVWRUHWXUQJDPLQJPDFKLQHSUR¿WVWRWKHFRPPXQLW\7KH
IROORZLQJWKUHHDUWLFOHVVXPPDULVHLPSRUWDQWLQIRUPDWLRQWKDWRSHUDWRUVZLWK
PDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEVVKRXOGXQGHUVWDQG7KHDUWLFOHVDUHDERXW
 FRXUWVLPSRVLQJDPDQGDWRU\SHQDOW\LHDXWRPDWLFFDQFHOODWLRQRIDOOOLFHQFHV
KHOGE\DQRSHUDWRUZLWKQRULJKWWRDSSHDODJDLQVWWKHFDQFHOODWLRQ
 UHJXODWLRQVUHTXLULQJDOHDVWRI*67H[FOXVLYHJURVVSUR¿WVWREHUHWXUQHG
WRFRPPXQLW\RUJDQLVDWLRQV
 JXLGHOLQHVIRUZKDWDUHDFFHSWDEOH³DXWKRULVHGSXUSRVHV´
3OHDVHQRWH*DPELWVGUDZVDWWHQWLRQWRDQGSURYLGHVVXPPDULHVRILPSRUWDQW
LQIRUPDWLRQ,WLVQRWDVXEVWLWXWHIRUUHDGLQJWKHUHOHYDQWOHJLVODWLRQUHJXODWLRQVDQGIRUPDO
GRFXPHQWDWLRQ,IJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVDUHXQVXUHDERXWKRZWKHODZDSSOLHVWRWKHLURZQ
SDUWLFXODUFLUFXPVWDQFHVWKH\VKRXOGREWDLQLQGHSHQGHQWSURIHVVLRQDOOHJDODQG¿QDQFLDO
DGYLFH

&RXUWVWRLPSRVHPDQGDWRU\
SHQDOW\DOOOLFHQFHVFDQFHOOHG
7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWUHTXLUHVWKDWQHWSURFHHGVIURPJDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQ
SXEVDQGFOXEVPXVWEHXVHGRQO\IRUDXWKRULVHGSXUSRVHV VHFWLRQ 
7KLVPHDQVWKDWWKHSURÀWVIURPWKHPDFKLQHV
PXVWEHSDLGRQO\WRDSSURSULDWHFRPPXQLW\
XVHV7KLVLVWKHPRVWIXQGDPHQWDOUHTXLUHPHQW
RIWKHODZ*DPLQJPDFKLQHVDUHOLFHQVHGLQ
SXEVDQGFOXEVDVDIRUPRIIXQGUDLVLQJIRUWKH
FRPPXQLW\RQO\
*DPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVFDQEHSURVHFXWHGIRU
EUHDFKLQJWKLVVHFWLRQ,IDFRXUWFRQYLFWVWKHP
WKHSHQDOWLHVDUH
 DXWRPDWLFFDQFHOODWLRQRIDOOWKHRSHUDWRU·V
JDPEOLQJOLFHQFHV LHLWVRZQOLFHQFHDQGWKRVH
RIDOOLWVYHQXHV ZLWKQRULJKWWRDSSHDOWKH
FDQFHOODWLRQDQG
 ÀQHVRIXSWR
&RXUWVFDQDOVRLPSRVHRUGHUVWR
 UHFRYHUDQ\PRQH\ZURQJO\GLVWULEXWHG
 VDIHJXDUGPRQH\QRW\HWGLVWULEXWHG
 GLVWULEXWHPRQH\VWLOOKHOGE\WKHRSHUDWRU

*DPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVFDQDSSHDODJDLQVWWKHLU
FRQYLFWLRQDQGÀQHVEXWLIWKH\DUHFRQYLFWHGWKH
PDQGDWRU\SHQDOW\RIFDQFHOODWLRQLVLPSRVHG
7KH'HSDUWPHQWLVDZDUHWKDWWKLVLVDYHU\VWURQJ
PHDVXUHWKDWWRWDOO\UHPRYHVWKHRSHUDWRUIURP
WKHJDPEOLQJVHFWRU,WZLOOQRWSURVHFXWHZLWKRXW
WKRURXJKFRQVLGHUDWLRQ2WKHUHQIRUFHPHQW
DFWLRQLWFDQWDNHLQFOXGHV
 FDQFHOODWLRQRUVXVSHQVLRQRIVRPHRIWKH
OLFHQFHV
 ÀQGLQJLQGLYLGXDOVXQVXLWDEOHZKHQDQ
DSSOLFDWLRQLVPDGHWRUHQHZDOLFHQFHRUIRUD
QHZOLFHQFH
 LVVXHDZDUQLQJ
7KH'HSDUWPHQWLVQRWREOLJHGWRLVVXHDIRUPDO
ZDUQLQJEHIRUHWDNLQJVWURQJHUDFWLRQ,WZLOOWDNH
ZKDWHYHUDFWLRQLVDSSURSULDWHDFFRUGLQJWRWKH
FLUFXPVWDQFHVRIHDFKFDVH
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*DPLQJPDFKLQHUHJXODWLRQV
PRUHIXQGLQJDQGEHWWHU
DFFHVVIRUFRPPXQLW\JURXSV
*DPEOLQJ$FWUHJXODWLRQVJD]HWWHGRQ6HSWHPEHUZLOOPHDQWKDW
FRPPXQLW\JURXSVZLOOJHWPRUHIXQGLQJDQGEHWWHUDFFHVVWRLQIRUPDWLRQ
DERXWJUDQWVIURPJDPLQJPDFKLQHSURÀWV
*DPLQJPDFKLQHVRFLHWLHVWKDWPDNHJUDQWVWR

$OWKRXJKLWZDVLQWHQGHGWKDWWKLVEHRI

FRPPXQLW\JURXSVZLOOKDYHWR

JURVVSURÀW*67LQFOXVLYHPRVWJDPLQJPDFKLQH

 GLVWULEXWHDWOHDVWRIWKHLU*67

RSHUDWRUVFKRVHWRPDNHLW*67H[FOXVLYHZKLFK

H[FOXVLYHJURVVSURÀWVWRFRPPXQLW\

PHDQWWKDWHIIHFWLYHO\WKH\UHWXUQHGRQO\WR

RUJDQLVDWLRQV

WKHFRPPXQLW\

 PDLQWDLQDZHEVLWH
2WKHUSURYLVLRQVZLOODSSO\WRRSHUDWRUVRIDOO
JDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEVDQGLQFOXGH
UHTXLUHPHQWVWRNHHSGRFXPHQWVDQGGDWD

7KLVPHDQWWKDWSRWHQWLDOO\FRPPXQLW\JURXSV
LQFOXGLQJFKDULWLHVVSRUWVJURXSVVFKRROVDQG
RWKHUZRUWKZKLOHFDXVHVZHUHGHSULYHGRIDV
PXFKDVPLOOLRQODVW\HDU

PDLQWDLQDQGPDQDJHJDPEOLQJHTXLSPHQWDQG

7KHQHZUHTXLUHPHQWWRUHWXUQRIJURVV

SURYLGHLQIRUPDWLRQWRWKHSXEOLF

SURÀWV *67H[FOXVLYH WRWKHFRPPXQLW\LVWKH

7KHSURYLVLRQVVHWWLQJWKHPLQLPXPUHWXUQ
WRWKHFRPPXQLW\ZLOOFRPHLQWRIRUFHRQ
'HFHPEHUZKLOHWKRVHUHTXLULQJZHEVLWHV
ZLOOFRPHLQWRIRUFHRQ-XO\0RVWRI
WKHRWKHUSURYLVLRQVZLOOEHLQIRUFHIURP
'HFHPEHU

*67LQFOXVLYHRUH[FOXVLYH"

VDPHDVUHWXUQLQJ *67LQFOXVLYH 

)DLUDFFHVVWRJUDQWV
*DPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVOHGWRPRUHWKDQ
PLOOLRQLQJUDQWVWRFRPPXQLW\JURXSVODVW\HDU
)DLUDFFHVVWRWKRVHJUDQWVLVYLWDO
7KHUHKDVEHHQDZLGHUDQJHRISUREOHPVZLWK
FRPPXQLW\JURXSVIHHOLQJVKXWRXWRIWKHJUDQW

7KLVVHFWRUH[LVWVRQO\WRUDLVHIXQGVIRUWKH

DSSOLFDWLRQSURFHVV(DV\DFFHVVIRUDOOWKURXJK

FRPPXQLW\+RZPXFKPRQH\JDPEOLQJ

WKH,QWHUQHWLVRQHZD\RIKHOSLQJJHWDURXQG

RSHUDWRUVVKRXOGUHWXUQWRWKHFRPPXQLW\LVD

WKRVHSUREOHPV

IXQGDPHQWDOLVVXH

,QWHUQHWWHFKQRORJ\LVQRZZLGHO\DQGFKHDSO\

7RJLYHDQLGHDRIKRZPXFKPRQH\ZHDUH

DYDLODEOH7KHVLPSOHVWZHEVLWHVFDQEHFUHDWHG

WDONLQJDERXWHVWLPDWHVIRUWKHODVW\HDUDUHWKDW

IRUDVOLWWOHDVDQGFRVWDERXWDPRQWKWR

PDFKLQHVLQSXEVSURGXFHGDJURVVSURÀWRI

PDLQWDLQ

PLOOLRQ

7KH'HSDUWPHQWLVSOHDVHGWRVHHWKDWPDQ\

8QGHUWKHSUHYLRXVODZWKH'HSDUWPHQWRI

JDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVDOUHDG\RSHUDWHZHEVLWHVDQG

,QWHUQDO$IIDLUVKDGZULWWHQDOLFHQFHFRQGLWLRQ

WKDWWKH&KDULW\*DPLQJ$VVRFLDWLRQ·V&RGHRI

WKDWDWOHDVWRIJDPLQJPDFKLQHSURÀWVKDG

3UDFWLFHHQGRUVHVWKHLUXVH

WREHUHWXUQHGWRWKHFRPPXQLW\
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FRQWLQXHVSDJH

*$0,1*0$&+,1(6,138%6$1'&/8%6
IURPSDJH

&OXEVDQGµHQGXVHUWUXVWV¶
7KHUHJXODWLRQVVHWWLQJPLQLPXPUHWXUQVWR
FRPPXQLW\JURXSVDQGUHTXLULQJZHEVLWHVGR
QRWDSSO\WRDOOJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUV7KHWZR
H[FHSWLRQVDUH
 &OXEVWKDWDUHDOORZHGWRRSHUDWHWKHLURZQ
JDPLQJPDFKLQHV&OXEVFDQEHDFRPPXQLW\
SXUSRVH7KH\GRQRWKDYHWRPDNHJUDQWVWR

 7KHYHU\VPDOOQXPEHURIFRPPXQLW\
JURXSVWKDWDUHOLFHQVHGWRRSHUDWHJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVIRUWKHLURZQFRPPXQLW\
SXUSRVHV7KHVHDUHNQRZQDV´HQGXVHU
WUXVWVµ7KH\GRQRWKDYHWRPDNHJUDQWV
WRRWKHUFRPPXQLW\RUJDQLVDWLRQVEXWFDQ
LIWKH\ZLVKWR
&OXEVDQGHQGXVHUWUXVWVZLOOKDYHOLFHQFH
FRQGLWLRQVDGGHGWRWKHLUJDPEOLQJOLFHQFHV

RWKHUFRPPXQLW\RUJDQLVDWLRQVEXWPD\GR

7KHFRQGLWLRQVZLOOUHODWHWRHDFK

VR

RUJDQLVDWLRQ·VVSHFLILFFLUFXPVWDQFHV

$XWKRULVHGSXUSRVHV
*XLGHOLQHVIRUJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVRFLHWLHVDQGFOXEV
7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWUHTXLUHVWKDWJDPLQJPDFKLQHRSHUDWRUVPXVW
KDYHH[SOLFLWO\VWDWHG´DXWKRULVHGSXUSRVHVµIRUZKLFKWKH\ZLOOPDNH
JUDQWVIURPWKHLUJDPLQJPDFKLQHSURILWV
*DPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVIUHTXHQWO\DVNWKH

*XLGHOLQHVDUHQRWODZ

'HSDUWPHQWWRKHOSH[SODLQZKDWDUH

,WLVLPSRUWDQWWKDWJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUV

VXLWDEOHDXWKRULVHGSXUSRVHV

DOZD\VNHHSLQPLQGWKDWJXLGHOLQHV

7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVSUHSDUHGH[WHQVLYH

DUHMXVWWKDW7KH\KHOSH[SODLQ

JXLGHOLQHVWRKHOSDQVZHUWKHVHTXHVWLRQV

WKH'HSDUWPHQW·VDSSURDFKDQG

7KH\DUHDYDLODEOHRQLWVZHEVLWH

LQWHUSUHWDWLRQV7KH\DUHQRWPDQGDWRU\

ZZZGLDJRYWQ]

UXOHVEXWLIWKH\DUHIROORZHGWKH
'HSDUWPHQWZLOOFRQVLGHUWKDWRSHUDWRUV

7KHJXLGHOLQHVLQFOXGH
ZKDWFDQEHDXWKRULVHGSXUSRVHV

ZLOOKDYHFRPSOLHGZLWKWKH$FW
,WLVWKH$FWWKDWLVWKHODZDQGVHFWLRQ

WLSVRQPDNLQJJUDQWV

LQFOXGHVDGHILQLWLRQRI´DXWKRULVHG

GHVFULSWLRQVRIDXWKRULVHGSXUSRVHV

SXUSRVHµ7KHJXLGHOLQHVDUHEDVHGRQ

WKDWVRFLHWLHVFDQXVH

WKDWGHILQLWLRQ
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6RPHWKLQJVFOXEVQHHGWRNQRZ
DERXWWKH*DPEOLQJ$FW
7KLVDUWLFOHLVDFODULÀFDWLRQRIWKHDUWLFOH´6RPH
WKLQJVFOXEVQHHGWRNQRZDERXWWKH*DPEOLQJ$FWµ
SXEOLVKHGLQ*DPELWV-XQHSDJH,WUHODWHVWR
WKHFRPPHQWVXQGHUWKHVXEKHDGLQJ´&OXEVKRVWLQJ
DVRFLHW\·VPDFKLQHVµ

7KHFOXEFRXOGEHSDLGWKHDFWXDOUHDVRQDEOHDQG
QHFHVVDU\H[SHQVHVLWLQFXUVIRUKRVWLQJWKHPDFKLQHV

:KHUHDFOXEKRVWVPDFKLQHVRZQHGE\DQRWKHU
VRFLHW\LWZLOOEHWUHDWHGDVDYHQXHKRVWLQJ
JDPLQJPDFKLQHV

,IDFOXEZHUHWRUHFHLYHJUDQWVIURPDVRFLHW\LWLV
XQOLNHO\WKDWLWZRXOGEHOLFHQVHGWRKDYHJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVIURPWKDWVRFLHW\

,WLVOLNHO\WKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQWZRXOGLQVLVWWKDW
WKHVRFLHW\·VDXWKRULVHGSXUSRVHVWDWHPHQWSUHYHQW
LWPDNLQJJUDQWVWRDFOXEWKDWKRVWVLWVPDFKLQHV

PLOOLRQD\HDUHQRXJKIRU
SXEVWRKRVWJDPLQJPDFKLQHV"
/LPLWVRQKRZPXFKSXEVFDQEHSDLGWRKRVWJDPLQJPDFKLQHVZHUH
JD]HWWHGRQ6HSWHPEHU
7KH&KDULW\*DPLQJ$VVRFLDWLRQKDVFRPSODLQHGWR
3DUOLDPHQW·V5HJXODWLRQV5HYLHZ&RPPLWWHHDERXWWKH
UXOHV7KH'HSDUWPHQWLVUHVSRQGLQJWRWKHFRPSODLQW
7KHOLPLWVVHWXQGHUWKH*DPEOLQJ$FWDUHFRQVLGHUDEO\
PRUHVRSKLVWLFDWHGWKDQWKHOLFHQFHFRQGLWLRQV
WKH'HSDUWPHQWXVHGXQGHUWKHQRZUHSHDOHG
*DPLQJDQG/RWWHULHV$FW
7KHQHZV\VWHPDOORZVGLIIHUHQWYHQXHVWREH
SDLGGLIIHUHQWDPRXQWVWRUHÁHFWWKHLUWUXHFRVWV
DQGLQFOXGHVIRXUSDUWV

JDPLQJPDFKLQHVWRPLOOLRQ7KH\ZHUHSDLG
DERXWRUPLOOLRQ
'XULQJFRQVXOWDWLRQVRPHJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVVWURQJO\
RSSRVHGOLPLWVRQYHQXHH[SHQVHVFODLPLQJWKDWLI
WKH\FRXOGQRWSD\SXEVDVPXFKDVWKH\ZDQWHGSXEV
ZRXOGQRORQJHUKRVWJDPLQJPDFKLQHV
$WWKHVDPHWLPHVRPHFRPPXQLW\JURXSVZHUH
H[WUHPHO\FRQFHUQHGWKDWPDQ\PLOOLRQVRIGROODUV
UDLVHGIRUWKHFRPPXQLW\ZHUHLQVWHDGJRLQJWR
SXERZQHUV

 YHQXHRSHUDWLQJFRVWVRIXSWRSHUYHQXH
SHUZHHN

7KHQHZV\VWHPLVLQIRUPHGE\VXEPLVVLRQVIURP
WKHVHFWRUDQGWKHFRPPXQLW\DQGDQLQGHSHQGHQW
DFFRXQWLQJUHSRUWZHFRPPLVVLRQHGRQWKHVHFWRU·V
RSHUDWLQJFRVWV,WUHFRJQLVHVWKDWSXEVLQFXUFRVWV
IRUKRVWLQJJDPLQJPDFKLQHVHQVXUHVWKDWSXEVZLOOJHW
IDLUSD\PHQWIRUWKHLUZRUNDQGDOORZVWKHPWR
PDNHVRPHSURÀW

 DFDSRIRQWKHWRWDODPRXQWWKDWHDFKJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVRFLHW\FDQSD\LQH[SHQVHVWRLWVYHQXHV
6RFLHWLHV·RZQFRVWVDUHDGGLWLRQDOWRWKH

%DVHGRQODVW\HDU·VÀJXUHVJDPLQJPDFKLQHVRFLHWLHV
FRXOGNHHSXSWRPLOOLRQWRFRYHUWKHLURZQFRVWV
7KLVLVDGGLWLRQDOWRWKHPLOOLRQIRUSXEV

7KHFDSLVWKHPRVWVLJQLÀFDQWFKDQJHIURPWKH
SUHYLRXVV\VWHPZKLFKKDGQRWRWDOOLPLW%DVHG
RQJDPLQJPDFKLQHSURÀWVDOLPLWZRXOG
KDYHUHGXFHGZKDWSXEVZHUHSDLGWRKRVW

7KHOLPLWVRQKRXUO\ZHHNO\DQGYHQXHFRVWVZLOO
EHLQIRUFHIURP'HFHPEHUWKLV\HDU7KH
OLPLWRQSD\PHQWVWRSXEVZLOOEHLQIRUFHIURP
'HFHPEHU

 KRXUO\RSHUDWLQJFRVWVRIXSWRFHQWVSHU
PDFKLQHSHUKRXU
 ZHHNO\RSHUDWLQJFRVWVRIXSWRSHU
PDFKLQHSHUZHHN
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3URSRVDOVWLPHWDEOHIRUHOHFWURQLF
V\VWHPWRPRQLWRUPDFKLQHV
7KHHOHFWURQLFPRQLWRULQJV\VWHP
(06 IRUDOOJDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEV
DQGFOXEVKDVFRPHDVWHSFORVHUZLWKWKH
'HSDUWPHQWRI,QWHUQDO$IIDLUVKDYLQJUHFHLYHG
VHYHUDOSURSRVDOVWRLPSOHPHQWWKH(06
7KHGHDGOLQHIRUSURSRVDOVZDV2FWREHU
$WWKLVVWDJHWKH'HSDUWPHQWLVWUHDWLQJ
WKHSURSRVDOVDVFRPPHUFLDOO\VHQVLWLYHDQG
ZLOOQRWUHOHDVHGHWDLOVRIWKHP
(06LVDPDMRU,7SURMHFWRIVLJQLÀFDQW
LPSRUWDQFHWRWKHHQWLUHFRPPXQLW\
*DPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEVDUH
OLFHQVHGDVDIRUPRIFRPPXQLW\IXQGUDLVLQJ
RQO\7KH\DUHDFDVKRQO\RSHUDWLRQ
2SHUDWRUVPDNHDJURVVSURÀWRIELOOLRQ
D\HDULQEDQNQRWHVDQGFRLQV7XUQRYHULV
DERXWELOOLRQ*URVVSURÀWLVZKDWJDPEOLQJ
RSHUDWRUVUHFHLYHDIWHUWKH\KDYHSDLGSUL]HV
WRJDPEOHUV,WLVZKDWJDPEOHUVKDYHORVWRQ
WKHPDFKLQHV7XUQRYHULQFOXGHV´FKXUQµLH
SOD\HUVJDPEOLQJWKHLUZLQQLQJV
)RUH[DPSOHLIDJDPEOHUVWDUWVZLWKDQG
SOD\VDPDFKLQHXQWLODOOWKHPRQH\LVORVWLWLV
OLNHO\WKHPDFKLQHZLOOUHFRUGLWDVWXUQRYHURI

XSWR7RWKHRSHUDWRUDQGJDPEOHULWLVD
SURÀWRUORVVUHVSHFWLYHO\
&XUUHQWO\UHFRUGNHHSLQJLVPDQXDOZLWK
RSHUDWRUV·VWDIIYLVLWLQJHDFKPDFKLQHDQG
ZULWLQJGRZQPHWHUUHDGLQJV
,QFRUUHFWEDQNLQJDQGLQDFFXUDWHUHFRUG
NHHSLQJDUHE\IDUWKHPRVWFRPPRQSUREOHPV
LGHQWLÀHGE\'HSDUWPHQWDXGLWV
:KDW(06ZLOOGR
7KURXJKWKHFKRVHQVHUYLFHSURYLGHU(06ZLOO
JLYHWKH'HSDUWPHQWLQIRUPDWLRQDOORZLQJLWWR
PRQLWRUKRZPXFKPRQH\LVJDPEOHGRQ
HDFKPDFKLQH
PRQLWRUKRZPXFKHDFKPDFKLQHSD\VRXWLQ
SUL]HVWRJDPEOHUV
PRQLWRUKRZPXFKPRQH\VKRXOGEHEDQNHG
HQVXUHWKDWDOOVRIWZDUHEHLQJXVHGRQ
PDFKLQHVLVLGHQWLFDOWRWKHDSSURYHG
YHUVLRQV
DVVLVWLQGHWHFWLQJVRIWZDUHIDLOXUHV
DVVLVWLQGHWHFWLQJWDPSHULQJZLWKDPDFKLQH
RUVRIWZDUH

(06LQGLFDWLYHWLPHWDEOH



0DUFKWKH*RYHUQPHQWGHFLGHGWKDW4&20ZRXOGEHWKHVRIWZDUHSURWRFROXVHGLIWKHSURSRVDOWR
PDNH(06PDQGDWRU\ZHQWDKHDG



6HSWHPEHU±3DUOLDPHQWSDVVHG*DPEOLQJ$FWPDNLQJ(06PDQGDWRU\




$SULO'HSDUWPHQWSXEOLVKHGFRPELQHGUHJLVWUDWLRQRILQWHUHVWDQGUHTXHVWIRULQIRUPDWLRQ 52,
5), EHJLQQLQJIRUPDOSURYLGHUVHOHFWLRQSURFHVV



-XQHGHSDUWPHQWFRQ¿UPHGWKHVL[RUJDQLVDWLRQVVKRUWOLVWHG



2FWREHUGHDGOLQHIRUSURSRVDOV




E\&KULVWPDVWKH'HSDUWPHQWH[SHFWVWRKDYHFRPSOHWHGWKHHYDOXDWLRQRISURSRVDOVDQGHQWHUHG
LQWRFRQWUDFWQHJRWLDWLRQV



GXULQJWKH¿UVWTXDUWHULWLVH[SHFWHGWKHFRQWUDFWZLOOEHVLJQHGZLWKWKHVHOHFWHGSURYLGHU



E\WKHHQGRIWKHVHFRQGTXDUWHUWKH'HSDUWPHQWH[SHFWVWRFRQ¿UPFRQQHFWLRQGDWHVIRUYHQXHV




E\ODWHLWLVH[SHFWHGWKDWVRPHVRFLHWLHVZLOOFRQQHFWWKHLUJDPLQJPDFKLQHVDVSDUWRIDSLORW
UROORXW



VXEMHFWWRDVXFFHVVIXOSLORWLWLVH[SHFWHGWKDWWKHIXOOUROORXWWRDOOVRFLHWLHVZLOOWDNHSODFH




0DUFK¿QDOGHDGOLQHDOOYHQXHVZLOOEHFRQQHFWHG:KLOHWKLVLVWKH¿QDOGDWHVHWLQWKH$FWWKHUH
ZLOOEHGHDGOLQHVEHIRUHWKHQDQGPRVWPDFKLQHVZLOOEHFRQQHFWHGZHOOEHIRUHWKLVGDWH
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%LJFKDQJHVIRUJDPLQJPDFKLQHOLFHQFHGDWHV
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVFKDQJHGWKHZD\LWUHQHZV
JDPLQJPDFKLQHOLFHQFHVWRKHOSSUHYHQWD
ERWWOHQHFNWKDWFRXOGSRWHQWLDOO\FDXVHOHQJWK\
GHOD\V
8QGHUWKHSUHYLRXVODZPRUHWKDQRI
OLFHQFHVH[SLUHGRQ6HSWHPEHU$WWLPHV
WKLVOHGWRDEDFNORJRIDSSOLFDWLRQVDZDLWLQJ
GHFLVLRQV7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWDOORZVWKDWGDWH
WREHFKDQJHG
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVFRPSOHWHGDSURMHFW
WRVWDJJHUUHQHZDOGDWHVOLQNLQJWKHPWR
HDFKJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRU·VÀQDQFLDO\HDU$W

6HSWHPEHUWKHUHZHUHOLFHQVHG
RSHUDWRUV
/LQNLQJUHQHZDOWRWKHÀQDQFLDO\HDUZLOO
HQVXUHWKDWWKHÀQDQFLDOLQIRUPDWLRQUHTXLUHG
LVFXUUHQWDQGFRPSOHWHDQGZLOOKHOSFRPELQH
DXGLWLQJUHSRUWLQJDQGUHOLFHQVLQJLQWRRQH
SURFHVV
,QWKHFXUUHQWURXQGRIUHQHZDOVVRPHOLFHQFHV
ZLOOEHLVVXHGIRUOHVVWKDQD\HDUDQGRWKHUV
ZLOOEHLVVXHGIRUPRUHWKDQD\HDU7KLVZLOO
JHWWKRVHOLFHQFHVRQWRWKHQHZVFKHGXOHDQGLQ
IXWXUH\HDUVOLFHQFHVZLOOEHDQQXDO

*DPLQJPDFKLQHOLFHQFH
DSSOLFDWLRQVQHHGWRLPSURYH
*DPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVUHVSRQGHGZHOOWRUHPLQGHUVIURPWKH'HSDUWPHQW
WKDWXQGHUWKH*DPEOLQJ$FWWKH\PXVWDSSO\WRUHQHZJDPLQJPDFKLQH
OLFHQFHVEHIRUHWKHOLFHQFHH[SLU\GDWH
7KH$FWDOORZVPDFKLQHVWREHRSHUDWHGRQ
DQH[SLUHGOLFHQFHRQO\LIDFRPSOHWHUHQHZDO
DSSOLFDWLRQKDVEHHQPDGHDQGWKHDSSOLFDWLRQ
KDVQRWEHHQUHIXVHG
7KHUHTXLUHPHQWVRIWKHSUHYLRXV*DPLQJDQG
/RWWHULHV$FWZHUHQRWDVFOHDUDQGPDQ\UHQHZDO
DSSOLFDWLRQVZHUHODWH
+RZHYHUZKLOHWLPHOLQHVVZDVQRWDSUREOHPWKLV
\HDUWKHTXDOLW\RIPDQ\DSSOLFDWLRQVKDVEHHQ
7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVEHHQWUHDWLQJUHOLFHQVLQJ
WKLV\HDUDVSDUWRIDWUDQVLWLRQSHULRGWRWKHQHZ
ODZDQGKDVEHHQFRQWDFWLQJPDQ\RSHUDWRUV
DVNLQJWKHPWRSURYLGHWKHQHFHVVDU\LQIRUPDWLRQ
PLVVLQJIURPWKHLUDSSOLFDWLRQV
2SHUDWRUVVKRXOGEHDZDUHWKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQW
LVQRWUHTXLUHGWRDVNIRUPLVVLQJLQIRUPDWLRQ
DQGWKH$FWSXWVWKHRQXVRQRSHUDWRUVWRVXEPLW
FRPSOHWHDQGFRUUHFWDSSOLFDWLRQV
7KH$FWVWDWHVWKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQWPXVWUHIXVH
WRJUDQWDOLFHQFHXQOHVVLWLVVDWLVÀHGWKDWDOOWKH
FULWHULDKDYHEHHQPHWDQGDOORZVLWWRUHWXUQ
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LQFRPSOHWHDSSOLFDWLRQVXQSURFHVVHG VHFWLRQV
    DQG  
)XWXUHUHOLFHQVLQJZLOOQRWEHFRQVLGHUHGDV
SDUWRIDWUDQVLWLRQDQGJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVDUH
XQOLNHO\WREHJLYHQWKHOHHZD\WKH\KDYHKDGWKLV
\HDU
*DPEOLQJ,QVSHFWRUVFDQKHOSH[SODLQZKDW
OLFHQFHDSSOLFDWLRQVLQYROYHDQGZKDWWKHODZ
VWDWHVEXWLWLVXSWRDSSOLFDQWVWRPDNHWKHLURZQ
DSSOLFDWLRQV:KHUHQHFHVVDU\WKH\VKRXOGVHHN
LQGHSHQGHQWSURIHVVLRQDOOHJDODQGÀQDQFLDO
DGYLFHEHIRUHPDNLQJWKHLUDSSOLFDWLRQ
6RPHJDPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVKDYHWHOHSKRQHGWKH
'HSDUWPHQWWRGLVFXVVOLFHQFHV7KH\WKHQDVNHG
DQGDWWLPHVGHPDQGHGDJJUHVVLYHO\WKDWWKH\EH
JLYHQDVVXUDQFHVWKDWDOLFHQFHZLOOEHLVVXHGHYHQ
WKRXJKWKH\KDGQRW\HWDSSOLHGIRURQH
7KH'HSDUWPHQWGRHVQRWLVVXHOLFHQFHVRYHU
WKHWHOHSKRQH7KH$FWUHTXLUHVWKDWLIDQ
RUJDQLVDWLRQZDQWVDJDPEOLQJOLFHQFHWKHQLW
PXVWIRUPDOO\DSSO\IRURQH
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3XEVDQGFOXEVPXVWQRWXVH
FDVLQREUDQGLQJ
)URP0DUFKRQO\WKHVL[OLFHQVHGFDVLQRVPD\XVHLQWKHLUEUDQGLQJWKHZRUG´FDVLQRRU
DQ\RWKHUZRUGRUJHWXSWKDWJLYHVWKHLPSUHVVLRQWKDWWKHYHQXHLVDFDVLQR VHFWLRQ 
7KLVZRXOGLQFOXGHEXWLVQRWOLPLWHGWRSXEVDQGFOXEVWKDWKDYHJDPLQJPDFKLQHVXVLQJWKH
ZRUG´FDVLQRµDQGZRUGVOLNH´NDVLQRµ´FDVKLQRµHWF
7KHEDQDSSOLHVWRDOOIRUPVRIEUDQGLQJDQGJHWXS7KLVLVPXFKPRUHWKDQMXVWVLJQV,WFDQ
LQFOXGHDGYHUWLVLQJDQGDOOSURPRWLRQDOPDWHULDO

*DPLQJPDFKLQHYHQXHVVZLWFKLQJ
EHWZHHQVRFLHWLHV
,WLVFRPPRQIRUSXEVWRGHFLGHWKDWWKH\QRORQJHUZDQWWRKRVWJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVIRUDSDUWLFXODUVRFLHW\DQGWKHQZDQWWRVZLWFKWRDQRWKHU
VRFLHW\
$WWLPHVWKLVFDXVHVSUREOHPVEHWZHHQWKHWZR
VRFLHWLHVLQYROYHGDQGWKHYHQXH2IWHQLID
SUREOHPDULVHVRQHRIWKHSDUWLHVZLOODVNRU
HYHQGHPDQGWKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQWUHVROYHWKH
GLVSXWHIRUWKHP
7KH'HSDUWPHQWGRHVQRWDQGFDQQRWJHW
LQYROYHGLQVXFKGLVSXWHV'LVSXWHVDUHLQ
HIIHFWDFRQWUDFWXDOPDWWHUEHWZHHQWKHSDUWLHV
,WLVXSWRWKHSDUWLHVLQYROYHGWRUHVROYHZKRVH
PDFKLQHVZLOOEHDWWKHYHQXH
,WLVLPSRUWDQWWRXQGHUVWDQGWKDWRQO\VRFLHWLHV
FDQKROGJDPLQJPDFKLQHOLFHQFHV7KDWLV
WKHVRFLHW\ZLOOKROGLWVRZQRSHUDWRU·VOLFHQFH
DQGDOVRDOORIWKHYHQXHOLFHQFHVIRUWKHSXEV
DQGFOXEVZKHUHLWVPDFKLQHVDUHKRVWHG
8OWLPDWHO\LWLVWKHVRFLHW\WKDWLVUHVSRQVLEOH
IRULWVJDPLQJPDFKLQHRSHUDWLRQV
7KHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQHDFKYHQXHDQGWKH
VRFLHW\LVVHWRXWLQWKHLUYHQXHDJUHHPHQW$
YHQXHDJUHHPHQWFDQQRWFRQWUDGLFWRURYHUULGH
WKH*DPEOLQJ$FWDQGFDQQRWEHIRUPRUHWKDQ
WKUHH\HDUV
:KHQDOLFHQFHDSSOLFDWLRQLQYROYHVDYHQXH

VZLWFKLQJEHWZHHQVRFLHWLHVWKHRXWJRLQJ
VRFLHW\PXVWJLYHWKH'HSDUWPHQWDVXUUHQGHU
QRWLFHIRUWKDWYHQXH VHFWLRQ  J )RUWKH
'HSDUWPHQWWRJUDQWWKHQHZOLFHQFHLWPXVW
EHVDWLVÀHGWKDWWKHSUHYLRXVOLFHQFHKDVEHHQ
VXUUHQGHUHG VHFWLRQ  H 
7KHRQO\FRQGLWLRQWKDWFDQEHLQFOXGHGLQD
VXUUHQGHUQRWLFHLVWKHGDWHIURPZKLFKWKH
VXUUHQGHUZLOOWDNHHIIHFW,IWKH'HSDUWPHQW
JUDQWVWKHQHZOLFHQFHLWZLOOGRVRDVVRRQDV
SUDFWLFDEOHDIWHUWKHVXUUHQGHUGDWH
6RPHVRFLHWLHVKDYHEHHQVXEPLWWLQJVXUUHQGHU
QRWLFHVLQFOXGLQJRWKHUFRQGLWLRQVLQFOXGLQJ
VWDWHPHQWVWKDWSXUSRUWWRLPSRVHFRQGLWLRQV
RQWKH'HSDUWPHQW6XFKQRWLFHVDUHLQYDOLG
XQGHUWKH$FWDQGKDYHQRWEHHQDFFHSWHGE\
WKH'HSDUWPHQW
6RFLHWLHVGRQRWKDYHWKHDXWKRULW\WRLPSRVH
FRQGLWLRQVRQWKHUHJXODWRU\DFWLRQVRIWKH
'HSDUWPHQW7KH'HSDUWPHQW·VDFWLRQVDUH
UHJXODWHGE\WKHODZDVPDGHE\3DUOLDPHQW
DQGLQWHUSUHWHGE\WKHFRXUWVDQGWKH*DPEOLQJ
&RPPLVVLRQ
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6RPHSUREOHPVZLWKJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHOLFHQFHDSSOLFDWLRQV
6RPHRIWKHIUHTXHQWO\UHFXUULQJSUREOHPVWKH'HSDUWPHQWLV
HQFRXQWHULQJZLWKDSSOLFDWLRQVIRUJDPLQJPDFKLQHDSSOLFDWLRQV
UHODWHWR
 LQIRUPDWLRQDERXWNH\SHUVRQVHJYHQXH
SHUVRQQHO

PHHWWKHUHTXLUHPHQWVRIWKH$FW VHFWLRQ 

 YHQXHDJUHHPHQWV

DYHQXHDJUHHPHQWKDVQRWEHHQLQFOXGHGDWDOO

 WHUULWRULDODXWKRULW\ 7$ FRQVHQWV

7KH'HSDUWPHQWFDQQRWFRQVLGHUDQDSSOLFDWLRQ

7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWDOORZVWKH'HSDUWPHQWWR
UHWXUQLQFRPSOHWHDSSOLFDWLRQVWRVRFLHWLHV

3HUVRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQIRUPV
$OOJDPLQJPDFKLQHVRFLHWLHVDSSO\LQJWR

DQGWKH'HSDUWPHQW·VUHTXLUHPHQWV6RPHWLPHV

VHFWLRQ  ZLWKRXWWKLVLPSRUWDQWSLHFHRI
LQIRUPDWLRQ
6RFLHWLHVFDQGUDIWDJHQHULFYHQXHDJUHHPHQWDQG
VHQGDFRS\WRWKH'HSDUWPHQWEHIRUHDSSO\LQJ

DGGQHZNH\SHUVRQVPXVWLQFOXGHSHUVRQDO

IRUOLFHQFHV7KH'HSDUWPHQWZLOOJLYHIHHGEDFN

LQIRUPDWLRQIRUPVIRUWKRVHSHRSOH8QGHUWKH

DERXWWKHJHQHULFDJUHHPHQWZKLFKFDQWKHQEH

*DPEOLQJ$FWWKH'HSDUWPHQWPXVWLQYHVWLJDWH

DPHQGHG

WKHVXLWDELOLW\RINH\SHUVRQVDWSXEVDQGFOXEV

9HQXHDJUHHPHQWVPXVWLQFOXGHXSWRGDWHGHWDLOV

WKDWKDYHPDFKLQHV

DERXWWKHYHQXHPDQDJHU

6RPHYHQXHVDUHVHQGLQJSHUVRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQ

:KHQDPDQDJHUFKDQJHVWKHVRFLHW\PXVW

IRUPVGLUHFWO\WRWKH'HSDUWPHQWDQGDUHQRW

LPPHGLDWHO\VHQGWKH'HSDUWPHQWDQXSGDWHG

VHQGLQJWKHPWRWKHVRFLHW\ZKRVHPDFKLQHVDUH

YHQXHDJUHHPHQW

DWWKDWYHQXH7KHVHIRUPVKDYHEHHQUHWXUQHGWR
WKHLQGLYLGXDOVFRQFHUQHG
,WKDVEHFRPHDSSDUHQWWKDWLQVHYHUDOFDVHV
NH\SHUVRQVDWYHQXHVGLGQRWZDQWWKHVRFLHW\
WRVHHVRPHRIWKHLQIRUPDWLRQRQWKHSHUVRQDO
LQIRUPDWLRQIRUPV
7KHLQWHJULW\RINH\SHUVRQVLVFUXFLDO7KH\DFWDV
DJHQWVRIWKHVRFLHW\SURFHVVLQJDQGEDQNLQJODUJH
DPRXQWVRIFDVK
7KH'HSDUWPHQW·VSROLF\LVWKDWDOORULJLQDOFRSLHV
RISHUVRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQIRUPVPXVWEHVHQWWRLW
E\WKHVRFLHW\FRQFHUQHGZLWKDFRYHULQJOHWWHURU
DQDSSOLFDWLRQ

9HQXHDJUHHPHQWV

7$FRQVHQWV
6RPHJDPLQJPDFKLQHYHQXHVPXVWKDYHD7$
FRQVHQWEHIRUHWKH'HSDUWPHQWFDQFRQVLGHUD
OLFHQFHDSSOLFDWLRQ7KHVHLQFOXGHYHQXHV
 ZKHUHWKHVRFLHW\ZDQWVWRLQFUHDVHWKHQXPEHU
RIPDFKLQHV
 WKDWGLGQRWKDYHDJDPLQJPDFKLQHOLFHQFHRQ
2FWREHU
 WKDWKDYHQRWKDGDJDPLQJPDFKLQHOLFHQFHIRU
VL[PRQWKVRUORQJHU
6RPHYHQXHVWKDWUHTXLUH7$FRQVHQWVKDYHVWLOO
QRWSURYLGHGHYLGHQFHWKDWWKH\KDYHDFRQVHQW
7KH'HSDUWPHQWPXVWGHFOLQHWRJUDQWWKHLU

0DQ\DSSOLFDWLRQVIRUFODVVYHQXHOLFHQFHV

OLFHQFHVXQOHVVLWLVVDWLVÀHGWKDW7$FRQVHQWKDV

KDYHLQFOXGHGYHQXHDJUHHPHQWVWKDWGLGQRW

EHHQJLYHQ
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QRWEDQNHGPDFKLQHV
PXVWEHWXUQHGRII
,QWKHODVWIHZZHHNVWKUHHJDPLQJPDFKLQHYHQXHVGLGQRWEDQN
DQGHDFK$WWKHWLPHRIZULWLQJWKLVDUWLFOHZDVVWLOO
RXWVWDQGLQJ
7KHVRFLHWLHVWKDWRZQWKHPDFKLQHVDWWKRVHSXEV
DFWHGFRUUHFWO\7KH\WXUQHGRIIDOOWKHPDFKLQHV
DWWKRVHSXEVDQGDUHWDNLQJDFWLRQWRUHFRYHUWKH
PRQH\
/LFHQFHFRQGLWLRQVUHTXLUHWKDWSURÀWVIURP
JDPLQJPDFKLQHVLQSXEVDQGFOXEVEHEDQNHG
ZLWKLQÀYHZRUNLQJGD\V

2YHUDOODXGLWVFDUULHGRXWE\WKH'HSDUWPHQW·V
*DPEOLQJ,QVSHFWRUVÀQGWKDWLQFRUUHFWEDQNLQJ
DQGLQDFFXUDWHUHFRUGNHHSLQJDUHE\IDUWKHPRVW
FRPPRQSUREOHPV7KHDPRXQWVLQYROYHGLQWKH
WKUHHUHFHQWH[DPSOHVDUHQRWXQFRPPRQDQGDUH
FRQVLGHUDEO\VPDOOHUWKDQLQPDQ\SUHYLRXVFDVHV

9HQXHPDQDJHUVDUHUHVSRQVLEOHIRUEDQNLQJ
WKHPRQH\FRUUHFWO\,IEDQNLQJLVODWHWKHQWKH
VRFLHWLHVWKDWRSHUDWHWKHPDFKLQHVPXVWWXUQRII
DOOWKHPDFKLQHVDWWKDWYHQXHXQWLOWKHPRQH\LV
UHFRYHUHG

7KHUHDUHVWULQJHQWUXOHVIRUFDVKKDQGOLQJDQG
UHFRUGNHHSLQJEHFDXVHJDPLQJPDFKLQHVDUH
FDVKRQO\RSHUDWLRQVWKDWKDYHKXJHWXUQRYHUV
3URÀWVIRUWKHÀQDQFLDO\HDUZHUH
ELOOLRQIURPWXUQRYHURIDERXWELOOLRQ²DOOLQ
FRLQVDQGEDQNQRWHV

7KHÀYHGD\OLPLWDQGWKHUHTXLUHPHQWWRWXUQRII
WKHPDFKLQHVDUHPHDVXUHVWRKHOSSUHYHQWPRQH\
UDLVHGIRUFRPPXQLW\JURXSVEHLQJPLVXVHGRU
VWROHQ

*DPEOLQJRSHUDWRUVPXVWEHIDPLOLDUZLWKVHFWLRQ
RIWKH$FW´JDPLQJPDFKLQHSURÀWVPXVWEH
EDQNHGµDQG&ODVV9HQXH/LFHQFH&RQGLWLRQ
´ZHHNO\EDQNLQJRIJDPLQJPDFKLQHSURFHHGVµ

,IWKHPDFKLQHVDUHWXUQHGRIIIRUPRUHWKDQIRXU
ZHHNVWKHQWKHVRFLHW\PXVWVXUUHQGHUWKDWYHQXH
OLFHQFH

9HQXHPDQDJHUVDQGVRFLHWLHVFDQEHSURVHFXWHG
XQGHUVHFWLRQ,IWKH\DUHFRQYLFWHGFRXUWV
FDQÀQHWKHPXSWR

7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWDOORZVVRFLHWLHVWRDSSO\IRU
H[WHQVLRQVRIWLPHZKLFKWKH'HSDUWPHQWZLOO
GHFLGHRQDFDVHE\FDVHEDVLV VHFWLRQ  J 
+RZHYHULIDVRFLHW\KDVQRWRSHUDWHGJDPLQJ
PDFKLQHVDWDYHQXHIRUPRUHWKDQIRXUZHHNV
EHFDXVHPLVVLQJPRQH\KDVQRWEHHQUHFRYHUHG
LWLVXQOLNHO\WKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQWZLOOJUDQWDQ
H[WHQVLRQ

7KH'HSDUWPHQWFDQDOVRLPSRVHDGPLQLVWUDWLYH
VDQFWLRQVIRUEUHDFKHVRIWKH$FWRUOLFHQFH
FRQGLWLRQV7KHVHLQFOXGHFDQFHOOLQJOLFHQFHV
VXVSHQGLQJOLFHQFHVÀQGLQJSHRSOHXQVXLWDEOH
ZKHQOLFHQFHDSSOLFDWLRQVDUHPDGHLVVXLQJDQ
LQIULQJHPHQWQRWLFH LQUHODWLRQWREUHDFKHVRI
VHFWLRQDQRWLFHZRXOGLPSRVHDIHHRI 
DQGLVVXLQJDZDUQLQJ

)XQGLQJIRUFRPPXQLW\JURXSVYLVLWZZZGLDJRYWQ]
7KH'HSDUWPHQW·VZHEVLWHSURYLGHVH[WHQVLYH
LQIRUPDWLRQDERXWWKHJDPEOLQJVHFWRULQFOXGLQJ
GHWDLOVRIJDPLQJPDFKLQHVRFLHWLHVWKDWPDNH
JUDQWVWRFRPPXQLW\JURXSV
&OLFNRQ´JDPEOLQJµIRU
IXQGLQJIRUFRPPXQLW\JURXSV
JDPLQJVWDWLVWLFV
UHOHYDQWODZ

DSSOLFDWLRQIRUPVIRUOLFHQFHVLQFOXGLQJ
KRXVLHDQGUDIÁHV
DQGPXFKPRUH
&OLFNRQ´UHVRXUFHVµIRU
SUHVVUHOHDVHV
&OLFNRQ´ZKDW·VQHZµIRU
QHZDGGLWLRQVWRWKHZHEVLWH
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5DIÀHVKRXVLHJDPHVRIFKDQFH
±PRVWFRPPXQLW\JURXSV
QRORQJHUKDYHWRSD\OLFHQFHIHHV
7KH*DPEOLQJ$FWKDVEURXJKWPDMRUFKDQJHVWRDOOIRUPVRIJDPEOLQJ
LQFOXGLQJWKDWXVHGIRUIXQGUDLVLQJE\FRPPXQLW\JURXSV
)URP-XO\PRVWVFKRROVFKXUFKHVFOXEV
DQGRWKHUFRPPXQLW\JURXSVXVLQJUDIÁHVKRXVLH
DQGJDPHVRIFKDQFHIRUIXQGUDLVLQJQRORQJHU
KDYHWRSD\OLFHQVLQJDQGFRPSOLDQFHIHHV
7KHROGODZKDGDPD[LPXPSUL]HOLPLWRI
8QGHUWKH*DPEOLQJ$FWSUL]HVFDQWRWDOXSWR
EHIRUHDOLFHQFHLVQHHGHG7KLVPHDQVWKDW
RIFRPPXQLW\JURXSVWKDWKDGOLFHQFHVXQGHU
WKHROGODZQRZQRORQJHUQHHGWKHPDQGZLOO
QRWKDYHWRSD\IHHVWRWKH'HSDUWPHQWRI,QWHUQDO
$IIDLUV

7KH'HSDUWPHQWKDVSXEOLVKHGDVHULHVRIIDFW
VKHHWVDERXWWKH$FWLQFOXGLQJIDFWVKHHW
´+RXVLHµDQGIDFWVKHHW´&RQGXFWLQJ&ODVV
DQG&ODVV*DPEOLQJµ0RVWRIWKHJDPEOLQJ
RSHUDWHGE\FRPPXQLW\JURXSVZRXOGEH
ZKDWWKH$FWGHVFULEHVDV´FODVVµRU´FODVVµ
JDPEOLQJ

/LFHQFHIHHVUDQJHGIURPWRGHSHQGLQJ
RQWKHW\SHDQGVFDOHRIWKHJDPEOLQJ

)RUIXUWKHULQIRUPDWLRQDQGFRSLHVRIWKHIDFW
VKHHWV
 JRWRZZZJDPLQJGLDJRYWQ]
 HPDLORXURIÀFHDW
 JDPLQJFRPSOLDQFH#GLDJRYWQ]
 SKRQHWKHWROOIUHHQXPEHU

&RPPXQLW\JURXSVZKRZRXOGVWLOOQHHGD
OLFHQFHXQGHUWKHQHZ$FWPLJKWEHDEOHWR
UHRUJDQLVHWKHLUJDPEOLQJDFWLYLWLHVVRWKH\ZRXOG
QRWQHHGDOLFHQFH

3OHDVHQRWHWKDWJDPLQJPDFKLQHVDUHGHÀQHG
DV´FODVVJDPEOLQJµXQGHUWKH$FWDQGFOXEV
RSHUDWLQJWKHPPXVWVWLOOSD\OLFHQVLQJDQG
FRPSOLDQFHIHHV

/RWWHU\GUDZVGRQRWKDYHWREH
VXSHUYLVHGE\3ROLFH
2QHRIWKHFKDQJHVWKH*DPEOLQJ$FWKDV
PDGHLVWKDWORWWHU\GUDZVQRORQJHUKDYHWREH
VXSHUYLVHGE\3ROLFH
/RWWHU\GUDZVPXVWVWLOOEHVXSHUYLVHGEXW
QRZDSSURSULDWHSHRSOHLQWKHFRPPXQLW\
LQDGGLWLRQWR3ROLFHFDQVXSHUYLVHWKHP
ORWWHU\JDPHUXOH  7KHSHUVRQPXVWEH
LQGHSHQGHQWRIWKHRUJDQLVDWLRQFRQGXFWLQJWKH
ORWWHU\DQGFDQEHEXWLVQRWQHFHVVDULO\OLPLWHG
WRDSHUVRQZKRFDQWDNHGHFODUDWLRQVXQGHU
VHFWLRQRIWKH2DWKVDQG'HFODUDWLRQV$FW
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7KLVLQFOXGHVD
 EDUULVWHUDQGVROLFLWRURIWKH+LJK&RXUW
 -XVWLFHRIWKH3HDFH
 1RWDU\3XEOLF
 5HJLVWUDURU'HSXW\5HJLVWUDURIWKH'LVWULFW
&RXUW+LJK&RXUW&RXUWRI$SSHDORU
6XSUHPH&RXUW
 VRPHRQHDXWKRULVHGE\ODZWRDGPLQLVWHUDQ
RDWK
 0HPEHURI3DUOLDPHQW

.(<&217$&76*DPLQJDQG&HQVRUVKLS5HJXODWLRQ
3KZZZGLDJRYWQ]

.HLWK
0DQFK

.DWH5HLG

'HEELH)HUULV

0DULD%UDGVKDZ 'HQQLV3HWHUVHQ

*UHJ&URWW

6WHYH%UXQWRQ *HRII/DZU\ $GULDQ6WUDD\HU .HYLQ2ZHQ

'LUHFWRU *DPLQJ DQG &HQVRUVKLS 5HJXODWLRQ
*URXS *&5 .HLWK0DQFK
*&5LVWKHEXVLQHVVJURXSZLWKLQWKH'HSDUWPHQW
RI ,QWHUQDO $IIDLUV ZKRVH UROH LV WR EULQJ DERXW
FRPSOLDQFH ZLWK 1HZ =HDODQG·V JDPEOLQJ DQG
FHQVRUVKLSODZV7KHUHLVQRGLUHFWSROLF\FRQQHFWLRQ
EHWZHHQJDPEOLQJDQGFHQVRUVKLSEXWWKH\DUHWKH
RQO\WZRHQIRUFHPHQWIXQFWLRQVWKDWWKH'HSDUWPHQW
FDUULHV RXW DQG DUH JURXSHG XQGHU RQH JHQHUDO
PDQDJHU
1DWLRQDO 0DQDJHU *DPLQJ &RPSOLDQFH
*UHJ&URWW
$WHDPLQ:HOOLQJWRQLVVXHVDOOOLFHQFHVIRUQRQFDVLQR
JDPLQJ DFWLYLWLHV LQFOXGLQJ SUL]H FRPSHWLWLRQV
KRXVLHORWWHULHVDQGRWKHUJDPHVRIFKDQFH,QVSHFWRUV
EDVHG LQ$XFNODQG :HOOLQJWRQ DQG &KULVWFKXUFK
FRQGXFW DXGLWV RI JDPLQJ PDFKLQH VRFLHWLHV DQG
RWKHU NLQGV RI JDPLQJ LQFOXGLQJ LQVWDQW JDPHV
KRXVLH ORWWHULHV SUL]H FRPSHWLWLRQV DQG OLFHQVHG
SURPRWHUV 6WDII LQYHVWLJDWH FRPSODLQWV IURP WKH
SXEOLFDQGLQVRPHFDVHVLQVWLJDWHSURVHFXWLRQV
0DQDJHU*DPLQJ/LFHQVLQJ6WHYH%UXQWRQ

6WHYH
2·%ULHQ

DXGLWVHQVXUHVRQJRLQJVXLWDELOLW\RIFHUWLÀFDWH
RI DSSURYDO KROGHUV LQYHVWLJDWHV LQFLGHQWV DQG
SDWURQ FRPSODLQWV DQG HQVXUHV WKDW FDVLQRV
FRPSO\ZLWKWKH*DPEOLQJ$FW
1RUWKHUQ5HJLRQDO0DQDJHU&DVLQR
&RPSOLDQFH0DULD%UDGVKDZ
6RXWKHUQ5HJLRQDO0DQDJHU&DVLQR
&RPSOLDQFH'HQQLV3HWHUVHQ
0DQDJHU*DPLQJ2SHUDWLRQDO3ROLF\.DWH
5HLG
*DPLQJ2SHUDWLRQDO3ROLF\KDVUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRU
FRQWULEXWLQJWRSROLF\GHYHORSPHQWLQWKHJDPLQJ
VHFWRU JHQHUDOO\ WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI OLFHQFH
FRQGLWLRQV DQG SURYLGLQJ RSHUDWLRQDO SROLF\
VXSSRUW DQG DGYLFH WR *&5·V RSHUDWLRQDO XQLWV
DQGWKH'LUHFWRU7KHXQLWDOVRLQFOXGHVWHFKQLFDO
DGYLVRUVUHVSRQVLEOHIRUWKHVHWWLQJRIVWDQGDUGVDQG
WHVWLQJUHTXLUHPHQWVUHODWLQJWRWKHDSSURYDODQG
RSHUDWLRQRIJDPLQJPDFKLQHHTXLSPHQWDQGH[SHUW
DGYLFHRQWHFKQLFDOLVVXHVDQGLQYHVWLJDWLRQV7KH
VFUXWLQ\UHTXLUHPHQWVXQGHUWKH*DPEOLQJ$FWIRU
/RWWHULHV&RPPLVVLRQSURGXFWVDUHDOVRLQFOXGHG

0DQDJHU *DPLQJ &RPSOLDQFH $XFNODQG 
1DWLRQDO0DQDJHU&HQVRUVKLS&RPSOLDQFH
*HRII/DZU\
6WHYH2¶%ULHQ
0DQDJHU *DPLQJ &RPSOLDQFH :HOOLQJWRQ
&HQVRUVKLS&RPSOLDQFHLVUHVSRQVLEOHIRUWDNLQJ
$GULDQ6WUDD\HU
DFWLRQDJDLQVWSHRSOHZKRFROOHFWRUWUDGH
0DQDJHU *DPLQJ &RPSOLDQFH &KULVWFKXUFK 
FKLOGVH[DEXVHLPDJHVDQGIRUHQIRUFLQJWKH
.HYLQ2ZHQ
&KLHI&HQVRU·VGHFLVLRQV,WRSHUDWHVXQGHUWKH
1DWLRQDO0DQDJHU&DVLQR&RPSOLDQFH
)LOPV9LGHRVDQG3XEOLFDWLRQV&ODVVLÀFDWLRQ
'HEELH)HUULV
$FW,WFDUULHVRXWLQVSHFWLRQVLQYHVWLJDWHV
&DVLQR &RPSOLDQFH LV UHVSRQVLEOH IRU LQVSHFWLQJ FRPSODLQWVLVVXHVRIÀFLDOZDUQLQJVDQGLQVWLJDWHV
DQG PRQLWRULQJ FDVLQRV  ,W FRQGXFWV FRPSOLDQFH SURVHFXWLRQVZKHUHQHFHVVDU\
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SURGXFHV*DPELWVTXDUWHUO\&RSLHV
DUHGLVWULEXWHGDWWKHEHJLQQLQJ
RI0DUFK-XQH6HSWHPEHUDQG
'HFHPEHU
*DPELWVSURYLGHVLQIRUPDWLRQDERXW
WKH'HSDUWPHQW¶VUHFHQWZRUNDQG
VLJQL¿FDQWLVVXHVLQWKHJDPEOLQJ
VHFWRU
,WLVLQWHQGHGIRUVHFWRURUJDQLVDWLRQV
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Bedding down the
Gambling Act
With all of the Gambling Act’s provisions in force
from 1 July 2004 we are now in a period of bedding
down the Act, and all involved – the sector, the
community and the Department – are adjusting to the
new rules.
This issue of Gambits provides information aimed at helping develop a
better understanding of what will be required under the Act. This
includes:
• the Department’s Enforcement Policy
• a discussion about the myth that taking action against gambling
operators who break the law harms the community
• information about licensing, including:
- applying for a licence
- why five societies lost licences in July
- incomplete applications
- the launch of a licensing compliance operation
- “significant influence” and “associated persons” in casinos
- licence amendments and notifications
- staggered licensing dates
- electronic licensing
continues page 2
- numbers decline

Gambits is not the Gambling Act
Several gambling operators have recently argued incorrectly that,
because some provisions of the Gambling Act had not been discussed
in Gambits, they did not have to comply with them.
Gambits is a useful summary of recent work done by the Department
and of significant current issues in the gambling sector. However, it is
not the source of all knowledge about gambling. Gambling operators
should also be familiar with the Gambling Act, other relevant
legislation and formal documentation, most of which is available on
the Department’s website.
Reading Gambits is not a substitute for obtaining independent,
professional legal or financial advice.

COMPLIANCE

Enforcement Policy for gambling
sector
The Department of Internal Affairs has published its Gaming and Censorship
Regulation Group Enforcement Policy covering its enforcement activity in the
gambling sector.
The Enforcement Policy applies to the

under the now repealed Casino Control Act and

Department’s activities in relation to casinos,

Gaming and Lotteries Act.

gaming machines in pubs and clubs and all other

The Department’s jurisdiction now also includes

gambling regulated by the Gambling Act. Copies

crimes of dishonesty relating to gambling (section

are available on the Department’s website,

332(d)).

www.dia.govt.nz.

This means that, as well as ensuring that

The policy defines which matters the Department

gambling is conducted according to the law, it

will deal with and lists the criteria for initial

will deal with gambling-related fraud, money

investigations, full investigations and

laundering, illegal grants and other matters.

interventions.

All Inspectors will contribute to this work. An
Investigations Unit has been formed (see Gambits

Enforcement profile

June 2004, p.34) and the Department will work

The Gambling Act gives the Department’s

closely with other agencies, including Police, and the

Inspectors wider responsibilities than they had

Inland Revenue Department.

Bedding down the Gambling Act
from page 1

• implementation dates for regulations and other rules, including:
- Minimum Operating Standards for casinos
- rules for operating gaming machines in pubs and clubs
• casinos excluding problem gamblers
• age and gambling restrictions for staff
• Electronic Monitoring System
• and more.
Details of the regulations setting out how much societies can pay pubs to host gaming machines
are not included in this issue. The regulations are expected to be announced in the 2 September
2004 issue of the New Zealand Gazette. The full text of the regulations will be on the Department’s
website and there will be publicity about them.
The Department’s intention is to start the new regime as it intends to continue by providing as
much information as possible to the sector and the community to encourage voluntary
compliance, and promptly taking firm, fair action against non-compliance.

2
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COMPLIANCE
Priorities
associated with different forms of gambling to

Ultimately, the Policy is about ensuring that the
decisions made about enforcement activity are,
and can be shown to be, robust and consistent.

ensure that it focuses its resources on the most

All decisions should:

significant risks to be managed and problems
needing to be addressed.

• reinforce positive attitudes to compliance in the
community and the sector

The Department’s current focus is what the Act

• apply the principles of natural justice

calls class 3 and 4 gambling. Class 3 is larger

• stand up to public and legal scrutiny and
challenge.

The Department will consider the relative risks

lotteries, housie and other games of chance with
prizes of more than $5000, and class 4 is gaming
machines in pubs and clubs.

Appropriate action
It is important to note that the regulatory

Regulatory tools

pyramid and the more detailed interventions

To support its overall approach, the Department

hierarchy described in the Policy do not mean that

uses a balance of tools from what is known as the

the Department will always start with the lowest

“regulatory pyramid” (below).

level of intervention.

Education and persuasion are at the base of the

The Department will take the action appropriate

pyramid as the Department assumes that

to the circumstances of each case.

voluntary compliance is most likely when the

The Policy will be used to help ensure that the

sector and the community understand what the

correct level of action is taken each time.

law requires.
Licensing is the next level because it applies to
many, but not all, gambling operators. Those not
licensed still need to comply with the Act. Audits
and inspections, investigations and sanctions
make up the next three tiers.

Sanctions

A key focus of the Enforcement Policy is to
guide how the Department will address
issues in the top two tiers of the pyramid.

Investigation and
enforcement process
The Policy sets out the
Department’s investigation
and enforcement process,
from sources of
information, through
processing information
and initial responses,
to interventions.

Investigations

Audits and Inspections

Licensing

Education and Persuasion
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COMPLIANCE

Cancelling gambling licences
can lead to more
money for the community
After a pub’s gaming machine licence was cancelled recently, it was
reported that the decision would mean that the local community would
lose money, i.e. $390,000 in grants from the society that owned the
machines.
It was typical of statements made whenever the

Of course, when gamblers go to a different venue

Department of Internal Affairs cancels or

that venue might be owned by different people

suspends a gambling licence. Such statements

and the machines there might be owned by a

It is worth noting that
the most common
problems found in
audits are inaccurate
record keeping and
incorrect banking.
While such breaches
directly reduce the
amount of money
available to the
community, all the rules
aim to maintain the
integrity of gambling
operations and reduce
the opportunities for
crime.

are at best

different gaming machine society.

misleading

In that case the money available for grants to the

and are often

community does not reduce, but the gambling

simply

operators who broke the rules get less.

incorrect.

It is worth noting that the most common

At least one

problems found in audits are inaccurate record

third of the

keeping and incorrect banking.

money
gamblers lose
on machines
should go to
the
community.
That is,
gamblers lost
$1.17 million a

While such breaches directly reduce the amount
of money available to the community, all the rules
aim to maintain the integrity of gambling
operations and reduce the opportunities for
crime.
The Department’s enforcement actions are against
behaviour, individuals and organisations that
breach the Gambling Act.

year at this

The rules are about ensuring that money raised

pub, of which

for the community gets to the community. When

community

the rules are broken, the community misses out.

groups

Cancellations and suspensions help increase the

received

integrity and efficiency of the gambling sector,

$390,000 in grants.

and that can increase the amount of money

In reality, neither the amount gambled nor the

available to the community.

amount available as grants decreases when
licences are cancelled or suspended. When
machines are turned off gamblers do not stop
gambling. They go to other venues.
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All GCR staff can be contacted by
phoning the Department’s toll-free number

0800 257 887

COMPLIANCE

Less enforcement action taken
against gambling sector operators
The Department of Internal Affairs took less enforcement action against
operators of gaming machines in pubs and clubs during the last financial year
compared to 2003.
Year to 30 June 2004
Formal warnings

Year to 30 June 2003

154

236

Suspensions

9

21

Cancellations1

6

13

1.

Cancellations include voluntary surrender of licences after critical audits. The Department gives
gaming machine societies 20 working days to make submissions when it is proposing to take
enforcement action. Some societies choose not to go through the formal submission process and,
instead, respond by voluntarily surrendering their licences.

In the last few years the Department has
deliberately taken a higher profile within the
sector, employing more inspectors, more
actively providing information and not
holding back from taking enforcement action
when required.
All the Department’s enforcement actions
should be seen as having a strong educative
element for both the society involved and for
all others in the sector. One reason for taking
enforcement action is to correct breaches,
while another reason is to be a deterrent to
others.
There appears to be better voluntary
compliance in the sector as a result of the
policy of providing as much information as
possible and taking enforcement action when
that information is ignored or not acted on.
It is important to note that the Department is
not obliged to issue a formal warning before
taking other enforcement action. It will take

action appropriate according to the
circumstances of each case.
Where necessary, the Department follows up
societies whose gambling operations are
wound up to ensure that all money available is
recovered and distributed correctly. There is
also follow-up of individuals involved.
The Gambling Act includes much stricter
suitability checking requirements than the
previous legislation. If you are a key person in
relation to a licence that has been cancelled or
suspended, you may be prevented from being
involved in future gaming machine operations.

Recent enforcement actions
A summary of a suspension imposed since the
June 2004 issue of Gambits was published follows
on page 6. Summaries of previous cancellations
and suspensions were published in earlier issues
of Gambits.
continues page 6
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LICENSING

Applying for a Gambling licence
Some gambling operators have been telephoning the Department to
discuss licences and then asking, and at times demanding aggressively, that
the Department give assurances that a licence will be issued even though the
operators have not yet applied for one.
The Department does not issue gambling licences
over the telephone. The Gambling Act requires
that, if an organisation wants a gambling licence,
then it must formally apply for one.
When an application is made the Department will
check that all the information required by the Act
has been provided. Only if it is satisfied that the
application complies with Act can it issue the
licence.
The following information was published in the
June 2004 issue of Gambits and its advice is worth
repeating.

The Department is not a legal
or financial advisor
Gambling sector organisations often ask the
Department for what are, in effect, legal opinions,
“letters of comfort” or to negotiate arrangements
that are business decisions.
It is important that the sector understands that
the Department is not a legal advisor and does
not give legal opinions.
It can, and does, explain its role and what the law
states. This is very different to advising how an
organisation should structure its operations or

how it might avoid or get around its
responsibilities under the Gambling Act.
The Department will not give “letters of comfort”
or informal approvals of proposals. To do so
would be highly inappropriate, as it would
prejudge the result of an investigation, of a
licensing application or a compliance matter.
Likewise, the Department is not a financial
advisor and does not make business decisions for
organisations. The boards of gaming machine
societies and the management of venues are
responsible for decisions about how they spend
money and what actions their organisations take.
The Department is more than happy to meet and
communicate with gambling sector organisations
to explain what the law states. It will always
respond according to the provisions of the
Gambling Act. That is, it applies the law and
cannot “negotiate” arrangements with any
person or organisation.
Where an organisation needs to apply what the
law states to the specifics of its own business
practices, the Department advises it to get
independent, professional legal or financial
advice.

from page 5

Suspension
Poroporo Rugby and Sports Club
(Whakatane)
The Poroporo Rugby and Sports Club had its
gaming machine licence suspended for two
months from July 31 and was warned that if it
wants to continue to operate gaming machines
it must put systems in place to ensure
compliance.
An audit showed that $15,658.38 of the club’s
gaming machine profits was unaccounted for.
Whether this was theft, fraud or just bad
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accounting practices, this is over $15,000 that
has been lost to the club and its members.
To a large extent the club brought this loss on
itself. It had consistently not followed the rules
for recording gaming machine profits and
banking.
There are strict rules for record keeping and
banking. Gaming machines are a high turnover,
cash only operation and banknotes and coins are
extremely difficult to track. If the rules are not
followed then operators leave themselves wideopen to the risk of losing their money.

LICENSING

Five lose licences in
first month of Act
Five gaming machine societies had their gambling operations
closed down in July when they did not reapply for new licences
before their existing licences expired (section 56(6)).
The Gambling Act does not allow gambling operators to operate
gaming machines on an expired licence. They must have a valid,
current licence to operate gaming machines (section 31). The only
exeption is if a complete renewal application is received before the
existing licence expires, then the society can continue operating its
machines while the Department considers the application.
The licensing requirements of the now repealed Gaming and
Lotteries Act were not as explicit and gambling operators could
operate on expired licences for extended periods of time.
The Department has repeatedly advised the gambling sector that
the new Act would introduce much stricter licensing rules, which
would make it much harder to get a gambling licence and much
easier to lose it. All the Act’s provisions were in force by July 1,
including the new licensing rules. An immediate result was that,
when five societies did not comply with the new licensing rules,
their gambling operations were closed down.

Apply before expiry
The Act states that if a renewal application is not received before
the existing licence expires, the licence is no longer valid and all
the society’s machines at all its venues must be turned off. If any
machines are not turned off the society can be prosecuted for
operating illegal gambling.
A society whose licence expires can reapply for a new licence but it
cannot turn its machines back on until that application is approved.
The Act requires the Department to check individual’s and
organisation’s suitability before it can issue a licence. These
checks are likely to take at least several weeks and could take
significantly longer if there are problems or if it is a complex
application. At the end of that time, the decision might be to
decline to issue a new licence.

Help from the Department
The Department is strongly advising all societies to submit their
renewal applications a few weeks before the licence expires so,
should the applications be returned by the Department, they
have sufficient time to re-submit before the expiry date.
The Department will return incomplete applications (see story at
right) and explain why they were returned. A society can use that
information to fix the problems in their renewal application but it
must give itself enough time to do so.

Incomplete
applications
could mean
licences expire,
machines
turned off
Gaming machine societies that
submit incomplete applications
for renewal of licences put
themselves at risk of their
licences expiring and their
machines being disconnected.
The Department will promptly
return incomplete applications
for renewal, along with any
application fees (section 56(3)).
If a society does not resubmit its
application before the renewal
date of its licence, the licence
will expire and the machines
will have to be disconnected
(section 56(6)).
The Department strongly
advises all societies to check
their applications thoroughly
before submitting them.
The Department is happy to
explain what the law states but
cannot fill out applications for
societies. If they require further
information about completing
licence applications the best
person to contact is the
Department’s Licensing
Manager, Steve Brunton,
steve.brunton@dia.govt.nz,
telephone 04 494 0679 or
telephone 0800 257 887 and ask
for a Gambling Inspector in the
Licensing Unit.
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Licence renewal: gaming machine
compliance issues
The Gambling Act has given the Department of Internal Affairs the
responsibility to address issues with gaming machines in pubs and clubs that
could not be adequately dealt with under the previous Gaming and Lotteries Act.
Specific issues include:

• receivership, liquidation or bankruptcy

• preventing unsuitable persons being involved
in gambling operations (sections 52(1)(h),
67(1)(c), 67(1)(d) and 68)

• financial position and credit history.

• ensuring that the possibility of children and
teenagers under 18 gaining access to gaming
machines is minimal (section 67(1)(b))
• banning “gaming shops”, i.e. venues where
gaming machines are the main activity (section
67(1)(k))
• ensuring gaming machines are not operated
unless the venue’s normal business is also
operating at those hours (section 70(1)(i).
The key change brought by the Gambling Act is
that these are now mandatory requirements
written into law by Parliament. Previously, the
Department had limited authority to deal with
these issues by having its staff draft licence
conditions.
The Department will address these issues as
applications are made to renew licences. About
75% of licences expire in September. The Act states
that the Department must refuse to grant or renew a
licence unless it is satisfied that all the mandatory
requirements have been met (sections 52 and 56).

Suitability
Suitability of persons became a concern because,
sometimes when licences were cancelled, the
individuals involved would set up or move to
another gambling operation.

The previous legislation included no age
restriction for people gambling on gaming
machines.
To try to prevent children gambling, the
Department drafted a licence condition linking
gaming machine licences to restricted liquor
licences. The gambling sector was taking legal
action against this condition when the Gambling
Act was passed last year.
Now the law requires both societies and venues
to ensure that people aged under 18 do not have
access to gaming machines.

‘Gaming shops’ and
trading hours
In recent years some venues have opened as
“pubs” but they do little or no business and their
primary activity is gambling. There have also
been concerns about some venues operating their
gambling area but having their bars closed.
The Department’s interpretation of the Gaming
and Lotteries Act was that such venues were
illegal, in that the Gaming and Lotteries Act
allowed gambling to be licensed as a form of
community fund raising only and not for
commercial or personal gain.

• previous convictions

At times it was difficult to prove what was the
primary activity at a venue, because the previous
Act did not require venues to provide financial
information and many refused to do so.

• history in the gambling sector (including
involvement in licences that had been
cancelled, suspended or declined for renewal)

The Gambling Act explicitly states that gaming
machines must not be the primary activity and
requires venues and societies to provide

“Determining suitability” under the Gambling
Act includes investigating:

8
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financial and other information as requested
(sections 117(1), 332 and 333).
Assessment of whether the venue is used mainly
for operating gaming machines is based on a
variety of factors, which are likely to include
(but are not limited to):
• in the case of existing venues, an assessment
of financial records relating to the venue (for
example, a comparison of the proceeds raised
from gaming machines with the revenue from
other sources).
• in the case of newly established venues,
requesting evidence (e.g. financial statements)
to show that the venue has been operating as
a successful business without gaming
machines.
• examination of venue floor plans and/or
physical inspection of the venue (for example,
to determine what proportion of the space is
devoted to the gambling activity as opposed
to other activities).

Because the circumstances of individual venues
vary so widely, it is not possible to make hardand-fast rules and formulas for determining
whether a venue’s main activity is class 4
gambling.
Determinations will be made on a case-by-case
basis, although the Department will continue to
make internal checks to ensure that its decisions
are broadly consistent.

Licensing
This is a point that has been made before but is
worth repeating here.
The Gambling Act treats licensing as a key part of
compliance.
The Act does not give a right that a gambling
licence will be granted unless the Department
can show why it should be declined. It states the
opposite. The Department must decline to grant
a licence unless the applicant proves itself
suitable.

‘Significant influence’ and
‘associated persons’ in casinos
With the disestablishment of the Casino Control Authority, the Department
of Internal Affairs now has responsibility for determining and approving
associated persons in casinos.
The Gambling Act requires that people who
have a significant influence in relation to a

• is, or will be the chief executive or a senior
manager of a casino;

casino licence must be investigated by the

• owns or will own shares directly or indirectly,

Department to assess their suitability as an

in the holder of a casino licence where those

associated person.

shares confer 20% or more of the voting rights
of shareholders in any class.

What is significant
influence?

In addition, significant influence in a casino

Under the Act people are considered to exercise a

Gambling Commission (where relevant)

significant influence in a casino when they are

considers to be a significant interest in the

someone who (section 7):

management, ownership or operation of a casino.

includes any influence that the Department or the

• is, or will be a director of a casino licence
holder;

continues page 10
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from page 9

Guidelines on the scope of significant influence

influence a person has in relation to a casino

are available on the Department’s website

licence.

www.dia.govt.nz.

Assessment of
suitability

The Department advises casino operators to
seek the assistance of a chartered accountant or
similar when considering significant influence

Suitability criteria are specified in section

guidelines and assessing circumstances that

124 of the Act. Vetting enquiries and

might confer significant influence in relation to

requests for personal information are

their casino licence.

extensive and thorough.
The Department is responsible for

Informing the
Department
Both prospective associated persons and
casino licensees have a responsibility to

into the suitability of individuals holding
(or about to hold) a significant influence in
a casino.

provide the Department with information in

Once the investigations are complete the

relation to persons who have, or are about to

Department will decide to either approve

have, a significant influence in a casino.

or refuse to approve the person as an

These responsibilities include:

associated person.

• A person who acquires a significant
influence in a casino but has not been
approved as an associated person must
inform the Department and each holder of a
casino licence for the relevant casino that
they have acquired that significant
influence (section 151).
• Where possible, a casino licence holder

The Act requires that any person refused
status as an associated person must not
acquire, or continue to hold the position or
interest that confers the significant
influence.
An assessment of suitability includes, but is
not limited to, the following:
• criminal history

must apply to the Department for approval

• credit history

of a person before they acquire a significant

• financial position, including any relevant

influence in a casino. The application must
be on the relevant form, which is available
from the Department (section 152).
• As soon as a casino licence holder becomes

10

undertaking investigations and enquiries

shareholding
• business skills (where relevant)
• management structure (where relevant)

aware that a person has acquired a

• previous employment history.

significant influence in the casino, they

The Department’s fact sheets, available on

must advise the Department (section 153).

its website, contain more detailed

The Department may at any stage receive or

information about the associated persons

obtain information about the degree of

process.
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Amendments and Notifications
under the Gambling Act
The Gambling Act requires corporate societies that operate gaming
machines to notify the Department and/or apply for a licence amendment if
they propose to make changes that affect their licences.
The Department has produced a standard form
for both notifications and amendments, which is
available on the Department’s website at
www.dia.govt.nz , e-mail to
gaming.compliance@dia.govt.nz or by phoning
0800 257 887.

Notifications
If a society experiences a change in circumstances
and a notification is required under the Act, the
society must inform the Department and provide
details about the change either before the change
occurs or as soon as practicable afterwards.
The events that trigger notifications in relation to
class 4 gambling are set out in sections 54 and 71
of the Act and include the following:
• the corporate society or a key person is
convicted of a relevant offence
• the society or key persons are placed in
receivership, go into liquidation or are
adjudged bankrupt
• the society or key persons breach a rule of
racing under the Racing Act
• key persons cease or become incapable of
performing their duties
• changes are proposed to the society’s
governing document that might affect
compliance with the Act or the society’s licence

20 working days of disposal.
There is no fee attached to a notification.
However, the Department may require a society
to apply for an amendment (and pay a fee) as a
result of a notification.

Amendments
When a society wishes to amend its licences, an
amendment application must be made, using the
prescribed form and enclosing the prescribed fee.
The current fees are $344 for an amendment to an
operator’s licence and $258 for an amendment to
a venue licence.
Societies should ensure that their applications
contain all of the information necessary to effect
the amendment, or they risk delaying
implementation of the proposed change. The
Department may ask for further information and
will return the application and fee if the
application is considered incomplete.
Amendment applications will be scrutinised with
the same rigour as applications for new licences.
The criteria for amendments are set out in
sections 57 and 73 of the Act. Amendments must
be sought where a society wishes to:
• change its authorised purpose statement
• change problem gambling policies

• a venue manager or venue operator changes

• change procedures relating to the
consideration and distribution of grants

• the nature of a venue changes

• add a key person

• a society does not conduct gambling at a venue
for more than 4 weeks.

• change gambling equipment

The form also contains a provision allowing a
licence holder to notify the Department of the
disposal of gaming machines under section 83 of
the Act. Such notification must be made within

• change a condition of a licence.

• increase the number of machines
Though a change in gambling equipment
continues page 12
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Staggered dates for gaming
machine licences will reduce delays
To help spread workload and reduce possible delays, the Department will be
using the new licensing provisions of the Gambling Act to stagger the expiry
dates of gaming machine licences.
Currently, about 75% the 660 operators’ licences

affected by the project.

and their associated 2,000 venue licences expire

The key feature is that licence renewal dates will

in September each year.

be a few months after the end of each society’s

All corporate societies that have a licence

financial year. This will ensure that complete

renewal date up to and including 30 September

and current financial information is available,

2004 should, by the publication date of Gambits,

making it easier for societies to complete their

have been advised of the background to the

renewal applications.

project and how it will impact on them.

To align the licensing period with each society’s

Those societies that have renewal dates after

financial year, most licences issued in 2004-05

September 30 will receive their communication

will be for slightly less than a year and some will

during September.

be for slightly more. The licensing fees will be

There is still scope for discussion with societies

adjusted on a pro rata basis so that there will be

about their specific circumstances, if required.

no financial penalty or advantage for any

Compared to some of the other changes brought

society.

about by the Act, this particular change is quite

After that year, licenses will be issued for one

straightforward. Even so, it is a major

year. As the new system is put in place it can be

undertaking with 90% of societies directly

fine-tuned as required.

from page 11

naturally triggers an amendment application
under the Act, the Department has decided that
only the addition of gambling equipment will
attract the amendment fee. In this context
“additions” include:
• game conversions
• retrofits or upgrades
• an increase in the number of machines that
may be operated at a venue
• adding new machines
• adding machines from storage
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• adding machines that have been removed
from another venue.

Personal Information Forms
When a society wishes to add a key person to
its class 4 operator’s licence an amendment
application is required. A Personal Information
Form must be submitted for each new key
person. The Department has recently returned
a number of Personal Information Forms that
were unaccompanied by amendment
applications or the requisite fee.

LICENSING

‘LicenceTrack’ – Internet-based
licensing system under way
Gambling sector organisations will soon be able to lodge applications to
amend operator and venue licences through the Department of Internal
Affairs’ website, www.dia.govt.nz
Department staff have been using a new licensing
and compliance system, “LicenceTrack”, for
several months and are planning a staged
approach of on-line services for external users.
Gambling operators will be advised of the
implementation dates as soon as they are
finalised.
The new system will initially allow electronic
applications to:
• update society details
• add new key persons and submit personal
information
• change the authorised purpose for which net
proceeds will be applied or distributed
• change problem gambling policies
• change methods, system or policies for the

consideration of applications for the
distribution of net proceeds
• notify changes in the circumstances of key
persons
• change gambling equipment at a venue:
• process new gaming equipment
• process game conversions
• process game movements
• process game disposals
• increase the number of machines at a venue
• change venue licence conditions.
Invoices will be generated at the time of
lodgement and applications will be processed as
soon as the Department receives the required
licensing fees. Applications for renewals will be
introduced at a later date.

Gaming machine numbers continue
decline; future numbers
depend on council policies
Figures released by the Department of Internal Affairs show that gaming
machine numbers in pubs and clubs have continued to decline, a trend that
started when the Gambling Act was passed in September 2003.
What happens to the numbers of venues and
machines in future will depend to a large extent
on city and district councils’ gambling venue
policies.

Under the Act, councils have consulted with
their communities to develop their gambling
policies.
continues page 14
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from page 13

Gaming machine
operations licensed
as at

1

Societies 1

Venues

Gaming
machines

30 June 2003

699

2,122

25,221

22 September 2003

685

2,100

23,083

31 December 2003

672

2,031

22,734

31 March 2004

661

2,007

22,646

30 June 2004

641

1,970

22,497

. “Corporate societies” are the organisations that own gaming machines.

Communities can choose to prevent any new
machines being installed and new venues
opening, and can close down gambling
operations at some existing venues.
Alternatively, they can choose to impose no limits
on possible growth in the number of venues or
machines in their area; or they can have a policy
between these two.
Under the Act:

Councils’ role is to decide on numbers and venue
locations for their areas.
The Department’s role is to investigate the
suitability of individuals and organisations that
apply for a gambling licence. This includes:
• ensuring that they will prevent people under
18 using gaming machines
• ensuring they apply harm minimisation
policies

• no machines can be added to any existing
venue without first getting council consent

• checking for convictions

• no new gambling venues can open without
first getting council consent

• ensuring financial viability

• councils could require societies operating at
gambling venues that did not have a licence on
17 October 2001 (or that did have a licence then
but did not have one for a period of six months
or more after that date) to get rid of all their
gaming machines, or to reduce the number of
machines at those venues.

• carrying out audits and investigations.

• checking their history in the gambling sector
• receiving complaints
More detailed information about gaming
machine numbers, including local figures, will
be available from the Department’s website
soon.
Go to www.dia.govt.nz, click on “gambling”,
then click on “gambling statistics”.

If you have any questions about articles in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about what information we could provide to
make Gambits more useful to you, please contact
Vince Cholewa: Ph: (04) 495 9350 or 027 272 4270
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
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Gaming Machine Numbers

7,000

9,000

11,000

13,000

15,000

17,000

19,000

21,000

23,000

25,000

27,000

Jun 94

Dec 94

Jun 95

Dec 95

9170
8699
9298
8160
8831
8303
7770

9602

Jun 96

9730

10070

Dec 96
Jun 97
Dec 97
Jun 98

Dec 98

Jun 99

Dec 99

13580
13812
13129
13273
12608
12897
11888
12201
11216
11619
11031

GAMING MACHINE NUMBERS:

Jun 00

Dec 00

Jun 01

17679

18650

19332

16396

17150

21743

Dec 01

20097

21012

25221

Jun 02

Dec 02

Jun 03

Dec 03

23083
22734
22113
22646

23002

24569
24330

Jun 04

22497

Quarterly from June 1994 to June 2004
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Gambling Act implementation dates
All provisions of the Gambling Act are now in force. Some of these provisions require regulations,
game rules, minimum standards and other controls to be implemented.
The following table lists key dates. Regulations being developed are listed but dates cannot be
provided for these until decided by Cabinet.
11 September 2003

• Parliament passed Gambling Act

September 18

• Governor General gave Royal assent

September 19

• No new casino licences can be granted
• Existing casinos cannot increase gambling operations

September 22

• Post -17 October 2001 sites limited to nine machines
• All sites limited to actual number of machines on site, no
increases without Territorial Authority consent and Department
amending licence

15 January 2004

• Advertising of overseas gambling prohibited

March 18

• Bank note acceptors on all machines in pubs, clubs and casinos
must not accept notes greater than $20
• Territorial authorities to have developed Class 4 gambling venue
policies

July 1

• All remaining provisions of the Act come into force
• Game rules for Class 1 to 3 gambling (i.e. housie, raffles, games
of chance etc)
• Minimum standards for gaming machines in pubs and clubs
• Minimum operating standards for casinos
• Gambling (Fees and Revocations) Regulations 2004
• Gambling (Forms) Regulations 2004

September 1

• Game rules for Class 4 gambling

September 2

• Regulations for venue expenses for Class 4 gambling (gaming
machines in pubs and clubs)

Dates to be confirmed

Possible regulations for:
• Prohibited prizes
• Harm minimisation
• Gaming machine profit distribution and accountability
• Problem gambling levy
• Infringement notices

16

18 March 2005

• Casino branding banned. That is, gaming machine venues will not
be able to use “the word casino, or any other word or get-up, in a
way that conveys the impression that a place is a casino and
accessible to the public” (section 121).

Progressively rolled out
from 2005 to 19 March 2007

• Electronic monitoring system for Class 4 gambling
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Casinos excluding problem
gamblers
Since 1 July 2004 casinos have been using their powers under the
Gambling Act to exclude problem gamblers (sections 308, 309 and 310).
The Act requires all casinos to have developed and implemented harm minimisation policies. These
policies include casino staff identifying problem gamblers, issuing exclusion orders to prevent
identified problem gamblers entering, and enforcing self-exclusion orders on people who have
identified themselves as problem gamblers.
The Department will continue to monitor compliance with these provisions through a combination of
regular reporting by casinos, auditing and investigations.
The numbers of exclusion orders issued in July 2004 were:

Sky City

Sky City

Auckland

Hamilton

Christchurch

Dunedin

Sky City

Wharf

Queenstown

Queenstown

Totals

Exclusion
orders
issued

16

2

4

0

0

0

22

Selfexclusion
orders

56

5

5

0

1

1

68

90

Minimum Operating Standards for
casinos
The Gambling Act gives the Department of Internal Affairs the power to
specify Minimum Operating Standards (MOS) for casinos (section 141).
The Act deems that all internal operating
controls approved by the now disestablished
Casino Control Authority are deemed to be
MOS (section 123).
The Department is reviewing and, where
necessary, revising the existing internal
operating controls to ensure that they are
consistent with the new legislation.
MOS for the design and manufacture of chips

and for records and notifications will be in
force from 1 October 2004.
Casino operators are being consulted during
the continuing reviews. If they require
further information, the best person to
contact is the Department’s Operational
Policy Manager, Kate Reid,
kate.reid@dia.govt.nz, telephone 04 494 0674.
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Rules for operating gaming
machines in pubs and clubs
Game Rules for Class 4 Gambling

gambling equipment prescribed by the Act.

One of the features of the Gambling Act 2003 is
provision for the Department to make “game rules”.

In developing the rules, a proposed set was
circulated for consultation on March 22 this year and
published on the Department’s website. A
number of responses and 21 written submissions
were received, ranging from wholesale approval to
comments on many of the proposed individual rules.

While the Act brings about a large number of
changes to the regulation of gambling, the basic
tasks associated with the operation of gambling
equipment, e.g., removing and recording cash
from gaming machines, dealing with hand pays
and hopper refills, recording weekly “takings”
and dealing with player disputes or machine
malfunctions, will be largely unchanged.
Game Rules are expected to come into force on 1
September 2004. They have a similar effect to
regulations made under the Act, and will apply to:
• the playing and participation in games played
on gambling equipment
• the systems, processes, information and
documentation associated with the conduct of
those games at class 4 venues and employed by
the holders of class 4 venue licences (corporate
societies).

Replace Blue Book
These rules replace many of the licence
conditions made under the Gaming and Lotteries
Act 1977 and, perhaps most significantly from the
aspect of day-to-day operational matters, the
Gaming Machine Operations Manual, commonly
known as the Blue Book.
In addition, they will:
• establish rules in regard to players’ rights and
responsibilities
• provide for accountability in the treatment of
unpaid prizes
• assign particular duties or responsibilities to
venue operators, venue managers and others,
while continuing to ensure that corporate
societies fulfil their role in the oversight of the
“front end” of gaming machine operations.
Game rules are additional to any requirements
prescribed in the Act, any regulations that may be
made under the Act, and Minimum Standards for

18
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All were considered and a number of changes
have been made.
Rather than including the various gaming
machine accounting reports and forms in the
Game Rules themselves, they are to be specified
as “standard forms” under section 366 of the Act.
These closely follow their predecessors provided
with the Blue Book, and their use is mandatory.
The Game Rules will be published on the
Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz
The Game Rules make the Blue Book redundant as
a set of rules. However, because it contains
information and advice on practical operational
matters as well, it may be worthwhile keeping it as
a guide for those particular purposes.
The Blue Book’s “troubleshooting” section,
(section 3) for example, will still have some
usefulness, as will the section about jackpots
systems (section 2.9).
If there are any inconsistencies between the Blue
Book and any requirements of the Act, Game
Rules, or regulations etc, the Blue Book must not
be used.

Monthly machine analysis
One of the changes that has been made is that the
Game Rules do not allow flexibility in the
(minimum) requirement for completing monthly
machine analyses. The period may no longer be
“any period not exceeding five successive
weeks”, instead, it must correspond exactly with
the monthly return periods prescribed for the
purposes of Gaming Machine Duty under
continues on next page
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Venue licence must be surrendered if
machines not operated for four weeks
The Gambling Act states that a gaming machine society must surrender a
venue licence if the machines at that venue are not operated for more than
four weeks (sections 71(1)(g) and 79(1)(a)).
However, the Act also gives the Department the
authority to allow an extension of time so that
machines at a venue can remain inactive for longer
than four weeks (71(1)(g)).
These are important provisions because if a licence
is surrendered the machines cannot simply be
turned back on or replaced by another society’s.
Anyone wanting to operate gaming machines
there would have to apply for a new venue licence.
There have been several enquiries about when the
Department might agree to an extension of the
four weeks.
The Department’s position is that all cases will be
decided on their specific, individual
circumstances. This article gives general
guidelines about when the Department might
allow an extension. The guidelines are not an
indication that an extension would be allowed.
The Department could consider granting an
extension if:
from page 18

sections 12B and 12D of the Gaming Duties
Act 1971.
This means that the period must be a calendar
month unless the gaming machine operator has
been authorised by IRD to furnish statements for
alternative periods, which may be 7 days earlier
or 7 days later than the last day of the month.
This has been necessary to achieve consistency
with the requirements of the Act, and will
obviously have a flow-on effect for “weekly”
return calculation periods. An advantage of this
change is that it should simplify the calculation
of proceeds for both Gaming Machine Duty and
Goods and Services Tax purposes.

• it had taken enforcement action and
suspended a licence for more than four
weeks
• it could be demonstrated that the venue was
closed for more than four weeks because of
circumstances beyond the society’s or venue
operator’s control, e.g. fire or natural disaster
• major renovations at the venue would take
more than four weeks
• a small venue’s only machine broke down
and it was unable to replace the machine
within four weeks.
It is unlikely that the Department would grant
an extension if the society simply wanted to
prevent another society taking over the venue.
In all cases, if an extension was allowed it
would be to a specified date. If the machines
were not operating again by that date, the
venue licence must be surrendered.
Breaches of the Game Rules may result in, or
contribute to, rendering the gambling illegal,
or the suspension or cancellation of venue
and/or operators’ licences.
In addition, certain breaches will be
designated as “infringement offences” and
dealt with by the imposition of “infringement
fees”. Details of these, together with the
implementation of an Infringement Notice
regime, are yet to be finalised.
The advent of a specified, industry-wide
electronic monitoring system (EMS) in late
2006 or early 2007 can be expected to bring
some changes to Game Rules as some tasks
now done manually will be automated.
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Minimum ages for staff working in casinos and
with gaming machines in pubs and clubs
The Gambling Act prohibits all minors,
including staff, having access to gambling areas
in casinos and gaming machines in pubs and
clubs (sections 67(1)(b) and 303(1)(b)).

Casinos
This is not a new rule for casino staff. Prior to
the Gambling Act, all people under 20 were
prohibited from casino gambling areas.
The Department of Internal Affairs will
continue to not issue Certificates of Approval
(COA) to people aged under 20. The law
requires a person to have a COA before they

can do most of the jobs at a casino.

Pubs and clubs
A minimum age is a new requirement for staff
in pubs and clubs. The previous legislation,
the Gaming and Lotteries Act, made no
reference to a minimum age. The Gambling
Act does, and that age is 18.
Licences can be cancelled or suspended if staff
aged under 18 access gaming machines in pubs
or clubs. This includes for work purposes, e.g.
a person under 18 must not do hopper
clearances and meter readings.

Restrictions on gambling by staff
Gambling Commission and
Department
The Gambling Act prohibits members of the
Gambling Commission, the Secretary of Internal
Affairs, all Gambling Inspectors and any other
Department staff specified by the Secretary from
gambling at casinos and on gaming machines in
pubs and clubs (sections 347 and 348).
If any of these people gamble in a casino they can
be prosecuted and courts can fine them up to
$5,000. Members of the Commission and the
Secretary can also be prosecuted and fined if they
gamble on gaming machines in pubs or clubs.
The Act deems gambling by any of these people
to be a breach of the Public Service Code of Conduct
and it could lead to disciplinary action, including
possible dismissal.

Casino staff
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The Act prohibits most casino staff gambling at
the casinos where they are employed or with
which they are associated (section 170). If they
breach these rules they can have their Certificate
of Approval (COA) cancelled or suspended and
can be prosecuted. They cannot work at a casino
without a COA, and after a successful prosecution
courts can impose fines of up to $5,000.
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Staff at pubs and clubs
Currently, licence conditions prohibit:
• staff involved with the operation or
management of gaming machines at pubs and
clubs gambling on the machines at their venue
on days when they are working
• all staff gambling on the machines when the
venue is closed to the public.
Venue licences have been cancelled and
suspended for breaches of this licence condition.
These rules will change as existing licences expire
and are replaced by licences issued under the
Gambling Act.
Licences issued under the Gambling Act will
prohibit:
• all staff gambling on the machines when the
venue is closed to the public (section 70(1)(i))
• all staff aged under 18 gambling on, or having
access to, machines (section 302).
Breaches of these rules can lead to licences being
suspended or cancelled, and prosecutions can be
taken under section 302. Courts can impose fines
of up to $5,000.
In addition, gaming machine societies can, if they
wish, develop stricter policies about venue staff
playing machines and include them in venue
agreements or employment agreements.

OPERATING GAMBLING

Electronic monitoring of gaming
machines comes closer; six
organisations short-listed
The electronic monitoring system (EMS) for all gaming machines in pubs
and clubs has come a step closer with the Department of Internal Affairs
short-listing six organisations for the next stage of the tender process.
Those short-listed are:

with the first machines being connected in early

• EDS/Intralot

2006.

• Fortune Gaming Corporation

The Gambling Act requires all gaming machines

• Independent Gaming Monitoring

in pubs and clubs to be connected to the EMS no
later than 18 March 2007. The Department will

• Scientific Games

provide updated information on the tender

• Telecom/Unitab

process, deadlines for gaming machine societies

• Unisys/Mikohn.

to connect their machines and other details as

The Department expects to release a formal
Request for

There is a
misconception in the
gambling sector that
machines will not have
to be connected until
18 March 2007. While
this is the final date set
in the Gambling Act,
there will be various
deadlines before then
and most machines will
be connected well
before that date.

Proposal
(RFP) to
these
organisations
at the end of
August.

they are confirmed.
There is a misconception in the gambling sector
that machines will not have to be connected until
18 March 2007. While this is the final date set in
the Gambling Act, there will be various deadlines
before then and most machines will be connected
well before that date.

Those who

The EMS will help ensure the integrity of

choose to

gambling. It is intended that it will:

make

• monitor how much money is gambled on each

proposals
will have six
weeks to do
so.
The
Department
will select
the preferred

machine
• monitor how much each machine pays out in
prizes to gamblers
• monitor how much money should be banked
• ensure that all software and hardware being
used on machines is identical to the approved
versions

supplier after a thorough analysis of the

• assist in detecting software failures

proposals received.

• assist in detecting tampering with a machine or

It is expected that rollout of the EMS will begin

software.
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Template: information to be
displayed at pubs and clubs
The Gambling Act requires that all pubs and clubs that have gaming machines must display
particular information about their gambling licences (section 82).
The Department has drafted two templates, which gaming machine societies can use as models for
their signs. If they use these templates they will provide all the information required by the Act.
The templates are not mandatory, and societies can choose to develop their own if they wish.
While the Act does not state a minimum size for the signs, if they are not clearly visible and legible
then they are not being “displayed”. The Department suggests that societies use the same size that
they did under the Gaming and Lotteries Act (at least 50cm by 70cm).

Information About Class 4 Gambling
Conducted At This Venue
Pursuant to s82 of the Gambling Act 2003
Venue:

TIDMOUTH BOWLING CLUB
56 Grass Lane
Auckland

Class 4 (gaming machine) gambling is conducted at this venue under licence from the Secretary for
Internal Affairs by Tidmouth Bowling Club Incorporated.
The class 4 venue licence granted by the Secretary commenced on 1 October 2004 and expires on
30 September 2005.
Tidmouth Bowling Club Incorporated can be contacted using the following contact details:
Mail:

Tidmouth Bowling Club Inc.
PO Box 9876
AUCKLAND

Telephone:

(09) 987 6543

E-mail: enquiries@tidmouthbowling.org.nz

Facsimile:

(09) 987 6544

Website: www.tidmouthbowling.org.nz

Complaints
Complaints about the conduct of gambling at this venue or the conduct of Tidmouth Bowling Club
Incorporated in relation to the gambling may be made to the Secretary for Internal Affairs at:
Northern Region Gaming Compliance Unit
AA Centre, 99 Albert Street,

PO Box 2220

AUCKLAND
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Telephone:

0800 257 887

E-mail: northernregioncomplaints@dia.govt.nz

Facsimile:

(09) 362 7945

Website: www.dia.govt.nz
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Information About Class 4 Gambling
Conducted At This Venue
Pursuant to s82 of the Gambling Act 2003
Venue:

WILLIAM WALLACE HIGHLAND BAR
56 Scots Lane
Dunedin

Class 4 (gaming machine) gambling is conducted at this venue under licence from the Secretary
for Internal Affairs by Samaritan Gaming Foundation Limited.
The class 4 venue licence granted by the Secretary commenced on 1 October 2004 and expires
on 30 September 2005.
The net proceeds of class 4 gambling conducted at this venue are distributed to the community in
accordance with Samaritan Gaming Foundation’s authorised purposes.
Application forms for grants of net proceeds are available in the gambling area at this venue or
may be requested from Samaritan Gaming Foundation using the following contact details:
Mail:

Samaritan Gaming Foundation
PO Box 1234
DUNEDIN.

Telephone:

(03) 987 6543

E-mail: applications@samaritangaming.org.nz

Facsimile:

(03) 987 6544

Website: www.samaritangaming.org.nz

Applications should be submitted to Samaritan Gaming Foundation by mail (other methods to be
determined by society if applicable).

Complaints
Complaints about unsuccessful applications for grants may be directed to Samaritan Gaming
Foundation using the contact details above.
Complaints about the conduct of gambling at this venue, or about the conduct of Samaritan
Gaming Foundation in relation to the gambling may be made to the Secretary for Internal Affairs at:
Southern Region Gaming Compliance Unit
96 Hereford Street
PO Box 1308
CHRISTCHURCH
Telephone:

0800 257 887

E-mail: southernregioncomplaints@dia.govt.nz

Facsimile:

(03) 353 8039

Website: www.dia.govt.nz

The Gambling Act 2003 prohibits venue personnel from being involved in the grant application
process. This includes being involved in decisions about grants to the community and the
provision or management of applications for grants to the community.
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GAMING MACHINE SOCIETIES INFORMING THE PUBLIC

Societies can help provide contact details
The Department has been advised that some
community groups are having difficulty contacting
some gaming machine societies to apply for grants.
One of the problems has been application forms that
do not include contact details.
While it is not a requirement in law, the Department
urges all societies to check their forms and, if not
already included, add full contact details. This
should include postal, telephone and fax contacts

and, where applicable, e-mail and website addresses.
All societies can have their details listed on the
Funding Information Service’s website, FundView
(see article below). They do not have to have their
own e-mail and website to be listed.
Such services help the public because they can search
on the Internet, even for societies that do not have
websites. This allows fairer access for all.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides
extensive information about the gambling
sector, including details of gaming
machine societies that make grants to
community groups.
Click on “gambling” for:
• funding for community groups
• gaming statistics
• relevant law

• application forms for licences including
housie and raffles
• and much more.
Click on “resources” for:
• press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for:
• new additions to the website.

Gaming machine societies can be listed on FundView site
Gaming machine societies that make grants to
community groups can have their details listed
on FundView at the Funding Information
Service’s (FIS) website.

to community organisations through its
Community Development Group. Many public
libraries and council information centres also
hold FundView for public use.

Listing on this website will help them comply
with licence condition 48, which states that “The
society shall ensure that information about
access to grants is made available to the public
through community-based distribution networks”.

The Funding Information Service also
produces regular monthly updates and a
quarterly newsletter updating information and
keeping the community informed about other
information relevant to fund seekers and
funding providers, including a calendar of
upcoming application closing dates.

FundView is an easy-to-use computer database
detailing funding available to community groups.
The database is updated regularly and has more
than 600 funding schemes listed. The search
facility allows a user to select information about
appropriate funding organisations by using a
set of criteria provided by the grant-maker.
The Department of Internal Affairs is a major
subscriber to this database and makes it available
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Contact:
Catherine Maryon, Information Manager,
Funding Information Service, PO Box 1521,
Wellington. Telephone (04) 499 4090, fax (04)
472 5367, e-mail cathi@fis.org.nz. Web:
www.fis.org.nz.

DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
MEDIA RELEASES AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES
Since the June 2004 issue of Gambits, the Department has issued the
following media releases and submitted the following articles. Media
releases are available from the Department’s website. www.dia.govt.nz
and by contacting Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa,
vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz telephone 04 495 9350.
Young people gambling, texting and the Gambling Act.
Media release issued 19 August 2004
Raffles, housie, games of chance—most community groups no longer have to pay
licence fees
Article for Community Matters, August 2004 issue
Gaming machine numbers continue to decline; future numbers depend on councils’
gambling policies
Media release issued 14 July 2004
New Zealand’s first law regulating interactive gambling
Article for Internet Safety Group website, 5 July 2004
1 July 2004; Gambling Act changes all forms of gambling
Media release issued 30 June 2004
Harder to get a gaming machine licence, easier to lose it; help for gambling
operators to comply with new law
Media release issued 22 June 2004
Electronic monitoring of gaming machines comes closer; six organisations shortlisted
Media release issued 17 June 2004
New gambling fees: most community groups will no longer pay fees; most gaming
machine operators and casinos pay more
Media release issued 3 June 2004
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DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
RECENT APPOINTMENTS

Casino Compliance appoints Senior Inspectors
The Department has recently made two senior appointments to its Casino Compliance Unit. Both
positions report directly to the National Manager Casino Compliance.

Senior Inspector (Christchurch Casino)
Mark Nugent has been
appointed Senior
Inspector responsible for
the Department’s four
Gambling Inspectors
working in Christchurch
Casino and managing the
Department’s
relationship with the
casino operator.
Mr Nugent began his career in the New Zealand

Police, where he served for 11 years before
leaving to complete a BCom majoring in
information systems and technology. He joined
the Department in January 2002 as an Inspector,
auditing and investigating gaming machine
societies operating in pubs and clubs. In March
2003 he was seconded to the project team for the
new licensing and compliance database for the
Department. He will continue to have some
involvement in that project over the next few
months.

Senior Inspector (Technical)
Jeremy Belcher has been appointed Senior
Inspector responsible for technical issues in the
casino gambling sector, particularly in relation to
gaming machines and their software.
It is an advisory and support role working with
Gambling Inspectors in all six casinos, casino
operators and with technical service providers
including machine manufacturers and testing
laboratories. He will be based in the
Department’s Auckland office.
Mr Belcher joined the Inland Revenue
Department in 1987. In 1995 he moved to the

Department of Internal
Affairs as an Inspector
working in casinos. Since
2001 he has been
responsible for the
Department’s audit
programme at Sky City,
overseeing the
establishment of the
gaming machine area when Riverside Casino was
opened and overseeing the setting up of the new
gambling area at Sky City.

Investigating Accountant, Gaming Compliance
John Currie has been
appointed as the
Investigating Accountant
in the Gaming Unit in
Christchurch. His work
will relate to all forms of
licensed gambling outside
of casinos.
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Mr Currie has 13 years
experience in the Inland
Revenue Department. A large part of his time
was spent on audit, where he investigated the tax
affairs of various entities, including the
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investigation of tax avoidance schemes and their
spin-offs. He was involved with investigating tax
evasion cases and has also investigated several
internal frauds with IRD.
He has worked for Polson Higgs and Co, a
chartered accountancy firm, where he provided
tax advice on a range of issues to clients and
delivered presentations on technical matters to
professional groups. More recently, he has
worked for Grant Thornton, another chartered
accountancy firm, as a Senior Accountant in the
business services area, offering accounting
expertise and tax advice to a wide range of clients.

DEPARTMENT INFORMATION
KEY CONTACTS Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Ph: 0800 257 887 • www.dia.govt.nz

Keith
Manch

Kate Reid
Maria Bradshaw

Debbie Ferris
Dennis Petersen

Greg Crott

Steve Brunton Geoff Lawry Adrian Straayer Kevin Owen

Director, Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Group (GCR), Keith Manch
GCR is the business group within the Department
of Internal Affairs whose role is to bring about
compliance with New Zealand’s gambling and
censorship laws. There is no direct policy connection
between gambling and censorship, but they are the
only two enforcement functions that the Department
carries out and are grouped under one general
manager.
National Manager
Greg Crott

Gaming

Steve
O’Brien

Compliance,

A team in Wellington issues all licences for noncasino gaming activities, including prize
competitions, housie, lotteries and other games of
chance. Inspectors based in Auckland, Wellington
and Christchurch conduct audits of gaming machine
societies and other kinds of gaming, including
instant games, housie, lotteries, prize competitions
and licensed promoters. Staff investigate complaints
from the public and in some cases instigate
prosecutions.
• Manager Gaming Licensing, Steve Brunton

monitoring casinos. It conducts compliance audits,
ensures on-going suitability of certificate of
approval holders, investigates incidents and patron
complaints and ensures that casinos comply with
the Casino Control Act.
• Northern Regional Manager Casino
Compliance, Maria Bradshaw
• Southern Regional Manager Casino
Compliance, Dennis Petersen
Manager Gaming Operational Policy, Kate Reid
Gaming Operational Policy has responsibility for
contributing to policy development in the gaming
sector generally, the development of licence
conditions and providing operational policy
support and advice to GCR’s operational units and
the Director. The unit also includes technical
advisors responsible for the setting of standards
and testing requirements relating to the approval
and operation of gaming machine equipment and
expert advice on technical issues and
investigations. The scrutiny requirements under
the Gambling Act for Lotteries Commission
products are also included.

• Manager Gaming Compliance Auckland,
Geoff Lawry

National Manager Censorship Compliance,
Steve O’Brien

• Manager Gaming Compliance Wellington,
Adrian Straayer

Censorship Compliance is responsible for taking
action against people who collect or trade child
sex abuse images and for enforcing the Chief
Censor’s decisions. It operates under the Films,
Videos and Publications Classification Act 1993.
It carries out inspections, investigates
complaints, issues official warnings and
instigates prosecutions where necessary.

• Manager Gaming Compliance Christchurch,
Kevin Owen
National Manager Casino Compliance,
Debbie Ferris
Casino Compliance is responsible for inspecting and
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CONTACTS
All GCR staff can be contacted by
phoning the Department’s toll-free number

0800 257 887
E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz
Postal address and fax numbers:

CASINO COMPLIANCE
PO Box 805, Wellington.
Fax: (04) 495 7224

GAMING LICENSING
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 494 0656

GAMING COMPLIANCE
Auckland
PO Box 2220, Auckland
Fax: (09) 362 7945
Wellington
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 495 7214
Christchurch
PO Box 1308, Christchurch
Fax: (03) 353 8309

Gambits is produced by the
Department of Internal Affairs to
provide information to the gaming
sector in New Zealand. It is intended as
education and communication that will
help the sector comply with the law and
licensing conditions by explaining what
the law and conditions require, and
how the Department operates.
If you have any questions about articles
in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about
what information we could provide to
make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact
Vince Cholewa,
ph: (04) 495 9350 or 027 272 4270
e-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

Do you want to receive
Departmental media releases and Gambits?
If you would like to have your organisation added to the Department’s distribution list for
media releases about gambling issues, or want to receive Gambits but are not currently
on the mailing list, please fill out this form and return it, or e-mail the information to:
Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington.
Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa, telephone (04) 495 9350, fax (04) 495 7224,
e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
Organisation name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contact person:

................................................................................

Media releases

e-mail: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fax (

Postal address:

)........................................................................

................................................................................
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Gambling Act: harder to
get a gaming machine
licence, easier to lose it
This issue of Gambits focuses largely on the
Gambling Act, including much
information about new provisions
and procedures. It also includes
information about general gambling
sector matters that will continue to
be relevant under the new Act.
The most important message in this issue is that
the gambling sector must be aware that the
biggest change the new Act will make is the
new licensing regime for gaming machines in pubs and clubs. This
part of the Act will be in force from July 1.
The new Act makes licensing very much a compliance activity
regulating who should or should not be able to operate gambling.
New applicants and existing licence holders (licences are valid for a
year) should not consider that a licence will be granted as of right, to be
declined only if they prove themselves unsuitable.
The Act states the opposite. That is, the Department of Internal Affairs
must refuse to grant a gambling licence unless satisfied that an
applicant is suitable to hold a licence.
This will require applicants for new or renewal of existing licences to
provide much more information than they currently do under the
Gaming and Lotteries Act. It also requires the Department to carry out
more thorough checking of organisations and individuals than the
Gaming and Lotteries Act requires.
The overall effect will be that it will be harder to get a licence and easier
to lose one.

Financial viability and new application form
All societies will soon receive detailed information about financial
viability of societies, standardised accounts, and the new licence
continues over page

The Department is not a legal or
financial advisor
Gambling sector organisations often ask the Department for what are, in
effect, legal opinions, “letters of comfort”, or to negotiate arrangements that
are matters for the society to consider and seek its own advice on.
It is important that the sector understands that
the Department is not a legal advisor and does
not give legal opinions.
It can, and does, explain its role and what the
law states. This is very different to advising
how an organisation should structure its
operations or how it might avoid or get around
its responsibilities under the Gambling Act.
The Department will not give “letters of
comfort” or informal approvals of proposals. To
do so would be highly inappropriate, as it
would prejudge the result of an investigation of
a licensing application or a compliance matter.
Likewise, the Department is not a financial
advisor and does not make business decisions
for organisations. The boards of gaming

machine societies and the management of
venues are responsible for decisions about how
they spend money and what actions their
organisations take.
The Department is more than happy to meet and
communicate with gambling sector
organisations to explain what the law states. It
will always respond according to the provisions
of the Gambling Act. That is, it applies the law,
and cannot “negotiate” arrangements with any
person or organisation.
Where an organisation needs to apply what the
law states to the specifics of its own business
practices, the Department advises it to get
independent, professional legal or financial
advice.

Gambling Act: harder to get a gaming machine licence, easier to lose it
from page 1

application and renewal form (also see articles
on pages 3 and 5.
Societies will be urged to study those
documents carefully and to keep them as key
reference material.
Without them they will have great difficulty
complying with the new licensing rules.
The documents will be easily photocopied and
as many copies should be made as required.
Copies will also be available from the
Department of Internal Affairs website,
www.dia.govt.nz.
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Licensing Unit
The Department has employed more Gambling
Inspectors to work in its Licensing Unit and will
recruit or second from other units more staff as
required to cover the additional work.
At all times the Department’s focus will be to
ensure that the right decisions are made. Where
there is a choice between taking more time to
ensure the quality of a decision or making a faster
decision, quality will be chosen.
To help reduce possible delays, the Department is
introducing new work processes in addition to
having more Gambling Inspectors working in
licensing. These include a new electronic
licensing system and staggered licensing dates
(see page 22).

Standardised accounts and financial
viability in the gambling sector
The following is a summary of an article written by the Department for the Chartered Accountants’
Journal.

Can you think of a sector that last year made a gross profit of almost $1
billion but did not have to comply with generally accepted accounting
practices (GAAP)? Think of gaming machines in pubs and clubs.
In the financial year that ended 30 June 2003,
gaming machine “societies” (as they are known
under their legislation) made a total gross profit of
$941 million, a 21% increase on the previous year.

This is the reverse of the current situation where
the Department has to prove a society is
unsuitable if it is to decline to grant a new licence
or to renew an existing licence.

New legislation, the Gambling Act 2003, was
passed in September last year bringing with it
much tighter controls. Some of the new Act’s
provisions are already in force, but most have
lead in times, and all will be in force this year.

This is not just playing with words; it is a
fundamentally different approach. The relevant
sections of the Act start with the statement that
the Department must refuse to grant the licence.
It then puts the onus on a society to prove why it
should be allowed a licence.

Important changes to take effect from July 1
include mandatory requirements that:
• financial statements must comply with GAAP
or the Financial Reporting Act (section 108 of
the Gambling Act);
• annual reports must be signed by qualified
auditors (section 107) and will have to include
a financial forecast for one year ahead; and

Standardised accounts
To help societies comply with the new law the
Department has developed standardised
accounts for societies and their accountants and
auditors to use.
The standardised accounts will help societies
comply with GAAP and include a statement of:

• an applicant for an “operator’s licence” (the
operator is the society that owns the machines)
must prove their financial viability (section
52(1)(c)).

• financial performance

These new requirements are no more than the
standard, sound business practices that all
businesses would normally be following for their
own benefit. However, in the Department’s view,
financial accounting in much of the gambling
sector has historically been poor and these new
requirements will be challenging.

While some of the larger societies will have been
using similar accounts already, none are currently
providing financial forecasts.

Major change in licensing

While the Department cannot make the
standardised accounts mandatory, they will make
life much easier for societies and the Department
strongly recommends their use. They will make
applying to renew licences easier and faster, and

Reinforcing these requirements is a fundamental
change in the licensing law; societies will have to
prove that they are suitable to operate gaming
machines. This includes proving their financial
viability.

• financial position
• cash flows.

Copies of the standardised accounts will be
available from the Department’s website,
www.dia.govt.nz, and will be sent to all societies.

continues page 5
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The roles of the Gambling
Commission, including
public and gambling sector appeals
The Gambling Act creates an independent permanent Commission of
Inquiry to be known as the Gambling Commission. The Act also
disestablishes the Casino Control Authority.
From 1 July 2004 the Commission’s roles will
include:

• involvement in setting the problem gambling
levy

• having extensive powers in relation to
gambling in casinos, including the power to
suspend or cancel licences

• advising the Minister of Internal Affairs on
matters relating to the Commission’s
functions.

• receiving complaints from members of the
public and community organisations who
made complaints to the Department of
Internal Affairs about gaming machines in
pubs and clubs and are unhappy with how
their complaints were handled

The Department’s Gambling Act Fact Sheet 5:
Regulatory Agency Roles gives more detailed
information about what the Act states about the
Commission. Copies are available from the
Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz, (click
on “gambling”, scroll down to “more
information” and click on “Gambling Act 2003”).
Hard copies can be obtained by telephoning
0800 257 887.

• being an appeal body for operators of gaming
machines in pubs and clubs and operators of
large housie games, lotteries or other large
scale gambling that requires a “class 3
gambling licence”, who are unhappy with
Department decisions

The Commission will be based in Auckland and
its contact details are:
P O Box 3310, Shortland St P O, Auckland.

Transitional provisions for gaming machine licence applications
Any society applying for a new gaming
machine licence between now and 1 July 2004
will have its application assessed under both
the Gaming and Lotteries Act 1977 and the
relevant sections of the Gambling Act 2003 that
are in force.
This means that if the applicant is intending to
place its gaming machines on a venue that
hasn’t operated gaming machines previously (or
has been without gaming machines for a six
month period or more) a territorial authority
consent for the venue will be required. They
should ensure that their legal advisor checks
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whether or not a territorial authority is
required. The Department will not be able to
issue a new gaming machine licence unless a
territorial consent is submitted for any venue
that requires one.
An application submitted before 1 July 2004,
and which hasn’t been determined by that date,
will be decided wholly on the basis of the
Gambling Act requirements. Therefore, it is in
an applicant’s interest to ensure that its society
or operator’s status complies with the definition
of a corporate society in the Gambling Act if it
submits a new gaming machine licence
application to the Department before that date.

If licence application is late,
licence expires and gaming
machines MUST be turned off
The Department of Internal Affairs is strongly

accompanying documents and application fees.

advising gaming machine societies to ensure that

The Department’s practice will be to return an

applications to renew gambling licences for

incomplete application promptly and explain to

gaming machines in pubs and clubs are complete

the society that if it does not file a complete

and on time (Gambling Act section 56).

application before the current licence expires, the

If renewal applications are not received before the

licence will no longer be valid and all its

existing licence expires, the licence is no longer

machines must be turned off from that date.

valid and all of the society’s gaming machines at

A society’s licence continues in force after its

all of its venues must be turned off. If any of

expiry date if:

them are not turned off, the society can be

• it has applied for renewal before the expiry

prosecuted for operating illegal gambling.
The Act allows the Department to return

date, and
• the Department has not declined the

incomplete applications, along with any

application.

from page 3

simply transfer the balances from those
accounts into their applications.

will help prevent complications during
compliance audits carried out by the
Department’s Gambling Inspectors.

• the Department will process complete
applications.

Licence applications

• the Department will immediately return
incomplete applications, unprocessed.

There will be mandatory application forms for
licence applications and, of key benefit to
societies, the information from the standardised
accounts will transfer directly into the application
form.

• the Department must refuse to grant a licence
unless it is satisfied that the society is
financially viable.

In very broad terms, the licensing process will be
that:

In short, the standardised accounts are designed to:

• societies must provide to the Department a
GAAP compliant annual report, including a
financial forecast. Ideally these will use the
Department’s standardised accounts.
• societies must apply for licences, and
applications must include the required
information about financial viability. Societies
using standardised accounts will be able to

The Department’s regular compliance audits will
be based on the licensing requirements of the Act.
• make licensing easier by directly linking the
annual report and the licence application; and
• improve compliance by encouraging societies
to organise their operations in ways that
produce the necessary financial outcomes.
The Department strongly suggests that societies
contact their accountants to ensure they have
systems in place to meet the financial reporting
requirements of the Act.
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Implementation dates for
regulations and other provisions of
the Gambling Act
The Gambling Act was passed in September last year with lead in periods for
most of its provisions. In many areas it requires the Department to consult
with the community and the gambling sector and then to draft regulations,
game rules, minimum standards and other provisions.
Consultation is underway or has been completed in the following areas. Implementation dates are:
• Game rules for Class 1 to 3 gambling (i.e. housie, raffles, games of chance etc)

July 1

• Minimum standards for gaming machines in pubs and clubs

July 1

• Game rules for Class 4 gambling (i.e. gaming machines in pubs and clubs)

September 1

• Limits on venue expenses for Class 4 gambling

September 1

• Minimum operating standards (MOS) for casinos

July 1

• Infringement notices

Early 2005

• Electronic monitoring system (EMS) for Class 4 gambling

Various dates
up to
19 March 2007

Classes 1-4
While the game rules and licence conditions for
Classes 1-3 gambling and minimum standards for
gaming machines in pubs and clubs will be in
force from 1 July 2004, these are still being
finalised. The Department will confirm their final
content in a mailout to all operators prior to 1
July.
Extensive submissions from community groups
and the gambling sector have been received on
regulations and rules for operating gaming
machines in pubs and clubs (Class 4 gambling).
These are being reviewed and considered, and
details of the new provisions will be released as
soon as they are finalised.

Casino Minimum Operating
Standards (MOS)
Before any of the casino MOS are finalised, the

6
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Department expects to arrange meetings with
casino operators to discuss any changes made to
the proposed MOS as a result of submissions
received. The meetings will also be an
opportunity to discuss any outstanding issues
relating to MOS. The Department will contact
casino operators in June to arrange meetings.
Until such time as the proposed MOS are
finalised and able to take effect, current casino
internal controls approved by the Casino Control
Authority will remain in force.

Infringement notices and fees:
transitional procedures
Regulations for the issuing of infringement
notices and fees will be in force from early 2005.
continues page 7

from page 6

Infringement notices will be a new
compliance tool that has not been
available in the gambling sector
under the Gaming and Lotteries Act.
Infringement notices will be able to
be issued for breaches of
regulations and game rules.
Infringement notices can include
fees of up to $50,000 (section 360).
Between 1 July 2004 and the
infringement notice regulations
being introduced, the Department
will, where appropriate, give
formal warnings that particular
behaviour would in future result in
an infringement notice being
issued.
The transitional procedures should
help all involved to develop an
understanding of how the
infringement notice system will
work.
During that time, the Department
will still take other compliance
action if necessary. This can
include suspending and cancelling
licences and taking court action.

EMS

More information for community
groups and gambling operators
Before July 1 the Department will be mailing out new and
updated fact sheets and application forms for all forms of
gambling regulated by the Gambling Act.
The information will be of importance to gambling
operators, including those operating raffles, housie and
other games of chance, and the community in general.
All the fact sheets and new application forms will be posted
on the Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz, as they are
finalised. Keep checking the website for updates.
Fact sheets will include:
• The Gambling Act summary
• Gambling Act versus previous legislation
• Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group (GCR)
background information
• Gambling facts and figures
• Regulatory agency roles
• Gaming on the Internet, remote interactive gambling and
overseas advertising prohibited
• Classes of Gambling including unlicensed gambling
requirements
• Casinos
• Associated persons casino
• Minimum Technical Standards – where to find, how to
apply

While the Act sets 18 March 2007 as
the final deadline, there will be
earlier deadlines and most machines
will be connected well before that
date. (NB: 18 March 2007 is a Sunday,
and the date will be 19 March 2007.)

• GCR enforcement policy casino and non casino

The Department is carrying out
consultation meetings and gambling
operators are strongly advised to
contact the manufacturers of their
machines, or their agents, as soon as
possible. They must ensure that their
machines will be compatible with
QCOM, the software protocol that
EMS will use.

• When territorial authority consent is required

Information discussed at EMS
consultation meetings is available on
the Department’s website,
www.dia.govt.nz.

• New Zealand Lotteries Commission

• Non-casino gaming machines and Class 4 licensing
• Class 4 questions and answers
• Information that must be displayed at Class 4 venues
• Grants from gaming machine funds
• Information notes on Class 4 renewal
• Class 3 licensing and questions and answers
• Sales promotion schemes- a general guide
• Housie
• How to run lotteries, prizes, competitions, housie, instant
games, games of chance, and raffles.
• Problem gambling
• Racing industry
• Commencement dates
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Site agreements:
transition to the Gambling Act
From 1 July 2004 an existing site agreement between a gaming machine
society and a pub that hosts gaming machines will be treated as a class 4
gambling venue agreement under the Gambling Act. Class 4 venues are those
that have gaming machines.
The existing agreement will remain in effect until
the gaming machine society’s licence issued
under the Gaming and Lotteries Act expires.
When the society applies to renew its licence
under the Gambling Act, the new or amended
venue agreement must comply with the relevant
provisions of the new Act and must be filed for
approval by the Department (section 69).
Under the Gambling Act a venue agreement
remains in force for up to three years and ends
immediately the society no longer holds a class 4
operator’s licence or no longer holds the class 4
venue licence for that venue. A society must have
two different kinds of licence: an operator’s
licence for itself and a venue licence for each
venue that hosts its machines.
A venue agreement must include:
• the full name, date of birth and contact details
of the venue manager, and list the manager’s
gaming-related duties
• an itemised list of all costs associated with the
operation of gaming machines at the venue,
which must comply with any limits or
exclusions imposed by Gazette notice (section
116)
• an expiry date of no later than three years after
the date of the agreement.
A venue agreement should include the following
statements:
• Venue operator will comply with the
requirements of the Gambling Act, game rules,
licence conditions and Blue Book procedures
relating to the operation of gaming machines
and any directions issued by the Department.
• The way in which the venue will prevent
persons under 18 having access to the gaming
machines.

8
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• Venue operator will display the venue licence
in a prominent place in the venue and will
display the information about the licence as
required by section 82 of the Gambling Act.
• Only persons authorised by the society may
service, modify or have access to the interior of
gambling equipment.
• Venue operator will keep records of venue staff
used in the gaming machine operation.
• Venue operator must keep and supply the
society with records relating to gaming
machine profits.
• Venue operator will provide the cash float for
operation of the gaming machines.
• Venue operator must carry out meter readings,
operate gaming machine float, bank gaming
machine funds in accordance with the
procedures specified in the Gambling Act,
game rules and Blue Book.
• Venue operator will not enter into any
agreement or activity where any party stands
to benefit commercially from any gaming
machine proceeds.
• An agreement to pay expenses to the venue
must comply with the Department’s rulings or
any notice issued under section 116 of the
Gambling Act.
• Venue operator will co-operate with the
Department, its Gambling Inspectors and other
employees.
• Venue operator will co-operate with the
society’s auditor.
• Venue operator will take all necessary steps to
comply with and assist the society to comply
with any conditions that the Department has
added to the venue licence.

Licences will be declined or revoked
if under 18s access gaming
machines in pubs or clubs
The Gambling Act states that the Department cannot grant a licence (or may
revoke an existing licence) unless it is satisfied that the possibility of persons
under the age of 18 gaining access to gambling is minimal (section 67(1)(b)).
Section 65(2)(d) requires the society to provide a
statement with every venue licence application
of how it proposes “to minimise the risks ... of
underage gambling at the class 4 venue”.
A suitable liquor licence will be relevant to the
granting of a licence. However, the Department
is aware of instances where access to the
gambling area may not be supervised,
regardless of the liquor licence. These include
venues where there appears to be no means at
all of supervising whether minors are entering
or leaving the gambling area or playing the
machines.
To meet the requirements of the Gambling Act
there must be measures in place to prevent
minors from accessing machines. If minors can
easily access machines without venue staff
noticing, societies are not taking measures to
minimise the risks of underage gambling,
regardless of whether there are actual
complaints or evidence of minors gambling at
the site.

Guidelines
As part of the statement required under section
65(2)(d), the Department will expect to see
written procedures for the supervision of the
gambling area, including for the identification
and exclusion of minors. Such procedures should
be venue-specific rather than common to all
venues in the society, i.e. they need to take
account of the primary business at the venue and
the layout, staffing and security arrangements
unique to each venue.

A check to ensure that these procedures are
actively carried out in the venues will be
included in routine venue inspections.
The Department will also need to consider what
measures are in place to ensure that access to the
gambling area is effectively supervised. Factors
in this assessment will include (but are not
limited to):
• Are all doors/entrances into the gambling area
clearly visible from the bar or main work area
of the site?
• Are the gaming machines themselves visible
from the bar or main work area?
• Is there a statutory means of restricting the
access of minors to the venue, e.g. a liquor
licence?
• Is there in-person staff supervision inside the
gambling area or at the doors/entrances?
• Is there good quality, functioning and
continuously monitored closed circuit TV
(CCTV) coverage of the gambling area?
None of the above factors are determinative by
themselves, but they will all give weight to the
Department’s assessment. Especially in the case
of staff supervision or CCTV, the Department will
also need to consider whether existing means of
supervision are cost effective, or whether
effective supervision would be achieved at less
cost by other means, e.g. closing and locking a
door (where this can be accomplished without
breaching fire safety requirements), installing an
interior window in the gaming area, or moving
the machines.
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Operating gaming machines
in pubs and clubs – some
provisions of the Gambling Act
The Gambling Act makes a wide range of large and small changes to the
regulation of gambling in New Zealand. Some provisions that operators of
gaming machines in pubs and clubs should consider to ensure their
operations comply with the new law include:
Authorised purpose

No gambling for four weeks

For class 4 gambling, authorised purposes can no
longer include “electioneering purposes” (section
4). Societies may wish to revise their authorised
purpose statements accordingly, especially if they
currently include “party political purposes”.

If a society has not conducted gambling at a
venue for more than four weeks, it must
surrender its venue licence unless the
Department agrees that the venue can remain
inactive for a specified period (section 71(1)(g)).
Circumstances in which the Department might
agree to the continuation of a venue licence will
be looked at case by case but might include, for
example, major renovations taking place at the
venue. It is unlikely that the Department will
agree to an inactive venue continuing to be
licensed if the society simply does not wish to
release it.

Casino branding
From 18 March 2005 only the six licensed casinos
may use in their branding the word “casino”, or
any other word or get up, that gives the
impression that the venue is a casino (section
121). This would include, but is not limited to,
prohibiting pubs that have gaming machines
using the word “casino” and words like “kasino”,
“cazino” etc.

Must include venue licence
All applications for a new operator’s licence must
be accompanied by one or more venue licence
applications (section 50).

Venues moving between societies
In relation to a society application for a venue
licence, the Department will require evidence
from the applicant that the previous society has
voluntarily surrendered its venue licence or
intends to do so (section 67(1)(e)). A venue
licence is not transferable (section 80). The
agreement for a venue to move from one society
to another is entirely a matter between the two
societies and the venue concerned. The
Department has no interest in the matter except
to perform the required licensing checks. It is not
responsible for obtaining the surrender
documentation from the previous society.
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Disposal of gaming machines
If a society intends to sell, destroy or otherwise
dispose of a gaming machine it must notify the
Department within 20 working days of how the
machine was disposed of, and the name and
contact details of the person who acquired the
machine (section 83). There is no statutory
requirement to advise the Department if
machines are simply removed from a venue, but
retained by the society (e.g. placed in storage).
However, societies are strongly encouraged to
provide the Department with this information
because it will assist in keeping track of machines
and preventing miscommunication between the
Department and the society.

Venue expenses
An existing contract or other arrangement that
does not comply with limits on expenses gazetted
under section 116(1), including venue payment
expenses, is an illegal contract.

Investigating societies, venues and
grant recipients
The Department may, to the extent necessary to
determine compliance with the Act, investigate
and audit not only societies but also grant
recipients and businesses operating at class 4
venues (section 117). This means, for example,
that the Department may question grant
recipients about the legality of grants, or request
financial statements from venue businesses in
order to determine whether gambling is the
primary activity at the venue.

Primary activity
The Department is likely to request financial
statements from businesses. In relation to new
venues it will introduce a requirement that the
venue must have been operating as a viable
business with no gaming machines for a period of
time, probably at least 6 months, prior to the
granting of a licence (section 67(1)(k)). Policy
under this section has not been finalised and the
Department will advise the details as soon as
possible.

Game conversions amendments
and gaming machine seals
In the April 2003 issue of Gambits, the Department gave a warning to the
gambling sector that those machines approved and installed with seals must
be sealed or they will be turned off and the society could face further action.
The electronic workings of gaming machines are
sealed shut to help ensure that gaming machines
are fair, secure and accountable.
The society that owns the machines is responsible
for them. It must ensure that any person or
organisation it authorises to work on the
machines is competent to do the work.
Since then there has been a noticeable
improvement in this area and the purpose of this
article is to reinforce the importance of this
requirement and the Department’s policy of
turning off machines that don’t comply.
Under the Gambling Act, the proposed Game
Rules (for class 4 gambling) on this issue are also
aimed at instilling basic accountability in this
area of gaming machine security and integrity.

Game conversions
During recent venue visits by Inspectors, it has
come to the attention of the Department that
some societies have failed to submit an
amendment for game conversions to their
gaming machines. The requirement up until 1
July 2004 under the current licence conditions
(Licence condition 3 Set B & Set A) is that a
society shall apply for a licence amendment when
a change on a gaming machine from one

approved game to another approved game
occurs.
Under the Gambling Act, section 73 (1) (a) a
corporate society must apply to the Department
to amend its class 4 venue licence if the corporate
society proposes to –
(a) change any gambling equipment at the
venue; or
(b) increase the number of gaming machines that
it may operate at the venue; or
(c) change any condition of the licence or any
procedure that is a condition of the licence.
Under the interpretation section of the Gambling
Act, gambling equipment includes a gaming
machine. Consequently, a game conversion
change to a gaming machine post 1 July 2004 will
also require an amendment to a society’s class 4
venue licence.
It is the Department’s intention to enforce both
the current licence condition and the Gambling
Act requirements (post 1 July 2004), and that any
gaming machines that have been the subject of a
game conversion without the lodgement of an
amendment by the society will turned off until
such time as the amendment has been processed
by the Department.
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New gambling fees – most
community groups will no longer
pay fees, most gaming machine
operators and casinos will pay more
The new Gambling Act means that most schools, churches, clubs and other
community groups wanting to use gambling for fundraising will not have to
pay licensing and compliance fees from 1 July 2004.
Community groups will not have to get licences
and will not pay fees until total prizes in their
housie, raffles and other non-gaming machine
gambling activity exceed $5,000. The current
law requires a licence if prizes exceed $500.
This change means that 89% of such gambling
will no longer need licences and the operators
will not have to pay fees.
Many other community groups might be able
to reorganise their gambling activities so they
can also meet the new criteria and not have to
pay fees.
Many clubs that operate gaming machines are
likely to pay slightly less in total for licensing
and compliance fees and the problem gambling
levy. These are clubs with a moderate number
of gaming machines and whose machines have
moderate turnovers.
The total fees and problem gambling levy for
the remaining clubs, most casinos, and
gambling operators with gaming machines in
pubs will increase.
Overall, as the result of the rapid growth in
gaming machines in recent years and tighter
controls imposed under the Gambling Act,
there is an increase in licensing and compliance
fees of $1.9 million.
Casino and gaming machine gambling have
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grown by between 18% and 23% a year over
each of the last five years, with gross profits (or
gamblers’ losses) reaching $1.4 billion in the
last financial year.
The costs for the Department to regulate the
sector effectively will continue to be less than
1% of the sector’s profit. They will go up from
$13.6 million to $15.5 million, which includes
the implementation costs of the new Act. In
following years the costs will be less than $15.5
million, and the amount collected in fees will
be reduced accordingly.
These fees are an excellent investment for the
community.
Gaming machines in pubs and clubs are
licensed as a form of community fundraising
only and the Department is the only
organisation that audits them to ensure that the
money they raise goes to community
organisations.
The Department is the primary regulator
ensuring that crime is kept out of casinos, and
New Zealand continues to be free of the money
laundering and organised crime problems some
overseas casinos have suffered.
These fees pay for the direct surveillance of a
sector that turns over more than $9 billion in
cash every year. Effective regulation of

gambling benefits gamblers and the
community.

Gambling Commission
The new Act creates an independent Gambling
Commission. The Commission will replace the
Casino Control Authority (CCA) and will also
have functions in the gaming machine sector.
The Commission will potentially help lower
gambling operators’ compliance costs by
hearing complaints and appeals against the
Department’s decisions more quickly and at a
lower cost than courts can. Gambling operators
who disagree with Commission decisions will
still have the right to seek a judicial review from
the courts.

Background statistics
• In a year, the Department issued about 1,500
licences for lotteries, housie and other
gambling by community groups.
• At 31 December 2003, 559 clubs were licensed
to operate 4,815 gaming machines.
• At 31 December 2003, 113 non-club “societies”
were licensed to operate 17,919 gaming
machines in pubs.
• There are six casinos in New Zealand, located
in Auckland, Hamilton, Christchurch
Queenstown (2) and Dunedin.
• In the year
ended 30 June

Community organisations and members of the
public will also have the right to appeal to the
Commission if they disagree with how the
Department deals with their complaints about
gaming machines in pubs and clubs.

2003,

The Commission’s costs, $900,000 annually, will
be spread across casinos and gaming machine
operators. The CCA’s costs ($1.6 million this
year) were met by casinos.

on gaming

Problem Gambling Levy

$941 million

The Ministry of Health has consulted on the
proposed new problem gambling levy. It will be
making a recommendation to the Gambling
Commission, which will recommend a problem
gambling levy to Ministers. The exact amounts
are not yet finalised.
Under the new Act, each gambling operator will
pay a levy based on player losses and the
numbers of people requiring problem gambling
services because of those forms of gambling.
Gaming machines in pubs, clubs and casinos are
the highest cause of problem gambling in New
Zealand.

gamblers’
losses (or
operators’
gross profits)
machines in
pubs and
clubs were
(up 21%).
• In the year

The Ministry of
Health has consulted
on the proposed new
problem gambling
levy. It will be
making a
recommendation to
the Gambling
Commission, which
will recommend a
problem gambling
levy to Ministers.

ended 30 June
2003, gamblers’ losses (or operators’ gross
profits) in casinos were $457 million (up 11%).
• Total Department costs will increase from $13.6
million to $15.5 million next financial year and
then reduce in future years.
• Gambling Commission costs will decrease in
comparison to the CCA’s, from $1.6 million for
the CCA this year to $900,000 for the
Commission.
see table page 14
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Schedule of gambling licensing and compliance fees
Matter in respect of which fee is payable

Previous Charges
$ (GST incl.)

New Fee
$ (GST incl.)

85

Nil

85

100

(New Housie Part 1) 424

707

Lotteries and housie (prizes not exceeding $5,000)
Class 3 operator’s licence applications
New or renewal (prizes not exceeding $50,000 in value)
New or renewal (prizes exceeding $50,000 in value and housie)

(Lottery)

(Lottery)
Amendment

85

707

(Housie Part 1) 293

344

Class 4 operator’s licence applications
New (Category A)

1,677

973

(Category B)

1,677

1,295

Renewal (Category A)

393

887

(Category B)

393

1,123

517

344

–

3,566

New (Category A)

–

543

(Category B)

Amendment
Class 4 operator’s annual fee
Category B applications only
Class 4 venue licence applications

–

608

Amendment

–

258

Renewal (Category A)

–

372

(Category B)

–

469

250

373

1,375

Class 4 venue annual fee
Annual per gaming machine fee
Licensed promoter licence applications
New or renewal

300

Temporary Authority

100

100

Certificate of approval applications

506

270

340,000

340,000

Casino operator’s licence applications
New
Amendment

1,000

1,000

–

23,000

23,000

23,000

1,000

1,000

–

330

Sky City Auckland Casino

2,276,368

2,218,207

Sky City Hamilton Casino

559,592

548,184

Christchurch Casino

889,264

925,431

Dunedin Casino

438,436

477,394

Sky City Queenstown Casino

233,867

237,501

Wharf Casino (Queenstown)

203,533

216,259

Temporary Authority
Casino venue agreement approval applications
New
Amendment
Associated person approval applications
Casino operator’s annual fee

Gambling Commission appeal fees

14

Appeal filing

–

120

First day of hearing

–

450

Half day and part half day hearing (after first day)

–

450

Category A applications are made by the New Zealand Racing Board, a racing club and a club operating at a non-commercial venue that it owns or leases and is mainly for
the used of club members. Category B application means an application that is not Category A.
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Key things about key persons
The Gambling Act introduces a new definition of “key persons” in relation to
both class 4 societies (i.e. gaming machine operators) and venues.
It’s important for both the Department and
societies to know who the key persons in an
operation are, because:
• key persons are subject to checks to ensure that
they are suitable to be involved in gaming
machine operations

deciding whether or not a person is a key person.
The following is a general indication of its approach.
In relation to a society, exercising a “significant
influence in the management of a class 4 society”
may include (but is not limited to):

• key persons in relation to venues have
requirements placed on them under section 113

• the power to make decisions that would
normally be made by the trustees, officers or
senior management of the society

• a key person in relation to a gaming machine
society cannot also be a key person in relation
to a gaming machine venue

• the power to appoint trustees, officers or senior
management, or to alter the society’s
constitution

• key persons are prohibited from seeking,
receiving or offering benefits in defined cases
(section 118).

• influencing the grants decision-making
process.

The definition of key persons (section 4) includes:
• In relation to class 4 operator’s licences (i.e.
gaming machine societies):
- trustees and officers of societies
- chief executives of societies, or persons
performing the function of a chief
executive
- anyone who exercises a significant
influence in the management of a gaming
machine society.
• In relation to class 4 venue licences:
- venue managers
- venue personnel (in general the
Department will only check nonmanagement venue personnel when there
is evidence suggesting it should do so)
- venue operators
- directors, chief executives, and senior
managers of venue operators
- anyone who the Department reasonably
believes has a significant interest in the
management, ownership, or operation of
a venue operator
- persons contracted to service gambling
equipment at gaming machine venues.
The Department is still working through the
detail of how it will treat the terms “significant
interest” and “significant influence” when

In relation to the management, ownership, or
operation of a venue, a “significant interest”
may include (but is not limited to):
• a financial or ownership interest in the
business operating at the venue, or the venue
premises
• the power to make decisions that would
normally be made by the directors, chief
executive or senior management of the venue
operator
• undertaking or being responsible for duties
that are normally the responsibility of the
venue manager (e.g. being responsible for the
timely banking of gaming machine profit).
The Department is aware that influence on or
interest in societies and venues can go beyond
the directors and managers of the organisation.
For example:
• some management companies under contract
to societies may have a key person role in
relation to societies and/or venues
• some societies and venues have complex
relationships with other organisations or
people, external to the core management
structure and/or to the society, but who may
have a significant influence on, or interest in,
the society or venue.
continues page 16
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Helping clubs understand
authorised purposes and expenses
Department of Internal Affairs’ audits of clubs
operating gaming machines have previously
found recurring problems, with clubs being
confused between what are the authorised
purposes for which they can use gaming machine
profits, and what are the actual, reasonable and
necessary expenses of operating their machines.
This issue has been highlighted during recent
consultation with clubs about the Gambling Act. It
has resulted in some clubs appearing to be well
below their minimum required return to
authorised purposes, when in reality they might
be meeting that requirement.
The Department’s advice is that clubs should
review their authorised purpose statements to
ensure they comply with section 4 of the Gambling
Act 2003. That section refers to the following as
meaning authorised purposes for class 4 gambling:
(i)

a charitable purpose

(ii)

a non-commercial purpose that is beneficial
to the whole or a section of the community

(iii)

promoting, controlling, and conducting
race meetings under the Racing Act 2003,
including the payment of stakes.

The Department also suggests that clubs work
with their chartered accountants to ensure that
they are allocating costs correctly between
from page 15
The Department’s future licensing processes are
likely to go into some detail about these roles so
that it can be satisfied that it has identified all
potential key persons. For example, it is likely
to request lists of all persons involved in the
management of an applicant society or venue
(regardless of whether or not the society or
venue thinks they are key persons). This may
be followed up with careful questioning about
society and venue management structure and
responsibilities. It is unlikely that everyone
identified in this process will end up defined as
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authorised purposes and expenses. This will help
them meet the minimum for authorised purposes
under the Gambling Act, which is currently
proposed to be 37.12% GST exclusive of total
gaming machine related income.
The Department’s interpretation of items that do
not fit within the definition of authorised purpose
referred to in section 4 of the Gambling Act are
the cost of any gambling equipment, the purchase
of liquor or anything that can be sold, the
purchase of buildings or property for commercial
or investment purposes, or expenditure
associated with operating a bar.
Authorised purposes can include virtually all
clubs’ other costs (e.g. maintenance and
development of club buildings, furniture and
fittings, payment of club mortgages, repairs,
work on club grounds, buying sporting
equipment, electricity, rates, security, funds for
building extensions, renovations or construction
of new premises where the principle purpose of
the premises is for direct use by society
members). Authorised purpose payments must
be transparent and easily auditable.
While the provisions of the Gambling Act are
stricter than the current law, clubs who work on
their accounting practices with their accountants
are more likely to comply with the new rules.
a key person. The idea is to create a complete
picture of structure, roles and relationships to
ensure that no key person is missed.
The Department’s key concerns are to:
• ensure that the structures and decisionmaking processes in the management of
gambling operations are open and
transparent
• ensure that only suitable people are
involved in operating gambling
• rule out conflicts of interest so that the Act is
complied with.

Some things clubs need to know
about the Gambling Act
The Gambling Act treats clubs that operate gaming machines differently
from societies that operate gaming machines at pubs.
The following are significant provisions of the
Gambling Act relating to clubs.

Venue agreements
A club that has a “class 4 operator’s licence” for
gaming machines at its own clubrooms:
• does not have to have a venue agreement
(section 65)
• is not subject to the restrictions on venue key
persons in section 113.

The Department will expect there to be rules
about membership, election of officers, and
purposes and operations of the club. It would
also be usual that a club had been in existence
before an application was made for a gambling
licence.

Commercial venues

Numbers of machines
The Act includes limited provisions that could
allow some clubs to have more gaming machines
than the 18 or nine that would otherwise be their
maximums
As the requirements for (sections 95
and 96).

clubs are less onerous
than those for other
gaming machine
societies, the
Department must be
satisfied that the
organisation is
genuinely a club, and is
not a commercial
enterprise calling itself
a “club”.

the Department must be satisfied that the
organisation is genuinely a club, and is not a
commercial enterprise calling itself a “club”.

Section 95
applies to club
mergers and,
in some
circumstances,
might allow up
to 30 machines.

Some clubs have bought commercial venues,
usually pubs, to use as clubrooms. The
Department will have to be satisfied that the
operation was entirely non-commercial before it
can licence such an organisation as a club. Where
the “clubrooms” are operating, in effect, as a pub,
it is unlikely that a licence will be issued.

Clubs hosting a society’s machines
Where a club hosts gaming machines owned by
another society, it will be treated as a venue
hosting gaming machines.
The club could be paid for the actual, reasonable

Section 96
applies to
individual
clubs that
would
otherwise be
allowed up to
nine machines and, in limited circumstances,
allows them up to 18 machines.

and necessary expenses it incurs from hosting the

Is it a club?

gaming machines at clubs to explicitly exclude

As the requirements for clubs are less onerous
than those for other gaming machine societies,

those clubs from their authorised purpose

machines. However, it could not receive grants
from that gaming machine society and people
who work there will not be exempt from the
venue key persons provisions of the Act (sections
113 and 118). For instance, key persons of the
club could not be key persons of the society that
owns the machines.
The Department will require societies operating

statements.
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Advertising by gambling operators
– reasonable and
necessary expenditure?
The following article was requested by a gambling industry publication.
However, after seeing the article the publisher declined to print it. It deals
with important issues about when advertising by gambling operators is, or is
not, appropriate.
I would like to use this article to clarify the
Department’s position on advertising as a way of
circulating information about societies to
potential grant applicants and site operators.
Licence condition 56 of the Set B Gaming
Machine Licence Conditions requires societies to
ensure that expenses deducted from gaming
machine funds
are actual,
For societies to
successfully distribute reasonable and
necessary to
grants widely in the
the society’s
gaming
community it is
machine
desirable to have a
operations.

choice of quality
Similarly, from
applicants. To achieve 1 July 2004 the
this it is clearly
Gambling Act
will authorise
necessary for the
societies to
public to be aware that deduct the
societies exist and that actual,
they have the capacity reasonable and
necessary costs
to support the
of conducting
charitable activities that class 4 (gaming
fall within the society’s machine)
gambling from
authorised purpose.
the turnover of
gambling before distributing the net proceeds to
the community.
For societies to successfully distribute grants
widely in the community it is desirable to have a
choice of quality applicants. To achieve this it is
clearly necessary for the public to be aware that
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societies exist and that they have the capacity to
support the charitable activities that fall within
the society’s authorised purpose. Limited
advertising in publications that are accessible to
potential applicants is an acceptable way to make
information about societies available.
There are other inexpensive ways for societies to
get information into the public domain. Ensuring
that full contact details are printed on grant
application forms is one obvious way. Community
groups have told the Department that several
societies did not list phone or fax numbers, postal
addresses and e-mail addresses on their forms.
Another way is the Funding Information Service
website (www.fis.org.nz). The FundView page
on the website provides an easy-to-use database
that holds information about funding available to
community groups.
Application forms can also be provided at public
libraries, community funding forums and other
places or events in addition to pubs.
The Department is concerned about societies
advertising in publications (such as gaming
sector magazines) that are not readily available to
the general public. If a publication does not reach
community organisations the purpose of the
advertising must be questioned. In some cases
the apparent objective of the advertising is to
attract site operators to join particular societies.
There is a clear distinction between advertising
that seeks to inform potential grant applicants
that a society has the capacity to support certain
charitable activities, and advertising directed at
continues page 20

Gaming machine money must be
grants from societies; cannot be
sponsorships from pubs
There is a common misunderstanding that sports teams and other
organisations are “sponsored” by pubs using profits from gaming
machines. That is not what happens and pubs must have no involvement
in making grants from gaming machine profits.
Pubs’ names must not be used on shirts,
banners or in other ways to imply that they
provided gaming machine money.
Community groups receive grants from gaming
machine societies. Societies are the organisations
that own the gaming machines, and they pay
pubs to host the machines for them.
It is important that the community knows
where grants have come from and where
groups can apply for grants. Applications
must go to societies and the grants are made
by the societies. Using a pub’s name on shirts
or a banner gives an incorrect impression that
community groups should apply to the pub.
At times, community groups have stated that
they were made to feel that they “owed” pubs
for the grants they received. This is not
correct. The pubs have been paid by societies
to host machines. Gaming machine money is
not pubs’ money, it is societies’ money, and
pubs cannot attempt to influence how the
societies allocate grants. A group that receives
a grant has a relationship with a society not a
pub.
However, there is nothing to stop a pub
sponsoring a group; it can choose to do that
with its own money.

Sponsorship or grants?
There is a key difference between sponsorship
and a grant.
Sponsorship is a commercial relationship

where the sponsor is a business that gets
something back for its money. It is different to
a grant because a grant is made in a way that
results in no commercial or personal gain.
Gaming machine societies are philanthropic not
commercial; they make grants and do not
sponsor organisations. Recipients can choose,
if they wish, to recognise the society as the
grant maker but this must not be a condition of
a grant.

Informing the community
The Department has been providing
information to societies to help them inform the
community
about the
At times community
availability
groups have stated that
of grants.
they were made to feel
One of the
simplest
that they “owed” pubs
things
for the grants they
societies
received. This is not
can do to
make
correct. The pubs have
access
been paid by societies
easier is to
to host machines.
include
contact
details on their application forms. Community
groups have told the Department that several
societies’ forms listed none of phone, fax, postal
address and e-mail address.
continues page 20
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Gaming machine money must be grants from
societies; cannot be sponsorships from pubs
from page 19

Societies can also be listed on the Funding
Information Service’s website, FundView. They
can visit www.fis.org.nz or phone (04) 472
5367. Societies could also look at providing
application forms at public libraries,
community funding forums and other places or
events in addition to pubs.
Another option is to ensure that if the recipient
of a grant chooses to use a name to
acknowledge the grant, then it is the society’s
name and never the pub’s.

Application forms
By law, pubs must have no involvement in the
grant making process. Application forms must
be freely available next to gaming machines
and people must be able to pick up copies
without having to ask bar staff. Many pubs

had their site approvals suspended when they
did not meet this condition. The forms must be
returned directly to the society and must not
go through the pub.
When pubs did control access to application
forms there were complaints that some
community groups felt intimidated when
questioned by bar staff, some publicans
refused to give forms to some applicants, some
pubs imposed conditions such as requiring
applicants to drink or eat at that pub or buy
goods or services from a particular business,
and some application forms were not being
forwarded to the society.
Many community groups have commented
that removing publicans’ control of application
forms has made an important difference to
their ability to access gaming machine grants.

Advertising by gambling operators – reasonable and
necessary expenditure?
from page 18

promoting a society to site operators in order to
attract new sites. The former is necessary to
facilitate the return of funds to the community by
increasing the quality and number of applications
for grants. The latter inevitably encourages
competition for sites, which in turn places
pressure on site payments and ultimately reduces
the pool of funds available for distribution to
authorised purposes.
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At times, societies state that the result of
advertising within the gambling sector is to
increase the number of sites operating gaming
machines and, through that, increase the money
available to distribute as grants. However,
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licensing statistics show that the number of sites
has decreased slowly and steadily over recent
years, and that trend appears set to continue or
accelerate under the Gambling Act. At the same
time, site transfers between societies have
continued at a rapid rate.
Advertising that seeks to attract sites from one
society to another is not a reasonable or necessary
expenditure. Societies should confine their
limited advertising expenditure to that which is
necessary to ensure that quality applicants are
available for grant purposes. It is important to
remember that societies exist to return the
maximum amount of gaming machine funds to
the community.

Grant recipients must use grants as
they said they would
The Disputes Tribunal in the Dunedin District Court has ordered the
Malcam Charitable Trust to refund $3,612.82 to a gaming machine society,
Bendigo Valley Sports & Charity Foundation.
Bendigo had made a grant of $5,000 to the Trust
for work boots, work clothes and other items for
trainees at the Trust. However, the Trust used
most of the money for other purposes.
A Department Gambling Inspector who was
auditing Bendigo found the discrepancy and
reminded Bendigo that licence conditions state,
“the society shall take reasonable steps to ensure
that grants are used for the purpose stated by
the recipient in the application”.
The Inspector also stated that, “in cases where
the grant recipient cannot or refuses to provide
evidence that the funds have been spent
appropriately, your society must follow up until
either you are satisfied as to how the funds have
been spent, or unspent funds are returned to the
society”.
The Department’s position is that gaming
machine societies should have formal grant
verification processes and it is their

responsibility to follow up grants that are not
correctly used.
When Bendigo followed up with the Trust, the
Trust took the matter to the Disputes Tribunal.
The Tribunal found against the Trust and
ordered it to refund the disputed amount.
There was no suggestion that the Trust had used
the funds for purposes outside its constitution,
nor was this an argument about what is a
“good” purpose for a grant. The issue is more
fundamental than that and applies to any grantmaking system. Grants must be used for the
stated purposes.
If people apply for one thing but spend the money
on something else, then the grant-making process
is undermined. The grant-maker would have no
way of knowing what the money will really be
used for and there would be no fair way of
allocating grants because information provided
in applications could not be relied on.

Casinos comply with banknote
acceptor restrictions
From 18 March 2004 all gaming machines have been required to have their banknote acceptors
modified to only accept banknotes with a denomination of $20 or less.
In preparation for that restriction, Department Gambling Inspectors developed a simple but effective
test to check gaming machines in casinos. After March 18 they worked with the casino operators
testing the machines.
The result was 100% compliance with the new requirements. The Department would like to recognise
the efforts of all involved, both its own staff and casinos, in achieving that result.
Re-testing has been included in the ongoing audit programme.
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Staggering of gaming machine
licence dates to start July 1
A significant cause of delays in making decisions about gaming machine
licence applications under the Gaming and Lotteries Act is that 75% of the
licences expire in September each year.
In March 2004, there were more than 660 societies
operating gaming machines at more than 2,000
venues.
To help prevent this logjam, the Department has
been looking at how it can use the new licensing
provisions in the Gambling Act to stagger the
expiry dates of licences.
This project will be completed by June 30 and be
implemented with effect from July 1. Staggering
will affect 2% of societies during July. The major
impact will be in September when most licences
expire.
With several possible options available, the main
consideration has been to identify criteria that are
both practical and able to stand up to robust
scrutiny. The chosen option needs to be beneficial
to the Department and, equally importantly, to the
gambling sector as well.
After 1 July 2004, sections 107 and 108 of the
Gambling Act will require each society to provide
its financial information no later than three months
after the end of its financial year.
The project has identified that for a vast majority

of societies, the audit of their financial accounts
has been or will be accomplished within a two or
three month period of their balance date. In
general this means that their “new” licence
renewal month can be at the expiry of two or three
months after their balance date.
The response from gambling sector organisations
approached to date has been overwhelmingly
positive and they have been very helpful in
providing information.
The project is now sufficiently advanced to be
able to say with confidence that the data gathered
supports the proposed approach and that societies
will incur no disadvantage, rather, they will benefit.
Finally, all societies will be contacted well before
their current licence is due to expire, and they
will be provided with a general overview of the
situation and the particular details of how each
one will be affected by the change. At this stage
approximately 70% of renewals will be for a
period of less than 12 months, 20% for longer
than 12 months and 10% are unchanged. In
following years renewal will be 12-monthly.

New Internet-based licensing system
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The Department of Internal Affairs’ staff started
using a new electronic licensing system, “Licence
Track”, in May 2004.
The Department plans to utilise the Internet
capability within Licence Track by September
2004. Gambling sector organisations will be able
to use their own computers to make applications
on line for faster processing of licences.
The Department apologises for any
inconvenience that the unavailability of the
previous, more limited on-line service might
cause before Licence Track is available outside the
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Department. However, the new system will offer
a broader range of services, which include:
• new gaming machine licences
• amendments to licences to operate gaming
machines
• renewal of licences to operate gaming
machines
• converting, adding and deleting gaming
machine equipment details
• adding or deleting venues
• change of ownership of venues.

Electronic Monitoring System
project underway
The introduction of the Gambling Act 2003 requires that operators of all noncasino gaming machines (class 4) must connect those gaming machines to an
electronic monitoring system (EMS).
All machines will need to be connected to the
EMS by the dates notified by the Secretary for
Internal Affairs. The Department has yet to
confirm these dates, but the final date by when all
gaming machines must be connected is no later
than three and a half years after the Gambling
Act received Royal assent, i.e. by 18 March 2007.
As that date will be a Sunday, the effective date
will be 19 March 2007.
It is important to note that 19 March 2007 is the
final deadline in the Act. There will be earlier
deadlines and most machines will be connected
well before that date.

EMS Project
The Department has established a project team to
plan and implement EMS. There are four streams
of work for this project:
• Consultation
• EMS Requirements
• Procurement (tender) Process
• Implementation (including connection of
gaming machines).

Consultation
Summarised objectives of the Consultation Plan
are to consult with key stakeholders to:
• gain feedback to fine-tune EMS business
requirements for tender documentation
purposes and eventual contracting of an EMS
monitor
• identify any project risks and issues that will
require attention.
• enable stakeholders to be informed and further
plan for EMS connection.
Key stakeholders have been identified as being

societies and clubs, and gaming machine
manufacturers and suppliers.
During development of the Consultation Plan the
project team circulated a preliminary consultation
paper. The deadline for feedback was 9 April
2004. The preliminary paper represented a
“heads up” for stakeholders by informing them
of the intent to undertake a formal consultation
process, provision of basic tendering information,
and also
asked for
It is important to note
focused
feedback on
that 19 March 2007 is
EMS cost and
the final deadline in the
statistical
requirements
Act. There will be
(as identified
earlier deadlines and
in the
Gambling
most machines will be
Act 2003).

connected well before

During
that date.
March and
April the
EMS project team developed the business
requirements for the EMS. The business
requirements and the results from the
preliminary consultation have been captured in a
consultation document circulated for formal
consultation from 10 May to 11 June 2004.
The focus of the formal consultation was to
enable societies and clubs, and gaming machine
manufacturers and suppliers, to:
• provide feedback on the EMS business
requirements provided
• identify any key issues as a result of the
pending implementation of the EMS
continues page 25
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More money for the community as
High Court decision upholds
Department’s approach
to gambling sector expenses
On 25 May 2004 the High Court in Wellington made an important decision,
strongly supporting the Department of Internal Affairs’ current approach on
how much pubs should be paid to host gaming machines.
The applicant in this case, the gaming machine
society Pub Charity, has appealed the decision to
the Court of Appeal. The following material is
the body of a media release issued by the
Department following the High Court decision.
The Department had refused to allow Pub
Charity to pay three pubs $250 per machine per
week to cover what were said to be the actual,
reasonable and necessary expenses of hosting
gaming machines owned by Pub Charity.
In effect, Pub Charity was claiming that it cost
pubs $234,000 a year to operate 18 gaming
machines on behalf of the society.
Pub Charity took Court action against the
Department’s decision. The High Court
dismissed all of Pub Charity’s arguments and
awarded costs to the Department.
Pub Charity also sought a Court order stating
that it did not have to recover overpayments it
made to the three pubs. The Court refused to
grant this order and accepted the Department’s
position that it wants to discuss with Pub Charity
how the overpayments will be dealt with.
The law allows gaming machines in pubs and
clubs as a form of community fundraising only.
The societies that own the machines are required
to return the profits to the community as grants.
Pubs are entitled to have their actual, reasonable
and necessary expenses for hosting the machines
covered but cannot be paid more than that – it is
money intended for community groups.
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The Department currently allows societies to pay
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pubs up to $150 per machine per week (up to
$140,400 per year for 18 machines). It had also
allowed them to apply for dispensations to pay
more if they can show that this is justified.
The case centred on what evidence a society must
provide to justify its claim, and how actual,
reasonable and necessary costs should be
calculated.
Pub Charity used a gambling sector consultant to
work out the pubs’ costs for operating gaming
machines. He estimated the costs to be $250 per
machine per week ($234,000 a year to operate 18
gaming machines).
Justice Miller observed that the professional
accountant that the Department employed to look
at possible costs estimated, using the information
provided by Pub Charity, that the actual,
reasonable and necessary costs were less than
half the amount claimed by Pub Charity.
Justice Miller noted the argument that Pub
Charity appeared to believe that it needed only to
state its claim and it was then for the Department
to disprove it. He also stated that Pub Charity
had chosen not to supply evidence it had,
including data on which its report was based.
In looking at how costs were allocated, the
Department had advised Pub Charity that it
believed Pub Charity had been incorrect in
attempting to allocate parts of all of the pubs’
general costs to the gaming machine operation.
The Department’s position was that only the
additional costs that arose from having gaming

machines on site could be claimed as actual,
reasonable and necessary.
For example, if rent paid to the owner of the
building in which the pub was located did not
increase because gaming machines were
operated, then a portion of the rent could not be
claimed as an actual, reasonable and necessary
expense. To allow such claims would be to allow
the pub’s non-gaming machine operations to be
subsidised by money intended for community
groups.
Justice Miller found that the Department was
entitled to insist on evidence being supplied to
support the costs claimed and found that the law
requires that the Department allow only expenses

that are caused by gaming machine operations.
“The onus is on the applicant for a licence to
establish that the costs claimed are actual,
reasonable and necessary,” Justice Miller stated.
“I add that, to the extent that the expenses sought
by Pub Charity exceeded those that were actual,
reasonable and necessary, the Department had no
power to authorise them.”
Other important points made by Justice Miller
include that licences can only be issued where
gaming machines are an adjunct to another
business and not a profitable stand-alone
business for publicans; and the actual, reasonable
continues page 26

Electronic Monitoring System project underway
from page 23

• further plan for EMS implementation.
During the formal consultation period six
consultation meetings were held in Hamilton,
Wellington and Christchurch.
The consultation document and EMS related
information are available for downloading from
the Department’s website www.dia.govt.nz.

EMS Requirements
At the conclusion of the formal consultation
process submissions will be analysed. Required
changes, as a result of submissions received,
will be integrated into the EMS business
requirements and documentation contained in
the Request for Proposals (RFP).

Procurement (Tender Process)
Key steps in the procurement timetable started
with the issue of a combined Registration of
Interest / Request for Information (ROI/RFI) on
April 30. Responses closed on May 17.
Evaluation of the ROI/RFI is being undertaken
with identification of short listed vendors to go
forward to the Request for Proposals (RFP)
stage expected by early June 2004.
We plan to issue the RFP in July to short listed

vendors. Close off for responses to the RFP is
planned for late August or early September
2004.
By October 2004, we expect to be into contract
negotiations. We hope to conclude a contract
with the preferred supplier by the end of 2004.

EMS Implementation and
connection of gaming machines
After contracting the EMS monitor, it is
expected that detailed implementation planning
for the EMS and connection of gaming
machines will commence. During this phase,
societies will be involved and advised to enable
a smooth transition to electronic monitoring of
gaming machines.
It is expected that EMS implementation will
involve a phased connection of gaming
machines to the EMS, starting late 2005/early
2006 (possibly earlier) with large societies,
culminating in the connection of smaller clubs
by the end of 2006.
If you require any additional information,
please contact Malcolm Stayner, EMS Project
Manager on 04 494 0680 or access EMS related
information of the Department’s web site
www.dia.govt.nz.
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Gaming machines in pubs and clubs
– gross profit of almost $1 billion
in cash, but poor record keeping
and banking procedures
The Director of the Department of Internal Affairs’ Gaming and Censorship
Regulation Group, Keith Manch, said that it is disturbing that a sector that
makes a gross profit of almost $1 billion in coins and banknotes also has a
history of poor record keeping and banking procedures.
In the last financial year gaming machines in
pubs and clubs made a gross profit of $941
million in cash. However, the Department’s
audits are showing that incorrect banking,
inaccurate recording of gaming machine profit
and non-compliance with the Gaming Machine
Operations Manual, known as “The Blue Book”,
are the most common problems.
“Banknotes and coins are virtually impossible to
track,” Mr Manch said. “That makes it crucial
that record keeping and banking is accurate in a
sector that deals in a such a huge volume of
cash.”
Mr Manch said that some in the gambling sector
have complained that the Department’s imposing
tighter scrutiny and taking more compliance
actions has led to higher costs and organisations
choosing to withdraw from the sector. The
number of societies has dropped from just under
from page 25

and necessary test allows the Department to
disallow costs if they are inefficiently incurred.
While Pub Charity took action under the
current law, which is the Gaming and Lotteries
Act, the Court’s decision is important for the
development of the new venue expenses policy
under the Gambling Act. The Gambling Act
was passed in September last year with most of
its provisions to come into force this year.
After consultation with the community and the
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1,000 to 661 in recent years, and that number
could reduce even faster as more and more
provisions of the Gambling Act come into force.
The Department uses a mix of education,
licensing, audits, investigations and sanctions to
encourage compliance in the sector.
Organisations in the sector have a responsibility
to understand the rules and to comply with them.
If they do not, then they risk having action taken
against them.
The gambling sector pays the Department’s costs
through licensing and compliance fees. These
total less than 1% of the sector’s gross profits.

Recent compliance activity
In the 10 months to 30 April 2004, the
Department’s compliance activity led to six
gaming machine societies having their licences
cancelled or being voluntarily surrendered, eight

gambling sector, the Department is currently
developing a new policy that would limit how
much societies could pay pubs for hosting
machines. The new expense requirements are
likely to be in force from September 1.

Justice Miller’s judgment
Copies of Justice Miller’s judgment are
available from the Department’s website,
www.dia.govt.nz (click on “gambling”, then
click on “relevant law”).

suspensions and 132 formal warnings that licence
conditions had been breached.

Licences cancelled
Commercial Hotel Charitable Society (Waihi)
The Commercial Hotel Charitable Society
decided to wind up its gaming machine
operations after a second critical audit report
from the Department. The second audit found
more extensive breaches than were found by the
first.
The Society did not have registers of grants it had
made, expenses or assets. Incorrect banking was
persistent and there was no clear separation
between the pub, which hosted the gaming
machines, and the society that owned the
machines and was required to have distributed
profits to community groups.
Licence conditions require societies to maximise
returns to the community and set a minimum
return of at least 33%. In the previous year the
Society had distributed 27.04% of its profits to
community organisations. At the time of the
audit, grants distributed for the seven-month
period amounted to 17% of the profit in that
period. Immediately after the audit the Society
approved grants that would have increased the
amount distributed to 34% of its profit.

suspended for one month from 2 April 2004.
Gambling Inspectors had seen a staff member
playing gaming machines on a day he was
working at the pub. Trillian Trust owns the
machines.
When the Inspectors interviewed the staff
member he admitted playing the machines but
said neither the site operator nor the Trust had
told him he could not do so. However, he also
said he had been given a set of licence conditions.
The conditions include the statement that, “no
person involved in the management or operation
of gaming machines at a site shall play any
gaming machine on the site at which he or she is
employed or engaged on a day that he or she is
employed or engaged at the site.”
Flamingo Bar (Christchurch)
The Department suspended the Flamingo Bar’s
site approval for one month from 2 April 2004.
In January, the Department gave a formal
warning to Scottwood Group, which owns the
gaming machines at the Flamingo, following late
bankings of gaming machine profits from that
pub. A follow-up in February found that there
had been a further late banking and the
Department suspended the site approval.

Hawera Club

Licence conditions require weekly gaming
machine profits to be banked within five working
days. Gaming machines deal in large volumes of
cash and strict banking regulations are necessary
to help ensure the integrity of the sector.

See Gambits March 2004, page 11

Eastbourne Bowling Club (Wellington)

Mt Maunganui Builders, Contractors &
Suppliers Sports and Social Club

See Gambits December 2003, page 6

See Gambits March 2004, page 11

See Gambits December 2003, page 6

Waitomo Golf Squash & Bridge Club

Mt Eden Bowling Club (Auckland)

See Gambits March 2004, page 11

See Gambits March 2004, page 11

Community Recreation, Education and Sports
Trust

Royal Oak Racquets Club (Auckland)

See Gambits March 2004, page 10

Rutland Hotel (Pahiatua)

Licences suspended

See Gambits March 2004, page 12

Quattro Foundation
See Gambits March 2004, page 11

Glenview Club (Auckland)

See Gambits March 2004, page 12

Mako Café & Bar (Paihia)

Whakarewarewa Rugby Community sports
Club (Rotorua)

The Mako Café and Bar had its site approval

See Gambits March 2004, page 12
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Fewer gaming machine licences
issued or renewed
Gambling statistics from 1 July 2003 to 30 April 2004 show that only three new
gaming machine licences were issued in those 10 months. This is well down on
the same period in the previous year.
The number of existing licences renewed is also significantly lower than before.

Gambling type

July 2003 –

July 2002 –

April 2004

April 2003

Gaming machines
New licences

3

15

Amendments to existing licences

624

865

Renewals of existing licences*

576

657

New licences

26

32

Amendments to existing licences

39

33

231

216

12

6

7

7

75

72

Other games of chance

111

87

Lotteries

809

757

41

25

355

497

Housie, Part I (up to 1,000 cards
per session)

Renewals of existing licences*
Housie, Part II (up to 200 cards per session)
New licences
Amendments to existing licences
Renewals of existing licences*

Prize competitions
Certificates of Approval **
* Gaming machine and housie licences are valid for one year.

** The Department is also responsible for vetting casino staff for Certificates of Approval (COA).
Without a COA, people cannot work in gambling or security related jobs in a casino.
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Big drop in number of gaming
machine operators continues, could
accelerate under Gambling Act
Figures released by the Department of Internal Affairs as at 30 April 2004
show that the significant drop in number of gaming machine societies has
continued and the number of gaming machines licensed to operate in pubs
and clubs has decreased for the third consecutive quarter.
Since 1999 the number of societies has dropped
from just under 1,000 to 661. That number could
reduce even faster after July 1 when the licensing
requirements of the Gambling Act come into force.

Numbers of machines
What impact the continued drop in the number of
societies will have on gaming machine numbers
is still unclear.
Historically, as the number of societies decreased
the number of machines increased. That is, the
remaining societies got bigger.
However, the immediate impact of the Gambling
Act passed in September last year was the first
ever reduction in number of gaming machines
licensed to operate in pubs and clubs, and that has
continued, albeit at a slower rate.
Local communities will have a significant say in
what happens to this trend in future. The Act
required city and district councils to consult with
their communities and then to develop gambling
policies. Under the Act:
• no machines can be added to any existing
venue without first getting council consent
• no new gambling venues can open without
first getting council consent
• councils’ policies could require societies
operating at gambling venues that did not
have a licence on 17 October 2001 (or that did
have a licence then but did not have one for a
period of six months or more after that date) to
get rid of all their gaming machines, or to
reduce the number of machines, at those
venues.
Put simply, the councils’ role is to look at how
they want to control the growth of gambling in

their communities, while the Department’s role is
to look at who operates the gambling.
If a council consent is obtained, the society must
still apply to the Department for a licence and,
from July 1, meet the requirements of the new Act.
Fewer machines does NOT mean the community
must get less money.
There is often confusion that fewer gaming
machines must somehow mean less money for
community groups. The Department does not
accept that fewer machines inevitably means less
money for community groups. The reasons for
this are:
• the statistics do not show a direct link between
the number of machines and profits
• there is scope for the sector to increase its
efficiency
• gamblers’ behaviour.
From 1999 to 2003 gaming machine societies’
annual gross profits almost trebled to $941
million a year, while at the same time the number
of machines doubled and the number of societies
decreased by almost a third.
It is difficult to draw any conclusion from these
statistics other than bigger societies probably lead
to efficiencies of scale.
During the same period, the amount of money
societies paid pubs to host gaming machines
more than doubled per machine, and more than
quadrupled in total.
In 1999 a pub with 18 gaming machines was paid
on average $45,864 ($49 per machine per week) to
cover its actual reasonable and necessary
continues page 30
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from page 29

expenses. By 2003 that amount had increased to
$105,768 ($113 per machine per week). This is an
increase of 130% at a time of virtually no inflation.
In 2003 the societies spent more than $315 million
on administration and operating costs for 25,000
gaming machines (this includes their payments to
pubs). That is, gamblers had to lose $315 million
to cover the sectors’ costs before a single dollar
could be raised for grants to community groups.

Gaming machine operations
Licensed as at

Another important factor to consider is gamblers’
behaviour. Gambling on gaming machines is
now entrenched in New Zealand. Gamblers have
shown that if a pub or club turns off its machines
they simply go to another venue.
It is quite possible that even if the amount of
money lost by gamblers decreased, continued
increases in the sector’s efficiency and integrity
could mean more money going to community
organisations.

Societies

Venues

Gaming Machines

30 June 2003

699

2,122

25,221

22 September 2003

685

2,100

23,083

31 December 2003

672

2,031

22,734

31 March 2004

661

2,007

22,646

More detailed information about gaming machine numbers, including local
figures, is available from the Department’s website. Go to www.dia.govt.nz (click
on “gambling”, then click on “gaming statistics”).
The numbers of venues and machines within
any particular council’s area can increase or
decrease from quarter to quarter. This is
because machines are frequently taken off
venues to be repaired, upgraded or replaced,
and it is not uncommon for venues to transfer
between societies.
If machines are off-site or a venue is “between”
societies at the end of a quarter, they are not
included in statistics at that date. When the
machines are returned or replaced, or the
transfer of the venue to another society is
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completed, they are added back into the
statistics.
The numbers of venues and machines fluctuate
daily, and the statistics are as at a specified day.
Overall trends are shown over several quarters’
statistics.
Some venues had been listed under the wrong
council. For example, four venues with a total
of 37 machines had been listed under Auckland
City but are now correctly listed under
Waitakere City. This changes the local numbers
but has no effect on the national trends.
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7,000

9,000

11,000

13,000

15,000

17,000

19,000

21,000

23,000

25,000

27,000

Jun 94
Dec 94
Jun 95
Dec 95
Jun 96

10070
9602
9170
9730
8699
9298
8160
8831
8303
7770
Dec 96

11619

11888

Jun 97

11031

11216

Dec 97

12201

12608

Jun 98

Dec 99

13812

Jun 99

13273

13580

Dec 98

12897

13129

Jun 00

Jun 01

17679

Dec 00

16396

17150

18650

19332

Dec 01

20097

Jun 02

22113
21743
21012

23002

Dec 02

24569
24330

GAMING MACHINE NUMBERS: Quarterly from June 1994 to 31 March 2004

Gaming Machine Numbers

Jun 03

22646

Dec 03

22734

23083

25221

GAMING MACHINE SOCIETIES INFORMING THE PUBLIC

Societies can help provide contact details
to the community
The Department has been advised that some
community groups are having difficulty contacting
some gaming machine societies to apply for grants.
One of the problems has been application forms that
do not include contact details.
While it is not a requirement in law, the Department
urges all societies to check their forms and, if not
already included, add full contact details. This
should include postal, telephone and fax contacts

and, where applicable, e-mail and website addresses.
All societies can have themselves listed on the
Funding Information Service’s website, FundView
(see article below). They do not have to have their
own e-mail and website to be listed.
Such services help the public because they can search
on the Internet even for societies that do not have
websites. This allows for fairer access to all.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides
extensive information about the gambling
sector, including details of gaming
machine societies that make grants to
community groups.
Click on “gambling” for:
• funding for community groups
• gaming statistics
• relevant law

• application forms for licences including
housie and raffles
• and much more.
Click on “resources” for:
• press releases.
Click on “what’s new” for:
• new additions to the website.

Gaming machine societies can be listed on FundView site
Gaming machine societies that make grants to
community groups can have themselves listed
on FundView at the Funding Information
Service’s (FIS) website.

to community organisations through its
Community Development Group. Many public
libraries and council information centres also
hold FundView for public use.

Listing on this website will help them comply
with licence condition 48, which includes that
“The society shall ensure that information about
access to grants is made available to the public
through community-based distribution networks”.

The Funding Information Service also
produces regular monthly updates and a
quarterly newsletter updating information and
keeping the community informed about other
information relevant to fund seekers and
funding providers, including a calendar of
upcoming application closing dates.

FundView is an easy-to-use computer database
detailing funding available to community groups.
The database is updated regularly and has more
than 600 funding schemes listed. The search
facility allows a user to select information about
appropriate funding organisations by using a
set of criteria provided by the grant-maker.
The Department of Internal Affairs is a major
subscriber to this database and makes it available
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Contact:
Catherine Maryon, Information Manager,
Funding Information Service, PO Box 1521,
Wellington. Telephone (04) 499 4090, fax (04)
472 5367, e-mail cathi@fis.org.nz. Web:
www.fis.org.nz.

MEDIA RELEASES AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES
Since the December 2003 issue of Gambits, the Department has
issued the following media releases and submitted the following
magazine articles. Media releases are available from the Department’s
website. Visit www.dia.govt.nz, then click on “resources”.
Internal Affairs and Police raid illegal casino, eight arrests so far
Media release issued 31 May 2004
More money for the community as High Court decision upholds Department approach
to gambling sector expense
Media release issued 26 May 2004

Pubs do not provide sponsorships from gaming machines
Article for community newspapers issued 19 May 2004
Grants from gaming machine societies
Article for June Hospitality Entertainment, 14 May 2004
Electronic monitoring of all gaming machines comes closer; formal tender process
starts
Media release issued 3 May 2004.
$1 Billion Sector: Auditing Gaming Machine Societies
Article for Accountants’ Journal, June 2004
Electronic monitoring system for gaming machines: some history and the future
Article for Interclub magazine, 27 April 2004
Big drop in number of gaming machine operators continues, could accelerate under
Gambling Act
Media release issued 7 April 2004
Have your say on gambling regulations, including: how much should pubs be paid
to have gaming machines? Rules for housie and raffles; game rules for casino
Media release issued 24 March 2004
Consultation on gaming machines, including: how much should pubs be paid?
Operating rules; technical standards; electronic monitoring system
Media release issued 24 March 2004
Department helping gambling sector to reduce $315 million operating costs and
low compliance; introducing new processes to remove delays; new rules for casino
operations
Media release issued 15 March 2004
March 18: important deadline under Gambling Act
Media release issued 14 March 2004
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS

Investigations Unit formed
As part of its role of ensuring that the gaming sector operates with integrity and that gaming activities
are fair and lawful, the Department has established a three-person Investigations Unit responsible for
undertaking significant, complex, lengthy and sensitive investigations or audits involving criminal,
legal and financial issues related to the governance and operation of gambling sector people and
organisations.
It will supplement the work of the Gaming and Casino Compliance teams, working closely with the
Department’s intelligence analyst, investigating accountant and legal advisor.
It will also provide expertise and support to investigations across the Gaming and Censorship
Regulation Group.

Investigations Unit Manager
Geoff Owen has been
appointed Manager of
the new Unit. Mr Owen
has extensive experience
in investigation,
intelligence and
compliance roles,
including the Police,
AMP Society,

Senior Investigators
Dean Winter and Brent Tomlinson
have been appointed Senior Investigators in the
new Unit.
Mr Winter is currently a Senior Inspector in the
Department’s Wellington Regional Gaming
Compliance office. In his
two years with the
Department he has been
responsible for major
investigations that are
examples of the kind of
work that the Unit will
undertake in the gambling
sector. He is a former
Detective with 14 years
Dean Winter
experience in the Police,
specialising in fraud and
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Department of Corrections (intelligence function
development project management role) and
Ministry of Health (Senior Adviser, Enforcement).
He has also worked for himself for a period of
time in a project management/consultancy role.
Both he and one of the Senior Investigators, Brent
Tomlinson, have also had detective and other
specialised investigation training roles at the
Royal New Zealand Police College.

child abuse investigations.
After leaving the Police he
was self-employed for two
years as an insurance
fraud investigator.
Mr Tomlinson had a long
career in the Police as a
detective, investigator and
detective sergeant
involved in child abuse
Brent Tomlinson
investigations. He has also
worked as a social worker in a community-based
agency and for the Department of Child Youth
and Family Services. He comes to the
Department from his current role in an
immigration consultancy, where he works with
immigration applicants, interviewing them and
assessing them as part of their process of
applying for New Zealand residency.

KEY CONTACTS Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Ph: 0800 257 887 • www.dia.govt.nz

Keith
Manch

Kate Reid

Debbie Ferris
Maria Bradshaw

Steve
O’Brien

Greg Crott

Peter Burke

Dennis Petersen Steve Brunton Geoff Lawry Adrian Straayer Kevin Owen

Director, Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Group (GCR), Keith Manch
GCR is the business group within the Department
of Internal Affairs whose role is to bring about
compliance with New Zealand’s gambling and
censorship laws. There is no direct policy connection
between gambling and censorship, but they are the
only two enforcement functions that the Department
carries out and are grouped under one general
manager.
National Manager Gaming Compliance,
Greg Crott
A team in Wellington issues all licences for non-casino
gaming activities, including prize competitions,
housie, lotteries and other games of chance. Inspectors
based in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch
conduct audits of gaming machine societies and other
kinds of gaming, including instant games, housie,
lotteries, prize competitions and licensed promoters.
Staff investigate complaints from the public and in
some cases instigate prosecutions.
• Manager Gaming Licensing, Steve Brunton
• Manager Gaming Compliance Auckland,
Geoff Lawry
• Manager Gaming Compliance Wellington,
Adrian Straayer
• Manager Gaming Compliance Christchurch,
Kevin Owen
National Manager Casino Compliance,
Debbie Ferris
Casino Compliance is responsible for inspecting and
monitoring casinos. It conducts compliance audits,
ensures on-going suitability of certificate of
approval holders, investigates incidents and patron
complaints and ensures that casinos comply with
the Casino Control Act.

• Northern Regional Manager Casino Compliance,
Maria Bradshaw
• Southern Regional Manager Casino Compliance,
Dennis Petersen
Manager Gaming Operational Policy, Kate Reid
Gaming Operational Policy has responsibility for
contributing to policy development in the gaming
sector generally, the development of licence
conditions and providing operational policy
support and advice to GCR’s operational units and
the General Manager. The unit also includes
technical advisors responsible for the setting of
standards and testing requirements relating to the
approval and operation of gaming machine
equipment and expert advice on technical issues and
investigations. The scrutiny requirements under the
Gaming & Lotteries Act for Lotteries Commission
products are also included.
National Manager Censorship Compliance,
Steve O’Brien
Censorship Compliance is responsible for taking
action against people who collect or trade child
sex abuse images and for enforcing the Chief
Censor’s decisions. It operates under the Films
Videos and Publications Classification Act 1993.
It carries out inspections, investigates
complaints, issues official warnings and
instigates prosecutions where necessary.
Manager Strategic Business Support and
Development, Peter Burke
Strategic Business Support and Development is
responsible for providing and/or co-ordinating
strategic business development and day-to-day
support for business units and the General Manager.
This unit also includes business development
projects such as those related to the implementation
of the Gambling Act.
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Gambits

CONTACTS
All GCR staff can be contacted by
phoning the Department’s toll-free number

0800 257 887
E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz
Postal address and fax numbers:

CASINO COMPLIANCE
PO Box 805, Wellington.
Fax: (04) 495 7224

GAMING LICENSING
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 494 0656

GAMING COMPLIANCE
Auckland
PO Box 2220, Auckland
Fax: (09) 362 7945
Wellington
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 495 7214
Christchurch
PO Box 1308, Christchurch
Fax: (03) 353 8309

Gambits is produced by the
Department of Internal Affairs to
provide information to the gaming
sector in New Zealand. It is intended as
education and communication that will
help the sector comply with the law and
licensing conditions by explaining what
the law and conditions require, and
how the Department operates.
If you have any questions about articles
in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about
what information we could provide to
make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact
Vince Cholewa,
ph: (04) 495 9350 or 025 272 4270
e-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

Do you want to receive
Departmental media releases and Gambits?
If you would like to have your organisation added to the Department’s distribution list for
media releases about gambling issues, or want to receive Gambits but are not currently
on the mailing list, please fill out this form and return it, or e-mail the information to:
Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington.
Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa, telephone (04) 495 9350, fax (04) 495 7224,
e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
Organisation name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contact person:

................................................................................

Media releases

e-mail: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fax (

Postal address:

)........................................................................
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Department committed to
work with gambling
sector to maximise
returns to community,
while minimising harm
By Department of Internal Affairs Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Group Acting Director, Keith Manch

The Department of Internal Affairs is keen to work
closely with the gambling sector to achieve the goals
of maximising returns to the community
and minimising the harm caused by
gambling.
One of the immediate impacts of the recently passed
Gambling Act has been the first ever decrease in the
number of gaming machines in the country (see page
14).
The Department does not believe that fewer gaming
machines must mean the community gets less money.
In fact, turnover per machine has been increasing over
Keith Manch
the years. A continued focus on efficiency and integrity
will have the impact of increasing the rate of return to the community.
continues page 3
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New office for Auckland Casino Inspectors and
Gambling Inspectors: AA Centre, 99 Albert Street

p17

While the Department’s Auckland Casino Inspectors and Gambling
Inspectors have moved to their new offices, their postal, telephone,
fax and e-mail contacts have not changed. The addresses are:

APPOINTMENTS

p18

KEY CONTACTS
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• Casino Inspectors, PO Box 6596, Wellesley Street Auckland, fax
09 363 6343
• Gambling Inspectors, PO Box 2220, Auckland, fax 09 358 5245
Toll-free phone 0800 257 887

GAMING MACHINE SOCIETIES INFORMING THE PUBLIC

Societies can help provide contact details
to the community
The Department has been advised that some
community groups are having difficulty contacting
some gaming machine societies to apply for grants.
One of the problems has been application forms that
do not include contact details.
While it is not a requirement in law, the Department
urges all societies to check their forms and, if not
already included, add full contact details. This
should include postal, telephone and fax contacts

and, where applicable, e-mail and website addresses.
All societies can have themselves listed on the
Funding Information Service’s website, FundView
(see article below). They do not have to have their
own e-mail and website to be listed.
Such services help the public find societies because
they can search on the Internet even for societies that
do not have websites. It allows for fairer access to all.

Funding for community groups, visit www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides
extensive information about the gambling
sector, including details of gaming
machine societies that make grants to
community groups.

• application forms for licences including
housie and raffles
• and much more

Click on “gambling” for:

• press releases

• funding for community groups
• gaming statistics
• relevant law

Click on “what’s new” for:

Click on “resources” for:

• new additions to the website

Gaming machine societies can be listed on FundView site
Gaming machine societies that make grants to
community groups can have themselves listed
on FundView at the Funding Information
Service’s (FIS) website.

to community organisations through its
Community Development Group. Many public
libraries and council information centres also
hold FundView for public use.

Listing on this website will help them comply
with licence condition 48, which includes that
“The society shall ensure that information about
access to grants is made available to the public
through community-based distribution networks”.

The Funding Information Service also
produces regular monthly updates and a
quarterly newsletter updating information and
keeping the community informed aobut other
information relevant to fund seekers and
funding providers, including a calendar of
upcoming application closing dates.

FundView is an easy-to-use computer database
detailing funding available to community groups.
The database is updated regularly and has more
than 600 funding schemes listed. The search
facility allows a user to select information about
appropriate funding organisations by using a
set of criteria provided by the grant-maker.
The Department of Internal Affairs is a major
subscriber to this database and makes it available
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Contact:
Catherine Maryon, Information Manager,
Funding Information Service, PO Box 1521,
Wellington. Telephone (04) 499 4090, fax (94)
472 5367, e-mail cathi@fis.org.nz. Web:
www.fis.org.nz

Department committed to work with gambling sector ... from page 1
$315 million operating costs
In the last financial year gamblers in pubs and
clubs lost $941 million on gaming machines.
That is an increase of $164 million on the
previous year.
Of the $941 million losses, which are the
gambling sector’s gross profit from gaming
machines, the sector spent more than $315
million on administration costs and to operate
25,000 gaming machines.
The media has recently reported comments from
some in the sector that the tighter requirements
of the new Act will make some pubs
uneconomical and others will not want to have
gaming machines.
Non-casino gaming machines are allowed by
New Zealand law as a form of fundraising for
community groups only. They were never
intended as a subsidy for businesses. They
should not be seen as part of the hospitality
industry. Instead, they are part of the charitable
sector.

Enforcement action
In 2002/03 financial year the Department
cancelled 13 gaming machine licences, suspended
another 21 and gave 236 formal warnings. The
most common reasons for enforcement action

continue to be incorrect banking of gaming
machine profits and inaccurate record keeping by
the sites and societies (see page 10).
When the Department takes enforcement action,
the typical response from the parties involved is
to state that the community will get less money.
The profit statistics do not support this claim.

Fewer societies, more profit
From 1999 to 2003 gaming machine societies’
annual profits trebled to $941 million a year. At
the same time, the number of machines doubled
and the number of societies decreased by almost
a third.
Probably the only conclusion that can justifiably
be reached from the statistics is that as the
gambling sector becomes more efficiently
organised its profits increase.
Another important factor is gamblers’ behaviour.
Gambling on gaming machines is now
entrenched in New Zealand. When a pub or
club has turned off its machines, gamblers have
gone to other venues.
Key outcomes of the Act will be to ensure that
gaming machine societies maximise their returns
to the community and take the necessary steps
to prevent harm.
continues page 4

New structure within Department of Internal Affairs
A restructuring within the Department of
Internal Affairs has included the creation of a
Regulation and Compliance Branch. The new
Branch is made up of:
• Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group
• Gaming, Racing and Censorship Policy
• Local Government Services
• Weathertight Homes Resolution Service
• Fire and Identity Policy
• Crown Entity Monitoring
Newly appointed Deputy Secretary Andrew
Secker heads the Branch. Keith Manch

continues as head of Gaming and Censorship
Regulation and John Markland continues as
head of Gaming, Racing and Censorship Policy.
An important development is that the Branch
brings the staff responsible for gambling policy
and compliance together.
Mr Secker’s experience has largely been in the
South Australia and Western Australian state
government sector, where he has been extensively
involved in regulation and compliance issues,
including casinos, gambling and racing. He
arrived in New Zealand last year and has since
been with the Land Transport Safety Authority.
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from page 3

It is quite possible that even if the amount of
money lost by gamblers decreased, continued
increases in the sector’s efficiency and integrity
could mean more money going to community
groups.Some examples of the Department’s and
the sector’s recent work to achieve this follow.

NZCT’s court action
The Department has praised the actions of the
New Zealand Community Trust in taking action
against site operators.
The December 2003 issue of Gambits (page 5)
described NZCT’s action against a publican who
stole $40,000 from gaming machines. Since that
article was written, NZCT has been successful in
another two court actions to recover a total of
$54,000 in missing money, plus interest on that
money, plus costs.
These actions are an example for other societies.
They are responsible, on the community’s behalf,
for the profits from gaming machines. If there are
problems with site operators then it is entirely
appropriate for them to take action against those
operators.

Site payments
The Act requires that pubs be paid for the “actual,
reasonable and necessary costs” of hosting
gaming machines and cannot receive a
commission from the machines or the society that
owns them (sections 4 net proceeds, 30(a)(ii) and
115).
However, in the past the sector has argued that
calculating specifically what should be included
in actual, reasonable and necessary costs is very
complicated. This issue had also been the subject
of court actions under the Gaming and Lotteries
Act. The sector has often asked us for guidance.
The environment for site payments has changed
under the Gambling Act. The Department is
developing new site payment policy options so
that an approach can be put in place that is
simple, clear, fair, provides certainty to the sector
and the community, and meets all the legal
requirements of the Act.
The community and sector will be further
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consulted on the options. The Department
intends to place a notice on site payments in the
Gazette by early June.

Advertising and ‘sponsorship’
Advertising and “sponsorship” are issues that
sector have recently raised with the Department.
The underlying issue is that gaming machine
societies are not businesses seeking return from
sponsorship but are, instead, philanthropic
organisations returning money to the community.
Sponsorship, naming rights or similar issues
should never be a consideration in making a
grant.
If a society is going to have its name associated
with an event or an organisation, then that
should be considered after decisions are made
about who will or will not receive funding.
Grants should be made because they best fit the
society’s authorised purposes, not because they
result in more publicity.
Where a grant is made, it is not acceptable for a
pub to be given naming or sponsorship rights.
The money did not come from the pub, it came
from the society. Pubs must have no involvement
in decisions about who does or does not get grants.
Advising the community of how they can apply
for grants is clearly necessary. At times
advertising is one way of doing this but how that
advertising is done is important. For example, it
is common for societies to advertise in
publications aimed at the sector. However, few, if
any, community organisations are reached
through these publications so what objective is
being achieved by spending this money?
The Department is sometimes told that it is hard
for societies to get enough good quality grant
applications to distribute money to.
There could be many community organisations that
would be willing to make good quality applications
if they had better information from societies about
their processes and the availability of funds. Please
see page 2 for some ideas about this.

Underlying philosophy
All decisions about expenditure of gaming
machine money should include consideration of
Continues page 5

Second Court of Appeal
decision: casinos can
exclude problem gamblers
The Court of Appeal has made a second decision, reinforcing a casino’s
right to exclude any gambler, or anyone else, from their premises without
having to give a reason.
The case was Jones v Sky City Auckland Limited
and is reported in the January New Zealand
Law Report, [2004] 1 NZLR 192. The earlier
case, Sky City v Wu, was described in Gambits,
April 2003, page 9.
One of the implications of the Court’s decision is
that it means casinos can prevent problem
gamblers entering their premises and, if problem
gamblers have entered a casino, order them to
leave.
The decisions are important for the gambling
sector because there has been incorrect comment
that the current law does not give casinos the
power to exclude problem gamblers.
Neither of the Jones and Wu cases involved
problem gambling. Instead, the Court looked at
whether Sky City had to act “reasonably” to
exclude people or could it exclude people
without good reason.
In the Wu case, the Court found categorically
that section 67 of the Casino Control Act gives

casinos the right to exclude anyone from a
casino without having to give a reason as long
as they do not breach the Human Rights Act or
other relevant legislation.
The Court also found that casinos are private
property and the public does not have a general
right to enter them.
Most of the Jones decision was dedicated to how
precedent is applied and if it could be
overturned in this case. The Court found no
reason to disagree with the precedent set in the
previous case, and upheld the casino’s right to
exclude anyone without giving a reason.
The Gambling Act will replace the Casino
Control Act, with different provisions coming
into force at different dates. From 1 July 2004,
section 307 of the Gambling Act will give casinos
similar powers to exclude any person. In
addition sections 308 to 316 will impose
requirements on casinos to identify problem
gamblers and exclude them.

Department committed to work with gambling sector ... from page 4
the question: what objective is being achieved?
Societies are in an unusual position. They must
blend the business-like operation of owning
gaming machines and paying pubs and clubs to
host their machines, with that of philanthropic
trusts aiming to maximise grants to community
organisations with no expectation of return for
themselves.
They raise valuable funding for the community

by using a form of gambling that is potentially
the most harmful to the community.
It is a difficult balancing act.
The overall purpose of the Act and its
regulations, and of the Department’s education
and enforcement actions, are to help societies
achieve that difficult balance of maximising
returns to community groups and minimising
harm.
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Gambling Act deadlines, March 18
and July 1
While the Gambling Act was passed in September 2003, most of its
provisions have lead in periods, with all provisions to be in force by 1 July
2004.
There are several key steps that gaming machine
societies must have taken by 18 March 2004 and
July 1 to ensure that they comply with the law.
They are:
•

banknote acceptors, March 18

•

territorial authority (i.e. city or district
council) consent applications, March 18

•

corporate society status, July 1

•

financial viability, July 1

Banknote acceptors
By the end of March 18 banknote acceptors on all
gaming machines in pubs and clubs must no
longer accept notes greater than $20. They
currently accept
All societies have notes of any
denomination. (For
been advised to banknote acceptors
confirm to the in casinos, please
Department by March see page 7).
Gaming machine
societies are
strongly advised to
consult the
manufacturers of
their machines, or the manufacturers’ agents, to
ensure that any software or hardware changes are
made correctly. Incorrect changes are likely to
mean the machines are no longer approved and
would be illegal to operate.

17 that they are
compliant with this
provision of the Act.

The Department has contacted all gaming machine
societies giving technical information about how changes
can be made. For further information on this, please
contact Technical Adviser Chris Ray, e-mail
chris.ray@dia.govt.nz, phone 04 495 7201, PO Box 805,
Wellington.
All societies have been advised to confirm to the

6
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Department by March 17 that they are compliant
with this provision of the Act.
If banknote acceptors are not compliant by the
end of March 18, the machines must not be
operated. If they are operated, societies can be
prosecuted and courts can impose fines of up to
$10,000 per machine, or the Department can
cancel or suspend licences. Department
Inspectors will be checking on compliance.

Territorial authority consent
The Gambling Act requires that some venues
must apply for territorial authority consent by
March 18. These are all venues:
• that did not have a licence on 17 October 2001,
or
• that did have a licence on 17 October 2001 but
have been without a licence for six months or
more since that date.
A letter sent to societies incorrectly advised that
they had until March 22 to make applications.
The Department has since corrected that
information and advised them that applications
must be made by March 18.
If societies do not make applications by that date
they must turn off their machines or they will
have breached the Act and the Department could
take action against them.
It does not matter that some territorial authorities
might not have their gambling policies in place
by March 18. Societies must still make their
applications.
If such a case occurred, the territorial authority
could not refuse to accept the applications. It
must accept them and would hold them and
consider them as soon as possible after it had
finalised its gambling policy.

Corporate society

Financial viability

Organisations operating gaming machines in
pubs and clubs must be what the Act defines as a
“corporate society” before July 1.

An important provision in the new law is that
from July 1 “the Secretary must refuse to grant a
class 4 operator’s licence unless the Secretary is
satisfied that the applicant’s proposed gambling
operation is financially viable” (section 52(1)(c)).

If they are not, then they are no longer eligible to
hold a licence. If they operated gaming machines
they would be conducting illegal gambling and
the Department could take action against them.
This could include prosecution and fines of up to
$50,000 on the organisation and prison terms of
up to one year for individuals.
Section 4 of the Act states “ corporate society
means 1 society that is:
a)

incorporated under the Incorporated
Societies Act 1908; or

b)

incorporated as a board under the
Charitable Trusts Act 1957; or

c)

a company incorporated under the
Companies Act 1993 that—
does not have the capacity or power to
make a profit, and
is incorporated and conducted solely for
authorised purposes; or

i.
ii.
d)

a working men’s club registered under the
Friendly Societies & Credit Unions Act 1982.”

The number “1” in the definition is important. It
means that partnerships of more than one society
do not meet the definition and cannot be licensed
to operate gaming machines.
The Department has written to societies advising
them how they can become corporate societies or
to confirm that they already meet the requirements.

“An application must be on the relevant standard
form and be accompanied by information about
the financial viability of the proposed gambling
operation and the means proposed to maximise
the net proceeds from the class 4 gambling to be
applied to or distributed for authorised
purposes” (section 50 (2)(d)).
Parliament included these provisions in the Act
to help protect the money raised for community
groups.
The Department is not currently collecting this
kind of detailed financial information about
gaming machine societies and is currently
developing its new policy. Such information will
be required in future.
We will advise all societies as soon as possible
about what information we will be requiring and
in what format. We will give as much notice as
possible of what will be required.
Further information
The Gambling Act is bringing the biggest changes to
the gambling sector for more than 20 years. The
Department is providing as much information as it
can to make the transition as smooth as possible.
There is a lot more information on our website, go to
www.dia.govt.nz and click on “gambling”, and you
can contact us on 0800 257 887.

March 18: Bank note acceptors in casinos
The Department has reminded all casinos that from 18 March 2004 bank note
acceptors on all gaming machines must not accept notes greater than $20.
Currently banknote acceptors can take notes
of any denomination but they are restricted
under the Gambling Act to no more than $20.
It is a casino’s responsibility to ensure that all its
machines are compliant by the end of March 18.
If they are not, then the machines must not be
operated.

The Casino Control Authority (CCA) is
administering requirements for casinos, with
the Department and the new Gambling
Commission taking up their responsibilities in
casinos from July 1.
The CCA will be formally disestablished on
October 1.
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New process to remove
licensing delays
A new process of staggering gaming machine licence renewal dates is being
developed to help prevent delays that now occur.
Under the Gaming and Lotteries Act, the vast
majority of licences expire on September 30 each
year. This creates a bottleneck of work and can
cause lengthy delays before some societies
receive their renewed licences.
From 1 July 2004, the Gambling Act will replace
the previous Act and will impose stricter licence
criteria.
To prevent these stricter requirements causing
longer delays, the Act allows the licence expiry

dates to be staggered so that they are spread out
over the year.
A Project Manager will be appointed in March
2004 to work with Department staff and the
gambling sector to develop the new system for
when renewal applications must be made.
New procedures will be in place from July 1 with
lead-in times so that no societies are advantaged
or disadvantaged by suddenly having different
dates imposed on their licences.

EMS tendering process
to start in April
One of the requirements of the Gambling Act is that all gaming machines in
pubs and clubs must be connected to an Electronic Monitoring system (EMS).

8

There is a misconception in the gambling sector that
machines will not have to be connected to EMS
until 18 March 2007. However, this is the final date
by which all
machines must
The Department is
be connected.
preparing to start a
There will be
tender process for the deadlines
provision of EMS. It is before then and
most machines
expected that the
will be
process will start about connected
before that
April and will have
date. Specific
several stages
dates will
depend on the
rollout of EMS. The Department will give societies
as much notice as possible.

several stages. The stages will be:
•
Registration of interest (ROI). The ROI will
be conducted through the Government
Electronic Tendering Service (GETS) website
and other appropriate media.
•
Vendors or consortiums will be asked to
supply information that will enable the
Department to assess the general suitability
of each organisation to provide an EMS.
•
In about mid-2004, those organisations that
are assessed to have the appropriate
personnel, financial and technical capacity
will be considered for the proposal stage. It is
likely that no more than four organisations
will be invited to submit proposals.
•
Selection of a preferred supplier after an
extensive evaluation of the proposals
submitted.

The Department is preparing to start a tender
process for the provision of EMS. It is expected that
the process will start about April and will have

The Department will provide updated information
on the tender process as dates and other details are
confirmed.
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Department developing Minimum Operating
Standards for casinos
One of the Department’s new roles under the Gambling Act is to, from 1
July 2004, take on many of the functions currently carried out by the Casino
Control Authority (CCA).
This includes developing Minimum Operating
Standards (MOS) for the day-to-day operations of
casinos. These will replace the internal controls
developed under “Directions” issued by the CCA
and approved by the CCA for each individual
casino.
In late March the Department will be distributing
to casino operators and affected persons
information packs on MOS. These will include
background documents and the drafts of three
MOS:
• Records and Notifications
• Design and Manufacture of Chips
• Casino Sales Promotion Schemes
Feedback on the information documents and
drafts will be sought by late April, with the MOS
to come into force from July 1.
An MOS covering surveillance is also being
developed and consultation will occur as soon as
possible. The remainder of the MOS will be
developed and consulted on at a later date. For
those areas where MOS are still to be developed,

on July 1 current systems of internal controls will
be deemed to be MOS under section 123 of the
Gambling Act.
It is intended that all MOS will identify key risks
and place a minimum operating standard or
control around those risks. It is envisaged that
these standards will be generally less prescriptive
than current controls, allowing casino operators
more latitude in how they wish to manage their
businesses and processes, while ensuring that
identified risks are mitigated.
In developing the MOS, the Department is
carrying out a thorough review of current
internal controls, together with research into
similar international controls, standards,
regulations and legislation.
For further information please contact: Casino
Project Advisor Janette Farley,
janette.farley@dia.govt.nz, telephone
(09) 362 7930 or Policy Advisor Kate Egerton,
kate.egerton@dia.govt.nz, telephone
(04) 494 0668.

More on-line services to speed up licensing
The Department is introducing a new electronic
licensing system, LicenceTrack, that will greatly
speed up the issuing of licences for those societies
that choose to apply on-line. The e-licensing module
will enable societies to apply on-line for:

• new gaming machine licences
• amendments to licences to operate gaming
machines
• renewal of licences to operate gaming machines
• converting, adding and deleting gaming machine
equipment details
• adding or deleting sites
• change of ownership for sites.
The new system will be available to gaming
machine societies from soon after July 2004.

Further details will be provided in late March.
The existing e-licensing capability, which allows
only amendments and renewals, will be unavailable
for approximately two to three months during the
changeover to LicenceTrack.
LicenceTrack is a proven system already used by
several regulators, including the Queensland Office
of Gaming Regulation, which is responsible for
ensuring that all legal forms of gambling are
regulated in the community interest.
It is more than a licensing system and will allow the
Department to easily link information from audits,
investigations and other compliance work with both
e-licensing and manual licensing.
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Incorrect banking of gaming machine profits a
significant concern among 11 cancellations
and suspensions, 105 warnings
The Department of Internal Affairs is warning the gambling sector that
incorrect banking of gaming machine profits is a recurring problem that
cannot be tolerated.
“Putting the right amount of money in the bank,
on time, is absolutely fundamental to the rules,”
Gaming and Censorship Regulation Acting
Director Keith Manch said.
“Even if the errors are unintentional, they leave
the door wide open for theft and fraud,” Mr
Manch said. “Ultimately, if money is mislaid or
misappropriated, it is being taken from the
community groups for whom it was intended.”
Incorrect banking was the most common breach of
licence conditions identified in 209 audits of
gaming machine societies. In the eight months to
February, it occurred in four of the five
cancellations of licences, five of the six suspensions
and 62 (59%) of the 105 formal warnings given.
Inaccurate record keeping was also commonly
found and is often linked to banking errors.
Gaming machines operate on cash only, and
without detailed and accurate record-keeping it is
impossible to track.
The Department’s compliance activities have a
strong educational element. Audits should be
seen as providing a society with important
information about its gambling operations.
The Department views favourably a society’s
willingness to deal positively with any areas of

non-compliance found. Where willingness is not
seen or sustained, further action can follow.
A history of non-compliance was a factor in all
suspensions and cancellations, but in only 30
(28%) of the formal warnings.
Gambling Inspectors follow up enforcement
actions. The ultimate outcome of the compliance
process is that the society or site either fully
complies with the licence conditions and the law,
or its licence is cancelled.
It is important to note that the Department is not
obliged to issue a formal warning before taking
stronger action. It will take whatever action is
appropriate according to the circumstances of
each case.

Licences cancelled
Community Recreation, Education
and Sports Trust (Christchurch)
CREST was a Christchurch-based society that
operated gaming machines at 17 pubs. It existed
for only one year and eight months.
An audit found several breaches that led to
CREST returning well under 33% of gaming
machine profit to the community.

Summary of compliance actions, 1 July 2003 to 29 February 2004
Gaming machine societies audited

209

Audit findings:

10

Compliant

93 (45%)

Formal warnings given

105 (50%)

Licences suspended

6 (3%)

Licences cancelled

5 (2%)
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The Department’s estimate, that CREST
challenged, was that only $40,272.12 of gaming
machine profit of $492,169.53 was returned to the
community. This is an estimated return of less
than 8.2%.
CREST’s licence was due to expire and it applied
to renew it. The Department proposed to decline.
CREST eventually accepted that it could not meet
its obligations and advised the Department that it
was looking to merge with another society.
The merger did not go ahead and the society
decided to relinquish its licence.

Hawera Club
An audit of the Hawera Club’s gaming machine
operations found that they were running at a loss
and were costing the club money.
Licence conditions require that gaming machines
must return at least 33% of profit to the community.
In this case, the machines were not only returning
nothing but were taking money away from the club.

In such circumstances the Department would
normally cancel a gaming machine licence. In
this case, the Club responded to the audit by not
applying to renew its licence when it expired.

Mt Maunganui Builders, Contractors
& Suppliers Sports and Social Club
The Department cancelled the Club’s licence after
an audit found breaches of seven licence
conditions, including serious deficiencies in
banking and record keeping.
The audit found that it was impossible with any
accuracy to reconcile weekly gaming machine
profit with the club’s actual banking.
Central to most of the breaches was the Club not
correctly using the Gaming Machine Operations
Manual, also known as the “Blue Book”. The
Manual sets out procedures for operating gaming
machines, banking and record keeping.
Without such procedures gaming machine
societies cannot account accurately account for
gaming machine money. Without standard
procedures auditing societies would be,
effectively, impossible.

Quattro Foundation (Auckland)
An audit showed that Quattro Foundation was
returning less than 33% of its gaming machine
profit to community organisations.

Licence conditions require that societies must
maximise returns to the community. If returns
are less than 33%, the Department can cancel the
licence. However, it is important to note that 33%
is not a target; it is a minimum. Societies’ overall
objectives should always be to minimise costs
and maximise returns.
Quattro’s licence expired during the audit and it
was not renewed. All gaming machine licences
are valid for one year only.

Waitomo Golf, Squash & Bridge Club
The Club was previously audited in 2002. That
audit had found breaches of seven licence
conditions, including incorrect banking and
inaccurate record keeping.
A follow up audit carried out in 2003 found most
of the previously identified breaches were
recurring, including incorrect banking and
inaccurate record keeping, and additional ones
had occurred.
When presented with a draft of the audit report,
the club decided to close down its gambling
operations and surrender its licence.

Licences suspended
Eastbourne Bowling Club
(Wellington)
See Gambits, December 2003, page 6.

Glenview Club (Auckland)
See Gambits, December 2003, page 6.

Mt Eden Bowling Club (Auckland)
The Club’s gaming machine licence was
suspended for two months from 27 February 2004.
The suspension followed an audit that found
breaches of five licence conditions, including
incorrect banking and inaccurate record keeping.
An earlier audit had found breaches of seven
licence conditions, including similar problems
with banking and record keeping.
The Department carefully considered the Club’s
submissions on the proposed suspension but
decided that as the Club has not managed its
gaming machine operations well and has repeated
breaches, its licence should be suspended.
continues page 12
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Royal Oak Racquets Club (Auckland)
The Club’s gaming machine licence was
suspended for two months from 27 February 2004.
After an audit the Department proposed to
suspend the licence for three months but, after
submissions from the Club outlining what it was
doing to correct problems, the Department
decided to reduce the suspension to two months.
The audit found the Club had breached six licence
conditions, including incorrect banking. A
previous audit had found six breaches of licence
conditions, three of which were repeated in the
more recent audit.
This history of non-compliance led to the
suspension.

Rutland Hotel (Pahiatua)
The Southern Trust has removed its gaming
machines from the Rutland Hotel after the
Department suspended the Hotel’s site approval
for a month from 25 January 2004.
A Department Inspector visiting the Hotel found
the owner playing one of the gaming machines.
The owner said that he was in charge of the site
and was aware that licence conditions prohibit

management and staff playing the machines on
days that they work at the site.
The Department advised Southern Trust of what it
had found and that it proposed to suspend the site
approval for one month.
Southern Trust accepted the Department’s report
and the proposed suspension, and stated that it
would go further itself and terminate its
agreement with the Hotel.

Whakarewarewa Rugby Community
Sports Club (Rotorua)
The Club’s gaming machine licence was suspended
for two months from 27 February 2004.
After an audit the Department proposed to
suspend the licence for three months but after
submissions from the Club outlining what it was
doing to correct problems, the Department
decided to reduce the suspension to two months.
A previous audit had found five breaches of licence
conditions, including incorrect banking and
inaccurate record keeping. An audit in October
2003 found seven breaches of licence conditions.
This history of non-compliance led to the
suspension.

Dunedin and Auckland Casino Inspectorate move ‘off-site’
The Department’s Casino Inspectors have moved
to new offices outside the casinos in Dunedin and
Auckland. In both cities, the new offices are across
the road from the casino, which conveniently
enables Inspectors to attend incidents, liase with
casino staff and conduct compliance audits.

casino, principally to enable access to the casino’s
closed circuit television system and computer
systems. Arrangements are underway to provide
that capability in the new office and thereby
eliminate the need for Inspectors to retain use of
the casino office.

Dunedin

Auckland

Dunedin Casino Inspectors have moved to Level
2, John Wickliffe House, 265 Princes Street,
Dunedin.

The Auckland Casino Inspectors have moved to
the AA Centre, 99 Albert Street.

The main driver for establishing an external office
is the integrated casino and non-casino duties
carried out by gambling inspectors in that region.
Dunedin Inspectors have been involved in noncasino gambling compliance activities since a
pilot amalgamation was trialled there in 2002. It
is not appropriate for inspectors to utilise casino
facilities when conducting work that is not
related to the casino.
The Inspectors retain use of an office in the

12
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For the first time, they will be located with the
Department’s non-casino Gambling Inspectors.
With the Gambling Act to replace the Casino
Control Act and the Gaming and Lotteries Act
with one piece of legislation, this is an ideal
opportunity to bring the two groups of staff
closer together and to allow them to work as part
of one larger group.
Other Department of Internal Affairs staff, who
do not work in the gambling sector, are also in
the building.

Gambling Act likely cause as fewer
gaming machine licences issued
Gambling statistics from 1 July 2003 to 31 January 2004 show that only two
new gaming machine licences were issued in those seven months. This is well
down on the same period in the previous year. The number of existing
licences renewed is also significantly lower than before. These reductions are
likely to have been caused by the gambling sector anticipating the impact of
the Gambling Act. The Act was passed in September 2003 and all of its
provisions will be in force by 1 July 2004.
Gambling type

July 2003 –
January 2004

July 2002 –
January 2002

Gaming machines
New licences

2

14

Amendments to existing licences

462

675

Renewals of existing licences*

222

631

New licences

21

27

Amendments to existing licences

23

22

164

176

10

4

5

6

Renewals of existing licences*

58

66

Other games of chance

75

72

614

607

27

15

271

331

Housie, Part I (up to 1,000 cards per session)

Renewals of existing licences*
Housie, Part II (up to 200 cards per session)
New licences
Amendments to existing licences

Lotteries
Prize competitions
Certificates of Approval **
*

Gaming machine and housie licences are valid for one year.

** The Department is also responsible for vetting casino staff for Certificates of Approval (COA).
Without a COA, people cannot work in gambling or security related jobs in a casino.
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Trend appears to have reversed: gaming
machine numbers continue to decrease
Figures for the quarter ended 31 December 2003 confirm that the number of
gaming machines licensed to operate in pubs and clubs decreased for the
second consecutive quarter.
Gambling machine operations
licensed as at

Societies

Gaming
Machines

30 June 2003

699

2,122

25,221

22 September 2003

685

2,100

23,083

31 December 2003

672

2,031

2,734

Since gaming machines were first licensed in
1988, numbers had increased significantly every
quarter until 31 December 2002. In the first half
of 2003 the numbers increased more slowly and
in the second half they, for the first time ever,
began to decrease.
It is fair to assume that anticipation of the
Gambling Act led to the slower increase at the
start of the year, while the subsequent decreases
are the result of the Act being passed.
Some provisions of the Act became law in
September 2003. Other provisions have lead in
SOCIETIES LICENSED

Categories of Sites
Pub Charity
Lion Foundation
New Zealand Community Trust
Community Grants Foundation Inc
Scottwood Group
The Southern Trust
Sub-Total National Trusts
Hotel-Based Trusts
Total Non-Club
Sports Clubs
Chartered Clubs
RSAs
Total Club
Total All
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Venues

times, with all to be in force by 1 July 2004.
The December 31 statistics also confirm that the
rapid decrease in the number of gaming machine
societies is continuing, while the number of
venues is remaining about the same or decreasing
slightly. At 30 June 1999 there were 947 societies
and 2,137 venues.
More detailed information about gaming
machine numbers, including local figures, is
available from the Department’s website. Go to
www.dia.govt.nz, click on “gambling”, then click
on “gaming statistics”.
SITES

GAMING MACHINES

Totals % of subtotal

% of
total

Totals % of subtotal

% of
total

1 16.7%
1 16.7%
1 16.7%
1 16.7%
1 16.7%
1 16.7%
6 100.0%
107
113 100%
242 43.3%
198 35.4%
119 21.3%
559 100%
672

0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.1%
0.9%
15.9%
16.8%
36.0%
29.5%
17.7%
83.2%
100%

288 29.8%
180 18.7%
198 20.5%
70
7.3%
74
7.7%
155 16.1%
965 100.0%
499
1,464 100%
243 42.9%
205 36.2%
119 21.0%
567 100%
2,031

14.2% 2,887 24.8%
8.9% 2,716 23.4%
9.7% 2,668 23.0%
3.4%
927
8.0%
3.6%
985
8.5%
7.6% 1,436 12.4%
47.5% 11,619 100.0%
24.6% 6,300
72.1% 17,919
100%
12.0% 1,107 23.0%
10.1% 2,365 49.1%
5.9% 1,343 27.9%
27.9% 4,815
100%
100% 22,734
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Totals % of subtotal

Average
GM/Site

% of
total
12.7%
11.9%
11.7%
4.1%
4.3%
6.3%
51.1%
27.7%
78.8%
4.9%
10.4%
5.9%
21.2%
100%

10.02
15.09
13.47
13.24
13.31
9.26
12.04
12.63
12.24
4.56
11.54
11.29
8.49
11.19

GAMING MACHINE NUMBERS: June 1994 to 30 June 2003 at 3-monthly
intervals

27,000
25221
24569
24330

25,000

23002

23,000

23083

22113
21743
21012

21,000
19332

19,000

22734

20097

18650
17679

17150

17,000

16396

Gaming Machine Numbers

15,000
13,000
11,000
9,000
7,000

13129

13580

13812

13273
12608
12897
11888
12201
11216
11619
10070 11031
9602
9170
9730
8699
9298
8160
8831
8303
7770
Jun 94

Dec 94

Jun 95

Dec 95

Jun 96

Dec 96

Jun 97

Dec 97

Jun 98

Dec 98

Jun 99

Dec 99

Jun 00

Dec 00

Jun 01

Dec 01

Jun 02

Dec 02

Jun 03

Dec 03

Gamblers lose $1.871 billion
The gambling statistics for the year to 30 June 2003 show continued growth
in gambling expenditure.
Expenditure (player losses) increased by $205
million to a total of almost $1.9 billion. The
effects of the new Gambling Act passed in
September 2003 will not be fully reflected in the
statistics until the end of the 2004/2005 year.

• a ban on new casinos and the expansion of
gambling opportunities in existing casinos

Key objectives of the Act are to control the
growth of gambling, prevent and limit the harm
that can be caused by gambling, limit
opportunities for crime and dishonesty, and
ensure that money from gambling benefits the
community (section 3).

• community involvement in deciding on
territorial authority gambling venue policies

The Act introduces much stricter controls
including:

• reductions in the numbers of non-casino
gaming machines allowed in many pubs and
clubs

• more in-depth suitability checking of
individuals, and tougher auditing and reporting
requirements, to ensure that money intended for
the community actually gets to the community.
continues page 16
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The Act treats problem gambling as a public
health matter. The Ministry of Health will have
responsibility for an integrated problem
gambling strategy, including the funding and coordination of prevention and treatment services,
from 1 July 2004.
Some provisions of the Act took effect
immediately but most have lead-in times. All
will be in force by 1 July 2004.

Gambling statistics for the 2002/03 financial year
show gambling expenditure (the difference
between the amount gambled and the amount
returned as prizes) of $1.871 billion. This figure is
a 12 percent increase on the previous year. Prize
money was an estimated $11.527 billion, from an
estimated turnover of $13.398 billion.
Overall gambling expenditure in 2002/03 was
made up as in the table below:

Gambling product

Expenditure

Inrease/decrease from 2001/02

Racing and sports betting

$234m

2.6%

Lotteries Commission products

$239m

-4.8%

Non-casino gaming machines

$941m
(estimate)

21.1%

Casinos

$457m

11.5%

GAMBLING STATISTICS 1979-2003 Actual dollars ($m, non-inflation adjusted) for gambling operators’ financial year1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
end
RACING
Expenditure 89 96 106 127 140 152 164 181 211 220 232 230
Dividends 376 408 432 479 532 578 602 655 764 802 848 815
Turnover
465 504 537 606 672 730 767 836 975 1022 1080 1045
NZ LOTTERIES COMMISSION
Expenditure 13 22 26 28 28 39 40 40 38 95 194 252
Prizes
17 32 37
1 42 58 61 58 60 124 239 292
Turnover
30 54 62 68 70 97 101 98 98 219 433 544
GAMING MACHINES (outside Casinos)
Expenditure
CASINOS
Expenditure
TOTAL
Expenditure 102 118 132 155 168 191 204 221 249 315 426 482

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 20012002 2003
222 203 198 199 209 211 217 220 225 227 224 228 234
789 717 704 712 746 822 914 928 921 931 919 955 973
1012 920 901 910 954 1034 1131 1148 1145 1158 1143 1182 1207
246 250 247 70 275 281 285 288 288 277 268 251 239
288 305 311 338 348 344 348 351 356 348 337 309 301
534 556 558 608 623 626 633 639 644 625 606 561 540
107 110 122 145 171 197 230 292 360 450 597 777 941
40 117 241 245 294 343 369 410 457
575 563 567 614 695 807 973 1045 1167 1297 1459 1666 1871

DISCLAIMER: The Department of Internal Affairs has compiled these statistics largely using information from gambling operators and 3rd party sources. Different information
sources have been cross-checked against each other as an aid to accuracy. Nevertheless the Department takes no responsibility for any decisions made on the basis of these
statistics.
Turnover is the total (gross) amount wagered by punters. This figure is published by the Lotteries Commission and by the TAB for the racing industry. It includes a “churn” factor or
re-investment where the same dollar is counted more than once. This is particularly relevant for rapid re-investment forms of gaming like gaming machines or race betting. E.g. if a
player has $20 to spend on a gaming machine and plays until the full $20 is lost it is likely that this $20 will be recorded on the machine’s meters as $120 or more of turnover (gross
amount wagered). Turnover is not an indicator of the amount spent by players or of the profit of the operator.
Expenditure and Gross Profit are interchangeable terms that mean gross amount wagered minus the amount paid out or credited as prizes or dividends. Expenditure is the
amount lost or spent by players or the gross profit of the gaming operator. In the above example, the gross profit calculated by the machine meters will be $20.
Financial year-end: Most gambling operators have a balance date of 30 June. Where the balance date differs (e.g. racing at 31 July) the figures shown are as at the balance date.
Racing data include the introduction of new products, namely from 1996 inclusive fixed odds & totalisator sports betting and from 1997 inclusive fixed odds race betting. Sports
betting turnover included in the turnover totals was 1996: $4.8m; 1997: $33.8m; 1998: $50.0m; 1999: $61.2m; 2000: $66.5m; 2001: $67.0m; 2002: $104.9m; 2003: $114.4m. Data for
1996 and onwards are therefore not strictly comparable with previous years.
NZ Lotteries Commission figures for 1989 are for 15 months as its financial year-end changed from 31 March to 30 June. Gaming machine and casino data are estimated using
aggregate gaming duty figures plus information collected by the Department. The duty rate of 20% is used to estimate gaming machine expenditure. Gaming machine turnover is
calculated by applying a percentage return to players to the expenditure estimate, of 83% from 1989 - 1991, 85% 1992-1996 and 88% from 1997 inclusive resulting in turnover or
gross amount wagered for 1991: $632m; 1992: $732m; 1993: $815m; 1994: $965m; 1995: $1,138m; 1996: $1,313m; 1997: $1,913m; 1998: $2,400m; 1999: $3,000m; 2000:
$3,747m; 2001: $4,978m; 2002: $6,478m; 2003: $7,845m.
Casino estimated gross amount wagered for 1995: $313m; 1996: $914m; 1997: $1,883m; 1998: $1,914m; 1999: $2,297m; 2000: $2,858m; 2001: $3,075m; 2002: $3,417m; 2003:
$3,805m. 1995 includes a part year trading by Christchurch Casino, 1996 by Sky City Auckland, 2000 by Queenstown’s Wharf Casino and the Dunedin Casino, 2001 by Sky
Queenstown, and 2003 by Sky Hamilton.
Totals may differ from the sum of column entries because of rounding.
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Should casinos be allowed in Japan? Japanese
delegation visits New Zealand
With the Japanese government considering
whether it should legalise casinos, a delegation
from Japan has visited the Department’s Casino
Compliance Unit in Auckland to look at how
casinos are regulated in New Zealand.
They met Department Managers and Inspectors
to discuss the audit programme, patron
complaints, cheating in casinos, harm
minimisation, Inspectors’ powers and how the
Compliance Unit interacts with the casino
operators.
The 15-member delegation was from JAPIC
(Japan Project – Industry Council). JAPIC is an
organisation made up of 160 industrial

associations and member companies involved in
research and public relations activities in urban
and regional development and infrastructure in
Japan. It works in conjunction with and provides
advice to central and local Government
authorities.
Casinos are not authorised in Japan but moves to
enhance tourism and boost regional economies
have led to the consideration of limited
legalisation.
The delegation also met the Casino Control
Authority before departing to undertake further
research in Melbourne.

MEDIA RELEASES AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES
Since the December 2003 issue of Gambits, the Department
of Internal Affairs has issued the following media releases
and submitted the following magazine articles. Media
releases are available from the Department’s website. Visit
www.dia.govt.nz, then click on “resources”
Helping clubs help themselves: what clubs need to
know about gaming machine operations
For Interclub magazine, submitted December 2003
An article summarising common problems found in audits of
clubs’ gaming machine operations, and pointing out where to
find procedures to help overcome these problems.
Department to advertise for EMS tenders in 2004
For Infotech Weekly, submitted 11 December 2003
An article advising that the tendering process for an
Electronic Monitoring System will be advertised next year,
and that the Department is not yet accepting tenders or
“pitches” and will not do so until after the process is
advertised.
Department consults community and gambling sector
on new regulations for gambling
Media release issued 22 December 2003
A media release advising of the consultation process for
the development of regulations under the Gambling Act and
setting fees for gambling licences and fees.
New rules for how pubs paid to have gaming machines
will be linked to Gambling Act
Media release issued 23 December 2003
A media release advising that the Department will not
introduce a new site payments policy under the Gaming
and Lotteries Act in January 2004 as previously advised.
Instead, it will introduce a new policy in July 2004 when the
new Gambling Act takes effect.
Gambling statistics yet to reflect Gambling Act
Media release issued 23 December 2003
A media release announcing gamblers’ losses broken down

by racing, Lotteries Commission products, non-casino
gaming machines, and casinos.
Gaming machine numbers as at 22 September 2003
confirm first ever reduction in numbers

Media release issued 22 December 2003
A media release confirming there had been a reduction of
2,138 (8.5%) in the number of machines from June 30 to
September 22.
Department contacts for gambling and censorship
issues: Casino and Censorship Inspectors busiest time
of year
Media release issued 24 December 2003
A media release providing holiday contacts for the media,
and stating that the holiday period is the busiest time of
year for Casino and Censorship Inspectors.
Trend appears to have reversed: gaming machine
numbers continue to decrease
Media release issued 13 January 2004
A media release announcing quarterly gaming machine
statistics as national totals and by territorial local authority.
1. Banknote acceptors, “financial viability”, corporate
societies
2. Gambling Act timeline
3. Questions and answers
For NZ Gaming, submitted 27 January 2004
Three articles highlighting important deadlines in the
Gambling Act, providing a timeline for implementation of
the Act and answering questions the gambling operators
had put to the editor of NZ Gaming.
Clubs mergers and new gambling operations
For Interclub, submitted 1 March 2004
An article explaining that the Gambling Act has limited
provision that would allow some clubs to have more
machines that the 18 or nine that would otherwise be the
maximums.
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS
Northern Regional Manager Casino Compliance
Maria
Bradshaw
has been
appointed
Northern
Regional
Manager
Casino Compliance.
Ms Bradshaw is responsible to

the National Manager for
compliance and supervision of
the two casinos in the North
Island (Sky City in Auckland and
Riverside in Hamilton).

She was responsible for the
project management of an $11
million refurbishment of the
Dunedin Courthouse.

She has a background in
management and policy and has
recently been employed as
Manager for Courts in Dunedin
including Oamaru, Balclutha and
Alexandra Courts, with 45 staff.

She has also held business and
policy analyst positions and has
been involved with training and
education with the National
Collective Independent Women’s
Refuge.

Southern Regional Manager Casino Compliance
Dennis Petersen has been
appointed Southern Regional
Manager Casino Compliance.

(Christchurch, Dunedin, Sky City
Queenstown and Wharf Casino
in Queenstown.)

Mr Petersen is responsible to the
National Manager for compliance
and supervision of the four
casinos in the South Island

He spent 24 years with the New
Zealand Defence Force with
experience in human resources,
telecommunications and general

management.
He has a
Bachelor of
Business
Studies from
Massey
University.

Senior Business Analyst, Casino Compliance
Dominic Lepa

analysis, information
and advice that
supports increased
compliance in the
casino sector and the
minimisation of harm
from gambling.

has been appointed
Senior Business
Analyst, reporting
to the National
Manager Casino
Compliance.
This role is based in Wellington
and involves the provision of
business and operational

Mr Lepa has worked in the
public sector for several years,
most recently as an Analyst for

the Ministry of Maori
Development. Prior to that he
worked for five years for the
Department of Corrections,
which included roles as a
Probation Officer, IT Analyst and
Policy Adviser.
Mr Lepa graduated with a law
degree from Waikato University
in 1995.

Senior Business Analyst, Gaming Compliance
Robbie Kearney has been
Senior Business Analyst,
reporting to the National
Manager Gaming Compliance.
This role is based in Wellington
and is similar to that of the Senior
Business Analyst, Casino
Compliance (see above) but
relating to non-casino gambling,
including gaming machines in
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pubs and clubs,
prize
competitions,
housie, lotteries,
other game of
chance and
racing.
Mr Kearney has recently returned
to New Zealand after completing
a four-month contract looking at
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the feasibility of
establishing a dairy
industry in the Philippines.
Prior to this he was a Senior
Policy Analyst with the
Ministry of Maori
Development.
He graduated from Otago
University in 2001 with an
MBA.

KEY CONTACTS Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Ph: 0800 257 887 • www.dia.govt.nz

Keith
Manch

Kate Reid

Debbie Ferris
Maria Bradshaw

Steve
O’Brien

Greg Crott

Peter Burke

Dennis Petersen Steve Brunton Geoff Lawry Adrian Straayer Kevin Owen

Acting Director, Gaming and Censorship
Regulation Group (GCR), Keith Manch.
GCR is the business group within the Department
of Internal Affairs whose role is to bring about
compliance with New Zealand’s gambling and
censorship laws. There is no direct policy connection
between gambling and censorship, but they are the
only two enforcement functions that the Department
carries out and are grouped under one general
manager.
National Manager Gaming Compliance,
Greg Crott
A team in Wellington issues all licences for non-casino
gaming activities, including prize competitions,
housie, lotteries and other games of chance. Inspectors
based in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch
conduct audits of gaming machine societies and other
kinds of gaming, including instant games, housie,
lotteries, prize competitions and licensed promoters.
Staff investigate complaints from the public and in
some cases instigate prosecutions.
• Manager Gaming Licensing, Steve Brunton
• Manager Gaming Compliance Auckland,
Geoff Lawry
• Manager Gaming Compliance Wellington,
Adrian Straayer
• Manager Gaming Compliance Christchurch,
Kevin Owen
National Manager Casino Compliance,
Debbie Ferris
Casino Supervision and Inspection is responsible for
inspecting and monitoring casinos. It conducts
compliance audits, ensures on-going suitability of
certificate of approval holders, investigates
incidents and patron complaints and ensures that
casinos comply with the Casino Control Act.

• Northern Regional Manager Casino Compliance,
Maria Bradshaw
• Southern Regional Manager Casino Compliance,
Dennis Petersen
Manager Gaming Operational Policy, Kate Reid
Gaming Operational Policy has responsibility for
contributing to policy development in the gaming
sector generally, the development of licence
conditions and providing operational policy
support and advice to GCR’s operational units and
the General Manager. The unit also includes
technical advisors responsible for the setting of
standards and testing requirements relating to the
approval and operation of gaming machine
equipment and expert advice on technical issues and
investigations. The scrutiny requirements under the
Gaming & Lotteries Act for Lotteries Commission
products are also included.
National Manager Censorship Compliance,
Steve O’Brien
Censorship Compliance is responsible for taking
action against people who collect or trade child
sex abuse images and for enforcing the Chief
Censor’s decisions. It operates under the Films
Videos and Publications Classification Act 1993.
It carries out inspections, investigates
complaints, issues official warning and instigates
prosecutions where necessary.
Manager Strategic Business Support and
Development, Peter Burke
Strategic Business Support and Development is
responsible for providing and/or co-ordinating
strategic, business development and day-to-day
support for business units and the General Manager.
This unit also includes business development
projects such as those related to the implementation
of the Gambling Act.
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CONTACTS
All GCR staff can be contacted by
phoning the Department’s toll-free number

0800 257 887
E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz
Postal address and fax numbers:

CASINO COMPLIANCE
PO Box 7735, Auckland.
Fax: (09) 362 7904

GAMING LICENSING
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 494-0656

GAMING COMPLIANCE
Auckland
PO Box 2220, Auckland
Fax: (09) 362 7945
Wellington
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 495 7214
Christchurch
PO Box 1308, Christchurch
Fax: (03) 353 8309

Gambits is produced by the
Department of Internal Affairs to
provide information to the gaming
sector in New Zealand. It is intended as
education and communication that will
help the sector comply with the law and
licensing conditions by explaining what
the law and conditions require, and
how the Department operates.
If you have any questions about articles
in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about
what information we could provide to
make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact
Vincent Cholewa,
ph: (04) 495 9350 or 025 272 4270,
e-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

Do you want to receive
Departmental media releases and Gambits?
If you would like to have your organisation added to the Department’s distribution list for
media releases about gambling issues, or want to receive Gambits but are not currently
on the mailing list, Please fill out this form and return it, or e-mail the information to:
Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington.
Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa, telephone (04) 495 9350, fax (04) 495 7224,
e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
Organisation name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Contact person:

................................................................................

Media releases

e-mail: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fax (

Postal address:
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By Minister of Internal Affairs, Hon. George Hawkins

The passing of the Gambling Act on September 11
has gone a long way towards balancing the potential
harm involved in gambling with benefits to the
community.
Gambling is a complex area and passing this
legislation has been a major achievement.
This has been especially so with the deliberate
spread of misinformation that gambling profits
would be centralised. Despite constant denials
from my office, some people continued to beat
that drum when they had no basis for believing it
was true.
The challenge when working on the Bill had been
to balance harm against benefits. I believe the
Act achieves a good balance.

CHECKLIST: A PLAIN-ENGLISH
RULES

Gambling Act
balances harm
with benefits

George Hawkins

The Act’s four main objectives are to control the
growth of gambling, reduce harm caused by gambling, ensure
gambling raises funds for the community, and ensure community
involvement in decisions about access to gambling.
The Act establishes a risk-based approach to gambling. On the one
continues page 2
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Holiday period business hours
The Department’s Casino Inspectors will continue normal working
hours over the holidays. Casino Inspectors will be on site in casinos
while the casinos are operating. Non-casino gaming and licensing
offices will be open on Christmas Eve and close on Christmas Day
for the holiday period. They will reopen on Monday 5 January 2004.

Gambling Act balances harm
with benefits
from page 1

hand, it recognises smaller activities like raffles
and housie pose little community risk and
therefore allows groups to run that sort of
fundraising without a licence, provided they
stick to the rules.
On the other hand, it focuses on pokies,
because this is the area of most risk.
The Act does not centralise gaming machine
fund distribution,
but tightens
I believe that everyone transparency and
gains when gambling is accountability to
honest and limit opportunities
for dishonesty and
transparent, when harm ensure gambling
is minimised, and when money benefits the
profits benefit the community.
Electronic
monitoring of all
pokie machines will
be required within
the next three-anda-half years. As
well as providing
that there will be no
more casinos, the
Minister of Internal Affairs,
Hon. George Hawkins Act also contains
measures to control
the pokie numbers,
if that is what communities want.

community. I am
confident that the Act
strikes an appropriate
balance and will
significantly improve
the current system.

Any venue that did not hold a gaming machine
licence on 17 October 2001 must obtain
territorial authority (TA) consent to operate.
This means a TA could refuse to allow any new
gaming machine venues to operate in its area.
An important aspect of the Act is that it takes a
public health approach to reduce harm caused
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by gambling. A levy, set after consultation, will
cover the cost of a public health strategy to this
end, with each part of the sector paying
according to the harm its products cause.
The Lotteries Commission will be able to sell
relatively harmless products by way of remote
interactive gambling. A variety of provisions,
in this and other Acts, mean that the
Commission will not offer highly addictive
products.
Interactive gambling is not a new market in
New Zealand. For instance, the TAB has run
remote interactive gambling on the Internet
since 1998.
Another key feature of the Act is the inclusion
of aspects of racing, acknowledging that racing
is a gambling product as well as an important
industry for New Zealand.
I believe that everyone gains when gambling is
honest and transparent, when harm is
minimised, and when profits benefit the
community.
I am confident that the Act strikes an
appropriate balance and will significantly
improve the current system.
I would like to thank the many members of the
public who had made submissions on the Act
during its gestation, as well as community and
industry representatives for their input over the
several years since the Act was first mooted.
Rarely has a piece of legislation been so
transparently worked through. During the
process, the public has been kept informed of
the Act’s progress, with wide consultation
undertaken and numerous documents,
including Cabinet papers and minutes,
available on the Internal Affairs’ website
throughout.

Gambling Act 2003:
Biggest change in gambling law
for more than 20 years
By Department of Internal Affairs’ Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group
General Manager Keith Manch

The Gambling Act, which became law on 19 September 2003, will bring the
biggest changes to the gambling sector in more than 20 years.
Some of its provisions took effect straight away
but most have lead-in times, with all provisions
likely to be in force by July 2004.

Non-casino gaming
machines
In summary, the Act includes the following key
provisions:
• The Department is responsible for tighter
licensing, auditing, reporting and other
controls on gaming machines to ensure that
profits go to community groups.
• Gaming machines can be licensed as a form of
fundraising for community groups only and
cannot be used for commercial benefit.
• Territorial authorities (i.e. city and district
councils) have the power to reduce or cap the
number of gaming machines in their area and
to decide where venues should be located.
• Problem gambling is recognised as a public
health issue and the sector is required to pay a
levy to cover the costs of prevention and
treatment programmes. The Ministry of Health
is responsible for co-ordinating problem
gambling services.
• Gaming machine venues that had a licence on
17 October 2001 are allowed up to 18 machines
or the actual number they were lawfully
operating on site at 22 September 2003,
whichever is lower.
• Gaming machine venues that did not have a
licence on 17 October 2001 are allowed up to
the lowest of:

– nine
machines,
– the actual
number they
were lawfully
operating on
site at 22
September
2003, or
– the number
set by the TA
as part of its
venue policy.
• All gaming
Keith Manch
machines must
be connected to an electronic monitoring
system to be set up by the Department within
three-and-a-half years.

Casinos
The Act prohibits any new casino venue licences
being issued. That is, there can be no more than
the six casinos currently operating.
The Casino Control Authority will be disbanded,
with many of its functions being taken over by the
Department and others by a new Gambling
Commission.
Only the six casinos will be able to use in their
branding the word “casino”, or any other word or
get-up, that conveys the impression that they are a
casino.
continues page 5
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Judge’s warning: convictions for
gaming machine fraud
are in the public interest
In convicting the former Secretary of the
Wellington Rugby League Board, Alan James
Griffin, on four fraud charges, Judge Walsh has
given an important warning about gaming
machine grants.

In May 2002, the League employed a Coaching
and Development Co-ordinator on a $17,500 sixmonth contract. In July Griffin applied for, and
the League received, a $5,000 grant from the All
Golds Foundation gaming machine society.

Judge Walsh said that the gaming machine grant
making system relies on trust, and where fraud
is found conviction is in the public interest.

In October 2002, Griffin applied to three more
societies, Community Grants Foundation, New
Zealand Community Trust (NZCT) and Phoenix
Trust, for a total of $70,000 to cover the $17,500
contract. Griffin made two fraudulent
statements that the League had made no
applications, other than to All Golds, for grants
for this contract.

The Department of Internal Affairs prosecuted
Griffin, who
An important issue in pleaded guilty to
four charges of
this case that all using a document
involved in the sector for pecuniary
advantage and
should note is that then applied for a
discharge without
none of the fraudulent conviction. Judge
grant applications Walsh rejected the
application.

were successful, none
of them were made for

Griffin’s personal gain
but Griffin was still
convicted and fined.

Griffin was
sentenced in the
Wellington
District Court on
12 November 2003
and fined $800
plus court costs.

The Department is
continuing court action against a second former
member of the Wellington Rugby League Board.
The second man has pleaded not guilty to two
further fraud charges.
The Wellington Rugby League does not operate
gaming machines. Instead, between July and
October 2002, Griffin applied on the League’s
behalf for grants from gaming machine societies.
The Department received information about
some of the applications and decided to
investigate.

4
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Between January and March 2002, Griffin had
been involved in the League’s successful
application for a $60,000 grant from Government
funding agency Community Employment Group
for a “capacity building project”. This grant
included a $35,000 salary for an Administration
Manager who was appointed on a one-year
contract.
In July 2002, Griffin filled out two grant
application forms from gaming machine society
Lion Foundation. One was for a $40,000 grant
towards the Administration Manager’s salary,
and the other for a $10,000 grant for the same
purpose. He also made a fraudulent statement
that the League had made no other applications
for funding for this contract.
An important issue in this case that all involved
in the sector should note is that none of the
fraudulent grant applications were successful,
none of them were made for Griffin’s personal
gain but Griffin was still convicted and fined.
Judge Walsh accepted that Griffin’s actions were
intended for the benefit of a community
organisation but they were premeditated and
involved criminal intent.

Department praises NZCT’s actions to
recover stolen money
The Department of Internal Affairs is praising the
actions of New Zealand Community Trust
(NZCT) after a publican stole $40,000 from its
gaming machines.
After NZCT’s attempts to recover the money
without court action failed, NZCT took civil
action to recover the money and made a
complaint to the Police.
The results were court orders to pay $40,000 in
reparation, do 350 hours community work and a
conviction for theft by failing to account.
The operator did not bank all of the gaming
funds for one week. NZCT investigated and
disabled the machines when the operator failed
to bank the funds as requested. The operator said
that he did not know what had happened to the

money but that it had probably been used to pay
the pub’s bills.
This incident clearly illustrates why licence
conditions make weekly banking of gaming
machine profits mandatory, and why societies
must ensure that their venues comply.
In this case, the court was satisfied that $40,000
was stolen over three weeks. If NZCT had not
been monitoring the bankings much more could
have been stolen.
A key point is that gaming machine profits do not
belong to pubs and they must not use them in
any way. They must have no involvement with
gaming machine profits other than clearing the
machines and banking the money as set out in
licence conditions.

Gambling Act 2003: Biggest change in 20 years
from page 3

Pubs and clubs that have gaming machines will
not be able to use words like “casino, “cazino”,
“kazino” etc (section 121).

Housie, lotteries and other
gambling
The regulations and rules for other forms of
gambling are being developed according to the
provisions in the Act. In general, the Act will
allow larger prizes to be offered and more tickets
to be sold before a licence is required. The limits
imposed by the Gaming and Lotteries Act were
set in 1977 and have not been increased since
then.
However, it is important to note that some
goods cannot be offered as prizes and these sorts
of rules are likely to continue under the
Gambling Act.

Further information
The Act is complex legislation and is considerably
more detailed than this brief summary. Further
information is available from the Department,
territorial authorities and the Ministry of Health.
Please note, the Department cannot provide legal
opinions and financial advice, and you should get
independent advice before making decisions
about your business, club or gaming machine
society.

Department contacts:
Website: www.dia.govt.nz
E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Telephone: 0800 257 887
Postal: Department of Internal Affairs,
Gaming Compliance,
PO Box 2220, Auckland,
PO Box 10-095, Wellington,
PO Box 1308, Christchurch.
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Two gaming machine societies
suspended, 46 warnings in quarter
In the quarter from 1 July to 30 September 2003, the Department of
Internal Affairs suspended the licence of one gaming machine society,
another society voluntarily suspended its licence and the Department gave
46 formal warnings that licence conditions had been breached and required
rectification.

Glenview Club, Hamilton
The Glenview Club had its gaming machine
licence suspended for one month in September
after a Department audit found repeated licence
condition breaches.
The Club did not record its gaming machine
profits correctly, did not bank profits correctly, and
its monthly machine
The major problem analysis showed
was the Club’s discrepancies in how
much money had
inaccurate record gone in and out of
keeping and the machines.

recording, especially
the monthly machine
analysis that shows
what money went in
and out of the
machines.

Similar problems
were found during
an audit in June
2002. A follow-up
audit completed in
July 2003 found they
had not been
rectified.

Overall, the Club did not have effective systems
in place to ensure that it complied with licence
conditions and the Gaming Machines
Operations Manual.
The club has been warned that the Department
will follow-up the suspension and if the
problems have not been rectified it will consider
imposing more serious sanctions, which could
include cancellation.

6
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Eastbourne Bowling Club,
Wellington
The Department has praised the response of the
Eastbourne Bowling Club to an audit of the club’s
gaming machine operations.
While it was disappointing that problems had
arisen with the Club’s gaming machine operation
in the first place, it is refreshing that the Club
responded to the audit positively and treated it as
a way of fixing problems and as an educational
exercise.
The major problem was the Club’s inaccurate
record keeping and recording, especially the
monthly machine analysis that shows what
money went in and out of the machines.
Licence conditions and the Gaming Machine
Operations Manual include compulsory
procedures including monthly machine analysis,
weekly banking, requirements for handling cash
floats and credit payouts etc. They are vital to
protect the integrity of gambling and to help
protect clubs from theft and fraud.
By following these procedures correctly, clubs
will be helping protect themselves.
After receiving a draft of the audit report, the
Club offered to voluntarily suspend its licence for
two weeks to train its staff involved with gaming
machines and immediately paid $5,620.20 into its
gaming machine account to replace money that
was unaccounted for.

Only one new gaming machine
licence issued in quarter
Gambling licensing statistics for 1 July 2003 to 30 September 2003 show that only one new gaming
machine licence was issued in the quarter. An additional 39 existing gaming machine licences were
renewed in the same period.
This is a significant reduction on the same period last year, when 201 licences were issued or renewed.

Summary licensing statistics for the quarter:
Gambling type

July – Sept 2003

July – Sept 2002

Gaming machines
New licences

1

5

Amendments to existing licences

259

287

Renewals of existing licences*

39

196

New licences

11

17

Amendments to existing licences

10

12

Renewals of existing licences*

78

80

New licences

8

0

Amendments to existing licences

4

0

Renewals of existing licences*

28

34

Other games of chance

49

41

Lotteries

319

296

Prize competitions

17

8

Certificates of Approval **

145

219

Housie, Part I (up to 1,000 cards per session)

Housie, Part II (up to 200 cards per session)

* Gaming machine and housie licences are valid for one year.
** The Department is also responsible for vetting casino staff for Certificates of Approval
(COA). Without a COA, people cannot work in gambling or security related jobs in a casino.
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Inspecting casino operations
The Department of Internal Affairs has Casino Inspectors working on-site in
all six of New Zealand’s casinos.
This article is a summary of the work done by the
Casino Inspectors in the last financial year.
Under the Gambling Act, the Department will
have much wider responsibilities in casinos. The
Casino Control Authority will be disestablished
and many of its functions will be taken over by
the Department.
In the 2002/03 financial year, Inspectors carried
out 69 audits. Audits cover key internal processes
to ensure that casinos are operating honestly and
legally, and complying with the law, gazetted
gaming rules, and internal procedures approved by
the Casino Gambling Authority. These areas include:
• counts and drops, i.e. the process whereby
casinos account for the revenue they collect

• casino equipment, to ensure that the gaming
equipment is to standard and operating fairly
• gaming operations, to ensure that games are
played in accordance to the gazetted rules; this
includes table games and electronic games
• incident reviews e.g. player complaints,
queries and disputes
• key and access controls, to ensure that casinos
take the necessary precautions to prevent
unauthorised access to sensitive areas
• licensed staff, to ensure that certain casino
employees have the appropriate certificates of
approval etc

Gaming machine societies can be
listed on FundView website
Gaming machine societies that make grants to
community groups can have themselves listed
on FundView at the Funding Information
Service’s (FIS) website.
Listing on this website will help them comply
with licence condition 48, which includes that
“The society shall ensure that information about
access to grants is made available to the public
through community-based distribution
networks”.
FundView is an easy-to-use computer database
detailing funding available to community
groups. the database is updated regularly and
has more than 600 funding schemes listed. the
search facility allows a user to select
information about appropriate funding
organisations by using a set of criteria provided
by the grant-maker.

8
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The Department of Internal Affairs is a major
subscriber to this database and makes it
available to community organisations through
its Community Development Group. Many
public libraries and council information centres
also hold FundView for public use.
The Funding Information Service also
produces regular monthly updates and a
quarterly newsletter updating information and
keeping the community informed about other
information relevant to fund seekers and
funding providers, including a calendar of
upcoming application closing dates.
Contact:
Catherine Maryon, Information Manager,
Funding Information Service, PO Box 1521,
Wellington. Telephone (04) 499 4090, fax (94)
472 5367, e-mail cathi@fis.org.nz. Web:
www.fis.org.nz

Sky City
Hamilton

Dunedin
Casino

Wharf
Casino

Sky City
Queenstown

21

14

3

5

1

Gamblers’ complaints upheld

3

0

1

0

0

0

Cheating incidents2

59

11

3

2

1

1

Cheating prosecutions

11

0

0

0

0

0

Breaches - operator
formally advised

15

0

0

3

0

2

Section 91 applications made3

0

0

0

0

0

0

Section 91 applications heard

0

0

0

0

0

0

Certificates of approval (COA)
cancelled/suspended4

0

0

0

0

0

0

COAs voluntarily surrendered

6

0

0

1

0

0

Minors removed5

82

31

12

8

1

2

Self-bars initiated6

521

94

15

23

15

14

Self-barred gamblers
removed from casinos

274

108

4

4

1

4

Christchurch
Casino

113

Sky City
Auckland

Gamblers’ complaints made1

Casino Compliance
Measures for Year
Ended 30 June 2003

1 Gamblers may make complaints relating to the conduct of gaming in any casino to an Inspector.
Where, after investigation, the complaint is upheld the matter is reported to the Casino Control
Authority.
2 Incidents of suspected cheating at games as detected by casino supervisors, casino surveillance
or the Government inspectorate.
3 Application by Police or Department Inspector for cancellation or suspension of a casino licence.
4 Employee certificate of approval cancelled/suspended by the Secretary for Internal Affairs.
5 Number of people aged under 20 found on gaming floor and removed from premises.
6 Individuals may apply to a casino to be barred from entering the gaming area. This is usually for
reasons relating to problem gambling. Where a self-barred gambler enters the gaming floor, a
condition of the self-bar is that casino personnel remove them.
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Gaming machine venues NOT
entitled to up to 18
or up to 9 machines,
some allowed zero machines
Some operators in the gaming sector have misunderstood the recently
passed Gambling Act and incorrectly believe that they have an entitlement to
up to 18, or up to nine, gaming machines depending on when a venue was
licensed.
While those numbers are maximums, venues are
not automatically entitled to have up to the
maximum number of machines.
Gaming machine venues that had a licence on 17
October 2001 (and did not have a period of six
months or more since then when a licence was
not held) are allowed up to 18 machines or the
actual number that lawfully operated on site at 22
September 2003, whichever is lower.
Gaming machine venues that did not have a licence
on 17 October 2001 are allowed up to the lowest of:
• nine machines,
• the actual number that they lawfully operated
on site at 22 September 2003, or
• the number determined by Territorial Authority
gambling venue policy.
Some licensed venues appear to have had no
machines lawfully operating at September 22 and
the Act makes that number their limit. That is,
they are allowed no machines.
The number of machines lawfully operated on
September 22 is now a licence condition for each
venue. The number cannot be increased without
first getting territorial authority consent and then
applying to the Department to amend the licence.
The Department of Internal Affairs has been asked
its interpretation of the term “lawfully operated”
as used in the Act. Its interpretation is that to have
been lawfully operated on September 22, gaming
machines must have been:

10
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• at the venue
• in playable condition
• properly installed, and
• compliant with licence conditions.
Lawfully operated does NOT include:
• Machines on site at a venue on September 22 but
- not approved by the Department
- not installed, or
- not in legal and playable condition.
• Machines approved by the Department but not
on the venue at September 22 and that had not
been at the venue before that date. This includes
machines installed after September 22.
• Machines that had not been approved and
whose application was still being processed at
September 22.
In some circumstances machines MIGHT have been
lawfully operated. In such cases the Department
will seek verification. Examples could include:
• Machines had been approved and legally
installed but had since broken down, whether still
on the venue or temporarily removed for repair.
• Machines had been voluntarily turned off by
the society to comply with licence conditions.
For example, the society had turned off the
machines after the venue operator had not
banked gaming machine profits on time.
• The venue was closed on September 22.

Helping clubs help themselves
What clubs need to know about gaming machine operations
The Department of Internal Affairs has started a series of presentations to
clubs that operate gaming machines to help them understand gambling
legislation and licence conditions, and better protect themselves.
Audits carried out by the Department’s
Inspectors have shown commonly occurring
breaches at many clubs. The breaches could put
the clubs’ gaming machine licences at risk of
suspension or cancellation, and certainly expose
them to theft or misappropriation of their
gaming machine profits.
The presentations are intended to provide
educational information to clubs. If your club is
interested in attending, please ring 0800 257 887
and ask for the Gaming Compliance Regional
Manager in Auckland, Wellington or
Christchurch, whichever is closer to you.
Department staff are unlikely to be able to give
presentations to individual clubs but they are
giving presentations to groups representing
several clubs in an area.
The two broad issues that the Department has
identified are related. These are that many clubs
are not using correct procedures for keeping
track of gaming machine money and often only
one person is well versed in the day-to-day
operation of gaming machines.

Tracking cash

must have good systems to tell you what
amounts of cash you should have.
If a club does not have these systems, then it has
little chance of knowing if its money is being stolen.

Profits/expenses
Another issue is confusion about what are
“authorised purposes” that gaming machine
profits can be used for as opposed to the “actual,
reasonable and necessary expenses” of operating
them. The confusion arises because most clubs
are allowed to use for themselves the profits from
their own gaming machines sited at their
clubrooms.
If authorised purposes and expenses are not
accurately separated, then the club does not
know how much it costs to operate its machines
and what profit they make. Without this
information it cannot answer questions like “is
this a good use of our money?” and “are there
problems with our operation?” Yet it will have
spent tens of thousands of dollars, and possibly
hundreds of thousands, to buy the machines.
In addition, any confusion over accounting for
money creates a risk of theft going unnoticed.

Licence conditions require specific procedures to
be used to record and account for cancelled
credits and refills of machines, weekly bankings,
monthly machine analysis etc.

Recording grants

Without these procedures, information including
how much money the machines turnover, what
they paid out and what should have been banked
cannot be reconciled.

The Department has set minimum requirements
for recording information about applications and
grants. If clubs do not meet these requirements,
then they leave themselves wide open to bogus
grants and other illegal practices that are, in
effect, theft of the clubs’ money.

The machines deal in cash only. It is not like
dealing with cheques and electronic transactions;
you cannot track notes and coins. Instead you

Some clubs do use some of their gaming machine
profits to make grants to other community
organisations.

continues page 12
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How much should pubs be paid for
having gaming machines? New
policy in place early 2004
The Department of Internal Affairs expects to have new policy setting
out how pubs should be paid for having gaming machines in place early
next year.
The new policy arises from a High Court decision
that pubs can be paid only actual, reasonable and
necessary expenses for having gaming machines,
and must not receive commissions or be paid
according to turnover of gaming machines.
The Department will ensure that the policy will
meet the requirements of the Gambling Act so
that no, or at most minimal, changes will be
required to the policy when all the provisions of
the Act come in to effect by mid-2004.
A discussion paper seeking public comment was
circulated in May this year and recommendations
were circulated in October. Feedback on the
recommendations is currently being analysed.
The recommended policy sets out what costs

should be considered, how they are to be
calculated, what limits are reasonable for
different types of cost, and what evidence
societies and venues must provide to justify costs.
The recommendations do not set arbitrary limits
on what the costs should be. Instead, they
recognise that different sites will have different
costs and look at what the costs are.
Copies of the recommendations have been sent to
all gaming machine societies and many other
organisations. Both the recommendations and
the original discussion paper are available form
the Department’s website. Visit www.dia.govt.nz,
click on “gambling”, and then click on “second
discussion paper on site payments”.

Helping clubs help themselves
from page 11

Staff backup
During an audit, Inspectors often learn that
only one person at the club was familiar with
the gaming machine operation and that
problems found by the audit occurred when the
person was on holiday or after they left the club.
The solution is to have two or three people who
know the operation and can provide backup as
required. Similarly, before the manager or
office holder who is responsible for overseeing
the gaming machine operation leaves, their
replacement should be trained.
Having backup staff and training the new
person are sound operating practices. They

12
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help the club avoid times when lack of
knowledge can lead to breaches of licence
conditions and the risk of theft.

Compliance benefits clubs
The Department’s objective is to give clubs the
information they need to voluntarily comply
with the law and licence conditions, and to
understand that through compliance they
benefit themselves.
The rules for gaming machines in clubs, and
also in pubs, are about minimising harm and
maximising returns to the community. Clubs
are community organisations. The harm and
returns are to them. It is in their own interest
to comply.

Self-Assessment Checklist:
a plain-English guide to gaming
machine rules
The Department of Internal Affairs has produced and distributed to all
gaming machine societies a Self-Assessment Checklist.
It is intended as a useful tool for societies to use
to help assess the compliance of their gaming
machine operations against their legal
requirements under the Gaming and Lotteries
Act.

might raise questions that they are unsure about.
If it does, they can return the checklist to us with
their questions or telephone 0800 257 887 and ask
for the Auckland, Wellington or Christchurch
Gaming Compliance office.

The checklist is, in effect, a plain-English
summary of the rules for operating gaming
machines. Its purpose is to help societies
understand the rules and to assess for themselves
if there are any areas where they need to make
changes or where they require more information.

Feedback on how we could make the checklist
more useful for societies is most welcome. The
checklist will be revised when all the provisions
of the Gambling Act come into force in 2004.

Principal Officers (including Trustees or office
bearers) are responsible for the operations and
activities of their societies. So we are
recommending that they be involved in the
completion of the checklist for their society.
The checklist is an educational tool and is not
part of the audit process. It is not necessary to
return it to us.
However, as societies go through the checklist, it

Societies are being advised to use the booklet that
each has been sent as a master copy and to make as
many photocopies as required. Copies can be
downloaded from our website (www.dia.govt.nz)
by selecting Gambling, Online Forms, Casino &
Non-Casino Gaming, Self-Assessment Checklist for
Gaming Machine Societies. Or you can go directly
to http://www.dia.govt.nz/Pubforms.NSF/URL/
Self-Assessment.pdf/$file/Self-Assessment.pdf.
Copies will also be sent with each new licence
issued.

Department speakers available
The Department of Internal Affairs is

• organisations involved in the gaming sector.

developing a speaking programme to help

Knowledge of the legislation and related

educate the community and gaming sector

regulations can help you avoid breaches by

about the Gambling Act and all aspect of

your organisation or staff and can help you

gambling regulations and licence conditions.

identify breaches by other organisations.

A Department speaker could provide valuable

If you wish to be included, please contact:

information to:

Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa,

• community groups about access to funds and

telephone (04) 495-9350, fax: (04) 495-7224, e-

running your own fundraising;

mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
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Gambits will at times publish articles, like the following from the New Zealand Association of
Philanthropic Trusts, that are of interest or relevance to the gaming sector. They are intended to
provide information or links to organisations useful to the sector, but are not statements of
Department policy. The opinions are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of
the Department.

Generally accepted standards for
good practice in grant making
From Looking Back and Looking Forward, a report for the New Zealand
Community Trusts.
The following is a list of summary points about
good practice in grant making drawn from
international literature and the experience of
some of the authors:

6. Willingness to stay alert to changing
conditions in society, by drawing on the
knowledge experience and insight from people
with broad and diverse experience.

1. Development of a set of policies defining the
funding interests and mission of the grant-maker,
and procedures for general operations

7. Openness to review and assessment of the
effectiveness of grant-making programmes and
general operations.

2. Public identification of the people responsible
for decision-making at board and staff level.

8. Commitment to collaboration with peer
grant-makers, through formal structures and
networking opportunities.

3. Open communications with the public about
grant-making policies and procedures, ideally
including:
• a brief statement on missions, policies, funding
interests and restrictions
• clear processes for receiving, examining and
deciding on grant applications
• indication of preferred ways of receiving
applications
• prompt acknowledgement of receipt of
applications, with an indication of the likely
timing and steps for decision-making; and
• early advice that a proposal falls outside the
guidelines.
4. Commitment to notions of partnership and
collaboration between the grant-seeker and grantmaker.
5. Recognition, through a statement of ethics
and/or values of multiple obligations beyond the
narrow limits of the law, to the non-profit
organisations served, the general community, and
to other funders in the sector.
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9. Willingness to take risks, be bold, test new
ideas and to tackle some of the too-hard social
problems, the ones that governments or business
have had to abandon.
10. Willingness to build the capacity of the nonprofit sector by promoting projects and
successful outcomes, and enhancing general
understanding of such organisations in the
community and the nation.
11. Initiation of research and development by
building on existing research and
commissioning new work if the information is
needed and does not exist.
Contact details for the New Zealand Association
of Philanthropic Trusts are:
Executive Director, Robyn Scott
E-mail, robyn@philanthropy.org.nz
PO Box 1521, Wellington
Fax, 04 472 5467
Telephone, 04 499 4090

Second-hand cars cannot be lottery
prizes
Most lotteries in New Zealand have to be licensed by the Department of
Internal Affairs. Recently organisers of a lottery had to make major changes
to a planned lottery because they had intended to offer a second-hand car as
a prize.
All involved had acted with the best of

car as a prize, please check with the Department

intentions but the law does not allow second-

first (or advise the organisers to do so) before

hand goods to be used as lottery prizes.

organising the lottery and before getting as far

The relevant legislation is the Gaming and

as applying for a licence. We are happy to

Lotteries Act 1977, and in 1995 the Minister of

explain the rules.

Internal Affairs (Hon. Warren Cooper) gazetted

If it is not a “classic” car, we cannot give the

a prohibition on second-hand goods being

lottery a licence. If there is doubt about the

“disposed of in instant games, prize

suitability of the car to be offered as a prize, the

competitions and lotteries”. (Section 70,

Department would typically want some sort of

“Minister may specify property not to be

written confirmation that it is a classic. This

disposed of by instant game or prize

could include a certificate or letter from a

competition or lottery”.)

nationally recognised car club.

The Minister’s main concern was to protect

To conclude, you might be aware that the

consumers after there had been difficulties with

recently passed Gambling Act 2003 will, in time,

some lotteries. If second-hand goods could be

replace the Gaming and Lotteries Act. New

offered as prizes, winners would not receive the

rules for lotteries are unlikely to be in place

warranties provided with new goods, they could

before about the middle of 2004. Again, if you

not know the history of the goods, they could

are unsure, please contact the Department and

not be guaranteed ownership if the goods were

we will be happy to help.

stolen or had money owing on them, and there

Further information

could be disputes about the value of the goods.
However, there are exceptions to the ban on
second-hand goods being offered as prizes. The
wording of the Gazette notice includes “with the
exception of items that are of classic, historical

Second hand goods are not the only prohibited
prizes. If you need further information, please
visit the Department’s website or contact our
staff.

or cultural significance”.

Website: www.dia.govt.nz

The exception can cause something of a grey

Telephone: 0800 257 887

area because it does not define “classic,

E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz

historical or cultural significance”.

Postal: Manager Licensing, Department of

If you are considering offering a second-hand

Internal Affairs, PO Box 10-095, Wellington
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TECHNICAL ISSUES

Electronic Monitoring system
update: QCOM soon to be
mandatory
The Gambling Act 2003 Section 86 requires class 4 operators to have their
gaming machines connected to an electronic monitoring system (EMS) at a
date or dates to be specified by the Secretary of Internal Affairs, but no later
than three years and six months from the date the Act received Royal assent.
The Act received Royal assent on 18
September 2003. Three years six months
from this date is
18 March 2007.
If you purchase a As this day is
gaming machine not a working
that requires an day the
effective date
upgrade or will be
retrofit with midnight 19
QCOM at a later March 2007.
date, you should Note that to
ensure
make sure that satisfactory
you have made connection and
adequate operation of
financial some 20,000
provision plus gaming
machines,
to do so. operators
should expect
to have their gaming machines connected
some months before this date.
The Department advised in March 2002 that
if an EMS were to be installed, all gaming
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machines would be required to have QCOM
capability to allow connection to an EMS.
Operators and manufacturers were
encouraged to have QCOM fitted on new
models of gaming machines, or to ensure
that their models can be easily and
effectively retrofitted. It is only a matter of
time before the Department will mandate all
gaming machines to have QCOM fitted as
standard. We would strongly advise against
the purchase of any gaming machine that is
not QCOM compatible or capable of being
upgraded or retrofitted.
If you purchase a gaming machine that
requires an upgrade or retrofit with QCOM
at a later date, you should make sure that
you have made adequate financial provision
to do so. We would also suggest that you
have assurance from the manufacturer or
distributor that your gaming machine can
and will be made compliant.
The Department is about to engage a Project
Manager for EMS. We will advise and keep
you informed of EMS projects details when
these are finalised.

RECENT APPOINTMENTS

National Manager Casino Compliance
Debbie Ferris has been appointed National
Manager, Casino Compliance.
She is responsible for the Department’s Inspectors in the six
casinos, the Inspectorate’s transition to the Gambling Act under
which the Department will have considerably more responsibility
in casinos, and strategic planning for compliance within the casino
sector.
This position has been based in Auckland but will move to the
Department’s head office in Wellington in January 2004.
Ms Ferris was the Northern Regional Manager, Casino Compliance,
overseeing the Auckland and Hamilton Casino Inspectorates. Prior
to that she was the Department’s Manager responsible for the
Inspectors in the Sky City Casino in Auckland.
She has a strong investigative background, having started her
career with 10 years service in the Police before moving to the
Department’s Casino Inspectorate in 1995. On joining the
Department she took a lead role in implementing and developing
the audit programme and investigation activities in casinos.

Manager Licensing
Steve Brunton has been appointed Manager
Licensing.
The position is based in Wellington and oversees the Department’s
licensing operations. The Department investigates and decides on
issuing licenses for non-casino gaming machine societies and
venues, lotteries, housie and other forms of gambling. It is also
responsible for Certificates of Approval for people who wish to
work in the six casinos.
It is important to note that the licensing provisions of the Gambling
Act are more stringent than those of the current legislation, and the
licensing and renewal processes will become an even more
significant part of the Department’s compliance activity.
Mr Brunton has an extensive compliance background, including 25
years in the Police. That was followed by five years as the Land
Transport Safety Authority’s Napier Regional Compliance Officer
for Commercial Land Transport and a year as the Legal Services
Agency’s Central Regional Manager. The Legal Services Agency
makes decisions on granting legal aid and administers the duty
solicitor scheme.
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RECENT APPOINTMENTS

Legal Advisor, Gaming
Saar Cohen-Ronen has been appointed Legal
Advisor, Gaming.
With the changes being introduced by the Gambling Act, this
position now also includes providing legal advice on issues relating
to casino gambling in addition to non-casino gambling.
The Legal Advisor provides legal advice on gaming compliance,
licensing, and operational policy matters to the Department’s
Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group’s management and
operational units. He will also advise on and/or manage civil and
criminal law proceedings.
Mr Cohen-Ronen came to New Zealand from the United Kingdom,
where he completed his studies for a Masters degree in
international criminal law. Prior to that he lived in Israel where he
worked as a legal advisor in the Ministry of Defence.

Investigating Accountant,
Gaming Compliance
Lincoln Butler has been appointed to the
position of Investigating Accountant.
He will report to the National Manager Gaming Compliance.
Mr Butler has worked for the last few years as a Treasury
Accountant at The Treasury. Prior to that he worked for
approximately three years at Audit New Zealand as an Auditor.
While studying at University he was involved in the preparation
of small business accounts specialising in the Management
Consultancy sector.
Mr Butler studied accounting and commercial law at Victoria
University and qualified as a chartered accountant several
years ago.
He will start at the Department at the beginning of December.
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KEY CONTACTS
Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Ph: 0800 257 887 • www.dia.govt.nz

Keith Manch

Debbie
Ferris

Kate Reid

Greg Crott

Steve
O’Brien

Peter
Burke

Steve Brunton Geoff Lawry Adrian Straayer Kevin Owen
General Manager, Gaming and Censorship
Regulation Group (GCR), Keith Manch.
GCR is the business group within the Department of
Internal Affairs whose role is to bring about
compliance with New Zealand’s gambling and
censorship laws. There is no direct policy connection
between gambling and censorship, but they are the
only two enforcement functions that the Department
carries out and are grouped under one general
manager.
National Manager Gaming Compliance,
Greg Crott
A team in Wellington issues all licences for noncasino gaming activities, including prize
competitions, housie, lotteries and other games of
chance. Inspectors based in Auckland, Wellington
and Christchurch conduct audits of gaming machine
societies and other kinds of gaming, including
instant games, housie, lotteries, prize competitions
and licensed promoters. Staff investigate complaints
from the public and in some cases instigate
prosecutions.
• Manager Gaming Licensing, Steve Brunton
• Manager Gaming Compliance Auckland,
Geoff Lawry
• Manager Gaming Compliance Wellington,
Adrian Straayer
• Manager Gaming Compliance Christchurch,
Kevin Owen
National Manager Casino Compliance,
Debbie Ferris
Casino Supervision and Inspection is responsible for
inspecting and monitoring casinos. It conducts
compliance audits, ensures on-going suitability of

certificate of approval holders, investigates
incidents and patron complaints and ensures that
casinos comply with the Casino Control Act.
Manager Gaming Operational Policy, Kate Reid
Gaming Operational Policy has responsibility for
contributing to policy development in the gaming
sector generally, the development of licence
conditions and providing operational policy
support and advice to GCR’s operational units and
the General Manager. The unit also includes
technical advisors responsible for the setting of
standards and testing requirements relating to the
approval and operation of gaming machine
equipment and expert advice on technical issues and
investigations. The scrutiny requirements under the
Gaming & Lotteries Act for Lotteries Commission
products are also included.
National Manager Censorship Compliance,
Steve O’Brien
Censorship Compliance is responsible for inspections
of videos, films, books and magazines, and electronic
media sites under the Films, Videos and Publications
Classification Act 1993. It investigates public
complaints, issues official warnings and instigates
prosecutions where necessary.
Manager Strategic Business Support and
Development, Peter Burke
Strategic Business Support and Development is
responsible for providing and/or co-ordinating
strategic, business development and day-to-day
support for business units and the General Manager.
This unit also includes business development
projects such as those related to the implementation
of the Gambling Act.
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Non-casino gaming
machine profits
are for community
groups, not businesses
By Department of Internal Affairs Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Group General Manager Keith Manch

It is a comment that has often been made, but it is
one worth reinforcing; non-casino gaming machines
are allowed by New Zealand law as a form of
fundraising for community groups only.
One way of looking at them is to state that they
are not part of the hospitality industry. Instead,
they are part of the charitable sector.
They are not, and never have been, intended as a
subsidy for businesses. This applies to both the
sector and to recipients of grants.
A rule of thumb that the sector could apply to
any of its practices and decisions could be to ask,
“how would this benefit the community?”
Businesses that host gaming machines are
allowed to recoup their actual, reasonable and
necessary expenses. If they receive more than
this in site payments, then they are taking money
away from the community groups that it was raised for.

Keith Manch
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p16
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Grants must benefit the community and must not result in commercial
or personal gain. If grants are made that do not meet these criteria,
then again they are taking money away from the community groups
that it was raised for.
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Parliament allowed non-casino gaming machines to create a pool of
money for use by community groups. Other sources of funding are
available for other purposes.
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For example, subsidising a local business, sponsoring professional
sport or paying a grant to an individual might be good causes, but they
continues page 2

Discussion Paper submissions show
misunderstanding about payments
Submissions being made to the Department of Internal Affairs suggest that
there could be some misunderstanding in the gaming machine sector about
the purpose of site payments.
Analysis of the submissions to date, which is not
complete, suggests that many in the sector
believe that they should be able to make a living
from gaming machines, or at least use gaming
machines as a form of subsidy for their
businesses.
The Department’s view is that the current law,
the Gaming and Lotteries Act and the licence
conditions made under that Act, does not allow
this. Instead, the law allows sites to be paid the
actual, reasonable and necessary expenses that
they incur for having gaming machines on their
premises.
The Responsible Gambling Bill currently before
Parliament strengthens the current prohibition on
commercial gain from gaming machines.
The Discussion Paper on Site Payments, and the
consultation following it, is about how actual,
reasonable and necessary expenses should be
assessed and paid. That is, what is the best way
of applying the law? The Department cannot
rewrite the law.
Submissions were due by June 20, and more than

from page 1
must find other sources of funding. These
could include commercial sponsorship, their
own fundraising, regional business funding,
grants from philanthropic trusts, and other
sources of money.

There is a fallacy that the sector should aim to
split its profit into thirds, with one-third going
to each of grants to community groups, the
sector itself and to pay taxes.
While the Department can cancel a gaming
machine society’s licence if it returns less than
33% to community groups, the minimum
allowable return should not be the objective.
Societies should aim to maximise returns to the

2
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70 were received. About half are from gaming
sector organisations and half from the wider
community, including problem gambling
treatment providers and local government.
The Department is pleased with the response
from the wider community, particularly as it has
not actively sought such involvement
previously. This involvement is important,
because the sole reason for the licensed gaming
machine sector’s existence is to raise funds for
the community. This could be said to make the
community the primary stakeholder in the
sector.
The submissions are currently being analysed
and if further information is required on the
issues raised the Department will seek that
information.
We will send out a further discussion paper
including recommendations and then arrange
meetings as appropriate.
We will give the community and the sector
notice of the final decisions and the new policy
is likely to be in place by 1 October 2003.

community and minimise their expenses.
Arguing about paying tax is a red herring. Tax
law applies to gaming machine societies, just as
it does to other organisations and individuals.
We all pay tax.
To conclude, what I have been writing about is
not departmental policy. It is the law as passed
by Parliament that requires non-casino gaming
machine profits to be raised for community
groups only and prohibits commercial or
personal gain. The Responsible Gambling Bill,
in its current form before Parliament, reiterates
and reinforces this.
Part of the Department’s role is to enforce this
law.

Action taken against 34 gaming
machine societies and
sites, plus 236 formal warnings
The Department of Internal Affairs took 34 enforcement actions against
gaming machine societies and sites in the year ended 30 June 2003.
It also gave a further 236 formal warnings that
licence conditions had been breached and
required rectification.
The actions were:
• 21 suspensions of sites and societies
• 13 cancellations of societies’ licences and site
approvals, which includes two societies whose
licences the Department proposed to cancel
and the societies chose to wind themselves up
by not renewing those licences.
Inspectors follow up enforcement actions, and
the ultimate outcome of the compliance process
is that the society or site either fully complies
with the licence conditions and the law, or its
licence is cancelled.
Summaries of the eight cancellations and nine
suspensions imposed earlier in the year were
published in the December 2002 and April 2003
issues of Gambits. Summaries of similar sanctions
imposed since then are included in this issue.

Suspension
Where a suspension is proposed, the society has
20 working days in which to make submissions.

If submissions are not received, or if they do not
persuade us that suspension is not appropriate,
then the Department will inform the society and
any other parties involved that the suspension
will proceed.
At the conclusion of a suspension period, the
society must have rectified all of the breaches
identified before its licence or site approval is
reinstated. If it has not rectified the breaches,
then the Department will consider further
suspension or even cancellation of the licence or
site approval.

Cancellation
The process for a cancellation is similar to that for
suspension.
The Department will cancel a licence where it
considers that it is no longer appropriate for the
society to hold a licence, in that it is no longer
satisfied that the society is achieving its purpose
of lawfully and properly raising funds for
authorised purposes.
A site approval will be cancelled where there has
been a serious breach of licence conditions, or
continues page 4

Department compiling photo library
of gaming machine sites
As part of the audit process, Gaming
Inspectors are taking photographs of all
gaming machine sites.
Inspectors will make themselves known
to site operators before they take the
photographs.
The photographs are being kept as part

of a library that will eventually include
all sites.
Photographs provide more details than
can be easily written into an audit or
investigation report, and can give
readers a better understanding of the
report.
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some other circumstance occurs, so that it is no
longer appropriate for the society to continue to
have gaming machines operating at the venue.

Where a licence or site approval is cancelled, the
Department will either undertake or require a
final wind-up audit of the society or site to ensure
that funds have been recovered and properly
distributed.

Other sanctions
Other sanctions can be considered as appropriate,
including prosecution or the imposition of
specific licence conditions to deal with a
particular situation.

Cancellations imposed
Blue Cue, Lower Hutt (Southern Trust)
The Department cancelled the site approval of a
Southern Trust site, the Blue Cue in Lower Hutt,
on 30 May 2003. The Department has also asked
the Trust to explain how it intends to recover
$26,000 overpaid to the Lower Hutt Pool
Association (LHPA).
Following information provided to the
Department, an investigation was launched that
revealed serious conflicts of interest and attempts
to manipulate the grant process.
The LHPA was based at the Blue Cue and
Association committee members were also Blue
Cue management.
The Southern Trust approved a grant of $43,500
for the LHPA to buy five new pool tables. After
receiving the grant, the LHPA bought five
second-hand tables that had been used at the
Blue Cue. The tables were valued at $17,500 but
the LHPA paid $43,500 to the Braeside Trust for
them.
The Braeside Trust owned the building in which
the Blue Cue was located. Its administrator was
an employee of the Blue Cue, and members of his
family were the beneficiaries.
In another incident, a Blue Cue employee
attempted to benefit from a grant that the
Southern Trust made to the Waikanae Boating
Club for new motors for its rescue boat. The
employee asked the Club for the second-hand
outboard motors that were replaced or a $5,000
“finders fee”. The Club’s Board refused to be
involved in the kick back.

4
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Black Pete’s Bar and Grill Sports and Charity
Foundation, Auckland
The Department cancelled Black Pete’s Bar and
Grill Sports and Charity Foundation’s gaming
machine licence on 9 May 2003. The Foundation
operated gaming machines at three Auckland
sites, Black Pete’s Bar and Grill, the Station Hotel
and the Forresters Tavern.
An audit found serious licence condition
breaches relating to gaming machine profit
recording, banking, grant applications and
conflicts of interest.
At no time during the six-month period audited
did the Foundation’s records of gaming machine
profits and bankings balance. Weekly gaming
machine profits had not been recorded using the
required procedures, banking was not done at
least weekly, which is also required by licence
conditions, and there were repeated
underbankings and overbankings.
Only five of the 39 grants made in the period
were recorded correctly. For 13, totalling $29,390,
there was no documentation at all and one was
made to an individual.
In addition, there were significant conflicts of
interest with an interlinked group of people
involved as Foundation trustees, site operators
and owners, directors of a liquor wholesaler that
supplied the sites and grant recipients, and as
committee members of clubs that received grants.
ICA Indoor Sports Centre, Napier (Heretaunga
National Community & Sports Trust)
The Heretaunga National Community & Sports
Trust chose to close down the gaming machine
operation at one of its sites, the ICA Indoor Sports
Centre in Napier, after the Department proposed
to suspend the site for six weeks.
An audit was completed in March 2003, finding a
series of serious licence condition breaches, and in
May the Trust removed its machines from the site.
Gaming machine profits were not correctly
banked, there were no records of any bankings at
all for a two-and-a-half month period, application
forms for grants were not available to the public,
people under 18 had access to the machines, a
current site approval was not displayed and the
site had none of the required information about
problem gambling services.
continues page 5

Northland Emergency Services Trust
The Department proposed to cancel the
Northland Emergency Services Trust (NEST)
licence but after receiving submissions gave it an
extension of time. During that time NEST
decided to wind itself up and did not apply to
renew its licence when it expired.
There were significant problems at one of NEST’s
sites, the Kamo Hotel, which had not banked
gaming machine profits weekly as required.
Further investigations found that there was
$40,000 missing from the gaming machine
account. The individuals allegedly responsible
had left the area.
This should be seen by all societies as an example
of why they must have their sites bank gaming
machine profits at least once a week and why
they must keep track of what their sites bank. It
is each society’s responsibility to ensure that their
sites operate correctly.
Overall, NEST had not been returning the
minimum of at least 33% of gaming machine
profits to authorised purposes and there was a
conflict of interest with one of its trustees also
having a paid management position.
Westport RSA
The Department cancelled the Westport RSA’s
gaming machine licence on 11 June 2003. An
audit had revealed serious breaches of licence
conditions, including the club’s gaming machine
bank account being in overdraft but there being
no record of payments to authorised purposes.
In addition, the club could provide no records of
payments to players, what gaming equipment it
owned, applications for grants, who made
decisions about distribution of gaming machine
profits and its contract with a gaming machine
service agent.
Despite numerous requests, the club failed to
provide the documentation required and the
Department gave it 20 working-days notice that
its licence would be cancelled. The club then
provided some three-year old information but not
the current information requested, and its licence
was cancelled.
Cancellations summarised in previous issues of
Gambits
• Brunner Community Trust, West Coast
• Canterbury Pool Association, Christchurch

• Victory Billiards Sports and Education Trust,
Wellington
• Greymouth Lions Club
• Gulf Harbour Foundation, Auckland
• Shamrock Trust, Palmerston North
• Rocks Bar and Casino, Te Puke (Pub Charity)
• Lucky’s, Tauranga (Marlin Sports and
Charitable Trust)

Suspensions imposed
Princess Tavern Sporting Trust,
Palmerston North
The Princess Tavern Sporting Trust was
suspended for
two months from
During parts of the
18 May 2003. The
period audited there
Trust operated
gaming machines
were problems with
at two sites, the
gaming machine profit
Princess Tavern
recording and banking
and the Post
Office Tavern.
procedures not being
An audit and
carried out as required.
subsequent
As a result, it is
investigation
found serious
difficult to reconcile
licence condition
the Trust’s gaming
breaches relating
machine bank account.
to grants made by
the Trust, the
recording of gaming machine profits and banking
gaming machine money.
Problems relating to grant making included a site
operator being involved in the process; 39% of
profits, i.e. $84,382 out of $216,497, being given to
one recipient, (20% is the maximum one recipient
can receive without written exemption from the
Department); and making grants based on
applicants’ projected budgets for a year, with no
evidence of specific costs.
During parts of the period audited there were
problems with gaming machine profit recording
and banking procedures not being carried out as
required. As a result, it is difficult to reconcile the
Trust’s gaming machine bank account.
Accurately tracking and recording the money
coming out of gaming machines and then what is
done with it is absolutely fundamental.
continues page 6
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It is gaming machine societies’ responsibility to
do this and they must do it correctly. If they do
not, then they risk sanctions being imposed on
them.
Bridge Tavern Sports and Charitable Trust,
Waitara
The Bridge Tavern Sports and Charitable Trust
was suspended for two months from the end of
March. The Trust
Effective cash had been given a
management and formal warning and
a subsequent audit
banking systems are showed that similar
vital to the integrity of licence condition
gaming machine breaches were
continuing.

operations. The
Department will always
consider it a serious
breach if a gaming
machine society does
not have such systems
or does not monitor
them carefully.

The Trust was not
accurately recording
the weekly profits
from gaming
machines, was not
banking the profits
weekly as is
required by licence
conditions and did
not have effective
systems for
managing the profits from the machines.
Effective cash management and banking systems
are vital to the integrity of gaming machine
operations. The Department will always consider
it a serious breach if a gaming machine society
does not have such systems or does not monitor
them carefully.
In addition there were significant conflicts of
interest at the Trust.
One of the trustees was also the owner of the
Tavern where the machines were sited, had
cheque-signing authority for the Trust and was in
a position to make decisions about the Trust
paying expenses to the Tavern.
Also, the site operator was involved in making
decisions about who received grants, which is a
practice explicitly prohibited by licence
conditions.
Onehunga RSA Bowling Club
The Onehunga RSA Bowling Club was
suspended for one month from 17 February 2003
after repeated licence condition breaches.

6
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Despite a previous formal warning, an audit
found many of the same serious licence condition
breaches still occurring.
The Bowling Club had continued with poor cash
management practices for its gaming machine
operations.
The amounts banked did not correspond with the
weekly gaming machine profits recorded and the
club was not meeting the requirements that it
bank gaming machine profits at least once a week
and be kept separately from the bar float.
In addition, it did not have accurate records of
payments made to players and of grants to its
authorised purposes.
Players Casino Bar, Dargaville (Caversham
Foundation)
One of Caversham Foundation’s sites, Players
Casino Bar in Dargaville, was suspended for two
weeks from 2 April 2003.
Public sites, which are usually pubs, must have
application forms for grants freely available next
to their gaming machines. People wanting
application forms must not be restricted or vetted
in anyway by site staff. Applications must not go
back to the pub but, instead, must be sent straight
to the society that makes the grants.
When visited by an Inspector, Players Bar did not
have forms available. The manager was asked
about the forms and said that if anyone asked for
one he would go through their application with
them. He was advised of the licence condition
requirements.
A follow-up visit found forms were still not freely
available, and the manager said that if he had
them on the bar, then anyone could take one and
they would litter the streets.
Coops Place, Christchurch (Century Foundation)
One of Century Foundation’s sites, Coops Place
Christchurch was suspended for two weeks from
9 May 2003 for not having grant application
forms freely available next to its gaming
machines and for having no information about
problem gambling services.
The site manager was advised of the licence
condition requirement that the forms must be
available to any member of the public without
them having to ask site staff for a copy and that
continues page 7

societies must have a responsible gambling
programme.
The Department advised Century Foundation in
writing, and received an undertaking that the
breaches would be rectified.
A follow-up visit several weeks later found that
nothing had been remedied.
Hops n Hooves, Napier (Century Foundation)
One of Century Foundation’s sites, Hops n
Hooves in Napier, was suspended for two weeks
from 11 May 2003 for not having grant
application forms freely available next to its
gaming machines.
An Inspector visited the site and found that grant
application forms could not be seen anywhere
near the gaming machines. He asked for a copy
at the bar, and was given one.
The Inspector then spoke to the manager, who
said that she had never been advised by Century
that forms must be freely available next to the
gaming machines.
A warning was given and the Inspector was
assured that the licence condition breach would
be remedied.
A follow-up visit a month latter found that forms
were still not freely available and the site was
suspended. The site was displaying a Century
Foundation sign stating, “grant forms can be
obtained at the bar”. The Foundation has been
advised that the sign must be removed.
Masonic Hotel, Dannevirke (Century
Foundation)
One of Century Foundation’s sites, the Masonic
Hotel in Dannevirke, was suspended for two
weeks from 11 May 2003 for not having grant
application forms freely available next to its
gaming machines.
An Inspector visited the site and found that grant
application forms could not be seen anywhere
near the gaming machines. He asked for a copy
at the bar, and was given one.
The Inspector then spoke to the manager, who
said that she had never been advised by Century
that forms must be freely available next to the
gaming machines.
A warning was given and the Inspector was
assured that the licence condition breach would
be remedied.

A follow-up visit a month latter found that forms
were still not freely available and the site was
suspended. The site was displaying a Century
Foundation sign stating, “grant forms can be
obtained at the bar”. The Foundation has been
advised that the sign must be removed.
Mermaids, Wellington (Southern Trust)
A Southern Trust site, Mermaids in Wellington,
was suspended for two weeks from 6 July 2003.
The site did not have grant application forms
available next to its machines and did not have a
copy of a current site approval.
When an Inspector went to Mermaids there were
no forms next to the machines. Instead, they
were in another part of the establishment, which
patrons had to pay a fee to enter. When he asked
a staff member for a form he was ignored. He
spoke to a second staff member who eventually
gave him a copy 20 minutes later.
Current site approvals must be displayed
publicly as evidence to the public that the site is
allowed to operate gaming machines, and
explaining which society owns the machines and
distributes grants.
Club Hotel, Pahiatua (Lion Foundation)
A Lion Foundation site, the Club Hotel in
Pahiatua, was suspended for two weeks from 22
April 2003.
The site did not have grant application forms
available next to its machines and the
Department was concerned about the ability of
people under 18 to access the machines.
When an Inspector went to the Club Hotel there
were no forms next to the machines, and when he
asked for one bar staff queried who he was and
why he wanted a form.
The suspension included a directive that the
gaming machines must have labels stating
“persons under 18 prohibited”, and a sign stating
“these gaming machines are not to be played by
persons under 18” must be prominently displayed
at the entrance to, or in, the gaming area.
Bluewater Hotel, Napier (Millennium Sports
Foundation)
One of Millennium Sports Foundation’s sites, the
Bluewater Hotel in Napier, was suspended for
two weeks from 11 May 2003 for not having grant
continues page 8
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application forms freely available next to its
gaming machines. An Inspector visited the site
and found that grant application forms could not
be seen anywhere near the gaming machines. He
asked for a copy at the bar, was referred to the
manager who gave him a form.

The Inspector then explained the licence
condition to the manager, who said that she had
never been advised by Millennium that forms
must be freely available next to the gaming
machines. A warning was given and the Inspector
was assured that the licence condition breach
would be remedied.
A follow-up visit a month latter found that forms
were still not freely available and the site was
suspended.
Ohakune Hotel, Ohakune Hotel Charity and
Sports Foundation
The Ohakune Hotel had its site approval
suspended for two weeks from 15 June 2003.
The Hotel did not have grant application forms
available next to its machines and did not have
any information about problem gambling
services. The Hotel manager said that the
Foundation had never advised him that these
were licence condition requirements.
Licence conditions state that:
“The society shall ensure that applicants can
freely pick up forms at sites, by locating the
forms in clear public view next to the gaming
machines on the site.”
“The society must develop and implement a
responsible gambling programme at all sites
on which it operates gaming machines. As a
minimum, the programme must provide for
signage, brochures and publications at each
site to encourage gamblers to play at levels thy
can afford and inform gamblers of counselling
and other support services.”
Gisborne Tatapouri Sports Fishing Club

8

The Gisborne Tatapouri Sports Fishing Club was
suspended for one week from 15 June 2003. The
Department had proposed to suspend the club’s
gaming machine licence for six weeks, but after the
club made significant changes the Department
reduced the suspension to one week. An audit
found that the club had added gaming machine
equipment, a jackpot system, without applying to
have its licence amended. Unauthorised changes
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to licences have the potential to damage the
integrity and fairness of gambling. Without
accurate knowledge of what and how much
equipment is in use, the sector cannot be
effectively regulated.
The Club’s recent gaming machine records were
inaccurate and it could not provide some of the
necessary documents. This included inaccurate
information about gaming machine profits and
bankings.
Suspensions summarised in previous issues of
Gambits:
• Victoria Tavern Sports and Education
community Trust, Wellington
• Waitara and Districts Charity Foundation
(formerly the Masonic Hotel Sports & Charity
Foundation)
• Kaiwaka Sports Association
• Te Puke Club
• Corner Bar, Wellington (New Zealand
Community Trust)
• Posties Whistle, Wellington (New Zealand
Community Trust)
• Zoo Bar, Wellington (New Zealand
Community Trust)
• Bowland, Porirua (Pub Charity)
• Terawhiti Arms, Wellington (Community
Grants Foundation)

Formal warnings given
The warnings issued during the year related to a
wide range of licence condition breaches and
have been issued to societies and sites throughout
the country. After a formal warning is given, the
society has 20 working days to fix any licence
breaches identified. If the society can show that it
is warranted, the Department may consider
giving an extension of time to allow rectification
to take place.
All warnings are followed up to ensure that the
breaches are fixed to the Department’s
satisfaction. If they are not, then the Department
can impose a sanction. Any previous licence
breaches are also likely to be thoroughly checked
again at the society’s next audit.
It is important to note that the Department will
impose with the level of enforcement action
appropriate to the problem. That is, it will not
necessarily issue a formal warning as its first
response and can, instead, suspend or cancel a
licence, or take court action immediately after an
audit or investigation.

Fewer licences issued for all forms
of gambling
In the financial year ended 30 June 2003, the Department of Internal Affairs
issued fewer licences for all forms of gambling than it did in the previous
year.
In addition, the Department oversaw the winding up of 85 gaming machine
societies.
Licences issued were:
Gambling type

2002-2003

2001-2002

Gaming machines
New licences

17

22

Amendments to existing licences

1,077

1,084

Renewals of existing licences*

670

719

New licences

39

44

Amendments to existing licences

41

62

Renewals of existing licences*

269

356

New licences

11

25

Amendments to existing licences

7

7

Renewals of existing licences*

89

102

Other games of chance

107

133

Lotteries

942

992

Prize competitions

28

33

Housie, Part I (up to 1,000 cards per session)

Housie, Part II (up to 200 cards per session)

* Gaming machine and housie licences are valid for one year

Casino staff
The Department is also responsible for vetting casino staff for Certificates of
Approval (COA). Without a COA, people cannot work in gambling or
security related jobs in a casino.
In 2002-2003 the Department issued 608 COAs compared to 441 in the
previous year. The increase was due to the opening of Riverside Casino in
Hamilton.
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Fewer pubs, clubs have machines,
increase in number appears to slow
Department of Internal Affairs statistics suggest that a trend has developed,
with fewer gaming machine societies, fewer gaming machine sites and a
slowed increase in non-casino gaming machine numbers.
The General Manager of the Department’s
Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group, Keith
Manch, said that at 30 June 2003 there were 699
societies, 2,122 sites and 25,221 machines outside
the six casinos. This is a decrease of 16 societies (2%) and 15 sites (-0.7%), and an increase of 652
machines (+2.6%) in the quarter.

Over the last year, the number of societies has
steadily decreased from 770 (-9%), the number of
sites has decreased by varying rates from 2,153 (1.4%) and the number of machines increased
from 22,113 (+14%), though at a markedly slower
rate in the last two quarters.
continues page 11

GAMING MACHINE STATISTICS as at 30 June 2003
SOCIETIES LICENSED

Average
GM/Site

Totals

Percentage
of Sub-Total

Percentage
of Total

15.3%

3,156

24.0%

12.5%

9.71

18.9%

9.2%

2,998

22.8%

11.9%

15.30

207

20.0%

9.8%

3,049

23.2%

12.1%

14.73

0.1%

74

7.1%

3.5%

1,104

8.4%

4.4%

14.92

16.7%

0.1%

75

7.2%

3.5%

1,167

8.9%

4.6%

15.56

1

16.7%

0.1%

159

15.3%

7.5%

1,652

12.6%

6.6%

10.39

6

100%

0.9%

1,036

100%

48.8%

13,126

100%

52.0%

12.67

16.3%

501

23.6%

7,257

28.8%

14.49

Percentage
of Total

Percentage Percentage
of Sub-Total
of Total

Totals

Percentage
of Sub-Total

Pub Charity

1

16.7%

0.1%

325

31.4%

Lion Foundation

1

16.7%

0.1%

196

New Zealand
Community Trust

1

16.7%

0.1%

Community Grants
Foundation Inc.

1

16.7%

Scottwood Group

1

The Southern Trust
Sub-Total National

Categories of Sites

GAMING MACHINES

SITES
Totals

Trusts
Hotel-Based Trusts

114

Total Non-Club

120

100%

17.2%

1,537

100%

72.4%

20,383

100%

80.8%

13.26

Sports Clubs

256

44.2%

36.6%

257

43.9%

12.1%

1,143

23.6%

4.5%

4.45

Chartered Clubs

203

35.1%

29%

208

35.6%

9.8%

2,363

48.8%

9.4%

11.36

RSAs

120

20.7%

17.2%

120

20.5%

5.7%

1,332

27.5%

5.3%

11.10

Total Club

579

100%

82.8%

585

100%

27.6%

4,838

100%

19.2%

8.27

Total All

699

100%

2,122

100%

25,221

100%

11.89
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GAMING MACHINE NUMBERS: June 1994 to 30 June 2003 at 3-monthly intervals
25221

25,000

24330

23,000

22113
21743
21012

21,000

24569

23002

20097
19332

19,000

18650
17679

17150

17,000

16396

Gaming Machine Numbers

15,000
13129

13,000

12608
11888
11216

11,000
9,000
7,000

10070
8699
8160
7770
Jun 94

13580

13812

13273
12897

12201

11619

11031

9602
9170
9730
9298
8831

8303

Dec 94

Jun 95

Dec 95

Jun 96

Dec 96

Jun 97

Dec 97

Jun 98

Dec 98

Jun 99

Dec 99

Jun 00

Dec 00

Jun 01

Dec 01

Jun 02

Dec 02

In recent years gaming machine numbers have
been increasing by 4% to 6% a quarter, a trend
that continued until December 2002. In the last
two quarters the increases have been 0.98% and
2.65%, less than half the previous rates.

Hamilton added three more gaming tables and 19
gaming machines in the last quarter. There are
now 185 tables and 2,560 machines additional to
machines in pubs and clubs in New Zealand’s six
casinos.

The average number of machines per site has
increased from 10.27 to 11.89 in the year.

The Responsible Gambling Bill, in its current
form before Parliament, prohibits any new
casinos opening and the existing casinos
expanding their gambling operations.

The tables and line graph on these page provide
details. Considerably more information is on the
Department website www.dia.govt.nz
– click on “gambling”, then scroll
Casino
down to “more information” and
Sky City, Auckland
click on “gaming statistics”.
Riverside, Hamilton
Further information, giving a
Christchurch Casino
breakdown of gaming machine
Sky Alpine, Queenstown
numbers by territorial authority will
be released as soon as it is available.
Wharf Casino, Queenstown

Casinos

Dunedin Casino

Tables
98*

Jun 03

Gaming machines
1,417**

23

319***

35

500

11

70

6

74

12

180

Following Casino Control Authority * The CCA has given Sky City approval for up to 110 tables
** The CCA has given Sky City approval for up to 1,647 gaming machines
(CCA) approval, Riverside Casino in *** The CCA has given Riverside approval for up to 339 gaming machines
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Gaming machine grants must not go
to professional sport or personal gain
The Department of Internal Affairs is often asked about what are suitable
purposes for grants to sports people.
The Gaming and Lotteries Act requires that
grants be made to only what it defines as
“authorised purposes”. Each gaming machine
society develops its own authorised purposes
within the definition, which means that they
must:
• benefit the community;
• not result in commercial or personal gain.
This means that grants of gaming machine
money cannot be made to professional sport or to
individuals.
Professional sport is a commercial venture and
should seek commercial sponsorship. Grants to
individuals result in personal gain and do not
meet the definition of authorised purposes.
For example, motorised sports, including cars,

motorcycles and boats, is an area that is unlikely
to meet the definition of an authorised purpose.
The vehicles are usually owned by either a
professional team or an individual and these are
not eligible for grants.
This applies to sponsorship and buying
equipment, fuel or other materials.
Certainly amateur drivers often have a pit crew
or support team, but the vehicle is still owned by
a business or an individual and a grant would
result in commercial or personal gain and should
not be made from gaming machine money.
The rule of thumb for all grants from gaming
machine societies, whether they are for sport or
other purposes, is that they should benefit the
community.

Clubs must keep accurate records
when prizes are not paid
It is acceptable for clubs to have a policy that allows only members and signed in guests to play their
gaming machines.
Where they do have such a policy, then it is advisable in the interests of player fairness, and to prevent
ill will, that they have clear signs at the entrance to their gaming machine rooms stating who can play
the machines.
At times the Department receives complaints from gamblers who “won” on gaming machines at clubs,
but the clubs did not pay the prizes because the gambler was not a member or signed in guest.
The Department does not get involved in these arguments, they are between the gambler and the club.
However, the Department requires that the club must account for the money correctly.
The club must record such incidents as a non-paid prize. If the machine gives a credit for a prize but
the gambler did not receive any money, where did the money go?
A club has a responsibility to its members to accurately monitor and record what happens to money
from its gaming machines. If it does not, then its members can be disadvantaged and the Department
can impose sanctions on the gaming operation.
Cases like this are good examples of why licence conditions and the Gaming Machine Operations
Manual, the “Blue Book”, include specified detailed procedures that must be followed and are audited
by the Department.
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Gambits will at times publish articles, such as this one from Philanthropy NZ, that are likely to be
of interest to people in the gaming sector but that are not directly related to the Department’s work.
They are intended to provide information or links to organisations that could be useful to the sector,
but are not statements of Departmental policy. The opinions stated are those of the author and do
not necessarily reflect those of the Department.

Measuring the effectiveness of
grants
The following is an extract from a report prepared by the Chief Executive of Trust
Waikato, KEN GORDON, as a member of Philanthropy NZ. This report gives insights
into the types of issues to be considered in relation to good grant making techniques.
How do we know that we are doing a
good job?
One of the difficulties involved in this whole
discussion is that it is normally impossible to
know what would have happened if
circumstances (such as the payment of a
donation) had been different. If you take, for
example, the situation of a very simple project
like a new chiller unit for a marae. A potential
benefit of such a project is the reduced chances of
a food poisoning emergency. However, it is
nearly impossible to quantify a food poisoning
event that didn’t happen.
In the absence of other ways of assessing
performance Trustees can assess the Trust’s
performance, based on their extensive knowledge
of the Trust, and the impacts that donations have
on the community.
This is a very valid approach. If the Trust is not
doing well then it is likely that people in the
community will tell Trustees just that. However
this approach does pose at least three problems:
• sometimes community groups are loathe to tell
funders what they really think, because they
are concerned about the consequences;
• sometimes community groups may not be
sufficiently critical of funders because they are
happy with their own relationship; and
• sometimes community groups do tell funders
their concerns, but funders don’t listen to the
same.

What does success look like?
Since 1988 the Trust has provided over 19,000
donations totalling $58 million. Have these
donations helped achieve the Trust’s mission of
supporting and enhancing the region?

Undoubtedly, yes. However, while we know that
we have helped support and enhance the greater
Waikato community, we do not know by how
much. We also
don’t know if a
smarter Trust could
have done things a
lot more effectively.
There are a number
of reasons why it is
difficult to assess
the aggregate level
of benefit. These
include:

Ken Gordon

• it is difficult to
assess benefit from just one

donation;

• you don’t know what would have
happened if you had done nothing.
• there is no way of combining the impacts of all
19,000 donations to come to a final result.
A study carried out by the Centre for Effective
Philanthropy in the United States found that of
the 50 Foundations surveyed donation numbers
ranged from about 50 a year to over 2,000 a year.
However, most Foundations made less than 400
donations a year. All of the foundations in this
study had assets several times the size of Trust
Waikato.
In terms of staffing numbers the most poorly
staffed foundation (in one study of larger
foundations) had 1 staff member for every 91
donations. The most well staffed foundation had
more than one staff member per donation.
Even with these high staffing levels, 40 percent of
the 225 largest foundations in the States reported
continues page 14
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from page 13
only evaluating about one in four donations.

These statistics highlight the difficulty that we
have in terms of evaluating performance. We
would need to employ another eight or nine staff
to even start to get close to the donation/staff
ratios that the most poorly staffed Foundations in
the States have.
However, even if we had these staff we are still
left with the more intractable questions cited
above. That is how do you measure benefit, and
how can you know what might have happened if
nothing had been done, and how do you
aggregate this data.
Even when evaluation data is produced it is
highly subjective. Research presented at the
International Third Sector Research conference
held in Cape Town in 2002 showed that there
were very few reliable measures of what
constituted a successful community group. The
research found that depending on who you
asked, differing people had very different views
as to the effectiveness of groups.
In the absence of hard data on outcomes, most
Foundations revert to a number of what could be
called busy-ness indicators. For example:
• Number of applications received

Research presented at the
International Third Sector
Research conference held
in Cape Town in 2002
showed that there were
very few reliable
measures of what
constituted a successful
community group.

• Processing
time
• Success ratios
• Efficiency
ratios
• Comparative
financial
performance
(with other
Foundations).

Trustees will
recognise that we
keep an eye on a number of these busy-ness
indicators ourselves, however whilst these
indicators can prove that we are efficient and
busy they cannot show that we are effective.
One of the ways around this problem is to collect
other information that can serve as a proxy
effectiveness measure.
The Centre for Effective Philanthropy has
proposed the following measures as being proxy
indicative of Foundation success:
• Overall Grantee satisfaction
• Grantee satisfaction in relation to

14
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responsiveness, approachability and fairness.
• Grantee’s views as to the level of positive
impact the funder has had on their
organisation.
• Grantee’s perception of the funder’s
contribution to the advancement of the sector.
• Grantee’s perception that the involvement of
the funder has helped to bring other funders on
board.
• Grantee’s perceptions in terms of the length of
grants made and the longer term donation
relationship.
• Non-monetary assistance provided to grantees.
• Grantee’s perceptions in relation to the
donation process (e.g. the timing, being kept
informed, being able to discuss problems with
the Foundation).
The Centre argues though that such data should
be collected independently of the funder, and
should be collected in relation to all funders
operating in the region. Independence is
considered to be essential, as many groups may
not wish to be as honest if they knew that a
particular funder might see their responses.
From the work the Centre has undertaken they
have highlighted that most Foundations perform
absolutely well in relation to the various
measures. They suggest though that the real
value of such surveys is in the comparisons that
can be generated between funders.
Trust Waikato is currently considering a proposal
from the University of Waikato to undertake such
a study. Such a study will help the Trust to find
out whether or not it is truly effective. However,
even more importantly an open approach to such
a study must have a pay off in terms of the future
effectiveness of the Trust.
Further information about effective grant making
can be obtained through Philanthropy NZ.
Contact: www.philanthropy.org.nz or
robyn@philanthropy.org.nz
Websites worth viewing on grant making include:
The Community Foundations of Canada
www.grantbenefit.org.nz, The Association of
Charitable Foundations www.acf.org.uk.
Useful references held by Philanthropy NZ
include:
Faith, Hope and Information; Assessing a grant
application; Dr Diana Leat
The Insider’s Guide to Grantmaking, Joel J Orosz
Reflections on Good Grant-making, Tim Cook

TECHNICAL ISSUES

Gaming machine malfunctions
Recent incidents have highlighted a need for gaming machine site staff and
operators to be alert to the possibility of machine malfunctions.
While some malfunctions are immediately
obvious and are indicated as part of a gaming
machine’s self-checking processes by error
messages and “lock-ups”, others are not and will
only be detected by analysis of machine
performance over a period of time. It is
emphasized that incidents of this nature are not
common.
If the effect of the malfunction was to make a
large number of incorrect payments, pointers
would be an excessive number of high value
cancelled credit payments and/or frequent
hopper refills within a relatively short time
frame. Common sense and experience might be
the first indication that these were outside what
would normally be expected, given the random
nature of how wins are achieved. Reference to the
immediate past cancelled credit payment or refill
history would also provide a good indication that
something was “not quite right.”
In one of the incidents in question, a gaming
machine generated 11 large cancelled credit
payments over a two-hour period. Many of these
payments were of more than $500, some were
over $1,000 and a number occurred within a five
to15 minute period of the previous payment.
Once site staff realized that this was abnormal,
further payment was withheld until such time as
a technician was called in and the fact that a

‘Substantial win’ feature
The Department wants your views about
introducing (where practicable) a “substantial
win” feature on gaming machines. This could
be set at a pre-determined “win” level, for
example $200, and when a win of this amount
or above was indicated, would cause the
machine to “lock-up” and require an
attendant to verify the win before payment
was made and play could continue. If you
have any comments, please contact David
Chatwin (contact details at right).

malfunction had occurred was established. It was
later found that non-winning combinations were
triggering wins.
The Gaming Machine Operations Manual (Blue
Book) (Section 3.8) details the action to be taken
when faulty gaming equipment comes to notice.
It is in everyone’s interests that prompt and
appropriate action is taken when serious
malfunctions do occur. We would like your help
in trialling a form and introducing (where
practicable) a “substantial win” feature on
gaming machines.
Trialling a form that:
• provides basic guidelines in dealing with
events such as these, (as well as player disputes
that can result from real or perceived
malfunctions) and
• can be used to record essential details to enable
the situation to be properly investigated and
resolved.
The form, called Equipment Fault/Player Dispute
Record, is available on the Department’s website
www.dia.govt.nz Go to the home page, click on
“gambling”, then “licensing”, then “services”,
then “forms”. Alternatively, the form is available
more readily and directly by clicking “Online
Forms” on the the first page, then “Casino and
Non-Casino gaming”. Other Blue Book forms
cannot be accessed by this faster method. Gaming
Compliance offices in Auckland, Wellington and
Christchurch will also be able to provide a hard
copy that can be photocopied.
Any comments about the contents or “usability”
of the form (favourable or otherwise) should be
directed to the Southern Region Gaming
Compliance Office, PO Box 1308 for the attention
of David Chatwin, Senior Inspector Technical,
Telephone (03) 353 8308, Fax (03) 353 8309 or EMail david.chatwin@dia.govt.nz). It is intended
that following a period of evaluation, the form, or
an amended version of it, will be incorporated
into the Gaming Machine Operations Manual
(“Blue Book”) or its successor.
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TECHNICAL ISSUES

Tolerance of gaming machine
discrepancies
The Gaming Machine Operations
Manual (Blue Book), in Section 3.1,
page 51, states that where a
discrepancy of $10 or more occurs in
gaming machine recording, it must be
investigated with a view to finding
the cause.
It goes on to say that $10 is only a nominal
benchmark, and even where a variation of less
than $10 occurs more than once, it should be
investigated.

When you are talking
about a machine
potentially handling
thousands of dollars
daily, a small problem
ignored can rapidly
become a large one and
any early indication of
trouble should be seen
as a bonus, not an
imposition.

The question has
been raised that
since the $10
“tolerance” has been
in place for some
time now, in view of
the substantially
greater amounts of
money currently
passing through
gaming machines,
shouldn’t it be
raised to a higher
value? This article
explains why the
tolerance level will
not be raised.

The gaming machine analysis system has its
origins in the early 1990s when machines were
predominantly of the 20c coin type, where a
single coin allowed a single game or “play”.
(There were some 10 cent ones and even a few
that would accept 10, 20 or 50-cent coins, but the
20-cent denomination was by far the most
common).
In those days, the “tolerances” were:
• 50 metered units

for hopper variances

• 5 metered units for meter reconciliation
discrepancies
• 30 metered units for cashbox variances.
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At that time, there were no bank note acceptors,
and consequently a greater number of coins per
machine, but on the other hand the maximum
number of machines per site was only eight.
When $2 “tokenisation” was introduced, the
“tolerance” was changed to $10 all up, per
machine, which equates to 5 x $2 coins. There
were a number of reasons for this, the main one
being that while there is little difference in the
size and weight of a 20-cent coin and a $2 coin,
there is a marked difference in the value.
There are a number of causes of imbalances or
discrepancies, ranging from dirty or faulty optics,
coins “bouncing” into inaccessible parts of a
machine, the odd extra coin “missed”, faulty
diverters, hopper adjustment or probe problems
(all of which are indicative of maintenance
issues); to machines not being cleared properly,
errors or carelessness in cash counting or
handling; “short” refills and even “lightfingered” staff members testing the system by
pocketing a few coins first to see if it gets noticed,
before becoming more adventurous.
Of course, the “tolerance” applies not only to
coins, but also to bank notes.
However, discrepancies (other than those caused
by theft) are less likely to arise with bank notes
than coinage because their physical
characteristics require less mechanical handling,
sophisticated electronic recognition and
acceptance facilities are in place, and their
automated transfer is only one way, into the
machine and never out of it.
Given advances in technology such as coin
validators superseding comparators, self-auditing
electronic meters, better manufacturing standards
and the advent of bank-note acceptors, which has
substantially reduced the volume of coin
handling, there is probably a case for reducing
the nominal “tolerance” level rather than
increasing it.
Certainly the “meter reconciliation” area should
be “zero” tolerance, but allowance still perhaps
continues page 17
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Compliance plates
Recent checks by Inspectors
carrying out site inspections and
audits have revealed several
examples of deficient or defective
compliance plates. These were not
confined to one manufacturer’s
products.
Compliance plates must be fitted to gaming
machines and certain other items of gaming
equipment such as jackpot controllers. They have
been mandatory since gaming machines were
first legalised in this country.
Their purpose is to provide a “first step” method
of assurance that a particular device has been
approved for use in the New Zealand jurisdiction
and may therefore be legally operated. They can
be likened in some respects to the requirement to
have registration plates fitted to a motor vehicle.
Machine Specifications, the Australia/New
Zealand Gaming Machine National Standards,
and the NZ Appendix to the Australian/New
Zealand National Standards all apply to
compliance plates (or “identification badges” as
they are known in Australia), depending upon
when the equipment was first approved. There
are in addition, specific approval requirements in

certain cases.
They must be permanently affixed to the exterior
of the equipment in a position that allows them to
be easily read. The essential information to be
shown on the plate (or plates) is:
• The dealer’s and/or manufacturer’s name
• The name and/or
model number of
the machine
• A unique serial
number
• The date of
manufacture
• The approval
number assigned
by the
Department of
Internal Affairs.

Compliance plates
must be fitted to
gaming machines and
certain other items of
gaming equipment
such as jackpot
controllers. They have
been mandatory since
gaming machines were
first legalised in this
country.

In relation to the
approval number, in
the case of the more
recently approved
gaming machines, it must be expressed in the
format Gaming Machine Model No ( )- NZ
(Approval Number).

continues page 18

Tolerance of gaming machine discrepancies
from page 16

needs to be made for the incorrect recording of
the odd digit or two.
Discrepancies can be likened to canaries in
mine shafts and should ideally be followed up
in every case. When you are talking about a
machine potentially handling thousands of
dollars daily, a small problem ignored can
rapidly become a large one and any early
indication of trouble should be seen as a bonus,
not an imposition.
However, no matter how reliable the device or
the staff servicing it, the odd “inexplicable”

anomaly or discrepancy is almost inevitable,
which is why “tolerances” were set in the first
place.
Jackpot devices, because of the sensitivity and
volatility of the equipment, are assigned far
lower tolerances levels than are gaming
machines.
The checks, balances and “troubleshooting”
requirements for these are, in part,
incorporated into the instructions for
completing individual records, and in part
described in sections 2.9.9 to 2.9.12 of the
Gaming Machine Operations Manual.
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Compliance plates
from page 17

Licence Conditions 22 (Set A) and 27 (Set B)
require societies to ensure that:
“. . . each item of gaming machine equipment has
an approved compliance plate affixed and that
the manufacturer’s serial number is accessible
and legible.”
In the case of gaming machines, compliance
plates are generally fixed to the right hand side of
the cabinet.
This leads to another problem encountered by
Inspectors from time to time in that the
placement of machines within gaming areas is
such that one or more machines are hard up
against a wall or other structure, or that machines
are so closely packed together, that it is difficult
or even impossible to readily sight compliance
plate details. This could be avoided if the
requirements of this Licence Condition were
taken into account when planning or changing

the layout of gaming areas, or installing
equipment.
Societies should be aware that concerns about
compliance plates, as with other non-compliance
issues, can lead to directions for machines or
equipment to be immediately switched off. There
may also be cause for gaming equipment to be
removed for testing if the circumstances give rise
to serious doubts about the equipment’s integrity.
Societies should also note that in terms of the
Responsible Gambling Bill, they will be required
to notify the Department of all gaming machines
lawfully operated on each of their venues; and
that those details must include the serial number
and model of each individual gaming machine. It
would be opportune to check now that
compliance plates are fitted wherever required,
and that all of the details (not just the serial and
model numbers) are clear, legible and have not
been tampered with or subjected to unauthorised
alterations.

Gaming machine societies can be
listed on FundView website
Gaming machine societies that make grants to
community groups can have themselves listed
on FundView at the Funding Information
Service’s (FIS) website.
Listing on this website will help them comply
with licence condition 48, which includes that
“The society shall ensure that information about
access to grants is made available to the public
through community-based distribution
networks”.
FundView is an easy-to-use computer database
detailing funding available to community
groups. the database is updated regularly and
has more than 600 funding schemes listed. the
search facility allows a user to select
information about appropriate funding
organisations by using a set of criteria provided
by the grant-maker.
The Department of Internal Affairs is a major
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subscriber to this database and makes it
available to community organisations through
its Community Development Group. Many
public libraries and council information centres
also hold FundView for public use.
The Funding Information Service also
produces regular monthly updates and a
quarterly newsletter updating information and
keeping the community informed aobut other
information relevant to fund seekers and
funding providers, including a calendar of
upcoming application closing dates.
Contact:
Catherine Maryon, Information Manager,
Funding Information Service, PO Box 1521,
Wellington. Telephone (04) 499 4090, fax (94)
472 5367, e-mail cathi@fis.org.nz. Web:
www.fis.org.nz

KEY CONTACTS
Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Ph: 0800 257 887 • www.dia.govt.nz

Keith
Manch

Ross
Savage

Kate Reid

Greg Crott

Steve
O’Brien

Peter
Burke

Gavin Duffy Geoff Lawry Adrian Straayer Kevin Owen
General Manager, Gaming and Censorship
Regulation Group (GCR), Keith Manch.
GCR is the business group within the Department of
Internal Affairs whose role is to bring about
compliance with New Zealand’s gambling and
censorship laws. There is no direct policy connection
between gambling and censorship, but they are the
only two enforcement functions that the Department
carries out and are grouped under one general
manager.
National Manager Gaming Licensing and
Compliance, Greg Crott
A team in Wellington issues all licences for noncasino gaming activities, including prize
competitions, housie, lotteries and other games of
chance. Inspectors based in Auckland, Wellington
and Christchurch conduct audits of gaming machine
societies and other kinds of gaming, including
instant games, housie, lotteries, prize competitions
and licensed promoters. Staff investigate complaints
from the public and in some cases instigate
prosecutions.
• Manager Gaming Licensing, Gavin Duffy
• Manager Gaming Compliance Auckland,
Geoff Lawry
• Manager Gaming Compliance Wellington,
Adrian Straayer
• Manager Gaming Compliance Christchurch,
Kevin Owen
National Manager Casino Supervision and
Inspection, Ross Savage
Casino Supervision and Inspection is responsible for
inspecting and monitoring casinos. It conducts
compliance audits, ensures on-going suitability of

certificate of approval holders, investigates
incidents and patron complaints and ensures that
casinos comply with the Casino Control Act.
Manager Gaming Operational Policy, Kate Reid
Gaming Operational Policy has responsibility for
contributing to policy development in the gaming
sector generally, the development of licence
conditions and providing operational policy
support and advice to GCR’s operational units and
the General Manager. The unit also includes
technical advisors responsible for the setting of
standards and testing requirements relating to the
approval and operation of gaming machine
equipment and expert advice on technical issues and
investigations. The scrutiny requirements under the
Gaming & Lotteries Act for Lotteries Commission
products are also included.
National Manager Censorship Compliance,
Steve O’Brien
Censorship Compliance is responsible for inspections
of videos, films, books and magazines, and electronic
media sites under the Films, Videos and Publications
Classification Act 1993. It investigates public
complaints, issues official warnings and instigates
prosecutions where necessary.
Manager Strategic Business Support and
Development, Peter Burke
Strategic Business Support and Development is
responsible for providing and/or co-ordinating
strategic, business development and day-to-day
support for business units and the General Manager.
This unit also includes business development
projects such as those related to the implementation
of the Responsible Gambling Bill.
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0800 257 887
E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz
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Wellington
PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: (04) 495 7214
Christchurch
PO Box 1308, Christchurch
Fax: (03) 353 8309

Gambits is produced by the
Department of Internal Affairs to
provide information to the gaming
sector in New Zealand. It is intended as
education and communication that will
help the sector comply with the law and
licensing conditions by explaining what
the law and conditions require, and
how the Department operates.
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make Gambits more useful to you,
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Vincent Cholewa,
ph: (04) 495 9350 or 025 272 4270,
e-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
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By Department of Internal Affairs Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group General
Manager, Keith Manch
The Department has carried out a review of how it undertakes its gambling
regulation activities, and is now implementing the changes.
In this issue of Gambits you will see articles about the Gaming and Censorship
Regulation Group’s new approach and managers (see page 2), a summary of our
compliance process (see page 4) and, in this article, a comment on our objectives.
The changes we are putting in place are aimed at making the Department a more effective
regulator. They are not dependent on the Responsible Gambling Bill, but will ensure that
when the Bill is passed we will implement it quickly and effectively, irrespective of its
final content.
The overarching objective for the change within the Department is to ensure that the
sector and our compliance activity both focus on community outcomes.
The only reason that the law allows non-casino gaming machines is to raise funds for the
community. This requires societies that own gaming machines to:
·
maximise their returns to community groups
·
minimise their operating costs
·
have effective strategies to prevent and minimise harm.
Our compliance activities focus on helping societies meet these objectives, and on taking
action if they do not.
The Bill also applies to casinos, and will replace the Casino Control Act. This will give
the Department a far wider role in casinos than it currently has (see pages 9 and 10). Our
focus with casinos will be to:
·
ensure that they have effective strategies to prevent and minimise harm
·
understand and comply with the new legislation.
The key to understanding the Department’s approach is that our primary focus is
supporting the community’s interests by ensuring fairness, integrity, increased returns
from non-casino gambling, and minimal harm, and dealing with corrupt practices.
While we recognise that many in the gaming sector operate according to the law, with the
amount of money involved there are those that do not. We are determined to take action
against those that do not comply.

Changes in Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group
(GCR)
GCR Management
Structure

GCR is the business group within the Department of
Internal Affairs whose role is to bring about compliance
with New Zealand’s gambling and censorship laws.
There is no direct policy connection between gambling
and censorship, but they are the only two enforcement
functions that the Department carries out and are
grouped under one general manager.

Keith Manch, General Manager GCR

Gambits covers GCR’s gambling compliance work, and
the Censorship Compliance Unit is mentioned here
simply to give a complete description of GCR.
As mentioned on page 1, GCR has reviewed how it
undertakes its gambling regulation activities.
GCR’s focus will be on “community interests” as our
primary “stakeholder”. Community interests include both
community groups for whom gambling raises funds and
gamblers.
The rules for gambling, i.e. the legislation and licence
conditions, all focus on ensuring that the community
benefits from the proceeds of gambling, and minimising
the harm that gambling can cause.
GCR is ensuring that all its gambling regulation business
practices focus on these outcomes.

Greg Crott, National Manager Licensing and
Compliance

Licensing is a key part of regulating gambling, and it has
been brought together with the compliance unit under one
national manager. This will streamline the flow of
information about who should be allowed a licence, how
they are complying with the rules and when a licence
should be renewed, suspended or cancelled.

Greg Crott has an extensive public
sector background as a manager in
a variety of roles that have involved
him working closely with Ministers
and the business and commercial
sectors. Mr Crott has experience
over many years in a regulatory/
enforcement environment,
including statutory positions as
District Registrar of Companies
and Official Assignee in
Bankruptcy dealing with bankruptcy, company
liquidation and proceeds of crime matters.

There are Gaming Inspectors in regional offices in
Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch, and Licensing
Officers in Wellington. The appropriate Regional
Manager and the Licensing Manager are the best
departmental contacts for gaming sector organisations.
The Casino Inspectorate will continue to be a separate
operation, but GCR is looking at how and where it can
involve staff in both casino and non-casino work.
Operational Policy is now a separate unit whose work no
longer covers just licensing. Its function is to start with
the legislation and develop GCR’s policies to implement
the legislation. That is, turn the law into GCR’s day-today operational work.
GCR has also brought all the gambling-related strategic
business support and development functions into one
area. Currently, the most important function of this unit is
to ensure that GCR is ready to implement the
Responsible Gambling Bill as soon as it is passed. Its
“business as usual” activities include managing IT,
finance, HR and legal services.
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Keith Manch has been General
Manager of GCR since February
2002. Prior to his work with the
Department, Mr Manch was
General Manager of the Ministry of
Consumer Affairs, a position he
held since 1995. He began his
career as a police officer, became
an investigator with the Commerce
Commission and went on to
become National Manager in its
Fair Trading Division. He has worked closely with the
private sector on developing codes of practice and
disputes resolution processes.
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Kate Reid, Manager
Operational Policy
Kate Reid has been with the
Department since 1985. Ms Reid
has an extensive background in
research, planning and policy
analysis, including the last six
years in various policy, planning
and management roles in GCR.
She has also been the acting
Manager of Marketing and
Communications, and played a
significant role in the Gaming
Review Implementation Programme.

Ross Savage, Chief Inspector Casinos
Ross Savage has been the Chief
Inspector Casinos for GCR since
1996. During this time Mr Savage
has overseen the establishment of
the inspectorates in the casinos in
Auckland, Dunedin, Queenstown
(two sites) and Hamilton. During
this time he has implemented a
risk-based approach to casino
regulation, which is considered a
best practice approach and has
been adopted by a number of
international agencies. His earlier career was with the
New Zealand Police, before joining the Department in
1992.

National Manager
Licencing and
Compliance
Greg Crott

Manager
Operational Policy
Kate Reid

Peter Burke, Manager Strategic Business Support
and Development
Peter Burke has a strong
public sector background at
senior levels in strategy and
organisational development,
programme and project
management, risk
management, audit, HR, IT
and finance. He has worked
in the public sector and more
recently as a management consultant working with the
public and private sectors.

General Manager
Keith Manch

Chief Inspector
Casinos
Ross Savage

Stephen O’Brien, National Manager Censorship
Compliance
Stephen O’Brien joined the
Department in 1989 as a Regional
Manager of both gaming and
censorship before specialising in
the censorship role in 1996. Mr
O’Brien began his career as a
Police Officer and, due to the
nature of censorship work, he still
has a close relationship with the
New Zealand police and police
forces internationally.

Manager Strategic
Business Support
and Development
Peter Burke

Questions, queries,
comments
If you have an questions about articles in Gambits,
would like further information or have comments
about what information we could provide to make
Gambits more useful to you, please contact:
Communications Advisor
Vince Cholewa
Telephone (04) 495 9350,
Fax (04) 495 7224,
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

National Manager
Censorship
Compliance
Stephen O’Brien
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Non-casino gaming machines: enforcement and
sanctions
A single unit, Gaming Licensing and Compliance, now
undertakes the licensing and compliance of non-casino
gaming activities. This allows better information sharing
and more effective decision-making about societies and
sites operating gaming machines across the country.
This financial year, the Licensing and Compliance Unit
is expected to:
· issue 20 new gaming machine society licences
· renew 770 gaming machine society licences
· make 1,000 amendments to gaming machine
society licenses
· carry out at least 400 gaming machine society
audits
· carry out at least 50 other audits
· undertake at least 180 site visits
· carry out all investigations in line with legal
requirements.
The unit also provides education services to the sector.
Over the next few months we intend instituting more
formal presentations on an ongoing basis.
The integration allows information to be gathered about
gaming machine societies and sites from licensing
applications and decisions, audits, inspections,
investigations, special operations (such as “mystery
shopper” checks on sites) and complaints received. This
information is used to make decisions on licence
applications and to determine compliance with the
licence conditions and the law.
Where breaches are found, the Department will take
action to ensure that the non-compliant behaviour
ceases. That action includes:
· issuing a formal warning
· suspending a licence or site approval for a period
of time
· suspending consideration of amendments to a
licence for a period of time
· cancelling or not renewing a licence or site
approval
· taking court action.
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requiring the society to provide documents to the
Department.

Formal Warning
After a formal warning is issued, the society has 20
working days to fix any licence breaches identified. If
the society can show that it is warranted, the Department
may consider giving an extension of time to allow
rectification to take place.
If the licence breaches are corrected to the Department’s
satisfaction, it will take no further action. If they are not
corrected satisfactorily, the Department will consider
suspension or cancellation of the society’s licence or site
approval. Any licence breaches are also likely to be
thoroughly checked again at the society’s next audit.

Suspension
Where a suspension is proposed, the society has 20
working days in which to make submissions. If
submissions are not received, or if they do not affect the
proposal, then the suspension will proceed.
If the submissions include evidence of a satisfactory
resolution of the breaches, then the Department will
consider taking no further action, or applying a lesser
sanction or the proposed sanction.
At the conclusion of the suspension period, the society
must have rectified all of the breaches identified before
its licence or site approval is reinstated. If it does not,
then the Department will consider cancelling the licence
or site approval.

Cancellation
The process for a cancellation is similar to that for
suspension, except that once a cancellation is made the
society does not need to rectify licence breaches. The
society or site is cancelled permanently. The
Department will undertake a final wind-up audit of the
society or site to ensure that funds have been recovered
and properly distributed.

It is important to note that the Department is not obliged
to issue a formal warning before taking stronger action,
and will go straight to whatever action is appropriate
according to the circumstances of each case.

Other Sanctions

Societies should also be aware that enforcement action is
followed up to ensure that the breaches identified are
corrected to the Department’s satisfaction. Follow up
could involve formal meetings, further site visits and

The ultimate outcome of the compliance process is that
the society or site either fully complies with the licence
conditions and the law, or it has been cancelled.
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Other sanctions can be considered as appropriate, such
as not allowing amendments to a licence for a period of
time.

8 gaming machine societies and sites cancelled,
9 suspended, 189 formal warnings
The Department of Internal Affairs has taken 206
enforcement actions against gaming machine societies in
eight months to the end of February 2003.
Those actions were:
· 189 formal warnings that licence conditions
had been breached and required rectification
· 9 suspensions of sites and societies
· 7 cancellations of societies’ licences and site
approvals
· 1 society that the Department proposed to cancel
did not renew its licence when the licence expired
and so closed itself down.
The cancellations
cancellations, and the licence not renewed, were:

The Victory Billiards Sports and Educational Trust’s
gaming machine licence was cancelled from 13
November 2002. It operated one site in Wellington. An
audit found seven breaches of licence conditions,
including a shortfall of $57,723.95 in banking. (See page
5 Gambits, December 2002.)

Greymouth Lions Club
The Greymouth Lions Club’s gaming machine licence
was cancelled from 17 November 2002. The Club
operated one site at the Quality Kings Hotel in
Greymouth. An audit in December 2001 found a series
of beaches relating to record keeping, handling of money
and making grants to community groups. A follow-up
audit found repeated breaches. (See page 5 Gambits,
December 2002.)

Brunner Community Trust, West Coast
On 9 October 2002 the Department proposed to cancel
the Brunner Community Trust. Before the cancellation
took effect, the Trust decided it would not apply to have
its licence renewed and the licence lapsed. Gaming
machine licences are issued for only one year, and all
societies must reapply annually if they wish to continue
operating machines.

Gulf Harbour Foundation, Auckland
The Gulf Harbour Foundation’s gaming machine licence
was cancelled from 11 December 2002. The Foundation
operated three sites, Dudleys Bar Manurewa, which
traded as “De Bar”, Rosa Pacifika, and the Quay Sports
Bar and Casino, all in Auckland.

The Trust operated one site, the Dobson Hotel.

Audits of the Foundation and two of its sites, De Bar and
Rosa Pacifika, showed extensive licence condition
breaches.

An audit in April 2002 found serious licence condition
breaches. A follow-up audit completed in October that
year found repeated breaches including restricted public
access to grant application forms, distributing more than
20% of profits to one recipient and incorrect recording of
gaming machine profits and equipment.
Without specific exemption from the Department,
societies operating gaming machines at public sites must
not distribute more than 20% of their grants to one
recipient. In this case, the recipient was the Brunner
Rugby League Club.
The League Club already operates gaming machines and
had planned to apply to the Department to add the
Dobson Hotel to its gaming machine licence. After
discussion with the Department it did not make the
application.

Canterbury Pool Association, Christchurch
The Canterbury Pool Association’s gaming machine
licence was cancelled from 8 November 2002. It
operated one site, the Corner Pocket in Christchurch. An
audit by the Department found four extremely serious
breaches of licence conditions that showed the
Association had little control over its gaming machine
operations. (See page 5 Gambits, December 2002.)
Victory Billiards Sports and Education Trust,
Wellington

The breaches included conflicts of interest between site
operators and trustees, incorrect banking procedures,
seriously deficient procedures for making and recording
grants to community organisations and payment of
trustees’ and other expenses that were neither reasonable
nor necessary.

Shamrock Trust, Palmerston North
The Shamrock Trust’s gaming machine licence was
cancelled from 28 February 2003. The Trust had
machines at one site, the Café de Paris in Palmerston
North.
An audit found that the trustees had no knowledge of
their responsibilities under the licence conditions and
effectively gave control of the Trust to the site owner.
The owner made commercial gain from the gaming
machine operation and also controlled access to
applications for community grants.
The grant making process itself also breached licence
conditions, including that trustees themselves benefited
from some grants.
Trustees of gaming machine societies are responsible for
ensuring that their society conducts its operations in full
compliance with the law and licence conditions. Trustees
cannot delegate or pass this responsibility on to any other
person.
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Rocks Bar and Casino, Te Puke (Pub Charity site)
The Pub Charity site, Rocks Bar and Casino, had its site
approval cancelled from 8 December 2002.
After an investigation, the Department determined that
the site was a “gaming shop”. Gaming shops are sites
where gaming machines are the primary activity. They
have been banned since 1 October 2002.
The law allows non-casino gaming machines as a means
of community fund raising only. They must not be used
for commercial or personal profit by the societies that
own them or the sites where they operate.
In recent years several sites have opened with a bar that
does little or no business and the primary activity is
gambling. This is clearly inconsistent with the rationale
for allowing non-casino gaming machines.

Luckys, Tauranga (Marlin Sports and Charitable Trust
site)
The Marlin Sports and Charitable Trust site, Luckys, had
its site approval cancelled from 13 December 2002.
After an investigation, the Department determined that
the site was a “gaming shop”. (See above “Pub Charity,
Rocks Bar and Casino, Auckland”.)

Suspensions were
Victoria Tavern Sports and Education Community
Trust, Victoria Tavern, Wellington
The Victoria Tavern Sports and Education Community
Trust was suspended for three months from 25 August
2002 for a large number of licence condition breaches
that, overall, showed it had inadequate systems to ensure
that it operated gaming machines correctly. One of the
problems found was under-banking of more than $20,000
from the gaming machines. Subsequent checks by
Inspectors have found the under-banking to be almost
$40,000(See page 7 Gambits, September 2002.)
Waitara and Districts Charity Foundation, Masonic
Hotel, Waitara
The Masonic Hotel in Waitara was suspended for one
month from 13 December 2002 after an audit showed a
range of licence condition breaches. Of particular
concern were the Trust’s procedures for making grants to
community groups, which included a conflict of interest
where the site operators were also involved in running the
Trust.
Kaiwaka Sports Association, Kaiwaka
The Kaiwaka Sports Association was suspended for one
month from 16 February 2003 for a range of licence
condition breaches that, overall, showed it had
inadequate systems in place to ensure that it operated
gaming machines correctly.
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Te Puke Club, Te Puke
The Te Puke Club was suspended for two months from
28 February 2003 for a range of licence condition
breaches that, overall, showed it had inadequate systems
in place to ensure that it operated gaming machines
correctly. An earlier audit had shown several licence
condition breaches, and a follow-up audit completed in
February showed the Club had taken insufficient steps to
fix the problems.
Corner Bar, Wellington (New Zealand Community
Trust site)
The Corner Bar was suspended for two weeks from 11
August 2002 because the site manager was controlling
who could, or could not, get application forms for
community grants. (See page 7 Gambits, September
2002.)
Posties Whistle, Wellington (New Zealand Community
Trust site)
The Posties Whistle in Khandallah was suspended for
two weeks from 15 January 2003 because the site
manager was controlling who could, or could not, get
application forms for community grants.
Zoo Bar, Wellington (New Zealand Community Trust
site)
The Zoo Bar in Newtown was suspended for two weeks
from 15 January 2003 because the site manager was
controlling who could, or could not, get application forms
for community grants.
Bowland, Porirua (Pub Charity site)
Bowland Porirua was suspended for two months from 17
January 2003 when a Department investigation showed
the site operator had significant conflicts of interest.
These conflicts included Bowland applying for, and being
granted, $15,000 for an oiling machine for its bowling
lanes. Since the investigation, Pub Charity has recovered
the $15,000.
Terawhiti Arms, Wellington (Community Grants
Foundation site)
The Terawhiti Arms in Karori was suspended for two
weeks from 12 March 2003 because the site manager
was controlling who could, or could not, get application
forms for community grants.

Formal warnings
The warnings issued relate to a wide range of licence
condition breaches and have been issued to societies and
sites throughout the country.
All warnings are followed up to ensure that the breaches
are fixed to the Department’s satisfaction. If they are not,
then the Department can impose a further sanction. (See
page 4.)
It is important to note that the Department will start with
the level of enforcement action appropriate to the
problem. That is, it will not necessarily issue a formal
warning as its first response and can, instead, suspend or
cancel a licence, or take court action immediately after an
audit or investigation.

Department welcomes High Court decision clarifying
gaming machine expenses Background
The Department of Internal Affairs welcomes a Wellington
High Court decision that clarifies the area of gaming
machine societies paying expenses to public sites where
their machines are located. The sites are usually pubs.
The Gaming and Lotteries Act does not allow sites to
keep the profits from gaming machines. These profits
must go to the societies for distribution to community
groups. But the sites can be paid expenses associated
with operating the machines.
The General Manager of the Department’s Gaming and
Censorship Regulation Group, Keith Manch, said that the Act
does not clearly state how expenses should be calculated.
The Court’s decision clarifies that only actual,
reasonable and necessary expenses can be paid.
According to the current licence conditions, societies can
pay actual, reasonable and necessary expenses up to
$150 (GST excl) per machine per week, but cannot pay
more without specific dispensation from the Department.
The decision changes how the Department should assess
the dispensations.
The Department’s policy was to allow societies to apply
for dispensations to pay more to a site (up to a maximum
of $500), based on “extraordinary site costs and a higher
than average gaming machine profit”.
The Court has made it clear that sites cannot be rewarded
for profitability. It reiterated that sites cannot profit from
the machines and can only claim compensation for their
actual, reasonable and necessary expenses.
The decision does not mean that dispensations will
automatically be granted. The Department will now
consider dispensations with respect to actual, reasonable
and necessary expenses for each site.
It is currently developing a new policy for site
payments and dispensations, which it will consult on
widely. Until this new policy can be implemented, the
Department will continue to make decisions on
dispensations. However, such decisions are likely to be
affected by the new policy once it comes into effect.
Societies must be aware that the level of site payments
allowed under current dispensations may change once
dispensation applications are reassessed. All societies
affected will shortly receive a letter from the
Department explaining what will happen.

From 1 October 2001, the Department had required
societies to make business cases for each of their sites to
justify actual, reasonable and necessary expenses of
more than $150 per machine per week. Societies
complained that they found this extremely difficult to do
and sought guidance from the Department about what
criteria it would apply. In addition, many said that they
did not know how to write formal business cases.
For these reasons, the Department issued guidelines in
February 2002 stating the rules that it would use to
consider dispensations from the $150 limit. A
significant component of the rules was a formula related
to the gaming machine profit of each site.
On 12 September 2002, the Department declined to
allow one of the societies, Pub Charity, dispensation to
pay three of its sites $250 per machine per week because
they did not meet the formula for gaming machine profit
set out in the guidelines.
Pub Charity sought a judicial review arguing that the
Department should not apply a formula that was based
on gaming machine profit. Pub Charity argued that, in
determining whether a dispensation should be granted,
the main factor taken into account by the Department
should be the site’s actual, reasonable and necessary
expenses. Pub Charity also argued that the Department’s
approach breached the statutory prohibition on
commission payments.
The Court determined that Pub Charity’s view was
correct in law.
“It is important to have a clear decision from the Court
about how the law should be applied and the Department
will now respond to this decision,” Mr Manch said.
The Court’s decision does not change the licence
condition that requires societies to return a minimum of
33% of gaming machine profits in grants to the
community. Even if actual, reasonable and necessary
expenses are high for a society, the society must still
return at least 33% of the profits before it pays site
expenses.
The Responsible Gambling Bill, currently before
Parliament, makes it very explicit that gaming machine
societies must minimise costs and maximise returns to
the community. It also includes powers to set minimum
returns to the community by regulation, and to limit the
costs that societies may incur by Gazette notice.
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Funding for community
groups, www.dia.govt.nz
The Department of Internal Affairs has developed its
website to make it easier for community groups to apply
for funding from gaming machines. Societies that own
gaming machines distribute several hundred million dollars
a year.
www.dia.govt.nz, click on “gambling”,
Visit our website, www.dia.govt.nz
then click on “funding for community groups”.

Gaming machines
operated outside licensed
hours
Several gaming machine societies have been warned that
some of their sites have been operating gaming machines
outside of their licensed hours. This is a breach of
licence condition 15.
Gaming machines can only be operated within the hours
of business specified on its liquor licence and when the
site is open to the public.
Gaming machines must not be operated outside the hours
of the liquor licence.

This part of the website now focuses on providing
information for community organisations. It includes how
to apply for funding, how to contact gaming societies that
make community grants, and how to contact the
Department if you have difficulties getting an application

In addition, they must not be operated during the hours
of the liquor licence if the site is not open to the public.
For example, a nightclub that does not have its bar and
other services open, but has its gaming machines
operating is breaching this licence condition.

form or believe that a society, or a site where machines
are located, has broken the rules.
Some key rules to remember are:

·

sites, which are usually pubs, do not own the
machines
sites must have no involvement in deciding
who can make applications
sites must have no involvement in deciding
who gets funding
application forms must be returned directly to
the society, and not to the site.

·
·
·

Department website
www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive wideranging information about the gaming sector.
Click on “What’s new” for”
·

link to the Responsible Gambling Bill as
reported back to Parliament 19 November 2002.

Click on “Gambling” for:
·

funding for community groups

·

links to all current gambling laws

·

gaming review Cabinet Papers

·

frequently updated gaming statistics

·

application forms for all gaming licence
applications

·

8

and much more.
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Inspectors who find sites operating gaming machines in
breach of this licence condition will ask that they be
immediately turned off. If necessary, this request will be
made to the society owning the machines. The
Department can seize machines that continue to be
operated outside of public, licensed hours.

Department speakers
available
The Department of Internal Affairs is developing a
speaking programme to help educate the community
and gaming sector about the Responsible Gambling
Bill, and all aspects of gambling regulations and
licence conditions, after the Bill is passed.
A Department speaker could provide valuable
information to:
· community groups about access to funds
and running your own fund raising
· organisations involved in the gaming sector.
Knowledge of the legislation and related regulation
can help you avoid breaches by your organisation or
staff and can help you identify breaches by other
organisations.
If you wish to be included, please contact:
Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa, telephone
(04)495-9350, fax(04) 495-7224,
e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

Court of Appeal decision
means casinos can
exclude problem gamblers
Following publicity about a lawyer gambling nearly $11
million at Christchurch Casino, there has been some
reported confusion about casinos’ ability to exclude
problem gamblers.
The Court of Appeal ruled last year that casinos can use
section 67 of the Casino Control Act 1990 to exclude any
member of the public without having to give a reason.
This section gives casinos the power to both prevent any
member of the public entering a casino and require
anyone who did enter to leave immediately.
The Court of Appeal’s decision means that casinos do
not have to use the Trespass Act or ask the Government
to impose some form of problem gambling legislation to
exclude a problem gambler. They can do so already.
In addition, the decision states: “ … the Casino Control
Act 1990 (the Act) excludes any common law principle
which otherwise might require the appellants to have
good reason before refusing Mr Wu entry to their
licensed casino premises.”
The case was Sky City Auckland’s appeal against an
earlier Auckland High Court decision (CA47/02, 7 August
2002).
In February 2001, Sky City banned a gambler, Zhang
Ping Wu, for two years. The High Court granted Mr Wu
an injunction against the ban, Sky City appealed, and the
Court of Appeal allowed the appeal.
Casinos must comply with the Human Rights Act. Mr
Wu did not argue that he was banned because of his
race, but argued, instead, that he was banned because
he was a successful gambler.
Sky City denied that this was the reason for the ban, and
argued that the Act allowed it to exclude people from its
casino without having to give a reason.
The Court of Appeal stated in its decision: “We have
therefore concluded that the purpose of s67 is to make it
clear that the holders of licences pertaining to casinos
under the Act are entitled to exclude members of the
public without assigning a reason so long as they do not
commit any breach of the Human Rights Act or other
relevant legislation…”
When the Responsible Gambling Bill is passed, it will
replace the Casino Control Act.

Responsible Gambling Bill
In its current form, the Bill gives casinos the same
powers as they currently have to exclude members of the
public (clause 277) and also puts additional
responsibilities on them to have policies to identify
problem gamblers and exclude them (clauses 278-280).
The Government Administration Select Committee
reported the Bill back to Parliament in November last
year. It is now on the parliamentary Order Paper, and will
be debated by Parliament before it is voted on to become
law.
Under the new legislation, the Department will be placing
more emphasis on ensuring that operators take a
responsible and effective approach to harm minimisation
policies and procedures.

Charities Commission
being established
Gaming machine societies should be aware that the
Government is establishing a Charities Commission,
which could impact on how they operate. The Minister
of Finance, Dr Michael Cullen, issued the following
media release on 5 March 2003.
Design of charities commission agreed
The new Charities Commission should be operational
next year after the Cabinet this week signed off the
design details, Finance Minister Michael Cullen
announced today.
“The commission developed out of a recommendation
from the charities working party in their report to me last
year, and I am delighted to be able to deliver on it,” Dr
Cullen said.
“The commission will be responsible for registering
organisations seeking charitable status, monitoring their
activities, receiving annual returns, providing advice and
support to the sector and advising the government on
charity-related issues.
“It will be a Crown agent and will have statutory
independence in relation to registration decisions but will
operate under the aegis of the Minister of Commerce and
the Ministry of Economic Development.”
Dr Cullen said the Government hoped to have the
necessary legislation in the House by midyear.
For further information, please visit the Treasury
website, www.treasury.govt.nz/charities
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The role of casino supervision and inspection
The Casino Control Act was passed in 1990 and
provided the mechanism for the establishment of casinos
in New Zealand. It is important point to note that to be
properly authorised, casinos require both a premises
licence and an operator’s licence granted by the Casino
Control Authority (CCA).

The success of this programme can be demonstrated by
the manner in which the various Australian jurisdictions
have now adopted it for their own use.
Casino operations are governed by the Act, gazetted
game rules and their own internal procedures, which are
approved by the
CCA.

This is not your local pub or club that may currently
advertise itself as a “casino” and operates under
different legislation. In its current form, the Responsible
Gambling Bill, addresses this confusion. It prohibits
anyone else using “the word casino, or any other word or
get-up, in a way that conveys the impression that a place
is a casino” (clause 100).
The first casino in New Zealand opened in Christchurch
in November 1994. The Department’s initial team of
Inspectors in Christchurch was sufficient to have staff on
site at all times that
the casino was open.
New Zealand’s Since then, the
operation was based Christchurch casino
on the Australian has extended its
model, which operation to 24 hours
contains a strong a day.

regulatory or “hands
on” approach to
compliance.

Since that time
additional casinos
were granted the

required licences and commenced operation in
Auckland, Dunedin, Queenstown (two sites) and finally
Hamilton in September last year. Parliament has passed
a moratorium prohibiting the opening of any more
casinos and the Bill prohibits any more casino premises
licences being issued.
The Inspectorate’s brief is to ensure that casino
gambling is conducted fairly, and that casinos are
operated properly and are free from criminal influence.
New Zealand’s operation was based on the Australian
model, which contains a strong regulatory or “hands on”
approach to compliance. The Department has modified
this and developed a robust audit programme to test the
operator’s compliance levels.

10
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One of the main

The Inspectors are
also active in the
detection of offences
against the Act,
which includes such
things as minors and
cheating.

functions directed by
the Act is the taking
and investigation of
complaints by the
public relating to the
conduct of gaming.
Essentially, if a gambler is unhappy with any aspect of
the game they are playing (tables or machines) and feel
they are getting no satisfaction with the operator they
can raise the matter with the Department.

The Department’s Inspectors will investigate the matter
and advise all parties of their findings. Should the
complaint be upheld, the matter could be escalated to the
CCA for resolution. In the year ended 30 June 2002, the
Inspectors investigated 109 complaints. So far this year
they have investigated a further 96 complaints.
The Inspectors are also active in the detection of
offences against the Act, which includes such things as
minors and cheating. You have to be 20 years old to enter
the gaming floor of a casino. This requirement is
strongly enforced by the casino operators but some
people slip through the cracks. Depending on the
circumstances, the matter can be referred to the Police
for follow up.
Cheating is an interesting subject. Acts of cheating or
attempted cheating are detected from time to time,
usually by the casino’s surveillance unit. The
investigation of these cases involves the inspectorate and
the Police who take responsibility for prosecuting
offenders where this is warranted. In Auckland two
significant cases have been detected involving a level of
collusion with casino staff. The courts dealt with both of

these cases.

Audits cover a variety of topics ranging from table
games, gaming machines to surveillance. For example,

The Inspectorate co-operates closely with other law
enforcement agencies in New Zealand. By their nature,
casinos can attract undesirable persons from time to

an audit of blackjack will require watching a prescribed
numbers of games against a checklist that details the
various gazetted rules or procedures to be followed. The

time for a variety of reasons, including laundering
money and spending ill-gotten gains. The Department
assists other agencies in the pursuit of offenders who

shuffling of the cards is one area that attracts a fair deal
of attention.

might frequent casinos.

In addition an Inspector may review the contents of the
surveillance log for irregular events during the previous
24 hours, attend to a patron complaint or potential

Auckland is

By their nature,
casinos can attract
undesirable persons
from time to time for
a variety of reasons,
including laundering
money and spending
ill-gotten gains.

currently the only
casino that has
Government

Inspectors on site 24
hours a day, seven
days a week. With
approximately 70%
of the casino
business in the
country flowing
through this site, full-time coverage is considered to be
prudent and necessary. There is not always an Inspector
on site at the other five casinos but there is one on duty
each day and procedures are in place to deal with
complaints and offences against the Act that may occur
when we are not on site.
Each Inspector is allocated a number of audits to be
completed on a monthly basis and it is their
responsibility to ensure they are completed.

offence against the Act. But attention to the audit
programme takes up most of the Inspector’s time. The
range of items subject to audit includes:
 all table games
 all gaming machines
 keno
 casino promotions
 surveillance
 security
 cashiering
 the count processes
 gaming equipment.
During the financial year to date, work carried out by
the Inspectorate included:
 investigating 112 complaints from gamblers
 investigating 47 cases of alleged cheating
 detecting 117 possible minors, of whom 99 proved
to be under 20
 investigating seven casino staff to determine if they
should keep their Certificates of Approval allowing
them to work in casinos.

Who should own gaming machines in pubs and
clubs?
The Department of Internal Affairs’ discussion paper about relationships between clubs and public gaming
machine sites has generated much debate in the gambling sector.
The Department would like to thank the gaming machine societies that have made submissions on the paper.
Consultation with the sector is an important part of the decision making process. Ironically, it tends to make the
process slower, and at times more difficult, but done properly supports better decisions.
In summary, the paper makes proposals about how the Department could deal with:
· non-club societies wanting to put their machines in clubs
· clubs operating machines in public sites.
The Department will make its decision about any changes to the policy known to the sector as soon as possible.
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“Mystery shopper” checks
on grant applications
continue, sites suspended
“Mystery shopper” visits by Gaming Inspectors are
continuing as part of Department of Internal Affairs’
checks that gaming machine sites are not controlling
access to applications for community funding.
In January, three sites were suspended for two weeks. At
two, the pub managers were controlling access to
application forms and at the third the manager was
trying to influence the grant process.
All three sites are in Wellington. Two, the Posties
Whistle and Zoo Bar, are on the New Zealand
Community Trust licence and one, the Terawhiti Arms, is
on the Community Grants Foundation licence. (See also
page 6.)
At the Posties Whistle and Zoo Bar application forms
were not freely available near the gaming machines.
When the Department’s “mystery shopper” asked for
application forms, they were told the forms were locked
in an office to which the pub manager had the only
access. On more than one occasion, the Department’s
“mystery shoppers” were told to come back “next
week”.
At the Terawhiti Arms forms were available but the
manager required that they be returned to him.
Site operators must have no involvement in funding
decisions. For example, they must not:
· refuse to give application forms to some
applicants
· put conditions on applications (e.g. require
applicants’ members to drink at that pub, or insist
that the applicant must buy goods or services
from a particular business)
· require applications be returned to the site.
All of these activities can give the site operator the
ability to profit from the machines and take money away
from community groups.
From January 1, all public gaming machine sites have
been required to significantly improve the public’s
access to grant application forms. Specifically, this
means having application forms freely available next to
the gaming machines and providing information about
the availability of forms through community networks
(licence condition 48). Community groups must not be
required to ask staff or see the manager to get

12
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application forms, and they must not be required to return
the forms to the site.
The applications must be sent directly to the society that
owns the machines and distributes the profits as
community grants.
The Department’s focus is to protect community
organisations’ access to funds that were raised for them.
The Department will continue using mystery shopper
visits as one of its compliance tools to achieve this.

Gaming machine
societies can be listed
on FundView,
www.fis.org.nz
Gaming machine societies that make grants to
community groups can have themselves listed on
FundView at the Funding Information Service’s (FIS)
website.
Listing on this website will help them comply with
licence condition 48, which includes that “The society
shall ensure that information about access to grants
is made available to the public through communitybased distribution networks.”
FundView is an easy to use computer database
detailing funding available to community groups. The
database is updated regularly and has more than
600 funding schemes listed. The search facility
allows a user to select information about appropriate
funding organisations by using a set of criteria
provided by the grantmaker.
The Department of Internal Affairs is a major
subscriber to this database and makes it available
to community organisations through its Community
Development Group. Many public libraries and
council information centres also hold FundView for
public use.
The Funding Information Service also produces
regular monthly updates and a quarterly newsletter
updating information and keeping the community
informed about other information relevant to fund
seekers and funding providers including a calendar
of upcoming application closing dates.
Contact: Catherine Maryon, Information Manager,
Funding Information Service, PO Box 1521,
Wellington, telephone (04) 499-4090, fax (04) 4725367, e-mail cathi@fis.org.nz, website www.fis.org.nz

“Gaming shops” and more
than one site per building
banned, licences being
reconsidered
For gaming machine licences now coming up for annual
renewal, the Department of Internal Affairs is ensuring
that non-compliant sites are not included on licences.

•

The Gaming and Lotteries Act calls organisations that
own gaming machines “societies”, and each society’s
licence includes the list of sites where its machines are
located.

•

•

•
Licence conditions that took effect last year banned
“gaming shops”, which are sites where gaming machines
are the primary activity. They also prohibited there being
more than one gaming machine site in a building (licence
condition 14).

•
•

Such sites have not been permitted on new licences.
The Department is reviewing all existing licences as they
come up for renewal, and will not allow such sites on the
renewed licences. If a site is not included on a licence,
the gaming machines there must be turned off.
The reason for these licence conditions is that the law
allows non-casino gaming machines as a form of
community fund raising only. Societies or sites must not
use them for commercial or personal benefit.
Gaming shops, where there is little or no business other
than gaming machines, clearly breach that requirement.
In addition, some previously existing public sites have
been sub-divided, while some site operators rented
additional space in their buildings, so that they could
describe themselves as two sites. A site can have only
up to 18 gaming machines.
Again, this is inconsistent with the principle that gaming
machines cannot be operated for commercial or personal
benefit.
The Department distributed the following guidelines when
the licence condition banning gaming shops took effect
last year. They are reprinted here as a reminder. In
determining if a gaming machine site is a gaming shop,
the Department will consider:

•

•
•

•

The location of the site; is it a shop in a retail or
shopping centre?
Does the site have a track record of operating
without gaming machines or is it a new site?
What proportion of the floor space (not including
toilets, kitchens, and other staff-only or utility
areas not open to the public) is given over to the
operation of gaming machines?
Is it evident from the floor plan that a range of
other activities – a bar or bars, a restaurant, or
entertainment other than gaming machines – is
available on the site?
Are the other activities well stocked and well
promoted?
Is more prominence given to the gaming machines
or to another activity? Where are the machines
situated – at the entrance to the site or behind
other activities on the premises?
What activity is promoted most heavily on the site
or on signs outside the site? The gaming
machines or some other activity?
Can the machines be seen through windows?
Are most of the patrons on the premises playing
gaming machines or taking part in some other
activity?
Are there any other factors that show that the site
was set up and is being run for another purpose or
purposes and that gaming machines are only an
ancillary entertainment?

None of these factors is determinative. Each one
contributes to an overall view on the role of gaming
machines on a site. Each site is different and there may
be particular factors on some sites that are not described
in these guidelines but which lead to the conclusion that
gaming machines are or are not the primary activity on
the site.
If the Department considers that a site may be a gaming
machine shop, the society concerned will have the
opportunity to make submissions, and the site may be
invited to provide financial information relating to the
turnover of other activities on the site. However, like the
factors listed above, site turnover in itself will not
determine whether gaming machines are the primary
activity.
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Service contracts NOT
compulsory for gaming
machines
Some societies have contacted the Department of
Internal Affairs concerned that they must have service
contracts for their gaming machines. This is not
correct. Service contracts are not compulsory.
There seems to be some misunderstanding of licence
conditions “authorisation to work on gaming
machines” and “internal access to gaming machine
equipment”. These are licence conditions 26 and 27
for clubs and 31 and 32 for public sites.
Being allowed to work on machines and opening them
are tightly restricted by these licence conditions to
ensure the integrity of the games and the security of
the money. However, this is very different to the
incorrect view that service contracts are compulsory.
Societies have a responsibility to maximise returns
from gaming machines to their communities, and to
minimise costs. Being tied to a service contract
might not be the best way of achieving this. A service
contract is just one option. It might be more suitable
for the club to have a technician who is called when
needed, or to have a list of service providers.
Whoever is chosen to do the work must be
competent, able to do the required work and familiar
with the Department’s Gaming Machines Operations
Manual, known as the “Blue Book”, and with the
manufacturer’s requirements. It is important to note
that some gaming machine equipment, like jackpot,
cashless and QCOM compliant machines, may
require assistance from the manufacturer.
It is up to each society to shop around and decide
what is best for itself in terms of cost and service
provided. It is not appropriate for the Department to
recommend or endorse service providers. Instead,
societies should contact other societies, umbrella
organisations like the Hospitality Association, Clubs
NZ and the RSA, and the company they bought their
machines from, and look at advertisements and
articles in trade publications.
If a society does decide that a service contract is the
way to go, then it should have its lawyer and
accountant check the terms and conditions before it
signs. This is sound business practice for all
significant contracts, whether they relate to gaming
machines or any other part of a society’s business.
The comments made in this article apply equally to
contracts for other gaming machine services, such as
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Is your organisation a
“corporate society”?
The Responsible Gambling Bill, in its current form,
restricts the types of organisations that can own gaming
machines to what it calls “corporate societies”.
As part of its preparation for implementing the new
legislation, the Department of Internal Affairs has
contacted all gaming machine societies advising them
that the Bill proposes this requirement.
Societies have been asked to state either they:
·
already qualify as a “corporate society”, or
·
propose to become a “corporate society”,
or
·
propose to stop operating gaming
machines if this provision is in the Bill
when it is passed.
Should the new law require “corporate society” status,
the Department will not renew existing society licences
or issue new ones without proof of that status.
Under the Bill in its current form as amended by the
Select Committee, a “corporate society” is a:
·
society incorporated under the
Incorporated Societies Act 1908
·
society incorporated as a board under the
Charitable Trusts Act 1957
·
company incorporated under the
Companies Act 1993 that does not have the
capacity or power to make a profit and that is
incorporated and conducted solely for
authorised purposes, or
·
society that is a working men’s club
registered under the Friendly Societies and
Credit Unions Act 1982.
The TAB and societies that are racing clubs under the
Racing Act are also deemed to be corporate societies.
It is important to note that the Bill in its current form
rules out gaming machine societies being formed as
partnerships between organisations. Any gaming
machine operators that are currently partnerships will not
be able to continue operating in that form after the Bill is
passed.
meter reading and recording, grant processing and
general licence compliance advice.
The Department’s position is always based on the reason
why Parliament allows gaming machines. That is, to
raise funds for the community.
Ultimately, the objectives of the law and of societies are
the same, to operate gaming machines with fairness and
integrity, and for the benefit of the community.

Gaming machine seals
must be intact or
machines will be shut
down
After finding several gaming machines in Christchurch
with no seals, the Department of Internal Affairs is
warning the gambling sector that those machines
approved and installed with seals must be sealed or they
will be turned off and the society could face further action.
The electronic workings of gaming machines are sealed
shut to help ensure that gaming machines are fair, secure
and accountable.
There does not appear to have been any attempt to
tamper with the machines found in Christchurch.
Instead, technicians installing a jackpot system did not
reseal the machines after working on them.
It would seem that the technicians did not understand
that the seals had to be replaced, or expected someone
else to replace them.

Gaming machine and
housie licence fee
changes
Changes to gaming machine licence fees and some
housie fees have been made. The regulations setting the
new fees were gazetted on 20 March 2003 and the new
fees take effect from 11 April 2003.
Some fees have increased and others have decreased to
ensure that they meet the requirements of Parliament’s
Regulations Review Committee that each fee cover the
specific costs of providing that particular service.
The nett effect of the changes will be a small decrease in
payments to the Department of Internal Affairs.
Existing Fee New Fee Percentage
change
(inc GST) (inc GST)

Type of Fee

Gaming machine licences
New application
Amendment application
Renewal application

$995
$395
$525

$1,677
$517
$393

69%
31%
(25%)

Gaming machine fee
Per machine

$254

$250

(2%)

Housie Part 1 (up to 1,000
cards per session) licences
New application
Amendment application
Renewal application

$405
$85
$310

$424
$293
$196

5%
245%
(36%)

Housie Part 2 (up to 200
cards per session) licences
New application
Amendment application
Renewal application

$85
$50
$85

$85
$50
$85

0%
0%
0%

Lotteries licence fee

$85

$85

0%

It is also important to note that any change or
modification to the machines must first be approved by
the Department. This includes, for example, jackpot
systems or even some systems that gamblers can use to
call site staff.

Prize competitions licence
fee

$85

$85

0%

Other games of chance
licence fee

$85

$85

0%

Where jackpot systems are installed, all cabling outside a
gaming machine and the machine base must be encased
in plastic conduit to prevent tampering. Recent checks
by Inspectors have found many cases where the cabling
was not encased.

From 11 April 2003, applicants for gaming machine
equipment approval will no longer have to pay an
approval fee. They will, however, still be required to pay
all costs of testing necessary to progress their application
with accredited testing agencies or other organisations
employed by the Department to test or provide advice as
to the suitability of the game for approval.

The society that owns the machines is responsible for
them. It must ensure that any person or organisation it
authorises to work on the machines is competent to do
the work. Technicians must know the machines, the
games and any other equipment involved, and be familiar
with the Gaming Machine Operations Manual, known as
the “Blue Book”.
If technicians do work or install equipment that leaves the
machines no longer meeting the mandatory standards,
Inspectors can order the machines to be turned off, and
the society can be investigated for breaching its licence
conditions.

Some gaming machine manufacturers are now carrying
out a maintenance and review programme to ensure that
jackpot cabling meets the requirements.
The Department’s requirements that prevent tampering
with gaming machines and cables are aimed at helping to
protect the community. That includes gamblers and the
community groups for whom the gaming machines raise
money.

Gaming machine equipment approval fees may be reintroduced under the Responsible Gambling Bill.
If you have any queries about gaming machine
equipment approval and testing, please contact Bruce
Manuge Senior Advisory Officer, Technical
+64 4 495-9343.
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Trading name changes
Gaming machine societies are being reminded that
they must list the correct current trading name of all
their sites.

If the pub is trading under a different name from that
listed on the Department of Internal Affairs’ website and
in other community networks, it can be difficult to find.

Sites, which are often pubs, can change their trading
names for various reasons. However, if they do so,
the society that has machines at those sites must
apply to amend its licence to include the correct
trading name (licence condition 3).

For the Department and the society, the society’s licence
is a key legal document describing how it will operate.
It details who runs the society, how many gaming
machines it owns, where they are, what kinds of
machines they are and technical information about the
games and machines.

Non-casino gaming machines are allowed only as a
form of community fund raising. One way that
community groups can get application forms for
grants is to go to gaming machine sites, where the
forms must be freely available next to the machines.

If a society operates differently to what is stated on its
licence, then it is in breach of its licence conditions. It
must apply to the Department for any amendment to its
licence.

Gambits is produced by the Department of Internal Affairs to provide information to the gaming sector in New
Zealand. It is intended as education and communication that will help the sector comply with the law and
licensing conditions by explaining what the law and conditions require, and how the Department operates.
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The Government Administration Select Committee tabled its report on the
Responsible Gambling Bill on November 19.

The Bill was introduced to Parliament on February 19 this year, had its first reading and
was then referred to the Committee on February 26. The Bill will now go onto the
parliamentary Order Paper, will be debated in Parliament, could have further amendments
made to it and will be voted on before it becomes law.
Gambits will provide further information about the Bill’s progress as it becomes available.
In making its recommendations, the Committee considered 521 written submissions from
interested parties and individuals, of which 138 were supported by oral evidence. Many
supplementary submissions were also received along with 933 form submissions.
Significant amendments recommended by the Committee are associated with electronic
monitoring of gaming machines, territorial authorities’ gambling venue policies and the
Gambling Commission.
The Committee has recommended endorsement of some provisions of the existing
legislation, the Gaming and Lotteries Act, which have been transferred to the Bill. These
include retention of the current system for distributing profits from gaming machines to
community groups, the requirement that most forms of gambling can only be conducted
by licensed societies and a revised, broad definition of “authorised purposes” for distributing
gaming machine profits.
The Committee has suggested amendments that would require all operators of non-casino
gaming machines to connect their machines to an electronic monitoring system (EMS).
They would have to do this by a date specified by the Secretary for Internal Affairs, but no
later than three-and-a-half years after the Bill received Royal assent. Previously, the Bill
had broadly empowering provisions that did not necessarily make EMS mandatory.
There are also proposed amendments to strengthen and improve the role of communities
in determining the level of gambling in their area. These include that territorial authorities,
in adopting their gambling venue policies:
· may specify that there will be no more gaming machines permitted to operate, or
new venues established, in their area
· must have regard to the social impact of gambling
· must notify Maori organisations within their district
· must review their policy at least once every three years.
You can download copies of the Bill from www.clerk.parliament.govt.nz/cgi-bin/selectreports, while the Department’s website, www.dia.govt.nz then click on “what’s new”,
has much additional information about the gaming review and also a link to the Bill.

Electronic Monitoring System (EMS) tender process
The Responsible Gambling Bill, as reported back to
Parliament, would make it mandatory for all non-casino
gaming machines in New Zealand to eventually be
connected to an electronic monitoring system (EMS).

This would be a major IT project, and to ensure that it
would meet whatever deadline Parliament sets, the
Department of Internal Affairs has begun preliminary work
on planning a public tender process.
There has been a great deal of interest expressed by parties
interested in providing different parts of the system, and
the Department is ensuring that all are given the same
information.
EMS would identify each individual gaming machine,
record the money gambled on it, record the money it paid
out as prizes, and send that information to a central monitor.
In very general terms, EMS would involve software being
installed on each gaming machine, connections from the
machines to a telecommunications network, provision of
the network and running the central monitor that would
process the data collected.
The Department has identified QCOM as the software
protocol that will be used on gaming machines to ensure
that they can communicate with EMS. QCOM is the
protocol already used in Queensland, Northern Territories
and Tasmania, which have many more gaming machines
than New Zealand’s 23,000.
The next step in the process is for Parliament to debate the
Bill and to decide on the provisions for EMS.
After Parliament makes its decision on the law, the
Department plans to set up a project management team to
finalise advice to Government, develop specifications for
the system and carry out the tendering process. Governance

Department website www.dia.govt.nz
The Department’s website provides extensive wideranging information about the gaming sector.
Click on “What’s new” for”
· link to the Responsible Gambling Bill as
reported back to Parliament 19 November 2002.
Click
·
·
·
·
·
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on “Gambling” for:
funding for community groups
links to all current gambling laws
gaming review Cabinet Papers
frequently updated gaming statistics
application forms for all gaming licence
applications
· and much more.
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and oversight will be in accordance with published policies:
· Guidelines for Managing and Monitoring Major
IT Projects (State Services Commission and the
Treasury)
· Governance and Oversight of Large Information
Technology Projects (Office of the Controller and
Auditor General)
· Procurement: A Statement of Good Practice
Projects (Office of the Controller and Auditor
General)
· New Zealand and Australian/New Zealand
standards for IT, communications and installation.
The project management team will hold consultation
workshops to ensure that all interested parties can provide
input into, and have good understanding of, the tender
documents and the evaluation criteria.
The tender will be advertised widely in New Zealand and
overseas, and the evaluation criteria will be used to decide
on the successful tenderer or tenderers.
Independent quality assurance will be included in the
process through a service provided by Audit New Zealand.
The Department will not start its process until after
Parliament makes its decisions about the law, and the
process will be as widely publicised and as open as possible.

Correction: Indicative
costs for electronic
monitoring systems
The Department of Internal Affairs has written to the
Government Administration Select Committee correcting
its recent advice on the indicative ongoing costs for an
electronic monitoring system for gaming machines.
Incorrect figures appeared in the commentary to the
Responsible Gambling Bill when the Bill was reported back
to Parliament.
As indicated previously in April, and currently displayed
on the Department’s website, the correct indicative costs
are:
· one-off set up costs of $5,000 to $7,000 per site
· ongoing monitoring fee of $20 to $30 per
gaming machine per month
· ongoing communication costs of 50c to $6 per
gaming machine per month.
Recent advice had described ongoing costs as per site.
The correct figures are per machine.

Department’s newest office, in NZ’s last casino
The Department of Internal Affairs’ newest office opened
recently at what could be the country’s last casino,
Riverside Casino in Hamilton. The Responsible Gambling
Bill in its current form prohibits any more casinos in this
country.

The Department has Inspectors permanently located in all
six of New Zealand’s casinos. They have extensive roles
in monitoring the gambling operations at the casinos and
also in preparation before a new casino opens.
The Riverside project began in January when the
Department’s IT Manager for Casino Supervision and
Inspection, Fred Ferris, was appointed Project Manager.
The Department is responsible for ensuring that:
· the casino gaming equipment meets the Casino
Control Authority’s (CCA) standards and is
performing correctly. Testing is carried out on all
gaming machines, software, alarms, note
acceptors, pay table/artwork and jackpots
· surveillance cameras are operating in accordance
with the CCA’s policies
· effective internal control procedures, which
essentially outline how the casino will carry out
its processes, are in place.
This testing was carried out over an intense two-week
period between the official handover of the casino from
the construction firm through to the opening date. A group
of experienced Inspectors from casinos around the country
carried out the testing along with the three recently
recruited Inspectors who are now based at the new casino.
The results, along with any further information required,
are relayed to the CCA just prior to opening. It is then for

The Department’s Inspectors at Riverside Casino,
Hamilton (left to right) Derek Hartley, Steven Taylor,
Robin French.

The Inspectors were selected for their broad range of
skills, each having expertise in different areas that
complement each other. Mr French was previously
employed by the Inland Revenue Department and has
a background in finance and audit environments. Mr
Hartley’s previous role as a Police officer provides the
skills to investigate incidents and Mr Taylor was
previously an information systems auditor with Ernst
and Young.

the CCA to give approval for the casino to open.
After the casino is opened the Inspectors monitor the dayto-day functions of a casino including:
· auditing the gaming and casino processes
· assisting in the detection of offences against the
Casino Control Act
· investigating complaints from patrons
· detecting and reporting on breaches of the
Casino Control Act, licence conditions and
directions from the CCA.

The Responsible Gambling Bill and casinos
The Government Administration Select Committee reported the Responsible Gambling Bill back to Parliament
last month.

In its current form, the Bill proposes significant changes to the way casinos are regulated in New Zealand. These include
wider responsibilities for the Department of Internal Affairs, the abolition of the Casino Control Authority (CCA) and
the creation of a Gambling Commission with a very different role to the CCA.
You can download copies of the Bill from www.clerk.parliament.govt.nz/cgi-bin/select-reports, while the Department’s
website www.dia.govt.nz then click on “what’s new”, has much additional information about the gaming review and
also a link to the Bill.
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Department speakers
available
The Department of Internal Affairs is developing a
speaking programme to help educate the community and
gaming sector about the Responsible Gambling Bill, and
all aspects of gambling regulations and licence
conditions, after the Bill is passed.
A Department speaker could provide valuable
information to:
· community groups about access to funds
and running your own fund raising
· organisations involved in the gaming sector.
Knowledge of the legislation and related regulation can
help you avoid breaches by your organisation or staff and
can help you identify breaches by other organisations.
It is planned to start the programme early next year. If
you wish to be included in it, please contact:
Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa, telephone
(04)495-9350, fax(04) 495-7224,
e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

Gaming machine
societies can be listed
on FundView,
www.fis.org.nz
Gaming machine societies that make grants to
community groups can have themselves listed on
FundView at the Funding Information Service’s (FIS)
website.
Listing on this website will help them comply with licence
condition 48 which includes that “The society shall
ensure that information about access to grants is made
available to the public through community-based
distribution networks.”
FundView is an easy to use computer database detailing
funding available to community groups. The database
is updated regularly and has more than 600 funding
schemes listed. The search facility allows a user to
select information about appropriate funding
organisations by using a set of criteria provided by the
grantmaker.
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Casinos are R20 not R18
The Department of Internal Affairs is concerned that
many young people do not seem to be aware that they must
be 20 years old to enter the gaming floor of a casino.

This is a different to non-casino gaming machines, where
the Gaming and Lotteries Act does not impose an age
restriction, but a licence condition has been set that means,
in effect, people must be 18 years old to play.
Department Inspectors have been working with the Problem
Gambling Foundation recently in response to concerns
about minors on the casino gaming floor. The objective is
to educate local youth about the rules surrounding entry to
the casino to reduce the numbers of minors gaining or
attempting to gain access to the gaming area.
People under 20 who are found on the gaming floor can be
prosecuted and fined up to $500. It is also an offence for
minors to present false identification to the casino to gain
access to the gaming floor. Again, Courts can impose a
fine of up to $500.
Our work with the Problem Gambling Foundation will
include it issuing information from the Department
outlining these rules. This information will be delivered
to local youth as part of a number of workshops that are
being conducted.
We also look forward to working with the Foundation in
the area of problem gambling, as our role may additionally
focus on this area under the Responsible Gambling Bill.

The Department of Internal Affairs is a major subscriber
to this database and makes it available to community
organisations through its Community Development
Group. Many public libraries and council information
centres also hold FundView for public use.
The Funding Information Service also produces regular
monthly updates and a quarterly newsletter updating
information and keeping the community informed about
other information relevant to fund seekers and funding
providers including a calendar of upcoming application
closing dates.
Contact: Catherine Maryon, Information Manager,
Funding Information Service, PO Box 1521, Wellington,
telephone (04) 499-4090, fax (04) 472-5367, e-mail
cathi@fis.org.nz, website www.fis.org.nz

Department cancels three gaming
machine societies’ licences
The Department of Internal Affairs has cancelled the
licences of three gaming machine societies after audits
revealed serious licence condition breaches.

Association had little control over the day-to-day affairs
of its gaming machine operation.
Greymouth Lions Club, Greymouth

The societies are the Canterbury Pool Association,
Greymouth Lions Club and Victory Billiards, Sports and
Educational Trust. Cancellation means that these societies
can no longer operate gaming machines on any site.
Gaming machine licence condition 1 states that:
“Any serious breach of licence conditions may result in
suspension, non-renewal, non-amendment or cancellation
of the society’s licence, or suspension or cancellation of a
site approval.”
The Department’s guidelines to the condition state that it
will consider breaches involving money from gaming
machines, inadequate records or failure to provide records
as serious. Other breaches may also be regarded as serious
depending on the circumstances of each case.
After an investigation, the Department determines the
appropriate sanction, and then:
· notifies the society of its intention to cancel the
licence and give reasons
· invites the society to make submissions within 20
working days
· considers any submissions before making a final
decision
· gives the society written notice of the decision.
Canterbury Pool Association, Christchurch

The Canterbury Pool Association’s licence was cancelled
on November 8. It operated a single site, The Corner
Pocket, in Christchurch.
After an audit, the Department found four extremely serious
breaches of licence conditions. These were:
· the Association could not provide the necessary
records of its gaming machine operation
· gaming machine operations and accounting were
not carried out as required by the Gaming
Machine Operators’ Manual
· after a warning from the Department, the
Association continued to employ an unsuitable
person to control its gaming machine records.
The man had been convicted of stealing $85,000
from the gaming machine operations of a
previous employer
· while societies are required to be responsible for
their sites and ensuring that their site operators
understand any licence conditions, the

The Greymouth Lions Club’s licence was cancelled on
November 17. It operated a single site at the Quality Kings
Hotel in Greymouth.
After an audit in December 2001, the Department found
the Club’s gaming machine operation had breached 13
licence conditions in relation to record keeping, handling
of money and making grants to community groups.
In a follow-up audit carried out this year, the Department
found breaches of nine licence conditions, again in relation
to record keeping, handling of money and the grants
process.
With serious breaches being repeated and little
improvement in compliance with licence conditions, the
Department concluded that it should cancel the Club’s
licence.
Victory Billiards Sports and Educational Trust,
Wellington

The Victory Billiards Sports and Educational Trust’s licence
was cancelled on November 13 and the Trust is required to
take all reasonable steps to recover $57,723.95 missing
from its gaming machine account. It operated a single site
in Wellington.
An audit of the Trust’s gaming machine operation found
breaches of seven licence conditions relating to the:
· Trust not having a site agreement with the site
operator
· Trust not carrying out the necessary financial
recording
· operator’s late banking of gaming machine
money, and a shortfall of $57,723.95 in banking
· processes for making grants to community
organisations being inappropriate and the grants
made not being recorded accurately.
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Education and
enforcement: October 1
licence conditions
The Department of Internal Affairs has contacted the
Chairs of all societies that operate gaming machines at
public sites, reiterating the licence conditions changes that
came into effect at October 1.

The General Manager of the Department’s Gaming and
Censorship Regulation group, Keith Manch, said it is
important that the society boards, as well as management,
understand the licence conditions.
“We want to work with the societies to ensure full
compliance with the law and gaming licence conditions,”
Mr Manch said. “This will support both maximum returns
to the community and the ability of societies to operate on
an equal footing.
“We are pleased with the responses we are receiving from
the societies, and their commitment to compliance with
the rules.”
One of the conditions bans gaming shops, which are sites
where gaming machines are the primary activity.
The Department has also started contacting societies,
identifying specific sites that it believes are gaming shops.
The societies are given 20 working days notice that the
Department intends to revoke those site approvals. The
societies may make submissions to the Department about
the decisions.
Gaming inspectors have already visited more than 326 sites
around the country gathering information to determine if
they are, in the Department’s opinion, gaming shops. The
information is collated and checked to ensure that all sites
are treated fairly and that the same criteria are used
nationwide.

6

Licence conditions that came into effect at 1 October 2001,
requiring compliance by 1 October 2002 are:
· societies should have reduced site payments to
$150 or less per machine per week, or have
sought and received dispensations from DIA for
site payments in excess of $150
· gaming machines must not be the primary activity
on the site
· there can be only one gaming machine site per
building or premises
· any public site must have a liquor on-licence with
a designated supervised or restricted area and the
machines must be operated within that area (This
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particular licence condition is not being enforced
for existing sites pending the outcome of
proceedings currently before the Court.)
New licence conditions effective from 1 October 2002 are:
· societies must return all available funds to the
community, not just the 33% minimum
· significant improvements are required in the
public’s access to grant application forms.
Societies must ensure that the forms are freely
available and not under the control of site
operators. Societies must also make information
about the availability of grants freely accessible
through community networks. The Department
will allow societies until the end of this year to
achieve full compliance with these changes
· where a society considers that it is impractical for
its committee to consider every grant application,
it may instead use reasonable, documented
systems to make funding decisions. It must notify
the Department with full details of the system
before implementation or before making changes
to it
· no person involved in the management or
operation of gaming machines at a site shall play
the machines at that site on any day they are
employed at the site, and no one can play
machines when the site is closed to the public
· expenses related issues have been clarified by the
addition of expanded guidelines, including the
criteria for dispensations for high performing sites
from the $150 limit.
If societies have any queries or require further information
about the licence conditions, they should contact the
Gaming Compliance Regional Manager in Auckland,
Wellington or Christchurch on 0800 257 887.

Questions,
queries,
comments
If you have an questions about articles
in Gambits, would like further
information or have comments about
what information we could provide to
make Gambits more useful to you,
please contact:
Communications Advisor
Vince Cholewa,
telephone (04) 495 9350,
fax (04) 495 7224,
e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz

Department bans two
Christchurch men from
involvement in gaming
machine operations
The Department of Internal Affairs has found two
Christchurch men to be “unsuitable persons” to be
involved in gaming machine operations.

One of the men has convictions for stealing $85,000
from a gaming machine operation that he was working
with and the other has a history of incorrect banking
from gaming machine operations.
The Department’s decision prevents the men being a
principal officer, employee, contractor, representative or
site operator for any gaming machine society. Typically,
the Department would not approve someone who has
been deemed “unsuitable” for 10 years following its
decision, with each case decided on its individual
circumstances.
Licence condition 5 sets out the criteria for determining
unsuitability:
· conviction of an offence against the Crimes Act
1961
· conviction of an offence relating to dishonesty
· being an undischarged bankrupt
· a breach of the gaming legislation
· a serious breach of a licence condition.
The Department regards a significant loss of gaming
machine money as a serious breach of licence
conditions. This includes a pattern of late or short
banking of money from the machines or dishonesty or
misuse of gaming machine money.
If a gaming machine society allows an unsuitable person
to be involved in its gaming operations, the Department
can cancel, suspend or refuse to renew its licence
(licence condition 6).
The General Manager of the Department’s Gaming and
Censorship Regulation group, Keith Manch, said that it
is the Department’s responsibility to regulate the
operation of gaming machines so that they are operated
fairly and honestly and so that maximum returns are
made to societies’ authorised purposes.

Blue Book – New
alternative for recording of
hopper refills
Section 2.5 of the Gaming Machine Operations Manual,
the “Blue Book”, deals with hopper refills. It is mandatory
that separate, written records must be kept for every
occasion on which a refill is placed into a gaming machine
hopper. Details recorded should consist of machine
identity, time, date, amount, hopper refill meter reading
and the signature(s) of the staff member(s) actioning the
refill. Currently, the minimum requirement is that these
details are recorded on the Cash Clearance Details Report
for the particular gaming machine.

The reason for using the Cash Clearance Details Report
for this purpose is to provide a single record of each and
every event involving cash being physically added to, or
removed from, a gaming machine.
However, it is recognised that on larger sites (or indeed,
some of the smaller ones) transactions such as “hand pays”
(cancelled credits or jackpot wins) and hopper refills are
carried out more frequently and by different staff members
than are cash clearances.
For this reason, as an alternative to the Cash Clearance
Details Report, a new form, the “Cancelled Credits, Short
Pays and Refill Record” (Version 1.4(a)) has been
developed. As the name suggests, it enables hopper refill
details as well as machine-generated cancelled credits to
be recorded.
It is emphasised that this is an optional alternative means
of recording refills, but one or the other must be used and
used consistently. For instance, if a decision is made by a
society to use the “new” form, it is expected that all refills
for all machines operated by that society would be recorded
in this manner, rather than on the Cash Clearance Details
Report. To avoid mistakes and confusion, it would also be
prudent to introduce the new method at the beginning of
the Monthly Machine Analysis accounting cycle, rather
than partway through it.
The form will soon be available on the Department’s
website www.gaming.dia.govt.nz, from Gaming Licensing
and Compliance offices in Auckland, Wellington and
Christchurch, and from Gaming Inspectors.

“Clearly the integrity of the people involved in gaming
machine operations is vital to achieving this, and we will
continue to take action against unsuitable persons as
required,” Mr Manch said.
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Discussion paper on relationships between clubs and
public sites, sector feedback sought
The Department of Internal Affairs will soon circulate a discussion paper about relationships between clubs and
public gaming machine sites. It will seek sector comments on how it proposes to deal with:
· non-club societies wanting to put their machines in clubs
· clubs operating machines in public sites.

Sector organisations should submit their comments on the paper by the end of January, and the Department expects to
finalise its policy early next year.
If you have not received a copy of the paper by early January, or you wish to make submissions, please contact: Kate
Reid, Manager Gaming Operational Policy, Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805, Wellington, telephone (04)
494-0674, fax (04) 494-0696, e-mail kate.reid@dia.govt.nz

Gambits is produced by the Department of Internal Affairs to provide information to the gaming sector in New
Zealand. It is intended as education and communication that will help the sector comply with the law and
licensing conditions by explaining what the law and conditions require, and how the Department operates.
Editor
Vince Cholewa
Ph: 04 495-9350 or 025 272 4270
Email: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
Gaming Licensing
Ph: 04 494 0700 or 0800 257 887
Email: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Postal: PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: 04 494-0656

Gaming Compliance
Christchurch
Ph: 03 353-8303 Fax: 03 353-8309
Wellington
Ph: 04 494-0700 Fax: 04 495-7214
Auckland
Ph: 09 362-7938 Fax: 09 362-7945
Website www.gaming.dia.govt.nz

Do you want to receive Departmental media releases and Gambits?
If you would like to have your organisation added to the Department’s distribution list for media
releases about gambling issues, or want to receive Gambits but are not currently on the mailing list,
please fill out this form and return it, or e-mail the information, to:
Department of Internal Affairs, PO Box 805 Wellington, Communications Advisor Vince Cholewa,
telephone (04) 495-9350, fax (04) 495-7224, e-mail vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
Organisation’s name: …………………………………………………………………............................
Contact person: ………………………………………………………..................................................
Media releases e-mail:
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………………………………………....................................................
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Consultation key
part of licence
condition changes
By Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group
General Manager Keith Manch

The changes that will be made to gaming machine
licence conditions as of 1 October 2002 are
summarised below, but first I would like to comment
here on the importance of consultation in making
these decisions.
There is an irony to consultation. It tends to
make the decision making process slower and
more difficult because there are more steps to go
through and more points of view – sometimes
conflicting – to consider. However, done
properly, it supports better decisions because
more and better information is available.
A regulator, in this case the Gaming and
Censorship Regulation Group (GCR), will know a
lot, but cannot know everything, about the
sector it regulates. It must get information from
and about the sector to develop accurate
understanding and good policy, which in this
case is expressed in the licence conditions.

Keith Manch

This involves a commitment from both sides.
We must be open-minded about our proposals and take notice of
feedback. At the same time, interested parties must make the effort
to respond logically and analytically to our proposals.
I would like to thank the sector for the effort it put into its responses
in this consultation round. We had 74 people attend four meetings to
discuss the proposed licence condition changes, and 15 gaming
machine societies made written submissions.
The result was further development of and changes to the proposals
we distributed in discussion documents (summarised over page).

Summary of changes to gaming
machine licence conditions
In general, the changes made to the licence conditions this year are minor, mostly
corrections and updates of policy developments.
For example, some of the grounds that required
licence amendments have now been changed to
require notification only. This will reduce some
compliance costs and improve the flow of
information between societies and the Department.
The main emphasis this year is on the process by
which grants to authorised purposes are made. This
is achieved by a number of changes.
• First, it is made clear that societies must return all
available funds to the community, not just the bare
minimum of profit.
• Second, significant improvements are required in
the public’s access to grant application forms.
Societies must ensure that the forms are freely
available and not under the control of site operators.
This includes them being openly available near the
gaming machines without applicants having to ask

Gaming machine licence
applications by September 30
Most gaming machine licences expire on
September 30. Those societies should by now
have received the renewal pack to enable them
to apply to renew their gaming machine licences
by September 30.
Licences are valid for one year only and most are
for October 1 to September 30.
You can only operate gaming machines after the
expiry date of your licence if the Department has
received your application for renewal before
your licence expires.
Societies that have not received renewal forms
can get them from the Department of Internal
Affairs’ website, www.gaming.dia.govt.nz
www.gaming.dia.govt.nz, or by
telephoning its toll-free line 0800 257-887.
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staff or a manager for copies. Societies must also
make information about the availability of grants
freely accessible through community networks, for
example citizens advice bureaus and the Internet.
• Additionally, the application forms must not be
returned to the sites and must instead be sent
directly to the societies.
• Finally, the Department recognises that societies
may need to use more flexible processes for
considering and deciding on grant applications. As
long as societies use reasonable, documented,
systems and notify the Department before
implementation or changes, the Department will
accept the use of such systems.
The condition relating to site staff playing gaming
machines has been amended to reflect the practical
approach agreed to last year. Under the new
condition, no person involved in the management or
operation of gaming machines at a site shall play the
machines at that site on any day they are employed
at the site.
The Department will collect and collate complaints
about staff playing machines and send this
information to societies so that corrective steps can
be taken. The Department strongly supports
societies and sites that have a policy banning
employees playing machines.
In relation to expenses, a number of issues, such as
the cost of security at sites, have been clarified by
the addition of expanded guidelines. In addition,
details of the criteria for dispensations for high
performing sites from the $150 limit are now
included.
The new conditions will come into force on 1
October 2002, for all societies.
Full text of the new conditions will be available from
the Department’s website, www.gaming.dia.govt.nz
www.gaming.dia.govt.nz,
and hard copies are being sent to all societies.

‘Gaming shops’ banned and only one
gaming site per building from October
“Gaming shops” will, in effect, be banned and only one gaming machine site will be
allowed in a building from October 1 this year. Gaming shops are gaming machine
sites where gaming is the primary activity.
The law allows non-casino gaming machines as a means
of community fund raising only, and they must not be
used for commercial or personal profit by the societies
that own them or the sites where they operate.

machine licences for each part of the business, while
some site operators have rented additional space in
their buildings so that they could get additional
licences.

However, in recent years some sites have opened with a
bar that does little or no business and the primary
activity is gambling.

Both approaches are inconsistent with the rationale for
allowing non-casino gaming machines.

In addition, some previously existing public sites have
been sub-divided so that they could get gaming

Fewer machines at some sites
Currently, sites are allowed to have up to 18
machines. However, under the Responsible
Gaming Bill in its current form, sites that were not
approved on 17 October 2001 will have to reduce
the number of machines to nine when the Bill is
given Royal Assent. This applies to about 132 sites.
The exact date when these sites will have to
reduce the number of machines is not yet known
as the Bill was not reported back to Parliament by
the Government Administration Select Committee
before Parliament dissolved for the early election.
Parliament carried the Bill over and the new
Parliament will decide how to handle it.

e-Licensing renewals
Many societies have already used the
Department’s e-Licensing service to amend their
gaming machine licences, and the system has
proved itself to be much quicker than manual
licensing. Now, those societies that have chosen
to register for e-Licensing can use it to renew
their licences. These societies are being sent
instructions about this new option.
E-Licensing is done through the Department’s
website www.gaming.dia.govt.nz and societies
interested in it should visit the site to obtain a
registration form.

As a result, in September last year the Department
amended its gaming licence conditions so that it will
not issue licences:
• to sites where gaming machines are the primary
activity
• where there is more than one site in a building.
These licence changes took effect on 1 October 2001.
Societies were given a one-year transition period to
ensure that sites existing at that date complied with
these conditions. Any new sites established after 30
September 2001 had to immediately comply with these
conditions.
The Department has distributed guidelines to all
societies to help them identify if any of their sites are
“gaming shops” (see Are gaming machines the primary
activity on a site?, page 6).
Department staff are currently identifying and listing
possible gaming shops and multiple-site buildings.
The Department expects that:
• “gaming shops” will be closed by their operators
• at multiple-site buildings, either
- all but one site will be closed
- the total number of machines would then be
limited to 18 between the sites.
The Department can suspend or cancel licences for
breaches of conditions. Gaming machines operated
without a licence are illegal games of chance under the
Gaming and Lotteries Act, which allows for fines of up
to $12,000 for each offence or terms of imprisonment.
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Gaming machine
statistics
The Department of Internal Affairs is often asked for statistical information about the
non-casino gaming sector. The Department’s website, www.gaming.dia.govt.nz
includes large amounts of information in the form of tables, graphs and reports. The
website is regularly updated. Some of the information from the website is included in
this issue of Gambits. On this page is a table showing the size of the sector as at June
30 this year, and on the next page a graph showing the increase in the number of
gaming machines over time.

GAMING MACHINE STATISTICS as at 30 June 2002
SOCIETIES LICENSED

GAMING MACHINES

SITES

Totals

Percentage
of Sub-Total

Percentage
of Total

Totals

Percentage
of Sub-Total

Percentage
of Total

Totals

Pub Charity

1

16.7%

0.1%

347

32.4%

16.1%

2,959

25.6%

13.4%

8.53

Lion Foundation

1

16.7%

0.1%

173

16.2%

8.0%

2,205

19.1%

10.0%

12.75

New Zealand
Community Trust

1

16.7%

0.1%

242

22.6%

11.2%

2,854

24.7%

12.9%

11.79

Community Grants
Foundation Inc.

1

16.7%

0.1%

86

8%

4%

1,083

9.4%

4.9%

12.59

Scottwood Group

1

16.7%

0.1%

65

6.1%

3%

860

7.4%

3.9%

13.23

The Southern Trust

1

16.7%

0.1%

158

14.8%

7.3%

1,596

13.8%

7.2%

10.10

Sub-Total National Trusts

6

100%

0.8%

1,071

100%

49.7%

11,557

100%

52.3%

10.79

Hotel-Based Trusts

140

18.2%

20.9%

5,707

25.8%

12.68

Total Non-Club

146

100%

19%

1,521

100%

70.6%

17,264

100%

78.1%

11.35

Sports Clubs

281

45%

36.5%

279

44.1%

13%

1,157

23.9%

5.2%

4.15

Chartered Clubs

216

34.6%

28.1%

225

35.6%

10.5%

2,362

48.7%

10.7%

10.50

RSAs

127

20.4%

16.5%

128

20.3%

5.9%

1,330

27.4%

6.0%

10.39

Total Club

624

100%

81%

632

100%

29.4%

4,849

100%

21.9%

7.67

Total All

770

100%

2,153

100%

22,113

100%

10.27

Categories of Sites
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Percentage
of Sub-Total

Average
GM/Site

Percentage
of Total

GAMING MACHINE NUMBERS: June 1994 to 30 June 2000 at 3-monthly intervals
23,000

22113
21743
21012

21,000

20097
19332

19,000

18650
17679

17150

17,000

16396

Gaming Machine Numbers

15,000
13129

13,000

12608
11888
11216

11,000
9,000
7,000

10070

13580

13812

13273
12897

12201

11619

11031

9602
9170
9730
8699
9298
8160
8831
8303
7770
Jun 94

Dec 94

Jun 95

Dec 95

Jun 96

Dec 96

Jun 97

Dec 97

Jun 98

Dec 98

Jun 99

Dec 99

Jun 00

Dec 00

Jun 01

Dec 01

Jun 02

Department acts to protect community fund raising
The Department of Internal Affairs is taking action to
protect community fund raising by taking enforcement action against illegal housie games.Three
Palmerston North women were convicted in May
and search warrants have been executed at two
illegal Whangarei housie games. Prosecutions are
likely to follow in Whangarei.
Under the Gaming and Lotteries Act courts can
impose fines of up to $4,000 per charge on individuals and up to $12,000 per charge on organisations for
running illegal games of chance.
“The law allows non-casino gambling as a means of
community fund raising only,” the General Manager
of the Department’s Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group, Keith Manch said. “That is why the law
requires housie and other forms of gambling to be
licensed.
“We are taking action against illegal housie because

it is used for the personal profit of the people who
organise and run it, and it takes money away from
community groups.”
Both investigations began after members of the
public made complaints to the Department about
unlicensed housie games.
The Palmerston North District Court ordered
Bronwyn Maria Tawa, Elizabeth Te Ture and Mura
Whakarau to pay a total of $1,450 in fines and costs
after they pleaded guilty to running an illegal game
of chance. The Court also ordered the to forfeit the
$810.10 seized when Department staff executed a
search warrant at the Vegas Housie Parlour in West
Street.
The games in Whangarei were being run several
nights a week from private homes.
“We will not release further details of the Whangarei
investigation before it is concluded,” Mr Manch said.
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Are gaming machines the primary
activity on a site?
The Department of Internal Affairs has developed the following guidelines to help its
staff and the gaming sector decide if gaming machines are the primary activity at site.
Copies of the guidelines have been sent to all
societies operating gaming machines on public sites.
• The location of the site; is it a shop in a retail or
shopping centre?
• Does the site have a track record of operating
without gaming machines or is it a new site?
• What proportion of the floor space (not including
toilets, kitchens, and other staff-only or utility areas
not open to the public) is given over to the
operation of gaming machines?
• Is it evident from the floor plan that a range of
other activities – a bar or bars, a restaurant, or
entertainment other than gaming machines – is
available on the site?
• Are the other activities well stocked and well
promoted?
• Is more prominence given to the gaming machines
or to another activity? Where are the machines
situated – at the entrance to the site or behind

other activities on the premises?
• What activity is promoted most heavily on the site
or on signs outside the site? The gaming machines
or some other activity?
• Can the machines be seen through windows?
• Are most of the patrons on the premises playing
gaming machines or taking part in some other
activity?
• Are there any other factors that show that the site
was set up and is being run for another purpose or
purposes and that gaming machines are only an
ancillary entertainment?
None of these factors is determinative. Each one
contributes to an overall view on the role of gaming
machines on a site. Each site is different and there
may be particular factors on some sites that are not
described in this guideline but which lead to the
conclusion that gaming machines are or are not the
primary activity on the site.

George Hawkins, Minister of Internal Affairs
George Hawkins (right) has been re-appointed
Minister of Internal Affairs. Mr Hawkins is the Labour
Member of Parliament for Manurewa, first elected in
1990. He is ranked 13th in Cabinet.
He held various portfolios during the nine years
when Labour was in opposition, including Police,
Serious Fraud Office, Local Government, and Urban
Affairs.
After Labour’s election win at the 1999 General
Election, Mr Hawkins was elected to Cabinet, taking
on the ministerial responsibilities for Police, Civil
Defence, and the new portfolio of Ethnic Affairs. In
2000 he became the Associate Minister of Internal
Affairs (with responsibility for citizenship), and then
Minister of Internal Affairs in November 2000.
Following Labour’s re-election in July 2002, he held
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his Police, Internal Affairs, and Civil
Defence portfolios. Ethnic Affairs
became a responsibility of Chris
Carter. Mr Hawkins was appointed
Veterans’ Affairs Minister, a portfolio
previously held by Mark Burton.
Prior to entering Parliament, Mr
Hawkins served as the Mayor of Papakura for nine
years. He served one term as a Councillor (1980 to
1983) before being elected Mayor in 1983. He was
elected unopposed in 1986 and 1989.
Mr Hawkins previously worked as a primary and
secondary school teacher in various schools in
Counties Manukau. He was the Head of Department
of Art at Rosehill College in Papakura.
He is married to Jan, and they have one adult son.

Gaming licence suspensions
Victoria Tavern Sports and Education Community Trust, Victoria Tavern, Wellington
The Victoria Tavern Sports and Education Community Trust has had its gaming machine licence suspended
for three months after numerous serious breaches of its licence conditions. The Trust operates one site, the
Victoria Tavern in Petone.
The suspension started at midnight Sunday August 25 and will be in effect until midnight Sunday November
24. It stops the Trust operating gaming machines on any site but does not prevent it making grants from the
funds it holds.
The suspension also includes a schedule of 18 conditions that the Trust must meet to correct problems with its
gaming machine operation. If it does not meet the conditions, then the licence will be cancelled. The reasons
for the suspension centre on the Trust not having adequate systems to run itsgaming operation. Examples of
the problems this caused include the Trust:
• failing to pick up an under-banking of $22,471.57 from its gaming machines
• failing to have the site operator repay the outstanding amount
• failing to pick up that the site operator was using gaming machine funds as a float
• having inaccurate and incomplete records from its gaming machines and grants made to
community groups.
A Department of Internal Affairs audit raised concerns about the operation of the Trust, and an investigation
followed. All gaming machine societies are audited by the Department at least once every two years.
After discussing the outcome of the investigation with the Trust and considering the Trust’s responses, the
Department decided to suspend the licence. Inspectors will check that the machines are not operating.
Operating a gaming machine without a licence breaches the Gaming and Lotteries Act, which prohibits illegal
games of chance. Section 6 of the Act provides for terms of imprisonment of up to three months per
offence or for fines of up to $12,000.

New Zealand Community Trust, “The Corner”, Wellington
The Department of Internal Affairs suspended the gaming machine licence of a New Zealand Community
Trust gaming site, “The Corner”, in Wellington after it refused to provide application forms for community
funding.
The licence was suspended for two weeks from midnight Sunday August 11 until midnight Sunday August 25.
Site operators must have no involvement in funding decisions, and only the societies that own the machines
can make these decisions.
Refusing to give application forms to some applicants, putting conditions on applications and not passing
some applications to the society that owns the gaming machines are all activities that breach the current
licence conditions because they can give the site operator the ability to profit from the machines, and that
takes money away from the community groups it was raised for.
In this case an applicant complained to the Department that The Corner had refused to give them an
application form.
Follow up action by the Department provided further evidence of a breach of the licence conditions relating
to access to grant forms, leading to the two-week suspension.
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‘Mystery shoppers’ have difficulties
getting funding application forms
In July this year, the Department of Internal Affairs wrote to all gaming machine
societies that have machines on public sites to advise them that it would be carrying
out a “mystery shopper” exercise to look at the availability of grant application forms
from gaming sites.
The objective was to obtain qualitative information about the sorts of responses that are made by
sites when people make requests for application forms.
In August about 30 Gaming Inspectors visited sites throughout the country, and, without identifying
themselves, asked for application forms.
Licence condition 48 2001/2002 stated:

“

“The society shall ensure that all prospective applicants for grants have access to the society’s
application form. The society shall install large signs, in
clear public view, above or beside the gaming machines,
stating the society’s name, contact details, authorised
Licence condition 48 2001/2002 stated:
purpose and where grant application forms can be
The society shall ensure that all prospective
obtained. It will be an breach of this licence condition
applicants for grants have access to the
for forms not to be available at the stated locations.”

society’s application form. The society shall
install large signs, in clear public view, above
or beside the gaming machines, stating the
society’s name, contact details, authorised
purpose and where grant application forms
can be obtained. It will be an breach of this
licence condition for forms not to be available
at the stated locations.

”

Most sites provided the forms on request
request, though
many did not.
A very common response was that “only the manager
can give out application forms”. While in itself this
response might not breach the licence condition, it
raises the question of, why use this practice?
At times site staff or managers questioned the
“mystery shopper” and then declined to give them an
application form.

Others imposed conditions before they would give
out forms. These included, the applicant’s club must drink or eat at the site, applications must be
below certain amounts, forms were only available for sports teams, and only local organisations could
apply.
Limiting applications to certain amounts, sports teams or local organisations might be acceptable
under a society’s authorised purposes, but site operators cannot be involved in making these
decisions.
Other responses included telling applicants to come back in several months because the society had
run out of money; there was not enough money available from this site, contact the society; no forms
were kept on the site; the operator did not know who the society was; and the forms must be returned
to the site.

8

The information gathered by this exercise has been considered by the Department in its review of
licence conditions (see page 2) and will be used to support further activity by the Department in this
area, which may lead to suspensions of sites where improper practices continue.
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Trusts cannot write off debts or losses
against community funding
The Department of Internal Affairs is advising societies that own gaming machines
that they cannot write off bad debts or any other losses against the money they must
pay to community groups.
Gaming machine societies must return a minimum of
at least 33% of the profits from their gaming machines
to community groups. Profits are the money gambled
in the machines, minus the prizes paid out.
Decisions to write off debts or losses are for the
societies to make, but must not prevent them
meeting their minimum obligation to community
funding. Instead, they must make up any losses out of
their discretionary expenses. Ideally, their accounting
systems should make provision for possible bad debts
or other losses based on historical data.
Societies are required to have good internal systems
and practices in place to recover funds where a debt
or loss is identified.
In any audit or application for renewal of a licence,

the Department expects to see that the society had
taken all practical steps to recover funds, as any
prudent organisation would do.
In some instances this might mean taking legal
action against a person or organisation, while in
others an agreement with the debtor might be
appropriate. However, where at times it might not
be practical to pursue the matter and the funds
should be written off, this must not be at the
expense of community funding.
The Department has reviewed what is referred to as
a “write off policy” (section 3.10) in the Gaming
Machines Operation Manual, which is also known as
the Blue Book. It has decided that it will not
continue with this practice and the section will be
removed from the manual.

Security guards can at times be a
legitimate gaming machine expense
The Department of Internal Affairs has been asked for its view on the possible
payment of security guards for about an hour when cash is being reconciled and
banked at a small number of high risk gaming machine sites.
The Department’s view is that in these circumstances
this cost could be treated as an expense payable out
of gaming machine funds.
Societies would have to take all possible steps to
ensure that the security related to the gaming
machine cash handling only and did not provide any
commercial benefit to the site operator. Security
guards at any other time will not be regarded as
legitimate gaming machine expenses.
If the society paid the cost of a security guard
directly to the security company, then it could not
include a security component in the payments it

made to the site operator. The site payment should
be reduced accordingly.
If the site is already paying for security to cover its
trading activities, then the society should pay only
that proportion that covers cash handling for the
gaming machines.
In most cases the cost of security relating to cash
handling for gaming machines should be no more
than $1 or $2 per machine per week and would fall
within the standard up to $150 per machine per week
allowable site expenses.
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Gaming machines must have
cashboxes
Gaming Inspectors have found that some recently-installed gaming machines have
been installed without cashboxes.
These installations have generally been found where the main body of the machine has been bolted directly to
a shelf or bench-type arrangement rather than on the more traditional freestanding base.
The rationale seems to have been that, if the hopper probe is set at a sufficiently high level, there is a note
acceptor, and the machine is enabled for cancelled credits, the chances of the hopper overflowing and
discharging coins into the body of the machine proper is remote, so that a cashbox is not necessary.
This is incorrect. In order to meet standard approval requirements, gaming machines must have a cashbox,
situated in a specially assigned, separately locked compartment in the:
• gaming machine proper
• base on which the gaming machine might stand.
Unless appropriate coin-shunting and cashboxes are provided, there can be operational, security and safety
issues. It is not acceptable to simply allow coins to drop into or roll around inside the main cabinet of a gaming
machine. The Australian/New Zealand Gaming Machine National Standard, which has recently come into force
for both the casino and non-casino segments, specifically mandates against spillage of coins to the internal
floor of the machine.
A few machines do have suitable approved “internal” cashboxes (i.e. within the main body of the gaming
machine) as an option.
As a rule of thumb, if a gaming machine has coin acceptance facilities, then it must have a specially assigned,
separately locked cashbox. All machines, apart from those connected to a cashless system must allow coin
acceptance.
Societies are reminded that Licence Conditions 19(2) Set A and 24 (2) Set B require that all gaming machine
equipment must be operated within the terms of approval for that equipment, and that Licence Conditions 25
(Set A) and 30 (Set B) state that no item of gaming machine equipment may be altered or modified in any way
without the prior approval of the department.
Where Inspectors find gaming equipment operating outside the terms of approval, or not otherwise complying
with the department’s requirements, they will require that the equipment is taken out of service immediately.

Of names and their spelling
Relationships between gaming machine societies
and the sector regulator, the Department of
Internal Affairs, are at times tense, but can also
produce some humour.
Recently, when looking at the grants made by a
gaming machine society, we saw that an
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individual, Brian Irving, had received $5,000.
We queried why a grant had been made to an
individual. The society responded promptly,
“The donation to ‘Brian Irving’ for $5,000 is a
major typo, the payment was to the Brain Injury
Assoc.”

From left: Department
South Island Regional
Manager Kevin Owen and
Gaming Inspector Rob
Brook present Mainland
Sport Limited staff,
Graham Paull, Craig
Sullivan, Brenda Adams,
Gerald Wilson, Bob Davison
and Janis Timmings, with a
commendation for the high
standard of their record
keeping."

Department commends
gaming machine societies
As the regulator of the gaming machine sector, one of the functions of the Department of Internal Affairs is to audit gaming machine societies. Some audits reveal
problems, some produce satisfactory results and some show exemplary compliance.
The following are two examples of societies that have recently won praise from the
Department.
Mainland Sport Limited

Marlborough RSA

The Department has commended Mainland
Sport Limited for the on-going very high
standard of its record keeping in relation to its
gaming machines at the Holy Grail site in
Christchurch.

The Marlborough Returned Services Association has been commended by the Department
of Internal Affairs for the very high standard of
its record keeping.

Inspectors were again highly impressed with
the professionalism of the records of the dayto-day operation of the gaming machines,
profits from the machines, bankings and
monthly analyses of the gaming operation.
“The thoroughness of the book keeping makes
the regular audits carried out by Inspectors
much quicker and easier for all concerned,”
the General Manager of the Department’s
Gaming and Censorship Regulation Group,
Keith Manch said.

The Inspector who carried out the audit was
impressed by the high level of professionalism
and cooperation shown by the two RSA staff
responsible for the gaming machine operation,
and asked that their efforts be acknowledged
to the RSA.
“These staff deserve recognition for their
keenness to try to do the right thing at all
times and their success in producing such full
and accurate records,” the Inspector said.
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Recent appointments
Project Manager ‘Link Project’

Manager Gaming Operational Policy

Natalie Reid has been appointed Project Manager of
the “Link Project”, which is part of the Gaming Review
Implementation
(GRI) programme.

Kate Reid has been appointed Acting Manager of
Gaming Operational Policy.

GRI is looking at
how the
Department of
Internal Affairs will
implement the
Responsible
Gambling Bill when
it is enacted.

She reports directly to the General Manager of the
Department’s Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Group (GCR).
Ms Reid has an extensive background in research,
planning and policy analysis, including the last six
years in various policy,
planning and management
support roles in GCR and
having been the Acting
Manager of the
Department’s Marketing
and Communications
team.

The role of the Link
Project is to link
the changes
identified by GRI
Natalie Reid
to specific work
teams within the Department and to the tasks
that they carry out. This will include identifying
which managers are responsible for particular
changes, tracking the changes and ensuring that
there are no gaps in the process.

Kate Reid

Ms Reid is currently part of the GRI team, and
joined the Department after four years in project and
human resource management roles at IBM. Prior to
that she spent seven years as a project officer at IRD.

The focus of her new role
will be implementing the
changes that will result
from the enactment of
the Responsible Gambling
Bill.

“We want to make this
process as straightforward as possible,” Ms Reid said,
“and for the new regulatory regime to have clear
rules, and to enforce it consistently, fairly and firmly.”
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Goals for the Gaming
and Censorship Group
By General Manager, Keith Manch
I have now spent four months as the General
Manager of the Gaming and Censorship Group
(GCR) in the Department of Internal Affairs. I
have met many people in the gaming sector, been
involved in a wide range of issues and attended
various meetings and conferences where I have
been exposed to many views about how the
Department regulates the sector and how it
might do so.
The gaming sector is in a period of significant
change. We all know about the Responsible
Gambling Bill, and everyone in the sector is
preparing for it in the way they see fit.
Within GCR, the combination of our existing
knowledge and experience, with many new
people who bring different ideas and approaches,
and the new legislation is a powerful mix. Our
challenge is to shape what we do in a way that
supports the Government’s goals in the gaming
sector, and gives effect to the Bill as it is passed
into law.
The high level goals that guide our work are to
ensure that the gaming sector operates with
integrity and that gaming activities are fair and
lawful. This includes focusing on ensuring
maximum returns to the community from the

non-casino gaming sector
and ensuring that any harm
associated with problem
gambling is minimised.
As the regulatory agency for
the gaming sector, GCR must
be strong but fair, focusing
on significant problems and
getting them sorted out. We
need to find the right mix of
information, education and enforcement activities,
and where possible, work with people in the
gaming sector, to ensure that goals are met.
We have a role in helping to ensure there is an
understanding of, and an ability to comply with,
the law and licence conditions. We must also take
timely and appropriate action where there is noncompliance. That action should be proportionate
to the size of the problem and without fear or
favour.
I haven’t met anyone who doesn’t share the goals
of a non-casino gaming sector that operates with
integrity, supports the community and minimises
harm. Significantly, all the people I have met,
inside and outside the Department, have
expressed a positive approach to working
through the challenges that we all face in
achieving these goals.
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Concerns over reporting of
grants from gaming machines
In past years, it has often been difficult to reconcile the amount of grants societies
published publicly, with the amounts they reported in their applications to renew
gaming machine licences.
Each financial year societies must make public a
statement of their authorised purpose and all the
grants they made that year (licence conditions 46
for clubs and 55 for public sites). The amounts
stated in these statements must match those
reported in the societies’ applications to renew
their licences.
There are no exceptions. All clubs and societies
operating from public sites must publish this
information.
Last year the Department of Internal Affairs asked
all societies to submit their published list of
grants, and it soon became obvious that not all
societies were publishing lists of grants that
matched their financial year. This year, the licence
condition will be strictly enforced.
Societies must ensure that they report only those
grants that have actually been made, not those
allocated but not yet paid out. This is because
licences have been issued on the basis that at
least 33% of total gaming machine profit is
actually distributed to authorised purposes.
Societies that operate from public sites must
publish their list of grants in an appropriate
newspaper. This must include:
• the name of the recipients
• the amount of each grant
• the authorised purpose.
Clubs must also publish information about their
authorised purpose and how they spent the money
they received from gaming machines, but they
can do this in their annual accounts, in their club
newsletters or in other forms of communication
to their members.
Whichever form of communication societies and
clubs use to publish this information, a copy of
the published list must accompany their
application to renew their gaming licences and it
must be consistent with the amounts on the
application.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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To make the reporting process easier, societies
should show their accountants the licence
conditions before they start auditing gaming
machine accounts. They will find those relating
to expenses and societies’ financial records
especially useful.

Payments
for jackpot
devices are
unlawful
It appears that some gaming site operators
are stating, incorrectly, that jackpot
devices are gaming machines, and are
claiming additional per machine per week
payments for having the devices.
Jackpot devices are not gaming machines,
payments for them are unlawful and such
payments must not be made.
Making payments for jackpot devices is a
breach of licence condition 56(3) and
could lead to a licence being cancelled or
suspended.This condition states:
“The society shall not make payments
to any site operator that exceed $150
per machine per week (excluding
GST) in total...”
A jackpot device is a way of linking
machines to create a jackpot. It is not a
gaming machine in itself. Any costs that
might be incurred in offering jackpot
prizes are already included in the
payments allowed by this condition.

Site expenses cannot be used
to enhance commercial premises
There has been a recent increase in claims for expenses for enhancing and
refurbishing premises where gaming machines are located. Some of these
expenses have not been lawfully incurred.
Societies and site operators should be clear about
the expenses that are allowable, before they
commit themselves to funding refurbishments.
Licence condition 56 (on page 53 of Set B Public
Premises) states that: ‘The society shall only apply
gaming machines funds to expenses which are
lawfully incurred and necessary to the society’s
gaming machine operations.’
This licence condition was put in place to achieve
the objectives of the Gaming and Lotteries Act
1977, to raise money for authorised purposes and
prohibit the conduct of gaming for commercial
gain.

• lights in the gaming area (but not for
enhancement, ambience, or theming)
• computer equipment used for gaming
machine record keeping only
• ventilation systems for the gaming area only.
It must be emphasised that all these expenses
must be reasonable and properly incurred.

What gaming machine funds
cannot pay for
When gaming machines are removed from a site,
the costs of restoring the area to its former state
must be met by the society.

This means that expenses must be ‘reasonable’
and properly incurred. Gaming machine funds
cannot be spent on enhancing commercial
premises. Significant improvements to a site
increase the commercial value of the property
and can be considered commercial gain.

Societies should be careful that restoration work
does not go beyond restoring the machine area to
the state it was in before the machines were
installed. These restoration costs should not be
incorporated into site payments.

What can gaming machine funds
pay for?

• construction of a new and larger room to
accommodate gaming machines

A society can claim reasonable installation costs,
and these are set out in the guidelines to the
licence condition. Electrical wiring costs
necessary to install the machines, and restoration
of the paintwork, wallpaper and carpet in the area
where structural changes have been made to
accommodate machines, are costs that meet this
condition.
A site operator cannot use the installation of
gaming machines as an opportunity to make the
society pay for refurbishment or enhancement of
the premises.
Additional reasonable installation costs that are
not specifically set out in the guidelines include:
• a sign describing the location of the gaming
area and the society that owns the machines
on the site
• stools for patrons to sit on while playing
the machines
• surveillance cameras relating only to
the gaming machine area

A site operator cannot expect a society to pay for:

• remodelling, refurbishment or improvement
of premises that are to be used as a gaming
machine area
• surveillance cameras or security systems
for the entire premises
• painting, re-carpeting or re-wallpapering
outside the actual area where the machines
are or were located
• any other fittings or chattels, such as new
curtains, placed on the site for theming,
enhancement or ambience purposes.
These examples are based on the principle that
expenses must be confined to the costs that are
directly related to the installation and operation
of gaming machines.
A society can deduct, as expenses, costs incurred
in making the machines operational but not those
costs incurred to create ‘ambience’ to attract
patrons to the site.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Electronic
Monitoring
(EMS) update
The Department of Internal Affairs
has been asked to provide advice to
Government about the costs and
benefits of introducing a central
electronic monitoring system (EMS)
for non-casino gaming machines.
The Government’s decision on EMS has been
delayed due to the early election. A decision is
now expected after the election.
In the meantime we will be doing more work on
the impact of EMS on smaller societies. This work
involves exploring the idea of establishing a
benchmark to identify societies that might be

disproportionately affected by immediate
introduction of EMS.
We intend to contact major sector groups to
discuss this issue over the next couple of months.
Recently the Department sent letters to societies
about the impact that implementation of an EMS
would have on their gaming machine operations,
and inviting comments on the proposed system.
In spite of the short notice and limited time
for reply, there was a tremendous response.
Department staff were able to meet representatives
of many gaming sector organisations at meetings
in Auckland and Wellington, and many more
contacted the Department by phone, fax or mail.
We are grateful for the response and appreciate
the time and effort put into submissions. All
submissions are being considered carefully as
part of the development of advice to Ministers
on EMS, after the election.

E-licensing a success
A society recently discovered the benefits of e-licensing.
A new gaming machine game was approved for operation in New Zealand in the morning. That
afternoon, the society applied to amend its licence and was able to add a new game to its schedule.
The society could do that so quickly because it was registered as an e-licensing user.
There is a steady flow of societies expressing an interest in e-licensing, with 97 now registered
to use it.
Please note that if you can’t add a machine to your licence by using the e-licensing system, then
you have probably been given incorrect information about the game approval number or the
machine that the game can be operated on. Check with your distributor to ensure that you’ve
been given the right information for your application.
Information on e-lincesing ia available on our website at www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz

Gaming machines must be in
designated areas only
Societies that operate gaming machines in non-club sites open to the public can
only place machines in areas designated on their licences.
Licence condition 15(3) states that ‘on all sites, the gaming machines must be operated within the
designated area only and within the hours of business specified on the liquor licence’.
Societies often place their machines in a separately partitioned area or room. This room or area must be
within the area designated on the licence. If it is not, then the society will be in breach of its licence
conditions and will be placing its licence in jeopardy.
Societies may need to check licences to ensure that their sites are compliant. Department inspectors will
be checking this requirement as they visit sites in the coming months.
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Society takes first steps
towards EMS installs
QCOM software
QCOM is the software standard that will allow gaming machines to connect to
an electronic monitoring system (EMS). The first gaming machine with QCOM
capability has been approved for use in New Zealand. It is an upgrade of an
existing machine and is already operating in the field. More equipment is likely
to be approved in the coming weeks.
A machine that has QCOM capability can be
connected to an EMS. It does not mean that an
EMS system has been installed in the machine.
QCOM is a ‘protocol’ that ensures the machine
can communicate with an EMS.
Only the manufacturer’s technicians or authorised
agents have access to the QCOM software
configuration program.
As it is part of the game configuration, QCOM is
active while the game configuration is completed.
Because New Zealand does not currently have an
approved EMS system, gaming machines with
QCOM capability must have the protocol disabled
in the meantime.
If the Minister of Internal Affairs makes a decision
to introduce EMS, the compliant machines will be
ready to be connected to such a system and
QCOM would be activated.

New serial numbers for QCOM
compliant machines
QCOM requires each machine to be uniquely
identifiable, and to this end, gaming machines
that are QCOM compliant will use an eight-digit
serial number system identical to that used in
Queensland, Austraila

Under the Queensland system, each
manufacturer has a unique identifier of two
digits. For example, Aristocrat is 00, IGT is 01
and so on. These digits are the leading digits
of the serial number. The last six digits are
allocated by the manufacturer from the range
of numbers beginning at 000000 and ending
at 999999.
In New Zealand, if a machine is upgraded or
retrofitted with QCOM, its serial number will
be modified to ensure that it complies with
this numbering system.
Any letters that might be part of the old serial
number would be deleted. If this leaves six
digits, then the first would be replaced with
a ‘9’. If required, more 9’s would be added at
the start
of this portion to make it up to six digits.
If the current serial number is more than six
digits, then the first digits would be deleted to
make it a six-digit number, and the first digit of
this number would be replaced with a ‘9’.
If a machines serial number has been amended
to the Queensland system, then its new number
is the one that must be used for its licence
application.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Responsible Gambling Bill
carried over until after election
The Government Administration Select Committee did not report the Responsible Gambling Bill back to
Parliament before Parliament dissolved for the election. Parliament carried the Bill over and, after the
election, the new Parliament will decide how to handle it. One possibility is to refer it back to a select
committee to pick up where the previous Committee left off.
Gambits will provide information about Parliament’s decisions as it becomes available.
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'Referral fees' or commissions are
likely to breach licensing conditions
Societies that pay ‘referral fees’ or commissions to people who broker arrangements
between societies, sites or equipment distributors are likely to breach gaming
licence conditions.
Such arrangements would typically involve a broker or agent arranging for a society to acquire new sites or
for a site to switch between societies. Paying a referral fee or commission for this is unacceptable,
irrespective of whether the fees are paid up front or incorporated in the price of new machines.
Payment of such fees would be contrary to the objectives of the Gaming and Lotteries Act because they
would increase the cost of machines and decrease the amount of money available for distribution to
community groups for authorised purposes.
The Act requires that non-casino gaming is run in a way that maximises funds available to the community
for authorised purposes and that it is not run as a commercial enterprise.
Licence Condition 8 requires societies to acquire gaming machines on the best possible terms.
Licence Condition 56 requires that expenses are lawful and necessary to the society’s gaming machine
operation. These fees or commissions are not a necessary part of gaming machine operation.
Licence Condition 57 requires that expenses are recorded for audit purposes. Packing referral fees or
commissions into equipment prices is likely to breach this condition.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Consultation on new
licence conditions
The Department of Internal Affairs reviews, and if necessary revises, gaming
licence conditions each year in time for the 1 October - 30 September
licensing year.
Last year significant changes were made, to make
the conditions clearer. Their objective is to give
effect to the Gaming and Lotteries Act 1977,
which requires that all gaming income (less prizes
and essential expenses) is distributed to charities
and community purposes.
Most licence conditions appear to be working
reasonably well. For that reason, and because new
legislation is on the horizon, the Department does
not expect to make major changes this year. We
will, however, change any condition that is not
clear or not effective, and will seek societies’
input into this process.
This process will begin on July 17 when we
circulate, and post on our website, the conditions
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that are being considered for amendment. There
will also be an opportunity to suggest whether
there are other problematic licence conditions
that need to be amended for the 2002/03
licensing year.
Information about consultation meetings will also
be provided. Two meetings are planned in
Wellington, one in Auckland and one in
Christchurch, between July 19 and August 18,
when submissions close. Societies will be able to
make submissions by e-mail or post.
More information about the consultation process
will be provided when dates and venues are
finalised.

October 1 deadline
for compliance with gaming
machine licensing conditions
By 1 October 2002 societies that have gaming machines in public premises must
comply with new licence conditions announced last year.
When the current ‘Set B - Public Premises’
gaming machine licence conditions were issued
in October last year, they included some new
conditions and some clarifications. Societies were
given until October 1 this year to become
compliant with the following licence conditions:
• a current liquor licence with designated
‘restricted’ or ‘supervised’ areas in which
the gaming machines are located (N.B. clubs
require a liquor licence to have gaming
machines on their premises, but for clubs the
licence does not have to include a designated
area for the machines)
• maximum total site payment of $150 per
machine per week unless a dispensation
to pay more has been granted
• a compliant site agreement
• gaming machines is not the primary
activity on the site
• no sub-divided sites

Details of these conditions were published in
the March 2002 issue of Gambits. Please see
pages 4-5 ‘Are you planning for 1 October 2002?
and page 6 ‘Dispensation from the standard $150
pmpw site payment’. Further details are also
available by contacting the Gaming Licensing
Unit. Contact details are on the back page of
this issue.
Inspectors will be out and about in the coming
months to ensure that gaming machines
operations are being conducted fairly and in
accordance with the licence conditions.
If a society is unable to comply by October 1,
but thinks that its site will be able to meet the
conditions (e.g. the site’s liquor licence
application is still being heard), then the the
gaming machines should be turned off until the
matter has been determined. Failure to comply
could result in the suspension of the site’s
approval or suspension of the society’s licence.

Proposed new fees for gaming
machines and licensing services
In April 2002 the Department of Internal Affairs undertook a brief consultation process relating
to proposed new fees for gaming machine and licensing services. The fees were expected to be
introduced in late 2002 and remain in place until a complete new schedule of fees is developed
following the passage of the Responsible Gambling Bill.
Thank-you to everyone who took time to comment on the fees. Submissions closed on May 15
and they have been under consideration by the Government since then. With the General
Election taking place on July 27, further consideration is on hold. It is not expected that a
decision on new fees will be reached for at least a couple of months.
When new fees are set the Department will make available information clarifying the basis for
the fee structure.
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Recent appointments
National Manager of Gaming Compliance
Gregory Crott has recently been appointed on secondment to the position of
National Manager, Gaming Compliance.
Mr Crott has an extensive public service background as a manager in a variety of
roles that have involved him working closely with ministers and the business and
commercial sectors. He has experience over many years in a regulatory/
enforcement environment holding statutory positions as District Registrar of
Companies and Official Assignee in Bankruptcy.
Prior to taking up this role, he had implemented and managed the Government’s
business development programme known as BIZ, which is aimed at improving the
management capability of owner/operators of small and medium-sized businesses.
During his three-year period in that role Greg worked closely with other
government agencies, local body and private sector stakeholder organisations.
He says he is looking forward to the challenges offered by this role and meeting and working with major
stakeholders within the sector.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Communications Advisor
Vincent Cholewa has been appointed
Communications Advisor in the
Department of Internal Affair’s
Gaming and Censorship Regulation
Group.
Mr Cholewa will work
closely with the Group’s
General Manager, Keith
Manch, to develop
communications plans and
activities to help achieve
the Group’s overall
objective of achieving
compliance with New
Zealand’s gaming and
censorship laws.
He has 16 years experience in public relations
and journalism, and comes to the Department
after working as an account manager for a public
relations consultancy. His public sector
experience includes eight years at the Commerce
Commission, and prior to that communications
roles at the Departments of Justice and Health.

Gambits
Gambits is produced by the Department
of Internal Affairs to provide information
to the gaming sector in New Zealand. It is
intended as education and communication
that will help the sector comply with the
law and licensing conditions by explaining
what the law and conditions require, and
how the Department operates.
Editor
Vince Cholewa
Tel: 04 495 9350 or 025 272 4270
E-mail: vincent.cholewa@dia.govt.nz
Gaming Licensing
Tel: 04 494 0700 or 0800 257 887
E-mail: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Postal: PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: 04 494 0656
Gaming Compliance
Christchurch
Tel: 03 353 8303 Fax: 03 353 8309
Wellington
Tel: 04 494 0700 Fax: 04 495 7214
Auckland
Tel: 09 362 7938 Fax: 09 362 7945
Website
www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz
ISSN:1175-9453

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Responsible Gambling Bill
is introduced
The Responsible Gambling Bill was introduced to Parliament on 19 February and
referred to Select Committee. The report back date for the Government Administration
Select Committee is 14 May and the closing date for submissions is 2 April 2002,
Anyone who is interested in reading the bill can find a copy on the department’s website www.dia.govt.nz - or in a Bennett’s bookshop. Have a look at the Bill, consider its impact, and make
submissions to Select Committee on any issue that concerns or interests you. This is your
opportunity to contribute to the shape of future gaming legislation.
Under the Bill, non-casino gaming machines will continue to be run by societies to raise money for
community purposes. The Bill introduces certain changes to the sector, however, and here are some
of them:
• Each society will need to be a “body
corporate” ie be an incorporated society, a
non-profit company or a charitable trust;
• Any new gaming sites or increased numbers
of gaming machines on existing gaming
machine sites will need a territorial authority
approval;
• Clubs approved by the Minister will be able
to amalgamate and run more than 18
machines on a site;

• The department could run an electronic
monitoring system of non-casino gaming
machines;
• Gaming machine sites will not be permitted
to call themselves “casinos”;
• There will be a stronger focus on dealing
with problem gambling;
• There will be tighter controls on expenses
and probity checks for people involved in
gaming operations and grants.

Continued over...

From page 1.

The Bill also introduces other significant changes. For example, activities like lotteries will no
longer need a licence unless high prizes are to be paid. The Casino Control Authority will be
disestablished. Some of its functions will transfer to the department. A Gambling Commission will
consider casino applications, and hear appeals against departmental decisions to decline applications
or cancel or suspend gaming licences.
You can get information about how to make a submission by logging onto Parliament’s website
and downloading all or part of the booklet on “How to Make a Submission”. Go to
www.clerk.parliament.govt.nz/programme/committees/submissions and click on “How to make a
submission”.

Implementation of the Responsible
Gambling Bill
When you read the draft legislation, you’ll realise that its
implementation will take a lot of work. With this in mind, the Department
has set up an Implementation team. The team consists so far of Russell
Rolland, the Programme Manager, and Kate Reid, Senior Programme
Adviser.
Russell is a professional programme manager with extensive
experience in information technology and business transformation
projects in a number of government and private sector organisations.
You may remember Kate in a former life as the editor of Gambits, when
she was a Policy Adviser with GCR. Since then she has been involved in planning and strategy for GCR,
assisting with policy work for the Gaming Review, and most recently as the department’s Acting Manager
Marketing and Communications.
The team will expand as enactment date draws nearer. In the meantime, it is concentrating on scoping
the changes and developing systems to give effect to the new legislation. Development and implementation
of an electronic monitoring system is the first priority for the team and Bruce Manuge, who many of you
know as our Senior Technical Adviser, will assist them with this.
The team will also:
• oversee the disestablishment of the Casino Control Authority and the amalgamation of some of its
functions with DIA;
• look after the establishment of the Gambling Commission, which will consider casino licence
applications and appeals against the department’s decisions in relation to other forms of gambling;
• develop community participation mechanisms; and
• strengthen sanctions for non-compliance.
The programme will include the development of rules, regulations, conditions, technical specifications,
and forms for the new legislation and the transfer of responsibility for problem gambling to the Ministry of
Health. The programme will, of course, respond to any changes in the Bill between its introduction and passage.
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Gaming Machine Returns to the community
It’s great to start the year with a good news story! This one comes from Gaming
Licensing, where the annual renewal round of gaming machine licences is almost complete.
Societies applying to renew their gaming
machine licences have reported higher than ever
returns to the community during the previous
financial year. Of the national trusts, Lion
Foundation donated 39.41% of its income to the
community and another trust gave away 36.73%.
Most clubs returned far more than the minimum
amount and many hotel based trusts reported a
higher than average return as well. Five hotel
based trusts spent more than 50% of their gaming
machine profit on authorised purposes and 13
gave away more than 40%. Most HBT returns were
between 34% and 40% of gaming machine profit.
In fact, 33% is becoming the exception, not the rule.
Some observers laughed when the department
first said that at least 33% of gaming machine profit
should be spent on community purposes. A few
societies did not take it seriously and failed to
return 33%. They have either lost their licences or
improved their performance. Despite our

reminders that 33% was a MINIMUM level of
return, many people said that no society would
ever contribute more than that amount. We’re
pleased to report that they were wrong and that
four years after its introduction, we rarely have to
suggest to societies that it’s ok to give away more
than 33%. Congratulations to the high performers
- keep up the good work!
On the subject of renewals, please let Gaming
Licensing know if you had any difficulty filling out
your renewal application form last year. You’ll find
it easier to sort any problems out well in advance
of your next application instead of waiting until
your current licence is about to expire. We will
happily provide you with all the information you
need. It’s in our interests too to get complete and
accurate application forms from societies that are
right first time. As always, our contact details can
be found on the final page of Gambits.

New Inspectors of Gaming
Last year we told you about the Government’s
intention to increase the number of audits of
gaming machine societies so that every society
will be audited at least once every two years. The
Gaming Compliance Unit has employed a number
of additional Inspectors of Gaming with a varied
range of skills and experience to assist it in
meeting this objective.
The number of inspectors has doubled, with the
total number of staff in the Unit shortly to be
standing at 35 nationally. The Northern Regional
Office situated in Auckland will have 11 Inspectors
once all vacancies have been filled; the Central

Regional Office situated in Wellington has eight
inspectors, while the Southern Regional Office
situated in Christchurch has nine inspectors. In
addition there is a Regional Manager located in
each of these Offices.
You can expect to see a lot more of the
Gaming Compliance Unit in future. While audits
and investigations will remain their primary
focus, there will be more opportunities to
provide you with advice and information about
the right way to run gaming machines.
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Are you planning for 1 October 2002?
The December 2001 issue of Gambits highlighted the new licence conditions that were
introduced on 1 October 2001 but do not take full effect until 1 October 2002. This item
reminds you about those licence conditions and suggests you plan for the changes now.
The transition period expires on 1 October 2002, less than seven months away.
Licence Condition 14 - No gaming machine
“shops” or sub-divided premises
Under licence condition 14:
• there can be no more than one gaming
machine site in a building, and
• gaming machines cannot be the primary
activity on any site.
Gaming machine “shops” will have to close or
change the nature of their business by 1 October
2002 so that gaming machines become only an
incidental activity on the premises. Any second
site in a building that has more than one gaming
machine site will need to close as well.
Licence Condition 15 - Sites need a
“supervised” or “restricted” liquor licence.
The Gaming and Lotteries Act does not
explicitly stop children from playing gaming
machines. This is why, when they were first
licensed under the Act, machines were kept out
of venues that were freely accessible to
unsupervised children. They could operate in
clubs, taverns and pubs but not in shops,
takeaway bars or amusement parlours. Sites had
to have the type of liquor licence that stopped
minors roaming around or going onto the
premises alone.
An ordinary “on” liquor licence will not serve
this purpose. Sites need to have a restricted or
supervised licence that sets aside at least a part
of the premises as a “no go” zone for children.
The machines must be placed in this area.
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The new licence condition 15 makes the
department’s requirements absolutely clear.
Sites without the necessary designation have
until 1 October 2002 to obtain it. It will not be
enough to put up signs saying that children
cannot play the machines. Signs alone do not
work.
Please note that the new condition states that
machines can be played during the hours on the
liquor licence only.
We are frequently asked whether TAB sites
with no restricted or supervised liquor licence
will have to close down. The answer is no. This
is because the statutory prohibition on selling
bets to minors is as effective as a club, restricted
or supervised liquor licence in keeping
unsupervised children away from machines.
Licence Condition 18 - Site agreements
Gaming machine licences are issued to
societies with a set of 60 standard licence
conditions. Gaming Compliance audits each
society’s performance against those conditions
and Gaming Licensing will not renew or issue a
licence or site approval when a licence
condition has been seriously breached.
It’s absolutely essential that site operators
know about any conditions that relate to their
day-to-day management of machines. The key
document for communicating the conditions is
the site agreement.
Some site agreements are out of date and do
not include all the relevant licence conditions.

Licence condition 18 gives societies until 1
October 2002 to amend any agreement that falls
into this category. If your site agreements run for
more than one year, be sure to provide in the
agreement for updates from time to time to
incorporate any new licence conditions or
changes to the law. It goes without saying that
site agreements will not be binding unless they
reflect current legal requirements.
Licence Condition 56(3) - Site payments can
be no more than $150 per machine per week
From 1 October 2002, societies may pay
no more than $150 (plus GST) per machine
per week without a dispensation from
Gaming Licensing. Societies have until 1
October to bring all their sites into line,
although a site moving from one society to
another before 1 October 2002 will be
subject to any necessary adjustments at the
time it switches trusts.

This does not mean that completely
unjustified and excessive payments can
continue until 1 October 2002. The old pre-1
October 2001 licence conditions said that site
payments must be “actual, reasonable and
necessary”. Excessive payments are caught by
that condition and are not covered by the
period of grace, until 1 October 2002. If you
have any doubts, make any necessary
adjustments now!
Site operators should note that societies
are not obliged to pay as much as $150
pmpw. This amount will be too much for
some sites where lesser site value, labour
and direct costs indicate that a lower total
payment is called for.
The first obligation for any society is to
return at least 33% of its gaming machine profit
to authorised purposes. Unless it does, it will
lose its licence. Site payments and other
expenses must be negotiated with that
obligation in mind.

Blue Book erratum
You should be aware that there is an error in the most recent version of the Blue Book.
Section 4.2 of the Gaming Machine Operations Manual (Blue Book) Version 1.3 outlines minimum
requirements for application forms. The 5th bullet point on page 65 shows “provision for the name and signature of the site operator/agent recommending the grant (where
applicable)”
This should read
“provision for the name of the site forwarding the application (where applicable)”
Licence condition 49(2) specifically prohibits site operator involvement in the consideration
or decision process and site operators can only provide information about the application
process.
Page 4 of the specimen “Request for Allocation of Gaming Machine Proceeds” form, which can be
found following page 66, still contains a panel headed “Site Use (where applicable)”. This contains
provision for the site operator’s name, the site name, signature of the site operator and date.
In terms of the department’s requirements, these fields are NOT MANDATORY, although societies
may wish the site name to be entered for their own record purposes.
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Dispensations from the
standard $150 pmpw site
payment
Gaming Licensing recently circulated the guidelines for dispensations from the $150 pmpw (plus
GST) standard maximum site payment. We have developed a fair and objective test that will be
applied in the same way to all applications for dispensations.
According to our research, the $150 pmpw
(plus GST) maximum standard payment
adequately covers the costs associated with an
average gaming machine operation at site level.
The department will not ask societies to set out
detailed justification for payments up to $150
pmpw in their application forms.
While a total site payment of up to $150
pmpw is appropriate for most gaming machine
sites, it may not be enough for the very few high
turnover sites that generate considerable work
and costs for site operators and their staff. There
are a limited number of exceptional sites that
would qualify for a dispensation and they are
characterised by higher than average costs and
gaming machine profit in excess of $1 million
per annum.
Any society applying for a dispensation must
provide information about the “track record” of
the site in question. Information about
performance and costs over at least the past
three months should accompany applications
for dispensations, using the form we have
developed for the purpose.
New sites with no track record will need to
operate at no more than $150 pmpw for three
months while they document the costs and
“track record” of the site. Approved higher
payments can be paid from the date of issue of
the dispensation only (they cannot be back
dated).
Please note that all sites will be treated the
same way, so moving from one society to
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another will have no effect on a site’s
entitlement to a dispensation.
Sites should be wary of societies offering
payments in excess of $150. Either those
payments are unlawful or the promises will not
be kept (unless yours is a very high performing
site).
Dispensation forms are available from
Gaming Licensing. Phone Gavin Duffy, Team
Leader, Gaming Licensing on 04 495 9471 if
you would like a copy. The guidelines to
licence condition 56(3) on our website www.dia.govt.nz provide more information
on dispensations. Open the DIA homepage
and click on the “gambling” link. The
“Licensing” link will take you to the Gaming
Licensing page where you will find the
guideline to LC56(3) in the 2001/02 Set B
Public Premises set of Licence Conditions.

Getting competitive quotes
Just a quick reminder that licence
condition 52(a) for public premises, and
43(a) for clubs, requires competitive quotes
for uniforms, sports goods or other
purchases from authorised purposes money.
Societies should seek (and retain) at least
three quotes, so they can be sure they are
getting the best price.

Dispelling the myths
- A message from Warwick Hodder,
National Manager, Gaming Compliance
Here are a few of the more common
misconceptions that Inspectors of Gaming
are finding:
• it’s okay to use the gaming machine proceeds
as a means of driving your business
• it’s okay to be selective about who obtains a
grant application form from your hotel
• lotteries (raffles) offering alcohol as prizes are
okay
• lotteries (raffles) offering jackpotting prizes
are okay
• sales promotions offering alcohol as prizes
are okay
• sales promotions offering jackpotting prizes
are okay
• if you get caught running an illegal lottery or
sales promotion it will not affect your gaming
machine operation
• as long as it’s the local sports club who comes
to you and “offers” something in recognition
of them being recommended for a grant that’s
okay but if you arrange the deal it’s not okay
• The department only warns you when it
detects non compliance within your gaming
machine operation
• a cancelled or suspended site approval will
not affect your future suitability to be
involved in being involved with running
gaming activities of any type (including
gaming machines)
• a conviction under the Gaming and Lotteries
Act, Racing Act or Crimes Act will not affect
your suitability to operate machines
• a non-discharged bankrupt may continue to
be associated with running a licensed gaming
activity.
The Gaming Compliance Unit wants to dispel
these myths. None of these statements is true
and if you believe them, you are likely to place
your gaming machine licence or site approval in
jeopardy. Site operators are encouraged to do
everything they can to protect what is now an
essential part of their business operations by
operating lawfully.

The Gaming Compliance Unit has recently
doubled in size. This increases the risk
associated with being involved in unlawful
activities.
The Unit’s audit model is no longer ‘new
technology’ and everyone operating gaming
activities should be well aware of our focus on
compliance with the Blue Book and licence
conditions. Accordingly certain high-risk
failures will attract a much higher penalty than
before. High risk failures include sites’ late
banking, societies’ failure to notify cases of late
banking, lack of appropriate signage and/or
problem gambling material, preconditions being
placed on grants, grant application forms not
being made available on request, staff playing
gaming machines, operating unauthorised
gaming machines, making unauthorised
modifications to gaming machines, etc.
The Unit is also being made increasingly
aware of some societies or their employees or
agents offering unlawful arrangements. Some
examples of these arrangements are:
• site operators accepting cash incentives to
change from one society to another
• site operators being offered refurbishment or
theme-ing of their gaming machine rooms as
an incentive to change from one society to
another
• site operators being reimbursed for
alterations to their gaming room which do
not actually happen, either as an incentive to
stay or to transfer from another society
• site operators being reimbursed for
alterations that take place elsewhere on the
premises
• site operators and/or employees having “pet”
suppliers to which they direct recipients
• finance companies offering cash incentives
to preferential customers
• sites being “sold” in return for a share of the
gaming machine proceeds
• societies holding bank accounts or “slush”
funds that have so far passed an audit
We want to make it very clear that we intend
to fully investigate any of these or similar types
of arrangements that come to our notice. I can
assure all concerned that we will be much less
tolerant when we find serious wrongdoings.
I encourage you to operate within the rules.
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New General Manager for
Gaming and Censorship
Regulation
We welcomed our
new General Manager,
Keith Manch, to GCR
at the end of February.
Keith came to the
department after
more than six years as
General Manager of
the Ministry of
Consumer Affairs.
Keith has worked closely with the private
sector on developing codes of practice and
disputes resolution processes and has an extensive
background in investigation and compliance. He
began his career as a police officer, became an
investigator with the Commerce Commission and
went on to become National Manager in its Fair
Trading Division where he played a significant role
in developing investigation, enforcement and
compliance policies.
In announcing his appointment, the
department’s Acting Chief Executive, Katrina
Bach, said Keith’s experience in working with
industry and consumers to achieve better
compliance with the law, at lower cost, would be
of particular help in his new role.
Gerald Scanlan, Acting General Manager until
Keith’s appointment, is returning to his role as
Director Strategic Support in the department. Those
who met Gerald in the last few months will know
what a valuable contribution he has made to the
gaming machine sector in a very short time,
particularly to the new set of licence conditions.
We will miss him and wish him well for the
future.
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Tel: 04 494 0700. 0800 257 887
Email: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Postal: PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: 04 494-0656
Gaming Compliance
Christchurch
Tel: 03 353-8303, Fax: 03 353-8309
Wellington
Tel: 04 494-0700, Fax: 04 495-7214
Auckland
Tel: 09 362 7938, Fax: 09 362 7945
Web Site
www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz

Filling in the machine forms
Traditionally we have met with a lot of resistance
with regard to the forms you are obliged to complete
when running a gaming machine operation. Despite
our assurances to the contrary, the popular belief
seems to be that these forms are imposed by the
department as a means of making life difficult for
those administering gaming machines.
In the past week, three clubs of various types have
discovered some rather large instances of theft from
their gaming machines. Without exception, the thefts
would have been discovered almost immediately had
the required forms been completed and analysed at
the time.
More importantly, the thefts might never have
occurred because those committing them would be
likely to know that the club had good systems and
procedures in place.
Do yourselves a favour and familarise yourself
with the Gaming Machine Operations Manual (the
Blue Book). If you have misplaced your copy don’t
despair as you can access another copy from the
department’s website.

DECEMBER 2001

Moving
Forward
Our December Gambits
brings you information
about significant changes
to the gaming machine
sector.
We canvas the impact of
important new licence
conditions, including changes to
site payments, and we provide
further detail about recent
announcements on the Gaming
Review.
We tell you more about eLicensing, now up and running
on our “new look” website and
we give you some more reasons
to explore our website.
We explain some changes to
the Blue Book and tell you how
best to deal with player disputes
or possible gaming machine
malfunctions.

CHANGES TO LICENCE CONDITIONS

New Conditions Introduced
As the regulator, we have to ensure that gaming machines
are operated in accordance with the Gaming and Lotteries
Act and licence conditions. It is vital that you recognise
that the only reason that gaming machines can be
operated outside casinos is to raise money for the
community. The Act prohibits the operation of gaming
machines for commercial gain. We can’t stress this point
enough and it has a lot to do with a number of the changes
to the licence conditions.
So what has been changed in the licence conditions? The first thing is
that all licences were amended to be subject to the new conditions from
1 October 2001. This was done to ensure fairness to all societies. All
societies had to comply with the new set of licence conditions as from
that date, irrespective of the expiry date of their licence.
As in past years, there are two sets of conditions - one for clubs and
one for public sites. In late September, we sent copies of the licence
conditions and guidelines to all societies. Please tell us if you haven’t
received a set and we’ll send you one, but be sure to give us your correct
contact details. We have posted electronic versions of the conditions and
guidelines on the website, where the Blue Book is also now available.
The new licence conditions are designed to be very clear so that
societies and site operators know what standards they must meet in their
operation of gaming machines. If, however, you are uncertain about the
meaning of a specific licence condition, please put your question in
writing and send it to the Manager of Gaming Licensing.
You should bear in mind that the new legislation arising from the
Gaming Review (see the article later in this issue) may overtake the
licence conditions. We will keep you informed of any changes.

Impact on Site
Operators
Site operators can expect to see a number
of changes as a result of the new licence
conditions.
Site Approvals - As you know, sites have to
comply with a number of requirements before we
will approve them. We have made these
requirements explicit in order to ensure that the
non-commercial objects of the Gaming and Lotteries
Act are met.
Kinds of sites
Gaming machines cannot be the primary activity
- that means no gaming shops. No site will be
approved unless it has clearly been set up for
purposes other than gambling, for example a bar or
hotel. We will assess the activity at the site and we
will make physical inspections, as necessary.
No subdivision of premises - that means no
getting round the 18-machine limit. Where a
building has an existing site in it, we will not
approve another site within that building.
Restricting access by minors
Every site must be able to enforce a restriction on
unsupervised persons under the age of 18. The main
way of doing this is by an “on” liquor licence with a
designated area (restricted or supervised). The
gaming machines must be operated only in the
designated area, because that is the area in which
the site operator can restrict underage access to the
machines. For the same reason, the machines can be
operated only within the hours of business specified
by the liquor licence.
Established sites that presently don’t comply with
these conditions have until 1 October 2002 to
become compliant. If they don’t, the site approval
will be cancelled and the machines will have to be
removed. Sites in this position should be talking to
their societies now.
Responsible Gambling - The new licence
condition 23 requires societies to develop and
implement a responsible gambling programme at
each site.
The minimum requirement is for signage and
brochures, giving basic information about problem
gambling, how to gamble in a responsible manner
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and where to get advice and assistance about
responsible gambling. Societies need to have the
appropriate signs and information on sites before
the beginning of 2002.
We have not set out detailed requirements,
because we believe that societies should take the
lead in managing this issue. In addition, it is
expected that other agencies, including the
department and the Ministry of Health, will be
involved in setting standards and promoting
programmes in this area in the near future.
In the meantime, a really good source of
information is the Compulsive Gambling Society
of NZ (Inc). They can be contacted on
0800 664 262 or by email at cgs@cgs.co.nz, or you
can access their very good website at
www.cgs.co.nz.
In the clubs sector, Clubs NZ has rolled out its
new ClubSafe programme, which includes a
comprehensive training package and the RSAs
have a standard policy in place. In the public
premises sector, the Gaming Machine Trusts
Association has developed a brochure and is
working on other resources. These initiatives are
welcomed by the department, as are the steps
taken by individual societies, such as Pub Charity
Inc, and site operators.
This licence condition also prohibits
inducements to play gaming machines. This
means you can’t offer rewards to players, whether
through the machines, by prize draws or by
providing free jugs of beer. Site operators should
apply the old yardstick to this issue,“if in doubt,
leave it out”.
Access to grants - It is really important that
site operators read the new licence conditions
relating to decisions about grants. You should
focus on conditions 48, 49 and 52 in particular,
because they spell out your role in the grant
process. The principle is that societies are
licensed to operate machines to raise money for
the community and it is their sole responsibility to
decide which applicants receive grants.
Licence condition 48 requires societies to
install large signs on each site saying that the
society owns the gaming machines and operates
them for its stated authorised purposes. The
signage also has to advise grant applicants where
application forms can be obtained.

As a minimum, the signage must clearly state the
name of the society and identify the society’s
ownership of the machines. Contact information for
the society must also be given, including a postal
address or telephone number. The signage must also
include the society’s statement of authorised
purposes, as approved by the department.
The society must be explicit about where
applicants can obtain grant application forms.
Where the society makes its forms available at the
site, it must ensure that forms are always available
and that access is not restricted for any reason.
The signs must be large, prominently placed and
must provide the information clearly and concisely.
Societies need to have the appropriate signs
out on sites before the beginning of 2002.
All applicants must have access to application
forms and all completed forms must be sent to
societies, to reassure the community at large that
non-casino gaming machine operations are fair to
the public in every way. Unfortunately, some site
operators have given the sector a bad name by using
their influence over the grants system for personal
gain. The new rules protect good site operators and
cut out those who bring the sector into disrepute.

$150 is
the limit
We have set a standard payment limit of no
more than $150 per machine per week
(pmpw), plus GST. Societies should pay up
to, and no more than, this amount in total.
The $150 standard was introduced because some
site payments well in excess of reimbursement of
costs and reasonable site rental were being made.
We found from the research we did earlier this
year (see March 2001 issue of Gambits) that about
70% of site operators were receiving less than $150
pmpw. We believe that the $150 standard is a fair
maximum payment. In very rare cases, societies may
be able to justify higher payments, but we won’t
approve such payments unless they are soundly
based.

Societies have until 1 October 2002 to obtain
dispensations for any site payments in excess of
$150 pmpw. However, if circumstances change on
such sites requiring an amendment before 1
October 2002, the society will have to apply for a
dispensation for the existing higher payment at
the time of the amendment application.
Inspectors may require a society to apply for a
dispensation if, in the course of an audit, they find
that the society is paying more than the standard
amount without a dispensation. However, prior to
1 October 2002, this would only amount to an
audit failing where the payment:
• was clearly unreasonable, unjustified or
excessive; or
• was based on commission.
Whatever the situation, there must be no
“under the counter” payments made by societies
to site operators and societies cannot pay
expenses, such as “theme fitouts”, that are not
necessary to the gaming operation.
Sites will not be able to seek higher payments
by threatening to move to another society if there
is a valid site agreement in place. The department
cannot remove a site from a society’s list of
approved sites during the term of a site
agreement, unless the society consents.
Exceptions to this may include cases where there
has been unlawful conduct (we would revoke site
approval), or where there are proper grounds for
the site agreement to be set aside (the society and
site operator must sort this out).
Societies should also bear in mind the caution
we gave earlier, about the impending new
legislation. The site payments regime of the
current licence conditions may be replaced by a
different regime in the new Act.

Rules for Grants
Licence condition 52 now spells out some rules
for grant applications. For example, grant
applicants should provide competitive quotes or
other evidence for the goods or services they
intend to buy with the grant money. All grant
applicants must sign a consent to audit clause, to
ensure that the Inspectors can verify that the
funds have been used properly. These rules are
intended to make the grants process clearer and
more accountable and to assist in preventing
“double-dipping” by grant applicants.
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e-Licensing Goes Live
Is your society registered?
Gaming e-Licensing is an initiative to allow
applications from societies to be received over the
Internet (see the August 2001 issue of Gambits).
The launch of the new Gaming e-Licensing
system took place on 1 October 2001 to coincide
with the launch of the new DIA web site. The
Gaming e-Licensing system has been designed to
blend seamlessly with the main web site.
At the time this article went to press 66
societies were registered to use Gaming e-Licensing
and 17 applications had been processed through
this system.
We decided that, as the system is very
straightforward to use, face-to-face training courses
were not warranted. We have provided a
comprehensive Help database.
For those societies that would like to take
advantage of the benefits offered by the system, a
registration form may be downloaded from the eLicensing pages on the Gaming Licensing website.
The Help database for the system may also be
viewed from these pages.
Feedback from societies and Licensing Officers
about the system has been very positive. An
application to add a significant number of new

machines was processed in less than one hour
whereas an equivalent paper application would have
taken several hours to process. The new schedule
can be made immediately available on the website
through Gaming e-Licensing.
One of the main advantages of e-Licensing is that
now we don’t send you a copy of your schedule
through the postal system. Instead, we send you an
email once we have completed processing your
application, to tell you that it has been approved and
that you can download your society’s new schedule
from the website yourself.

Game approval numbers
Game approval, or “Goo”, numbers act as the primary means of identification of gaming
machine games. They are unique keys that provide easy reference to the game name
and the gaming machine(s) for which a game is approved.
Societies have to provide Gaming Licensing with correct machine model and game approval numbers so
we can action their applications.
Now that e-Licensing is up and running, the use of correct game approval numbers is really important.
Societies entering new machine information will find that they cannot submit their applications if the
game approval number does not match the machine model being licensed.
In these situations, societies will have to contact their supplier for the correct combinations of numbers
before they can submit their e-licensing applications to Gaming Licensing.
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Blue Book
(Gaming Machine Operations Manual)
The Gaming Machine Operations Manual, otherwise
known as the Blue Book, has been amended. The
version that you should now refer to is version 1.3.
The following is a summary of the significant changes
affecting day-to-day operations:
• it is now mandatory to record both hard and soft
meters every time the Weekly Gaming Machine
Profit Return (WGMPR) is filled out. In the
previous version, recording the hard meters was
optional, but strongly recommended. Experience
has shown us that it really is necessary for both sets
to be recorded at the same time. Apart from
anything else, the hard meters provide a continuous
record in the event that the soft meters are for any
reason are reset or “lost”. Also, comparing the
differences on a weekly basis will highlight any
imbalances between the two sets of meters more
quickly. (See Section 2.7.2)
• there is more flexibility in completing the
“Monthly” Machine Analysis (MMA)-which
previously should have been done, as a minimum,
on a calendar monthly cycle. Now MMAs can cover
up to five successive “weekly” periods. One of the
functions of the MMA is to verify the amount of
gaming machine profit (GMP) generated by a
particular machine over the “monthly” period, so it
follows that the start and finish points must align
with the readings used on the first and last
WGMPRs for the same time frame. If they don’t, it
means that there is no proper reconciliation or
validation of the weekly GMP figure used by most
societies for their reporting; the two will always be
out of step and impossible to compare. Also, it is no
longer sufficient just to put the month in the top
panel of the MMA -the precise dates must be
entered. (See Section 2.8.1)
• the Daily Jackpot Cancelled Credit form has been
changed - the previous one could only cope with a
two level jackpot system and some systems are
capable of having more than two. The new format

can be used for 1 - 4 levels. There are, however,
now three alternative Weekly Jackpot System
Analysis report formats, from which the
appropriate one needs to be selected. Please
make sure you choose the correct one. (See
Sections 2.9.6 and 2.9.7)
Finally, a word of warning about computers, and in
particular, the use of spreadsheets, programs and
computer-generated forms. They can save a good deal
of time and effort by calculating meter differences, and
performing other arithmetical calculations - for example
subtracting opening from closing hopper counts, but
they must not be used to substitute for or circumvent
the required procedures. In other words, if a program
or spreadsheet calculates what soft meter readings
should be from the entry of hard meter data, the results
must be compared with the actual meter readings
displayed on the machines.
Similarly, there should be no “defaults”, formulae or
anything else to “calculate” fields where actual “hard”
data is required to be entered; for example, on the MMA
form, actual hopper counts (A) and (B), total cash
cleared (I), total cancelled credits paid (M), total short
pays (N), total hopper refills (0). All of these entries
must show the physical cash amounts counted and/or
recorded on base documents such as Cash Clearances
Details, Cancelled Credit & Short Pay records. The
object is not to produce “perfect” records, but to
highlight any significant differences in these areas.
Other basic rules are set out in Section 1.4:
“Electronically Generated Records”.
For the first time, the Blue Book is available on our
website (www.dia.govt.nz - select “gambling” and then
“gaming licences”).Apart from increased accessibility,
one advantage is that standard forms can be
downloaded as and when required.
Site operators should be able to obtain a copy of the
Blue Book from your society. Alternatively, you can
contact the department or download a copy from our
website.
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New Look
Website
Users of the Gaming Licensing website will
have noticed changes recently in layout
and colour. It’s part of the redesigned
Internal Affairs website that was launched
on 1 October 2001.
The new look site is quick and easy to use. People in
rural areas and others with slow internet
connections will find its simplicity reduces the time
it takes to download. The website was designed for
accessibility and users can get from the home page
to nearly anywhere on the site with only two mouse
clicks. The site can also be navigated solely by using
the keyboard.
When you logon to the Internal Affairs Home
Page, just click on “gambling” and this will take you
directly to our “Services” page. Here you’ll find a list
of all the information available on the site, as well as
an index down the left side of the page, and you can
scroll down the screen to see the complete list.
It’s Gaming Licensing’s policy to put as much
information as possible on the website so societies
wanting to conduct a gaming activity will have all
the relevant information they need. Latest additions
include the new licence conditions and the Blue
Book.
The web page has information on casino and
non-casino gaming, as well as how to obtain licences
for the various forms of gaming activities conducted
in New Zealand.
You can also find the latest information on the
gaming review, gaming machine statistics as well as
the current and earlier copies of Gambits.
There are links to e-licensing, information on
societies that distribute gaming machine profits to
the community, our application forms and
remittance advices, relevant legislation - check out
the website to see what’s available.
You can still reach us by using the address
“www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz” - this takes you
directly to our part of the website.
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Gaming
Machine
Totals by Sites
Gaming Licensing provides quarterly
statistics on gaming machines and gaming
machine societies on the DIA website. The
most recent figures have been posted for 30
September, and you can find this information
on our website under “Gaming Statistics”.
There are a variety of views to ensure that
we’ve provided for different types of
requests. For example, the information about
sites, societies and gaming machine numbers
is set out in table form (and this view also
includes the average number of gaming
machines per site) while the percentage of
gaming machines or gaming machine sites
per society is displayed as a pie-chart.
On 10 October 2001 we wrote to all multisite hotel based trusts and the national
trusts asking them to provide us with the
details of all the gaming machines they have
on their sites, as well as in storage, as at
close of business 17 October 2001. We
incorporated the information from single
site societies into the results from the multi
sites societies. You can see the results of
this self-reporting on the website.
Societies told us they owned 20,200 gaming
machines as at 17 October 2001, and where
they were located. The total number of
gaming machines being operated as at 30
September was 20,097. The difference in
figures is accounted for by the fact that
some multi-site societies have gaming
machines in storage due to a variety of
reasons such as awaiting sale or destruction
or awaiting site approval.

Latest News of the
Gaming Review
The Cabinet papers relating to the Gaming Review were put on the department’s website
on 22 November 2001.
The Government has agreed that:
• gambling will be primarily used to raise funds for the community,
• gambling will cause less harm,
• communities will have a greater say in decisions about the more risky forms of gambling, and
• there will be controls on the growth of gambling.
The Responsible Gambling Bill will be introduced in December and referred to a select committee for
further submissions. The Bill will replace the current Gaming and Lotteries and Casino Control Acts. The
Racing Act will continue as a separate piece of legislation.
Gaming Machines.
The Bill will propose limits on the number of gaming machines per site. The general thrust is that new
sites will be restricted to nine gaming machines and existing sites will be able to keep the present 18-machine
limit. The Bill will make this limit retrospective to 18 October 2001.
Communities will have the right of veto on new gaming machine sites and proposals to add machines to
existing sites. Subject to the community veto there will be ministerial discretion to vary gaming machine
numbers upwards - this will apply only to clubs on non-commercial premises.
The Bill will include provisions to ensure operator integrity, including:
• minimum standards for community grants,
• a prohibition on site operator involvement in the making of grants, and
• auditing of grant recipients.
In the longer term the Bill will make provision for electronic monitoring of gaming machines.
To discourage societies from investing in gaming machines before the Act comes into force, the Bill will
propose a retrospective nine-machine cap on gaming machine sites approved on or after 18 October 2001.
Sites existing as at 17 October 2001 will not be subject to the cap, but expansion on such sites after the date
the legislation is passed will have to be approved by the local community. When the Bill is passed operators of
gaming machine sites licensed on or after 18 October 2001 will have to remove all machines in excess of nine,
and may have to remove all gaming machines at the site if the community exercises its veto right.
Other Review decisions.
No more casinos will be licensed and existing casinos will be unable to expand their gambling operations.
The department will handle the regulation of casinos. Casinos will be treated as a separate class of gambling,
although they will continue to operate under licence conditions.
The New Zealand Lotteries Commission and the Lottery Grants Board will remain publicly owned and the
Commission will not be allowed to expand into high-risk types of gambling such as casino games and gaming
machines. It will continue to pay its profits to the Lottery Grants Board for distribution to community purposes.
The TAB will keep its monopoly on racing and sports betting and will be the only business allowed to operate
remote interactive gambling (e.g. Internet gambling). The proposed bill allows the TAB to set up agencies in
casinos. The proposed bill also allows the TAB to operate gaming machines, but only in TABs and racing clubs
and subject to the community veto and the limits on machine numbers.
Problem gambling will be managed as a public health issue. Prevention and treatment programmes will be
the responsibility of the Ministry of Health. Casinos, gaming machine operators, the Lotteries Commission and
Continued on page 8.
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the TAB will pay a levy to fund the Health Ministry’s
problem gambling programmes.
It is proposed that gambling age limits be 18 years for
the TAB, non-casino gaming machines and Instant Kiwi,
and 20 years for entry to and gambling in casinos.
As is the case under current legislation, all gambling
(except for existing casinos) will be non-commercial and
all gambling will be prohibited unless it is specifically
allowed under the Responsible Gambling Act or the
Racing Act. The Department of Internal Affairs will have
responsibility for most gambling regulation. An
independent person appointed by the Minister of
Internal Affairs will act in a semi-judicial function on
matters such as hearing applications for renewal of
casino licenses.
The review took into account about 1300 public
submissions made during the consultation process in
April. There will be a further opportunity for public
submissions during the committee stages of the
Responsible Gambling Bill in 2002.
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Gaming Licensing
Tel: 04 474-0700. 0800 257-887
Email: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Postal: PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: 04 494-0656
Gaming Compliance
Christchurch
Tel: 03 353-8303, Fax: 03 353-8309
Wellington
Tel: 04 494-0700, Fax: 04 495-7214
Auckland
Tel: 09 362 7938, Fax: 09 362 7945
Web Site
www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz

Last Game Replay -Player Disputes
What can you do if a player disputes a payout or claims that game isn’t playing properly?
This situation is dealt with in the Blue Book. Section

the machine. If a game malfunction has indeed

3.2 of the current version describes how site

occurred, the ‘last game replay’ function is of

operators can resolve Player Disputes and it makes

great assistance to Gaming Inspectors or our

reference to the “last game replay” facility of the

technical experts in determining the state of the

gaming machine.

machine at the time of malfunction.

Many gaming machines have a facility to re-

If a player dispute cannot be resolved

display the last game, or a number of previous games

immediately and a machine malfunction is

- this can often resolve the conflict by clearly

suspected then the machine should be switched

showing the player the results of that game or games.

off IMMEDIATELY and the technician or service

However, this facility may not be of use if game play

agent contacted to examine the machine.

has been allowed to continue after the event.
There have been some instances recently where a

The “Last Game” feature on machines is a
powerful tool to resolve player disputes or

player dispute or possible game malfunction has

provide accurate information on game play state

been difficult to resolve to the player’s satisfaction

if a game malfunction has occurred. Learn how

because a site may have allowed play to continue on

to access this feature and use it properly.

Christmas Greetings
From all of us in Gaming at the Department of Internal Affairs!
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Gaming Review Update
Last issue we told you how to find
submissions to the review by visiting
the Gaming Review page on the
department’s website.
The department’s Policy Group
analysed submissions in May and
June, and in July, Government made
some high level decisions on the
future of gaming in New Zealand.
Some of these were released at the
Problem Gambling conference in
Auckland.
For example, Government
believes that problem gambling is a
public health issue and there needs
to be a more integrated approach to
minimising its impacts.
Government has decided that the
Lotteries Commission will remain in
public ownership and will continue
in its present role of generating
funds for distribution for a wide
range of community projects.
Government wants more audits
of gaming machine societies in
future. Societies will be audited
every two years. (See the article on
Audit Coverage in this issue.)
A permanent moratorium has
been placed on new casino licences,
which means that no more new
casino licences will be issued.
However, the casino at Hamilton will
be completed.
Final decisions on the review
will be made over the coming
weeks. We will keep you posted!

The Way Forward
This issue of Gambits comes to you as work progresses on the
Gaming Review. Minister Hawkins has already announced that
no more casino licences will be issued and has signalled new
measures for non-casino gaming machines, including greater
audit coverage by gaming inspectors. Read on for a more
detailed update on the Gaming Review.
In the meantime, non-casino gaming machines continue to
operate under the Gaming and Lotteries Act 1977, which says
that the purpose of gaming is to raise money for the
community. The department issues licence conditions to give
effect to the Act and updates them ever y year. We met with
stakeholders on 9 August to develop a set of licence conditions
that will come into effect on 1 October 2001.
In this issue, we bring you an update on Gaming Licensing’s
“e-licensing” project, some more information about site
payments and an introduction to Gerald Scanlan, our new
Acting General Manager.
Thanks to all of you who contributed to our Gaming
Licensing survey — we have some feedback on the results —
and to everyone who has complimented us on the Gaming
Licensing website. You can get up to date infor mation on noncasino gaming machine statistics there and the addresses of the
societies and sites for applications for grants.

Audit Coverage
The Minister for Internal Affairs announced increased

The new programme of audits is being funded

audit coverage of gaming machine societies, at the

from a 27 percent increase in the Gaming Machine

Problem Gambling Conference in Auckland on 28 July.

Fee, from $200 to $254 per machine per year (GST

This is because of Government concern that the

inclusive). The increase comes into effect on 1

right proportion of gaming machine revenue may not

October 2001. No change to the 33 percent

be going to community purposes. Government was

minimum return to authorised purposes is planned

also concerned about the high number of audit failings

in light of this change.

of societies licensed to operate gaming machines. It

Please make sure you read the Licence

wanted an increase in the audit cycle (at present, every

Conditions and the Blue Book. You need to know

five years).

the rules surrounding the operation of gaming

In future, societies will be audited every two years

machines so you do not run the risk of audit

and site visits will step up as well. This move follows

failure. Contact your closest Gaming Compliance

the growth in machine numbers over recent years,

unit office if you have any concerns about your

which unfortunately has been associated with an

current gaming machine operations.

increase in levels of non-compliance.

New Face, Same Space
Gaming Regulation in the
Department of Internal
Affairs is to have change of
leadership.
As we went to press,
DIA’s Chief Executive, Peter
Hughes, announced that
Janice Calvert has been
appointed General Manager
of the group responsible for
the department’s human resources and
communications. Janice’s temporary replacement,
while a new manager is appointed, is Gerald Scanlan,
whose normal job involves running the chief
executive’s office, as well as the department’s legal,
research and internal audit teams.
Gerald’s background includes several years as
manager of the team responsible for the
department’s strategy development, business
planning and performance reporting. He has also
worked in the State Services Commission and the
Audit Office, and in the voluntary sector.
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After two weeks as acting General Manager,
Gerald says he has acquired a deeper appreciation of
the challenges and complexities facing all those
working in the gaming sector.
“I now understand more clearly why the Gaming
Review is so important and timely,” he says. “With
the main decisions from the review only weeks away,
the whole sector, including the regulators, needs to
prepare for the changes that will take place after the
eventual reform bill is passed into law”.
In the meantime, Gerald intends to focus his
energies on strengthening the department’s
relationships with the rest of the sector, on all sides
of the arguments that the review is considering.
“The department will continue to regulate the
existing law to the best of its ability, until that law
changes. But effective regulation is a two-way
street. I am looking forward to meeting as many of
the groups involved in the gaming sector as
possible, and discussing how to strengthen the
mutual understanding and trust needed for the
public to have confidence in the sector.”

SITE PAYMENTS
The Gaming and Lotteries Act has no specific

• Societies can reimburse site operators for the

provisions for the payment of site rentals and expenses

reasonable, itemised expenses associated with

for gaming machine site operators. Payments are

the operation of gaming machines on the site.

provided for under Licence Condition 55 which says

A list of acceptable expenses was attached to

that society expenses must be the actual, reasonable

our letter of 19 June to all societies.

and necessary expenses associated with the operation

The site rental component must be justified.
The justification for a high site rental is likely to

of gaming machines.
It seemed to us that some societies were struggling

be the profitability of a site — ie its capacity to

to come up with a reasonable framework for site

generate significant amounts for the community.

expenses and that some very high, and sometimes

Societies might also reasonably take into account

unlawful, payments were being made without any

the efficiency and reliability of site personnel — ie

justification. While the requirement that societies

do they follow the operator’s manual (the Blue

return at least 33 percent of their gaming machine

Book) and ensure that all their site systems meet a

income will act in part as a brake on inflated site

very high standard?

expenses, we do expect societies to negotiate a lawful

Societies have to return at least 33 percent of their

package with their site operators. Gaming Licensing

income to authorised purposes, and adjust their

will not approve any payments that are unjustified or

expenses accordingly. High site payments will not be

excessive so please make sure you have grounds for

good grounds for a failure to give away at least 33

any payments before you submit them to the

percent to the community.
The total per machine per week payment must be

department.
Here’s what we told societies in a recent letter.

set out in the site agreement. This is the maximum

• Total site payments cannot be directly linked to

amount that could be paid, but it is not necessarily the

machine throughput. That would amount to

amount that has to be, or will be, paid every week. A

payment by commission;

lesser amount might be payable on quieter weeks

• Societies can reimburse site operators for

Site payment details and amounts can be set out as a

reasonable labour costs on the site (this is

schedule to the site agreement and this schedule can

reimbursement for time spent on gaming

be amended from time to time. In these cases,

machine duties at site level, at the appropriate

societies must submit a new payment schedule to

hourly rate for the individual doing the work);

Gaming Licensing before they increase the total per
machine per week payments.

RENEWAL TIME
It’s nearly time for most societies to renew their gaming machine licences. Gaming Licensing plans to send
out the renewal packs later this month. If your licence expires on or about 30 September, and you haven’t
received your pack by 15 September, please ring Gaming Licensing and we’ll send you one. Here are some
things we’d like to tell you about so we can process your application faster.
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Published Lists of Grants

Gaming Machine Account Summary

It’s essential that you attach a copy of the published
list of grants to your renewal application form. We’ve
pointed out, in the last Gambits and in the 18 June letter
to all societies, that Licence Condition 54 requires
societies to publish annually a list of all grants made from
gaming machine profit.
This is a really important licence condition. It goes to
the heart of what gaming is all about (ie raising money
for authorised purposes). The list of grants is a public
statement of a society’s ability to make grants to the
community. For this reason, the department must treat
failure to publish lists of grants as a serious breach of
licence conditions. Sending us a copy of the published
list of grants shows that money is being distributed to
the community (in the case of national trusts and hotelbased trusts), and spent on club purposes set out in the
authorised purpose statement on your licence (in the
case of clubs).
Clubs publish statements about their expenditure on
their Authorised Purpose(s) in their newsletter, annual
report or on their club notice-board. National trusts and
hotel-based trusts send us a published list of grants. Most
societies will find that the total amount on the published list
of gaming machine payments that they send us will match
the total amount reported on their current renewal form.
Societies whose financial reporting year is the same as
the licensing year (ie 1 Oct to 30 Sep) should send us a
published list of grants for the period covered by the
previous licensing year, as this will match the amount they
stated on their gaming machine account summary for that
period. Please contact Helen Baylis, on (04) 494 0557 if
you have any questions about this.
We hear on the grapevine that some societies are
planning to ignore this licence condition and not publish
lists of grants. We must advise that this may well lead to loss
of licence. Licence Condition 54 has now been in place for
two years. Societies have had time to make arrangements
for grant publishing, and many, in fact, have done so. We
encourage societies to comply with this very important
licence condition at once if they haven’t already done so.

A couple of important pointers about your gaming
machine account summary:
It isn’t possible to achieve a return to authorised
purposes of 33 percent by carrying forward a deficit
into the next financial year — ie you cannot distribute
more in grants than is available as profit once your
expenses have been met. Societies that appear to
achieve a minimum 33 percent return by carrying
forward a deficit do not in fact comply with Licence
Condition 46.
The undistributed funds brought forward from last
year must be the same as the undistributed funds
carried forward to this year. Please attend to this detail,
as we cannot process your application without it.

Applications in on time
Under the Gaming and Lotteries Act, your application
has to reach us in Gaming Licensing before 30 September
2001. This allows your current licence to remain in force
after its expiry date while the application is being
processed.
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Amendments with Renewals
Some societies submit amendments with
renewals to save on amendment application fees.
That’s fine, but please be aware that Gaming
Licensing has a turnaround time of 10 working
days for all applications except for renewals.
Because we get so many renewal applications at
once, we process them in date order to be fair to
those societies that get their renewal applications
in promptly. We can’t give priority to some
applications just because they include
amendments. Our message is that if your society
has amendments to be actioned, and you want
them processed within 10 working days, you are
advised to send these amendments in as separate
applications. But non-urgent amendments can
certainly be submitted as part of the renewal
application. They will be processed as promptly as
possible, but outside the 10 day turnaround time
that applies to all other licence applications.
You can help us process renewal applications
promptly by including all the information needed
with your application form.
You can find more information on these and
other topics in past issues of Gambits. Copies are
available on our web page — just click on
“Gambits” on the web page to find them. And
please phone us on 0800 257 887 or (04) 495-7200
if you have any questions, particularly once you get
your application pack.

Another e-Government Initiative
E-Government is the way of the future. For
Gaming Licensing this means receiving your
applications and issuing licences over the
Internet — a process we’ve called e-Licensing.
Gaming Licensing is taking a staged approach
to e-Licensing. Sta ge one will allow gaming
machine societies to submit machine
amendments (but not site amendments),
renewals and notifications through the Internet.
Stage two will be full e-Licensing for all types
of gaming machine licence, lotter y, housie,
games of chance and prize competition
applications.
Stage one Gaming e-Licensing will enable
you to:
• View your society’s information, licence and
schedules
• Delete gaming equipment
• Remove sites
• Amend the site operator or society’s
principal officer’s contact details
• Add new gaming machine equipment
• Convert existing gaming machine equipment
Early next year, you will also be able to renew
your society’s gaming machine licence through
the Internet.
Work on the project began in 1999 when we
explored the concept of e-Licensing. In May this
year we began to build the database.
Development of the system is nearing completion
and user acceptance testing is scheduled for the
first half of August. Some gaming machine
societies will be helping us with this testing thanks for that! We are providing training
sessions in the week of 27-31 August for societies
that want to use e-Licensing. The system will go
live in early September for processing
notifications and gaming machine equipment
amendments. Electronic renewals will start in
the New Year.
We’ve sent a survey to all societies to see if
they’re interested in using e-Licensing and
whether they’ll be attending the training sessions.
Already we’ve had a good response and more
than half of those who responded think they’ll
use e-Licensing in the next 12 months.

The national trusts, which operate about half
of all gaming machines, have previously
indicated their intention to register for Gaming
e-Licensing.

What do I need to use e-Licensing?
To use this system a society will need a
computer and modem and will need to join up
with an Internet service provider. No special
software is needed, as the system will work with
a standard Internet browser such as Internet
Explorer or Netscape Navigator. When a gaming
machine society registers to use this service they
will be given a login name and password. This
will prevent users other than those from a
particular society from viewing or entering
information relating to that society. There will be
a link to Gaming e-Licensing on the DIA website.
We expect that distributors will provide
societies with evidence of ownership in the
form of an electronic file such as a Microsoft
Word document. This file should then be
attached to the amendment application for
adding new gaming machines.

How will Gaming e-Licensing benefit
my society?
For gaming machine societies, e-Licensing will
provide:
• Immediate access to society and licence
details and licence schedules
• Validation of machine and game details as
they are entered. This means the user will
know straight away if they have entered
incorrect information or have missed
something essential
• Processing of machine amendments will be
quicker since documents will be processed
electronically instead of the current manual
system.
• Your society will be able to check on the
progress of your application by logging into
the system.
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“Problem Gambling Levy not an
authorised purpose?”
In recent months, some societies have asked if the problem gambling levy can be
included in the retur n to authorised purpose, since it is used to fund a service that might
be classed as charitable. We have to tell them “no”, for the following reasons:
Societies are licensed under the Gaming and Lotteries Act to make mone y for the community
purposes set out on their licences. This means that as much money as possible must be
returned to the community. It may var y from year to year because the amount of revenue
from the gaming machines, and the level of expenses, will not be the same each year.
Societies must make sure that they distribute or apply at least 33 percent of their profit to
authorised purposes, but this is the minimum return allowable and retur ns generally f luctuate
from year to year, from 33 percent to a higher return.
The problem gambling levy, on the other hand, is a fixed and mandator y payment that has
to be paid by ever y gaming machine licensee. The levy is a debt to the Crown rather than a
grant or other expenditure to particular purposes. It falls into the same categor y as the
licence fee or gaming machine duty. Therefore it isn’t an authorised purpose.

Jackpot Installations and
Machine Integrity Checks
DIA inspector s discovered a prob lem with a
Jackpot Link installation when c hecking
gaming machine equipment at a site in
Christc hurch recentl y. This link had not been
installed cor rectly and didn’t compl y with DIA
installation standar ds. The inspector s
recommended that the link be tur ned of f until
the installation met DIA standards.
Fortunately for the site, the man ufactur ers
were a ble to rectify the pr oblem on the spot
so the jackpot link did not ha ve to be tur ned
of f.
This is a timely incident. Inspector s will be
carr ying out randon physical checks, as part of
the standard audit programme, to confirm that
gaming machine equipment - gaming machines,
jackpots, site wiring etc - conforms to certain
Machine Specification, and installation and
operational requir ements; for example,
machine securely fix ed to base, hopper cover
fitted, external wir ing in conduit, internal
components secure, compliance plates affixed,
no bare wires, current notices on display etc.
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These are just some of the c hecks that will
enable an inspector to assess whether
equipment is operating as appro ved and in
conformance to licence conditions. A society
will be notified of an y non-compliance issues
resulting from the machine checks. If the
prob lem can be remedied on the spot b y
authorised technicians, that’s fine. If not, the
inspector will r equire the of fending gaming
machine equipment to be immediatel y
switched of f until remedial action is
completed. Note that this could (as in the
incident described a bo ve for jac kpot noncompliance) include all gaming mac hines
connected to the jackpot particularly if the site
is not able to close down the jackpot
separately.
Please talk to your manufacturer and/or
technicians if you have any concerns about
your s i t e i n s t a l l a t i o n .

Membership Lotteries
An ongoing debate about the legality of
jackpotting membership draws has been resolved.
Earlier this year, the department, chartered clubs,
RSAs and sports clubs agreed to a type of
membership lottery that would fall within the Act
and would also allow clubs to lawfully operate
what has been a regular feature for most of their
members.
Since the new membership lottery format was
introduced, Gaming Licensing has received a
steady stream of applications for licences (when
total prizes exceed $500) and s34 exemptions
(when total prizes are $500 or under). Licensing
officers are able to process them promptly when
they follow the new format. Unfortunately,
delays are unavoidable when applications
involve old, jackpotting draws that cannot be
licensed under the Gaming and Lotteries Act.
Here’s a quick way for you to design a
membership lottery that can be licensed under
the Gaming and Lotteries Act. It may help you
decide whether or not you need to apply for a
licence. A prize pool over $500 requires a
licence, under $500 requires an exemption. It
doesn’t matter whether you decide to run a
licensed draw, or apply for an exemption, the
framework is the same for both.
A: Total prize pool $ _________
(total amount club wishes to put up as
prize money) - must not be more than
$5000

B: Number of Draws _________
(Number of draws to be conducted during
the lottery) - can’t run longer than 6 months
C: Draw Prize Pool _________
(Amount available to give away each draw)
D: First Prize $ _________
(This can jackpot if not struck)
E: Second Prize $ _________
(Must be given away each draw)
And to check if you’ve done everything
properly, use this handy formula. If the
answers are the same for both calculations,
you’ve probably got it right.
(A)____________÷ (B)__________=_________(C)
(D)____________+ (E)__________=_________(C)
This gives you a standard membership
lotter y framework.
We suggest you use this standard because
you can be sure that it’s lawful. It may mean
you have to change what you did in the past,
but if you do it this way we can issue your
licence and there shouldn’t be any problems
with the Gaming Inspectors when they visit
your club!

Feedback on Client Survey
Gaming Licensing conducted a client survey in
Februar y 2001. Thank you to all of you who
responded to our survey. 486 of the 827
questionnaires we sent out were returned,
which was a ver y good result.
Here’s a brief synopsis of the sur vey results.
Satisfaction was identified on a scale of 1-5
with 1 depicting the least satisfaction level
and 5 the highest. A “Not Applicable” option
was also available.

When we collated all the responses we
found that the majority of societies responded
3, 4 or 5 to most questions, indicating most of
our clients are satisfied to fully satisfied with
our service.
Here are some of the things you told us:
• Good personal contact over the phone
• Brilliant service when in need of immediate
action
Continued on page 8.
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• Auckland staff very helpful
• Licence renewals take far too long
• One of the better services except that some of
the forms are far too obtuse
• Close up and go away
• A very good website
• Training required to fill out forms
Thank you for your feedback.
We have taken on board your comments. We’ve
improved our ten working days turnaround
times, and we’re working on clarifying our for ms
and information notes so you know what you
need to submit complete applications fir st time.
Unfortunately, renewals will always take time
since the annual renewal date for the majority of
gaming machine societies is 1 October. We do
tr y to streamline the process, however. (See
more in our item about Renewals.)
You can find a full report on the survey on
our webpage www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz.

TO CONTACT US...
Gaming Licensing
Tel: 04 495-7200. 0800 257-887
Email: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Postal: PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: 04 494-0656
Gaming Compliance
Christchurch
Tel: 03 353-8303, Fax: 03 353-8309
Wellington
Tel: 04 494-0503, Fax: 04 495-7214
Auckland
Tel: 09 377-8471, Fax: 09 358-5245
Web Site
www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz

Setting Licence Conditions
On 9 August we met
with representatives of
National Trusts, NZ
Chartered Clubs, RSAs
and large multi-site
societies, to hold
consultations with your
representatives on draft
2001-2002 licence conditions. It was a very useful and constructive event. The department had
the opportunity to air some difficult issues with stakeholders and get their feedback and
suggestions about sensible solutions.
The requirements for gaming machine operators are not set out in the Gaming and Lotteries
Act. The department sets licence conditions for the operation of non-casino gaming machines, and
they cover everything from return to authorised purposes to banking requirements. Feedback
from stakeholders is an integral part of the process since societies have the “coal face” experience
of the system.
Licence conditions don’t suddenly appear. The process of arriving at the final set of licence
conditions and guidelines is one of mutual exchange of ideas and views. We review, amend, add or
delete conditions to give societies a clear set of directions so you can operate your machines
efficiently and lawfully.
The licence conditions we issue this year will be clear and will address some of the contentious
issues associated with non-casino gaming machine operations at present. While some problems
need to wait for the review, others can, and must, be addressed under current legislation. We do
not believe our licence conditions are achieving all the objectives of the Gaming and Lotteries Act
at present. The set we issue on 1 Oct will be more effective and precise.
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Fair game Surveying the scene
In this issue we remind
societies to publish
lists of their grants
in newspapers.
This is because all societies will have to
attach a copy of their published lists to
their next renewal applications. We
report on our new ‘e-government’
initiative and include a feature on
maintaining gaming machines. We
explain the basics of electronic
monitoring and how the actual
working of machines can be affected if
licence condition requirements are not
followed. We also have an update on
illegal lotteries.
New Wellington Senior Inspector
Martin Legge talks about the effect of
public awareness of gaming, while
Gaming Licensing Officer Brent
Addison gives us an insight into the
daily workings of the department.
A two-way communication with
you is vital to us and we’re pleased to
report on some successful and
productive meetings, but there must be
more! Let us know about meetings and
events in which we can take part.

An update on two recent surveys
In two recent surveys Gaming Licensing sought feedback from gaming
machine societies about how we could improve our service and your access to
information and forms, and the department’s research unit asked how gaming
machine profits are being used in the community.
Client survey
Gaming Licensing conducted a client satisfaction survey. We asked gaming
machine societies to comment on the standard of our service, the forms we
use and the licence conditions and guidelines. We sent out 854 surveys and
received almost 500 responses – an excellent result. Thanks to all those who
took the time to respond. The
information is now being analysed
and we’ll publish a summary in the
next issue.
Grant proceeds survey
David Mulholland of the department’s
research unit is working on another
survey of the use of gaming machine
proceeds for community and club
purposes. All gaming machine
societies will have received survey
forms asking about grant recipients
and how grants were used. The project
will build on the research carried out
in 1996, entitled Where Do Gaming
Machine Profits Go?
The current research will be looking
at information relating to the period
October 1999 to September 2000.

Gaming
Review

As we reported last issue the Minister
of Internal Affairs released a public
consultation document in late
February, entitled Gaming Reform in
New Zealand: Towards a New
Legislative Framework. More than
1,200 submissions were received by the
close-off date of 30 April, and these are
now being considered as new
legislation is developed. Find out more
by visiting the Gaming Review page on
the department’s web site at
www.dia.govt.nz.

Read all about it
Societies must publish their list
of grants
In recent issues of Gambits we have reminded societies of their
obligation to publish a list of grants at least once a year. Your
society should publish these details soon if it hasn’t already.
At renewal time this year, we will ask all licensees to
attach a copy of the relevant newspaper page or pages to their
renewal application. Failure to publish lists of grants is a
serious breach of licence conditions and may result in nonrenewal of licence.
Under licence condition 54 societies must, at least
annually, publish in an appropriate newspaper a list of all the
grants they have made from their gaming machine revenue.
Here is what must be published:
• the amount of each grant
• the grant recipient (individuals may only be listed with
their approval)
• a summary of the society’s authorised purpose(s)
• advice that the public is able to apply for grants and how
to do so.

In conference
Let us know if we can helpfully
participate at an event, as we did at
the Chartered Clubs Conference
Gaming Compliance and Gaming Licensing were both
present at the Chartered Clubs Conference held in
Rotorua in March. Gaming Licensing had a stand in the
Conference Expo, where it provided copies of forms,
pamphlets, information sheets and the discussion
document for the Gaming Review. We also had staff on
hand to talk to club members and their guests.
The conference provided a good chance to talk to
licensees and answer their particular questions about
operating gaming machines and other gaming activities,
such as lotteries. “The conference was especially useful for
Gaming Licensing,” says Manager Lois Markland. “It gave
us the opportunity to get out and talk to our clients.”
Societies wanting to arrange for the department to
participate in their events are invited to contact Lois
Markland at Gaming Licensing, or Warwick Hodder,
Manager of Gaming Compliance.
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An “appropriate newspaper” means one that covers the
area serviced by the society. So, if you are a national trust
making grants from one end of New Zealand to the other,
you need to publish your lists of grants in a newspaper
that covers the whole country. If you are a regional trust,
you publish in a newspaper that covers the relevant region,
and local trusts should use local newspapers.
It is standard practice for community and charitable
trusts to publish lists of any distributions they make and
the gaming machine sector is no exception to this rule.

A useful
meeting
We report on our recent meeting
with gaming machine manufacturers
and distributors
In March we met with representatives of most manufacturing
and distribution companies to discuss some key issues. The
discussion covered the following issues:
• how suppliers can assist societies to provide Gaming
Licensing with evidence of ownership of gaming machines
• who pays when machine details are incorrectly filled-in
on forms
• licence condition 6, on gifts and promotional activities.
In relation to the evidence of ownership issue, we remind
societies and site operators that machines cannot be delivered
to sites until they are paid for and cannot be turned on unless
a site approval is displayed on the wall of the site.
Suppliers often help societies complete application forms,
and this is fine so long as it’s an area relating to gaming machine
equipment. We advised suppliers that, generally, they will have to
pay for amendment fees arising from their own errors.
We explained to suppliers that societies and their
representatives and site operators cannot accept gifts,
promotional offers or gratuities in association with the sale or
promotion of gaming machine equipment. To do so would
amount to a serious breach of licence condition and result in
loss of licence and/or site approval.
The meeting ended with the suppliers agreeing to support
a united approach to an important technical aspect of
electronic monitoring systems (see page 4).

It’s a
lottery

Working order

Two recent lottery
problems that affect
many societies

Recently players at a site experienced
problems with the gaming machine
jackpot system. The problem was
found to be faulty wiring, resulting
from the rearrangement of the gaming
machines connected to the jackpot
system. People without the necessary
technical training had rearranged the
machines. In fact, they weren’t
authorised by the jackpot
manufacturer/distributor to have any
technical responsibility for the system.
We also found that the site wasn’t
completing the daily forms essential to
the jackpot operation. Had it being
doing so, the fact that the system
wasn’t working correctly would have
come to light straight away. It should
then have been shut down as required
by the Blue Book.
All gaming machine equipment is
approved to exacting standards.
Societies must then make sure it is
operating correctly by:
• following the appropriate
procedures for daily, weekly and/or
monthly record keeping

Membership lotteries
In the Dec 2000 issue of Gambits,
Gaming Compliance issued a warning
to clubs and hotels running illegal
lotteries. Since then, we have
developed a new Membership Lottery
licence to cover the most common
form of illegal lottery, generally known
as “lucky member draws”.
The new licence will be required
for all club membership lotteries with a
total prize pool exceeding $500. Each
licence will state the dates of the draw
period, the prize pool and the specific
prizes. The club will have to post the
licence on its notice board and comply
with other licence conditions.
If the total prize pool doesn’t exceed
$500, the lottery can be run without a
licence, but will have to meet certain rules
set out in section 34 of the Gaming and
Lotteries Act. However, clubs can apply to
Gaming Licensing for an exemption from
most of these requirements.
Information packs have been sent
to all clubs.
Overseas lotteries
We have been informed of people
being invited to join a syndicate whose
primary purpose is to purchase
Australian Lotto tickets. Our legal
advice is that such invitations may
amount to a breach of section 30(1) of
the Gaming and Lotteries Act, which
prohibits advertising about an illegal
lottery. Overseas lotteries are illegal
lotteries in New Zealand unless
approval is obtained from the Minister
of Internal Affairs, and the Australian
Lotto does not have such approval.

Why it’s vital to keep your gaming machine
equipment maintained and operating correctly

• checking those records, so any
problems can be quickly identified
• taking appropriate action where
problems or potential problems are
indicated.
Sites should also follow the
manufacturers’ recommendations for
operating the equipment. Preventative
maintenance and regular servicing by
people with the required knowledge
will help ensure the equipment
continues to operate as approved.
Some items of gaming machine
equipment, such as jackpots, have
additional approval requirements,
specifying that only the manufacturer

or its authorised agents can install,
modify, maintain or service the
equipment. These requirements are in
addition to those in the licence
conditions and the Blue Book and
must also be strictly complied with.
The following points are essential
in making sure gaming machine
equipment or devices are operated in a
way that complies with the appropriate
conditions or restrictions:
• install the equipment correctly
• follow the procedures in the
Blue Book
• ensure that staff operating the
equipment know their
responsibilities when problems arise
• devise a regular maintenance
programme
• check that those who install,
modify, maintain or service the
equipment have the necessary
training and are authorised by the
society to do so.
If you are unsure about anything,
your first step should be to consult the
manufacturer. This applies particularly
if you use third-party agents when
making a purchase.

Team
building
Martin Legge has taken over from
Kevin Coffey as Wellington Senior
Inspector. Meanwhile, Stuart Fuller
and Geoff McCambridge have taken
up positions as Gaming Inspectors in
our Christchurch office.
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What is EMS?
EMS stands for Electronic Monitoring System. It is a method of automatically recording
metering information from a gaming machine. Seems fairly simple, but why then are there
2 flavours of EMS, termed ‘Management’ Systems and ‘Monitoring’ Systems?
The answer lies in the fact that you have
to take both the ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ meter
readings on the gaming machines in
order to fill in the Monthly Machine
Analysis form (MMA).
Hard meters
Hard meters are electro-mechanical
devices with interconnected number
wheels that advance each time the
gaming machine sends a pulse to them.
However, the gaming machine does not
verify that the hard meter is actually
operating and that the correct number of
pulses have been sent and received. Hard
meters can be read electronically by
introducing equipment that records and
stores the pulses sent to them. This is the
same method used to operate jackpots
and gives rise to the name ‘pulse’ systems.
The information obtained by pulse
systems, limited though it may be, can be
of value to societies for management
purposes, therefore they can be called
Electronic Management Systems.
However, pulse systems cannot read the
soft meters and the information from
these systems cannot be used for
accounting purposes. The soft meter data
must still be recorded manually and used
for meeting Blue Book requirements.
Soft meters
Soft meters are a method of storing
information digitally in electronic
memory. In modern machines, this
information is stored in more than
one memory location for safety and
error checking.
The gaming machine may also perform a
self-audit of the accounting meters similar
to the reconciliation done on the MMA.
Soft meter data cannot easily be
altered without leaving evidence of
manipulation and is, therefore,
regarded as more reliable and of
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higher integrity than that recorded by
hard meters.
The department has always insisted
that the soft meter data is the primary
accounting meter data because of this
integrity. Soft meter data is also more
extensive and records other information
such as number of games played, return
to player percentage, and security events.
Currently, without EMS, soft meters
can only be read by operating the audit
key to display the audit information on
the gaming machine screen.
Protocol
What is needed is a way to automatically
access the soft meter data. This is
technically quite simple and has been
done overseas for some years. It requires
the gaming machine software to include
software called a “protocol” and associated
interface hardware that allows a computer
to connect to a gaming machine. Think of
a protocol as a language that enables two
people to talk and understand each other.
Gaming machines must “speak” the same
language as the computer for the soft
meter data to be understood.
The use of a protocol and hardware
is referred to as allowing ‘serial’
connection, which is different from
reading hard meter pulse information.
Systems that record soft meter
information from gaming machines are
called Electronic Monitoring Systems.
Because these systems directly read
the high integrity soft meter data, they
usually do not require soft meter
readings to be taken manually.
Depending on the protocol used,
such systems can read all the soft
meter data on demand and can be
used to remotely manage the gaming
machine e.g. to turn it off or on,
configure game details, advise of

security breaches, or check and
confirm game software integrity.
This can all be done via a standard
hardware serial interface. Pulse
systems could do some of this, but
each gaming machine would require
some form of modification.
Where to now?
We don’t have Electronic Monitoring
Systems in operation yet. It wasn’t
specified when gaming machines were
first regulated, such systems were then
in their infancy and not in common
use. As a result, our current game
software does not have a protocol.
The department has often looked at
introducing these systems on a
centralised basis. However, to have done
so would have been horrendously
expensive, requiring a significant
increase in license fees. Now, the
hardware is dropping in price, protocols
are more readily available and there has
also been a growing acceptance that
these systems should be introduced.
Back in March a major step forward
was taken by gaming machine equipment
manufacturers when they unanimously
decided to adopt the QCOM protocol.
This protocol was developed by the
Queensland Office of Gaming Regulation
and is in use within Queensland and
Tasmania. It is a sophisticated and modern
protocol and the department is working
with the Queensland regulators and
manufacturers to introduce this protocol
into New Zealand.
There are still a number of issue to
be resolved but is hoped QCOM or
some such protocol will be introduce
in new models of gaming machines
and would be able to be retro-fitted to
some of the current models of gaming
machines. We will keep you posted.

Contact Info – Today! Getting
the gooahead
The new version of our web page containing
contact addresses for societies that distribute
grants is up and running. The new page is
searchable and provides site addresses and society
contact details, including the statement of
authorised purpose. Find out more by visiting our
web site at www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz

In the past we posted lists of site addresses on our web site at regular intervals.
With sites moving from society to society, and new societies starting up, the
information on the web site was soon out of date. Now the information available on
the web site is taken from a view on our database , which is replicated on the web
server on a daily basis. This means the information you read there will always be
accurate and up to date.
This development is a good example of e-government in action. It provides
community groups with easy access to information about where to go for grants and
assists societies achieve their purpose of fundraising for community benefit.
A word of caution. The new web page is not suitable for statistical analysis of
all gaming machine societies, as it only lists those societies that distribute grants
to the community. Societies such as clubs are not listed as, generally, they do not
distribute funds to the community. This means you cannot add up all the
societies and sites listed in an area to get the total number of societies and sites
operating in that region.

Gaming Machine
Numbers by Region
We occasionally get requests from
members of the public for information
about the number of machines in a
given locality. The department cannot
provide this information because multisite societies are able to move machines
around from site to site without
notifying the department. Some people
assume this means that the department
cannot check, or will not know, if
additional, unlicensed, machines are
operating unlawfully on some sites. The
fact is, this is not the case.
We know exactly how many sites
there are in every part of New Zealand
and the number of approved machines

and games that each gaming machine
society is licensed to operate. This
information is attached as schedules to
societies’ licences and these schedules
are updated each time a site changes
hands or the society applies to add or
delete gaming machines and games.
The level of detail includes the
serial number of each machine and
the approval numbers of all games
and devices that the society is
licensed to operate.
So Gaming Inspectors are always
able to check the machines and games
at a site against the equipment that is
listed on the society’s licence schedule.

Goo numbers, or game
approval numbers, will
soon play a vital role in
e-licensing
Since 1996 each approved game has
been issued with a unique approval
number and, because the 4-digit
sequence started with 00 (eg, G0010/
98), game approval numbers came to
be known as “Goo” numbers.
Approval numbers were originally
used by the approvals officer to as a
way of identifying individual games,
along with all the associated
information needed before they could
be approved. (Jackpot operating
parameter sets are also issued a number
from the same sequence.)
It has become standard practice to
use this approval number as a primary
means of identification.
The other advantage of a Goo
number is that it can be used as a
unique key in computerised systems,
allowing easy reference to the game
name, manufacturer and what
gaming machines a game is approved
to be used in.
The department will use this
number as part of the development of
the e-licensing project. This will allow
societies to amend and renew their
licenses on line. However, before this
can be done, a Goo number must be
allocated to all games approved prior
to the issue of the first one in 1996, a
task we hope to have completed by 30
June. We will advise all societies and
gaming machine manufacturers when
this is done.
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Meet Martin Legge
Martin Legge joined the Wellington Compliance team in April, bringing with him
18 years of valuable Police experience. “My last position as the officer in charge of
the Criminal Investigation Branch in Horowhenua gave me an excellent
background in managing a variety of serious investigations,” says Martin.
Before he took up his current post as Senior Inspector, Martin says he had no
idea of the amount of money going into gaming machines. “Because of the amount
of money involved and the problems associated with gambling, the gaming sector
has and will continue to receive a large amount of negative media attention,” he
says. “The general public have become more informed and it is more crucial that
the major stakeholders in the industry run a tight ship.”
A day in the life

An eye for detail
Gaming Licensing Officer Brent
Addison enjoys his responsibilities for
Pub Charity’s licence applications and
casino employee licensing
“You have to be very meticulous and
organised,” says Gaming Licensing Officer
Brent Addison of his role as client liaison
officer for Pub Charity, the largest national
trust in the country.
With around 408
sites and 2,700
gaming machines that
are constantly being
changed or updated,
the trust keeps Brent
busy throughout the
year. “Each time they
buy a new machine,
update an old one,
trade one in or apply
for a new site, the
licence has to be
amended-and I usually receive one
amendment each week,” he says. “It’s an
administrative job, and I enjoy making
sure it’s done well. With such a large
volume it can get quite tricky.”
When Brent’s not working on licence
amendments for Pub Charity, he’s likely to
be dealing with applications for certificates
of approval for casino employees.
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Although Gaming Licensing doesn’t
licence casinos, it does approve the people
working in them. “There are currently
five casinos in New Zealand, though that
will rise to six when the Hamilton
casino opens,” says Brent, “Gaming
Licensing normally receives around 20
applications from prospective casino
employees a week.”
“The police prepare a report on
each applicant,” explains Brent, “while
Gaming Licensing, conducts character,
credit and background checks. We take
the Police report into account before an
application is approved or declined.”

TO CONTACT US...
Gaming Licensing
Tel: 04 494-0700, 0800 257-887,
Email: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz,
Postal: PO Box 10-095, Wellington,
Fax: 04 494-0656
Gaming Compliance
Christchurch
Tel: 03 353-8303, Fax: 03 353-8309
Wellington
Tel: 04 494-0503, Fax: 04 495-7214
Auckland
Tel: 09 357-5437, Fax: 09 307-1198
Web Site
www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz

Payments
to Site
Operators
You may have seen the article about site
rentals in the last issue of Gambits. We
want to remind societies and site
operators that payments to site
operators must be justified. Payments
that exceed $250 per machine per
week, or include extraordinary
expenses, will be subject to close
scrutiny. We have declined to approve a
number of applications lately where
site operators have claimed excessive
expenses. Problems have arisen with
unjustifiable labour costs being claimed
and with societies directly linking site
payments to gaming machine turnover.
The site agreement must contain
these key points about payments to
site operators:
• the nature and amount of all
payments must be stated in the site
agreement, with the total amount
being stated as a ‘per machine per
week’ (pmpw) figure
• the total pmpw figure is a
maximum; payments can be less
than the maximum, but cannot
exceed it
• the pmpw figure is made up of
itemised costs, usually site rental,
plus direct costs such as labour and
electricity.
The pmpw figure cannot be
directly related to gaming machine
throughput, because that would
amount to payment by commission,
which is prohibited by section 8(2) of
the Gaming and Lotteries Act 1977.
If you want more information
about what are acceptable site expenses,
contact Gaming Licensing.

Gaming machine renewals

On site
Site operators come under the
spotlight this issue with features on
site rentals and the role of site
operators. Plus, there’s an in-depth
look at the various issues that came
to light in the last round of renewal
applications, with the aim of
putting things right for next time.
With the Gaming Review well
under way, a public consultation
document has recently been
released.Your views are important,
so read on to find out how you can
help to effect changes in gaming
machine operations.
Talking of change, we’ve seen a
few staff come and go in the last
few months, and want to introduce
you to the newest members on
our teams around the country.
In particular, we’d like you to meet
Geoff Lawry, the new Senior
Inspector of Gaming in Auckland.
There have been changes to our
website, too, and we’ll be filling you
in with the latest updates.
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Renewed vigour
The last renewal round was completed on target, thanks
largely to the standard of your forms. Here, we focus on
four problem areas that still need addressing
More than 80% of gaming machine licences are due for renewal on 30
September each year. As you can imagine, considering 700 or so applications
and issuing renewed licences with new licence conditions is daunting, to
say the least.
This year, with our new gaming database working well, we at Gaming
Licensing optimistically set ourselves a goal of issuing 95% of those renewal
applications before Christmas.
We’re proud to report that we achieved our target on 23 December
2000, when we issued our 643rd renewal. We could then enjoy the
Christmas break, knowing there would not be a huge pile of renewals to
action on our return.
We’re also pleased to report that most of the renewal application forms
filed were of good standard and in most cases we didn’t need to go back to
applicants for more information.
Of the societies sent renewal application packs, 37 have been wound up,
and 23 have been sent letters proposing to decline their renewal.
In the course of considering all the renewals, we did come across a
number of problems that still need to be ironed out. Here’s a list of the
things you need to put right before the next round:
1) Many societies-often the smaller clubs-seem unsure about what is a
gaming machine expense and what can be claimed as an authorised
purpose. For example, a club with two gaming machines claims, say,
$5,000 for electricity as an expense. Since the expenses must only relate
to the operation of gaming machines (and it’s unlikely that two gaming
machines would use $5,000 of electricity), we have to go back to the
club for an explanation.
continued on following page

Gaming machine renewals

continued from previous page

Often it transpires that the
club’s authorised purpose, as
shown on its licence, is for the
provision and maintenance of
club facilities. As such, the club
can use its gaming machine
profits to cover these costs.
2) The same sorts of clubs often
carry forward quite large
amounts of gaming machine
profits into the next financial
year instead of distributing them
regularly, as should be done. If a
club has a large, long-term
project to be funded, the money
allocated should be transferred
promptly from the gaming
machine account into an
account for the project.
3) Hotel-based trusts seem to have
frequent misunderstandings of
the required accounting
standards.These problems are
usually resolved satisfactorily,
but can be time-consuming.
Societies should contact
Gaming Licensing if they are
having difficulties in this area.
4) Societies that carry forward a
deficit into the next financial
year are of particular concern. A
society cannot distribute more
in grants than is available from
profits once expenses have
been met. However, some
societies report this to be the
case. Please take note that a
society that achieves a
minimum 33% return only by
carrying forward a deficit will
not have its licence renewed.

What’s on the web
You may have seen the article about our updated website in the last issue of
Gambits. Since then, we have continued to bring the site up to speed,
adding a new set of gaming machine statistics, drawn from current licences
as at 31 December 2000. We have also included the last issue of Gambits,
and a new page featuring statistics on general gaming expenditure.
We have been working on the page containing contact addresses for
societies that distribute grants, and we expect to publish a new version of
this in the immediate future.The new page will be searchable, and will
provide site addresses and society contact details, including the statement of
authorised purpose.
We are always keen to receive your e-mails about the website. Perhaps
you wish to point out errors we have made. Or maybe you have suggestions
about what could be included, or improvements we could make to our
general communications with you and the public.
Don’t forget our website address: www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz

Up for discussion
With the recent release of the Gaming Review’s public
consultation document, now is the time to make your
views heard
You will no doubt be aware that in November 2000 the Minister of Internal
Affairs released the terms of reference for the Gaming Review.
The next major step in the Review process comes with the recent
release of the public consultation document, Gaming Reform in New
Zealand:Towards a New Legislative Framework.
Here are some key points of interest from the document for those
involved in operating gaming machines:
• The role of gaming in our society. At present, much of gaming is
conducted for some form of community benefit. Should this continue?
•

What are the particular risks of gaming that laws might need to address?
The document suggests that these might include the possibility of unfair
games, problem gambling, and offending (due to the fact that gaming is
often cash based). Do you agree?

• How should problem gambling be managed? Should there be special
requirements for continuous forms of gaming such as gaming machines,
given their links with problem gambling?
• Are there better ways of regulating the entry of gaming operators to the
industry, and players’ access to gaming?
continued on following page
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Gaming Review
continued from previous page

• If the “community benefit approach” continues, are
there ways of collecting gaming profits and
redistributing them to the community that would be
fairer and more efficient than the present system?
These are just some of the interesting issues raised
in the document. Gaming machine operators are
encouraged to take the opportunity to make their views
known on the future of gaming in New Zealand.
Information about the Review, including an
electronic copy of the consultation document, is
available from the Department’s main web page at
www.dia.govt.nz

Hello and
goodbye
There have been some changes to our
Gaming Compliance team.
In Auckland, long-serving Senior Inspector Trish Wood
has moved on to take up a position with United
Gaming Ltd. Trish has been replaced by Geoff Lawry
(see right). John Hennebry also joins the Auckland
office as an Inspector.
In Wellington, Senior Inspector Kevin Coffey is
leaving us soon to travel overseas. And in Christchurch,
Gaming Inspector Chris Cracroft-Wilson has left to take
up a position with the Southern Regions Charitable Trust.
The Gaming Licensing team welcomes Mary-Therese
Nalder (pictured below) as its latest recruit. MaryTherese started last December, bringing the team up to
full strength again.

A team effort
Meet Geoff Lawry, the new Senior
Inspector at Auckland’s Gaming
Compliance Unit
After 29 years with the police, Geoff Lawry was ripe for
change. For three years he was self-employed, doing
building, landscaping and property maintenance work.
“I took a break from compliance roles for a while, and
when my brain started going to sleep I knew I was
ready to return,” he says with a laugh.
Last December, Geoff joined the Auckland Gaming
Compliance Unit as Senior Inspector. In his new role, he
oversees five Inspectors, whose main role is to audit
gaming machines and societies.“We also have to ensure
that the correct amount of money goes to authorised
purposes by way of grants,” he explains.

“One of my main aims is to build a better
working relationship with the people
operating sites and societies”
As well as addressing both internal and external
problems, and assigning tasks accordingly, Geoff has
been busy bringing himself up to speed with new
legislation and procedures.“I was lucky to have been a
team leader in the police for many years, so I was
familiar with that aspect of the job,” he says.“However,
the area of gaming was new to me, so I’ve had a steep
learning curve.”
Geoff believes that establishing close links with
those in the gaming industry is key to his role.“One of
my main aims is to build a better working relationship
with the people operating sites and societies. I believe
that if our stakeholders can put a face to a name, it will
help us work together to achieve better results.
“My ideal is to see both Gaming Compliance and
Gaming Licensing heading in the same direction as our
stakeholders. If we can all relate to each other, and learn
from each other’s field of expertise, we’ll be able to
bring about an improved working environment.”
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At whose expense?
Concerns about excessive
site rental payments led us
to carry out some research.
Read on for the results.
As some readers will be aware, the
department has been researching
the levels and scope of site
expenses payments. This work was
triggered by a complaint from one
National Trust that sites were being
lured away by the promise of high
levels of site expenses. It was
alleged that amounts as high as
$500 per machine per week were
being offered by hotel-based trusts.
However, in the case of the specific
complaint, the allegations appeared
to be without foundation.
The department has collected
information about site expenses
from societies and we have also
investigated several cases where
allegations were made, or where
unusually high amounts were
being proposed.
The research data is summarised
in the chart:

The spread of typical payments
is between $0 and about $250 per
machine per week. There were
found to be a small number of sites
(16 out of 1,117) where the
payment exceeded $250, the
highest being $460, paid by a
single site hotel-based trust.
The data suggests that, by
and large, sites are not receiving
excessive amounts to cover
site expenses.
As a consequence of the
research, we will be ensuring that
any payments outside the typical
range, that is in excess of $250 per
machine per week, will receive
close scrutiny. It should be noted
that even payments below $250
must meet the standard
requirements of being actual,
reasonable and necessary.
Since the research was
conducted the department has
uncovered evidence of one society
making site payments of
unprecedented size. Our Gaming

Chart 1 - All National Trusts and Hotel-based Trusts
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Compliance unit is working with
the society involved to rectify the
situation.
In addition, the research has
shown that there is confusion about
the definition of site expenses and
there is evidence of inconsistent
practices in matters such as the
content of site agreements. We plan
to address these issues in the
immediate future and will keep you
informed about developments.

Fine
print
Have you published your list
of grants to authorised
purposes?
Congratulations to all those
societies who have published their
lists of grants.The effect of doing so
has been noticeable to us in our
routine work.The public has been
made more aware of your activities
as a result, and we get feedback on
this. The major Community Funding
supplement published in the
Sunday Star Times of 10 December
2000 was particularly effective, and
even brought one potentially
serious case to light.
To those societies who have not
yet published your list of grants,
please note that the licence
conditions require you to do so. You
should also be ready to provide a
copy of your published list of grants
at renewal time, or when an
Inspector of Gaming asks to see it.
If you have published your list
but haven’t yet sent us a copy,
please do so now-and remember
that you must continue to publish
this information at least once a year.

The good, the bad and the ugly
We take a look at the role
of site operators in the light
of your feedback.
It has been suggested by some that
we are being too tough on site
operators, and we thought the issue
deserved some comment.
Many, indeed probably most, site
operators act reasonably with regard
to the operation of gaming machines
on their premises. However, as with
any activity, mistakes can be made and
there are always a few rogues about.
We have licence conditions
which set out rules to ensure that the
legislated principles for gaming are
upheld. It is the gaming machine
society’s duty to manage its affairsincluding its relations with its site
operators-properly and in accordance
with the Gaming and Lotteries Act
and the licence conditions.
The licence conditions contain
specific requirements relating to the
relationship between societies and
sites. These requirements include
site agreements, banking of gaming
proceeds and general gaming
machine operation, and were found
to be necessary because of
persistent problems.
At the heart of the matter is the
perception by many site operators
that the gaming machine operations
on their sites are, somehow, their
property.This leads to the assumption
that site operators have the right to
dictate what happens to the proceeds
from the gaming machines.
In some instances, this may mean
site operators try to maximise the
expenses claimed from the society. In
others, they may seek to control who
receives grants from the society. We
have had reports of grant applicants
being refused an application form by

the site operator, or being told that
there were certain prerequisites, such

Ultimately, the behaviour of site
operators is the responsibility of the

as drinking in that pub, before grants
could be obtained. In yet other

societies. If everyone acts reasonably
and cooperates to maximise the return
to authorised purposes, then the system

instances, the site operator makes
pledges to grant applicants for future
support from the gaming proceeds.
The reason why these perceptions
and actions are wrong is that they are
at odds with the main, legislated
principle for operating gaming

is working. However, we are aware that
the problems with late banking and
access to grants are widespread.
To curb these problems, societies must
act more responsibly and, if necessary,
the Department will have to act more

machines.The principle is that gaming
machines outside casinos may only be
operated to raise funds for charitable

stringently.
To all those site operators who are
doing everything right, thanks for your

and like purposes.
Site operators are entitled to be
fairly reimbursed for the direct
expenses of operating the gaming
machines on their premises.The level
of these expenses is the subject of
ongoing research (see our article on
Site Rentals).
Operators often provide useful
advice about societies to potential
grant applicants, and vice versa.
That’s great, and some societies
would find life very difficult without
this assistance. However, that doesn’t
mean site operators have any right to
exploit or control the process.

support; the community is benefiting
from your integrity.To those who are
breaking the rules, watch out-things are
getting even tougher and you stand to
lose machines from your site if you are
deemed to be unsuitable to operate
gaming machines at site level.

Conference
call
Representatives of Gaming
Licensing will be at this year’s
Chartered Clubs conference in
Rotorua on 18-19 March.
We will have a display, and staff will
be on hand to discuss licensing issues
with conference delegates. We look
forward to meeting representatives of
some of the many chartered clubs
who hold gaming machine licences.

Client
survey
We have recently sent out a
client survey form to all
societies. We want to
know what you think of our
service, the forms we use
and the licence conditions
and guidelines.
Your survey form will be
anonymous, so you can feel free to
give us your real opinions and
comments. Your feedback is
important to us and it will help us
improve our service to you, so
please take the time to complete
and return the form.
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Gaming Machine Trusts
Association formed
A number of major gaming machine charitable trusts have joined together to form an
industry based Association, known as the Gaming Machine Trusts Association.
The trusts account for in excess of 50% of the gaming
machine industry in New Zealand.
All members are charitable trusts raising much
needed funds for amateur sport, community and
charitable causes.
The Association says that, in the past, there has not
been a uniform representative voice to represent the
gaming machine trusts. With the Gaming Review
it is timely that the hotel based trusts point of view
is put correctly.
It is important the public is aware the trusts that
operate gaming machines do so in a responsible way.

Meeting the
makers
We are committed to consultation with those who have
a stake in the operation of gaming machines. The
people who make and distribute gaming machines and
related equipment play an vital role in the gaming
sector and it is important for us to get their input on
issues. On 2 March, we met with representatives of the
major manufacturing and distribution companies. (See
picture below). We will report on the outcome of this
meeting in the next issue of Gambits.
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In the past there have been some unsubstantiated
claims made about the industry.
The hotel industry is required to return a minimum
of 33% to the community.This amounts to supporting a
wide range of organisations at the grass roots level.
The new Association will be taking a responsible
approach in the interests of the public, players and the
community and will also be seeking representation as a
full member of the Problem Gambling Committee.
Other major trusts are being invited to join
the Association.

TO CONTACT US...
Gamin g Licen sin g
Tel: 04 494-0700, 0800 257-887
Email: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Postal: PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: 04 494-0656
Gamin g Complian ce
Christchurch
Tel: 03 353-8303, Fax: 03 353-8309
Wellington
Tel: 04 494-0503, Fax: 04 495-7214
Auckland
Tel: 09 357-5437, Fax: 09 307-1198

DECEMBER 2000
Improving the system
Our lead story this issue concerns
the latest set of licence conditions
and guidelines. As you know, the
licence conditions contain most of
the rules for the operation of
gaming machines outside casinos
and we issue an updated set on 1
October each year.
No fundamental changes have been
made this year. Societies will
continue to return at least 33% of
their gaming machine income to
authorised purposes and deduct only
actual, reasonable and necessary
expenses from the gaming machine
account. And the department still
expects everyone involved in gaming
machine operations to follow the
systems described in the licence
conditions and the Blue Book (the
operators’ manual).
In short, the licensing regime that
was introduced in July 1997 is still
in force and the new licence
conditions will enhance it and give
it greater effect. More about them
later on.
Several of our other stories also
touch on the licence conditions,
from publicising your grants in the
newspaper to ensuring you don’t
have deficits in the gaming
machine account.
On a different subject altogether,
we’d like to thank all those of you
who sent in helpful comments
about our plans to put contact
details on our website. We’ve made
a number of other improvements to
our website and would like to bring
you up to date with developments.

The staff at Gaming
Licensing and
Compliance wish you all

safe, peaceful and
prosperous holiday
a

season and a
fulfilling
year
ahead

A change in conditions
Here’s a summary of the changes made in the latest set of
licence conditions and guidelines
You can find the latest edition of
the licence conditions and
guidelines on our website
(www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz).
Societies will be sent a copy of the
new licence conditions and
guidelines with their renewed
licences.
As licence holders, societies
bear several responsibilities: the
most important being to comply
with these licence conditions at all
times. The accompanying
guidelines are designed to help
societies achieve this, by providing
explanations, examples and advice.
A society’s licence allows it to
operate gaming machines for the
purpose of raising funds for the
authorised purpose(s) stated on the
licence. It is the society’s
responsibility to ensure that as much
as possible of the money raised is
spent on the authorised purpose –
and to be a trustee of that money.
The society is also legally
responsible for its gaming machine
operation, even though many of
the duties may be delegated to site
operators or other representatives.
For that reason, societies need to
have effective systems in place to
ensure that everyone complies
with the licence conditions.
Failure to comply with any of
the licence conditions can, of
course, lead to the licence being
cancelled, amended or not being
renewed. Applications to add sites
are likely to be declined when the
site operators in question were
responsible for the non-compliance.

What’s new?
So, what were our priorities this
year when revising the conditions
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and guidelines? Firstly, we wanted
to keep changes to a minimum,
while improving accuracy,
consistency and readability. We also
wanted to target specific issues,
which we will go into here.
The following is a broad
summary of the main changes we
have made. You’ll need to refer to
your copy of the society licence
and operators’ manual to check
the details.
1. Change of principal officer to
be an amendment
From 1 October 2000, societies
need to apply for a licence
amendment if any change is made
to their principal officers.
Previously, it was sufficient to
notify the department within 20
days of the change.
We realise that, in some cases,
the new condition could result in
extra fee expenses for societies.To
avoid this, details of the change may
be sent to us on your first
application for a licence amendment
following the change. If you have no
need to apply for an amendment
after the change, the details must be
included in your next licence
renewal application instead.
We’d like to point out that this
condition was altered to take
account of the fact that we have to
make probity checks on all new
principal officers; we don’t just
amend our records. We also had to
bring the process in line with our
database. It was not merely a
revenue-gathering exercise, and we
will be flexible about how we
implement it.
2. Conflict of interest
We have increased the emphasis in
the licence conditions on the need

for societies to operate fairly and
honestly.The new introduction
page to the guidelines sets the tone,
and the message is carried
throughout the conditions,
particularly in those dealing with
society integrity.This is not so
much a change, as a clarification of
the standard of behaviour we
expect from societies.
3. Banking of gaming machine
profit
There is a new condition requiring
the weekly gaming machine profit
return (WGMPR) to be completed
each week (LC23 Set A, LC28 Set B).
This requirement is linked to the 5day banking rule (LC24 Set A, LC29
Set B), and societies must turn off
their gaming machines if this
condition is not complied with.
This change was made to clarify the
existing policy, rather than to
change the policy.
4. Decision-making process for
authorised purpose grants
Some changes have been made to
the conditions affecting grants to
authorised purposes, to increase
the emphasis on fair and open
processes for grant applications
and decisions. This is partly a
conflict of interest issue; especially
where site operators influence who
can apply for and who receives
grants from gaming machine profit
earned at their site. A new
condition (LC49 Set B) has been
added requiring societies to make
sure prospective applicants can
access application forms. Licence
conditions have always said that a
committee of the society’s
members, including at least one
principal officer, must make the
decisions about who gets grants. In
practice, however, the committee
continued on following page
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doesn’t get to see all of the applications,
because site operators often forward
only a select few through to the society.
This is in breach of the licence
conditions. Site operators can’t
withhold forms from applicants or
decline to send forms through to the
society.The new condition has been
included to ensure that site operators
act as the conduit only and not as an
initial decision-maker.
5. Employees playing gaming
machines
A new condition has been inserted
(LC11 Set A, LC16 Set B) requiring
employees and site operators who wish
to play gaming machines to do so only
during the normal opening hours of the
site, and only when they are off duty.
Neither site operators nor staff may play
machines outside normal opening
hours.This change is intended to
address the issue of fairness in relation
to the playing of machines. It should
also help societies in policing the issue.
6. Other changes
We have made a number of other,
minor, editorial changes to the licence
conditions and guidelines, so we
recommend you give them a careful
read. We have also reworded and
simplified the face of the licence itself
to bring it in line with the conditions.

Once bitten
The latest licence conditions are making things tougher
for dodgy site operators
It was once not uncommon for site operators with a poor track record to
simply join up with another society when they were dropped by their
previous one.
Last year, Gaming Licensing introduced a new licence condition
(was LC22, now part of LC15, Set B) to deal with this problem. The
licence condition says:“the Department reserves the right not to
amend, or renew, the Society’s Licence to include a site with a Site
Operator that has committed any serious breach of Licence Conditions.”
By serious breach, we mean anything involving poor management or
loss of gaming machine money.This includes constant late bankings, loss
of money at site level, and thefts resulting from poor controls.
When a society applies to add a site to its licence, we check the
history of the site and the site operator. We check with the Gaming
Compliance Unit and any previous society that the site was with. If we
are told of serious breaches, we let the site operator know in writing that
we intend to decline the application unless we receive a satisfactory
explanation.
Gaming Licensing is likely to decline an application to add the new site
if there is a history of serious breaches. Serious breaches are anything to do
with mismanagement of the gaming machine money.This includes late
banking, failure to bank the correct amounts, theft or misappropriation of
money, or ‘back-handers’ in exchange for grants.
So, a word to all site operators: please follow the rules set out in your site
agreement and the Blue Book; make sure your bankings are for the correct
amount and are made within five days of completing the weekly gaming
machine profit return form. Don’t withhold money to pay yourself site rental
or cover other expenses – take this up with the society. If you don’t, you may
find your site without gaming machines!

Ownership of gaming
machine equipment
Societies no longer need to buy
machines outright before getting their
licences approved
As you know, societies are only allowed to operate
gaming machine equipment that they own (LC12 Set A,
LC23, Set B).This used to mean submitting a receipt as
proof of ownership before we would issue a licence.
However, this proved a bit hard on societies, as they had
to draw down the finance before they could earn any
money to make repayments.

So, we’ve made some changes. Societies still have to
demonstrate to Gaming Licensing that they will own
the equipment they plan to operate, but a copy of the
conditional agreement drawn up with the machine
vendor is now sufficient. This must show that
ownership will pass to the society as soon as the
licence is issued.
If you’d like any more information about the
requirements for ownership of gaming machine
equipment, please contact us at Gaming Licensing.
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Thanks for the feedback
We welcomed your comments on plans to list society and site addresses on our website
In April, we sent out a letter to all
societies and sites, outlining our
intention to put a New Zealandwide list of contact addresses on
our Gaming Licensing website.
Each week, we receive several
information requests from
members of the public interested
in applying for grants from gaming
machine revenue, so we felt a
comprehensive list on the internet
would give everyone a fair chance
and save people from having to
access the details via you or us.
However, before going ahead,
we wanted to hear your comments

– although we did point out that,
under the Official Information Act
1982, the contact addresses cannot
actually be withheld.
Many of you wrote back to us,
and the feedback was generally
positive, so thanks for your support.
The only words of concern came
from clubs who use funds raised
for their own club purposes,
rather than making grants to
other bodies. To put your minds at
rest, we can assure you that only
those societies who distribute
money to grant applicants are
listed on the website.

Deficit won’t do

We have taken all your comments
on board, and we have now posted
the list on our website (reach us at
www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz).

Going
public
A brief reminder to
advertise your grants
At least once a year, all the grants you
have made need to be publicised in
an appropriate newspaper.This legal
requirement is set out in licence
condition 54 (Set B), which details
exactly what has to appear. Here is
what must be published:
• A list of all grants made

Some societies have been achieving their 33% to
authorised purposes by carrying over a deficit – and, sorry,
it’s a no-go
Let’s say you achieve only 30% of funds available for distribution to authorised
purposes, instead of the required yearly minimum of 33%. As you fill in the
financial summary section of your licence renewal application, you might be
tempted to put a minus figure in the undistributed funds to carry forward to
the next year, in order to bring you up to the 33% limit. Good try, but we’re
afraid it won’t wash.
Funds given away to the authorised purpose must be made up of actual
gaming machine income from the current year.They can include a small
amount of undistributed income carried over from the previous year, but
they CAN’T be achieved by carrying over a deficit to the following year.
Note: We must also stress that you may only carry over small amounts of
undistributed income, and then only if it wasn’t practically possible to apply
and distribute the funds within the given year. Funds should be applied and
distributed regularly and frequently to avoid accumulation, and to
demonstrate the society’s honest intention to give its profits to authorised
purposes (LC 42 Set A, LC 52 Set B).
To make sure this happens, your society’s principal members need to
meet often to decide on grant applications and to ensure the money is paid
out promptly. If a club allocates funds to a capital project, it should set the
funds aside, perhaps in a specific project account, rather than carry them
forward as undistributed funds.
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• The amount of each grant
• The grant recipients (individuals
may only be listed with their
approval)
• A summary of the society’s
authorised purpose(s)
• The public’s ability to apply for
a grant and how to do so
To give you an idea of what we
mean by ‘appropriate newspaper’, a
town-based society would probably
publish its grants in the local
newspaper.A national trust with
sites across New Zealand, on the
other hand, might choose to publish
the list in all the metropolitan dailies
or in a national weekend newspaper.
Clubs, which have a similar
obligation (LC44, Set A) can
publicise funds distributed in their
annual report for members. It is not
sufficient to publish the information
on your website, although we
encourage you to do this as well as
publish your grants in the paper.

New faces
Gaming Licensing has seen several staff changes in the past few months. To
bring you up to speed, we’d like to introduce the new team. Back row from
left: Gaming Licensing Officers Judy Rohloff, Daryl Te Whiti,Team Leader
Gavin Duffy, Gaming Licensing Officers Mike Schwass and Helen Baylis.
Front row, from left: Senior Policy Advisor Stephen Rogers, Manager Lois
Markland and Gaming Licensing Officer Craig Holmes. Absent: Gaming
Licensing Officer Brent Addison.

Rules of
the game
A word of warning to
clubs and hotels running
illegal lotteries
In the past year, the Gaming
Compliance Unit has had to close
down a number of lotteries being
operated illegally in hotels and
clubs. We want to make it clear why
these lotteries were deemed to be
illegal, so no one else runs into the
same trouble.
For a start, an illegal lottery will
invariably have some or all of the
following components:
• Prizes jackpot from one draw to
the next
• The prizes on offer exceed
$500 and the lottery has not
been licensed
• The lottery is not being run
with a view to raise money for
an authorised purpose

The three-thirds
myth
In all areas of life, certain ideas take on a life of their own, even though there is
no substance to them.This happens in gaming machine circles too. For
instance, have you heard the theory that the way to allocate gaming machine
profits is to set one third aside for making grants, pay one third to the
government and pay one third to the site operator?
If you have heard this theory, don’t you believe it!
The sole object of operating gaming machines is to generate funds for
authorised purposes. If your gaming machines generate improved profits for
whatever reason, your return to authorised purposes should also increase, but
not your expenses.The reference to a 33% return in the licence conditions is a
minimum, not the maximum or the average you should return to authorised
purposes.You should be continuously seeking to improve your return to
authorised purposes and not simply resting on the minimum legal
performance. An increase in gaming machine profit is not justification for an
increase in expenses.

Any involvement in organising
an illegal lottery such as this can
result in three months’
imprisonment, or a fine of up to
$4,000 for the individual, or $12,000
for the body corporate.Those who
allow their premises to be used for
illegal lotteries, meanwhile, risk a
fine of up to $2,000.
What’s more, if the illegal lottery
is being held in a hotel or club
licensed to operate gaming
machines, such a conviction could
also lead to the loss of that licence.
If you are planning to run a
lottery at your club or hotel, and
are unsure about the legal
conditions required by the Act,
check our website or contact
Gaming Licensing for two useful
brochures: ‘Gaming: A General
Guide’ and ‘How to Run a Raffle’.
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Ongoing issues and gaming
review update
We are presently researching a number of issues
affecting gaming machine societies, including site
rentals, Racing Clubs and authorised purposes.
In addition, the Gaming Law Reform Bill has now
been reported back by the select committee and is
awaiting further consideration by the House. The
gaming machine part of the Bill is now called the
Gaming and Lotteries (Gaming Machines)
Amendment Bill.
You will be aware that the government has
commissioned a Gaming Review, to be conducted by
the Department.The timetable for the review has been
set as follows:

• February 2001: Release of public discussion
document
• March/April 2001: Public submissions on
discussion document
• May/June 2001: Analysis of public submissions on
discussion document
• July 2001: Cabinet decisions on the gaming review
• August/September/October 2001: Law drafting
• November 2001: Introduction of legislation
• March 2002: Enactment of legislation
We will keep you advised of the progress of the
Gaming Review and of issues arising.

Few plaudits for audits
It’s a year on since the new audit model
was introduced, and the results don’t
always make for happy reading
Last year, the Gaming Compliance Unit introduced a
new audit model process. The model includes annual
audits for gaming machines and gaming machine sites,
as well as gaming machine investigations.
The basic premise of the model is to identify high
priority audit areas, which fall under general
headings. For both machine and site audits, these
headings are: site compliance, meter recording,
banking of proceeds, return to player and the grants
process. Payment of expenses is another high priority
area for gaming machines.

The audits
In the gaming machine category, 181 societies were
audited (20% of all societies). Of those, an alarming 143
societies had high priority failings. 154 site audits were
also carried out (7.5% of all sites). Of those, 107 had
high priority failings.
By far the most common failing was banking of
proceeds, either banking the wrong amount, or not
banking on time. This suggests that people either don’t
understand the concept of turnover minus total wins, or
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they are choosing to disregard this fundamental
requirement. Other common failings were in meter
recording and grants processes.

Consequences
As this was the first year of the audit model process,
our main intention was to identify failings and give
societies a chance to correct their faults. If similar
failings are found in future audits, however, societies’
licences will be in jeopardy.
In future, for the more fundamental failures
(banking, record keeping, conflict of interest) there
will be a stand-down period of two weeks, or until
the Gaming Compliance Unit is convinced the
society can get things right. Similarly, where there is a
proven ‘conflict of interest’ situation in the grants
process, there will be a stand-down period of three
months. Repeat offending will not be treated so
leniently, however, and cancellation of the licence is
more likely.

The way forward
On a positive note, the inspectors found the new audit
model gave them a valuable opportunity to offer
continued on following page
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advice and assistance to societies and their sites. They
also feel that it provides a win/win situation: the
inspectors get to know what the issues are for the
operators, and the operators become more aware of
what is required of them.
There is no getting away from the fact that certain
requirements must be met, but societies and operators
need not fear the audit process as long as they comply
with the licence conditions.

Visit our
website
In addition to adding the lists of sites
to our website (see earlier article), we
have updated and added a number of
other pages.
For example, the latest licence conditions and guidelines
are now available on the website
(www.gaminglicensing.dia.govt.nz), as are the updated
application, renewal and personal information forms.
There is a new page with our recent brochure about
internet gaming.
We have also now published the latest official
gaming machine statistics on the site. The statistics
show the numbers of and types of societies currently
licensed to operate gaming machines and the numbers
of gaming machines and sites operated by the societies.
The information presently on the site is drawn from
current licences, as at 1 October 2000. The information
will be updated on a quarterly basis.
In the near future we will make the Blue Book
available and it is intended that Gaming Compliance
will publish material relevant to its area of operation.
A wee technical hint: many people want to get
copies of forms or other documents available on our
website, but sometimes they report difficulties in
doing so. For example, you open one of the
documents and start to print it out while you are
still on-line, but it stops printing before the
document is complete. Usually this occurs because
your computer has ‘timed-out’ its connection to the
internet during what it sees as a long period of
inactivity. To avoid this problem, simply open the
document, save it to your hard drive and then print
it out later when you are off-line.
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A day in the life

Power to the people
The things people do for their communities really
impress Gaming Licensing Officer Mike Schwass
Unusual requests, such as people wanting to raffle their
house or car so they can give some of the proceeds to
their club or church, are all in a day’s work for Mike
Schwass – though he tends to remain sceptical on such
occasions.“Mostly, people have their own reasons for
wanting to do something like that, and it’s our
responsibility to make sure they comply with the
legislation,” he says.
As a Gaming Licensing Officer, Mike’s priority is to
ensure that all gaming activities are undertaken purely

TO CONTACT US...
Gaming Licensing
Tel: 04 494-0700, 0800 257-887
Email: gaming.licensing@dia.govt.nz
Postal: PO Box 10-095, Wellington
Fax: 04 494-0656
Gaming Compliance
Christchurch
Tel: 03 353-8303, Fax: 03 353-8309
Wellington
Tel: 04 494-0503, Fax: 04 495-7214
Auckland
Tel: 09 357-5437, Fax: 09 307-1198
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to raise funds for the community, and never for
personal gain. However, he is keen to point out that
the job is not about getting people tangled in
governmental red tape.“We try and keep bureaucracy
to a minimum,” he explains.“Gaming in New Zealand
has served the community for years and years, and for
me the most important thing is for people to comply
with that spirit.”
He may only have been in the job for five months,
but Mike is already familiar with all the basic
‘products’ of the post: gaming machine licences,
amendments and renewals, and licences to
work in casinos, or to play games of chance,
lotteries and housie. Mike also recently took
over responsibility from colleague Daryl
TeWhiti as relationship manager for one of
the national trusts.
As we go to press, he’s still fully
engaged in the latest round of gaming
machine licence renewals. He and his
colleagues consider hundreds of forms,
making sure each applicant has raised
sufficient funds for authorised purposes,
and is operating legally, before reissuing
the licence for another year. Mike reports
that progress with renewals is really good
this year and it appears that the
department’s key messages seem to have
got through to applicants, although there are still a
few problem cases.
It’s the gaming machine licence amendments, says
Mike, that often call for the most personal contact – an
aspect of the job he particularly enjoys.“That’s when I
get to know what the weather’s doing from Palmerston
North to Kaitaia,” he says of his conversations with
societies and clubs across the country.“The things
people do to raise funds for their communities really
impress me.”
Having worked as a freelance journalist, for the
engineer’s union, and on the legal services board, Mike
should know by now what gives him ultimate job
satisfaction.“I’m a public sector person at heart. I like to
help people achieve their goals and I place my
institutional knowledge at their service for that purpose.”

